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ACT

or INCORPORATION .

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representaiit'es of the United States
of America in Congress assembled, That Andrew D. \Vhite, of Ithaca, in the
State of New York; George Bancroft, of Washington, in the Distri ct of
Columbia; Justin Winsor, of Cambridge, in the State of Massachusetts;
William F. Poole, of Chicago, in the State of Illinois; Herbert B. Adams,
of Baltimors, in the St,ate of Maryland; Clarence W. Bowen, of BrooklyD,
in the State of New York; their associates and successors, are hereby
creait°ed, in the District of Columbia, a body corporate and politic, by the
name of the American Historical Association, fol' the promotion of historical studies, the collection and preservation of L istorical mannscripts,
and for kindred purposes in the interest of American history anu of history in America. Said association is authorized to hold real and personal
estate in the District of ColumlJia so far only as may be necessaTy to its
l awful ends to an amount not exceeding :five hundred thonsand dollars, to
adopt a constitution, arnl to make by-laws not inconsistent with l3aw,
Said association shall have its principal office a.t \Vashington, in the
District of Columbia, and may bold its annual meetings in such places as
the said incorporators shall determine. Said association shall report
annually to the Secreta_ry of the Smithsonian Institution concerning its
proceedings and the condition of historical study in America. Said Secretary shall communicate to Congress the whole of such reports, or such
portions thereof as he shall see.fit. The Regents of the Smithsonian Institution are anthorized to permit said association to deposit its collections,
manuscripts, books, pamphlets, and other material for history in the
Smithsonian Institution or in the National Museum at their discretion,
· ·uch rules as they shall prescribe.
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LETTER OF SUBMITTAL.

SMITHSONIAN INSTl'l'UTION,

Washington, D. 0., February 13, 1896.
To the Congress of the United States:
In accordance with the act of incorporation of the American
Historical Association, approved January 4, 1889, I have the
honor to submit to Congress the annual report of said association for the year 1895.
' I have the honor to be, very respectfully, your obe~lient
servant,
S. P. LANGLEY,
Secretary of the Smithsonian I nstitutiori.
Hon.

ADLAI

Hon.

THOMAS

E.

STEVENSON'

President of the Senate.
B. REED,
Speaker of the House.
III

LETTER OF TRANSMITTAL.

AMERIO.AN HIS'l'ORIC.A.L ASSOCI.A.TION,

Washington, D. O., Febriiary 10, 1896.
Sr&: In compliance with the act of incorporation of the
· American Historical Association, approved January 4, 1889,
which requires that "said association shall report annually to
the Secretary of the Smithsonian Institution concerning its
proceedings and tbe condition of historical study in America,"
I have the honor to transmit herewith my general report of the
proceedings of tbe American Historical Associati_on at their
eleventh annual meeting, held in Washington, D. 0., December 26-27, 1895. The report is prefaced by a list of officers for
1896, a table of contents, and a, general summary of proceedngs by the secretary. '1:hen follows the inaugural address by
the president of the association, Bon. George F. Hoar, with
most of the papers that were presented at the meeting. In
order to show the condition and progress of historical stutlie~
in America a yaluable bibliograplly is appended, representing
the work of the historical societies of the various States <luring
the last hundred years.
Y ery respectfully,
HERBER'r B. AD.A.MS,
Secretarv.
Dr. S. P. LANGLEY,
Secretary of the Srn-ithsonian Institiition.
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REPORT OF PROCEEDINGS OF ELEVENTH ANNUAL MEETING
OF THE AMERICAN HISTORICAL ASSOCIATION.
By

HERBERT

B.

ADAMS,

Ph.D., Secretary.

The American Historical Association has passed its first
decade. Its eleventh annual meeting was held in Washington, D. C., December 26, 27, 1895, at the Columbian University,
with headquarters at the Arlington. The short space of time
between Christmas, which fel1 on Wednesday, and the end of
the week necessitated the compression of the public e 4 ercises
within the limit of two days. The programme was so full
that it was found expedient to hold the Friday morning session in two sections, one devoted to American colonial history
and the other to American political history. A short afternoon session, from 4 to 5, was held in the banqueting hall of
the Arlington, Dr. J. L. M. Curry presiding. This session was
specially devoted to .European history. The two evening sessions, Thursday and Friday, attracted the largest audiences,
although the section meetings were well attended. The usual
number of members were registered.
On the opening night, the Hon. George F. Hoar, president
of the Association, gave an eloquent and patriotic address in
defense of representative· government. He deprecated the
growing tendency among some historical writers of imputing
wrong motives to the acts of nien in public life and of blackening the character of the dead. He maintained that the conduct of public affairs is growing better, purer, and wiser from
generation to generation. The motives by which our public
men are governed in the administration of national, State, and
local affairs are honest and upright. No man can put a noble
pride in a base history. He said he was willing to compare
our representative government at its worst with any monarchic
government at its best, when the authority of the monarchy
is really felt. Senator Hoar paid a high tribute to the character of the :rp_en who legislate for our country, and said that
3
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his remarks were based on an intimate acquaintance with the
majority of them during the last thirty years. There has been
a stea.d y increase in the number of men who come to Congress
to work wholly for the best interests of their country.
Senator Hoar's address occupied about an hour. He was
followed by Prof. Edward G. Bourne, of Yale University, who
gave an appreciative account of the critical methods of Leopold von Ranke, who had such a profound influence upon
modern students of history. Mr. Bourne explained the origin of the historical seminary, now so common in German and
American universities. Ranke's habit was to draw all his
information from original sources. He was well versed in
classical, medireval, and early modern writings, but was
entirely unacquainted with the results of higher biblical criticism. Although he wrote about the Hebrews in his Universal
History, bis knowledge of the Old Testament and of Semitic
institutions was that of a former generation.
Gen. James Grant Wilson, president of the New York Genealogical and Biographical Society, read the last paper of the
opening session, on "Arent Van Curler and his journal of
1634." It is published in the following proceedings.
The second day's session was opened promptly at 10 o'clock,
Senator Hoar presiding until Dr. James Schouler was called
to the chair. The colonial section, although held in a smaller
room, seemed for a time to be more popula.r than the political
section, which, however, under the guidance of Gen. John
Eaton, soon recovered the lost balance. The two lecture halls
were in such close proximity that members could easily pass
from one to the other. This bicameral method has never before
been tried by the Historical Association, but it proved an expeditious way of disposing of a long programme, whjch would
otherwise have required an extra day in Washington.
In this connection it is impossible to give even abstracts of
all the numerous contributions to the various section meetings.
Some were read by title only. Others were greatly abridged
in reading. Most of them are printed in the proceedings of the
Association.
Among the noteworthy papers were two by Talcott Williams, of the Philadelphia Pres'. The first was upon the
subject of "Raleigh's colony and its present remains." -Mr.
Williams and his wife had ju t come f'rom a visit to the original
~ite of the first English colony planted in the New World.
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This site· has lately been purchased by the Roanoke Colony
Memorial Association, and it is hoped that the island may
some day become attractive to historical pilgrims. Mr~ Williams described the excavations which .be had recently made
on the site of Raleigh's fort, the lines of which can still be
clearly traced. He discussed the probable approach of the
early navigators, Arnadas and Barlowe, and of Raleigh's expedition. The Indian villages on the island were also described
and historical localities identified. A plea was made for contributions to enable the Memorial Association to erect a suitable monument. The second paper by Mr. Williams was
r ead at the closing session. In a most interesting and suggestive way the question was discussed how far was "Primeval
man a modern savage." The author called attention to the
entirely different conditions of primitive men and modern savages. The latter live under constaut pressure and aggression
from without. The ·former · had room for movement, natural
expression, and free development. Mr. Williams criticised
modern writers like Morgan, McLennan, and Lubbock, wbo
assume too much in regard to the likeness of ancient and
modern conditions of savage life. He maintained the dignity
of human nature and the probability of a higher system of
family morals for primitive society than is commonly allowed
by anthropologists.
Various institutional studies of interest and value were presented. Prof. H. L. Osgood, of Columbia College, gave a "Classification of colonial government," showing that the proprietary
system and the royal province are practically the same form,
and that the term "corporation" correctly describes only Massachusetts previous to 1684, Connecticut, and Rhode Island.
Virginia, under the London company, and Georgia, under the
trustees, were essentially proprietary and should be included
under the class of provinces. So must New Plymouth. Corporations were the earliest forms of the Americtm Commonwealth. Dr. B. C. Steiner, of Baltimore, gave an historical
account of "The electoral college for the senate of Maryland."
Dr. J. S. Bassett, of Trinity College, North Carolina, outlined
the history of suffrage in his State . . In 17'76 the aristocracy took
control of the assembly, only landholders voting for members
of the senate. The system was modified in 1835 and again in
1848. Final reform in the suffrage was not accomplished until
1857. Dr. Jeffrey R. Brackett, of Baltimore, gave a graphic
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account or'the struggle of democracy versus aristocracy in Virginia in 1830. After the Revolutionary war a minority of landed
proprietors governed the State. An extension of the suffrage
was finally made to resident housekeepers, heads of families,
and taxpayers. Mr. H. A. Cushing, of Columbia Oollege, discussed the '' Political activity of Massachusetts towns during
the Revolution." He showed that from the day of Samuel
Adams's coup d'etat in Salem to the inauguration of Governor
Hancock the true center of Massachusetts politics was the
town meeting. Town republics maintained an unbroken activity during· the whole Revolutionary period, which saw the closing of the royal courts, the destruction of the legislature, and
the deposition of royal officials. "The land system of provincial Pennsylvania" was described by William R. Shepherd, of
Brooklyn, N. Y. "Colonial culture in North Carolina" was
illustrated by a native of that State, Dr. S. B. Weeks, now of
the Bureau of Education.
A paper on the "Agreement of 1817, concerning the reduction
naval forces upon the American lakes," was read by
J.M. Callahan, of Johns Hopkins University. The American
lakes were the scenes of desperate conflict in the war of 1812.
The idea of mutual disarmament by England and the United
States on this lake frontier was proposed by J. Q. Adams to
Lord Castlereagh, to avert the evil of rival naval forces. After
long debates and vexatious delays an agreement was reached
in April, 1817, to reduce the forces of each power to four vessels and to limit tlrefr duties. With the exception of brief
intervals, the United States vessel 1lfichigan has long been the
only American naval vessel on the lakes. Each country has
indeed modern revenue cutters on the lakes, but war vessels
for the sea are not allowed to be built by lake companies. This
has caused some dissatisfaction, but the agreement has been,
on the whole, very advantageous. For eighty years the vast
commerce of the lakes has been perfectly safe without the
rivalry of expensive armaments.
The political aspects· of the homestead law agitation were
vigorously presented by Prof. B. S. Terry, of the University of
Chicago, who is elaborating a monograph upon this important
subject. A very entertaining and instructive paper entitled
"Light on the underground railroad" wa~ read by Prof. W. H.
Siebert, of Ohio State University, who has made extensive and
original studie both of routes and men connected with the

of
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escape of negro slaves to Canada. The old lines of escape
traversed various States from New England to Iowa, and terminated at various points along the Canadian frontier. Maps
and pictures were shown by Mr. Siebert that ought sometime
to be reproduced. Among the photographs were those of
escaped slaves now living in Canada, and pictures of various
Quakers who harbored runaways, and even of the caves and
houses where they found refuge along the lines of the underground railroad. It is computed that at least 29,000 fugitives
found freedom by routes leading through Ohio. The curious
manuscript record of an old Quaker was shown, indicating that
forty-seven different runaways were sheltered at various times
from April 14 to September 10, 1844. Many refugees did not
go to Canada, but settled in friendly neighborhoods where they
were protected by Covenanters and Methodists as well as by
Quakers.
Dr. James Schouler, of Boston, read an excellent paper upon
"Historical testimony." He said that our common law pays
a delicate compliment to writers of history in permitting their
works to be cited in court with something of .the authenticity
of official documents. This privilege should confirm us in the
conviction that the truth of history is, above everything else,
what historians should strive after; and writers should make
all needful correction after publication, as opportunity offers
or later knowledge comes to them. Nor can we pay the common law a better compliment in return for its :flattering confidence than to adapt to our own use for investigation some of
its familiar rules and methods for eliciting the truth from testimony. Primary and secondary evidence should be kept distinct in the mind; and we should consider the competency of
each witness and his probable bias. We should also regard
the presumptions and burden of proof where witnesses disagree, and respect at all times the judgment of history.
Two papers of biographical interest were presented. One
was by Martin I. J. GriffinJ of the American Catholic Historical Society in Philadelphia, upon "Commodore John Barry,"
concerning whom Mr. Griffin is writing a full biography. The
second paper was by the Rev. Dr. W. O. Winslow, of Boston,
upon the "Part and place of Governor Edward Winslow, in
Plymouth Colony." The author paid special attention to the
public services of Winslow in developing the territorial and
colonizing policy of Massachusetts and in representing colonial
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interests in England. In the united leadership of Brewster,
Bradford, Winslow, and Standish lay the foundation of the
Pilgrim State. In their peculiar work as statesman and soldier, Winslow and Standish displayed qualities as indispensable as those of the other two, and performed an even more
distinctive part than they. One kept and promoted peace; ~he
other prepared in peace for war.
Mr. Gaillard Hunt, of the Department of State, read a paper
upon '' Locating the capital." He alluded to Jefferson's famous
dinner party given to Hamilton and the Potomac Members of
Congress, and to the bargains made for delivering votes for placing the Federal city on the banks of the Potomac in return for
votes for the assumption bill. Mr. Hunt described the extent
of the District of Columbia and Washington's negotiations
with the landowners, together with the work of the two chief
surveyors, L'Enfant and Ellicott. Dr. Herbert Friedenwald,
of Philadelphia, brought out scme very interesting facts
regarding the manuscript journals of the Continental Congress
and the unpublished papers connected with its proceedings.
There are various published editions of the journals, but all of
them are inexact and incomplete. The editors often took liberties with the original text and left out very important parts
of the original record. Dr. Friedenwald urged that steps be
taken to secure a trustworthy and complete edition of these
documents, which are fundamental in our Con'gressional and
Revolutionary history.
"A plea for the study of the history of northern Europe"
was made by Dr. A. C. Coolidge, of Harvard University. He
showed the reasons why such study is of especial value to
Americans. The importance of Russia in modern politics was
emphasized. The antagonism of the German and the Slav is
as intense as ever. The influence of the Scandinavians and
the Slavs upon western countries is worthy of our attention.
The endless variety of detail in the political history of Scandinavia, Poland, and Russia put us on our guard against the
dangers of hasty generalization. Moreover, the constitutional
development of these northern countries is full of suggestive
interest.
A valuable study in comparative politics was that of Mr.
Oswald G. Villard, of Harvard University, on "The German
Imperial court," as compared with the American Supreme
Court. Instead of 9 members the German court has 84, organ-
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ized in ten senates, each presided over by a senate president
and the whole by a president corresponding to our Chief ,T ustice.
Six of these senates deal wholly with civil cases, which must
have passed through two State courts to reach the Imperial
court. The other four senates deal with criminal cases which
may be appealed direct from the State court next above the
police justice, corresponding to the general sessions court in
New York or the superior court in Massachusetts. All questions involving interstate relations, or those of a State to the
Imperial Government, are wholly beyond the competence of
the Imperial court and rest with the federal council.
A graphic study of '' The French revolution as seen by the
Americans of the eighteenth century," was read by Prof.
Charles D. Hazen, of Smith College. A great variety of interesting evidence was drawn from American literature of the
revolutionary period. Whichever side Americans adopted for
the time being they adopted it with vehemence. Their attitude
was marked by no greate.r moderation than that of the English
or the French themselves. The F1mnch revolution left no one
indifferent either in the Old World or in the New. Another
paper of international interest was that by Dr. Frederic Bancroft, of Columbia College, on " The French in Mexico and the
Monroe doctrine." He described the a,ttempt of France to
acquire territory on this continent and to maintain a representative on the Mexican throne. During the civil war our
Government refrained from interference, but immediately
afterwards gave Louis Napoleon to understand that his forces
must be withdrawn. Curiously enough, there was no mention
of the Monroe doctrine in those day~; but, as Mr. Bancroft
pointedly said, it was probably understood as well then as now, .
perhaps better. Gen. Marcus J. Wright, of the War Records
Office, described an interesting diplomatic incident in 1861,
when President Lincoln and William H. Seward, our Secretary of State, obtained redress, through the American consulgeneral at Alexandria, from Mohammed Said, the Viceroy of
Egypt, for an act of persecution against ·a Christian missionary in Upper Egypt.
At the closing session, which was attended by an appreciative
audience, various reports and announcements were made. The
treasurer's report, by Dr. C. W. Bowen, showed that the total
assets of the Association now amount to nearly $8,000. The
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Association owns a good 5 per cent bond and mortgage for
$5,000 and ten shares of stock in the National Bank of Commerce, costing $1,910, and has nearly $1,000 cash on h~nd.
The income of the Association last year from annual dues,
interest money, sale of publications, and other sources was
over $2,000. The current expenses for one year are about
$600. It is proposed to expend some of the future revenue of
the Association in the promotion of historical investigation
and American bibliography.
It was announced that the executive council of the American Historical Asso~iation has resolved to institute a historical
manuscripts commission, 1 for the preparation or supervision of
a calendar of original manuscripts and records of national
interest relating to the colonial and later history of the United
States. Such original materials for American history as may
be found in public or private hands within the territory of the
United States, or elsewhere, can thus be brought to the attention of historical students and of the country at large, through
the medium of special reports issued by the Association. In
cases where no other provision can be made for the publication of such records and original materials the executive council will endeavor to devise ways and means for copying or
publishing such selections as may be recommended by the
manuscripts commission.
The executive council has also voted to offer a prize of $100
for the best monograph based upon original investigation in
history submitted to the council during the coming year, university dissertations excluded, and to print the best five or six
of the monographs thus submitted, if of an approved degree
of excellence. The council has also voted to establish a gold
prize medal of the value of $100, to be awarded at suitable
intervals for the best completed work of research in history
published in this country through the ordinary channels of publication. This will be understood to apply, in the first instance,
only to works published after January 1, 1896, and in later
awards only to works published since the last preceding award.
It is expected by the council that the interval between successive awards will be about three years.
1 The executive council subsequently appointed the Historical Manuscript Commission as follows: J. Franklin Jameson, Providence, R. I.,
chairman; Douglas Brymner, Ottawa, Canada; Talcott vVilliam , Philadelphia, Pa.; vVilliam P. Trent, , ewanee, Tenn.; Pretlerick J. Turn r,
Madison, Wis.
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The committee on the time and place of next meeting reported
that, in their judgment, it was desirable that the meetings of
the Association be held in various places, including Washington, in rotation. For the next meeting they bad considered
Cleveland, Cambridge, and New York. Though confident of
a successful meeting in Cambridge, the committee thought
that, since a meeting had been held in Chicago in 1893, it
would be better to hold at least one meeting in the East before
going West again. As a meeting had been held in Boston and
Cam bridge in 1887, and as none had ever been held in New
York, the last-named city seemed to have the preference. The
.Association was assured of the cordial cooperation of the
professors of Columbia College and the members of local historical societies. It was therefore agreed that the next meeting of the Association be held jn New York City on Tuesday,
Wednesday, and Thursday, December 29, 30, and 31, 1896.
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REPORT OF THE TREASURER.
The .Arnerican Historical .Association in account with Clarence W. Bowen, treasiirer.
1895.
Jan. 2
2
7
7
10
21
Apr. 20
23
July 17
Sept. 18
Nov. 1
1
Dec. 10
10
11

$150. 00
. 30
30. 00
------ 1 22.60
The Independent Press, voucher 5 - . _____ - _- _- .. -I
2. 50
60. 00
I 100. 00
A_- H_ Clark, voucher
·--------· 1 40. 00
12. 30
The Independent Press, voucher g _. - - -4 - • - • - • - - .
25. 60
The Independent Press, voucher lQ _- • - - - - - . - - - - •
J.B. Manning, voucher 11 --- __ - ----- - - - - - - - - . - - - -1 l, 020. 00
A.H. Clark, voucher 12 ______ -----· ---- - - __ -·· --·
60. 00
Jno. Murphy & Son, voucher 13, _____ . -- - - - ---- __
8.40
1. 25
The Independent Press, voucher 14 - - - - - .. - - - - - - .
H.B. Adams, voucher 15 __________ . ·----· _...... .
50. 00

To paid H. S. Chandler, voucher
United States Express Co., voucher 2 ____
A.H. Clark, voucher

!: :~::~::~::c~~~-;:::::::::::: ::::::::::::::

11
11

1895.
Jan. 2
4
4
July 3
Oct. 7

Balance:: ::e:::::~~~~~~~-~~:::::::::: ::: :::::: :: : :

:j

9~;:

7
7
7
7

By ~alance from last account .. _.... _._ - . - - . . ........... -1 $440. 61
mterest on bond and mortgage .... _....... _.. _... _..
125. 00
dividend National Bank of Commerce._ ... _._ ... _- - .
20. 00
interest on bond and mortgage __._._ ........ _._ ..... .
125. 00
rebate of tax from city of New York on stock National Bank of Commerce_ .......... .
12. 22
cli vidend National Bank of Commerce_. _......... _. - .
20. 00
receipts from sales of A.ssociat.ion's publications_ .. .
117. 67
4 life memberships, at $50 .•.. __ ........ __ . ___ ....... .
200. 00
513 annual dues, at
1,539. 00

OK• ... un• . ..
.

..,....

- - ..

~

0

t'zj

1-3
~

1-3
~
t_zj

>

r,:;

0

~

t;1

2,599.50

The Association has assets as follows: Bond and mortgage, at 5 per cent interest, $5,000; 10 shares or' stock National Bank of Commerce of New York,
cost$1,910; cash on hand, $999.55; total assets, $7,909.55.
Respectfully submitted.
CLARENCE W. BOWEN, T1·easurer.
Audited and found correct:
JAS. GRANT WILSON,
GEORGE ILES.
WASHINGTON, D. C. ' December 27 , 1895.
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LIST OF COMMITTEES, 1895-96.
1. .A1iditing conwiitter: Gen. Jame Grant Wilson and George Iles.
2. Finance: Hon. John A. King, E.W. Blatchford, and Dr. C. W. Bowen.
3. Nominatio11s: Dr. Frederic Bancroft, James F. Rhodes, and Gen. John
Eaton.
4. 1.'ime and place of next ·rneeting: Prof. A. B. Hart, Prof. W. A. Dunning,
and Prof. A. C. McLaughlin.
5. Programnie: Prof. H. Morse Stephens, Prof. E. Emerton, Prof. E. G.
Bourne, Prof. John W. Burgess, and Prof. H.B. Adams.
6. Resol-u tions: Dr. W. B. Scaife and Harry A. Cushing.

OFFICERS FOR 1895-96.
President: Richard S. Storrs, D. D., LL. D., Brooklyn, N. Y.
.
Vice-presidents: James Schouler, LL. D., Boston, Mass.; George P. Fisher,
D. D., LL. D., Yale University.
Secretary: Herbert B. Adams, Ph. D., LL. D., Johns Hopkins University,
Baltimore, Md .
.Assistant secretal'y and cu1·ator: A. Howard Clark, Smithsonian Institution,
curator of the historical collections, United States National Museum,
Washington, D. C.
Treasurer: Clarence Winthrop Bowen, Ph.D., 130 Fulton street, New York
City.
Executi1Je council (in addition to the above-named officers): Hon. Andrew
D. White, LL. D., L. H. D., Ithaca, N. Y.; Justin V{insor, LL. D.,
Cambridge, Mass.; Charles Kendall Adams, LL. D., president of the
University of Wisconsin; Hon. William Wirt Henry, Richmond, Va.;
James B. Angell, LL. D., president of the University of Michigan;
Henry Adams, Washington, D. C.; *Hon. George F. Hoar, Worcester,
Mass.; G. Brown Goode, LL. D., assistant secretary of the Smithsonian Institution, in charge of the National Museum; George B.
Adams, professor of history, Yale University; I-I. Morse Stephens,
professor of history, Cornell University; F. J. Turner, Ph.D., professor of history, University of Wisconsin.

NECROLOGY FOR 1895.
By Gen. Jas. GRANT WILS0N1 D. C. L.

Among the members of the American Historical Association deceased during the year were the following:
.BERNHEIM, ABRAM c.! born in New York City, February 1, 1866; a.ied
at his home at Arverne, Long Island, July 24, 1895. He was educated at
Columbia College, from which he was graduated in the Schools of Law and
Political Science, receiving the degree of bachelor of laws and doctor of
philosophy. His business was that of a banker and broker 1 but his learning and faculty for imparting knowledge led to his selection by Columbia
College as lecturer on the history of New York City and State. He was in
1886 appointed prize lecturer1 and in 1894 was made permanent lecturer.
Mr. Bernheim joined our Association in 1888.
HILL, HAMILTON ANDREWS, born in London, England, April 14, 1827;
died in Boston, April 27, 1895. He came to this country as a youth, completing his education at Oberlin College, Ohio 1 of which his father, Hamilton Hill, was for twenty-five years treasurer. He became a commission
merchant in Boston, and later was secretary of the Boston Board of Trade,
and secretary of the National Board of Trade. He was the author of
many papers and pamphlets upon commercial questions, was a prominent
member of the New England Historic-Genealogical Society of Boston, and
received the degree of M. A. from Oberlin anu Williams colleges. Mr.
Hill became a member of the Historical Association in 1884.
RICE, ALEXANDER HAMILTON, ex-governor of Massachusetts, born at
Newton, Mass., August 30, 1818; died at his home in Melrose, Mass., July
21, 1895. His father was a paper manufacturer, having mills at Newton
Lower Falls. He was educated at Union College, where he was graduated with honors in 1844. Three years later he received from Union the
degree of A. M., and in 1876 the degree of LL. D. was conferred by Harvard
University. He became a junior partuer in a firm of Boston paper dealers,
of which he eventually was the head. In 1856 he was elected mayor of
Boston, being twice reelected. From 1859 to 1867 Mr. Rice represented
the Fourth Massachusetts district in Congress, and was the Republican
governor of his native State in 1876, 1877, and 1878. He was a prominent
member of the Episcopal Club, a member for some years of the Standing
Committee of the diocese, and several times a delegate to the General
Conventions of the church.
B. Doc. 291--2
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ALTO TALL, LEVERETT, 1>0rn in alem, Mass., March 16, 1825; died in
Brookline April 15, 18 5. Ho was n, descendant of Sir Richard Saltonstall wbo accompanied overnor 'Winthrop to this country, and was one
of the six patent es of the colony of Massachusetts. Mr. Saltonstall was
graduated from Harvard in 1844, and six weeks later was admitted to
practice at the Boston bar. Ire was the Democratic candidate for Congre sin 1858, being defeatetl by Charles Francis Adams, and later was an
active war Democrat. He was the sixth Saltonstall in lineal descent who
has graduated from Harvard College, and his son was the seventh. He
was elected an overseer of Harvard in 1876 for six years, and was reelected
at the end of that term. In 1885 he was appointed by President Cleveland
as collector of the port of Boston. He declined an appoin tment as Civil
Service Commissioner. He was a member of the Massachusetts Historical
Society, the N·ew England Historic-Genealogica.l Society, and the Bostonian Society, one of the trustees of the Massachusetts Society for Promoting Agriculture, and president of the Unitarian Club. Mr. SaltonstaU
became a member of the Association in 1884.
STOCKBRIDGE, HENRY, born in North Hadley, Mass., August 31, 1822;
died in Baltimore, Md., March 11, 1895. He was graduated at Amherst
College in the class of 1845, and three years later was admitted to the bar
in Baltimore, to which city he had removed after graduation . He soon
acquired an honorable position in his profession. Residing as he did in a
district wh ere the tendency was toward the Confederacy, his stanch loyalty
to the Union was of great service to the country. Mr. Stockbridge was
for m11,ny years the first vice-president of the Maryland Historical Society,
and .he was also . one of the trustees of Howard University, Washington.
His interest in his alma mater was always keen. He was president of the
Amherst Alumni Association of Baltimore, and one of the speakers at the
semicentenial of the college in 1871. Mr. Stopkbridge became a rp.eJDber
,o f the Historlcal Association in 188~.
·

!IL-POPULAR DISCONTENT WITH REPRESENTATIVE
GOVERNMENT,

INAUGURAL ADDRESS.
By HON. GEORGE F. HOAR, LL. D.,
PRESIDENT OF THE AMERICAN HISTORICAL ASSOCIATION.
[Read at the annual meeting, December 27, 1895.)
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POPULAR DISCONTENT WITH REPRESENTATIVE GOVERNMENT.
Inaugural address by

Hon. GEORGE

F.

HOAR,

LL. D.

I congratulate this society upon the auspicious beginning
of the twelfth year of its useful and patriotic work. We can
claim our full share of the credit for the interest in American
history which is growing up all over the whole country. The
researches to which the members of this society devote themselves, if they are to be of any value, must deserve the strict
and austere epithet" Study." Certainly no study can be nobler.
·In the natural sciences there is more and more a division of
labor. Students in every locality. gather the natural productions of the place into museums and cabinets ready for examination and comparison by the master who discovers and makes
clear the general laws which embrace all places. Agassiz bad
in that way a thousand helpers and disciples. Something much
like this is going on all over the country in the established
societies for antiquarian and historical research, which supply
the material for the writers of national history. These men
gather the facts for the investigator on a l~rger scale, as a
quarryman or hodmau collects the material for the builder of
the palace. They gather local traditions, rescue manuscripts
and old pamphlets from destruction, and chronicle the events
of municipal and local history. They discover facts by minute
investigation.
Next to them comes the historical student who extracts
from local histories the material which is important to national
history, and performs a like function on a larger scale.
Both these men perform a service of great importance and
dignity, not to be undervalued anywhere, least of all to be undervalued here. But the great historian must be a genius of
a far higher order. He must be capable of seeing clearly the
great forces wliicb determine the current of human affairs.
He must have the profound judgment and insight of the pbiloso21
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pher. He must have the imagination of the poet, not exaggerating or distorting, or falsifying or clouding, but at the same time
idealizing the national history with which he deals. He must
have the artist's gift of portraiture. He must be himself great
enough to comprehend greatness of personal character, heroic
enough to comprehend heroism, and must be so penetrated
with the sentiments of honor and duty as to recognize them
when they are the governing forces in national or in personal
conduct. It has been said-I know not whether truly or nothat no portrait painter <;an put into the _face of his subject a
loftier character th~n his own. But I am sure that no biographer or writer of history will ever do justice to a great character of whose quality he does not himself partake.
Now to the historian, to whichever of these two classes he
may belong, from the compiler of the genealogy of the Smith
family to Thucydides or Tacitus, truth, inexorable truth, is the
:first essential and requisite. It can not be for the advantage
of any people to substitute romance or :fiction for veritable
history, or to bring up.its youth on pleasant self-delusions.
But surely there is as much of falsehood in the spirit of
detraction as in the spirit of indiscriminate eulogy. The judgment of contemporaries, of friends, of associates, is of very
high value indeed. The judgment which, after the :first burst
of public sorrow for the death . of an eminent man and after
those tributes in which censure, however deserved, does not
find a place, is commonly of the highest value, and expresses
what usually turns out to be the permanent judgment of history. Sometimes, though rarely, records leap to light which
reverse that judgment and overthrow the ill-placed statue.
But there seems to be an unusual fondness of late for overthrowing reputations of dead men, by reviving the obscure
calumnies which were despised by their contemporaries when
they were living. Some single copy of a forgotten newspaper
or the letter of some enemy fa exhumed. The writer of history exults in bis discovery of what was probably the invention of contemporary and despised malice as if it had been hi
own. A single such example is enough to· deface the brightest
page. But what shall be said of a history that is made up
of them,
In what I have to say thi evening I wish to be distinctly
understood that I am pleading for no departure from ab olute
verity anywher . But I wish to protest against what I deem
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a prevalent and most pestilent form of historic falsehood to
which some writers in this modern time seem to me specially
addicted, that of undervaluing, underestimating, falsifying,
and belittling the history of their country and the characters
of the men who have had a large share in making. it.
There is an inscription on the beautiful monument of our·
first president, George Bancroft, -in the city where-] dwe1V,,
which declares:
"He made it the high purpose of a life
Which nearly spanned a century,
To trace the origin of his country,
To show her part in the advancement of man,
And from the rare resources
Of his genius, his learning, and his labor,
To ennoble the story of her birth."

Mr. Bancroft well deserved this eulogy, which he would have
himself preferred to any other.
The first duty of the historian, as I have said, as the first
duty of every man in every relation of life, is to absolute truth.
Yet if in anything the love of country or a lofty enthusiasm
may have led him to paint her in too favorable colors, the sober
judgment of time will correct the mistake. No serious harm
will have been done. Certainly no youth was ever yet spoiled
by reverencing too much the memory of his parents. If anything is to be pardoned to human infirmity, it is surely better
to err on the side of ennobling the country's history than to
err on the side of degrading it. It is certainly better to have
deserved the epitaph I have repeated; it is on the whole more
to be desired than to have it said of him that he spent his century in showing that his country's part had been to set men
backward, to exert an evil influence on mankind, and that he
had written her history standing at the mouths of her sewers,
and had spent '' the rare resources of his genius, his learning,
and his labor" to preserve the memory and the example of
whatever of evil he could find in her.
There are few instances in which the dilettante spirit is
more mischievous than in historical pursuits. There are few
sciences whose votaries are more likeiy to deceive themselves
by convincing themselves that they are engaged in a serious
occupation when they are little. better than idling. There i~
no study in which the devotion of a trained intellect, inspired
by the love of excellence, is more likely to be of service to the
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aukind. Th pre ervation of history is an
m nt· th pre rvation of a great history is a
gr at ben fit to m.: nkind. Ev rywhere, the loftiest stimulant
of the child is the e rample of the father. There is scarcely
a r cord 1 ft of h roic action which was not inspired by the
memory of the heroism of ancestors. It is this that it is the
true function of the historian to preserve. It is the memory
of virtue that hould be immortal, a_n d it is best that the
memory and example of evil should perish.
The man who presumes to write the annals of a great, brave,
and free people should himself have a soul penetrated by the
lofty spirit of courage and freedom. He must be accustomed
to the vocabulary, he must be stirred with the emotions, which
belong to liberty. When we read Tacitus, or Thucydides, or
Xenophon, or Clarendon, or Macaulay,- we feel instantly that
men are narrating graat actions who are capable of great
actions. The love of truth is the first condition. But the
power to comprehend, to understand, and to see truth is equally
indispensable. No great poet can be translated adequately if
the translator's language have but a mean and petty vocabulary. Milton's lofty note, "Hail, horrors, hail!" may perhaps
have been translated faithfully enough by the Comme vous
portez-vous, mes horreurs, in the French version. Certainly
the translator did quite as well as some of our modern writers
of American history who have undertaken to narrate some of
the great transactions in our history or draw the portraiture
of the men who have conducted them.
I wish to speak to-night of one or two causes of popular discontent with our representative Government. I suppose that
the flame of patriotism never burned brighter nor clearer anywhere than it does in the bosom of the youth of America to-day.
This is not only true of those who are born and bred on American soil, but, with the exception I am about to state, men of
other races and other blood seem to catch the American spirit
as soon as they breathe the American air.
Yet when I consider the tone of the press, of men of letters,
and even some writers of history when they describe her, I am
sometimes astonished that any American youth can love his
country at all. Every morning-, Sunday and week day, there
comes from the press by the million, by the hundred million,
what constitutes the staple reading of nearly all of our people
who can read at all. These publications are largely the organs
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of one or another political party. They represent the party to
which they are opposed, as base, selfish, intriguing, or at least
narrow and wrong headed. Yet it is unquestionably true that
nearly all the voting population of the country belongs to one
or the other of these political qrganizations. If those political
organizations be base, the American people are base. If the
trusted leaders of those political organizations are base and
mean, then the country is base and mean.
We are restive ~nder foreign criticism; we resent, angrily,
the common speech of the Englishman; we are disturbed by
the bitter, contemptuous utterances of English magazines like
the Saturday Review, and newspapers like the Times.
Is it strange that the papers of foreign countries should
adopt the opinions that are constantly uttered by our metropolitan press~ Is there any offense of this sort in London
which can not be matched in New York~
Some of our men of letters are not much better. When
they speak of the country in the abstract, they adorn her with
graces and virtues proportioned to their own poetic fancy; but
when they come to speak of what s.h e does, of .what she is,
and of the men to whom she gives her confidence, whom she
commissions to act for her, who are picked and chosen for the
great transactions by which alone her character can be made
to appear, it is curious what a Setebos or Caliban they make of
lrnr. Indeed, there could not possibly be written a more curious
chapter in the history of human mistakes and delusions than
one which would record the opinions of men of letters of their
contemporaries and of their times-men from whom come to
us the great inspirations to courage and to duty, whose noble
trumpet blasts stir the soul to its depths, who, in the time of
trial, nerve us to great deeds, and to great sacrifices, who console us in great sorrows and great suffering-it would be ludicrous, were it not pitiful, to see how at fault is their judgment
of the men with whom they are living, and the transactions
which are passing under their own eyes!
How often the best men are pursued with their scorn, and
the vilest crowned with their praise! How they seem, sometimes, to accept everything that is base at its pretenses, and
judge everything that is excellent by its defects!
Wordsworth's Essay on the Convention at Cintra is one
whose. power and genius Edmund Burke himself might have
envied; yet in it he demands the recall of Wellington from the
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command of the English army and his humiliation in the eyes
of Europe. It was when the great soldier was bravely standing at bay, in Spain, against the conqueror of Europe, and performing the greatest actions of the career which culminated
at Waterloo.
Robert Browning's "Lost Leader"" Just for a handful of silver, he left us,
Just for a ribbon to stick in his coat.
We shall march prospering, not through his presence;
Sons may inspirit us, not from his lyre;
Deeds will be done, while he boasts his quiescence,
Still bidding crouch whom the rest bade aspire.
Blot out his name, then, record one lost soul more,
.One task more declinod, one more foot-path untrod,
One more triumph for devils, and sorrow for angels,
One wrong more to man, one more insult to God!"-

which our poetic youths still like to quote whenever anybody
who is entrusted with any share in the conduct of this Government fails to take their sage advice, was written of William
Wordsworth.
Carlyle describes his countrymen in the nineteenth century
as "twenty inillion of people, principally fools." He has a
passing word of contempt for George Washington. He :finds
nothing that was not contemptible in the spirit that animated
our youth in the civil war. Then he holds bis pistol to our
heads and demands that we should fall down and worship
Frederick and Napoleon, and proposes to himself, if he should
find time in his old age, the deification of George III. Even
Carly le, when he speaks of his '' twenty million fools," is rather
more amiable than Tennyson with his '' many-headed beast."
The men who despise humanity most, take its worst examples for their heroes. This tone of the cynic has spread from
the newspaper and the poet, to the grave and serious writers
of history.
It is not merely that men of foreign birth, whose hearts were
never stirred in their boyhood by the stimulant tradition of
the early history of America, are taking a con iderable hare in
contemporary literary work. The intellectual habit of whi ·h
they et the example i infecting men of native birth. It
eem to e thought, in ome quarter , that a sober and tru twortby bi. tory of the nited 't~ t mu t only be a chroni le
f the di c rded aud r J ·t d ·andal f all a ·t ge1rnra ion ;
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that the men whom their own times deemed most worthy are
to be counted unworthy, and that the men whom their own
times rejected are now to be accepted.
The story of the growth of this country from a little space
by the seaside, until its temple covers.a continent and its portals are on both the seas; of the settlement of the West, of the
acquisition of Florida, of the purchase of Louisiana, of the
exploration of the Rocky Mountains and of the Columbia
River, is only the story of a generation of horse-jockies and
swindlers, who covered the continent and drifted aimlessly into
empire. John Adams was hot-headed, quarrelsome, vain, and
egotistical; Jefferson was a poor, impractical philosopher,
timid and dissimulating; Madison was a poltroon and coward;
Clay was profligate and a gambler; Monroe was feeble and
insignificant; and Jackson an unscrupulous, reckless, :fighting
frontiersman.
In what I have said of the habit of our great poets and
scholars to disparage the public life of their own generation
let me not be misunderstood. We shall make a graver mistake
than they do if we discard them as leaders and teachers. I
believe no men need them more; and there are no men more
thoroughly inspired by them in the warfare of life than the
men tbey so much and so mistakenly revile.
John Stuart Mill records that the English Radicals used to
be very angry with him for loving Wordsworth. ''l used to
tell them," he said, "Wordsworth is against you, there is no
doubt, in the battle which you are now waging, but after you
have won, the world will need, more than ever, the qualities
which Wordsworth bas kept alive and flourishing."
That man is to be pitied, however far removed may be his
calling from the domain of poetry, however close to the ground
may be the daily duty of his life, however sober or prosaic may
be the :field of his studies, who shall fail to keep his soul in
full communication with the electric current which comes from
those to whom belongs the blessing and the eternal praise:
"They give us nobler loves and nobler cares,
The poets, who on earth, have made us heirs
Of truth 3:nd pure delight, by heavenly lays."

We will still look to the scholar for our abstract truth; we
will still look to the poet for our ideal of virtue; but, in estimating the character of practical men, we will respect the
opinion of practical men.
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In:£ rmiug nr pinion f tho e who have conducted natio
through great trial and peril, we will accept as best of all t
judgment of th , who went through great trials and peril
with them. We will preserve the independence of our ow
judgment; we will rather tru t our own practical experien
when we are dealing with current and contemporary history.
I believe that the conduct of public affairs is growing bet-ter, purer, and wiser from generation to generation. I believe
that, in the main, the motives by which our public men are
governed in the administration of national, State, and local
affairs are honest and upright.
I think that you should distrust the shallow philosophy that
would ever attribute base motives to the great actions o-f
human history, or teach that its mighty currents are determined by greed, selfi.shness, avarice, ambition, or revenge.
The pure and lofty emotions are ever the great and overmastering emotions. It is a maxim of the criminal law that evidence of previous good character is of little account in trials
of murder. The temptation which will lead a man to that
extremity of crime which violates the sanctity of human life
and incurs the curse of Cain and risks the extreme penalty of
the law, sweeps away the ordinary restraints of morality as
the avalanche of the mountain sweeps before it the hedges of
the peasantry in the valley. So, we are glad to believe, the
love of country, the supremest passion of the human soul,
possesses equally the men who are noble and the men who are
ignoble in the conduct of ordinary life.
A famous general of the late war told me that he found
among the papers of a distinguished officer who had been terribly wounded and lost a limb in battle, and who, before he
recovered from his wound, went to the front agaiu and gave
up his life as cheerfully as he would have gone to his bridal,
this charge against his father's estate, of which his mother,
the widow, was then the representative:
Theestateof----------------, To-------------, Dr.
To making fire 17 mornings, at three cents a morning, _________ . _. - - 51c.

I like to believe, as I have said, that when the country
utters its voice it i omething higher and nobler than the
voice of the individual citizen. ·when that lofty harmony is
heard, th little di cord ' are ilent. The Mid lie ex farmer
had hi · ignoble trait . I kn w, in my boyhood, ome ·urvivors
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of the generation that opened the Revolution. I was familiar
with their children. They were sharp at a bargain. I am
afraid that, if you had bought a load of wood of some of them,
you might have found some cro.oked and rotten sticks under
the foreboard. But they were up before the sun, at Concord.
They were not thinking of a ba:i;gain when they sold their lives
at Lexington and Bunker Hill.
Tennyson saw the same thing when he fancied the common
people of England rising against the French invasion.
"For I think if an enemy's fleet came yonder round by the hill,
And the rushing battle-bolt sang froni the three-decker out of the
foam,
That the smooth-faced, snub-nosed rogue would leap from his counter
and till,
And strike, if he could, but a blow with his cheating yardwand,
home."

If the critical and fault-finding temper to which I have
referred be not justified by the truth, you will agree with me
that its effect must be infinitely mischievous and pestilent.
I do not see how the love of country can long abide toward
a country which is altogether unlovely. No man can feel a
noble pride in a base history. I can not understand why
these fault-finders, who can not :find ten righteous men in
our Sodom or Gomor:rah, do not get out of it before the fire
from heaven comes down.
I think every historical investigator will perform a useful
service if he shall help satisfy the American people, especially
the coming generation, that these men are mistaken.
It is time for the American youth to settle for himself whether
there be any substantial truth in these stories. rs· this the
true portraiture of our country, Are these the true features
of her whom we have conceived as
"The glorious lady with the eyes of light,
And laurels clustering 'round her lofty brow f"

Is the being we love with the supremest passion of our souls
altogether unlovely, Is the being we would gladly die for unfit
to live with~ Is the being we have imagined to ourselves a
thing of beauty and of joy, simply an aggregate of all falseness, and greed, and meanness ~
Did the Pilgrim at Plymouth-did the great-hearted Puritan
of Salem and New Hav'"en-did the liberty-loving enthusiast of
Rhode Island, the sturdy fo1J.nders of New York, the Quaker
of Pennsylvania, the Catholic of Baltimore, the adventurous
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cavalier of Jamestown, the woodsmen who, in later generations, struck their axes into · be forests of this continent, the
sailors who followed their · ey in the Arctic and Antarctic:
seas-did the men of the Re olution, and the ruen who fought;
the great sea fights of the war of 1812-did the men who conducted tbe great debates, in the Senate and in the forum-did
the judges who pronounced the great judgments which fixed
the limits of constitutional authority and of public libertydid the splendid youth of 1861 devote themselves-did Washington live-and did Lincoln die-only in order to build and
to preserve this nob]e and stately pa]ace for a den of thieves 1
I can not go very deeply into the subject in the time which
is at my command. I can only touch one or two matters; but.
I hope we may be satfa:fied that a great deal of the public.
impatience with our representative government is ill-founded,.
and that some of our more plausible complaints are hasty and
inconsiderate.
There are two classes of complaints which I think are likely
to make an impression on good men, and especially upon young
men, which, if not altogether without foundation, are at least
greatly exaggerated.
:b"irst, the complaint of what is called '' Party spirit;" and
second, the impatience of the slowness, fickleness, and inefficiency of legislative bodies.
Perhaps the charge against the conduct of public affairs in
free States to-day, which makes most impre::;;sion upon conscientious men, comes from the existence of political parties. It
is said that we substitute party government for popular government,. 'party spirit for public spirit, and the interests and
advantage of party for public well-being. Under these malign
influences, we no longer vote for the best men for places of
honor and trust, but take the candidates of our party, regardless of character or capacity.
Now, let us see, if we may, what is the principle on which
the just authority of party rests. What is the true dividing
line ·w llich separates the domain of party from that of independent action °1 If we can find it, I tbiuk we shall see that
the general iu tinct of the people in our day is sound aud true,
and that our governmeut l>y party instrumentalities is not
only the best, but the only government consistent with freedom or practical>le under x1 ·ting circum tauces.
An unorganized government is nothing but a mob, and it
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makes little . difference whether it be a mob of ruffians or of
archangels.
"If every Athenian citizen had been a Socrates," said one
of the a uthors of The Federalist, "every .Athenian assembly
would have been a mob."
I conceive that the man who conscientiously acts with bis
party is as truly independent in politics as the man who,
accordiug to Lord Dundreary's proverb, "flocks by himself."
The man who surrenders his opinion, either as to measures
or to candidates, to that of the organization or association to
which he belongs, honestly believing that in that way, 011 the
whole, he can best serve the public welfare, acts in so doing
according to his own conscience and judgment as thoroughly
as the man who refuses to combine with other people for the
promotion of public ends.
What are political parties, .A. political party is an organization of men for the purpose of securing the executive and
legislative power in the State, that it may carry into effect in
t he government of the State certain principles upon which it is
agreed.
·
No principles, sound or unsound, can be carried into effect
in government without previous concert on the part of the
men who hold them.
No candidate, good or bad, can be chosen to office without a
previous arrangement to support him.
The government can not be committed to any man, or organizat10n or class of men, unless some organization precede the
~ction of the people from whom they derive their power.
Political parties are the instruments by which such principles are ca,rried into effect, such candidates are nominated and
chosen, or such organizations placed in power.
Now, the question, On what conditions and under what
circumstances can ;a man be independent iu politics, is, in
sµb stance, this: On what conditions and under what circumstances can an honest and patriotic man accept and act upon
the judgment of a political party, instead of acting on what,
put for that judgment, would have been his own 1
Under what circumstances ought I to vote for the man I
most prefer for Governor or Representative, instead of voting
for the man selected for that office by the majority of the
political party with whose principles I agree 1
You will agree with me, I thii+k, that this is no~ a pe;n-mjp.µpe
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or a sixty-minute question. It is one of the most difficult,
it is one of the most important, questions that can come to
American citizen in the course of his life.
My statement must be very brief. But I wish to preced
what I have to say about it to-day with saying somethin
about another subject which will seem to you, perhaps, qui
remote from what we are talking about, but which seems tom
to have a very intimate and near connection with it.
That subject is the true conception of a country or State.
Now, I hold the country and the State to be a moral being to
which may be ascribed the qualities of wisdom, conscience,
justice, courage, good faith, reason, nobility, or the reverse, as
much as to auy man or woman. These qualities are very different from the mere aggregation of such traits in the individuals that make up the country or State.
The words Switzerland, France, England, Rome, A.thens,
Massacb usetts, America, convey to your mind a distinct and
individual meaning, and suggest an image of distinct moral
quality and moral being as clearly as do the words Washington,
Wellington, or Napoleon. I believe it is, and I thank God
that I believe it is, something much higher than the average
of the qualities of the men who make it up. We think of
Switzerland as something better than the individual Swiss,
and of France as something better than the individual Frenchman, and of America as something better than the individual
American. In great and heroic individual actions we often seem
to feel that it is the. country, of which the man is but an instrument, that gives expression to its quality in doing the deed.
It was Switzerland who gathered into her breast at Seu>
pach, the sheaf of fatal Austrian spears. It was the hereditary
spirit of New England that gave the word of command by the
voice of Butt.rick, at Concord, and was in the bosom of Parker,
at Lexington.
The citizen on great occasions knows and obeys the voice of
his country as he knows and obeys an individual voice, whether
it appeal to a ba e or ignoble, or to a generous or noble pa ·sion.
"Sons of France, awake to glory," told the French youth
what was the dominant passion in the bosom of France, audit
awoke a corresponding sentimeut in his own. Under its spell
be marched through Europe and ov rthrew her kingdoms and
empire , and felt in Egypt that forty centurie were looking
down on him from th pyramid . But, at la t, one June morning in Trafalgar J3ay there was another utteranc , mor ui t
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in its tone. but speaking also with a personal and individual
voice" England expects every man to do his duty."

At the sight of Nelson's immortal signal, duty-loving England and glory-loving France met as they have met on many
an historic battlefield before and since, and the lover of duty
proved the stronger. The England that expected every man
to do his duty was as real a being to the humblest sailor in
Nelson's fleet as the mother that bore him.
It is this personal quality in ·states and nations, as individual, moral beings-objects of love, and fear, and approbation,
and condemnation having a personal, moral quality, separate
purposes, separate interests, different public objects, separate fashions of behavior and of public conduct-which justifies the arrangement in the Constitution of the United States
for an equal representation of States in the upper legislative
chamber, and explains its admirable success.
The separate entity and the absolute freedom (except for
the necessary restraints of the Constitution) of our _different .
States is the cause alike of the greatness and the security of
the country.
It is one of the most wonderful things in our history that
the separate States, having so much in common, have preserved so completely, even to the present time, their original
and individual characteristics.
Rhode Island, held in the hollow of the hand of Massachusetts; Connecticut, so placed that one would think it would
become a province of New York; Delaware, whose chief city
is but 25 miles from Philadelphia, yet preserve their distinctive characteristics, as if they were States of the continent of
Europe, whose people speak a different language.
This shows bow perfectly State rights and State freedom are
preserved in spite of our national union; how little the power
at the center interferes with the important things that affect
the character of the people.
Why is it that little Delaware remains Delaware in spite of
Pennsylvania, and little Rhode Island remains Rhode Island
notwithstanding her neighbor, Mas_sachusetts 1
"What makes the meadow .flower its bloom unfolcl f
Because the lovely little flower is free
Down to its roots, and in that freedom bold:
And so the grandeur of the forest tree
Comes not from casting in a formal mold,
But from its own divine vitality,"
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And so it is that little Delaware or little Rhode Island is as
much the political equ al of giaut New York or Pennsylva ·
as little Wendell Holmes was the political equal of Daniel
Lambert or Daniel W eb ster.
Now, I have made this preface of mine a good deal longer
than the body of the discourse. There are certain political
actions of the individual or citizen which do not in the least
affect the action of his country as a moral being. There are
other actions which have no moral quality or significance of
their own, except as they enter into and affect the moral conduct or the character of the country or State. Now, as it
seems to me, the question of the propriety of independent
action is to be resolved by this test and touchstone.
Take the matter of supporting candidates for office. I hold
it to be a ·good thing to narrow and not to widen the field of
controversy between different political parties, and that their
controversies should, so far as possible, be confined to the
principles about which they differ. There is a large class of
officers whose duties are purely executive, which require only
honesty, fidelity, and executive capacity for their performance.
The political opinion of the official has nothing more to do with
the discharge of his duties than his religious opinion or the
color of bis eyes or hair.
I hold that it is desirable to remove these offices from the
domain of party conflict, and that a man, in recommending
a person or supporting a person for such office, is not bound
to surrender his own judgment as to the superior fitness of
the candidate to the political party with whose principles he
agrees. I think, further, that the making of political opinion
a condition of holding such office is of evil effect, as tending
to inspire political activity by the hope of such rewards, and
so as bribing the people with the offices created to serve them.
Next, I do not see how an honest and patriotic citizen can
support measures, or ought to support measures, which he
thinks of evil influence, merely because the political party
with which he generally acts declares itself in favor of them.
Of course, in matter of detail, matter of seasonableness as to
time, there is room for compromise, and there i room for such
a deference. But for it a political party, organized and ·a sociatecl for the purpo e of causing certain principles to take
effect in legi. lation, never could accompli h it purpo e , and
a majority would be without value or power. So that I hold
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to the largest independence of the individual conscience and
judgment in the matter of those measures of legislation or
executive action which are to affect the interests of the people,
and still more as to those which are to determine the moral
quality and character of the State or nation.
We must also all agree that no party obligation can compel a
man to do, or to help to do, an action which he deems unJust,
or to refrain fro~ doing an action, or helping to do an action,
which is required by justice. But, in regard to the executive
officers of whom I have just spoken, I do not see why an independent citizen is not justified in doing what he can to place
in those offices the men whom, after the best reflection and
investigation, he thinks the best :fitted for them, having only
that reasonable deference fo the opinion of his party which is
due from all of us t,o the opinion of other men whom we respect.
I do not see why he may not, in that way, if he choose, honor
so far as he can the men whom he chiefly delighteth to honor.
But there is a claRs of public officials, such as Presidents,
Governors, Members of either House of Congress, an<l Members
of the State legislature, who are chosen not for what they
themselves are, not to honor or decorate, or crown the brows
of individual men, but for what the country, or State, as a
moral being, is to do through their votes.
In regard to that class of officials, I have never been able to
approve or to respect the opinion of the man who classes
himself as · an independent in politics. I do not approve
or respect the notion, as applied to that class of officials, of
the man who says he is going to vote for the best man without regard to party. It seems to me that in so doing he is
indulging his preference for . an individual at the cost of dishonoring his country.
If in what I said a little while ago there be any truth, and
if there be any difference between right and wrong in the conduct of the State-if there be such a thing as the attribute of
righteousness, justice, honor, virtue, courage, generosity, heroism, as applied to this being whom we call our country, and for
whose good name and honor, if need be, we are ready to die,
how is it possible that we are justified in making her unrighteous, unjust, cowardly, mean, and impure, because of something
in the personal quality which we like or dislike in the character of the man whom we commission to do it.
Let us take an illustration from current politics, There are
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men who believe as I do, that the most valuable, most precio
right of property that belongs to an A merican citizen is his ci tizenship; that its crowning attribute is the elective franchis ·
who b elieve that the worst socialism. the most dangerous ra icalism, the most wicked attack on v~sted-rights, is that whic
deprives a man of his franchise or the fruit of his franchise by
fraud or crime, or debauches it by a bribe; who believe that
the blended and mingled wickedness of all anarchy, all socialism, all disorder, all disorganization is contained in crimes
against the ballot.
The question whether I like or approve the law which has
vested these rights in the poorer or less educated classes of
our citizens is a question I have nothing more to do with, while
they remain vested, than the question whether I like the law
of descent or the title to . property under which our wealthy
men own their real estate. It is the law of the land. Every
good citizen is bound to maintain and defend it whether he
like it or no.
Am I to put in a place of power the man who approves these
things, who sympathizes with them, by whose vote my country is to crush out with its armed heel the rights of citizens,
because he is a man more amiable or more faultless in his private life than the man by whose vote the country will do what
is righteous and just in the matter, Some of you think, as I
do not, that the protective tariff is a policy of gross injustice;
that it plunders the poor for the rich; that it plunders one
part of the country for the benefit of another.; that it is organized monopoly, robbery, and plunder; and that the country
that enacts it is the servant of monopoly, and plunder, and
private greed.
Can I ask you to support a man who does not think so, and
who is an accomplice himself and makes his country an accomplice in all these things, because he is a man more agreeable
or more free from the faults which disgrace, or possesses more
of the virtues which adorn private citizens, than a competitor
who is sound in this matter"? Your vote for governor, or President, or legislator, national or State, means simply, I desire
that my country shall punue the path of honesty or of dishonesty,
of prosperity or adversity, as I see it.
The question of the individual quality of the person so commissioned i , compared with thi ', a secondary, ubordinate,
and trivial matter.
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Let me not be misunderstood. I do not mean that you
should vote for a man if you can not trm;t him; I do not mean
that you should vote for a man who is rotten, or corrupt, or
base. You can not have honesty in the country with mlers
who are venal and corrupt and profligate in their private conduct. You will not often have such men proposed to you by
any party in the country for high public offices. When they
are, the time has arrived for the independent in politics.
Every man who comes into the nat.ional legislative service
will, I think, confirm what I say. He meets, perhaps for the
first time, men who have been represented by the partisan,
or so called independent, press as corrupt and self-seeking
schemers, men who disgrace their country and their constituency, seeking public office to gratify selfish ambition, and
using it after it is obtained to promote their personal fortunes.
He :finds them faithful, industrious, seeking the public goodmen with many faults and foibles and, rarely, vices, but men
to whom the suggestion of a corrupt motive would be received
with as swift indignation as would have been a proposition to
George Washington to pick a pocket; but, I believe, if you
will reflect, you will find a large majority acting upon these
principles, and that they have acted on them in tbe main from
the beginning of our constitutional history. You will :find, if
you penetrate below the anger, and heat, and excitement of
political discussion, and the misrepresentation and misjudgment w.hich atteRd political controversies, that an honest
desire for the public good and also a wise comprehension of
what is for the public good have been the prevalent forces in
guiding the great currents of our history.
I suppose you have heard all your lives, and wi11 hear all your
lives, constant complaints of the slowness, dullness, :fickleness, and inefficiency of representative bodies of Congress,
State legislatures, and municipal councils. The press is full
of it. Write.rs of history who agree in nothing else agree in
that. It is· the burden of common speech everywhere. Nobody
ever praises them except the men who belong to them. Y:et
the legislation of a free people alike determines and records
their history. You can not separate the character of the people
from the character of the men whom they deliberately, from
year to year, and from generation to generation, elect to represent them. Men whose blood would fly to their cheeks at a
charge of baseness, or wickedness, or cowardice, made against
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their country, or their State, or their city, will constant! in
discourse attribute these qualities to the chosen bodies by
which, and by which alone, their country, or State, or city
speaks or acts.
Now, I think there are several things to be borne iu mind in
considering the justice of such criticism. The nation is the
largest business organization that exists. It has more than
100,0Q0 employees. It must not only provide for managing the
Army and Navy, Pq_st-Office, tax collections, custom-houses,
courts of justice, light-houses, Life-Saving Service, Land Office,
Patent Office, Indian tribes, pensions, Territories, elections,
currency, and foreign affairs, but it must enact the laws · by
which all these are to be governed, and provide the executive
officers by which they are to be administered. It must also
determine the laws, and keep abreast of the age in enacting
them, by which every great concern of a national or international chara0ter is regulated. Commerce between the different
States, commerce with foreign nations, railroads, telegraphs,
telephones, inventions, manufactures depend not only for their
security, but for their prosperity, on the constant supervision
and control exercised by the National Congress.
Would you think it strange if a board of directors having in
charge the least of these vast subjects had to sit all the year
round and toil from morning till sundown and from sundown
far into the small hours of the morning, Would you think it
strange that they took a good while for discussion and .decision
of thaU
Consider how our National Congress is made up. Its members represent a constituency covering a territory and having
interests as various as all Europe with all its empires and kingdoms and republics. Suppose that there were a convocation
or conference representing all the States of Europe, called
together for the single purpose of conferring upon this difficult
and subtle question of using gold and silver as a currency and
a standard of value. The question has taxed the resources of
the profoundest intellect among mankind from the earliest
dawnings of civilization. Suppose such a body were to confer
even without authority to decide. We should think six months
a pretty brief period for the discu sions of such a body.
But, it is . aid: ''Your Representatives and Senators come
together with their mind made up, and the wishe of their
con tituents well known. ·why don't you take a vote and
the majority decide th matter and put a stop to the public
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anxiety'" But, suppose it happens that among the men representmg 44 States and 70,000,000 people, there be more than
two opinions on a question concerning which there are one
hundred opinions among the people and among scholars and
scientific men, and that neither of these opinions happen in
the first instance to be found with a clear majority. You have
got, in that case, to discuss and reflect and have experimental
votes, and committees and compromises till you find some
common ground for harmony-not perhaps the best solution,
but a practicable solution of your difficulty.
Consider, in the next place, that the mischief of a mistake
is irreparable. The individual, the business corporation can
change its mind in the light of experiments, and can retrace a
step as easily as it took it. But there is no such possibility to
a body clothed with the functions of national legislation.
Next you are to consider that these periods of time which to
individuals and to common men seem so long are really brief,
compared with the duration of the migh_ty national life. The
mushroom grows in a night to perish in a day. But this oak
of ours adds ring to ring, slowly and imperceptibly. Years,
sessions of legislative bodies, terms of Presidential office, generations of men count but as minutes, are but the pulsations of
an artery in the mighty national life. This mighty being, an
aggregation of 70,000,000 lives, may well take twelve months to
draw its breath.
The processes, whether of nature or history, are slow, or they
ha-ve led to nothing permanent. Do you not suppose that the
mushroom, if it could think, would look with infinite impatience and scorn at the unchanged appearance of the oak under
whose shadow it had sprung up in an hour 1
You remember when the lawyers who had come from the
ordinary courts of justice to take part in the impeachment of
Warren Hastings before the British Parliament cited some
of their precedents and attempted to hurry the august proceeding, Burke told them that it was as if the rabbit which
breeds four times a year should attempt to prescribe the period
of gestation of an elephant.
I am willing to take any period in the legislative history of
any free people-England, the United States, the Netherlandsand compare it with any period that may be selected under the
most prosperous and flourishing despotism and see which has
done most for human happiness or human progress.
Take our Continental Congress, which existed as a body
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clothed with political power for the fourteen years from its
assembling hi 1775 to the inauguration of Washington in
1789, or, indeed, it would be more proper to speak of it as
lasting only until the formation of the Constitution in 1787,
when its functions practically ended. It is a habit into which
intelligent and patriotic historians have fallen to speak with
contempt of that body as " sluggish, hesitating, timid, and
inefficient."
But just think for a moment of the difficulties under which
they labored. They were the representatives of thirteen colonies, independent and separated governments, having as little
intercourse with each other and as little knowledge of each
other as we have with and of the nations of Asia to-day.
They bad no power to levy taxes, but only to recommend them;
no power to pass a vote without the consent of nine States,
and no power to make a law to which any penalty could be
attached for its enforcement. It was a difficult, three days'
journey from New York to Philadelphia. My grandfather,
who lived in New Haven, and was a member of the Continental Congress, used to ride horseback from Philadelphia to
Perth Amboy, and then take a sloop to New York and another
sloop from New York to get home to New Haven. I ba ve a
letter of his in my possession to his wife in which he says that
he hopes to leave Philadelphia the nex"t Monday morning and,
if he has a favor::i,ble journey, to get to New Haven on Saturday night.
There were a few newspapers, published weekly, uncertain
post-office service between a few of the large towns, and their
communications during a great part of the way interrupted
by the British possession of New York and the Hudson River
below West Point, of New Jersey, of Philadelphia, of York
River, of parts of North Carolina, and of Charlestown at different parts of the war, while British men-of-war were hovering on the coast.
There was a feeling of distrust by an agricultural people of
new measures and of all legisfation in which strangers were
to have a share.
Now, in those twelve years not only did our fathers maintain, except as to the parts of the country which were debatable ground between two eontending armies, peaceable and
orderly government, the administration of justice, punishment
of crime, the collection of debts, which were State matters, but
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in the Continental Congress they wrote a chapter of political
history of which their children may well be proud.
They produced at the outset those great State papers-the
Address to the Ring, the Ad4ress to the People of Ireland,
the Declaration of Independence-which commande<l. the admiration of Lord Chatham, who said, "When your lordships
look at the papers transmitted us from America, when you
consider their decency, firmness, and wisdom, you can not but
respect their cause and wish to make it your own. For myself,
I must avow that, in all my reading-and I have read Thucydides, and have studied and admired the master states of the
world-for solidity of reason, force of sagacity, and wisdom of
conclusion under a complication of difficult circumstances, no
nation or body of men could stand in preference to the general
Congress at Philadelphia. The histories of Greece and Rome
give us nothing equal to it, and all attempts to impose servitude
upon such a mighty continental nation must be vain."
They summoned Washington to the command of the armies;
they stood firm amid every discouragement; they resisted alike
the power and the blandishments of Great Britain; there was
1,carcely a Tory or a traitor among them. Those stout hearts
never :flinched. They put on the seas, with the help of individual entei·prise, a warlike power which, before the French· alliance, sent the rate of marine insurance up to 28 per cent and
made a long continuance of the war an imp,ossibility. They
selected Franklin and John Adams as their diplomatic agents
abroad, and through them negotiated the alliance with France
and Spain. They won in the contest for Independence. They
enacted the Ordinance of 1787. They called the convention
which frame<l. the Constitution, most of whose members had
been members of the Congress, and took steps for inaugurating
and setting it in motion.
Now, I would like to have some of our historical critics tell
us what twelve years of legislative history anywhere they can
produce in which such results were accomplished witli such
instrumentalities.
Daniel Webster, whose historic sense was almost unerring,
and who certainly had a lofty standard of excellence, says:
The first Congress, for the ability which it manifested, the principles
which it proclaimed, and the characters of those who composed it, makes
an illustrious chapter in our American history. Its members should be
regarded not only individually, but as in a group; they should be viewed
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as living pictures, exhibiting y oung America as it then was and when th~
seeds of its public destiny w ere beginning to start into life, well described
by our early motto, as a being full of energy and prospered by heaven:
"Non sine Dis, animosus infans."

The detractors of popular representative government are
apt to point at the Shays rebellion in Massachusetts, early
in 1787, as indicating the feebleness of the State and national
authority. Well, it is true that, after eight years of war, the
people were poor and suffering, and that the due process of
debt collecting was interfered with for a short time. But
Shays's rebellion ended, I believe, with only two or three men
slain and the life of no single rebel taken by the authorities
after it ended. There was little property destroyed beyond a
hen roost. There was scarcely a woman frighten_ed.
Compare that with the Gordon riot in London, fa 1780, with
its vast conflagration of property, with its destruction of life,
and the terrible vengeance of the British law. Compare it
with what was going on in France in that year and the years
that followed, of the drama in which the old monarchy of
France went down.
I am willing to compare our representative Government at
its worst with any menarchic government under which the
authority of the monarchy is really felt in supremacy over the
expression of a represented and controlling popular will at its ·
best, and risk ev~rything that I hold dear and precious on ·the
result of the comparison.
Now, my friends, I hope you do not think I have come up
here to ask you to listen to a few generalities and boastful
utterances. It is a very serious question to any American
whether his love for his country is a sentiment which has its
root and its foundation in a solid respect and honor. If it be
true, as the critics of the London Saturday Review and of the
London Tim~s and their New York imitators are telling us
from day to day and from week to week, that these representative governments of ours are but an aggregation of base
men, seeking base, personal ends, governed by low and sordid
motives, and that this condition of things is growing from
year to year worse and not better, then your country is not a
:fit object of your love. You can not be grateful to the fathers
who have bequeathed to you the'e institutions, and you can
have no rational hope for the children to whom you hope to
deliver them.
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But it is not true. My life for thirty years has been given,
in a humble way, to the public service. I have known intimately, through and through, the men whom the people from
all the States of the country have intrusted with the conduct
of public affairs.
You can not be one of sixty or eighty men, shut up together
in the same room for twenty years to debate and deal with the
most exciting subjects of human interest, without knowing
pretty well the temper and character and quality of your associates. There is a good deal of human nature in all of them.
They are subject to the passions of anger, to the infirmities of
impatience and of ambition. They meet each other under
circumstances tending to excite rivalry, jealousy, distrust, and
often hasty and passionate judgment and speech.
And yet, I am sure that among the men of all parties and of
all shades of opinion on public questions, of aJl sec;tions of the
country, the men who are not governed in their public conduct
by an honorable love of country and an honorable desire to do
their best for the highest interest of the people are the rare
exceptions and not the rule. And, in this respect, there bas
been a steady and constant and certain improvement. There
are a few exceptions. But the men in this country who are
clothed with legislative powers lead frugal, temperate, simple
lives; the hours of the day and the days of the year are occupied by honest, hard work in the public service.
The faults which pertain to humanity are theirs. Tbe faults
which pertain to men coming from the humblest places and
raising themselves to places of honor and confidence and power
are also, in large measure, theirs; but, in the main, they have
given their country their best service, and the beneficent institutions they have received from those who went before them,
they will hand down unimpaired for a larger beneficence to the
generations that are to come.

IV.-THE SURROUNDINGS AND SITE OF RALEIGH'S COLONY.
By TALCOTT WILLIAMS,
OF PHIL.A.DELPHIA, PA.
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THE SURROUNDINGS AND SITE OF RALEIGH'S COLONY.
By

TALCOTT WILLI.A.MS .

A strange Nemesis has attended every original site of colonization on the North American continent. Not one has waxed
great and prospered. Most stand to-day desolate. Plymouth
is but a village. The island which the Dutch first occupied
below Albany is as empty of men as when the first blockhouse
was built upon it. Jamestown is an open field. First and
earliest of all, the scene of Raleigh's colony, Roanoke Island,
bas to-day a population probably not much larger than when
it was discovered, and the site of the colony itself has held no
dwelling for three centuries.
The occupation of civilized man has left its visible mark and
change on most of our coast, but the shores of the two great
sounds of North Carolina, Albemarle and Pamlico, and the
various islands which separate them from the ocean-the
waters which first received English keels and the lands which
were first occupied by English-speaking men-are to-day, for
leagues together, as they were first seen. Nothing has altered.
The long, low island, pictured by De Bry from White's drawing is still a better sketch of Roanoke than any published
sinc0-;-far superior to the somewhat ridiculous print repeated
in school histories from a modern magazine. 1 The rows of
white swan still rise at a shot as they rose at the report of
Barlowe's arquebus. The fl.at line of the horizon, the amazing
luxuriance of vegetation (1,800 species in a single pocoson 2 ),
the wilderness of bird life, the wine-colored waters of Albemarle, the shifting shoals which connect it with Pamlico, the
tempestuous ocean without and the calm sounds within-these
all still repeat in minute detail the narratives of Lane, of
Hariot, of Amadas and of Barlowe, and the sketches of John
White.
1 Harper's New Monthly Magazine, 20: 730 (May, 1860), "Loungings in the
footprints of the pioneers," by Edward C. Bruce.
2 Goldthwaite's Geographical Magazine, II: 373 (May, 1892), "Physiography of a pocoson," by Charles Hallock.
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This permanence of physical conditions, untouched and
unchanged by man, lends a singular interest to this· forgotten
corner of the continent and sheds a special. illumination on the
narratives of the expeditions which we owe chiefly to the care
of Hakluyt. History the colony of Raleigh has had in abundant measure, particularly in the last decade, the last and
fullest account having been read before the American Historical
Association by Dr. Stephen Beauregard Weeks at its meeting
in December, 1890. 1 Into the narrative of the colony which
begins with the voyage of Amadas and Barlowe in 15842, ends
with the return of White in 1500, and is prolonged by the
search for the colony in 1602, 1608, and 1610, I do not propose
to enter; but I have twice devoted the scanty recreation of a
journalist to a visit and examination of the site, once in November, 1887, and again in November and December of this
. year; I have sailed over the waters of the region in an open boat
from Edenton to Hatteras and I have given the physical conditions of the region and the present state of its remains a
direct and praetical examination with sail, lead, and spade,
supplemented by a study of the physiography of the region
which may, I trust, collectively throw light on the written record.
For it can not be too often repeated or too well remembered
that the current of history flows in channels furnished by the
earth's surface and that every narrative, however full, however
accurate, however near, and however remote, needs for its full
comprehension .the study of the region in which its events took
place, its institutions were formed, its greater :figures produced,
and its battles decided. Without this background and foundation, history is but a succession of shadowy and slrifting
scenes "whose worth's unknown although their height be
taken."
1 American Historical Association V: 107. The Lost Colony of Roanoke:
Its Fate and Survival by Prof. Stephen Beauregard Weeks. Magazine of
Am. History, 29: 459May-June, 1893. Raleigh's New Fortin Virginia, 1585,
by Edward Graham Daves. New England Maga.zine, N. S., 11 :565, J anuary, 1895. Raleigh's Lost Colony, by James Phinney Baxter. Canadian
Magazine, 4: 500, April, 1895, Lost Colony of Roanoke, by E. Y. Wilson.
2 Philip Amadas and Arthur Barlowe sailed in 158-1, and discovered
Roanoke and the Carolina sounds. Sir Richard Grenville in 1585 landed
over 100 persons on the island who were brought back by Drake in 1586.
In the same year Sir Richard Grenville left 15 persons on the island who
were all slain by the Indians. Raleigh's second colony, 117 souls, went out
in 1587, and settled at Roanoke. When the island was visited in 1590 by
Ralph Lane, their governor, all had disappeared, and it is about the
deserted site that there centers the interest which still attaches to Roanoke
and the :first English colony on this continent.
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The long rampart of sandy islands which shut in the two
sounds of North Carolina, between which lies the island of
Roanoke, constitutes, taken together, the physical feature on
the Atlantic Coast, whose conditions have changed less and
whose hydrography has altered more than any stretch as long
on the continent. Now, as then, two rivers, the Roanoke and
the Neuse, and numerous lesser streams, pour their waters
into these shallow sounds. 1 Now, as then triple forces, the
·Gulf Stream, the prevailing northeast and southwest winds,
and these rivers, heap these sand-bars and fill with silt the
space behind them. But while this process, in progress from
the earliest days of the current emergence of the coast along
the line of the Cincinnati upheaval, produces the same conditions and leaves the same general outline of coast and the
same low horizon of sand-dune swamp and wooded islands,
the outlines of the coast steadily alter as land and sand encroach on the sea. Nowhere else are general outlines more
permanent. Nowhere else are s_pecifi.c boundaries and physical
features more transitory. Mucii ingenuity has been expended,
· particularly by those who have never visited the region, in
determining the exact course followed by the voyagers of three
centuries ago; but as it is morally certain that no one of the
inlets now open was open then, with possibly a dubious exception at the southern end in Ocracoke-if this was W okokokthe attempt to decide this question absolutely is a fruitless
labor. The utmost which can be done is to reach approximate
conclusions.
In our own brief day, Hatteras-opened in 1846; in 1860 the
accepted gateway of the entire system of sounds-has begun
to close, and can no longer be entered even by schooners of
moderate size. Without the coa,st, off Hatteras, Diamond
Shoals alter so rapidly that their rapid changes have thus
far baffled the most astute and experienced of light-house
builders and submarine engineers, Capt. John F. Anderson,
who, in 1892, lost some $100,000, by the destruction of his
caisson, to learn that the soundings of one year on this tempestuous elbow of the continent are all altered by the storms
of the next winter. Steadily the winds carry the sands grinding along the coast from Cape Cod to J.1.,lorida, until the characteristic detritus of the New England coast can be traced a
1 The area of these streams is: Neuse 5,299 and Roanoke 9,237 square
miles. The area of the sounds 1s approximately 3,500 square miles.

H. Doc. 291--4
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thousand miles south; steadily the ocean currents and storms
together dig br·eaches in the sandy rampart, and as steadily
are they filled by the south ward march of sand and the outward flow of :fluvil:1,tile deposits; but in no ten years together
do these varying conditions produce exactly the same result
in bar, inlet, and channel. When it is once clearly understood
that inlets have been and still are opening and closing, like
doors on a hotel corridor, along the entire line of this coast for
three centuries, it will be seen what a fruitless labor it is to
endeavor to determine by exactly which inlet Amadas, Barlowe, and their successors entered by applying the uncertain
record of the successive navigators from 1584 to 1590 to our
still more uncertain knowledge of the region then and
our none too certain acquaintance with it now. Very nearly
every inlet 1 now upon our maps has been credited with furnishing an entrance to the voyagers durmg the period, now
approaching two centuries, in which the subject has been
under active discussion. But of the ten inlets which have
been open at intervals into these sounds since 1580, only one,
Ocracoke, has been open through that period, and it is not
improbable that this was closed during part of the seventeent~
century from a reference made to its navigation. 2
1 The creation of the beaches and tidal marshes of the Atlantic Coast has
been luminously discussed by Prof. Nathaniel Southgate Shaler. (Report
United States Geological Survey, X, 147, and in National Geographic Mon..
ographs, I, 137-168.)
2 Beginning at the north the varying authorities are: Byrd, opposite
Collidon Island, now Collington Island; Welsh and Weeks; Ca:ffeys Inlet;
Hawks and Dover, New Inlet; Ruffin, Roanoke Inlet; Bancroft, Abert, and
Moore, Ocracoke, identified with Wokokok. Of these the last appear to
me the least and the first the most probable. The three principal discussions of the physiography of this region in connection with this subject
are:
Bulletin of the Essex Institute, XVII, Nos. 1-3. An account of the cutting through of Hatteras Inlet, North Carolina, September 7, 1846; also
through which inlet did the English adventurers of 1584 enter the sounds
of North Carolina, and some changes in the coast line since their time, by
William L. Welsh.
Appendix G of the Annual Report of the Chief of Engineers fo~ 1876,
being annual report upon the improvement of rivers and harbors m the
District of Columbia,Virginia, and·NorthCarolina, in charge of S.T. Abert,
United States civil engineer.
Ex. Doc. H. R., Forty-first Congress, third session (January 18, 1871),
Engineers' Report on Certain Rivers aud Harbors, contains, pp. 52-59,
report of J. H. Simpson, colonel engineers and brevet brigadier-general,
United States Army, on Roanoke Inlet and its proposed reopening.
Mr. Welsh'scontribution, while brief, is the most important of all, because
it was the first to grasp the fact of frequent changes and to note that "Hatarask" a.nd "Hatteras" are miles apart. Mr. Abert's report is the fullest
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While a specinc determination of all the places and inlets
mentioned in these early itineraries is now impossible, a general comprehension of the coast as they found it is as important
and perhaps more instructive. To-day there is no entrance to
the sounds north of Oregon Inlet, fast :filling, and there will
soon be none above Ocracoke, at present the only practicable
ship channel. Both sounds have made considerable progress
toward their ultimate destiny of land-locked waters slowly :filling up to the condition of the Dismal Swamp, or, better, drained
and turned into fertile lands. In Byrd's time the most northern arm of these sounds, Currituck, 1 could be entered by vessels
and most satisfactory discussion of the physical condition of the region,
moved by the not unnatural cirmimstance that he was a, better engineer
than historian, and failed to note past changes while studying the current
situation. Colonel Simpson's paper summarizes the physical history of the
region immediately about and opposite Roanoke Island. His conclusion
that the voyagers could not ha,e entered at Roanoke Inlet (now Nags
Head) is probably accurate, but this omits the still more important fact
that an inlet undoubtedly existed just above Nags Head by which they
did in all probability enter.
Nearly every historian of North Carolina has made an attempt to answer
the geographical questions involved in the accounts of these voyages, most
of them by resorting to the charts of their own day, with little comprehension of the physical history of the region, its unceasing ch~,nge, and its
early condition. The first indispensable apparatus for the study of this
problem are the early narratives, the charts of White and Hariot, and the
Coast Survey charts of the region. The gap between the outline of 1586
and the coast as it is to-day can only be filled by a careful study of intervening charts, nearly every one of which throws some light on the problem.
These consist of three classes-the outline sketches of early navigators
extending over the first century, colonial surveys over the next century,
and modern charts over the past one hundred years. The first have become
familiar in facsimile, and it is unnecessary to specify them. Exact knowledge begins with the accounts and maps of John Lawson, surveyor-general,
1708, and William Byrd, of Westover. Wimbler, 1730, republished by act
of Parliament, and Emanuel Rowen, 1763, are the most important of the
colonial charts. Modern surveys and charts may be fairly said to begin
with Daniel Dunbibin, 1764. This was superseded by the State surveys
made with a view to a can.a l in the early years of the century. (Murphey,
1816, and Hamilton Fuller, 1818; North .American Review, January, 1821.)
The reports of army engineers begin with that of Col. W. K, Armistead,
December 15, 1820, and come down to the present time. The Coast Survey
charts cover the last half century, and their comparison is important.
1 Currituck Inlet was closed in 1828 (Ruffin, 116), but countless maps
still carry it, and even the "Map of the United States and Territories,"
1882, issued by the Land Office, has the familiar gap for Currituck Inlet . .
There is probably nothing so lasting as a geographical error, except a,
fictitiqus historical anecdote.
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drawing 10 feet, and there was a succession of inlets along the
coast. Earlier the number of inlets was still greater. The bearings of the Long Shoal indicate its early existence under conditions similar to those which now create the Diamond Shoal.
The general coast line bas probably been traveling to the
eastward, working out under aeriel and aquatic influences, modified by the slow secular change which once elevated and is
now probably depressing the entire region. During the century in which we have definite information we know that the
inlets have been closing from north to south, and the waters
just inside of the bars steadily shoaling. The first maps show
scattered and not continuous islands.1 Even White's map,
which is extraordinarily accurate, shows the inclosing islands
wider and the inlets broader than to-day.
It is not improbable that in 1654 there were a series of
islands of considerable size, separated by inlets, which, at
Trinity Harbor, just north of Roanoke, gave a broad entrance
and an anchorage safe from any but southeast winds, and
represented now by the fresh-water lakes north of Nags
Head, the channels about Collington: Island, and the remains
and memory of Caffeys Inlet, closed in 1800, and Roanoke,
closed in 1806. In all the maps of the middle of the last century there were not one but two inlets here, or one divided by
an island, giving wider and e~sier access than at any other
point. 2 In addition, while the inlets below and near Cape Hatteras are shut off from ocean approach by shoals extending
far to sea, of which early mention is made,3 these shoals disappear north of the turn of the cape. Once inside Ocracoke,
also, while there is a broad stretch of water apparent, the
expanse is shallow, the channel through the swash inside is
not to be readily found, and this passed, the work of finding
a way even for a pinnace from the south to Roanoke Island
would not be easy. Inside and outside, therefore, the advantages of navigation are all in favor of an entrance north of
Roanoke and against an entrance below.
1
This is particularly true of a map of 1666 (Win sor, v, 338), Morden,
1687, and Powers, 1763, and John Mitchell, 1755, give the same impression.
At the latter date Hatteras Islancl was six or seven times larger than to-day.
2
This is true of Joshua Fry and Peter Jefferson, 1755; Robert de Vangoudy, 1755; Emann.el Powers, 1763; William Faden, 1793, and the map
with Thomas Jefferson's "otes on Virginia.
3
Pedro Menendez, Morquez, 1573.

.,
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I doubt if anyone could go over the coast without and
within and not reach the conclusion that the most probable
landfall of the first navigators drawing up from the south
would be the shoals which make off from Capes Fear and
Hatteras, and that these would hold them too far away to make
any inlet until they reached the distinct break in the coast
line marked and given the name, with good reason, as Trinity
Harbor on the coast, and that this lay at a point cut by various
inlets, of which Oregon, far to the south of the old opening, is
to-day the solitary representative, but which then was in the
condition whose traces are now apparent in the region just
described. To Mr. W. L. Welsh must be given credit for calling attention to this point first named by William Byrd.1
The crucial argument in favor of entrance north of Roanoke
is that the island is always approached from this direction.
It was at the '' north end thereof" that Barlowe found "a village of nine houses." If he had approached from the south
he would have noted the other Indian village, whose remains
are to -<lay abundantly visible on the island back of Round
Ten Oak Island. It was "round about the north point of the
island" that Ralph Lane sought his colony. Moreover, the
upper end of this entrance was 35 miles (7 leagues) from
Roanoke Island. Collington, then of larger size, furnishes the
first island of Amadas and Barlowe. Approached from the sea
it would seem the mainland, and on it the tradition repeated by
Byrd places the scene of taking possession of the land. Moreover, starting from this point, with the prevalent wind of the
region, it would be easy to run to the mainland "20 miles''
away, the Alligator River, Occam, nearer here tban Roanoke,
and from thence to seek Roanoke. Coming from the south,
Roanoke would be almost certainly tlie first landing made in
the Sound. "Kendrick's Mounts" are, in all probahility, the
conspicuous sand hills near Nags Head, the highest on the
coast, 100 feet high, and to-day marked objects and fronting
dangerous shoals. Nor must it be forgotten that while in this
century and in the last half of the ejghteenth the inlets of
Pamlico Sound bav:e been the chjef channels of commerce, in
the seventeenth century and the first half of the eighteenth
1 "Not far from Roanoke Inlet.
They -ventured ashore near that place
upon an island now called Colleton, where they set up the arms of England." (William Byrd, Notes, p. 12.)
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Albemarle was the more accessible sheet of water. The balance
of evidence of recorrl, of tradition, and of physical conditions
is therefore all in favor of an entrance at some inlet, which
even in Byrd's time had disappeared, north of Roanoke Island
and not far from OolJington Island.
This approach decided the point at which the two colonies
planted by Raleigh were established on the higher ground at
the northern end of the island, where a low, quadrangular
mound has been identified since 1654 as its site. This island,
which is now 12 miles by 3 and was three centuries ago 16
miles long and a half :rune or more wide, is entered at the
northwest, on the side toward Oroatan Sound, by the Alder
Branch below Weirs Point, and on the eastern face by Shallow
Bag Bay, on which now stands the little village· of Manteo,
and about which Daniel Baum and other early settlers lived
when the island was reoccupied. This harbor is the natural
site for a settlement on the island. If another was earlier
selected, it was for reasons due to the approach and the site
of existing Indian villages. Indian remains are numerous on
Roanoke Island and their careful study would probably do
much to solve two important problems, the advance of the
early red man along the coast and the first contact of his last
descendants with the white man.
Four recent Indian village sites were examined by me, one
at the southern end, where extensive shell mounds have been
reduced in extent by their use as an easy fertilizer, but on
which a clearly marked mound, 600 by 200 feet in size, fronts
on an old canal or waterway cut through the swamp for a
1
mile. Another extensive Indian deposit is on Baums Point,
most of which has been eaten away by the encroachment of
the sound on the island, which a few years ago, about 1870 to
1875, laid bare a number of Indian skeletons.
Opposite this point, across the mouth of Shallow .Bag Bay,
is Ba1last Point. Off this marshy projection is a mass of
stones under from 3 to 4 feet of water, covering a space about
1
This is the point now known as Dolbys Point, on which Martin (1: 35)
places "the st,ump of a live oak said to have been the tree on which this
word (Croaton) was cut, was shown as late as the year 1778 by the people
of Roanoke Island. It stood at tl1,e distance of about 6 yards from the
shore of Shalon-bas-bay, on the land then owned by Daniel Baum. This
bay is formed by Ballast Point and Baums Point." Baum's descendant,
Mr. B. P. Meekin, now bolds the site of the original Baum farm.

1
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40 by 20 feet. These stones tradition for over a century has
alleged to be ballast from Raleigh's flrst two vessels. They
may possibly have reached this point. I procured a quantity
of this ballast. Itis made up of round and angular stones of
quartzite, porphyritic rock, and greenstone of a few pounds of
weight, some cleaved. It looks extremely like the raw material of an Indian workshop for the manufacture of arrow heads
and stone axes, but I suspeud judgment awaiting a competent
mineralogical determination of the material.
A third Indian settlement is on the northeastern angle of the
island, much of which bas also been gradually swept away by
the sound and the shifting sand dunes. The most important
Indian remains are, however, the mounds on the Alder Branch,
which ~t.and about 100 yards south of the corduroy bridge,
thrown over the creek during the war, and part of "Burnside
avenue." 1 This l<?w, but clearly artificial, mound contains
closely packed in a sitting posture a great number of skeletons
so decomposed that no bones can be extracted and only the
general outlines of the skull vertebrre and femora traced. A
single trench of several opened, 2½ feet square, showed twelve
of these skeletons on its four faces.
White's sketches show that the Indians of the region kept
their dead in huts, where they were exposed to smoke, as was
the case in Florida, and it is interesting to have this corroborative proof that in addition the bodies were packed closely
together and heaped about with sand. It is also an interesting circumstance that the Alder Branch, at an early date and
one apparently anterior to white occupation, had been cut to a
straight course and the earth heaped on its so_u thern bank.
Similar artificial waterways are to be found in east Florida.
This mound probably marks the neighborhood of the Indian
village found by Barlowe, as the Alder Branch makes a natural
boat entrance to anyone approaching as he did from the mainland opposite. Besides these surface remains, there are on
the northeastern shor~s of the island, where careless denudation of forest has set the sand in motion, two earlier horizons
of Indian occupatioq, one 8 and the other about 15 feet below
1 This is upon the land of Charles Pettigrew Meekin, near the "Indian
hole," a large artificial cavity, 20 yards across and 30 foet deep, mentioned
in deeds for many years and an early landmark. Neither this nur the
mounds can be due to operations in the war.
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the present surface, the latter clearly marked and extending
for a mile or two, with frequent :fire pits and pottery fragments
of the :fish-net type.
When the colonists landed under Grenville and under Lane
they came from the north, as Barlowe had. They would naturally enter at the same creek and push their boats up the mile
or more which it was navigable down to the memory of men
now living,1 shipbuilding on a small scale having been carried
on at its head in the last century, as the oak chips, blocks, etc.,
which can be turned up show, although the stream is now a
dense marsh of tall reed. They sought for the~r new home the
highest ground on the island, upon which stand such remains
as are left, a site carefully designated, it may be noted, by White
by a mark O, distinct from that used to indicate the Indian
villages on the island.
That this was the approach to the colony, and not by Shallow Bag Bay, as the traditional oak tree would have indicated,
appears from Lane's account of his return to the island. Coming from the sea side, he :first "espied toward the north end of
the island the light of a great :fire." Landing at daybreak, he
"went through the woods to that part of the island directly
over against Dasamonguepeuk "-that is, the western or Croatan
Sound side-and '' from thence we returned by the water side
round about the north part of the island until we came to the
place where I left our colony in 1586," which would be the
nearest approach from the eastern side of Roanoke Island to
the existing fort. It was here on the "sandy bank" that he
found the tree ''in the very brow of which were curiously
carved these fair Roman letters, 0. R. 0." From the fort he
"went along by the water side to the point of the creek," which
is more likely to be the A.Ider Branch, half a mile off~ than the
creek of Shallow Bog Bay, 3 miles distant. "Presently," continues Lane, "Captain Coo'ke and I went to the place, which was
in the end of an old trench, made two years past by Captain
A.madas." "Two years past" must be a misprint for six years
past, when Captain Amadas visited the place in 1584; and as
it is difficult to see what digging he could have done on his
flying visit, it does not appear a forced construction to take
"made" in the seafaring sen e of '~found," and the "old
trench," the canalled stream of which I have already spoken.
1 I owe much in these details to the kindly interest and the local knowledge of Mr. Walter Dough,_long the owner of the fort site.
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Into the details of Lane's melancholy visit, whose pathos
must have touched every reader, I do not enter, because I
propose to confine myself to the topographical aspects of the
history. On the site itself, while the colonists were "left in
sundry houses" originally built by Grenville's colonists, Lane
found "the houses taken down and the place very strongly
inclosed with a high palisade of great trees, with curtains and
flankers very fortlike." It is this for which the low, square
mound, still preserved, now stands. Few sites are better
established by tradition. In 1654 TraviR Yardley records the
visit of" a trader for beavers," in September, 1653, to Roanoke
Island, where he was shown "the ruins of Sir Walter Raleigh's
fort" by friendly Indians. 1 The island was bought from the
Indians by Yardley, and in 1676 became the property of a
New Englander. A gap of a century leaves it without record.
The local tradition runs back clearly authenticated to the
middle of the last century, and there were then living those
· who could by one or two removes have heard the Indian tra.
dition noted by Yardley.
When I visited the site in November, 1887, I could find no
record of any description since that made in 1860 by Mr.
Edward C. Bruce, to whose article allusion has already been
made. Judging from his account, it has seen few changes in
thirty-five years, though all the brick and mortar he mentions
is gone. It is a quadrangular embankment whose angles lie
due north and south and east and west, so that the faces front
southeast, northeast, northwest, and southwest. The mound,
which is perfectly clear around the entire inclosure, is 2 feet 4
inches high above the ditch at its most prominent point. The
eastern angle has a slope of 23 feet on the angles and about 15
. feet on the curtains, and is broken by what was apparently a
sally port crossing the southwest angle, the one turned toward
the creek already mentioned. T~e four faces measure: The
southeastern, 84.3 feet; the southwestern, 77.6 feet; the northwestern, 63.3 feet, and the northeastern, 73.9 feet. .As the
mound is irregular, these measurements are necessarily approximate. By measuring from points on the irregular slope
farther in or farther out1 different dimensions would be secured~
but it was probably originally a square of 25 yards.
The eastern angle is a right angle, without any signs of a
bastion whatever. Each face is broken by an angle about 15
1

North Carolina Colonial Records, I: 18.
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to 18 feet aero s and projecting from the embankment line
about 5 to 7 feet. The southern, western, and northern angles
are bastioned. These may have anticipated the pentagonal
bastion of a century later; but this is extremely improbable
of Elizabethan fort builders, more familiar with the earlier
roundel, better suited for the trajectory and angle of the projectiles of the period.
There is nothing in the bastions themselves to show that
they were pentagons, unless one reads into them a preconception based on our familiarity with this form. The interior is
nearly on a level with the embankment, but at points slightly
lower. The oak mentioned by Mr. Bruce still° stands, thoug·h
aging. The other trees are more recent, and none are of any
great age.
The most serious challenge which must be addressed to this
ancient relic is its size. An area of 625 square yards is scant
space for over 100 souls who composed the beleaguered colony
for which it was built. As the houses had been taken down,
it wa& their only dwelling, and while it is not impossible that
it would hold them in leaguer, one would expect the fort would
be larger. It is also rigorously fair to add that the remains
have the look, slope, and appearance of smaller Indian mounds,
some of which are quadrangular and are laid with reference to
the four cardinal points. Jf this embankment were in an Indian mound region, with no other history, it would probably be
given this origin; but with the chain of evidence which exists,
broken though it be by the gap of a hundred years, there
appears to be no reason for challenging its assigned source.
So far as is known, the surface has been disturbed only once
prior to the excavations just conducted. During the occupation of the island by Federal soldiers in 1863 holes were dug
in the embankment at the eastern angle and on the southeastern face. On complain_t by Mr. Walter Dough, who then
owned the fort, the vandalism was promptly checked and the
fort placed under military guard. It was probably at thjs
time that the hatchet mentioned by Mr . .Weeks in his paper
was found. With the exception of the Indian pottery and
the small iron fragments just discovered, this is the only object
yet found in the inclosure.
As a careful examination of the ite seemed desirable, I made
application to it present owner, the Roanoke Memorial A ociation, and from its pre ident, Maj. Graham Daves, and it '
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secretary, Dr. J.B. Bassett received prompt and cordial permission to conduct excavations. I was careful to avoid any
disturbance of the embankment and its slope, the surface disturbed was carefully returned to its original condition, the
site of each trench was carefully plotted and fixed by bearings
and measurements, and a minute record kept and deposited
with the association, so that no injury would be- done to the
site and no embarrassment caused to any future explorer by
his inability to know where the soil was disturbed. In all,
13 trenches, most of them 5 by 3 feet, were opened and carried
from 4 to 9 feet deep.
Water, it may be premised, is reached at 15 feet, and undisturbed sand at about 4 feet. Wherever trenches were sunk,
and, it is fair to conclude, over the entire area, there was found
a thin and undisturbed layer of sandy humus of 6 to 8 inches to
a foot, then a layer of black, ashy earth, containing many fragments of charcoal and frequent fire pits. This layer rested
directly on undisturbed sand, often penetrated by fire pits.
If we imagine a forest surface from which the original humus
had been removed to make an embankment, laying bare the
sand below, this site occupied for a season and then for three
centuries left to gather humus again, the condition revealed
would be created. Toward the base of the black, ashy layer
were found small pieces of iron, a corroded nail, a chipped
piece of quartzite, and some small fragments of Indian pottery,
networked. No one could reasonably expect to find any
objects of importance on a site ransacked as this must have
been, but I confess my surprise at the absence of small fragments, particularly of pottery. For a site occupied as it was,
the place proved singularly barren of debris. Like its size,
this circumstance has no ready explanation. The trenches
opened were dug in three angles, the eastern, northern, and
western-the southern being too much occupied by treesacross the center in two of the flanking bastions, and at other
points where the surface was either above or below the normal
level.
In addition, the embankment was sounded with an iron rod
for a'ilepth of from 3 to 4 feet at intervals of from 10 to 20 feet
around the inclosure. The embankment may have had logs
in it which have wholly decayed, but the indications were
that it was heaped sand, the dark ashy layer curving over
its slopes. Excavations were also made in the ditch and at
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various points in the woods, showing there an undisturbed
surface and no remains of a layer of coal and ashes below the
surface. The most plausible deduction which can be made
from these sparse results is that the site was occupied at
an early period by those using iron, succeeded by many years
in which the forest did its natural work of making soil. As
a corroboration of the tradition in regard to the site, tllis
conclusion is important. In any other view the fruits were
meager; but the fortune of excavation-of all pursuits of chance
the most baffling and the most absorbing-may richly reward
some successor with more time than the brief days I could
devote. It is at least a profound satisfaction, for which I am
most grateful to the officers of the association, to have bad the
privilege of devoting a short vacation to increasing the scanty
knowledge previously recorded in regard to the earliest site
associated with the history of men of our race and tongue on
this continent.
The site, as already remarked, is now t.he property of the
Roanoke Colony Memorial Association. With this last chapter in its history, there rests the same melancholy associations
as with all before, the founder of the association, Edward
Graham Daves, late of Johns Hopkins University, having died
within a year of its organization. In November, 1887, after
my :first visit to the site, when I made a compass survey of
the mound and a hurried investigation of its surroundings, I
stopped at Johns Hopkins University on my return, where my
account of the remarkable preservation of the old fort excited
the interest of both Dr:, Herbert Baxter Adams, the secretary
of the American Historical Association, and of Dr. Daves.
The possibility of purchasiug the site was discussed at the
time, but no active steps were taken until March 25, 1893, when
a call 1 for enough money to buy the fort and a farm of 250 acres
on the northern end of the island was issued by Dr. Daves, a
native of eastern North Carolina, to whose personal enthusiasm as an historical student was altogether due the acquisition of the site, the organization of the association, and the
preservation by it of the earliest English remains on the continent. The modest sum needed, $1,250, was raised befQre the
end of the year, a large portion being the returns of authors
1
This call was signed by Edward Graham Daves, Francis White, William Shepard Bryan, A. Marshall Elliott, Bartlett . Johnston, and Thomas
J. Boykin.
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readings by Dr. S. Weir Mitchell of his poem, "Francis Dr~ke,"
at Bar Harbor, Baltimore, Philadelphia, the residence of Mr.
Frank Thomson at Marion, Pa., and elsewhere. May 22, 1893,
the Roanoke Colony Memorial Association was organized at
Baltimore, and the first meeting of its stockholders was held
at Raleigh October 23, 1894, a second meeting having been held
last October. The present officers of the association are: President, Maj. Graham Daves, of Newbern; vice-president, Mr.
W. D. Pruden, Edenton, N. C., and secretary and treasurer, Dr.
John Spencer Bassett, of Trinity College, Durham, N. C. The
association now owns the site, with 10 acres, and a farm of 230
acres covering the northern end of the island. The association proposes to fence and preserve the site, erect a monument
upon it, and draw public attention to its history. Contributions for this purpose are urgently needed.
With the association and its work, the history of the site
closes. By little short of a miracle of accident this crumbling
mound, "child of silence and slow time," has escaped destruction. The elements have spared it on an island where the
merest exposure of the loose, thin soil starts shifting sands to
pile dunes and level them. The plow has never passed over its
low walls and it has escaped the ravages of the relic hunter.
Even the war found officers who appreciated its value and
guarded its outlines. A just local pride has shared in its preservation, and the first sod turned by English hands in the
.Americas ·s tands to-day after three centuries more clearly
marked than many a later site and more ambitious structure.
The low mound, scarce higher than a grave, will rear its round
outline for long years to come. The beginn'ing of the birth of a
great people, it is impossible to forget that it was also the sepulcher of the hopes, the fortune, and the future of Walter Raleigh,
brightest blossom of our English renaissance. About this
low heap centered once the plans of a kingdom, the promise
of a principality, and the prospect of enduring fame.
"--the lion and the lizard keep
The courts where Jamshyd gloried and drank deep:
And Bahram, that great hunter-the wild ass
Stamps o'er his h ead but can not break his sleep ."
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GOVERNOR EDWARD WINSLOW: HIS PART AND PLACE IN
PLYMOUTH COLONY.
By Rev. WILLIAM C. ·wrnsLow, PH. D., D. D., LL. D.

Each of the four great leaders of Plymouth Colony filled an
indispensable place and performed a heroic part in the birth
and development of the little Pilgrim Republic. Of the opening era at Plymouth, when the issue was between life and
death itself to the infant State, Francis Baylies said:
It was only by the consummate pruclence of Bradford, the matchless valor
of Standish, and the incessant enterprise of Winslow that the colony was
saved from destruction. The submissive piety of Brewster, indeed, pro<luced a moral effect as important in its consequences as tLe active virtues
of the others.

This united leadership, without a parallel in the history of
combined leadership, is far more admirable to contemplate, I
think, than if the Mayflower, that ocean-tossed casket, contained a single jewel of inestimable value, instead of several
of great price, and others of lesser ray, destined to shine in
history and in poetry. The piety of Brewster, the wisdom of Bradford, the diplomacy of Winslow, the bravery of Standish, each so essential,
reflect a unique glory when aptly combined and justly portrayed in a history of Plymouth. Because of those who have
dipped their pens in ink tinted with the notion that one of the
Pilgrims-perhaps their own ancestor 1-far outshone another,
or all others, in gifts or achievements, I emphasize the beauty
and the grandeur of this united leadership, which lay at the
foundation of an English-speaking nation in North America.
Ancestor worship among the Egyptians, the Arabs, or the
Indians of to-day may point s<.,me moral; but in the delineation
of the great actors on the historic stage-perhaps of Boston
t

See notes at end of this paper.
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or of Plymouth-it nui,y somet.imes, and unconsciously: color
the statement of facts with the wish of the heart. 2
Dut biography selects an actor on the historic stage, and
with us now it is one of a group of four leaders, to describe
whose part and place in the Pilgrim evolution but disclo~es
better the character of the other three personalities. Each
solo iu tnrn but clearer proclaims the merit of a quartet; a
study of Winslow deepens our respect and reverence for
Bradford; of Bradford, our admiration for Winslow; the
piety of Brewster shines brighter because of the flashin s·
sword of Standisb.
The distinct role of Edward Winslow in the Pilgrim economy, as fully established by 1625; a few distinctive transactions, chiefly uiplomatic and gubernatorial, in his varied
career, are all that it is possible for me to now present.
In writing of Winslow, whom he ca11s "one . of the chief
staff and support of the Plymouth colony," Bon. W. T. Davis,
the most distinguished living historian of Plymouth, remarks
of the Pilgrims :
Without ,vinslow they were a body of religionists, cii;cumscribed in
their boundaries, keeping themselves unspotted from the world with which
they must all finally mingle and n egotiate. With him, the statesman, the
scholar, the man of affairs, they had an ambas;3ador in whose diplomacy
they might trust, and the fruits of whose wisdom they would b e sure to
reap. (History of Plymonth County, 65.)

October 18 last saw the three hundredth anniversary of the
birthday of Edward Winslow, whose family may probably be
traced back to the time of" Walter de Wynslaive, esq. (gentleman at. arms), * * * summoned from the county of Buckingham to perform military service in person against the Scotts,"
as the parliamentary record of 1322 reads. 3 Dr. Young says
that "with the exception of Winslow and Standish, the first
settlers of Plymouth colony were, in point of family and property, much inferior to those of Massachusetts." (Ohron. of
Pilgrims, 4.) Hutchtnson, whose :first mention of the JJ1ayflower company is that of "Mr. Edward Winslow, one of the
principal undertakers," refers to him as "a gentleman of the
best family of any of the Pilgrim planters" (I, 13).
Winslow pas. ed his twenty-:finh birthday in mid ocean, but
a momentous birthday arrived-that of the birth of popular
government in the New vVorl<l-when the Mayflower c_ompact
wa drawn up and , jgned. vVbo shall follow after the gov-
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ernor in signing1 Surely those who for years have stood next
to Robinson and Brewster in the coo.ncils of the Church. Winslow will be halfway down the list; perhaps precede his brother
Gilbert, who, as it turned out, was 31 in a list of 41.
Bradford, whose talents and worth have impressed themselves on the congregation, properly follows the governor.
Why is Winslow asked to register next1 Of the reasons why,
I give one that I have never seen given. It is that he materially aided in drawing up the compact, which, with his gifts of
speech (for which in after years he was peerless among his
associates), led those about him to place him second on tl1e list
next to Carver. We can never know the author or writer of
that immortal paper; but in all probability Carver called on
Brewster and Bradford to unite in its composition; Winslow,
from his intelligence and rank, was asked to participate, also
being the youngest, be acted as scribe for the committee. As
Young intimates, Bradford and Winslow" were among the most
active and efficient leaders among the Pilgrims; * * * they
were also the only practiced writers among them" (115). That
the document was framed without the essential aid of these
two men is a moral impossibility. At any rate, there stands
the signature of the youthful Winslow, who had been but three
years with the company, before thait of Allerton, Fuller, Brewster, Standish, and others.
The 22d of March added another" day of days" to the evolution of New England. The great Massasoit was at hand with
his chiefs and chosen warriors. Did he mean peace or war~
"We were not willing to send our governor to them, and
they were unwilling to come to us; so Squanto went again
unto him (Massasoit), who brought word that we should send
one to parley with him, which we did, which was Edward
Winsloe." (Bradford and Winslow's Journal, 192.)
"Winslow and Massasoit on Watsons Hill! That interview
saved the colony in its infancy, and therefore it has grown
into manhood," exclaimed the president of the Pilgrim Society at the celebration in Plymouth in 1853.
The results of that interview, culminating in the treaty with
Massasoit by Carver, lay at the very foundation of Plymouth's
life, and vastly more. If Plymouth had failed, France would
have probably occupied New England. 4
The initial embassy to the Indians, including the first exploration of•the interior and the expedition down the coast of
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Cape Cod, illustrates the affinities of the scholarly and the
savage heart-Winslow decorating Massasoit with a copper
chain from the colony; Iyanough placing a necklace of beads
and shells upon Winslow.
Too little has been made of the enterprise of Plymouth in
the exploration of Boston Harbor by Winslow and Standish
within nine months after the landing at Plymouth, and in a
shallo p at that.
The most notable episode of 1623 was Winslow's visit to the
sick monarch, his tenderness eliciting from Massasoit that
memorable sentence, "Now I see that the English are my
friends and love me, and while I live I will never forget this
kindness they have showed me." His revelation of the Indian
conspiracy probably saved Plymouth.
With Cushman, while in England in 1623-24, he took out the
patent for Cape Anne, and, what is more important, he prepared his '' Good Newes from N cw England," which created a
great stir on the subject of immigration. .About ten days after
his return he was elected an assistant to the governor. Summer found him again in England to investigate the antecedents
of Lyford and disprove his charges against Plymouth. He
was now but 29 years of age, but the little State already saw
in him its diplomatic representative over the seas, its man to
keep peace with the Indians, its negotiator in business, and
its member of the council second only in rank or influence to
the governor. Plymouth already knew, in the words of Baylies, "that in devotion and zeal to her interests he was not
excelled by anyone.''
The same varied talents and sterling traits of character
which so distinguished his subsequent care.er, causing James
Savage, in his edition of Winthrop (I, 78), to remark that Win low was '• a great man in all circumstances," had appeared
conspicuously before he reached his thirtieth birthday. Within
fl ve years from the landing at Plymouth, his part and place iu
the colony was defined for life. It involved long absence
from home and a hearty consecration to his work, with an
integrity that Cromwell admired and caused his appointment
as chief commissioner, at a salary of £1,000, in the great expedition to the West Inuies-long ab ences from tho e he loved, 5
but his con ummate address and keen insight into the affair
of men and the world, hi acquaintance with men of power and
position no other leader pos e sed; and perforce hi part and
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place no other leader could ta.ke. ''For foreign employment
bis better birth and breeding gave him advantages over his
fellow-immigrants. Among the gentlemen of the British Parliament, Winslow moved as one of themselves," says Palfrey
(II 407), who remarks on his death in 1655:
Bra<lfor!l grievously miss ed from his side the partner of bis early struggles. -:, * " Now that Bradford wa,s old, Plymouth could not have sustained a greater loss.

It is as a diplomatist and statesman that Dr. Charles Deane,
in his edition of Bradford (p. 111), refers to Winslow as "the
most accomplished man of the oldcomers, distinguished for
the important services he rendered the colony nt home and
abroad, and for the eminent abilities he displayed as the representative of the sister colony to the English Government."
The essential point I am presenting, that Winslow, as much
as Brewster, Bradford, or Standish, filled a definite and distinct sphere of leadership in the little State, and t,hat Winslow's part and place were clearly defined and commonly
accepted before he was 30 years old-tli_is point is established
by evidence. Of the four leaders, tl1e two most distinctively
such were Winslow and Standisli; and donbtlfss that eminent
authority~ Bartlett, iu his now rare book, The Pilgrim Fathers,
l1ad some such idea in mind when be said:
E<lwanl .Winslow may not inaptly be denominated the heacl of the emig ration, as Miles Standish was its right hand.

He must, of course, by "head" mean "intellectual" and not
civic leadership (for Carver was tbe civic bead), just as by
"right hand" he conveys the designation of military leader. 6
Too little attention has been directed to the remarkable circumstance that both a Winslow and a Standish, so utterly
unlike, yet alwayi:; friends, should bave joined the :Pilgrims in
Holland after their long exile from England. Poetry and the
romance of prose have naturally and justly popularized the
sword of so brave a, captain, while leaving the weapons of
diplomacy and statesmanship for the historian to draw from
the scabbard of peace. And not until late years bas the historian (not including Palfrey) 7 investigated, even partially,
the records of what Winslow accomplished in England for
Plymouth and her sister colonies.8
In so weighty and honorable an affair as the settlement of
Connecticut, Winslow, as governor in 1633~ wished Boston to
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participate, but Winthrop and his council declined the invitation.9 Captain Ilolmes sailed by the future site of Hartford,
where the Dutch had improvised a fort-replying to the commander who threatened to fire upon his vessel, that the governor of Plymouth had sent him "to go up the river to such a .
place," and that he should "proceed"-a11d set up at what is
now Windsor the first house erected in Connecticut.
Thus Plymouth, not Massachusetts, made the initial settlement. But more, Winslow was the first New England colonist
to discover that important artery in the New England system,
now called the Connecticut River. Says Hutchinson:
The Commissioners of the United Colonies, in a declaration against the
Dutch in 1653, say that ''Mr. Winslow discovered the fresh river when the
Dutch had neither trading house nor any pretense to a foot of land
there" (I: 46). 10

In 1636, under Winslow as governor, was enacted an elaborate scheme of laws which placed the Government on a stable
foundation-a transaction of an official nature probably the
most important since the compact. His parliamentary talents,
as well as his knowledge practically of English laws, both of
which had been quickened or sharpened by his remarkable
experiences in England during his missions of 1623, 1624, 1630,
and 1635, singularly qualified him to preside over the body of
fifteen men 11 selected for the important task of preparing a
written code of Jaws for a State that had existed for :fifteen
years or more without such written laws. 12 A marked feature,
too, of Winslow's care in legalities is seen in the precision with
which he recorded data. The officiai journal of proceedings of
the gubernatorial and general courts was begun (in 1633) during his first term as governor.
It is remarkable that Winslow was the only one of the Mayflower band as commissioner from Plymouth when the new
England Confederacy was formed in 1643; that he was Plymouth's first governor after its establishment; and that in the
following year (1645) he was president of the council of war
of Plymouth, which numbered twelve members. It is remarkable, too, that Bradford, then governor, was not one of tbe two
initial comrni sioners for Plymouth as Winthrop, then go ernor, was for Mas achusetts. A striking point, too, touching
the origin of the union is the circumstance that in 1635, while
in England, -Winslow, who had eveu then seen the nece ity
of a union of the colouie , petitioned the co11ncil for "a special
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warrant to the English colonies to defend. themselves against
an foreign enemies." 13
During bis stay in England from 1646 to 1655, whether acting as representative for Plymouth or Boston, or,both, or for
tbe United Colonies, we find that their educational and spiritual
interests, whatever the concerns· of politics and diplomacy,
always received the best services of Edward Winslow, as seen
in his purchase of the library of the Rev. Thomas Jenner, iu
1651, to send to the commissioners to be placed in Harvard
College, or in his book The Glorious Gospel in New England,
etc., 14 which, with his influence and efforts with members of
Parliament, caused the incorporation of the Society for the
Propagation of tbe Gospel in New Engla~d. 15
Presi<l.ent Steele, of that society, wrote as follows to the
Commissioners of the United Oolo11ies:
Through the blessing of God, the business of tbe sai(l corporation is in
a good forwardness) and the integrity, abilities, and diligence of the saiu.
Mr. Winslow being well known to you and us, as also his great interest
and acqua intance with the members of Parliament and other gentlemen
of quality in the respective counties of this Common wealth, we can not
but conceive his preBcnce and residence here to be of absolute necessity
for the carrying on of the work; for we can not conceive you can send
over any that hath the like influence and interest in the affections of such
as may be most helpful herein. "· ii· * If he leave now, the work, in all
likelihood) will be hazarded (if not fail), whi_ch is at present ii-1. an hopeful
way, notwithstanding all the oppositions we have met withall. (Hazard,
II, 1794.)

Or, as Moore remarksThe various employments of Governor Winslow in England on behalf of
the colonies and his own high character had given him a standing such as
no other New England man enjoyed at this time. (Lives) etc., 129.)

It is of this period of Winslow's life, when he knew tbe Protector and the leading men of the Commonwealth that the historian is yet to write, in order to more fully estimate his
services as the representative of the colonies, and even more
positively stamp bis part and place among the fom great leaders of Plymouth as ber diplomatist and statesman.
Nevertheless, all the historians from Hutchinson to Young
and Palfrey have recognized, more or less, these distinct, conspicuous, unrivaled qualities and services of Edward Winslow; and only of late, in a marked instance or two-especially
in a school history by a most pleasing lecturer 16-has hj s career
been overlooked-the career, to quote Winthrop, of ''one of
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the very noblest of our little band, who was soon associated
most leadingly and lovingly with all their spiritual as well as
temporal concerns.m1 In the united leadership of Brewster, 18
Bradford, Winslow, and Standish lay the foundation and the
evolution of the Pilgrim State; and in their peculiar roles as
statesman and soldier, Winslo~ and Standish 1 the recrnits of
the Pilgrim band at Leyden, displayed as indispensable qualities as the other two, and performed an even more distinctive
part than they-one in keeping and promoting peace, the
other iL. being prepared in peace for war.

NOTES.
Even John A. Good win, in his very readable history, the result of much
study, asserts that Bradford "had gone before the foremost, and stood
without a peer." (The Pilgrim Republic, 459.)
2 On one of the four inscribed sides of the statue to Winthrop in Scollay
Square, Boston, is this lettering, furnished by Robert C. Winthrop: "First
President of the New England Confederation." There was no snch office
created or held; the governor of the chief colony was chosen by the eight
commissioners to be chairman, or president, of the commission. Fiske is
here correct: ''The commissioners could choose for themselves a president
or chairman out of their own number, but such a presitlent was to have no
more power than the other members of the board." (Beginnings of New
England History, 158.)
3 For the spelling of the name, such as vVyncelowe, etc., see vVirnilow
Memorial, Vol. I, pp. 5-8. Even as late as 1620 the name is sometimes
spelled Winsloe. (See Young's Chron. of the Pilgrims, p. 149.)
4 " The settlement of this colony occasioneu the settlement of Massachusetts Bay, which was the source of all the other colonies in New England."
(Hutchinson, Pref.) "Had Plymouth been deserted by the Pilgrim Fathers
in 1621-22 Massachusetts Bay would have remained desolate, and even Virginia would have doubtless been abandoned. Then, before new colonization could be organized, France would have made good her claim by pushing
down our Atlantic Coast until she met Spain ascending from the South,
unless, indeed, Holland had retained her hold at the centre." (Goodwin,
Pref., XXII.)
6
ln 1650 President Steele, of the Society for Propagating the Gospel in
New England, wrote to the Commissioners of the United Colonies that
Win low was unwilling to be longer kept from his family, but hi great
acquaintance and influence with members of Parliament required it.
(Goodwin, 444.)
6 "Edward Winslow may not inaptly be denominated the lleacl of the
emigration, as Myles , tandish was its right ltand. Upon the. e two men
appears to have devolved most of the active external service of the colony ,-Winslow's province being that of negotiating its bu ines, while
to the valiant l\Iyle. was entrusted its military defense.' (The Pilgrim
Fathers, etc., W. H. Bartlett, p. 197.)
1
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Hon. John Winslow, of Brooklyn, received a reply to his inq niry of

Mr. Palfrey, expr essing that gentleman's regret that in the course of bis

studies of New England History he had not investigated the work of
Winslow as a representative before the Parliamentary and Council's committees.
8

CALENDAR OF STATE PAPERS.-COLONIAL SERIES, 1574-1660.-EXTRACTS.
[Edited by W. Noel Sainsbury, :five vols., London, 1860-1880.J

1650-January 22.-Orders of committee of the Admiralty. Concerning a remonstrance touching Lord Baltimore's government of Maryland,
presented l>y Capt. Rich Ingle; at the desire of the l atter, Captain Leverett, .Edwar<l Wins1ow, Richard Allen, and others were summoned as witnesses (p. 333).
1650-11:farch 9.-Order of the Council of State. Edward Winslow to
be permitted to carry to New England the powder, shot, and ammunition
mentioned in his petition, npou giving security that it sbaU not l>e sol<l to
any plantation in disaffection to the Commonwealth (p. 335) .
.l651-SeptembC?· 30.-Order of the Council of State. One hnndre1l narratives of the battle at Worcester, and acts for a day of thanksgiving. to
be delivered to Edward Winslow, that he may send them to New England
(p. 362).
1651-December 9.-Petition of Edward Winslow to be referred to the
consideration of the committee for plantations (p. 367).
1652-January 26.-Orcler of the Council of State. Mr. Holland, Lieutenant-General Fleetwood, Mr. Gurdon, Mr. Carew, and Sir Arthur
H esilrig, or any three of them, appointed a committee to report upon the
paper given in by Edward Winslow concerning New England.
1652-March 8.-Order of the Council of State. In their report to be
presented to Parliament npon petition of Edward Winslow, in behalf of
William Bradford, governor of New Plymouth, in New England, and his
associates, wherein he sets forth that for many years the plantation has
Jrnd a grant for a trading place in the river Kennebec, but not having the
whole of the river under their grant and government, many excesses and
wickednesses have been corumitte<l, and the benefit for trade and furs, one
of the greatest supports of their plantation, has been taken from the
inhabitants of New Plymouth, and prays for a grant of the whole river
Kennebec; recommending the desire of the petitioner be granted, with a
saving in the grant of the rights of any of the people of the Commonwealth, the grant to pass under the great seal, if Parliament think :fit
(p. 376).
1652-April 29. -Order of the Council of State. Referring the desire of
Edwa.rcl Winslow to have a patent for Kennebec River, in New England,
sealed with the seal of the council, to the committee for foreign affairs, for
their report upon what has been done in cases of the like nature (p . 378).
1652-May 12.-Minntes of committee for foreign affairs. Mr. Joscelyn's
propositions relating to New England to be considered on Friday fortnight (28th instant), when Mr. Winslow is directed to be present (p. 379).
1652-July 28. -Minutes of a committee for foreign affairs, upon petition
and proposal of Ed wanl Winslow, Ed ward Hopkins, and Fras. Willoughby
to the· council of ~tate. Recommend that liberty be given to them to send
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a -·hip with ammunition to New England to give notice to· the colonies of
tho differences between the Commonwealth and the United Produces;
also barrelR of powder, shot, and 1,000 swords for increase of th eir present store. That it be also declared by the Council of State that, as the
colonies may expect all :fitting encouragement and assistance from hence,
so they should demean themselves against the Dutch as declared enemies
of the Commonwealth (p. 386).
165~-September 13.-Minutes of a committee for foreign affairs. Upon
petition of Capt. William Digby, Maurice Gardener's petition to be considereLl on Friday next, when the answer of Jennings to Digby's petition
is to be brought in, and Mr. Thurloe is to draw up the state of that business and present it to the committee; he is also to speak with Edward
Winslow concerning the petition of William Dyre, and report thereon.
Any of the committee with Mr. Thurloe to look over and report upon letters and papers from Barbadoes referred from the Council of State (p. 389).
1652-0ctober 22.-Order of the Council of State. Edward Winslow,
Edward Hopkins, and Mr. Joscelyn to attend the committee for plantations
on the 29th instant concerning the furnishing of some commodities from
New England, usually furnished from the East lands (p. 391).
1652-November 1.-Order of the Council of State. Desiring the committee for foreign affairs to confer wi:h Mr. Winslow, Mr. Joscelyn, and
others of New England concerning the furnishing from thence commodities usually had from the East lands, for accommodating the shipping of
this nation (p. 392).
..
1652-December 15.-Minutes of a committee for foreign affairs. Colonel
Sydney, Colonel Ingol<lsby, Mr. Scott, Major Lister, Sir 'W illiam Mashum,
and Mr. Love, or any two of them, to be a subcommittee, to consider the
business of furnishing masts for New England, for the use of the Commonwealth, to meet on the 18th, and Edward Winslow to attend at the
same time (p. 384).
1653-January 28.-Order of the Council of State. Referring petition
of Edward Winslow to the consideration of committee for foreign affair
(p. 398) .
1653-Feb1·uary 1.-Minutes of a committee on foreign affairs. Edward
Winslow's petition to be taken into consideration on the 4th (p. 398).
1653-Septembe1· 14.-Order of the Council of State. Appointing Mr.
Courtney, Mr. Broughton, and Mr. St. Nichols a committee to speak with
Edward Winslow concerning petition of David Selleck, of Boston, that
the council may be fully informed of the matter of fact alleged in that
petition (p. 408).
1653-Decembm· 29.-Order of the Council of State. Referriug petition
of Col. Samuel Mathews, agent for Virginia, to Mr. Strickland., and ir
Anthony A. Cooper, to confer with Edward Winslow, Colonel Mathews,
and others thereon; as also how the question between Lord Baltimore and
the people of Virginia, concerning the bounds claimed by them respectively, may be determined; all papers in the hand of the committee of the
navy to be sent for, and the whole matter rnported to the Lord Protector
(p. 412).
9
avage mildly comments upon the reasons assigned by Winthrop and
the Council as "pretexts," adding, " ome d.isingenuousness, I fea;, may
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be imputed to our council * -x- " for the next season we were careful to
warn the Dutch against occupation of it, and the following year took
possession ourselves." (Winthrop, I, 105.) Drake is more blunt: "There
may be a snspicion, very honestly entertained, that the decision against
uniting with Plymouth was dictated by a disposition to overreach their
neighbors; or, as woul<l. be said in modern times, their decision was 'based
upon political considerations."' (Hist. and Antiq. of Boston, p. 155.)
JO During bis expeditions for food and trade, a few years before, Winslow
located the river, which Indians had reported to him as the Quonacktacut. (See Memoirs of American Governors, by .Jacob B. Moore.)
11 To the governor and council were added eight men: Brewster, Smith,
Doane, and Jenney, of Plymouth; .Jonathan Brewster and Wadsworth, of
Duxbury; Cudworth and Annable, of Scituate.
12 In 1658 occurred a r evision; in 1671 the new digest was prmt,ed by
Samuel Green, of the Cambric1ge Press; in 1685 the last revision was made.
13 Winthrop disapproved of Winslow's petition (I, 172), but the petitioner
in England knew the temper of the Government better than Winthrop in
Boston. "A man of eminent activity, resolution, and bravery," as Robert
C. Winthrop calls Winslow in his oration at Plymouth, he was yet a
diplomatist and prudent. H e knew that independent action by the colonies at that time meant rashness.
Rev. Dr. John Brown, of Bedford, England, in that latest contribution
(1895) to the story of Plymouth, The Pilgrim .F athers of New England,
aptly sustains my point: "It has been well said the commissioners sought
no permission beforehand; they did as they pleased at the time and defended their conduct afterwards. As Edward Winslow put the case when
sent over to London to defend the action of the colonies: 'If we in America should forbear to unite for offense or defense against a common enemy
till we h ave leave from England our throats might all be cut before the
messenger would be half seas through.' It seemed a daring step to take;
in reality, it was less daring in 1643 than it would have bee~ some years
earlier. For then Laud had been two years in the Tower awaiting that
execution which camfl two years later, and Charles I was engaged in that
life and death struggle with his Parliament which ended so fatally for
him" (p . 334).
14 The chief works of Winslow include: Bradford and Winslow's Journal,
or a Diary of Occurrences (London, 1622); Winslow's Relation (1624),
also published in Young's Chronicles; Brief Narration, or Hypocrisy
Unmasked (1646); New England's Salamander (164.7); The Glorious
Progress of the Gospel Among the Indians, etc. (1649); A Platform of
Church Discipline in New England (1653) . Among his published letters
are one to George Morton, advisory to such as purposed voyaging to Plymouth (Young's Chronicles ); letters to Winthrbp (Hutchinson's Collection); and to Secretary Thurlow (State Papers; 111).
15 Had this society been created simply to publish Eliot's Catechism,
his Indian Grammar; his Indian Primer; his Old and ew Testaments
in Indian, and his Bay Psalm Book, it would have performed a splendid
service in the spiritual and historical estimate of our age. Winslow was
far-sighteu, but he may have buil<led l>etter than he knew in being the
essential agency in its formation.
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See my article on u Singular omissions n in Fiske's History of United
States for Schools, in the Virginia Historical Magazine (Virginia Historical
Society) for October, 1895. It closes as follows:

That greatest naval event on the high seas in the war for the Union, the
com bat between the Kea1·sarge and the A labama, and that supremely
momentons naval iucident, the battle between the Monitor and tbe 1Yler1·imac, as described by Fiske, entirely omits to name either of the two
commanders in both contests, all ()f them brave men, an<l two of them,
from F iske's standpoint, patriots of the truest <lye. I-lis inconsisten cy is
shown from the fact that in the various portrayals of naval battles from
the Revolution down he names the res pectiv e captains and sometimes
gives their portraits. He heaps glory upon Ericsson, the fove11tor of
the Monitor, as "a,mong the great men who saved the Union and freed
the slaves," ancl prints his likeness "from the unicpie mar.ble bust modeled from life by Kneeland, and now in my possession in my house at
Camb rid ge." ,v-orden, who helped to complete the Monitor, to b e in
time to meet its terrible opponent, and who so dexterously handled it,
receiving severe wounds, is not so much as named by Fiske, who, of
co nrse, overlooks ·winslow, of the KParsa1·ge. (Here mad what he indor ses
of Winslow and \Vorden in Appleton . ) In that "utterlym1jnstitiablc ;'
transaction, the taking of Mason and Slidell from the I'rmit, he twice parti culari zes the Federa.l commander.
Simple want of space prevents further illnst ration of the inconsistency
of Fiske in bis compresAions. No ma tter bow much he kno,rn, how
inspiring it iA to hear him lecture, bow instructive are his portrayals, if
h e fails h ere, it is a vital defect-especiall y in ::i, text-book for our Southern and Northern boys :md girls who ar e en titled to impartia lly- know
not only the facts bnt t.be factors by name in the making or "saving" of
onr nation. It seems almost incredible that Dr. Fiske does not know t lrn t
an equitable and uniform compression iu such a book a.s bis, possessi11g111any merits, is a virtue incli s pensable to its trnth-telling mission to onr
y onth. For Dr. F. A. Hill's addenda we h ave only words of prnise. To
him Dr. Fiske owes mu ch that goes to make bi s hiRtory useful in mau y
ways.
17 "There, too, a t Leyclen, they were joineu-by the accidents of travel as
1
it would Aeern-in 1617 by one of the very noblest of our little ban(l, who
was soon associated most l eadingly and lovingly with all their spiritual
as well as t em pora l concerns; * * * the narrator an d chronicler of not
a few of the most interesting passages of t h e ir hi story; the l eader of not
a few of their most important enterprises; a mnn of eminent activity,
r esolntion, and bravery, who did not shrink from offering himself as a
bosta.ge to th e savages; * " ·'" who did not shrink from impri onment
an<l the clanger of death, in confronting, as an agent of Plymouth arnl
Massachusetts, the tyr annical Archbishop Laud; who earned a gentler and
more practical title to remembrance as the importer of the first neat cattle
ever intro,1nced into New England; an earnest nnd <l e-voted friend to the
civi1i zat.ion of th e In<li::i,n tribes and their conversion to Christianity; the
chief commissioner of Oliver Cromwell in his warlike d e igus npon an
island, w hich onr own hero President bas so recently attempted to secure
l>y pea.cefnl purchase-Edward Winslow1 the onl y one of tbe Pilgrim
Fathers of whc,m. we ha Ye an an then tic portrait; wbo e ol<l seat of Care well, nt ::\farshfield, was the chosen borne of Vv"'ebster; and whose remain ,
had they not b een committed to the cle p, when be died, o sadly on the sea
... "" * would have be 11 counted among tho most precions dm,t w::ii~h
:rew Englan(1 conld possess." (Oration hy Robert C. Wintlnop, at th
two hundred ancl fiftieth anniversary, etc., at Plymouth, 1878. >
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18 Goodwin places this chief leadership without Brewster, dedicating his
book "To the memory of Bradford, Standish, and Winslow, the wise, the
brave, the able triumvirs of the Pilgrim Republic."
"Wonderful indeed was it that a single shipload,
cast up like
waifs on the shore of an unknown wilderness, should have bad not only a
Carver, Brewster, antl Fuller, but al~o such a greater trio as Winslow,
Standish, ancl Bradford" (p. 459).

.
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ARENT VAN CURLER AND HIS JOURNAL OF 1634-35.
By Gen. JAs. GRANT WILSON, D. C. L.

The original journal of an expedition to the country of the
Iroquois, made in the winter of 1634-35, by Arent Van Curler,
or Corlear, according to the usual pronunciation of the name
in English, was fortunately discovered and acquired by the
writer during the past summer. It consists of 32 pages of
weJl-preserved foolscap, which had been buried in a Dutch
garret of .Amsterdam for two hundred and sixty years. The
journal is written in the language of Holland of that period,
usually designated "Black Dutch." It is of great historical
. value, antedating as it does auy existing public document in
this country relating to the history of New Netherland, and
coming from the pen of one of the principal actors in the
colonial affairs of that early period.
This precious manuscript contains the first appearance of
the Iroquois in any written paper of any language, or on any
map now known. Van Curler calls it a memorial of the principal events that happened during a voyage to the Mohawks
and Senecas, for at that time the Dutch distinguished only
the Mohawks and Senecas among the Iroquois. The only documents of earlier date relating to New Nether land, are Captain
Hendricksen's brief report of discoveries in that·colony, dated
August 18, 1616, and a letter addressed to the States-Genera.I
of Holland by Peter James Scbaghen, announcing the arrival
of a vessel at Amsterdam with a cargo of beaver skins, and
bringing intelligence of the purchase of the island of Manhattan from the Indians for 60 guilders-about $24. These
two manuscripts are among the arcllives at The Hague, and
a facsimile of Scbaghen's letter, dated Amsterdam, November
5, 1626, may be seen in the first volume of my Memorial History of the City of New York.
H. Doc. 291--6
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The third document antedating Van Cutler's journa1 is in
the Lenox Library, It is a private letter, written by Jonas
Micbaeliu , a Dutch clergyman, to a friend in Amsterdam, and
is dated August 11, 1628, ''from the island of Manhatas, in
New Netherland." This epistle of two sheets of folio paper,
descriptive of the small settlement of that day, is ·believed
to be the oldest document extant written on the spot where
now stau<ls the metropolis of our country, with its 2,000,000
inhabitants.
The Indians of New York State are divided into two great
families-the Algonquins, who resided on the east and west
banks of the Hudson River south of Albany, and the Iroquois,
occupying the district north, and west of Albany. The
Iroquois Confederation consisted at the date of Van Curler's
visit to their country, which takes us back to the timeWhen wild in woods the noble savage ran1-

of the Mohawks, Oneidas, Onondagas, Cayugas, and the Senecas, the most powerful of the :five tribes. In 1714-15 the confederacy received an accession of members and strength by the
addition of the Tuscaroras, a kindred nation of North Carolin a,
who had been harshly treated by the colonists, and had emigrated to New York. Thenceforth the allies were known as
the Six Nations. Gen . .Ely S. Parker, who died a few months
ago, a descendant of Red Jacket, usually described as the "Last
of the Senecas," to whom the writer showed Van Curler's diary,
was deeply interested in the document and expressed the opinion that its author had penetrated as far as Oneida C:astle,
beyo;nd U_tica, a .distance .of more tbai;i 100 miles w,e stof Albany,
then ,k nown as F9rt Orange.
A monument, perhaps without a peer on the pages of the
·h istory of New Netherlands, was that ereoted in the hearts of
t_h e Mohawks, Senecas, and other native tribes, as well as in
the hearts of the Frencl;i of Canada, to Arent Van Curler, a
man of large benevolence and un sullied honor, in remembrance
of the kindness, the justness, and the mercy by which he o
won the affections of the simple ons of the forest, ever open
to the manifestations of regard for their welfare, that when
taken from them by death they extended his name to every
governor of the province of New York for a hundred year
with the ignification "good friend," and all that that title
implie . To thi day the pre ent Queen of Eugland i known
among the Mohawk of anada a "The Great Oorlear."
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Van Curler was a cousin of Jeremiah Van Rensselaer, and
a nephew of Kiliaen Van Rensselaer, to whom was granted
the manor of l{ensselaerwyck, now ma_inly focluded in Albany
and Rensselaer counties. He came to this country in 1630, as
commissary or agent of his uncle's estate, and took up his
residence in the colony of Rensselaerwyck, which soon gathered in the vicinity of Fort Orange and its immediately surrounding settlement of Beaverwyck. From the fir~t day of his
advent in the field of his duties he was thrown in contact with
the native tribes, aud during nearly forty years of association
with them, and the uniform observance of the law of kindness
and fairness in his transactions with them, so won their
esteem that his wishes were a law unto them, and restrained
them from violence even under the most trying provocatious
known to· savage laws. In how many instances his mediation
for tlrn lives of Christian captives was effectual is not known,
but it is of record that he was the first New Netherlander
who explored the paths to the country of the Mohawks, in
1634, and to the Mohawk castle where Father Jogues was
held a prisoner, in 1642; that his mission was for mercy, and
that while the Mohawks would not grant the release of the ·
devoted missionary, they did promise that his life should be
spared, and ·kept that promise sacred until he again fell into
their hands after escaping from them. It is also of record
that when in 1661 the French invaded the Mohawk country
and, during the absence of the warriors, burned a Mohawk
castle in which were only olcl men, women, and children, and
.., were pursued and overtaken 11ear Schenectady, every man had
been cat off bad not Van Curler interfered in their behalf.
When the English entered upon possession of the province
in 1664, Governor Nicolls took Arent Van Curler into his confidence and consulted him on Indian affairs and the interests
of the country generally, thus paving the way for the aggressive alliance of the Five Nations with the Gove~nment, a relation which under the Dutch had been nominal. In 1666 he
was named as a commissioner to 1\f. de Courcelles, the French
governor of Canada, and the fact becoming known to the latter, he wrote:
I am v ery glad, sir, y our g overnor-general has sel ected Monsieur Corl art to come hither. That affords m e gr eat joy, b ecause I sh all attach
more credit willingly to it, b eing assured of hjs probit y.

In 1667, Lieutenant-General de Tracy, commandant of the
Frencb. forces in Oana_,da, sent Van Curler his personal invita-
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tion to visit Quebec, assuring him that he would be most
welcome and entertained to the utmost of bis ability, as he bad
great esteem for him, though he had not a personal acquaintance with him. On accepting this invitation Governor Nico1ls
furnished him with a letter to General de Tracy. It bears date
May 20, 1667, and states that "M. Curler h;th been importuned by divers of his friends at Quebec to give them a visit,
and being ambitious to kiss your hands, he hath entreated my
pass and liberty to conduct a young gentleman, M. Fontaine,
who unfortunately fell into the barbarous hands of his enemies, and by means of M. Curler obtained his liberty."
On the 6th of July following Governor Nicolls's letter,
tTeremiah Van Rensselaer, writing to Holland, announces that
"Our cousin A.rent Van Curler proceeds overland to Canada, having obtained leave from our general, and been invited
thither by the viceroy, M. de Tracy.' 1 From this visit Arent
Van Curler never returned. In an evil hour he embarked on
board a frail canoe to cross Lake Champlain, and, having been
overtaken by a storm, was drowned near Split Rock in the
bay long called by the French ,. Baye Corlar," now included in
Essex County, New York. The Indian tradition is that Van
Curler lost his life by reason of his having expressed contempt for one of their idols that was set up on the shore near
which the canoe passed.
Among the large mass of valuable Van Rensselaer manuscripts and records at Albany, which have recently been carefully catalogued by a member of this associatiou, are many of
Van Curler's letters and frequent mention of 11 is name, covering
a period of thirty-five years. In 1644, he is called commissarygeneral, and is living in the patroon'~ house. Six years later
he is appointed commissioner to go to the Mohawks and renew
the treaty of peace, and soon after his return he is appointed
and sworn in as a magistrate. His numerous letters are
chiefly addressed to his cousins, the second patroon and Jeremiah Van Rensselaer. Probably the last one penned by Van
Curler, dated July 13, 1667, but a few days before bis death,
describes the country and his journey. It was written at the
old fort on Lake Champlain, and in the course of hi long
communication to his cousin Van Ren selaer he incidenta11y
remarks: ''The map given me is as like the country as a cow
to a duck."
Of the private life of A.rent Van Curler there i little known,
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further than that be married, in 1643, Antonia Slackborn,
widow of Jonas Bronck, a patentee of lands in Westchester
County, where a river and park bear his name. Van Curler
made his wedding the occasion of a voyage to Holland, accompanied by his bride. In 1661 be organized an association and
made purchase of the .flats west of Albany, to which he gave
the name Schaenechstede, "beyond the pine plains," now corrupted to Schenectady, and was residing there and engaged
in trade with the Indians at the time of his death. He bad
no legitimate children. His widow continued her residence
on his farm and in trade until her death in 1677, and the estate
then passed to the possession of his illegitimate son Benorii,
by Anna Schacts, the domine's daughter. It is of record that
for several years Mrs. Van Curler ha.cl a successful monopoly
of the sale of beer in Schenectady, frequently caned Corlear,
by the Canadians.
Van Curler had two brothers, of whom I may be permitted to
add a few words. Jacob was the third schoolmaster of the
colony of the New Netherlands. Later be became prominent
in public a,ffairs, having as the agent of the Dutch West India
Company bought from the Pequots territory on the Connecticut River, and erected there Fort Good Hope. He was also
the Dutch commissary on the Delaware, subsequently purchasing lands on Lon.g Island and a small "bouwery" at the
foot of Grand street, New Amsterdam, still known as Corlear's
Hook, or more familiarly among old New Yorkers as ''The
Hook." 1 Of the youngest brother, Antony, who was a wild
roysterer, it is sufficient to say that he has been immoi'talized by Irving in his ever-delightful Knickbocker's History
of New York. According to that veracious chronicle, Antony,
like Arent, met with a watery grave, having been drowned in
a daring attempt to swim the Harlem River on a dark and
tempestuous night.
In the .ooscue by Arent Van Curler and bis Protestant
companion of the Jesuit missionaries, who were members of
that church, which, as Motley .has told us, caused so many
thousands of their countrymen to be buried and burned alive,
1 Since the delivery of this address, another addition bas been made to
the "breathing spots" of New York City by the opet1ing of Corlear's IIook
Park, situated south of Grand str eet. It occupies two block s fronting on
the East River, and contains an imposing pavilion, which was opened
in June, 1896.
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a well as slaughtered in their long and stoutly contested war
for independence, we discover another illustration of tbe noble
spirit of humanity ap.d religious toleration that has for centuries characterized the people of Holland, and made their land
the land of liberty of thought and speech.

PRAISE THE LORD ABOVE ALL-FORT ORANGE, 1634.

Decembet· 11.-Memorial kept of the principal events that happened
during the voyage to the Maquas and Sinnekens 1 Indians. The reason
why we went was that the Maquas [Mohawks] and Sinnekens [Senecas]
very often came to our commissioners (Martin Gerritsen 2 and me) stating
that there were French Indians trading in their land, and that the Maquas
wished to go and trade there with their skins, because the Maquas Indians
wanted to receive just as much for their skins as the French Indians did.
In consideration of this story, I proposed to Martin Gerritsen to go and see
if it was true, and .find out all about it, note down the facts and report to
their High Mightinesses; and, besides, trade was doing very badly just
now, therefore I went as above with Jeronimus de la Crois 3 and ·wm em
Tomassen. 4 May the Lord bless my voyage! We went between 9 and 10
o'clock with five 1\{aquas Indians, mostly northwest about 8 miles,5 and
arrived at half-pa.st 12 in the evening at a little bunter's cabin, where we
slept for the night, near the stream that runs into their land and or
the name of Vyoge. The Indians here gave us venison to eat. The laud
is mostly foll of oak trees, and the flat land is abundant. The stream
1 The Dutch called all the Iroquois Senecas except the Mohawks.
The
party proceeded only to the country of the Oneidas.
2 When W outer Van Twill er became director of New Nether lands, Martin
Gerritsen was a member of his council, and later was appointed an associate agent or commissioner with Van Curler of the Van Rensselaer manor.
He was a brother of Wolfert Gerritsen, who, in 1630, sailed from Amsterdam in the ship Union with a party of tobacco planters as an overseer of
farms for Kiliaen Van Rensselaer, the patroon. The Dutch farmers came
over under a four years' contract, and were so much pleased with the new
country that all remained. The brothers Gerritsen were among t he most
prominent of the pioneer colonists. Martin purchased land adjoining Curler's at the foot of Grand street, still known as Corlear's Hodk, New York,
and his name is commemorated by Cow Bay, or Martin Gerritsens Bay.
3
Jeronimus de la Crois was the son of a person of the same name and
was born in Amsterdam. Ho was a distant kinsman of Van Rensselaer
and a small shareholder in the \Vest India Company. His name is mentioned in a familiar and friendly manner in several of the patroon's letters
to Governor Van Twiller.
4
Of William, or ·willem, Tomassen nothing is known beyond the fact
that he accompanied Van Curler to this country, and that he was in some
way connected with Van Rensselaer-probably a second or third cousin.
Ii These are Dutch miles and about double the distance of an American
mile.
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runs into their land ne~r their (Maquas) castles, but can not be navigated
upstream on account of the heavy current.
December 12.-At 3 o'clock, before daylight, we proceeded. again, and the
savages that went with us wouicl have left us there secretly if I had not
noticed it; and when we thought of taking our meal we perceived that
their dogs b::ul eaten our meat ancl cheese. So we had to be contented
with dry breacl on which to travel; and, after going for an hour, we came
to the branch [Mohawk River] that runs into onr river and past the
Maquas villages, where the ice drifted very fast. Jeronimus crossed :first,
with one savage in a canoe made of the bark of trees, because there was
only room for two; after that Willem and I went over; and it was so dark
that we could not see each other if we did not come close together. It
was not without clanger. When all of us bacl crossed, we went another
mile and a half and came to a hunter's cabin, which we entered to eat
some venison, and hastened farther, and after another half mile we saw
some In<l.ians approaching; and as soon as they saw us they ran off and
threw their sacks and bags away, and fl.eel down a valley behind the underwood, so that we could not see them. We looked at their goods and bags,
but took only a piece of bread. It was baked with beans, 1 and we ate it.
We went farther, and. mostly along the aforesaid kill that ran swiftly. In
this kill there are a good many islands, and on the sides upward of 500 or
600 morgen 2 of flat land; yes, I think even more. And after we bad. been
marching about 11 miles, we arrived at 1 o'clock in the evening half a mile
from the first castle at a little house. We found only Indian women insi<l.e.
We should have gono farther, but I could hardly movo my feet because of
the rough road, so we slept there. It was very cold, w_ith northerly wind.
December 13.-In the morning we went together to the castle over the
ice that during the night had frozen on the kill, and, after going half a
mile, we arrived in their :first castle, which is built on a high hill. There
stood but 36 houses, in rows like streets, so that we could pass nicely.
The houses are made and covered with bark of trees, and mostly are flat
at the top. Some are 100, 90, or 80 paces long and 22 and 23 feet high. 3
There were some inside doors of hewn boards, furnished with iron hinges.
In some houses we saw different kinds of iron chains. harrow irons, iron
hoops, nails-all probably stolen somewhere. Most of the people were out
hunting deer and bear. The houses were full of corn that they lay in
store, and we saw maize; yes, in some of the houses more than 300 bushels. ·1 They make barrels and canoes of the bark of trees, and sew with
bark as well. 5 We had a good many pumpkins cooked and baked that
1 The Onondagas still continue to bake uread made of corn meal and
beans.
2 A morgen is a little mqrc than 2 English acres.
The Dutch rod in
use in New Amsterdam contained 12 English feet 4¾ inches; there were 5
to a Dutch chain. Twenty-five such rods long and 24 broad makes a morgen, which consisted of 600 Dutch square rods.
a The Rev. W. M. Beauchamp is of the opinion that Van Curler has exaggeratecl the height of these lodges.
4 Tbe Iroquois frequently stored ~orn in chests of bark.
0 The inner bark of the elm was much used by the Indians for coarse
sewing. Basswood and leatherwood were also used.
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they alle<l ano,n ira. None of the chiefs were at home, but the principal
hief i named Adriochten. We lived a quarter of a mile from the fort in a
small hou e, because a good many savages in this castle died of smallpox.
I ent him a message to come and see us, which he promptly did; he came
and bade me welcome, and said that h e wanted us very much to come wi th
him. \Ve shoulcl have done so, but when already on the way another chief
called us, and so we went to the castle again. This one bad a big fire
lighted, and a fat turkey cooked, which we ate. He gave us two bearskins
to sleep upon, and presented me with three beaver skins. In the evening
Willem Tomassen, whose legs were swollen from the march, had a few
cuts made with a knife therein, and after that had them rubbed with
bear grease. We slept in this house, ate heartily of pumpkins, bear
m eat, and venison, so that we were not hungry, but were treated as well
as possible. \Ve hop e that ·all w ill succeed.
Decembe1· 14.-Jeronimus wrote a letter to our commissioner, Martin Gerritsen, and asked for paper, salt, and atsoch 1 -that means tobacco for the
savages. We went out to shoot turkeys with the chief, but could not get
any. In the evening I bought a very fat one for two hands of seawan.
The chief cooked it for us, and the grease he mixed with our beans and
maize. This chief sh owed me his idol; it was a head, with the teeth sticking· out; it was dressed in red cloth. Others have a snake, a turtle, a
swan , a crane, a pigeon, or the like for their idols, to tell the fortune; they
think they will always h ave good luck in doing so. From here two savages went with their skins to Fort Orange.
December 15.-I went again with the chief to hunt turkeys, but could
not get any; and in the evening the chief again showed us bis idol, and
we resolved to stay here for another two or three days till there should
be an opportunity to proceed, because all the footpaths had disappeared
under the heavy snowfalls.
December 16.-After midday a famous hµnter came here named Sickarus,
who wanted very much that we· should go with him to his castle. He
offered to carry our goods and to let us sleep and iemain in bis house as
long as we liked; and because he was offering us so mu ch I gave hi m a
knife and two awls as a present, and to the chief in whose house we hacl
been I presented a knife and a pair of scissors; and then w e took our
departure from this castle, named Onekagoncka, and after going for
another half mile over the ice we saw a village with only six houses, of
the name Canowarode; but we did not enter it, because it was not worth
while, and after another half mile we passed again a village where twelve
houses stood. It was named Senatsycrosy. Like the others, it was not
worth while entering; and after an other mile or mile and a half we passed
by great stretches of flat l and and came into this castle, W etdashet, about
2 o'clock in the evening. I did not see much besides a g ood many grave ·
This castle is named Canagere. It is built on a hill, without any pali ade
or any defense. We found only seven men at home, besides a party of old
women and children. The chiefs of this castle, named 1:onnosatton ancl
Tonewerot, were hunting; so we slept in the house of Sickarus, as be bad
1
Dr. Beauchamp writes: "I have not· before seen atsoch u ed for tobac~o.
Bruyas gives Ojengwa, and th e Onondagas always call it Oyenkwa.
Bruyas, however, has 'asogonan petuner,' which means to smoke tobacco."
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promised us; and we counted in his house 120 pieces of salable beaver
skins that he captured with his own dogs. 1 Ever.v day w-e ate beaver
meat here. In this castle are 16 houses, 50, 60, 70, or 80 paces long, and
one of 16 paces, and one of 5 paces, containing a bear to be fattened. It
had l>een in there upward of three years, and was so tame that it took
everything that was given to it to eat.
December 17.-Sunda,y we looked over our goods, and found a paper filled
with sulphur, and Jeronimus took some of it arnl threw it in the fire.
They saw the blue flame and smelled the smoke, and told us they had the
same stuff; and wben Sickarus came they told us th.at they would show
it to us, and we asked a chief where he obtained it. He told us they
obtained it from the stranger savages, and that they believed it to be good
against many maladies, but principally for their legs when they were sore
from long marching and were very tired.
December 18.-Three women of the Sinnekens came here with dried and
fresh salmon; the latter smelled very bad. They sold each salmon for one
florin or two hands of seawan. They brought, also, a good quantity of
green tobacco to sell; and had been six days on the march. They could
not sell all their salmon here, but went farther on to the first castle; and
when they returned we were to go with them, and in the evening Jeronimns
told me that a savage tried to kill him with a knife.
December 19.-We reeeived a letter from Martin Gerritsen dated December 18, and with it we rnceived ham, beer, salt, tobacco for the savages,
and a bottle of brandy, and secured an Indian that wished to lie our guide
to the Sinnekens. We gave him half a yard of cloth, two axes, t~o
knives, and two pair of awls. If it had been summer, many Indians
would have gone with us, but as it was winter they would not leave their
land, because it snowed very often up to the height of a man. To-day we
had a great rainfall, and I gave the guide a pair of shoes. His name was
Sgorsia.
December 20.-We took our departure from the second castle, and, after
marching a mile, our savage, Sgorsia, came to a stream that we had to
pass. 'l'his stream ran very fast; besides, big flakes of ice came drifting
along, for the heavy rainfall during yesterday hac1 set the ice drifting.
We were in great danger, for if one of us had lost his footing it had cost
us our lives; but God the Lord preserved us, and we came through safely.
vVe were wet up to above the waist, and after going for another half mile
we became frozen all over in our leather shoes and stockings. On a very
high hill stood 32 houses, like the other ones. Some were 100, 90, or 80
paces long; in every house w e saw four, :five1 or six :fireplaces where cooking went on. A good many savages were at home, so we were much looked
at by both the old and the young. Yes; we could hardly pass through.
They pushed each other in the fire to see us, and it was more than midnight before they took their departure. We could not absent .ourselves to
go to stool; even then they crawled around us without any feeling of
shame. This is the third castle of the name of Sohanidisse. The chief1s
name is Tewowary. They lent me this evening a lion skin 2 to cover
1 Dr. Beau champ doubts this statement a bout capturing beaver with dogs,
and says, '' I know of no such case."
2 The lion skin was probably a pantlier's.
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m elf; but in the morning I h ad more than a hundred lice. We ate
much veni on here. Near this castle there is plenty of fl.at land, and the
wood i full of Oftks and nut trees. We exchanged here one beaver skin
for one awl.
Deceniber 21.-We started very early in the morning, and thought of
going to tl10 fourth castle, but after a half mile's marching we came to a
village with only nine houses, of the name of Osguage; the chief's name
was Ognoho-that is, wolf. Ancl here we saw a big stream that our guide
did not dare to cross, as the wat er h a cl swollen considerably under the
heavy rainfall; so we were obliged to postpone it till the next day. The
chief treated us very kindly; ~e gave us plenty to eat, and did us a deal
of good; everything to be found in his houses was at our service. He
said often to me that I was his brother an d good friend; yes, he told me
even how he had been traveling overland for thirty clays, and how he met
there an Englishman, to learn the language of the Minquase L and to buy
the skins. I asked him whethe1; there were any French savages there
with the Sinnekens. He saicl.,..yes; and I felt gratified and had a good
hope to reach my aim. They called me here to cure a man that was very
sick.
December 22.-When the sun rose, we waded together through tl.Je
stream; the water was over the knee, and so cold that. our shoes and
stockings in a very short time were frozen as hard as steel armor. The
savages dared not go through, but went two by two and band iu band;
and after going half a mile we came to a village named Ca waoge. There
stoocl 14 houses, and a bear to fatten. We went in and smoked a pipe of
tobacco, because t-he old man w ho was our guide was very tired. Another
old man approached us, who shouted, "Welcome, welcome! you must stop
here for the night;" but we wanted t o be on the march and went forward.
I tried to buy the uear, but they would not let it go. Along these roads
we saw many trees much like the savin, with a very thick bark. The village stood on a very high hill, and after going for another mile we ca~e
into the fourth castle by land. We saw only a few trees. The name 18
Te notoge. There are 55 houses, some 100 and other ones more or less
paces long. The kill w e spoke about before runs p ast here, and the course
is mostly north by west and south by east. On the other bank of the kill
there are also a goocl many houses; but we did not go in, because t,hey
were filled with corn aud beans. The savages here looked much surprised
to see us, and they crowded so much around us that we could hardly pass
through, for nearly all of them were at home. After awhile one of the
savages came to us and invited us to go with him to his house, and we
entered. This castle has been surrounded by three rows of palisades, but
I did not see anything peculiar about them, but that six or seven pieces
were so thick that it was quite a wonder that savages should be able to
do that. They crowded each other in the fire to see us.
Decembe1· 23.-A man came calling and shouting through s,ome of the
houses, but we did not know what it meant, and after awhile Jeronimu
de la Croix came and told us what this was-that the savage are preparing and arming. I asked th m what all this was about, and they told me
that they were t~bave a sham fight among each other. I saw four m n
1
1inquase, sometimes ·alled usqn banna or Conestogas.
the .A.ndast of the French.

They were
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with clubs and a party with axes and sticks-twenty in all. I counted
20 people armed, 9 on one side and 11 on the other; and they went off
against each other, and they fought and threw each other roughly. Some
of them wore armor and helmets that they make themselves of thin reeds
and strings so well that no arrow or ax can pass through to wound
them; and after they ha.d been playing a good while the parties closed
and dragged each other by the hair, jnst as they would have done to their
enemies after defeating them and before cutting off their scalps. They
wanted us to fire our pistols, but we went off and left them alone. This day
we were invited to buy bear meat, and we also got half a bushel of beans
and a quantity of driecl strawberries, and we bought some bread, that we
wanted to take on our march. Some of the loaves were baked with nuts
and dry blueberries a~d the grains of the sunflower.
December 24.-It was Sunday. I saw in one of the houses a sick man.
We had invited two of their doctors that coukl cure him-they call them
sinnachkoes; and as soon as they came they began to sing and to light a
big fire. They closed the house most carefully everywhere, so that the
breeze could not come in, and after that each of them wrapped a snakeskin around his head. They washed their hands and faces, lifted the sick
man from his place, and laid him alongside the big fire. Then they took
a bucket of water, put some medicine in it, and washed with this water a
stick about half a yard long, and put it in his throat that you could see
it no· more; and then they spat on the patient's head, and over all his
body; and after that they made all sorts of farces, as shouting and raving, slapping of the hands; so are their manners; so after awhile the
perspiraticm broke out on all sides.
December 25.-It being Christmas, we rose early in the morning and
wanted to go to the Sinnekens; but, as it was snow ing steadily, we could
not go, because nobody wanted to go with us to carry our goods. I asked
them how many chiefs there were in all, and they told me 30.
December 26.-In the morning I was offered two pieces of bear's bacon to
take with us on the march; and we took our departure, escorted by many
of them that walked before and after us. They kept up shouting: "Allesa
rondade ! " that is, to fire our pistols; but we did not want to do so, and at
last they went back. This day we passed over many a stretch of :flat land,
and crossed a kill where the water was knee-deep; and I think we kept
this day mostly the direction west and northwest. The woods that we
traversed consisted in the beginning mostly of oaks, but after three or four
hours' marching it was mostly birch trees . It snowetl the whole day, so
it was very heavy marching over the hills; and after 7 miles, by guess, we
arrived at a little house made of bark in the forest, where we lighted a
:6.re and stopped for the night to sleep. It went on snowing, with a sharp,
northerly wind. It was very cold.
December 27.-In ihe morning again on our difficult march, while the snow
lay 2½ feet i~ some places. We went over hills and through underwood.
We saw traces of two bears, and elkts, but no savages. There are beech
trees; and after marching another7 or 8 miles, at sunset we found another
little cabin ju the forest, with hardly any bark, but covered with the
branches of trees. We made a big :fire and cooked our dinner. It was
so very cold during this night that I did not sleep more than two hours
in all.
·
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Decembe1· 28.-We went as before, and after marching 1 or 2 miles we
arrived at a kill that, as the savages told me, ran into the land of the
Minquaass, and after another mile we met another kill that runs into the
South River,1 as the savages told me, and here a good many otter and
beaver were caught. This day we went over several high hills. The wooc:l
was full of great trees, mostly beeches; and after 7 or 8 miles' marching
we did the same as mentioned above.
December 29.-We went again, proceeding on our voyage; and after a
mile's marching we came on a very high hill, and as we nearly had mounted
it I fell down so hard that I thought I had broken my ribs, but it was only
the handle of my cutlass that was broken. We went through a good deal
of flat land, with many oaks and handles for axes, and after another 7
miles we found another hut, where we rested ourselves. We made a fire
and ate all the food we bad left, because the savages told us that we were
but 4 miles distant from the castle. The sun was near setting as one of
the savages went on to the castle to tell them we were coming. We would
have gone with him but that we felt so very hungry. So be went alone,
the course northwest.
Decernber 30.-Without anything to eat we went to the Sinnekens'
castle, 2 and after marching awhile the savages showed me the branch 3 of
the river that passes by Fort Orange and past the land of the Maquas. A
woman came to meet us, bringing us baked pumpkins to eat. This road
was mostly full of beeches and beautiful flat land. Before we reached
the castle we saw three graves, just like our graves in length and height;
usually their graves are round. These graves were surrounded with palisades that they had split from trees, and they were closed up so nicely
that it was a wonder to see. They were painted with reel, and white, and
black paint; . but the chief's grave had an entrance, and at the top of that
was a big wooden bird, and all arounu were painted dogs, and deer, and
snakes, and other beasts. 4 After 4 or 5 miles' marching the savages prayed
us to fire our guns, and so we did, but loaded them again directly. When
near the castle to the northwest, we saw a large river, 5 and on the other
1 The Minquaas lived on both the Delaware and the Susquehanna, and
the two creeks properly should flow into the former, the South River being
the Delaware and yet mentioned last. They were probably the upper
waters of the Un adilla, as they crossed no affluents of the Delaware and
did not reach those of the Chenango.
2
This castle was the Oneida village east of Munnsville, in Madison
County. Several successive sites were occupied on the hillside east of the
creek.
:i The branch of the river was the Oriskany Creek, flowing north into the
Mohawk; or possibly from the high hills the Indians may have poiut~d
out the valley of the Mohawk. However, the party would cross the Ori kany Creek about 6 miles from the Oneida fort.
4
Charlevoix and other writers relate that the Iroquois carved and
painteu their totems with much skill. Good Onondaga carviug may still
be seen.
6
The large river was the Oneida Creek, and the surrounding hill lofty
and steep, with commanding views.
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si<le thereof tremendously high land that seemed to lie in the clouds.
Upon inquiring closely mto this, the savages told me that in this country
the Frenchmen came to trade. And then we marched boldly to the castle,
where the savages opened to let us pass, and so we marched through them
by the gate, which was 3½ feet wide, and at the top were sta,nding three
big wooden images,\of cut wood, like men, and with them I saw three
scalps fluttering in the wind, that they bad taken from their foes as a token
of the truth of their victory. This castle bas two gates, one on the east
and one on-the west side. On the east side a lock of hair [scalp] was also
banging; but this gate was lt feet smaller than the other one. When at
last we arrived in the chief's house, I saw there a good many people that
I knew; and we were requested to sit down in the chief's place where be
was accustomed to sit, because at the time be was not at home, and because
we felt cold and were wet and tired. They at once gave us to eat, and
they made a good fire. This castle is situated on a very high hill, and was
surrounded with two rows of palisades. It was 767 paces in circumference. There are 66 houses, but much better, higher, and more finishecl
than all the others we saw. A good many houses had wooden fronts that
are paintecl with all sorts of beasts. There they sleep mostly on elevated
boards, more than any other savages. In the afternoon one of the council
came to me, asking the reason of our coming into his land, and what we
brought for him as a present. 1 I told him that we did not bring any present, but that we only paid him a vhdt. · He told us that we would not be
allowed to do so, because we did not bring him a present. Then be told
us how the Frenchmen had come thither to trade with six men, and had
given him good gifts, because they had been trading in this river with six
men in the month of August of this year. We saw very good axes to cut
the underwood, and French shirts, and coats, and razors; and this member of the council said we were scoundrels, and would not be admitted,
because we paid not enough for their beaver skins. They told us that the
.F renchmen gave six hands of sea wan 2 for one beav_er, and all sorts of
things more. The savages were pressing closely upon us, so that there
was hardly room for us to sit. If they had desired to molest us, we could
hart1ly have been able to defencl ourselves; but there was no danger. In
this river as spoken of, often six, seven, or eight salmon were daily caught.
I saw houses where 60, 70, and more dried salmon were hanging.
December 31.-0n Sunday the chief of this castle came back (his name is
Arenias), and one more man. They told us that they returned from the
French savages 1 and some of the savages shouted "Jawe arawi ! 11 which
1 Presents were always expected by the Iroquois on the occasion of any
official or ceremonious visit.
2 Sea wan or sewant, also called wampumpeage or wampum, was used by
the Iroquois for ornament and currency in their commercial intercour:::e
with each other. The white was made from the conch or periwinkle, the
black or purple from hard-shell clams. A single string of wampum of 1
fathom ruled as high as 5 shillings in New England, ancl is known in New
Netherlands to have reached as much as 4 guilders 1 or $1.60. The Dutch,
in adopting the Indian currency1 applied to its manufacture the proper
tools, and made it at Hackensack, N. J.
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meant that they thanked him for having come back. .And I told llim that
in the night we should :fire three shots; and he said it was all right; and
they seemed very well contented. We asked them all sorts of questions
about their castles and their names, and how far they were away from
each other. They showed us with stones and maize cakes, and Jeronimus then made a chart of it. .And we counted all in1 miles h~w far each
village was away from the nex"t. · The savages told us that on the high
land there lived men with horns on their heads; and when they saw u ·
laugh they told us that a good many beavers were caught there, too,
but they dared not go so far because of the French savages; therefore they
thought best to make peace. We fired three shots in the night in honor
of the year of our Lord and Redeemer, Jesus Christ. Praise the Lord
above all! In the castle Enneyuttehage, 1 or Sinnekens, Jan nary 1, 1635.
January 1, 1635. -Another savage scolded at us. We were scoundrels,
reason as told before; 2 and he looked ill-tempered. Willem Tomassen got
so excited that the tears were running along his cheeks, and the savage,
seeing that we were not at all contented, asked us what was the matter,
and why we looked so disgusted at them. There were in all 46 persons
seated near us; if they had intended to do .mischief, they could easily have
caught us with their hands and killed us without much trouble; but as I
had listened long enough to the Indian's bragging I told him they all were
scoundrels, and he was the biggest scoundrel of them all. Ile langhe<l
at this and said he was not out of temper by the compliment. "You must
not grow so f'nrious, for we are very glad that you came here." .And after
that J eronimus gave the chief two knives, two pairs of scissors, and a
few awls and needles that we had with us. .Aud in the evening the saYages suspended a band of seawan, and some other stringefl seawan that
the chief had brought wHh him from the French savages as a sign of peace
and that the French savages were to come in confidence to them: and be
sang: '' Ho schene jo ho ho schene I atsiehocwe atschoewe," after which
all the savages shouted three times : '' Netho, netho, netho ! " and after
that another band of sea wan was suspended, and he sang then: "Katen,
katen, katen, katen ! " and all tbe savages shouted as hard as they could:
"Hy, hy, hy!" After long deliberation they made peace for four year,
and soon after evervone returned to bis borne.
Ja~uary 2.-Tlie ;avages came to us and told us that we ha<l. better stop
another four or five <l.a;ys. Tbey would provide us ·w ith good eating and
have us treatetl nicely; but I told them I could not wait so long as that.
They replied that they had sent a message to the Onondagas-that is, the
castle uext to theirs-but I told them they nearly starved us, and for that
reason I <lid not want to stay. Then they said that in future they wonlll
look better after us, ancl twice <l.uriug this day we were invited to be their
g·uests, and treated to salmon and bear's bacou.
January 3.-Some old men came to us and told us tbey wanted to be our
friends, and they said we nee<l. not ue afraid. And I replied we ne,er
thought of that; an<l. iu the evening the council sat here-in all, 24 menand after consulting for a long while an old man approachecl me and
1

This word is equivalent to Oneida-aug, the Oneida people.
ee second paragraph under date of December 30, 1634, for the tatemen t referred to.
2
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laid his hand upon my heart to feel it beat; and then he shouted I really
was not afraid at all. After that another half dozen tried the same, and
after that they presented me a coat mad«_of beaver skin, and told me they
gave it to me because I came here and ought to be very tired, and he pointed
to bis arnl my legs; and besides, it is because you have been marching
through the snow. And when I took the coat they shouted three times:
"Netho, netho, i:ietho !" which means, "Tllis is very ·well." And directly
after that they laid :five pieces of beaver skins on my feet, at the same time
requesting me that in the future they should receive four hands of sea wan
and four bandbr:eadths of cloth for every big beaver skin, because we have
to go so far with our skins; and very often if we do not come to your places
we do not find any cloth or seawan or axes or kettles, or not enough for
all ofus, and then we have bad much trouble for nothing, and have to go
back over a great distance, carrying our goods back again. After we sat
for a consi<lerable time, an olll man came to us, and translated it to us in
the oth er language, and told us that we did no.t answer yet whether they
were to h ave four hands 'of sea wan or not for their skins. I told him that
w e were not entitled to promise that, but that we should report about it
to the governor at :Manhattan, who was our chief~ and that I should send
him a ·message in the spring, or come again myself. Then they said to me
"Welswachkoo," you must not lie, and surely come to us in the spring, and
report to us about all. And if you want to give us four hands of sea wan
we will not sell our skins to anyone but you; and after that they gave me
the five beaver skins, and shouted as hard as they could: "Netho, netho,
netho ! " And then, to show that everything has been fixed in proper order,
they sang : "Ha assironi atsiwach koo kent oya kauwig wee Onneyatte
Onondaga Koyockure boo banoto wany ageoegowie hoo Tiolohalton
scabten franosoni yudicho." That means that I could go in all tho places
they said the names of the castles, freely and everywhere. I should b e
provided with a house and a fire and wood and everything I needed; and
if I wanted to go to the Frenchmen they would guide me there and back;
and after that they shouted again: " Netho, netho, netho ! " and they
made a present of another beaver skin to me, and we ate to-day bear
meat that we were invited to. In this house, belonging to the chief, there
were three or four meals a day, and they did not cook in it, as everything
was brought in from the other hpuses in large kettles; for it was the
council that took their meals here every clay. And if we happened to be
in the house we received a basinful of food; for it seems to be the rule
bere th~t ev.er,vone that com es here has his basin filled; and if there were
basins short they brought them and their spoons 1 with i,hem. They sit
side by side? and the basin, when empty, is taken and :filled again, for a
guest that is invited does not move before he is r eady. Sometimes they
sing, and sometimes they do not, thanking the host before they return
home.
January 4.-Two savages came, inviting us to come and see how they used
to drive away the devil. I told them that •J had seen it before; but they
did not move off, and I had to go; and because I did not choose to go alone
I took Jeronimus along. I saw a dozen men together who wanted to take
1

T.he Onondagas and Oneidas still occasionally u se lru.:ge wooden 8poons.
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a hand in it. After we arrived the floor of the house was thickly covered
with the bark of trees to walk upon. They were mostly old men, and they
had their faces all painted with red paint-which they always do when
there is something going on. Three men among them had a wreath on
their heads, on which stuck five white crosses. These wreaths are made
of deer hair that they had braided with the roots of a sort of green herb.
In the middle of the house they then put the man who was very sick, and
who was treated without success during a considerable time. Close by
sat an old woman with a turtle shell in her hands. In the turtle shell
were a good many l>eads.1 She kept chinking all the while, and an of
them sang under the bark; they wanted to catch the devil and trample
him to death, and they trampled the bark to atoms. If they only saw a
little cloud of dust rising from the bark, they became very excited, and
kept blowing that it might not touch them. They were so afraid that
they ran like fools, as if they really saw the devil; and after long shouting, stamping, and running one of them went to the sick man and took
away an otter that he hau in his hands; and he. sucked. the sick man for
awhile in his neck and on the l>ack, and after that he spat in the otter's
mouth and threw it down; at the same time he ran off like mad through
fear. Other men then went to the otter, and committed such foolery that
it was qui ... e a wonder to see, and I nearly burst from laughing. Yes;
they commenced to throw fire and eat fire, antl kept scattering hot ashes
antl red-hot coal in such a way that it grew mueh too unpleasant for me,
and I ran off like a shot. To-day another beaver skin was presented to me.
January 5.-l bought four dried salmon antl two pieces of bear bacon
that was about nine duym (centimeter) thick; and we saw thicker, even.
They gave us bear and venison to eat to-day, and further nothing particular happened.
Jantiary 6.-Nothing particular than that I was shown a parcel of fl.int
stones 2 wherewith they make fire when they are in the forest. Those
stones would do Yery well for firelock guns.
January 7.-We received a letter from Martin Gerrit8en, dated from the
last of December; it was brought by a Sinneken that arrived from our
fort. He told us that our people grew very uneasy about our not corning
home, and that they tbo~ght we had l>een killed. We ate fresh salmon
only two days caught, and we were robbed to-day of six and a half hands
of seawan that we never saw again.
January S.-Arenias came to me to say that he wanted to go with me to
the fort and take all his skins to trade. J eronimus tried to sell his coat
here, but he could not get rid of it.
January 9.-During the evening the Onondagas'1 came. There were six
old men and four women. They were very tired from the march, and
brought with them some bear skins. I came to meet them, autl thanked
them that they came to visit us; and they welcomed me, and because
it was very ]ate I went l1ome.
1

Turtle-shell rattles are still used by the Iroquois.
Hornstone is abundant in the cor.niferous limestone of that region of
country.
3
This is the first mention in American history of anyone seeing the
Onondagas as such. Champlain's attack was probably on an Oneida fort.
2
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January 10.-Jeronimus burned the greater part of his pantaloons, that
dropped in the fire during the night, and the chief's· mother gave him
cloth to repair it, and Willem Tomasseu had it repaired.
January 11.-At 10 o'clock in the morning tho savages came to me and
invited me to come to the house where the Onondagans sat in council.
"They will give you presents;" and I went thero with Jeronimus; took
our pistols with us and sat alongside of them, near an old man of the name
of Canastogecora, about 55 years of age; and he said: "Friends, I have
come here to see you a11d to talk to you;" wherefore we thanked him, an(l
after they hall sat in council for a long time au interpreter came to mo
and gave me five pieces of b eaver skin because I came to visit them. I
took the beaver skins and thanked them, and they shouted three times
"Netho!" And after that another five beaver skins that they laid upon
my feet, and they gave them to me because I had come into their council.
vVe should have been given a good many skins as presents if we had como
into his land; and they earnestly req_ nested me to visit their land in the
summer, and after that gave me another four 1,eaver skins and asked at
the same time to be better paid for their skins. They would bring us a
great quantity if we did; and if we wanted to come back in th e summer
they would send us three or four savages to look all around in their land
and show us where the Frenchmen came trading with their shallops. And
when we gathered our fourteen beavers they again shouted as hard as they
could, "Zinae netho ! " and we fired away with our pistols and gave the
chief two knives, some awls, and needles; and so we took our departure,
as they permitted us to leave the council. We had at the time five pieces
of salmon and two pieces of bear bacon that we were to take on the
march, and here they gave a good many loaves and even ii.our to take
with us.
January 12.-We took our departure; and when we thought everything
was ready tlie savages did not want fo carry our goods-twenty beaver
skins, five salmon, and some loaves of bread-because they all had already
quite enough to carry; but after a good deal of grumbling and nice words
they at last consented and carrie<l. our goods. Many savages walked along
with us and they shouted, "Alle sarondade ! " that is, to fire the pistols;
and when we came n ear the chief's grave we fired three shots, and they
went back . It was about 9 o'clock when we left this place and walked
for upward of 5 miles through 2½ feet of snow. It was a very difficult
road, so that some of the savages stopped in the forest and slept in the
snow. We went on, however, ancl reachetl a little cabin, where we slept.
January 13.-We rose early in the morning, and after going 7 or 8 mile~
we arrived at another hut, wbere we rested. awhile, cooked o·ur dinner,
and slept. Arenias pointed ont to me a place on a high mountain, and
saitl that after ten days' marcliing we could reach a big river there where
plenty of people are living, and where plenty of cows au<l. horses are; but
we bad to cross the river for a whole day. This was t he place which we
passed on the 29th of December. I rejoiced to h ear it.
January 14.-0n Sunday we made ready'to proceed, hut the chief did
not want to go, and stopped to go bear hunting, because it was fine weather.
I went alone with two savages. Here two Maquas Indians joined us, as
they wanted to trade elk skins and sa.tteen (a little velvety skin 1 •
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January 15.-In the morning at 2 o'clock, before daylight, after taking
breakfast with the savages, we proceeded on the voyage, and when it was
nearly dark agaiu the savages made a fire in the wood, as they did not want
to go farther, and I came about 3 o'clock in the evening to a hut where I
slept on t he 26th of December. It was very cold. I could not make a
fire, and was obliged to walk the whole night to keep warm.
Jamiary 16.-In the morning at 3 o'clock, as the moon rose, I searched
for the path, which I found at last; and because I marched so quickly I
arrived about 9 o'clock on very extensive flat land. After having passed
over a high hill I came t~ a very even footpath that had been made
through the snow by the savages who passed there with much venison,
because they had come home after hunting; and about 10 o'clock I saw
the castle and arrived there about 12 o'clock. Upward of one hundred
people welcomed me, and showed me a house where I could go. They
gaye me a white hare to eat that they caught two days ago. They cooked
it with walnuts, and they gave me a piece of wheaten bread a savage that
was in Fort Orange on the 15th of this month had brought with him. In
the evening more than 40 fathoms of seawan were divided among us as
the last will of the savages that died of the smallpox. It was divided in
the presence of the chief and the best friends. It is their custom to
divide among the chiefs and nearest friends. And in the evening the
savages gave me two bear skins to cove~ me, and they brought rushes to
lay under my head, and they told us that our kinsmen wanted us very
much to come back.
January 1'7.-Jeronimus and Tomassen, with some savages, joined us in
this castle, Tenotogehage, and they still were all right; and in the evening I saw another 100 fathoms of sea wan diYided among the chiefs and the
best friends.
Jan·ua1·y 18.-vVe went back from this castle on our route, and received
a message to hasten home. In some of the houses we saw more than 40 or
50 deer cut in quarters and dried; but they gave us very little of it.
After marching half a mile we passed through the village of Nawaoge, and
after another half mile we came to the village of Ohquage. The chief,
Ohquahoo, received us well, and we•waited here for the chief, Arenias,
whom we left in the castle Te Notooge.
January 19.-vVe went as fast as we could in the morning, proceeding
on the march; and after going half a mile we arrived at the third castle,
named Rehanadisse, ancl I looked arouucl for skins in some of the houses.
I met nine Onondagas with skins, that I told to go with me to the second
castle, where the chief~ Taturot, at home usually calle<l Tone werot, was
living. He welcomed us at once, and gave us a very fat piece of venison,
which we cooked; and when we w ere sitting at dinner we received a
letter from Martin Gerritsen, brought us by a savage that came in search
of us, and was <lated ,January 10. We resolved to proceed at once to the
first castle, and to reach Fort Orange to-morrow, and three hours before
sunset we arrived at the first ca tlc. ,ve had bread baked for u and
packed the three beaYen; we receiv ed from the chief on our way up ;o the
Sinnekens. We slept here comfortahly during the night.
January 20.-In the morning, before daylight, ,Jeronimus sold his coat
for four beaver skins to an olcl man. \Ve parted at one hour before day-
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light, and after marching by guess 2 miles the savages pointed to a high
mountain where their castle 1 stood nine years before. They had been
driven out by the Mahicans, 2 and after Lhat time they <lid not want to live
there. After marching 7 or 8 miles we founJ. that the hunters' cabins
had been burned, so we were obliged to sleep under the blue sky.
January 21.-We proceeJ.ed early in the morning, and after a long march
we took a wr011g path that was the most walked upon; but as the savages
knew the paths better than we dicl they returned. with us, and after 11
miles' marching we arrived, the Lord be praised and thanked, at Fort
Orange, January 21, anno 1635.

The journal of Van Curler's visit, in 1G34, to the IndianR
of the Five Nations concludes with the following early and
important vocabulary of their language, which well deserves
the study of American philologists. It is given to complete
that very important document, although this portion is of
interest only to the specialist, and not, like the :first part, to
all who are students of American history. The Ma()_uas, or
Mohawk, column is followed by an English translation of tlle
old Dutch of the manuscript:
Maquas.

English.

As sire or oggaha. . . . . Cloth.
A.toga . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Axes.
A.tsocbta . . . . . . . . . . . . Adze.
A.ssere.. .. . .. . . . . . . . . Knives.
Assaghe.. .. . . . . . . . . . 1:apier
Attocbwat . . . . . . . . . . Spoons.
Ondacb . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Kettles.
Endat hatstc ........ Looking.glass.
Sasaskarisat......... Scissors.
Kareenari (Garo- Awls.
nare1).
Onekoera ............ . Sea wan.
Tiggeretait . . . . . . . . . . Combs.
Catse (Garistats 1) . . . Bell.
Dedaia witba . . . . . . . . Shirts.
Nonewarory ......... Bonnets.
Eytroghe.. .. . . . . . . . . Beads.

Maquas.
Cana_goecfat.........
Caris . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
A.ch ta . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
A.que (Gario ?) . • • • • . .
Aquesados . . . . . . . . . .
1 A.diron . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
.A.q uidagon . . . . . . . . . .
Senoto wanne ........

I

Englisl1.
Scraper.
.:ltockings.
Shoes.
Deer.
Horses.
Cats.
Oxen.
Elk.

~::~~r.
:::~d~~.ci~::::::::::: w~~:~.

I~i~~ci.~~i. ::::::::::::

I T awyne

. . . . . . . . . . . . . Otter.

Ochquoha............ '\Yolves.
Seramla .. ........... I Male cat.
Ichar or sateeni...... Dogs.
Tali .. .........•..... I Cra,ues.

1 The abandoned castle pointed out by the Mohawks seems to have
marked their farthest eastern extension. Their early villages were in
a radius of a dozen miles from Canajoharie, but they moved eastward until
checked by the Mohicans. Later, European pressure furce<l them back
until the western castle was at Danube. Dr. Beauchamp writes: "There
are more named villages in tbe Journal than are on record elsewhere, but!
will not risk locating them all. Curler places them all within 6 of his Dutch
miles, which will not exceed 12 to 15 English miles. When the party
reached the western castle, as the course up the Mohawk turned northwesterly, they left the river, as was customary, taking the much shorter
route overland. The Canajoharie Creek was then the only formidable
creek that they encountered."
2 It will be r emembered that this is the tribe to which Uncas belonged,
who is the hero of Cooper's cbarro i11g story entitled The Last of the Mohicans, frequently writteu Mahicans.
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Maquas.

English.

Maquas.
Careyago ... . ....... .
Karaekwero ........ .
Asistock ............ .
Sintho .............. .
Deserentekar ....... .
Sorsar .............. .
Cana ................ .
Onea ............... .
Canadack or cany ... .
Canadaghi. ......... .
Oyogbi ............. .
Can aderage ........ . .
Johati . ............. .
Onstara.............. .
Aquayesse ....... .. .
Ohonte ............. .
On eggeri. .......... . .

The sky.
The sun.
The stars.
To sew.
Meadow.
To raise.
The seed.
Stone.
Sack or basket.
A castle.
A kill (small riYer).
A river.
A road.
To weep.
To laugh.
Grass vegetables.
Weeds or reeds or
straw.
Karistaji . . . . . . . . . . . . Iron, copper, or lead.
Onegonsera..... ..... Red paint.

Swans.
~~ti~~~~.:::::::::::
Geese.
Sehawariwane ...... . Turkeys.

Schakcari ...... . ... .
Tantanege wanasi. ..
Ouckwe ... .. ....... .
Etsi (EightJen ?) . .••.
Coenh echti (Gahe·
tieni) .
Ochtaha ............ .
Odasqueta .. ........ .
Sine gechtera .. . .... .
E11hechta ........ . .. .

Eagles.
Hares.
Men.
A man.
A woman.

An old man.
An old woman.
A wooer.
A lass.
Father.
Mot,her.
Cian . . . ............. . Child.
Rockh.ofgwa (Ron· Boy.
, waye.).
.
Canna waron ...... . . Prostitute.
Onentar ........ .. . .. 'vVoman in labor.
Ragenonon ....... . .. U n cle.
Rackesie . . . . . . . . . . . . Cousin.

i1ltl::.::::::::::::::

±~~~~-r~!~.::::::::::
Obochta . . . . . . . . . . . . .

i:~a.

Ears .
Ohonikwa . . . . . . . . . . . Throat.
Oneyatsa . . . . . . . . . . . . Nose.
Owanisse ...... . .. : .. Tono-ue.

8~:~~t :::::::::::::: I~~~-

osnotsa.............. Hands.
Onatassa ............ Fiugers.
Otich kera........... Thumb.
Otsira . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Nails.
Onvare . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Shoulder blade.
Orochgnine.......... Spine.
Ossidari . . . . . . . . . . . . . Feet.
Onera .... ....... . .... Pudenda.
Oerida.......... ... .. Excrements.
Onsaha .... . .. ... .... Vesi cle.
Canrleres . . . . . . . . . . . . Phallus.
Awahta . . . . . . . . . . . . . Testicles.
Casoya . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Ship, canoe.
Con ossade . . . . . . . . . . . House.
Onega ................ ·water.
Oetseira . . . . . . . . . . . . . I<'h e.
Oyente .............. ·wood (firewood).
Oscante .............. Bark.
Canadera . . . . . . . . . . . . Bread.
Ecbeda (Osaheta iJ... Beans.
Oneote ............... Maize.
Cinsie.... .... ... . .... Fish.
Gbekeront.... . .... . . Salmon.
Oware ...... . ....... . Meat.
Athesera ............ Flour.
Satsori . . .. . . . . . . . . . . To rat.
On igbira ....... . . ... To clrink
Katten kerrey ....... Very hungry.
Augustnske ager ... . Ver:v cold.
0,vendere . ..... . ..... Vr,·~· good.
Rockste . . . . . . . . . . . . . Friends.
Yachte y<>ndere ..... . 'Tis 110 good.
Quane ( Kewanea ?) . . . G·rrat.
Cau_yewa ............ 1 ~mall.
\Votstaha ............ l3roa<1.
Cates . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Thi ck.
Satewa ........... . .. .AlonP.
Sag-at................ Doubly.
Awaheya ........ .... Dc•ath.
Aghib.i. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ~iC'k.
~asnoron ..... . ...... Hurry 11p.
rchoo .............. At ()ll(·e.
OwactsPi. ............ At prN•P11t.
'l'he derri.... ... . . . . . Ye terday.
Jorhani. ............. , To·morrow.

English.

I

§;!~~-s?'.~: ::::: ::: :: : ~t1l~.
Blue.

Oss1renila. ........ .. .
Endatco11dere ........
, Joddireyo ............
I Aqui nachoo . . .......
Jaqhae terreni. ......
Dadenye... . ....... ..
Asserie ........... . . .
Carente ......... . ....
Odossera...... . . . . . . .
Keye ·.. . ......... .. ..
1\Tistotcera . . . . . .. . . .
O;,t,ie . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Aqhidawe .... . ......
Sinekaty ... ..........
1

iCanonoll
~~~i;:~e.~::::::::
.. . ..... . .. ..

'l'o paint.
To fight.
Ill tempered.
Frighten ed .
To gamble.
Verv stro11g.
.Artiful, crooked.
The beacon.
Th o fat.
'.!.'he grease.
The bone.
To sleep.
Carnal copulation.
;i~·1ct~~~d.
Pipe.

I E sterond e . . . . . . . . . . . Th e rain.

W aghicleria.......... To sweat.
Kayontochke . . . . . . . . Flat land.
Ononda.............. Mount.ains.
Cayanog:he . .......... Island s .
N hasobadee . . . . . . . . . The overside.
Caroo ................ Close by.
I Cadadi ene ... .... .... 1 To trade.
Dawevate ....... ... .. 1 To sit in cou11cil.
Agetsioga . . . . . . . . . . . A string of beads.
Aguayanderen . .. .. .. A chief.
Seronquatse ..... . ... A scoundrel.
Sari wack si.......... A chatterer.
Onewacbten . . . . . . . . . A liar.
Te11on conn en go11 .... vVhat do you want ?
Sinaehkoo ... ·. ....... To drive the devil
away.
Aclenocqnat ..... . .. . To gi ve medicine.
Coengararen ........ . To c nre.
light tl1e fir ,
I Sategat ... ......... . Tomake
fire.
-Tudichag~ . . ... ..... . It burns.
·w hen do you retur11?
Catteges
m
sewe
....
.
1
T0t1enoehte ......... . I don't know.
Tegenhondi. ........ . In the spring .
Otteyage . ........... . In the summer.
Augnstuske ........ . 1n the wint r.
Katkaste ........ . .. . To cook dinner.
,Jori. ............. . .. . It is ready.
Deriuoguol1a ........ . To go hunting.
I'll get it.
I know him well.
Kristoni a soroni. ... N tberlanclers, Ger·
mans.
A<leronclacke ........ Frrnr·hm n aud
Englishmen.
I
I

~s;-~1::!1:r~· ii.:::::::::
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Maquas.

English.

.Anesagghena .... ... . Mahicans, or J\fohigans.
Torsas .............. . To the north.
Kanon n e1Tage . ..... . Manhattan I sland.
One.
Two.
.As!'e .... .. ..... . .... . Three.
Uayere ...... . ....... . Four.

~r;;:!i:::: :::::: :: :.

Maquas.
"\Visch .......... . ... .
Jayack ..... . ...... . .
Tsaclack ............ .
Sittegon ............. .
Tyochte .... . ....... .
Oyer e .. .. .. .. ..... .. .
Tawasse ...... .. .... .
On scat t cneyawc .... .
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English .
Five.
Six.
Seven.
Eight.
Nine.
T en.
Forty.
Hundred.

N0TF..-The writer deRircs to a,cknow]ec1ge hisindebtedne,;s forvalua,ble
aid in deciphering and correcting Van Curler's Journal and Indian Vocabulary to the Rev. William M. Beauchamp, S. T. D., author of "Antiquities
of Onondaga."-W.
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POLITICAL ACTIVITY OF MASSACHUSETTS TOWNS DURING THE
REVOLUTION.
By HARRY A. CusmNG.

From the day of Samuel Adams'::; coup d'etat at the Sa1em
court-house to tlrn inauguration of Governor Eaucock in 1780
the center of gravity in the politics of Massachusetts was the
town. Already for thirty years the town system had been the
subject of au important political contest; this, incidentally,
bad served to emphasize tbe antitheses, both of theory and
of interest, impm:ed upon Massachusetts with its provincial
charter. Willing to allow the expansion of tlie town syRtem
merely for purposes of local administration, tbe lwrne government with practical uniformity for three decades refused to
allow a coincident extension of the rights of representation.
Tile colonists thus were striving for what they considered the
unquestioned right of every incorporated town, the right of
independent representation in the general court. The long
contest formed a sigllificant prelude to the events of 1774, when
still more critical prominence was given to the town system by
the action of Parliameut. This, as is known, while abolishing
the e]ectivejury and radically altering the legislature, aimed
·as well at restricting t11e freed01n and indepeo.dence of town
action. It was from these local bodies, thus threatrned with
permanent subordination to the interests of tbe executive, that
came upon practically every point the earliest a11d most explicit
reply.
One of the statutes in question rendered the calling of all
town meetings, except the annual meetings on stated dates,
dependent upon the consent of the governor. By a technicality
the necrssity of asking such consent was avoided; and soon
the protection even of a technicality was scorned; soon could
Samuel Adams read of "many town meetings which will all
be called without asking his excellency's leave." Plainly and
uniformly the towns sanctioned tlie blunt resolve "to pay no
regard to the late act of Parliameut, respecting the calling
105
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town meetings, but to proceed in the usual way;" and referring to these meetings Gage soon wrote to Lord Dartmouth,
that '' at a distance they go on as usual, but worse transactions
make that of little consequence in the present moment." Thus
passively did the executive countenance a situation which he
himself should have made impossible; thus did. he unconsciously recognize as an accomplished fact the first step in the
local revolut~on; and the ill bo<lings which accompanied the
.useful prophecies of Gage were given indorsement unwittingly
by the men of Massachusetts in the unusual frequency of town
meetings during these montlls of .August an<l September.
Having secured the continuance of their existence as political, if not as constitutional, bodies, the towns proceeded further to neutralize the effect of the Parliamentary policy. In
the reasoning and tradition of the colonists it was essential
to civil liberty that the elective element in the jury system
should be maintained inviolate; if that were to be removed
the whole judicial system must be destroyed with it; and the
latter, in fact, resulted. For such result ample preparation
had been made in the recent contest over the salaries of the
judiciary and in the development, by that and other events, of
those ill-concealed antipathies which now were given definite
expression. Uniform public opinion early secured almost an
end of litigation; and while one element of tho population
made courts unnecessary another element made their work
ineffective. Friends of Gage wrote: "The fences of law are
broken down." A pamphlet of similar partisanship stated:
" So strangely have we been infatuated we have resumed the
power into our own hands, and every man is become a judge
and a ruler among us. The whole system of government is
overturned, and all order and subordination lost/' Quite so,
indeed, it was; even constables refused to recognize those
sheriffs who tried to act in accordance with tbe new statutes;
then was seen the force of George Cabot's remarks that "All
governments rest on opinion. Free governments, especially,
depend on popular opinion for their existence, and on popular
approbation for their force * * * "
No organs existed for the expres ion of this "popular
opinion" and "popular approbation" except the town meetings
and tho e groups of town repre entatives termed county conventions. By such now the need of the ituation were stated
and the programme of action w·a dictated, as when, in Wor-
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cester7 it was ''voted, as the opinion of this convention, that
the court should not sit on any terms." Similar votes were in
many places, as indeed in Worcester, followed by vigorous
and unwarranted expressions of the popular sentiment; the
deliberation of tlte town meeting was made tangible by the
action of the mob; and in an unfortunate manner it was made
certain that the end of royal courts was near. Significantly,
in this connection, <lid the Essex Journal say that the votes
of the delegates of a few towns had "all the good effect on the
minds of the people" that legislative acts could have; and
truly had 1'hornas Young written, even in the middle of
August: "The whole current of Mr. Gage's administration
seems to have its course uphill." The situation was concisely
stated when "A.miens," in the :first week in September, wrote
to Samuel A.dams: "The judges liave informed the governor
that the execution of their office is at an end."
Likewise, on the initiative of the towns, was the conkst with
Parliament begun upon a third point, the substitution of a
council appointed by the King for a council elected by the
general court. Here, more plainly eveu than on the preceding
question; is developed a contest over the relative validity of a
statute of Parliament and a charter of government. On the one
hand was the authority of the King in Parliament; on the other
was the nature of the colonial charter, defined on the one side
as by Leicester when the town declared that "the basis of the
civil constitution of government in this Province" was" 8acre<l,
and that no power on earth whatsoever bath right or authority
to disaunul or revoke said charter or any part of it, or abridge
the inhabitants of the Province of any of the powers, privileges,
or immunities therein stipulated or agreed to be holden by
every person inhabiting said Province;" tangibly the contest
was one of official legitimacy between the council elected in
May, in aceordanre with the charter of1691, a11d the mandamus
council appointed by the King. This new creation of royalty
was to be accorded no recognition, and its destruct10n became
the object of the party of" movement."
Thus, the town of Worcester in::;;tructed its representative to
be sworn only by those whom they termed '· constitutional officers," and, more particularly, "That every one of those incorri. gible enemies to this country who have lately been appointed
bymandamusfrom His l\fajeRty as councilors, and have accepted
a seat at the council board of this Province, and shall not resign
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their said office before the second Tuesday of this instant, be
impeached as traitors to the constitution of this Province, and.
that they be taken into .custody and secured for trial." Following the same line of theory, no obedience was to be rendered.
to anyone taking the oaths as recently prescribed. All questions of legality were to be determined, and aU problems of
action were to he solved, solely with reference to the maintenance of the charter and of the institutions therein established. Here, again, the will of the towns was accomplished
in an unfortunate manner. In June, Lord Dartmouth bad
written to Gage: "There is little room to hope that every oue
of the persons whom His lYiajesty ha1, appointed to be of his
council will be induced to accept that honor, for there can be
no doubt that every art will be practiced to intimidate and
prejudice." The official prophecy was true; but even thus
warned Gage showed no greater command of the situation
than did any of the royal executives. By threat and force,
so many resignations were secured that the council became a
llullity; Gage had no authority to :fill vacancies; and on another
point the towns attained their end.
Tile attainment of their end in this instance, however,
involved much more. Elections for a new house were in progress; Gage could not consistently act with the lYiay council; a
complete genera.I court wa~ an impossibility, and the gathering
of the warring claimants to membership therein could only
precipitate a contest. Such probability was increased by the
instructions given by the towns to their representatives. The
governor by proclamation annulled the writs of election. On
a question of phraseology, tlie colonists denied his right to
do this. They bad already mapped out clearly the course for
the coming weeks; they consciously anticipated a break with
the executive, and they made definite provision for such a
crisis. Their representatives were, with remarkable uniformity, instructed to meet, and if necessity and occasion directed,
to resolve themselves into a provincial congress, and thus put
themselves in a position, as waH later , aiu, "to organize the
revolution."
Such was the course of action; aud l>y its completion a new
phase of deYelopment appear . The governor's authority now
embraced little more than Bo ton; the royal treasurer oon
failed to receiv paym nts or recognition from the town · by
the town. had been brought about the end of the royal legis-
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lature; at their instance the royal courts had been abolished;
and it is significant that in this general collapse the town system, and that alone, had maintained an existence and an
activity that were ·practically continuous. By this element the
government of the King had been destroyed; by it the reconstruction was to be effected.
During the strictly provisional administration the Provincial Congress, by voluntary dissoluti011s, thrice recognized that
the ultimate source of power was in the towns; the acts of the
successive congresses make it evident that they considered
the sphere of town action neither slight nor of accidental
origin. The continued existence of the towns and of town
rights is shown in the resumption of the charter of 16!)1; and
the general court, acting under that "resumed" charter, many
times, both distinctly and by implication, reaffirms the sovereign position of tl1e people acting in town meetings.
The renewed use of the charter was un~lerstood. to be provisional, and the five years before its abandonment were filled
with activity re1ati veto constituent matters. Even at the close
of 1775 town action is seen directed toward a reconstruction;
such steps are repeated in the next year, and the general court
recognizes that the people acting "in town meetings are the
po_ssessors of constituent powers. Twice they are asked to
delegate the exercise of such powers to the general court; the
second appeal succeeds, but only on the plainly and repeatedly
demanded condition that tlle work of the constituent body
should be submitted. to the towns for approval or rejection.
In this case a rejection follows, but tlle grounds of objection
are such as to be read.Uy avoid.eel. 'fhen, on similar conditions
recognizing the towns as possessors of a power of final sanction, provision js made for conferriug constituent powers upon
a special convention called. for an explicit purpose and with
strictly defined powers. The co11stitution, thus formed by what
was then known as the Massachusetts metllod, was ratified by
more thau two-thirds of those voting in the town meetiugs,
and thus sanctioned was promulgated as the constitutiou of
the Commonwealth. The establishment of a newly organized.
Commonwealth was in 1780 effected by the towns which six
years before had destroyed the Royal Government.
The activity of the towns in 1778 and 1780, even more thau
in 1774, included much more than mere routine. The submission of constitutions in the two la,ter years offered occasious
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widely seized. The political philosophy of the time was fully
recorded. Ou the locatiou of sovereignty, on the suffrage, on
the triple division of government, on the bicameral legislature,
there were many diE-tind expressions. on· the basis of representation there was a multitude of mathematical arrangements;
on the size of the legislature numerous opiuions were offered;
on the relation of civil to ecclesiastical affairs there was a contest well-nigh bitter. In fact, upon almost every point of practical politics or political theory there appeared some opinion or
suggestion. Yet the very variety entails confusion, and the
many different combinations of various views in the several
localities, while attesting the vigor and iutelligeuce of political
activity iu Massachusetts, reuder quite futile any attempt at
a classification of views on any basis that will prove useful or
permanent.
Nevertheless, one type of expressiou is to be noted as of
especial significance when viewed in conuection with the position of the towns during the transitional period. In practice
we have seen indicated the vital continuance of local organisms anu of local rights; in theory, there appears a firm and
repeated assertion of the inviolate character of such rights.
The position taken by the towns in the six years of transition
is emphasized by their own recognition and reiteration of their
so-called natural rights. Such expression is seen in the demand
for independence of local action, and even more strikingly in
the vigorous maintenance of the theory that each incorporated
town, by virtue of such incorporation, possesses, regardless
of any external power, a right of representation. Still more
numerous are the demands for the recognition of the towns as
administrative units by granting to each a registry of deeds;
the same tendency to assert the importance of the towns is
indicated further by the ma11y demands for a probate court in
each. vVe find, as well, single towns refusing to be bound
even l>y a county convention; while it is no uncommon thought
that the qualifications of representatives should. be determined
by the towns themselves. Ful'tlwr illustration might be drawn
from the various arguments of tlrn time; thus on the religion '
question one party 1s strenuous ill upholding the competency
of the town to control all matter of religio11. The extreme
po ition i een in those few towns which establish local courts
of ju tice with appeal: only to the town meeting; ancl the radical position j · exploited. when a town threatens that unless its
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demands are granted it will declare its independence of the
State.
In the action of the towns throughout t!Je period iu review
no undercurrent of thought is more prominent tllan the one
outlined. Then, as earlier, the chief care of the towns was to
secure the utmost scope and freedom to local action. Local
rights receive a vigorous theoretical maintenaace similaC" to
that which in practice they had been given for the preceding
six years. Fact and theory coiucide, and the coincidence is
more than superficial.
The line of thought and action upon which some stress has
been laid can serve as a basis of classification of those elements
of the revolution which may be termed purely local or l_Jrovincial. Such classification will be based on the relative influence, activity, and effectiveness on the one band of the central
revolutionary body in each colony, and 9n the other hand of
the remnants of the earJier and · strictly local administrative
organizations iu each. Briefly, there will appear two types of
transitional movement; in one the effective activity of local
organisms will be at a miuimum and that of the central revolutionary body will be at a maximum; in the other type
the central revolutionary body in each colony will, in all
its course, be strictly and consciously subordiuatAd to the
strongly asserted rights of the local political bodies .
.As examples pf one type I would name Massachusetts and
what was then considered that Common wealth's political imitator, the neighboring New Hampshire, together with Rhode
Island and Connecticut. .-1. qualification in regard to the last
two may seem essential. The fact that they possessed an elective governor rendered their general assemblies able to perform
the functions elsewhere assumed by revolutionary bodies; and
yet even iu such procedure and in the unbroken use of their
charters clear recognition was given to the position and authority of the towns. If digression were possible, it might be shown
that these were strong, if not even extreme, examples of the
type; and iu tllis connection it may be recalled simply that in
these two colonies, and in these alone, the representatives were
chosen l>y the towns every six months.
The second type has as examples the remaining colouie ,
illustrating in various degrees the negation of local right and
authority and the accumulation, in a central revolutionary
body, of pi-actically unlimited powers. To characterize the
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distinction more tang-iuly, let us consider the normal development of revolutionary procedure in the latter type. We find
outside of New England similar processes with variations of
detail so slight as to render a sjngle case representative of all.
The position of Boston in the early summer of 1774 is in all
tlrn immediate occasion for definite expression. Suell expression may be made by towns, counties, or districts, but none
such can represent a body of any intercolonial standing. The
various steps iu the creation of such a provincial represeutation are not pertineut to our present purpose, except in so
far as the local organisms are frequently disregarded in au
emphatic manner. By the Provincial Congress once organized is begun the gradual assumption of powers, culminating
often in the exercise of those of a constituent body. Supremacy in legislation, in administration, in executive matters, and
in judicial affairs is recognized by the controlling elements
of the population as vested in this Congress; the remainder of
the population, whether mathematically a majority or not, are
perforce silent.
In a people of such high political intelligence few cases in
history can be found of a single revolutionary body exercising
such arbitrary and even despotic power and such wide authority
as was commonly assumed by the Provincial Congress of the
American Revolutio1i. From granting audience to a saddler
and subsidizing a powder factory, to action on a death sentence
and the imposition of a constitution of government, their conduct was marked with equal facility and self-confideuce, and
was accorded uniform recognition and support. Their action
was ·final and supreme; in the exercise of constituent powers,
no voice -even of formal sanctiou, far less one of approval or
rejection, was grauted to tlle people. Tile only connectiou of
the people with provincial affairs appeared in rarely conferring
special powel'S upon tlle convention, or in an infrequent reelection of that body; aud even in such cases the course of action
seems to have resulted from the convention's regard for expediency rather than from any recognition· by tliem of right
vested in their nominal constituencies. Local activity and
authority were at tlie lo,rn:-,t ebb.
The opposite type ha already been developed in the treatment of l\fassachusett.-, the most important a well as the be t
example of the cla . The fact that the colonie' of one tY})e
occupy the territory of the .•?ew England town system i, sug-
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gestive to the political philosopher and the historian of the
town; elaboration upon any thesis in tliat connection is here
impossible, as is also any more detailed development of the
distinction, which it is the purpose of this paper merely to
suggest. At all events, the suggestion is tenable that along
the lines of characterization indicated may be traced two distinct phases of our revolutionary procedure and revolutionary
theory.
H. Doc. 291--8
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With the provisions of tlle charter of Pennsylvania, granted.
to William Penn by Charles II, March -4, 1G81, yon are doubtless well acquainted; hence I shall allude to it no farther than
to say that under and in acoordance with itH provisions both
the territorial and govt~rnmental admi nistration of the province
must be organized and managed.
Purchasers of the soil held immediately of Penn, not of the
king, and that by socage tennre. As the title of tlle proprietor to the soil was in point of law feudal a11d Hot allodial, he
did not believe himself authorized t.o make grauts upon allodial
principles. The estate possessed by the grn11tee would thus be
a tenement, not an allod. It was subject to quitrelltS and to
forfeiture for lack of heirs, or because of corruption of blood.
Pennsylvania, tllen, may be viewed as a seiguiory divested of
the heaviest burdens imp0~ed by feudal Jaw, an<l. end.owed with
such powers
.. of territorial c011trol as <l.ista11ce from the rNdm
of the lord paramount required.
Penn and ]1is sous divided the land., roughly speaking, into
three parts. The first comprised the millions of acres called
tlle common land, which was solu generally at Ulliform l'ates,
and to which, uu]ess otherwise stated, the following <l.iscus:-;ion of the land system will refer. Tlie second inclu<le<l the
proprietary t011tbs, or manors, reserved an<l. held by the proprietors jointly, and consisting usually of one-tentli of the
choicest lands m a given tract. The third ..was the private
estates of tlie ind.1vidual proprietors, either purchased by one
of them from the otlters, or from persons in the province who
had previously bought the property in que tion. 1
..

Penn MSS. Penn Letter Books-X, Thomas Penn to John Penn, Ang-rn,t
13, 1771; to R. Hockley, August 22, 1771.
1
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Having secured his title to the province, Penn soon after
issued his proposals and account of. Pennsylvania, together
with a statement of the powers necessary for the proper management of the land when granted, and of the rights and privileges that settlers. might reasonably expect. The conditions of
sale were the following: Each share sold was to be called a
propriety, and to include 5,000 acres free of Indian incumbrances. The price of each share was fixed at £100, and after
1684 it was liable to a quitrent of one shilling for every 100
acres. To those who desired to rent land, it would be let in
estates not exceeding 200 acres each, at a quitrent of one penny
per acre. 1 While yet in England, he sold large tracts of land
in Pennsylvania to persons who were later technically known
as '' first purchasers." In agreement with them he published
certain "Conditions and Concessions."
Among the numerous provisions it was stated that everyone who purchased or leased 500 acres in the province at large
should receive 10 acres in a city (Philadelphia) which it was
proposed to lay out "on the river side in the most convenient
place for health and navigation." Witll.in three years after
his land had been surveyed every man must appropriate and
settle it, or on complaint to the proprietor that the rules of
settlement had not been obeyed newcomers might be given
possession. In this case, when the complainant had paid the
purchase money, interest, and fees for surveying, the proprietor should make him an actual grant of the lands not
rightfully settled. The proprietor, on his own part, from every
100,000 acres reserved 10,000 acres for himself on the condition
that in each instance they should lie compactly together. 2
These "Conditions and Concessions" related exclusively to
the first purchasers, 3 but when the lands-particularly those in
the city-were allotted, extraordinary claims based on real and
supposed grants from Penn were set up and continued to be
urged with considerable vigor thronghout the entire history of
the province. 4
1
"A Brief Account of the Province of Pennsylvania," 1681; "Some
Account of the Province of Pennsylvania," 1681.
2
Hazard, Annals of Pennsylvania, pp. 516-520.
3 2 Binneys' Reports, pp. 476-486; Hazard., Register of P ennsy 1vania,
:x, pp. 113-115.
~ Reed, Explanation of the ity and. Li l.>erties, Phifa<l.elphia, 1774; Franklin, Works, III ( parks' Ed.), p. 556.
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These so called "old rights" of the first purchasers were
granted by deeds of lease and re-lease. The lands were not
located or surveyed at tlle time of the grant, but it was
presume<l that the surveys might be made at a later time.
As the deeds were not always recorded, and as the purchases were often made for speculative purposes by persons
who never visited the province, titles were frequently defective
from the outset.
It must be remembered also that, for many years after the
settlement of Pennsylvania began, territorial affairs were in
great confusion. If the proprietor formed any definite plan
for the granting of land, it was found on experience to be
impracticable. To the loose way in which grants were made
may be traced the origin of many of the later disputes, while it
opened the way to the commission of great frauds against the
proprietor and his sons. Moreover, for many years no pains
was taken in the office of record to keep the enrollment of
land grants distinct from .other public matter~, or even from private contracts and business of every description. Indeed the
territorial administration was the object of complaint through
almost the entire proprietary period. After the arrival of
Thomas Penn in the province in 1732, however, at which time
the sons of the first proprietor assumed control, an effort was
made to banish confusion from the land office. But irregularity and carelessness had so long prevailed that improvement came slowly.
The administration of territorial affairs was regularly intrusted to the officials of the land office, which was located at
Philadelphia. They were the special agents of the proprietor,
and consisted of a secretary, a surveyor-general, and from
three to :five commissioners of property. Tbe duties of the
commissioners of property were to grant land and guarantee
titles. Associated with the commissioners were the keeper of
the great seal and the master of rolls. The former, as the
name implies~ was in charge of the great seal of the province,
and affixed it to patents and other important public documents.
The latter's· duties were mainly to enroll the proyincial laws,
and to preserve public records. In 1689 the office of receivergeneral of the proprietary revenue was formally instituted,
and, after 1746; that officer was also the keeper of the great
seaJ.1
1

Annual Report of the Secretary of Internal Affairs, Harrisburg, 1890.
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After John, Thomas, and Richard Pe~n bad entered upon
their proprietorship, the duties of the commissioners were
intrusted to John and Thomas. But in 1741, upon the return
of Thomas Penn to England, the governor, George Thomas,
was empowered by warrants issued by the secretary-under the
seal of the land office to grant lands. After having received
certificates of survey from the surveyor-general, and of payment from the receiver-general, lie was authorized to grant ·
patents under tbe great seal. Tbese were to be rec01;cled in
the office of the recorder of deeds at Philadelphia. He was
also empowered to appoint new officials of the land office, and
to exercise a general supervision o_ver territorial affairs. 1 A
similar commission was issued to all succeeding governors. 2
In 1765 a board of property was constituted, and to it was
intrusted the administration of territorial matters. It consisted of the governor, who was given the power of decision
when projects injur-ious to the proprietors were broached, the
secretary, the surveyor-general, the receiv-er-general, and, in
1769, the auditor-general. 3
Taking up now the consideration of warrants and patents,
as near as can be ascertained the procedure of the land office
in issuing them may be stated as follows:
,
First, thel'e was an official, usually the secretary, a,utborized
under certain restrictions and regulations to issue warrants of
survey. Second in order were claims, directions, or other legal
causes shown to this officer for the issue of such warrants.
Then came the warrant itself, which was an orderissued under
the lesser seal of the province to the surveyor-general, and by
him transmitted to his deputy, directing bim to lay out and
survey for the party therein named a certain quantity of land
and to return a certificate of his survey to the secretary's
office. Fourt,h in order was the certificate so returned, ancl
lastly the patent or gra.nt. This was a public deed from the
proprietors issued under the great seal, and conveying to the
grantee their rights in the land, describing its bounds, and
giving the complete legal title, but reserving, of course, the
1

Pennsylvania Archives, :first series, I , p. 625 .
M S. Commission Book B, in the oflice of the secretary of internal
n,ffairs.
3 Penn M ' .
Penn Letter Book -VIII, Thomns Penn to "\V. Peter.s, September 20, 1765; IX, to E. Physick, FPbruary 6, 176 ; X, to R Jlockley,
July 4, 1769, nnd Febrnar)' 26 1770.
2
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usual quit reut. When it had been engrossed, the governor,
signed a, warrant directed to the ke8per of the great seal to
affix tbe seal, enter the patent on the public records, and
register his warrant. 1
Passing now to tlle consideration of quitrents, we :find that
they were collected from tl1e common and manorial la_nds, and
from lots in Philadelphia. Payable annually, they ranged in
value from a peppercorn, a red rose, an Indian arrow, a buck's
foot, a beaver skin, or a bushel of wheat to several shillings
per 100 acres, according to the period of time, tl1e quality
of the land, and the person to whom the grant was made.
When the conviction became prevalent tliat an annual render
by way of feudal acknowledgment was necessary for the perfection of title, the basis of the objections that were urged
against its payment was cliarge,d to the assertion that the
quitrents were intended for the support of government. A.t
any rate, tliey formed a constituent part of the conditions of
..sale~ and were expressly rneutioned in ·the patents. From the
very beginning, difficulties arose in the collection of the quitrents. A.ta comparatively early date the proprietor appointed
deputy receivers to collect them, but various causes soon
rendered their services almost useless. They were laughed at,
refused payment, and even perso11ally maltreated. 2 Indeed,
associations secretly upheld by the provincial assembly were
formed expressly to induce the people not to pay their quitrents. The proprietors retaliated by issuing frequent orders
to their officers to enforce collection, even to the extent of
distress and sale.
In this connection it may be 8aiJ. that the failure to proviJ.e
for a methodical statement of accounts in the rent rolJs was
another reason for the uncertain and spasmodic collection of
this form of revenne. Not until an act of assembly passed in
1705 3 expressly proviJ.ecl therefor, did a11ytlling like a rent roll
1 Penn MSS.
Penn Letter Books-III, Thomas Penn to R. Peters, July 17,
1752, a:id January 9, 1753; IX, to J. Tilghman, November 7, 1766.
2 Colonial Reconls, I, p. 82.
3 Confirmed ancl exten<led by an act passed in May, 1739.
Only ftve acts
were passed by the assembly which directly concerned the lanu ystem.
The first, called "An act for the effectual establishm~nt a.ml confirmation
of the freeholders," and passed in 1700, was repealed by the queen in
coundl February 7, 1705. The ~econd, called "An act for the more easy
and effectual collection of tho <1.nitre11ts," was passed in 1705. Tho third,
called "An act confirming patents and grants," and passed in 1712, was
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exist in the province. Even this was only a rough collection
of names, estates, and· payments improperly and confusedly
arranged. In 1758 the proprietors suggested an imitation of
the plan followed by Lord Baltimore in Maryland; but the
peculiar provisions of the act just ~entioned, as well as the
carelessness and apathy of the receivers, rendered it impossible to complete a systematic rent roll for the entire province.
That used in Philadelphia County may serve to give some idea
of the one proposed. In the first co:iurnn was a description of
each tract of land as originally purchased. In the second was
a record of the patent for each tract. In the third were the
name and quantity of the first alienations within the tract, if
any bad been made. In the fourth were the names of the
present possessors and the amount held by each. Then followed the various quitrents, to one or more of which the tract
.and its subdivisions were liable. In the last column was the
total annual quitrent in sterling. 1
As far as manors were concerned, in the full and i;;trict sen§e
of the term there were no manors in Pennsylvania, whatever
the proprietary tenths and other large surveys may have been
denominated. The difficulties with which the proprietors were
beset may have preyented it; but bad manors and manorial
courts been established in the province, the experience of other
colonies proves that they would have possessed little vitality,
while in Pennsylvania tile spirit of the people was particularly
opposed to the institution. Though the tenure expre::;sed in
the patents was nominally, "as of the manor or reputed manor
of--," or "as of the seigniory of Windsor in free and common socage by fealty only," yet really it only implied rent
service. Not infrequently the lands granted within a county
were held as of the principal manor of that county, whetber
the particular tract was actually within the surveyed limits of
the manor or not.2
Considering, now, a common usage of the land office known
repealed by the queen in council February 20, 1713. The fourth js the one
mentioned at the beginning of the note. The .fifth, called "An act for
recording warrants and surveys," and passed ju 1759, was repealed by the
king in council September 2, 1760.
1 Penn 1\1S .
Philadelphia Land Grants.
2 Penn 1 'S.
Penn Letter Books-X, Thomas Penn to J. Tilghman, March
1, 1770; patents in the office of the s cretary of internal affairs; mith ,
Laws of Pennsylvania, II, p. 142 · Huston, Original Titles to Land in the
province and state of Pennsylvania, p. 80 et seq.
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as the "law of improvements," we find that a title by improvement was a right acquired by persons who had built,
cleared, and resided on htnd not sold or appropriated by the
proprietors. The Penns endeavored to discourage the practice, but they soon rea.Jized the necessity of concession, for they
allowed under certain circumstances a, species of title-known
as inchoate-to be developed" By settlement and improvernen t
a right of preemption was established. When the lands were so
settled and improved, the occupant would apply for a warrant
for a certain amount, including his improvements. On payment of two-thirds of the purchase money a warrant was made
out by the secretary and signed by the governor. This being
recorded in the surveyor-general's office, a copy was sent to the
deputy surveyor with an order to make the survey. Then a
<lraft was returned into the surveyor-general's office, and, as
usual, a certificate entered with the secretary. Upon payment of the remainder with iuterest and arrears of quitrent, the
patent was issued. Absolute title, however, was not regarded
as secured till the patent was delivered. 1
With regard to frontier settlements, it may be said that the
immigration of Scotch, Irish, and Germans caused the frontiers
of the province to be pushed steadily westward. By 1726 it
was estimated that 100,000 had settled without a shadow of
right/ and in spite of the inducements offered by the proprietors and the attempts of the la11d officers to eject them, the
squatters frequently held their ground ancl bade defiance to
either force or peri:masion. On the other band, during Indian
wars it was often necessary for the accommodation of the
armies on the line of march that settlements in the wilderness
should be encouraged, and persons who would thus settle were
given the preference in event of the sale of the land. As-an
inducement to proteet the frontiers, Governor Morris, in l'i55,
"'as allowed by the proprietors to make an offer to grant lands
west of the Alleghanies free of purchase money, and with
exemption from quitren t for thirty years. This offer was
extended to all persons in Pennsylvania or the neigh boring
provinces who would join an expedition for the expulsion of
the French. The governor was ordered, however, to provide
for strict regulations against the people evading the conditions
Colonial R ecord s, VIII, p. 539.
Penn MSS. Offi cial Correspondence-I, J. Logan to Mrs. P enn, February 1, 1726; Pennsylvania Archives, second series, VII, p. 96.
1

2
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on which tue grant should be made. In other words, tbeywere
to settle the land and not dispose of it to land speculators.1
On these terms the offer of what was known as the "campaign land" was made. The offer was not accepted, because
the mere holding of Jancl would not res.ult in the formation of
compact settlements or oblige the settlers to observe military
discipline.
It has been noticed that the proprietors were unable to
prevent the occupation of lauds ou the frontier by squatters. ~oreover, deputy surveyors and land speculators often
surveyed lands for themselves and their friends. Sometime
tbey ~lid this under assumed names, without a warrant from
the land office, and on the pretense tbat tlie laud had alrea<ly
been appropriated. It often happened, however, that other
persons had previously found that the land was vacant. Hence
these proceedings of tlle surveyors and speculators rendered
it difficult for the settlers to get their lands surveyed till the
speculators had been satisfied.
It was to correct such evils that the proprietors <lirected
new regulations for the land office to be issued, June 17, li65;
and what was known as the "application system" was put
into operation. Instead of granting a warrant immediately,
the name of the applicant for any tract of land, the date of the
application, and a description of the larnl sought was entered
first in the daybook, as it was called, aud then in the warrant
book. Not more than 300 acres should be granted to a single person without a special order from the proprietors.
These tracts should be surveyed in each couutY: Within six
months the survey was to be returned to tbe surveyor-general's office. Then a warrant should be sent from the secretary's office to the surveyor-general, orderi11g him to accept
the survey aud file a certificate of its return with the secretary. Within six months after the date of the re.turn, the
applicant should make full payment for the land to the
receiver-general at the rate of £5 per 100 acres, or its equivalent in curreucy. Interest shonJd also be paid from a date ix
month after the application to the time of payment. When
the e payments bad been made, a patent should be granted in
the usual form.
1 Vote of A embly, IV, JL -118.
Penn M,' ., Thomas Penn to R. P et r
July 3, Octoh r 1, an<l October 25, 17.33 · Penn Letter Books, III, to R. JI.
Morris, cto ber 4, 1755.
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In order to guard against fictitious applications-that is,
applications for lands to be held for speculative purposes-a
clause was to be inserted in the warrant requiring bona fide
settlement as a condition of its validity. A.ll who claimed land
on account of settlement or improvement must make application to the land office and bring authentic certificates from some
neighboring magistrate of the nature of such improvements;
otherwise the land would be regranted. Neither were improvements to be bought and sold without a warrant specially issued
for that purpose. The deputy surveyors were also forbidden to
buy them, to receive applications for land, to survey any tracts
without orders from the surveyor-general, or to continue their
irregular practices. 1 In spite of these ·efforts of the proprietors, land speculation continued, though with somewhat diminished energy.
It was fortunate that mauy of the land-jobbing enterprises
were frustrated. In fact, the retention of control by the proprietors over the Janel redounded to the advantage of the people, because, owing to the lack of sympathetic assistance from
the colonists, they were often incapable of enforcing even their
legal rights. A. Pennsylvanian might succeed in establishiug.
a monopoly. A.n Englishman 3,000 miles away, and possessing
but little real power, was not greatly to be feared. The state
subsequently erected was the gainer by the proprietary policy.
In conclusion it might be said that the estates of the proprietors were confiscated by the commonwealth, November
27, 1779. Their private estates and manors, however, were
excepted, aucl £130,000 was given to them "in remembrance of
the enterprising spirit of the founder, and of the expectations
and dependence of his descendants." 2
1 Penn MSS.
Penn Letter Books-VIII, Thomas Penn to W. Peters, September 20, 1765, and tq E. Physick, September 22, 1765; IX, to Tilghman,
November 7, 1766, and to John Penn, August 5, 1767. Smith, Laws of
Pennsylvania, II, p. 160 ct seq . . Colonial Records, IX, p. 381.
2 Smith , Laws of Pennsylvania., II, p. 258 et seer,
Dallas, Laws of P~nnsylvania, JI, pp. 205, 240, 512; III, p. 67.
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THE ELECTORAL COLLEGE FOR THE SENATE OF MARYLAND
AND THE NINETEEN VAN BUREN ELECTORS.
By BERNARD

C. STEINER,

Every now and then some ardent reformer comes forward
with the demand that the Federal electoral college be abolished,

and the papers teem with discussions of its history aud usefulness or uselessness, whichever may be the view of the writer.
Even in these discussions, however, we seldom find reference
made to an earlier electoral college, which was established in
Maryland in 1776 and lasted for sixty years before it passed
away because of a demand for direct election by the people.
Almost forgotten though this institution may be, it is surely
worth our attention, as an attempt to solve the problem of the
best method of applyjng a bicameral system. Coming into
life under the influence of the somewhat aristocratic ideas of
Maryland Whigs of the Revolution, it met its death through
the democratic ideas brought in with the administration of
Jackson, and was superseded by the popular system used in
all the other States. Tlle institution bas recently been brought
afresh to the minds of the people of Mary land from the fact
that in December, 1894) Maj. Sprigg Harwood die<l, the last
survivor of those who had been chosen to membership in the
electoral college.
We must understand at the beginning of our study that
Maryland's system of representation bas never been based on
population, and is not so based to-day, save iu the most
imperfect manner. Governmental areas are to a great exte11t
the units of representation and not people. This principle
has been modified jn the later years of the State's history by
establishing a maximum of 6 and a minimum of 2 delegates
from each county and by making Baltimore City equal to the
largest county, and later to three of the largest counties, but
the principle still remains. To-day Baltimore City, with over
H. Doc. 291--9
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two-fifths of the population, has little over one-ninth of the
senate and about one-fifth of the house. The original constitution of 1776 was based entirely on the representation of
political divisions of the State. Each county, large or small,
sent 4 delegates to the house, while the city of Annapolis and
the town of Baltimoi'e had each 2 delegates.
The senate 1 was composed of 15 members, of whom 9 were
to be chosen from the western shore of the Chesapeake Bay and
G from the Eastern Shore. There was no further restriction
upon the 1mmber to be chosen from any county, and it was
quite within the bounds of possibility to have all those representing either shore. chosen from one of its counties. These
senators, once chosen, were to hold office for five years from
the first Monday of November following their election, and
were to fill vacancies which might 00cur in their own number. This of course removed them far from being a popular
body, and it is claimed that in one case 2 two-thirds of the
senate, or, according to another account, 3 all but one of the
members of the senate were self-elected before its term of
office expired. The method 4 of election of the senators still
further removed them from tbe people, and was one of the most
aristocratic features of the coustitution of 1776. This election
was made by the Maryland electoral college, which was chosen
by the people and convened for this sole purpose. On the:first
Monday of September, 1781, and "on the same day iu every
fifth year forever thereafter," the qualified voters chose, viva
voce, by majority vote, two persons in each county, and one in
the city of Annapolis and in the town of Baltimore. 5 Of the e
elections the sheriffs were to be judges. Baltimore's right to
representation was to be lost whenever its population should
so decrease that it should contain for seven years successively
less inhabitants entitled to vote" than one-half the number
of voters in some one county in tllis State." 6
The electors having been chosen, they were to meet in
Annapolis on the third Monday in September (two week ,
Constitution, sec. 16.
Niles's Register, XIII, 566.
3 Ibid., XXI, p. 37.
4
Coo titution, s c. 19.
6
Ibid., sec. 14. The hotl y was thus a half-size i-eplica of the house of
deleo-atcs.
jj Ibid., sec. 5.
1
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after their election) and there proceed to elect "by ballot,
either out of their own body or the people at large, :fifteen
senators." 1 These latter must be 25 yQars of age and '' have
resided in the State above tllree whole years/' They must be
"men of the most wisdom, experience, and virtue" aud have
real and personal proverty iu Maryland above tlrn value of
£1,000 curreut money. 2 In case of a tie between two or more
candidates a second ballot 8l10uld be take11, in which the vote
was confined to those previously receiving an equal number
of votes. If a second ballot did not decide the matter resort
was had to the Aristotelian principle of the lot.:i
.A quorum 4 of the electoral college was no flexible fraction
of the body, iucreasing in uumber with the increase in the
number of counties, but the :fixe<l number of 24. However, as
but one new county 5 was formed during tlie existe11ce of the
college, this did not prove a great defect. The college had
power to judge of the qualifications and electioll of members
of their body and to decide contested elections thereto. 6 In
order to become a member of the electoral college, 7 it was
necessary to have resided a year in the county whence cho::;eu,
to have i11 the State real and personal property, in value above
£500 currency, 8 and to be of the" most wise, sensible, and discreet of the people." Men posse3sing such qualifications and
taking the oath8 of "support and :fidelity" to the State aud
"to elect without favor, affection, partiality, or prejudice, such
persons for senator as they, in their judgment and couscience,
believe best qualified for the office," 9 might join in the high
and honorable function of choosing the members of the senate
of Maryland. Such was the fundamental law of the electoral
college of Marylaud, as contained in the constitution of the
State, adopted by the convention of Maryland on Friday,
November 8, 1776. Who was its author, we know not; but
Constitution, sec. 15, McMahon's Maryland, p. 474.
$2,666.66-i,
3 Constitution, sec. 16.
"Ibid., sec. 15. The provision was designed for the benefit of Eastern
Shore men who might be dela,yed uy storws from crossing the bay.
(Revolutionary Scheme, pp. 13, 25.)
s Allegany.
6 Constitution, sec. 17.
7Jbid ., sec. 2.
8$1,333.33¼,
9 Constitution, sec. 18.
1

2
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tradition has it that Samuel Chase declared the institution to
be "virgin gold," 1 so much was he carried away by its excellencies.
That opiuion· appears to have been general during the early
history of the college. The Fe<leralist 2 refers to the Maryland
seuate as an object lesson of the successful election of a body
'' indirectly by the people." The Maryland senate, from its
power to fill its vacancies, etc., would have objections unknown
to the scheme of the [i'ederal Senate and, therefore, if there
was really danger from the latter, "some syrnptoms at least of
a like danger oqght, by this time, 3 to have been betrayed by
the senate of Maryland, but no such symptoms have appeared.
On the contrary, tlrn jealousies at first entertained by meu of
the same description with those who view with terror the correspondent part of the Federal Constitution, have been gradually extinguished by the progress of the experiment, and the
Maryland constitution is daily deriving, from the salutaryoperatiou of this part of it, a reputation in which it will probably
not be rivaled by any State in the Union."~ To this praise
Dr. Ramsay adds his testimony. "Maryland adopted a singular plan for constituting an independent senate," 5 he writes,
and, after describing what that plan was, tells us that "by
these regulations the seuate of Maryland consisted of men of
influence, integrity, and ability, and as such were a real and
beneficial check on the hasty proceedings of a more numerous
branch of popular representatives. The laws of the State ·were
well digested and its interests steadily pursued with a peculiar
unity of system, while elsewhere, it too often happened, in the
fluctuation of public assemblies, and wllere the legislative
department was not sufficiently checked, that passion and
party predominated over principle aud public good." The system was put into execution by a special election for electors,
held on Monday, November 25, 1776. 6 The electors then chosen
met in Annapolis on Monday,Dccember 9, and chose the senate.
On Monday, February 10, 1777, this bo<ly met with the llousc
of delegates, elected annually by the people, and thus the fil'~t
general assembly of ::\faryland was formed.
i\foMahon, p. 480.
No. 63.
3Twclve year1:1.
4 Dawson·s edition, p. •113.
5 History of the American Revolution, I, 445.
6 Constitution of 1776, sec. 61.
1
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But few constitutional changes were ma<le with reference to
the electoral college duril1g the period of its existence. In
1806, the method of voting for electors was changed from viva
voce to by ballot. 1 The qualifications for membership in the
electoral college were changed, as were those for delegate, and
after 1810 there was no property qualification needed in those
chosen as senators. 2
The senators Trnre the most distinguished men of the State,
as may easily be ascertained by a glance at the names as
recorded in the Maryland Gazette. The senate of 1781 and
its electoral college were of course unanimously Whig and
patriotic, and those of 1786 were chosen before the rise of great
parties. The senate of 1791 and that of 1796 were Federalist
iu politics, so the electoral co1lege must have had a majority
of that party. In 1801 the Republicans carried tbe senate;
polling a vote in the electoral college of from 26 to 23 3 for their
candidatm;, while the Federalist candidates received from 17
to 13 votes. In 1806 the Republicans also carried the day,
having from 28 to 21 votes in the electoral college for their
candidates, whi1e the Federalists polled from 15 to 11. In 1811
a third Republican 4 senate was chosen.
With the election of 1816 came the first decided opposition
to a system 5 which gave Baltimore, with more wealth than
and nearly the fu]l population of eight of the smaller counties,
only one-fortieth part of the power of legislation, while these
counties and more populous bad two-fifths. Several of the
larger counties joined themselves with Baltimore in the struggle to get increased representation, not indeed proportionate
with that of the smal_ler counties on point of population, but a
representation somewhat more equitable than they then had.
In tbe above year there was a very glaring inequality
shown in the senatorial election. The Republicans only
elected 12 of the electoral college of 40, but 22 of the 28 Federal
electors represented only 93,265, while the other 6 and the 12
Republican electors represented 176,000 people. The Republican can<li<lates had a popular majority, yet were an insignificant minority in the electoral college, to which most of the
smaller counties returned Federal candidateH. Of course a
Act of 1805, ch. 97.
Act of 1809, ch. 198.
:i These votes show :party organization mnch les1nigid than at nifater <lay.
4 Niles's Register, I, 48.
6 Idib., XI, 47, XIII, 14.7.
1

2
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solid Federal senate was elected to hold office for five years.
Though the predominant party in the State might be Republican during the greater part of that period, it would have no
representative in the upper house. For the time being, however, excitement subsided, and the pendulum having swung
to the other side in 1821. an entire Republican Senate1 was
then chosen by an electoral college composed of 28 Republicans
and 12 Federalists (" for these terms," Niles tells us, '' are yet in
ample use in Maryland"). Niles's Register, from time to time,
contains articles :t against "our political institutions * * *
bottomed on the British plan, without regard to numbers or
wealth, or anything else, save county lines and boundaries."
But little was accomplished by these complaints for a long
time. The constitution was, it is true, quite out of date in
rnany ways, and had been patched up with amendments to such
an extent that, at the death of Chancellor William Kilty in
1821, it was said in him died the only person who exactly knew
what is the constitution of the State. 3 Such were the obstacles to be overcome and the natural conservatism of the
people that nothing was done. The inequality was continually becoming worse aud more glaring. In the decade from
1810 to 1820 the increase of the three great counties, Baltimore, Frederick, and Washington, with Baltimore City, was
actually 5,000 more than the whole increase of the State. The
smaller counties were retrograding in population, not only
relatively, but also absolutely. 4
In 1826, some of the Republicans determined to give a practical proof of their zeal for reform by pledging themselves, if
elected, "to vote for a liberal senate, without reference to political motives." 5 The election resulted in the choice of a majority
of Republicans. Twenty-two of these as8embled in .Annapolis,
meeting there with 14 Federalists. Of the majority, 6 were for
a mixed senate, and, joining with the Fe<lerallsts, elected 11
Republicans and 4 Federalists to the sell ate, against the wishe
of the other 1G Republicans. 6
Niles's Register, XXI, p. 37.
E . g., XXIX, p. 33, where he calls it ''unintelligible, persecuting, and
tyranmcal."
3 Niles's Register, XXI p. 97.
4 Ib1<l.. p. 201.
6 lbicl., XXX, p. 449.
6 Ibid., XXXI, p. 66.
1

2
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This self-restraint in electing to the senate some of the
minority party in tlie electoral college was not imitated in 1831,
when an electoral college, composed of 28 National Republicans
aud 12 Jackson men, elected a senate entirely composed of
National Republicans.
Fortunately we possess a dispassionate criticism of the
senate of Maryland, published at this time, and contained m
the judicious McMahon's History of Maryland. He tells us
that there is a twofold _d esign in the creation of a representative body for the purposes of legislation. One 1 is" to obviate
tlie inconveniences of a personal discharge of this power·
by the people, and the other to filtrape it and give it a judicious direction. Every well-organized government is but a
system of checks and balances of power. 2 * * * The separation of the legislature i11to two branches * * * seeks
to impart to it a full knowledge of the wants and interests of
the people; capacity to discern the measures by which these
may be relieved or promoted, and wisdom and moderation in
their application; freedom from all partial, temporary, or selfish
influences; and an intimate acquaintance with the forms of
proceeding. Such designs could not be effected by a mere
change of the basis of representation. * * * In adoptmg 3
the peculiar mode of electing our senate the framers of our
constitution appear to have had in view two prominent obJects:
The equal influence of the counties in its choice, and the selection of senators as the representatives of the State at large
and not of particular sections. The present was the only system by which these two objects could have been concurrently
accomplished. If the senators were elected for counties or
cities, they would, by the very nature of their election, have
stood in the relation of representatives to such counties or
cities, and no system of election by general ticket could have
been devised which would have preserved both these objects.
"By the substitution of an electoral college, in form tbe mere
miniature of the house of delegates, each county was insured an
equal influence in selecting senators for the whole State, which
was considered tantamount to a specific equal representation
in the senate itself, and, at the same time, the person s selected
by the college were made, by the very manner of their choice,
to regard themselves as the representatives of the whole State,
'-Page 477.

2

Page 479.

3Page 482.
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or at least of their respective shores. The system was also
recommended by the ad vantages of an indirect election by
representatives, who would discharge this duty under the eye of
the whole State, and under a high sense of responsibility to
the community, which they dared not disregard."
Having discussed the reasons for such electoral college,1
the author proceeds to take up the advantages and disadvantages of such an fostitution. First, as an evidence of the
advantages arising from the existence of the· electoral college,
we are told that" the abolition of the electoral college and the
allotment of senators to the several counties and cities, in the
ratio of their respective representations in the house of delegates, will of necessjty render the constitution of our senate a
mere copy of that of the house of delegates, in all but the duration of the office, and thus the efficacy of the two houses, as
checks upon each other, will be much impaired. In fact there
will remain no checking principle but that derived from their
separate existence."
A second disadvantage which would result from the abolition of the electoral college and the direct choice of senators
Mr. McMahon finds in the peculiar circumstances of the State
"in which local interests have operated to the general prejudice." 2 ' ' Her senate, as at present organized, approaches more
nearly to a State representation than any other, yet even here
the Shore distinctions predominate. It therefore becomes our
people to weigh well the consequences which may result from
the destruction of the only check in our government upon
these, its unquestionable tendencies. * * * It was the purpose of our constitution that the senator should represent and
protect State interests, that he should feel and respect the popular will, but not fear its hasty impulses, and that be should be
subject to a responsibility, which, like the kindly jnfluences of
the sun, is too remote to inflame and yet near enough to vivify
and impart creative power." He next takes up the objections
to the electoral college and finds as the .first that the senate
as constituted is wholly composed of representatives of one or
the other political party,3 and th.at there was no change in its
membership by popular voice for the full term of five years.
To obviate this objection, Mr. 1 Ic1'Iahon suggest a division
of tbe senator into cla . es,4 as in the United States Senate,
1

Page I 3.

:i page M<i5.

:i

Pago 187.

4

Page 4 8.
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and so avoid the possibility of remaining "like an Egyptian
mummy, embalmed in the spirit of .t he college which gave it
birth." 1
~ second objection he finds in the power given to senators to
fill vacancies in their own number, as greatly weakening "the
fiold which the people have" upon them. In general, Mr.
McMahon seems to approve of mending rather tban ending
the electoral college, though, if it be ended, he suggests that
one house be based on population, the other on county representation; or that the senators be elected by districts, composed of two or more counties, so "as at least to produce a
different combiuation of sectional interests in the two houses." 2
He admits that "the present constitution of the State is
the only apology for a system of representation by which a
minority of its people have at all times the power to control
the government of Maryland," but points with pride to the
historical fact "that, from the adoption of the constitution to
the present day, our senate, in the inteIJigence, experience,
and virtue which it bas embodied, may be proudly contrasted
with any legislative body in the Union."
The senate of 1831 was the last one to be elected peacefo.11 y.
The air was full of reform. England was just altering the
basis of representation in her Parliament. Tbe Democratic
movement brought in by the election of Jackson to the Presidency was sweeping over the country. In Maryland the Jacksonians and Van Buren men found their supporters chiefly in
Baltimore and the large counties, 3 and so naturaJly took up the
cause of those portions of the State. To amend the constitntfon it was necessary to have a law pass two consecutive legislatures, there being no submission of the question to the
people. This necessitated that the then existing senate should
favor the amendment and that the people should indorse it at
two successive annual elections of delegates. This made the
process a most difficult one. In the winter of 1835 and 1830,
however, there were certain reform amendments passed by the
legislature, which would become laws if ratified at the·following session. 4
1 Paige 489.
<2 Page 490.
3
See iles'a Register, XXXVII, p. 428.
4 In Jnne, 1836, a Union Reform convention, composed of memhern of
both political parties, met at Baltimore. Delegates were prc•scnt from the
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Before this a new election of the electoral college would
occur. To win this the Van Buren men bent their efforts and
failed by the narrowest margin. At first they claimed success,1 but when tlie returns were aU in, it was found that they
bad elected 19 electors and the Whigs 21. The inequality of
the system was well shown at that election, when Baltimoret
with a vote of 10,000, and Annapolis, with a vote of ~oo, each
sent 1 elector, while Frederick County, with a vote of 6,000,
and Charles County, with a vote of 567, each sent 2. Most of
the large counties-Baltimore, Harford, Washington, Frederick, and Baltimore City-sent Van Buren electors. Montgomery county sent l elector of each party, an<l the :fight was
very close there, as is shown by the fact that the successful
candidates received, respectively, 669 and 663 votes. The election caused considerable excitement, and the fact that it was
so close in its results did not tend to allay that excitement. It
is quite possible that nothing would have occurred, however,
had it not been for the action of Governor Francis Tlwmas
and the other citizens of Frederick County who acted with
him. The fact that the majority (though the slightest one
possible) of the electoral college bad been chosen from counties
having a population of but 85,179 white men, while the minorlarge counties of Cecil, Harford, Baltimore, Frederick, Montgomery, and
Washington, and Baltimore City. Resolutions were then adopted asking
the next legislature to submit to the people in May, 1837, the question of
ca,lling a convention to amend the constitution of the State. If the vote
should be in favor of such a convention, they wished to have its members
elected by Congressional districts, and therefore somewhat according to
population. This election, they suggested to take place on the first Mon<lay
in June. The convention should then meet in Annapolis on July 4 and
submit the result of its deliberations to the people at the yearly October
election. If the legislatnre refused to call such convention, which it may
be remarked was clearly an unconstitutional mode of amending the constitution, the president of the convention should then reconvene the present convention "for the adoption of such ulterior measures as may then be
deemed expedient, just, and proper, and as may be best calcufated, without the aid of the legislature, to in ·ure the accomplishment of the desired
results." The fact that the Yan Buren electors afterwards acted independently a,nd did not await the carrying out of the programme outlined
in the resolutions cau ed uo little bitterness on the part of the reforming
Whigs, who claimed they had been deserted that the Democrats might gain
a parti an adYantage, but the programme of the convention was as revolutionary a that of the nineteen electors. (Revolutionary Scheme, p. 9.)
1 ·wednesday, , cpkmber 7, the Van Ruren men claimed 22 clectors.Rn1timore Republican.
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ity was chosen from counties and towns with a population of
205,922 white 1 men, roused him to action. Possibly the fact
that the judges of the Frederick County court had refused
some time previously to appoint as clerk of court the cand1
date whom Mr. Thomas ardently indorsed had been one of
the causes of bis turning his attention to the defects in the
Maryland constitution. 2
•
Frederick had been considerably interested in the struggle
for increased reprP;sentation. In this county the editorial in
the Baltimore Republican (the Van Buren organ) of September 9 aroused the greatest excitement. Th1s editorial, written
almost as soon as it was definitely known how the election
had gone, alluded to a report that the Whig electors had
stated early in the canvass of the votes that they would not go
into the college, and expressed. a hope that the Van Buren
electors would now ·be equally obstinate and would refuse to
allow the choice of a senate entirely opposed to the will of the
people.
It may, however, be gravely questioned what the Van Buren
majority of 3,000 in the State really meant. The Democrats,
as we see, claimed that it meant a popular verdict in favor of
coustitutional change. The Whigs answered 3 them that prior
to the election the Democrats had made no reference to reform
in the small counties, and in Baltimore their campaign bad
been fought on the question of internal improvements an.d the
opposition to the passage of an indemnity bill granting damages to those whose property was destroyed by the participants in the bank riot of 1835. The Baltimore Republican
of September 8 had no suggestion of contesting the organization of tbP- electoral college, and it has been suggested that
the first thought of using the quorum of the electoral college
as a weapon agafost the Whigs came from a consultation, in
1 Negroes were not counted, for they could not vote.
Of course, a part
of these white men voted against the preva,iling ticket.
2 Certainly he bad recently objected to the reception by the United States
House of Representatives, of which he was a member, of certain resolutions
of the Maryland l egislature, makfog that objection on the ground that "the
legis1aturo of Maryland is not a fair representative of the popular will."
For this assertion he was violently attacked on the floor of the House by
Mr. Jenifer, another member from Maryland. (Revolutionary Scheme,
p. 84.)
:l Annapolis Republican, qnote<l in Prcderick Examiner, September 24;
Baltimore Republican, September 5.
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Frederick, of Hon. Francis Thomas, Judge David Shriver,
and - - - Maulsby, who transmitted their idea at once to
the Van Buren organ of the State.
The editorial of September 9 above referred to claimed that,
if there were no senate organized, the State government would
be dissolved and Maryland would pass into a Territorial condition. _As the Federal Constitution guarantees a republican
form of government to each State, they argued that the President of the United States would then appoint a governor of
Maryland and Congress would have to p:covide for the calling
of a conventiou to frame a State constitution. The minor
officers, according to this theory, were to hold over until successors were appointed. This propoRition aroused a great deal
of bitterness 1 and rkiicule, and was dropped by the Van Buren
men at an early stage of the controversy. Whig papers in
other States spoke of the State ( 1) of Maryland, and lamented
the disappearance of one of the original thirteen, while Eastern Shore Whigs, to avoid anarchy or subjection to the numerical superiority of Baltimore and the larger counties, proposed
a union with Delaware. 2
Pursuant to the advice of the editorial in the Republican, a
notice was scattered through Frederick town on September 10
calling for a meeting of the citizens at the court-l10use "at
early candlelight to devise means to carry into effect the will
of the. people of Maryland in the formation of the State senate." 3 The notice claimed that the people had decided that
"no man ought to be pla,ced in the next senate of the State
hostile to a radical change in its legislative and fundamental
laws;" that "it is the duty of every good citizen to see that
the will of the people is carried into full effect," and that there is
"good cause to fear that a majority of the senatorial electors
* ,t * will contemptuously disregard the well-known wish
of those for whom they are to select lawgivers." This- wa
not reform; it meant revolution, aml from thiH time reform or
revolution was the question in Maryland. There were few who
clung to the old order of thing ; there were in any who wi bed
reform by constitutional methods; there were also many who
wished a new constitution to be brought about by a peaceful
revolution.
1
2
:i

Easton Gazette, October 29; Frecleri k Examiner,
ptem ber 21.
Easton Gazette, Octo uer 1.
iles's Register, LI, pp. 50 et se<j.; Revolutionary, 'cheme, p. 13.
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The Frederick 1 meeting was largely attended a11d adopted
resolutions which were advocated by Franci::; Tllomas and
others, anu were "responded to most enthusiastically by the
asseru bled multitude." The resolution recited that a crisis
existed in the State "demanding tbc adoption of decisive. and
energetic measures." They referred to rnceut mismauagernent
of the State's affairs by the laHt seuate, and stated that the
people have "expressml a fixed aud determined purpose that
tlle friends of Martin Van Buren and Republican principles
shall have tlle power to form the_next senate of the State," aud
"to correct and amend an defects in the existing constitution
and form of government." In spite of tllis, because of the
"abl.10rreut inequalities" of representatjon, the electoral college has a majority who will probably Le '' deaf to the voice of
the people." Now comes the most important thing of all. The
constitution provides that 24 members of the electoral college
are to be a quorum. The Whig members number but 21.
Therefore, the meeting instructed the electors from Frede:dck
Uouuty not to enter the college until the Whig electors pledge
tbemsel ves on the one band not to elect a single member of the
former senate, or any member of the house of delegates who
opposed the bill calling a convention of the people, and on the
other hand to choose 8 Van Bureu men as senators, or a majority
of that body, and to select a majority of its members from tlrnse
"known to be favorable to such a thorough and radical revision of the constitution of the State as will insure to all citizens
living under it equal political rights and privileges." The
friends of change, in other counties and towns electing Van
Buren electors, are invited to join in this effort to throw off.the
tyranny of a government controlled by a, small and aristocratic minority of the people of the State, and it is declared
that the instructions upon the Frederick electors are not to
bind them, uuless they are joined in their refusal to enter the
college by electors fr-om other counties and cities having a
majority of the wllite population of the State.
These resolutions were adopted with some expa11sion 2 by a
meeting of citizens of Cecil County, held at Elkton on Sep tember 15, and were inclorsed by resolutions passed in Baltimore City on September 17. The Baltimore resolutions go
further than the Frederick ones in the direction of revolutiou,
1
2

The Frederick Citizen was Thomas's organ; the Examiner was \Vhig.
Niles's Register, LI, p. 51.
'
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and state that they believe the people have the rig·ht, at any
time and iu any manner they deem most effectual, to reform
and change the government. 1
These resolutions had their effect, and when Monday, the
19th of September, came the rn Yau Buren electors 2 failed to
attend the electoral college, holding a private session at the
City Hotel and making propositions t.o the majority.
The propositions made by the Van Buren men were those
outlined in the Frederick resolutions-that the Whigs should
concede to the minority the privilege of nominating 8 of the
15 senatorn to be elected. T·h ey refused to allow the choice of
a solid Whig senate, even if in favor of a constitutional convention. To force upon the majority of the people an entire
senate against their will, they say, would be unjust and unrepublican, aud the signers of these propositions can neither
vote for such a senate nor passively permit its election by
becoming mem hers of the elect.oral college. "We are aware,"
they say,'' that your rejection of this proposition, and the state
of things which may grow out of it, will give some alarm to
the timorous;" but the evils resulting from the failure to choo::-e
a senate will be less, in their opinion, than those arising from
the perpetuation of existing evils for another five years. The
governor, they argue, would hold office" long enough to afford
time to form a new constitution," 3 while the judiciary and the
officers connected with the courts would not be interrupted iu
performing their duties, and all officers appoiu ted by the governor would hold office until their successors were appointed. 4
Thus "the laws * * * would be administered, civil rights
and private property protected, and the peace of the community
preserved by all the means now employed for that purpose."
The powers delegated to the electoral college would revert
to the people and "before any inconveuience can be experienced, the sovereign power of the people of Mary laucl will be
1

Niles's Register, LI, p. 52.

Mr. Thomas was in Annapolis directing the movement. -Easton
Gazette, October 1.
2

A change of view from the territorial idea.
Constitution of 1776, sec. 49. Revolutiona.ry Scheme, p. 28, quotes The
State v. Waymau (2 Gill & Johnson, 27 ) against this view. The case
states that an "officer of annual appointment can not continue to act
after his term expires, except in the single instance of the appointment of
a succe8sor, in which cas he may act until sucll successor, commi sioned
in bis stead, is q ualifi.ed."
3

4
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employed, Ly means of a convention, to reform our constitution." The Whig majority refused to receive this statement of
the Van Buren men, aud thus felt they had "no alternative
left but to adjourn o.r to submit," and so feeling they chose the
forrner. 1
On Wednesday tlie Van Buren elector& dispersed to their
homes, leaving the Whig electors at Annapolis holding daily
meetings in the vain hope of accessions to their number. On
Friday the Van Bureu electors issued an address to the people of Maryland de.tining their position. Their conduct bad
been revolutionary-their mauifesto was still more so. 2 The
very first sentence of the manifesto shows this, claiming that
they are "impelled by a deep and solemn sense of duty to
acquiesce in the uecessity which imperiously required a surrender into your hands of the hig-h trust committed to us."
They recites the old grievances "that the government is based
·and administered on unjust and autirepublican principles; that
the governor and senate are not elected directly by the people
as they should be; that many of the officers have life tenures,
contrary to sound political principle;" and that, "in the formation of both branches of the legislature political power is apportioned arbitrarily without regard to any pri11ciple of moral or
political justice." "A minority of one-fourth of tlie people having the right to elect a majority of the members of the legislature," they argue, "controls all the departments of government," since the governor is chosen by the legislature. "Can
a government thus organized be termed republican~"
If it be asked wuy do they not permit amendmeuts to be
made in accordance with the constitutional provisions, tlley
sa.y that all previous petitions and memorials have been rejected
and that "the minority who rule have persisted for near half
a century to disregard the just demands of the majority who
are governed." This beiug the case, the electors decided that
"tame submission was not to be thought of with the least
patience" and, as their overtures were rejected. by the majority of the electoral college, they appealed to the people. They
tell their constituents that they "have declined to participate
in the election of a senate, in the full expectation that the people of Maryland, iu convention assembled, can and will provide
1

Revolntionary Scheme, p. 20; Niles's Register, LI, p. 54.

z Niles's Register, LI, p. 53; Revolutionary Scheme, p. 15.
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for the election of that branch of the legislature more wisely
tllan we could have <loue, and, at the same time, organize anew
their whole government, subjecting all its functionaries to their
sovereign will and laying its foundations on the immutable
l)rinciples of liberty, equality, and justice." The 19 electors
elaim that the people llave, by the State's bill of rights, the
power to reform the old or establish a new form of government
whenever the ends of government are perverted, and public liberty manifestly endangered, and all other means of redress
are ineffectual. Tbey admit this is a "revolutionary remedy "
and say that, "unwilling that inequalities, oppression, and
injustice should be piled on the people" till they no longer
could endure them, they are 110w doing all in tlieir power to
"insure the permanent peace" and ''perpetuate equal laws and
equal privileges to the whole of the State." Their refusal to
enter the electoral college, iu their view, was not unconstitutional; for the constitution gave power to 17 members to prevent the organization of the college, tllat the miuority mig1.Jt
be protected. They have prevented such organization and
respectfully return to the people the high power reposed in
them.
It did not seem tot.hem :fitting to prescribe the manner in
which the people should exercise the power returned to them;
but they "most humbly and respectfully recommend to our
fellow-citizens throughout the State . to proceed fortuwith to
elect, on the :first Monday in November, 6 delegates from each
city and county, to meet in convention I at Anuapolis on tbe
third Mouday of that month, clothed with authority to extend
the terms of service of all civil and military officers now in
commission, until a convention, hereafter to be chosen, can be
convened to amend the old or form an entire new government
for the people of Maryl.a nd." This movement would be clearly
revolutionary, but the electors thought the mind of the people
was prepared for it, inasmuch as the idea of a convention had,
for some time, been a familiar one with the reform party. The
writers of the manifesto acknowledged that they would probably receive censure, but thought it would only come from those
with "deep personal interest in the present form of governrn nt.i' It seemed to them that there would be "but few very
few indeed, who are not willing t o urr nder, upon the holy
1
This convention, it will b noted, w ould h ave b een no more re1n·esentati ve thau the exi ting legi l a turn.
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altar of disinterested patriotism, power and office with all tl1eir
allurements, when the public weal demands it," and~ outside
of the officeholders, "most would appreciate the great and inestimable advantage to be derived from a reorganization of our
system and the substitution of wholesome democratic features
for its present odious aristocratic ones." 1
Events showed they were right as to the people's desires, uut
wrong as to the method in which they thought the people
wished those desires to be carried out.
The long manifesto which we have just considered called
forth an answer from the majority, who continued to meet
from day to day at Annapolis. The response 2 is as long as the
other document, and reasons thus: The constitution requires
the electors to assemble, take the oath, and elect men of certain character. The oath of an elector stated that he would
swear true allegiance to the State, support its constitution and
Jaws, and execute the office of elector in accordamce tberewith. 3
Thus the electors were" mere agents of the people of Marylanu.1 selected for a specific purpose, the performance of a
single and well-defined duty." They were therefore "under
the most sacred and solemn obligation -to execute a trust faithfully and conscientiously," yet the 19 who were elected and
failed to qualify after the m~jority bad qualified, approached
them "with a proposition of bargain touching the pp,rformance" of their duty. "We never for a moment entertained
the idea of trafficking upon such a subject." The Whig
electors say: When the minority, actuated by "misguided partizan feeling," found this out, they left the city, "threatening
the State with anarchy." The majority state that many of
them are in favor of reform by constitutional means, but that
"revolution is not reform." They maintain that matters have
not gone to the point where revolution is uecessary, and that
"the moment it is attempted to force upon the people a new
constitution in any other mode than that provided by the
existing instr-q.ment, Maryland ceases to exist."
This alarmist feeling seems to have been..felt by a large
number of the citizens, as we shall see. 'Ibe electors then
endeavor to prove, at some length, that inequality of representation is not confined to :\farylaud, but is more or less c11arNiles's Register, LI, p. 53.
Ibid., p. 69; Revolutionary Scbeme, p. 30.
3 Act of 1822: ch. 204-; Act of 1823, clt. 116.
1

2

IL Doc. 291--1(.)
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acteristic of the whole national organization; and that, by
granting the request of the minority, they would subvert the
constitution by substituting "numerical for constitutional
majorities." They use the tit quoque argument, by objecting
that one of the Van Buren electors . comes from the tiny city
of Aunapolis, and that four others come from small counties.
If the Van Buren doctrirn~ be a souud one, that they should
name electors chosen from tb,e count.ies they represent, why
has any elector-the majority urge- a right to vote for any
one but the senator chosen from his county. It is not sound
doctrine, for "the whole body of electors represent the people
of the whole State" and "are not elected to subserve the
views of any political division of the people, of any county or
cityfrom which they may, respectively, come; but are bout1d by
the most solemn obligations to their country and their God to
be faithful and true allegiance bear to the State of Maryland
by supporting her constitution; that is, they are not invested,
nor was it designed that they should be invested, with any
power to render negative a Ringle one of its provisions."
The Whig electors further state that if the Van Buren ones
had gone into the college they would have found many of the
majority who had shown already in their political career that
they were friends of constitutional reform. With these the Van
Buren electors could have acted in securing senators ,rho would
be favorable to such reform. The Whig electors further argue
:that their powers are not legislative and that all they are
~-' _selected to accomplish is the choice of as capable and virtuous
a senate as we can make." This duty they feel they have no
right to decline. Should they do so, "we have no doubt that
the laws might be appealed to against us. It is impossible
that the mere agents of the people-:-trustees appointed to do
an act necessary to the continuance of their g:overnment-can
with impnnity decline tlrn trust and thereby possibly involve
the State in aU the horrors of anarchy." With the assurance
that they will do all in their power to avoid anarcb.y, and the
call to all good -titizeus to aid them in so doing, the Whig
electors close their address, which they date from Annapolis
on September 24, three days after the V a11 Buren manifesto.
The first county to an wer the appeal of the minority was
di tant Allegany, which h Id it meeting on the night of Saturday, the 24th of eptember before tl.Je answer of the Whig
could have reached it. The county had. ehosen Whig electors

....
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and now, at an unusually large meeting held at Cumberland,
resolved to support them. The feeling of alarm at the revolutionary measures of the 19 was so strong that tlrn meeting
resolved that "it would be wise in the people of the several
districts of this county to meet and organize, so as to be ready
at the first warning to carry into effect such. measures as may
be deemed most expedient to protect the rights of property
and to preserve the liberties of the people." 1 The president
of the meeting was authorized to name and did appoint a vigilance committee of nine for Cumberland district, "whose duty
it shall be to communicate information of any revolutionary
movements to the several committees appointed in other districts and to ad vise with them as to the best course to pursue."
Two days later, in Baltirnore,2 that center of reform, a large
meeting was held in the afternoon on Monument Square. At
this meeting John V. L. McMahon, esq., the historian of Maryland, offered resolutions strongly supporting the conduct of
the Whig electors, in behalf of which resolves we are told he
spoke "in a strain of unsurpassed eloquence and force." 3 The
speech is reported in full in Niles's Register, and is a very able
one, showing by its excited tone the alarm which had taken
possession of many of the people at these new measures. He
speaks of tl1e manifesto as a "bold proposition to overthrow the
whole government at one blow and leave us in a state of nature
and to the chances of the future for the establishment of a new
one," and maintains that the electors acted contrary to the
wishes of their constituents. The resolutions adopted proclaim
in strong terms that tbe electors "have disregarded the express
command of our constitution, disregarded a high public trust,
committed a high misdemeanor, and merit the severest reprobation." They charge them with an attempt "to introduce
anarchy and revolution," with warring "against the peace,
order, and happiness of society," with sacrificing ''the best
interest of the people of Maryland," with usurping the '' sovereignty of the people of Maryland," and putting in "jeopardy
the vital principle of all republican institutions." "They have
proved themselves destructives, and forfeited all claim to the
title of reformers," is the verdict of the meeting, which resolves
1 Niles's Register, LI, p. 74.
:i TJ.ie call for a, meeting, which is given in Revolution ary Scheme, p. 36,
was signed b y 1,500 "of the most respectable citizens."
3 Xiles's Register, LI, p. 70; Revolutionary Scheme, p. 37.
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it is "for reform and against revolution." Tbe persons present agree to close their ~tores on election day aud devote every
energy toward choosing Whig candidates to the assembly at
the approaching electiou. 1
Toward that event all eyes turned. The more extreme Van
Buren men did uot wish to put up candidates for election, lest
they should seem to countenance the existing government.
They said it was usP,less to elect a house, when there could be
no senate, and induced the candidates of theu; party m Frederick and Worcester counties to withdraw their names. In
the former county, the Van Buren central committee urged all
good citizens to assemble in the respective districts on election day, the first Monday in October, and choose delegates to
a county convenHon,2 to be held in Frederick the succeechng
Monday, that tLere might then be chosen G delegates to the
State convention recommended by the 19 electors. Frederick
county was ever foremost in the movement; but in Allegany
even the Van Buren men opposed the action of tLe electors,
and refusing to with~lraw from the contest, the candidates for
the house of delegates issued an address stating that they
were •' decidedly opposed to any measure tending to revolution
by any party." 2
The tide seemed running against the Van Buren men, and
the Democratic general committee of Baltimore deemed it expedient to circulate a handbill denying that Baltimore wished a
representation proportioned to its populatiou. 2 "The reformers of Baltimore," they say, '' look for nothing more than a representation adequate to their wants, one which will rend~r
irresponsible lobby members (the bane of just legislation)
unnecessary." This, they think, would be obtained by giving
to Baltimore a number of delegates equal to that returned by the
largest county. Such a demand was, of course, emiuently just
and moderate. The nineteen were not, however, without thoroughgoing supporters. Especially was this true in Baltimore,
where, on September 29, a very large meeting of workingmen
m Monument Square was held. A.t this meeting 3 resolutions
of considerable length were adopted, indorsing the course of
1 Ni1es's Register, LI, Jl. 73.
Talbot Connty, on September 27, helcl :.i
meeting to condemn the Democratic electors :mcl commend tlle majority.Easton G:.izette, Octohcr 1.
2
Nile 's R<>gister, LI, p. 74.
3 Ibid., p. 95.
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the Van Buren electors most completely. Tltese rcsolutfons
recited the various grievances complained of, the failure of every
attempt to remedy them, the fact that "the time has now arrived
when the people are no longer to be ca:joled by promises and
professions made only to deceive," that the people have inherent in them the power to change constitutions at their will,
a11d that" the cry of constitutional reform is a mere catchword
intended to delude," there being "not the least prospect that
the demands of the peopl~ will ever be gratified in that manner." They stigmatize the existing constitution as a "blot
upon the principles of republicanism and unworthy the respect
of any American citizen," and claim that "the present is a
propitious time for annulling or abolishing the existing constitution and providing a new one more consistent with the
principles of republicanism and affording a better security of
the rights and privileges of the whole people." Reform by a
"peaceful revolution" is not anarcl1y, they tell us, "nor are
the friends of such revolution either Jaco bins or <lestructives;"
while those who deprecate it are a "power-loving aristocracy
and grasping monopolists."
The language is quite heated, and the address adopted at
thP. meeting a few days before is styled a "gross libel upon the
workingmen of Baltimore," who are commended, as wrre the
opponents of revolution in the earlier resolves, to "refrain
from all business" on election day, and "at the polls to exert
themselves to promote the success of the cause of human rights
and the r(lform of the constitution."
The day of election came, and proved to be one of discomfiture to the Van Buren men. It iR true that they rau no
ticke·t in two counties, one of which voted for 1heir ticket a
month before and the other of which was Whig by only a smaU
majority; but in the other counties, where "the result may
be considered a fair criterion of tbe strength of parties," 1 they
lost heavily. Annapolis City and Anne Arundel and Queen
Anne counties, where they had won in the earlier election,
now returned Whig candidates, and Washington, Harford, and
Caroline counties' delegations were divided instead of being
solidly Democratic. Montgomery, which had been divided
before, now sent a sol'id Whig delegation. In all there were
G0 2 Whigs elected to 19 Van Buren men. Even where the
1

~

N1les's Register, LI, p. 81.
There was one tie.
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Van Buren candidates were returned, the majorities were
eyerywhere reduced, save in .Allegany, where they gained
half the delegation. Here, it will be remembered, the candidates expressed themselves as opposed to revolution, and
here alone was a gain made. In Baltimore City 1 a majority
of 1,650 diminished to one of 269.
_Immediately upon the election, Mr.John S. Sellman, of Anne
Arundel County, one of the ninet~en electors, regarding the
result of the election there as an instruction from his constituents, entered the college. There were now 22 who had qualified,
and 24 were needed for a quorum. The body continued in session,2 hoping for more recruits. The other elector from Anne
Arundel Couuty, Mr. Wesley Linthicum, refused to enter the
college, and published a statement to that effect, in which he
urged the necessity of a convention. Dr. Wa8hington Duval,
the recusant elector from Montgomery County,3 also came out
with a long address, in which he said that he would never
enter the co11Age, nor did he consider the last election as averdict against the Van Buren party, as the delegates then elected
by them represented 176,000 of the white inhabitants of the
State, while the great majority of the house of delegates only
represented 113,000 white inhabitants. 4 He, too, advocates the
convention, and asks why can not a constitution be formed now
by such a convention, assembling calmly, if it could be done in
the midst of the revolution of 1776. It was now felt that if
these two gentlemen, whose counties had just elected Whig
delegates, would not yield, the others would not, and it was
"now pretty certain_that a senate will not be elected." 5
To meet the emergency the revolutionary party, early in
October, held meetings in .Frederick County and Baltimore
City and chose delegates to a State convention 6 "to devise a
Niles's Register, LI, p. 85.
Ibid., pp. 81, 113. Three always in attendance.
3 On October 4 a great barbecue was h eld at Rockville, at which there
was a joint debate between the \Vhigs, h eaded by Ilon. R. J. Bowie, and
the Democrat , led by Hon. F. Thomas. Finally, resolutions were adopted
against the Van Buren electors.-Examiner, October 5.
4
Niles's Register, LI, p. 105; Revolutionary cheme, p. 63.
i;Niles's Regist r, LI, p. 97.
ome suggested that the legislature be
calle(l and provide for filling vacancies in electoral college.-Examiner,
October 5.
nfortnnately I can find no file of the Citizen.
ll Qn October 6 Mr. Maul by, <l legate-elect from Harford County, published a ard in the Democratic paper at Bel Air advocating a constitutional conv ntion. ( iles's R<·gi ter, LI, p.121.)
1

2
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temporary government." They claimed that tl1e failure to elect
a senate dissolved the present government, aud that the present
officers should be continued until a, new constitution could be
framed. The Whigs, on the other hand, claimed that the failure
to elect a senate might have been produced by fortuitous circumstanceR, that no government was ever based on such contingencies, and, as a consequence, it must have been intended
that the old senate should hold office until their successors
were chosen. 1 Such different views being held, and held so
violently, it was even feared there woul<l be open collision.
The first county to take action after the election was Frederick,
the pioneer of reform. At the court-house in Frederick City,
on October 10, the friends of reform gathered., pursuant to tbe
call from the Van Buren county committee. Adelega.tion of six,
led by Francis Tbomas,2 was nominated to go to the State convention.3 An election was to be hehl to choose the delegates,
at which time those nominated and any others might be voted
for. The conduct of the nineteen electors was again indorsed
in the strongest terms. Harford came next. On the 11th of
October its reform party met at the court-house in Bel Air.
Like the Frederick convention, it provided for an election of six
delegates to the State convention on the first Monday in November. The old county spirit showed itself so strong among the
revolutionists that in their proposed convention they made no
distinction between the largest and smallest county in the number of representatives. Harford also followed Frederick in
indorsing most heartily the conduct of the Van Buren electors. 4
Washington Oounty 1 also held a revolutionist meeting at
Hagerstown on October 11. The resolutions adopted. by this
convention are much milder than those of the two previous
ones. They state their case :firmly in the preamble, but then
direct the two Van Buren electors from Washington County
'' to enter the electoral college and aid in forming a reform
senate, even if the members thereof be elected from the Whig
party," as soon as they receive "satiRfactory assurances" that
a majority of the senate will be favorable to caJling a constitutional convention. The reformers of Washington County do
1 First suggested, as far as I can learn, b y the Ba.Itimoro P atriot.
See
Frederick Examiner, September 24 and October 5.
2 The Easton Gazette of October 1 calls him ' ' the great modern agitator. "
3 Niles's Register, LI, p. 120.
4
Ibid., p. 121.
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this because they wish to uuite the friends .of reform of all
parties, regarding the question of reform as paramount. Until
such assurances be given, however, the two electors are directed
to stand firm in their position a11d to meet the emergency. If
the senate be not chosen, the holding· of district meetings on
October 29 is recommended. .At that time they suggest the
election of twenty delegates, to choose, on November I, six
delegates to the State convention .
.Allegany County Van Buren men attempted to hold a meeting on October 14, 1 but when they found many of those
present wished to hear the Whig side of national politics discussed, they declared the meeting adjourned an<l put out the
lights. The Whigs, however, stood their ground, had the
lights relit, and proceeded with their addresses. 2
The Van Buren men of .Allegany were by no means in sympathy, with the revolutionary spirit of their party in the other
counties. The Van Buren State committee on October 9 wrote
to Mr. John M. Buchanan, a Democratic delegate elect to the
legislature from that county, asking him to make arrangements
for holding district and county conventions to choose delegates
to the State convention. 3 He answered them, in the most
spirited manner, stating that he believed . the carrymg into
effect of the course recommended by the nineteen electors
would '' be destructive to the best interests of the State;" that,
while be stood as ever for reform, he could not but urge the
Democrats to abandon their "present wild a.nd visionary
scheme" and to unite with all good citizens to "save the constitution of the State and her laws inviolate from the per.
:fidious hands of ambitious demagogues and the machinations
of wicked, corrupt, and abandoned political knaves." Mr.
Buchanan told them that he would ~, step the farthest to remedy the abuses complained of in our present form of government, according to the mode indicate<l by the sages who framed
our constitution. To any other mode, I would object at this
time as being dangerous alike to the stability of our institutions, to the interest aucl honor of the State, and the happme s
of her citizens."
.Allegany County 4 supported Mr . .Buchanan. On October
On Octoher 12 ther was a ·whig meeting at Uniontown.-Exam.iner.
Nile ·'s Recrister, LI, p. 134.
3 Nile 's Register, LI, p. 13.1; HeYolutionary, cheme, p.53.
1
Jilei:,'s Register, LI, p. 121; Revolutionary , 'cheme, p. 51.
1
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17 an unu ua1ly large meeting of men of both parties was held

at Cumberland. Tlle strougest possible rcsolutious were there
adopted, condemning tlle conduct of the "recusant electors,
who, having solicited and obtained their appointment at the
hands of the people, betrayed the trust reposed in them. They
considered a "revolution in the State at this c.risis the greatest
of all conceivable calamities," and solemnly pledged themselves
"to sustain the government against any revolution." Mr.
Sellman's conduct is approved, and the measures proposed by
the Frederick County convention strongly discountenanced.
District meetings were indeed recommended, but solely to protest against the revolutiouary measures. The next day the
Allegany County grand jury, haviug eleven Van -11 uren men
among its twenty members, 1 unanimously presented the nineteen electors as acting "without excuse or palliation," and as
endeavoring, when they failed rn securing the triumph of their
party, "to subvert the government and endanger the public
tranquillity," and hence, "as unfaithful public agents and disturbers of the public peace."
The Frederick Uounty men were not deterred by any such
proceedings,2 and held another convention. This meeting,
composed of men of both parties, resolved that it was "fully
satisfied that no senat.e will be formed by a compromise
between the conflicting claims of the two branches of the
electoral college." Therefore other means must be devised of
meeting the emergency; and the only way to provide a substitute for existing institutions and effecting reform "is by a
convention elected fresh from the people for that special purpose." They assure the people of the State that there is no
danger to the public peace from oo.ch proceeding, and direct
the chairman to appoint a central committee of one hundred
,, to make such arrangements as may be necessary to aid the
people of Frederick County in the great undertaking which
four-fifths of them have at heart-to restore to the majority
the right to rule."
In Montgomery County 3 a meeting of the voters of the second
election district, on October 22, adopted resolutions condemni11g
the recusant electors, opposing a convention, approving of the
Niles's Register, LI., p. 122; Revolutionary Scheme, p. 51.
Niles's Register, LI, p. 135.
3 Ihid., p. 151.
The Whigs of Anne Arundel County held a meeting on
October 25.-Frederick Exammer, November 2.
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conduct of the twenty-one Whig electors and Mr. Sellman, and
stating their wish that the Democratic elector from their county
enter the electoral college. Allegany County 1 knew well that
the Ron. Francis Thomas was the leader of the movement, and
the voters of Selbysport, in that county, at a meeting held on
October 29, were not content with adopting resolutions condemning the "eighteen recusant electors," and declaring that
"any person who shall, in obedience to the recommendation of
the aforesaid eighteen electors, proceed to appoint, elect, or
cause to be appointed or elected delegates to meet in such convention, deserves all the contempt that is due from an honest
and patriotic people toward eommou disturbers of tlie peace of
tbe State, and as such we shall look upon them and treat them.'1
They felt that they should also condemn the instigator of tlie
whole movement, and, with but three dissenting voices, resolved
that they viewed him'' guilty of base ingratitude to the citizens
of the State and especially to the people of Allegany County,"
and called on him to resign his position as Congressman, that
they might elect another'' who would pay more respect to their
interests." 2
A meeting in Washington County and a series of resolutioni:;
sent out by the Frederick County Whig committee proclaimed
a fixed purpose to "rebuke the spirit of revolution, and to
vindicate the peace, government, and dignity of the State."
':rhe Frederick resolutions were prefixed by a long address,
claiming that "political ascendency, and not reform, was the
mainspring of this desperate movement," and denouncing its
authors in unmeasured terms. 3 They accused them of resolving to rule or ruin, and asked why they did not insist on fifteen
reform senators instead of eight Van Buren senators, if they
really wished reform. In Queen Anne County, which bad
electecl Van Buren electors, the venerable Richard T. Earle,
formerly one of the judges of the court of appeals, 4 came forward, and, in a published letter, earne tly opposed "tbe
election by the Van Burenites of a provisional convention,
solely because I believe in my con cience it will prove a mea ure de tructive of the peace aud happiness of our country."
This cheme, he tell hi fellow-citizens, is "the incendiary
Revolutionary cbeme, p. 56.
Ibid., pp. 57 et seq.
3 Ihi<l., pp. 5 ct SC']_.
4
Ibid., p. 66.
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work of the Fredericktown dictator," as he calls Mr. Thomas,
' and ome restle s spirits surround him, prostituting party
name to aggrandize and elevate themselves to· power." He
wTites, '' the late attack upon your constitution * * *
bas not subverted or overturned tho venerable structnre," and
urges attempts for reform by constitutional means.
It was at this time thllt Mr. Sellman attempted to bring about
a compromi. e between the Whig electors and his recnsant
associates. He addressed the Whig electors a letter, on October 29, reciting that be thought it" worse than useless even to
anticipate the election of a Senate without a coiiipromise of
conflicting interests," and asking "if any compromise will be
offered, and if so, what will be its terms." If any be offered, be
wishes to commumcate its terms to the eighteen who still stood
out in opposition. 1 He had conversed on the subject witb some
of the Whig electors tbe day previous, and, in their answer,
they express regret that he writes to them at this time, instead
of seeking another personal interview. They tell llim tllat they
expect to choose a senate" favorable to constitutional reform,"
if a quorum of the college be obtained, and that "such would
have been chosen by them at any time since the period fixed
by the constitution for the meeting of tlle college." As proof
of this, they refer him to their address to the people of Maryland, ~nd express the "bope and expectation that you will now
join us in the meetings of the college and cooperate with us in
our efforts to save the State from the dangers which unhappily
tbeaten her." This letter seems to have been received with
some acrimony by Mr. Sellman, and in his answer, dated
October 31, he complains that the "answer was not tendered
in the same spirit in which my communication was worded."
He tells the majority that be will not join in the meetings of
the college until a quorum can be secured, and this lie believes
will never be obtained "unless some stronger assurance than
that of constitutional reform, unaccompanied with a statement
of what is intended to be reform, is made. The term itself is
vague and indefinite."
The attempt on the part of Mr. Sellman to bring about a
compromise was then given up, though the Whig electors
answered his last letter two days after it was written, assuring
him that "when we speak of reform we do 11ot mean to 'bold
1

Niles's Register, LI; p. 185.
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are ready to elect for senators men whose sentiments, high
moral worth, and intelligence shall be a guaranty of their
entire willingness and ability to gratify the wauts of the people
of Maryland whenever those wants shall be properly ascerthe word of promise to the ear and break it to the hope;' we
tained and made known to the legislature. " They show him
that any specification of "particular features of reform which
would be deemed proper by the senate to be elected by us"
would be "assuming to ourselves the authority of formiug the
constitution of the State according to our views of propriety,
,x, * * a"" purpose altogether foreign to that for which we
were elected and the exercise of which would., in our opinion,
involve a direct violation of our official duty." The force of
this argument can hardly be denied .
.A few days later came the national election, which was a
most disastrous overthrow for the Van Buren party in Maryland. In September they had a popular majority in the State
of over 3,000, carrying 8 out of 19 c·o unties a.ml both the cities.
In November they were in a minority by 3,585 on the popular
vote, and carried but 2 counties 1 and Baltimore City, and in
these their majority was greatly reduced. National and State
issues had been so blended that the overthrow of the Van
Buren party was felt to be a rebuke to the revolutionary proceedings of the Van Buren electors.
On November 8 Governor Thomas W. Veazey threw a bombshell into the camp of the revolutionists by issuing an executive proclamation. This was issued on the day after the
national election, in order that it might not seem to try to
influence the people in that election nor be influenced by the
vote therein, for the returns were not received, when the proclamation was sent out. 2
Governor Veazey took the ground "that the senate elected
in September, 1831, continue to be the senate of Maryland, and
will so continue until superseded by the election of succes or ,
as constitutionally an<l lawfully provided for, and, with the
hou e of delegates elected in October last, now constitute the
'general assembly' of this State." 3 This general as embly he
summons to meet on November 21, "to take into consideration
the present condition of our public affairs and adopt such
Baltimore and Cecil counties.
Revolutionary Rchcme of tbe in teen Van Buren Electors, p. 84.
3
Niles's Register, LI, p.165; I evolutionary , cheme, p. 67.
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mea ures a.· to them may seem meet and expedient in relation
thereto, and for tbe transaction of such other business as the
welfare of the State may require." He assigns as reasons for
this the failure of eighteen of the electors to "perform the
duty enjoined upon them" to elect a senate; their "presumptuous" recommendation of "measures for substituting another
con titution and govemment for that which they seem to have
, nppo ed they had destroyed, or at least mortally wounded;"
the pursuit and prosecution of "measures jn accordance with
said recommendation" by "sundry evil-disposed or misguj ded
persons" and the "incalculable evils and mischiefs" which
"these unprecedented, unconstitutional, disorderly, and 1·evolutionary occurrences and proceedings" will give rise to if
unchecked. Un less something be done, tbe State may be
involved "in all the horrors and unspeakable calamities of
anarchy, intestine commotion, and civil war." To prevent
these evils and "to curb the spirit of anarchy, disorder, and
revolution," Governor Veazey announces he will" exert to tbe
utmost all the powers" vested in him, and he enjoins the
civil officers to be vigilant and the military officers and citizens
in general to be in readiness to aid the civil authorities if it
be necessary. He concludes the document with a solemn declaration "that the constitution of the State must be preserved
and the governmeut maintained as they now are until 'altered,
changed, or abolished' in the manner constitutionally provided for."
·
The proclamation was received with great excitement. It
was suggested by a zealous revolutionist that the friends of
reform meet and issue a counter manifesto, denying the governor's charges; that the convention be held in Baltimore
instead of Annapolis, as a proof of their peaceful intentions
and to avoi<l collision with the government, and that.."then
and there, whether every county is represented or not, let
them proceed to write a republican constitution, which shall
go abroad to the people." 1 ''At the next election," he writes,
"let them vote for the old or the new, as they best like." The
Baltimore Republican, the leading Van Buren organ, came
out with a long editorial headed "Riding on stilts," in which
it denounced the governor, whom it called "King Veazey." 2
.,.
1
2

Xiles's Register, LI, p.166. The Chronicle was the Baltimore ·whig ol'gan.
Jbid., p. 165.
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They warn him that his '' hodgepodge legislature will not be
recognized," and blame him for imitating "the language of the
alarmists." They object to the call for a special session, saying if the old senate hold over, there is no need for it, and if
they do not hold over, it is invalid. The issue of the proclamation is ascribed to the recent Whig victory, and he is
warned that Marylanders "own no despot's sway."
The constitutional party received the proclamation withjoy
and prepared to assist the governor. Especially, Maj. Johu
Contee, of Prince George County, manifested zeal. On
November 14 he called upon the citizens of the county to
assemble at Upper Marlboro court-house :five days later, and,
organizing as volunteers, "offer our services to the executive
in case of necessity." 1 On that date a· company was organized, called the Planters' Guards, to support the governor, if
there should be need. 2
Shortly after the appearance of the proclamation, and when
the returns of the election clearly showed the seceders from
the electoral college were not expressing the wishes of the
people, Mr. Wesley Linthicum, of Anne Arundel, who had previously declared he would not enter the college, now addressed.
a card to the other 17 recusants stating that he would yield
and qualify as an elector on the rnth of November. 3
St. Mary County was as firm in supporting the governor as
Prince George. Her citizens, meeting at Leonardtown on the
very day of the proclamation and even before they could have
heard it, passed resolutions deeply regretting "tbe course pursued by the rn recusant electors," respectfully requesting them
"to retrace their steps," and approving the conduct of the majority of the electors. 4
It was felt by the revolutionary party that some measure
must b.e adopted in opposition to Governor Veazey's proclamation. So on Wednesday, November 11, a meeting was hel<l at
Baltimore of :fl ve persons selected as delegates to the State
convention, and they sent out a circular, stating that they think
Niles's Register, LI, p.177.
Revolutionary cheme, p. 70.
3 Nile 's Regi ter, LI, p. 185.
Revolutionary cheme.
4 Ibid., p. 186.
On .._Tovember 15 a meeting wa held at Easton, Talbot
County, pre ide<l over by John Leeds Kerr,. which passeu resolutions commenrling Governor V azey and appointincr vigilance committees for the
various election di, trict of the county .-Eastou Gazette, Tovember 19.
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''the convention, uu<ler present circumstances, would have no
power to act as a couvention of the people, but tlrn,t theyrecommen<l that a meetiug of the friends of reform" be held in Baltimore on tlle 19th iustant, just before tlrn opening of the
special session of the legislature. 1 This action was a clear
confession of weakness. The end of the struggle was near.
On November 17, Mr. Sellman again addressed the Whig
electors, asking them whetber he was to understand by their
previous statement that they were in favor of '' constitutional
reform," that they would elect a senate willing to submit the
question of a convention, to the people, and to promote the call
of such convention if the majority of the people voted to have
one. 2 He received cold comfort. The Whigs answered that
they favored "constitutional reform," not in a "restricted,"
but in a '' full and most comprehensive sense," and intended, if
a quorum could be secured, to choose a senate which would
"endeavor to effect all such amendments of the constitution as
tbe interests and happiness of the people of tlrn State might
require, in doing which they would, of course, select any mode,
by convention or otherwise, consistent with the principles and
provisions of that instmment."
The Van Buren men had to surrender unconditionally; and
they surrendered on the afternoon of Saturday, November 19.
The college then assembled; and, in addition to the 22 who
had already qualified, there appeared Wesley Linthicum, of
Anne .Arundel; Dr. Enoch George and John B. Thomas, of
Queen .Anne, and Marcy Fountain, of Caroline. This made
the colleg·e to consist of 25, and gave it a quorum. They then
proceeded to elect a senate, the 21 Whig electors voting for 15
Whig senators, and the 5 Democratic electors casting blank
ballots. 3 The struggle was over; the Democrats had completely failed. Niles's Weekly Register, which bad striven to
remain nonpartisan during the coutest, congratulated the
State on ''the peaceable issue of this vexed question," and
stated that no question had occurred for a long time "which
created so much acerbity of feeling among those holding opposite opinions, or caused so much distrust among the friends of
Niles's Register, LI, p. 186.
IlJid., p. 199.
~; Ihiu., p. 199. Three of those elected dccline<l to serve, ancl early in
January the senate filled the vacancies.-Niles's Register, LI, JI· 289.
1
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our civil institutions." The Register 1 had long fougllt against
the constitution, and now likened it to a "leper whose plague
spots were daily becoming more apparent to the people."
"None would have dared," says the Register, "to have resisted its purification if it bad not been seized by the hand of
violence. That act changed the cur-rent of the public feeling
and produced a result which will be hailed as auother triumph of the principles of free govermnent and our love for
constitutional law." '' In free States the law of force is not
tbe instrument of reform,'' and the s11ccess of the recusant
electors "would have established a precedent dangerous to
enlightened republicanism."
The reform, or "humbug," convention; as its adversaries
called it,2 had come together on Wednesday, N ovem.ber 16, in
Baltimore and adjourned on the 19th, the day the electoral
college was formed. Delegates were present during the session from all counties save Allegany, Queen Anne, and
Somerset. They claimed that at the election for President
subsidiary elections held in nine counties and the city of Baltimore showed that a majority of the voters, who cast votes
for President, voted for the delegates to the convention.
These divisions had a free white population of 203,000 out of
201,000 in the State, and so the convention claimed 3 to represent the people of the State. It was a poor pretense, and the
failure of the movement could also be seen in the resolutions
adopted. These stated that, owing to the unexpected call for
an extra session of the legislature, it is "expedient to postpone the meeting of the reform convention to a day when
ample opportunity shall have been affor<1ed to understanrl
fully the rea,sons which have induced the executive to adopt
this extraordinary procedure and to ascertain the results of
their deliberation."
Further resolves repel, proudly and indignantly, the aspersions cast upon the members and those whom they represent
by the governor's proclamation which is severely censured,
and claim tbe inalienable right of the people of Marylau<l t o
Niles's Regist er, LI, p. 193.
Revolutionary Sch eme, p. 81, q uotes an arti cle from the New York
Courier and Enquirer , ridicnl in g " this p oor abortion " which "had elected
itself for the aug ust purpose of fram in g a new constitut ion for t h e tate
of 1farylaml. "
3 Tiles's Regis tor, LI, p. 215; R eYolnt ionary 'ch eme, p. 78.
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change the form of government "whenever it may appear to·
them expedient to do so;" insist that though this "rigjit should
be exercised cautiously, temperately, and with great deliberation," yet if a "majority of the people should determine, by
solemn vote, to establish a new governmem.t," such govGrnm(31Q_t
would be the only rightful one. They maintain that the
majority of the people wish to have a convention frame a constitution and submit it to popular vote, as they are unwilling
" to await the slow and uncertain action of the legislature."
The.y complain that they are " und.er the government of associated counties having a confederacy instead of a, republican
g overnment," and that they llavie no confidence in the opinion
that the legislature, if a new senate had been chosen,1 would
have gratified the known wishes of conventional reformers.
They profess to be much encouraged by the votes given for
delegates to the convention in some of the less p.o pulous
counties, as indicating a " magnanimous sense of iuj ustice."
They then adjourn to meet again in Annapolis on the first Monday of January, unless otherwise notified by Hon. Charles S.
Sewall, of Harford County, president of the conventio11, and
present a list of the reforms they demand, practically all of
which were contained in the amendments to the constitution
then pending in the legislature.
The legislature 2 should have met on November 21, but when
-the members of the house of delegates arrived in Annapolis
on that day, they found several technical points to be decided .
before anything could be done. A new senate had just been
elected, and, according to any interpretation of the constitution, the term of the old senate had expired. To call a special
session of the legislature, "at ]east ten days' notice" was
required by the constitution. The new senate had not had
such notice. Could a session be legal under the ciTcumstances 1 It was discussed, whether the '' executive might
countermand their own proclamation." This, it was felt, would
not he exactly proroguing the legislature, but would be so
close thereto, that it would be dangerous as a precedent. It
had been suggested safer for the house of delegates not to
organize, but the suggestion was objected to by a majority of
tllat body on the ground that, as they were summoned l>y the
-- - -------1
2

As it was that very day.
Niles's Register, LI, p. 214.
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executive, they were bound to obey. Having organized, however, could they adjourn without the consent of tbe other
house, which the constitution required should be obtained?
If, however, taking the risks of their conduct being legal, they
should adjourn, on the ground that the constitution was silent
as to the case of a legislature in which but one house was
organized, what would be the fortune of the pending amendments to the constitution¥ That document said that an
amendment passed by one legislature must ·be confirmed "by
the next succeeding general assembly and at the first session
thereof." If this session adjourned without acting on amendments, would they not have to be introduced anewi Others
said that the next annual session was ·that meant by the constitution, and there was grave doubt as to the power of an
extra session to confirm amendments.
To obviate these difficulties, it was suggested that the extra
session be adjourned until the day before the regular one was
to meet, and thus let one session run into the other. The opponents of this showed that Jefferson's Manual of Parliamentary
Practice laid down the rule that "a session, convened by executive authority, can by no means supersede the constitutional
requisition," and that special sessions must cease ere regular
ones begin.
A quorum of the new senate did not appear, and after receiving a message from Governor Veazey, thanking him for his firm
stand, and remaining in session six days, the house of delegates determined to adjourn the special session sine die and
take the risks of that course. The special session had accomplished the governor's purpose of breaking up the revolutionary projects, even tllough it was never fully organized.
The governor's message 1 was dated on November 25, and is
quite a lengthy document, chiefly reviewing the course of events
and defending the proclamation. This, he tells them, was issued
" after the last of the exciting elections of the season was over,
and after waiting in vain, with painful anxiety and deep solicitude, in hopes that a returning sense of duty, moral and
political, would cause at least a sufficient number of the recusant electors to attend the college." Then he could "no longer
forbear" to '' take a firm and determined stand iu support of
the constitution and authority of the government." While
condemning the revolutioni t in strongest term , Governor
1

Nil s's Register, LI, p. 213; Revolutionary cheme, p. 71.
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Veazey tried to a void making it a party question by commending the Van Buren men, especially those in .Allegany County,
who ,: reprobated" the conduct of the recusant electors.
The governor rested his contention as to the continued
existence of the old senate on the constitutional provisions for
"periodical elections of each branch, without otherwise limiting the term of service of either." 'l,he forefathers, he tells
us, '' had the forecast so to frame the provisions in relation to
the el~ctions of members of the senate and house of delegates
as to guard against the effects of improper conduct or omissions of unfaithful agents, williug to leave the State without
a general assembly by leaving the term of service of the
members of each house unlimited, otherwise than by the election of successors; yet it is manifest that they intended the
people should have the power and means, and expected they
would be exercised, of terminating the service of the members
of the senate every fifth year and of the members of the house
of delegates every year. It was in this view, undoubtedly,
that they provided for elections to fill vacancies in the senate
for the residue of the said term 1 of five years."
However true the governor's course· of reasoning might be,
he acted upon it and, waiting until after the national election, he called together the genera] assembly that they might
make provision for the election of other electors in the "place
of those who had refused and neglected to attend the college
and perform their duty." He held that the legislature had
power to do this, since all matters concerning judges, time,
place, and manner of holding elections were left to the legislature to be regulated by law.
.A. quorum appeared in the electoral college and the election
of a new senate changed the aspect of affairs, as the governor
frankly admitted, and he recommended that the legislature
provide against such contingencies in the future by fitting
amendments to the election and criminal laws. He also recommended to their attention the passage of laws "for suppressing all revolutionary designs and proceedings, for the
better support of the constitution, and for bringing to justice
and deserved punishment their future violators. He also
recommended that the pending amendments to the constitution be considered, and acknowledged that the" establi~hment
of a different basis and apportionment of representatives is
1

There is no other reference to "said term" in the constitution.
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required by a just regard to the rights, interests, and wishes of
the people of the more populous sections of the State." The
last assembly, before the rise of the revolutionary party, bad
passed amendments increasing representation to the more populous sections, and the governor felt sure "that such a change
in this respect as ought to satisfy the large and populous sections, and can be safely conceded by the smaller and less populous, can and will be obtained in the constitutional manner and
with general consent." Since measures of reform have beeu
pending throughout the contest, the governor insisted that the
"real and main object of the recusant electors and their abettors in the course they have pursued" was not reform in the
constitution.
In closing, Governor Veazey suggested to the house of deleg·ates that they consider the advisability of exerting their
constitutional powers "as the grand inquest of the State to
inquire into tbe complaints, grievances, and offenses" which
occasioned his call of the legislature.
The regular session of the legislature began on the last
Monday of December, and Governor Veazey in his message
was able to congratulate them "upon the restoration of peace
and quiet within our borders." The excitement had gone
down and the revolutionists had given up the fight. Tlrn
governor merely referred 1 to the recommendations of his me sage to the special session, an_d then went on to discuss other
matters of importance to the State.
The legislature 2 appointed a select committee" to inquire into
the expediency of reporting a bill making it a high crime and
misdemeanor for citizens to conspire against the constitution
of the State;" but the committee reported that the existing laws
were- sufficiently stringent and no further ones were necessary.
The legislature also set itself to work to amend tbe constitution, and by the amendments passed at that and the succeeding annual session the electoral college was done away with aud
the senate was to con ist for the future of one member from
each county and the city of Baltimore, elected by popular vote
for a term of six year , one-third of the body going out of office
Niles's Register, LI, p. 291.
Niles's Register, LII, p. 73. Revolutionary Scheme, p. 82, quotes from
the Pr~dericktown Herald (Whig) a communication of some length written by a lawyer to !)rove that '' the conduct of the 18 recusant electors " is
"cognizable by the criminal law." He maintains with considerable ability that it i8 a crime to "refuse to put the s uprem·e law in operation."
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every two years. Vacancies in the body were to be filled by
popular election, the executive council was abolished, the governor made elective by the people, and the basis of representation somewhat readjusted so as to give greater representation
to the more populous counties of the State. 1 The passage of
these amendments left 110 excuse for the reassembling of the
reform convention which had met in Baltimore,2 under the presidency of Mr. Horsey, in June, 1836, nor of that of November, 1836, of which 3 Mr. Sewell was president. The cause of
the advocates of a convention as the only practical method of
amendment was lost and Mr. Horsey 4 regretfully gave up all
hope of a convention. Mr. Sewell postponed the meeting of
his convention to a later date, which came and passed, but saw
no convention.
When the first election 5 under the reformed constitution
occurred, on October 2, 1838, the Van Buren candidate for governor won by a very narrow margin, while the legislature was
Whig by small majorities in each house. In January, 1839,
the newly constituted senate was organized. 6 . The electoral
college was a thing of the past. Its origin was doubtless in
the attempt to replace the aristocratic council of provincial
days with an equally aristocratic body. Its fall was caused by
the democratic thought of the day and the inequality of representation in Maryland. The so-called "glorious nineteen"
electors and their friends always claimed for themselves great
credit for the change of the constitution, but it seems much
more true that the change would have come without their
existence, and that their struggle jeoparded rather than helped
the cause of reform. 1\1 any in the State were ready for reform,
not for revolution. TJ;ie injection of national politics into the
question by the nineteen Van Buren electors drove off their
Whig allies in the larger counties and imperiled the success of
the whole movement. It was, however, a noteworthy thing
that a new constitution, when · it came in 1851, was drawn up
by a convention and ratified by the people-unconstitutional
measures it is true, but such as were advocated by the Van
Buren electors.
Niles's Register, LII, p. 73.
Union reform convention.
3 Democratic reform convention.
4 Niles's Register, LII, p. 124.
5 Ibid., LV, p. 81.
6 Ibid., p. 289.
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Election returns in Ma1·ylancl in 1836.
September.
Count,y .
Whig.

~~~t

845

'i 44

October.

lfovember.

Whig.

~~~t

Whig.

~~~t

903
90!
842
776

i!88
887
870
797

926

159
154

140 ....... ........ .
137
156
128

.Allei:tny:
1 . . . . . . . ••• . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . .

2 •-. • • • • . . • • • . • . . . . . . .. . . . . . • . • . . . . . .
805
736
3 ••••••.•••••..•••.•..•.••.•...••.•..•...••..••.•••.
4 ........... .................. .... .......... ··•·····

.Annapolis:
1...................................

143

162

2 ................................... ·· ······ ··•···· ·

.Anne .Arundel:

705

3 ••••••.....•••••. ····•·•••·••·••••· ....•••. ·••·••··
4 .....•........ •... ........... ••.•.. ·····•·· ········

1,131
1,128
1,109
1,104

1,011
988
987
877

1,092

882

1 . . . . •••••. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

5,502

5,428

5,793
5,736

5,630

5,740

1,814
1,773
0
0

2,566
2,328
2,187
2,172

2,069

2,482

376
375
373
361

379
364
342
327

363

284

610
602
596
588

590 .............. ..

l . .. .. ... ... ...... ... ... ...... .... ..
2 . •• . . ••. . •. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

855
885

1, 017
1, 015

Baltimore City:

4, 169

5, 810

2 ....... .. ......... ................ ................ .

Baltimore County:
1 • • • . • . . . . . . • • • • . . • . . . . . . . . • . . . • . . . . 1, 132
1, 924
2 • .. • • • • . . . . . .. . . . • • • . . . . . . . . . . • . • • . 1, 112
1, 930
3 ................................................... .
4 ........................................... ·•••·••·

Calvert:
1 . . •. . . . . •. . . . •. •• . . . . . . . . . •. . . . •. ••
2 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . •. . . . . . . . .

403
393

324
318

3 •••.•..••••••••••..••••....•...•.••• ••••••• ....... .
4 .................................................. .

Caroline:
1 . ••. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

545

598

2 •• •. . ••. . . . . ••• . . . . . . . . •. . ••• . . . . •.
539
570
8 .................................................. .
4 ................... : .............................. .

Cecil:
1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . •. . . . . . . . . . •. • . . . . . .
2 • • • • • • . . . . . .. • • .. .. • • • • • • . • . . . .. . .

550
549

896
894

3 ................................................. ..
4 ................................... ·•••···· ...... ..

1,174
1,121
1,119
1,104

Charles:

1 . . •. . . •. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . .
2 .•••..••......... : . . . . . • • • • • • . . . . . .

409
401

267
264

3 .................. ............. .. .. ............... .
4 ••.. ·••·••••••••• •• ••••••••••••••••.• •••••• ·•.•••••.

Dorchester:

1 . • • • . •. •• . . . . . • • • . ••. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
2 . . ••. . . •. . . . . . •. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

927
925

798
798

3 .................................................. .
4 .................................................. .

Frederick:

L::::::::: :::::: :::::: :::::: :::: : . ~~~;!. J!;;.

827
550
476
471

458
455

3 ................................................. ..
4 ...... ............ . ........... .................... .

Montgomery:

1 . . •. . . . . . . . . ••••• . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

669
663
2 . ••. • . •••. • . •. •. . . . . . . . . ••••• . •••. •
640
569
3 .................................................. .

4 ..... . ....................... . ................... . .

Prince George:
1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . •. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
2 ...................................

720
716

580
567

3 ... ..... ........................... ·•·•••·· ••.•••..
4 ...••....•......................... ········ ....... .

1,092

56~ .... 5j4 ...... 256
0 ·••·•• .. ····•···
0 ••..••.. ········

834 ·•·•·· .. ·•···· · ·
823 ........ ··••·· ··

1,142

t); ;~~ ~ ~ )))~~ ~~ ~ ~~~ ~ ~; ~~; ~~ :: :'.'.'.: } l'.i:
565
545

1,020

~~~

1,181
1, ]54
i, 148
0

1 ........... ...... ...... ...... ......
2 . ••. . . . . . . . . . •••• . . •. . . . •. . . • . •. •. .

1,258
1,234
1,232
1,211

1,085
1,055

4 ................................................. ..

Rent:

.... 576 ...... 492

1,071

3, 082
"3,093
3, 10::l
2,821

Ilarford:

~~~

573 ...... . ... ..... .

601
589
594
592
933
922
884
810

.... 966 ...... 694

0 ........ ···•·· ··
3,015
0
3, 130½
0
0

i: m··i;oso--· ... 920
1, 14.6 ...... ... . ······

986 ··••·· .. ·····•· ·
447

447
442

589

367

936

515

728

450

430
725
699
745

677

778
776

631
625

773
750

589

549
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Election returns in ~Waryland in 1 836-Continued.
SeJJtember.

November.

October.

County.

~;~t

Whig. ~~~t Whig. ~;:~- Whig.
- - - - -- - - - - - - - - --1-- - - 1 - - - -1- - - - - - - - - - - - Queen Anne :

1.................... ............... ........

(a)

2 ... . . ............... .... ............. ..... ....... ..

3 .... ... ........................................... .

4 .................................................. .

670
636
050
603

637

597
58/i
. 544
578

517

St. Mary's:
1
2
3
4

. . . . .. .. .. .. . .. .. . .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. ..
566
515
(b)
041!
190
...................................
529
0 ............................... .
......................................... .. ....................................... .
.................................................................................. .

Somerset :
1..... ...... . ..... ...... ...... ...... 1, 022
701
2 .••.•.••••.•..... •••··· ...••• .•.••. ], 012
683
3 .• . . . ... .. . ... . .. ....•. .... .. ..•.•. ...••• .. .... .. ..
4..... ...... ............ ...... ...... ........ ........

1,003
!l90
954
926

324
264

684
666
064
662
1,950
1,899
1,892
1,664

1, 030

523

580
567
567
561

656

479

2,239
2,229
2,211
I, 898

2,079

] , 805

] , 032

541

0
0

Talbot:
1.. ... ...... . . . . . . . . . . .. .. . . . . ... . . .
593
568
2 ...................................
591
567
3 ................................... . ...... . ....... .
4 .................................................. .

Washington :

1.. ...... . .. ...... ...... .... . . .... .. 1,147
], 536
2 ..... ...... . ........... ...... .... .. 1,136
1,519
3.................. .. . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . . . .
4.. .. . . . .. . . .... .. .... .. .... .. . . . . .. ..... . .. ... . .. . .

Worcester:

L.......... ... . .. ... . .. ... .. . .... ..
2 .. • .. .. .. • . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. . ..

1,107
1, 103

1,041
l, 041

3 ••••••.•.••• •·••·· ... .•. ...•.•.. .• . .••••. .. . . ••.• ••

4..................... .... . ......... ........ ........
a Sixty majority.

1,015
1, Oll
,1, 000
980

b Whig.

NoTE.-lt will be remembered each county chose \wo electors and four representatives,
ancl that the November vo te is the Presidential one.

X.-LJBRARIES AND UTERATURE IN NORTH CAROLINA - JN
THE EIGHTEENTH CENTURY.
A COMPLEMENT AND SUPPLEMENT TO "THE PRESS 01" NORTH
CAROLI A IN THE EIGHTEENTH CENTURY."

By STEPHEN B. WEEKS, Ph. D.,
OF U.S. BUREAU OF EDUCATION.
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LIBRARIES AND LITERATURE IN NORTH CAROLINA IN THE
EIGHTEENTH CENTURY.
By

STEPHEN

P .A.RT

B.

WEEKS,

Ph.D.

l.-LIBR.A.RIES.

!.-INTRODUCTION.

The purpose of this paper is to reconstruct, as clearly and
fully as possible, one phase of the intellectual history of early
North Carolina. In a former paper on "The press of North
Carolina in the eighteenth century" the writer undertook to
tell the history of the establishment and growth of "the art
preservative of all arts." That paper dealt with the business
of printing, and with the fasues of the early press. The present paper is intended to be complementary and supplementary
to the earlier one. I shall undertake, so far as fragmentary
materials will allow me, (1) to give an account of the libraries,
both public and private, in North Carolina in the eighteenth
century, and (2) to write the history of her domestic literature,
so far as she had one, during the same time. I shall ·first
discuss briefly the character and circumstances under which
settlements were made, the lack of schools and cities, and
the inevitable result on the social and intellectual life of the
colony.
When we examine the conditions under which North Carolina was settled, the comparative lateness at which she began
to show any degree of intellectual development is easily
explained. The :first settlers in N@rth Carolina-1650 to
1675-came mainly from Virginia by the overland route.
Their motives were almost entirely economic. There were no
.
. .
religious refugees among them. The period of 1mm1grat10n
from political reasons began after the suppression of Bacon's

.
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"rebellion" in Virginia in 1676. Then North Carolina became the "common subterfuge and lurking place" for such
"rogues, runaways, and rebels" as could not and would not
endure the intolerant and personal government of Sir William
Berkeley.
They found th-e lands in Carolina very fertile. They settled
on the water courses, for these furnished the best and only
means of transportation and communication. They took up
large tracts of land and were soon practically segregated from
all the world. Some of the immigrants had slaves, others bad
white servants, and the tendency among them was to reproduce
the rural gentry of England, not her village communities and
folkmote assemblies-the types seen in New England. Oldmixon says that in 1663 there were 300 families, or some 1,500
souls in the settlement. In 1675 Chalmers says there were
4,000 inhabitants. In 1677 there were i,400 tithables, or working hands, of which at least one-third were Indians, negroes,
and women. Calculating on one inhabitant in four as a tithable, it will be seen that the estimate of Chalmers is nearly
correct. When Drummond was made governor of the colony
of Albemarle in 1664, his commission extended over a space of .
territory 40 miles square, or over 1,600 square miles. The surveyor-general writes, in 1665, that this would not even then
include all the settled parts, and urges that the commission
be extended. According to the estimate of Oldmixon, then,
there was less than one settler to the square mile, and if we
were to suppose that the additional settlers between 1663 and
1675 did not extend the bounds of the settled districts, which
was not the case, there would still be less than four persons,
or less than one family, to each square mile of territory. 1
North Carolina is thinly settled to-day. There are only 31
persons to the square mile against 127 in New York, 157 in
Connecticut, and 287 in Massachusetts. It is likewise the
most distinctively rural State in the Union. With a population in 1890 of 1,617,047 North Carolina had only one city of
more than 20,000 inhabitants, only four of more than 10,000,
and seven with 5,000 or more. These seven cities contain
70,387 inhabitants. Ninety-five per cent of her population
live in the country or in country towns of less than 5,000
people. This lack of centralization is the result of historical
causes and of physical disadvantages.
-------- 1

Colonial Records of North 'arolina, I, p. 260.
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.After the first planting, the growth of the colony was exceedingly slow. To encourage immigration, the legislature of 1670
exempted all newcomers from taxation for a year, and for five
years they were protected from suits for debts contracted
before coming into the colony. This law brought some bad
immigrants, but could have had little effect on the growth of
population, for it is estimated that there were not more than
10,000 souls in North Carolina at the close of the proprietary
regime in 1728. If these :figures are taken as correct, we can
see that the immigration between 1675 and 1728 must have
been almost nothing.
But with the beginning of royal rule the tide of immigration turned toward North Carolina. The Scotch and ScotchIrish poured into the middle section and swelled the population
to 50,000 in 1750. This influx continued until the Revolution,
and in 1790 North Carolina, with her 393,751 inhabitants, stood
third in the Uniou. Col. William L. Saunders has well said
that the birthday of the State is much nearer 1753 than 1653. 1
There were no towns in early North Carolina. The province
had been settled for forty, perhaps fifty, years before a town
was laid out. The first town to be incorporated was Bath,
in 1704, and :five years later it had "about 12 houses." Newbern was laid off in 1710-11 and a settlement had existed on
the site of Edenton prior to its being cal.led by that name
in 1714. Beaufort was founded in 1723, Brunswick in 1725,
and Wilmington in 1734. No town west of the Wilmington
and Weldon Railroad was settled prior to 1750,2 and no town
then had a population of 1,000 inhabitants. The country population was as scattered as in the earlier days. In 1742 Rev.
James Moir tells us 3 that the settlements in the Cape Fear
section extended for 150 miles along the coast and in places
penetrated inland 150 miles. In this large extent of territory
there were only 3,000 people, of whom two-thirds were negroes.
The chief reasons for the slow growth of the province are to
be found in the bad government and neglect of the proprietors,
who devoted themselves to building up the colony on Ashley
River and allowed that ·of .Albemarle to get- along the best it
could; to the persistent hostility of the Crown and its agents
and of the British merchants to the proprietary government,
1 North Carolina, its Settlement ancl Growth, p. 10.
2Ibi tl., p. 2.
3 Colonial Records, IV, 605.
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for the Carolinas were "private property that the British Crown
had heedlessly parted with and was constantly seeking to
regain possession of by purchase, quo warranto or otherwise;"
to the difficulty of access because of the lack of good harbors,
the dangers of the coast, and the consequent loss of trade;
to the lack of mills and other manufactures, and to the persistent hostility and jealously of Virginia. 1 On the other
hand, the mildness of the climate, the fertility of the soil, the
abundance of game, the presence of slaves, and the comparative peaceableness of the Indians all iuvited to a country life,
while the lack of harbors, then as now, caused many products
to be sent out of the colony to markets with better facilities,
and thus took support from the home towns.
IL-THE FIRST ATTEMPTS AT EDUCATION.

All o... these things -worked directly against the development
of the intellectual life, and the people of North Carolina might
have been justified by the circumstances had they abandoned
all hope of educating their children~ There were no professional teachers, and had there been there were not enough
children within an accessible radius to support a school.
There were antagonisms of race and religion, aud dissensions,
turning largely on religious differences, weakeued the colony.
But as early as 1695 we find an effort to foster education,
when, in that year, William Pead, an orphan boy, was bound
to the governor to serve him until he was 21 years of age, a
requirement was made by the general court that he be taught
to read. 2 In 1698 we have a similar instance. Elizabeth
Gardner appeared before the precinct court of Perquimans
and bound her son William to the governor, be or his heirs
" Ingagen to Learn him to Reed." 3 Were the court records
more complete, it might appear that this was a regular requirement.
With the eighteenth century there came improvement. The
established church, despite the ecclesiastical evils that followed
in its train, was a great help to the intellectual life. Its missionaries brought with them the first parish or public libraries
and its lay readers were the first teachers. 4 Perhaps the first
Prefatory notes to Colonial R ecords, II, xii-xiv.
Colonial Records, I, 448.
3 Ibid., I, 495.
4 Brickell, Natural History of North Carolin?,, p. 35.
1
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professional teacher in North Carolina was Charles Griffin,
who came from some part of the West Indies about 1705 and
settled in Pasquotank. He was appointed reader by the vestry, and opened a school. By his" diligent and devout example" he so far improved the people of Pasquotank '' beyond
their neighbors" that Missionary Gordon "was surprised to see
with what order, decency, and seriousness, they performed
the public worship;" by his "discreet behavior" he ''gaine<l.
such a good character and esteem, that the Quakers themselves
send their children to his school." 1 Griffin taught in Pasquotank about three years; but in 1708 Rev. ·J ames .A.dams was
directed by the Society for the Propagation of the Gospel to
settle in that precinct, 2 and the school was transferred to him.
Griffin, on the recommendation of Gordon, was elected reader
and clerk of the vestry of Chowan at £20 per annum, 3 and he,
"notwithstanding the large offers they made him if he would
continue," consented to go . to Chowan. He opened school in
that precinct, and Gordon "gave some books for the use of
scholars," 4 but his success in Chowan seems to have been
small, and the next year we find that he had fallen into siu
and turned Quaker. 5 Of the success of Mr. Adams's school
in Pasquotank we know nothing.
In 1712 there was a school kept at Sarum '' on the frontiers
of Virginia between the two governments," by a Mr. Mashburn.
Rev. Giles Rainsford wrote that his work was highly deserving
of encouragement and that he should be allowed a salary by
the Society for the Propagation of the Gospel. "What children he has under his care can both write and read very distinctly, and gave before me such an account of the grounds
and principles of the Christian religion that strangely surprised
me to hear it.'' 6
This is all the information we have regarding schools under
the proprietors. This side of colonial life was shamefully negColonial Records, I, 714.
lbid., I, 681.
3 Ibicl., I, 684.
4 Ibicl., I, 712.
5Ibid., I, 721. From this sin and apostacy Griffin has been recently
rescued by Dr. Battle, who thinks him the same as a Rev. Charles Griffiu,
who about ten years after this was teaching an Indian school at Christina,
Va., a little north of Chowan Precinct, and who later became a professor
ill William and Mary College. (Church History in North Carolina, p.125,
and Spotswood Letters, I, xii.)
6Colonial Records, I, 859.
1
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lected by them. They cared neither for the spiritual nor the
intellectual man. They reckoned the lives of the colonists only
in quitrents and taxes. With the neglect of education weut
the higher intellectual elements depending upon it.
There was little change during the first twenty years of royal
rule. In 1736 Governor Johnston made an effort to a.rouse
interest in education but failed, 1 and when appropriations were
made at later dates for education they were borrowed to pay
expenses of the Indian war and to build 1.1ryon's palace in
Newbern.
Little seems to have been accomplished by the feeble attempts
of the province toward school legislation, which began in 1745,
when the commissioners of education. were empowered "to
erect and build a schoolhouse in the said town." 2 In 1749 a
bill "for an act for founding, erecting, governing, ordering, and
visiting a free school at - - - for the inhabitants of this
province," was reported to the assembly. It failed to pass, and
we hear no more of school legislation until 1776. 3 In that year
the school in Newbern was incorporated, and the master was
required to be of the Church of England, in accordance with t,he
provisions of the schism act, which was enforced in North OaroIina 4 from 1730 to 1773, so far as the government was able.
Under this act no one could teach without a license from the
Bishop of London or his representative, the governor. This
handicapped the dissenters by throttling their schools, and
consequently did great harm to learning.
There were a few private schools at-the time of the Revolution,
but the more wealthy planters were in the habit of employing
tutors. Wheeler quotes a will in his Reminiscences (p. 257),
dated in 1735, which provides for the erlucation of the children
of the testator, and says they are to be taught French, "perhaps
some Frenchman on the Pee Dee might be engaged." Wheeler
states further that from 1740 it seems to have been the cu tom
of the people of the Cape Fear section to send their sons to
Ilarvar<l, while those in the northeastern counties sent theirs
to England.
Colonial Records, IV, 227,228,231.
Swann's Revisal, 1752, p. 203.
3 Colonial Records, IV, 977.
Dr. Smith states on page 22 of his Education in North Carolina that thi bill was passed; this is jncorrect, for it
appears jn none of the revi. als.
4
On the provisions of the schism act, cf. my paper on Church and State
in North Carolina, ch. 3.
1
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III.-THE FIRST LIBRARIES IN NORTH CAROLIN.A..

The first settlers in North Carolina were not, ignorant men,
nor were they unappreciative of the benefits of literature.
They had come to the province for economic and political
reasons; they were men who toiled for their daily bread-but
there were libraries among the first colonists. As early as
1676 and 1680 we find "books" given a prominent place in
inventories and wills. This indicates tllat they were not considered of little value or importance; nor is it probable that
men who had
love for learning would have carried with
them, on a long overland journey or sea voyage, what was to
them idle and useless trumpery, from·which they expected to
derive no solace arnl help, no comfort and information. Books
must be valued for their contents-they have no other valueand so they were esteemed by the colonists. It is also worthy
of note that George Durant, one of the earliest known settlers, brought with him a copy of the Geneva Bible printed
in 1599, indicating that it was an heirloom, and that his family
was accustomed to som~ of the refinements of English life. 1
Durant was an educated man, perhaps; he became a member
of the council and a judge of the general court. The Bible
was his best text-book, and with it there came probably other
volumes of good and wholesome lore. Oould we get at all the
inveutories and wills of the time, we should doubtless find
many more books than those of which mention has come to us
through the few records that remain of the life of our ancestors in the seventeenth century.
The first parish or public library of which we have any
account dated from 1700. This library was due to the loving
zeal of Rev. Thomas Bray, the founder and secretary of tbe "
Society for the Propagation of the Gospel. Dr. Bray is one
of the few figures in the religious history of the early colony
that command our unqualified admiration. In a study of
Southern culture he deserves a conspicuous niche. Iu 1G95
the colony of Maryland requested the Bishop of Londou to
appoint some minister to act as his commissary in that prov-

no

1 See account of this Bible in North Carolina, University Magaziuo,
1857-58, VII, 100. It was exhibited l,y the Historical Society of the Univer sity at th e centennial celehratiou of the Episcopal Cbure;b in TarlJoro,
N. C., in 1890.

II. Doc. 291--12
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iuce. The choice fell on Dr. Bray. "It would be difficult to
point to anyone who has done more real and enduring service
to the church than Thomas Bray," says l1is biographer. Ile
was born in Shropshire in 1656, and died in 1730. He took the
degree of M.A. at Oxford in 16D3, and D. D. in 1696. He was
a mau of great energy and devotion, and spent all of his private fortune in the furtherance of his philanthropic plans.
After receiving the appointment as commissary in Maryland,
he found that it was undesirable to sail to America at once and
was employed by Bishop Compton in the meantime in seeking
out good and suitable men to act as missionaries in the colo:
nies. He found that he could secure only poor men for this
service, who were unable to buy themselves Looks; and he
seems to have made the help of the bishops toward purchasing
parochial libraries a provision of his going to Maryland. His
library scheme soon became part of a larger scheme which took
shape in the Sodety for Promoting Christian Knowledge.
The first sketch of this society included his libraries at home
and abroad, charity schools, and missions both to colonists and
the beathen. He sailed for Maryland on December 16, 1699. 1
No allowance had been been made for his passage, aml he was
obliged to dispose of his· small effects and raise money on
credit. He arrived in America in March, 1700; he remained
for some time, but did not visit North Carolina, although such
had been his purpose. 2 He collected much information, and
ou his return reported that at least forty missionaries were
needed in the provinces, of whom five were to come to Oarolina.
Ile recommended that each be supplied with a small but wellselected library.
But Dr. Bray did not confine liis good work to recommenda..., tious, "of his own particular pious gift" he sent to North Carolina some books "of explanation of the church catechism,
with some other small books, to be disposed of and lent as we
thought fit;" and about a year after this date he "did send to
us a library of books for the benefit of tlli place, given by the
honorable the Corporation for the Establislling the Christian
1 Steph n, Dictionary of National Biography, article on Bray.
I have
followed this account of Dr. Bray ra,ther than that given in Hawks's
North Carolina, Yo1. II.
2 Colonial Recor<l.s, I, 520.
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Reli giou ." 1 This collection was worth £100, 2 and here is the
origin of the first public library ever established in North
Carolina. Nor is North Carolina the only province which bas
reason to be grateful to Dr. Bray; for no less than thirty-nine
libraries, some of them with more than 1,000 volumes, were
established by him in the North American provinces.3 He also
undertook to provide libraries for the poorer clergy in England,
an<l before his death saw eighty of these established.
The library given to North Carolina by Dr. Bray seems to
have le<l. a kind of peripatetic existence at first. It was finall y
astablished in Bath, which was "incorporated and made a
township" in March, 1705.4 Byt,bis establishment in Bath the
gift of Dr. Bray was rendered useless to the clergy, for whose
benefit it was chiefly intended. 5 Bath was not the seat of government nor the center of population, and after the Indian war
ceased to be important. The library should have been at
Queen Anne's Creek, now called Edenton. Efforts were made
to secure its removal thither, but without success. It seems
to have suffered somewhat from neglect and the hands of vandals, who neither knew its value nor cared for its contents. In
1712 Rainsford tells us that it had been "all dispersed and lost
by those wretches tltat do not consider tlle bene:fi t of so valuable a gift." 6
In 1714 Urrnstone writes that "the famous library sent in
by Dr. Bray's directions is, in a great measure, destroyed. I
am told the books are all unbound and have served for some
time as waste paper." 7
But these statements were not entirely true, for an act was
passed in 1715 for tlte preservation of the library.
This was the only act passed during the proprietary period
encouraging literature, ancl the only one relating to libraries
H. , valker to Bishop of Lonclon, Colonial Recorcls, I, 572.
Colonial Records, II, 130.
3Neill, Founcler s of Mary1a.ncl, 173, gives a list of thirty parish libraries
sent to Marylaml a1ono by Dr. Bray. They. contained from 2 to 1,095
books each; in all, 2,545 books.
4 Swann's Rovisal, 1752, p. 31.
vVe do not know whether it contaiuccl a
proyision for the library or not, or wlJether the library was even in Bath
at that time. I shouhl juclgc tlJat tbe law of 1715 was the first on tbis
snbject, from its preamble.
5 Colonia1 Recorcls, II, 119.
6 Ibid., I, 860.
7 Ibid., II, 128, ~30, 144.
1
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passed in North Uarolina hefore the Revolution. It may be
well to give the sections relating to the library entire:
SECTION XIX. 1 And whereas, at the promotion of the Reverend Doctor
'l'homas Bray, a Library hath been sent over to Bath-Town, for the use of
the inhabitants of the Parish of St. Thomas, in Pamptico; an<l. it is justly
feared that the books belonging to the same will quickly be embezzled,
damaged, or lost, except a law be provided for the more effectual preservation of the same:
XX. Be it therefore enacted, by the authority aforesaid, That the said
Library shall be, continue, and remain in the hands, custody, and possession of a Library-keeper, to be elected, nominated, and appointed by the
Commissioners hereafter by this Act appointed, or the major part of them;
which said Library-keeper is, and shall be hereby boun<l. and obliged, to
keep and preserve the several and respective books therein, from waste,
damage, imbezzlement, an<l. all other destruction, (fire, and all other unavoidable accidents, only excepted,) and is and shall be hereby accountable
for the same, and every book thereof, to the Commissioners hereafter nominated; and to that end and purpose, the said Library-keeper shall pass
two receipts for the Library aforesaid, one to the Commissioners hereafter
named, and the other to the Church wardens of the said Parish for the time
being, in which receipts the title of each book shaU be inserted: And in
case all or any of the books is or shall be found to be wasted, damaged, or
embezzled, or otherwise destroyed, (except as before excepted,) the said
Library-keeper, his heirs, executors, and administrators, are and shall be
here by bound and obliged to answer double the value of the same; au<l. the
said Commissioners are hereby impowered to sue for the same, in any court
of record in this Province, by bill, plaint, or information, or other action;
wherein no essoign, protection, injunction, or wager of law, shall be
allowed; and that what thereby shall be recovered, (reasonable charges
and expenses deducted 1 ) to employ aud dispose of towards the compleating and perfecting the aforesai<l. Library so wasted, endamaged, embezzlefl, or otherwise destroyed, within the space of twelve months after such
recovery.
XXI. An be it further enacted, by the authority aforesaid, That in case
of the death or removal of the said Library-keeper, the Churchwarden s of
St. Thomas's Parish shall immediately take into their custody, possession,
and safe keeping, all the books belonging to the said Library, and shall
1 Sections 19-32, inclusive, of chapter 52, of the Revision of the Law
of North Carolina, made in 1715. The act was printed in Swan.n's Revisal
of the Laws of orth Carolina (Newbern, 1752), but does not seem to have
been reprinted since. The fact that this law is the fifty-second out of the
sixty-six of the Revisal of 1715 would indicate a rather late enactment.
But in Cooper's Statutes at Large of South Carolina, VII, 13, is an act
passed by the South Carolina assembly, in 1700, for the pre ervation of
the library which Dr. Bray had recently sent them. This act is strikingl y
like the N rth Carolina act. Is it not possible that a draft of the act was
sent over with the books, filled out in t,he province, and passed in each
near the same time. I am inclined to think that the Jorth Carolina act
was several years old in 1715.
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be answerable for the same to the Commissioners hereafter in this act
nominated
XXII. And be it further enacted, by the authority aforesaid, That the
Churchwardens of St. Thomas's Parish, in Pamptico, upon the receiving
the Looks belonging to the said Library, shall compare tho same with the
ca-talogue and receipt for the same in their cuetody; and if any of the
books are wanting or damaged, they shall give an account thereof, in
twenty days at farthest, to the Commissioners hereafter mentioned, who
are impowered to sue the said Library-keeper, or in case of his death, his
executors or administrators, for the same: And in case the said Churchwardens refuse or neglect to give such account, then the said Churchwardens, their heirs, executors, or administrators, and every of them, are
hereby made accountable to the Commissioners hereafter named for all
the books belonging to the said Library, and contained in the catalogue
thereof.
XXIII. And be it further enacted, by the authority aforesaid, That the
said Commissioners, or any five of them, within twenty days after such
notice given, shall forthwith proceed to the election of another Librarykeeper, to whose custody and safe keeping the said Library, and every
book therein contained, shall be forthwith delivered by the said Churchwardens, by order of the said Commissioners; which said Library-keeper
so elected, shall continue in the same office, unles" remoYed by the said
Commissioners, or the major part of them, (which they are, upon a just
occasion, hereby impowered to do,) or until the settlement of a minister
in the said Parish; which said minister or incumbent Hhall, ex officio, be
Library-keeper, and shall be answerable for the same to the Commissioners
afores:1id, in manner as is by this Act directed.
XXIV. Provided always, That the said Library shall not be removed out
of Bath-Town, other than to the incumbent's house; and not thither, without h berty first had and obtained from the said Commissioners, or the major
part of them.
XXV. AD(l be it further enacted, by the authority aforesaid, That the
inhabitants of Beaufort Precinct shall have Liberty to borrow any book
out of the said Library, giving a receipt for the same to the Librarykeeper for the time being, with a promise to return the said book or books,
if a folio, in four months time; if a quarto, in two months time; if an
octavo, or under, in one months time; upon penalty of paying three times
the value of the said book or books so borrowed, in case of failure in
returning the same; And the said Library-keeper is hereby obliged to
enter such receipt in a hook, to he fairly kept for that purpose, and upon
the return of any book or books so lent, shall note it returned ou the
opposite side or column of the said hook, and not cross or hlot the same:
an<l in case the person that borrows any book or books out of the said
Lihrary, doth refuse to return the same, or doth damnify the said book,
upon complaint thereof given by the said Library-keeper, his executors or
administrators, to two or more of the Commissioners, and by them, or any
five of them; to the Chief Justice of the Province for the time being, or
any two Justices of the Peace, it shall be lawful, and the said Chief
Justice, or any two Justices, are hereby impowered and re<1uired, by warrant of distress, directed to any of the constalJles of the saicl Precinct, to
levy three times the value of such hook or books, on the goods and chattels
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of the person so refusing to deliver, or danmifying the same; ancl for
want of such distress, to commit the person to prison till satisfaction lie
made to the said. Library-keeper.
XXVI. And be it further enacted, by the authority aforesaid, That the
Commissioners hereafter named, shall make, or cause to be made, several
catalogues of all and singular the books in tlrn said Library, and the same
being fairly written, and signed _by the said Commissioners, or some five
of them, one to be entered upon record in the Secretary's office of this
Province, one to be in the custody and for the use of the Commissioners
hereafter named, under which the Library-keeper shall sign a receipt for
the respective books, one to be in the custody of the Churchwardens of
St. Thomas's Parish for the time being, under which the Library-keeper
shall also sign a receipt for the respective books, and one to be fairly
entered in a book for that purpose to be kept by the Library-keeper in the
said Library; that so any person may know what books are contained
therein.
XXVII. And be it further enacted, by the authority aforesaid, That the
Commissioners, or any :five of them, hereafter named, after making one
exact catalogue of all and singular the respective books in the said Library,
shall, and are hereby directed, to appraise and rate each book, at a price
certain in the current money of this Province; which appraisement shall
be an established rule to determine the value of the said books, in case
any suit is brought by the said Commissioners n,gainst any person who
shall retain or damnify any of the said books, or aga irn,t the Librarykeeper, his executors or administrators.
XXVIII. And be it further enacted, by the authority aforesaid, That the
Commissioners hereafter named, or any iive of them, shall, every year, on
Easter Monday yearly, resort to the House where the t1aid Library shall be
kept, and there examine the books thereof by the catalogue, and see that
there be the full number, and that they are not damaged or spoiled; and
therefore the Library-keeper is hereby required, in lending any of the said
books out of the said Library, notwithstanding the time usually allowed
by this Act, to oblige the said penwn to return such hooks as they borrow
to the said Library-keeper ten days before the said Easter Monday, yearly,
that so all and singular the books belonging to the Library aforesaid, may
be exposed to the view of the said Commissioners, the better to enable
them to judge if they be any ways damaged or spoiled, and give th eir
order accordingly.
XXIX. And be it further enactecl, by the authority aforesaid, That the
Honorable Charles Eden, Esq; present Governor, and the Governor or
Commander in Chief for the time being, the members of the Council for
the time being, Christopher Gale, Esq; Chief Justice, and the Chief Justice for the time being, Tobias Knight, Esq; Secretary, and the Secretary
for the tirre being, Col. Edward Moseley, Speaker of this present Assembly, and the Speaker for the time being, Daniel Richardson, Esq; Attorney-General, and the Attorney-General for the time being, the members of
the Precinct Court for the time being, Capt. Frederick Jones, Mr. John
Porter, Mr. Joel Martin, Capt. John Drinkwater, Mr. John Clark, l\Ir.
Patrick Maule, Mr. Thomas "\Vor eley, Mr. Lionel Rea.cling, Mr. James
Leigh. and Mr. Thomas Ilardint;. or any five of them, arc hereby nominatc<l. to ue Commis ioncrs and Trnstc s, for the due fospcctiou a.nd pres-
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ervation of tho Library aforesaid, and all and singular the respective
books to the same belonging; and they, or any :five of them, shall have
power to commence or bring any suit or action given by this Act.
XXX. And in case of the death or absence of any of the Commissioners
who are by this Act partioularly by name before appointed, then the surviving Commissioners, or any :five of them, at their next meeting after
such vacancy, are hereby fully authorized and impowerod to make choice
of another, in the place and stead of him or them who shall be dead or
absented; which said Commissioners so elected shall be invested with the
same authority, as if he lrnd been before in this Act particularly named
and appointed.
XXXI. And. be it fnrther enacted, by the authority aforesaid, That
the Commissioners above named, or any five of them, after having examined the catalogue of books, and discovered ,,-hat are wanting, shall summons such persons as have the said books in their custody, to deliver the
same, ,vithin twenty days after such notice in writing left with the person, or at his usual place of abode; and in case any person shall fail or
refuse to deliver the said respective books to the said Commissioners, then
the said Commissioners, or any five of them, are hereby required, directed,
and impowered, to take such measure for the recovery of the same, or
treble the value thereof, as is before by this Act prescribed.
XXXII, And be it further enacted, by the authority aforesaid, That all
persons that have borrowed, or have in their custody, any of the books
l,elonging to the Library aforesaid, shall, on or before the next Easter
Monday, return the same to the present Library-keeper, under the penalty
of the forfeiture of treble the value of each book not returned as aforesaid; the better to enable the Commissioners before named to make a perfect catalogue of the books belonging to the said Library.

There are no other references to the Bath library in the
records or in the laws. Who the librarians were we do not
know. To what extent it was used by the people we can not
say. There is room to fear that these books were not respected
and used as they should have been. Of its fortunes and fate we
are utterly ignorant. Right Rev. Joseph Blount Cheshire, jr.,
bishop of the diocese of North Carolina, has suggested that it
came into the hands of Edward Moseley, and was the same as
the library which he preseuted to the town of Edenton in 1723.
This view will be discussed later. 1
IV.-O'l'HER PA.RISH LIBRARIES.

The library at Bath was not the only one established in
North Carolina through .the munificent patronage of Dr. Bray.
It seems that all the missionaries of the Society for the Propa1 As far as known, the only book from this libr~ry which bas survived
the wreck of time js Gabriel Towerson's An Application of tho Chur ·h
Catechism (London, 1685), which js now tho property of tho diocese of
East Carolina.
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gation of the Gospel had supplies of books. These collections
were to serve in their studies and in the public worship. There
were also Bibles, prayer books, tracts on doctrine, baptism,
discipline, and similar works for the education of the people in
the orthodox faith. It was the custom of Rainsford and Gordon to make such distributions as they felt the necessity of the
case required, and the latter tells us that he furnished "some
books for the use of schollars" in Chowan. 1
When Rev. James Adams departed from North Carolina,
about September, 1710,2 he left his library, which was valued
at £10,3 in the care of Mr. Richard Sanderson, of Ourrituck. 4
Two years later Rainsford demanded the books; but Sanderson refused to surrender them unless the minister would settle
in that precinct. This he could not do, and writes to the secretary of the Society for the Propagation of the Gospel for
others: "The choice I leave to your better judgment, though
I could wish for some of Physick, with Dr. Cave's two volumes
of the Lives of the Fathers, and all Collier's Essays and Norris's
work; Dr. Leak's single volume would be of use." 5 Urmstone
had also attempted to secure Adams's library. He found the
books "safe and entire," but "was denied them, and so will
everyone that is not musket proof." "The precinct where the
deceased last dwelt," he adds," pretending the books belonged
to them, would not part with them, except I would live with
them." 6 We learn from this statement that not merely the
interest of one individual, but that of the whole precinct was
:fixed on this little collection of books. Mr. Sanderson held
them as a sort of trustee for the community and church, for
this view is implied in the power claimed by the vestry to dispose of them. 'fhey were used by the old planter and his
neighbors as their only source of learning, perhaps, for we are
told that no books bad been ent to this precinct from EngIancl.7
Colonial Record , I, 712.
Ibid., I, 733.
3
Ibi<l., II, 75.
4
Ibid., I, 85 .
5 Ibi<l., II, 55.
6 Ihid., I, 881; II, 123, 12 , 130.
7 Ibic1., I, 714.
Tho foventory of Sanderson's estate in 1719 amounted to
£1216: 14: ¾, .Among other items wo finrl, 10 cows & calYes valned at
£ 1: 15 each; "20 olc1 bonnd books (! 10 do." at £ 1: 15; a parcel of old
prayer books, at 2 : 6d · "a large Serm 11 book a prayer a Herberis11 Dicktionary" at £3. There was also a parcel of "ol<l book " in Tobias
Knight' e tate in 1719.
1

2
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Urmstone had a library of his own, for he was a man of university education and the ,rnalthiest of the missionaries. He
writes in 1714 that he brought £50 worth of books with him,
l>ut that they had been destroyed through want of safe custody. Urmstone, however, is so untrustworthy that we can
put but little dependence in anything he says.
He tells us also that Gordon brought books when he came
out to North Carolina in 1708. Urmstone had given bond for
this library. 1 For some reason these books were left with Mr.
Wallace, minister at Keketan (Hampton), in Virginia, who
refused to deliver them to Urmstone or anyone else without an
order from Mr. Gordon or the society. "I have desired an order
more than once from the society or Mr. Gordon to demand them,
but have no answer from that or a thousand other things very
material relating to my mission; surely paper and ink must be
clear in England.7' 2 The library seems never to have come to
North Carolina. In 1714 Wallace was dead; some of the
books were already missing, and it was feared the "like ill fate
may attend the rest." 3 As these books were kept in Virginia
without a shadow of right, we are inclined to believe that the
Virginians were little better supplied with literature than their
Southern neighbors, but being more appreciative of literature than their neighbors, took occasions such as this to help
themselves.
We know it was usual for these missionaries to receive new
supplies of books from time to time. In 1712 Rainsford, in his
letter to John Chamberlaine, says: "I desire, sir, you'll thiuk
of me the next general meeting that I may have an order for
my £10 worth of books." 4 The next year he complains that he
bas received no books for his own use; and in 1714 he writes
that Madame Hyde, the wife of the governor, "sold me all the
society's books committed to her care for eggs, butter, etc.,
when they were to be disposed of gratis according to the
interest of the society." 5 He intimates that Urmstone bad
been doing this also. 6 He seems to have been more interested
in the use of books than any other one of the missionaries
He asked for tracts, together with Bibles and prayer books.
Colonial Records, I, 884; II, 130.
Ibid. I II, 128.
3 Ibid., II, 120, 128.

1
2

Ibid., I, 860.
Ibid., II, 123.
6Ibid., II, 153.
4

6
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He wanted Bennett's Confutation of Quakerism, with the rest
of his works, "Jones\; translation of Lunibarck, to lend about,"
some good discourses on tlte passion, with the sermons
preached at the Boyle lectures, "these if stopt out of my
salary." 1
This is all we know of tlle earliest libraries in the province.
As we have seen, they were parochial libraries, sent out by
the Society for the Propagation of the Gospel. They were
intended primarily for the use and benefit of the clergy, but
met the wants of the whole people, became public property,
and were protected by public statute. There were three of
these libraries at least: (1) Bray's library at Bath (1700); (2)
Adams's library in Currituck (1708); Urmstone's library
(circa 1708), which doubtless followed him in his peregrinations, and, possibly, one belonging to Rainsford (1712). Newman also brought a library with him in 1721, but we know
little of it. 2 Gordon's library did not get to North Carolina at
all, but was seized in Virginia; while the Virginians atoned for
this tariff on learning by sending Bibles, tracts, prayer books,
etc., to the benighted heathen in North Carolina, hoping in
tLis way to ''pilot them a decenter way to heaven" than was
afforded by Quakers and similar sectaries.
During the closing years of the proprietors it seems that
few books were sent over, nor were many sent in the first years
of royai rule. In 1735 Rev. Richard Marsden writes that be
bad no library and that there were few religious books in the
province. -"Indeed, my Lord, it would be a great act of charity without delay to supply this part of the province [Cape
Fear] at least with good books." The reasons for this desire
are then given. It was to combat the growth of dissent.
'' There are also some persons very industrious to furnish many
families with the independent rigg, Jubb and Walstone on
our Saviour's miracles and several others of the same pernicious kinu.." 3 It seems that the cry of Marsu.en did not go
entirely unheeded, for about 1755 the parish of St. Jame
received from the society a particular gift of Bibles, prayer
books, and other religious publications, and in 1770 an additional gift. Among the fir t sent were two volume from the
rrincc of Wale , afterward~ George III. The e books were
-- ------) Colonial Record ., II, 153.
2 lbid., IV, 7.
:i Ibid., IV, 1~.
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for distribution and for the parish library. Some few of them
have come down to our day. 1
We also learn from the report of "Dr. Bray's associates" tllat
26 books were deposited at Brunswick in 1765, and soori after,
probably the next year, 42 others. Of this library of 68 volumes we know nothing further. It is possible that tbey were
added later to the library of St. James' Parisll, but I have no
evidence to that effect.
There is much evidence to support the view that after the
beginning of the royal regime the earlier custom of the society
was renewed with reference to the whole province. In 1748
Clement Hall returned thanks for a "box witb books." They
were distributed" among the poor and most proper and deserving of the people, who with me render hearty thanks to all the
benefactors." 2 Other missionaries write to the same effect. 3
Of their number we knmv but little. Since they were the
gift of the society we may conclude that they were mostly
religious books and were, we may presume, fitted to the wants
of the people they were to instruct. Some of them were
volumes of sermons intended for the readers; others were
controversial, being intended to combat the 1mmerous sects
and heresies that were springing up in the province:1 They
seem to have been pretty evenly distributed throughout the
province, and no doubt were of the greatest service to t]Je
ministers as well as to the natives.
With the coming of the Revolution, and with the fall of the
establishment, the work of the Society for the Propagation of
the Gospel came to an end. It is difficult for us to make any
accurate estimate of the extent of the donations of the society.
Humphreys, who brings his history of the society down to 1728,
says that between 1701 and 1728 they had dispersed 300 bom1d
volumes and about £100 worth of small tracts of devotion aHd
instruction. 5 It is probably accurate to say that this did not
represent more than one-half of the contributions made up to
the Revolution.
The work of the society was not free from evil; it souglit
Burr, Sket ch of St. James' Parish, Wilmington, l)p. 18, 22.
Colonial Records, IV, 875.
3 Ibid:, IV, 609, 752, 753, 1315; VI, 231, 235, 261, 315, 729, 730, !J!Jl, 1017;
VII, 98, 192, 786; VIII, 22!J.
4 Ibic1., IV, 609; VI, 315, 565, 59i5; VII, 192.
r, church History in North Carolina , lGG.
1

2
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to continue an establishment to which many of the people were
extremely hostile, and thus fostered strife between Christians;
some of its missionaries were bad men and showed themselves
totally unfit for the sacred duties they assumed, and whose
principal business seems to have been to complain of the
country in general and to abuse the dissenters in particular.
But in their efforts toward popular education its missionaries
have earned the lasting gratitude of the State. The schools
planted by them doubtless had a permanent effect on their
pupils, showing the importance, the need, and the pleasures of
educati0n; and as the first colporteurs, as the men who gave
the first generations of native North Carolinians an opportunity to cultivate a taste for books, and who furnished the children with text-books in the schools, these missionaries can ilOt
be too highly praised.
V.-THE MOSELEY PUBLIC LIBRARY.

~I1he founding of great public libraries is a phase of moflern
philanthropy. Libraries had been founded at Harvard and
Yale along with the institutions. There was one at William
and Mary soon after the college began operations, and we have
reference to one in Boston as early as 1686. We know of one,
possibly of two, in Annapolis, Md., in 1696-97, and in 1700
Rev. John Sharp laid the foundation of a public library in
New York. But public libraries in the colonies, other than
parish libraries, were few. The circumstances of settlement
made this natural. In tbe seventeenth and eighteenth centuries our fathers were engaged in fighting tbe battles of civilization against savagery. Their work was to break the untamed
wilderness and reduce it to order. They had little time for the
intellectual life, nor did they have a spur to intellectual activity
in their neighbors. The colonies had grown up as separate and
jsolated democracies. Only by degrees did they come to feel
that they had anything in common; communication between
them at the beginning of the Revolution was still difficult and
unfrequent, and the postal system was poorly organized. These
things prevented a great publishing business. Franklin says
that his resource· in youth were limited even in Boston. There
wa" not a good bookstore south of 13oston when he established
himself in Philadelphia, and it was not till 1732 that he. with
a number of companion , laid tlie foundation of the libr~ry of
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the American Philosophical Society, "the mother of all the
North Amm·ican subscription libraries; i, noi· was the Loganiau
Library, of Philadelphia, founded until 1745. The Winyaw
Indigo Society, of Georgetown, S. C., began its existence
about 1740, and a library soon followed. The Charleston, S. O.,
Library Society was organized iu 1748. 1
Under these circumstances the generous action of Edward
Moseley recorded below throws a stream of golden light on
the background of darkness so universal in the North American colonies.
The first phase of this generosity was seen in 1720, when he
sent £10 to the secretary of the Society for the Propagation of
the Gospel, with the direction that it be expended for 12 books
of Common Prayer, 12 copies each of the Whole Duty of Man,
Dr. Nicholl's paraphrase on the Common Prayer, and Dr. Ilorneck's Great Law of Consideration, together with Bishop Beveridge's Sermons on the Usefulness of Common Prayer, "and
such like help." These were to be loaned to the northeast
parish of Chowan, but, as he heard nothing from the secretary, in 1723 he wrote again, desiring that those books should
be bought, "or such as should be judged most useful." It is
painful for us to chronicle the fact that the society took no
uotice of his order and that the books never came to hand. 2
Along with this secon<l. letter Moseley sent "a catalogue of
such books as he had purchased, desiring the honorable society
would be pleased to accept then:). towar<l. a provincial library
for the government of No"rth Caroliua, to be kept at Edenton."
The catalogue gives 76 volumes. They were worth, perhaps,
£100. The list bas come down to us woefully corrupted by
the carelessness and ignorance of copyists, and is printed in
its corrupted form in the Colonial Records, II, 583-584. Right
Rev. Jos. Blount Cheshire, jr., with the assistance of Rev.
J obn Humphrey Barbour, formerly librarian of Trinity College, Hartford, has correcte<l. aml annotated the list. It is
given below iu its corrected form:
1rouos.
Pool, Matthew. Synopsis Criticorum.
A.ugustiuus, S. Opera. Col. Agdp. 1616.

5 volumes.
10 volumes.

1 Horace E. Scudder, on "Public libraries a hundred years ago," and A.
Mazyck, on "Libraries in Charleston and the Southern States," in Public
Libraries in the United States, Washmgton, 187G.
2 Colonial Recorcls, II, 584-585.
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Sanchez ( or Sanctius), ~aspn,r. In quartuor Ji bros Regum. Lugd., 1623.
- - - In Jererniam. Lngd., 1618.
- - - In Ezechielern. Lugd., 1619.
[Polan us, Am and us 'J Syntagma theologim Christianm. [Hanovirn, 1615 f]
Leigh, Edward. Body of Divinity, in 10 books. 1654 or 1662.
Deodatus, Giovanni. Annotations on the Holy Bible. Lond., 1648.
Eusebias, Socrates, Evagrius; Ecclesiastical Histories of. [Camb., 1683 or
1692?]

Simson, Patrick. History of the Church. [Third edition, London, 1634?]
Cartwright, Thomas. Harmonia Evangelica. [About 1630.J
Notationes in totam Scripturam Sacram.
[Fuller, Thos. ?] Church History of Britain. [Lond., 1655.J
26 folio volumes.
QUARTOS.

Bilson, Bp. Thomas. True difference between Christian Subjection and
unchristian rebellion. Oxon., 1585.
Ball, John. Answer to two treatirns of Mr. J obn Carr, the .first * * *
Necessity of seperation [sic] from the Chnrch of England. * * *
the other, a stay against straying; ,¥ * * unlawfulness of hearing
the ministers of the Church of England. Loncl., 1642.
Birkbeck, Simon. Protestant's Evidence. Lond., 1634.
Rainolds, John. De Romanro Ecclesire Idolatria. Oxon., 1596.
Pierce, Thomas. The Sinner impleadecl in his own Court. Lond., 1679.
Heinsius, Daniel. Exercitationes sacrro ad Novnm Testamentum. Lugd.
Bat., 1639; Carob., 1640.
Cartwright, Thomus. Commentarii in Proverbia Solomonis. Arnst., 1638.
Usher, Achbp. James. Britanicaruru Ecclesfarum Antiqnitates. Dubl.,
1639.
- - - Answer to a challenge made by a Jesuite. Dublin,
Buridan, John. Qumstiones super viii libros Politicarum Aristotelis.
Oxon., 1640.
·
Prideaux, John. Fasciculus controversiarum Theologicarnm. Ox.on. ,
1652.
Ball, ,John. Friendly Trial of the grounds tendiug to Scperation [sic].
Camb., 1640.
12 q11arto volumes.
OCTAVOS.

Francisco Le Rees. Cursus Philosophicus, 2 p.
Tertia Pars Sum. Philos & quarta.
Piccolominrous. Universa Philos. de l\Ioribm,.
Davitlis Parei Exercitationes Philosopl.Jica:.
Buxtorf's Lexicon.
Dialogue in answer to a Pop.ish C:.itochism.
Augustinus (S.) . De Civitate Dei, 2 vols.
Greek Grammar.
Hunnius; De Scripto Dei Verbo. &c.
- - - Comment. in Evang. ,·ecurnlum . Matt.
Eustachii a 'ancto Paulo umma Ph ilosophi:P qnaclripartita.
Scheiuleri Liber Comment. Topicornm.
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Schiekard's Horologium Hebrnicum. ·
Melaucthonis Chronicon Carionis.
Cal vi n's Institutiones Christian re Religionis.
Da vidis Parei Corpus Doctrinm Christian re .
Aristotelis Organon.
Heckerman's Systema S. S. Theologica.
- - Systema Logica.
Leusden's Clavis Grroca Novi Testamenti.
Baronii Metaphysica Generalis.
Dounam's Comment. in Jet. Rami Dialect [ ~].
Job. Regii Commentarii ac Disputationes Logac:.c.
Sallii Ethica.
Buxtorf's Epitome Gramatices HeLr:.cm.
Heyselbein's Tbeoria Logica.
Amesius de Divina Predestinatione.
Baronis. Annales Ecclesiasticm.
Hugo Grotius. Defensio Fidei Catlwlicro.
Augustini (S.) Confessiones.
Amesii Med.ulla Theologica.
- - Rescriptio Scolastica ad Grevinchovium de Re<lemptiono Genernli.
- - Technometria.
vVendelini Christiana Theologia.
Lactantii Divinm Institutiones.
Petri Curnei de Republica Hebrmorum.
Hebrew Psalter.
38 octavo volumes.

In all, 76 volumes.
It will be seen that these books are largely theological a.nd
scholastic in character; nearly all "ere iu Latin, Greek, or
Ilebrew, and truly required, as Dr. Ilawks tells us, that those
"who would find interest jn their perusal must possess cultivated minds." If this library was purcliased by l\Ioseley
directly for the use of the colony, it is but reasonable to suppose that adaptation to the capacity and taste of readers was
not overlooked. Moseley, Gale, Little, and Swann were, doubtless, all highly cultivated and "fit associates for the most intelligent men to be found in any of the English colonies of
thejr day ;" 1 but we can uot think that this library wa · suited
to the wants and needs of Carolina.
When and where did Moseley secure this library 1? The bn.re
entry in the records quoted above gives us little clue as to the
time and place of purchase. Bishop Oheshire 2 thinks t1iat
this was the library established by Dr. Bray at Bath. The
record, he says, seems to indicate that the purcha e had been
1
2

Hawks's North Carolina, II, 369.
Fragments of North Carolina Church History, 1 86.
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made recently, and in America, for had it been made abroad it
would have been done, in all probability, through the society,
and the £10 order would have been added to the larger one.
There was no American book market in which this library
could have been pqrchased, therefore Dr. Cheshire thinks
that, inasmuch as the Bray library was of less service in
Bath, the commissioners winked at its sale to Moseley in order
to get it into the metropolis. In a former paper I accepted
this view; 1 but this is probably correct only in part. Had
anyone sold Moseley the Bath library while U rmstone was in
the province, he would certainly have told us of it, and had he
sold it his enemies would have been equally as kind.
Further, that these books were not thus disposed of becomes
more evident when we remember that much of our knowledge of
the Bath library comes from the law for its preservation, which
is included in the new revised code published in 1751 and
1752. The law regulating the administration of the library
was carefully included in thjs revisaJ, wbich was largely the
work of Edward Moseley himself. Had there been no public
library in Bath in 1751, it is probable that this section of the act
would have been returned a,s "obsolete" and dropped from
the statutes, and such was clone in the revisal of 1765. It
seems certain that something of the library existed in 1751,
but that fourteen years later it bad succumbed to carelessness
and neglect, for a note iu that revision says: ''The books are
mostly scattered and no library keeper appointed for many
years." 1-'his is conclusive proof to my mind that Moseley did
not get all of the Bath library~ at least. Besides, any other
one of the libraries brought in by the missionaries would have
answered the conditions of his, which is distinctively theological, as well as the Bath library, with possibly the exception
of price.
From the evidence I think we may conclude tliat (1) the
books had been gotten together since 1720; (2) that t,h ey had
been purchased in America; (3) that the collection was not
intended primarily as a pul.)lic library. Since the library is
theological iu character, and since there are some duplicates
in it, I conclude that it was gotten from several sources: (1)
From the book which Moseley brought with him to the colony;
(2) perbaps the Adam, library Jeft in Currituck; (3) the £50
worth of books brougbt out by Urm tone and sold him by that
1

The First Lil>raric iu

orth Ca.ro]in ,L, Trinity A.rcbive, October, 1~91.
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worthy; (4) perhaps a part of the Bath library coming through

U rm stone .. We have seen that U rm stone made repeate<l efforts
to get this into his clutches. He· was thwarted in bis purpose
from time to time, once by the governor; but it is possible
that his persistent efforts were partly crowJJed with. success.
He left North Carolina suddenly in 1721, and no doubt solct.
such books as he bad to the highest bidder. Moseley may
have purchased these and with the others on hand now made
arrangements for a public library in Edenton, the capital and
the seat of literary culture of the province.
We have, unfortunately, no evidence that the generous gift
of Moseley was ever accepted by the Society for the Propagation of the Gospel in behalf of the town, nor have we any act
of assembly for the protection and goverument of a, public
library in Edenton. This absence of a law leads us to conclude
either (1) that no provision was made for it in Edenton, and
that it, like so .many other things in the history of North Caro• Jina, was unappreciated, neglected, and finally destroyed, or
(2), and this seems more reasonable, that the Jibrary, from the
careles:mess of the Society for the Propagation of the Gospel,
was never opened as a public library, and. the books remained
in the private collection of Moseley. The latter view is confirmed by the statement of the letter-book of tlrn society, which
says that Moseley had bad no intelligence from the secretary
of the society in 1725, two years after his offer was made,
''although th0y have bad the Rev. Mr. Newman, their missionary, come amongst them since his first letter, and their
governor since bis last."
But, whatever the fortuue or fate of the library, the honor
of Ed ward Moseley is not diminished.. The size of the library,
the cost of the books, the value of money at that time, all show
that he was a broad-minded and liberal rna.11. 1
Edward Moseley was the foremost man in North Carolina for
nearly half a century. He first appears fo Albemarle in 1705
as a member of the council and of the vestry. He became
prominent at once. As his name does not appear earlier,
we may assume that he had just migrated to the provinceperhap~ from England or Barbados. Dr. Battle thilJks he
was connected with the noble family of ~fosely of Lanca~hire.
1 Thero is bub one other instance in tbo history of tho colony where a
citizen 1hus de<licate,l his private Hbrary to public uses. This was James
Inni s.

H, Doc, 291--13
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In 1709, along with John Lawson, he was appointed a commissioner to survey the boundary line between Nor.th Carolina
aud Virginia. They met for business in 1710. Little wa
accomplished. The charter of 1665 :fixed the boundary line
between the two colonies at 36° 30', to be run due west from
Currituck Inlet to Weyanoke Creek. The contention was concerning the stream intended by the latter. Moseley claimed
that Nottoway River was intended. The Virginia commissioners said that this stream was in latitude 37°. But Moseley
had the courage of his convictions and refused to proceed on
any other basis than Nottoway River.
The Virginia gentlemen went home in high dudgeon, abus
iug roundly the stupidity and stubbornuess of the North Carolina representatives, and accusing them of personal motives.
The latter waited in patient silence for twenty years. In 1728
Moseley was again a commissioner, and although this survey
was made between natural objects and not to :find the true
line, it was discovered that Nottoway River was in 36° 30' 30".
When the line was again surveyed in 1887 it was removed 515
feet farther south. 1
That Moseley had received a good education, perhaps even
a university one, is evident. He was warmly and thoroughly
attached to the cause of liberty and opposed oppression and
tyranny whether in church or state. He was speaker of the
assembly in 1708 when that body was called on to stand for
religious freedom against the efforts to found an establishment. Ile was a warm churchman, but under his lead the
assembly declared for Cary and religious liberty. He suffered
persecution from the assembly of 1711 because of this interest
in the popular cause, but he did not follow into the later
extremes of the Cary party. Governor Eden was hostile to him
for like reasons. Under this administration he was heavily
fined and for the time disqualified for office and forbidden to
plead. This only strengthened the democratic temper already
exhibited in his struggle against the custom of arbitrary
impressment which had grown up after the Indian war. In
1715 the a sembly under his guidance passed a resolution
1
Colonial Records, I, 735 et seq_. For the Virginia side, see ·yvesto ver
MSS. , 94, et seer., ed.18..U. We may a lso remark that in the survey of 1729
young Samuel , wann pro ved himself as a mathematician fully the equal
of Alexander Irwin , the professor of m athematics in ·wmiam and Mary
College. (liawks. II, 369. )
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against this custom, wbich, as Dr. Battle rei;uarb, sounds
like an echo of Magna Uharta:
.. Resolvecl, That tho impressing the inhabitants of this government or
their effects m1der pretence of its being for the public service without
authority of assembly is unwarrantable, a great infTi11gernent of the
liberty of the·subjects. (Colonial Records, II, 24.3.)

Says Colonel Saunders:
The man who, at that early day, in the wild woods of America, could
formulate that resolution, and the people whose assembly conlcl. fling it
in the face of the government, were worthy of each other.

Moseley first settled in Chowan County; about 1735 he
removed to the Cape Fear section and died there ,July 11, 1740.
During bis long life he filled almost every office within the gift
of his people. IJesides being a justice of tbe peace for many
years he was twice on the Virginia boundary commission; was
also a commissioner to settle the boundary line between North
and South Carolina and to bound Lord Granville's lands on
the south. He was frequently a member of the assembly.
The speakership was the highest gift in the hands of the people, and he filled it in 1708, 1715, 1722, 1723, and 1731, and this
probably was not all, for our records are incomplete. He was
a member of the council in 1705 which was the upper house of
the legislative body; he became a member by royal appointment in 1734. He was acting governoT for a short while during the absence of Burrington in 1724 and was jutlge of the
court of admiralty the next year. He was public treasurer for
many years; he was chief baron of the exchequer iu 1743 and
in 17 44 was chief justice. His last public service was as chairman of the committee on revision of the laws. The rev.isal
was the work of MoselBy and Samuel Swann. ·Moseley reported
the completed work to the assembly in April, 1749, but did not
live to see it carried through the newly imported press.
Colonel Moseley had a large law practice and was a man of
wealth and culture. He had 25,000 acres of land, nearly 100
negroes, "kept a family chaise and a span of horses. He owned
valuable plate. The w·e ight of his silver teakettle, lamp, and
stand was estimated at 170 ounces. To match these he ha<l. a
silver coffeepot, teapot, tankard, a pair of square and another
of round servers, besides 'cases of knives, forks, spoons, salts,
castors, and other plate.' " 1
1 For summaries and estimates of the work of Moseley: see Davis, A
Study in Colonial History; Bishop Cheshire's Fragments of Colonial
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The private library of Moseley was one of the largest in the
province. It was doubtless swelled by the presence of the
books that he desired to present to the town of Edentop..
From his will we estjmate that he had about 400 volumes;
most of them treated of law, many were folios and were bound
in sheep. He left his law books to the son who should choose
the law as his profession. The collection grew from the extension of his family relations. His first wife was Anu Walker,
widow of Governor Henderson Walker (died. 1704) and daughter of Alexander Lillington, who is said to have been deputy
governor of North Carolina about 1693. 1 By this wife he had
two sons, Col. Sampwn Moseley and Edward Moseley. His
second wife was Ann Hasen, sister of James Hasen, who was
president of the provincial council in 1759-1762, 1765-1774,
and hence ex officio acting governor during the absence of the
royal appointee.
Hasen had no sons and his books passed to the Moseleys
and Lillingtons in 1792. 2 Col. Sampson Moseley married his
cousin, the daughter of John Lillington (son to Governor Alexander) and Sarah Porter (daughter of John Porter, of Cary
rebellion fame). Her brother was Alexander Lillington, who
became a colonel iu the American Revolutionary army. This
Alexan<ler Lillington was reared by Edward Moseley and came
into posseBsion of such of his books as escaped the burning of
Moseley Hall, which occurred some years after Moseley's death.
In Alexander Lillington's hands the library included volumes
from the libraries of Edward Moseley, Sampson Moseley, and
.James Hasell, and his own collections. It was kept until 1854
at Lillington Hall, a few miles from Wilmingfon. It suffered
much from neglect and from the ruthless plundering of travelers and neighbors. In 1854 Daniel Shaw sent the remnant
to the Lillington heirs in Wilmington, and these, some 400 in
number, most of them coming down from the eighteenth century, are in possession of Mrs. Mary 0. Anderson, of WilmingChurch History in North Carolina; Dr. Battle in Church History in North
Carolina, pp. 128-131; and Colonel Saunders in Prefatory Notes to Coloni al
Records, IV, xi-xiii, and my own paper on The Religious Development in
the Provfoce of North Carolina, p. 52. TLe fullest and most accurat€
sketch of Moseley's career is that hy Mr ..J . F. Shinn, prepared nud er my
direction, but still in rnanuseript.
1 Davis, 31, aucl others.
2 Shinn; see also 'orth Uarolina rniversity Magazine, 1 57-5 , VII, 264.
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ton. They include travels, geography, biography, history, and
general literature. Few theological books remain.
Of Moseley's own library Hon. George Davis, of Wilmington, who examined it before it had gone to pieces, says:
Many years ago I had the opportunity to examine the wreck of his
library after more than 100 years of accident, neglect, and pluncier hatl
preyed upon it. Its mutilation was painfully apparent; but enough was
left to excite my wonder and my admiration for the man, who, in the
wilds of ;,L new country, not shunning the activity incident to its liie,
but always and everywhere a leader among men, had yet the generous
taste to gather around him a library which woulcl do credit to any gentleman of our day; and every volume of which had to be brought from
England with great expense and trouble. 1

Such was the life and the work of Edward Moseley. Colonel
Saunders, looking away from the intellectual to the political
and civil side of his life, bas emphasized that phase of Moseley's career. "The great debt of gratitude North Carolina
will ever owe to him is due," he says, "to his undying love of
free government, and his indomitable maintenance of the
rights of the people. Doubtless no man ever more fully
realized than he 'that eternal vigilance is the price of librrt.y,'
nor was there ever upon any watchtower a more faithful sentinel than he. And to him, above all otbers, should North
Carolina erect her first statue, for to him, above all others, is
she indebted for stimulating that love of liberty regulated by
law, and that hatred of arbitrary government that has ever
characterized her people." 2 But civil liberty is of small value
without religious liberty and intellectual activity. No man
did so much in colonial North Carolina toward advancing
education and culture. Had Moseley done no other service
his eulightened and philanthropic iuterest in the intellectual
up building of the Commonwealth would entitle him to the high
encomiums passed on his character by the Hon. George Davis:
Of all the men who watched over and guided the tottering footsteps of
our infant State there was not one who, in intellectual ability, in solid
and polite learning, in scholarly cultivation and refinement, in courage
an<l. endurance, in high Christian morality, in generous consideration for
the welfare of others 1 in all the true merit, in fine, which makes a man
amoug men, could equal Edward Moseley.
1 A Study in Colonial . History, 21, 32.
The only volumes of Moseley's
own library that have come down to us are R. Bradley's General Treatise
of Husbandry and Gardening, Vol. II 1 London, 1726, with his autograph
and book plate, a treatise on law, and one other.
2 Prefatory Notes Colonial Records, IV, xii.
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VI.-'l'HE JOHNSTON LIBRARY.

Most of the evidences of colonial culture in North Carolina
have perished; but, fortunately for us, another colonial library
has come down to us in a much more perfect state than the
Moseley library of which I have just written. This is what
is known as the Johnston library. While this library can
not serve as an average, it proves that there were men in
the colony not only the equals of any of the American colonists, but also of the better class of Englishmen of the day.
This library, as it now is, comes from three sources-(1) from
the library of Governor Eden (1673-1722), of which a single
volume of Montaigne's Essays is all that remains; (2) Governor Gabriel Johnston married Penelope, the daughter of
Governor Eden, and in this way came iD:to possession of the
books of Eden. The library passed, after his death in 1752, to
his nep_hew, Governor Samuel Johnston (1733-1816). In his
hands it was much augmented. After the death of Governor
Johnston in 1816 it passed to his son, Mr. James Cathcart
Johnston (1782-1865), and increased in size and value. It is
now the property of Mr. John G. Wood, and is located at his
country seat, "Hayes," about half a mile from Edenton. 1
The eighteenth century part of the library is easily distinguished from the later additions, for it has grown mostly by
additions of contemporary literature. It has always been a
library for profit and use, not the collection of a mere biblio1 A partial catalogue of the library was made before the war by Rev.
Philip ,v-. Alston. This catalogue enumerates 1,527 volumes, but the
whole library contains some 4,500. The catalogue was sent some years
ago to Edmund M. Barton, of the American Antiquarian Society, of Worcester, Mass. He says: "The catalogue is a wonderfully quaint thfog in
itself and the collection of 1.Jooks a very fine one, worthy of careful investigation and preservation, and woulcl make an excellent foundation for
the public libraries which must and are gradually coming up through tbe
South." Mr. Wood finds it very difficult to protect the books from damage ancl decay by reason of the dampness of the room. He has tried to
obviate the difficulty by airing the books, hut this is only a partial relief.
In some cases as much as the whole of the lower half of the v olume bas
rotted away. It would be a very handsome thing if Mr. Wood would
turn over to the Univer ity of the State the files of early newspapers, tl10
correspondence and contemporaneous pamphl ts relating to the civil and
political history of the State. These are of no particular value sa,ve to a
student of tho history of tho, tate. Tl10y are very rare; the newspaper
files, I think, a,re nniqne, and houl<l ho at th
eat of tb bead of tho
educational system of the State.
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maniac. We can distiuguish the eighteenth century books
also by the dates of publication, by the autographs of the
owners and dates attached, and by the book plates, which are
numerous. Under the care of Governor Samuel Johnston it
became what was probably the most complete in the province. 1
It will be noticed that these books a,re distinctly European.
Most of them were brought direct from England. I have
found almost no American eighteenth century ·books in North
Carolina libraries outside of law books. Our connections were
with Old, not New, England and the middle colonies; our culture was, and remained until the civil war, English, not American. Southern planters loved to reproduce the English gentry,
aud nature ·a ssisted them. They had ports of eutry at their
doors. As in Virginia, so in North Car@lina to a less extent,
the colonial planters bad their factors or commission merchants
in England, and the produce of their large plantations was
shipped direct to England from North Carolina ports. There
was during the colonial period quite a large export trade
carried . on direct. These exports went not only to England
but also to the ports of southern Europe, to Africa, and to the
West J ndies. The records of the Edenton custom-house, which
have been preserved in part, give us some idea of the size of
this trade. The shipments from this port alone between January 5, 1774, and January 5, 1775, amounted to l,20U hogsheads and 4,463 pounds of tobacco; 26,300 barrels of tar, pitch,
and turpentine; 1,707,838 staves and headings; 3,473,264
shingles; 3,271,268 pounds, 1 tierce, and 4 hogsheads of raw
deer skins; 5,660 pounds of bacon; 2,033 barrels of beef and
pork; 130,704 bushels of corn, besides pine, oak, and cedar
timber, bread and flour, pease, beans and wheat, fish, flaxseed,
wax, lard, tallow, rice, potatoes, honey, snake-root, hoops, and
1 bag of cotton. The first export of cotton had been made in
1772 when 2 bags had been shipped. 'rhe number of vessels
entered and cleared in 1772 was 95, carrying 458 men, with a
burden of 3,203 tons. 2
These exports represented the output of the section. It is
safe to assume that a part went to England. r:Elie owners a,ud
exporters were in part Englishmen themselves. The feelings
and sympathies of all ~iu the intellectual life certainly-were
distinctively English, not American, and as such it wa8 but
1
2

McReo's Iredell, I , 151, note.
Ibid., I, 565.
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natural for them to keep pretty well up with the English literature of the day. Their factors sent them regularly, as a
part of the proceeds of their shipments, both the standard
works of English literature and tbe "new books" of the day.
I think it accurate to say -that the political leaders of tl1c
colony of North Carolina at the time of the Revolution were
better acquainted with the literature of their time than tlic
leaders of political North Carolina are to day with either co11temporary EngJish or American literature.
vVe have contemporary evidence that there was such an
acquaintance as this with literature among the educated men
of the province at that day in the Life and Correspondence of
James Iredell, 1 w hieh is, b~yond doubt, the most valuable existing source for the social history of North Carolina during the
second half of the eighteenth century.
Some passages in Iredell's diary give us a vivid idea of the
literary tendency of the class of people among whom he moved
and of whom he was a, leader. In 1772 he writes that he was
then reading "Millot's History, a pretty little compact one,
comprising a detail of the great facts, interspersed with mauy
just observations, and delivered. in elegant, perspicuous
language.m A month later he was reading Tristram Shandy.
''For some time we were all reading Shandy, the productioH of
an author whose sensibility of heart and brilliancy of understanding are uncommonly entertaining and instructive. llis
Sentimental Journey I am delighted with, and know perfectly.
His Shandy .I must take some opportunity of reading, for the
specimeu I had of it gave me the most agreeable idea of it,"
and a ·week later was reading Campbell's Lives of theA.dmirals. 3
Of For<lyce's Sermons he says, '' I admire and. love above all
things." 4 In 1773 he speaks of reading the Annual Register,
and of a visit to Mrs. Brownrigg's he remarks, "During some
part of whicb I fear I was a little rude, for happening to take
up Clarissa Harlowe, I could. not quit it; I read a little of tLe
third volume and a great deal of the seventh, which often
1

Edited by Griffith John McRee, 2 vols., New York, 1857-58.
161. Clau<le Frarn;ois Xavier Millot published a hi tory of
Franco in 1767-1769 and n. history of England. in 1769, both in French.
3 Page 14.4.
This was the work of John arupbell (1708-1775) and was
:fir t publi bed 174.2-17-14.
4
Page 4.1 . ReY. James Fordyce (1720-1796) published the Temple of
Yirtn , 1757; The Folly
" of l'nla.wful Pleasures, 1760; , ermons
to Young ·w orn u, 1763; an<l. others at a later <late.
·
~ Page
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obliged me to shed tears." Two days later lie buys the eight
volumes of Ularissa at 50 shillings. 1 To some of bis ladyfrieuds
he read Fielding's J ouruey from this World to theN ext, but was
displeased because the author "casts a, sneer at Mr . .Addison
and Sir Richard Steele, both confessedly his superiors, eve11 in
his own talent humor. * ~~ * .At the same time, I have a
great regard for Mr. Fielding's character, and some of his
writings; but I can not bear his presumption in censuring
two gentlemen deserviug so much praise and gratitude from
all. * * * In the afternoon went early to my office, and
could not resist the temptation of reading a little in Clarissa."
In the thick of the Revolution he could turn from war's alarms
to the pleasures of French history, and w1:ien convalescing read
Gil Blas.
These extracts are simply side issues, notes, incidental references, which we fi.ud in the life of Iredell. In no case was it
his purpose to make k11own through these the extensiveness of
his reading or of his library, but they give us an insight into
both. rrhey show us a, rn~n who in the midst of war aud many
professioua1 duties found time for pure literature, and that a,
gentleman in North Carolina should have been reading the
latest English books within a year or two of their first publication shows that the intellectual connection of the two was
close. Nor is this a digression from the history of the Johnston
library, which is under consideration, for Iredell married Hannah, the sister of Governor Samuel Johnston, the two men
lived in the sam~ town, were intimate friends and workers,
and were often associated in public duties.
But to return to the library itself. The foundation was laid,
as we have seen, by Governor Eden. Of the extent of ltis
accumulations we know little. The next owner was Governor
Gabriel Johnston. There are still existing quite a uurnber of
books that were his. In history, biography, and travels he
had Plutarch's Lives, in 8 volumes (London, 1727); Ockley's
Saracens (London, 1718); History of the Revolution in Spain
(London, 1724, volumes 3 and 4 only bave been pre erved);
History of the Buccaneers (Londou, 1704); Peter Kolbeiu's
Present State of Good Hope (2 volumes, Loudon, 1731);
Beekman's Voyage to Borneo (London, 1718) ; R emarks on
Several Parts of Italy ( London, 1718) , and Rollin's .Aucieut
1 rage 130.
Clarissa Harlowe was firs t publish ecl in •igbt Yolnm s in
1768 aud agaiu iu 1770.
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History, in 10 vo]umes (London, 1740). In politics he had the
Turkish Spy, in 8 volumes (London, 1723); Essays, Moral and
Political (2 volumes, Edinburgh, 1742), and 3 volumes of
Memorials of Affairs of State. There were books on busine . ,
on economics, physics, medicine, and morals. He bad Geddes's Composition on the Manner of Writing of the Ancient.
(Glasgow, 1748), and the Opera of Cicero in 4 volume,
(edition of Verburgius, Amsteli:edami, 1724). He lta<l. Prior' '
Poems (London, 1718),._ and Den Jonson's works in Gvolume
(London, 1716). In all, there are now 63 volumes iu the
library which we know to have been his. There were 11erhaps more. The dates of publication lead us to think that
most of these were brought with him when he came out as
governor in 1734. He had studied medicine and had been
professor of Oriental languages in the University of St.
Andrews. He did not lose his literary tastes after assuming
the government of the province, and this library in the amount
of standard English literature contained wm put to shame
many Carolinians whose advantages are superior to his.
The library also contains various books that were once the
property of other men who were then more or less prominent
in North Carolina history. In a majority of cases tl10se volumes still contain the bookplates of their first owners. It is
not reasonable to suppose that men would have bookplates
without books. These bookplates therefore afford us evidence
of the existence of some libraries in the colony of which no
other 1·ecord now exists. Among these it will be well to mention the names of Francis Corbin, who was agent for Lord
Granville; Thomas Child, who was also an agent for Lord Grauvil1e, a1l(l in whose honor Ilillsboro was first called Obildsburg;
Jo, eph IIeweR, the signer; John Thompson; John Swann, tbe
on-in-law of Governor Samuel Johnston; Dr. William Cathcart (died 1773), father-in-law to Governor Samnel Johnston,
and whom "\Vaightstill Avery, a graduate of Princeton, characterized in 1760 as a gentleman "of extraordinary fine sense
and great reading;" James Milner; James Iredell; Ilenry
Montfort; Frederick Nicolay, jr.; A. 0. Bayley, and William
Allen, the grandfather of Allen Granbery Thnrman.
The following Ii t may b taken as a ub tantially correct
summary of the book which were added to the library by
Governor Samuel John ·ton . As his death occurred at the age
f 3 in 1 .,rn it i. lmt re~vonabl to uppo that mo t of them
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were purchased in the last century, or in the very early years of
the present.
The library may be roughly divided into 11 divisions. I
estimate that there bad been gathered into this library from
all sources, by the encl of the eighteenth century, some 535
volumes.
In the following list I shall undertake to give an eirnmeration of the principal volumes. This will not include those that
have been already mentioned as the property of Gabriel Johnston, but it will include sundry volumes from the libraries of
other men.
1. Law. .All of the early owners were lawyers, and there are
in all some 34 volumes ·of law books. Besides boob\ devote<l.
to the theory and practice of law there are various collections
of colonial laws. The list includes acts and revisals of New
York for 1752 and 1768; New Jersey (Burlington, 1776); Pennsylvania (Philadelphia, 1762, 1775); Virginia (Williamsburg,
1733, 1759, 1769); North Carolina (1764, 1791).
2. Science and medicine, 20 volumes.
3. Domestic affairs and agriculture, 7 volumes.
4. Theology and sermons, 6 volumes.
5. Social matters and novels, 27 volumes. This includes
.Arabian Nights, 2 volumes (1706; also another edition in 4
volumes); Humphrey Clinker, in 3 volumes (London, 1771);
Pamela (London, 1767); and Sterne's Sentimental Journey
through France and Italy (London, 1770).
6. Essays, letters, general and miscellaneous literature, 129
volumes, including Ilolingbroke's Works, in 5 volumes (Dublin,
1793); The Uraftsman (Lon<lon, 1731), to which Gabriel Johnston had been a contributor before coming to .America; The
Guardian (1745, and Edinburgh, 1772); The Idler, in 2 volumes
(London, 1761); The Rarn bler (1772, also 1761, in 4 volumes);
The Spectator, in 8 volumes (London, 1771, also Glasgow, 1791,
in 8 volumes); The Tatler (Glasgow, 1749); The World (London, 1763); Hume's Essays and Treatises (London, 1758);
Locke's Works; Montesquieu (Glasgow, 1760); Rousseau's
Works, in 10 volumes (Edinburgh, 1774); the Marchioness de
Seyjgne's Letters to her daughter, in 9 volumes (Dublin, 1768);
The Sorrows of Werther (London, 1785); Sterne's Works, 10
volumes (1 W3); Swift's Works, 12 volumes (London, 1765-1768);
Voltaire's Works, 36 volume. (Lon<l.on, 1770); Walpole'R
Works, 5 volumes (London, 1708); Noah ·web ter's Collection
of Fugitive Writings (Bo ton, 1790).
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7. Encyclopmdias, grammars, and language, 30 volumes,
including Chalrners's Cyclopmdia, or D niversal Dictionary of
_L\.rts aud Sciences, 2 volumes (Londou, 1751); Encyclopmdia,
or a, Dictionary of A.rts, Science, and Miscellaneous Literature, 18 volumes, first American edition (Philadelphia, 1798).
8. Biography aud travels, 37 volumes, including the Memoirs
- of ~<\nne of Austria (1725); Coxe's Life of Sir Robert Walpole
in 3 volumes (Loudon, 1798); Select Views of the Life, Reign,
and Character of Frederick the Great (Dublin, 1792, volume l
only); .Mallet's Life of Francis Bacon (London, 1740), and
Shaw's Francis Bacon, 3 volumes (London, 1733), both from
the library of Francis Corbin; Life of Pope, 2 volumes (Dublin, 1769); Coxe's Travels in Switzerland, 2 volumes (Dublin,
1789), and his Travels in Poland, Russia, Sweden, and Denmark, 5 volumes (Londou, 1792); Moore's Journal of a Residence in France, 2 volumes (Londou, 1794); Shaw's Travels or
Observatfous of Barbary and the Levant (Oxford, 1738).
9. History and politics, 153 volumes, including Burnett's
History of Lis own times, 6 volumes (1725), from the library of
James Iredell; Bodin, De Repu blica (1641); Memoirs of Philip
de Comines (1596); Junius (Philadelphia, 1791); Hooke's
Roman History, 8 volumes (Dublin,. 1768); Historia Universalia (1663); Historical Register, 1714-1728, in 15 volumes;
Hume's England, 8 volumes (London, 1770); Les Histoires de
Poly be, avec les Fra-gmens (a Paris, 1655); Grotius on the
Truth of the Christian Religion (1700), and De Jure Belli et
Pacis (edition Gronovfo, 1689); Lyttleton's History of Heury
II, 3 volumes (London, 1767); Histoire de la Couquete du Mexique (ft Paris, 1730); Robertson's Scotland, 2 volumes (London,
1760), and his Charles V, 2 volumes (London, 1762); A.dam
Smith's Wealth of Nations, 3 volumes (Philadelphia, 1796) _;
Sir James Stewart's Political illcouomie, 2 volumes (Loudon,
1767); Knolles's History of tpe Turks (l{;-); Salmon's Modern History, or the Present State of A.11 Nations, with cuts and.
maps by Herman l\Ioll, 3 volumes (Lou<lou, 1744), from the
library of Francis Oorbiu; Smollett's England (1758); Hobbes
ou Government (1651), proba-bly the first edition. Of books
relatiug to Ameri ·au political history there are few. The Ii t
include Ramsey' ReYolutiou iu South Carolina (Trnnton,
1785); Raynal Revolution in America (Ediu burgh, 1782);
18 volur.ies of the Journal of Oongre ; Neal'' New England
( l720); Smith's New York (1757); Beverly's Virginia (1722);
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The Federalist, in 2 volumes (1788); with various pamphlets
and newspapers relating to North Carolina, affairs.
10. Classics, 36 volumes, inclu<ling Casaubon's translation
of the Philosophical Productions of Marcus Aurelius (1692);
~sopi Fabulm (1708); Aristotelis Ethical Gnece et Latiue
(169G); Cicero (1771); Cmsaris 0ommentarii (1716 and 1763);
W oodliall's Euripides, 4 volumes, (London, 1782); 0ornelii
N epotis Vitm (1G75); Rowe's edition of Lucian's Pharsalia, 2
volumes (London, 1722); Horatii Opera, Bentley's edition
(1728); Lucretius de Rerum Natura (1675); Garth's Ovid, 2
volumes (London, 1751); Persii Satyrm (1620); Seueca's
Morals (London, 17G2); 3 e<litions of Virgil, Wharton's (London, 1753) in 4 volumes, Davidson's (1770), and Dryden's
(London, 1709-1712, 3 volumes); and Simpson's Xenophon
(Oxonii, 1749).
11. Poetry and the drama, 5(3 volumes. This is perhaps the
most noteworthy section of all. Besides the Ben Jon son in G
volumes already mentioned, we find Beaumont and Fletcher
in 6 volumes (London, 1711); Behn's Plays; Bell's British
Theatre (1791); Colley Cibber's Apology for his Life (Londo u,
1740), from Dr. Cathcart's library; Cowley's Works (.London,
1684); Congreve's Works (London, 1730); Drayton's Heroic
Epistles (1711); Dryden's Works in 6 volumes (London, To11son, 1735); Plays of Massinger and others (1640); Otway's
Works (1712); Pope's Iliad, second edition (London, 1720),
and the Odyssey (London, 1778, 2 volumes); Samuel Johnson's
edition of Shakespeare, in 8 volumes (London, 1765); Sha<lwell's Works ; 2 editions of Young (1755 in 3 vohunes and 1757
in 4 volumes), and Edmund Spenser in G volumes (1715).
This enumeration needs no comment. There was certainly
culture where such a collection as this could be made, read,
and appreciated.
VIL -OTHER PRIV.A.TE LIBRARIES IN '.l'HE EAST.

There were other private libraries in the eastern half of the
colony, of which we have less·definite information. They have
either perished entirely or l1ave come down tons only in miserable fragments, wrecks of their former selves, but still speaking witnesses of a refinement and culture which in the lapse
of years bas been well-nigh forgotten by descendant:;; engaged
in solving the problem presented them by changes in civilization and relations of race.
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In its intellectual life North Carolina may be divided into
two pretty distinct halves. The eastern half contained the
towns of Edenton, Newbern, and Wilmington, and extended
as far west as Hillsboro. Tllis section was the older and represented English life and culture. The other half lay to tlrn
west, had Salisbury, Charlotte, and Fayetteville as its centers
and here the Scotch and Scotch-Irish elements predominated.'
Uol. James Innes in 1759 bequeathed his plantation, Point
Pleasant, near Wilmington, a considerable personal estate,
including slaves, all his books, and £100 sterling for the u e
of a free school for the benefit of tlle youth of North Carolina.
This was the :first private bequest to education in the history
of the province. Because of war and other neglects tte school
thus generously provided for was not chartered uutil 1783. It
was opened about the beginning of the present century. I do
not know the extent, the value, or the fortune of the library
bequeathed to the scbool. 1
John Hodgson, speaker of the house o.f commons in 1739
and of the two sessions of 1741, appointed in 1738 2 as one of
a committee to prepare a revisal of the laws of the province,
wl1ich was not done, had a library. He was a man of culture
and of influence during the first part of the century. Ile was
a lawyer, but eighteenth century editions of books in general
literature-Young (Loudon, 1765), Congreve (Glasgow, 1761),
Sterne, Gil Blas, Rambler, Don Quixote, Spectator, Pope,
Swift, Moliere-have come down to us from his library.
Of the library of James Iredell we know much less than we
could desire. He was a lawyer and we have evidence that he
had a good law library-the result of steady accumulations in
Eugland and America. That he ba<l books on general literature we know. His letters and the letters of bis friends and
colaborers, as given in his Life and Correspondence, indicate
clearly enough that be and they were men of learning and
culture. It was impossible to purchase books in the outhern
colonies. Ile had correspondent s iu En glaud who sent him
books, pamphlets, and papers relating to literature as well a
politics and law. In 1773 he writes for Blackstoue' Oommen.
tarie · and for religiou books. The nex t y ear he received
1 See \Vatl<lell's.A Colonial Officer and Ilis Tim1•s, p p. 25-54, for an extend ed
sk tch of Innes; ttlso Wheeler' · R eminiscen ces, pp. 308, 309, and Martin's
Private .Acts.
2
Colonial Records, IV, 407.
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Commons Debates in 9 volumes at£214s.; Ainsworth's Dict.iouary, £1; Livy, £1; Ilorace and Virgil, 8s.; and in 1783 he send8
3 guineas for the last four rnlurues of the Annual Register.
"l have a great de:sire to see a, good collection of tlte late Parliamentary debates, provided tltere be any honester account of
them than is contained in that partial trash, the l)olitical Magazine. You mm,t know I am a great aclmirer of Mr. Burke, and
I wish you could include in my li.t tle packet everyth ing of l1is
that has been published, which he has wrote or spoke, since
bis two celebrated speeches of April, 1774, and March, 1775,
which I have in good manuscripts of my own. Let me have,
if yon please, a Court Calender, a Bibliotheca Legum, a Peer- age, and a general catalogue of books with their prices." 1
He bad correspondents in the State of North Carolina who
loaned or presented him with books 2 and who received similar
favors from him, while the members of the Continental aucl of
the Federal Congress sent newspapers aud public docnme11ts
to tlleir constituents in North Carolina or acted as agents for
them in the purchase of books. 3
William Hooper (1742-1790), the signer, who lived in Wilmington, had a library, but this, like Dr. Caldwell's, commanded no respect in the eyes of British and Tories. In
February, 1782, he writes to Iredell:
My library, except as to law books, is shamefully inj tue<l and above 100
valuable volumes taken away. ·w bat vexes me most of all is tbat they
have broken several sets of books, where the volumes were so necessarily
dependent on each other as to make what remains useless lumber. You
know my partiality to my books-of course my chagrin at the abuse of
them. 4

...

Ilooper was the son of a Boston clergyman and had been
educated at Ilarvard. This extract expresses the feeling of a
book lover and we may conclude that he possessed a library
of cousiderable size and value.
Of the library of Archibald l\faclaine we know almost nothing. His law books were stolen by the British fluri11g 1781. 5
As he was a man of much culture, there were, 110 doubt, many
volumes of general interest in his posse~sion.
1 See his Life and Correspondence, I, 173-175, 187,283 ; II, 12, 56, 57, 74..
2lbicl., I, 203, 20.J., 367; II, 39, 70, 129.
3 Il,id., II, 35, 74, 326.
4
Ibid., JI, 5.
5 Ibid., I, 562.
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Joseph R. Gautier, who was a lawyer in Bladen aud a, member of the house of commons from that county in 1791, had a
valuable library which he left by will to the university. 1
Willie Jones (died 1801), of Halifax County, was educated at
Eton, England. He was president of the committee of safety
for the whole State, a member of the Continental Congress in
1780, of the Hillsboro Convention in 1788, and a rabid A11tiFederalist. He had a large.and valuable collection of book ,
of which a few have survive(l to our day.
There was a fine library at the Hermitage, the seat of John
Burgwin (<lied 1803), near Wilmington, collected, no doubt, in
England. Miss Sallie Burgwin, the granddaughter of the
founder writes me under date of AprH 13, 1894, of this library:
I can see it now as it was built in the wall of the old place. The bnsts
of two Roman emperors-Marcus Aurelins and Caracalla-ancl Faustina,
tho mother of M. Aurelius, were placed in a niche just above the library.
These busts seemed to guard the olcl books, placed there ages ago. * * "
I think these books must have been pla,ced there by my grandfather. His
name was in many of them, with the crest and coat of arms oftbe family.

The Hermitage was for years the site of unbounded ]1ospitality; English manners a11d English culture prevailed, and
the life of the English country gentry was here reproduced
~rhe library, after suffering the wreck of time an<l the plundering of Federal soldiery, perished in a :fire which destroyed the
building in 1881. 2
These are all the private libraries in the east of which I
have been able to find distinct mention. We can rest assured
that they were not all.
We know from the manuscript records of the Friends that
it was customary for them to receive presents of books 'and
pamphlets for distribution from time to time from other
branches of the society. In 1755 an<l 1761 a quantity of
prilltcd epistles were received and distributed among tbe
monthly meetings. In 1768 we find a complaint that Friend
had been '' carele s and negligent" in di posing of the book,·
,·ent from E ngl and. The quarterfy meeting was to Rtir np the
111011tlily meeting hereafter to put these books into places where
''they will be likely to an wcr the good ends intended in sending them." In 1744 it had been propo ed to send to England
for copies of Barclay. Apology, but the times were inauspi1 Battle's

Centennial A<ldrc.· on tho History of Raleigl1, p. 17.
.J. G. Bnrr in :Magazine of American !Ii tory, November, 1 6, 433-442,
ancl private corre ponclcnce.
2
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cious. Iu 1743 Friends in Perquimans and Pasquotauk, ''for
the "beue:fit of teaching young children arnl others," wished to
send to Boston to have Fox's Primmers [sic] reprinted. A
committee of three was appointed to edit the "books-''to co1lect out of those primmers such a part of them as shall l>e
suitable for young persous that are just eutering upon learning." .A committee was also appointed to attend to the business side of the matter, and it was resolved that each monthly
meeting "raize a sum of money according to each mau's lyberallity for yt purpose." In 1764 an order for 38 copies of a new
edition of Fox's J ourual was given, and a few years later a
number subscribed to ~L new edition of Penn's Works. 1
There were in the early period of colonial North Carolina
three centers of intellectual and literary culture. These centers were Edenton, Newbern, aucl vVilmington. Iu Edenton
in the years preceding the Revolution dwelt a galaxy of men
who were to make the town famous for its culture and refinement. The men who lived in these towns were neither refugees from justice nor men of desperate fortunes. They were
bold and intelligent, patriotic aud cultivated. Some of their
letters have come down to us in the Life and Correspondence
of James Iredell, and these letters are not the work of uncultivated men. They show a strength of character, a teuacity of
purpose, ability, aud patriotism equal to any of their compatriots fa the Revolution.
In Edenton and its vicinity live<l. Col. Eel ward Buncombe, a
native of St. Kitts, who was educated in England and possessed a large fortune; Pearson, a lawyer and Englishman; Col.
John Dawson, a lawyer from Virginia who married Governor
Gabriel Johnston's daughter, and whose home, Eden House,
was noted for its "splendid hospitality" and the "refined
society" that gathered there; William Cathcart, a physician
(died 1773), the father-in-law of Governor Samuel Johnston,
from whose library some volumes have come down to us; Col.
Thomas Pollock (1654-1722), who had been acting governor
in 1712 and 1722; Col. John Harvey (died ,June 3, 1775), who
was speaker of the house of commons 17G6-1768, 1773, 177 4,
and at the time of his death leader of the Whigs; Joseph
Hewes, the signer, a lawyer and a man of accompli hments;
Jasper Charlton and William Cumming, lawyers and dei ts,
1 See the chapter on "Social life n in my work on
outbern Quakers anc1
Slavery.

H. Doc. 201--14
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men of ability and scholarship; Thomas Jones, a lawyer and
Englishman, who drafted the constitution, and whose library
was large and valuable enough to demand a catalogue; 1 Robert
Smith (died 1782)~ another lawyer, and also a merchant, who
showed his devotion to the intellectual life by leaving a large
part of his fortune to found an academy and whose papers the
British destroyed in 1781; 2 · Charles J ohuson and Sir Natbaniel
Dukenfield, of Duken:field, in the county of Chester, and
Stephen Cabarrus, a native of France, now a merchant of Edenton, and destined to attain liigh honors under the State, were
all living in or near Edenton. 3 To this list we must add Francis Corbin, from whose library numerous books, all havin g bis
bookplate and coat -of arms, have come down to us; and
Thomas Child, agent of Earl Granville, who was interested in
books enough to have a bookplate. · vVe must add, also, after
the Revolution, Dr. Hugh Williamson, the first man to undertake a history of the State, and Abraham Hodge, tbe printer.
Of N ewberu we know less than of the other towns. It wa
here that James Davis set up the :first printing press in the
colony in 1749, and this business was steadily followed for the
next thirty years. Here lived Governor Abner Nash; ex-Chief
Justice Martin Howard Ii ved in Jones County; Governor
Richard Caswell was in Lenoir; and the town, because of tbe
general politeness and culture of its people, was Jong called
the Athens of North Carolina. 4 Here lived John Penn, the
signer; here was Francis Xavier Martin, the author aml publisher, and who began before the close of the century to collect
materials for a history of the State.
In tl).e case of Wilmington our information is a little more
de.finite. A. l\f. Hooper, who was a younger contemporary of
the men of the last cen tury, and kuew, perhaps, more than anyone else of the literary resources of the men of this section, say
that "every family possessed a collection of the best English
authors,'' 5 aud this seems to have been reasonably true. In
Wilmington lived John A.she, wlio became a general in the
patriot army; Samuel A he, who became a judge and governor;
Corneliu. Harnett, ' who could boast a geni u for mu ic and
1

McR ' Iredel1, I, 131 132.
Ibid., I, 516; II , 6 , 303.
3J1Jic1., I, 31-3::;.
4 Ibi,l., I, 392.
6 \Vheeler's Iii ·tory, II 284..
2
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taste for letters;" Dr.John Eustace, a correspondent of Sterne,
and "who united wit and genius, and learning and science;"
Col. Thomas Lloyd, "gifted with talents and adorned with
classical literature;" Gen. Robert Howe; Dr. John Fergus, a
graduate of Edinburgh, and an excellent Latin and Greek
scholar; William Pennington, "an elegant writer, admired for
his wit and his highly polisheu urbanity;" Judge Maurice
Moore, of ''versatile talents and possessed of extensive information," an orator, a wiL, and a political writer; Archibald
Maclaine, who had made "rigorous forays into the fields of
science and polite learning," and "whose criticisms on Shakespeare would, if they were published, give him fame and rank
in the republic of letters;" William HiJl, a graduate of Har" vard; Alexander Lillington, whose library has come down to
us in part; Gen. James Moore; Lewis Henry De Rossett; Adam
Boyd, the editor and later prea,cher, who also wrote elegiac
verse; Alfred Moore, a justice of the Supreme Court of the
United States; and Timothy Bloodworth.1
These men were among the leaders of the intellectual
thought of the eastern half of the State. But of their book
collections we know little. They were the compeers and
fellow-workers with Hooper, Johnston, Iredell, Hodgson, and
others of whose libraries we know something. It seems but
reasonable to co11clude that these men were not less prepared
for the intellectual life than the others, although all tra.ce of
the extent of this preparation is lost.2
1 McRee's Iredell, I, 194-195, 371, quoting Hooper, in Wheeler, II, 285
et seq.
ZMr. Thomas M. Owen, A. M., of Jefferson County, Ala., now iu tho
Post-Office Department, Washington, D. C., is preparing an historical an<l
genealogical account of GraD"ville County, N. C., np to 1800, basecl entirely
on the manuscript records of the county, and bas kindly fnrnishecl me
the following items in regard to t.l.ie state of culture in that county, 17501772. This county was formecl in 174-6, ancl was therefore for the whole of
this period a frontier county. 'l'his fact should be kept in rniud. Besio.es
the books enumerated below, there were other ma,tters which will tend to
show the state of education. Ono of these wa,s the uTest." In 1754-55
the officials of Granville County, including tl.Je sheriff an<l his deputies,
justices, clerks, colonels, captains, lieutenants: and ensigns, surveyor,
coroner, and attorneys, were requi.red to subscribe the following test: "I
do Declare that I do believe that there is not any Transubsta,ntiation in
the , acrament of tbe Lor<l's Snpper, or in the El<'ments of Bread ancl
Wine at or after the Consecration thereof l>y any person wlrnieYer." TJ10
original test, with the autographs, has been preserved. There are 38 sop-
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VIII.-PRIVATE LIBRARIES IN THE WESTERN SEC'.I.'ION .A.ND
THE SCO'.I.'CH- IRISH .

In the previous pages I have enumerated all the libraries of
which I have been able to find traces in the east. These represent the intellectual activity of the English settlers. In the
western section we come into contact with a different elemeut
of population-the Scotch and the Scotch-Irish. The immigration of these races began about 1736, when Henry McOullocb.
led 4,000 Scotch-Irish from Ulster to Duplin County, N. 0.
After the defeat at Culloden (17 46) the Scotch began to pour
into the province by thousands. They were generally industrious, sober, and intelligent. They were God-fearing meu,
and the systematic building of churches and the foundiug of
a r ate signatures appended; of these, 37 signed their names in a bold,
strong hand, and only one signed by mark,
An examination of the :first four record books of Granville shows the
following results as to the ability of the makers of ·wills to write: Record
book, 1750-1761, 10 signed their names to wills and 10 s igned by mark;
record book, 1761-1762, 13 signed names and 10 by mark; record uook,
1762-1765, 4 signed names and 4 by mark; record book, 1765-1772, 21""
signed names and 7 by mark. For tho twenty-two years, 48 signed their
names and 31 signed 1.,y mark.
The following items are found in the wills and inventories concerning
books, 1750-1772: James Hutchinson, 1750, "1 ink pott, " "1 Bible, 1 Testament, 2 Sermon books, 3 other small books"; Robert Halliman, 1750, "2
books," 11 1 Ink glass"; Alexander Largoe, 1750, 11 1 Bible, 1 Ink Glass";
Robert Dunraven, 1750, 11 1 Bible"; Edward Jones (grandfather of Nathaniel Macon), 1750, "7 books"; John Duke, 1755, "3 books," "1 Bible,
1 prayer book "; Edmund Daniel, 1755, "5 books"; John Miduleton, 1757,
"1 Bible, 1 prayer book, 1 psalter, 1 blank book "; John Landress, 1757,
"20 books cllie-0.y Dutch print"; Jamei:; Mangum, 1757, "a 1mrcel of books,"
Tlle Whole Duty of l\Iau was sold for ls. 8d. and Law and Grace Unfolded,
for 5s.; Samuel Mangum, 1758, "a parcel of books" ; \Vm. Eaton, 1759, "a
collection of books"; ·wm. Clanton, 1759, "6 books"; Daniel \Villi ams
(fatller of James Williams, killed at King's Mountain), 1759, "18 1.,ooks";
J~phraim Merritt, 1760, "1;ome old books "; l\finis [sic] Griggs, 1761, "4
old. books"; George Jordan, sr., 1761, "1 book"; Thomas Harris, 1761, '' 1
Tc tament"; Sngan Jones, 1761, "1 black walnut desk," "1 Bible, 1
'I'estament, 1 prayer book, Tllo \Yholo duty aud. 6 small c.lo. [volumes]' ;
Thomas ·williarus, 1761, "5 book.-"; John Wil<ler, 1761, "1 Bible and
prayer book· ·· Thos. Bell, 1761, "1~<1ward. Green Books"; Richard Davis,
1762, "n, :pa se1le of hooks"; Gideon Macon (father of Tatlrnniel Iacon),
1762, "1 dictionary, 1 law uook ,. · Richard -\.ITundell, 1762, "1 book";
.Jo epll \\'right, 1762, "6 book ··; \\'illiam )Io.,_., 1762, '' 8 hooks"; J olln
Daniel, 1762, '-1 bookti " ; J onathau Pierce, 1762, "2 13i bles 1 church do.
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schools was almost coeval with their settleme1its. The influence of the OoUege of New Jersey soou became paramount.
It remained so until after the beginning of the present century
and dominated the conduct of the State University during its
earlier years. Princeton had not been long established when
it began to send out Presuyterian missionaries to teach and
to preach in the wilds of Carolina. These pioneers were men
of piety and learning. They settled in the State and became
the ancestors of some of the most prominent families within
her borders. The earliest of these missionarieR was Rev.
Ilugh McAden, who came to the province in 1755. Alexander
Martin, later governor and United States Senator; Rev. A1ex& the other a comon [sic] Bible 2 Comon [sic] prayer books 1 old
l)salter 1 other small Book/' he provided also th:tt hjs son .James shouhl
give his children Philip and Milley ''two years schooling"; Ezekiel Fuller,
1763, "5 small books"; Benj. Rice, 1763, "3 old books"; John Johnson,
1763, "1 Blank pocket book 2 small Gilt children's nooks, 1 Bible, 1 Spelling book 1 psalter 3 History books 1 Coiiion prayer Book 1 History book,"
'' the deceased kept school sometime before he died," and is the first teacher
of whom we have record in this county; Sherwood Harris, 1763, "1 Bible
& some old books"; Benj. Partie, 1764, "6 books"; Angnstine .I3ato, 1765,
"1 desk and book case, sundry reading 1)0oks"; Philip Taylor, 1766, "1
desk and book case"; Wm. Lawrence, 1766, "some old books"; Richard
Hartgraves, 1766, "Bible, Testament and sermon book"; Isaiah Phipps,
1766, "1 Bible, 1 Testament, 1 prayer book and 3 other sm·an books,"
Phipps waA probably a doctor, as his inventory includes "tooth drawers"
and lancet; Edward Robinson, 1766, "1 Testament and prayer book";
John Glover, jr. , 1766, tho administratorn returned "that they have taken
into their possessions the books of the said deceased which is all the Estate
they have yet found"; John Allen, 1767, "1 Bible"; Thomas Bell, 1768,
"1 Bible," '' 1 prayer book," "2 or 3 old books"; Robert Droghon,
1768, "7 books"; John Smith, 1768, "a largo Bible and 5 other books";
John Gilliam, 1768, " 11 bound books and a inkstand"; Charles Dotson,
1768, '' a parcel of books"; 'fhomas Springfield, 1768, "2 books, 1 box of
wafers, 1 inkholder, 1 pr. divirlers and gunter's scale and 11 small books";
William Rose, 1769, "3 Biuels [sic], 1 Common prayer book, 1 Testament,
5 or 6 old. small books, 1 sun dial"; Philemon Bradford, 1770, "4 books";
John Williams, sr. (father of Judge John Williams), 1770, "6 · books";
Samuel Benton (grandfather of Thomas H. Benton), 1770, "3 desks and 2
book cases," "a small library of books," "some pamphlets''; Absalom
Hicks, 1770, '' 3 books"; Mythias Myars, 1770, "1 parcel of books";
Frances Landers, 1770, divides between her 3 sons" all the English books";
William Wilson, 1771, "1 Biule., a prayerbook & a slate;'; Edward Veaz y,
1771, "a parcel of books"; George Brasfield, 1771, "a number of books";
Solomon Howard, 1772, "books"; Richard Roberts, 1772, "a parsil of
books 1' ; Lowis Roithwoll, 17721 "9 books," "3 almanacks".
The above extracts are made from a total of 153 inventories reconlc<l,
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ander McWorter, Rev. David Caldwell, Waigbtstill .Avery,
and others, were all graduates of Princeton and immigrants to
North Carolina during this period, and their influence on the
history of culture has been most marked. 1
Waightstill Avery (1745-1821), a graduate of Princeton in
1766, came to North Carolina in 1769 and began the practice
of law in Charlotte. Besides a, law library he had many volumes of the classics, some of which have come down to us.
He read them all. His library· is said to bave been the most
extensive and well selected in the western part of the State.
In 1831, after the destruction of the State capitol by fire, the
governor was enabled, through the libe_rality of his son, to
draw from it one of the two measurably complete collections
of the printed copies of the acts and journals of the general
1750-1772. To these ex.tracts may be added a few others of the same
character, but made from wilJs of a later elate: William Williams (brother
of Judge John Williams, of Williamsboro, N. C.), /(1 larg Bible, Burkitt
on the New Testament, 1 Clerks Bible, 1 Psalms & Hymns, 1 Watts Hymns
family Instructor 1 Doddrids Sermons, the Gospel Mystery of Sanctification A Sacramental Catechism or family Instructor, An Alarm to the unconverted Sinners 1 of the Confession of faith, Johnson's Dictionary, 1 of the
Desenting Gentlemen Ansn [sic J 1 of Hervey's Meditations"; Samuel Henderson (father of Col. Richard Henderson), 1783, u11arge Bible, other small
books"; Col. Richard Henderson (the founder of Transylvania), 1791, "a
parcel of Books, [to wit] 2 Vol. Leeds Sermons, 4 vol. Lyl. Hos. Hin. 2 C.
4. Do. Rambler, 2 Do. of Puffendorfa Introd. &c. 2 Do of Rapin's His. of
England, 2 Do. of Churchil's Poems 2 Do Homes Elements, 1 Do of Derhams Astro theology, 1 Do Fable of the Bee, 1 Do Sentimental Journey,
Sterne, 2 Do. Sir Will. Temples Works, 2 Do Classical Dictionary, 4 Do
Spectator, 1 Do Herveys Meditations, 1 Do Bibliotheca Legum, 1 atlas a
Bible, prayer Book & a parcel of old Books"; Bromfield Ridley (ancestor
of Judge Bromfi.ehlRidley, of Tennessee), 1796, "1 pine book case, 1 Cotton
gin, Books, Raymond's reports, 2 Vol. Piere William do. 3 Vol. Burrows do.
3 do. Vinters do. 1 do. Silleys Conveyance[r], 1 do. Salkields reports,
Cooke on Littleton, 1 do. principles of Equity, 1 do Case in the time of
L<l Talbot, 1 clo. Doughlass repts. 1 do. Cowpers do. do. Blackstons do. 2
do. Blackstones commentaries 5 do. Morgans Essays, 3 do. Law of Evidence 1 do. new do. do. 1 do Laws of North Carolina, 1 do Jacobs Law
Dictionary 1 do Yellow Jacket Clerks instructions, 2 do. Butlers Tisi Prius,
1 do. 'houdans Dictionary 1 do. Johnston do. 2 do. Rollins History 10 do.,
Cooks voige [sic] 2 do. Buckhams Phy 11 1 do. Bible 1 do. Prayer
Books, 3 do. Youngs Works 3 do."; Samuel Smith, 1801, "Book , 70 volume."
1 For the fullest and most accurate treatment of schools in the province,
and for the influence of the College of .,.ew Jersey, cf. History of Education in North Carolina (Washington, 1888), by Prof. Charles Lee Smith,
Ph.D.
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assembly of North Caro]ina that are now known to be in
existence. This library seems to have been vrocured after tbe
Revolution, for when the Brifo;h occupied Charlotte in 1780 his
law office, bis library, and many of his papers were destroyed. 1
He kept a diary in the orthodox New England fasliion, which
has come down to us, and even in war time was careful to
increase his stock of books. ·rn the memorandum of William
Alexander, who di<l a carrying business between Philadelphia,
and North Carolina during the Revolution as a sort of commissary to the American army, we baye an entry to "bring
for Mr. Avery" Farmer's Letters; NewVoyageAround tbe
World by Captain Cook; Doctor Banks, and So]and ( ?), two
volumes. That a man in the midst of war and in the backwoods of North Carolina should have l1acl the inclination and
courage to endeavor to keep up with the latest maritime discovedes certainly argues well for the culture and enthusiasm
of this hardy and useful pioneer.
Rev. David Caldwell (1725-18~4), a native of Pennsylvania,
a graduate of Princeton in 1761, and a tea<.:her and preacher
in North Carolina the remainder of bis life, had a Jibrary of
considerable size and value, which included medical books as
well as the classics, theology, etc. It was destroyed, along
with all bis manuscripts, by the British in 1781. This was
done with phases of particular and deliberate barbarity, nor
was it the work of marauders and camp followers. The order
for destruction was given by the officers. The large oven in
the yard was used. A fire was kindled and armful after armful
of books were committed to the flame.·. The destruction was
ruthlessly complete. Not even the family Bible escaped from
these savages. It took years to reproduce this library in
part. The loss of the manuscripts was irreparable. Oald well
was then in the camp of Greene, and a reward of £200 was
offered for his capture. 2
Rev. James Hall (1744-1826), another one of these pioneer
Presbyterians, had an exten ·ive and well-selected library, collected partly in the last and partly in the present century.
About 1810 he made a donation of GO volumes of Latin, theology,
metaphysics, and logic books from his private library to the
University of North Carolina. Thi dona,tion was not ]arffe,
but was valuable. He gave books to the theological library of
-------- -- 1 North Carolina "Gniversity Magazine, 185?5, IV, 245.
2 Foote, Sketches, 274; Carutheri.-1's Cal<l. well, 7, 4.1, 4-3.
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the College of New Jersey in 1815 and founded a circulating
library. 1
Rev. John Barr (1749-1831), of Rowan, diu not possess "a
large library, but the books contained in it were selected with
care." He was also a diligent student of the volumes of the
Thyatira Circulating Library, which he founded. 2
Rev. Lewis Feuilleteau Wilson (1753-1804), another Presbyterian, provided him.self with a small library before he came to
America in 1774, and doubtless brought it with him to North
Carolina in 1786, where he continued to labor until his death. 3
Gen. Joseph Graham (1759-1836) had a library. Foote
remarks in his Sketches that in selecting it "he proved how
high an estimate he placed upon Christian instruction." 4
Of the library of Rev. Henry Pattillo we know very little.
He is said to have been a great lover of books and indulged
his taste as much as his circumstances would allow. As he was
also an author, his library was, probably, comparatively large.
During an absence from home his house was burned. When be
met his wife on his return his :first exclamation was, "My dear,
are my books safe f" and on receiving an affirmative answer
he thanked God and seemed perfectly satis:fied. 5
Concerning the library of Rev. Dr. Samuel Eusebius McCorkle (1746-1811), Rev. Dr. E.W. Caruthers writes: 6
A minister's library is in general a good index to the cast of his mind
and to his habits of study. If on entering the study of a minister with a
small salary and a large family to support, in this back country, too, ancl
in that period of its history when books were very expensive, and the difficulty of getting books from foreign countries was almost insurmountable, you should find the shelves stocked with such authors in theology
as Calvin, 'l'urretin, Stackhouse, Stilling:fl.eet, and Owen; in church history, as IIoolrnr, Shuckford, Prideaux, and Mosheim (in Latin); on law and
civil government, as Puffendorf, Burlemaqui, Montesquieu, and Blacksto11c,
besides the Universal IIistory, Encyclopredia Britannica, etc., it might be
fairly inferred that he was a man who looked below the surface of things.
Such was his library, and it was a good index to his mind and habits. Ile
would not give a trifling book-a mere novel or romance-a place on his
shelves; but a work of real value that he wanted he would. spare no pains
to procure. Ile rarely bought a work on experimental religion, if it were
the pro<luction of a second or third rate man; hut he delighted much in
the practical works of neh men as Owen, Edwards, an<l Doddridge.
Foote's ketches, 331 335; . ee also Bethany Centennial .Addresses.
Early Religious Life of John Barr, Phiiadelphia, 1 52, p. 67.
'1 Foote s ketches, 340.
4
lbi<l., 261.
"• prague's Annal of the Am rican Pulpit, III, 196-199.
,;Ibi d., III, 316.
1
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I have been able to find no other refereuces to libraries in
the west. There were doubtless such. The trouble is the
same here as that which has always confronted the historian
of North Carolina-a lack of materials. The social side of
our history has been neglected. more than any other. It does
not appear that any attempt bas ever been made before to
give a full account of any libraries. The result of this indifference and neglect is shown in the provoking incompleteness of
the present paper.
But the men whose names have been given above are only
typical representatives of others, of whom, unfortunately, our
information is still more scanty. ] rom the time of the Revolution the towns in the central and western part of the StateHillsboro, Fayetteville, Morganton, and Charlotte-became
more prominent. In this section education was more widely
diffused than in the east, and it is probable that there were
more books and more reading, but much of this knowledge
has passed from the memory of man. We know something
of the collections of A very, Hall, Wilson, and Barr. We
know nothing of those of Hugh Mc.A.den, .Alexander Craighead, Joseph Ualdwell, Humphrey Hunter, James M'Gready,
Thomas H. McCaule, and other Presbyterian ministers who
were equally interested in learning. Nor do we know anything of the collections of William Bingham, the teacher; of
the Brevards, the .Alexanders, and Polks, who were patriots
in the Revolution, educated and prominent men.
We have the information that in the .Alamance section, at
least, "many of the first families had respectable libraries of
standard works, chiefly religious_," and consjsting of such
books as the Confession of Faith, Longer and Shorter catechisms, Pilgrim's Progress, the works of Boston, of Doddridge,
of Baxter, and Watts; Fox's Book of Martyrs; The .Afflicted
Man's Companion, and the Balm of GHead. 1 And since this
is true of the .Alamance section, there is no other reason why
it was not equally true of the Rowan, the Iredell, and the
Mecklenburg sections.
The Presbyterians of tbe middle section also took steps in
1701 to have Doddridge's Rise and Progress of Religion in the
Soul and his 10 Sermons on Regeneration reprinted in .Fayetteville. Proposal for subscriptions were circulate(l in all
1

Wiley's Address on the llistory of Alamance Church, 187D, p. 11.
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the congregations, and if the number amounted to 1,500 the
work was to be undertaken. The next year it was reportetl
that 800 subscriptions had beeu obtained, and Dr. S. E.
McCorkle and Rev. James McRee were appointed agent to
transact the business with the printer. This benevolent
scheme for mutual improvement was a failure, however, after
a large amount of money had been expended. 1
We know also that in 1788 devotional and school book
were sent by special request from Germany to the Lutheran
congregation on Dutch Buffalo Creek, in Mecklenburg County.
They wanted especially the works of Reverend abbots Veltheusen and Henke, and of Professors Crell, Kliigel, and Brun .
The North Carolina Catechism was published at their request
in Leipsic in 1788. 2
These private collections and the Presbyterian libraries were
to the west what the parish libraries of the Society for the
Propagation of the Gospel had been to the east.
IX.-LIBRA..RIES AND '.l'HE REVOLUTION.

Bad as the situation was in the colonial period, the Revolution brought with 1t a sad and heavy cbange for the worse.
The British invasion of the South, 1780-81, was a movement
of despair. They had failed in their effort to subjugate New
England; they had failed in the conquest of the middle colonies. Their only hope now lay in the South. -Their plan was
by conquest and destruction, to make their rule in the South
complete. Many of the fairest and wealthiest portions of the
province fell into the hands of the British and Tories. The
Tories, representiug in themselves many of the worst elements
of the population, spared neither men nor property, literature
nor learning, and the dreariness of the literary prospect in the
closing year of the eighteenth century, as given by Hon.Archibald D. Murphey, was due largely, no doubt, to the influeuce of
the British invasion. Judge Murphey says that when he wa a
student there Dr.Caldwell had no library attached to hi school.
"His students were supplied with a few of the Qreek and
Latin cla ic , Eu ·lid's Element of Mathematic , and Martin "
Natural Philo ophy. * * * The tudent had no books on
1 Foote's
ketches, pp. 28-1-, 2 7.
,! Bernheiru's Lutheran hurch in the arolinas, pp. 2 2-287.
edition of the work was known as the llelmstaedt Catechism.
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There were, indeed, very

few in the State, except in the librarie8 of lawyers who lived

iu the commercial towns. I well remember that, after completing my course under Dr. Caldwell, I spent nearly two years
without finding any books to read, except some old works on
theological subjects. * * * Few of Dr. Caldwell's students
had better opportunities of getting books than myRelf~ and
with these slender opportunities of instruction it is not surprising that so few became eminent in the liberal professions.
At this day, when libraries are established in all our towns,
when every professional man and every respectable gentleman
has a collection ·of books, it is difficult to conceive the inconveniencies under which young men labored thirty or forty
years ago." 1
We have noticed already the law of 1715, establishing and
providing for government care of the Bray library jn Bath.
There was no other law under the proprietors that has even a
glimmering reference to literature. Nor was any law of this
character passed under the royal a<l.miuist.ration. The work
of the royal government was not to foster intellectual development any more than it was to foster development along lines
of political and religious freedom. The only encouragement
given to literature that I have been able to find in the records
was the importation in 1771 of "twelve priuted coppies of the
process used in Sweeden for the making of Tarr," uuder the
direction of Lord Hillsboro,2 and au allowance of about £2 a
year for the years 1769-1771 to the parish school in Newbern,
for books and paper. 3
Rev. Charles E. Taylor, writing at this time, emphasizes the
need of books. 4 As the dark days drew on apace, the provincial council of safety, with rare prudence, took measures to
provide the people with such literature as would be of mo t
practical service to them in time of war. They offered, and
doubtless paid, a bounty of £250 for the first paper mill estab1 Oration before the Literary 'ocieties of the
niversity of orth Carolina, 1827, p. 18. We fear that Judge Murphey was drawing on his imagination for some of these libraries "established in all onr towns." In 1893
there were reported to the Commissioner of Education 43 public libraries,
of which only those at the University and the Bingham choo1, the tate
library, and the supreme court library were founded prior to 1827.
2 Colonial Records, IX, 13, 20.
3 Ibid., IX, 272.
4

Ibid., IX, 23, 327.
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Iisbed in the province. 1 They ordered their delegates in Philadelphia to have Brownrigg's Essay on Salt Making reprinte<l
at the public expense aud distributed throughout the State.!
They ordered essays on tactics, discipline, and surgery; nor
did they forget spiritual wants in time of trouble, for Witherspoon's Sermons were sent, and a pamphlet on the Principle.
of the English Constitution was provided for those wlio e
patriotism might lag. 3
X.-PUBLIC ·LIBRARIES AFTER THE REVOLUTION.

Besides the efforts made by the Society for the Propagation
of the Gospel to establish parochial libraries prior to the Revolution, there seems to have been at least one other effort in
the same direction. This was known asTIIE CAPF. FEAR LIBRARY.

We know almost nothing of its history. It was in existence
in Wilmington between 1760 and 1770, was a public library
and was supported by a society of gentlemen. It probably
disappeared in the Revolution. 4
After the close of the Revolution, the spirit of study seem
to have revived, and we have record of at least five attempt.
to found circulating or public libraries in the State.
THE CIRCULATING LIIlRARY IN MECKLENBURG.

This seems to have been the first. At the close of the Revolution a debating society was formed in this county, and
1 Colonial Records, X, 217.
For the history of this mill see my paper on
"The press of Torth Carolina in the eighteenth century," pp. 50-52.
2
Colonial Records, IX, 811.
3 August, 1776, the delegates sent the council of safety from Philadelphia 11 14,1 setts of Simes's Military Gni<le, two volumes each; 2-! Xew
ystem of Military Discipline; 24 Witherspoon's Sermons; 32 Van
weeten's and J ones's Cure. for Armies; 48 Principles of the Eugli h
Constitution (pamphlet) ; 24 rheams of writing paper" ( Colonial Record ,
X, 756). Fourteen volumes of the Fiel<l Engineer (p . 812), 12 copies of Proceedings of ontinental Congress, and 200 of Articles of War were al ·o
(ent (p. 50), a were newspapers (p . 901) and, earlier, "Common en e"
spp. 447, 456). Of tbi Hewes writes: 11 W have not pnt up any to go by
the waggon, not knowing how you might reli h iu<lepen<lency." Thi
was on February 11, 1776· was he al o io-norant of May 20, 17751
' ee " ketch of William Hooper, by A. M. Ilooper, in Wheeler's History of North Carolina, II, 284, written in 1822.
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embraced parts of the congregation of Sugar Creek, Steel
C1·eek, and Provideuce. Deba~ing societies for political purposes were common in those days. This one had wealth and
talent, and took a hand in religious discussion as well. It was
furnished with a circulating libra.ry "replete with infidel philosophy and infidel sentiments on religion and morality." This
hostility to religion waR met with arguments, and caused the
publication of a religious tract by Rev. James Wallis (q. v.).
The dispute was continued with spirit for a time, but about
the end of tbe century the library was carried across the
mountains to Tennessee. 1
TIIE IREDELL COUNTY LIBRARY.

About the same time Rev. James Hall founded a circulating
library in his congregation in Iredell County. Ile encouraged
debating societies and undertook to instruct a elass of young
people in grammar. They met on Saturdays, and in order to
remedy the general want of books he wrote out a system of
grammar and circulated the manuscript copies.2
TIIE THY ATIRA LI.BRARY.

There was a circulating library in Rowan Couuty, within the
bounds of the Thyatira congregation, from which it was known.
Its foundation was due principally to Rev. John Barr'(174D1831 ), and seems to have been made about middle life. "The
selections were of the most substantial character." .A.mo11g
them were Rollin's Ancient History, Gibbon's Decline and
Fall, Mosheim's Ecclesiastical Ilistory, Robertson's Charles v,
Ilume's England, Josephus, Butler's Analogy, Prideaux's Counection, etc. 3
LII3RABY OJ<' THE CENTER HE 'EVOLE 'T socrnTY.

The legislature of 178D chartered the Center Benevoleut
Society of 1\fecklen burg and Rowan counties. Its threefold
object was (1) to encourage literature, (2) to alleviate the distress of the unfortunate, and (3) to supply the wants of tlie
poor and indigent. 4
Poote's Sketches, 248, 249.
Ibid .. 330.
3 Ear]~ Religious Life of John Barr, Philadelphia, 1 52, p. 67.
4 Martin's Private A.cts, 1794, p. 225.
1

2
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It certainly bad a library, for we know that it was one of the
earliest donors to the library of the University of North Oarolina. It is doubtless the same as the public libra.ry which we
know was organized in SaUsbury in 1789 or 1790. We have
two letters from Gen. John Steele to Judge Spruce McCoy
concerning books for this library. The first letter was written
from New York on the 29th of May, 1790:
The memoran<lum, relative io your books, I have delivered to Mr. Rivington, and requested him to inform me the prices that tliey woulcl cost,
respectively. He bas not done it yet; therefore I <'an not give you the
necessary information. However, as soon as I obtain it, I shall consult
Governor Johnson [sic], and jf he likes the binding, etc., ancl tliinks th e
prices reasonable, I will make the purchase, or inform yon and leave it
open to your order.

General .Steele writes another letter to Judge McCoy, from
New York, under date of December 29, 1791:
* ,,. * I rejoice 1bat the Salisbury library company have not lost
sight of what I am convinced will be productive of veTy valuable consequences. The books can be procured here, and sball be at any event,
before the adjournment of Congress, but I beg leave to suggest the following difficulties. If bought without the cash at a short credit wbicll may
be procured without difficulty, no discount will be made, in their srYeral
prices. The money I havo not myself. If I pass my note at the bank, and
thereby procure the money, the company will lose the discount, this wou'd
not however be equal to the loss sustained by purchasing the books on
credit. Perhaps the better way won'd be, to pay the money to Mr. Albert
Torrence in Salisbury, and let him draw a bill for the amot. upon me,
founded upon an agreement made with him before I left home. This will
be perfectly agreeable to me, and will relieve the company from the difficulty and risqne of remitting the payments. There is a kind of reading
which is both entertaining and instructive, that the company seems to
have overlooked in makin_g up the list. I mean some late travels, thro'.
Europe, &ca. &ca. Wou 'cl it be proper to purclrnse to a small amount.
I will not think of it without tho entire approbation of nJl concerned.
The enclosed papers please to ren,d, and not suffer them to be separated
until they nre put np at Bream's Coffee house. The bu iness of writing let lers has become so burdensome that it almost disqualifies mo from proper
attention to other business. This method of sending news papers to a
pnblic taYern is snrely sufficient, nay , far preferable. 1

Tbe last paragraph indicates that foe good general wa
being pe terecl by borne correspondents bu11gry for new,. If
tbis library j the same a .· that of the Center Benevolent
~ ociety, we know that ,·ome of it.' book, fonncl their wny to the
1 niver ity of .rTorth CaroJinn, probably on the djs olution of
th former organjzation.
1

Ori rrinal in my po ses ion.
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THE LIBRARY OF THE UNIVERSITY OF NORTIT CAROLINA,

The last public library to be organized jn North Carolina in
the eighteenth century was tbat of the infant University of
North Carolina. This institution bad been chartered in 1789.
The corner st.one of the first building was laid on October 12,
1793, and jt was opened for students in February, 1795. Of
the library facilities of the first students we know little. They
were doubtless very limited. The earliest donors of books to
the library were Judge John Williams,1 James Reid, of WHmington; Governor -v\Tilliam R. Davie, who gave 14: volumes
in 1795 and subsequently added 25 more; David Ker, professor
in the institution and acting presidei1t; Richard Bennehan,
who gave 28 volumes; Abram Hodge, the printer; the Center
Benevolent Society; Joseph B. Hill, who gave an eHcyclopredia in 18 volumes; Francis N. W. Burton, William H. nm,
Edward Jones, JosephR. Gautier, who gave about 100 volumes,
mostly French books of devotion and Protestant theology, and
Calvin Jones. 2 •
The literary societies were organized fo 1795 and began their
collections. These were at first poor and small. Dr. Hooper
tells us in his address in 1859 tl1at when lie came to the university in 1804 the Dialectic Library was contained in one of
the cupboards of one of the corner rooms in the East Bnilding,
and consisted of a few half-worn volumes presented by com1 The inventory of Ju<lge Williams mentions 74 books as belo~gfog to his
law library.
2 Sketches of University of North Carolina, 36.
See also Prof. Fisk P.
Brewer's account of this library. _He says the first ,olume that belonged
to it was a copy of the works of Dr. Thomas Wilson. This was one of a
number of copies that had been presented to Congress by lJis son and then
distributed through Hs members to institutions of l earnin g. The fly leaf
contains the resolutions of Congress, March 22, 1785, and the following
record: "In pursuance of the above resolution the nn<l.ersigned, delegates
from the State of North Carolina, have agreed io transmit the works of
Dr. Thomas Wil on to :rewberne, to be deposited there in the library
belonging to the public academy till tbe time arrives, which they hope is
not far distant, when the wisdom of the legislature, a ccording to the
express intention of the constitutiou, shall have caused a college or 1miversity to be erected in the State. Ilu. ·wmiamson, Jno. Sitgreaves."
Boone, in his History of Education in the United tates (p. 295) quotes
Stockwell's History of Public Education in Rhode Island to the effect that
in the eighteenth century the Redwood Library, of Proviclen e, was vi ited
by scholars "from the Carolinas and the ,Yest In,1ie , from New York, and
even from Boston."
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passionate individuals. "And I think it was in the habit of
migrating from room to room, as the librarian was changed,
for you may be sure the responsibility of taking care of such a
number of books could not be borne long by one pair of shoulders. And, besides, there was some ambition to choose a,
librarian a man who could wait on the ladies. * * * The
cupboards were not only small, but full of rat holes, and a
large rat might have taken his seat upon Rollins' History, the
corner stone of the library, and exclaimed with Robinson
Crusoe:
"I am monarch of all I survey,
My title there's none to dispute." 1

Such were the humble beginnings of the libraries of the
universitiy. These alone of the eighteenth century public
libraries have survived the century. Within the last few years
the libraries of the societies and of the university have been
consolidated, and the united library is now not only tbe oldest,
but also the largest and most valuable one in the State. According to the latest report, it contained in 1895 some 26,000
bound volumes and 10,000 pamphlets.
I know of no o~her public or private libraries in the· State
prior to 1800. In 1802 P.X.Martin and Robert Ogden, printer',
of Newbern, were given authority by the legislature to dispose
of books for two years by lottery 2 and in 1803 the Newbern
Library Society was organized. 3 These institutions indicate
that the use of books was becoming more general in that
section. 1
P.AR'.l.' II.-LITER.A'l'URE.
I.-JOIIN LAWSON AND IIIS IIISTORY OF CAROLIN.A.

As we might naturally expect, the first books written in
North Carolilla were not the work of natives. But I have
shown that there were educated and cultured men among the
earliest pioneers. The beginning of literature in North Carolina have th ir root deep in the proprietary period. This
period can boa t of a single volume as it contril.mtion to
American colonial hi tory. The fir t b ok produ ·ed iu North
Carolina i Law on Hi tory of Carolina.
~Torth 'arolina ruivcr ity fagazine 1859- 60, L', 5 2, 5 3.
Law of 1 02, ch. 52.
:J Private Laws of 1 03, cb. 111.
1

2
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John Lawson was au Englishman; he signs himself '' Gentleman," and probably Lelouged to the Lawsons of Brough Hall,
Yorkshire. I conjecture tliat lie was a son of that Lawson
who was such a faithful adherent of the King ju the civil war
that lie suffered the sequestration of his·estates under the Commonwealth. For this steadfastness he was knighted in 16_65.
The historian was still a young ma11 in 1700, when people wePe
flocking from all parts of the Christian world to attend the
grand jubilee in Rome. '' l\1y intention at that time being to
travel, I accidentally met w1th a gentleman who had been
abroad, aud was very well acquainted with the ways of living
in both Indies; of whom having made inquiry concerning
them, be assured me that Carolina was the best country I
could go to, an<l that there then Ia,y a ship in the Thames in
which I might have my passage. I laid hold on this opportunity, and was not long ou board before we fell down the
river and sailed to Cowes, where, having taken in some passengers, we proceeded on our voyage, till we sprung a leak,
and were forced into the Islands of Scilly. Here we spent
about teu days in refitting, in which time we had a great
deal of diversion in fishing and shooting on these rocky islands.
* * * On the :fi.i·st day of May, having a fair wind at east,
we put to sea, and were on the ocean (without speaking to any
vessel, except a ketch, bound·from New England to Barbadoes,
laden with horses, fo;h, and provisions), till the latter end of
July, when the winds hung so much southerly that we could
not get to our port, but put into Sandy Hook Bay, and went up
to New York after a pinching voyage, caused by our long passage. * * * After a fortnight's stay here we put out from
Sandy Hook, and in fourteen days after arrived at Charlestown,
the metropolis of South Carolina." 1
Thus l>egins John Lawson's connection with the Carolinas.
He remained ju Cbarl~ston until December. During this visit
be made good use of bh; eyes aud has left us a pleasant description of the Southern province.
Lawson began bis journey from Charleston to North CarolinaDecember 28, 1700, tlle party consisting of six Englishmen,
three Indian men and one Indian woman. After a cending the
Santee they discharged· their Indians, employed anotlter as
guide and pack carrier, and determined to :finish their journey
1

Introdnction to History of Carolina.

H.Doc. 291----15
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by land. They struck inland, wandered in zigzag fa hion
toward the north, paddling up rivers or wading aero s them,
pushing through highlands and morasses, among savage, and
serpents, wild beasts, and white pioneers. Tiley got well into
the Piedmont section of North Carolina. In fact, a. con, iderable part of his journey was made along the great Indian trail
aud traders' route, known to the Virginia traders as the Occaneecbi or Catawba path, which extended from Bermuda, Hundred on James River, Virginia, to Augm;;ta, Ga. Mr. ,Jame.
Mooney, of the Bureau of Ethnology, bas traced llis route
with great care. 1 His trip has been the subject of much mi:apprehension and Lawson's guesses are often misleading, a:
much of the country through which be passed. was still unexplored, and he constantly confounded the numerou, large
streams met with in the interior with the two or three he wa:
acquainted with on the coast. It is therefore well to reproduce Mr. Mooney's tracing:
Starting from Charlestou, S. C., he went by wnter to the mouth of th
Santee, which he ascended 20 or 30 miles to the French settlements. Then,
taking the trail from Charleston, which came in near tile present railroa<l
crossing, he followed the eaRtern side of Santee, Wateree, and Catawha
rivers, passing in snccession through the territori~s of the Sewee, antee,
Congaree, Wateree, and ,va:xhaw tribes, until he came to the Catawba
(Esaw and Kadapaw), on the bonndary between Sonth Carolina and North
Carolina. Here he took the great trading path from Virginia to Georgia
and followed it into North Carolina as far as Occaneechi village, about the
present Hillsboro, . C. On this part of the jonrney be enconnterecl the
Sugeree, Saponi, Keyauwee, ancl Occaneechi, and crossed se,eral riYers
and smaller streams. His "Sapona" River, supposed by him to he a
branch of the Cape Fear, is the Yadkin, which he crossed at the trader ·
ford near the site of Salislrnry. Here was the Saponi village, the name
being still commemorated jn a small station on tho 11orthern side of the
river. His '' Rocky" River, miles farther on, is probably Abbott[' ]
Creek, and his "Ilaw or Reatkin" i the Jlaw, which he forded about at
the present railroad crossing at Graham. In fact, the Richmond and Danville Railroad [North Carolina Railroa<l, branch of ,'outhern], from Hill boro, T . C., through Greensboro, alisbnry, and Charlotte, into South
Carolina, is laid out almost exactly on the lino of the old Occaneecbi trail
along which Lawson trarnled. It is evid nt that be was not aware of the
existence of the Yadkin or Pedee as a distinct stream, as in cro ing it be
supposes it to b<' a hranch of Cape Fear River, an<l later on confound it
under the name of "Reatkin" with the Haw or main upper portion of
the same tream. At the Occ•an<>Pcbi village, near Hillsboro, commemorated
in the "Ocean ecbi bills" at that town, he left the trading path and
Rtruck off in a sontbea. terly dir ction [tnrnecl from bis conrse by the
1

,

iouan Tri hes of thf' East, pp. 3 , 41.
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report of a:n inYasion of the Iroquois from the North] toward tho EngJish
settlements on the coD,st. His general course was down along the western
bank of Eno and Neuse rivers until he crossed over to tbe northern bank
about the falls near the railroad crossing at ·w ake Forest, where he entered
the territory -of the Tuscarora. He then continued down between the
main Neuse ar..cl the Cotentnea, probably passing near the site of Goldsboro, until he turned northward and crossed the latter stream about the
present railroad crossing at Grifton, afterwards continuing across the Tar
or Pamlico at Greenville or lower down, and finally coming out at the
English settlements, after a trip of about seven w eeks, on the '' Pampticough River, in North Carolina, where, being well receive,l by tbe inhauitn.nts and pleased with the goodness of the country, we all resolved to
continue."

This trip of "a thousand miles" was a revelation to tlte
young Englishman, wbo had probably just left a cultured
home. That John Lawson, fresh with his culture from tbe
Old World, was a boon to North Carolina there can be no
doubt. He was doubly useful to the colony from bis knowledge of surveying, and seems to have been made before very
long deputy surveyor, and on .April 28, 1708, became surveyorgeneral of the province. 1 This office demanded skill, energy,
integrity, and some measure of learning; it conferred a high
social rank and brought him in constant contact with the
leading men in the province; his promotion to the position
implies a general confidence in him, and we may believe that
be was a man of worth and a gentleman. Of his personal
history, apart from his official capacity, we know but little.
He was one of the citize11s who secured the incorporation of
Bath in 1705.2 He does not seem to have been implicated in
the troubles giving rise to the "Cary rebellion;" 1.J.e was too
busy for such work. He was a sturdy advocate of peace and
order, and probably gave his allegiance to tbe government
de facto; but that he had a decided ' ympatby for the Democratic party we can easily gather from Pollock's letters. 3
During a . part of tbese troubles Lawson was in Englarnl. 4
His history appeared fa 1709, and we may conclude tlia.t lie
went over to superintend the publication. This is confirmed
by a minute of the proprietors, who '' subscribe £~0 to l\ir.
Lawson for maps of North and South Caroli11a," in Augu,' t,
011th C::irolina Historical , ociety's Coikctions, 1,179.
Swann's Revis:Ll, 1752, l'· 32.
3 Colouial Rec·orcls,_
I , 723, 724, 725.
4 lbid., I, 727,908,910.

1
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1709, perbaps on personal solicitation. 1 He was probably
made surveyor-general during this visit.
Be became interested in DeGraffenried's colony of Palatine
and was appointed by him a director of the colony.2 He evidently returned with the first Palatine colony to North Carolina, leaving England in January, 1710-11. They arrived about
April, and Lawson set to work to locate them on Neuse River.
DeGraffenried claims that Lawson acted dishonestly in thi
matter and located the settlers on his own lands on the southern bank of the Trent, and sold them these lands, to which he
had no right, at an exorbitant price, when he should have
located them farther to the north on Neuse River. 3 But if
Lawson acted dishonestly here, he was fully repaid by the
baron when they were captured by the Indians.
In 1709, probably while in England, Lawson was appointed
the associate of Ed ward Moseley in surveying the boundary
line between North Carolina and Virginia. Nothing was done
on this work before 1710, and because of disputes over the
latitude, little ~as accm~plished then, the Virginia commi sioners taking care always to heap abuse on the North Carolina.
representatives. 4
Lawson's work as surveyor brought him into constant contact with the Indians, and caused him to incur their hatred;
they mistook him for the cause, while he was only an agent in
despoiling them of their lands; the presence of the surveyor
was indicative of the nearer approach of the settlers. At la t
these were distracted and broken by internal quarrels, and in
September, 1711, the Tuscaroras broke out into open war.
Lawson was their first victim. He was doubtless aware of
their hatred towa;d him, but not of their conspiracy. Early
in September, 1711, he and DeGraflenried, with a few servant , set out from Newbern to see how far the Neuse was navigable, to explore the upper country, and to see if a new road
could be made that way to Virginia. They seut an Indian
aronncl by land with a horse for further exploration. Thi
Indian fell in with a con siderable body of Tuscarora , who
ordered the white men to return, arrested them before they
ould do thi , and led them to King He~cock's town of
1

Colonial Records., I, 717.
I bid., I, 90 .
3 Ibid., I, 910.
,.Ibid., I, 703, 716, 735.
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Catecbna . The baron tel11' nR, a11d his accon11t js all that we
have, that they were first tried by the Indians, who determined
to set them at liberty the next day; but in the meantime other
prominent India11s came in, who inquired into the grounds of
their justification; mid at this critical moment Lawson got into
a quarrel with the King of the Corees. This ruined their prospects. They were tried again and sentenced to death, but the
baron, by threats and promises and by shifting an the odium
and responsibility upon the surveyor, managed to escape.
Lawson was executed, but we do not know how. The baron
says some of the Indians told him that they threatened to cut
bis throat with the razor found in his pocket; others said he
was hung; others that he was burned. Christopher Gale says
be was putt) death after a fashion described in Lis bistory:
Others keep their enemies' teeth which arc taken in war, whilst oth ers
split the pitch pine into splinters and stick them into tlio prisoner's body
yet alive. Thus they light them, which burn like RO many torches; and
in this manner they make him dance round a great fire, everyone buffeting
an<l deriding him, till he expires, when everyone strive tog •t n, bone or
some relic of this unfortunate captive. 1

The History of Carolina contains the results of the travels
and observations of its author. No one ltad better opportunities to learn the country, and no one had a more accurate and
extensive knowledge of it than Lawson. He had Lad some
scientific training, and no 011e was better qualified to write ou
tb~ subject tltan he. There is little in the volume on personal,
civil, or political matters; but Le Las left us a valuable picture
1 Colonial Records, I, 826, 925-933.
Gale is in error here a to the date and
also in reganl to the death of tbe baron, who says i!]- his narrative (p. 933),
''The day after Surveyor-General Lawson's execntion th e notables of the
village came to me, making me acquainted with tueir design to make war
in orth Carolina." This "war" IJroke out on September 22, 1711. The
baron nlso says (p. 934), "I ha<l. to r emain for six weeks a prisoner." He
ba<l. return ~d to Newbern on or before October 23 (p. 923). This won1d
put the murder of Lawson toward the 1st of September.
The will of Lawson, dated August 12, 1708, is to be found in Will Book,
1712-1722, p. 39, in the secretary of state's office in Ral igb. He spoke of
Bath County as nis home, and gives to his dearly beloved Hannah Smith
the house an<l the land which he was then occupying and also one-third
of his personal est.ate. The balance was given to his daughter Isabella,
"and to the brother ancl sister (wh ich her mother is with child of at this
present)," to share alike. The witnesses were \Vil1iam \V. Jiancocke,
Rich. Smith, and James Leigh. What became of Isabella
April 24, 1758,
Samuel Lawson, of Craven County, N . C., made a will. Was he tue uuborn
child of the historian f
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of the resources and natural features of the province. Ili.
book is the one contemporary authority for tue perio11. Ile
came constantly in contact with tlrn Indians, and had alrnnclant
opportunities for studying their life c.Wd. customs. The, e ]1e
l1as faithfully portrayed. His accouut of the interviews and
intrigues of his party with tLe Indians whom tlrny met i:
picturesque au(l_ amusing. His observations on the Ill(1ian:
tllernse]ves are acute and trustwortlly. He lias left us Yocalmlaries of the Tuscarora, Pamticough, aud "\Voecon Intlim1s, all(l
all of our knowledge of tLe last-mentioned. tribe. There j;
also in his observations a keen satire. Of the women he i-;ay,':
It seems impossible to :find a scold; if they arc provoked or affrontell hy
their husbands or some other, they r<'sent the indignity offered them in
silent tears, or by :..·cfnsing their meat. vVould some of onr European
daughters of thunder set these Indians for a pattern, there might be more
quiet families found allloug them.

His natural Listory is perhaps more at fault. He describe.
the country ,Yith Hs rivers and rn1tural scenery, but Dr. 0urti ·
has shown thrit his accounts of the flora of the country are
overdrawn. 1 Re gives us minute descriptions of beasts, birds
fishes; but shows that he was dealing- with creatures hitherto
uuknown when he classed alligators, rattlesnakes, and snake'
generally, lizards, tortoises and terrapins among "insect ." 2
The history first appeared as a part of John Stevens's A. New
Collection of Voyages and Travels: with Historical Accou11t:
of Discoveries and Conquests in all Parts of the '\Yorld. It
was begun in London in 1708 a11d finished in 1710 and 1711.
The second. of the series, "printed iu the year 1700," in
::;-;_;}all quarto, with map aud plate, was "A New I Voyage I
to I Carolina; I Containing the I Exact Description arnl
Natural History I of that I Country: I Together with tlle
Present State tliereof I and I A Journal I Of a Thousand Mile:
TraveJ'd thro' several l X ation of ludians. I Giving a particular AccountoftheirUu tom, I Manners,&c." I By Jolin LawRon, Gent. Surveyor- I General of North Oaroliua. I London:
Printed in the Year l'i09."
Jt: appeared. with "'-he same titl -pa~·e in 1711 as a part of th
1 A commcntar_y on the natural hi tory of Hawk '
Hi tory of ...-orth
arolina, in .·orth 'arolina ui,-er.-ity . . Iaga,zine, 1 'i59-60, IX, 407-4Jll.
ZThewor<l emstob:n-ch en u; uattlrntimoa :isyoooymof tran•re,
11nk11own. I mu1er ·tancl that it is still 11 ·c<l collmptially in Englancl to
indic·atc anything that c:rnwl . .
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edition of Steveus's Voyages issued. in that year, and in 1714
and 1718 was republished under the new title: "TLe I History I of I Caroliua; I coutaining the I Exact Description an<l
X atural mstory I of that I Country: I Together with the Prescut State thereof. I And I A I Journal Of a Thousaud Miles,
Travel'd tluo' several Nations of Indians. Giving a particular .Account of their Customs, I Manners, &c. By John Lawson, Gent. Surve;yor-General of North-Oaroliua. I London:
Printed for W. Taylor at the Ship, and J. Baker at the
Black- I Boy, in Pater-Noster-How, 1714." I Map anu plate.
Tl1e edWon for 1718 is tl1e same as that for 1714, except tlle
imprint: ,~London: I Printed for T. Warner, at the Black-Boy
in Pater-noster I Row, 1718. . Price Bound :Five Shillings." 1
The bistory h, divided into tltree neal'ly <>qual parts-(1) ''A
journal of a thousa,nd miles travel," (2) "A description of North
Carolina," and (3) "An account of the Indiaus of Nortlt Uaroliua." It is an "uncommonly strnllg and sprigl1tly book" 2 aud
was considered of so much value that the legislature of North
Carolina caused a uew edition to be made in 1860, wllich was,
unfortunately, very poorly done. 3
J

J

J

J

J

1 :For a careful collation of all these editions, see Sauin a,nd also Filling's
Bibliography of the Iroquoian Languages. The fonr editions were the
same impression even to the announcement followrng p. 258, lmt with new
title-pages; title, verso blank, 11.; dedication, 1 1.; preface, 1 1.; fotroduction, pp. 1-5; text, pp. 6-258, map, pl:tte, Hm. <J. The plate of animals
is found in few copies. Dr. Hawks (II, 104) rcpro<l.uccs the :North Carolina part of his map. A German e<litiou of Lawson was printed at Ilamburg in 1712 under the title: "Allerneuste Beschreibung I <ler Provintz I
Carolina I In I West-Indien. I Samt einem I Reise-Journal I von rnebr
als I Tausend Meilen I unter allerband I ln<l.ianischen Nationen. I Auch
einer I Accuraten Land-Carte nnd andern I Kupfer Sticheu. I Aus dem
Engliscbeu tibersetzet <lurch I M. Viscber. I Hamuurg, I *
*
T!Jomas von Wierings Erben I * * * Anno 1712. I * * *
* * I"
This e(lition was iu 16° , pp. 14,365, with map and plate and 3 unnumbered
pages of contents. There was another issue in 1722.
2 Tyler, ·History of American Literature, II, 282-289.
This is a very
appreciative notice of Lawson and his work; cf. also Professor IInbbanl in
North Carolina Univer, ity Magazine, 1852, I, 34.3-352; reprintecl as a part
of his review of Dr. Hawks's History in North American Review, 18GO,
XCI, 40-71.
3 ·w heeler, Reminisc-ences, 101.
Dr. Hawks seems never to havehcar<l. of
the edition of 1709, for he says, in Ms History of North Carolina, J, 80:
"In 1714, when La wsou ,~ rote," and in II, 370, he says: "The Iliistory of
Carolina was published in 1714-, after Lawson's c1eath." Dr., 'mith, fo
his Education in ortb Carolina (p. 18), errs still fnrtbcr hy interpr •tiug
Dr. Hawks's words to meau "was puu1ishe<l after his <leatli in 1711.''
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All ec-Utions are now com parati vely rare. .A.bout 18~0 a copy
of the edition of 1718, which was then tllought to be unique,
was put up for sale at public auction in North Carolina, probably in Raleigh. The State library was a competitor, o wa
the university, while several private parties were also anxious
for it. After a spirited contest, it was secured by tlie State
library, at a cost of nearly $60. Doubt.Jess there b a8 never
been a similar in stance of bibliomania exhibited in North Carolina . Jared Sparks, writing in 1826, thought this was probably
·the rarest instance of bibliomania. which had then occurred
on the Western Uontinent. 1
IL-JOHN BRICKELL AND HIS NA'l'URAL HISTORY OF NORTH
.CAROLINA.

The next North Carolina 2-uthor was John Brickell. Ile
was no doubt an Irishman, for when ever an y compari rnn i. to
be made with the Old World , Ireland is tb s country selected
as if he were more famili ar with this than an y oth er. Of hi' ·
personal history we know very little. H e Jived in Edell ton,
was·a physician, and practi ced hi s profession th ere. P rofe or
Hubbard thinks tliat J1 e was nud er the patron age of Governor
Burrington , or that he was se11t out by th e proprietor .2 vYe
do not know the time of his arrival. H e says that be left
North Carolina soon after 1730 (p. 108), aud ,rn do not know
1 North Am erican Rev iew, XXIII, 288.
Thi s cony was pnrchased from
the es tate of Robert Wi lliams, wl10 was for years secret ary of t he hoard of
• trust ees of t h e Universit y of Nor th Car oliu a . It perish ed in the bnrning
of th e capitol i n 1831. Its p lace was su ppli ed b y J ames l\fadison with a
. cop y of the 1714 edition. But L awson h as bro11 g h t hi gher p ri ers ti.Jan this.
At the Brinl ey sale i n 1880 a" splendid copy," edit ion of 1709, brought
$250. Th e :Mnrpby cop y, ".half green morocco: top edge gilt, fine, tall
copy" sol d for $60. At the Menzies sale in 1876 a lar ge ancl fine copy of
the 1714 editi on sold for $43 and at the Field sale a nother copy bronght
$25. The ed it ion of 1718 is worth $25 and that of 1860 $3. Dr . 1ruuuard,
writin g i n 1860, k new of bnt four copies in America. There are many
m ore t h an t his number. ,va.ko Fores t College bas a fine copy of the 1709
ed it i on . The tate library has a copy each of the e<litions of 1714 and 171 ,
h ut the latter has "a map of the J~nglish plantations i u America" instead
of L awson's map, and the former lacks the map also . In 1851 there was
a copy in the Historical, ociety, lmt it has disappeared. There are copie
of some of the oearly ditionsin the British Mn, enm, Congrnss, Astor, ,.Tew
York Hi t ori cal ociety, Brown, Jiarvarcl, Lenox, Boston Athen um and
Ia. saclrn etts Histor ical ~ociety librari<'s. The author has a copy of the
Jlambnr•r edition of 1712.
2
Tor tb Ca rolin a ni v rsity Iagazine, 1 32, I, 346.
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thnt he ever returned. He seems to have been in Ireland
when his book was written. Besides his Natural History of
North Carolina, be published A Catalogue of American Trees
and Shrubs wliich will Endure tbe Climate of England (London, 1739, folio) . His brother, the Rev. Mathias Brickel1, was
for many years rector of St. John's Chapel in Bertie County.
Jie was the first clergyman to have the care of souls west of
the Cllowan River, and it is said that much of the subsequent
fame of this section for morality and inte11igence is owing to
his efforts. He was a man of culture and high social qualities. He died before the Revolution, and his son, Col. Mathias
Brickell, was a leading spirit in the period just before that
event. The name was known in the county for one hundred
years, but has disappeared within the last fifty years, although
descendants in the female line ~re still living. 1
In 1730-31 Dr. Brickell, one of a company of ten, with two
Indian servants, went ·on an exploring expedition to the west.
About the same time Sir Alexander Cumming held an interview with the Cherokee Indians as a representative of South
Carolina. J\f artin says that Brickell and bis party were also
sent out by Burrington wm1 the purpose of gaining their
friendship. But this seems to have been only indirectly their
purpose. They had 110 direct diplomatic object. Tbey went
in a '' friendly manner, with no other design than a curiosity
of viewing the mountains." The party provided themselves
with guns, ammunition, horses, compasses, rum, salt, pepper,
corn, etc., and the Indians furnished meat. They camped out
and lay on beds of moss. They arrived at the mountains in
fifteen days. They were received with great friendliness by
the Indians and remained with them two days. They cleclined
to stay longer, as the savages were about to drink up their
rum. From this tribe they continuecl their journey stilJ farther to the west. They crossed one ridge of mountains and
after two days came to another. They saw few Indians in this
i;;ection, and after a journey of fifty-two days reacliecl home
again. 2
Dr. Brickell published: "The Natural I History I Of I
:North-Carolina. I With An I Account I Of The I Trade, ManMoore's North Carolina, I, 49, 50; Wheeler's Reminiscences, 218.
.rTatnral History, 387-393; quoted in Martin, II, 4.-9 . Brickell was n.
rncml,er of the grand jury in Edenton, April 1, 1731 (Colon i:Ll Rrcorcls,
III, 135); we know of no fnrther f;c>rvice.
1

2
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ners, aud Customs of the I Christian and Indian Iulrnbitant:.
Il- j lustrated with Copper-Plates, whereon are I curion ly
Engraved the Map of the CouHtry, I several strange Beast,
Birds, Fishes, Bnakes, I Jnsects, Trees a.nd Plants, &c. I By
John Brickell, M. D. I Nostra nos in urbe peregrinamurCic. I Dublin: I Printed by James Cars011, in 0oghill's-0ourt,
Dame- I street, opposite to the Castle-Market. For the
Autlior, l 1737 .".1
Jared Sparks, writing of Brickell's2 work ill the North
American Review (XXIII, 288), sa,ys that this book is "an
almost exact verbal transcript of Lawsou's History, without
acknowledgment on the part of the author, or even a hint,
that it is not original. Periods and paragraphs are transposed, parts are occasional1y omitted, and words aud sentences are here and there interpolated; but, as a whole, a more
daring piece of plagiarism was never executed." Of the part
relating to Indians, Field says, in his essay (PP· 4G-47), it "is
s~ch a mutilated, interpolated, and unscrupulous appropriation
of the unfortunate John Lawson's work of the same subtitle
that the transcription is scarcely more than a parody." These
statements are only partially correct, and do grave injustice to
Brickell. He acknowledges fo his preface that lds work is "a
compendious collection of most things yet known in that part
of the world." But it is a good deal more thau a mere slavish reprint of Lawson. It is further increased almost one-half
in bulk. Tlle reprint of Lawson made in 1860 c011tains 390
pages, with about 270 words to the page. Of tl1is space 106
pages are taken up with his "Journal of a thousand miles
travel." This part js not used by Brfokell. The edition of his
work publislied in 1737 contains 408 pages, of about 340 words
to tl.Je page.
Brickell took the book of Lawson, reworked it in his own
fashiou, extended or curtailed, and brought it down to his time.
'llie effect of Lis professional training is seen everywhere, for
there· j hardly a description of a plant or auimal which doe '
not have ome medical use attached to it. His work is fuller
more ·ystematic, and seems more like tliat of a student; Law1
Collation: Title, 1 lcaf; Vtrso blank; preface, iii-vi; subscriuer , Yiixv · Tatnral Hi ,tory, 1-10 ; ,·o · maps; ,J plates of cuts. 'l'bo ,am e
1:1hcets were u ·eel an<l. is:necl with :L new title -pa!! in 1739 and 174-3; o.
q :v att (Bihliotbcca, Britanni<'a,) al . o writes the 1iamc Hrickwell, and
say. tho l,ook waH fir t pnl>]i.·11(''1 in 1723.
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son's work seems more like tlJat of a traveler aud observer.
Tlrnre is, besides, much morn relating to tlJe social condition
of the colony Ill Brickell, who has a sectiou on "The religion,
houses, raimeut, diet, liquors, fiTing-, diversions, commodities,
Jauguages, diseases, curiosities, cattle, etc.," while Lawson
sticks close to the natural, economic, and Indian history of the
province.
The fact that Brickell's book was published only nineteen
years after the last edition of LawsOl.l is presumptive evidence
that the latter was already very rare. It is said to Lave beeu
i"ntended as an advertisement to boom the land of Earl Granville, but it is not of tbe nature of r~ boom publication, for there
iH a, presentation of the weakness of the country as well as of
its strength. The book shows observation and investigation,
and is far from beiug notbing more than a wholesale plagiarism.
rn.-.JOHN THOMPSON .AND THE BEGINNING OF PRESBYTERIAN INFLUENCE.

The next two papers are slight, but of importance. They
introduce us to the religious literature of the province. The
011e represents the beginniug of the Presbyterian influence;
the otller gives us the first sample of uative North Carolina
literature.
Rev. J obn Thompson was a native of Ireland. He came to
New York as a licentiate in the Presbyterian ministry in 1715.
He labored for some years in Delaware, and in 1739 settled in
the valley of Virginia. He took an important part in the division of 1741, joining the old side against the new side. For
this he has been abused and misrepresented. He went to
North Carolina in 1744, was the first Presbyterian missionary
in the province, and labored in the Iredell section until bis
death, in 1753. Before coming to North Carolina he had published several discourses, all(]. in 1741 issued a pamphlet on
church government.. This was answered by Rev. Samuel
Blair, of New Londonderry, Pa., in A. Vindication of Tho ' e
Oppo ed to Mr. Thompsou. Iu 1742 he published a Sermon
ou the Nature of Conviction of Sin.
After comiug to North Carolina be pul>li bed one more
paper. This paper is the beginning of that Presbyterian
influence which dominated the iutellectual life of the State f r
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one hundred years. It was: "An I Explication I of the I
Shorter Catechism I Composed by the I Assembly of Divines I
Oommonly called the I Westminster Assembly: I·Wherein the
several Qus and Ans of the sd S. 0. are re- I solved, explained
&c., &c. I By John Thompson, A. M. & V. D. M. I In the
county of Amelia. I Williamsburg: I Printed by Wiliiam
Parks, MDOOXIJIX. I"
This catechism was in its day well known in the section and
in common use. Mr. Thompson states tliat it is a plain but
very full explication of the Shorter Catechism, somewhat after
the manner of Fisher and Vincent. He bas a long quotation
in his dedication from the preface of the fatter. The explanations are sometimes so full as to forbid the idea that he
expected them to be committed to memory. 1
IV.-CLEMENT HALL, THE FIRST NATIVE NORTH CAROLINA.
AUTHOR.

But 11eitber Lawson nor Brickell nor Thompson were native:.
The first native of North Carolina to become au author was,
probably, the Rev. Clement Hall. He was a resident, and presumably a native, of Perquimans County. He was a man of
some meaus, for be speaks of a small estate 2 and in 1756 had
land to sell. He bad acted as lay reader for several years, and
in 1743 or 1744, with a reputation for '' honour, diligenee, and
:fidelity," went to England and applied for holy orders. He
returned the last of 1744, after preaching on board the vessel
in which he sailed and in Virginia, and began the active work
of a missionary. He agreed to serve the church in Edenton at
£45 a year, and was, perhaps, for a part of the time, tue only
clergyman in the province, but bis work was not confined to
his own parish. Ea ·t and west bis work extended, and ou e
or twice a year be journeyed to the borders of the province,
and always exhibited the same sweet spirit of Christian earne tness alld love. He was alway- hopeful of bi wol'k for
" everal religion churchmen" were to be found, "and the
1 He gives in Appendix 1 the 39 art,ic1es, "reduced to the form of a catechi min order to render them more ea y and ready to ue committed to
memory." Appendix 2 contain the a. ertions of Lambeth, agreed upon
by the archbishop., tr ., 159-, of whi ·h th re are nin . Appendix 3 contains the ar icle of the burch of Tr lau<l, 11-37, in lusive. (E. F . Rockw 11 in Hi torical Magaziue, UO"U t, 1 69, s con<l eri . , VI, 7 - 2.1
~ olonial R cord , IV T2.
·
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connuon people are u;:i,turally teachable and ingeuious, and
was there a minister aud schoolmaster in every parish (as
there ought to ·be) there would be but few dissenters or sectaries in this province, as themselves declare they go to meeting
because they have not an opportunity of going to church." 1
He experienced also the usual troubles over insufficiency of
salary, and bis was hardly worth £25 in Engfaud because goods
were "scarce and extravagantly dear." 2 His estate had suffered during his absence in England, and in 1755 he lost bis
house, books, and personal property by :fire. But still he
labored on, busy and faithful in bis work, and" I do propo~e,"
he writes," (thro' God's help) to continue to do what I am ~able." 3
His ministrations and devotions were appreciated, and his
audiences became so large that the.re was no room for them in
the chapel or court-house, and he preached in the open air. 4
He traveled over all the northern half of the province, and continued in the active work until bis death in 1759. He had a
family and was interested in the contemporary life of the colony
and of the mother country.
We may estimate the extent of his work by the modest
account he gives us of it in 1752:
I have now thro' God's gracious assistance and blessing in about 7 or 8
years, tho' frequently visited with sickness, been enabled to perform (for
aught I know) as great ministerial duties as any minister in North
America, viz, to journey about 14,000 ruiles; preach about 675 sermons,
baptize * * * 6,195 persons & sometimes administered the holy sacrament of the Lord's Supper to 2 or 300 communicants in one journey besides
churching of women, visiting the sick, &c. 5

Seldom have we found a record of an humbler faith or
greater devotion to the cause of Christ. Had there been mauy
men of t he stamp of Hall, the fortunes of" the church in North
Carolina would have been far differem from what they really
were. He wa one of the most devout and earnest of the missionaries of the Society for tbe Propagation of the Gospel to
labor in North Carolina. His life stands out in a brilliant contrast to that of Moir, his careless and drunken contemporary. 6
Colonial Records, IV, 753.
Ibid., IV, 793.
3 Ibid,, IV, 794.
4 Ibid., IV, 872.
5 Jbid., IV, 1315.
6 For his letters to the Society for the Propagation of the
ospel, see
Colonial Records, IV, 752, 793, 794,872, 924, 1314; see al o Church History
in Nort1t Carolina, pp. 70-72.
1

2
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Of Ball's literary attainments and resources we know but
little. He tells us that his library was destroyed by fire in
1755. One volume of this library, however, bas survived, autl
is now in my possession. This is Littleton's Defence of the
Christian Revelation, London, 1748. It contains his autograph
'' 0. Hall, 1752." In 1753 James Davis published for him iu
Newbern, •'A I Collection I of many I OhristianExpetieuceq I
Sentences, I and several I Places of Scripture Improved; I Al:o
some short aud plain Directions and Prayers I for sick Per on,;
with serious Advice to Persons I who have been Sick, to be by
them perused and put I in Practice as soon as they are recovered; and a I Thanksgiving for Recovery. I To which is addell,
I Morning and Evening Prayers for Families anrl. Chil- I dren,
Direetions for the Lord's Day, and some Cautions j.againstindecencies in time of Di vine Service, &c. I Collected. and Composed for the Spiritual Good of his Parish- I ioners, and
others. I By 0. H. Missionary to the Honourable Society for
the Propaga- I tion of the Gospel in Foreign Parts, and Rector of St. Paul's I Parish in North Carolina. I * * I * * I
* ,;:, I ,)(< * I * * I Newbern: I Printed by James Davi: .
.MDCCLIII." 1
V.-THOMAS GODFREY AND '.I.'HE PRINCE OF P .A.RTHIA.

The next author whose career is connected with North Carolina is Thomas Godfrey, the author of The Prince of Parthi a
the first American drama. Godfrey was the son of a Phil adelphian glazier of the same name. The elder Godfrey (1704:-174!>) made the improvement on Davis's quadrant, then in use,
which has since gone und er the name of Hadley's quadrant.
The improved quadrant was first tried in De1aware Bay, by
Joshua Fisher. It was then ca,r ried to Jamaica,, where it wa
shown and explained to a nephew of Hadley, who reported
it to his uncle. Efforts were made by Godfrey's friend, to
ecure for him a reward offered by the Royal Society· but
1
Tho book is in sm . 8vo, pp. 51. Thero i a second title on page 25. I
have never seen a copy of tbi hook. In a volume of this s ize and character th re can be little opportunity for the display of any literary feeling·
hnt this is the beginning of our domestic literature. The title wa fnrni bed me for my Bibliography of the Eigliteenth Centnr~' Pre of .,.orth
Carolina 1,y Mr. C. R . Hild burn, of the Historical , ociety of Penn, ylYanin, who pnrcba ed a copy in England. This copy i now owned in
Philad lpbia..
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this prize was awarded to Hadley, and Godfrey got nothing
for his invention. 1
Thomas Godfrey, the son, was born in Philadelphia, December 4, 1736. He inherited the misfortunes and the genius of
his father. He was able to obtain at school on1y a tolerable
Bnglish education, which was supplemented by private studies
while working at his father's trade. But he was unfit for
mechanical employment. "In 1758 he served as a lieutenant ju
the Pennsylvania forces that formed a part of the expedition
against Fort Duquesne, Subsequently, in 1759, young Godfrey went to North Carolina, where he gave his leisure <l.uring
the summer and autumn to completing his tragedy, intending
it for production in Philadelphia by Douglass's company.
'By the last vessel from this place,' he wrote to a Philadelphia friend, in a letter dated November 17, 1759, 'l sent you
the copy of a tragedy I :finished here, and desired your interest
in bringing it on the stage. I have not yet heard of the vessel's arrival, and believe if she is safe it wi11 be too late for
the company now in Philadelphfa.' This letter proves that
Godfrey wrote the Prince of Parthia with a view to its production." 2
On the death of his employer, Go<l.frey returned to Philadelphia, but .finding nothing to do there went as supercargo
to New Providence, and from this island returned to Wilmington, N. C. Many of his minor poems abound in local allusions.
Ile died in Wilmington, August 3, 1763, and. is buried in the
churchyard of St. J ames's Parish and lies near Cornelius Harnett, the Revolutionary patriot. He is described by his biographer, Nathaniel Evans, as a man of lovely character. "His
sweet, amiable disposition, his integrity of heart, his engaging
modesty and diffidence of manner, his fervent and disinterested
love of his friends, endeared him to all those who shared hi·
acquaintance, and stamped the image of him in indelible characters on the hearts of his more intimate friend ." 3 His drama,
was presented by the American Company at the new theater
in Southwark, Philadelphia, April 24, 1767, and it is 1>robable
that Douglai;;s, the head of the company, took the part of
Artabanns, King of Parthia.
1 .A.rmistead's Memoir of Logan; \Vatson's Annals of Phil adelphj a ; Scharf
and W esteott's IIjstory of Philadelphia.
2 Copj ed in Seilhamer's History of the American Theatre, I , 1 i5, 18G, from
the introduction to Evans's edition.
:i 'charf and Westcott's History, Philadelphia, II, 1117.
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Godfrey was quite a voluminous writer, and bad publh;hed
verse in the American Magazine before going to North Uaroliua. His Ooul't of Fancy, a Poem, is modeled on Chaucer':
House of }1.,ame. 1 Nathaniel Evans, another young poet, collected aud edited his writings in 1765, and gave some acconut
.of the antl.10r. 2
The Prince of Parthia is an oriental story of love and lust,
despotism, ambition, and jealousy. Artabanus, Kiug of Parthia, has three sons; the eldest, Arsaces, is a militar,r hero aml
au idul of the populace; he is also the object of consuming
envy on the part of the second son, Vardanes, a11d of loyal
affection on the part of the third son, Gotarzes. The :fir L
scene is in the Temple of the Sun, and represents the joy of
this youngest son over a great battle recently gained by Arsaces over tlte Arabians. The second scene represents the envious V ard~1nes and his friend Lysias as expressing their rage at
the success and popularity of .Arsaces. It now appears that
Varclanes is in love with a beautiful Arabian captive named
Evan the, who is betrothed to Arsaces. The queen, Thermusa,
appears in the third scene and. expresses her hatred of Arsaces
and her desire for his destruction, also her wrat,h at Evanthe,
with whom the king has fallen in love. Evanthe herself
appears Jater and gives an account of her capture by a crnel
and lustful wretch, who was slain by Arsaces. She hears that
more Arabian captives have been brought in, and goes to get
llews of her father. The :fiftll scene represeuts tlie King of
Parthia as just orrleriug the execution of a brave Arabian captive named Bethas :
BETHAS. True, I am fal leu, hut glorious was my fall;
The day was bravely fought; we c1i<l onr b est ;
Rnt Yictory's of heaYen. Look o' n yo11 field.
Ree if thou findest ono Arabian back
Disfigured with dishonor,tble wonmls !
No; here, d<'ep on their bosoms, are e11grnved
Tho marks of lion or! 'Twas tbro1wh l1cre their souls
Flew to thc•ir blissful seats. Oli ! .;hy did I

I Conrt of Fancy; I A I Poem. I By Thomas Godfrey. I " *
" " I " " " I * * " I Philadelphia: I Printed and 'old by
William Dunlap. MDCCLXII. I am . 4. pp. A.
2
.Juvenile Poems I on I arion. , 'uhjecta . I With the I Prine of
Parthia, I A I Tragec1y. I By the lat I ~[r. Thoma Godfrey. Junr. I of
Philadelphia. I To which iA pr •fixed. I , om e Account of Author and his
"\Vritirw ·. I ., ·
I Philaclelphia: I Pr111t cl by Henry }Iiller, in , econcl-.'tr et I ..\ID 'CL~ · v. I 1°. pp . •- ·,·i, (2) -23.
1
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Survive the fatal chyf To be this r:,laveTo b e the gaze an1l sport of v 11lgar crowds;
Thus, like a shackled tiger, stalk m y round,
And giirnly lower upon the shonting herd.
·t e gods !K1xo. Away witli him to in s tant death.

Arsaces pleads with the king for the captive'::, life. It is
granted him, and Bethas js afterwards discovered to be the
fatber of Evauthe. Tlie second act opens ,vith a plot between
Vardanes and Lysias to destroy Arsaces. Their plan is to
iuduee the king to believe that Arsaces is intend.ing to slay
him and win tlrn tliro11e, an<l th at his intercession for the captive soldier was to secure liis help. It is on this conspiracy
that tl.Je p~ot turns. Tlie action now moveR swiftly, the entanglements, the cross.pnrposes and astute villaim; are wen presented. The conspirators almost Rncceec1. 'l1hey murder tl10
king, are about to rnnr<ler Arsaces and Betbas, and have
Evanthe in their power, when, suddenly, the youngest brother
arrives ,vith a great army. A battle i:-; fought in the streets
of the city. Evantl1e SCll(h; lier maid to a tower to see l1ow
the contest is going and to ]earn tlrn fate of Arsaces. The
maid sees a hero fall, misfakes him for Arsaces, and returns
with the dreadful news; Evanthe takes poison; Arsaces, who
had won the battle, rushes in and the beautiful Evanthe dies
iu his arms. He kills himself and the kingdom pas1-;es to his
loyal brother, Gotarze~.
We can see clearly from this ~mmmary that the Prince of
Parthia partakef; very largely of the characteristics of tlrn
blood-and.thuncler drama of tJie pre-Shakesperian period, but
this does not hinder u.;; from agreeing with Professor Tyler
when be say :
The whole drnma is powerful in diction and in action. " " " It
has many noble poetic passages; the characters are finely and con sistently
c1eveloped; there are scenes of patbos and tragic vividness; the plot
ad van ces with rapid moYement and with culm inatiog forre. Thonrns
Godfrey was a trn e poet, aml The Prince of Patbia is a noble beginniug of
d rawatic literature in Ameri ca. 1

On the other J1a11d, Seilhamer, in hi1-; History of the American
Theatre, I, pp. 189, 1U5, sayF<:
As an acting play, The PrinC'e of Parthi a has no m erits whatever. The
sp eeches are long and are in hla11k verse, rnmarkable only for its measnre<l
<lnllness. All the characters are 011 stiltF,. There i s little plot to th o vie<·e
1 See the apprec iati ve notic e of Go rlfrey, with extrncts, in his History of
Am eri can Literatnre, II, :::l14-:!51.

H. Doe. 291--16
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and no action. As a first attempt at play writing in America by a young
man who had few opportun ities of seeing plays acted, the tragedy is not
without interest. It has none of the interest, however, that makes it
readable as a poern or presentable as a play. That it ever should li:we
met with favor on the stage is impossible.

And again:
As the work of a young man of 23, without education ancl without knowledge of stage requirements, The Priuce of Parthia is not discreditable to
its author. Neither as a poem nor as au acting play has it any merit that
wonld cause it to be remembered, were it not for the fact that it was the
first American play ever written as well as the first actually produced.

The other names to be added to the list of writers of verse
are few. Governor Thomas Burke "could dash off stanzas
without apparent effort," 1 and Governor Alexauder .Martin was
quite vain of llis accomplishments iu tllis direction, but thought
more of his abilities thau anyone else. Iu 1799 William Soranzo Hasell (1781-1815), the grandson of James Hasell of
colonial fame, delivered on the occasion of hi::i graduation at
Yale an historical poem of merit calle<l. "Alfreu;" but t)Jis
seems to have been the extent of his vuulislrnd work. He
went to the bar, but abandoned t,he law aud kept a bookstore
and circulating library in Wilmington, N. C., aud edited the
W ilmingtou Gazette. 2
VI.-THE THEA'l'EH, IN NORTH CAROLIN.A..

A study qf the Prince of Parthia brings us to consider the
presentation of the drama as well. It appears that there were
strolling players in the State during the last century, despite
tlie fewness and smallness of its cities. Tbe first iuformation
of the kin<l that we have is in a letter from Governor Tryon to
the Bishop of London. He writes from Brunswick under date
of the 11th of June, 1768:
I was solicited a few days ago by :Mr. Giffard, a young man who i
engaged with a company of comedians now in this province, to recommend
· him to your lordship for ordination orders, he having been invited by
ome principal gentlemen of the province to be inducted into a pari h and
to et up a school for the education of yon th. He assn red me it was no sudden caprice that induced him to make this application, but the re ult of
very mn.ture deliberation; that be was most wearied of the vague lifo of hi
present profe ·ion, and fully per naclcd lrn could employ bis talent to more
benefit to soci ·ty by goiucr into holy orders and superintending the education of the yonth m thi. province. I C'andidly told ::\lr. Giffard that bi.
a<ldre s to me wa. a_ matter of 1-ome . nrprisc·; that as to rny own part I
1 ::\I ·H e's lrNlell I 517, 5 l3.
·~·orth ('aroli11a l -nLYC'l'hity )Iagazi11c, 1~37-,3 ,

II, 26-1-273.
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.coulu have no reason to oustruct his present intentions, which might, if
steady and determined, be directet1 to the benefit of this country; but
that I could not possibly flatter him with success with your lordship, as I
was not assured how far your lordship would choose to t.ake a member of
tho theatre into the church. I, however, promised him I would give testimony to your lordship tbat dur_ing his residence iu this province bis
behaviour had been decent, regular, and commendaule; as such, my lord,
I beg leave to present him to you, leaving the propriety of the ordination
to your lordsbip's wisdom. He takes this letter by way of Provi<l.ent.:e,
lJeing unuer obligation. of contract to attend. the company -there. If yonr
loruship grants Mr. Giffard. his petition, you will take off the best player
on the .A.mf:lrican stage. 1

It would l>e a matter of great interest for us to know tlie
other members of this company, ,Yhat therwere playing, the
length of their stay in North Carolina, etc., but of this we
know nothing; nor do we know whether Giffard abandonetl
the stage for the pulpit. We hear of strolling players agaiu
in 17~7. A company then performed iu all tlJe chief towns,
and kh1dled quite an enthusiasm in the young folks for similar
exhibitions. Miss Blair wrote Judge Iredell from Edenton,
"Folly, you will hear, has not altogether taken her departure
from this town with tlie actors. Our young gentlemen are
going to distingufah themselves." The company does not
seem to l1ave made a hit. At Halifax they advertised The
Spauish Friar. 2 At sundown five tickets had been sol,l, and
the door::; were unopened. ''The indelicacy of it was the
cause." In Newbem they played The l\'liser. 3 Iredell writes
his wife:
I never was so disgusted h1 my life. They are a most execrable set,
infinitely worse than ours . * ., . * The place was a most abominable
one, and one-half the auuience could. neither hear nor see. ·when The
Spanish Fnar was performed, two of the actors (Ki<l.d and McGratl1)
fought behind the scenes; the stage was soon invaded by a crowd of
people. The curtain was cl.own at the time.

When they arrived at Wilmington, Mr. Robinson, manager
of the American Oompany of Comedians, in erted a notice i 11
the State Gazette (No. 107) of Newbern that he had fitted up
an "elegant theatre;" that he intend£d to stay one month, a,ll(l
would give Mr. Soloman, comedian, a" cordial reception" if Le
would come on. 4
Colonial Records, VII, 786, 787.
The Spanish Friar is the work of Dry<l.en..
3 There are two plays called The Miser-ouc 1,y Ficl<ling, tho oth r 1,y
Shaclweil.
4 :\-1cRee's Ire<l.e~l, II, 157.
1

2
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Again, in l\iay, 1788, they were at Windsor, from which thry
"wheeled about to take a view of Hillsborough and its environs, to fix upon some spot to enliven and cheer the vacant
hours of the conventional heroes." 1
It was due, no doubt, to the influence of these players that
the Thalian Association of Wilmington was organized about
this time. This was a theatrical corps composed of local talent. They secured from the trustees a perpetual lease of the
Jower floor of the Innes Academy, which was then in building
fitted it up, and used it exclusively as a theater. The as:ociation, with two reorganizations, existed far into the present
century. It pre§ented The Prince of Parthia at the oltl
theater there about 1847; its hif,tory has been writte11 by Col.
James G. Burr (VVilmington, 1871).
VIL-JUDGE IREDELL .AND THE POLITIC.AL LI'l'ERATURE OF
THE REVOLUTION.

From 1760 to the end of the century the literature of the
province has more of a local flavor, for the writers are more
thoroughly identified with it. This Uterature divides it elf
pretty ciistinctJy into three groups-(1) political, (2) religion:,
and (3) educational. The :first of these divisi0ns is centered
around two eve11ts-the war of the Hevolution and the atloption of the Federal Constitution. The :first of these political
papers is Judge Maurice Moore's aLtack on the British policy
of taxation, where lie argues that the Americans are not a
conquered people, and shows llistorically that tl.Jey have the
constitutional right to be taxed only with their own con e11t.
"The iuliabitants of the colonies, ,x, * ,x, I believe, ever "ill
think all tlie constitutional rights and liberties enjoyed in
Great Brita.in at the time they departed from it their birthright, and that they brought them over to America; amoug
which, that of beiJJg taxed only by their own conseut is on
of the most essential." (Wilmington, 17GG.)
Again Judge Moore ROtrnds the keynote of rebellion when
he addresses Governor rrryon in November, 1771, in hi ' famon '
letter signed Atticu~, revie"',' in, catbing term his ad mini , _
tration and animadverts 011 his heartless tyranuy and ricli ·nlou. pride. It i~ the be t , hort lii tory of Tryon's North
arolina career that we po . e. , and gave foore great reputation a.· ·a Jawyn· and a.· a writer of brilliant part ". Moore
1

)IcHcC''S IrC'cl ell ,
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had been appointed a judge by Tryon, but this did not keep
him from saying that iu the treatment of tlie regulators
"your excellency was as sliort of General Kirk in form,
you were of Judge Jeffreys in lenity." All(l be taunts him
with "the arrogant reception JOU gave to a respectable company at an entertainmeut of your owu making, seated with
your lady by your side on elbow chairs, in· the middle of tl1e
ballroom.'' 1
The next contributions to the literature of politics were
the work of Hermon Husband (1724-1795). Ile bad been a
Quaker, had already pul>lished a religious ,rnrk, and was now
the leader of the regulators. In 1770 he published a Look
which be called An Impartial Relation of tbe First Rise and
Cam:e of the Recent .Differences in Publick Affairs, in tbe
Province of North Carolina, etc. This was followed in 1771
by A Fan for Fauniug and a Touchstone to Tryon, probably
by another band. The two furnish us a contemporary account
of the popular side which is wanting for most events in the
history of the province.
Tl.te Presbyterians of Mecklenburg add another title to the
list of political tracts which made for the Revolution. In 1775
Dr. Ephraim Brevard drew up a set of instructions for t.he
delegates of ~fecklenburg to the provincial congress. These
instructions deal with the civil and religious questions of the
day, and as a state paper will not suffer, as Dr. Foote remarks,
with auy s te paper of the age, and was no doubt superior
to any paper of the sort with which these men were familiar. 2
Another man who lent his pen to the advance of tbe patriot
cause, and who probably stands next to James Iredell in the
extent of his intellectual influence, was William Hooper, the
signer (1742-1790). He drafted an address to the inhabitants
of tbe British Empire in April, 1776. Ile was tl1e author of
maay public documents, antl a series of letters on tbe times,
written by him and signed Hampden, are said to have had
much influence. 3

as .

1 This piece first appeared in the Virginia Gazette for Tovember 7, 1771.
It was reprinted in l\lartin's North Carolina, I, LVJI-LXX, an<l h1 . Waddell's A Colonial Officer and bis Time, pp.158-173.
2 Sketches, pp. 68..:.76, where the paper is r eprintea in foll with comments.
It will also be found in Wheeler's History, II, 260-262, who ascribes it to
J obn McKnitt Alexander; and in Colonial Records, X, 239-242.
3 T hey h:we all been lost.
See sketch of vVilliam Hoop •r, by A. M.
Hooper, in Wheeler's History, II, 286.
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But the most prolific, as well as the most acute and learned.
of the citizens of North Carolina who undertook to aid thr
American cause was ,James Iredell (1750-1799). He wa preeminently the life of the literary side of the struggle in Nortll
Carolina. Bis first publication was made in 1773. He wa:
then an officer of the Crown, but became from this time a
leader of the Whigs. He wrote anonymously, after the fa, hion of the day, "but so unrivalled was his ability, so peculiar his style, that bis masks were soon penetrated, and th
popular champion was exposed to popular admiration." Iredell had the art of conducting a discussion in such a way a,
to avoid unnecessary offense to opponents. His mind wa.
calm and judicial. He indulged in no personaliticis; ''110
acerbity poisoned his articles, and no violence su11iecl hi.
pages." He was the best letter-writer of the war, and hi, correspondence was courted by the best men of the day, aud that
this compliment was fully deserved, a perusal of bis letter:
will fully prove. Says his biogTapber:
If any North Carolinian doubts the culture and merit of our Revolutionary fathers, let him study my record for '74, '75, '76, ancl if be blu. h nt
all it will be for the degeneracy of their sons. 1

Judge Iredell's :first contribution to the political literature
of the day was a letter in the North Carolina Gazette for September 10, 1773, in which be denies the position taken by
another writer-that the governor's commission and in tructions are the foundation of our political coustitution-and
asserts tuat this coustitutiou was to be found in the act. of
assembly instead. 2
On August 25, 1774, the :first provincial congress of North
Carolina met in Newbern, despite the threats and proclamation of Governor Martin, and defiantly held its sessions almo t
in his presence. Iredell fought along with this convention
and issued an address "To the inhabitants of Great Britain:
in September of that year, a month before the addre s of
,John Jay, having the same title, was adopted by the 'ontinental Cougres .3
In 1775 he prepared a eries of "Principles of an American
Whig, which doe not eem to have been pi'inted at tb time:'
McRe 's Iredell, I, 1 .J.
R•printed in IcRe s Iredell, I 178-1 0.
3 Ihicl I., 205-220.
~Prin1 din 1 R o's Jreclell, I, 245-254.
1
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In 1776, while many wisbed for iudepen<leuce in itself, the
great mass of people were inclin ed to assent to it only as a
work of necessity. There was needless apprehension to be allayed, scruples to be quieted, allcl confidence in the .American
cause to be inspired iuto the people. This was needed more
or less in all the colonies. In North Carolina this duty fell to
the lot of Iredell. The pamphlet in which he uudertook tllis
work was probably not printed, but was circulated privately
in manuscript, like the preceding article and like the North
Carolina Code of 1715, and did good work. 1
Again, in March, 1777, be wrote an address "To Fis Majesty George the Third, King of Great Britain." Two wellthumbed manuscript copies were extant in 1857. Papers of
this character supplied the facts and arguments to the Whig
leaders of the day, and in this way the people themselves were
indirectly reacbed. 2
In 1778 he could pen a sharp reply to the British commissioners who, after the failure of their efforts to effect a reconciliation between England and the United States, bad issued
a letter disrespectful to Congress. 3
VIII.-JUDGE IREDELL .AND THE FEDER.AL CONSTI'.I.'UTION.

With the return of peace and the rise of the question of a
central government the pamphleteer again springs into prominence. The contest is of more interest and value to us because
all the talent was not on one side. Perhaps at no time in the
history of tbe colony has the political pamphlet bad more
weight tban during the years 1783-1789. But of the character
and length of these discussions we know, unfortunately, very
little. .All our knowledge comes from the correspondence of
Judge Iredell, and the incidental references there only exasperate us by their indefiniteness. After th<!'fasbion of the day,
they wrote under noms de.plume, and we can only partly identify the authors. ".Atticus" was Judge Spencer; ''Cusatti" was thought to be Governor Martin; 4 while some thought
"Sully" was Davie, and others Maclaine. There was "The
Citizen" and "The True Citizen." Judge .Ashe masqueraded
Printed jn McRee's Ired ell! I, 283-323.
Printed in ibid., I, 342-357.
3 Printed in ibid., I, 401-404-.
4 Governor Martin was also a, writer of v er se, ancl so w as Governor
1

2
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iu bis address to tlle bar as "Gallio ;" Iredell wrnte a.· .. )iarcus ;" Maclaine bid his light under "Publicola," and Davi ·
name I have not been able to find.1
This literature, sucli as it wasi was all the work of privat
initiative. The only effort made in the whole history of North
Carolina, so far as I am aware, toward tlle direct encouragement of literature was made iu "An act for securing literary
property," passed in 1785. It begins with a preamble, ' 1 Wherea.
nothing is more strictly a man's own than tlle fruit of . tudy.
and it is proper that men should be encouraged to pur ·u ·
useful lroowledge by the hope of reward." It tllen pro,id
that an autlJOr should have exclusive control over hi wotk,
which was made to include books, maps, and chart', for
fourteen years. It required him to first enter the name of l1i.
work with the secretary of state and furnish one copy for u e ot
the executive. The importation and sale of copies publi:bul
outside the State was forbidden under penalty of forfeitin g th
books and double their value, one-half of which wa to 0'0 to
the author injured. Then comes a curious provision. If the
price fixed by the author was deemed exeessive, the judge" of
the supreme court might summon him before tbem on complaint
examine the case, and fix the price. The penalty for violating their orders was 20 Spanish-milled dollars . The North
Caroliniaus evidently did not wish to encourage a monopoly
of limited editions. But the next clause seems more lik
statesmanship, aud in the then state of relations between the
colonies approaches the internatioual copyright law. It provided that authors living in States where laws Rimilar to thi ·
were in force should have all tlle privileges of natives. 2
Political discussion was reopened in 1783 by John Hay, of
Fayetteville. "I llave llad the honor to participate in a political treat, at which you were to have been a guest,' writ
Hooper to Iredell, November 23, 1783. "It was given by Hay
· in the cbaracter of Tiberius Gracchu ·, and the fea t wa call <l.
"An .Addi ess to the Speaker of Both Hou es of .As em bly, contaiuing Ob ervation., Moral and Political, upon the Proceeding·
of the Late .A' erubly." It i to be erved up to tbe puulic in a
ix enny 1>ampblet, and will make it appearance a oon a
the iliumination i · over. ' . . . o copy of thi pamphlet ha
om down to u . Ho per aid that the ·tyle wa, dull and in
N

1

11 ·Re,•' Iredell, II, 76, 95, 179, 1 O, 1 6.
dell' P Yi al, p . .363.
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many parts ungrammatical, a11d that it appeared wqrse from
the press than in manuscript. "Iu tl.Je latter, perhaps, I viewed.
it as a production that was for the perusal only of his intimate
friends; but when gi\ren to the worl<l. I consider it as inten<l.ed
for an exhibition of parts that bids defiance to cemmre and
criticism." 1
With the question of the new Constitution we have a,t least
one production ou tl.Je Anti-Federal sic.le. "Parson Tate,"
writes Maclaioe in 1788, "bas picked up all the arguments,
good or bad, that have been published against the new Government. The only original objection he had was the want of a
mint in each State. This, be alleges, is a never-failing mask
of sovereignty, and is to keep the money with us. He appears ·
to be greatly distressed that we shall l)e obliged to send our
bullion to the seat of Government. It is truly. distressing." 2
No more publications of the Anti-Federalists have come
dowu to us even in title. There were few newspapers in the
State. Their editions, and the edition of the pamphlet publications, were necessarily small from tho small 11umber of persons interested in such discussions. There were no large
libraries. There were no enthusiasts in collecting, and but for
the correspondence of Iredell even the titles on the subject
would have disappeared.
The most valuable of the publications favoring the new
Constitution were Iredell's Answer to George Mason's OlJjections. Iredell was the literary leader of the forces favoring
the Constitution, as he bad.been of those favoring the Revolution. His auswer was first printed in parts in the State
Gazette of Newbem, an<l. seems to have appeared in the latter months of 1787. It was reissued in pam·p lllet form in
January, 1788, accompanied by an address to the people by
Archibald Maclaine. It.is superior to any· other defense of the
Constitution that appeared in North Carolina, aud appeared
sooner than The Federalist, except the earli'e t 1mmbers. 3
I b id, II, 75, 89.
Ibid., II, 217. This was the Rev. James Tate, who first t a ught school
in Wilmington, and afterwar<ls removed to the central section of tlie State.
3 John McLean, printer, of Norfolk, writes that he intend ed to publish
Iredell's paper. "Sev eral political pjeces hav n been sent for appearance
in my n ext , but, defectiYe of .Marcus's merit and arg um ent, I shall tako
t he liberty of l aying th em on th e shelf of old m aids ." (Ibid., II, 219. )
I t was included in McRee's Ired ell, II, 186-215, and has l>een rece11tly
reprinted in Ford's Bibliograplly of the Constitution.
1
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Iredell wrote in favor of the Constitution singly and also in
collaboration with Davie, who writes him from Ila1ifax1 }lay
1, 1788:
I have to-day :finished 25 pages of our little collection on the subject of
tlie Federal Government. I was so constantly interrupted by people on
business last week that I am sure what is done is extremely impcrfec·t.
You will therefore have much to add if, on examination, you fiml room
in the compass of such a pamphlet as we propose. ~ " * It will lie
necessary to preface our pamphlet with a note that it is not offered as an
original production, but as a compilation from several fugitive pieces, ete.
which will excuse us to the author of Marcus an<l others for the libertie
· we have taken with them. 1

This series of essays on the Federal Government probably
appeared during the year 1788 from the press of Hodge
Wills, of Newbern. So far as we know, no copy has been preserved. We do not know that anyone else contributed be ide
Davie and Iredell and Maclaine. The latter, under the
name of Publicola, contributed an "Address." The pamphlet
included the "Answer" to George Mason.
These discuss.ions, and they are not all that were publi hed,
had their effect; they tended to awaken a spirit of inquiry and
interest. The adoption of tlie Constitution was deferred in
1788, but the discussions there, led by Davie, Iredell, _Johnston, and Maclaine, are able. They brought the amendment ,
and the amendments brought adoption in 1789.
Judge IredeJI was, far his time and State, a voluminous
writer. Many of his charges as a justice of the Supreme
Court of the United States were published in the newspaper
and in pamphlet form at the request of the juries to whom they
were delivered, and most of them liave been reprinted iu hi
Life and Correspondence. 2 He was also a11 author on legal
subjects. He prepared a Treatise on Evidence in 12 chapter ,
which was finished about 1796 and left in manuscript. It wa
intended. as an appendix to the Law of Evidence, originally
publi bed in 1777. 3 From 17D6 to his death all of his lei ure
wa spent on An E say on the Law of Pleading in Suit at
ommon Law and on the Doctrine of tile Laws of England
T

foRee' Iredell, 223, 221.
Ibid., I 382; II, 347 365, 3 6 40 , ,1-11, 449, 467, 4. 3, 497, 505, 523, 531 on
Alien and edition Law , 577.
:J This was pnbli heel anonymously, ancl Iredell' work was intended to
snppl ment ]_.Jarticularly the third edition. His ruanu cript contained 275
pacr .
1
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concerning Real Property, so far as jt js ht Use or Force in
the State of North Carolina. The :first of these papers extended
to 1,229 closely written folio pages; the latter to 365 pages.
·Had Judge Iredell lived to complete the former, he would have
anticipa,ted Chitty on Pleading.1 Of tbe ability of Iredell it
is unnecessary to speak. It was recognized lJy all bis contemporaries. John Man;hallconsidered him ''a man of real talent,"
and Vansantvoord, in bjs Lives of the Chief Justices, says that
"as a constitutional lawyer, Judge Iredell had no superior on
the bench." 2
But it is not in the legal volumes of Judge Iredell, nor yet
in his political tracts, however valuable tlrny may be, that our
interest centers, but in his letters. Had North Carolina maintained the st~ndanl of literary excellence which we here see,
she would not to-day be one whit behind any State in the
Union. IredelJ was not only the best letter-writer fo North
Carolina during tlie Revolution,3 but was the equal of any of
l1is contemporaries. His letters are for the last years of the
century the best sourc~ we have for the internal, tl1e social,
and the political history of the State. Fortunately, they have
lJeen well edited. 4 The author speaks through his letters, and
never were letters more charming than these; written, many
of them, currente calamo, in moments snatched from the busy
life of a lawyer and judge, they have an elegance.and ease, a
vivacity and naturalness, not always. met with in similar productious. Neither these nor his diary were intended for publication. Thjs adds a charm, for we see the man as he was
seen by his friendR. In one of his letters to the girl whom be
afterwards married, Iredell reveals his art. "Come, my dear
madam, I will tell you how I write letters. * * * I just sit
down and carelessly let my thoughts flow from my pen without too much anxiety about the expression, though taking care
to keep that equally free from meanness and bombast-this is
all the art I know. Practice it yourself, aud let me have the
happy sight of your performances." 5
First edition of Chitty was pnblishe<l in 1808.
McRee's Iredell, II, 458, 588.
3 Ibid., I, 74.
4 Life and Corresponden ce of J ameR Ireclell, b y Griffith Joh11 McRee
(1819-1872), New York, 1857-58, 2 volnmcs .
6Jbid., I, 109.
1
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IX.-RELIGIOUS LITERATURE .AF'l'ER THE REVOLUTION.

When we return from the political to tlle religious side, there
is less to attract our attention. This is divided between Epi"·
copalians, Presbyterians, aud Quakers. The Episcopalians
were the first in the field, but the Presbytedans were the mo.-t
prolific, altlrnugh two causes militated against the growth of
a local literature among them. There were few presse · in
North Carolina in the eighteer1th century, and most of these
were in the east. The middle and western sections, with few
mail facilities, were segregated from their fellows, and thi:--,
reacting on them, caused less to be written. Tben there wa
a curious custom, a sort of unwritten Jaw, that tlle destruction
of manuscripts was as much a part of preparation for death
as making a will. Since manuscripts must run this gantlet,
the risk of numerous fires, and neglect, we need not be astonished that little has survived.1
Again, in the east, a love for polite literature was considered
little less than a sin, and was fatal to a legal reputation. To
accuse a man of writing poetry was litt,Ie less than an accu'atioa of crime, and its effect can be easily imagiried. 2
TllE EPISCOPALIANS.

The first native North Carolina autllor, the Rev. Clement
Hall, was of this faith. In 1759, Rev . .Alexander Stewart, then
pastor of St. Thomas's Parish, Bath, compiled "a small tract
collected from the best authors I could here .fi.ud" in defense of
baptism as practiced by the Established. Church. This wa'
printed and 400 copies were distributed tJJrough the province.
It was aimed at the Baptists, who were theu growing, and "for
some time checked their procee<liligs." 3 In 1761, Rev. -:\Ir.
Camp published a semnon. In 1763, Rev.•Tames Reid published a Sermou on the Establisl..Jment of Public Scliool.
which wa probably the first public expression of this ort in
the hi tory of the province. In 1768, Rev. (:reorge 1\Iicklejolrn
preached. a • ermon before the troop at llillsboro, who were
before Jong, to be u eel in the saime ection for the snppre ion
of the regnlator ·, from th t xt "The power, that be are
ordain d of Gotl' (Roman ' xiii 1, 2). It , o plea ed Tryon
1 Foote'
ket ·h , p. 241.
~. ·ortl.J. Carolina ni\' r ity ~Iaga,zin •, 1 -,3 1 IV, 59.
.1colonia.l l ·cord , VJ, 3W.
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that he had it printed by James Davis, and gave 100 copies to
tlle next assembly. Tbe preacher asserted that Governor
Tryon ought to llave executed at least twenty of the rebels on
his first visit, and that they could not escape the damnation
of hell on account of their resistance to tlle existjng government.1 Rev. Henry Pattillo, an eminent Presbyterian di vine
of Granville County, also preached ~o-them on this occasion.
His sermon was no doubt as thoroughly loyal as Micklejohn's~
for it is not included iu his volume of sermons printed in 1788. 2
The next twenty years were occupied in the military and
civil struggle, and produced little religious literature. In
fact we have but one other title that can be referred to the
Episcopal Church. The Rev. Charles Pettigrew (1743-1807),
toward. the close of the century, published several tracts on
Infant Baptism, one of them extending to some 200 pages.
They were anonymous and were designed, it seems, for local
circulation only. 3
THE PRESBYTERIANS.

Among the Presbyterians the matter of publishing seems to
have been confined mostly to their divines, and all of their
work, with a single exception, is religious in tone. John
Thompson, the pioneer in his field, has been mentioned. The
next piece of work of this character is the diary kept by Rev.
Hugh McAden
(died 1781), while making a missionary tour
t
through tlJe province in 1755-56, previous to beginning his
regular work there. It is of value in connection with the
history of the Presbyterian Church, and ·r emained in manuscript until its publication by Dr. Foote in his Sketches of
North Carolina in 1846. 4
The next Presbyterian to appear. in the field of letters was
the Rev. Henry Pattillo (1726-1801), a Scotchman who came
to North Carolina in 1765. In 1788 he published in Wilmingtou 5 a small volume of sermons. The first sermon is an extenFoote's Sketches, p. 67.
Uhurch History in North Carolina, pp. 75, 76, 82.
3 Sprague, Annals of American Pulpit, V.
4 Pages 161-175.
5 My friend, Mr. T. L. Cole, of Washington City, qnestions if this book
was not published iu Wilmington, Del., instead of "Wilmington,
'
·when tbis title was inserted in my Bibliography of the Issnes of the·
Eighteenth Century Presti of North Carolina, I was not aware that there
was a print,,r of this name in Wilmington, Del.; hut .James Adams established a press there as early as 1761. He pnblished Rodney's Revisal of
1
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sive historical resume of the Divisions among Christian , with
au affectionate exlwrtation to the practice of brotherly charity:
the second is on the Necessity of Regeneratiou, and the third
deals with his favorite theme, the Seripture Doctrine of Election. In this J1e takes pains to give bard blows to the then rL'ing power of .A.rruinianism in the United States, and quote at
corn,iderable length the -letter in which Whitfield takes )fr.
Wesley to task for his sermon on free gracP. But while deuying their views, Mr: Pattil1o showed he had Christian charity
enough to invite .A.rminians to bis com.nmnion table. Ile
defends himself vigorously from the attacks of bis own church
for this action, and lovingly exhorts them to a· similar practice.
The volume closes with an address to the deists, in which be
surveys the rise and development of deistieal opinions, ba inrr
his review on Leland, and closes with a faithful exhortation.
A note appended to one of these discourses broached the doctrine of Christ's human nature, of which Edward Irving afterwards became ·a distinguished exponeut. Not only doe thi:
little volume show us the work of a faithful, honest, earne t
man, but it gives us now and tllen a pieture of the want and
needs of the great mass of tlie people
the State. In tlie
preface he says :
i expect to be read by many with a double pleasnre-oJJe ari:ing from

of

the force of truth, another because this is an America1! protluctiou, and
the work of one wbom they have ofien heard from the pulpit. * " ~
Book writing is but in its infancy in these States. Let. no one despi e the
day of our small things. Americans will naturally relish the fruits of their
O'iYll soil, though they smell of the congenial foi-ests and fall short of the
more elaborate productious of foreign climes. And so affe ·tingly scarce
arc goocl books among the common people of the Southern tatea since
the late war 1hat this little piece may compose the whole library in ·ome
hom,es 1t author has called at.

But he had at tlie same time the skill to tnru thi very ne d
to a good account. In Hpeaking of tbe de titutiou of the slaYe ·
iu matter· of the religion and iutellectnal life he ay ·:
A few of them cau read a plain hook; ancl m:my otbers of them woul,l
learn on Lord's <lays and sleeping time if they ha<l 1,pelliuir hook , catethe Laws of n ]aware in 1763, hegan the Wilmington Couraut in 17 7, aud
the Delaware and Ea tern , 'hon~ · ,lverti se r iu 1789. (Pow 11' Education
•in J) la ware, P• 32 ). In favor of \Vil111inrrton .l. C,, w can only ay that
A. faclainp writ . to Ired 11 (II, 2,13) in 17 that h iut nde,l "to procur
another printPr:'' that th c·onn • ·tion h e t,Y,• 11 C' enfr:1 1 . · orth ('arolina and
\Vili11in~to11 w: . !'lo:·, an<l tb at had l'attil:o go11 . · , rtl1 for a pri?it r h
would proua.J,Jy have gou to Philadt>Jpbi · iu toad or \\'il111i1J<Ttou Del.
T •
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chisms, testaments1 and Watts's Hymns, as th~y are peculiarly fond of
singing. Could my poverty supply them 1 I should be poor no longer; I
should be greatly enriched with the prayers and blessings of many who
have nothing else to give. Are the channels entirely shut up by the independence of America, through which so many good books were conveyed
about thirty years ago¥ I r eside au hundred miles from Petersburg, our
center of trade1 and nearest tide of water; and so am out of the way of
books. My European readers, should I have any such, will consider the
latter part of this note as an eleemosyuary, and should it provoke their
liberality they will not have an ungrateful beneficiary, nor a negligent
alruoner.1

.At a later period be published an Abridgement of Leland's
Deistical Writers and a Sermon OU the Death of Washington.
He left iu manuscript some essays on baptism, and on Universalism; a catechism of doctrine for youth, and a catechism,
or compend, in question and answer, for the use of adults. 2
His Geographical Catechism will be treated under the bead of
"Education."
Alexander McWborter (1734-1807) published a sermon on ·
The Blessedness of the Liberal in 1796, and two volumes of
sermons in 1803.
Besides his grammar, noticed later, Rev. James Hall (174418~6) published a sermon based on Proverbs xiv, 34, preached
the opening of a court in South Carolina; also a sermon
preached at the ordination of Samuel 0. Oald well as pastor of
Sugar Creek Church, 1792. After the close of the eighteenth
century, be also published A I Brief History I of the I Mississippi Territory, I to which is prefixed, I a I Summary view of
the Country I between the Settlements on I OumberlandRiver, I & the Territory. I By James Hall, .A.. M. I Salisbury: I
Printed for Francis Coupee. I 1801. I "Copy-Right secnred
according to Law." I 3 In 1802 he published. A Narrative of a
Most Extraordinary Work of Religion in North Oaroliua. 4
But the most prolific of the Presbyterian preachers was tlie
Rev. Samuel Eusebius McOorkle (1746-1811). His first publication of which I have found meution is a Sermon on SacrificeR
(179~); he also published a Charity Sermon, delivered 011 several
occa ions ( 1793); a national tltauksgivii1g sermon entitled. A

;t

Page 70, note.
prague, III, 196-199. .
3 Collation: 12mo; title p., verso preface; summa.ry view, &c., 3-69;
Contents and errata, 70.
~ .Philadelphia, 8m.
1
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Sermon on tho Comparative Happi11ess and Duty of tl1e l-uitP!l
States of America, Contrasted with Other Nations, rarticularly
the Israelites ( Halifax, 17D5); Sermon Preached at tbe Layiw
of the Corner Stone of the University of North Carolina; four
discourses on the Great First Principles of Deism and Revelation Contrasted. (1797); three discourses on the Terms of the
Christian Communion; a national fast ~ermon eutitled The
Work of God for the French Republic; and then Her Reform ation or Ruin; or, The Novel and Useful Experiment of Natiou al
Deism to Us and All Mankind; a sermon entitled Tlie Angel' ·
Seal Set upon God's Faithful Servants when Hurtful "Wind '
are Blowing· in the Church Militant; another entitled True
Greatness, a Sermon on the Death of General Washington
(Lincolnton, N. C., 1800). 1
We have at least one pamphlet of a polemical 11ature. The
debating society and circulating library established in Mecklenburg County 2 had brought in a touch of the contemporary
infidelity. To meet this spirit Rev. James Wa11is (17G2-1819
prepared a condensation of vVatson, Paley, and Leslie. Itwa.
printed and circulated among the people of his congregation
and through the country. Foote says:
A pamphlet as well calculated to produce tile effect designed-th e exbibition of the evidences of revelation in contradiction to all infidel notion has seldom been issued from the press (p. 249).

The Rev. David Oald well ( 1725-1824) waR perhaps the equal
of any miniRter in the Presbyterian Church in his d;l.y. In the
pre-Revolutionary period he was in the habit of writing out hi '
sermons with ca.re, but these were destroyed by the BritLb )
and in the later period of his life otlier occupations prevented
such work. Only a few of his sermons have come dow11 to u . .
One, on "The character and doom of the sluggard," and another
on "The doctrine of universal salvation unseriptural;" ha,e
been printed in his biography by Dr. Caruther (Green boro
1 '42).
The Rev. James M'Gready was another of these Scotch Pre byterian. who hronght education and culture to their daily ta k
and who prepar d their ermon with con. ci u and , cliolarly
care. Two volume. of Jii . ermo1rn were publi::-;hed iu Loni..1
, 'pragne·s .\nnal.. Ilf, ,> IG-3ln .
Eight enth C ntnry, pp. 156-J.i7.
2

Ante, p. 2_0,

.Uc•xa ncler's I'ri1tceton Colle1re in the
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ville about 1840 from his mmmscript notes. Some of thei:;e no
doubt had been prepared in the last century. 1
Tirn QUAKERS.

The Quakers, although represented by their religious opponents as censorious and ignorant, are able to furnish quite a
respectable list of authors. The Society resolved in 1755 "that
no Friend or Friends write, print, or publish any book or
writing whatsoever tending to raise contention or breach of
unity amongst Friends or that have not first had the perusal
and approbation of such Friends as shall be appointerl. by tbis
meeting for that affair." An index committee of seven was
accordingly appointed "to peruse all such books and writi11gs
as shall be offered them." This regulation was a part of their
discipline, and was not peculiar to North Carolina..
Their list of authors begins with Hermon Husband, the regulator. Besides his political pamphlets, already noticed, be
published in Philadelphia, in 1761, Some Remarks ou Religion,
with the .Author's Experience. He was then a resident of
North Carolina; the work itself had probably been produced
about 1750, possibly in North Carolina.
The Quakers had at least one author of considerable fertility. This was Thomas Nicholson (1715-1780), of Perquimans
County. Of his personal history we know too little. He was
born in Perquimans. He visited England in 1749-50. Ilis
first publication was An Answer to the Layman's Treatise
on Baptism: in which the Author is pleased to say, that the
Quaker Doctrine of Water Baptism is considered, their objections auswered, and the Doctrine of the Church of England,
upon that important point, stated and vindicated. Williamsburg: Printed by Wi11iam Hunter. (1757. 8vo.) 2
His next work was An Epistle to Friends in Great Britain,
to whom is the Salutation of my Love, in the -Unchangeable
Truth. (Written from ''Little River, in N. 0., the 15th of the
Foote, pp. 367, 372.
Extract from Virginia Yearly Meeting records: "1757. Thomas Nicholson's M ' . examined, some changes made, & sent to prmter; 600 copies to
be printed; 300 to be pai<l. for at £10; 300 to remain in printer's bands 1
year & advertised by him; all remaining in his hands at end of that time
to b e paid for at 8d. each. 1759. 3£ 6s. 4<l.. raisecl to pay Anselm Bailey
& Samuel Pleasants, money 'advanced by them for tho last payment for
printing Nicholson's Answer to the Layma,n's treatise on haptism.' Balance raised, 1760."
1

2

H. Doc. 291--17
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9th Month, 1762.") (n. p., 1762. 8vo.) As is well known
the North Ca_rolina Yearly Meeting corresponded with other
yearly meetings, and these annual epistles took tbe place of
the religious newspaper of to-day. In 1774 he appeared before
the Quaker index expurgatoriu~ 1 with a" small piece of manuscript," which he called The Light upon the Candlestick. It
was passed upon favorably, and a committee was appointed
"to assist him in making it public." He presented them al o
Extracts from the Light upon the Candlestick and Liberty
and Property. This was a plea for a change in the existing
law relating to the freeing of slaves. The committee approved
· the piece and left the author at "liberty to make public.'
Friends were also appointed whose duty it was "to take
opportunity with as many of the members of the assembly a
they conveniently can, and let them have the perusal thereof.
Nicholson also kept a journal, giving detailed accounts of hi
visit to Carver's Creek and Dunn's Creek meetings in 1746, to
England in 1749-1751, aod to Newbern in 1771. ltis of much
interest and value, and is believed to be the :first journal kept
by a North Carolina Quaker. Proposals were made in 17 2
relative to its publication; this was never done. It is now the
property of the Philadelphia Yearly Meeting.
We must add to the work of Nicholson the work of one
other Quaker preacher, whose life comes partly within the
l.i mits assigned to this paper. This was Richard Jordan (17561826). He was a native of Virginia, but resided in Northampton County, N. C., 1768-1804. His journal, written from.
day to day, is of great interest. It shows all the marks of the
Quaker character-na'ive, simple, but highly :figurative, and
with a certain flavor of self-conceit. 2
X.-EDUC.A.TION.A.L WORKS.

When we come to examine what wa doue in the way of
educational book , we find the field scantier than ever. Indeed the list is narrowed down to the work of two or three
Presbyterians, who are bere, as alway in the hi tory of North
Carolina, in the advance in all matter that lead to the intellectual life.
1
In 17 0 the central committee of the index was discontinued and the
supervision wa left to the standing committee of the quarterly meeting.
zpubli h ,1 in 1 27, 1 39 1 9. For a full pr entation of tb live of
Un hand, :richol on, an 1 Jordan, ·e my outh ru uak r an<l SlaYery.
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.After the Revolution, Rev. James Hall founded a circulating
library within the bounds of his charge in Iredell County.
To advance the same good cause, he organized a Saturday class
of young people to take lessons in grammar. He had no books,
and to remedy the difficulty prepared a grammar, had manus cript copies made, and they were circulated among the class.
Later it was printed and had an extensive circulation. 1
Rev. Joseph Caldwell (1773-1835) did a similar service for
the infant University of North Carolina. His book was an
elementary treatise on geometry, which was to be used by
the junior class. It was enlarged and printed in after years.
Prof. William Hooper, in his inimitable address Fifty Years
Since, tells the result of using the manuscript copies:
Copies w er e to be had only by transcribin g , and in process of time they
of course were sw arming with errors. But this w as of decided advantage
t o the junior who stuck to his t ext without minding his diagram, for if h e
h appen ed to say the angle of A was equal to t h e tLn gle of B, when in fact
t he diagram showed no angle at B at all, but one at C, if Dr. Caldwell
corrected him h e h ad it always in his power to say, "Well, t hat was what
I t hought myself, but it ain't so in the book, and I thought you knew
bett er t h an I/' We may well suppose that t he do ctor was complet ely
silenced by this unexpect ed application. of t h e argumentum ad hominem. 2

We can add to this list William R. Davie's Cavalry Tactics,
of which two editions were published-the first in 1798 and the
second, revised and enlarged, in 1799 (Halifax).
The most curious and interesting of these early books, perhaps, as well as the most valuable, is the Geographical Catechism of the Rev. Henry Pattillo. It was intended "to assist
those who have neither maps, nor gazetteers, to read newsp apers, history, or travels." It contained "as much of the
Science of Astronomy, and the Doctrine of the air" as was
judged sufficient for the farmer and for the student who either
had or did not have an opportunity to pursue these studies
fur ther (Halifax, 1796). It is dedicated to General Davie, an<l
the "fourth inducement for publishing," the author says, was
that "I did, and still do, hope my book may bring me in a few
dollars, which will be welcome guest when they arrive." He
begins with a description of the earth's surface. From this he
turns to the zodiac, explains this, and passes on to a general
d escription of the planets. He feel s it necessary to argue in
1 F oot e, p. 330.
~North Carolina Universit y Magazine, 1859-60, I X, p.590.
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favor of the heliocentric theory of the universe, and the whole
has an intensely religious tone. His account of Uranus i
interesting: "The seventh and most exterior of all the planets was discovered a few years ago by Dr. Herchell [sic], which
in honor of the British King, he called the Georgian Planet:
On comets he says:
Their uses are mere conjecture. Some judge them the seats of puni hm ent where sinners suffer the extremes of heat and colcl. ~Ir. Whiston
says a comet approaching the sun brushed the earth with its tail and
caused the deluge, and that another will cause the conflagration .

.After this survey of the planets he returns to geography and
begins with Europe, "the smallest but most improved quarter
of the world." Of Spain be says:
Spain claims as much territory in North America alil thrice the United
States; extending from the isthmus of Darien to the polar circle; and from
the Pacific Ocean ou the west to Canada, Mississippi, and the gulph of
Florida, on the east. In such a vast extent of coast they have many port
and harbors, the chief of which are New Orleans, on the Mississippi; Vera
Cruz, Campechy, Honduras, St. Jago and Porto Bello, on the gulph of
Florida; and Aquapulcho aud Panama on the Pacific. These dominion
contain Mexico, New Spain , and many other provinces. _Spain owns in
SouthAmerica from the Carribean Sea to the Straits of Magellan.

Turkey, he says, '' is about 1,000 miles in length from
Chotzim, near the border of Poland, to the southern point of
the Morea; and from Oczakow, on the Nieper, to Dalmatia on
the .Adriatic, nearly as wide. This empire contains the ancient
Peleponesus [sic], JJow Morea, .Achaia, Greece, Macedon, Illyricum, Bulgaria, Wallachia, Moldavia, and parts of Tartary.
The capital of the whole empire is Constantinople." All
of which goes to prove that geography, like history, demand
to be constantly rewrit_ten.
When America is reached the author is carried away with
his subject. He thus describes the beginnings of the E,evolution:
Britain backed her claims with a .fleet and army, ancl the devoted town
of Bo ton felt the :fir t vengeance of offended royalty. O my dear country!
never forget your then situation. ·without an army · witbont a geueral
br <1 in the chool of war; without great or sruall arm fit to oppo e the
nnconqu reel forC'e of Britain; witbont a tr asnry· without an ally; without a sino-lc fricrate to oppos th<' first naval pow r n earth-a pow r
deem d onr mother, arnoucr whom we hacl a million of relation ", frieucl ,
and •orr . pondt·nt ·-to oppo th King whom w , honor cl to idolatry!
~U hi awful }> rio<l 'ougr .- met, under a loa<l of puhli ·are, inconivable hy all lmt patriot . It eiz d the hl·lm - it b am a cent r
of union an<l of motion to tb
catter d ·oloni t , and made a ommon
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cause with Boston. The continent, as by an electrical shock, caught the
noble and enthusiastic spirit of liberty and resentment. Heaven pointed
out George Washington as the instrument by whom it would save his
country.

He then ieviews the States, and coming to North Carolina,
speaks of the infant University as follows:
A university is established by act of assembly, in Orange County, with
liberal appointments by the State, and numerous benefactions. It is yet
in its infancy; has about 60 students, and if under the government of good
and learrn.:d men, must prove an extensive blessing as well as an honor to
the State. What can more loudly call for the prayers of all good people
than that God's blessing may reside on our principal seat of learning, from
which fountain are to flow those streams that must poison or purify our
country. Its short progress has been rapid; may its success be glorious!

This completes, so far as I know, the list of books written in
North Carolina in the eighteenth century. It does not see111
proper to include in the list the few law books that were pnblished, for they were nothing but compilations. The list as
given is small and perhaps incomplete. Many of the books
are of little value in themselves, and of the twenty-eight
authors of the seventy publications mentioned, only six persons-Clement Hall, James Wallis, Maurice Moore, W. S.
Hasell, Thomas Nicholson, arnl possibly John Hay-were natives of North Carolina. But nearly all of these writers had
settled permanently in the province or State, and had become
identified with its history, and this goes to prove Colonel Saunders's dictum that tbe l,irth of North Carolina is much nearer
1753 than 1653. The list is given without further comment;
some knowledge of its contents is of service in studying the
development of Southern history and literature.
PART III.-BIBLIOGR.A.PHY.
SUPPLEMENT TO MY BIBLIOGR.A.PIIY OF THE EIGHTEENTH CENTURY
PRESS PRINTED IN MY "PRESS OF NORTH CAROLIN.A. IN THE EIGHTEENTH CENTURY," PP. 53-80 (BROOKLYN, 1891).

Acts passed by the Assembly during the session of March, 1753. [Newbern: Printed by James Davis.J----·-----------·----·----·----····-6a
This is a second edition. It is printed and paged uniformly with
the Revisal of 1752 and has no separate title-page. It was evidently
bound in with the remainder of the edition of the Revisal that had not
been sold up to that time. It is probable that the type was set and
after the separate edition was struck off the pagination was changed
to run on continuously with the Revisal. The,same thing was done
in the Revisal of 1773 (see os. 35 and 35a), and something somewhat
similar in the Revisal of 1791 (see Nos. 88 and 88a-8Rg). The Pennsylvania Historical Society has the only copy of this edition with which
I am acquainted.
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Acts passed by the Assembly during the session of February, 1754. [Xew.
bern: Printed by James Davis.] ..........._.................. . .... ... a
See note to 6a above.
A [' J I Sermon l Preached_in I Christ-Church, in Newbern, I in North.Caro.
lina, I December 27th, 1755,lEra of I Masonry, 5755, / Before I TheAncient
and Honorable Society l Of j Free and Accepted Masons. I Published at
the Request of the Master, War- J dens, and Brethren of the Lodge. I By
Michael Smith, A. B. I Newbern:/ Printed by James Davis. j M,DCC,L VI. j •.•.•••.•••••••••• ____ ••••••••••• _...• _•..... _.. _• • • • • • •••••. a
Collation: 8vo (3¾ by 5! inches), pp. 19. Title and collation kindly
furnished me by Mr. F. D. Stone, of the Pennsylvania Historical
Society, which has the only copy that I know of. The upper part of
the title-page is gone, so that it is impossible to tell whether the word
"A" is torn off or not.
[A Defense of the Method of Baptism as practiced .by the Church of
England; by Alexander Stewart, missionary of the S. P. G. at Bath.
Newbern: Printed by James Davis. 1759.J ...................... .. 18a.
Hypothetical title of a tract which Mr. Stewart says he prepared,
"collected from the best authors I could find here." Four copie
were sent to the Society for the Propagation of tlie Gospel and 400
distributed through the province. (Colonial Records, VI, 316.)
N. B.-Was this tract an answer to Nicholson (q. v. under Literature) f And if so, who was the" Layman" whom he answers~
A

Full title to No. 33:
before ·his Excellency I WilJiam Tryon, Esquire, I
Governor and Commander in Chief of the / Province of North Carolina. I
and the j Troops raised to quell the late I Insurrection I At I Hills·
borough, in Orange County/ on Sunday, September 25, 1768 I By Geo.
Micklejohn, S. T. D. I New-Bern: j Printed by James Davis. IM. DCC.
LXVIII ............... ____ .......................................... 33

I Sermon I Preached

Title from North Carolina University Magazine, 1855, IV, 251. Col.
W. L. Saunders had t wo copies of this sermon, which probably came
from the Swain Collection.
[Plan for Keeping the Public Accounts of the Province of North Carolina.
Newbern: Printed by James Davis. 1768 (or 1769)] ...... ....... . 33a
Hypothet ical title b ased on Tryon's m essage to the as embly: "I
h erewith send you a printed copy of the * " " "
(Colonial
Records, VIII, 152, 317.)
[Acts passed by t he Assembly during these sion of 1768 (or 1769 ) . Newbern : Printed by James Davis.] ................................... 33b
Title based on Tryon s 1 tter to Earl Hillsborough, .,. ovember 2:?
1769: "This is my apology for sending your lord hip at thi tim
print d copie of the princ-ipal transactions of the la t a embly.'
orth 'arolin,
niver ity Iagazine, 1 -9-60, IX, 339.) As the a em bly of 176 la t d only fourt n days and pa ed no imp ortant
act I this letter doubtless refers to the a embly of 1768.
7

(
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[.An act for authorizing Presbyterian ministers, regularly callerl to any
Congregation within this Provjnce, to solemnize the Rites of Matrimony,
under the regulations therein mentioned. Newbern: Printed by James
Davis. 1770.J ..................................................... 33c
Inserted on authority of Rev. James Reed's letter to the Society for
the Propagation of the Gospel: "Lest by any accident the Governor's letter should have miscarried, I have sent you a printed
copy of the act." (Colonial Records, IX, 5, 6.)
Full title to No. 35 :
The I Office and .Authority I of a I Justice of Peace. I .And also, I The Duty
of Sheriffs, Coroners, Con- I stables, Church wardens, Overseers I of
Roads, and other Officers. I Together with I Precedent of Warrants,
Judgments, Execu- I tions, and other legal Process, issuable by Ma- I gistrates within their several Jurisdictions, in Cases I Civil and Criminal,
with the Method of Judicial I Proceedings before Justices of the Peace
out of sessi- I ons. Also some Directions for their Conduct within I their
County Courts. I To which is added, I An Appendix. I Containing many
useful Precedents, and Directions I for the Execution of them. I Collected
from the Common and Statute Laws of I England, and the .Acts of .Assembly of this .Province, I and adapted to our Constitution and Practice. I By J. Davis, Esq; one of bis Majesty's Justices of I the Peace
for the County of Craven. I Newbern: I Printed by James Davis.
M,DCC,LXXIV. I .................................................. 35
Collation: Title, 1 1., verso blank; preface, 1 1., unnumbered; text,
1-404; index, 3 pp., unnumbered. The only copy known to the compiler is the one in his possession.
Acts passed by the Assembly during the session of March, 1774. Newbern: Printed by James Davis ..................................... 35a
A second edition. See note to 6a above.
[An Address to the Ministers and Presbyterian congregatiors in orth
Carolina. Wilmington: Printed by Adam Boyd. 1775. J ........... 36a
Hypothetical title based on Colonial Records, X, 188, where it is
stated that Boyd, who was a member, had laid before the provincial
congress 200 copies of such a letter. This is immediately followed by
a resolution to allow Boyd the sam o f - - - out of the public funds .
.As Boyd was then printing the Cape Fear Mercury in Wilmington, it
is probable that the Address (reprinted in Colonial Records, X, 222-228)
was first printed in bis paper ancl then reprinted by him and these
copies presented to the congress, for which they agreed to reimburse
him. The Address was doubtless intended to counteract Toryism on
the upper Cape Fear.
Full title to No. 38:
The I Journal I of the I Proceedings I of the I Provincial Congress I of
North-Carolina, I Helcl at Halifax on the 4th day of .April, 1776. I Pub-
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lished by Authority. I Newbern: I Printed by James Davis, Printer to
the Honourable the House of Assembly. I MDCCLXXVI. ............ 38
Pages 45; size, 7½ by 9½ inches. Tit le fromcopy owned by Bi bop
Cheshfre.
Correction to No. 41 :
This is an error. There was no Revisal of the Laws printed in
1777 ....•................................................... ..... 41
The I Joqrnal I of the I House of Commons .. ... ........... .. .. ....... 4fa
Session of August, 1778; n. t. p.; n. p.; no printer; quarto. Bishop
Cheshire's copy, the only one of wh ich the compiler knows, lacks all
after page 24.
State of North Carolina: I In Convention, August 1, 1788 .............. 69
The character of this publication is explained by the proceedings of
the convention of 1788 (Journal, p.15, August 1). The convention in
committee of the whole adopted a" bill of rights" and a numberof
amendments, which the convention desired to have incorporated into
the Federal Constitution before they were willing to accept it. The
next day the convention adopted the preceding action reported from
the committee of the whole and directed that copies of the bill of
rights and amendments should be sent to the Federal Congress and to
the executives of the several States. This No. 69 is evidently one of
the copies printed to be sent as directed.
Answers to Mr. Mason's Objection to the New Constitution recommended
by the late Convention at Philadelphia. By Marcus. Newbern: Hodge
& Wills. 1788 .................................. ........... ....... 68a
This was the work of James Iredell and is dated January 8, 17 ,
It was :first printed in the State Gazette in fragments, and in the
pamphlet form was accompanied by an addn,ss to the people by Pub·
licola (Archibald Maclaine). It was republished during the same
year with additions by William R. Davie and others. See No. 70.
The I Journal I of the I Convention I of I North.Carolina. I [Colophon:]
Hillsborough: Printed by Robert Ferguson. [1788.J .... ... .-.. .. .... 72a
Collation : Pages, 16; size, 6 by 8 inches. Title from Bishop Che·
shire's copy.
This was the convention of 1788, which rejected the Federal Consti·
tution.
Full title of No. 87:
The I Office and Authority I of a I Justice of the Peace, I and of I Sheriff:,
Coroners, &.c. I according to the laws I of the I tate of North.Carolina.
I HappytheCountrywhereLawi not a Science! I Newbern: I Fran~oi
Xavier Martin j 1791. I ..................................•••......... 87
Collation: 8vo; title, 1 I., ver o blank; 11. blank; dedication to
John itgrea.ves, 1 1., ver o blank; preface, 1-3; p. 4 blank; index
5-6; 1 l. blank; ratifi ation of Constitution of United Stat s and con·
titution of T orth Carolina, 1-27; office and authority, etc., 29-293 ·
not on 29J; 1 blank 1.; app nclix, 295-307; errata, 308, unpaged; sub·
criber 'names, 4 p., unpacr d.
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Corrections to ros. 77 anq 88, Iredell's Revisal:
McRee's Iredell (II, 277) and the Revised Statutes of North Carolina
(I, xii) both state that Iredell's Revisal was printed in 1789, hut I have
never heard of a copy with the 1789 imprint. The Revisal proper ends
with the laws for 1788, the ordinances of the convention of 1789, and
the Constitution of the United States (p. 660). An appendix, "Laws
of North Carolina, 1789," begins on page 661; a second appendix,
"'Laws of North Carolina, 1790," begins on page 694. The laws for
1790, inserted here, were, possibly, printed in part from the forms used
for the separate edition of the laws of 1790, for the type and pp.
697-710 agree in all respects except the signatures. It seems that the
separate edition was first printed; the same type was then used, the
paging being changed and the private laws given by title only, for the
appendix to the Revisal. This was not the case with the appendix
for 1789. Those laws were reprinted, as will be seen by comparing
the two. The index to the Revisal, which is paged separately, comes
in after page 713. I have never seen a copy with the index following
page 660. Some copies end with the laws for 1790, the index, and list
of subscribers; other copies have the laws for various years added
after the index, and the laws thus given are not the same in all copies.
The laws for 1791 are paged 713-732, but are not the original edition
(for which see my No. 91). The laws for 1792 are paged 1-20 (balance
missing in compiler's copy), and it see_m s that this is the original
edition (see my No. 95, but in some copies only pp. 1-16 are of the
original edition). It seems that the usual custom was for the printer
to issue an extra number of copies of pages 1-16 of the public or
general acts for each year, reprint all public acts that ran beyon<l
page 16, give the titles only of the private acts, and attach this collection from year to year to the remainder of the edition of the Revisal
then on hand. The compiler has a copy which includes the laws of
1800, and some of the copies have an index to the appendixes through
1798. All the copies he has seen have the 1791 title-page.
Collation of appendixes:
Laws of 1791, F., pp. 713-732. _____________ ------ --·· -----· ------ _88a
Laws of 1792, F., pp. 1-20 (pp.1-16 same)-- ____ , __ .... ___ .. _____ .88b
Laws of 1793, F., pp. 1-19 (pp. 1-16 same); separate edition, list
of fees, etc.,21-23 ______ ------ ------ ------ ------- ------ ------ _88c
Laws of 1794, F,, pp. 1-8 (July session, probably same).
Laws of 1794, F., pp. 1-20 (December session, 1-16 same) ---- _____ 88d
Laws of 1795, F., pp. 1-20 (1-16 same)-------- - ------ ----·· ------ -88e
Laws of 1796, F., pp. 1-40, 43-45 (no pp. 41-42) -. _- - .. - - - _- . - - - - - .. 88f
Law~ of 1799, F., pp. 1-20 (1-16 same) --- _____ . - ---- -- - --- --- --- - _88g
As the compiler did not have a complete set of the annual session
laws at hand, he can not speak for the identity of the other years .
None of these revisals of the annual laws have separate title-pages;
no time, place, or printer is given; the signatures, as well as the
paging, indicate that they were printed separately and independently
of each other.
Cases I determined in the I Court, of King's Bench; I during the I I, II &
III Years of Charles I. I Collected b y I John Latch, of the Mid<lle
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Temple, Esquire, I First published, in Norman-French, [1661,] by I
Edward Walpole, of Gray's Inn, Esquire. I Translated into the Engli h
Language, I By Francois-Xavier Martin. I Newbern: I From the Trans.
lator'sPress. J 1793. J . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 98a
Collation: 8vo; note by translator, 1 p., facing title; title, 11., ver o
blank; note of tr.anslator, 11., verso blank; first editor's preface, 11.;
Latch's reports, 215 pp. unpaged (the paging of the original edition
is indicated in the margins, and reference is made to this paging);
ta,ble, 4 pp. verso to recto, unpaged; index, 15 pp., verso to recto,
unpaged; errata, 1 p., recto. This volume is usually bound with No.
115, anu the size of that volume will probably explain why the paging
of the original edition was not followed exactly.
[Address of Tar borough Convention] ................................ 9 b
Hypothetical title of a pastoral letter printed as a broadside and
sent out to the churches of the State by the Protestant Episcopal convention then in session in Tarboro, November 21, 1793. Probably
printed by Hodge & Wills_, Edenton.
La~s of North Carolina, July session, 1794. [Colophon:] Newbern: from
the press of Franyois X. Martin ................................... lOla
Folio; n. t. p.; 9 pp., 1 blank.
Exact title to 108:
The I Acts I of the General Assembly I of the I State of North Carolina, I
passed during the sessions held in the years 1791, 1792, 1793 and 179-L
[Design] Newbern: Francois-X. Martin. J 1795.
Collation: Title, 1 I., verso blank; preface, 11.; acts, 1-182; table,
5 pages (unnumbered).
[NorthCarolinaAlmanacfor1796. Halifax: Abraham Hodge. 1795.J .109a
Based on Pattillo's Geographical Catechism, page 62: "Mr. Hodge's
new Almanack will gratify political arithmetician ·, not only in the
proportion of the sexes, but will prove the age of 16 to be a good
medium at which to divide the living numbers of the human race. "
Full title to 115:
Notes I of a few I Decisions I in the I Superior Courts I of the I State of
North Carolina, I and in the I Circuit Court of the U. States, I for I North
Carolina District. I To which is added I a Translation of Latches'
Cases. I Newbern: I Francois-Xavier Martin. J 1797. I ............... 115
Collation: 8vo; title, 11., verso blank; publisher's statement, 11.,
verso blank; table of cases, 3 pp., unpagecl; rorth Carolina ca e ,
1-78; United tates cases, 1-83; table of matters, 5 pp., verso to verso,
unpaged; errata, 1 p.
Hamilton vs. Eaton. A case re pecting British debts in U. . Circuit
Court, N. C. District. Newbern: F. X. Martin. 1797 .............. . 115a
Title from Brinley Catalogue, 18 6, Pt. IV, p. 62. Thi ca e appear
a.I ·o in fartin's Tote of D ecisions (s •e No. 115), where it i · paged
separately without title-pa"'e, 1-77. The ame forms were no cloubt
u ed for the separate dition, a.· it was only nece sary to make a
separate title-pa 17e.
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Correction to No. 129:
This volume is known as 1 Haywood, and J utlge Ired.ell in the list or
"Titles of the Reports in North Carolina" in his Digest, Vol. I, p. ix,
gives the date of publication as 1799, not 1800. I have never seen a
perfect copy .. __ ... ____ .. _. _. _. ____ .. _____ . ____ . _____ ... ___ ... __ .129
A Manual of the Laws of North Carolina, arranged under distinct heatls
, in alphabetical order; with references from one head. to another when a
subject is mentioned in any other part of the book than under the clistinct head to which it belongs. By John Haywood. 1800. ________ .131
Laws I of the I University I of I North-Carolina; I Established by the I
Board of Trustees, I at their session in December, j 1799. I Raleigh I
Printed byJ. Gales. j 1800. ____________ ---~-- __________________ ..... 132
Total number of separate publications discovered, 1749-1800, inclusive, 153. Of these the compiler owns in complete, and in most cases
perfect, copies, Nos. 63, 71, 80, 87, 88, 88a, 88b, 88c, 88d, 88e, 88f, 88g,
92, 95, 98, 98a, 104, 107, 114,115; in imperfect copies, Nos. 5, 34-, 3!'>, 35a,
57, 58, 59, 62, 68, 85, 91, 129.
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SUFFRAGE IN THE STATE OF NORTH CAROLIN A (1776-1861).
By J. S.

BASSETT.

The question of suffrage is the core of governmental policy.
It is the gauge of the conditions of democracy. The extent to
which organized society admits its constituent parts into participation in the affairs of government is the extent to which
it secures free institutions. Accordingly, the degree in which
we understand the conditions of suffrage in a State will be a
measure of the appreciation of the politics of that State. It
is with a view of getting this appreciation of the politics of
North Carolina that the present treatment of suffrage has
been undertaken.
Suffrage in North Carolina has grown, very naturally, out of
the spirit of the people. This State has always been remarkable for her conservative thought. In nothing is this conservatism seen more clearly than in the obstinacy with which she
opposed the tendency toward a level democracy, which from
the days of Jefferson gradually subdued the political life of
the country. Lt was probably her isolated geographical position, arnl all the disadvantages consequent upon it, that caused
this conservatism. At any rate, it was manifested from her
earliest existence as a State. The revolutionary movement
there was an affair of the colonial aristocracy. The prominent
families organized it in the field and then made the constitution under which the people were destined to live for sixty
years.
The key to the general political situation will be found in the
county politics of the time. There were in each county a cert ain number of families of wealth and political aptitude who
were selected by the governor and the other agents of the royal
. :i,uthority to be the justices of the peace. 'r he~e were appointed
by the governor and council and in their hands gradually came
to be the chief power of the county. They had t he right to
recommend to the governor three men for the office of heriff.
271
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One of these the governor appointed. This sheriff held tli
electio~ for assemblyman, ~nd by means of collecting tlie
taxes, executing court decrees, and a hundred other actions of
government became the direct symbol of the King's authority
to the people around him. He at once became a personage of
importance. The Englishry of the people is seen in their ready
submission to such leadership. When it came to the election
of assemblymen these justices of the peace, with t,be shel'ifi' and
the family connection for which they all stood, would deci<le
on a candidate, and through their combined influence they
usually elected him. Often this was the only candidate before
the voters. .At times the people became dissatisfied and
brought out a candidate themselves. Sometimes such a man
would be elected, but the usual result was the contrary.
'rhrough this means there came about what may be called,
without intending to discredit them, an officeholding ari tocracy. .As long as this influence gave an honest administration-and such was usually the case-the people were satisfied
and public business, both locally and centrally, went on wit11
good effect.
The point on which these leading families relied in 1776
to maintain themselves in the government was the suffrage.
They :first made the executive and judicial fu11ctions take their
authority from the legislature, and then they made sure of that
function by leaving the upper house in the hands of the landowners. So complete was their ascendency that it was seventy
years before the excluded classes dared to join battle for their
rights, and ten years more before they secureu them.
The slowness to reform was due, in a sense, to a condition
of affairs that approached democracy. In the easteru part of
the State inferior economic opportunities offered. no attraction
to men whose means enabled them to settle large tracts of
land. Such persons usually went to South Carolina or to Virginia. Consequently, the intermediate colony waf> settled by
mall landholders, not a few being people of broken fortune
elsewhere. It is true that the natural growth of slarnry
brought about a certain number of large plantation ' in the
ea t, but so great was the former proportion that the geniu
of landholding, if oue may , o peak remained till the ivil
war on the ha i.· of th' small farm. The we ·tern part of th
tat wa" ettled quite imlepen l 11tly of th ea 't, aud for a
long tim th r wa little conunon life b tween the two ec1
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tions. It was settled by a vast train of Scotch-Irish that
poured down from Pennsylvania through the Virginia valleys.
These were without great means and cared little for siavery.
They came with the habits of small farmers, and in a short
time cut up the available land west of Raleigh into little holdings that rarely exceeded 500 acres. It was this diffusion of
the landed property, both in the east and the west, that
enabled the political leaders to retain for so long a time the
property qualification for voting. Had there been a considerable number of large farms there would have been a greater
1mmber of nonlandowners, and these would bave brought on
at an earlier day the struggle for equality.
In 1776 there were two sources of authority in the political
affairs of the province-(1) the King, who, through his governor and the council, appointed and controlled all the officers
except the assembly and its few appointees; (2) the people,
who, under certain restrictions, elected the assemblymen, and
through this single means had a part in government. Between these two powers there was continual warfare. Each
tried to get authority that was exercised ~y the other. At au
early time the assembly, not disposed to trust a proprietary
officer, appointed a treasurer, whose duty it was to receive and
disburse the funds raised by the assembly. This officer was
quite distinct from the receiver-general, whose duty it was to
handle the money of the lords proprietors, or later of the King.
This treasurer at length became a man of power, and on more
than one occasion the royal influence showed a desire to control
his selection. On the other hand, the King had appointed the
superior c_o urt judges. This was distasteful to the people, and
by various means they tried to get a voice in this appointment.
The period just before the Revolution saw the assembly aud
the King's representatives at a deadlock on the question of
superior courts. Each side was bent on getting entire control
of the court system. Neither would yield, and so for three
years there were no regularly authorized court in the province.
Much hard feeling was engendered, and the more the country
su:fferecl the more did the leaders on the side of the a sembly
have the support of those of the people who might already
have been spoken of as the party of the Revolution. Therefore when in 1776 these leaders found the government left to
them' by the flight of the governor and his c uncil, they
H. Doc. 291--18
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naturally thought that the safety of the State lay in carrying
out the plans for which they had been for years contending.
The officers that had formerly been appointed by the Kingmight
now be disposed of in two ways-they might be turned over
to popular election or they might be chosen by the assembly. There were two good reasons why the former method
should not be adopted: (1) There were so many Tories in the
province that it was doubtful if the Revolutionary party could
carry a popular election. .As a matter of fact, the constitution
of 1776 was not submitted to the people because it was feared
that it would be rejected through the opposition of the Torie·.
(2) The assembly leaders were unwilling to see the power they
had go out of their hands. They thought, and with much
justness, that it would be better to leave the selection of the
officers who must take the State through the Revolution to
those who could judge wisely, and who were undoubtedly
committed to the cause of independence. At any rate, they
quietly took these vacated offices into their own hands, and
popular government was practically little better off than
before.
Such was the point of view of the convention that framed the
Halifax constitution in 1776. These men were elected for their
duty under the old colonial law of elections. This law stipulated that freeholders only could vote for representatives, and
it went on to define a freehold.er as a person "who, bona fide,
hath an estate real for his own lifetime, or the life of another,
or any estate of a greater dignity of a sufficient number of
acres; " that is to say, of 50 acres or more. 1
The provincial congress of 1775 provided for the calling of
further congresses,2 and on it fell the duty of regulating the
matter of suffrage for the temporary government. It approved
1

See Laws of North Carolina, 1760 (fourth session), Ch ap. I, secs. 3 and 4,
It enacted "that on the third Tuesday in October in every year the
freeholders in each county throughout this province shall meet at the
court-house of such county, and in the presence of three inspectors to be
appointed by the county court, or candidates, or any two of such inspectors, shall proceed to choose any number of persons, not exceeding five, to
represent them in congress for one year, in the same manner and under
the same regulations, as near as may be, as directed by an act of assembly
of this province ntitled 'An act to regulate elections/" It was al o
provided that the boroughs should each '' elect a member to represent
them in congres , under the same rules and regulations, a near a may be
a. hav been n nally ou ervccl in <'11·ctillg- m rnhers to sit and v8te in
general assembly." (Colonial Record:., Vol. X, p. 211.)
2
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and continued the colonial law, and added a provision that
the electors might be required to take an oath of loyalty to
the patriot cause before they would be allowed to vote. It extended also the sphere of the political activity of the voters by
giving them tbe right to elect the county committees of safety, 1
thus giving, for the first time h1 tbe history of the province,
local self-government. 2 It was according to these arrangements tbat the congress which met in Halifax, and on which
devolved the duty of preparing a constitution, was elected.
That this congress should have kept its eye steadily on the
privileges of the property holders will not surprise us. That
it should have made a concession to the nonproperty-holding
class is a matter of more interest. In arranging the assembly
it provided that there should be two houses-a senate and a
house of commons. The former was to be composed of one
representative from each county. Such a representative must
have resided in the county for which he was chosen at least one
year before election, and he must possess 300 acres of land in
fee. To vote for a senator a man must have 50 acres of land
in fee, or for life, in the county in which he voted. Thus it will
be seen that the landowners remained supreme here. The
house of commons was composed of two representatives from
each county and one from each of seven enumerated towns.
A representative in this house must have lived six months in
the county and must own at least 100 acres of land in fee, or
for life, in that same county. .All freemen resident for twelve
months in the county and having paid public taxes, or all
freemen in the boroughs, had the right to vote for ·such representatives. .All elections, it was further provided, should be
by ballot. 3 This giving of the franchi e as regards voters for
members of the commons to nonproperty holders was a wise
policy. It conciliated tha.t class who could hope for nothing
under the old arrangement, giving them the hope of gaining a
share in the direction of government. It was a concession
made with a view of securing their loyalty. Still it must be
very evident that with the senate in the control of landowners, and with landowners alone voting in the commons, the
powers of the landless voters were not very wide reaching. It
1 These were the Revolutionary committees in North Carolina, and corresponded to the town committees in the Northern colonies.
2 Colonial R ecorus of North Carolina, Vol. X, pp. 212- 213.
3 Jbid, p. 1007.
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was a step toward democracy, however, and must be noted a ,
the beginning of a process which later brought entire equality.
The whole business is indicative of the spirit of the Revolution~ In North Carolina this movement was a revolt on the
part of the leaders against the one-man power of, not only King
George, but _o f the unit of British power. The process by which
this authority was overthrown is analogous to that by which the
Greek cities passed from monarchy to oligarchy. To carry the
analogy further, it would not be incorrect to say that the manner in which the Greek cities passed from oligarchies to democracies corresponds in a way to that by which democracy came
in North Carolina to succeed the oligarchy that followed the
Revolution. Indeed, the civil war, that ruthless knocking
down of aristocracies, is in a certain sense analogous to that
process by which democratic Athens imposed popular government on the various aristocratic cities which she conquered.
These facts need not be cause of regret. An oligarchy wa
best fitted to organize and to bring to successful issue the Revolutionary struggle. After liberty was won, it gave the people
a pure, honest, economical, and steady administration. How
many democracies can say as much for themselves'
With the arrangements for suffI'age thus made in the beginnings, no dissatisfaction appeared for years. There were from
time to time demands for the revision of the constitution, but
they were invariably made on other grounds than the suffrage.
It was these demands that :finally led to the constitutional convention of 1835. The only matters discussed and carried in
that body that have interest for us at this time were the disfranchisement of the free persons of color and the election of
the governor by the people. Here was both a departure from
and an advance toward popular government. The former grew
out of a change in public sentiment in regard to the negro, and
the latter was doubtless the natural result of the leaven of
democracy that was working in the minds of all the people.
The question of negro suffrage came up for discus ion early
in the se sions of the convention. The constitution of 1776
had made provision by which it was not possible to keep any
free negr who could comply with the necessary conditions
from voting for a emblymen a freely as the white . What
had been the actual intention of the builders of the constituion wa nev r ati factorily known. In view of the fact that
fre negroe were fr e men in 1776, it seems but fair to as ume
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that they were not intended to be debarred of the franchise,
there being uo statement to that effect. .At all events, they
were allowed to vote. In some counties there were considerable numbers of tliem. In close political contests they became
important factors. They often held the balance of power. It
was charged that tlrny were won either by money or by
degraded favors from some low-minded white candidate. .As
a people they had come to be looked on as a hopeless· set, with
no ambition and with a ready disposition to favor seditiou
among the slaves. The majority of the members of the convention undoubtedly believed these charges, whether tltey were
true or not. There were, however, a number who believed in
the better element of the free-negro class and who tried hard
to save that element from disfranchisement. These made the
fight on a property qualification for the free negroes. In committee of the whole they introduced an amendment providing
that no free person of color should vote for members of the
house of commons unless he should possess a freehold estate
of the value of $250. 1 .A. spirited debate at once began. The
advocates of the measure claimed that it would put a premium
ou the progress of the free negro; that it would conciliate the
most respectable of that class, and so make tbem valuable to
tlte whites in discovering impending slave insurrections; that
a number of these people had fought in the Revolution and
their services ought to be recognized, and that in fact they
usually voted for men of character and talents to represent
them. Owen Holmes, of New Hanover, made some remarks
of g·reat plainness and much interest. He said that there were
many prejudices against free negroes in his part of the country, and he admitted that many of the class were degraded
and corrupt, but he believed that the whites were as much to
blame as the negroes, "for they were principally the corrupters of the morals of these people." There were also many
free negroes who owned pr(?perty and were of good standing.
These, he thought, should be distinguished from those who
were vicious.
It was argued, on the other hand, that a free person of color
was not a citizen and was already disfranchised. The fact
that they were called freemen in the ab, tra ·t gave them no
right to vote, unless it were agreed that they were itizen,.
The argument that they had fought in the R volution wa.
1

See Dehates of the Convention of 1 35, p. 60.
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weak. Many slaves had fought there also; should they vote
on that account 0? The free negro's lot was not a hard one. It
"far surpassed tlie nondescript situation of the ancient Helot.
and villeins, or the ignoble condition of the oppressed pea.
an try of Poland." These people had all been slaves once, and
as such they were certainly not citizens. Were they evernaturalized f Did the act of assembly which allowed a uperior
court under certain conditions to liberate slaves confer any
power to make them citizens f If they were citizens they were
entitled in every State to the privileges of the citizens of the
several States. Yet had not North Carolina forbidden free
negroes to come within her borders, except under certain
severe restrictionsf To deprive them of their votes would.
undoubtedly be a hardship to the more progressive of th
class, but the interest of a few must yield to the public
good. In several eastern counties they bad not been allowed
to vote, and there they had accepted the necessity" with cheerfulness and contentment.'' The spirit of the majority wa
seen clearly iu a speech by Mr. Bryan, of Carteret. He aid:
This is, to my mind, a nation of white people, and the enjoyment of all
civil and social rights by a distiuctive class of individual!! is purely permissive, and unless there be a perfect equality in every respect it can not
be demanded as a right. * * * It may be urged that this is a harsh
and cruel doctrine, and unjust, and by no means reciprocal in its operation.
I do not acknowledge any equality between the white man and the free
negro in the enjoyment of political rights. The free negro is a, citizen of
necessity, and must, as long as he abides among us, submit to the law
which necessity and the peculiarity of his situation compel us to adopt. 1

It m:ust be confessed that the friends of the free negro had
made the weaker argument. The natural streugth of their
position lay along the lines of the natural rights of man. They
had confined themselves almost solely to tlte question of expe·
diency. In ignoring the real strength of tbe negro' cau e
they perhaps acted wisely. .An appeal on the ba is of natural
rights would most hkely have done tlle negro no good. Indeed
it i' doubtful if all of tbo e wllo voted on his ide on the que ·
tion at is ue would have i11dor ed any such a.pr al. Tb
amendment to provide property qualification wa lo t and
auoth r wa adopted which read:
Resolved, That fr e negroe and mulattoes, withir. four degree , hall
not be allowed to vote for members of the senate or hou ·e of commons of
thi , tate. 11
hates of th
2

Iui<1., JJ. 12.

om·ention of 1 35, pp. 68-69.
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Thus the matter was reported 'from the committee of the
whole to the convention.
The following day this resolution was taken up by the convention. An animated debate ensued. On the side of the
negro a few new points were made. Mr. Shober, of Stokes,
took advanced ground, but did not attempt to defend it. He
said that it was sufficient for him that a free negro was a
human being and a free agent, and that if he were taxed as
a white man he ought to have the rights of a white man. Mr.
Giles, of Rowan, spoke of the charge that negro votes could
be purchased. Purchased by whom~ Undoubtedly by white
men. In that case the blame was as much on the white man
as on the negro. The legislature, he thought, had ·been remiss
in its duty toward the negroes. "Instead of attempting to
improve their situation they appear to have acted on a principle of hostility toward them." Judge Gaston approached
the subject in a more deliberative manner. After Nathaniel
Macon, he was the most influential member of the convention.
Tbe question, he said, was one of the. taking away of a right.
He was willing to restrict the suffrage of free negroes, but
he would not vote to disfranchise them. One of them who
possessed a freehold was an honest person and perhaps a
Christian.
On the other side Mr. McQueen, of Chatham, made a long
and, in some respects, a good speech. He thought the question
was not one of right, but of expediency. The North Carolina
government did not make the negro a slave. It had through
emancipation placed him in a better position than that in which
it found him, and in a better position than he had a right to
expect. Was this a reason why it should invest him with the
power of ruling over others~
Is there any solid ground for the belief that a free mulatto can have
any permanent interest with, and attachment to, this country f He find s
the door of offi ce closed against him by the bars and bolts of public sentiment; he finds the circle of r espect able society closed against him; let
him conduct himself with as much propriety as be may, he :fincls himself
suspended between two classes of society-the whites and the blackscontemned by the one, despised by the other; and when hi!'! favorite cand idat e i n the election prevails, it communicates no gratification in his
breas t, for tht' candidate will be a white man , and h e knows full well that
the white man eyes him with contempt. 1
1

Debates of the Conven tion of 1835, p. 78.
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Another point ca.me from Mr. Wilson, of Perquiman . He
sa.id:
We already exclude a colored person from giving testimony against a
white person. A white ·person may go to the house of a free black, maltreat and abuse him, and commit any outrage upon his family, for all of
which the law can not reach him, unless some white person saw tbe act
committed-some :fifty. years' experience having satisfied the legislature
that the black does not possess sufficient intelligence and integrity to \J1·
entrusted with the important privilege of giving evidence against a white
person. And after all this shall we imest him with the more important
rights of a freeman! 1

After these two days of discussion the matter was put to the
test and carried against the negro by a vote of 65 to 62. An
analysis of this vote with reference to geographical distribution is interesting. Of the 65 votes cast in the majority 47
were cast by the east and 18 by the west; while of the 62 that
were cast in the minority 40 came from the west and 22 from
the east, thus showing that it was largely the slaveholding
element of the east that worked the disfranchisement of the
•
free negro. 2
Some days later the question came up again on a further
reading. Judge Gaston, in view of the closeness of the former
vote, tried to get the matter reconsidered. He offered an amendment restricting the suffrage of free negroes to those who owned
property worth $500 and who had never been convicted of any
infamous crime. Gaston fought hard for his amendment. Several others spoke, but no new arguments were made. When
the vote was taken it was 55 yeas and 64 nays. This was tbe
last effort to stay the tide of feeling against the free negro. 3
The question of the election of the governor by the people
did not lead to a long debate. The arguments made fot it are
those of the broad rights of human liberty and political equality. If carried to their logical limits they would have com mitted the conventfon to manhood suffrage. The argument
against the measure were along the line of the inefficiency of the
masses, and the foviolability of the ancient constitution. The
que tion was undoubtedly complicated by the rivalry of tbe ea t
and the we t. The eastern counties were small; the western
counties were large. Hitherto they had all had equal repre. eutation in tbe as embly. This gave the eastern countie.,
Debates of the Convention of 1 35, p. 80.
For this entire debat e, see ihid., pp. 60-81.
3 er ibid., pp. 351-3-8.
1

2
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undue advantage in the election of governors as long as that
election was in the assembly. An illustration of this is seen
in the fact that of the 24 men elected governors up to 1836, 18
came from the east, while of the 7 that were elected from 1836
to 1860, 5 were from the west. 1
The question of property qualification, which was completely
ignored in tbe convention of 1835, was not thus to be settled.
The people would not suffer it to rest so quietly. As early as
1842 a mass meeting was was held in Kinston, Lenoir County,
for the purpose of protesting against the property qualification
for suffrage. The meeting addressed Louis D. Henry, who
represented the county in the assembly, asking bis views on
the subject. What were Henry's views, or whether or not be
had any, we have no means of knowing. 2 It was perhaps
.about the same time that Green W. Caldwell brought ·the
matter of equal suffrage before the assembly. "But," says the
Raleigh Register, ''it met with so unfavorable a recepti011
there as was sufficient to convince its sapient author that intelligent men were not to be duped by plausibilities into the
support of any such a dangerous and leveling innovation." 3
These two incidents were merely preliminary. Iu 1848 there
appeared 011 the scene of action a mau who opened the matter
with great seriousness and who had the ability and the conviction to push it to a successful issue. This man was David
S. Reid, of Rockingham County. It is said that Stephen A.
Douglas, on one of his accustomed visits to that part of North
Carolina, first suggested the matter to Mr. Reid. 4 The Whigs
em braced most of the small landholders of the central and
western part of the State. Before these the Democrats had
for years been steadily losing ground. In 1848 Reid was nominated. Nothing was said in the party platform about equal
suffrage. The party would most likely have preferred leaving
that issue untouched. Reid, however, would accept the nomination only on condition that be make the run on the question
of a constitutional amendment to abrogate the property qualification of voters for members of the State senate. The leaders
were doubtful. The wealthy Democrats of the east would b
1Jn this estimate those counties have been consider ed we. tern tbatwer,•
settled by the stream of immigration from Pennsylvania already r •ferred to.
2 See Raleigh Standard, June 22, 1842.
:i Raleigh Register, May 24, 1848.
4Josepbns Daniels, in Raleigh News and Observer, D cember 1, 1895.
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estranged, it was thought. But since success was doubtful in
any case, they gave a reluctant consent. In W.W. Holdon, the
editor of tlle Raleigh Standard, a young man of great ability
and influence, Reid found a useful lieutenant. The two opened
a most energetic campaign for the proposed amendment. By
election day they bad aroused public sentiment to the extent
that they reduced a safe Wl.Jig predorniuenoe to a precariou:
majority. Two years later the fight was renewed, with Reid
again the nominee for governor. So popular had equal suffrage
become in the meantime that the Whigs did not now dare to
oppose it. Governor Manly, who was once more their candidate, said that he was personally opposed to the measure, but
that since the people desired it be would withdraw his oppo ition.1 Thus a measure which two years before the Whigs had
denounced as "a system of communism unjust and J acobinical ·
now had their tacit approval.2 The Democratic platform now
gave no uncertain sound. It demanded in the strongest term
the abolition of the property qualification by constitution al
amendment. 3 .As between the candidate who stood for bis convictions and the candidate who waived bis convictions becau e
he saw they were unpopular, the people very happily chose the
former. Reid, who had been defeated by 854 votes in 1848,
was now, in 1850, victorious by a majority of 2,774. 4
The contest wa~ now transferred to the assembly. Here the
Democrats had a majority; but a mere majority was not sufficient. To secure a constitutional amendment it was nece sary that it should pass in one assembly by a majority of
three-fifths of each house and in the next by a majority of twothirds of each house, and :finally that it should be ratified by a
popular vote. To this rather formidable task the Democrat
now turned their attention.
The Whig tried to divert the attack by introducing a proposition to call a constitutional convention, their intention bei11g.
it was said, thereby to get through a mea ure which would
place repre entation on the ba i ' of white, rather than Federal,
population.
uch a mea ure would operate again t the Democrat , who were tronge tin the lav -holding counties. Thi
d rnand wa or po eel on the ground that a convention wa
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needless. After some debate the measure failed by a safe
majority. The Democrats then brought up their proposition.
After a spirited debate it lacked in the commons only 4 votes
of the necessary three-fifth.s .. Its disheartened supporters
charged its defeat to a combination of western men, 1ed by
•Mr.Woodfin, of Buncombe, who, it was aUeged, was holding
out in tlle hope of securing a con~titutional convention. The
Democrats, a few days after their defeat, secured a reconsideration and passed their bill by a vote of 85 to 36. In the
senate, however, the measure lacked 1 vote of passing. Here,
again, the house did not stand to its first conviction. The
question came up on a motion to reconsider, and passed by 32
to 15 votes. The Whigs continued to hammer away at the
subject of a convention. They succeeded in getting a motion
to that effect through the commons, but only to have it
defeated in the senate. 1
Everything now depended on the political complexion of the
succeeding assembly. The Democrats did their utmost to get
a two-thirds majority in each house. The Whigs urged a constitutional convention, hoping to get at least enough members
to prevent the passing of equal suffrage. As soon as the
l1ouse::; had convened the measure was brought forward. It
passed safely through the commons, but in the senate it lacked
1 vote. .Weldon Edwards was the speaker of the senate.
He could secure the passage of the bill by voting. He was a
Democrat. His party turned to him with anxiety. TI e refused
to vote, and equal suffrage was lost. The Standard charged
that Ed wards had defeated it. It said that those who voted
for it were 15 Federalists, 27 Democrats, and 6 Whigs;
those who voted against it were 15 Whigs and 1 Democrat
(the speaker). The Democrats now tried to get the samP, bill
through by a three-fifths majority, so that it might be ready
for consideration in 185-!; but in this they were defeated, their
bill being tabled indefinitely. 2
In 1854 the struggle wa, renewed. The Whigs declared for
a general revision of the constitution. In party convention
they resolved, '' That we are of the opinion that the people
of North Carolina desire a change in the constitution of the
1 For this whole debate, see Raleigh Standard from December 18, 1850,
to February 5, 1851.
2For these debates, see Raleigh Standard, November 24 to December 15,
1852.
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State, and that this can most wisely and safely be done by a
convention of delegates elected by the people. Therefore we
recommend to the legislature to call such a convention, and in
submitting the election of delegates to the people so to provide
as to preserve the present basis of representation in the legi .
lature.m The Democrats stood to the fight on the single issue·
of equal suffrage by constitutional amendment. They had the
advantage of a single clear issue. They had confidence in
the people. It can not be doubted, also, that the trend of the
slavery question in national politics was making for the adrnntage of the State Democracy; but bow far this affected the
result it is impossible to say. 2 The Standard claimed that
most of the young men were joining that party. As far as thi
was true it was, perhaps, as much due to equal suffrage as to
slavery. At any rate, the election left the Democracy strongly
in the ascendant; so much so that but little further opposition
was made to equal suffrage. In 1854 it received the necessary
three-fifths majority, and in 1856 the two-thirds majority. In
August, 1857, it was submitted to the people, where it received
50,007 votes, against 19,397 cast against it. 3
This was the greatest purely political victory ever won in
the State. It was a great triumph for liberty and human
equality. It broke the power of the landed class over the
landless class. Indeed, it stood for a kinder feeling on the part
of the aristocracy for the landless men of the country. Beside
all this, it meant a great deal for the Democrats. The moral
strength that was developed in them during this nine years'
contest was the making of them. It gave them a sure control
of the loyalty of a majority of the whites of the State. It did
more. It drew so closely to that party the landless white
that four years later it was not a difficult thing for the leaders
to carry them with the party in the movement for secession.
There are two other features of the history of suffrage in
North Carolina that might be taken up in a sketch like tbi, .
These are, the enfranchisement of the negroes and the temporary di :franchisement of those whites who fought in the Con federate armies. The e questions run so into the well-known
tory of reconstruction in the South that no mention need be
I a<le of them here. Neither need we go into the much di 1

Raleigh tandard, farch 1, 1854.
!lJbid.,
ptember 6, 1 54.
3 Ibicl.,
eptember 23, 1857.
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cussed question of suppressed negro votes. It is rather more
fitting to close this paper at this point with the hope that the
courage, intelligence, and patience which carried the manhood
of the State through nine years of disappointment to a great
victory over class inequality may yet enable her to settle this
vexed question with due regard for tbe foundations of political morality and with equal consideration for the permanency
of the best type of civilization.

XIL-LOCATING THE CAPITAL.
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The two measures which aroused the most heated discussion
in the First Congress under the Constitution provided, the
one for the public credit, and the other for a permauent seat
of the Federal Government. Tbe former took the shape of a
bill, wbich Alexander Hamilton bad drawn up, funding the
Federal debt and assuming the debts whicb the several States
had contracted during the Revolutionary war. ~l.10 the assumption of these debts, as they stood, there was soon developed a
bitter antagonism. It was based upon two chief argumeuts:first, that it was an invasion of State prerogatives for t1ie
General Government to levy taxes to pay debts which tbe
States separately bad contracted, and, second, that it was
unfair that those States whose debts were not embarrassing
should be obliged to share the burdens of States whose debts
were large.
Among the Represeutatives most strongly opposed to the
measure were .Alexander White and Richard Blaud Lee, l>0th
of Virginia. The debt of their State had been reduced, was
funded at 6 per ceut, and the interest was being regularly
paid. That Virginia should share in the larger obligations of
less cautious States was, therefore, thought to be a manife, t
jnju .·tic~. As the debate 011 the measure proceeded, it assumed
a threatening tone. Lee said, that if the General Government
as urned the State debts due to individuals, the mea ' ure would
be so evidently partial that he dreaded the con equences, and
-VVhite declared, '' it would lessen the influence of tbe States;
tbey would be reduced to a degree lower than they 8honld be,
whil(- 1 at the same time, the General Governme11t wonlcl Le
elevated on their rnin." 'l'lte as.-u111ption bill was def'cat<,d
April 1~, lWO, jn committee of the whole, by a, vote of :n to 2U
ll, Doc. ~Ul--lU
~8!.I
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and in consequence the whole funding measure was in dangEr
of total collapse. This condition of affairs was followed b,·
the most violent excitement, and although Congress met fro~
day to day the opposing factions could transact but little
business together.
It was more important tbat .the public credit should be
provided for than that the capital should be located in any
particular spot, for upon the former depended the financial
standing of the new nation in the eyes of the world, while the
latter was a measure of purely domestic concern. The two.
however, had no connectic>n with one anotller; yet, by a 'Y tern:
since come to be known as '· logrolling," they became involved.
The Eastern members of Congress desired the passage of the
assumption bill, but had no hope, for geographical l'eason , of
obtaining the capital. The members from the Middle State
on the other hand, were determined, if possible, tllat the eat
of the Federal Government should be permaneutly located
either at Philadelphia or in that neighborhood. The two "ections, therefore, effected a combination of their interest., and
it was rendered ouly barely unsuccessful by the strenuou,
opposition of the South. But Virginia and Maryland conceived that they also bad claims to the capital, and their
respective legislatures had already taken steps to procure it.
On December 27, 1788, before Congress had come together.
the general assembly of Virginia passed resolutions offering
10 miles square of any portion of the State for the n w
Federal city which the Constitution provided for, and "\Thite
laid these resolutions before tbe national House of Representatives May 15, 1789. On the followi11g day Seney, of l\laryland, offered a similar act from the legislature of bis State.
Maryland and Virginia were not, however, in hostile rivalry
in their efforts to obtain the Federal di trict. They contemplated its location on the banks of the Potomac, aud calculat
upon jointly profiting in cou:--equence. On December 10, 17
the general a embly of Virginia inform d the gen ral a . ., emb1y of Iaryland that it would advance 120,000 toward tL
rectiou of public building in tbe 110w Federal city, if it
houl 1 be lo ·ated on the Potoma ·, provided Maryland would
advanc thr .fifth f that um, and at the oveml>er e ,·i n,
1790, th, ) aryland a: emb1y appropriated 7J,O O for th
puqo .
u Dec lll1'er 3, l 'i '!) the geu •ral a · ·embly f rir<Tinia
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passed an act, reciting that the seat of the General Government should occupy a central location, "having regard as well
to population, extent of territory, and a free navigation to the
Atlantic Ocean, through the Chesapeake Bay, as to the most
direct and ready communication with our fellow-citizens on the
Western frontier." The banks of the Potomac, above tjde
water, it was added, seemed to combine all these considerations, and therefore a location of 10 mi1es square or less in
that region was offered.
Lee had anticipated in Congress this action of the State by
introducing, on September 3, a resolution "That a place, as
nearly central as a convenient communication with the Atlantic
Ocean and an easy access to the Wes tern territory will permit,
ought to be selected and ei;;tablished as the permanent seat of
the Government of the United States." This was seconded by
Daniel Carroll, of Maryland, and supported by Madison, who
contended, in the face of much opposition, that the Potomac
River region answered the requirements more satisfactorily
than any other place. A little later, Lee offered another resolution, comiu'g out in terms for the banks of the Potomac. It
soon became evident, however, that the combination which was
not strong enough to carry the assumption bill a few months
later was strong enough at this time to defeat the bill locating
the capital in the South, and the House decided that the capital should be located on the banks of the Susquehanna River.
The bill was sent to tbe Senate September 22, and came back
September 26, wHh the location changed to Germantown, Pa.,
and this was accepted by the House with an unimportant amendment, which threw the uill back for further action by the Senate. There other business iuterposed, and it died when it was
upon the very verge of final adoption.
It was at this juncture that Jefferson gave his famous
dinner party. He tells the tory in his Anas:
As I was going to the President's one day, I met him [Hamilton] in the
street. He walked me backward and forward before the President's
door for half an hour. He painted pathetically the temper into which
the Legislature had been wrought, the disgust of those who were called
the creditor States, the clanger of the secession of their members and the
separation of the States. He observed that the members of the Administration ought to act in concert; that though this que tion was not in my
Department, yet a common duty should make it a common concern; that
the President was the center on which all administrative c1uestions ultimately rested, and that all of us should rnlly around him; and that, the
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question having been lost by a small majority only, it was probable that
an appeal from me to the judgment and discretion of some of my frienrls
might effect a change in the vote, and the machine of Government, now
suspended, might be again set into motion. I told him that I was really a
stranger to the whole subject; not having yet informed myself of the
system of :finances adopted, I knew not how far this was a necessary
sequence; that undoubtedly, if its rejection endangered a dissolution of
our Union at this incipient stage, I should deem that the most unfortunate of all consequences, to avert which all partial and temporary eYib
should be yielded. I prop0sed to him, however, to dine with me the next
day, and I would invite another friend or two; bring them into conference together, and I thought it impossible that reasonable men, consulting
together coolly, could fail, by some mutual !lacrifices of opinion, to form a
compromise which was to save the Union .
The discussion took place. I could take no part in· it, but an exhortatory one, because I was a stranger to the circumstances which sllould govern it. But it was finally agreed that, whatever · importance had been
attached to the rejection of this proposition, the preservation of the Union
and of concord among the States was more important, and that therefore
it would be better that the vote of reject10n should be rescinded, to effect
which some members should change their votes. But it was observed
that this pill would be peculiarly bitter to the Southern States, and that
some concomitant measure should be adopted to sweeten it a little to them.
There had before been propositions to fix the seat of Government e.ither at
Philadelphia or at Georgetown, on the Potomac, and it was thought that
by giving it to Philadelphia for ten years, and to Georgetown permanently
afterwards, this might, as an anodyne, calm in some degree the ferment
which might be excited by the other measure also. So two of the Potomac members (White and Lee, but White with a revulsion of stomach
almost convulsive) agreed to change their votes, and Hamilton undertook
to carry the other point. In doing this the influence be had establishecl
over the Eastern members, with the agency of Robert Morris with tho e
of the Middle States, effected his side of the engagement, and so the
assumption was passed, and twenty millions of stock divided among
favored States, and thrown iu as pabulum to the stock-jobbing herd.

Hamilton performed his part of the bargain first. On July
9, 1790, by a vote of 32 yeas to 29 nays, the House pas ed the
bill locating the capital on the banks of the Potomac River
between the Eastern Brauch and Conocochea,gue Creek. It
went tl1rough the Senate in dne course, and was signed by the
President a few day later.
The final outcome di<l not give general satisfaction. The
Ea ·t and the South were generally in opposition on mo t ubj · t , and thi was 110 exception to the rule, and the l\Iiddl
Stat . wer only partially placated by the fact that Congre ·
would ·it at hHadelphia for teu years after leaving New York.
Ior • v r it was known tliat tl1ere ha<l been a bargain, anrl t11i .
fact wa8 freely condemued. Wlletuer or not it wa · au immoral
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bargain, is hard for us to decide. Hamilton's fears of disruption
of the Union, unless 13he deadlock in the House were broken,
were real, and had foundation in a dangerous situation, for the
opening stage in the experiment of the new Government was
not the time for strainiug its strength. White and Carroll a11d
Lee, who changed their votes against the assumption bill, did so
probably with the honest desire of lessening the tension, but
they received a quid pro quo for doing it.
The dissatisfaction with the location found expressioll in
much jeering, and a great deal of cheap humor was expended
over the strange name Oonococheague. Thus, a servant girl
in New York is supposed to be writing to a friend, and says
of her master:
In fact, he would rather saw timber or dig,
Than see them remove to Conococheague,
Where the houses and kitchens are yet to be framed,
The trees to be felled. and the streets to be named.

Another; and even worse doggerel, represents Virginia as
saying to Massachusetts:
Ye grave, learned asses, so fond of molasses,
You're fairly outwitted, you're fairly outwitted;
With this Georgetown motion-ob, dear! what a potion!
In the teeth you'll be twitted, in the teeth you'll be twitted.

To whiclil. Massachusetts replies:
The Union you'd sever for sake of your river,
And give up assumption, and give up assumption;
There's White, aud there's Lee, and there's Maryland G.,
Wise men all of gumption, wise men all of gumption;
Then there's Daniel Carroll, who looks like a barrel,
Of Catholic faith, sir! of Catholic faith, sir!
He swore he was true; but the bung, sir, it flew,
And went off in a breath, sir! went off in a ureath, sir!

The Oonococheague is a little creek draiuing Franklin
County, Pa., and running tlirough Washington County, Md.
It reaches the Potomac at the village of Wil1iamsburg, fully
80 miles distant from the mouth of the Eastern Branch. Under
the law the President was free to make choice of any 10 miles
square between the t~o points, so that it is a fact beyond dispute that the responsibility, or credit, for the location of the
city that bears his name rests wholly upon ·washington. Ile
seems never to have contemplated planting it near the Conococheague, but started bis surveys at the extreme eastern
boundary permitted by the law. In locating the city it elf, he
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hesitated between lands adjacent to Georgetown and those at
the mouth of the Eastern Branch, but finally decided in favor
of the former after a series of aggravating negotiations with
the landowners. They held their property at exorbitant price ,
and were :finally brought to terms only after Washington bad
himself come upon the scene and opened negotiations with
them personal1y.
For the boundaries of the District the proclamation of January 24, 1791, prescribed '' four lines of experiment," beginning
at Hunting Creek, on the Virgiuia shore, just below Alexandria, and embracing a portion of territory beyond the Eastern
Branch, and consequently not included in the law. An additional act, remedying this difficulty, was passed March 3, 1791.
The later proclamation defining the boundaries of the new District was drafted by Jefferson, in his own hand, when he was
in Georgetown. It was dated March 20, was read by Wahington at Mount Vernon, all that had been inserted in it about
the erection of public buildings was stricken out, and it wa
returned to be engrossed for the President's signature. It bore
final date March 30, the great seal being affixed at Georgetown.
The capital having been finally hatched out, tbe story of it.
growth is like nothing so much as the story of the Ugly Duckling. When it first peeped forth among the family of eitie ,
the whole flock cried out in disapproval. "What sort of a
duck are you 1" they said, "you are exceedingly ugly!" And
they all flew out and "bit him in the neck." The new citywa
absolutely without friends. John Melish, an Englishman, who
visited it early in the century, declared that he had traveled a
good way into it before he saw it; that it had ''more tlle
appearance of a thickly settled country than a city." The
poet Moore called it"This famed metropolis, where fancy sees
Squares in morasses, obelisks in trees."

And John Randolph, of Roanoke, dubbed Pennsylvania
avenue ''The great Serbonian bog."
As the city grew apace it grew uglier. "The ducks pecked
him, the chicken beat him, and the girl who fed the poultry
kicked him with lier feet." A Bostonian, in the elegant tlantic Monthly, pronoun d it, in 1861, a "paradi. e of paraplendid mean, .extravagant, povertyd xe, a gr at, littl
trick n barra ·k ti r oldi r of fortun e ancl votarie of folly
and Emil 1\1 lezieux in 1 74 ,·ail it wa a trau ·e cattering
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of pompous monuments and very simple houses. .An American woman said it was "the most disappointing, disheartening
conglomerate that ever shocked the pride or patriotism of
order-loving, beauty-worshiping woman."
Exactly when this hard winter of abuse t,e rminated is not
of consequence, but it was uot more than fifteen years ago.
The change was sudden and its coming was foreseen by few,
but it was unmistakable when it came. The ''ugly duckling"
"felt the warm sun shining and hea-rd the lark singing, and
saw that all around was beautiful spring." He was i·ecognized
for the first time as a swan among citfos, and now the cry has
gone up that "the new one is the most beautiful of all."
[Authorities: Hening's Statutes at Large of Virginia, Vols. XII and
XIII; Annals of Congress, Vols. I and II; Writings of Thomas Jefferson
(Ford), Vols. I and V; McMaster's History of the People of the United
States; Travels in the United States, 1806-1811, by John Melish; The
Atlantic Monthly; Souvenirs d'uue Mission aux Etats-Unis d' Amerique,
by Emile Molezieux; Laws of Maryland; The Washington Sketch Book,
by "Viator" (J . B. Varnum, jr.); Johns Hopkins University Studies in
Historical and Political Science, Third Series, XI-XII; The Magazine of
American History; MS. proclamation and drafts, Dept. of 8tate.J
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[Revised to include som e facts of 1896.)

It is tbe popular impression, justified by general experience,
that when people living in a dense mass feel the need of more
streets and paving, and public lighting, and sewerage, and
police aud fire protection they may be authorized to draw a
line about themselves within which they shall establish a set
of values an<l of taxes by which they shall carry the expense
of their new wants, without discontinuiiig their contributions
to the funds of the larger unit, the town or county with which
they have heretofore acted.
After a brief outiine of general1y recognized conditions, it
will be here shown that we have cities and town corporatious
separated or established to stand independent of counties or
of townships, and that this represents a tendency of wide
influence, especially when it is extended to the incorporation
of districts for school or road purposes in such a manner as to
isolate them from weaker or less interested neighborhoods.
The National Government calls for loyal support, iu some
degree, from every resident of the United States. Each separate State or Territory adds its claim of duty from all within
its borders, certain reservations for Indians and others excepted. Each separate county adds another claim of duty
to those required by the nation and the State.
In a portion of the country, in general throughout the South,
the series stops with the county as a subdivision for independent action. In another part of the country, in general the
North, east of the Missouri River, and emphatically in New
England, a fourth claim of duty is added by tbe town or township. In some States there is a :fiftll unit of popular government with its claim of duty, namely, the school district.
In some portions of the Union there is a series of municipal
units organized only for school purposes upon territory governed for other interests by other municipalities. The present
limits do not admit of explanation of the forms in which such
299
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municipalities for education exist, except ns they affect the
general municipal divisions discussed.
The citizen votes directly for one house of the National
Legislature, for the legislature of the State, for that of the
county, and, where they exist, for the legislatures of the
town nnd the district. He indirectly participates in the election of the National Executive. He votes directly for the
State executive, tbe county executive, and where the fourth
and fifth units exist be bas his sbare in elections for their
executive officers. Ordinarily, he has little experience with
the national judiciary, but he has iu many States a vote in
the selection of judges for the State; the county, and the
town. Judicial functions for districts are, in a limited way,
conferred on executive officers, and school districts have 110
separate judiciary.
Throughout the country there are units of dense population
incorporated by the State with power to add local proceeding
to those of the series above them, their citizells continuing
their duties to county or town, as the case may have been
with exceptions, to be treated later. These units are variously
named in the order of importance, cities, towns, and village .
In three States (Connecticut, New Jersey, and Pennsylvania)
are boroughs above vilJages, and in one (Ohio) are hamlets
below villages. The town as a corporation must not be confused with the town of originally rural organization.
In part of the country there is no government through
popular assembly. The private citizen participates only to tbe
extent of the vote which expresses his choice of persons or hi
preference of measures. Here and there occasional opportunity
arises to vote upon so-called option bills referred to the people
for an expre sion of their wishes.
In the Government surveys was laid a foundation for town
organization by marking off the land into town hips 6 mile;"
, quare, known as Oongr sional town hip.. The National
Government ful'ther stimulated the use of the tow11 hip a a
unit of organization by etting apart the ixteenth section in
ach town. bip, and for California and all tates admitted
ince 1 53 the thirty- ixtlt se tion al o, for ducation. In
~ 'tate
ettl <l. by tho a ·cu tomed to a town organization the
town took form from the Uon Te ~ional town hip, while in
tat
. ettl d by tho. r ar d under th
-called county
, y t m th
ongre · i nal towu,·hip had light effect n
j
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general local government or became a unit for school purposes
only. The variations are many. In Gulf States laid out by
the Government surveyor the township has no independent
action. Texas has no townships. It was a fully organized
republic with its own land system prior to admission to the
Union . The townships of Arkansas have a standing for school
purposes. In Colorado, California, and Nevada the school
district is a division of the county, instead of the township.
In this discussion, divisions of territory for administrative
convenience, but with no independence of action, are excluded.
The lines of disti11ction in powers may be clearer if we take
authority to levy taxes as a basis of classificatjon.
The national taxes are as yet hardly heeded by ordinary individuals. Taxes on imported goods are paid by tli e importers
at the ports of entry before they reach consumers; taxes on
Rpirits and tobacco and for permission to sell are paid before
tlle articles are distributed; yet, in an indirect way, each person
pays a national tax.
The State tax and the county tax are plain on the taxpayer's
receipt, the former usually light, though some States complain
of poverty in settling claims, and, like the National Government, are perplexed to find suitable subjects for taxation to
supply necessary revenue.
The county tax varies in importance according as the county
ends the series and. takes care of local expense or leaves much
of the local expense to subdivisions.
The town tax, where it exists, becomes usually greater than
the State and couuty taxes combined, e 'pecially where there
is no taxing power in a district.
The district, where it has power, deals with the interests
closest to the homes, aud. is likely to call for the largest sum
in the aggregate tax bill.
vVhen an incorporated city or town takes the place of tlie
<.liRtrict or succeeds to the functions of the rural towB, its taxes
well with the needs of its den e populatiou, usually in addition to those of the State and the county, and the town if the
latter existed and is not included. in the corporation.
The Retting apart of an area. whose wants have become
inten e and allowing the inhabitant. to arrange for a Y t· m
of expenditure and taxation superimpoRed on that which they
<·011tinue to maintain as their share for the broader area, in
which they have been is ei:;seutially uy the common coll ·e11t of
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all concerned. Those who wish to provide increased equipment for sanitary and police protection are included, and those
who do not wish to come within the lines of new costs and new
privileges are allowed to remaiu outside of them, so far as consistent with general bouudaries.
The wants of a rural population are so moderate in comparison with those of an urban population that their government by a board controlling details for both sometimes
produces friction. It is a great relief when the dense population is allowecl legal authority to add to the general burdens
of the larger unit with its lighter claims through a special corporatioi.i, but this does not always bring harmony. There is a
disposition in the legislative establishment of county boards
to give the rural element a weight disproportioued to its number, wealth, or needs. In a county board of supervisors from
the towns and the wards of a city in a county (Winnebago) in
Illinois, for example, the rural members from 16 towns with a
population of sixteen thousand (16,354) are more than double
the number from seven wards of the city (Rockford) with a
population of twenty-four thousand (23,584). In questions
affected by density of population the rural element has the
urban element at its mercy. ~rbe country member of a legislature, whether of county or of State or of nation, does not
always appreciate the peculiar needs of city life or the different scale of expense from that of the farm. This is one cause
that in the first instance leads a dense population to take 011
co~porate burclensJ and in the second instance leads it to seek
eutire relief from the share it bore in -carrying the expense of
the larger unit.
This tendency underlies some of the exceptional cases in
which separation has been accomplished between citie and
counties. This inharrnony of combined rural and urban control of the same area and its influence extenu far below what
we would call urban communities anJ affect the line of tbe
smaller subdivision where those ready and able to enlar()'e
their public effort and tho e unable or unwilling ·an be eparated by the adju. tment of the boundary ay, of a ·hool di trict. The illu trati 11 of nch eparatiou of minor unit aJ.'
abundant but on thi. o · a ion attention will b e p ially
dir <:t cl to tl! incl J> nclenc of iti
fr m th ·ounti t
whi 11 hey may ha • h 1011 0- cl
by
ri 1,.iual ·tabli ·hm ut.
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Six cities demand meution here to avoid confusion regarding
their municipal relations. Washington, D. O., has practically
absorbed Washington County an<l. become identical with the
District. As the national capital, its conditions are unique,
representing an experiment in city government without suffrage, inaugurated as an expedient to save the taxpayers
from ruin through the burdens laid upon them by irresponsible
and ignorant voters. New Orleans, La.; New York, Brooklyn
( January 1, 1896), N. Y.; Philadelphia, Pa., by growth and
change of boundaries have come to be coextensive with Orleans
Parish, New York, Kings, and Philadelphia counties, respectively, though, for reasons related to State administration, the
county organization is preserved and certain offices continue
as county offices. Thus, in New York City and County probate business is before a surrogate, who is a county officer, and
his work is not duplicated by any city officer. The city of
San Francisco, Cal., and the county, have become identical
under a State law. These six cities are excluded froni further
consideration in this connection.
Thus far we have mainly a foundation of popularly accepted
facts. We now proceed to exceptional truths less known.
Baltimore City, Md., by State law to be deemed a county
so far as relates to service of writs, was a part of Baltimore
County, erected into a town in 1729, and into a city with more
power iu 1796. One power after another affecting its population, but left in doubt, was explicitly de.fined as exclusive in
the city. Even in 1793, before it was made a city, the valuation, assessment and taxation of Baltimore town were authorized to be separate from those of Baltimore County. In 1821
records regarding extensions of streets were required to be
made with county officers. In 1822, doubts having arisen as
to the fullness of power of the city, an explanatory act was
passed giving the city authority to provide all needful legislation; and in 1823 it was required that the records be with
the register of the city. Tbe city, like New York City and
Brooklyn, has been recently extended geqgraphically, an<l. the
control of the extensions has been completely transferred from
the couuty affected to the city. 1
1 The statements as to Ba ltimore and St. Loui s are from official sources.
Baltimore receives notice by Lewis W. Wilhelm, '' Local in stitutions of
Maryland," .John Hopkins University Studies in Histori cal and Politi ·al
Science, v ol. 3; and Marshall S. Snow h as a monograph, '' City government
of St. Louis," in vol. 5 of the same studies.
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St. Louis, Mo., was formerly in St. Louis County. 1 In 1875
a clause was inserted in the State constitution, under which a
scheme for the separation of the governments of St. Louis City
and St. Louis County, so that they should thereafter be independent of each other, was adopted by popular vote in August,
1876, duly certified by the mayor and the presiding justice of
the county court as accomplished, December 19, 1876, and recog11 ized by the State legislature in 1877 by various acts, with emergency clauses to enable them to be put into immediate effect,
and bring the new arrangement into smooth working order.
The separation of the city from the county in these two cases
was mainly a result of the discomfort that bad grown up between
incongruous partners trying to settle local details.
The great multitude of English colonists were of the common people, who set up institutions upon the theory of equal
rights, but there were colonies planted by those of privilegecl
position or habit who evidently intended to provide especially
for a commercial or other class, and they established cities,
even in advance of inhabitants, that were to be responsible
only to the central authority that <'.reated them and not to any
counties to which they might have geographical relation s. It
has seldom been noted that the idea of urban independence
was planted in at least four colonies-Virginia, Maryland,
New Jersey, and Pennsylvania. Germantown, now a part of
Philadelphia, was incorporated in 1689, to take effect in 1691.
In 1701 , the residents, having a court of repord, considered
themselves independent of the county of Philadelphia and its
taxes, but they wer e overruled by the governor. 2
In east Jersey the assembly, in 1675, enacted that the whole
province should come under the jurisdict ion of the county
courts, thus ending t he practical independence of the communes.3
1 Th e statements as to Balt imore and St. Louis are from official source .
Baltimo re receives n otice by Lewis \ V. W ilhelm, ' ' L ocal i nst itutions of
larylancl," Johns Hopkins Uni versity, tndies in Hi storical and Pol itical
, 'cieoce, vol. 3; a ncl Marshall . Rnow h a · a, monoo-r aph,' City govern ment
of , 't. L on is," in vol. 5 of t h e same studi s.
:.: colonial Record. , Yol. II, p. , as cite<l by W illi am P . H olcomb; "Penns. lvania borono-bs, 'Johns Hopkins niversity t nclics in H istorical anu
Political, cience, vol. 4, p. 29.
3 Le::uning an d ,'pie-er, as cited hy Austin ,' c-ot t, "'l'ho in llumwe of the
proprietors in found ingtbe , ' tat• of . -ow .J er:e,,, '',Job n s H opkins Univ r. ity. , 'tu<lie. in H i tory and Political , 'ci 11c , vol. ..
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In Maryland the original capital, St. Marys, was established
with broad privileges before any county. By act of assembly,
1683, many towns were initfated. Annapolis became the successor of St. Marys in 1694 and was incorporated in 1696.
The position of the corporations was modified Ly colonial and
revolutionary changes.! The situation at Baltimore, already
given, is a growth of recent conditions, with a trace of hereditary influence.
In Virginia it appears to have been the uniform intent from
the outset to establish corporate municipalities independent of
the counties. This does not seem to have had adequate recognition in popular or in special publications, and even official
publications outside the State generally fail to recognize the
independence of the cities. The facts here given are not popularly known. It is only by search in the laws of Virginia and
by consultation in person and by letter with officials in Virginia
that the facts have been brought together. Every statement
here made is fortified by an authority, but the sharpest criticism will be welcomed, that every possible error of citation or
of interpretation may be corrected.
In Virginia the continual spirit of legislation is for independence of the city as related to the county. Where any
question arises as to which authority is paramount in or near
city limits the tendency is constant to emphasize the superior
independence of the city.
County officers have only such authority in cities as is given
them by special act and residents of cities participate in the
election of county officers and in county business only by
express enactment.
The inhabitants of cities are exempt from county taxes "except upon property owned in the county" with varied. provisos
as to their share of obligations incurred before incorporation.
In the Code (1887, Chap. XXVII)it is prescribed that State and
county taxes are to be collected by the county treasurer, State
and city taxes by the city treasurer. It is prescribed that the
State school funds shall be apportioned to cities separately
from their counties (sec. 1531), apparently clearing up questions as to procedure in the transformation of areas of counties
into cities.
Separate courts with original jurisdiction, usually extending
ILewis W. Wilhelm, ''Local institutions of Maryland," Johns Hopkins
University Studies in History and Political Science, vol. 3.

H. Doc. 291--20
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1 mile beyond corporate limits, are established for the cities.
These courts are not subordinate to county courts. Concurrent
jurisdiction with county courts is sometimes specifically provided; for example, provision is made for concurrent jurisdiction
of the two cities and the county over waters near Norfolk ancl
Portsmouth _and Norfolk County. A like provision is made a
to the mile beyond corporate limits in the cases of the city of
Staunton and Augusta County, the city of Manchester and
Chesterfield County, and a greater range of concurrent juri ·
diction is given the city of Bristol and Washington County.
The inhabitants of cities are exempt from serving on jurie
in county courts.
·
Deeds and other papers affecting property in the cities are
recorded by city officers, and not by county o:fncers.
The disposition in Virginia to make cities independent of
counties may appear plainer by contrast. In Illinois, by an
act to provide for the incorporation of cities and villages (1872),
it was directed (sec. 14) thatIf any city organized or which may hereafter organize under this act
shall have bad, by the terms and provisions of its special charter, a city
register's office or other office in which deeds, mortgages, or other instruments were required or authorized by law to be recorded in lieu of recording the same in the recorder's office in the county where said city was situated, such city register's office or recorder's shall be discontinued under this
act, and the city register or recorder * * * shall deposit such records
and books and papers in the office of the 1:ecorder of deeds of the,county in
which such city is situated * * * and such records * .,. * shall
* * * be * * * held * * * a part of the records of the recorder's office of said county, and shall have like legal effect as if the same had
b~en originally a part of the records of such county recorder's office.

Someone may ask why the cities of West Virginia, lately
part of Virginia, are not independent of counties. It is to be
remembered that the mountains prevented the intermingling
of the people of the eastern and the western slope, and that the
latter was settled mainly by migration through the valley~ from
Pennsylvania and down the Ohio River. The people inherited
distinct methods of administration. We shall see that in Virginia there ha been a continual reassertion of city independence and a constant repres ion of claims of county juri diction
in citie . Without ·uch reas ertion and repre sion, Norfolk
and Frederick hurg and Richmond, and Lynchburg, in Virginia, would be more like Wheeling, in We t Virginia. Notwithstandingthe e tabli hment of five cities (Charleston, Hunt-
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ington, Martinsburg, Parkersburg, and Wheeling) in West
Virginia as independent school districts, they are for other
purposes parts of the respective counties (Kanawha, Cabell,
Berkeley, Wood, aud Ohio), and the citizens settle their school
taxes through the county sheriffs. The subordination to the
county is emphasized by an act 1 (1882) declaring that the taxable property in no city, town, or villa,ge shall be exempt from
county taxes" by reason of any proviso in its charter or act of
iucorporation or otherwise."
In Virginia laws of a general character were enacted in 1633
and 1652 to establish ports and towns as "free burghs." Their
authority and that of like legislation to 1705, not fully continuous, was ended by a repealing proclamation, July 5, 1710, since
which time incorporation has been under special acts. 2 Some
municipalities had maximum privileges (e. g., Portsmouth,
1752) through a charter declaration that the "freeholders of
the said town shall forever hereafter enjoy the same rights and
privileges which the freeholders of any other town erected by
act of assembly in this colony have and enjoy." 3
Many corporations failed to maintain expectation and by
ordinance of convention, June 29, 1776, it was provided that
"when any city or borough shall so decrease as that the number of persons having right of suffrage therein shall hav,~
been for the space of seven years successively less than half
the number of voters in some one county in Virginia, such
city or borough thenceforward shall cease to send a delegate
or representative to the· assembly." 4
In 1639 James City-in some statutes and by our common
usage, Jamestown-in early statutes was designated as the
chief town and the residence of the governor. Authority was
given to ''make good and convenient by-laws as they shall
see fit, provided such by-laws intrench not upon the privileges
of James City County or any other county in the country." 5
In 1705, after providing that every county, including James
City County, should have two burgesses in the general assembly, the distinctness of James City is recognized by providing,
Code, West Virginia, 1891, p. 431.
See Hening, Laws of Virginia, vol. 6, Chap. XLII. E dward Ingle,
"Local Institutions of Virginia," Johns Hopkins University Studies in
History and Political Science, vol. 3, treats of colonial "Free burghs."
3 Hening, 6, p. 266.
4 Ibid., 9, p. 114.
5 Ibi<l., 1, p. 226.
1

2
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"and also that tbe freeholders of James City shall have the
liberty of electing and choosing one burgess to be present, act,
and vote in tbe general assembly aforesaid."
It is to be observed that this is in addition to renresentation
provided for James City County. The charter of William and
Mary College (1692) in York County gave it also one burges ,
a privilege ended by the constitution of 1776.
In 1699 a law was passed, reenacted in 1705, reciting the
burning of the statehouse (1669) and setting apart a plat of
land for a capital, to be called the City of Williamsburg. We
shall see that this plat overlapped two counties and was not
subordinate to either. The law prescribed that the area "sball
be, and is hereby, reserved and appropriated for the only and
sole use of a city to be there built and erected, and to no other
use, intent, or purpose whatsoever." 1
In 1742 it was enacted that the counties of York and Jame,
City should not exercise the power of license in Williamsburg. 2
An act of 1744 testifies further to the independence of the
city from the county:
The common hall of the city of Williamsburg is authorized to levy a
tax for building a prison, having at inconvenience hitherto used the prison
of James City County, standing within the limits of said city; and the
justices of the county of York and the county of James City are required
to levy tobacco to pay sergeants and constables of Williamsburg the
respective amounts to which they would have been entitled from each
county had not the city been incorporated. 3

The court-house of James City County being in the area of
Williamsburg, and the sheriff of that county being without
authority to serve writs in tllat city, an act was passed February, 1745, to enlarge the powers of the sheriff, rec~ting that-I. Whereas the court-house of James City is so placed that per ons may
easily evade b eing summoned to attenJ the court as jurors unless the power
of the sheriff of the said county be enlarged and authority given him to
summon jurors as well in that part of the city of Williamsburg which Ii s
in the county of York as in James City to the great delay of ju tico in the
court of the saicl county of James City:
II. Be it therefo1'e enacted by the Lieutenant Goi:ernor, council and burgesses
of this present General Assembly and it is hereby enactecl by the antho1'ity of the
same, That from ancl after the passing this act, the sheriff of the aid
count~· of Jame: City for the time being and hi · uncl rsherifs or deputi
and ev ry one of them, shall he and they are hereby empowered and
Heniug, 3.
Ibid., 5.
3 lbicl., 5.
1

2
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authorized to summon jurors of the inhabitants of James City to serve
on juries on the days appointed for holding courts in the said county of
James City : any law, custom, or usage to the contrary notwitbstanding. 1

It wiU be observed that not only had the sheriff of James
City County no authority to serve writs on the residents of
Williamsburg, but he needed special authorization to serve
writs in Williamsburg upon residents of J arnes City County,
which autl1orization is made to extend into what would be
popularly c~11led York County, ~rnphasizing tlie distinction
between city and county as being quite as complete as that
between county and.. county.
An act of 1768 authorized Williamsburg and James City
County to maintain a court-house for their joint use. 2
Norfolk was incorporated as a borough in 173,. An act of
1752 to explain the charter specifies ''that nothing herein contained shall be construed to take away or alter the right and
title of the justices of the county of Norfolk in a11d to one
certain lot or parcel of land within said borough where the
court-house and prison now stand."
Immediately following this proprietary reseryation for the
county is a settlement of disputed jurisdiction in favor of the
borough, thus:
The court of Hustings within said borough shall have the solo power
of issuing licenses to ordinary 'keepers within said borough and that the
county court of Norfolk shall not exercise any jurisdiction in that matter
as hath been formerly done.

A little further on in the act it is stated that "there is no
court-house or prison" for the borough, and "the court-house
and prison of Norfolk County standing within the limits of
said borough hath been used for that purpose on sufferance
which is attended with inconvenience and they are desirous a
court-house and prison should be built for the use of said borough at the charge of the inhabitants of the corporation. But
it is a doubt whetlrnr they have power by their charter to a. ~e. s
a tax" therefor and authority is expressly given to build.
Another section provides for proportional payment of certain
fees to the sergeant and constables of Norfolk borough in like
manner as in the case of James City and York co untie and
the city of Williamsburg, already quoted
In 1789 N9rfolk County was authorized to move the county
--- ---- ------------1
2

IIening, 5.
Ibid., 8, Chap. LIX.
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court out of the borough of Norfolk and to sell the county
buildings. The act provided for dividing the proceeds so as to
refund ·to the corporation of Norfolk a proportion corresponding to its share of the original cost. In the same act, there
being doubt whether the jnstices of Norfolk County can levy
taxes on tithable persons in Norfolk borough, it is declared
'' that it shall not be lawful for the county court of said county
of Norfolk to impose any tax whatever on the inhabitants of
the said borough of Norfolk." 1
The town of Richmond was legalized in 1742, a, plat ha.ving
been laid out and some lots having been sold in advance of a
charter. It was set out of the county of Henrico, which ba
an isolated bit of property within the corporation for its public buildings, but its officers have no authority on other property in the city. Richmond was chartered as a city in 1782,
three years after it became the capital.
The foregoing citations relate mainly to colonial times. Further citations will show the continual intent to give independence of counties to urban municipalibes and the custom to
specify by enactment the cases in which residents of couutie.'
may act in cities and residents of cities may act with those in
the respective counties.
The State laws name the cities as distinctly as the countie
fa the assignments for judicial purposes, for members of each
house of the Sta.te legislature, and for Representatives in Congress. The law for Congressional apportionment, February 15,
1892, gives the following in addition to the names of countie, :
In the First district, Fredericksburg; Second, Norfolk, Port '·
mouth, and Williamsburg; Third, Richmond and Manchester;
Fourth, Petersburg; Fifth, Danville and the town of North
Danville; Sixth, Lynchburg, Radford, and Roanoke; Seventh
Charlottesville and Winchester; Eighth, .Alexandria; Ninth
Bri ' tol; Tenth, Staunton. With three modificatiou that Ii t
may be accepted for the cities of Virginia; North Danville by
act of 1894 changed to Neapolis,2i a town, a tated independn t of Pitt. ylvania, County, but ubordinate to the corporation
c nrt of Danville; Buenavi ta, by chart r of the same date a '
that of the apporti nmen a t, i a ci yin the Teuth <li trict:
:r wport . . . ew:, in th
econd district, wa chart red a a city
January 1 , 1 6.
llJ llh)O', 13.
By popular Yofr of F hruary 20, 1 96, to be apart of Uanvi11 from and
after J nly 1, 1 ,.
2
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The Congressional Directory follows the State law closely,
but uot exactly; Newport News was given in the Second district before its citizens obtained a charter, while it was under
county government. This Directory stands conspicuous as an
official document out of the State that recognjzes the facts. It
will not long be singular. The United States Civil Service
Commission has found it necessary to accept certificates of
clerks of city courts of record for applicants for examination
from cities of Virginia, from. St. Louis, or from Baltimore,
instead of the certificates of clerks of county courts. Names
of cities are now used in the Internal-Revenue Bureau like the
names of counties for districts in Virginia. Intimations of
the conditions are in Census reports. 1
The Code (1887) defines a city as" a town containing a population of five thousand or more and having a hustings court;
and the word town to mean an incorporated town containing
a population of less than five thousand." Some units with
less than 5,000 population have hustings courts and the name
"city" embodied fa their charters, and continue to be called
cities. The independence of towns is encouraged by acts providing for exemption from certain county taxes; for example,
those for roads and those for the suppo~·t of the poor, when the
towns maintain their own streets and care for their own poor.
The Code of West Virginia contains like provisions.
In 1846 Lynchburg, originally a part of Campbell County,
was authorized to levy on all property within one-half mile of
the corporation to meet subscriptions to the Lynchburg and
Tennessee Railroad, and this was reaffirmed in 1870, in which
year the city was extended to include a part of .Amherst
County. Certain officers of the city court may reside out of
the city of Lynchburg, but within the jurisdiction of the court,
which is 1 mile beyond the corporate limits. Other officers
must resid'e within the limits.
In 1890 the sheriff of Campbell County was empowered to
serve notices and subprenas for witnesses in the city of Lynchburg. By act of 1892, residents of Lynchburg are expressly
exempt from taxation by Campbell or .Amherst County and
from jury duty in either. There was a similar law affecting
taxation by Campbell County before the extension of the city.
Petersburg was incorporated as a town in 1784. By enlarge.
1 ee Tenth C'3nsus) vol. 7, p. 117) for cities of Virginia paying no connty
taxes.
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ment the present city covers territory once in Dinwiddie, Prince
George, and Chesterfield counties, and it is independent of
them all.
When a part of Chesterfield County was made the city of
Manchester (187 4), a clause in the charter gave express permission to the county for occupation of its buildings situated
within the city limits till other provision could be made.
Fredericksburg, by act of March 26, 1875, has a separate
circuit court, and the circuit court of Spottsylvania County
is forbidden to hold sessions in Fredericksburg, and is directed
to remove its records to Spottsylvania court-house.
In 1861 it was enacted that no constable of Henrico County
should serve writs of a justice of the peace in the city of
Richmond. In 1890 Lee district of Henrico County, adjacent
to Richmond, was inco~porated "to improve streets, provide
drainage, and other local necessities." The charter expressly
states that "it remains a part of the county and magisterial
district to which it now belongs, and is subject in all respects
to the county government, except in so far as may be hereinafter provided."
In this case of limited charter it is explicitly stated that
county control continues. Under a full city charter the county
control ceases. The limits of Richmond having been lately
extended, it was enacted (February 19, 1892) that the new
territory should be subject to the sheriff of Henrico County
for taxes due at date, but the taxes for 1892 were "to be due
to and collected by" the city of Richmond.
Charlottesville, incorporated as a city in 1888, is clearly recognized as distinct from Albemarle County, and as requirin g
explicit authority for any joint acti9n of the two or of their citizens. It is ordained that by consent Charlottesville may u e
the jail of Albemarle County. It was enacted (March 2, 1 )
that'' the property now belonging to the connty of Albemarle
within the city of Charlottesville haJl be subject to t he joint
jurisdiction of the county and city, and haJl not be , ubject
to tax' by the authoritie. of city or county. A board of arbitration i provided to ettle claim and di tribution of claim
for public and private propert to which both might have claim.
There i a provi ion, approved larch 2 l '8, and reenacte i
l\larch 5, 1 8 that the same per on may be elected to a ity
and a ounty ffice if he live in tl1 city limit.. A law of F bruary 4, 1 92, re ogniz a full di tiuction be we n Alb marle
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County and Charlottesville in providing that tlie Monticello
Soapstone Slate Company, authorized to keep its principal
office in Charlottesville, may keep the office iu Albemarle
County instead.
By act of 1880 no person residing within the corporate limits of tbe city of Winchester shall be en.tit.led to vote for
specified county officers (treasurer, clerk of county court, Uommonwealth attorney); provided, however, that such-residence
should not affect eligibiUty to these offices.
An act of February 16, 1892, authorizes the sheriff of Norfolk County to serve process in Portsmouth on any residents
of Norfolk County. The county buildings, once in Norfolk,
are now in Portsmouth.
By an act of February 20, 1892, Norfolk County and the city
of Portsmouth are authorized to arrange for the transfer of
the county jail from its present loeation in the city to another
and to arrange for its joint occupancy.
Alexandria was originally in Fairfax County. It was called
a town as early as 1748, and was chartered, with a mayor and
aldermen to be justices of the peace, still under the name of
town, in 1779. A court of re.cord and explicit exemptions fro_m
county control were bestowed upon it prior to the cession of
jurisdiction to the United States, under which it and an adjacent area were out of the State for about half a century,
becoming the county of Alexandria nnder a Congressional
law of 1801, without abolition of charter privileges. Since
its restoration to Virginia, enactments have renewed the distinction of the city of .Alexandria from tbe county. By an act
of 1870 all cases in the county court affecting residents of the
city were transferred to the corporation court. 1
The situation in Alexandria County has a very direct intere t
to the people of Washington. In popular opinion the county
includes the city of .Alexandria, which, in point of fact, has
very little more to do with the people who pursue que ti on able
modes of living near the farther ends of the bridges leading
from Washington than has Fairfax, or any other county of
Virginia. Alexandria City Las a population of some fourteen
thou and (14,339). Alexandria County has only a little over
four thousand (4,258), of whom, exclusive of the military re eri ny popular election of the voters of Alexandria County, nncler :t~ a,ct
of 1896, the location of the county court-house is to 1.,e cban<T d from the
city of Alexandria to a spot 5 miles away and near J?ort Myer.
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vation at Fort Myer (164), over one-half (2,123) are of negro
descent. The area of the city and the county combined is
given as 32 square miles, not that of a Congressional township.
The forces of Alexandria County are very weak as against the
tide of objectionable persons that take advantage of its vicinity
to escape the control of the city of .Alexandria and of the District of Columbia, from which they come or entice their victims.
Of the cities having in 1890 less than the population (5,000)
necessary to fill the definition in the Code, Williamsburg had
less than two thousan<l (1,831). Its standing rests upon its
venerable history and the reservation of the site for a city.
Fredericks burg, originally incorporated in 1727, comes just
below the standard.
The citizens of Bristol (incorporated in 1890), though exempt
from county taxes on city property and from serving on a
county jury, may bold office in Washington County and vote
for county officers. The corporation court of Bristol has concurrent jurisdiction with the circuit court of Washington
County within the city or 1 mile of the corporation, and
has exclusive original jurisdiction in cases arising under the
charter and contested elections in the city. The city is adjacent to Bristol, Tenn., the State line dividing what, in a sense,
is one town, till recently using one post-office. Bristol, Va.,
by the census of 1890, had not quite three thousand (2,902)
inhabitants.
The charter of Buena.vista, one of the youngest of the
cities (February 15, 18~2), may be quoted_ to show customary
provisions:
The city of Buenavista and its inhabitants shall be exempt from all
assessments for levies in the way of taxation imposed by the authoritie
of Rockbridge County for any purpose whatever, except upon property in
said county owned by the inhabitants of said city, and the a ses ments
for the years 1892 and 1893, commencing on the :first day of February, 1 92,
shall be made by said city, and not by the county of Rockbridge, nor
shall any of the said inhabitants be liable to serve upon the juries of aid
county.
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from sparse neighbors has thus far been illustrated through
cities. There could be an extended showing of like separation
in lesser populations, especially for taxation and expenditure
for schools. In Ohio every city or village is declared to be a
school district, and the remainder of the inclosing townsl1ip
constitutes another district. In States with so-called county
organization, chartered school distr~cts are disconnected from
the surrounding county.
•
.A single instance in Illinois must here suffice to i11ustrate a
variety of complications. The conditions originated under
special legislation prevalent in the State till prohibited by the
constitution of 1870. The vicinity is known to the nation as
the home of Abraham Lincoln in 1830. Congressional township 16 north, range 2 east of the third principal meridian,
became, when settled, a school township. In 183G the corporate town of Decatur was organized within the township,
with Richard Oglesby (later general, governor, and United
States Senator), still (1896) active, as president. At a later
(1ate this became the city of Decatur. In 1865 the school district of Decatur was chartered, embracing 10¼ square miles
in the northeast part of the township, and to include the city
of Decatur with any additions it might thereafter receive.
This school district was to deal no longer with township officers,
but directly with county officers, making it, in effect, a special
school township. When Macon, the including county, adopted
township organization (1860), the boundaries of the Congressional township were used for a town of Decatur, dealing with
local questions, except those under tbe urban charter.
The situation is illustrated by a diagram on the following
page.
The whole :figure represents the Congressional township of
the National Land Survey, whose boundaries were occupied
by the original school township and are occupied by the present town of Decatur. Each of the numbered square into
which it is divided represents a square mile or section. The
school district of Decatur, at :first 10¼ square miles, wa. made
11 4 square miles in the same year (1865), correcting an omi. sion of section 10 by clerical error, and embraced all of the
township north of the south half of the south half of ectio11
22, 23, and 24. The city of Decatur, as bounded in the charter of 1867, included 2g square miles within the chool district and wit,hin sections 10, 11, 14, 15, and 23. By variou
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modifications the city now covers about 3½ square miles, as
approximately indicated by the hachured space in the diagram.
An addition at the north to cover a trotting park (for police
purposes), (A), one at the extreme south to locate waterworks
on the river bank, and some others were in the chartered
school district. A recent (1893) addition of the fair ground
(B) for a park and the aqdition reacliing to the railroad south
of the par:k are extensions of the city beyond the original
lines of t.he school district, but by the terms of the charter as
to such extensions are made parts of the district. In Novcm. ber, 1895, the school district, on petition of three-fourths of
the legal voters in the annexed tract, took in 20 acres from
the southeast corner of section 9, thereby removing it from
the jurisdiction of the school township, but leaving it a part
of the town and not making it a part of the city.
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Townsl1ip 16 T., R. 2 E., third principal meridian, with Rchool district of Decatur and
city of D c-atur.

In bri f, tbe Congre · ional town hip, tlrn original hool
town hip and th pr ut town of ecatur have i<l ntical
area-36 quare mile . Tl.le cbool di trict of Decatur mpri e about on -third th ar a of th original cbool town bir
f which it i in l p n l nt. Th city cover about on -third
th area of the h l di tri ·t b whi ·h it { c n r ll 1 fi r
7
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educational purposes, and its citizens participate in town and
in county government and taxation.
Such names of post-offices as Freeburg, Freemansburg, and
Freeport are memorial of a condition now partially realized in
Baltimore, Md.; St. Louis, Mo., and the cities of Virginia, and
imitated in a feebler way by many towns and districts.

XIV.-THE EMPLOYMENT OF INDIANS IN THE WAR ·OF 1812.
By E. CRUIKSHANK,
OF roRT ERIE, ONT.A.RIO.
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From the end of the American Revolution the importance,
and, indeed, the necessity, of preserving the friendship of the
Indians .of the Northwest was steadily kept in mind by the
officers intrusted with tile administration· of Canada. The
organization of the Indian department which had been formed
during the war was carefully maintained. Sil' John Johnson,
whose family name was :::;till a word to coujnre with in the
Indian world, was appointed superintendent, and Alexander
McKee and John Butler resident deputies at Detroit and
Niagara. No better choice cou]d possibly have been made.
McKee and Butler were men of great force of character and
undaunted courage, whose long experience, consummate tact,
and intimate knowledge of Indian customs and dialects bad
gained unrivaled influence. In 1787, when war eemed imminent, Lord Sydney, secretary of ·st'1,te, remarked in a dispatch
that the treatment of the Indians bad always been liberal, but
as the security of the province might depend on their conduct
the supplies to them should be augmented rather than leave
them di 'contented.
Butler and McKee both died in 17D6; the former was succeeded by Johnson's nephew, William Claus, and the latter by
l\fatthew Elliot, who was remarkably well qualified for the
post by experience, local knowledge, and influence.
In 1808, when war again seemed almost inevitable, Claus wa:·
ent by Lieutenant-Governor Gore to Amher tburg to a certain the intentions of Indian tribe residing between the Lio
and Mi sissippi. On bis arrival at that place lie di patched
an interpreter to bring in the Sbawane e chief and proph t,
who took the lead iu resi ting the farther advance of ettler
into the Indian territory. The chi fs obeyed tile umm n · in
H. Doc. 291--21
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a body and the prophet sent a friendly message. In the meantime Claus conferred with several chiefs of the Chippewa and
Ottawa "nations" who were decidedly reserved and noncommittal in their language. He concluded, on the whole, that
they were certainly hostile to the Americans, but that unless
they had a prospect of support from the British they would be
''very backward." He estimated that the number of fighting
men belonging to all the Indian tribes "on the waters of tb.e
Miamis, east borders of Lake Michig·an, Sagana, and the interior of the country between those waters" did not exceed.
1,500.

Elliot, who was better acquainted with the sentiments of
these tribes, declared unhesitatingly that one regiment of British infantry would be sufficient to take possession of Detroit
and the territory between that town and the Ohio, and in that
event the Indians would at once become active allies, an
opinion which Mr. Gore promptly discounted as much too
sanguine.
The lapse of four years brought about a great change in the
situation. The Indians had diminished in numbers and otherwise grown weaker, but more hostile to the American settlers,
who had become far more numerous and aggressive: The
population of Kentucky and Tennessee ltad doubled iu ten
years and then exceeded three-quarters of a million. An eager
and adventurous host of 250,000 settlers had poured into
Ohio. Fifty thousand more made their way into Illinois and
Indiana in open defiance of the protests and threats of the
dwindling and dispirited bands that had been pushed back to
the banks of the Wabash.
There were unmistakable signs that the visions and the
harangues of the Shawanese prophet and others were bearing
fruit in the evident unrest and discontent among all the Western Indians. The American settlers declared, and apparently
believed, that the spirit of hostility was largely due to Briti h
influence. In this they were certainly mistaken, although it
would be u ele," to deny that the offi er of the Briti h Iudian
department ' ympathized strono-ly with th Iudians and were
ometime indi creet in e pre ing th ir piuion .
As early a ' I O the even :ration of Low r anada w re
di uaded by them fr m
udin g <lelegat ' to a gr a
uncil
near Lake Michigan that 1rn<l b n c n-vok d b h prophet
and up to the la t th y em t ha e I ared n effort to avert
a colli ion.
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In a dispatch to Sir George Prevost dated December 3, 1811,
General Brock said:
My first care on my arrival in this province ,..,.,-as to direct the officers of
the Indian department at Amherst burg to exert their whole influence with
the Indians to prevent the attack which I understood a few tribes meditated against the Americ\an frontier; but their efforts proved fruitless.
Such was their infatuation that the Indians refusetl to listen to advice,
and they are now so deeply engaged that I despair of being able to withdraw them from the contest in time to avert their destruction. A high
degree of fanaticism, which bas been for years working in their minds, has
led to the present state of affairs.

Yet when he wrote these words he was convinced that war
with the United States was unavoidable, and deliberately contemplated seeking the assistance of the Indians jn that event.
"But before I can expect an active co-operation on tbepart of
the Indians," he continued, "the reduction of Detroit and lYiichilimakinac must convince that people (who consider themselves
to have been sacrificed to our policy in the year 1794) that we
are earnestly engaged in the war. The Indians, I am given to·
understand, are eager for an opportunity to avenge the numerous injuries of which they complain. .A. few tribes at the
instigation of a Sbawanese of no uote have already (a-ltbo'
explici.tly told not to look for assistance from us) commenced
the contest. The stand which they continue to make on the
Wabash against about 2,000 regulars and militia is a strong
proof of the strong force which a, general combination of the
Indians will render necessary to protect wholly so extended a
frontier."
The dispatch from Lord Liverpool to the Governor-General
of Canada, dated July 28, 1811, reiterating the instructions
sent to his predecessor in office on the 2d of February to exert
every means in his power to restrain the Indians from hostilities does not appear to have been received by Prevost until
the following January; but he was then able to reply that the
wishes of the cabinet in that re pect 11ad beeu folly anticipated,
and an extract from Brock'· Jetter, already cited, was at once
forwarded to the British minii:;ter at Washington to be u.-ed as
evidence of hiR pacific attitude .
.A. vague rumor of the battle at Tippecanoe had reached
Elliot at .A.mherstburg as early a the 3d of December, 1811, but
it was uot uutil the 12th of tTanuary, 1812, that he obtaiuecl what
may be regarded as the official Indian account of that affair:
Two young Winibiegoes, no doubt out of curiosity ( for it appears tlie
Indians had no intention to attack but to clefend themselves if attacked),
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went near some of the American sentinels and were shot at and fell as
wounded men, but on the sentinels coming up to dispatch them, they arose
and tomahawked them.
This insult roused the indignation of the Indians and they determined
to be revenged and accordingly commenced the attack at cockcrowing.
They had the Americans between two fires; driven by the Winibiegoes
they were received l>ythe Kikapoos, alternately, till about 9 o'clock when
the Indians gave way for want of arrows and ammunition. It appears
that not above 100 Indians :fired a shot, the greater part being engaged in
plundering and conveying of horses.

The Indians asserted that they had less than 300 men in the
:field, belonging to seven different nations, and admitted the
loss of only 25 in killed aud wounded.
Replying about the same time to inquiries from Colonel Claus,
Elliot assured him that "all the Indians, with the exception
of a few stragglers of all the natiom, within the limits of your
sketch, may be depended upon; the exact number of whom I
can not give you, but the following is what I have been able
to collect of those living from the St. Croix River to the
Wabash, viz: ChippewB,s, 300; Nodouessies, 1,000 aud upward
(because there are 1,000 in one party); Saukies, 1,000 went
against the Osages; Foxes, 1,000; Mashoutas, 500; Iowas, 200;
Menominies, 300. The situation of tlleir villages is out of my
power to ascertain. The part of the country I was formerly
acquainted with has entirely changed its face with its masters
and the Indians have moved to other parts. The Ottawas of
the Miami Bay and branches of that river and about Sandusky are about 300 men."
A considerable number of British traders were then domiciled near the Mississippi in the vicinity of Prairie du Ohieu,
and Brock applied for information to Robert Dickson, the mo t
influential of these, who had spent more than twenty years of
an adventurous life in the exploration of the we tern country
aud with whom he appears to bave previou. ly di cus ·ed the
ubject.
A me sage to him wa.· di patch d from Toronto on th 27th
of February, 1812, by au Indian runner, and d ljvered arJy in
June at the portag betw ,n tll Fox and Wi con iu river ,
requ ting him to , tate definitely th numb r f Li 'fri n 1
ho ould b dep Il<l d np 11, and dil'ecti1w him t . eud down
"a few faithful aud Yery<'o11fide1Jtial acr,ut,.
ick nr pli d
that' th unparallel < .- ·ar ·it f provi.·io1v f all. ort · had
r duced the nnmh r of hi. 'fri ·w1 · to ~.,o r :300 :p •akiuou that tll y w •r · all r ady to
everal differen lauguag
T
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march under a proper persoi1 commissioned for that purpose,
and actually dispatched 79 warriors to Amherstburg on the
very day of the declaration of war, and issued instructions for
the remainder to assemble at St. Josephs on the 30th of J une.
He does not seem to have taken any pains to conceal his
intentions, for as early as the 24th of April, 1812, Ninian
Edwards, goveruor of the Illinois Territory, iuformed the Secretary of War that "the opinion of the celebrated British
trader, Dickson, is that in the event of a British war all t he
Indians will be opposed to us, and he hopes to engage them in
hostility by making peace between the Sioux and Chippewas,
two very large nations, and getting them to declare war
against us."
Dickson asserted that he had found the agents of the American Government among the Indians extremely active, "making
them unusual presents of goods and inviting them in the most
pressing manner to visit the President of the United States at
Washington." He spent about $10,000 out of bis own means
in frustrating their efforts in the course of the spring and summer of J 812.
Everywhere the Indians were ripe for war owing to the failure of their crops for two years in succession, and the migration of game caused l>y excessive drought. They were, besides,
bitterly exasperated by the refusal of some of the American
officers to furnish them with supplies on credit, and Dickson
confirmed his influence by distributing bis entire stock among
them a11d purchasing all the provisions he could obtain.
At the same time the Governor-General of Canada sought
the assistance of the two great fur companies, upon whom
so much of the prosperity of the colony at that time depended.
The Northwest Company replied that they could control 250
engages and from 300 to 500 Indians. The Michilimakinac
or Southwest Company with equal readiness promised the
Rervices of l 00 engages and 300 Indians.
Prevost then endeavored to increase the efficiency of tbe
Indian department, which consisted of a superintendentgeneral, 3 superintendents, and 14 interpreters, many of them
very old men who had been in the service since the Revolution.
With this object, on the 1st of May, 1812, he addres ed a careful letter of instructions to Sir John Johnson, who was still
superintendent-general:
You are to keep np fri en<ll y interconri:ie and commnnication with all
-the Indian nations, to preserve economy, regularity, anll or<l er.
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As they consider themselves free and independent, they are to be go"erned by address and persuasion, and the utmost attention to ceremonies
and external appearance, with an uncommon share of patience, good
temper, and forbearance, and you are to instruct your officers accordingly. Upon the arrival of parties of Indians at any post the agent
shall notify the commanding officer, who, with the officers of the garrison.
shall assist in receiving them -with every mark of solemnity and friendship. Their requests, if reasonable, are to be complied with. Should
they lay down presents, they are to be taken up with thanks and given
presents of greater value in r eturn. Chiefs are also to be distinguished.
When conferences are held by the agent the commanding officer is to
preside and all the officers are to be present, but he is not to interfere
with the agent in the management of the Indians. As they are curious
and fond of news, the officers a,re to be cautious as to what they say ancl
H should be told very distinctly, and agents should endeavor to make one
or two sober and intelligent chiefs living at the posts their friends and
confidants, and use them as their speakers and have them prompted in
what the officer intends to say, this being a custom of the Indians with
their own speakers. Minutes of the meetings are to be regularly kept.
The agents are at all times to inculcate into the minds of the Indians
principles of humanity and tenderness to prisoners, pa.,rticularly on tbe
departure of all parties during a war or when there is a probability of
retaliating or resenting injuries sustained.
In all matters of trade in which Indians are concerned the utmost justice is to be done them. No person belongi;g to or employed in the Indian
department is to be allowed to trade, directly or indirectly, or to have any
share, profit, or concern therein. * * *
Every means is to be taken to prevent the pernicious practice of introducing liquors among them and every endeavor exerted to keep them
perfectly sober.

The entire cost of the department for the year 181:l was
£29,606, and, so far from exhibiting a large increase, as alleged
by General Harrison, it was actually much less than in the
preceding year.
The number of Indians actually residing in Canada, among
whom most of this money was spent, was inconsiderable. The
Seven Nations of Lower Canada, Jivjng at Caughnawaga and
the Lake of Two Mountains, could mnster about 500 fightin°·
men; the Six Nations, at the Grand River, in Upper Canada,
nearly 400, and the Missassauga about tl1e same number.
On the 8th of July Captain Robert , the commandant of a
British outpo. t on St. Jo ephs I land, r"eceived letters from
General Brock announcin°· that war bad been declared by the
U nitecl tate and ugg ting an atta 1~ upon Mackinac.
day or two latf'r b rP eivecl in~truction. to u pend ho tilitie:, and :finally, on the 1-,th a di pat h directing him to act
a, b th ught prop r.
i ·k 011 had c me in with 130 Sioux,
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Folles A voines, and Winnebagoes from Green Bay, and M.
Toussaint Pothier arrived from Montreal in the capacity of
agent for the Southwest Fur Company. An express was sent
to require assistance from the agents of the Northwest Company at Fort William, and on the ninth day after its departure
they answered by their presence, bringing with them nearly
200 engages. .A.mable Chevalier, an Ottawa chief of influence,
who had recently returned from lower Canada to reside at
L' Arbre Croche, volunteered his services and succeeded in
assembling a considerable number of his tribesmen. Pothier
obs~rved that "they appeared very lukewarm, and after a
great deal of prevarication reluctantly agreed to join the expedition. The other Indians were unanimous, particularly the
Western Indians, whose animated example bad great influence
upon the others."
The garrison of Mackinac was absolutely taken by surprise
and surrendered without resistance on the 17th of July. The
Indians are stated to have behaved in the most exemplary
manner. Captain Roberts wrote:
It is a circumstance, I °Qelieve, without precedent and demands the
greatest praise for all those who conducted the Indians, that although
these people's minds were much heated, yet as soon as they heard the
capitulation was signed they all returned to th eir canoes, and not a drop
of either man's or animal's blood was spilt till I gave an order for a certain
number of bullocks to be purchased for them.

John Askin, an officer in the Indfan department, declared
that '' since the capitulation they have not drunk a drop of
liquor nor even killed a fowl belonging to any person (a thing
never known before), for they generally destroy everything they
meet with."
After the fall of Mackinac, Dickson returned to Green Bay
to collect a larger body of warriors whom he dispatched to
Brock's assistance, partly in canoes and partly overland. They
arrived at Detroit too late to take any part in the military
operations which led to the surrender of that place.
The Ottawas, however, continued to waver, and were even
suspected of for.ming a conspiracy to seize Fort Mackip.ac and
exterminate the British garrison.
During the winter Elliot had sent a me sage to the Indian
on the Waba h urging them to desist from further ho tilitie ,
and about the 14th of June he received a form al reply from
Techkumthai, the "Sbawanese of no note" mentioned in Gen-
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eral Brock's letter, who had collected 600 warriors, of 12 different tribes, at Machethie on the Wabash, about 60 miles from
Fort Wayne. They had scarcely any ammunition for the :firearms they possessed, and were busily employed in making
bows and arrows in expectation of an attack.
The Shawanese chief replied: "You tell us to retreat or turn
on one side should the 'big knives' come against us. Had I
been at home in the late unfortunate affair I should have <lone
so; but those I left at home (I can not call them men) were a
poor set of people, and their scuffle with the 'big knives' I
compared to a struggle between children who only scratch
each other'.-; faces. * * * We will now in a few word '
declare our whole hearts. If we hear of the 'big knives' coming toward our villages to speak peace we will receive them;
but if we hear of any of our pe~ple being hurt by them, or if
they unprovokedly advance against us in a hostile manner,
be assured we will defend ourselves like men. And if we hear
of any of our people having been killed, we will immediately send to all the nations on or towa,rd the Mississippi,
and all this island will rise like one man. Then, father and
brothers, it will be impossible for you, or either of you, to
restore peace between us."
The march of General Hull's army toward Detroit wa
closely watched by Tecumtha's scouts, who lurked in the wood
and counted his troops as they passed. 111 the beginning of
July he joined the British forces at .A.mherstburg ·w ith nearly
200 followers. Thirty Winnebagoes se11 t by Dickson from Green
Bay also came in, but the Indians from Upper Canada, Ohio
and Michigan significantly held alonf. In the first letter Hull
received from the Secretary of War, after his appointment to
the command of the Northwe tern army, he wa instructed
"to adopt such measures with the chief of the several tribes
of Indians as may in your judgment appear to be the bet
cal ·ulated to secure the peace of the country." Eviden e wa
not wanting that he had been at lea t partially ucce sful in
hi efforts to ecure their npport. .A. letter from General Ilull
t the Sen tary of vVar da,tetl at Fort Findlay, on June 26,
wa in terc pt d in hich he aid: ' I ba e with me a con iderabl numb r of chi fi an l hea Im 11 of th difl>r nt nation .
• * •
b fri n<lly ndian ar no"? makiug ·an e , and
will <'arr a part of th
f th army from thi t the
f t f tb rapid .
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The Indians in the British camp were represented as being
eager for hostilities. On the 8th of July Colonel St. George
wrote to General Brock :
I now think it fortnnate that your letter of the 29th came too late to
stop the messengers sent ont to the distant Indians. On my return from
Sa.nclwich yesterday we had a grand council of chiefs, etc ., from the
neighborhood, and the usual ceremonies of tho wampum, etc., were gone
throngh. There were present about 200, aml besides those present I am
informed 100 had gone to their camp. Tecumtha (the prophet's brother)
acted a conspicuous part on the occasion.

On the 15th he observed, "As to the Indians, I wished those
here to act when I could support them; but as they are so
anxious, I must let them on and sustain them as I see occasion
to the utmost of my power." In the course of the same day
Elliot reported that "the Indians with us are betwt:en 300 and
400, who have resisted every allurement which General Hull
laid before them. Techkumthai has kept them faithful. He
has shown himself to be a determined character and a great
friend to our Government.''
On the other hand, Hull asserted that the number of '' hostile Indians" was daily diminishing, and took means to circulate widely his well-known proclamation in which he declared
"tbat tbe first stroke with the tomahawk, the first attempt
with the scalping knife, will be the signal for oue indiscriminate scene of desolation. No white man found :fighting by the
side of an Indian will be taken. Instant destruction will be
bis Jot."
Still he did not relax his efforts to gain the Indians over and
even sent agents with a message to the Sjx Nations on the
Grand River. Tarhe, the eldest chief of the Hurons, was summoned from Sandusky to exert his influence with his tribe, and
on the 19th day of July Hull wrote to the SecretaTy of War,
'' I have now a large council of ten or twelve nations sitting at
Brownstown, and I have no doubt the result will be that they
will remain neutral."
Several chiefs of the Hurons were sent across the river to
confer with Tecumtha and Roundhead, who had refu 'ed to
attend this council. Both these chiefs, after a torrny discu sion which in the usual Indian fashion continued for three day ,
declared their unalterable determination to take side with the
British, and after exhausting every argument in their power
the baffled Hurons retumed to Detroit.
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The doubtful attitude of the Six Nations still gave General
Brock great uneasiness. On the 3d of July he wrote:
About 100 Indians from the Grand River have attended to my summon .. :
the remainder promise to come, but I have too much reason to conclu1le
that the Americans have been too successful in their endeavors to sow dissension and disaffection among them. It is a great object to get this fickl e
race interspersed among the troops. I should be unwilling, in the event
of a, retreat, to haYe 300 or 400 of them hanging on my flanks. I shall
probably have to sacrifice some money to gain them over.

Three weeks later, a.fter learning that all but 50 had declined
to join his forces and announced their determination of remaining neutral, he said:
The militia which I bad destined for this service (the relief of Amber tburg) will now be alarmed and unwilling to leave their families to the
mercy of 400 Indians whose conduct affords such wide room for suspicion,
and really to expect that this fickle race would remain in the mid t of
war in a state of neutrality is truly absurd. The Indians have probably
been led to this change of sentiment by emissaries from General Hull,
whose proclamation to the Six Nations is herewith inclosed.

On the 25th of July, 22 Menominees routed a party of Ohio
militia near Sandwich, and immediately afterwards a sudden
change of sentiment became apparent among the Huron._
residing in Michjgan, whfoh ended in a determination to join
the British.
"On the 2d instant," said Colonel Proctor, writing to Brock
on the 11th of August, "the Wyandots having at last decided
on joining the other nations, of whom they are the brave t and
eldest, against the Americans, a consjderable body of Indian
accompanied the chief Tecumseth to the village of the Wyan<lots (Brownstown) nearly 30 miles on tbe opposite sbore from
Detroit and 5 from hence. I sent a detachment of 100 men
under Captain l\1ufr to enable the Wyandots to bring off th ir
families, cattle, and effects. This was effected, much to tbe
<li appointment of Mr. IlulJ, wbo has given them a con iderc ble sum of money in the hope of retaining them in the American
interest."
The Indian at once beset the communication with Ohio and
a day or two later cut off a party with di patcb for G n ral
Ilull. On the ,}th of Au 0 ·u t 24 Indian., h aded by T ·umtlu
and Capt. William Blliot ambn lied and di ·persed th
nnd r ~Iaj r ,..an Horn ·aptnri11g th maH from Detroit
< lin g
ontai11 l a great number f lett ' l'- , ucl d cum nt r
the cl moraliz <l tate f th Am
for i-
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ble manner. The importance of the information thm, obtained
was warmly insisted upou by Brock in justification of Lis conduct in advancing against Detroit. "I got possession of tlle
letters of my antagonist addressed to the Secretary of War,
and also of the sentiments of hundreds of his army uttered to
his friendt:;. Confidence in their general was gone and evident
despondency prevailed. I crossed the river, contrary to the
opinion of Colone.I Proctor and others, and it is therefore no
wonder that envy should attribute to good fortune what in
justice to my own discernment I must say proceeded from a
cool calculation of the pros and contras."
The possession of so much of General Hull's confidential
correspondence also enabled Colonel Baynes to contest effectively the charge made by General Dearborn soon after, that
the British alone had sought the assistance of the Indians in
the war.
Describing his interview with the latter, Baynes said that
"General Dearborn deprecated in strong language the employing the Indians in our contest an<l insinuated that the diRposition originated with the British, and inferring that the conduct ·
of America was free from that reproach. I refuted this insinuation by assuring the General that we were in possession of
intercepted letters of General Hull affording indubitable proof
that he had not only entered into engagements with Indian
tribes, but had employed emissarie·s to endeavor to gain over
those supposed to be attached to the British interest; that it
was highly to be lamented, the necessity of employing such
means, but as it was well known the disposition of these people woul<l. al ways lead them to take an active part, it was a
matter of necessity to prevent their decision being in favor of
our enemy."
The surrender of Detroit was followed by the evacuation of
Fort Dearborn, at Chicago, and the massacre of many of the
garrison, and the investment of Fort Wayne by the Indians of
Illinois.
These events became known to Colonel Proctor, who succeeded Brock in command of the British forces at Detroit,
about the 9th of September, when he wrote that" the garrison
of Chicago has been taken by the Indian , partly by tratagem, more than a fortnight since, and I am sorry to ay that
the garrison, consisting of 50 men, and every other person
excepting an officer and hi lady, who were wounded, and a
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trader, Kinzie, was killed. We bad no knowledge of any
attack having been intended by the Indians on Chicago, nor
can they indeed be said to be within the influence of the superintendent. I have reason to believe that Fort Wayne ha
been invested by the back Indians, and if Colonel Elliot ha!l
not been totally unable, from lumhago, to ride so far, I shoul(l
lrnve required him to proceed for that place to restrain the
Indians. He has, however, taken measures that I hope will
have the desired effect."
A few days later Proctor decided to send a small force of
regulars and militia to Fort Wayne, mainly to preserve the
lives of' the besieged garrison, but '' the delay occasioned by
the armistice prevented the attainment of 011e object of the
expedition, which was the destruction of Fort Wayne; the other
was effected by the enemy. I do not think," he added, "we
shall have any credit for our good intentions, 110wever."
Sometime in July, 1812, Erastus Granger, Indian agent for
the United States in western New York, held a council with
the Senecas at Buffalo and proposed that they should send 200
warriors to join tlie American army. This tlley declined to do,
but agreed to send a deputation to the Grand River to dissuade
those of the Six Nations residing there from joining the Briti h
forces.
On the 27th of the same month the Secretary of War wrote
to General Dearborn inclosing a letter to Granger authorizing
him to organize the Six Nations as a military force. .A.ddre , ·
iug the same officer a few days later, he said :
By letters received from Erastus Granger it appears that the young
men of the Six Nations can no longer be restrained, and that in ca e of
refnsal on the part of tlw Uni te<l States to accept their services they would
join the Indians 1muer the Briti. h stan,lard. l\Ir. Granger has therefore
been :wthorizell, after every attempt to secure their nentrality has failed,
to employ them.

Yet at a council held at Onondaga on the .2!lth of September
tlte, pokesman of the confederacy replied to a, formal invitation to take part in the war in the following term :
HaYing- been tol<l repeatedly by yonr agent. to remain neutral we were
very much nrpri e<l at tho conncil held. at the Hnffalo 'reek at bein g
inYit cl to tak np tho tomahawk. ·we ar<1 not uufricudly to the United
, 'tate :, hnt aro few in nnmh ·r ancl can <lo but little, bnt are willing to clo
what we can, arnl if yon .·ay o we will go with 5·onr people to 1>attlt•.
'\Vear anxion.- to know your wi hes a~ soon a.- po.- ible becan we ar
afrni<l .-om· of onr men may di.-persc among <li ·taut tribes a]l(l b ho tile
to yon.
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The Buffalo Gazette records the arrival of 140 Seneca warriors at that place during the last week of September, and on
tbe 9th of October Brock stated that "between 200 aud 300
Indians have joined and augmented the force on the other
side. Their brethren here feel certain they will not act with
a11y spirit against us. So I imagine, if we continue to show a
l>old front; but in tlle event of a disaster the love of plunder
will prevail and they will act in a manner most to Le dreaded
by the inhabitants of this country." Of his own Indian auxiliaries he scornfully observed, "They may serve to intimidate;
otllerwise I expect no essential service from this degenemte
race."
However, a small party of the Six Nations fought bravely
in the British cause at Queenston, where they lost 14 killed
and wounded.
In a dispatch dated the 10th of August, 1812, Lord Bathurst,
who had succeeded. Lord Liverpool as Secretary of State for
the colonies, formally approved of the employment of Indians.
'' Had it been possible," he said, "to have induced. the Indians
to preserve a strict neutrality between the Americaus and this
country in the contest in which we may be engaged, the interest
of humanity might bave required that we should resign the
benefit of an alliance with them and of their aetual co-operation
with us in the field. But I fear there can be little dou1Jt, if we
decline to employ them, we insure to ourselves all those evils
from which we are desirous of exempting our enemies. Upon
any principle of self-defense, thearefo;re, we can not but be justified in conciliating them, and if they are determined to engage in
the war, in employing them to promote our success. I can not
too strongly impress upon you the necessity of keeping that
control over them which may enable you to prevent the commission of those excesses which are so much to be apprehended
and can not fail to bring discredit upon tbe power in whose
service they are engaged. It would be desirable, if possible, to
restrain them from acting at any time except under the immediate direction and gnidance of Rome officers of the· ludiaa
department or others in whom they may pla('e co11ficle11ce an<l
to whose command they may be induced to i-mbmit."
The correspondence of Sir George Prevost indicate~ that he
made strenuous efforts to carry out th e irn,trnetio11s in a:
hum~ne a spirit as possible.
On the 7th of December, 18m, a circular wa: adtlr s' cl
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to all officers commanding posts upon the frontier,. strictly .
enjoining them to :restrain the Indians from the commission
of any acts of cruelty, and concludillg with the statement
that "bis excellency disapproves of any co-operation with the
Indians not connected with the system of defense of tl.Je
province."
In a subsequent letter to General Sbea.ffe, the adjutantgeneral said:
I am commanded to signify to you his excellency's desire that e,·1•ry 1irecautionary measure may be taken throughout the district under yonr
command to restrain the Indians whom it may be necessary to emplor.
Sir George Prevost is much averse to allowing the regular troops to be
engaged with the Indians in any offern,ive operations 1 and it is his wish
that in your communications with Colonel Proctor you will call his attention to this important subject a,nd recommend to that officer a cautious
line of condu ct in this respect consistent with · the preservation of the
district committed to his charge.

Dickson received similar instructions on the 7th of January,
1813, when on the point of departure from Montreal for the
far west:
In the policy to be strictly observed in your conduct toward the different tribes it i.s d~sirable that you should endeavor to conciliate them to
act together harmoniously, that you should restrain them by all the mean
iu your power from acts of cruelty and inhumanity, encouraging in them
a disposition to preserve au alliance of friendship with their Great Father)
the King of England.

On the 9th of February the governor-general said, in a letter
to Colonel Proctor:
I earnestly recommend on all occasions a strict a<l.herence to that control
and restraint of the Indians that ,;ye may be enabled to repel tbe cbar<res
which have not infrequently1 though falsely, been brought against our
Government for resorting to the employment of them.

Again, addressing the same officer on the L t of :March, he
returned to thi subject:
Yo11 will explain to Norton an<l. Houmlhead in the most di tinct term
the services the King exp<·<.:ts from his faithful allie , the Iudian I and
assure them of His Majesty's en tin• reliance upon their .zeal and coura•r
in dcfencling their b t ri•rhts anclpre en·in" their future existence. L t
them clearly nn<l r tand the extent ofih co-operation yon can afforu, coni tent with the tru -t repo ell in )OU, aucl above all recomm .ml mercy in
Yictory. The ollic,·r, helontriug- to tho Indian dPpartmeut mm,t uot l, •
Rparin" in th ir effort· ton•. train ancl 1"011t10l tJ1e Iu1lian ·o that~ our
achi v meut ma · h without ·tain.
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W ritiJ.?g to General Sheaffe, on the 27th of March, he said:
I now come to that highly important part of your resources, the employment of Indians, some in aid of your precautionary measures of <lefense
and others for making offensive demonstrations for the recovery of their
usurped territoty, the latter of which can not fail to act as a powerful
diversion in your favor. In consideration, therefore, of the movement of
the confederate nations from the ·wabash to the River Raisin under Tecumseh, and of the expected arriv_al from the westwfnd of several warlike
tribes with Mr. Dickson, the aggregate of whieh wi11 be formidabl e, I
have decided on intrm;tiog tho management of those distant tribes of
Indians to other hands than those which are at present employed in the
Iu<lian department at Amherstburg, and accordingly have appointed Mr.
Robert Dickson deputy superintendent of the In<lians in Michigan an<l the
conquered territory, on account of the high opinion I entertain of his courage, his perseverance, his integrity 1 and his zeal for the service. The late
instance of the intrigue by the In<lian department, in the case of Norton,
and the evidence it afforded of the want of proper subordination, have put
me on my guard against their endeavors to th-wart my designs or impede
their progress because they are not to be executed. by themselves, and
induces me to recommend. you to vest in Colonel Proctor sufficient authority to support Mr. Dickson in his organization of the In<l.ians from the
westward, and to check the prodigal expenditure of provisions, and. to
establish strict impartiality in the treatment they experience from us.
I cau not too frequently repeat to -you that having been un<l.er tbe necessity of availing ourselves o+· the Indians' assistance, it is desirable, on
ever_y principle of humanity and policy, that all practicable means sbon]d
he adopted to soften the ferocity of their usual mode of warfare nll<L to
r estrain them in it.

XV.-COMMODORE JOHN BARRY.
By MARTIN I. J. GRIFFIN,
Ol!' PliILADELPHIA.
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COIYIIYIODORE JOHN BARRY.
By

MARTIN

I. J.

GRIFFIN.

The completion of the :first century of the American Navy
is a :fitting time to pay tribute to the name and deeds of the
brave man who was appointed by the Father of his Country
the first and ranking Captain of our "infant Navy."
Capt. John Barry ''may be justly considered the father of
our Navy," said Mr. Dennie, editor of The Portfolio in the biographical sketch of Commodore Barry, July, 1813. "Among
the naval heroes of America who have advanced by the utility
of their services and the splendor of their exploits the interest
and glory of their country C_o mmodore John Barry holds a
distinguished rank. His eminent services during our struggle
for independence, the fidelity and ability with which he discharged the duties of the important stations which be filled,
from the period of the establishment of that independence till
within a few years of the close of his life, give him a lasting
claim upon the gratitude of bis country. A full delineation
of the character of Captain Barry would be peculiarly interesting, 'but the materials which have been supplied are not
sufficient for such a work. We leave it to the industry and
research of the future historian to :fill up the outline and give
to the picture that detail of incident and richness of color
which the subject merits."
Since that date (1813) no original account of Capt. J oltn
Barry has been printed. Before thh; Allen's Biographical Dictionary (1809) had said:
Barry was a patriot of integrity and unquestioned bravery. His naval
achievements reflect honor on hi. memory. The carnage of war did not
harden his heart into cruelty. He had the art of commanding without
supercilious haughtiness or wanton scYer ity. Another trait in his ("haracter was the punctilious ohservance of the duties of religion.
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Frost's Naval Biography spoke of him thus:
His name occurs in connection with not a few remarkable events in tlw
history of the Revolutionary war, and always with credit to himself and
honor to the flag under which he sailed. Few commanders in the Navy
were employed in a greater variety of service or met the enemy undl'r
greater disadvantages. · Yet in no one of the numerous actions in which
he engaged did Commodore John Barry ever fail to acquit himself of his
duty in a manner becoming a skillful seaman and a brave warrior.

In 1813 oblivious time, for want of authentic records to 1ierpetuate his fame, had already almm,t effaced from general
recollecti~n the impress of his services. If that be the ca e
within ten years after his death, it is 80 much the more difficult
now, I fear, eighty-three years later, to attempt by "industry
and research" to present the picture of this Irish Catholic who
gave his heart's devotion to our country's struggle to establish
her freedom and to maintain her authority.
John Barry was born at Tacumshane, in the barony of Forth,
County Wexford, Ireland, in 1745. The next record I haYe
found of him shows his arrival at Philadelphia on October 2,
1766, as captain of the schooner Barbadoes, from Barbado .
He was then 21 years of age. He continued in command of
the Barbadoes until 1771. On May 30 of that year he arrived
at Philadelphia from St. Croix in command of the schooner
Patty and Polly. In October of the same year he is found in
command of the schooner Industry, arriving from Virginia.
He sailed in command of the Industry to Halifax; where he
was transferred to the Fruga,lity and the Industry was given to
Captain Williamson. Both ships, with their captains, arrived
at Philadelphia on the same day, Septern ber 2, 1772.
Barry was then placed in command of the Peggy, w_hich he
sailed to St. Eustatius and to Montserrat. On his return to
Philadelphia he was given command of the Black Prince. On
December 21, 1774, the Black Prince sailed for Bristol, England.
She arrived there February 28, 1775, and on March 14 et
ail on the return voyage to Philadelphia. On Mar h 1 he
i
hown by her log, fa the po se ion of l\fr . W. H. Hepburn to have been in t. Georges Channel; on the 20th to have
put to ea, and on pril 24 to have entered Delaware Bay
and River. On lay 7, 1775, aptain Barry et sail from :Morri ' wharf, Philadelphia, with a <·argo of flour and wheat, and
on .July-" arrived at L 11do11. 1 he Ria ·k J>rince returned under
BaHy. On Octol> r 4 h arri ed at Cap He11lopeo, and in
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nine days reached her wbarf in-Philadelphia. She was afterwards purchased by Congress and named The Alfred, after
King Alfred, the founder of the English navy. Under Captain
Saltonstall the Alfred became the flagship of Capt. Ezekiel
Hopkins, who, as commander of the first American fleet sailing· under Continental authority, was the first "commodore."
That title, however, was not then an official one, but a term
commonly applied to the commauder of more than one vessel.
Captain Barry's arrival on October 13 was opportune for himself and his country. That very day the Continental Congress
had resolved to fit out two armed cruisers, one of 14 guns, t.he
other of 10, with authority to capture vessels bringing supplies to the British army at Boston. Two vessels were purchased under the authority of this resolution by the Marine
Committee of Congress, and they were named the Lexington
and the Reprisal. On December 7 Capt. John Barry was
appointed to the command of the former and Captain Wickes
to that of the latter. Captain Barry was "probably the first
Catholic appointed in the Continental service." 1 On entering the same be is reported to have said he had "given up
the command of the finest ship and left the first position
in America." 'rhe Lexington, named in honor of the place
where the first combat witb tbe British had taken place, "was
purchased earlier than the A~fred and, in the nature of things,
was more readily equipped," says Cooper's History of the
Navy. Her fourteen 4-pounuers and other stores were obtained
from Willing and Morris, Barry's former employers. '' By the
return of a number of iron guns and stores to Philadelphia
in November," 1775, this firm alone had a quantity of ''rounu
shot and 4 and 9 pounders in their store under the pavement
in Penn street and in their yard." 2
Though Congress had in October begun the formation of a
navy, it was not until December 22, 1775, that Ezekiel Hopkins, of Rhode Islanu, was appointed commander in chief, and
Dudley Saltonstall, Abraham Whipple, and John Hopkins,
captains. Captain Barry' commi sion bears date of December 7, two weeks prior to the formal organization of tbe Navy,
and was the first i sued.
It was long claimed for Captain Barry that the L exington
was the :fir t cruiser to di play at sea the first flag of our coun1
2

Scharf a nd Wescott's Hi story of Philadelphia., v ol. 1, p. 302.
Pennsyl vania. Archi ves, v ol. 2, Jl. 556.
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try with thirteen stripes. Earlier editions of Cooper's History
of the Navy gave the honor to Captain Barry. The severity of
the weather, the blocking of the Delaware with ice, and an
outbreak of smallpox among the crews, are known to have
detained the fleet under Hopkins until February 17, 1776·
yet it is-shown by later investigations of Cooper (1853) tbat,
according to Barry's papers, he was employed on shore or in
the Delaware after Hopkins's fleet put to sea. Therefore
Hopkins, and not Barry, made the first display on the ocean
of the Union flag with thirteen stripes.
Under Continental authority seizures of supply vessels bad
not yet been made, though Washington bad authorized such
captures, and under that authority Captain Manley had taken
prizes. The fleet of the Colonies had· sailed, not for defensive, but for offensive warfare. It had gone to the West
Indies-the Bahama Islands-to attack and capture New
Providence and to bring home munitions of war. Captain
Barry's Lexington had been fitted out and was ready for service. .Authority to act was alone required. Hence, on March
23, 1776, Congress ordered letters of marque to be issued.
Public and private cruisers were aJso authorized to capture
British vessels.
Cooper and other writers on the history of the Navy do not
give the date of the sailing of' the Lexington from Philadelphia, but a letter of John Adams, written April 12, 1776,
speaks of Captain Barry having sailed a few days before that
date. The Roebuck, "one of His Majesty's pirates," kept a
close watch on the Delaware Bay. But the beginning of
Barry's career indicated what subsequent events conclusively
proved-that by flight or by fight he could become a victor.
The Lexington escaped the Roebuck, put out to sea, and sailed
southward. On April 7, "off the capes of Virginia," she fell
in with the Edward, a tender of the Liverpool man-of.man,
shattered her in a terrible manner, and captured her. Barry
brought hi prize to Philadelphia, .and the patriot were
greatly delicrbted with hi work. "The Lexington wa thu
the first ve el that bore the Continental flag to victory on
the ocean." 1 "The Lexington of the eas therefore occupie
the po ition in our naval annal that the Lexington from
wh nc she derived h r name doe in land annal , from having
been the ·arena of the fir t confli ·t f the colonies with Eng1

Prebl 's

rigin of tl1r Flag, , con cl dition, p. 242.
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land. * * * For Barry it can be truthfully claimed that
he was the first under the striped flag to capture an armed
vessel of the enemy." 1
Captain Barry arrived at Philadelphia April 11. He reported his capture to the Marine Committee, thus: 2
IN SIGHT OF THE CAPES 01<' VIRGINIA, April 7, 1776.
GENTLEMEN: I have the pleasure to acquaint you that at 1 p. m. this day
I fell in with the sloop Edwarcl, belonging to the Liverpool frigate. She
engaged us near two glasses. They killed two of our men and wounded
two more. We shattered her in a terrible manner, as you may see. We
killed and wounded several of her crew. I shall give you a particular
account of the powder and arms taken out of her, as well as my proceedings in general. I have the happiness to acquaint you that all our people
pehaved with much courage.
I am, gentlemen, your humble servant, ...
JOHN BARRY.
To Hon. JOHN HANCOCK, Esq. (or any of the Marine Committee).

The arrival of the Lexington and her prize is thus recorded :
This morning arrived a sloop (mounting six 3-pounders and eight or ten
swivels), late a ten.de..- belonging to the Liverpool man-of-war and commanded by Lieutenant Boucher, of said ship, having 3fi picked men on
board, who on Saturday last, off the capes of Virginia, fell in with Captain Barry, of the Continental brig called tho Lexington. A battle ensued,
which was continued desperately for one hour and twenty minutes, when
the tender struck. 3

Of this important capture John .A.dams, writing from Philadelphia, April 12, 1776, said·we begin to make some little :figure here in the navy way. Captain
Barry fitted out here a few days ago a 14-gun brig and put to sea by the
Roebuck man-of-war in the Delaware River. After he got without the
capes he fell in with a ternler belonging to the Live1-pool man-oi-war and
took her after an engagement of two glasses. She had eight carriage guns
and a number of swivels. 4

Richard Henry Lee, writing to Gen. Charles Lee, at Williamsburg, Va., from Philadelphia, April 15, 1776, said:
Captain Barry, in an armed brig hence, has taken, off the capes of Virginia, and sent in here a cutter with eight carriage guns belonging to the
Liverpool, with one of that ship's lieutenants commanding her. He foucrht
his tender well, not submitting until he was near sinking. 5
1 Preble's Origin of the Flag, second edition, p. 243.
zpennsylvania Gazette, April 17, 1776.
3 Force's American Archives, fourth series, vol. 5.
4 Athenamm Magazine, May, 1826.
5 Lee Papers, New York Historical Society's Coll ctions, 187'
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The following extract from the Pennsylvania Archive I give·
us further infoi:mation about the prisoners captured:
List of men taken by
out of the tender sloop
Isaac Burch.
William Fulton.
Seth Bowen.
Jacob Smith.
John Dayton.
John Palmer.
Richard Gibson.
John Doyle.

APRIL 17, 1776.
Captain Barry and brought prisoners to this citr
Edwa1·d, Captain Boger:
James Webb.
Thomas Phillips.
James Ogelby.
John Wilson.
James Spencer.
John Johnston
Henry Kelley.
(midshipman).
John Sha(1.
Owen Humphreys.
,John Nesbitt.
John Henderson.
Robert Royston.
Thomas Dodson.

Another list, given on page 421 of the Pennsylvania Archive ,
furnishes addWonal pames of prisoners. In this list Capt.
Richard Bowger, John Draper (mate), Andrew Kelley, aud
John Stead are stated to be "in the sloop;" J obn Nesbitt to
have been "left at Capt. Timothy Shler's, sick," and Thoma
Phillips to have been "left at Meg'r Richard Weicot's, sick,
and John Wilson ditto." On April 19 a Lieutenant Boger
was reported a8 a prisoner on parole at Germantown, with
allowance of 15 shillings a week for subsistence. On June 13
he was sent to York, Pa., and the committee of safety there
directed to make the same allowance for his support.
On May 1 advertisement was made that" the sloop Edward,
condemned by the court of admiralty, with all her ammunition,
furniture, tackle, and apparel, will be sold at the coffeehou e
to-morrow at 12 o'clock, agreeable to inventory.''
Not only has there been controversy as to whether or not
the Lexington, under Captain Barry, was the first cruiser put
to sea under the new flag, but also as to whether or not th
Briti ii flag on the ocean was first struck to him.' In 1813 J olrn
Adams wrote Elbridge Gerry:
Philadelphia is nowboastingthat Paul Jones bas asserted in hi. journal
that his band hoisted the first American flag, and Captain Barry ba
a. snted that the first British flag was stru k to him. :row, I a ert that
the fir t American flag was hoi ted by Capt . .John fanley and tbe fir t
Briti h flao- was truck to him. 2

Adam al o wrot John Langdon re pecting thi,
tbe honor by Jone and Barry and added:

laim

f

Both th se vain boa t I know to he fol , a you know them to be o.
I wish yonr t stimony to <·orroborate min . It i. not decent nor ju t tba
1

, ' con<1 ·eries Yol. I, p. 479.
Adams . Work.-, Yol. . · , p. 30.
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these immigrants, foreigners of the South, should falsely arrogate to themselves merit that belongs to New England sailors, officers, and men. 1

Langdon replied that the '' pretensions of Jones and Barry
are both unfounded."
These contradictory opinions existed because there was no
agreement in the minds of the disputants as to what constituted the American flag. It is true that Captain Manley
hoisted a flag and made captures prior to Captain Barry. In
the Lee, on November 29, 1775, by the authority of Washington and under the pine-tree flag, Manley captured the Nancy,
and on December 8 took the Jenny and Hannah, vessels of
supply to the British army in Boston. It is also true that in
December, 1775, John Paul Jones, on the Alfred, hoisted a
flag bearing the warning, "Don't tread on me." But these
were not the flag of America-the "American flag." There
was no American flag until Washington, on January 1, 1776,
raised at Cambridge the Union flag, as it was called, the flag
used until June, 1777, when the present form was adopted by
striking out the British union and substit,uting stars for each.
State of the confederation. Under that flag-the :flag of
Washington-Hopkins's fleet was the first to go to sea, and
Barry's Lexington, bearing the same :flag, was the first to cause
a British flag to be struck to the new American colors.
The observer of curious coincidences might note that as far
as the career of Capt. John Barry has been narrated, we learn
that he was the first Catholic appointed to the command of a
vessel by the Continental Congress, and that he was really the
first captain in the Continental Navy; that his cruiser was
named after the first battle ground of the Revolution; that it
was the first commissioned by the Continental Marine Committee to i11tercept supplies; was the first equipped for servi<-e,
and the first under the first American flag to make a capture.
Captain Barry's prize, the Edward, having been sold on May
1, he was on May 8 sent down the Delaware by the Marine
Committee to defend the cbevaux-de-frise. Robert Morri ,
vice-president of the Marine Committee, directed him to use
his "utmost exertion in defending the pa s at Fort I land to
prevent their coming up to the city, and to assist in taking,
sinking, and destroying the enemy if it is thought advi able to
pursue them."
1

Adam's Works, Vol. X, J). 2 .
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On May 9 he sent the following report:

-

Mr. MORRIS.

Sm: I think if the Lexington was fitted out to come down she might be
of service, for the more there is the better. We shall keep them in play.
If you think I shall be of more service here than up there, I think she
might be fitted up by somebody. Then, some of the carpenters ought to
be up there.
I remain, your humble servant,
JOHN BARRY.
P. S. I think if Mr. Wharton was up he would soon get her ready.
ROBERT MORRIS, Esq.,
Philadelphia.

The Lexington was got ready and placed under Barry's command in the lower Delaware. On May 27 Henry Fisher, of
Lewistown, writing to the committee of safety, reported the
Roebitek and the Liverpool, British frigates, were in and about
the bay. He said:
I am persuaded that the Liverpool was scared away. Captains Barry
and Alexander were over in our roads in a few hours after she went. They
went over to Cape May for the rest of the fleet, and now they are all over
under our cape in quest of the pirate. 1

As commander of the first vessel of the :fleet and the fir t
appointed officer, this quest of the pirate Liverpool, who, e
tender Barry had taken, is the first occasion on which Barry
acted as commodore or commander of a fleet. On June 6,
1776, Barry was reappointed and assigrn~d to the Lexington,
then under his command in the bay. Barry continued to cruise
off the capes of Delaware and Virginia, to afford protection to
supply vessels coming to Philadelphia. On June 29, 1776, the
brig Nancy, Captain Montgomery, from St. Croix and St.
Thomas, arrived off Cape May. She was loaded on the account
of Congress with 386 barre1s of powder, 50 firelock , 101 bog heads of rum, 62 hogshead of ugar, etc. When near Cape
:l\fay she wa discovered by six British men -of-war. Captain
Barry, in the Lexington, and Captain Wi ·kes, in the Repri. ·al
gave her a:;; j ta11 e.
he wa ~ run a hore, and so e caped
apture. 2
Captain Barry continued to hover about the bay to a si t
other ve ·el bringiug- .·upplie. from th W ·t Indi or direct
from France or pain.
t tim
he took a run out to a.
crui ing in arch of priz . Ho, often he ucceeded we may
1 J>cuu.·yh·ania..Ar biv ·
ol. IY p. 793.
~Force's.Arch iv , I --, Jl. 14.
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get but a glimpse in letters and reports. Thus C&sar Rodney,
writing to Capt. Thomas Rodney at Dover, Del., .August 3,
1776, said:
Yesterday came to town a ship belonging to the Congress from France
with 10 drums of powder, about 40 drums of ~ead, and 1,000 stand of arms,
etc., and the same day an armed vessel taken by Captain Barry at sea. 1

Two days later (August 5) Josiah Bartlett, writing from
Philadelphia to John Langdon, said:
Captain Barry, in the L exington, one of the Continental vessels, has
taken and sent in here a privateer of six gun-carriage guns, commanded
by another of those famous Gootlriches of Virginia. 2

Captain Barry remained in command of the Lexington until
October ·18, when it was assigned to Capt. Henry Johnston
and dispatched by the secret committee to Cape Frangois to
get supplies sent from France for the use of the .Americans.
In 1777 the Lexington, when off the coast of France, was captured by the Alert, after an engagement of three and one-half
hours.
Congress had, on October 10, established the rank and command of officers of the Navy as foli?ws:
1. James Nicholson to command the Virginia, 28 guns.

John Manley to command the Hancock, 32 guns.
Hector McNiel to command the Boston, 24 guns.
Dudley Saltonstall to command the Trumbull, 28 guns.
Nicholas Biddle to command the Randolph, 32 guns.
6. Thomas Thompson to command the Raleigh, 32 guns.
7. John Barry to command the Effingham, 28 guns.

2.
3.
4.
5.

There were twenty-four appointments, and Captain Barry
ranked as seventh. The Effingham, to which he was a ssigned,
was named in honor of Lord Effingham, who resigned his commission in the British army rather than fight against the .Americans. On November 15, 177G, the pay of capt ains of ships of
20 guns or more was fixed at $GO a month. This was Barry's
compensation as commander of a 28-gun ship. The uniform for
captains prescribed by the Marine Committee on September 5,
1776, was blue cloth with red lapels, slash cuff, standup collar,
fiat yellow buttons, blue breeches, and red waistcoat with
yellow lace. 3
F orce, I-5, p. 741.
Ibid., p. 759.
3 Preble, p. 234.
1

2
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In Congress Saturday, November 30, 1776, an addmis from
Capt. John Barry, Nicholas Biddle, Thomas Read, Uliarle.
Alexander, and John Nicholson w:1s laid before Congress anrl
read. The address was ordered to be referred to the Mariue
Committee, who were directed to pursue such measures as ther
may think proper in consequence thereof.I Nothing appear:
to show the con ten ts or character of the a<ldress, bnt the circumstances of the time and the reference to the committee
seem to indicate that the address proposed to place il1e uaval
force in a position to aid Washington's sorely pressed force~.
The main body of Washington's army was then in New Jersey,
where it had crossed from New York on the 12th, leaving two
large detachments to bold Forts Lee and Washington. Br
the time the address of Barry and bis compatriots had reached
Congress these two forts, the defense of the Hudsou, had ueen
lost, aud the sad and gloomy but marvelously strategic retreat
across the J ers8ys was being conducted by Washington, with
Cornwallis in pursuit. The fleet protecting the approach to
· the city and operating in the lower Delaware had been recall eel.
The upper : elaware was soon to become the center of action,
where God's providence was so strikiugly mauifested on the
cold ChristmaR night not long afterwards. Captain Barry at
once recruited a company for service on land, and doubtle:,
most of his crew stood by their captain in this new line of
endeavor for freedom.
These were indeed perilous times-" times that tried men
souls." Reca11 those dark days of December, 1776. The battle
of Long Island, the escape across the North River in that
providential fog, the loss of Forts Lee and Washington, the
retreat to and across the Jerseys to the east bank of the De]aware. Think of that almost despairing wail of Washington,
as he saw his force fast disappearing through casnaJtie au<l
tl1e ending of enlistments: "In tcu clays thh; army will have
ceased to exist. We are at the end of our tether."
All. eemed lost. The hour of defeat aucl <le trnction ,' eemed
about to ~trike. The faint-hearted and tbe treacherou were
fa. t going over to BritiHh allegianc . 'At last the old fox
[Wa.·hiu 0 ton ] i ' in a trap,' sai<l Cornwalli .'. A day' freezing
of the wat r. of th D lawar would bring the ·omplete
d trnction of the ,; rebel army.' W..hy not , it down amid
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Christmas festivity and wait for nature to furnish the means
of crossing, Why harass Hessians by building boats aud
rafts to cross to the other side f There need be no concern
nor haste. "The fox was in the trap," and that Declaration
of Independence would be proved only an empty threat and
vain defiance.
But a gracious Providence had given this lan<l. to man to be
the home of freedom and self-government. In this dark hour,
when all seemed but lost, Capt. John Barry, a seaman, organized a companyofvoluuteers to hasten to the aid of Washington on the Delaware above Trenton. In the crossing of the
ice-blocked river and in the :fighting that won victory at Trenton
and Princeton, Barry did the duty of a, patriot and hero. He
was one of those who were ready to uphold the Declaration of
Independence with "their lives, their fortunes, and their sacred
llonor."
At the battle of Princeton, January 2, 1777, Captain Barry
fought under Capt. William Browu, and remained attached to
the army until January 23, 1777.1
Tlie minutes of the Pennsylvania board of war, March 7,
1777, have this record:
Mr. Moses Young was directed to pay Jane Ilo,vc £6 19s. 9d. for the use
of the volunteers in Captain Barry's company when going to camp in
December l ast; to ue charged to Congress. 2

Captain Barry, while in service iu New Jersey, was au aid
on one occasion to Washing-ton on special service, as the
annexed letter 3 shows:
MORRISTOWN, 8th Jannary, 1777.
To Lieutenant-General EARL CORNWALLIS.
MY LORD: Your Lordship's favor of yesterday was deli vere,l to me uy
the officer who met your flag of truce. You may be assured that uo
molestation will be offered to the convoy of money and stores which General De Heister means to send to the Hessians taken at 'l'renton, or to 1be
surgeon with medicines for the wounded at Princeton, by any part of
the regular army nuder my command. But I can not answer for the militia who are resorting to arms in most parts of this State, and are cxceedjngly exasperated at the treatment they have met with from both Hessians
and British troops. I therefore thought it most desirable to direct Captain
Barry, the bearer of this, to give a, safe conduct to the IIessia,n baggage
as far as Philadelphia and the surgeon a,Il(l medicines to Princeton. I
have no objection to thP Hessian sergennt :wd twelve me11 att~n1li11g their

Peuusyl\'ania Archives, seco11<l ser ies, Yol. T, p. 2:~ 1.
lbi,1., second series, Vol. I, p. 20.
:.iwritings of Washiugtou, p. 158.
1

2
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baggage till it is delivered to their countrymen; but cannot consent to
their carrying their arms, as I think none but bad consequences can ensue
from such a measure.
I am, with due respect, my Lord,
Your Lordship's most obedient servant,
GEORGE

W ASHINGTOX.

Unable to reach the capital of the rebels-Philadelphia-by
way of New Jersey, the British plan of campaign for 1777 wa,'
designed to reach the city by way of the South and Che ·apeake Bay. As this plan became evident Washington, keeping a force in north Jersey to watch the enemy at New York,
moved his main body southward to intercept the enemy in it
march toward Philadelphia. Brandywine was fought and the
advance of the British forces was but littie checked. Philadelphia was alarmed. Orders were given to remove all war
material, and refugees hastened into the country. Con gre
fled from Philadelphia to Lancaster, and the city was virtually
in possession of the enemy, though entry was not made until
the 26th. In the meantime Washington moved backward
toward Valley Forge. In November,· information from Philadelphia caused birn to notify the Continental Navy Board, then
meeting at Bordentown, N. J., that there was danger of a force
being sent to destroy the fleet in the upper Delaware. He
accordingly directed that the vessels then above Philadelphia,
should be sunk. On l\farch 2, 1778, Washington sent the same
notice to the Pennsylvania State navy board.
Captain Barry was then in the upper Delaware. Two day
before the entry of Lord Howe's army into Philadelphia, he
had moved the Effingham to White Hi11 (now Fieldsboro), 1
mile below Bordentown, N. J. Tbe following letter, though
dated November 2, at Bordeutown, B~trry afterwards claimed
he did not receive uutil the 24th:
To Jon~' BARRY, Esq.,
<Jommander on boarcl the frigate Effingham.
'rn: A w Uil(ler tand your sh ip i now scuttled and ready for inkincr,
yon are Jiereby directed to remove lier a little l>elow White Hill· and
ha.vino· found a suitahle berth where sbe may lie on a soft bottom and he
ea, ily IJ'Ot off at a common tide yon are to sink her there without dela~.
,ve expect thi bn ·i,w · will 1,e completed by ,·nn. et thi eY •uing and
r •port thereof made to thi Boarcl.
F1u.·n, IT0PK1.·:--o.·

Jou.· \\'HART .·, •
ontine11tal ~ ~ai:y Board.
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This order was not obeyed until the 30th. On December 11,
1777, the Navy Board at Bordentown sent to Congress, then at
York, Pa., a complaint setting forth "the disrespect and illtreatment which one of the said board lately received from
John Barry, commander of the Effingham." On the 30th the
Marine Committee reported to Congress, whereupon Congress
ordered Captain Barry to attend Congress and make answer
to the complaints exhibited against him. Captain Barry attended Congress on January 10, 1778; replied by communication to the charges agaiust him. His reply may be found in
the Historical Magazine, Volume III, pages 202-204 (1857).
The original manuscript is in the hand of J olm Paul Jones,
according to Dr. R. 0. Davis, autograph collector of Phila.delphia. It is now in possession of Charles Roberts, esq., of Philadelphia. The pith of it is that :S:opkinson called Barry "a
scoundrel" and he called Hopkinson "a liar." Barry closed
by saying to Congress:
I would just suggest to your honors whether the good of the service
does not require the captains of the Navy to be treated with complaisance
as gentlemen, so long as they observe their duty. For my part I shonld
think myself unworthy of the commission the honorable Congress has
been pleased to give me could I tamely put up with different treatment.

Mr. Hopkinson evidently made reply, for the Journal of Congress for January 29, 1778, recordsA letter from F. Hopkinson, one of the Committee of the Navy Board
concerning the conduct of Captain Barry, was read, when it was moved
that Captain Barry be not employed on the expedition assigned to his
conduct by the Marine Committee with the approbation of Congress until
further order of Congress.
Question put.
The States equally divided.
Adjourned till ten o'clock to-morrow.

Had a majority vote been given and Barry" not employed
on the expedition as igned to his conduct," perhaps Washington might .not have been cheered by results so ignal a · to win
bis special thanks. The "spirit of enterpri e" arou ed in
Captain Barry the determination to prove his ability to hara s
and weaken the enemy who had possession of his city and hi
home. His hip, the Effingham, lay.at the bottom of the Delaware, off White Hill, N. J. Barry, learning that British ve sels bringing supplie · to the enemy in Philadelphia were off
Port Penn in the low r Delaware, determin ll to att mp their
capture or de traction. One njgbt early in February, 177 , he
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manned four rowboats successfully in the night and pa ·cd
down the river unobserved. Getting below the city he continued to destroy the forage of the enemy from Mantua Ore k
to Port Penn. On February 26 he reported to Washington at
Valley Forge that he had destroyed about 400 tons of forarre
and should have proceeded farther "had not a number of the
enemy's boats appeared in sight and, linillg the Jersey bore.
deprived me of the opportunity of proceeding farther on the
same purpose."
On March D he reported to Washington that he bad "captured two ships and a schooner. The ships were tran port ·
from Rhode Island loaded with forage." He sent Washington
"a cheese together with a jar of pickled oysters." He clo ed
by saying:
A fleet of the enemy's small vessels appearing in sight obliged me to
burn one of the ships, and I am afraid the other will share the same fate.
Thirty-seven prisoners were taken as well as some of the officers' ladie .

All were paroled "for a fortnight to go to Philadelphia."
Washington, at Valley Forge, wrote to 0ongres , then at
·
York, saying, under date of March 12:
I have great pleasure to transmit you an extract of a letter from Captain Barry, which will foform you of his successes. The two ship he
burned after stripping them; and h e was obliged, it seems, two days after
the capture to ground and abandon the schooner, after a long and eYere
engagement with some of the frigates and smaller armed vessel . It i
sa,id he saved her gnns and most of her tackle. 1

Washington sent his thanks to Captain Barry in the followiug letter:
HEADQUARTERS, 12th March, lt78.
Srn: I have received yonr favor of the 9th inst., and congratulate you
on the sncccss which has crowned your gallantry ju the late attack upon
the euemy's ships. Although circumstances have prevented you from
reaping the full benefit of yonr conquests, yet there js ample con olation
in the degree of glory which yon lta,,e acquired. Yon will be plea. e<l to
accept my thanks for the good things which you were so polite to eml
me, with my wishes that a, , nifablo recompense may a.lwayfl attend your
bra,ery. -

Fro, t's :Xava1 Biography s~till of this attack on the en my' '
. bipR, 'For bolclne of de ign and dexterity of xecution it
l if eqtia1 a, <lnrin°· the war. If it be true
v r offi r cl Barry a commancl in tb
rit1 Letter · Vol. I. p. Hl7.
-..;11ark · · \Yriti1w~ of Wa hiugton, Yol. \', p. 271.
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ish navy if he would desert the cause of the colonies, and that
Ba.r ry replied that th_e command of the whole British navy
would not induce him to abandon the cause of liberty, it is
probable that it was after this enterprise at Port Penn. While
I have found no direct evidence of such an offer, yet there is
a possibility that it was made.
The daring and success of Captain Barry and the loss which
he had inflicted were of course known to the British commander,
and General Howe may have sent the reputed message to him
that a high position in the British navy awaited him, together
with £20,000. But however this may be, his operations in
the lower Delaware certainly aroused the British to revenge.
Barry's vessel the Effingha1n had been raised from "the soft
bottom" of the Delaware. On the night of May 7 a force under
Major Maitland was sent ou an expedition up the Delaware.
They burned the Washington (32 guns)~ the Effingha1n (28 guns),
and other vessels, numbering in all 21 or more.
But while Captain Barry was destroying the forage of the
enemy the charges against him in Congress were still undetermined. We have seen how by a tie vote the command was
not taken from him. It would seem that his friends, noting
how near he had come to dismissal, agreed to accept a vote of
censure. · .Accordingly, on February 21, 1778, the Marine Committee, to whom was referred the complaint of the Navy Board,
reported as their opinion "that Captain Barry hath treated the
said Board in the person of Mr. Hopkinson, one of the Board,
with indecency and disrespect and that they ought within
twenty days after this resolve shall have been notified to him
by the said Board to make such full acknowledgment as shall
be satisfactory to them." Congress agreed to the report, and
after this nothing further appears in official records concerning
the affront given to the authorities. It may therefore be presumed that Captain Barry complied with the resolve of Congress. He doubtless determined so to manifest "the spirit of
enterprise" in serving his country as to make ample reparation for any "disrespect" previously shown.
During the summer of 1778 we find but one reference to
Barry. The Journal of Congress, July 22, 1778, read :
A copy of a letter from Captain Barry and Captain John Young was laid
before Congress aml referred to the delegates of Delaware an.cl Maryland
.and that they take orcler thereon.

The 1mrport of this Jetter ha· not been dif-icov r <l.
H. Doc. ~01--23
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Though Ba:rry's Effingham had been destroyed by the enemv
his active spirit did not permit him to remain idle. In February, 1778, the Alfred had been captured, owing to her de ertion by the Raleigh, under Capt. Thomas Thompson. On tl1e
arrival of the Raleigh at Boston, Captain Thompson was superseded in command by Barry. . On her first cruise under Barry
the Raleigh was pursued by two British -frigates and run
ashore on the coast of Maine. This disaster left Barry without a ship; but his State engaged his services and appoint d
him commander of the letter-of-marque brig the Dela1.care,
built to replace that Delaware which had been destroyed
November 21, after the attack on Fort Mifflin. In the Delaware, which carried 12 guns and 60 men, Barry made two
cruises to Port au Prince. Of his first trip no account is known
to have been preserved. Of the second trip, and of his further career in the Delaware and in the Alliance, we are fortunate in having the account given by ,John Kessler. Ke ler
was the clerk of Captain Barry while in command of the Del{1ware and his mate on the Alliance. This account is now for
the first time made public, although it was written at the reque t
of Mrs. Barry to assist Mr. Dennie in compiling the "Sketch
of Commodore Barry," published in The Portfolio, July, 1813.
The original manuscript is in the possession of Colonel Ke ler, of Butte, Mont., a grandson of John Kessler. There i
also a copy in the possession of the Minnesota Hi torical
Society. Kessler says the Delaware sailed from Philadelphia
on her second voyage to Port au Prince "in the fall of 1779
in company with three other letter-of-marque brigs and one
schooner." Barry was made commodore of this fleet, and
arranged signals to be used on it, "of which," adds Kessler I
h·ad to furnish each commander with a copy."
Kessler continues:
·when abreast of Cape Henlopen a sail was discovered. Cha e w made, and on coming up we found it to be a British loop of war called th
Harlem, which was taken, with about 90 men, without resistance. The
officers during the chase (after heaving over all her guns) made their
escape in boat . The vessels were sent to Philadelphia, but her er w
wa landed near hine teague and delivered to a military party.
n
the remainder of the pa age nothing worthy of notice occurr d. On th
J>a age home a merchant ves el of Liverpool was taken, which wq howver, retaken l>y th noted Outtridge and carried into Bermuda.

During th
conflict, b tw

ar ther • wa.· mu h ·ontro er y, if not actual
n th
ontin utal and tate na al for e . Th
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Continental vessels impressed into their service men on vessels belonging to the State navy or bearing letters of marque
from the individual State. How Captain Barry, once of the
Continental, but now of tbe State navy~ met the designs of
Continental pr.ess gangs is told by Clerk Kessler:
At our arrival in the Delaware the pilot who came on board informed
us that the Continental frigate Cpnfederacy lay at Chester and was impressing crews of merchant vessels going up the river. This information very
much alarmed the brig's crew an<.1 many desired to be put ashore. Captain Barry addressed them thus: "My lads, if you have the spirit of freemen you will not desire to go ashore nor tamely submit against your
wills to be takeu away, although all the force of all the frigate's boat's
crew were to attempt to exercise such a species of tyranny."
This address satisfied them, and, as it implied his consent to their defending themselves, they resolved to do it at all hazards, and for that purpose
put themselves under the command and direction of the boatswain and
armed themselves with muskets, pistols, and boarding pikes; and thus we
arrived within hailing distance of the Confederacy. When her commander
ordered the brig's main topsail to be hove to the mast, Captain Barry
answered that he could not without getting bis vessel ashore. The commander of the frigate ordered that the brig should come to anchor. Captain Barry gave no answer, but continued on his way, beating up with
the tide at flood and wind ahead, when a gun was fired from the frigate
and a boat was manned, left her, and came toward us. Captain Barry
directed that the officers of the boat should be admitted on board, but that
as to the men we might do with them as we pleased. The boat soon
arrived and two officers (armed) jumped on board on the quarter deck,
ordering the main topsail halyards to be cast off, which was not, however,
done. Captain Barry asked them whe.ther they were sent to take command of his vessel. The boat's crew was then about entering when we
presented ourselves and threatened instant death to all that entered.
Their officers thereon, after trying to intimidate our boatswain by presenting their pistols, but finding it of no avail, hastily sprang into their
boa.ts and left us.
Another gun was then fired from the frigate, when Captain Barry
ordered the guns to be cleaned, and declared that if but a rope yarn was
injured by their firing he would give them a whole broadside. The third
gun being fired from the frigate, Captain Barry hailed and asked the name
of her commander. The answer was, "Lieutenant Gregory." Captain
Barry immediately thereon addressed him thus: "Lieutenant Gregory, I
advise you to desist from firing. This is the brig Delaware, belonging to
Philadelphia, and my name is John Barry." Nothing further was said or
done by Lieutenant Gregory. It was said that Mr. Gregory had once been
under the command of Captain Barry and could not but know he would
not -be trifled with. Thus our whole crew arrived at Philadelphia. But
the other vessels of our fleet were obliged to anchor because of the pressing of those who did not get on shore, and th y were obliged to remain
until assistance wa sent them from hila.delphia.,
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Captain Barry was soon afterwards appointed to command
the frigate Alliance, then lying at Boston. The Alliance wa
the favorite ship in the ~avy and nation during the Revolution. SLe was both beautiful and exceedingly fast. The selection of Captain Barry as her commander was a most honorable
testimony to his merit, and justifies the belief that the lo ,
of the Raleigh was not owing to a.1-1y fault of Captain Barry. ·
The ship Alliance was named in honor of the treaty of
alliance concluded with France, February, 1778. She wa
launched in the spring of that year. As a compliment to
the French it was deemed proper to appoint a, Frenchman,
Pierre Landais, her captain. She sailed from Boston in January, 1779, and went to France. It was there said of her that
there was "not a more perfect piece of naval architecture in
Europe." Landais proved to be incompetent, and in June,
1780, was dismissed by Congress. In November, 1780, the
command was given to Captain Barry.
The Alliance was :fittingly chosen to convey Col. John Laurens to France as a special commissioner at that "infinitely
critical posture of our affairs," to quote from a letter of Wa hington to Franklin.
On February 11 she sailed from Boston for L'Orient, carrying
as passengers Colonel Laurens, Thomas Paine, Major Jackson
and a French officer. On the way to France the Alliance captured the Alert, of 12 guns, which was taken to L'Orient, where
the crew was put in prison. "After this capture," Kessler '
narrative states, "we arrived at L'Orient without anything
worth noting except Paine's duel with the French officer
(Count <le N oailles)."
On March 29, 1781, the Alliance left L'Orient for America
in company with the French letter-of-marque brig Marqui ·
de La/a:lJette loaded with clothing for and on account of the
United State . The attempt at mutiny that followed Ke ler
describes as follows:
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The three <l.esignatcd men were brought out of their irons on tho <1 uarterdeck, and being stripped and hoisted by the thumbs to the mizzen stay,
underwent a very severe whipping before either would make any confession. The names of 25 of their accomplices were obtained from them before
the whipping was discontinued. As their accomplices were disclosed, they
were called to the quarter-deck, stripped, and tied to the ridgerope of the
netting, and the whipping continued until it was thought all was disclosed
that could possibly be obtained. The confessions proved that it ha<l been
intended to take the ship on her passage out by killing all the officers (in
the middle watch of the night) except the second lieutenant, T. Fletcher,
who was to navigate her to some port in Ireland, or, on failure, to be put
to death. A quartermaster was to have command, antl they had all been
bound by an oath on the Bible, administered by the captain's assistant cabin
steward, and had also signed their names in a round robin, so called. They
had found no good opportunity on the outward passage, and intended to
accomplish the taking of the ship as aforesaid immediately on leaving
France. But on coming out of L'Orient we lost a man overboard who was
one of the chiefringleadeTs, and, considering that a bad omen, they threw
the round robin overboard and relinquished their designs. The three
principals were placed securely in irons, and the remainder, after being
admonished by Captain Bany, and on their solemn declaration to conduct
themselves well, were permitted to return to the ship's duty.

Barry reported to the Board of .Admiralty:
We discovered a conspiracy on board, the ring leadeTS we confined and
have brought them iu here in irons. Unhappily for us we Lad 110 seamen
on board but the affected ones, and but few of them. I believe a ship
never put to sea in a worse condition as to seamen.

Kessler's narrative continues:
On April 2 two brigs gave us chase and were permitted to come up.
One ran close on board of us and without any hail fired the whole Lroa<lside at us, and immediately everyone run off her deck. We had commenced firing, but on discovering their retreat the firing cease<l. and we
boarded them. She proved to be a brig with flnshdeck and twenty
12-pounders; two 6-pounders, and fourteen carronades, with 112 men,
called the Mars,1 and belonging to the Guernsey. The crew was taken on
board the Alliance and all put in irons without distinction, Captain Barry
considtring them as not meriting other treatment, ju consequence of their
firing on us with no jntention of bravely fighting. The other brig was
the Minena, of 10 guns and 55 men. She was taken possession of a11<l
manned by the Marqui1:1 de Lafayette, our consort. Soon after, fo a gale of
wind, we parted with our consort and the prizes. On May 2 we captured
a brig and snow loaded with sugar from Jamaica for London, which was
manned and orderecrto Boston.
1 The Ma1·s, above referred to, had been captured from the Am rican
at
, t. Eu tatius on February 3, 1781, and a<l.ded to the British navy. (Beatson's Memoirs, Vol. V, p. 166. )
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The following spirited ·account is given by Kessler of
Barry's most famous sea fights:

011e

of

MAY'.Z.

Towards evening discovered a sail on the weather bow standing for us,
and which, after coming near enough to be kept in sight, hauled to wind
and stood on our course. Towards da;y it became quite calm. After it
became light it appeared that they were an armed ship and brig about a.
league distant. At sunrise they hoisted the English colors and beat
drums. At the same time the American colors were displayed by the
.A lliancc. By little puffs of wind we were enabled to get within small bailing distance. At 11 o'clock Captain Barry hailed the ship, and the answer
was, "'fhe Atlanta ship of war, belonging to His Britannic Majesty, an<l
commanded by Capt. Sampson Edwards." Captain Barry replied that we
were the Continental frigate .Alliance, commanded by John Barry: ancl
ad vised him to haul down his colors. Captain Ed wards answered, "Thank
you, sir; perhaps I may after a trial." The firing then began. But unfortunately there was not wind enough for our steerageway. Being lighter
vessels, by the use of sweeps they got and kept athwart onr stern and on
our quarters, so that we could not bring one-half our guns-nay, ofttimes
only guns out astern-to bear on them. And thus we lay like a log the
greatest part of the time.
.
About 2 o'clock Captain Barry received a wound by a grapeshot in the
shoulder. He remained, however, on the quarter-deck until, by much lo. s
of blood, he was obliged to be helped to the cockpit. Some time after, onr
colors were shot away. It so happened that at the same time such gun
as would bear on the enemy had been fired, ancl were then loading. Thi
caused the enemy to think we had struck our colors. They manned their
shrouds and gave three cheers . By that time the colors were hoisted by a
mizzen btail and our firing began again. A quartermaster went to the
wheel in place of one just killed there. At the same time a small breeze
of wind sprang up. A broadside was brought to bear and fired on the
ship, and then on the brig, when they struck their colors at 3 o'clock. I
was ordered to fetch the captains on board. I found the captain of the
orig killed, but brought the captain of the ship. On his entrance into the
cabin, where Captain Barry was seated in an easy chair, hi woun <L
dressed, he advanced and presented his sword, which Captain Barry
received and then returned to Captain Edwards, saying : "I return it to
you, sir. You have merited it, and your King ought to give you a better
ship. Here is my cabin at your servi ce. Use jt as yonr own." He then
ordered the lieutenant of the brig to be brought.
It 1eing, however, too l ate in the day to effect removal, a prize ma ter
and crew were seu on board the prizes and ordered to keep clo e 1y us all
night. The next morning the cannon of the brig were hove overboard .
After the arm an<l ammunition lrnd hcen taken from her, the pri oner wer
all put on boaru. and she departed for Halifax to xchan(Ye them for American prisoner . The Alliance made all sail for Boston, on acconnt of aptain J3arry' wound, leaving the ririze ·h ip to follow.

Barry' r port now in th
n the 2nd fay, in la.titud 41
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brig and snow loaded with sugars frow Jamaica, which we captured, and
in case of separation were ordered for Philadelphia, which was the case
a short fame afterwards in a hard gale of wind.
On the 19th May, in latitude 38° 13' N'. and 55 of longitude, we fell in
with two ships, took them to be homeward-bound merchantmen, but being
so poorly mann'd we ·were not in a condition to take them; tberefore did
not speak them.
·
On the 28th May, in latitude 40° 34' N. and longitude 63 1, we fell in
with two his Britannic Majesties sloops of war, the Atalanta and Trepasscy,
the former commanded by Captain Edwards, the latter by Captain
Smyth, that was killed in the engagement, who bore down upon us, and
after a .smart action we had five men killed and twenty-two wounde1l,
three of which have died of their wounds since. I am amongst the
wounded. The occasion of my wound was a large grapeshot, which lodged
in my left shoulder, which was soon aft.er cut out uy tho surgeon. I am
flattered by him that I shall be fit for duty before the slii p will be ready to
sail, and I am of the same opinion, as the ship is shattereLl in a most shocking manner and wants new masts, yards, sail, and rigging. Soon after the
sloops of war struck I tho't it most prudent to throw all the Trepassey's
guns overboard and take away all her military stores and to fit her out as
a cartel and to send all the prisoners I had on board with them I had that
day taken, for Newfoundland, which the captain of the Atalanta assure<l
me, should be regularly exchanged, only keeping on board the captain
of the Atalanta, the purser, doctor, ancl wounded, and the senior officer
of the Trepassey, with a few others. As the Atalanta was the largest vessel
and cop.per bottomed, I got jury-masts upon h er ~she being dismasted in
the action) and ordered her to Boston, which I tho't the nearest and safest
port; we being at that time in a shattered condition, very foul, and hardly
men enough to work our ship, I tho't it most prudent to make tho nearest
port we could.

On November 27, 1781, after the surrender at Yorktown,
Barry received orders to prepare to take General Lafayette
"to France, whither he is to go in pursuance of orders from his
excellency the Commander in Chief, on lmsines · of the utmo, t
importance to America. " On December 23 the Alliance sailed
on this important mission.
The Alliance arrived at Boston June 6, 1782.
On August 4, 1782, the Alliance sailed out from New London
at 4 a. m., and by 7 a.. m. had retaken a brig "which had been
cut out of Rhode Island by the enemy." On August D Bany
captured a schooner bound from Bermuda to Ilalifax. He
held the captain and owner, and on arrivin°· at t. G orge
Harbor sent them ashore to " inform the governor tLat unle :-;
all the American' which they had as pri oners were sent 011
board the Alliance he would remain three week to hind r any
vessel from going in or coming out.'' On the ~5th Barry tooln th 30th he wa.
a prize from the Hawk, a privateer.
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informed that a large fleet had sailed from Jamaica which ht·
might overhaul. On September 18 he captured one oftlie,Jamaica fleet and learned tllat the fleet had been scattered. in a gale.
Captures were also made on September 27 and 28, which were
sent to L'Orient, where Barry arrived October 17. .Altogetlier
his captures on this cruise numbered 3 ships, 1 snow, 2 brig ..
1 schooner, and 1 sloop. Some of the prisoners entered the
service under Barry. The others were sent ashore. }late
Kessler records: '' They went with much reluctance. The separation was more like the separation of old friends than that of
individuals at war." This unusual state of affairs aro e from
Barry's method of treating prisoners. "Captains were, if po ·
sible, accommodated with room in his cabi11. The mates were
received by the petty officers. The Jlri vates were placed
among those of the Alliance and enjoyed the same fare. No
confinement or labor was imposed upon them. .Among tbe
prisoners were several officers. The difference between tbe
treatment commonly accorded by Britisli comrnauclers an<l
the treatment which they an<l the privates had received from
Captain Barry made them blush for their country."
On December 9, 1782, the Alliance sailed for a cruise in We. t
India waters, but made no captures. On January 8, 1783, lie
arrived at Martinico, where Barry found orders to proceed to
Havana and · take in specie for Congress. Ile arrived at
Havana on January 17. Here the Alliance remaiued until
March 7, when sbe set sail in company Tl'ith the .Lauzan (~O
guns), which also ha<l Rpecie on board for Congress. On the
passage 110meward bot h Yessels were chased by three frigates.
They were gaining on tlrn Lauza,n, when Barry directed lier
captain to heave bis guns overboard, while the Alliance would
keep by the wind so the Lauzan might escape. In the action
which took place "the euemy :fired a bow gun," record :\lat
Ke sler, '' wl1ich stru •k t11e cabin of the Alliance, but befor'
a half liour her gum, were ilence<l, mid nothing but mu, ketry wa. tired from lier. She ,Yas of 3:3 gnus, aml app arecl
full of me1J. After an action of fotty-five minutes , he becred
off: A, to t11i en<ran· lllent with the ~ 'ibyl-for tbat wa th
nam of the enemy's , hip-her <·ommander, Captain Ya hon.
<lec]ar d in 1 OJ that 11 hacl 11e,·er , e n t .-hip , o ably foucrht
a h Alliance that Ji· had n Y •r r c iv d, uch a drubbing,
aud that 11 wa,' i11<1 bt <l to th aid of hi.- ron ort for bi
• 'c pe.
Th c·o lu , .- and intr pi<lity no 1
than kiU and
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fertility iu cxpe<lients, which Captain Barry di~playcd ou this
occasfon are described in naval annals as truly wonderful.
Every quality of a great naval commander was brought out in
extraordinary brilliancy."
This was the last battle of the Revolutionary war. It bad
been fought while the Triumph was crossing the sea with the
preliminary treaty of peace. The man who had made the first
capture under the Stars and Stripes in the Revolutionary war
had the honor of fighting the last battle of that war under the
same flag.
On March 23, 1783, the Triumph arrived at Philadelphia.
On the next day Congress ordered the recall of all vessels
cruising under the commission of the United States. On April
19, 1783, Washington announced the close of the war and the
disbanding of the Army.
The subsequent history of the Alliance is briefly told. '' Captain Barry went with the Alliance to Virginia, took on board
a load of tobacco on pub lic account, went to Amsterdam, and
returned to Pliiladelphia," is the way in which Mate Kessler
closes his record. On June 3, 1785, Congress ordered the
AUiance to be so]d. She was the last ship of the Confederacy.
At the public sale she was bought by Coburn & Whitehead
for £2,887, or about $7,700. They, in tnrn, sold the shiv to
.Robert Morris, who employed her in the merchant service.
Captain Barry bad not only served bis ado1)ted country well
on sea and on land in contests with its enemies, but for the
sake of securing a more perfect form of government he was
ready to manifest his combativeness fo dealing with those
who opposed the Constitutiou of 1787. The Constitutional Convention had completed its work on September 17, 1787. The
next morning the Pennsylvania delegates to the convention,
h eaded by Benjamin Fran~lin, appeared before the Pennsylvania assembly to announce that they were ready to report,
and on the following day they presented the Federal Constitution. On Septen1ber 29, the la t day but one of the aRsembly's
. ession, an endeavor was made to have a convention called
to act upon the Constitution. Nineteen members opposed it.
When the assembly met the succeeding day it was found that
t he nineteen had absented themselves and that the body lacked
two of a quorum.
Captain Barry, leading a number of citiz ns, w nt to the
lodgings of two of tlie . eceding member,· "and dragged tlrnrn
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to the State house and thrust them into the assembly room
while that body was in session." They desired to retire, as
they had been forcibly brought to the meeting, but the assembly decided that they were present and could not retire with- ,
out permission, which was refused. Tbere now being a quorum
of the house, the minutes state that "the consideration·of the
time of holding a convention to act upon the new Constitution
was resumed and the date :fixed." Tbus Pennsylvania, through
the prompt and forcible action of Captain Barry, was the first
to take steps in the direction of adopting the Federal Constitution. Though the supreme executive council, on appeal of
the opposing members, <lirected the attorney-genera.I to begin
legal proceedings against Captain Barry, no further action
seems to have been taken. In the spring of 1788 he sailed to
China in command of the Asia, whence be returned June 4-,
1789.
The "depredations of the A.lgerine corsairs · on the commerce of the United States rendered it necessary that a naval
force should be provided for its protection." Thus reads the
Act of March 27, 1794, which established the present Navy,
On June 7 President Washington announced the commanders
of the frigates to be built, and the name of John Barry led
all the rest. His commission, yet preserved, is "No. I," and
was signed by Washington, July 4, 1797. "Captain Barry,"
says Cooper's History, '' was the only one of the six surviving captains of the Revolutionary war who was not born in
America, but he bad passed nearly all his life in it, and was
thoroughly identified with his adopted countrymen in interest
and feeling. He had often distinguished himself during
the Revolution, and perhaps of all the naval captains that
remained he was the one who possessed a greater reputation
for experience, conduct, and skill. His appointment met with
general approbation, nor did anything ever occur to give the
Government reason to regret its selection." On A.ugu t 7,
1794, Barry wa appointed "superiutendent of tue frigate to
be built at Philadelphia"-the United States-the :fir t ve el
of our pre ent Navy. Barry visited Georgia to dir ct the election of "the mo t durable wood in the world-the live oak of
Georgia '-to quote from hi letter of December 18 1794, to
the Secretary of War. On May IO, 1797, the frigate United
tate wa. laun h d amid th acclaim of all Philadelphia.
Th record of the avy Depal'tment how that on June 3,
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1798, Barry was given authority to capture French armed
vessels. On .July 11, 1798, Barry received orders to "take tlrn
Delaioare, Captain Decatur, under your command and proceed without delay to Cape Cod, where you wm be joined by
the Herald, Captain Sever: of 20 guns, and a revenue cutter
of 14 guns from Boston. With this force you ·will proceed
with all practicable speed to the West Indies and so dispo8e
of the vessels uncler your command as to afford the greatest
chance of falling in with the French armed vessels. The
o~ject of the enterprise is to do as much injnry to the armed
vessels and to make as mauy captures as possible, consistent
with a due regard to the security of our own."
The Herald and the Boston cutter ,Yere unprepared, and
Barry, with Decatur, proceeded on the expedition to tlle
isla11ds. He returned to Philadelphia September 21, 1798,
bringing about 100 Frenchmen and negroes as prisoners, mostly
from tbe Le Ja,loux, which be had captured. Stoddert, Secretary of the Navy, wrote President Adams that'' Barry lrnd
returned too soon," his reasons being "the apprehensiou of the
hurricanes," and that "the result of tue enterprise had fallen
very far short of his hopes." Ou September 28, 1708, orders
were given Barry to cruise to the eastward until November 15.
On December 7, 1798, the Secretary of the Navy notified
Barry that the employment of our naval force in the West
Indies this winter "had been determined upon, and that the
frigates United States and Constitution, the Washington (32
guns), the Merrimac (24 guns), and four or five more V<'ssels of
nearly the same force as the latter, wm, by order of the President, be under your immediate command, to be employed as
your knowledge of those seas and your judgrnen t shall suggest
in active operations for the protecfaon of our commerce and
the capture or destruction of French armed vessels."
On March 15 the Secretary of the Navy ·wrote Barry in the
West Indies to seud the Constitution to Bo -ton and the Washington to Newport, and added: "I am sorry your health is not
quite restored, which, liowever, I attribute more to your vexation for not being able to fall in with the Mou. ieur than to tlie
effect of the climate." Barry himself returned to Philadelphia
with the United States in 1\Iay, leavjng the other ves.-el und r
the command of Captain Truxton. In June, 1709, a.fter t11e
United States had been refitted, he wa again order d to "protect our defen eless coast." This service was di cbarg d until
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October 21, when Barry, then at Newport, R. I., receh·e<l. order

to take Ellsworth, Davie, and Murray to France as envov
extraordinary.
·
On the return of the United States she was again refittecl
and prepared for service. On December 6, 1800, the Secretary of the Navy directed Barry " to proceed to St. Kitt
and assume command of your squadron on the Gaudaloupe
station," saying that it was "difficult to prescribe the conduct
to l>e pursued toward French national ships, when unofficial
accounts say a treaty has been made and no official accounts
have been received on the subject." He was instructed, however, to capture such ships if he believed that they still captured American vessels. "And in no state of things will it be
right for you to avoid encounters with them should they be
sought on their part." News of the treaty having be.e-a
received, and the Senate having consented thereto on March
23, 1801, orders were sent Barry directing the return of tbe
squadron in the West Indies under his command. At the end
of April the United States arrived at Philadelphia. On Mayl
Barry was ordered to bring her to ·washington, which was now
the seat of government. He was also directed to give" his
opinion of tlie respective merits of the most promising officer
so that the Preside11 t might select the 9 captains, 36 lieutenants, and 150 midshipmen which the act prodding for the
naval peace establishment empowered the President to name.i
At Washington the United States, the :first sl~ip of the Navy,
was dismantled and put ont of commission. Barry was permitted to return to Philadelphia, "there to remain until the
Government again requires your service, of which you will be
reasonably apprised."
On the 11th of June the Secretary of the Navy addres ·ed
Barry as follows: "It is particularly pleasing to me to ha Ye
the graWication of informing you that the President ba beeu
J)lea ed to select you as one of tho e who are to be retained in
tlrn . rvice." The recordR of tlrn avy Department how tlrn
performance of ,ariou duties, such a te. ting cannon until
in Augu t, 1 02, Barry liad to plead that bis health would not
permit him to proceed to Ilavre de Grace, Md., "to prove a
number of cannon at Colonel Ilugbe, 's ·\'rork ." But be ti11
continued to act with Cavtain Dale and Bainbridge a xamin r of offic r
ki11g promotion.
Th Tripolitan w r a thi time giving much trouble to
m ri an <· mmer · . On
·ember 22, 1 02, S ·retary mith
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notified Barry that "we shall have occasion to keep a small
force in the Mediterranean, and upon the return of Commodore Morris we shall expect your services at that station."
But tlie brave old Commodore was now unfitted by reason of
ill health to serve his country and defend its honor. The
last scene in his eventful history was approaching. He had
braved death and feared it not amid fire of battle. On the
13th of September, 1803, he faced it for the last time. "In
the full belief in the doctrines of the Gospel;" ran the original inscription on bis tomb, "he resigned himself into the
arms of bis Redeemer." He was buried in St. Mary's graveyard, South Fourth street, Philadelphia.
'' There aro gallap.t hearts whose glory
Columbia loves to name,
Whose deeds shall live in story
And everlasting fame.
But never yet one braver
Our starry banner bore
Than saucy old Jack Barry,
The Irish Commodore."

XVI.-AGREEMENT OF 1817-REDUCTION OF NAVAL FORCES
UPON THE AMERICAN LAKES.

By J.M. CALLAHAN,
OF JOHNS HOPKINS UNIVERSITY.
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AGREEMENT OF 1817.-REDUCTION OF NAVAL FORCES UPON
THE AMERICAN LAKES.

By J. M.

CALLAHAN.

The inland waterway which stretches along the northern
border of the United States was the theater of warlike movement and of desperate conflict from a time previous to the discoveries of Champlain till the close of the war of 1812. The
conflict between savage tribes became a. struggle between two
powerful European nations, until at last the supremacy of
England on the new contiuent was assured. But the AngloSaxon bad not won for England alone. The liberty-loving
colonists who were battling with the forest and making a new
life south of the lakes claimed the right to govern themselves
in their new home. The struggle by which they secured the
lakes as their northern boundary did not end until their claims
had been emphasized by fleets and diplomacy in a war which
has since been, perhaps, well characterized as "unwise and
unnecessary," although the :fiery speeches of fascinating Americans and the slowness of the British Government in repealing
the "orders in council" made it appear unavoidable at that
time.
With the close of the war came the almost universal desire
for p eace. In England a few wanted to send Wellington to
America to direct a continuation of the war; in America a
few favored. the conquest of Canada; but the thinking people
r eceived the news of peace with gla,dness. J efl:'er on wrote
that Quebec and Halifax would have been taken, but that
peace and reconciliation were better than conquest by war.
He had not lost confidence in tbe , trength of' the R public,
hut he hoped that the motto of "Carthago delcnda e t'' might
not be forced upon it. It was a tirrie for repres ion of p~vH. Doc. 201-24
369
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sion rather than for the perpetuation of hatred. J e:ffersou'
advice conc-erning the ''inscription for the Capitol which the
British burnt" was that it should be brief and so no pas ion
could be imputed to it.
Peace bad been concluded at Ghent amidst the festivities of
Christmas eve in 1814, and as soon as the slow-sailing craft
of that day could traverse the waters of the Atlantic the
news was proclaimed in America on each side of the lake .
But entire peace could not be guaranteed by proclamation.
How was the Temple of Janus to be kept closed f Manifestly,
the most apparent danger of future collisions would lie iu the
relations of the two peoples along tlle northern limits of the
United States. While Jefferson was trying to "eradicate
the war feeling which the newspapers bad nourished " and
wishing for the two "countries to shake bands together'
what measures should be adopted to lessen the possible source
of future misunderstandings, as well as to accelerate the return
of fraternal feelings, desires, and actions f The development
of the N ortbwest was affected by the presence of British troop
in Canada and of British vessels on the lakes. How should
this danger be avoided f These were questions which the wise,
well-trained leaders of 1815 had before their minds.
Perhaps no better leaders could have been selected for the
hour. They consulted only tbe interests of the country. They
had uo axe to grind at the expense of the public peace. Their
statesmanship did not sink into morbid abuse of some fancied
enemy. Tbey and the people for whom they stood, when they
looked back and saw that the world had moved, began to look
forward for the things that 8hould grow in the new era of quickening activity, when great cities would be erected along the
south shores of the iimitary lakes.
"The statesmen of that period, sincerely desirous of establishing a lasting peace, applied their minds on both ide to
P,ffective arrangements which would render these water neutral." They saw at once that if peace were merely to lead to a
:perpetual race in naval construction, such a peace would be
only temporary and expensive. Building of naval ve el
would bave gone on ad libitum, possibly ad infinitum greatly
to the emolument of shipbuild r , perhap , but at the ri k of
, train cl r lation between the nited State and Canada.
The fir , ngge:tion of th ic1 a, of making tbe Jake region
nc•ntral app ar. to J1av originated clnring the admini tration
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of President Washington, and by the President himself, as a
means of preserving peace at borne. On May 6, 1794, Mr.
Randolph, Secretary of State, wrote to Mr. Jay, who bad been
sent to neg(?tiate a treaty with England, that in case the" subject of a commercial treaty be listened to," it would be well to
consider as one object the following: "In peace no troops to
be kept within a limited distance of the lakes." There is no
record of this subject haviug- been considered in the negotiations. Jay's treaty clearly gave Great Britain the advantage
ou the lakes, much to the disappointment of Mr. Madison and
others, but probably no better terms could have been secured
at that time. It permitted British subjects "to navigate all
the lakes, rivers, and waters of the United States up to the
highest ports of entry;" but it was expressly stated that "vessels of the Unite(l States were not to be admitted into the
seaports, harbors, bays, pr creeks of His Majesty's American
dominions." By it the lake trade fell into the hands of the
British, and by means of tlie Jake trade they secured an influence over the Indians of the Northwest, which they were able
to retain ti11 the war of 1812.
During that war the Americans were at first determined to
shut tbe British out from the lakes. In this they were largely
successful by force of arms, but in diplomacy it was considered
inexpedient to insist upon securing control of the lakes. Such
a policy would probably ha,ve broken off negotiations at the
time, for Great Britain would hardly have given up such a
great advantage to commerce, especially wJ1en she feared the
dangers of conquest of her upper provinces by the Americaus.
By these considerations the Americau commissioners at Ghent
were led to stand for ''terms of reciprocity honorable to both
countries." Wbeu tbe British commissioners were proposing
that Great Britain should have military occupation of tbe
lakes, the Americans asked only a renewal of the former
boundary through the middle of the lakes and ''perfect reciprocity" iu such matters as naval forces and fortifications.
Lord Cast,l ereagh from tbe first desired to prevent a coute. t
for naval ascendency upon the lakes. Ju bis letter to the
British commissioners, August 14, 1814, he said that a bouu(lary
line equally dividing tlie Jakes, with a right of each nation to
arm, both upou the lakes and upon the . bores, was calculat d
to create a rivalry for ascendency jn peace as well as in war.
This appeared to be 011e reason wuy he thong-ht the Briti.-11, as
"the weaker power upon the North A111erica11 couti11eut, 'shonld
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have military occupation of both shores of the lakes, iu ca:
the former territorial limits were left undisturbed and the
.A.merieans were allowed free commercial navigation. He
thought under these conditions armaments would not be needed.
But Lord Castlereagh's proposal to disarm was not based upon
the principle of reciprocity. It may, however, have sugge tecl
to the minds of the .American commissioners the idea of mutual
disarmament. There is an intimation of the idea, at least, in
their reply to the British commissioners (dated August 24,
1814), in which they are "at a loss to discover by what rule
of perfect reciprocity the United States can be required to
renounce their equal right of maintaining a naval force upon
those lakes and of fortifying their own shores, while Great
Britain reserves exclusively the correspondiug rights to herself." Though the United States had no guns upon the lakes
before the war, she did 11ot propose to give up her guns now
and go back to her former condition in this respect. She
desired to see England propose a more liberal and amicable
policy toward .America.
The Government at Washington early in the war apprehended what would be the probable policy of the Briti li.
Monroe instructed the commissioners April 15, 1813, under the
proffered Russian mediation: "You will avoid also any stipulation which might restrain the United States from increa ing
their naval force to any extent they may think proper on th
lakes held in common; or excluding the British traders from
navigation of the lakes and rivers exclusively within our own
jurisdiction." At this time, it should be noted, past experience
and conditions made it appear necessary for the United State
to keep a superiority of naval force on the lake . N eutralization of these waters was probably not thought of at that time.
Even as late as January 28, 1814, Monroe tl10ught that parti ·ipation in the dominion and navigation of the lake by Great
Britain would be a source of d anger of the renewal of the war.
It appear· that the fir. t definite propo ition of di armame11 ..
on the Jake wa made by Ir. Gallatin. It wa on eptember
6, 1 14, when it
em d tl.tat negotiatiou could noii' proceed.
ayard manifi ·t d. om .. ymptom of ·once ·ion to the Briti h
pr po al: an . . Ir. allatiu propo ed to offer, at l a t to re£ r to h
rnm nt a ' tipnlation for di armin<
Iak ,.
lam obje ted t bi. a~ not
wi hp i fr in tru ·t ion .
re the matter
r l ahl forth r Ii, u. . d y th Am r-
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ican commissioners, as a subsequent note seems to indicate.
Their :firm, but friendly, reply of September 9 was a factor in
drawing from the British commissioners a more favorable reply,
in which they asserted that tbey had "never stated that the
exclusive military possession of the lakes * * * was a sine
qua non in the negotiation," and that after the Indian question
should be adjusted they could make a final proposition on the
subject of Canadian boundaries "so entirely founded on principles of moderation and justice" that they felt confident it
could not be rejected. The nature of this proposition is uot
stated. It was never brought forward: nor was any explanation
given of what was intended by the offer. But the American
commissioners supposed they intended to propose the mutual
reduction of armaments, and on September 26 pledged themselves to meet such proposition with perfect reciprocity." 1 This
1 Mr. Clay, on October 9, however, was for rejecting any proposition to
disarm upon the lakes if a proposed article by the British (ultimatum on
Indian pacification) was admitted; because he considered that the two
articles together would deliver thew hole Western country up to the mercy
of the Indians.

supposition is not stated in any of the official notes to the
Department of State. Gallatin, however, wrote to Mr. Monroe
on October 26:
The right of preserving our naval forces on the lakes to any extent we
please is a sine qua non by onr instructions. Supposing the British to propose a mutual restriction in that respect, either partial or total, should we
still adhere to the sine qua non f

Clay wrote a private note to Monroe on the same day, in
which he says that the rece11t events at Vienna anu in America had encouraged a hope for an early peace, but be does not
allude to Gallatin's note. It is probable that Gal1atin wrote
without cousulting the other members of the comrnission. No
reply to his note is fou11d; in fact, if one was ever sent, it could
not have reached liim until after the Uhristmas eve when the
terms of peace bad been agreed upon.
Gouverneur Morris, who bad been desirous for peace, and
not desirfJu for Canada, during the negotiations al o, uggested
the idea of disarmament. But his idea differed from that of
Galiatin by being proposed a a matter of economy. On
October 17, 1814, be wrote to Ron. William Welles:
It would he wise to stipulate that neither party should bav ships of
war on the lakes nor forts on their shores. Both are au idle ancl useless
expense.
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He added:
If they had there forty ships of the line and a dozen Gibraltars, we <lould
with great ease take Canada.

The work of reducing the expense of naval forces on the
lakes began very soon after the peace. Mr. Jackson, of Virginia, on Febmary 17, 1815, offered a resolution that the uanl
committee be instructed to inquire and report to what extent
the United States Navy ou the lakes could be reduced cousistent with public interest. It was felt that while the United
States forces ought to some extent to be regulated by that of
Great Britain, all useless expenditure should be retrenched.
It was not the policy of the United States Government to fight
to prevent a possible i11jury at a distant day. The Government expected peace and began to prepare for it. By act of
February 27, 1815, the President was authorized'' to cause all
armed vessels of the United States on the lakes to be sold or
laid up, except such as be may deem necessary to enforce
proper execution of reveuue Jaws; such vessels being first
divested of their armament, tackle, and furniture, which are
to be carefully preserved."
·
When Napoleon, dissatisfied with the small portion of tlle
map of Europe that had been allotted to him, issued forth
from Elba to disturb the congress of map revisers at Vienna
the danger of a renewal of the war was apprehended in
America. Madison wrote Monroe on May 5, '' If Napoleon i:
restored, England and France will again pillage .America.'
But he believed that while the United States must maintain
her ground and fight for her rights, she must avoid being a
party to the European war. The nation was unwilli11g· to
relinqui h tbe rights for which it had contended, but, at th
same time, it was ready to support the Government in ·uch
measure as were '' best adapted to prevent a renewal of the
war." The continuation of the war between France and Englaud was fortunately averted, and there wa one le · ourc
of po ible co11tentio11 between England aud the United
tate.
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Mutual surrender of the frontier forts was not ma<le a,t once
after the war. There were suspicions on both sides of insincerity. Dallas wrote Monroe on May 28 that "we must be on
our guard." Hostility of the Indians had not ceased. Some
of the British officers had persisted in influencing them. It
was found, however, that they showed a disposition for peace
as fast as the British gav~ up the posts. By the commercial
convention of 1815, in the interest of peace 1 the United States
refused to allow the British to trade with the Indians in United
States territory, though it cost her the use of the St. Lawrence
River.
Troubles were also arising concerning jurisdiction. The
Americans complained of the conduct of the British officers in
pursuing deserters into American territory, and in otherwise
violating international usage. On the other hand, the British
complained of the attempts of a United States officer on the
frontier to seduce soldiers from the British service.
The authorities at Washington saw a greater probable source
of future trouble in the evident intention of tlie British to
increase their naval force upon the lakes. They had built
several new vessels just before the peace, and the London newspapers in August, 1815, had announced that the British cabinet
had determined not only to maintain, but also to augment, the
armed naval force on the lakes. The fact that an American
merchant vessel upon Lake Erie, where the Americans had
been dismantling their vessels, bad been fired upon by a British
armed vessel, will show that there was reason for fearing the
results of further augmentation.
On July 22, when taking measures to prevent a United
States officer from influencing soldiers to desert from the
British service, Mr. Monroe, in a letter to Mr. Baker (who was
temporarily representing the British Government at Washington), seems to intimate the necessity of a reciprocal stipulation
in regard to naval forces. At a later date, probably in November, Mr. Monroe had a conversation with Mr. Baker coucerning the ubject. On December 6, after reporting to Mr. Bak r
an inquiry into the case of Lieutenant Vidal, who had be n
fined for riot while pursuing offenders into American territory,
J\fr. Monroe wrote:
This Government is sincerely desirous, as I had the honor to intimate to
you in a late interview, to make such arrangemeuts r el::ttiog to the force
to be kept on the lakes, and to the intercourse hetween tli.o nitecl ,'tates
aud the British provinces in that quarter, as will effectually prev •nt th se
evils.
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Jolm Quincy Adams was at this time minister of the United
States to London. The information which be had sent on
August 29 as to the intentions of the British Government to
increase its force on the lakes was confirmed by later new
from that quarter, which showed that preliminary measure
had been taken. This arming appeared foolish, for it is hardly
likely that England could have competed with the United
States on the lakes if a policy was adopted of having rival
fleets to parade those waters in time of peace. But tbe United
States, anxious for the preservation of peace, was disposed to
disarm there. Secretary Monroe wrote to Mr. Adams November 16:
It is evident, if each party augments its force there with a view to obtain
the ascendency over the other, that vast expense will be incurred and the
danger of collisinns augmented in like degree. The President is sincerely
desirous to prevent an evil which it is presumed is equally to be deprecated by both Governments. He therefore authorizes you to propose to
the British GoYernment such an arrangement respecting the naval force
to be kept on the lakes by both Governments as will demonstrate their
pacific policy and secure their peace. He is willing to confine it, on each
side, to a certain moderate number of armed vessels, and the smaller the
number the more agreeable to him; or to abstain al together from an armed
force beyond that used for revenue. You will bring this subject under the
consideration of the British Government immediately after the receipt of
this letter.

In accordance with these instructions, Mr. Adams brought
the matter to the attention of Lord Castlereagh on January
25, 1816. He called his attention to the fact that Canada bad
been the source of disagreement in the past, and that it might
be a source of "great and frequent animosities hereafter
unless guarded against by the vigilance, firmness, and decidedly pacific dispositions of the two Governments." The proposal of Adams to disarm on the lakes was well received by
Lord Castlereagh. He said that everything beyond what wa
neces ary to prevent smuggling was " calculated only to pro.duce mi chief;" but he was cautious, and was inclined to look
farther than to the pacific disposition which wa manifested.
As at Ghent, he still thought that the lakes should belong to
one party, thereby ren<leriug armaments 1inuece sary. Looking with u picion to the advantage of the American in being
near t the lake , he till thougllt that Engla~d, a th weaker
party, h ulcl have con.troll cl them and that in order to prepea e they bould have b en made a "large and wide
r
na ural separation
twe u the two territorie . He feared
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that an engagement for mutual disarmament would give the
United States too much advantage in case of war. To this
Adams replied that the engagement would be in favor of Great
Britain; that the United States would have her hands tied
until the moment of actual war; and that it was impossible
for war to arise suddenly without a condition of tllings which
would give Great Britain sufficient time to get ready to build
armaments on the lakes at the same time with the United
States.
Lord Castlereagh proposed to submit the proposals to his
Government for its consideration, but after the conference had
ended, Mr. Adams had little hope for even an arrangement to
limit the force to be kept in actual service. While Bathurst
was the only real warlike man in the ministry, the apparent
disinclination of Lord Castlereagh, who was probably better
disposed than the rest of the ministry, did not leave a favor.able
indication. Adams felt that the British ministry suspected
some strategic point to be at the bottom of the proposition.
The "frank and unsuspecting confidence" in which the idea
originated had not been appreciated. He desired that peace
should be cemented by" that mutual reliance on good faith, far
better adapted to the maintenance of national harmony than
thejealous and exasperating defiance of complete armor." On
March 21 he renewed the proposal to" mutually and equally
disarm upon the ~t\..merican lakes;" and, with the hope that it
might be entertained in the same sincerely friendly spirit in
which it was made, he emphasized the fact that there were
abundant securities against the possibility of any sudden
alttack upon the colonies which a '' guarded and cautious
policy of Great Britajn might fear."
But the debates in Parliament gave little evidence that the
proposal would be con idered. They were upon the principle
of pre erving peace by being prepared for war. An e]emeut
in both countries was urgi11g this policy, not because there was
any danger of war, perhap , but rnther to keep up 'Yith other
lines of development. Mr. Goulbum, wlio had been one of the
British commissioners at Ghent, 'wrote to Mr. Olay (March 8,
1816) as follows:
You are fighting the same hattle in merica tlJat w e are here, i. e.,
putting peace establishments on a footing not unbecoming the growth of
population and empire iu which they arc to be maintaine<l. It is impo. sible that either country shoulcl feel jealous of the other so long as the aug-
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mentation does not exceed. the necessity of the case, and I have not heard
an argument anywhere to prove that it does so exceed in either ca e. I
can relieve your apprehensions as to the hostile movement of Enrrland
in
0
any part of the globe.

This wa.s certainly a friendly statement of the case. l\Ir.
A.dams, however, did not take the same view of the matte1.
He was watching the speeches of the "Jingoes," and they were
more than a nightmare on his mind. In a letter to l\lr. l\Iouroe on March 30 he said:
In all the late debates in Parliament upon what they call their military
and naval peace establishment, the prospect of a ne\v war with the Gnited
States has been distinctly held up by the ministers and admitted by the
opposition as a solid reason for enormous and unpa,r alleled expenditure
and preparation in Canada and Nova Scotia. We hear nothing now al>ont
the five :fir frigates and the bits of striped bunting. The strain i ' in a
higher mood. Lord Castlereagh talks of the great and growing military
power of the United States. The Marqu is of Lansdowne, au oppo 'ition
leader, and one of the loudest trumpeters for retrenchment and econom~·,
still commends the ministers for having been beaten into the polic-y of
having a naval superiority upon the lakes. And one of the lords of the
Aclrniralty 1 told. the House of Commons last Monday that bumuoat expeditions and pincbback administrations woulu do no longer for Uanada;
that Englishmen must Jay their account for fighting battles m fleets of
three-deckers on the North American lakes. All this is upon the principle
of preserving peace by being prepared for war. But it shows to demonstration what will be the fate of the proposal for disarming.

A.dams, in his letter to Lord Oastlereagh on March 21, had
shown the evil effects of an armed peace on the lakes. Be ide:
the expense, it would '' operate as a continual stimulus of u picion and of ill will" betweeu the people on the frontier. Be
believed that the "moral and political tendency of uch a y tem must be to war and not to peace." The condition of affair
was certainly not such as to encourage him to expect much
consideration otf hi!'., proposal.
The crisis iu Parliament appears to have been pa sed soon
afWt" April 5. On that day A.dams wrote that even the murmurs again t large e 'tablL hments had nearly cea ed. He wa
therefore much urpti. ed, a few day. later, when Lord a tlereagh reque ted au interview to inform him that the Briti ·h
Government wa. ready to meet th propo al of the Unit d
tat
o far a' to avoi I mTerythiug like a contention
between the tw partie, which ·hould bave the tronge t
fore 'on th lak ,· and b, t th had no de ·ire to Lav any
hip.'
xcep what min-ht b
1

Ir. J . (;or<lon.
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11eedcd "to convey troops occa~ioually." It appears that
Lord Castlereagh was prepared to enter into an agreement
upon the subject, but Adams di<l. not feel like concluding the
arrangement without further instructions. For this reason it
was agreed that the negotiations be transferred to Washington, and that power and instructions should be sent to Mr.
Bagot, the British minister to the United States. Adams
wanted all the effects of a positjve arrangement to begin at
once, however. In fact, his letter to Monroe on April 15 shows
that he understood that it was "agreed that llO new or additional force should be commenced upon the lakes on either
side for the present." But no notes were exchanged to this
effect. The United States Government would probably, at
this time, have been willing to let the force remain unchanged
in order to stop the danger of further increase. This evil was
the first one to be avoided. Monroe referred to its "dangerous tendency" in a letter to Adams on May 3; and on May 21,
before he had heard of the decision of the British Governrneut to meet the proposal to disarm, in another letter to Mr.
Adams, he said that while that proposal expressed the views
of the President, he woulcl, nevertbelesR, be "satisfied to prevent the augmentation of the force, leaving it on both sides in
the present state, and when it is considered that Great Britain
has the ascendency on Lake Ontario, which appears more
immediately on Canada, and that the United States have it
on Erie and Iluron, whfoh is important only in relation to the
savages within our limits, it is not perceived on what ground
it can be refused."
Late events on the lakes, however, soon made it apparent
that more efficient measures should be adopted. On June 8
General Cass sent the news that British naval officers at
Malden had been boarding American vessels which passed
there, in search of deserters. None had actually been taken, and
the conduct was "presumed not to have the sanction of the
British Government," but it was none the less a violation of the
rights of the United States, and Adams was asked to present
the matter for the early attention of the British GO'rnrnment. 1
After his interview with Mr. Adams on April 15, Lord
1 .J. Graham (acting under ,'ecretary Monroe), in a letter to President
Madison on .June 25, threw the mantle of charity oYer the affair by saying
that "r,ossibly the measure was aclopted more with a view of preveutiug
tbeir men from going on hoard Fnitecl States vessels than with any serious
intention of violatiHg rights of the nited, tat<'s."
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Castlereagh was prompt in notifying Mr. Bagot of his power
to act in the matter of arranging naval forces as well as the
matter of :fisheries. When the news reached America of the
apparently sudden change in the attitude of the British Government, there was some speculation as to the probable cau e.
Was the prosperity of England on the decline! Or wa
England acting from purely humanitarian motives, Or did
she fear some new trouble f Dallas wrote President Madison
on June 26 that '' Lord Castlereagh's overtures to arrange
the question of armament on the lakes are probably suggested
by the apprehension of a new commotion in Europe."
In the early part of July Mr. Bagot gave Secretary Monroe
information of the new powers which had been given him, but
did not enter into a full discussion. Monroe wrote .A.dams on
July 8 that he had not yet learned the" nature and extent'
of his power. Re had written to President Madison the day
before, stating that Bagot had informed him that he would
enter upon the subject of naval force after the question of
:fisheries had been arranged. In his own mind the adjustmen t
of the lake armaments was first. . Thinking some new idea
on the subject might have been suggested to the President' ·
mind since he had approved the instructions sent to .A.dams,
Monroe askect him for his sentiments, as well as direction , in
the matter. Mr. Madison responded promptly on July 11.
He did not see why Mr. Bagot should desire to suspend an
arrangement of naval forces until the subject of fisheries bad
been disposed ot: Re saw no connection between the two;
and he said that '' an immediate attention to the former is the
more necessary, as it is said an enlargement of the Briti h
forces, particularly on Erie, is actually going on." He said it
would be far better to suspend this enlargement till negotiations concerning it were concluded. To him it now eemed
expedient to stipulate: "(1) That no increase of exi tin(J'
armament hould take place; (2) that exi ting armaments b
laid up; (3) that revenue cutters, if allowed at all, be reduced
to the minimum of ·iz and force."
On the latter point he thought there might be advantage in
communication with overnor Ca s, or with other who were
acquainted with it. He a k d: "Wha,t i the practice with
re pect to j uri diction on th lak
I it common to both
partie over tb w liol
wn ide of
tb <li iding lin .
uo-o-e t d that the reo·ulation of revenu ·u t r might b in flu n d by the 1ue tiou of jnri di ion.
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Monroe, probably feeling that there was no chance of makiI1g
any immediate arrangement with ·Mr. Bagot, had gone down
to Loudoun for a few days to rest from the cares of public toil.
It does not appear that he ever communicated with General
Cass in regard to the question of r0venue cutters. During the
absence of Mr. Monroe in the country it seems that Mr. Bagot
had given the matter of naval forces some consideration, aud
was more ready to discuss the subject. He wrote a letter to
Mr. Monroe, and Mr. Graham sent it to the President on July
13, to get his opinion before Mr. Monroe should give his reply ,.
upon bis return. The substance of this letter is not found at
the Department of State, but the following letter from Madison to Monroe on J u1y 21 will indicate that there had been
further discussion of the subject:
I have received yours of the 21st. 1 I hope Mr. Bagot, if willing to
arrange iu any mode a reciprocity on the lakes, will immediately issue
instructions to discontinue augmentations or preparations of force on the
British side. The state of the size on our side will correspond without
instructions; but a communication to .the proper officer .of what may be
the British intentions will be proper. There can be no inconvenience to
Mr. Bagot in taking such a course. The measure suggested may be provisional till a more formal arrangement be ma-de, or converted into a
permanent arrangement, as may be found best.

After Monroe's return from London, he had several conversations with Mr. Bagot upon the subject of the naval
armaments upon the lakes, and he ''thought at one time that
tbey would agree;" but when Monroe put his ideas in writing
and sent the papers to Mr. Bagot informally, the latter would
not subscribe bis name to them. As a reason, he intimated
that there was some difficulty as to his powers. Monroe, seeing there was "little probability of his being able to do anything immediately with J\fr. Bagot" in relation to the fisheries
and to the reduction of naval forces, decided to leave again
the hot miasmatic atmosphere of the capital and to return into
the country. Under the circumstances it seemed unnecessary
for him to remain in Washington to wait for Bagot' reply.
The reply came soon after the departure of Mr. Monroe. Mr.
Graham sent a copy of it to the President on July 29, and
said:
This was forwarded to Mr. Monroe, and by his directions I nows nd it
to you. His answer will be sent here by the next mail and is to be forwarded to you before it is ent to Mr. Bagot.
1

Mistaken elate.
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This "reply" was, doubtless, Mr. Bagot's letter of July 2G
which formally opened the negotiations at Wasbi11gton by
stating that jn relation to the naval armaments on the lake..
the Prince Regen ti" in the spirit of the most entire confidence:.
was ready to adopt "any reasonable system" which wonlcl
contribute to economy, to peacefulness, and to the remo val of
jealousy. The "answer" which Monroe was to Rend "by the
next mail" was, therefore, his letter of August 2, in which lie
submitted the "precise project'' which was desired. The
, details of the proposal were given as follows_:
I have the honor now to state that the President is willing, in the ·pirit
of the peace which so h appily exists between the two nations, an<l until
the proposed arrangement sha11 be canceled in the manner hereinafter
Fiuggestecl, to confine the naval force to be maintained on the lakes on each
side to the following vessels, that is: On Lake Ontario, to one ve :el not
exceeding 100 tons burthen and one 18-ponnd cannon, aml on the uppn
lakes to two vessels of like burthen and force, and on the waters of Lako
Champlain to one vessel not exceeding the like burthen antl force; aiul
tbat all other armed vessels on those lakes shall be forthwith dismantled,
and likewi se that neither party shall build or arm any other ve,·sel on the
sbores of those lakes.
That the naval force thus retained by each party on the Jak es shall l,e
restricted in its duty to the protection of its revenue laws, the transportation of troops and goods, and to such other sen·ices as will in no re pect
interfere with the armed vessels of the other party.
That should either of the parties be of opinion hereafter that thi:
arrangement did not accomplish the object intended by it, and he <lesiron
of annulHng it, and giYe notice thereof, it shall be void and of no effect
after the expiration of * * * months from the date of suc_h notice.

Monroe stated that immediate effect migl1t be given to thi~
project by convention or by ill tercbange of notes, or that if
Bagot bad to wait for the sanction of hi s Government, a provisional reciprocal arrangeme11t might be made. Ile abo
state,l that, jn case 1fr. Bagot's powers were 11ot adequate to
do more, he would b<> willing- to concur in the sn p nsion of
fnrtlier au 0 ·mentation or equipment of ve :-;eh; for the lake ·
named.
fr. Bagot bad uo objection to any of th d tail~ of th ·
propo. ition, but he announced Jd Jack of authority to conc1n<l
<lefiuitely a11 agre m nt a.· to details without first ,·nbmittin"
it to hi: }o,· ·rnment for it: (•on, i<lemtion of point ·01rne •t l
with th internal aclmi11i tration ' of the province: and a to
th naYal a.·:i.~tan<·e nec·e::ar~· for th, ordinar;\~ lm:ines: of ,
I> ace ~: tahli:hment. Ju th 111 •,wtimr., li w,: nm, i11ing- to
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give effect to a mutual suspension of construction, equipment,
and exertion on the lakes.
Monroe now proposed (August 12) in order that the arrangement should be equal, to adopt the detailed project of August
2 as a "provisional arrangement." But Bagot did not feel
"authorized to make, even provisionally, any precise agreement as to the exact manner" of limiting the forces on the
lakes. His power appeared to be limited, as Monroe wrote to
Adams (August 13), "to a right to agree to suspend the further
augmentation of the naval force on those waters, without fixing its maximum by any rational standard to the number of
vessels which might be necessary."
Mr. Monroe stated to him, in his note of Aug-ust 4, that
if his power did not extend further than this, tho U 11ited
States Government would, upon receipt of a statement of tbo
British force on the lakes and an assurance that it would
not be further augmented, confine the Ullited States force to
the same limits. Mr. Bagot agreed the next day to fnrnish the
statement of the force as soon as he could get information on
the subject, and closed his note by saying: "I can, in the
meantime, give you the assurance that all further augmentation of it will be immediately suspended."
Since the specific proposition had to be referred to Lord
Castlereagh, Mr. Monroe thought it probable that the conclusion of the negotiations would revert to Mr. Adams. In his
letter of August 13, to Adams, be spoke of the obvious advantage of this as he (.A.dams) was "already authorized to treat
on other important subjects.n A.dams was not inclined to see
any advantage in it. It came in the 11ature of another surprise
to him. When he received Mr. Monroe's letter he appears to
have been inclined to question the sincerity of the existing
Oabiuet, whose policy appeared to him to be one of subterfuge', or refusals to 11egotiate, "or of expedients having all the
features of refusal except its can<lor." Ile was tired of <lelays
aud surprises and uncertainties upon this subject. It was a
jugglery of" now you see it, and now you don't," and he teared
tbat the Americans were the credulous auditor ' who had been
made fools in the game. Wllen, on January 25, he made his
proposal "for di arming, or at least for limiting armaments
upon the lakes," he was convinced from the manner iu which
it was receiyecl that it would not be accepted. Bnt in April
he wa:;; "assured" hy Lor<l Castlereagh that the Government
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was disposed fully to meet the proposition, and that Ir. Bagot
should immediately be authorized to enter into formal stipulation for the purpose. And as it now appeared probable that
Bagot's power would terminate in a reference back to his own
Government, Adams was lead to suspicion that England was
simply amusing the United States while preparing her defense'.
He wrote Monroe September 27 that, "while Mr. Bagot was
negotiating and receiving your specific.proposition to be tran ·
mitted here, 52,000 tons of ordnance stores have been di patched to Canada with the avowed purpose of arming tbeir
new constructed forts and new built ships upon the lake .1'
Monroe agreed with Adams (November 14) that it appeared
that the British policy was to amuse, and was aware of the
supply of cannon and munitions of war to Oallada, but hi,
recent communication with Mr. Bagot gave him more confidence in the sincerity of the British Government. By the clo e
of the year there was more evidence to give assurance of good
intentions and growing promptness. Its disposition of prompt
activity in preventing actual confl.ict on the border may be
here noticed.
On August 29 Mr. Adams had called Castlereagh's attention
to the improper conduct of the commander of the Briti ·h
armed ve.ssel Tecumseh in permitting men from Lis ve el to
board several United States ve~sefa upou Lake Erie in an
improper manner. Castlereagh, fully "persuaded that mea ·
ures no less reciprocal" would be taken by the· United State,,
at once issued positive instructions to the civil, military, and
naval autliorities in North America to discourage by every
means such proceedings in the future, and to pursue a conduct
showing an amicable disposition. Even before Adam· had
presented this complaint to Lord Oastlrreagb, other imilar
acts had been committed, and it was inferred that they were
'' in compliance with a 'ystem' which theBriti h ommander
in 1anada thought it tlleir duty to pursue.
Ou July 26 General Ca wrote Monroe (G neral IcOom·
aL·owrotetoth~ e 1· taryofvVar)complaiujno·ofth improp r
condu ·t of a Briti h offi ·er of th Briti ' harm d ve"el Huron
iu boardin<r an meri ·au v : J the brig C'nion, aud. earcbin
her on th~ trait 11 ar ,;,[ 11 u.
t had al ob n repre nt d
to a that th a ·t w . ·npp r l y ffi · r at Malden who
pla d ann n in po iti n to b ar n h . . m
l.
·r tar· ... I nr
th mo-ht a: ...\dam· wa: al ·o
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the case of the Tecumseh) that tbe British officers had mistaken
the policy of their Government. This was doubtless true. 0 n
August 14 he calle<l the at,tention of Mr. Bagot to this act of
irritation and injustice, with full confidence that he would
take measures to prevent a similar recurrence. The latter
was justly aware of the dangerous tendency of these acts, and
proceeded at once to have the Governor-General of Canada
and the chief of the naval forces on the lakes direct inquiry
into the matter. 1 On November 18 he informed Secretary
Monroe that no cannon ha<l been p1a<'e<l iu position at Fort
Malden as was represente<l, but that it appeared from the
reports sent him that the officer commanding on Lake Erie
had "misconceive<l the nature of his instructions" and considere<l that all vessels passing under Fort Malden should be
visited. The commander in chief on the Jakes revoked such
orders at once, and every means was taken to prevent a similar
occurrence. The orders sent by the influence of Lord Castlereagh had also reached Canada by this time, and the consequent restraint on the conduct of the officers on the lakes
would tend to secure peace and tranquillity in that quarter.
All these measures doubtless produced the salutary effect
intended by them.
Mr. Madison was highly pleased with the promptness shown
by Mr. Bagot and at the prompt measures taken at his ill stance
by the commanders in Canada and on the lakes. Mr. Bagot
was assured (November 29) that corresponding orders bad been
given and would be repeated and enforced by the Unite<l
States Government.
In the meantime (November 4) Mr. Bagot had furnished the
Secretary of State with <, an account of the actual state of His
Majesty's naval force upon the lakes," and stated that further
augmentation was suspended until the British Governmeut
1 Monroe, now apparently for the first time, informed Cass of the President's discussions with Bagot, resulting in a ":provisional arrangement
for the present: to suspend the further augmentation of tho naval force of
Great Britain in those waters, and to confine our force within the same
limit." He also told Cass that Bagot expected an enlargement of bis
power. IIe sent him in confidence a copy of tho correspoll(lenco whicl.i
bad passed. He did thif.i because it would he satisfactory and. useful for
him to know it. Under a similar injunction· of "confidence" he was
author izecl to communicate corresponclence to Major-General Mc 'ornh.
He was al so advised to eonsnlt with the Governor of 'anacla hims If
after this (Angust 15).

H. Doc. 201--25
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reported upon the proposal of August 2. Mr. Monroe at once
(November 7) furnished the former with the statement of the
United States naval force in the same region, and had orders
given "to prevent any augmentation of it beyond the limit of
the British naval force on those waters. Mr. Bagot noticed
that no force for the upper lakes was given in the statement
sent him, but was informed that it had been included in the
fqrce mentioned for Lake Erie. It appears that there was no
further correspondence between Bagot and Monroe concerning
the matter.
The reciprocal and definite reduction of the naval force on
the lakes did not occur until after Monroe bad become President the next year. The Prince Regent having, in the meantime, agreed to the proposition of .August 2, 1816, Mr. Bagot
notified Mr. Rush (who was acMng as Secretary of State until
Mr. Adams could arrive from Loudon), and on the 28th and
29th of April, 1817, a formal agreement was entered into by
exchange of notes. It was practically the same as the proposed
project of August 2, and could be annulled by either party's
givi.ng a six months' notice. The British Government bad
already issued orders to the officers on the lakes directing that
the limited naval force should be restricted to such services a
would" in no respect interfere with the proper duties of the
armed vessels of the other party." By the request of 1\Ir.
Rush (April 30), orders to the same effect were issued on May
2 by Mr. Crowninsbield, Secretary of the Navy, to the
American commanding officers at Erie, Pa.; Sacketts Ilarbor,
N. Y.; and Whitehall, N. Y. By these orders the schooner
Lady of the Lake was assigned to Lake Ontario, the schooner
Porcupine and Ghent to the upper lakes, and the galley Allen
to Lake Champlain.
The agreement between Rush and Bagot became effective~
once upon the exchange of note . There is no evidence that
Great Britain gave to it the formalities of a treaty, and it wa
not till April 6, 1818, that President Monroe formal1y notified
the Senate of the United States of the arrangement and
submitted it to its con ideration whether it wa ' uch an
arrangement a th Executive i competent to enter into
by the power v t d. in it by th Con titution, or i uch a
one a requir th aclvic and con ent f the nat and
be latter a. , fi r tb ir aclvi
and con nt hon]d i
r v cl.' The a1 Ir al and ·011.·eu of th
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on April 16, with 110 dissenting- vote, and it was recommended
that the arrangement "be carried into effect by the President.
The agreement was proclaimed by President Monroe on April
28, and appears in the National Iutelligencer of April 30, as
follows:
BY THE PRESIDENT OF TI-IE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA,

.A proclarnation.

·whereas, an arrangement was entered into at the city of Washington,
in the month of April, in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventeen, between Richard Rush, Esq., at that time acting
as Secretary for the Department of State of the United States, for and in
behalf of the Government of the United States, and the Right Honorable
Charles Bagot, His Britannic Majesty's envoy extraordinary and minister
plenipotentiary, for and in behalf of His Britannic Majesty, which arrangement is in the words following, to w-it:
"Th~ naval force to be maintained upon the American lakes by His
Majesty and the Government of the United States shall henceforth be confined to the following vessels on eaqh side, that is" On Lake Ontario, to one vessel, not exeeeding one hundred tons burden, and armed with one eighteen-pound cannon.
"On the upper lakes, to two vessels, not exceeding like burden each,
and armed with like force:
"On the waters of Lake Champlaiu, to one ves1,el not exceeding like
burden, and armed with like force.
"AU other armed vessels on those lakes shall be forthwith dismantled
and no other vessels of war shall be there built or arme<l.
"If either party should be h ereafter desirous of annu Hing this stipulation, and should give notice to that effect to the other party, it shall
cease to be binding after the expiration of six months from the date of
such notice.
"The naval force so to be limited shall be restricte<l to such service as
will in no respect interfere with the proper duties of tho armed vessels of
the other party."
And whereas the Senate of the United States have approved of the said
arrangement and recommended that it should he carried into effect, the
same hav ing al ·o received the sanction of His Royal Highness, the Prince
Regent, actiug in the name an<l on behalf of His Britannic Majesty;
Now, therefor , I , James Monroe, President of the United States, do,
by this my proclamation, make known au<l declare that the arrangement
aforesaid, and every stipnlatiou thereof, ha<l heen duly entered into, concluded, and confirmed, an<l iH of full force and effect .
Given under my band, at the city of Wa,sbington, this twenty-eighth
day of April, in the year of our Lord <me thousaud eight hundred and
eighteen, and of the Indepenclence of the nited , tntes the fort,y-secontl.
JAME,

By the Pre ident:
JOHN QUINCY ADAM, ' ,

Seoreta,·y of State.

foNROE.
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It was the impossibility of getting the vessels from the lake
to the sea which made it necessary to dismantle them ou the
lakes. This work appears to have beeu done promptly. Soon
only the pieces of hulks were left as a reminder of the former
warring fleets. In fact, the forces on each side declined to
•' almost complete disappearance." By 1820 feeliugs of clanger
had decreased so far that the House of Representatives refu etl
to consider a resolution which proposed a Western depot for
arms "convenient to those points which are most vulnerable
to the enemy." In 18:22, Mr. Cooke, in the House, understanding that most of the vessels on the lakes were sunk and ''none
fit for service," though it seemed that the salaries of officer
and men did not have a corresponding decline, desired an
inquiry into the subject. By 1825 public vessels had practically disappeared. In 1826 affairs were so "entirely safe" with
Great Britain that the Detroit garrison was removed.
This article can only briefly indicate the later history connected with the agreement. In 1838, the British temporarily
increased their force on account of threatened invasions of
unlawfully organized bands of armed men from the U nite1l
States. The continuation of this force by the British cau ed.
Congress to make an appropriation in 1841 for the building of the
]l!ichigan, which was put together at Erie in 1844. For nearly
half a century, excepting a brief period in 1864-65 wheu Confederate attempts from Canada made it necessary to temporarily
engage other vessels, thi1S has been the only naval force on the
lakes. Since the civil war it appears that tllere has been 110
necessity for a greater force. In 1870 when a movement for
an invasion of Canada from the United States was reported,
and when the revenue cutters on the lakes were laid up the
.Michigan was the only public vessel that could be put into
active service to stop such acts, but fortunately no inva. ion
occurred. In 1878, wlten the que tion of the fl 'herie wa.·
prominent; Secretary of the Navy Thomp on thought it would
be well to 11 thi. ve . el and apply the proceeds to build in oa uew hip for ,·p ial pnrpo. .' but hi. recommemlatiou wa ,
not a t <l upon. In 1 90 varion. · me111orial and p titi n ·,
e pe ia11y from ., ,d a 0 ·o, a. ked 11at tJJi,, '' autiqnat d ve ·: 1
b uld b r pla<· d by a modern TI<' that would not ex it th
ridicnl
f for ign i it r, to h ''"orl<l, Fe ir· bnt th .
m morial. w r 1 f t J p in h ha. m ut f the 'apit I,
n l h r w,: pla ·cl on ·xhibition at ,Jack; m Park only a
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brick model of a ship of war. The Miohigcin still makes its
annual cruise on the upper lakes.
There has been some doubt as to whether the arrangement
has been in existence since 1865, from the fact that in February of that year both Houses of Congress ratified a notice for
its termination which bad been given some time before by
President Lincoln. This notice was afterwards withdrawn
through the Department of State, but without any action on
the part of Congress. In 1878, Mr. Thompson, Secretary of
the Navy, said that "whether the arrangement remains in force
since 1865 must rest upon the decision of Congress." The
State Department has considered it as still in force. Congress would probably do the same. In 189:3 there were very
few members in Congress who would have voted for its abrogation.
Several points may here be considered in regard to the
iuterpretafaon of the arrangement which seemed this sudden
decline and long-continued insignificance in naval armaments:
1. .At different times questions have arisen in the minds of
different persons as to whether it applies to all the Great
Lakes; such questions have been asked of different Departments in regard to each of the lakes-Erie, Michigan, and
Superior. It bas not only been treated as applying to all
these lakes, but would probably also be interpreted as applicable to the streams which flow into the various lakes included
in the meaning of it.
2. The arrangement makes no provision in regard to revenue vessels, but both parties seem to consider that these are
not a part of the Navy and are not included under the limitations of the agreement. The original intention of President
Madison, however, was to reduce cutters to the "minimum of
size and force, if allowed at all."
3. By the construction placed by the Navy Department
upon the clause "no other vessels of war shall be there built
or armed/' the bids upon gunboats by lake builders have
been rejected. They could have been accepted under the
liberal interpretation that a hull would not be a war vessel
until after she had received her armor and gun , but it has
not been thought best to give this interpretation. It appear
probable that the :ravy D epartment may have been o-uided in
it action chiefly by the fact that the vessel after being built
would have to pa ·s through a long stretch of exclu iv ly
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Canadian waters in order to get them to the sea. Permis ion
bas been readily obtained at various times to take ve el
through these waters, but it has probably been considered a
bad policy to ask such a favor of a neighboring nation.
Ed ward Atkinson, of Boston, says of this arrangement that
it is "the greatest step in progress toward the maintenanc
of peace, and without precedent in history." Although itwa
secured by the earnest solicitation of the United States Government, it has proven to be equally satisfactory to th
British. Mr. Cobden, who once sat on tlle naval committee
in Parliament, said in 1850 that "from the moment of the
existence of that treaty both parties have totally disregarded
the maintenance of the force altogether, and there is not, at
the present time, more than one crazy English hulk on an
these lakes." Mr. Walsh, in a speech in the House of Commons February 10, 1865, spoke of the arrangement as a
"treaty" which bad been in force for half a century, ancl tatecl
that" to it must be attributed the peace and tranquillity which
during that period has existed between the two countrie .''
The London ~I.1imes. of the same year spoke of the agreement
between the two great kindred communities as far in advanc
of the spirit of that age, and added that "no wiser act wa
ever agreed upon between two nations than the limitation 01
the naval force on the lakes."
The sent.iment seems almost unanimous that from the tandpoint of international relations, the effect of the agreement ha
been entirely wholesome. The wisdom of the mea ure wa
apparent, and bore fruits from the first. The ''era of good
feeling" had now taken the place of quarrels, oppression, and
misunderstanding; and peace bega1i· to exist in fact, as well a
in theory. The prompt orders sent out by Castlereagh to the
naval officers on the lakes, suspension of constructing ve el
in that quarter, ancl finally, the agreement to limit the force of
each side on the lakes, increased the confidence of the Americans in the intentions of their British kin. It was a fortunat
circum tance that the head of affairs in both countrie wer
not men with trouger prejudice than they had r ason. Ca tler aO'h wa probably in ad van e of public opillion in England
in making favorable c n e i n. · to the nite 1 tate an
'
ao- t th ugh v ry ·auti u ·, wa inclined to any rea onabl
m a ur fi r ,· ·nrin fri ndly r le tfon . Both
re held in
high t em y th
m ri n p pl . Mr. Bagot wa highly
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honored at Washington. He was much liked by both Madison and Monroe. He and his wife took pleasure in spending
several days of the autumn of 1817 at Montpelier, the home of
Mr. and Mrs. Madison. The scene around the dining table in
that old Virginia home may be typical of the new feeling which
was beginning to grow up. After Mr. Bagot's return to England, Lord Castlereagh showed great satisfaction at the friendly
feeling toward him in America, and said they desired to send
him back if his health would allow it. It was felt to be a time
for the adjustment of questions that contained the seed of
future misunderstandings or controversy, and for a while the
Americans hoped to see England yield on the question of
impressment, as well as otp.ers of great moment in their bearings upon harmony between the two nations.
Old causes of animosity were being removed at home. Monroe, on his visit to the North and vVest, helped to remove party
and 11ational prejudices, and when he returned from the lake
journey in SP.ptember he had broader views of the future of
his country. Society appeared to be weary of strife. The
dangers of future quarrels were even less than was thought
by some who were seeking to guard the Republic against
future occasions of strife. Mr. Madison thought that if the
question of impressment was settled, the remaining danger to
a permanent harmony wou1d lie in the possession of Canada.
On November 28, 1818, he wrote Monroe that "the only reason
we can have to desire Canada ought 'to weigh as much with
Great Britain as with us. In her hands it must ever be a
source of collision which she ought to be equally anxious to
remove." He thought that even if Canada should not become
independent, in time, ske could be of no value to England
when at war with the United States, and would be of equal
value when at peace.
But time has proven that with the safeguards which the
spirit of the fathers provided there has been little danger
from that source. That the fathers in this respect" builded
even better than they knew" is seen from the fact that the
vast extent of commerce which float upon the bosom of the
lakes has been, except at two brief intervals, "as fully protected from violence and wrong as if million of dollar were
spent upon naval armaments upon the water an<l. fort ur on
the shores."
It is generally conceded that the arrangement ha been
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advantageous in the past, and that the principle of it, at lea t:
should continue-though it might be modified to meet modern
conditions, especially as to the size of vessels in case they are
actually needed upon the lakes. Any attempt to change,
however, might meet with serious complications.
Notwithstanding the immediate advantage which England
would have through the Welland Canal in case of pos ible
future hostilities, it has long been conceded in Parliameut
that England can not compete with the United States in constructing gunboats upon the lakes.
In the long peace that has existed the tendency has been
for the two countries to rely upon the good faith of each
other. After the precautionary measures on the lakes in
1865, the United States Government expressed its desire to
return to that same ''full reliance," and there appears no
reason to believe that either party has violated this spirit with
reference to the lake defenses.

XVII.-THE UNDERGROUND RAILROAD FOR THE LIBERATION
OF FUGITIVE SLAVES.
By Pro f. WILBUR H. SIEBERT,
OF OHIO STA.TE UNIVERSITY.
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During several decades before the civil war there existed an
"institution" for the liberation of slaves fleeing from bondage.
The knowledge of its workings is fading rapidly with t,he disappearance of the older generation, especially of those persons
who bore in the antebellum ,days the opprobrious name o1
.Abolitionists. It is impossible to learn from the books upon
tbe subject anything of value about the extent or political significance of this institution. In number, these books are only
five; in character, they are mainly collections of incidents
illustrative of the secret and clever methods pursued by the
friends of the fugitive in three rather limited :fields of action.
These books are the Reminiscences of Levi Coffin; Underground Railroad in Chester and the Neighboring Counties of
Pennsylvania, by R. C. Smedley; Underground Railroad Records, by William Still; the Underground Railroad, by Rev.
W. M. Mitchell; Underground Railroad Sketches, by E. M.
Pettit.
Considering the derision, assaults, and persecution of every
·kind which many of the friends of the runaway slave experienced, the risks they took in confronting the public opinion
of their time, and in evading the law of the land relating to
the restoration to their owners of Rlaves at large, it is easy to
understand why the student who undertakes the investigation
of the subject must needs have recourse to some other than
printed sources, and also why he should be willing to accept
the testimony of surviving abolitionists as valuable for the
purposes of history. The memories of these persons are deeply
impressed by the romance and the hardship attaching t a
395
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considerable period of their lives, and the images stamped
upon their minds are in many instances still fresh. That thev
are reliable, is pro-ved by the manner in which statement
gathered from different localities articulate into a sy tematic
account of the road and its ramifications.
From the nature of the case, it is ·difficult to tell where tb
underground road took its rise. It is, however, probable that
"the first efforts toward any systematic organization for the
aid and protection of fugitive slaves" occurred" among the
Quakers in Pennsylvania." In one of the Johns Hopkin:
University Studies Mr. .A. 0 . .Applegarth notes the fact that
General Washington sought to discourage, as repugnant to
justice, the action of a society of Quakers in Philadelphia
in trying to liberate a slave who bad escaped from a certain
Mr. Dahly, of .Alexandria. General Washington, writing under
date .April 12, 1786, states that the society was "formed for
such purposes." 1 The spirit manifest in this company was not
changed certainly by succeeding events in Pennsylvania .
.After the passage of the fugitive-slave law of 1793, a great
number of cases of kidnaping for the purpose of en laviug
free blacks aroused the people in the State, and, their " yrupatbies, once enlisted for the colored race, it was but a step to
the aid of fugitive negroes." 2 For this step, a just indicated
there existed precedent in the Dably case.
There is good evidence that the work of befriending lave
in Philadelphia and also in the adjoining counties of Penn ylvania was continuously carried on down to the outbreak of the
war of the rebellion. In other States underground method,
seem not to have been practiced so early; yet Ohiowa probably not far behind. On this point the testimony of Col. D. W.
H. Howard, of Wauseon, Ohio, is interesting. (Colonel Howard was himself an early "agent" of the underground rout
of which lie speaks.) He thiuks the line with which he wa
connected began a' early a 1816, and he de cribe it a cro ing "the Ohio River near N orthbend, thence on a direct a
line a pos, ible (following the stream practicable) to the upp r
.Auglaize, and the ~lanchard fork of the .Auglaize pa 'iucr
near the l;awnee villa 0 ·e w llere i now the city of Wapak n t,
1
John Hopkin· l'niver ity tuclie Quakers in Penn ylvania by Alb r
. Applegarth, Ph. .
2
fay Hou:· ~Ionograph ·, .. ·o. 3. 1'' ugitiv •'lave , 1619-1 15, hy ~farion
'lea on )IcDougall.
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and to Ocquenisies town on the Blanchard where is now the
village of Ottawa, tLence to the Grand Rapids of the Maumee
(where the river could be easily forded most of the year), and
at the Ottawa village of Chief Kinjeino, where all were friendly
and the poor slave was treated kindly, t,bence by a plain trail
north to Malden, Canada." Thi~ route is peculiar for its stations at Indian villages. In Indiana and southern Michigan
underground service was being rendered as occasion demanded
as early as in Ohio. From Chicago fugitives were sent by
boat to Canada as early as 1838 and 1839; and Iowa and the
New England States had developed underground routes by
this time. In a word, there were no less than fourteen States
about the irregular chain of the Great Lakes, whose wide
expanse of territory was traversed by numerous and irregular
lines of the underground system by the year 1840.
The direction of these lines varied from one State to another.
In Iowa the routes ran almost due east from various parts of
northern Missouri to Chicago. Through Illinois they trended
largely in a northeasterly direction to the same p]ace of deportation. In Indiana and Ohio the courses ran more northerly
toward the great center, Detroit; so a18o in western Pennsylvania, although, of course, the boats carrying fugitives that
had journeyed through this State freque11tly"lan<led their passengers at Buffalo. In New York the liue of march was nortl1westwarcl and westward to Oswego, Rochester, and Buffalo.
The liberty-loving slave moved northeastward across New
Jersey to New York City; and through. the New England States
the route was by land up the Connecticut River valley to
Montreal, or by a path farther east to 8ome other Canadian
resort. The journey by boat from New England ports terminated at St. Albans.
From the information gathered in regard to the channels
of escape here roughly indicated, it is po sible to map out
with considerable detail the zigzag routes, with many of their
branches and cross co1rnections. Such a <rrnphical display is
valuable, for it enables the tu<lent of the present subject to
realize with an approach to historical fairne .· the relative
degree attained by the variom, .,_ orthern 'tate~; in the development of the conviction in favor of immediate emancipation.
It ,·how in the zigzag charaeter of it · lines the roundabout
path marked out by tbe hrewdne. of the fri nds of th runaway slave to avoid the recapture of the north- ound traveler
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and to lessen the chances of their own exposure to arrest. It
shows that certain canals and railroads were used as mean of
escape for the fugitive under favorable circumstances. Thi
statement demands some explanation, for it seems to run
counter to the law of secrecy which was generally observed
in all underground service.
The towpath of a canal northward through Ohio or some
neighboring State offered itself as a providential highway to
freedom for many a fugitive traveling under the cover of dark ness. A letter from Mr. E. 0. IL Cavins, of Bloomfield, Ind.
states that he knows of his own personal knowledge that the
Wabash and Erie Canal was a thoroughfare for slaves through
western and northern Indiana. Railroads were used with
great caution, and only when conditions were exceptionally
favorable, as, for instance, when the complexion, intelligence,
and experience of the fugitive warranted it, or the friendly
disposition of the railroad corporation or some of its employee
insured safe transportation. Mr. John Howard Bryant, of
Princeton, Ill., supplies an illnstration in the testimony he
gives as to the employment of the Chicago, Burlington and
Quincy Railroad in carrying runaways to 0hiea,go: "In thi:
connection the names of Dr. 0. V. Dyer, of Chicago, and Colonel Berrien, chief engineer of the Chicago, Burlington and
Quincy Railroad, should be remembered with gratitude a.
friends of the oppressed." 1 Other railroads carried underground passengers; for example, the Illinois Central, and in
Ohio, the Cleveland and Pittsburg Railroad.
All the friends of the slaves were not on land. This fact
would be shown· by the map above mentioned. Some of the
officers of the boats engaged in the coastwise traffic b~tweeu
Southern and New England ports were thorough believer in
the aspirations of the blacks, and carried away slave pa engers to Newport, Boston, Portland, and other maritime town .
Sometimes the runaway took passage on a, freight boat a· a
hand, or perhaps was snugly stowed away by the colored cook
and hi a .'i taut , who, later in the trip, saw their pro ' g '
afely landed. The dark-skinned traveler through Ken.tu ky
or we tern '\' irgiuia often eluded pnr.·uit by pa lclling down the
tributari ' f the { hio at night in canoes appropriat d for th
occa io . Thu. th y w r nabl d to land on th wel me oil
of Ohio or adjacent I tat . If th w, yfarer wa
n fi t
1

Li£ an,l Poelll of John Howard Br ·ant, p. 30.
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cautious inquiry soon discovered to him a tfack, or perhaps a
white agent of tbe underground road ready to ferry him across
the beautiful Ohio. This delivery out of bondage was accomplished in the night as a simple precaution. It was not an
infrequent occurrence for those who had thus reached free soil
in safety to find protection on a river steamboat, whence they
]anded in a short time at Pittsburg or some way station.
However, the great majority of fugitives who reached the
southern border of the free States took a less circuitous but
more tedious route. They made their journey thenceforward
3,cross country, directed or guid-ed by friends.
The demands of secrecy were always careful1y observed by
those connected in any way with underground emancipation.
It is not strange, therefore, that records of the number of persons that gained their liberty by the underground method
should be wanting. Such records would Lave been incriminating during the period of the black laws and the fugitiveslave law. Guesses as to the number of escapes vary from
40,000 to 80,000, but the lack of wide information on the part
of those making the guesses renders their suggestions worthless. The statistics of fugitive slaves afforded by the official
reports of the United States Government for the decades 1850
and 1860 seem inadequate when compared with the evidence
gathered from numerous Abolitionists iu all parts of what we;.e
once "the free States." These statistics make it appear that
the aunual immigration of fugitives into the free States did not
exceed 1,000, 1 and that there was no perceptible increase in
the number of refugees after the passage of the fugitive-slave
law of 1850. The balance of testimony is distinctly against
these conclusions. In the first place, the figures relating to
the slave population in the border slave States presented
in the United States Census Reports for the years 1850 and
1860 show a considerable decline in the number of slaves as
compared with the whites during the decade; in the border
countie:::; of these Northern slave States the loss i distinctly
greater, and in the Panhandle counties of Virginia (where
emancipation sentiment was present and active on both sides
of the long we<lge of Virginian soil) the ratio of di ·appearance
of slaves was greater still. In the second place, a ba is for the
computation of the number of fugitives that pa se<l. into Ohio
1

United State8 Uensns, 1850 and 1860.
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between the years 1830 and 1860 is supplied in the fragment
of a memorandum obtained by the writer in the Alum Creek
settlement of Friends or Quakers of Delaware County, Ohio.
This record covers the period from April 14 to September 10,
1844, and shows that 47 blacks were aided in this locality during an iuterval of five months. Numerically, the memorandum
runs as follows:
Time.

Number I
of fugi- 1
tives.

Time.

:Xumber
offu11i.

tiYes.

- - - - - - - · --

April 14 .. ___ .. _... _·... ___ • _..... .
Mays ............................ .
May 10 .......................... .
May 25 ....................... .. . .
May 27 .......................... .
.June 3 .••••••. _...•. ........ •••...
.June 4 .....•.......... •• . . ........
.June 15 ....... ................... .
August 12 ....................... .

I

~

I

!~!~:BL::::::::::::::::::::

i' iIE!l
4

1
2

September 4 .................... .
September 8 .................... .
Septemb(•r 10 ................... .

7
;;
1
1
2
2

Under the concluding date we find the entrythat explain
the blank in the last column. It is this: "One yellow man
from Kentucky caught near Oratty's and carried back." Now.
it is fair to consider the Alum Creek ''station" as a representative station on a representative thoroughfare. It is safe
to say there were not less than twelve important lines of travel
in Ohio. The period during which these roads were iu operation is bounded by the years 1830 and 1860. Here, then, we
have the elements for a computation applying to the State of
Ohio alone. When made, the calculation indicates that no le '
than 40,000 slaves were aided by Ohio Abolitionists in their
efforts to escape. That the number of refugees after 18-:1:4 did
not deorease is indicated by the statement that during one
month in the winter of 1854-55 60 fugitives were ''harbored" by one member of the Alum Creek settlement. It i.
to be remembered that several famiUes of the settlement were
engaged in this work. In southeastern Penn ylvania thi.
secret method bad developed much earlier tllan in the mor
we tern State . An idea of the great activity in the region
mentioned can b derived from the following extract taken
from R. . Smedley'._· book. Mr. Smedley ay. :
Tho residen o of Elijah F. Pennypacker was th most ea. tern tation in
he ter County, ancl the point wher the thr o mo t important route converg d.
.,.
From Elijah F. Penny packer's the fugati ves were ent
to PhiladPlpbia, ... -orri. town, Qnakertown, R :uling nnd to vari u other
·tation.-, a: OC'Ca ion <l mancle,l.
It is r called to min<l that in
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one year 43 were passed over within a period of two months. Prom this
the reader may form some idea of the amount of business conducted at this
station, bearing in mind, however, that all fugitives were not passed along
these three lines. Hundreds were sent to many branch stations along
interlacing routes, and hunJreds of others were sent from Wilmington,
Columbia, and stations westward direct to the New England States and
Canada. Many of these passed through the hands of the vigilance committee connected with the antislavery office in Philadelphia. 1

It is not to be supposed that all the slaves thus receiving aid
went to Canada. Many of them sought and found safe oblivion in the great aud populous cities of the North; many gained
a trembling security in the vicinity of localities where colored
people lived, or where lived Quakers, Covenanters, Wesleyan
Methodists; or other friends.
The political significance of the underground road ought not
to be lost sight of. It contributed largely to bring about those
conditions which led Mr. Clay as Secretary of State to enter
into diplomatic negotiations with England during the years
1826-1828 with a view to securing the return of the former
slaves of the South, and "to provide," as Olay himself said,
''for a growing evil." The fugitive-slave law of 1850 was the
embodiment of Clay's mighty effort to stop this growing evil.
Its provisions proved odious to the North. Pursuit was constantly interfered with and mobs resulted. In Ohio, Cincinnati and Oberlin were not the only localities that had their
severe mob experiences on account -of abolition sentiment.
The attempted arrest of underground passengers gave rjse to
mobs in Columbus, Granville, Bellefontaine, Marysville, Toledo,
Marion, Troy, Dayton, Mechanicsburg, Putnam, Wooster, and
many other of the 225 and more places iu and near which
underground stations were located.
That such episodes were object lessons of a valuable sort is
a statement which scarcely requires illustration. If, however,
an example is desired, it is readily found in the case of the
Granville mob, April 27, 1836. In this case the remonstrance
of seventy-five men in the village led the anti-slavery people,
who were about to hold a State anti-slavery convention in the
village, to hold their meeting outside of town. The .opposing
-party objected even to this conciliatory arrangement. During
the morning session of the convention they proceeded to work
themselves up into a frenzy, and in the afternoon theyindulg d
1 Ilistory of the Underground Railroad in Chester an<l. th e Neighborin g
Count ies of Pennsylvania, b y R. C. Smedley, M. D. , pp. 208, 209.

H. Doc. 291-26
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in a disgraceful attack upon the .Abolitionists. Almost inunediately afterwards there occurred a revulsion of the conmmnity's feelings, and "the .Abolition party received great
accessions. by that day's work." A. man who had witne ···ed
the scene was heard to remark, "'If that is the way, I am
henceforth an .Abolitionist,' and the next heard of him he wa
an agent of the underground railroad." 1
The frustration of the purposes of those in pursuit of fuO'itives, and the threats and demonstrations made by them while
seekiug their lost property, created distrust and hatred 011 both
sides. This was especially true after 1850, when .A.bolitioui t
became more energetic in accomplishing their humane work
than ever before .. That their increased labors wer~ producing
a corresponding sense of loss in the South can be doubted by
no one that observes the greater frequency and distinctne ·
with which the complaint of injury and loss through abolition
efforts was uttered at the South, both in and out of OongTe..
By the beginning of the war these complaints bad clearly formulated themselves into one of the chief grievances of the South.
The escape of fugitives was, however, important from another
point of view. Mr. Williams, the author of The Ilistory of the
Negro Race in .America, indicates this when he points out that
it was the " safety valve of the institution of slavery. A.
soon as leaders arose," he says, '' among the slaves who refu ed
to endure the yoke, they would go North. Had theyremaiued.
there must have been enacted at the South the direful cene
of Sau Domingo." 2
Another significant effect of the underground road appear
in the double relation it sustains to the famous hi torical
novel, Uncle Tom's Cabin. .Actual service in the underground
cause, and association with meu and women equally zealou in
the same work, fitted Mr . Stowe to write her powerful book.
At the same time the fngitive, by his flight, his car • and
his aspirations, had been preparing the way for year in a
thousand communitie for the reception and ju t appreciation
of Mr . towe's great novel. The remarkabl political influence often a cribed to Uncle Tom' Cabin mu t be freelv
hared with the undergr und railroad.
~
1
Th Hi tory of ~ranvill Licking ounty, Ohio, hap. ~?LVI, pp.
297-309.
~ Williams, Hi ·tor_y of th • · · •ro ]face iu Am r ica, Yol. II, pp. 5 -9;
quoted al o in Fugitive, lav , by .I. ,. Ic ongall, p. 6-1.
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The interesting incident here related happened in July,
1861, during the great excitement of our civil war, and the

papers connected with it were relegated to the pigeonholes
of the State Department. I have lately examined the papers,
and offer this article as an account of one of the most remarkable achievements of American diplomacy on record. In July,
1861, two American missionaries, Messrs. Lansing and Barnet,
were stationed or were dwelling at Osiut (or Osiout), the
capital of Upper Egypt. These missionaries had in their
employment, for the distribution of Bibles, a Syrian physician
named Faris-el-Hakim. Faria was a man of considerable
learning, and while not technically an American protege, having no certificate from the consul-general, he had previously
had certificates and necessary authorizations from a former
American consul. A Christian woman of Osiut, whose husband was a Mohammedan, had been forced to abandon her
religion and make profession of Mohammedanism. She was
very unhappy in consequence, and endeavored to procure the
aid and advice of the Coptic bishop. The bishop being absent,
she was advised by some Uhristian friends to lay her case
before Faris, who was known and recognized as being connected with the American missionaries. Faris was well known
in and about Osiut, not only as a learned man and agent of
the missionaries, but hi8 skill as a physician bad given him
the title of El Hakim, which is the Arabic title for doctor.
Tb.e woman accordingly called on Faris, and stated that she
was of Coptic origin; that she had been forced some four year
previous to become a Muslimeh; tb.at she bad returned to her
native religion, and bad fled from her husband to avoid hi
anger and to seek protection. She desired Faris to act as her
405
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counsel, which he consented to do. Faris drew up a paper
containing a declaration of his acceptance of the attorneyship,
and of his having placed her in charge of the agent of the Coptic bishop of Osiut. When these facts became known, anm ber of fanatical Mohammedans persuaded the woman's husbar.d
to take his case before the authorities and ask for the delivery
of the woman, charging that Faris had enticed her into becoming a Ohristian. He was arrested and arraigned before tLe
cadi. Faris wrot~ to the .American missionaries, giving an
account of his trial, from which the following extracts are
given:
On the occurrence of the death of Abd-el-Medjih and the accession of
Abd-el-Aziz they thought in their vain fancies that the proper time hacl
come for bringing forward the case, presuming that the weakness of th
Mohammedan law in enforcing the execution of its own decisions wa
now a thing of the past, and that it would now use its old license in th
reenforcements of its religious and civil laws, and that all freedom in th
matters of religion has been abolished by the new Sultan. They accor-1ingly urged upon the husband of the woman to present his case to the
Government and to complain of the detention of the woman in the bisho1'
house by my permission, and that the woman had been enticed hy me into
the infidel Christian religion. When the case was presented, his exc 1lency the mudir wrote thereon to the chief of the Government police tha
Faris should be summoned, and that the woman and her daughter should
be demanded of him and delivered up to justice.
When the chief of police made this demand to me and I brought the
woman with her daughter, he sent me to the police court. On entering I
found about sixty men present and a number of the ulama (learned doctors), together with the cadi and the mufti. I seated myself (in the loweplace) on the lower end of the divan, upon which the secretaryofthecadi
reproached me and said, "Sit upon the ground." From this insult, and
from its being so different from their ordinary treatment of me, and especially from the irrelevant questions put to me, I understood their eYil
1mrpose, and therefore answered them to the utmost of my ability in the
most civil and respectful manner.
Finding that they had not accomplished their purpose of exciting m
to say something rash or improper, they ·tirred up the ignorant people t
insult me with reproachful language. On this I attempted to leave th
court, which, when they perceived, they prevented me, and the cacli aid,
"\Vhy have you come hither. " I repli d, '' If your lordship will haYe t h
goodne ·s to read the petition and judgment of his xcellency ther
annex cl, you will under fand the cause of my app arinO' before yon." Th
cretary then re, d th p tition an<l j ndgmen t ( order for my appearanc )
an,l ai<l, "\ hy <lo you detain the woman with ou." I remain <l silen
wher upon the adi aid '\Vhy do y ou not answer the cretary ! 1' I
r plied, ' fay it pl a vonr lor,1 hip, I am h r attorn y and not lt r
cl,·tain r , ancl th r f re I al, ·fain ·cl fro111 : 11. wcrincr,
inO' th. t the ord r
uuu • · <l to the p tition w hi ch i. in b e hand of hi · honor ( the ecretary)
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orders the appearance of her attorney, not her keeper." The cadi then
said, ""W,-e do not acknowledge your right of attorney." On this I thanked
him for relieving me of my obligation. He then said, "It is not for this
that we reject your right of attorney, but beca,use you are an infidel, and
have occasioned infidelity in our town." I then said to him, with a11
respect, "I should think your lordship could not b elieve that a person like
me is able to originate either infidelity or faith, seeing that it is a matter
in the hand of God." Whereupon tho mufti said, "Oh, thou accursed one!
Thou infidel! Thou pig! Thou polluted one! Dost thou revile the religion of the cadi ~"
He then stirred up some of the crowd, which had now increased to about
two hundred persons, to beat me; whereupon the brother of the cadi came
forward, spat in my face, ~md struck me on the bead. The cadi then said,
"Beat him," when a man came forward called Ayyrib Kashif, who said,
"Oh, thou accursed infidel! Dost thou think that Abd-el-Medjih lives f
He is dead, and with him has died the Christian religion and also the
reproach of Islam; and in his place has arisen Abd-el-Aziz, who has
brought back to the religion of Islam its ancient honor." So saying, be
struck me with a staff on my hand, spat in my face, and kicked me in the
stomach.

There was then a general rush made upon Faris from the
outside, arnl he was beaten with shoes and stones, spat upon,
and reviled by the mob. He bore all this without complaint.
The cadi then ordered instruments of torture to be brought
from the police office, and when they were brought he said,
'' Cast him down and put on him the folakah"-a species of
foot rack. After this they commenced to bastinado him, and
cried out, "Let every one who loves the Prophet beat this
accursed one." The beati11g lasted about half an hour.
Faris being in a fainting condition, the crowd desisted,
though some of them passed by and kicked him on the head.
The cadi was not satisfied with the punishment and urged
the mob to contiuue their beating. One cried out, "If we continue to beat him he will die." To this the cadi responded,
"Kill him; let him die, and there will be no blame upon any
of you; and if any investigation is made concerning this dog., •
I will be responsibie for the affair." Thereupon a second
beating occurred, when Faris swooned away and seemed to
be in a dying condition. During thi cruel treatment Faris
cried out, "Oh, Jesus, save me!" Kashif, who was one of the
persecutors, replied, '' Become a Muslim, accursed one, and
thou shalt be saved."
He was then taken to the palace of the governor, but the
mudir being absent, he wa remanded to the police station.
On entei-ing the police court, when he attempted t ,·it down,
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Sheik-el-Gusi, who was in company with the Muslin Ulema, or
!_e arned man, raised his staff and cried with a loud -voice,
'' Beat him! kill him! burn him!" Here again he was told if
he would confess the Mohammedan faith he would be spared,
but he firmly refused. Some Christians came in about tbi
time, but were at once expelled from the court and told, "If
you wish to know what has happened, it is that your Faris,
. your champion, we have taken his life from him, and when we
have done with him, we shall :finish up that with you; O, ye
infidels! O, ye accursed one~!" After another beating he was
taken to the prison and bound with an iron chain.
Soon after his imprisonment, Wasif-el-Khayat, the American
consular agent, sent a telegraphic dispatch to the American
consul at Cairo, giving information of the cruel treatment and
imprisonment of Faris. Some Christian friends wrote a letter
to the mudir, informing him of Faris's condition, and he at
once ordered Mohammed Effendi to set him at liberty, and
sent his own physician to attend him. The mudir visitedh\m
in person and reproved the- cadi and all who were present
aiding and abetting in his punishment. He also asked of
Faris a fu]l written statement of the whole affair, which was
promptly furnished. The American missionaries promptly
forwarded Faris's letter to Mr. W. S. Thayer, United State
consul-general at Alexandria. Mr. Thayer proved to be "the
right man in the right place," as the sequel will show. Previous, however, to the receipt of tllis letter, Mr. Thayer had
received the dispatch, elsewhere mentioned, from the United
States consular agent at Osiut. Ile at once wrote to Zulficar
Pasha, the minister of foreign affairs in Egypt, demanding the
immediate release of Faris and a full investigation of his ca e.
The minister on the same day replied that he bad ju t telegraphed for full information as to the facts, to the mudir or
governor of Osiut, and on receiving a reply would at once
~ communicate it to Mr. Thayer.
Two days later the miui ter informed ]\fr. Thayer that the
mudir reported that neither be nor the United State c n ular
acrent at O iut had th" lea t knowledge that Fari wa au
American proteg , but that he would order an inquiry and
r port. )Ir. Thayer aft rward, rec iv d alett r from the .,..nit d
tat-' n.ularacr nta O·iutin1uiriuga. t th title fFari
t prot ctiou fr m the nit d ~ t t
anth ritie to whi h be
returned a per mpt ry ord r t gi\·c him all th
ffi •ial aid
1
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which his circumstances might require. He then called on the
minis~er of foreign affairs, in company with Mr. Robert Wilkinson, United States vice-consul at Cairo, and Mr. Lansing,
an American missionary and one of the employers of Faris.
After reciting the matter relating to the treatment of Faris at
Osiut, he requested the use of a Government steamer to convey himself or his agent up the Nile to insure an impartial
investigation of the matter.
The minister said he would present the request to the Viceroy, but as to the punishment of those who bad assaulted Faris,
he could give no opinion, as it had not appeared that Far~s was
an American protege. Mr. Thayer replied that it was quite
immaterial to his purpose whether Faris was or was not an
American protege in the usual sense of the term. Faris was
the agent and representative of two American citizens engaged
in a lawful missionary enterprise. An outrage on him was an
outrage on them, and be would demand satisfaction as urgently
as if they and not their representative bad been maltreated.
He did not consider it a ease to be settled by diplomatic technicalities, but on its substantial merits and on the principles
of justice and common sense.
Next morning a verbal message was received by Mr. Thayer
from the minister of foreign affairs saying that a Government
steamer would go to Osiut in a few days. Mr. Thayer, despairing of a prompt settlement of the matter with the foreign
affairs office, called directly upon the Viceroy and stated his
case and his demand. Mr. Thayer told the Viceroy that not
only his own Gov~rnment, but millions of Christian people
would await his decision with great interest. Not only the
numerous and influential religious associations of Christendom,
but the friends of civilization everywhere would hold this to
be a test question as to the progress of just government and
religious toleration in Egypt. He further said that if His
Highness were to reconquer Syrja and repeat in his own person
the military triumphs of his father, Mehemet .Ali, he would
not gain such a degree of his confidence of foreign nations in
the strength and justice of his Government as by a satisfactory
settlement of this affair. The Viceroy said it would be difficult
to enforce the doctrine of toleration in Upper Egypt, and
allowance should be. made for the peculiar opinions of tho e
people. Mr. Thayer replied that be would willingly re t bi
case on the report of the Viceroy's officer, the mudir of O iut.
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In a few days after this, Noubar Bey, a high functionary of
the Egyptian Government, called on Mr. Thayer and informed
him that the Viceroy had removed and degraded the officer, of
the cadi's court at Osiut, but did not wish to punish the other
oftenders without further investigation. Mr. Thayer replied
that this mode of procedure was too dilatory. He de ired
immediate action and thought no further investigation nece sary. He further declared that he demanded the punishment
of every one engaged in the maltreatment of Faris, and a fine
to go as compensation. The result was the punishment of the
thirteen men engaged in the outrage on Faris by one year'
imprisonment and a :fine of $5,000, which was handed over by
the Government to Mr. Thayer as compensation to Faris. The
woman remained under the protection of the Coptic bishop and
was not further disturbed.
On communicating the facts in this interesting case to the
Government at Washington, Mr. Thayer received a letter
approving and commending his acts, and an autograph letter
from President Lincoln to be presented to the Viceroy of Egy1it,
as follows:
.Abraham Lincoln, President of the United States of America, to his Highness, Mohammed Said Pasha, Viceroy of Egypt and its dependencie~.
etc.:
GREAT AND GOOD FRIEND: I have received from Mr. Thayer, con ulgeneral of the United States of America at Alexandria, a full account of
the liberal, enlightened, and energetic proceedings which, on his complaint,
you have adopted in bringing to speedy ancl condign punishment the parties, subjects of Your Ilighness in Upper Egypt, who were concerned in an
act of persecution against Faris, an agent of certain Christian mi sionaries in Upper Egypt. I pray Your Highness to be assured that thee proceedings, at once so prompt and so just, will be regarded as a new and
unmistakable proof equally of Your Highness' friendship for the -nite<l
., tates, and oft.he :firmness, integrity, and wisdom with which the Government of Your Highness is conducted.
·wishing you great prosperity and success,
I am, your good friend,
BRAITA:I[ LIX OJ. .•.
By the Presid nt:
YrILLIA:II II.
EWARD, , 'ecrelary of tate.
WAsRI~'GTON, Octob r 9, 18C1.

XIX.-THE BATTLE OF GETTYSBURG.
By HAROLD P. GOODNOW,
OF CORNELL U NIVERSITY.
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THE BATTLE OF GETTYSBURG.
By

HAROLD

P.

GOODNOW,

!.-INTRODUCTORY.

The contending armies in June, 1863.-Uonfoderate Army of
Northern. Virginia, Gen. Robert E. Lee commanding, at Fredericksburg, on the southern bank of the Rappahannock. The
Union Army of the Potomac, Maj. Gen. Joseph Hooker
commanding, at ],almouth, on the northern side of the river,
opposite Fredericksburg.
Organiza,tion of the Army of Northern Virginia.-Infantry:
In three army corps, under Longstreet, Ewell, and A. P. Hil1,
each corps consisting of three divisions, which comprised in
all thirty-seven brigades. Cavalry: One division, under Maj.
Gen. J. E. B. Stuart, consisting of six brigades. Artillery:
Sixty-two batteries; number of guns, 287. Total number of
:fighting men, about 80,000.
Organizat-ion of the A.rmy of the Potomac.-lnfantry: In
seven army corps, under Reynolds, Hancock, Sickles, Meade,
Sedgwick, Howard, and Slocum; consisted of nineteen divisions and :fifty-one brigades. Cavalry corps: Commanded by
Pleasonton; had three divisions, under Buford, Gregg, and
Kilpatrick. Artillery: Under Brig. Gen. Ileury J. Hunt;
fourteen brigades. Number of batteries present at Gettysburg, 65; of guns, 370. Total number of :fighting men, about
82,000.
Both armies bad been reorganized since the battle of Chancellorsville. After this victory the Confederates determined
to invade the N ortb, in the hope that an energetic campaign
and a decisive battle woulu bring the war to a speedy clo e
and would induce the recognition of the Coufed ra ·y by foreign powers.
413
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II.-OPERATIONS IN VIRGINIA..

General Lee intended to invade Pennsylvania in the direction of Chambersburg, York,"or Gettysburg,choose his battlefield, and there meet and defeat Hooker. He selected the
valley of the Shenandoah as a line of operation, and on the3d
of June the movement began. Leaving Hill's corps in observation at Fredericksburg, the cavalry and the remainder of
the infantry were concentrated near Culpeper Court-Hou e.
A cavalry battle at Brandy Station on June 9 revealed thi ·
concentration to Hooker and confirmed bis suspicions a to
Lee's plan of campaign.
On June 10 Ewell left Culpeper Court-House, passed through
Chester Gap, imrprised the garrisons of Winchester and :Martinsburg, and in five days cleared the Shenandoah Valley of
Federal troops. These preliminary operations of the campaign
were conducted with ease and rapidity. Lee now had an open
valley for the march of his forces; and the invasion, begun
under such favorable circumstances and with such bold strategy, gave every assurance of a successful issue.
In the meantime Hooker left Falmouth and advanced toward
Leesburg, in order to cover and protect Washington. LonO'street left Culpeper on June 15, advanced along the eastern
base of the Blue Ridge and occupied Ash bys and Snicker·
gaps; and Hill, as soon as the Federals left Falmouth, broke
up his camp and followed Ewell down the valley to Shepherd town. Stuart's cavalry kept to the right of Longstreet to protect Lee's flank by holding the Bull Run Mountain . In thi
he was foiled, for he met the Union cavalry near Aldie, and
after a series of engagements he wa forced to retire to A hby
Gap, which he succeeded in holding. Longstreet then followed
II ill down to the Potomac. Stuart now received permi 'ion to
leave two brigades of his command to <lo outpost duty for tlle
army in Virginia, and with tlle remaining three brigade to
gain Hooker rear, cro. the Potomac between his main body
au l Wa hington, and joiu Ewell north of tlJe Potoma . In
thj Lee mad the :fir t mi "tak of hi campaign, and i co t
him the ervi · of hi be' tbre ·a valry brigade und r tuart
<luri11g b • inva ion. ~ Th n after eio·h day of ev re mar hing, tuart again j iu <l L
e ty burg, on ,July~ bi m n
aud h r · w 'I'· 11 arJy worn ont au l h wa.· too lat t
of
any ' rvice xcept n h la.· day f th be tl · ancl all he ha l
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to show for it was the capture of a wagon train, which was a
serious burden on his hands.
III.-INVASION OF PENNSYLVANIA.

Ewell had already entered Pennsylvania and was marching
on Harrisburg with the intention of capturing that city. His
progress rendered it necessary that the rest of the army should
be within supporting distance. Longstreet and Hill therefore
crossed the Potomac on June 24 and 25, advanced into Pennsylvania and encamped on the 27th near Chambersburg.
General Hooker conducted himself entirely with reference
to the main body of the Confederate army. He crossed the
Potomac near Leesburg on June 25 and 26, and advanced
toward Frederick and the South Mountain passes. Hen.ow
desired to unite the 'J'welfth Army Corps with the garrison of
Maryland Heights and move upon Lee's communications.
But General Halleck refused to permit the abandonment of
Maryland Heights, and Hooker, :finding that be was not
allowed to manage the campaign without interference, made
application to be relieved of the command of the army. Bis
resignation was accepted, and Maj. Oen. George Gordon
Meade was appointed to succeed him.
Meade assumed command of the Army of the Potomac on
June 28. He made no attempt to work upon the Confederate
rear, but started toward the northeast in order to intercept
their march and bring on a battle.
In the absence of his cavalry, Lee bad remained in ignorance of the movements of the Federal army, and it was not
until the 28th of June that he learned from a scout that the
Federals had crossed the Potomac and were approaching the
South Mountains. He immediately saw that his communications were threatened, and in order to prevent the Union army
from advancing farther west he determined to concentrate bis
own forces east of the mountains. He recalled Ewell from
Harrisburg, and gave orders that Hill should march from
Chambersburg toward Cashtown on the 29th and Longstreet
should follow on the 30th.
Thus the two armies, each unconscious of the other's action ,
were moving almost at right angles and were rapidly approaching each other. A colli ion in the lapse of a short time wa.
inevitable.
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IV.-GETTYSBURG-THE FIRST DAY.

On the evening of June 30 Meade's farthest advance was
Buford's division of cavalry in the town of Gettysburg. The
Federal commander had, as yet, no intention of :fighting a
battle at that place, for he knew nothing of the militarr
advantages of the position. But in occupying it with his
advance he was laying hold upon a point which was of prime
strategic importance to General Lee. Equally distant from
Chambersburg, Carlisle, and York, it was the most convenient
place for the concentration of his scattered forces; and from
it ran good roads to all points between the Susquehanna and
the Potomac. The possession of it was necessary to enable
him to operate at will in any direction.
On June 30 General Heth, commanding a division of A. P.
Hill's corps, sent Pettigrew's brigade to Gettysburg to obtain
a supply of shoes. On nearing the town Pettigrew found it
occupied by Buford's cavalry. He therefore withdrew to
Cashtown. Hill then resolved to march to Gettysburg the
next morning and dispose of the Union force in possession of
the place. But General Reynolds, in command of the left win er
of the Union army, was that night with the First Army Corp .
encamped only 5 miles from Gettysburg, and under order
to advance and occupy the town the following day. Thu a
if by a preconcerted arrangement, the hostile forces were to
march on the same point: and their meeting was to determin
the locality of the most momentous conflict ever waged on
.American soil.
The town of Gettysburg is situated in a fertile farmin g
district of soutlieru Pennsylvania. From the north of the
town diverging roads lead to Carlisle and Harrisburg; toward
the east are the York pike and Hanover road; on the outh
the Baltimore pike, Taneytown a1 d Emmit burg road ; and
on the we t road lead to Hager town vfa Fair.field and Chamb r bur · via Ca htown. Ten mile, we ti the maje ti outh
Mountain rauge, a blue wall arraiust the ky. We t of th
town, at th di tanc-e of half a mil i, Seminary Ridge named
from tbe Lutheran Theologi ·al eminar which tand up n
it ere t midway be we n the road to Chamb r burn- c n I
Fafrfi Id.
h Jnmdr d yard f, rth r w t th r j auoth r
tan 1 b f • h r on farm bnil I w ri l · on who.
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Seminary Ridge in a lofty eminence known as Oak Ridge,
which commands the country toward the south.
At the foot of McPhersons Ridge, on the western side,
Willoughby Run flows south into Marsh Creek. North of the
town the country is mostly flat and open, inclining slightly
toward Rock Creek, which flows south and passes Gettysburg
on the east side at a distance of about half a mile. Due south
of tlie town, on the summit of a hill between the Baltimore
and Taneytown roads, is the village cemetery, which bas given
a name to the whole ridge of which the hill is a part. The
general shape of Cemetery Ridge bas been likened to that of a
fishhook. The shank begins at Rouud Top and runs north for
about 2 miles; it then curves around toward the east, along
the crest of Cemetery Hill, and the barb of the hook is formed
by Culps Hill, a rough and rugged peak southeast of tbe
town. The eastern slope of Culps Hill is steep, covered with
bowlders of all sizes, and heavily wooded. Its foot is washed
by Rock Creek. Cemetery Rill is separated from Cnlps by a
deep depression. Its crest is open and affords advantageou.q
positions for the location of artillery. It is elevated high
aboye the town, and commands the country beyond.
Cemetery Ridge runs in a line nearly due south from the
crossing of the Taneytown and Emmitsburg roads. For about
2,100 yards, as far as George Weikert's stone farmhouse, it is
smooth and well defined. At this point it is lost in a great
mass of rough ground covered with rocks, woods, and heavy
undergrowth. For half a mile to the south, and nearly as far
east and west, the ground has this rugged and uneven character. Then we come to the mountain which constitutes the
most prom'inent feature of the landscape, Round Top, whose
massive form rises like a giant out of the earth a11d dominates
the country for miles around. On its northern side protrudes
a rugged shoulder called Little Round Top, and around Hs
western base are several spurs of lesser altitude. The summit
of Round Top is distant 3 miles, as the eagle flies, from the
Central Squ::ire of Gettysburg, and Little Round Top i 2½
miles from the same point. The sides of Round Top are steep
arnl rocky, and it is covered with a heavy growth of oak and
pines. Little Round Top is of the same character, but the
wooll were cleared away from its western slope the ar before
the battle.
A little Rtream callccl Plum Rm1 Jn1inH t11 land b ,tween
H. Doc. 291--27
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Cemetery Ridge and the Emmitsburg road. It flows alongthe
base of Little Round Top and receives a small branch from
the west. In the angle between these streams is the Devil
Den, one of the most rugged hills on the battlefield. Its summit is 500 yards due west of Little Round Top and 100 feet
lower. A crossroad runs north of Little Round Top, passe·
the Devils Den and connects the Taneytown and Emmitsbur 11
roads. The latter road runs diagonally between Cemetery
and Seminary ridges, and rises gently to its intersection with
the crossroad from the east; and here in the angle between
the roads. is the famous Peach Orchard of the Gettysburg
battlefield. The ground at this point is high and open, and
the roads fall away in three directions. The angle at the
Peach Orchard is also formed by the intersection of two ridge ,
one along the Emmitsburg road, the other from the Devil
Den.
The heights of Seminary Ridge extend south from the seminary to a point about 1,100 yards north by west of the Peach
Orchard. Here the ridge is cut by a little stream which flow '
west through a deep glen. Beyond this division another
wooded range, sometimes called War:fields Ridge, reaches off
toward the south and is crossed by the Emmitsburg road 1
mile south of the Peach Orchar.d.
Behind W ar:fields and
Seminary ridges, and entirely hidden from view by the wood ·
which skirt the heights from north to south, is a :fine open valley, where Longstreet and Hill had almost unlimited freedom
to perform their maneuvers in forming the line of battle.
The remarkable military advantages of Cemetery Ridge
:flanked by the rocky fastnesses of Culps Hill and the Round
Tops, could not be perceived, of course, at a single glance; but
as Buford saw Pettigrew's Confederate column withdraw from
before Getty burg, on the afternoon of June 30, he appreciated
the importance of his position in the van of the Uuion army.
H knew that this respite wa only temporary, and would be
fo1Iowed by an advance on the following day. He therefor
prepared to hold the town.
couting I arties were sent out
to gain information, and a line of pickets was e ta.blished on
the w t and uorth from the Fairfield. road to Rock Creek.
i arly
nth moruin of Jul 1th advan e of Heth divi ion
on th
a. h town road wa r p rt d, and uford immediat ly
f, rm d hi: Jin of ha tl
r · h r n I idge. Here th
10 Io ·k Buford trooper
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On receipt of Buford's report that the enemy were approaching Gettysburg in considerable force, General Reynolds
hastened to the front with Wadsworth's division of the First
Corps, and ordered Doubleday with the remainder of the First,
and Howard with the Eleventh Corps, to follow. Reynolds had
llO order~ to bring on a battle, but as be came up the Emmitsburg road at full speed on that eventful morning, his fine military eye doubtless took in the chief features of the Round Tops
and the Cemetery R,idge. He saw that this was the one place
to fight a great battle, and he resolved to interpose bis force
before the advance of Lee's column and hold it in check until
Meade should have time to concentrate the Army of the
Potomac on the heights in the rear. To this instant decision
of General Reynol<ls, and to the promptitude and gallantry
with which he acted upon it, is due the credit for the choice of
Gettysburg as a battlefield.
The infantry of.the First Corps began to arrive at ~bout 10
o'clock and was formed on McPherson's Ridge, relieving the
cavalry, which withdrew to the seminary. The first success of
the day was the repulse of Archer's Confederate brigade and
the capture of several hundred prisoners, including General
Archer himself, by the "Iron Brigade" under Meredith. Just
at the beginning of this action General Reynolds fell, killed by
a Confederate bullet. Thus, at the very opening of the battle,
Meade lost the one man of all who was best fitted to succeed
to the comniand of the army in the event of injury to himself,
and upon whom he had placed the greatest reliance in view of
the impendillg battle. The chief command now devolved
upon General Doubleday, who continued to direct the engagement uatil the arrival of General Howard. Soon afterwards
the rest of the First Corps arrived and was formed in line of
battle with one division in reserve. On the Confederate side
Hath received the reenforcement of Fender's division.
Toward noon General Howard arrived in advance of his
corps, which was approaching on the Emmitsburg road. Ile
assumed command and took up bis headquarters on Cemetery
Hill. He then sent a mes. age to General Meade, whose
headquarters for the day were at Taneytown, 11 miles distant, reporting the death of General Reynolds and a king for
as istance.
Meantime Ewell's corps, in accordance with Lee's plan f
concentration, was movillg toward Gettrburg fr m th north.
A ·oon a.· th · Eleventh Corps arrived, owanl dir ct cl
0
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Schurz to advance to Oak Hill, but the Confederates under
Ewell got there first and thus gained an important advantage .
.As the battle grew in dimensions things began to wear a serious aspect; the two small corps of the Union army pre ent
numbered only 18,000 men, and they were matched again t
more than double their number of the enemy. The Union
lines, by necessity too much extended, were at length forced
back to Cemetery Hill, where Howard had kept Steinwehr'
division in reserve. Here the men were rallied by the strenuous efforts of General Howard and his staff.
Just at this time General Hancock arrived upon the :fielcl.
Be had come from Meade's headquarters, at Taneytown, with
orders to take command at Gettysburg and to form the line
there, if he thought it a suitable place to fight a battle. Hi
appearance on the field was the signal for a revival of the spirit
of tbe men who had been :fighting all day, for his form an<l
features were well known and his arrival was received as a token
that reenforcements were close at hand. He immediately saw
the natural strength of the position and made dispositions to
hold it. This he did by strategy. Leaving the main body on
Cemetery Hill, he sent Wadsworth's division of the First Corp:
to Oulps Hill, and instructed Buford to parade bis cavalry on
the extreme left. In this way he made a greater show of force
than was warranted by the facts and succeeded in giving the
impression that heavy reenforcements had come up.
General Lee arrived on the battlefield near the close of the
action, and from a post of observation on Seminary Hill he
watched the final stages of the battle. He was deceived by
the apparent strength of the Federal position., and in con e. quence of information obtained from prisoners, who said that
the rest of the army under General Meade was approaching
Gettysburg, he deemed it inadvisable to continue the attack.
General Lee has been severely criticised for not following up
hi advantage, for when the Federals retired to Cemetery Hill
he had the up riority of number aucl his men were :flu bed
with succ
Hi ·bane
of carrying the po ition wer
great r at that moment t1rnu at any time afte:;:-;-rnrds during
the battl .
ut he h,td only ju t arrived upon the field aJaro1 art f hi. army wa. , till on th march, and he would not hav
b nju tifi cl in ontinning the a ta l· upon a po ition of u h
0
T at n, tural . tr •ng h with nt mor d finit informati n a , t
th pr .·irni
f t 11 r . t of th
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V.-GETTYSBURG-THE SECOND DAY.

General Lee had not intended to fight a general battle at
such a distance from bis base unless attacked, a11d then he
expected that the time and place would be of his own selection.
Now, however, he found himself suddenly confronting his
antagonist, and the mere force of circumstances in a measure
constrained him to fight. He already bad tlie advantage of
superior cou_c entration and the successful issue of tlle first
day's conflict gave hope of a favorable result. General Longstreet advised him to turn Meade's left by a flank march on
the Emmitsburg road and by menacing the Federal communications or interposing between Meade and Washington to force
him to attack the Confederate army. But Lee, without doµbt,
saw that it would be a hazardous and difficult thing to attempt
such a movement iu the abseuce of bis cavalry, and that it
could not be executed with sufficient promptness to surprise
Meade, who would not be laid under any necessity of attacking the Confederates, but woulu simply fall back to some
position nearer his base, leaving the issue of battle to be tried
on some other field. Moreover, in the immediate presence of
the main body of the Unio11 army it would soon become difficult for Lee to obtain supplies for his large force. Ile would
have to scatter his army in order to subsist it, but by simple
demonstrations Meade could compel him to keep it united and
thus oblige him to attack sooner or later. Meade might choose
to pby a waiting game, but Lee could not afford to <lo so.
General Meade arrived upon the battlefield at 1 a. m., July
2, and made an inspection of the lines. In the morning, as
the various commands of the Union army arrived, tliey were
formed as follows: The Twelfth Corps (Slocum) was placed
on Culps Hill to the right of Wadsworth. The Eleventh and
First remained on Cemetery Hill. The Second Corp· (Hancock) was assigned to Cemetery Riuge on tlle left of tlle First,
and Sickles, in command of the Third Corp , was directed to
prolong Hancock's line to Round Top. The reserve artillery
and ammunition train were parked in a ce11traJ position, and
the Fifth Corps (Sykes) was held in re erve uear the ame
point. The Sixth Corp·, the largest in the army, wa . oblig('d
to make a forced march of 31 miles from Manche ter, Md. It
begau to arrive at 2 or 3 o'clock in the afternoon.
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The left wing of the Confederate army was formed by
Ewell's corps, which extended from the hills east of Rock
Creek through the town to the seminary. Hill's corps occupied Seminary Ridge. The position assigned to Longstreet
was on Warfield's Ridge, continuing Hill's line to a point opposite Round Top.
The principal advantages of the Union position on the Cemetery Heights arose from the convex shape of the ridge, which
effectually sheltered everything within, and enabled troops to
reinforce any part of the line rapidly by moving along chord
of the arc, while thefr movements were screened from the view
of the enemy. The Confederate army, on the contrary, had a
concave order of battle, and in order to support any part of
the line, it was necessary to make a long march around on the
circlVUference of the circle, consuming much valuable time;
orders could not be transmitted rapidly, and it was almo t
impossible to secure the cooperation of the different corps.
Lee ordered Longstreet to make a determined assault on the
Federal left, and instructed -Ewell as soon as he heard the
sound of Longstreet's guns to make a demonstration to be
converted into a real attack if opportunity offered. Hill wa
ordered to threaten the Union center, and to cooperate with
his right division in Longstreet's attack. Longstreet experienced many vexatious delays in getting his troops in po ition. He was not ready to advance in battle formation until
4 p. ~- lVIeanwhile, the opportunity of taking the Federal
army at a disadvantage slipped away, for every hour's delay
strengthened Meade and diminished the chances of a Confederate victory.
In the meantime some changes occurred in the formation of
the Union line. The ground which Meade bad assigned for
the occupation of the Third Corps included that rough portion
of the field south of W eikert's house. Sickles was not plea ed
with the position, and seeing the elevated ground at the Peach
Orchard he decided to move his corps forward to that point
in order to gain it advantages and prevent the ·confederate
from eizing it. The new position extended along the Emmit burO' road to the Peach Orchard, where the line wa refu, ed
an ran ba k to the D vil' Den. Thi change was made -without th autbori y of eneral l\lea<le, who di, approv d of the
mov m nt afterwar 1.. Th r i. not time to give thi point
will m rely indicat the rea on why
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Sickles's movement must be considered a great error. In tlie
first place, the new line was so long that it would have required
a much larger force than Sickles possessed to occupy it in sufficient strength. Second, by placing his corps in that position
Sickles isolated himself three-fourths of a mile in front of the .
rest of the army, with both his flanks in the air. Again, Little
Round Top, the key of the battlefield, was left m10ccupied.
And lastly, the new line presented at the Peach Orchard a
salient angle, the worst device in warfare. If the enemy once
gained possession of that point, the rest of the line would
thereafter be rendered untenable.
Lee's plan of attack was what is known as an oblique order
of battle. Longstreet's line, formed obliquely to that of Sickles, would march straight forward,continually breaking in the
end of the Union line and rolling it up toward Cemetery Hill.
As the assault progressed from right to left, Hill's corps
would join in the action, and thus the movement would gradually increas~ in magnitude as column after column took part
in the effort to carry Cemetery Ridge. The great difficulty, as
we shall see, was to secure the necessary cooperation between
the various units of the attacking force.
The attack began at 4 o'clock, and was at once met by a
stubborn defense. Sickles was rein.forced by two divisions of
the Fifth Corps, which Meade had ordered to take position on
the left, and by Caldwell's division of the Second. But the
long Confederate line overlapped Sickles's front by two brigades, which, meeting no resistance, moved directly toward
Little Round Top. I have said that Little Round Top was unoccupied, but at this moment Gener~l Warren, in his capacity
as chief of engineers, was examining the line at the left. His
practiced eye at once saw that Little Round Top was the key
to the Union position. At the same time he detected the flank ·
movement of the Confederates, and riding down the bill at
full speed be detached Vincent's and Weed's brigades of the
Fifth Corps to defend the position. They reached the summit
11ot a moment too soon, for the Confederates were already
ascending the oppo ite slope. The struggle at this point was
very severe, and cost the lives of several distin guished leader .
The onfederate made every eftort to gain the ummit; again
and again they renewed the attack, but every charge wa.
repul ed with terrible slaughter, and at nightfall th y gave np
the attempt.. It may well be aid that had it 11 t b en for
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Warren's pro:1Ilpt, though unauthorized, action the s~ry of
Gettysburg would be written as a Confederate victory.
In the meantime the rest of Longstreet's corps was pressing
hard upon Sickles, who was soon bo1;n e from the :field with a
• shattered leg. Even with the reinforcements which it had
received the Third Corps was unable to hold its ground, and
after desperate fighting the Peach Orchard fell into Confederate hands. The Union lines were then forced back to the main
crest of the ridge. The Confederates pursued closely, but their
strength was spent and their further progress was stayed by
the :firm front presented by several brigades of the Sixth Corp
which had been formed in line, and by a brilliant charge of the
Pennsylvania Reserves. Toward the right, where the Union
lines had been weakened by sending Caldwell's brigade to the
front, two Confederate brigades, tbm;e of Wilcox and Wright,
almost succeeded in piercing the center. But they were not
properly supported, and were driven back by countercharge
under the direction of General Hancock. Shortly afterward'
the line was made secure by the arrival of reinforcements from
the First and Twelfth corps.
Later in the evening two brigades of Early's division made
an attempt to carry Cemetery Hill by storm. They were
driven back with the assistance of Carroll's brigade, whieh
H a ncock: sent over from Cemetery Rid ge to aid Howard. The
Confederates lost heavily, but succeeded in carrying off about
100 prisoners and four stands of captured colors.
Ewell's demonstration on th e Union right was delayed until
the action on the left was nearly over. Johnson's divi ·ion
then assaulted Culps H ill, and as a part of the Twelfth Oorp
had been drawn off to support t he Union center, be ucceeded
in obtaining a foothol d within t he Federal intrenchmeut .
This brought his division dangero u ly near the Baltimore
pike, but t he nigh t wa · <l ark, and he failed to ee the advantage almo. t within his gra p .
'Ihus clo ·ed. the action of July 2, a n action which in effe t
had cl cid d nothi ng, for the battle on th left bad re ult tl
merely in tr ngtheni11g t be integrity of t h Uniou line on
'em tery I idge; th ground wlti ·h th 'onfederat had won
wa never m ant to b • held y l\I ad and he would gla 11,r
ha e withdrawn from i with ut a figh if th r had b eu tim ·
an l ~w ll foo h 1d n th' rigllt while it threat n 1 dangu
t th Uui u army, wa · f 110 imp rtance to L e uule it
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could be followed up. Yet the results of the battle induced
Lee to believe that with proper concert of action he would
ultimately succeed, and he accordingly determined to continue
the attack on the following day.
In tl10 evening General Meade held a council of his corps
commanders; their decision was practically unanimous to
remain and rectify the lines so far as possible, and to await
Lee's attack at least one day.
VI.-GETTYSBURG-THE THIRD D.A.Y.

At early dawn Meade took the offensive against Ewell, and
after a sevel'e contest, which raged for seven hours, the Confederates were driven out of the Union works.
The rest of the morning was spent in preparation. Lee
ordered an assaulting column to be formed of Pickett's, Heth's,
and part of Peuder's divisions. The charge was to be made
on Cemetery Ridge and was to be preceded by a powerful cannonade, by which he hoped to silence the Union artillery and
to shake tlle infantry, so that it could not withstand the great
attack to follow. Pickett's division comprised in all :fifteen Virginia regiments, the ve_ry choicest soldiery of the South. They
had not yet been engaged in the battle, having arrived on the
field only the day before. Now they were chosen to the glory
of leading the column of attack. Pickett placed Garnett's
and Kemper's brigades in the fighting line and Armistead in
support. He was joined on the left by Heth's division under
Pettigrew. Two brigades of Pender's division, comprising
ten North Carolina regiments, were formed in the third line
behind Pickett and placed under the command of Major-General Trimble.
While the column of attack was forming, the artillery,
which was to prepare the way for the assault, was going into
position, and when the arrangements were completed, there
were 138 cannon ready to train their concentrated fire on tlie
Union lines. All the eligible ground from the Peach Orchard
to the Hagerstown road was planted thick with canuon, which,
as seen from the Uuion position, tretched in one unbroken
line from right to left as far a~ the eye could see. Thi wa
the display, magnificent in proportions and military grandeur,
but terrible a to what it might portend, which greeted the
eyes of the veterans on Cemetery Ridge.
The limited extent of the U11ion position made it 1>0 sible
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to use only 80 guns at a time; and the main burden of the
defense must be shared between the artillery of the Second
Corps, commanded by Captain Hazard, and McGilvery's command of 39 guns, posted on Cemetery Ridge and supported by
Caldwell's infantry.
. Promptly at 1 o'clock two cannon shot in quick succe . ion
broke the stillness of the summer air. This was the Confederate signal for beginning the cannonade. In another minut
all their guns were at work. Pursuant to General Hunt'
orders, the Union artillery opened slowly and carefully, in order
to do as much damage a_s possible without wasting ammunition. This artillery duel attained the height of. all that i
grand and magnificent in war. The :field was soon covered
with smoke, through which cannon were continually fl.ashing:
the air seemed filled with flying projectiles; shells were constantly exploding and throwing their iron hail in shower.
upon the ridge; the earth was plowed up as the missiles buried
themselves in its· bosom; and the deafening roar of over 200
cannon smote upon the ear without cessation or interval.
The Confederates generally overshot their mark; their
missiles passed over the heads of the troops and swept the
open ground on the reverse slope of the ridge; but toward
the front were seen only the long thin lines of infantry JyinO'
upon the ground in open ranks. Here they clung to th
shelter of stone walls and breastworks and awaited the end
of the great combat, well knowing what it foreshadowed.
After two hours General Hunt gave the order to cea e firing.
so a~ to give the guns time to cool and to save hi ammunition for the attack of infantry. Those batteries which bad
suffered most were withdrawn and fresh guns were ent to
take their places.
The ce sation of the Union fire was followed by quiet on the.
part of the Confederate·, for General Lee thought bat be bad
silenced the Federal artillery. The upreme moment had com ·
the ord r wa given, and Pickett's a aulting column al vance1l
to th atta ·k. Fir ta line of , kirmi hers pran ()' lightly on
of the wood ; then a :fir, t, a , cond, e~Ten a third line of battl
mov d down th lope f
minary Ridge, and di pl yed tb
full Jen th f it gray rank an
1 amino- bay n t t tb
u th y mov d with the di ipline<l t adine
ar l . The gronn
v r which th y mu.t
I a.
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approach, they offer a tempting mark to the Union artillerists.
McGilvery opens a destructive oblique fire and plows great
furrows in Pickett's ranks; Rittenhouse's rifles on Little Round
Top also do remarkable service in enfilading the Confederate
lines.
Now is seen the effect of the wasteful use of ammunition on
the part of the Confederates and the good results of the economy previously imposed on the Union batteries. The Confederate guns have not enough ammunition left to render the
necessary support to the attacking party. The Union artillery
neglects their fire entirely and devotes all its attention to the
infantry in ~he plain below. Still the undaunted Confederates
advance, closing up the gaps as fast as they are made. Their
march is directed upon Gibbon's division of the Second Corps,
which is posted behind a low stone wall that extends along
the ridge near a little clump of trees. The batteries of the
Second Corps are obliged to remain silent until the foe is at
close quarters, for their supply of long-range projectiles was
exhausted during the grand cannonade; but, as the Confederates approach, Hazard again opens fire and pours a deadly
stream of canister into their ranks. At two or three hundred
yards the infantry delivers its first volley, and the fight at
once becomes fierce and general.
Pettigrew's division is soon overpowered and retreats in
disorder, leaving 15 colors and 2,000 prisoners in the hands
of Hays's division. But Pickett's Virginians continue to advance, returning the fire with great spirit. Their right flank
i s attacked by Stannard's Vermont brigade and doubled in confusion upon the center. Still the main body presses on. The
moment of collision is at hand. Gibbon's front line is driven
back, the flag of the Confederacy waves over the wall, and the
troops, imagining that the position is carried, rush in to fill the
breach. There among the Federal b~tteries the mighty struggle continues. From all sides the Union troops rush upon the
enemy and wall in the head of bis column with a mass of men
which in r egular formation would stand four ranks d eep. The
strain can last only a short time. On e mighty effort is made,
accompanied by a general advance of the color ; the troops
pre8s :firmly after them and cloHe with the enemy. A few minutes of :fierce hand-to-hand conflict with bayonet and clubbed
musket, and the Confederates who h ave cro sed th e fence
t hrow down their arms and become pri oners of war, while the
remainder break and flee in di sorder across the plahi.
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Now the Second Corps springs forward to gather in the fruit·
of victory. Thirty-three standards and over 4,000 prisoner
were taken, and thus did they get their "revenge for Fredericksburg." But this great victory was not won without heary
losses. Hancock and Gibbon were severely wounded. The
number of casualties among the field officers was unusual, some
of the regiments losing them all. Of the Confederates, Kemper,
Trimble, and Pettigrew were wounded; Garnett was killetl,
and .Armistead was left mortally wounded within the Union
lines. Scarcely a field officer of Pickett's division escaped
unhurt. The division itself was practically annihilated; the
ground over which they had charged was covered with the
slain, and 42 of those wbo had crossed the fence lay dead upon
the ridge.
During the afternoon of July 3, two cavalry fights took place.
Kilpatrick, with Merritt's and Farnsworth's brigades, charged
the right of the Confederate line west of Round Top. Little
was accomplished, but the losses were numerous, the mo t
lamented being that of the brave and accomplished Farnsworth
a young officer who only a few days before had been made a
brigadier-general and had not yet received his commission.
General Stuart had received orders to move to the right of
the Union army with the object of reaching the Baltimore pike
and striking the rear of the Federal troops in cooperation with
Pickett's attack upon the center; but the movement was met
and frustrated by two brigades of Gregg's division, a i ted
by Ouster's brigade. After a severe battle, Stuart was forced
to retire from the field. Among tbe wounded wa Gen. Wade
Hampton, commanding one of Stuart's brigades.
According to the official records the losse in. the Union
army duriug the three days of the battle at Getty burg wer :
Killed, 3,155; wounded, 14,529; missing, 5,365; total, -3,04 .
Tho e of the Confederate amounted to 2,592 killed; 12,,o.
wounded· 5,150 mi ing; total, 2 451. But the r turn f r
tlle latter army are incomplete; som command, ar not
r I rte 1, and in th ca e of other the regim utal r turn· h w
laro- r l
llan do tli briga 1 total', fr m which tb ~
· mpil 1. G n ral ~I a<le r port ' tl.J ap ur of
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tioned. It was the difficulty of securing unity of action in
converging columns of attack at a distance of several mHes
from each other upon a central force. In such cases they
almost invariably strike their blows in succession and are
beaten in detail. General Lee's concave order of battle was a
great disadvantage; it gave his lines too great au extension
and rendered communication between the flanks slow and
difficult. And from first to last he failed to obtain that unity
of action upon which his success depended.
VIL-RETREAT OF THE CONFEDERATE ARMY.

The next day, July 4, General Lee drew in both his flanks
to a defensive position on Seminary Ridge. Ilere be stood at
bay for twenty-four hours, as be had done at Antietam, inviting rather than fearing the attack of his victorious opponent.
A heavy storm set in during the day, and at nightfall tlle
retreat of the Confederate army began. Lee's immense wagon
train, bearing the wounded, move<l. by way of Greenwood and
Greencastle under the escort of Imboden's cavalry, and the
main column marched on the direct road to Hagerstown,
. where they arrived on the 7th of July.
The Union cavalry at once started in pursuit. Kilpatrick
marched by way of Emmitsburg, and succeeded in getting in
front of the main body. He fought a sharp and successful
battle with Stuart at Monterey, and another at Hagerstown.
Buford's division of cavalry, aided by Kilpatrick, came near
capturing Williamsport with Lee's transportation train. Imboden made a brave defense, and the opportune arrival of Stuart and Fitzhugh Lee with reenforcements compelled Buford
and Kilpatrick to retire.
When Lee reached the Potomac, 40 miles from Gettysburg,
he found that the tremendous rains had raised the river far
above the fording stage, and as the Federal cavalry had deAtroyed the bridge at Falling Water , he was un_ab]e to cross.
He therefore threw up iutrenchments to defend himself ao-aiust
attack, while he proceeded to reconstruct hi bridge and waited
for the river to fall.
Meade did not follow Lee by the direct route, but went
around by way of Frederick and the lower passes of the South
Mountains. The fearful condition of the roads mad hi progress slow and laborious; artillery and wagons were stall d jn
the mud; large numbers of bis men were barefoot<-d, ~wd a,
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halt had to be made at Middletown to provide clothing and
rations. On J"uly 12 Meade approached the Confederate po·ition. He made an examination of their works and resolved to
attack them the next day. That night, however, he called a
council of war, which voted to postpone the attack until a
further reconnoissance had been made. This occupied tbe following day; but as the weather was misty, not much information was obtained. Nevertheless, Meade issued the order for
a g~neral advance to be made the following morning, July 1-1;
but when day broke the enemy had disappeared. The river
had fallen so as to be fordable at Williamsport, and the bridge
of pontoons had been completed the day before. Ewell's corp·
ha·d crossed by the ford, and the others by the bridge. The
broad Potomac flowed between the hostile forces, and the invasion of the North was at an end.
VIII.-RESULTS OF GETTYSBURG.

History speaks of the battle of Gettysburg as the decisive
battle of the war for the Union. It can not be considered
decisive in the same sense in which Tours or Waterloo wa
decisive. The American civil war presents no parallel for
those famous conflicts. But a general review of the war show
that Gettysburg was the turning point of the great struggle,
and in that sense it was the decisive battle of the war. From
that day the Federal cause maintained its supremacy and th
fall of the Confederacy was assured.
One can not fail to notice the fact that the Union armie
in the West were almost uniformly successful, while tho e in
the East, previous to the battle of Gettysburg, wer.e almo t
uniformly unsuccessful. Tbe capture of Forts Henry and Donelson: the · battles of Shiloh and Murfreesboro, and the fall of
Vicksburg mark successive steps by which the Federal supremacy in the West was established. But in the Ea t there wer
for a long time no decisive result . McClellan's effort to take
Richmond in 1 62 were abortive and proved total failure . Tll
defeat of Pope' army opened the way for Lees fir t inva ion
of the ortb. The battle of ntietam re ulted in hi r etreat
into ir 0 'inia, wh re h remained until the following u..mm r.
ut during tbi tim t h
nion army experien ed a erie f
whi ·h u1min t d in h nnparall led di a t r at
k th
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had nearly the largest and by far the best organized and
equipped army which the Confederacy ever placed in the .field.
He had frequently defeated the Army of the Potomac before
with an inferior force. It was not unreasonable for him to
expect to do so again, wheu he had an army equal in strength
to that of his antagonist and inspired with the enthusiastic
spirit of invaders and conquerors. It must be admitted that
with the ample means at Lee's disposal the hopes entertained
by the Confederate government were not extravagant. Rarely
does any military operation present greater assurance of success than Lee had at the beginning of his Pennsylvania campaign.
The height of the Federal succe:::;s at Gettysburg must therefore be measured by the boldness of the Confederate plans.
They had hoped to defeat the Army of the Potomac, capture
Washington, and compel the North to sue for peace, as the
results of this campaign; and they also expected that the
recognition of the Confederacy by foreign powers would follow
a military success. All these hopes were now dashed to the
ground.
The battle of Gettysburg was decisive of the result of Lee's
campaign iu Maryland and Pennsylvania; it settled the fate
of the invasion. It put at rest forever all plans for an aggres• sive movement against the loyal States; the enterprise was
never more attempted. Indeed, the Army of Northern Virginia was never again in condition to undertake such a movement, for never thereafter was Lee able to muster upon any
field an army equal in size or in vigor and enthusiasm to the
force which followed his standards in June, 1863.
The political and moral effects of Meade's victory were even
more important and extensive than the military effects. It
resulted in a complete loss of confidence, a feeling of depression and exhaustion throughout the South. Her fighting resources were rapidly being drained away; even the inexorable con cription failed to fill the ranks of her armie. , and the
los es sustained at Gettysburg, whether viewed merely in the
light of a numerical count or in consideration of the quality of the men spoiled, were irreparable. Not yet, however,
did she give up; and although the far ighted ones among her
tatesmen and civilians, as well as military men, mu t have
foreseen tlie final re ult of the war, she Htill went on with a
sort of grin despair, cherisliing the vain hope that ,·he would
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yet be able to tire out her adversaries and secure separation
from and peace with the United States.
The very oppostte effect was to be observed in the North.
Her drooping spirit waR revived; once more she became con:fident of success. The joy of a great deliverance filled every
loyal heart. The mills of industry turned with bm,ier hum.
and the energies of the people were bent to supplying the ·inews of war. So far from being spent or exhausted, the material resources of the nation even increased while the strain of
war was upon them. The Administration became more popular than ever, and the war party daily increased in strength.
The Presidential election of 1864, in which Lincoln recefre!l
2,213,665 votes ti) McClellan's 1,802,237, is a sufficient index
of the effect which Gettysburg and the later military succes e
had upon the politics of the country. Many causes contributed to produce this great victory at the poUs, but chief among
them was the successful prosecution of the war.
By a singular coincidence the negotiations for the surrender
of Vicks burg were concluded almost at the same moment when
Lee met his :final repulse at Gettysburg. All the effects of th
one victory were augmented by those of the other, and the two
together mark the crisis of the war. Nearly two year of
sanguinary conflict followed, but the backbone of sece ion
was broken by the defeat of Lee and the fa]l of Vick:burrr.
From the date of those twin disasters the star of the Confederacy de~lined.
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By

DR. JAMES SCHOULER.

•
Our common law, which is not given to :flattery, pays a delicate compliment to writers of history in permitting their works
to be cited in court with something of the authenticity of official documents. This privilege, which books of art and science
have not yet attained, and books of speculation never can,
should confirm us in the conviction that the truth of history is,
above everything else, what historians should strive after; that
the accurate and diligent presentation of past events, of past
public facts, of past manners and customs, must constitute,
after all, the basis of their permanent renown and usefulness.
Opinions change from age to age, but facts well interpreted
once are interpreted forever. Hence the deductions, the moral
lessons of history, one should hold subordinate to a candid,
conscientious, and courageous exploration for the truth and
the whole truth; all hypotheses should be kept under curb;
the writer's imagination ought to be like that of a painter
whose model is kept before his eyes. We should not eek
unduly to stir the passions of our readers, nor to color artfully
for effect; it is enough if we can interest and gain their sympathy. Fancy, theorizing, fal ·e ideals, and fal e inferences
have no place in such sober efforts. Conjecture should uot
supplement study, nor ought the fagots of study to be piled
as fuel for that ignis fatuus, the philosophy of history; for the
realm of the historian is the actual, and his art hould be to
reproduce life's panorama.
Not only, then, doe. every historical writer who goes into
print owe it to the public to be as accurate as po ible from
the commencement, but errors or omis ion · of fact and mi:leading deductions which he afterwards di ·cover · hould 1J
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promptly and heroically corrected. He can not afford to
up for a guide and remain to the end a false one. That which
he has once published ought to be published under hi.' taci
pledge to make afterwards all needful correction; and he may
fairly ask to be judged by his work only as he finally leav
it. There should be vision and revision. Not a single monograph which clears up minor particulars where he had no
personally searched should be wasted upon his notice; not a
criticism by one competent to correct, however harshly and
· unfeelingly expressed. It is better, of course, to be wholly
right at first; but thv;t is not easy. Knowledge, which in
measure we must all of us gain at secondhand, can not b
infallible; and the best we may promise is to purpose righ
and maintain that purpose. So positive is it, as Cicero ha
eloquently stated the maxim, that each historian should dare
to say whatever is true and fear to record a falsehood.
Nor can we, I think, pay the common law a better compliment
in return for its :flattering confidence than to adapt to our own
use for investigation some of its famrnar rules and method
for the right eliciting of truth from testimony. Hi torical
scholars are investigators; and they should be trained t
investigate-to weigh and measure together the authoriti
and not merely to collate and cite them. We reh:,x, of com
as we must, that rigid distrust which the old common law
showed in excluding from the witness stand all intere:t
parties. We adopt that better rule of modern tribunal whi ·h
hears all testimony founded upon direct knowledge of the matter at issue, applying a strict scrutiny, however, and a ear ·h ing cross-examination to each individual witnes . W a k hi
means of know ledge, his character for truth and veracity. h
bias or prejudice under which he testifie . We reconcil
tradictions, balance probabilities, consider presumption · an
the burden of proof, compare and adjudicate. What i · leli erately writteu clown we prefer for exactne , to the r l ·
primary authoritie to , condary; what one admit ao-ain
him elf to what it uHs him to de lare; te, timony lemul
given under oath or upon the d athbed to th carel .' ,
ca ual utt r, u e f everyday lifi ; that which i corr b r· t
t that which i .' nu ' upport d or <leni l · the probabl t
h
improl> bl .
bat •ver on . ,
when h
eut i r n
tru ·t
r han ha whi ·h h .·, y: far :ub equ nt in reli
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wherever we may apply it, the observation of our own · immediate senses to that hearsay upon which i.n spite of himself,
each investigator of the past, each historian or chronicler, must
so greatly rest.
The scholarship, then, and the reputed honesty of every
writer whose works we are to study become of prime consequence in judging of his credibility; · and so, too, though
perhaps in a, less degree, the conscious or unconscious bias
under which he wrote. Patriotism itself gives to each loyal.
citizen a bias or prejudicial direction; and this is sure to affect
historical narrative, since one does not easily separate his task
from the lesson be bas in view. This bias becomes very strong
where one's country or State was a belligerent, or his immediate feilow-citizens engaged in civil war. The prepossessions
of religion and politics have also an immense influence. You
do not expect a Macaulay to do entire justice to Tories, nor an
Alison to Frenchmen, nor a Lingard to Protestants and the
English Reformation, nor a Gibbon to the Christian religion.
Our·Americau school histories glorify without stint the heroes
of 1776 and the American Revolution; over the causes and
course of our latest civil strife they become politic enough.
What American youth, bowever 1 is trained to apologize for
the King and Parliament that strove patriotically to maintain
the integrity of British dominion I Or to do honor to our
colonial loyalists who remained loyaH One of the most
valuable contributions to American history, of recent years,
embraces a narrative of the Mexican war as the Mexicans
wrote it. Will the time ever come, in the ·advance of race
education, when the negro or the red man may compose a
history of this continent and its civilization from the standpoint of his own race experience~
Impartial treatment and the effort to deal fairly by all races
and all nations, and all men, are qualities praisewortky in any
writer; yet we must confess that a cold and colorless narration
fails of effect, and that each one of us dearly desires the
applause of his own countrymen and constitue1rny. There are
special risks to be run, therefore, when writing of times and
contentions which have not yet cooled down and soli.dified, so
to speak; and here it is that they have the advantage as narrator , who, like the British Gibbon and Arnold and perbaJ>
our own Prescott and Motley, devote their literary Rki11 mid
scholarship to describing some period of the distant pa t, and
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to countries and civilizations only remotely connected with their
own. Or if, like Freeman of the one country, and Parkman of
the other, or like Guizot of France, and the great investigators
of modern Germany, they search into the institutions of their
own native land, they stake out some period for their toil far
enough back to admit of a passionless perspective. And yet,
after all, the vivid delineators of their own times and countries
have hitherto enjoyed the surest posthumous confidence,
,. especially when, like Herodotus, Thucydides, Xenophon, and
Cmsar, the writer describes scenes and events of which he ha·
personally partaken.
In biography, again, where history is seen teaching by
example, we find an obvious bias of the writer to ascribe all
the influence possible to the hero of his tale-to make bimi if
he can, the radiator of events, the center and sun of the system, around which all other luminaries of his age revolved .
. The official biographer, more especially, to whom family papers
are confided, is apt to be one of the family seeking to keep up
the ancestral renown, or some family friend trusted for the
pious duty; and hence the laudatory strain, the panegyric, the
effort to revivify the dead man's friends and to slay his slain,
thart we not unfrequently witness in such narratives, with
· amiable emotion, but withal a little skeptical. More candor
certainly, we look for in a family biography than in an epitaph
or a funeral oration; but we should be disappointed enough
not to find from such a biographer the strongest defen e of
bis hero, as to all controverted points of bis career where public opinion had been in suspense or misinformed; and we
should expect, moreover, a fair peep into the private portfolio
for family letters and confidences, which history would feel
free to appropriate in its own way a its own authentic material, regardless of the family injunction. All filial prepo e sion , all that personal partiality which close intimacy exact
a its tribute, let u, treat with reverence, provided we are l ft
to e timate for our elve and to supply the corrective that
justice to other may demand.
For my part I do not envy th
b om intimat at all · who an xplore a kindred buma1
b art a though b h l a urcri al in trum nt in hi ban ;
wh an nt r the r e
fan bl
ul whate r it human
L Ye
mr
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tllere is the earnestness of sympathy in one biographer and
the earnestness of antipathy in another. Let us, however,
have earnestness; for the writer, historian, or biographer to be
most distrusted is he, in my opinion, who gains no earnestness
at all from his subject, but remains wholly neutral, negative,
and external-critical, quizzical, or cynical, as the mood may
move l1im; or extending the_arm of judicial patronage, like
some self-chosen Rhadamanthus who practices before the
looking-glass.
There is still another bias to which all literary authorship
is peculiarly liable, now that our great purchasing public supplants the influential patron to whom a book was formerly
dedicated. I mean that of pampering, for the sake of immedia.te circulation and profit, instead of writing out what one
thinks at heart and supplying to those who seek knowledge
the strong meat of correct information. So immense has
become the power of :fiction in the community of late~ that
facts themselves are too readily accepted with a :fictitious
embellishment, and readers, even of the more solid books,
will, many of them, ask chiefly to be amused or excited, and
not to have their own complacency disturbed. Publishers
often seek what is popular, what will sell readiest and coin
money, and their mercenary estimates may distort the views
of an author so as to hinder him from remaining constant to
his best ideals. God forbid that an author should 11ot make
himself interesting if be can, or write books that are salable;
but the higher grade of scholarship will refu e to suppress or
misrepresent for the sake of popularity or to make the unripe
fruits o~study look tempting by applying the high polish of a
brilliant style. He will not degenerate from hi torian into a
gossip, nor, like a gossip, shift his views of men and measures
to suit his trivialities.
Here let us distinguish, as the law of evidence bids u ·,
between the two great classes of authorities offered in testimony, the primary and the econ<lary. No one should
iuve tigate into hi torical facts without this fundamental
distinction well borne iu mind. Under primary authorities
we comprehend, of course, all public record and documents,
official reports, every original , ource of information; and we
may fairly refer to the same head for ourselves, the pri ate
and contemporaneou tatement an<l corre pondeuc f tho e
who were actors or eyewitne ses in the events or exp rience
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which they describe; and, furthermore, though with caution
reserve, reports of the contemporary press from contemporary
observation. Secondary as to classification, and quite subordinate and subsidiary to all this, let us reckon newspaper
comments and generalization and the literary remnants,
materials, and memoranda of those who simply relate what
others have told them. .All such materials are but secondary;
and so, necessarily, are those other narratives, however trustworthy, which we are compelled to consult, more or less,
under any circumstances, because primary evidence is not
accessible, or our own power and opportunity for research are
limited.
Works of travel afford much coloring matter for history, but
only so far as the traveler tells what he saw with his own eyes.
The very book we toil upon with pains and put forth, whatever our own primary sources of information, becomes but
secondary proof to our readers so far as we have not stated
facts as eyewitnesses. Hence, in historical studies, you may
separate quotations from the context for trustworthy matter, or
accord to the same writer more credence in one connection than
in another. Quotations may be verified, an<l. with the help of
citations we may go over the whole original ground for ourselves, though we are not likely to do so. Writers themselves
like to be truste<l.; they can not turn the processes of their own
investigation inside out, nor display to the reader all the testimony which the res gestre afforded tliem. Time enters into
the essence of all human .labor; and one would hardly be a
laborer himself if he did not hope to save labor to other .
Primary evidence, then, under some such classificMion as I
have endeavored to indicate, should in an case~ be preferred
by the investigator to secondary, whenever available; for in
spite of what literary indolence may claim to the contrary, you
gain thus not only greater moral satisfaction, but often an
economy of time besides. You are saved a compari on of collateral statements with the added danger of restating error .
Fill your pitcher at the fountain head, and you need not coop
and · crape farther down among a hundred rills.
eek original
re ords. original report , original lett rs, original do~uments,
or the authentic publication of them-not content with m re
extracts r ab tract which oth r hav made-and you will e
often surpri ed to find how , ome ng e tive phra e or turn of
expre ion which did n t attract the writer who read the whole
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instrument before you-since his standpoint was a different
one-will flash out from the dull verbiage with a new and forcible application; for the s.tandpoint of the present does not
coincide with that of former times, nor does the array of facts
that immediately interests, or the desired application of past
experience to present action, cease to vary with varying eras.
How different must be the method of historical research
among primary documents which illustrate our present annals
from those of earlier centuries ! Far behind us lie the chronicles, the musty archives, the rare manuscripts of those feudal
governments which flourished when printhig was unknown and
the literary appliances rude. We live in the parting radiance
of a great century of popular development, looking toward
the horizon of a new and, as we hope, a greater one. Government, once conducted in secret councils, now pursues its routine
out of doors, observed by all men, until the official evidence of
the times becomes an overwhelming mass. Public documents
are printed, multiplied, scattered broadcast from the press, so
that you may burn or make pulp of the share which falls to
your own use, and yet leave copies behind in superabundance
for the information of posterity. Current literature, current
journalism, current reading matter, good and bad, swell the
stores elsewhere accumulating for th'1,t ideal personage the
future historian, besides those official publications, state and
national, executive, legislative, and judicial, which overflow
the huge public reservoirs built to hold tl.Jem.
On yonder hill 1 legislation, one department of government
alone has stretched far its marble wings northward and southward, and at length added great catacombs down deep underneath the foundation walls of its temple to hold the buried
treasures of Congressional committee rooms. There rest in a
common tomb the corpses of bills afely delivered and of bills
stillborn, shrouded petitions and the reports upon petitions;
this immense mass displaying for posterity's information the
whole embryo proce s oflegislation-all the minutim, in short,
that political science might ever wish hereafter to exhumeexcept, indeed, the my terious lobbying and logrolling that
may have so often influenced their delicate creation. To hi ·
torically reconstruct the earlier centuries, it might be enough
to compare the meager secondary authorities extant, or through
1

Capitol Hill, in Wa hingtou, D. C., where this paper was r •ad.
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official favor gain access to lean archives mysteriously locked;
but to reconstruct this nineteenth century, you must winnow
out the golden grains from storehouses, already crammed with
chaff, whose doors stand open.
Besides that keenly discriminating scent for the useful among
old rubbish, our future historian will need, like us earlier
brethren of the craft, habits of careful comparison as to whatever materials, whatever evidence, he admits into bis case;
not mingling primary and secondary proof indiscriminately, a
though of equal value; not taking any witness upon his ipse
dixit, apart Jrom his means of knowledge, his probable bias,
and his general worthiness of credence; not deciding issues by
numerical count of the authorities, like that old Dutch judge
who summed up in favor of the litigant producing the greater
number of persons on the stand; not interpreting a great
constitutional document as some would interpret Shakespeare,
so as to make it the text of their own fanciful inspiration; but
reading all authors, all testimony, in the light of the age in
which they existed, and illuminating the whole pathway of
past events with the fullest luster of surrounding circumstances.
Furthermore, on weighing and determining where witnesses
contradict, as they ofttm must, and the truth of events i not
clear, our scholar will consider the presumptfons proper in each
case; be will not reject that w bich has passed into established
belief, for the sake of novel and ingenious estimates without
putting the burden of proof where it belongs, and takin g tbe
new proof for simply what it is worth. Nor will he disdain
that popular verdict; always deliberately and upon good evidence rendered, and always presumptively correct, though
liable, of course, to final reversal, wl1ich is known as the judgment of hi tory. Some important element in the formation of
a country's earlier civilization or some individual in:fluenc
may have been overlooked or too lightly regarded in po terity'
estimate· happy, th n, i the hi torical cholar who can pr du e new te timony and et opinion right; but he a k mor
than th law of rJre umptive evidende will g-rant him when h
und rtake , on th
treno-th of that te tim ny aid d only by
conj ture t
e th pa t ju lgm 'nt of hi tory h 11 a id
and r
u tru ·t I a ·i vilizati n u 11 }1 i. n w th ry a th u o-b
the burd n of pr f di n tr t till UJ)OH hi own b ulder .
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A PLEA FOR THE STUDY OF THE HISTORY OF NORTHERN
EUROPE.
By A.

C. COOLIDGE.

The earlier history of northern, or more especially of northeastern, Europe has as yet attracted but small attention from
western scholars. In England and America the ignorance
about it is most profound, and the students who have cpntrib.
uted anything of yalue in this :field could be counted on one's
fingers. To be sure, the Germans have been too near the
scene of ac1iion to neglect it entirely, while the French have
at one time or another illuminated the history of the north
with works ranging all the way from the most brilliant literature to the best fruits of modern scholarship. Thus, it is
hardly too much to say that tlle reputation of Charles XU in
the west is due rather to the famous biography by Voltaire
than to his own character and actions, and most of the best
foreign authorities on Russia to-day are to be found in France.
Still little enough is generally known about such subject. The
educated public has a vague idea that Gustavus Adolphus
suddenly appeared from a hitherto unknown country, like a
deus ex machina, to save the cause of Prote 'tantism, and
that Peter the Great forcibly converted a nation of barbarians, with no past worth troubling about, into a state with
at least the superficial semblance of a civilized power. Even
historians seldom realize that the interference of Gustavus iu
Germany may have beeu, from a Swedish point of view, "a
serious blunder." 1 His previous campaigns in Poland, though
accidentally connected with the Thirty Years' war, and erviug a. a preparation for his part in it, were due to entir ~ly
inclepeudent circum tances, and would have taken place if
1
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the rest of the world had. been at peace. Peter the Great,
likewise, had predecessors who paved the way for his reforms,
while the Russia he turned into new channels can only be
understood by a careful review of her previous history.
There are plainly three reasous which may make the study
of northern Europe of value to us. On the first of these, the
irpportance of Russia in the world to-day, we need not dwell,
for everything connected with the development and conditions
of such a mighty Empire is obviously worth our attention.
Its inhabitants, too, are a gifted people, destined to play more
and more a leading part in the future of mankind-the truth
of this, though insufficiently realized, is too evident for discussion. For her part Scandinavia, which is holding her own
well iu literature and art, still has to be counted in politics.
We must remember also the great questions of the past that
are by no means all settled. The antagonism of the German
and the Slav is as intense as ever; the dominion of the Baltic
is as uiideterm.ined as that of the Mediterranean; Poland is
dead, but the Polish nationality is full of life, gaining rather
tllan losing strength in a way that makes its ultimate fate
difficult to predict.
In the second place, we have to consider the influence the
Scandinavians and Slavs have had on the western countries.
We must begin by admitting that, as regards institutions, tbi
has been but slight. It is true that in Holstein the Dane ha
been but recently dislodged, and in the manners and life of the
inhabitants of Pomerania, Brandenburg, or Austria traces of
Slav predecessors may reward the patient investigator, but,
generally speaking, the interchange of ideas between the German and his more barbarous neighbor has been one-sWec}t On
the other band, no one can be well versed in the history of
Germany without a study of the Drang nach Osten. For th
fortunes of the Teutonic race the battle of Tannen berg wa ·
more momentous than that of Legnano, and the re ults of tbe
colonization of the land beyond the Elbe and the congue ·t of
Pm ia. outweigh the brilliant, but tran itory glory of tl1e
' rugo-le between the Empir and the Papacy. Even a urv y
of G rman ci ic in titutiou i inc:omplete without a knowled o-e
of th ir w rking r infl.uen e in to ·kbolm, iga and racow.
If w pa. to
m nd the hlll'ch we per· i e tba in tlJ
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while the dreams and enterprises of the Holy See in her dealings with Russia since the council of Florence form a curious
yet unfinished chapter of history. It was a pope that suggested
and brought about the marriage between a Tsar of Moscow and
the heir of the last Emperor of Constantinopie. Indeed, the
Catholic Church has always looked to the East as well as to the
West, more than once making concessions in the former quarter
that she has sternly refused in the latter. On its side the
North, after the beginning of the seventeenth century, on several occasions interfered decisively in the general affairs of
Europe, in which it took a more and more active part. Gm;tavus II of Sweden arrested the progress of German Catholicism
after Christian IV of Denmark had failed in the attempt to do
so; the ministers of the boy King, Charles XI, joined the
Triple Alliance which checked the policy of Louis XIV, while
the Pole Sobieski dealt him a serious blow by saving Vienna
from the Turks; the intervention of Charles XII, which at one
time seemed probable, might have turned the balance either
way in the war of the Spanish succession; Elizabeth of Russia,
was the most successful adversary of Frederick the Great, and
Alexander I triumphed over Napoleon.
When we turn to the· history of Scandinavia, Poland, and
Russia for those peculiar features, or workings of great principles, that make a third reason· for study and comparison,
in view of the endless variety of detail, we have to be on our
guard against the <langers of hasty generalization. All I
shall attempt to point out here is a few salient features that
call for attention.
One of the most important of these is the fact that we do not
meet with the unity that so long prevailed in western Europe;
no pope or emperor was recognized, however imperfectly, as
the head of the community of Christendom. On the contrary,
from the first we have the bitterest conflict of race and religion.
The feeling of nationality seems always to have been intense,
except for a time in the upper classes under the co mopolitanisrn of the eighteenth century. The Russian, the Pole, tbe
Dane, and the Swede were actively ho. tile to one another a'
such, if not at an earlier date chronologically, at 1 a ·t at an
earlier stage in their development than w find was often the
ca e in the land to the west of them. Each of the e four
nations harl. jts <lay when tl ie primacy of the north h long cl
or .·eemed on the point of belonging to it. Ea ·h i · even now
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hardly reconciled to its rivals. The fusion of conquering and
conquered peoples was apt to be exceedingly slow, thus nearly
seven hundred years of German predominance over inferior
races has left the Germans and the Germanized with hardly
more than 8 per cent of the population of the Baltic province:-.
True, there were instances of peaceful absorption of Slavs by
Germans, as in Pomerania and Silesia, but this process wa
checked in Poland by a distinct national reaction in the beginning of the fourteenth century; nay, long before this, when
their country was first converted to Christianity, the Pole ,
unable as yet to furnish their own clergy, called in foreigners
from France and Italy rather than from their near neighbor
the Empire. Even Panslavism was preached by the Servian
monk Kryzhanich, two hundred and fifty years ago. It
would be easy to multiply such examples of national consciousness. In Moscow it reached a degree of orieutal isolation
unsurpassed by the Chinese, and yet, like the Chinese, the Mu ·
covites have shown a remarkable capacity of peacefully assimilating foreign elements. The reasons for these phenomena
are complicated enough; indeed, to the student of the difficult
and fascinating questions of why one race or language tend '
to prevail over another, the history of northern Europe is full
of problems of the deepest i_n terest.
This is equally true when we come to matters of religion.
Russia is the oue mighty Empire converted to the Greek
ort,hodox form of faith. She offers us the best chance to
examine the effect of the ideas and the belief of Constantinople imparted to a fresh, uncivilized·· people. After the fall
of the Rome on the Bosphorus, Moscow ·was hailed as the
third Rome, that was to rule the wol'ld, and its ruler as tb
one monarch who maintained the true belief undefiled by
Latin heresies. Here we :find no conflict between the state
and a clergy, which was kept in a tate of Byzantine sub erviencc to its overeign ; yet the hold the Church had on tb
people wa tremendou, . In the time of trial they clung to it
with unwavering teadfa tne s. We tern Prote tan ti m nev r
bad au influence upon lloly Ru· ia it elf until recent year •
thou<Yb it made a few convert among tbe Ru ~ian n ble of
LithuaHia; ancl a ain t th mally 01 eu or iu iduou attack· f
it ' an ·i nt fo P ma,n ath liti. m. Ortbodo y al oh ld it
own. fran III witli all hi. · p op] r j, t d ·ornfuJly tb
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dreams of so many popes, of winning over the northern power,
have always been chimerical. We see, too, in tbe north of
Europe, even m~re than elsewhere, the close,- if subtle, connection between religion and nationality. To the Russian
peasant of to-day tbe Protestant is a German and the Catholic
a Pole, as naturally and inevitably as the Mussulman is a
Turk or Tartar.
Poland, for her part, has been the greatest battle ground
of the Greek and Latin faiths. Her eastern division, Lithuania, was chiefly inhabited by orthodox Russians, in fact it
appeared at one time as if the pagan Lithuanians themselves
would soon accept the same creed, till a marriage for political
reasons, the first step in the persevering policy of the Polish
aristocracy, changed the natural course of affairs. By the conversion of Jage1Io, of Lithuania, and his marriage to Hedwiga,
of Poland, in 1386, the two states were drawn together by a
bond that was continually tightened till they were merged into
one by the union of Lublin in 15u9. White and Little Russia
were-long separated from Great, and became part of a country
in communion with the west, their nobility in time adopting
more and more the Polish language and belief. For a space,
indeed, Poland herself seemed as though she would be untrue
to Rome, for Protestantism spread rapidly and superficially
among her nobles, greedy for church wealth, and took deeper
root in the German portion of the population; but when the
day of reaction came, when the Jesuits, who had been brought
into the land, set to work with marvelous skill and activity, Protestantism, except among the Germans, vanished after a feeble
resistance. Against Greek orthodoxy, however, the ability
and learning of the Jesuits, supported by all the intolerance of
king and noble, bad a far more erious conflict. The Catholic
Church only triumphed by a compromise such as it bad refused
to the reformers of Germany. The United Greeks were not
only aUowed to have married priests, but kept their Slav
liturgy; yet even the attempt to impose this compromi e was
perha1Js the chief cause of the desperate insurrection of the
Co sacks ending in the loss of Kiev and the Ukraine, which
marks the beginning of the fall of Poland.
. The role of Sweden in the religious history of Europe n eds
no comment. We ·hall but note that the Reformation, complete a ' was it succes , was not in an wer to any popular tl mand, but wa peaceably brought about by an able ruler for
worIdly rea on s.
H. Do . 291--29
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Turning now to questions of government and constitutional
development, here, also, we find much to interest us, including
examples of many kinds, with striking cases both of similarity
and contrast. Take, for instance, Poland and Russia. In the
tenth century we behold them settled by tribes of the same
race, at the same primitive stage of development, with the
same general political organization and institutions. The lands
inhabited by the two peoples were similar, with hardly a pretense of natural geographical divisions where one should end
and the other begin. Compare this with the two nations six
hundred years later, when not only was one ardently Catholic
and the other the sole great orthodox power, but Russia had
become an Eastern despotism where the proudest boiar called
himself the slave of the Tsar, while in Poland the authority of
the King had sunk to a shadow, and the nobility, under the
name of" golden liberties," had gradually elaborated the most
impracticable constitution ever found in a civilized country.
Among other distinctive features in Russia we have also the
brief but instructive history of states generals, that at one
time had a very real authority; in Poland the tale of the long
conflict between the Magnates and the Szlachta, or democratic
gentry; in Denmark we find the aristocracy, by its privileges
and unpatriotic selfishness, crippling the State at the most
critical moments in a way that was only less fatal than was the
case in Poland; in Sweden the contest between the nobles and
the Crown had more vicissitudes than anywhere else, even if
they were not always marked by great bitterness of feeli ng.
During the three centuries from Gustavus I to Gustavus III
the balance of power changed from one side to the other eight
times, with the varying fortunes of Sweden and the ability of
her sovereigns, which, .long, was far above the average.
It is true that in the domain of loca,l government we meet
with less variety; the cities of Poland had mostly Magdeburg
or Kulm rights, and German influence wa equally trong in
Scandinavia. In Rus ia, on the other hand, we find a totally
inclepend nt development. Th
eche or popular a embly
of which we mu t rememb r there i no trace in Poland
exi ted fr m arly tim in mo t if not in all of the town . The
hi tory and ·hara ·ter f .i..,..ov r I he r at f h r ung r
i ter
1~ v c nd Iatka ar well w rth the attenti r of tudent
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Finally, to those who are interested in the influence of physical geography on character and history; to the investigators
of the life, conditions, and progress of all classes of society at
different ages; to the lover of folklore, dramatic incidents,
picturesque biography and military stategy, as well as to the
student of political economy, commerce or literature, the llistory o_f northern Europe offers a field that will richly repay the
labor devoted to it.
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That the French Revolution was not a purely local movement at any time, that it refused to be compressed within
the boundaries of France, that it expanded as naturally and
inevitably as does a heated gas, is one of the platitudes of
history. Crossing the Channel, crossing t_he Rhine, scaling
the Alps and Pyrenees, the forces to which we give this name
came down into the different countries of Europe to become
factors of the first magnitude in their political life, both
internal and external, for a long time to come. Nor did these
forces affect merely those countries that lay in the immediate
neighborhood of the iand of their genesis. Thrown forth by
the impulsion, inherent in their very nature, they found the
ocean no more difficult to cross than the river Rhine, and a
far-away, pioneer, undeveloped country as ready for their play
as the old complicated societies of Europe. It was just as
this turbulent, tumultuous period was coming on that our
new National Government was being instituted.
The conflict generated in France wa one between · the old
and the new, the established order and an improved order that
men hoped to establish, respect for the conservative re traints
of the past and the demand for much wider individual freedom.
In the wars that soon broke out England and the allies stood for
the former, France for the latter. These different conceptions
quickly found points of attachment in America. "Freedom
and order," says John Quincy .A.dam , in his Lives f Madi on
and Monroe, "were also the elementary principle of the parties in the American. Union, and as they respectively predo ,i455
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nated each party sympathized with one or the other of the
combatants. .A.nd thus party movements in our own country
became complicated with the sweeping hurricane of European
politics and wars. The division was deeply seated in the
Cabinet of Washington. It separated his two principal ad vi ers and he endeavored without success to hold an even balance
between them. It pervaded the councils of the Union, the
two houses of Congress, the legislatures of the States, and
the people throughout the land." 1
But this division did not exist at first. The outbreak of the
French Revolution was hailed in .A.merica with expressions of
ardent enthusiasm and lively sympathy, almost unanimou ,
broken ·only here and there, in widely isolated cases, by some
subdued utterance of distrust or doubt. France and America
were united by a close friendship, born of a political alliance
and maintained by feelings of gratitude and by the intere t
awakened in both nations by years of intimate association with
each other. During the latter part of the eighteenth century
the influence exerted by each of these widely separated and
widely different nations upon the other had been most marked.
Fra'.nce had given to .A.merica her philosophy and her military
aid. .A.merica had rendered the thought of revolution familiar
to France, and stood forth herself as the successful living
embodiment of certain great conceptions of liberty, equality,
and self-government, to the attainment of which for them elve~
Frenchmen were more and more aspiring. These two nation
were deeply interested in one another, aud thus a condition
favorable to proselytism was at hand.
That Frenchmen were influenced by .A.merican thought and
American experience has been well and abundantly shown by
Mr. Rosenthal in his "America and France.'' That American~
followed the tragedy that was unrolling it elf in France with
the mo t ab. orbing intere t is shown in a multitude of way :
by the politic of this country, which "\Tere largely Galli an or
Anglican for a number of year ; by the writings of our mini ter to France, Thomas Jefferson and Gouverneur )Iorri"'.
which di play with vividne, · and generally with accuracj:
the cour e of the R volution from the meeting of the notable"'
in 17 7 d wn thr ugh tll H i o-n of Terror; by the literary production of th period wh
th m : and th ugb.t betray on
pp. 2 rn-.:.n:;.

Live. of ,J a.m

)fa<li ·o u an<l ,Jame

i\Ionro , 1 -
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every page the influence of the Revolution. The works of
Joel Barlow, an American, living in Europe at this time, who
wrote in the most radical republican vein upon the most burning topics of the day, those directly connected with the Revolution; the works of Noah Webster, classmate of Barlow at
Yale, who, besides editing a leading New York daily, published
in 1794 a critical review of the Revolution; of William Cobbett
"Peter Porcupine" an Englishman, residing in Philadelphia, ·
who wrote in 1796 a scathing History of American Jacobinisrn,
and who daily castigated the Democrats of the country; the
satirical poems of the Hartford Wits, published under the title
The Echo; the poems of Robert Treat Paine, delivered at
Harvard commencements, his speeches, his Jacobiniad, as well
as the works of many other obscurer men who dipped their pens
or tuned their lyres in commemoration of Revolutionary events,
are sufficient evidence of the absorbing interest that centered
in this subject.
If we seek still further evidence of this interest we may
examine the newspapers, we may run over the advertisements
of the bookse1lers for a clue as to what men were reading, and
the answer is decisive. The French news fills more columns
in the papers of the day, I think it is safe to say, than does the
American. Among the books that were widely advertised
and evidently widely read were Mirabeau's Speeches, Memoirs
of Dumouriez, Rabaut's History of the French Revolution,
Robespierre's reports, translations of the different French constitutions, Paine's Rights of Man, Barlow's The Conspiracy of
Kings, and Advice to the Privileged Orders.
A study of the history of the American theater will but confirm the impression already made. The stage became political
and democratic. ''Tammany," one of the earliest American
operas, and one which at this time eujoyed great popularity,
was a "melange of bombast," and was '' seasoned high with
spices hot from Paris," as Dunlap, the historian of the American theater, asserts. 1 Helvetic Liberty, or the Lass of the
Lakes; Liberty Restored; The Demolition of the Ba tile; Tyranny Suppreissed; Louis XVI (William Preston's tragedy),
were plays that were on the rude and haky American stage
of this period, and that show the temper of the time. And if
we seek still further to know this temper we :find the present
1

Quoted by Seilhamer, History of the Americ:m Theater, 1 95, 1>p. 8:3, 6.
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thesis confirmed by the descriptions of travelers-notablv
those of La Rochefoucauld-Liancourt.
·
It was natural enough for America to take a keen intere t
in the Revolution from the very beginning, looking upon it, a·
she did, as de.s tined to spread abroad her own political and
social ideals and institutions. "Liberty," exclaimed the Bo. ton Gazette, when the first news began to be wafted over here
in 1789, "liberty will have another feather in her cap. The
seraphic contagion was caught from Britain; it crossed the
Atlantic to North America, from whence the flame bas been
communicated to France." 1 That a nation should rise from
centuries of unconditional slavery to a high state of freedom
"on a sudden, in the twinkling of an eye," is, it says, "an
event to be contemplated with wonder," 2 and it predicts that
"the ensuingwinterwill be the commencement of a goldenage."3
Quotations like these, which might be multiplied indefinitely,
faithfully represent the attitude of buoyant enthusiasm for the
French cause, which was well-nigh universal here during the
first years of the Revolution, and which with multitudes of
men could not be shaken by all the excesses and apparent
failures of the movement.
Not only did most Americans contemplate the Revolution
with feelings of pleasure and pride as destined to spread
abroad their own ideas, but many of them eagerly welcomed
it as an ally in the propagation of doctrines in which they
themselves belieyed but which had not yet won general acceptance at home. Already the movement had swung into being
for the democratization of the country, which was to be o
powerfully rein~orced by Jefferson, to attain so complete a
triumph with J acksou. .America . might well be the teacher
of her elder sister in some respects, but the e men thought tbat
she might equally well be her pupil in others. That the oil
was b iug rapidly prepared for tho e French leveling principl
which were so oon to be tran. planted wa abundantly shown
by the uproar oc asion d by the etiquette and ceremonial that
"vYa. hington pref. rred to throw around the Pre idency, and by
1
the d bat in the •ir
ongres on ofiicial title . This demoa~ which wa. o Jon o· of attainment, thi incipient and
d1:tru.·t of ver 'thin<r not, trictly l opular in cbara -
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ter, is shown at its best in the pages o·f William Maclay, whose
particular bete noire was Vice-President John .A.dams. Writing September 18, 1789, he says:
By this and yesterday's papers France seems travailing in tho birth of
freedom. Her throes and pangs of labor are violent. God give her a happy
delivery! Royalty, nobility, and vile pageantry, by which a few of the
h·uman race lord it over and tread on the necks of their fellow-mortals,
seem likely to be demolished with their kindred Bastile, which is said to
be laiJ. in ashes. Ye gods, with what indignation do I review the late
attempt of some creatures among us to revive this vile machinery! O,
Adams, Adams, what a wretch art thou! 1

Thus, for a variety of reasons, .Americans were interested
in the Revolution from its very beginning. But when tbe
.Monarchy was completely overthrown and the Republic definitely established all America was thrilled, excitement became
intense, and when toward the close of the year 1792 the invading allies retreated, the Revolution seemed so far accomplished
as to demand a public manifestation of joy on the part of
Americans. Then l>egau a year utterly without parallel, so far
as I am aware, in the history of this country, when Americans
gave themselves up to a most extraordinary series of celebrations in honor of the achievements of another country, which in
no way directly concerned them and did not need directly to
affect them.
The news of the retreat of the allies reached this country
about the middle of December. At once the celebrations
began. One was held in Baltimore, the first of which I find
any record, on the 20th of December, when '' a numerous and
respectable company of gentlemen, friends of the rights of
mn.n," as the report runs, met at" Mr. Grant's Fountain Inn
for the purpose of celebrating the late triumph of liberty over
despotism in France" and who, after'' partaking of an elegant
dinner," drank fifteen republican toasts. 2 In its next issue
Freneau's Gazette said that it was de irable "that the other
capitals on this continent should imitate Baltimore in her convi vial meetings to celebrate the glorious successes of France
over the despotic combination." 3 The imitation began forthwith-had indeed already begun, for in New York, December
27, bells were rung, a liberty pole erected, and the Tammany
ociety had held a most enthu iastic banquet in the Wigwam. 4
Journal of William Maclay, p. 155.
Freneau's National Gazette, December 26, 1792.
3 Ibid., December 26, 1792.
~ Ibid.; January 9, 1793.

1
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The Civic Feast held in Boston, January 23, 1793, so often de
scribed by historians, may serve as the type of these festivals,
but is only one of an almost interminable series, itself marked
by no greater extravagance, though perhaps by more elaborateness, than others.
These celebrations were not local; they occurred in the South,
in the North, in the Middle States. Nor were they limited to
the cities-the capitals of this continent, as Freneau was
pleased to call them. · The cities did but give the word and
set the tone for similar demonstrations in the towns of which
they were the natural foci. Some of these were semireligious
in character, as, for instance, one held in Plymouth, Mass., on
the 24th of January, 1793, a contempo_rary description of which
reveals strikingly the state of men's minds. " The serene and
beautiful morning of the 24th," so runs the report in the
Columbian Oentinel, "was ushered in by a discharge of 15
cannon. At 10 o'clock the inhabitants repaired to the Meeting-House to hear an address which the Rev. Dr. Robbins
was req nested to deliver upon the occasion. A well adopted
Prayer and Hymn of Praise preceded the Address, which,
though .composed in haste, was sensible, animated, and eloquent. A brief but connected sketch of the principles and
leading events of the French Revolution led the people to
understand wherefore they had come together; while everyone
was delighted with the happy eloquence of the speaker, and
cordially united with him in adopting the sublime and striking language of the prophet Daniel, 'Blessed be the name
of God forever and ever; for wisdom and might are his: .And
he changeth the times and the seasons: be removeth king ·'
After the Address Billings' Independence * * * wa sun(J'
by a select choir, who performed their part with energies suited
to the subject. 'Down with the e earthly King ,' thundered
the majestic bass. 'No King but God' was the ublim
re pon e. After the church service tbere wa · a parade durin(J'
which at proper interval an Ocle to Lib rty, which Citizen J.
Uro well compo-:ecl in a moment of happy in piration, wa
rep , t clly tm 0 •• * *
The company retired ea onably
in the aft moon, ati. fi <l with th m Ive , with each tber
an with th ir country. •
A ch erful ball cl
d the
njo ·m nt f thi a<rr abl 1, y. ' 1
nc·h wa · n
f th
t rl ,' <· l bra ti
0
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conducted in an atmosphere that was heated, overcharged,
scented with spices fresh from France. There was much talk
of the rights of man, of hydras, and despots and cleansing of
Augean stables. Every supposed lover of liberty, from C~to
to William Tell and Thomas Paine, was toasted at a hundred
convivial boards. Many were the wishes expressed that "the
rays of liberty, with the rapidity of light, might penetrate the
remotest corners of the earth;" that "the reign of philosophy
might succeed to that of superstition and only end with time;"
that the banner of freedom might wave not only over Vienna,
Berlin, and Warsaw, but also over Petersburg and Constantinople, and even Ispahan. 1
Nor could the enthusiasm of Americans exhaust itself in one
round of festivities. Repeatedly during this and succeeding
years they came together in honor of their magnanimous allies,
and to drink to those radiant abstractions to which men were
fond of drinking in those days. They celebrated the President's .
birthday often with less attention to the President than to the
French. February 6, the date of the French Alliance; May 1,
St. Tammany's Day; the anniversary of the battle of Bunker
Hill; the 4th of July; the 14th of July; the 10th of August;
the 22d of September (these latter days of no direct significance to America); TJ?.anksgiving Day, and the anniversary of
the surrender of Yorktown, were often celebrated, and in a
thoroughly French spirit.
It would be difficult to color too highly the picture of the
enthusiasm for the cause of France that found expression in
this country in .. 1793, stimulated and intensified, no doubt,
though by no means caused, by the ebullient Genet. It was
the real French frenzy. It was then that men flocked together
on every occasion to drink to the Rights of Man. It was then
that liberty poles, surmounted with caps of freedom, were se<•n
to arise in the heart of staid old American towns. It was
then that democratic clubs, reflections by no means pale of
their great Jacobin original in Pari , were formed in a hundred
places-in the large cities and in the sparsely settled country
di tricts; in Charleston, Baltimore, Philadelphia, Boston, in
little Kentucky hamlets, in the remote villages of Vermontfrom which i. sued a great cloud of circular and addre
couched in the current political vernacular of Franc . Then
it was that new term, were introduce<l into our politi ·al liB ·
1

Columbian 'entinel, :F ebruary 6, 1793.
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by the handful, whose origin they themselves betray. .Aristocrats, monocrats, mobocrats, anarchists, Jacobins, clubbists,
A.nglomen, Gallomen, democrats, were soon :flowing easily from
the pens of the newspaper men, adding picturesqueness, if
not dignity, to our political discussions. "l\firabeau," "Condorcet," "Sieyes," "Respublica," ".Friend of the Rights of
Man," "Qa ira," became popular as noms de plume.
Then it was tbat French leveling principles came surging in.
Men objected to having "the tympana" of their ears grated
by such terms as "his honor the judge," '' his excellency the
governor," the "honorable Member of the House." These,
says "Diogenes," in the American Daily Advertiser, are'' diabolical terms" and "are surely repugnant to the divine principles of a republican government." 1 The title "reverend,"
exclaims the Bost-on· Gazette, when given" to any man, be
he who he may, is not only anti-republican, but absolutely
blasphemous; reverend only belongs to the Supreme Being.
We read, 'Holy and reverend is bis narrie.' No more of your
reverenus among poor frail mortals." 2 Even the apparently
inoffensive title "Mr." was courageously attacked, and men
were urged to adopt as a substitute for this odious badge of
distinction the " social and soul-warming term 'citizen;"' 3 and
the amazing thing is that this was extensively done. Hundred
of examples might be given showing the same supersensitive,
silly, trivial, maudlin state of mind prevailing among a large
section of the American public as prevailed in France, and
which was derivedJargely from France.
Evidences of royalty were attacked. A me_dallion of George
III on a Philadelphia church was ordered removed by the Democrats, because to their knowledge it bad a "tendency to keep
young and virtuous men from attending public wor hip.'
Street were rebaptized. A square in Boston, who e name
reminded of royalty, was henceforth to be called Liberty
quare. 4 The corporation of tlle city of New York changed
the name of Queen street to that of Pearl; rown to that of
Liberty. In vain did the editor of the l\Iin rva ugg t atirically that, if any name were to be changed, 'tbi vile
1

uotecl in the . Tational Gazette, December 26, 1792.
H ton 'azette, quot cl in .i:Tational 'azette, January 16, 1793.
1 uotecl from Am rican Daily Aclvertis •r iu .i: ational
azette, December 26, 1792.
1 Independent
hroniC'l1, ,Jaunary !!G, 1793.
!l
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aristocratical name New York" should be, so redolent with
royalty. In vain did he inquire what would become of the
liberties of those unlucky persons named King, if their n~mes
remained unchanged. 1 Not only did Americans express their
approval of the French Revolution by eagerly adopting its
way of thinking, its characteristic phrases, but also by adopting jts other modes of expression-its songs, its dances, its
cockades, its clubs, its destruction of reminders of royalty.
Thus imitation, the sincerest form of .flattery, shows to what
an extent went the admiration of a considerable section of the
American people for·everything French.
It was the iutroduction of just these follies in America,
coupled with the famous Genet incident and the President's
firm stand on neutrality, that caused many men to pause and
consider what this Revolution reallywas_:_to examine its course
with greater discrimination. Enthusiasm waned perceptibly.
The conservative elements of society generally rallied in opposition. The number of hostile critics now increased greatly.
The Revolution had had opponents here from its very commencement, notably the Adamses-John and John Quincywho had published the Discourses on Davila and the essays of
Publicola. A cleft in the unanimity of euthusiasm for France
had begun to show itself with the adoption of the first French
constitution, which was criticised by many of the ablest American political thinkers. But now the opposition became more
outspoken, more general. Men opposed the ~evolution on the
ground of its violence, its hostility to religion, its attention to
matters of trivial importance, its doctrine of complete equality.
Most of the violence np to the execution of Louis was criticised but lightly here. Even that event was extenuated by
some, even publicly applauded by others. ''Louis Capet has
lost his Caput," 2 is the caption of an article in one of the
leading papers. But that event and others like it horrified
and antagonized more. '' When will these savages be satiated
with blood," exclaimed John Adams. 3 Oliver Wolcott, sr.,
wrote, to Oliver Wolcott, jr., that he experienced heartfelt
sorrow at the murder of Louis, for such he believed it might
properly be called.4 Patrick Henry, republican par excellen?e,
1 Minerva,

April 19, 1794.
rational Gazette, April 20, 1793.
3 J ohu Adams, Life and vVorks, II, 160.
4
Gibbs, Memoirs, I, 91.

~
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was loud in reprobating the execution of the King.1 As the
Revolution proceeded its growing violence increased the number of its hostile critics here.
Another feature of the Revolution that looked most doubtful to American eyes was its hostility to religion. John Adams
wrote, in 1790, that he knew not ''what to make of a republic
of thirty million atheists." 2 Patrick Henry, who thought that
even deism was "but another name for vice and depravity,"
was bound. to look with disfavor upon a certain class of revolutionary deeds. 3 This, too, was an important consideration with
Hamilton, as is shown in a fragment which he left behind, in
which he criticised the Revolu-tion vigorously and relentlessly. 4
It also influenced Noah Webster's thought, who preferred the
old-fashioned philosophy of Cicero, which said that religion
ought never to be despised, that the foundations of the state
ought to be laid in religious institutions, to the "latest French
fashion" of philosophy, which asserted that ''religion in no
country is founded in truth," and that "death is an everlasting
sleep.'~ 5 Webster asserts that the French, far from being the
true liberals that they claim to be, are in reality the most
implacable persecutors of opinion, and he goes on to argue
that the Revolution is necessarily fatal to morality; that by
removing all religious restraints it has increased violence,
which will in time "decivilize" tbe people, and is fast doing·
so, as is shown in the September massacres, the war against
Lyons, Toulon, the actions of the Revolutionary Tribunal.
Another ground of hostility to the Revolution was the character of some of its doctrines, which were unacceptable to many
conservative Americans, particularly the doctrine of equality.
This was one of the points in Hamilton's indictment of the
Revolution to which I have just referred. Gouverneur Morri'
satirized it. '' What folly is it," exclaimed Chauncey Goodrich, of Connecticut, "that has set the whole world agog to be
all equal to French barber·. " 6 "By the law of nature,' wrote
John Adam , in contempt of thi <loctrine, '' all men are men
onway Randolph p. 133.
A.dams ,Yorks, Vol. IX, p., 63; Jett r to Dr. rice, pril 19, 17 .
3. , illiam ,Yirt II nr,,·, Lrn , Corre pond nee, and , p cche
of Patrick
JI nry.
1
Loclg Hamilton "\ orks, "\: ol. II p. 570· Yol. VII pp. 374-377· no dat.
".r' ah "\Y b tcr Th R ,. lution in 1' ran
on ·id red in R p t to it
Pro!ITe and ._,tr ct , 1791 7 pa.o- , title-page.
6
'ibb , Aemoir , oodrich to "\Vol ott, 1-'ebruar · 17, 1793, r l. I, p . ..;_.
1
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and not angels,-men, and not lions,-men, and not whales,men, and not eagles-that is, they are all of the same species.
And this is the most tbat the equality of nature amounts to.
But man differs by nature from man a1most as much as man
from beast. The equality of nature is moral and political
only, and means that all men are independent. But a physical inequality, an intellectual inequality of the most serious
kind, is established unchangeably by the Author of nature,
and society has a right to establish any other inequalities
it may judge necessary for its good." 1 Thus the doctrine of
equality, preached so fervently by the fiery French, was a hard
and impossible teaching for many Americans of the eighteenth
century.
And another reason why many Americans turned from the
Revolution was "its despicablf', attention to trifles." These are
the words of Noah Webster, and they form one of the three
capital ch\'.\irges in his arraignment. He candidly admits that
much of the violence of the Revolution may be attributed to
the opposition of despotic powers whose aims were unjustifiable. "But there are some proceedings of the present Convention," says he, "which admit of no excuse hut a political
insanity-a wild enthusiasm, violent and irregular, which magnifies a molehill into a mountain, and mistakes a shadow for a
giant." "The Oon-vention," he adds, ''in their zeal for equalizing men, have, with all their exalted reason, condescended to
the puerilities of legislating even upon names." That they
should abolish titles of distinction along- with the privileges of
the different orders was natural, and such titles as "Monsieur"
and "Madame." are literally terms of equality, not of distinction; yet these titles, which, in Webster's words, had "no
more connection with government than the chattering of
birds," became the subject of grave legislative discussion, and
their use was officially forbidden. "The cause of the French
nation," says he, "is the noblest ever undertaken by men. It
was necessary, it was just," and as long as the legislators of
France confined themselves to the correction of real evils they
were admirable, '' the most respectable of reformers;" but when
they stooped to legislate upon trifles, they became contemptible. "What," he adds," hall we , ay to the legi lature of a
great nation waging a serious war with mere name , 11ictur ,
1 Life of John .A.clams, l1y ,J. Q. Adams, Lippincott, 1871, II, pp. 185- 1 9;
lette1 to Mrs . .Adams, Dccc·mber rn, 1703.

H. Doc. 291-30
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dress, and statues? Is this also necessary to the support of
liberty? There is something in this part of the legislative proceedings that unites the littleness of boys with the barbarity
of Goths." 1
Such, then, are some of the reasons that influenced Americans in their attitude toward the French Revolution, and we
see that, whichever side they adopted, they adopted it with
vehemence. Their attitude toward it was apparently marked
by no greater moderation than that of the English or the
French themselves. The French Revolution left no one indifferent either in the Old World or in the New.
1

Webster, Review of Revolution, p. 89.
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I.-IN'l'RODUCTION.

We are told in one of Hegel's oft-quoted remarks that '' the
condemnation which a great man lays upon the world is to
force it to explain him." Every great man is the meeting point
of two contradictory forces, and the process of explanation
divides those who make the attempt into two opposite parties, the strength of whose partisanship for or against is in
proportion to the greatness of the man.
It is so with Napoleon. ·F ew men have been assailed with
such bitterness and criticised with such unsparing severity,
while few have been lauded with such inordinate praise, and
reverenced-one might also say worshiped-with such unbounded devotion, and this, too, not only during his lifetime,
but even now, after over three-quarters of a century of intervening life and history. It seems still almost impossible-it
surely is impossible, judging from the attempts-to pass a
calm, critical, and dispassionate judgment upon the man or
upon any of his deeds, for the moment one gets near enough
to make an estimate the blood flows faster, the pulse beats
more quickly, and one feels drawn irresistibly into the magic
circle of his influence, and stirred to unqualified praise or
excited to unmitigated blame.
The consi<leration of the pre ent subject has been till further complicated by religion· feeling and prejudice. These
latter difficulties, however, we may hope to avoid.
In order to under tand clearly the igni:fi.cance of the Concordat of 1801, it po ition in French eccle ia tical history, an<l
the relations of ·hurch and state which it involve , it will be
n ce sary to notice, very briefly, ,·ome of the mo t imp01·tant
events iu the prec ding history.

.
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The deepening and extending papal domination found a
strong resistance in the Church of France from the time of
Hincmar to the sixteenth century. This is evidenced chiefly
in the pragmatic sanction sometimes ascribed to Louis IX in
1269, and also in the pragmatic sanction of Bourges in 1438,
by which France secured the concessions and liberties won at
the Council of Basel. This latter instrument was repealed by
Louis XI in 1461, but the French "Parleinent" refused to
indorse his action, and he did not insist. .Afterwards, however, it was annulled by Francis I in 1515, and a concordat
drawn up with Leo X, in which Pope and King shared between
themselves the ancient privileges of the Gallican Church.
Then came the Protestant movement, which bade fair to extend
far into France. The night of St. Bartholomew, 1572, was
Catholic France's answer to that, and even Henry of Navarre,
who ascended the throne as .a Protestant, was obliged, in order
to retain his crown, to yield allegiance to Rome in 1595, though
three years afterw.ards he put forth the Toleration Edict of
N ante,b. This edict was, however, revoked by Louis XIV in
1685, and .11·r ance was handed over to the Roman dominatiou.
In a dispute regarding the regalia, a council of the French
clergy was called in 1682, and by the eloquence of Bossuet, the
King secured the declaration of the '' four propositions"-the
famous Gallican liberties. The :first confined the Pope's jurisdiction to purely spiritual matters; the second maintained
the supremacy of general councils; the third declared that the
Pope was bound by the regulations and usages of the Gallican
Church; the fourth asserted that the decisions of the Pope
without the ratification of the Ohurch, were not unalterable.
Innocent had them burned immediately by the public executioner, and withheld the bulls of ratification from newly
appointed bishops in France. In consequence, Loui , in 1692
wa obliged to allow them to di own the four propo ition and
to promi e to treat them a if they bad never been pas ed.
"It i true," ay ie eler, "that the French Church did not
on hi accouut relinqui h the e principles, but the court wa
blig d to withdraw it upport from their defi nders that th
go d und r tan.ding hi h one more exi ted with th~ P p :
The King al o uppre ed th
mi ht n t e i turb
whi ·h he him elf had · mmi ioned o uet to pr -
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Then came the Fre~ch Revolution, which overthrew all existing institutions of whatever sort.
At the very opening of the National Assembly, in 1789, all
the possessions of the Church were declared to be national
property, and as such were to be sold, the financial scheme of
the assignats being based on their value as security. The
salaries of ecclesiastics were to be paid by the state, at lower
rates for the bishops and with some slight increase for the
parish priests. Monasteries and nunnerie8 were abolished,
and the whole ecclesiastical system pla.ced under a so-called
"constitution civile" of tl]e clergy, which went into effect in
July, 1790. This roused the bitterest opposition and even
bloodshed, and when, on November 27, 1790, was decreed the
oath of submission as an essential condition of holding any
position, an irreconcilable schism was effected and the clergy
divided, not only into Protestant and Catholic, but the latter
into assermentes and insermentes, those who had taken the
oath being excommunicated by the Pope.
So things went from bad to worse until, in the famous, or
infamous, '93 Catholic worship was suppressed and every form
of Christianity ridiculed. All churches were closed, and '' no
concealment was :i;nade of the purpose to destroy every vestige
of the Catholic religion, which was regarded as the enemy of
the new Republic." 1
By the laws of the 11th Prairial (May 30, 1795) a new oath,
under the fallacious title of "promise of submission" to the
laws and the Government, was exacted, ~nu the churches
were to be given up provisionally to the communes under certain restrictions, but no one was allowed to officiate in them
until he had performed the act of submission. But, in spite
of this, the worship was reestablished in many rural communes. As is usual in such ca e , the people had not observed
the rules of the Convention against public religious worship,
nor did the local authorities them elves enforce the decrees in
many of the communes. And when, as we have already een,
some of the churches were given up to the commune ' their
preference wa invariably given to nonjuring priests. "Naturally enough," says Von ybel, 2 "becau e these had prov d
the conscientiou nes of their conviction by their enduran
of a deadly persecution, while a number f aband 11 d ra ble
1

2

ie eler, Vol. V, p. 218.
on 'ybel, the French R volution,

ol. IV, p. 294.
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had fouud their way into the ranks of the constitutional
clergy." What added to tbe confusion was that there were at
thi& time "three classes of priests, all at enmity with each
other: First, those who had taken the oath required in 1790,
the constitutional clergy; second, those who llad refused this
oath, nonjurors, but had since promised submission to the
laws; third, the so-called refractory priests, who had not taken
the oath in 1790 and still refused to yield.m
The coup d'etat of .18th Brumaire was not the end, though
it was the beginning of it. One of the first acts of the
Consulate was to substitute for the constitutional oath and
the other like subterfuges the simple formula, "I promise
:fidelity to the constitution." Thus gradually the change took
place, the laws were more and more relaxed, aud a closer
approach made to a system of toleration by the Government.
But the difference between Protestants and Uatholics and
the strifes and dissensions between the three parties of the
Catholics still kept religious France far from peace.
It was in such a condition of affairs, and in order to restore
peace and harmony iu the religious world, as he had done in
the social and political state, that Napoleon entered upon the
negotiations with Pius VII, which led to the signing of the
Concordat on the 15th day of July, 1801.
·
IL-THE CONCORD.AT. •

The consideration of the policy, motives, and aims of Napol eon is perhaps the most difficult and at the same time the

most emphasized and least important part of the subject.
Yet, it is interesting as giving us a little glimpse of the man
in one of the most important and difficult details of bis career.
As to any strong, purely religious motjve on the part of
Napoleon, that was almost out of the que tion. He had too
openly boa, ted in Egypt of hi victory over the Pope and in
h:i, private corT pondence of hi ' cajoling the prie t: ·:--i t
permit u. to think that he had mucl1 reveren<' for the hurch
or for anytlling el , God or devil, ex ·ept o far a. u ~eful in
tlle up1 rt of hj · pown and < uthority. 'Tr at th Pop , ·
aid ~...ap leon to acault hi
hi f n_<r u in th
a if h ' had .:!00., 0
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remarks Artaud, "the Pope had almost the power then conceded
to Prussia estimated in this monnaie militaire." 1 If, however,
he was to treat the Pope as he treated Prussia, there would be
little evidence of any very high regard.
Napoleon did not enter rashly or ignorantly upon his task.
He collected quite a theological library, of few books indeed,
but well chosen, relating to the history of the church and its
relations with the state; he also had the Latin writings of
Bossuet on this subject translated for his use. All these he
had mastered in the short intervals which the direction of
state affairs left to him, his keen intellect seizing the main
points in a flash, and his creative genius supplying that of
which he was ignorant, till, as in the matter of the Civil Code,
he astonished everybody by the justness, the extent, and the
variety of his knowledge on the subject of worship and religion. Thus he was able to refute, one after the other, the
erroneous·and inexpedient systems proposed to him, and this
he did with arguments clear, brief, and decisive. 2
De Pradt speaks of the religious restoration accomplished
by Napoleon as "at once a mark of genius in its conception
and a work of might in its execution, the result of lofty
thought and most judicious administration." 3 It could be little else in view of the chaos which confronted him. The statement that he ever said that the Concordat was the greatest
mistake of his reign or that he ever for a moment regretted it
is declared false by his own authority. 4
It is undoubtedly true, however, that Napoleon realized
what an enormous power could be exercised through the
Church and what a supreme authority would flow from the concentration of the power of both state a,nd church in the hands
of one man. Bignon says somewhere that Napoleon's object
was to make of the clergy a sort of holy police force (gendarmerie sacree ).
The story of the drawing up of the Concordat is interesting
in the extreme, but must not detain us now-the eagerne ',
credulity, fear, and helplessness of Piu , contesting every
point, yet willing to yield everything, as the issue shows, in
order to avert the anger of Napoleon and to keep nis armi
Artaud, Histoire du Pape Pie VII, T. I, p. 118.
Thiers, Le Conssulat et l 'Empire, T. III, p. 212.
3 DePraclt, op. cit., T. II, p. 80.
-4}.foutbolon, Memoires, T. V, p. 115.
1

2
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out of Italy; aud in the hope, as expressed in the preamble to
the Concordat, that it will not be long "waiting for the greatest good fortune and -the supreme glory to be attained by the
establishment of the Catholic worship in France, and by the
individual profession of it which will be made by the Consuls
of the Republic." 1 Then, too, the almost child-like confidence,
yet observance of everything, the delicate :finesse, the refined
and consummate tact of 0onsalvi, to whom, says 0retineauJ oly, the diplomats applied the words of .Sixtus V in praise of
Cardinal d'Ossat in 1589, "to escape the keen penetration of
Ossat, it is not enough to keep silence before him; one must
not eyen think in his presence." 2
On the other side, the remarkable skill and diplomacy of
Napoleon, calling to his aid every resource of his wonderful
genius, not less great in the council chamber than on the :field
of battle, now cajoling and :flattering, now threatening and
storming, making the most imperious demands accompanied
with the strongest protestations of esteem aud regard, conscious of his power, taking advantage of every sign and element of weakness and helplessness, never yielding a point save
to gain a more important one, intimidating, overawing, fascinating, and overcoming. .Acting as bis aids, 0acault, in Rome,
and Bernier in Pa,ris, artful, winning, smooth, and polished,
acting as a perfect foil and background for Napoleon's moods,
real or imaginary, like a perfect rod and reel and line in the
bands of a consummate angler.
Indeed, we have here a piece of work which seems to bring
out in all their details the chief features of Napoleon's character
and moods. Ilis :firm determination and un wearying persi tence in reaching an end once proposed, his irre istible power
and un crupulous u e of it, his far ighted keenness of vi ion, ·
and his wonderful energy, which would brook no obsta •le and
made everything yield to hi indomitable will and to hi ' in atiable ambition.

11
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their heads waiting upon the Pope at table, of the humiliation
of Henry of Germany at Canossa, of Frederick Barbarossa at
Venice, and 'of Henry of England at the tomb of Becket, one
can not restrain a feeling of a just retribution in the abasement
of Pius VII and his cardinals at the feet of Napoleon. The
First Consul never allowed the Pope to forget the case of England and Henry VIII, and threatened, if the Concordat were
not signed, to lead all Europe in a revolt against the Pope,
ascribing all blame to papal obstinacy. "Ah, well," he said,
".Monsieur Cardinal, you wish to break off. So be it; I do not
need Rome; I will act by myself; I do not need the Pope. If
Henry VIII, who had not the twentieth part of my power,
knew how to change the religion of his country and to succeed in his project, much more shall I know how and be a,ble
to do it. In changing the religion of France I will change it
in almost a11 Europe, wherever the influence of my power extends."1 And the poor cardinal, in terror and dismay, labored,
sometimes for twenty-four hours at a sitting, to find points of
agreement. When at last the instrument was signed, not
without suspicions of treachery and sharp practice on Napoleon's part, Consalvi was hurried off to Rome to gain the
Pope's consent and the issue of the necessary bulls, that it
might be formally declared. Yet, after all, Napoleon himself
delayed its issue for ten months, that he might join with it the
so-called Organic Articles, which reasserted the Gallican liberties and seemed to win back the little that the Pope had
gained.
But we must turn to an outline of the Concordat itself.
The chief points to be note<l in it, and in the Organic Articles
which go with it, although the latter were utterly repudiated
by the Pope, are the following: 2
1. The Roman Catholic apostolic religion is recognized by
the Government of the Republic as the religion of the great
majority of French citizens. (Preamble.)
~- lt shall be freely exercised. in France. Its wor hip hall
be public, wliile conformiug to the regulations of police which
the government shall deP,m necessary for the public tranquility. (Art. I.)
3. There shall be a new division of dioce e , and th o]c.l
titnlar bi hops (the in ermentcs emigre ) are to re igu their
1
2

Mcmoires du ardinal Con hlvi, pp. 3 7, 38 .
ll6lie, L es 'oustitntions, :pp. 651-659.
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sees at the request of the Pope. New ones will be named by
the First Consul, and the Pope will confer the usual canonical
institution. They are to promise fidelity and obedience to the
Government and watchfulness for the public peace and order.
(Arts. II-VIII.)
4. The bishops will make a new division of the parishes and
name the cures with the consent of the Government. All
churches not alienated and which are necessary for their worship will be put at the disposal of the bishops. (Arts. IX-XII.)
5. The Pope declares that neither he nor his successors
will in any way trouble those who have acquired the alienated
ecclesiastical property. (Art. XIII.)
6. The Government guarantees a suitaule salary to bishops
and cures, and will allow endowments in the Church's favor.
(Arts. XIV, XV.)
.
7. The Pope recognizes in the First Consul the same rights
and prerogatives formerly inhering in the old government.
(Art. XVI.)
ORGANIC ARTICLES (GIVEN AS O.RIGINALLY NUMBERED).

1. No official papal communication of any sort to be received or published in France without governmental authorizat ion.
2. No papal legate of any sort, without governmental authorization, will
be allowed to exercise his functions.
3. Decrees of foreign councils, even if general councils, must receive
government sanction.
10. All privileges and exemptions are abolished.
11. Cathedral chapters and seminaries to be established, all other ecclesiastical establishments to be abolished.
23. Teachers in the seminaries must subscribe to the declaration of 1682
and agree to teach the doctrine therein containe<l. 1
TITLE III. No festival, except Sunday, can be established without the
sanction of the Government. No religious ceremony can take place ou t side of .churches consecrated to the Catholic worship.
pecial arrang ments to be made for ringing church bells. In instructions given by the
cler"'y there shall not be permitted any direct or indirect charge , either
again t persons or the other modes of worship authorized in th tat ·
No marriage to be olemnized until proved to have been ·ontractecl before
the civil officer.
ECTIO~ 1. There are to be in France ten archbi hop and fifty hi hop .
ECTI ~" 4.
hurch formerly used for Catholic worship actually in th
hands of the nation will be put into the hands of the bishop , and other
will be provi<l l in pari bes whcr th y have non .
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bring about the Concordat. Nearly every point was criticized
in this way, and yet nearly all moderate Catholics agreed that
it was the best that could be done if the Church desired a,ny
peaceable recognition in France.
Some of the emigres and fanatical adherents of the old
regime still held aloof, however, and would not be reconciled.
De Pradt says of them: '' Some priests wished to be more
Catholic than the Pope. I have nothing to oppose as respects
their virtues and intentions, but I have very little to say in
f~vor of their judgment." 1 The recognition of Catholicism as
the religion of the majority, instead of its establishment as the
religion of the state; the subjection of its worship to police
regulation; the calling for the resignations of the nonjurors,
the very ones who had remained true to the papacy throughout the Revolution; and the indorsement by the Pope of the
alienation of ecclesiastical property-these were the points to
which it was difficult for the Catholics to reconcile themselves,
and caused it to be said that, "at Rome, at the moment of ratification, the Pope experienced mortal pain and was :filled with
remorse." Nor was it the ·1east bitter drop in their cup that
the Protestant and reformed churches of Luther and of Calvin
were similarly recognized alongside of their own.
It is worthy of note that most of the criticism from the
Protestant standpoint is of recent years and often confuses
the Concordat with evP-nts which have transpired since and
for which it unjustly makes the Concordat responsible. Pressense may be taken as the chief exponent of this criticism,
which he bases upon two or three consirlerations : 2 First, that
affairs were adjusting themselves, and should have been let
alone; secondly, that there should not, and need not, have
been any recognition of the Pope by Napoleon; aud thirdly,
that there need not, and should not, have been any renewal of
the relations or connection between church and tate. We
will consider these po itions more fully presently. It suffices
to state them now, and to introduce a few quotations from the
fourth volume of Sciout, IIi toirc de la Constitution Civile, to
show how visionary, and without any basis in fact, they are.
''Thi. peace settlement, so nece sary, could only be obtained
by a compromi. e; the simple proclamation, by tbe tat , of a
r ligious liberty forcibly maintained and helcl witl1in certain
1

De Pra<l.t, op. cit., p. 81.
Religion al)(l the Reign of Terror, l'P· 317-3
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.
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limits by reason of the irritation constantly aroused by the
dissensions about ecclesiastical property, would have been evidently impotent in closing this open sore. The Government
wished not only to give freedom of worship, but to bring about
peace in the Church and in civil society by putting an end to
the constitutional schism, which was becoming quite as much
political as religious and had come to blows and warfare in
the west," which Gregoire describes as "nothing less than
veritable crusades of Christians against Christians." 1 Sciout
proceeds: "Nor could Napoleon put the Catholics to defiance
by upholding the constitutional church and making France
think that the Revolution had a new and official state church." 2
The Protestants might say that it gave the Catholics too much.
But, indeed, it gave them less than they ever had before; it
only acknowledged a power actually existing, and at the same
time it put upon it the most strmgent limitations. Furthermore, they resisted it to the last, and many of them never
yielded. The Pope sought to break it at the first opportunity,
but the nation refused. Much more valid were the objections
of the Catholics.
1. They would have gained more without it. Probable (see
De Pradt).
2. It was extorted by necessity, force, fear, and diplomacy.
True (see Consalvi).
3. Its provisions were unequal, and it only increased Napoleon's power at the expense of the Pope. True (see Sciout).
4. It did not establish the Catholic religion as the religion
of the state, but only recognized it to rule it as one of several
religions in the state. True (see Pressense).
5. It was a thorough system of state control. True (see
Thiers).
These are the main points of criticism from the Catholic and
Protestant standpoints.
It remains to give a general criticism and e timate from tbe
stan dpoint of the historian. At the outset two pos ible objection, pre ent themselves for consideration: Fir t, while it
decreed toleration, it seemed to have done little for the cau e
of religiou liberty and piritual religion. Secondly it did not
recognize the higher principle of the absolute eparation of
·hul'ch and tate.
·
1

Grcgoir , Liberti< de l'Egli e Gallicane, p. 204.

~ Seiout, Histoire de la Constitution Ci vile, T. IV, pp.
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It is well, however, to ask at once if it were possible at that
time to do more than Napoleon did, and if it would have been
wise to do less.
The criticism by Pressense and otbers implies that things
could go on as they were. "' AU the First Consul had to do,'
they say, 'was to proclaim liberty.' But the constitutions of'
1791, of 1793, and of 1795 had already proclaimed it-this
liberty. It was necessary to carry it out in some more definite
way. One may hold in theory the strict separation of church
and state, but one can not have any regard for the established
facts and hold that the Concordat of 1801 was useless and
unnecessary. The Revolution bad created a situation so complicated and so threatening that it was impossible to get out
of it otherwise. Indeed, the opponents of the Concordat have
the air of na'ively believing that on the morrow of the 18th
Brumaire the religious situation of France was no more complicated than it was on the morrow of the Revolution of 1848." 1
Napoleon himself seems to have spoken decidedly on this
point in the notes dictated to the Comte de Montholon at St.
Helena.
It is said "Napoleon ought not to have interfered in religious matters,
but to have tolerated religion in the practice of its worship and in restoring to it its t emples." Practicing its worship! but which f Restoring
its temples! but to whom-to the constitutionals, to the nonjurors, or to
the papal vicars in the pay of England f 2

The statements of Fyffe on the subject of this Concordat
can not be passed over unnoticed, not only on account of the
reputation of the author and the wide use of his history, but
also by reason of their incorrect and unhistorical character.3
He speaks of the Concordat as "the greatest, the most critical
victory which the Roman See had ever gained over the more
enlightened and the more national elements in the Catholic
Church." 4
Now, Consalvi himself remarks thatThe Pope was reduced to content himself with the mere reestablishment of Catholicism in Fran ·e without any of the prerogatives which he
had formerly enjoyed and which he still possessed in all the other Catholic States. 5
Sciout, Abrege, pp. 593, 594.
Memoires de Napoleon, T. V, p. 116.
3 Fyffe, History of Modern Enrope, Vol. I, pp. 260-265.
4 Fyffe, op. cit., p. 263.
5 Memoires du Cardinal 'onsalvi, p. 357.
1
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We have already seen how true this was.
Chastel says, in his justly praised History of Christianity,
and he is a French Protestant:
It does seem to be a great deal for a clergy but lately proscribed, and
for a pontiff who had been only just then, and with great difficulty, reinstated in Rome; but it was very little in the eyes of a pontiff and clergy
whose ambition had been excited by the return of popular favor, and who
already dreamed of the return of the Church to its former domination. 1

The Organic Articles and Napoleon's subsequent acts were
· not slow, however, in banishing this fair vision, and "by an
imperial decree of 1810 the four articles of the Gallican Church
(1682) were made laws of the Empire. Napoleon also afterwards proved himself," says Kurtz, a German-Protestant historian, "on every occasion ready to help the Protestants, and an
appendix was attached to the Organic Articles securing to
them liberty of religious worship and political and municipal
equality with Catholics." 2
Their clergy received the same support as the Roman clergy
• from the public treasury.
One of the charges made by the Pope against Napoleon's
legislation· was that of" criminal indifference, in that it gave
the preference to no religion, thereby contradicting the spirit
of the Roman Church, which could no more associate with any
other church than Christ with Belial." 3
And this is the Concordat which Fyffe calls "the most critical victory," and says, '' it is to be charged with converting
the Catholicism of France into the Catholicism which in our
own day has outstripped the bigotry of Spain and Austria in
welcoming the dogma of papal infallibility." 4
A more erroneous statement or a greater misunderstanding
of historical events could not well be found, as the sequence of
history proves. Ultramontanism in France was due to other
and very different cause . Indeed, Napoleon appears in history to be as strenuous an upholder of the Gallican libertie
and as anxious to check the extravagant claims of the Pope
a were any of hi predece. sor , and his Concordat ~itll it
ap1)endix bow the high-water mark of governmental re ·i tance to papal laim in irauce.
1

'hastel, Hi. toir du Christian ism<', T. Y, p.159.
Kortz, 'hurch Ili tory, Vol. III, p. 379.
:i ; ies ·1 r, op. cit., Yol.,, p. 23-1.
1
1' ·ffe, op. cit., Yol. I, p. 2133.
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Glance briefly at the condition of affairs at the close of the
Revolution. As soon as the persecution ceased a more reassuring policy began to appear. But this, by allowing the
return and reappearance of all the various classes of clergy,
also brought again to the light their disagreements and divisions, and made their separations only more apparent. Iu
order to surmount the difficulty of the oath a simple promise of
submission to the laws was substituted for it. But this, as we
saw, only made another division in the "insermentes," as those
who took the promise suffered also from the blight of suspicion. Each priest had, as it were, his own hierarchy. The
constitutional priests obeyed the bishops elected under the
civil constitution; but some had died, naturally or by violence,
and their places had been filled by irregularly appointed
bh,hops or by those who usurped their places without either
legal or moral right. So, even from the civil point of view,
their rights were subject to doubt and suspicion. Mauy had
lost the confidence of the people, if not the dignity of their
office. The orthodox clergy exercised an authority less public,
but more real and quite as dangerous. Most of their bishops
were emigres, rnling their dioceses with a power more absolute
than a normal state of affairs would have permitted, often
under the influence of political passions and by means of grand
vicars chosen by themselves and approved at Rome. Many
had died during the ten years of chaos and anarchy, and their
places had been filled directly from Rome. Here was one of
the seeds of ultramontanism already taking root. 1
There were three conceivable courses of action: First, Napoleon might refuse to take any hand iu the settlement of affairs,
maintain a position of indifference, and let them settle themselves. But affairs themselves, as we have ·een, were not
indifferent. Strong feelings were contiuually being aroused
between the various classe , and violeuce bad by no means
altogether ceased. In pite of all Pressen e i.· able to say of
the new hopes and the reviving religion of the closiug years of
the eighteenth century, truth compels him to add: ''Though
the two bodies were yet far from united, here is no rea on to
believe that, bad the enjoyment of liberty been allowed, they
would uot have come to a speedy under 'tandinff, .At all
events, the Pope could have brou,rht it about by few ,r cou ·e.·1Thi rs, Le Consulat et l'Empire, T. HI, pp. HJ7-204:.

H. Doc. 291-_-31
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sions than were eventually exacted from him in the Concordat. The first measures of Napoleon's government were of a
beneficent character." 1
Was it possible for Napoleon, was it possible for France, to
go on without the formal acknowledgment of the . Pope f It
was not a question of creating the papacy or of giving it new
powers, but it was the acknowledgment of that element in
organized Christianity which had been inwrought in the mind
aind heart and conscience of the 0hriste.n dom of the west for
over thirteen centuries, and which many-probably, in very
truth, a large majority-of the Christians in France in their
hearts acknowledged and revered.
If some knowledge of the papacy, some "modus vivendi,''
was necessary-and the keen, far-reaching mind of Naprleon
decided that it was-then that acknowledgment, as affirmed in
the Concordat and the Organic .Articles, was surely as slight
and as limited as could well be made and exist at all.
Such a history as that which we have just read during the
decade from 1789 to 1799 could not be without effect for years
to come, and its results were alive with danger to religious
peace, social order, and political stability. There was absolute
need, not of indifference, but of strength, of foresight, and of
understanding of the highest order if these dangers were to
be overcome .
.A closer investigation will show in many respects an even
more serious and apprehensive state of affairs in the religious
than in the political state of France in 1799, inasmuch as religious feeling is always deeper, more fanatical, and less tractable than political, while force can accomplish in the latter
what neither force nor persuasion, nor both combined, can
accomplish in the former.
Di putes in regard to the posses ion of churche and property were constantly being raised, nece sitating frequent
appeal to the civil authority.
Be ide , the followin o· of the con titutional clercry wa
teadily falling off, and tho e who had refu d the oath and t1
promi e had a on tautly in r a:inrr, albeit secret p w r.
which by it conn ction ,vith R me, thr aten d he int grity
f th G vernm u .
"\Vhat h r fi r h uld 1 e Ta,pol on 1 • relati n · with th
1
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Pope, who must be reckoned with more than any other continental power of Europe, was ·even more of a political question
than a religious one, yet one in which the two elements were
inseparably united~ and in such a way a.s to allow of its treatment only from the religious side.
A.s to establishing a national church or making France
Protestant, it is no way to end a schism by creatmg a new
one. A.s Thiers says,'' it would have rendered Napoleon as
odious as Robespierre or as ridiculous as Lareveillere-Lcpaux." 1
Even the A.bbe Gregoire maintained the necessity of remaining in communion with Rome, though it may be remarked that
on his principles he would have had a difficult task to keep up
the connection.
People can not be forced into religion, and even if Napoleon
had had the mind to attempt it he would havefop.nd a harder
task than the· subduing of Prussia or the maintenance of the
'' continental system."
In reality, Napoleon simply acknowledged things as they
were, without· raising new prejudices, and was merely trying
to allay old strifes and remove their causes. It was the most
wonderful exhibition of human power, foresight, and skill in
the management of religious difficulties that the whole of
church history can present.
Napoleon was ambitious, in the last part of his career criminally and almost insanely so; he was sel:fi.sh, supremely; but
there is no use in shutting our eyes to the real greatness, the
wonderful power, and the farsighted wisdom of Napoleon,
for he was truly great ·and wise and powerful, and it did sometimes happen that a wise and powerful measure lay in the line
of his own selfish aims and ambitions.
III.-L.ATER HISTORY .A.ND RESULTS.

That the Concordat brought about the nineteenth-century
ultramontanism in France, and in any sense de erve the criticism of Fyffe to which allu ion ha already been made, i
unanswerably disproved by the sequence of events.
We might as well ask if the Concordat brought about ultramontani m everywhere. The Vatican Council of 1 70 wa not
the council of French bishop. alone; indeed, there was quit
1
The founder of the Thoophilauthropists. Thien~, Lo
pire, T. III, p. 2H.

onsulat et l'Em-
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as pronounced opposition to its decrees by the French clergy
as by those of any other country in Europe. Besides, the
answer to this question will go far to answer the main question, How do we account for the general spread of ultrarnontanism everywhere in this century ?
First, it was the next step in the papal policy, and was as
inevitable as the coming of the fruit from the flower.
Secondly, and of supreme importance, the bull of 1814,
"Sollicitudo omnium," reestablishing the order of the Jesuits,
who since then have spread and :flourished and increased with
a power and rapidity never before known in their history, and
whose sole aim is, as expressed in the vow which they alone
take, the upholding of the papacy.
This would be enough, even if we had no more, to explain
the spread pf ultramontanism; and if the Concordat had been
upheld in France the Jesuits could not have gained a footing
there. But the first thing done by Pius VII on the fall of
Napoleon was to restore the order of the Jesuits, which had
been abolished in 1773.
The charter of the Bourbon restoration under Louis XVIII
and Charles X made Catholicism the state religion. .A new
concordat, in 1817, abrogated Napoleon's of 1801 and the
Organic Laws of 1802, and restored the state of affairs previous to 1789. Though this act failed to receive formal legislative sanction, it did show the difference between Napoleon'·
and the true papal policy. .As we have seen, the whole attitude and policy of the emigres bishops had strongly favored
ultramontane methods and principles, and their letters were
full of it. It was urged on by Louis in his attempt to uproot
the old revolutionary spirit and the consequent irreligion Ly
reawakening a general religiou · faith and love of the Church
and devotion to her in tcrests.
Steadily favored by the Government, fostered and maintained by the J e nit , it , oon pr vailed amon o· the ·lergy to
uch an ~xtent that any in •1ination to the GaUican lib rtie
which apol on had made th law of th Empire in 1 1 wa
d noun· d a here· , whil intolerance of Prot tanti m wa
lauded a pi ty.
In vi w of h e fact · i appear.· to b fal, and unhi tori ·al
to harg th•
ncordat with fo lat r ultram n < ni. m whi h
it; w
·p' ·i lly fram cl t
· mtrov rt while1 u th
th
hand .1.T apol u in tlii · a ·t ·how: him , lf to b a
0
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an upholder of the Gallican liberties and as anxious to curtail
the exorbitant pretensions of the Pope as were any of his
predecessors, and his Concordat, with its appendix, shows the
high-water mark of governmental resistance to papal claims.
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Of the four important federal unions now existing, there is
perhaps less material available about the German Empire for
the American student of the all-important matter of government, than about any of the others. The history of the German struggle for liberty and a government representative of
the people has called forth the efforts of eminent historians
and is daily becoming better known and understood. But as
to the fruits of the struggle which culminated so dramatically
in the palace at Versailles in 1871, as to the actual practical
workjng of the different parts of the vast governmental
machinery which has brought Germany to the front rank of
nations so quickly, there is little to be.found in English or in
German,1 excepting only the clear and complete account of the
Bundesrath, the Federal Council, of which Prof.James Ilarvey
Robinson is the author. 2 Although there is no lack of able
writers upon the theory of the German Constitution and its
law, this lack of material is particularly noticeable when one
examines into the working of the German judicia,ry; and to
contribute towa.r d supplying this gap, even if but slightly, has
been my aim in the preparation of this a,ccount of the organization and working of the highest Germa,n judicial court. Nor
woulcl this have been possible had it not been for the kindness
of one of the presiding justices of the court 3 in , ending me
many details of the work of himself and of his fellow-judgeR.
Some of my other sources here have been the pamphlet of Dr.
Henrici, a member of the court, publi hed in 18 5, the law s
1 For instance, \Vesterkamp, in his w ell-known St aat enbund n. Bundesstaat, makes no mention of the Reichsgericht.
2 Prof. J. R. Robinson, The German Bundesrath, publish ed b y t h o Univ ersity of Penn sylvania, Philaflelphia, 1891.
3 Dr. Julius Peterson.
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of the German Empire, Laband's standard Staatsrecht des
Deutschen Reichs, and the .American works of Burgess and
Goodnow on comparative law and government. 1
One of the legacies which the German Empire received from
its predecessor, the North German Confederation, was a federal
court known as the supreme court for commerce, with its seat
at Leipsic, and a more important one was a strong movement for
the codificatfon and unification, by the Federal Government,
of the laws of the Commonwealths. 2 The continued success of
this movement and the putting in force of its first results by
the law of 1874 made inevitable the expansion of this one-sided
court into the supreme judicial court, for mention of which we
look in vain in the Constitution of the Empire, which does not
even establish an independent judicial department. 3
The act of January 27, 1877, of the German Parliament
reorganized the whole German judiciary and provided for an
imperial court, the seat of which was fixed by the law of .April
11, 1877, 4 while the details of its organization were settled by
the chancellor and the Federal Council. Thus was established,
six years after the founding of the Empire, what was then,
and is to-day, the one federal German judicial court, for the
minor courts are State organizations, and the Federal Council,
of the greatest importance because of its executive, legislative, and judicial functions, is not to be considered as a true
judicial organization, although in its province lies the decision
of the great constitutional questions and of interstate relations.
It was not until October 1, 1879, that the imperial court began
its activity in hired quarters in the city of Leipsic, the seat
chosen for it after a hot debate, and settled upon principally
because it had been the seat of the supreme court of commerce
and because of the fear that service in or for the Reich tag
(Parliament) would absorb too much: of the new courts time
were it in Berlin. 5 The present year has een the completion
of a mag·nifi.ceut building in Leip ic for the use of the court
contail!-ing some three hundred and ninety-one room , amon"
1
Dr. Paul Laband, Da. taatsrecht de Deutschen Reich&,
tion, 1 , , .,.ol. I, 3 .
2 , or other refer nces, see li t at the <'ncl of thi article.
3 J. "\V. Burgess, Ph.D. Political
ci nc and ComparatiY
Vol. II, p . 347.
4
For law of 1 77; s e the ' R i h ..,. . tzblatt-' for th clat
6
r. Henrici, a
ut ch R icb. <rericbt, .Januar ·, 1 - p.

,· cond edi-

v rnment
,riT" u.
29.
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them an official apartment for the chief justice--:-the whole a
most imposing structure, which was for seven years in course
of construction. 1
To the American, accustomed to see the most vital judicial
questions of seventy million people settled by a court of nine
citizens, it is astounding to learn that the imperial court when
organized was given a president and sixty-seven members;
that this number was found so inadequate that it now has
. eighty-four members-a president, nine senate presidentR, and
seventy-four judges, arranged in six civil and four criminal
senates,2 and this despite the fact that what we consider our
most important cases do not come within its jurisdiction..
Attached to the court is a governmental law officer known as
"Oberreichsan.walt," with four assistants, while the number of
advocates allowed to come before the court is but twenty-two. 3
That the decisions may be properly reported, the senates have
twenty-five reporters and clerks, and in the central office of
the court a chief and thirty-two subordinates are employed ju
copying papers and issuing the necessary ones. 4 It is significant of the value placed upon the library that its librarian
and his two assistants must be university-bred men.
The method of appointment of the judges is in curious contrast to that by which the United States Supreme Court justices are chosen. Instead of being selected by the executive
from any State and confirmed by the upper house, in Germany
when vacancies occur the Federal Council determines how
many nominations the States, or certain States, may make. 5
From the list of names submitted to it the Couhcil picks out
those which seem to it best fitted, and these men are invariably appointed by the Emperor. Each candidate mu t be a
member of the judiciary in his own State, over 35 years of age6
and under 60, since it is the custom of the Federal Council
not to appoint over this age, although no limit is fixed by law.
Thus far the actual age of appointment has varied between 45
t For views· and details see the Illustrirte Zeitung, Vol. CV, No. 2730,
Leipsic and Berlin, October 26, 1885.
!2 Each president decides upon the composition of his senate.
"Tho aid
ofIIilfrichter (auxiliary judges) is strictly forbidden."-Peterson.
3 Peterson, letter of November 7, 1 85.
4
Ibid. There are thirty messengers, etc.
nPeterson; also Brockhaus Conversations-Lexicon, 1895, Vol. ' III, lJP·
723- 724.
6 ection 127, law of January 27, 1877.
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and 59. When a -vacancy occurs among the presidents the
Federal Council in most cases promotes one of the judges, but
it has often occurred that appointments to these positions
have been ma,de from the jurists not connected with the court. 1
There was very considerable criticism in the first five or six
years in r~gard to the method and character of appointments,
and also because the court fell behind in its business, which
criticism is in great contrast to the toleration with which the
overcrowding of our own Supreme Court is viewed. The addition to the court of two more senates largely did away with
the latter fault, and Henrici, writing as president of a senate,
thought that, with one or two slight changes (such as the consulting of the president of the court about appointments), the
method of appointing from the States instead of from the Empire at large was quite good enough, and believed also in the
appointment of specialists and the disregarding of seniority
of service in making nominations. From what Henrici says,2
the statistics of the courts, and the fact that many appointments were declined, it seems justifiable to say that the court
did not at first attract the best material, despite the fact that
the two presidents it has had, Martin Eduard von Simson and
the present incumbent, Otto Karl von Oehlschlager, have been
in the front rank of their profession, and also that with it
enlargement and its added experience the court is in a better
condition to attract able lawyers. Viewed with western eye ,
it seems as if the pecuniary attraction might well be increased ,
for the salaries are but 25 7000 marks ($6,250) and free residence
for the president, 14,000 marks ($3,500) for a senate president,
12,000 marks ($3,000) for a judge, plus $225 for residence allowance in each of the latter cases. 3 Our justices draw 10 5 0
and 10,000, and are retired with full pay.
The judge of the German court is not expected to retire a
65 year , a the other official · are, unle really incapa ·itat d;
but if at or aft r 70 he wi be to retire, it i taken for grant cl
that be i incapacitated. He may retir at any time if h i.:really unable to I rform bi du tie and if h i mentally unfit
h i r tir d
a, two- hircl. -vot of th
ntirc ourt b th
de re of whi h h ·, n al o he n p nded r lo. hi offi fir
t. Th r tir d pay fi r on wh ha
t n y •r
Bro khan , , ol. ~·in, p. 721.
Jr nrici, p. 21 t q.
3 Br c·kha.n
V 1. ~·III p. 72.3.
1
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or less is but twenty-sixtieths of his active pay; for every
year's service above ten and up to fifty it is increased by onesixtieth, and in the sixteen years of the courts establishment
no less than forty-eight judges have been voluntarily or involuntarily retirecl.1 In the twenty-six years since our retirement
law was passed there have been among· all the United States
justices but thirty-nine retirements, and some of these were by
special acts. In fact, the appointment in sixteen years of
sixty-three judges to a court of eighty-four members, to fill
other than original vacancies, forty-eight of which were created
by retirements and fifteen by deaths, is nothing less than startling to Americans, whose Supreme Court justices had in 1891
averaged a service of twenty-three and one-half years since its
foundation in 1789.
Before touching upon the jurisdiction of the imperial court
and its relation to the other courts, it will be well to get a
clear idea of the general judicial system of Germany. It is an
extremely simple one. The court of first instance, corresponding to our police court, is the Amtsgericht, 2 presided over by
a single judge. Next comes the Land- or Landesgericbt, 3 equal
in importance to the General Sessions in New York or the
Superior Courts of Massachusetts. Above the Landgerichte
are the highest commonwPaltb courts, the Oberlandesgerichte. 4
In some States this supreme court is not found and in others
there are two such. Wherever they exist, appeals, either from
judgments (known as '' Revision") or appeals from rulings
made during the course of the judicial proceedings (kp.own as
"Beschwerde "), lie direct to the imperial court in all civil
cases. In criminal cases, on the other hand, a case may be
appealed from a ruling or from a decision direct from the
Landgerichte, thus skipping in every State, except Bavaria,
the State supreme court.
Since all matters concerning judicial procedure, bills of
exchange, bankruptcy, commerce, and criminal law are regulat ed by imperial laws, it i the daily duty of the imperial
court to define and apply these laws. Thus it lias determin d
to what official the power to prohibit a citizen from engaging
in th e manufacture of brandy is given u11der tbe law of June
Peterson.
L a b ancl, Vol. II, pp. 395-397.
3 L abancl, Vol. II, 397-4.03, and Brockhaus, Vol. X, p. U2C.
4 Laband, Vol. II, pp. 403-405.
1

2
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24, 1887,1 and whether or no postal agents were officials in the
meaning of the criminal code. 2 Where thi.s same class of ques- tions calls for an interpretation of the federal or imperial Oonstitutiori, the imperial court is quite competent, especially as
many laws are practically constitutional amendments. Furthermore, in the case of the Dyke board of Niedervieland in
Bremen, 3 it was held that if two interpretations of a law appeared possible to a judge, he must not necessarily choose the
one in accord with the Constitution, a.nd that a legislative Command is not to be disregairded by the judiciary simply because
it injures well-acquired rights.
This brings us to the great fundamental difference between
the American and German supreme-court systems, the question of the settlement of constitutional questions of a political
nature. With us they are the ones which give the Supreme
Court its tremendous power and importance within the nation.
In Germany they lie wholly without the province of the imperial court, apd come up for decision-or, better, arbitrationbefore a body whose warmest advocate could hardly claim
that it is of a sufficiently judicial nature to pass properly upou
such questions. This body is the Bundesrath, the Federal
Council, 4 which, upon the application of one of two State '
involved in a controversy (and not of its own free will),5 can
settle the dispute by its ruling, by arbitration, or by appeal to
the Parliament (the Reichstag) to pass with its aid a law settling the controverted point. And the same is true of a conflict between the Empire and a State which is liable to result
in a change of the constitution of that State. If a peaceful
solution can not be obtained, then it is this same Federal
Council which decide when force must be applied to a recalcitrant commonwealth and directs the Emperor to see that it
is applied. 6
In most State there are pecial admini trative court dealing with ca es ari ing out of the performance by the varion
official of their admini trati ve dutie . Wh re the
ourt
1Deci ions of the R i h gericht riminal 'as s, ol. . "" . TI p. 172.
~Ibid., p. 37 .
:! Quot d pp. 1 l , 149 of Th. y •r's 'on titntional Law 'a·· Vol. I.
·1 I ohin on, p .
i.
6 Exe •pt wh r
th ,. uJlic i of a. natur to prcnut th 'tat
fnlfilli o~
it lnty t the f ·cl ration.
6 Rohiusou p.
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do not exist, a State has the right to call upon the imperial
court to settle any cases which may arise, provided that they
are not questions of jurisdiction between officials. The impe rial court is also the administrative court for the officials of
Alsace-Lorraine, by a special law, since that territory is a
province of the Empire. It also furnishes its president and
five other judges as members of a disciplinary court, and also
four members to the supreme court of honor for the settlement
of troubles among, or misdeeds of, imperial officials.1 It is
hard, indeed, for an .American to conceive such au extrajudicial
court of honor at work among the Federal officials of his country. From the patent courts (a special system) and from those
appointed to settle questions arising in the consular service,
cases may be carried to the imperial court, as well as specially
privileged cases of members of reigning houses and certain
families of high rank, which would otherwise not come before it.
So much for the appellate jurisdiction of the imperial court.
In regard to original jurisdiction it is competent only in cases
of high and petty treason, to try which the second and third
criminal senates unite and sit as one body, whose decisions, it
is safe to sa,y, are most carefully followed at all times by the
people.
It is hardly necessary to add that there is no appeal from a
decision of the imperial court, but, when a decision has been
given in the absence of one of the parties to the suit, it may
be reopened at the request of the absent party if the deciding
senate see fit to do so.2
The procedure of the imperial court is regulated by an order
of business devised by the entire court and confirmed by the
Federal Council; this order has twice been altered; and in
each case the change has promptly received the Council's
approval. 2 The principle of oral proceedings, which seems
so natural to us, was one of the innovations of the imperial
court, and has been held to, despite the opposition of those
who believed that the old system of written arguments hould
be adhered to.
'
When a senate gives its decision, seven member::, mu ·t be
present, and to prevent contradictory decision there is a p culiar cu ·tom. vVb.enever a civil or crimiual senate wi ·he to
give a deci ion along ome new line, or differing from pr viou '
1

Brockhaus, Vol,

III, pp. 724:-725.

2

Petersou.
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ones, it must give its decision before the united civil and criminal senates. If a civil senate :finds itself going contrary to
the principle of a crimiual seuate, or vice versa, the question
at issue must be brought before the entire eighty-four members, whose decision, be it to sustain or overrule the dissenting
senate, is absolutely binding if two-thirds of the mel)'.lbers are
present. 1 All decisions and decrees of the court go into effect
at once, and are binding in each State, as are the decisions of
tbe State courts; there is no intermediate step, such as the
calling upon a State government. 2
The amount of business before the imperial court steadily
increases with each year, and is necessarily large, owing to
the absence of any courts corresponding to our circuit courts
and courts of appeal, and the directness with which criminal
cases are appealed to it.
The number of appeals calling for a decision of the imperial
court was, from :finished cases: In civil and criminal cases,
7,461; in appeals from rulings, 1,019; making 8,480 cases in
all for 1894 in which a decision or ruling of the court was
called for. 2 The largest number of decided cases in one year
of the United States Supreme Court was 331. The average
reversal of judgments in civil cases is a little more than 25 per
cent, and exceptions to rulings 22 per cent. _In criminal cases
the average lies between 21 and 22 per cent. 2
The decisions of the court are published in many papers, and
a selected set is officially printed by members of the court and
the Government law officers. Each senate decides what cases
shall be published, and its reporter puts them into the proper
shape. Thus far thirty-four volumes of civil cases and twentyfour of criminal ca es have been printed. in ordinary-sized volumes, containing a little less than one volume of our report ·
Each decision and case is in very conci e, clear, and compact
form and all argument of counsel are omitted. The deci ion
in ca e relating to imperial law are publi 'hed in a pecial
upplemeut of the ~laily o:ffi ·ial gazette, the "Reich anzei (Ter.''
In tbu oncludiug thi bri f account of a part of tll
,r.
man judi ·iary, whi h eem to be st adily gro\ ing in importanc , it may be well to p int out that in tbe :r rman . y tem
of gov rnrn nt h
meri ·an id a of a, harp dividing lin lw·
tw n th
.· ·u iv ju lic-ial an 1 1 gi:Jativc <l. partm ut · 1
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not carried out, and that cases involving political .questions
are generally kept out of the imperial court. Hence arise the
difficulties which make research in German constitutional Jaw
so arduous a matter for the student, and the explanation of
German g?vernmental conditions necessarily involved and
lengthy.
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!.-PRELIMINARY- TURKISH ESTABLISHMENT IN ASIA AND
EUROPE-HIGH-WATER MARK-CAUSES WHICH RETARDED
THE FA.LL.

The partition or dismemberment of the Ottoman Empire is
not a question merely of to-day or of yesterday. Soon after
its firm establishment on the Bosphorus, the forces were in
operation which led up to its threatened disintegratiou. In
the very generation in which the Turkish power was seated
beside the Golden Horn the two chief antagonists of that
power were assuming shape. The transformation of Moscow
into Russia was emphasized by the absorption of Novgorod.
and the emancipation from the Mongol yoke, which events
occurred in the last years of the Sultan Mahomet II; and t lrn
same decade witnessed the fortunate Burgundian marriage
which went far toward placing in the saddle the house of
Hapsburg.
As the Turks reached their high-water mark in the sixteenth
century the power of their rivals and future despoilers was
consolid.ated or strengthened at the same time. The Sultan
Solyman foe Magnificent, tlte '' grand monarque of the Ottomans," was a contemporary of the Emperor Charles V, of the
powerful French monarch Franci · I, of IlenryVIII, and Elizab eth. Even at the height of their aut hority, with th ir mo t
energetic sovereigns in control, with th~ presti ge f almoHt
unbroken succe es, it i difficult to ee how th e Turks w re
saved, except by tue jealou, ie · and home diffi.culti of the
Chri tian government .
The Turkish dominion at their great t extent r ached far
b eyond the Crimea into the . t ppe laud· of outhern Ru.·sia;
tlley touched the northem Uarpathiam,, and rni H.- ·cl y 011ly
r.:01
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a few hours' ride the Austrian Alps and !stria. While this
vast region was held fast by the military ability and organization of the Ottomans, the task of the rulers was materially lessened by the Turko-Christian alliances. Francis I was closely
bound to Solyman, and strange, indeed, was the spectacle of
the corsair Barbarossa sailing beside a division of the French
fleet, and the diversions furnished reciprocally by French and
Turkish armies against the common foes.
Seldom could the European nations be induced to act
together. Once, at the battle of Lepanto, in 1571, such a
combination occurred, and the Turkish fleet went down; but
the completeness of the victory only served to show the intestine quarrels of the conquerors and the hollowness of the
coalition. Less than a generation later, Turkey was in commercial relations with England and in diplomatic relations, in
fact, with the greater part of western Europe. When in the
ensuing generation the Ottoman Empire through its corruption seemed to be approaching a collapse, there was no chance
for striking the blow, for the Thirty Years' war was absorbin g
the energies of Austria, France, and Spain; and by the
time that this exhausting struggle, with its evil effects, had
passed, the Sublime Porte had taken a new lease of life
through the administrative virtues of the Koprili family.
The era of the grand vizierates of these capable men wa '
synchronous with the prosperous period ·of Louis XIV; and
although French nobles were allowed to assist the Imperialists in the victory of St. Gotthard, yet the policy of Loniwas in general that of toleration, if not of active support,< f
Turkey. Poland, Sweden, and Turkey formed parts in th ·
French monarch's scheme of humiliating the European power ·
But a day of reckoning was at hand. To it there was a for runner when the Polish King. Sobieski aided the Au trian
in rolling l>ack from Vjenna the Ottoman inva ion of 1
, ~ nice, renewing her old trnggle, atlded to tbe blow of th
Imperialist armie her attack on Gree e and the Dalm, ti, n
frontier and Ru. ia joined th league of foe.. ,Th n four
military pow r in Jnding on whi h ommanded th
in cl , 0 ·ain t the cl cayin
ultanate th balan · of n
mu. t be d id dly ag, in. t t h ·Turk · and a Enr p an
gr . . ummon d t m t , t arlowitz ncl l th , n-rrr
I> ri cl f th
tt man.·
o·an th 1 ng-dr, wn-out pr ·
f' di Ill 111 U rm 11 •
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IL-DISMEMBERMENT (1699-1774).

At the negotiations for the peace of Oarlowitz in 1699 there
were represented .Austria and Russia, the secular enemies of
the Porte; England; Poland and Venice, now dropped from
the map of Europe; and Holland, no longer a great power .
.Austria appropriated large parts of Hungary and Slavonia,
and assumed the suzerainty of Transylvania. Russia gained
the region near the Sea of Azof, Poland won back Podolia and
Kamieniec, and Venice lopped off Dalmatia and the Peloponnesus. Only the interposition of England and Holland prevented a still larger loss of territory.
Within eleven years the war between Russia and Turkey
was renewed. The Russians · now posed in their historic role
of liberators of the Christian populations. But, far from realizing these hopes, the army of Peter the Great was entrapped
by the grand vizier, and in the Peace of the Pruth, in 1711,
Russia lost her recently acquired .A.zof territories. The momentary gain to Turkey was, however, offset by the formal
loss of .Algiers, whose Dey renounced allegiance in 1710, wbile
the bonds joining Tunis to the Empire had also become nominal.
Twice in the years succeeding the Peace of the Pruth the
naval nations England and Holland interposed to prevent a
renewal of hostilities; and once more 1 at the Peace of Passarowitz, fo 1718, the same noncombatants were represented.
This latter treaty was the sequel to a war which bad been
waged for two or three years by the Imperialists and Venetians against the Turks. Venice, now in full decline, had been
generally worsted, whereas .Austria continued to profit by the
great services of Prince Eugene; so that the ensuing peace
reflected these varying fortunes. If Turkey regained the Peloponnesus and much of the Venetian littora1, she forfeited to
Au tria the remainder of Ilungary. Moreover, for tlrn fir ·t
time in centuries her ci danubiau and Carpathian po sessions
were di membered, and .Austria acquired Little Wallachia,
Belgrade, with mo. t of Servia, and part of Bosnia.
t tbe
lapse of nearly two hundred years .A.u tria is hardly as near
lier goal on the 1Egean a , be wa · in 1718.
It may be rnentionc 1 bere that in the diploma y f thL
period England and Holland po:ed as m diating p w r . in
Turki h affairs, whil Frnn
a11d we<l n, to a,ttain th ir
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own ends against .Austria and Russia, respectively, urged the.
Porte toward hostile action regarding these nations.
After a momentary rebalancing of Turkish territory at the
expense this time of Persia, the designs on the integrity o f
the Empire culminated in 1737. Russia and Austria were
again allied. The former bad indeed for some months been
prosecuting a successful war; no less a scheme than a march
on Constantinople was projected. Unfortunately, the Russian.
successes were neutralized by the reverses of her ally; and a-t
the Peace of Belgrade, in 1739, the territory ceded in western Russia was more than counterbalanced by the regained
Servian, Bosnian, and W allacbian districts wrested from
Charles VI.
In the vast struggles of the Austrian succession and Seven
Years' war Turkey had no share. But a diplomatic gain is to
IJe noted, since the new power of Prussia, for obvious reasons,
sided in a negative way with the Porte. We seem to find a
modern reflection of this when the Kaiser, for whom Frederic k
the Great is the shining exemplar, acts as a sort of sponsor
for Abdul Hamid II.
It is interesting, if melancholy, to read of the grandiose
plans for dismembering Turkey formed at the beginning of a
war, and to compare them with the somewhat meager chang e s
after the treaty has been signed.. The next Russo-Turki h
contest of 1768-1774 is a case in point. The Greeks were t o
be liberated; help was bestowed to fire the Montenegrin heart;
the Slavic and Wallach peoples along the Danube were encour aged by the presence of Muscovite armies.
Great operations were undertaken in the regions of t he
steppes and the Caucasus. Egypt and Syria were to be
reduced in one campaign. The fulfiJJment agreed o far with
the hopes that Frederick the Great and the Austrian overei crn
tried to interpose, France started futile diver ion with panii--h aid and England alternately favored Ru ' ia anJ
ay
m diation. The war wa , however, by no mean , a military
walk-over for the Czarina; the treaty of Kainardji in lii .
although u ually ·laim d a a gr at t p in the humiliation
of th
ttomau ud the xaltation of the In ovit
L w
n very , tartlin cr chau<>· , on h map. \Vlrnt ac Uc lly I a
I
from Tnrki. h rul in ·lud d th Tartar and th r I o · · -' i ,n
in the
f outb rn Un. i. ·
Ii n
l f th
ultau til
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III.-THE .A.USTRO-RUSSI.A.N SCHEMES OF JOSEPH II .A.ND
CATHERINE II.

We have now arrived at the period where dismemberment,
sometimes suggested, assumed a threatening shape. Catherine II believed that the favorable time had come for the
aggrandizement of Russia southward; an elaborate scheme of
partition, proposed by Catherine and communicated to Joseph
II, of Austria, was now seriously entertained. Nothing less
was in contemplation than a complete wiping out of the Ottoman Empire. A Greek empire was to be reestablished, with a
Russian prince on the throne. An independent state was to
be carved out of Bessarabia, Wallachia, and Moldavia, with a
sovereign of the Greek Catholic faith . . Austria would gain
Servia, Bosnia, and Herzegovina, and take from Venice her
Dalmatian possessions,1 while the dying Republic would l>e
compensated with the Peloponnesus, Crete, and Cyprus. To
conciliate the others, portions of the spoil were to be assigned
to England, France, and Spain. In pursuance of these arrangements, war broke out in 1788, and the redoubtable Suvaroff
appears on the scene.
But no sops thrown to England could prevent Pitt, then in
absolute control, from formiug an alliance with Holland and
Prussia. .Almost at the same time the crash of the French
Revolution and internal troubles of the Austrian monarchy
occurred. Joseph's successor, Leopold II, modified his policy,
and in consequence of all these events the ambitious schemes
of Catherine were postponed. The treaties of Sistova and
J assy, in 1791 and 1792, ended the wars; Turkey's loss in territory was not large; a slice was acquired by Austria, aud
Russia extended her frontier westward to the Dniester.
Three year after this rebuff the Austrian minister, Thugut,
revived the idea of partition; but the real danger was from
Catherine, who at the very close of her life, in 1796, wa ready,
if favored by chance, to strike simultaueou ly at Constantinople and the provinces of Asia.
It is in tructive to observe the alignmeut of Engli h party
leaders upon the 'Iurki 'h question .
p to the. e l)artition
cheme , England had not treated the iutegri y of Turkey a
a fundamental doctrine. But 110w Pitt, tbe Tory, <l uoun · d
1

Tbe .A.ustriao aha.re bas been to a considerable degreo acc1uired.
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Russia and upheld the dominion of the Porte; while Fox, the
Whig, accused the Turk-party precursors of Disraeli and
Gladstone, of the Jingoists and Radicals.
IV.-PR0GRESS OF DISMEMBERMENT IN THE NAPOLEONIC
PERIOD.

The era of Napoleon brought comparatively small loss of
territory, but it witnessed some of the most giga,ntic schem es
for spoliation that have ever been broached. We may pass
rapidly over Napoleon's movements in Egypt and Syria. Both
lands were for him at that time stations on the road to India,
and the serious diminution of Ottoman power was not then
projected. In a few years after his fiasco in these regions,
French influence bad been restored at Constantinople. And
now the old Russian coutest broke out again, complicated by
a national rising of the Servians, and further complicated by
the varying feelings of enmity and assumed friendship which
Russia bore toward England and France by turns. At one
time (1806) the revolt of Servia is under full headway; an
Euglish fleet, in punishment of Turkey's pro-French attitude,
is attempting to force the Dardanelles; the eternal war with
Russia in the Danubian region is begun. The next year is the
summer of Tilsit, with .melodramatic meetings of old. ene.mie. :
with elaborate schemes for reorganization of Europe, in whi ·h
the fate of Turkey figured prominently. A few years m re.
and the Czar has broken with Napoleon and made peace wi h
the Porte.
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"Austria.n sphere; " a Byzantine neutral or guaranteed state.
Territorially the outcome of it all was only the loss of Bessarabia, acquired by Russia in 1812 at the Peace of Bucharest.
V.-TI-I E GREEK .A.TTEMP'J.l .A.ND ITS RESULTS.

We turn to a new quarter. The integrity of the Empire is
threatened from within, and the excitement and partial success of this attempt lead to a foreign war and to a narrow
escape from serious loss.
The Hetaeria Philike was a Greek secret society, founded in
1814. Its object was the expulsion of the Turks from Europe.
It worked in Greece itself and in other provinces whjjre Greeks
were numerous or influential. Its issue was the futile rising
in the Danubian provinces, followed by the long and desperate
rebellion in Greece.
After the Napoleonic era the key to the policy of .Europe
is tlie attitude of the Austrian minister, Metternicl1. This
omnipotent and reactionary statesman had, indeed, in 1809,
in tlie time of Austria's great danger, meditated sharing with
Russia and France in the spoils of Turkey, but these conditions bad passed away, and he was now for the status quo.
What is more, his influence kept Russia and Europe generally
in line, so that the early years of the Greek war of liberation
saw little efficient help from Europe; there were volunteers,
like Byron, and expressions of sympathy, but no ruler moved.
This indifference could not last. The successes of the Sultan's
Egyptian al1y, Ibrahim, the change from Castlereagh to Canning in England, and from Alexander I to Nicholas in Russia,
at length bore fruit. A Russian proposal of intervention was
indeed vainly started before the death of Alexander, but not
before 182G was anything practical accomplished. In that year
a protocol signed by Great Britain and Ru sia provided for
the expul ion of the Turks from Greece. War foUowed. The
Russian armies were set in motion, and in the following year
an Anglo-Franco-Russian fleet destroyed the Turki h armament at Navarino. But England and France receded from
actual warfare. It was left for the Greeks to finish the ta,·k
of liberation, and for Diebitsch to cro s the Balkans and with
a waning force to make a magnificent bluff at the car tur of
Ccnstantinople. Russia's partners had retired to dipl ma ·y,
and Fran ·e now brought forward a scheme of ]_)artition hy
which the Turk, would have been expell d fr m Europ , whil
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France, Prussia, and others would have received '~ compensation" in a general readjustment of boundaries. But "to the
victors belong the spoils," and the Treaty of .Adrianople, in
1829, gave to Russia a district on the eastern coast of the
Black Sea; moreover, Wallachia and Moldavia passed under
a Russian protectorate. .About the same time the fighting
in Greece ended; the Peloponnesus with central Hellas w ere
recognized, :first as an autonomous, then as an independent,
state. Dismemberment had begun on thl'ee sides.
VI.-DISMEMBERMENT THREATENED :FROM WITHIN, 1833 .AND
1839-HOW "INTEGRITY n WAS PRESERVED.

The Pasha of Egypt, Mehemet Ali, was in an anomalous
position. Nominally subject to the Porte, he was in reality a
more powerful sovereign than his lord. For his late services,
rendered through his son Ibrahim, he had received Crete.
After a few years he sent Ibrahim to invade Syria. That a b le
general overran the province, overthrew the Turkish armies,
and in 1833 was in the heart of Asia Minor with a clear r oad
to Constantinople. From this danger the Porte was preserved
through the interference of its age-Jong- enemy, Russia. B u t
England and France also intervened, and the Sultan was compelled to cede Syria and a part of .Asia Minor to Egypt.
Directly after this cession, Russia, as a candid and beneficen
friend, succeeded in forcing her alliance upon the Turk .
The next scene in the drama was in 1839, when l\Iehemet .A.E
_again tempted fortune. Once more he vanquished the Turk -.
but the Powers interposed. The European "concert' wanow fairly in operation. A quadruple alliance of England .
Russia, Prussia, and Austria forced Mehemet to term : b
was obliged to evacuate f;yria and hi. other recent acq u · itions. The di 'membermeut from the Egyptian ide had fail
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the proffer of Egypt and Crete; Napoleon III and Palmerston
allied themselves with Turkey; Sardinia joined the popular
side, and Austria was negatively with the alliance. All this
disp1_ay of force had its result, and in 1856 the powers met in
congress at Paris. Russia Jost the prestige of leadership, but
few territorial changes were made. The Sick Man a~quired a
·
new lease of life.
VIII.-THE PROCESS OF DISMEMBERMENT, 1856-1876.

After the Peace of Paris the dismemberment of Turkey
showed signs of achievement without the aid of war. Moldavia and Wallachia, nominally under the suzerainty of the Porte,
proclaimed their union in the principality of Roumania in 1861.
About the same time outbreaks in Syria led to a French occupation of that province for nearly a year. The Greeks bad
meanwhile acquired the Ionian Islands, and indulged dreams
of a greater Greece-if possible, a new Byzantine Empire.
They assisted Crete in its unsuccessful revolt, and awaited
compensation at the advent of the next war.
The forces of disunion were visible in another quarter, where,
in 1867, Servia secured the withdrawal of the Turkish garrison
from Belgrade. In fact, the great blow to the integrity of the
Ottoman Empire was to have its impetus from the Servian
side. Through the Balkan Peninsula the early and middle
seventies were a time of ferment; by 1875 the blows began to
fall.
IX.-THE RUSSO-ENGLISH PHASE OF THE QUESTION: SECO.r D
STAGE, 1876-1878.

The discontent assumed form in revolts of Bosnia and Herzegovina in 1875. In quick succession fo1lowed the futile
diplomatic attempts of the Andrassy note and the Berlin
memorandum, tbe deposition of Abdul Aziz, and tl1e accession
of the present Sultan. In the summer of 1876 the atrocities
in Bulgaria startled the European, and especially the Liberal
l~nglish, world, and simultaneously came war on the part of
Servia and Montenegro. But Turkey, though reduced in
i-;tre ngth and corrupt in admini tration, wa till formida,l>le.
The. e minor wars went in her favor, and even when J>us ia in
the following year entered the fo;ts the march of Alexan r'
army outhward was anything but a military prom mule.
11
tho. e who enlarge upon a hollow ·ollap e of th moribund
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Turk would do well to reread the Plevna incident. Still, the
odds were too great. By the late winter of 1878 Russia's successes in Turkish Armenia and in the Balkans had brought
the Porte to the yielding point. The century-old plans of the
Moscow and St. Petersburg statesmen seemed to be on the path
of realization. The treaty of San Stefano wrested from Turkey
the complete independence of Houmania, Servia, and Montenegro; Dobrudja, with a large Transcancasian district, passed
outright to Russia; less direct, but still in Russia's favor, was
the creation of a great Bulgaria, touching the 1Egean. Footholds for further losses were provided in projected reorganizations in the government of Thessaly, Epirus, Macedonia, Crete,
Bosnia, Herzegovina, a11d Armenia. If this treaty had been
strictly carried out, small indeed would have been the part of
his dominion where the Sultan bore unquestioned sway.
It was not to be. Beaconsfield and the Jingoists were in
power. There were warlike preparations in England. The
result was the Congress of Berlin, preceded by secret agreements with Russia and Turkey. The new Bulgaria lost half
its territory. The Russian cession in Asia was slightly reduced. Bosnia and Herzegovina were practically bestowed
upon Austria, and Cyprus upou England. Beaconsfield and
Salisbury brought back "peace with honor," and a promisin~
chance for dismemberment had been lost.
X.-SUMMARY OF PROJECTS, 1878-1879.
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and similar Hellenic islands; other distinctly Greek regions,
but not Constantinople-in other words, no new Byzantine
Empire. (2) An .Austrian advance southward. (3) The constitution of Constantinople and its adjacent territory into (a) a
guaranteed neutral state a la Belgium, or (b) an actual or
veiled acquisition of Russia. (4) Transfer of Tripoli to either
Italy or France, presumably the former. (5) Egypt for England. (6) Syria for France. (7) Such a disposition of Asia
Minor, .Armenia7 and the Euphrato-Tigris region as would,
in the language of an .American party platform, " conduce to
the highest welfare" of Russia, England, and France, in which
these countries would probal'.>ly profit in the order mentioned.

XXVI.-COLONIES OF NORTH AMERICA AND THE GENESIS OB,
THE COMMONWEALTHS OF- THE UNITED STATES.
By J. M. TONER, M. D.
Olf WASHING TON CITY.
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COLONIES OF NORTH AMERICA AND THE GENESIS OF THE
COMMONWEALTHS OF THE UNITED STATES.

By J. M.

TONER,

M. D.

[NOTES ON THE PARTITION OF THE NEW WORLD, THE EARLY
LAND GRANTS, SETTLEMENTS, COLONIES, PROVINCES AND
PROPRIETARY PATENTS OF THE NORTH AMERICAN CONTINENT, WITH COMMENTS ON THE GENESIS OF THE POLITICAL
DIVISIONS OF THE UNITED STATES. TO WHICH IS ADDED A
LIST OF THE PROVINCES, COLONIES, STATES AND 'fERRITORIES THAT WERE PROPOSED OR BEGUN, BUT WERh NEVER
SUCCESSFULLY PLANTED.]

No event in history has interested mankind more than the
discovery of the New World and the resulting proof that circumnavigation of tbe earth was possible. It revolutionized
established opinions, laws and customs. The Old World had
grown, colouies had been founded by her in what seemed
remote place,·, and lier great men had estimated the people's
aspirations and endurance l>y past accompli8hments. But
this discovery so far exceeded all experiences in history and
hope of the race as to command the attention of the wise and
learned; tlle cautiou' as well as the ambitious rulers and
adventurers were encouraged to take part in making explora,tions with a view to further discovery and tlie founding of new
colonies.
The word colony, as applied to the Engli h settlements in
America, bad at one time, I apprehend, a more re trict d
m aning than the word provinc , although th se words ar
now often used as ,·y11 nyms.
Colony is a, general rath r than a .·pecific term. Hi tori··
ally it has b en coupled witl1 some word or phra · indicating
lo ·ality, and wb th 'I' a politi<·al, eommercial or military adv 11 ture. Colonies plant d without charter or licen ewer in some
515
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cases legalized on petition of the adventurous settlers themselves, showing their preferred allegiance, or were in other
instarn;~ es coerced by more prosperous colonies, and by royal
mandate accompanied by force.
The ordinary names applied by sovereignties and countries
to their offshoots and annexes are allies, dependencies, colonies,
dominions, territories, tracts, provinces, districts, prefectures,
baronies, factories, lodges, settlements, companies, garrisons,
stations, I)lantations, counties, precincts, etc.
In the scheme of empires, nations and sovereignties, all
adjuncts are deemed to be dependencies, though the converse
of this proposition, that all dependencies are colonies, is not
conceded to be true in international law. Yet the name colony is so generic as to embrace settlements and provinces of
every kind, even when not a sovereign state recognized by the
family of nations.
After the discovery of .America, Spain for a long time had
the lion's share of territory from which to select tracts for .:ettlements or colonization. This was conceded to her by reason
of her position among nations, her maritime power and her
right of discovery. Spain promptly assumed proprietary
supervision over vast territories, established and maintained
stations or colonies, a11d organized explorations, chiefly at the
southern end and on the Pacific slope of the .American continent. She did this chiefly for the purpose of exerci ing 'OVereignty, of bringing the territory and people under ubjection,
and of furnishing the Empire with precious metal ' and oth
treasure believed to exist tLereiu. Her explorati01is, coloni
aud companies were con<lm:ted rnai11ly as military enterpri ·
rather than for founding habifatio1v or laying out plantatio
"J.
for the pel'wan 'nt occupation and cultivation of th
Some of the e adv uture, will be referred to at O"reatel' 1 n
farther 011.
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organized in London and places elsewhere in England. Snch
companies were empowered to choose their president, treasurer,
and manager, to conduct and govern the enterprise. These
companies or colonies rarely, and to but a slight degree, aspired
to self-government, or to anything beyond their immediate
business interests. The colonial and proprietary aspiration
for civil government by the American settlements was a matter
of slow growth, and arose from necessity. But when a desire
for independence and self-government is awakened among a
people accustomed to arms and to freedom of thought, action,
and speech it is not easily checked or silenced.
That a clearer view may be had of the spirit of justice
which prevailed among nations in 1492, as to the rights of
sovereigns over newly discovered islands and countries uninhabited by Christians, we here give in full the text of the
commission and prerogative granted by King Ferdinand of
Spain and his wife, Queen Isabella, to Christopher Columbus
before he set out on his voyage of discovery. The document
refers to the rliscovery of lands, continents, and islands, but it
is silent upon the matter of a shorter route to Cathay. The
commission is in the nature of an inducement and a reward,
and was issued to Uolumbus on the 30th of April, 1492. This
document invested their agent, in case of success, with enumerated dig11ities, offices, and emolumeuts to be enjoyed by him
and inherited by his ]1eirs forever. The copy is taken from
Poore's Charters and Constitutions of the United States, and
is as follows:
PREROGATIVES GRA:NTED TO CHRISTOPHER COLUMBU

Fer<linaud and Elizabeth, by the Grace of Go<l, King and Queen of Ca8tile, of Leon, of .11.rrar;on, of Sicily, of Granada, of Toleclo, of ralencia, of
Galicia, of 1llajorca, of Minorca, of Seville, of Sardinia, of Jacn, of A lgarre,
of Algezil'a, of Gibraltar, of the Canary I slands, Count and Countess of
Barcelona, Lord ancl La<ly of Biscay ancl .Molino , Dnke and Dnchess of
A tliens an<l .Neopatria, Count ancl Countess of Ro11sillion anc.1 rerclaigne,
Marqnis anc.1 MarcbiouPss of 01·istan arnl Uociano, etc. For as much as
yon, Chri,<1loplter Colurnbus, are goiug hy our eomm:mcl, with some of our
vessels and men, to discover nn<l sn bdne some Islands an<l. Uontin<·nt in tho
ocean, and it is hoped that by God's assistance, Aomc of th saicl IsJan,ls
and Continent in th ocean w ill be discoverecl ancl eonq ncr ,(1 1,y yonr
means an<l condnct, therefore it is bnt just and reasonabl that sine yon
expose yourself to snch danger to sen·e us, yoH should lie rcwardcil for it.
And we being willing to bononr and favour you for the reaso11s aJorcsaid;
Our will iH, That you, f'ln-fatopher Col111nlmfl, after <lisroYcring tlt saicl
1Hl:md1-1 a nd C'ontinent in the s:iid oeean, or any of them, Hlaall IH' our
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Admiral of the said Islands and Continent you shall so discover and conquer; and that you be our Admiral, Vice-Roy, and Governourin them, and
that for the future, you may call and style yourself, D. Christopher Colurnb us,
and that your sons and successors in the said employment, may call
themselves Dons, Admirals, Vice-Roys, and Governours, of them; and
that you may exercise the office of .Admiral, with the charge of ViceRoy and Governour of the said Islands and Continent, which you and
your Lieutenants shall conquer, and freely decide all causes, civil and
criminal, appertaining to the said employment of Admiral, Vice-Roy, and
Governour, as you shall think :fit in justice, and as the Admirals of our
kingdoms use to do; and that you have power to punish offenders; and
you and your Lieutenants exercise the employments of Admiral, Vice-Roy,
and Governour, in all things belonging to the said offices, or any of them;
and that you enjoy the perquisites and salaries belonging to the said
employments, and to each of them, in the same manner as the High Admiral
of our kingdoms does.
And by this our letter, or a copy of it signed by a Public Notary: We
command Prince John, our most dearly beloved Son, the Infants, Dukes,
· Prelates, Marquesses, Great Masters and Military Orders, Priors, Commandaries, our Counsellors, Judges, and other Officers of Justice whatsoever, belonging to our Household, Courts, and Chancery, and Constables
of Castles, Strong Houses and others; and all Corporations, Bayliifs,
Governours, Judges, Commanders, Sea Officers; and the Alderman, Common Council, Officers, and Good People of all Cities, Lands, and Places in
our Kingdoms and Dominions, and in those you shall conquer and subdue,
and the captains, masters, mates, and other officers and sailors, our
natural subjects now being, or that shall be for the time to come, and any
of them, that when you shall have discovered the said lslands and Continent in the ocean; and you or any that shall have your commission, shall
have taken the usual oath in such cases, that they for the future, look
upon you ai:; long as you live, and after you, your son and heir, an<l. 0
from one heir to another forever, as our Admiral on our said Ocean, and
as Vice-Roy and Governour of the said Islands and Continent, by you,
Christopher Colurnbus, discovered and conquered; and that they treat )-ou
and your Lieutenants, by yon appointed for executing the employment
of Admiral, Vice-Roy, and Govern.our, as such in all re pects, and gi,e
you all the perquisites and other things belonging and appertaining to the
said offices; and allow, and cause to be allowed you, all the honour:-,
grace , concessions, preeminences, prerogatives, immunitie , an<l other
things, or any of them which are due to you, by virtue of your command.of Admiral, ice-roy and Governour, and to be observed completely,
that nothing be diminished; and that they make no objection to tbi , or
any part of it, nor uffer it to be made· forasmuch a we from thi · tim
forward, by thi our Jett r, bestow on you the eruplo~-ments of .\.dmiral
Vic -I oy and perpetual Gov ruour for v r; and wo pnt ~-ou into po - ion of th aid ffic , and of ev •ry of th m an<l full pow r to u. e au
x rci e them, and t rec iY the p r<]_ui ite and :alari belonll'iD!!" t
tb m or any of h m, a. wa . aid aho .
one ruing all which thin-~
if i her qui ·it , and you h, 11 cl ir H, "\ e c rumand our hanc ]lour.
1Totari s and other ffic r , t pa.·
al, ancl d liver toy u. nr L
f PriYil •ge, in auch firm and le 1 manner, as yon shall r 1.uir or
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in need of. Ancl that none of them presume to do anything to the coutrary, upon pain of our displeasure, ancl forfeiture of 30 ducats for each
offence.
And we command him, who shall show them this our Letter, that he
summon them to appear before us at our Court, where we shall then be, ·
within fifteen days after such summons, under the said penalty. Under
which same, we also command any Public Notary whatsoever, that he
give to him that shows it him, a certificate under his seal, that we may
know how our command is obeyed.
Given at Granada, on the 30th of April, in the year of our Lord 1492.
I, Tho KING, I, The QUEEN.
By their Majesties Commaml,
JORN COLOMA,

Secretary to the King ancl Queen.

The story of Columbus and his many years of pl~ading with
sovereigns for aid aud authority to make discovery of a passage to Cathay, shorter than the one usually followed, and
averring that the earth was a globe, and that be would discover not only a shorter passage to India, but also islands and
lands lying between by sailing west from the Cape de Verde
Islands, is well known. Columbus made and pressed these
proposals first to the officials of Genoa, bis native city, ,then
to Portugal, to Venice, to France, and to England. His views
were at that time looked upon by these courts as the extravagant demands of an adventurer. Portugal, however, to test
the predictions of Columbus, secretly dispatched a caravel
under a trusted captain, who, after sailing for days on the
indicated route, the pilot having lost courage, returned and
reported an endless ocean. On hearing of this duplicity and
bad faith the projector of the new route and of the discoveries
to be made, abandoned Portugal in disgust and went to Spain.
After seven years of pleading with that court he wa, nearly
exhausted and on the eve of leaving for France, when Ferdinand and Isabella granted the required aid and authority for
Columbus to explore the ocean for the discovery of a shorter
route to India and the :finding of new land in the interest and
at the expense of Spain and Uastile. 'Ihe full text of this
licen e has just been given.
The return of Columbus from bi succe ful voyage created
great excitement throughout all Europe. It promptly led t
the organization of new expeditions of di c very by oth r
nation and by adventurou naYigatoi-s. P rtugal immediately proposed to explore upon tbe same route, gone ver by
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Columbus, for further discoveries and to contest with Spain
for all the benefits to be derived from this great discovery by
Columbus. To preserve the peace between the two great maritime powers, Spain :;ind Portugal-for jealousies as wen as
rivalry at once sprang up at the several courts, and persistent
attempts were made to deprive Columbus of the honors so
heroically won, as well as of the diguities and emoluments so
solemnly covenanted to him by the King and Queen of Spain
in case of success-an appeal was made to tile Pope to settle
the boundary lines in the New World. The conditions exacted
from Columbus by .F erdinand and Isabella had been full y
complied with, but Spain was m danger, owing to the avarice
excited among other nations and maritime adventurers, of
being despoiled of the benefits of these discoveries.
In those days the Pope was lookecl upon as the great counselor of peace, the father of the church, and the arbitrator of
equities between Christian rulers of empires as well as of
princes and peoples. That justice might be done and peace
preserved, Pope Alexander VI wrote his bu11 relath'e to the
partitioning of the globe, or rather the lauds and islands discovered, or to be discovered, in toe ocean, not inhabited by
Chri_stian people. In 1452 Pope Nicholas V had granted and
confirmed to the Portuguese their discoveries on the west coast
of Africa. The letter or bull of Pope Alexander, therefore, had
a precedent. His is probably the first official document of any
potentate to recognize the truth of the rotundity of the earth.
The bull has nothing, as it seems to me, of the o:ffen~ive
assumption and arbitrariness with which it is frequently
charged. As no modern translation of the document i available ·to the general reader, I have been favored with a new
translation of the entire. document and its indorsement by
Judge Martin F. Morris, of the court of appeals of the Distri ·
of Columbia, and it is here given in full: 1
Copy of the bnll or clonatiou, hy the anthority whereof the Pope of Rom •
Alexander, sixth of that name, gTanted and gave to the kings of : till
and their succes ors, the reo'ions and island of the new world di c vered in the We tern Ocean by the navi(}'ations of the paniarJ .
Alexand r, Bi bop ervaut of the ervant of Goel to hi beloYed n
in 'hri t King Fer<linand, and to hi . h lov d dauc•hter in hri,-t .Eliz h_ t~ (I, abC'lla), the 11,·en, illn trions prince of a tille, L on, Ar, !!On.
• 1 1ly and }ranada,, h alth and apostolic> h n diction:
Amon•rotli r works acceptabl to tlw i,·in :\faje tyancl in a ·or<la
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with the desire of our heart, that assuredly h as been the chief that the
Catholic Faith and the Christian Religion be in our time especiallJ' exalted
and everywhere enlarged and extended, and the salvation of souls procured and barbarous nations depressed ancl brought back to the faith.
Wherefore smce through the favor of the Divine m ercy, notwithstanding
our unworthiness, we have been called to this sacred seat of Peter, knowing you as true Catholic kings and rulers, such as we have ever known
you to have been, and the great deeds done by you clearly demonstrate to
the whole world, and that you not only desire, but have earnestly striven,
sparing no labor, no trouble, and no danger, even that of shedding your
own blood in the attempt, and have devoted thereto your whole souls and
your untiring energies, as your recovery of the Kingdom of Granada from
the tyranny of the Saracens in onr times testifies, with so much glory to
the Divine Name, we deem it to be not unbecoming in us and to b e due to
you, that we should freely and cheerfully concede to you that whereby
you may be able further to prosecute with more ardent effort for the honor
of Goel and the propagation of the domain of Christianity the praiseworthy enterprise upon which you have entered so acceptable to the
immortal God. We have _been advised that, whereas for some time you
have proposed to yourselves to seek and discover certain islands and lands
remote and heretofore unknown, in order that their inhabitants might be
brought to the knowledge of our Redeemer and the profession of our
Catholic Faith, yet, in consequence of your having been so long engaged
in the conquest and recovery of the Kingdom of Granada, you have not
been able to bring that laudable an·d holy project to the desired conclusion.
Now, however, inasmuch as it has pleased Almighty God, to enable yon
to accomplish your purpose, Granada having been reduced and to send
our beloved son Christopher Columbus, a man every way worthy and most
thoroughly accomplished for so great an enterprise, with ships and men
well suited for the work, not without labor, and expense, and danger, diligently to explore all those remote and unknown continents and islands,
in the far-off Ocean where no ships have ever yet gone; and these daring
navigators, traversing with the Divine aid and s npreme enterprise the
distant Ocean Sea, have actmtlly discovered isl ands most remote and continents heretofore unknown, wherein reside numerous p eaceful nations,
naked of clothing, as it is asserted, and eating no flesh meat, yet b elieving,
as these envoys of yours seem to think in one overruling God, the Creator
of all things, and so ready to embrace the Catholic Faith and to adopt the
Christian morality; and the hope is therefore entertain eel th:1t, if they
were duly instructed, the name of our Lord and Saviour .Jesus Christ could
easily be extendcll through those unknown region ; and inasmuch as the
snicl Christopher has cansed to he constrncted in one of the principal of
these islands a settlement of some of the Christians who bad gone with
him sufficiently fortified, so that they might explore the other islands ancl
more remote lands; and these islands and lands already discovered are
fo1md to produce gold, and spices, ancl precious things of many different
kinds an<l qualities; wherefore, all these things being considered, and
especially the purpose, which it becomes yon as Catholic Kings and rulers
to ntertain, of the exaltation and spread of the Catholic Faith, tlwrc·iu
following the xample of the Kiugs yonr ancestors of illustriollf, memory,
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and to bring, with the Di vino assistance, those islands and continents an •
their inhabitants, to the knowledge of that true Catholic Faith, we, grea tI :
commending in the Lord your holy and most praiseworthy enterprise, an
desirons that it should be brought to its desired consummation, and tha
the name of our Redeemer should be made known in these regions, exb.or
you most earnestly in the Lord, and by the Sacrament of Baptism by w h ic1
you have bonn<l yourselves to t,he teacliings of the Apostles, and by tht:
mercy of our Lord Jesus Christ we earnestly require you, that, when you
devote your effort,s to tbe prosecution of this enterprise, you do so ,vi t;b
an earnest zeal for the orthodox faith, arid that you spare no labor and no
danger to ·bring the denizens of these lands to embra.ce the Christian.
~eligion, in the firm hope an<l trust that Almighty God will bless your
efforts.
And in order that you may the more freely and courageously assume -the
conduct of the enterprise uuder the influence of the Apostolic grace, -w-e,
of onr own motion, and not in consequence of any solicitation by you or
by any one on your behalf, do of our own liberality and certain knowledge,
and of the fulness of Apostolic power, all the islands and. continents discovered and to be dh,covered towards the west and south, drawing a line
from tho North to the South Pole, distant one hundred leagues towards
the west and south from any of tbe Islands known as the Azores ancl Cape
De Verde Islands, whether such islands and coutinents be in the direction.
of India or in any other direction, if such islands and continents so discovered or to be discovered west and south of said line have not b een.
actually possessed by any other Christian Kiug or ruler before Christmas
Day last passed precetling the present year One Thousand Four Hun dred
and Ninety Three, when some of those islands were discovered by your
envoys and captains, by the authority of Almighty God vested in us
through the Blessed Peter, and tlle authority delegated to us on earth by
Jesus Christ, together with all the provinces, cities, fortresses, district-,
and towns~ and all their appurtenances, according to the tenor of the e
presents, do give, grant, and assign to you, your heirs, and succes or.:,,
Kings of Castille and Leon: and you: and your heirs and successors aforesaid we constitute and appoint Lords of them, with full and free power
authority and jurisdiction of every kind whatsoever: it being fully understood, however, that by this concession and grant it is not intended tha
any Christian Prince, who mn,y have actually po sessecl any of th '
islands or continents Lefore the aforesaid Christmas Day, should not e
deprived of any ju t right that he may have acquired.
And moreover, in virtne of the holy obedienc which you have promi
and which we have no doubt from yonr great devotion and royal ma!!Il nimity you will continu to ohs<'rve, we urge you to sPnd to those i Ian
and continents holy men, Go<l-fearing, learned, killed and exp riencerl, to in truct th inhabitant thereof in th<' Catholi Faith and
principle of 'hri tiau morality all(l that yon eml th m with all rea on
dilig 11(' •
And we her by forbid all p r on , of whatev r rank tation or c n tion v n h it royal or imperial, nn<l r pain of xcommnnicatiou. \\"hi
up n th commi ·. ion of th ov rt net w pronoun,· :w, in t th UI, fi
pr .·nmin to go f r th,. pnrpo 1• of trade or for auy o her purpo · , "itb
your p · ·ial p rmi ion or that of Yo11r ht>ir. and ucc1· or ,
afor
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to any of those islands or continents discovered or to be discovered, whether
towards India or in any other direction, beyond the line aforesaid drawn
from the North Pole to the South Pole one hundred leagues west and south
of the islands commonly knowri as the Azores and Cape De Verde Islands.
And this we decree in Him from whom all power and authority and all
good things proceed, all ordinances and decrees of the Apostolic See to
the contrary notwithstanding, confiding that, under the direction of our
Lord, if yon prosecute this laudable and holy enterprise, your labors and
your efforts will soon have most happy result for the happiness and glory
of all Christian people.
But inasmuch. as it may be difficult to transmit these letters to all places
where it may be expedient to have them known, it is our will, and we
hereby upon the same authority as aforesaid decree, that whithersoever
they shall be transferred and made known under the seal and signature of
a notary public, or under the seal of any person established in ecclesiastical dignity, or under the authority of any ecclesiastical court, the same
faith and credit shall be gjven to them in judicial proceedings and elsewhere, as if the originals hereof were themselves exhibited.
To no man, therefore, shall it be lawful to infringe or rashly to contravene these letters of our commendation, exhortation, request, gift, grant,
assignment, commission, authority, decree, maudate, prohibition, and will.
But if, however, any person shall so presume, let him know that be will
incur the indignation of Almighty Goel and of his holy Apostles Peter and
Paul.
Given at Rome at Saint Peter's, in the year of the Incarnation of our
Lord 1493, on the fourth day before the Nones of May (May 4), in the first
year of our Pontificate.

One of the earliest printed references to the discovery of
the New World banded down by contemporary history occurs
in a sermon by Bishop Barnard Carvajal, delivered in Rome
June 19, 1493. The fact of the discovery is of interest to us,
and it shows, what is quite natural in a Catholic bishop, that
Christianity rather than the augmentation of the royal power
or the extension of commerce was the keynote of his congratulation. A copy of this rare pamphlet may be seen in
the Library of Congress. The reference is in tbe following
language:
TRANSLATION COPIED FROM BIBLIOTffECA AMERICANA UET

TI

IMA

(P. 35).

And Christ placed under their [Ferdinand and Isabella's] rul tile Fortunate [Uauary] Islands, the fertility of which has been ascertnine<l to be
wonderful. And He [the Almighty] has lately disclosed some other
unknown ones towar<ls the Indies, which may be considered among th
most precious things on earth, and it is believed that they will b gained
over to Christ by the emissaries of the King.

Portngal demurred to the jnRtice of the line of d marcati n
fixed hy th bull of 1493 at 100 1 ague w t .of the Azor 1:1 or

•
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Cape Verde Islands, theu supposed to lie on tbe same meridian.
The question of justice between Spain and Portugal in the line
proposed had received the consideration of the Pope, wbich7
however, failed to give satisfaction. Negotiations, therefore
speedily began between Spain and Portugal for a convention to review and agree upon a new or modified line, which
method of disposing of the dissension was sanctioned by the
Pope, and he appears no further in tlte matter. The views of
Spain an<l. Portugal were represented through duly appointed
plenipotentiaries at a convention assembled at Tordesillas in
June, 1494. The object of the convention was friendly arbitration of the question aud the adoption of. a just agreement of
their respective rights and the rights others had in the matter
of maritime discoveries. After due deliberation an agreement
was reached fixing the line or limit at 370 leagues, about 1,080
miles, west of the Cape Verde Islands, to become binding
upon the kingdoms of Spain and Portug;il after June 7, 14!)-l-.
That the actual questions of equity raised by the Portugue e
Government and considered by the Spanish may clearly appear.
a translation is given below. This embraces the commission
of the plenipotentiaries, the powers granted them, and the
decision of tbe arbitrators as printed in Volume I of the Arbitration upon a Part of the National Territory of Mission ~
disputed by the United States of Brazil-Argentine Evidence
before the President of the United States of America, by
Estanislao S. Zeballos. The full document, called a capitulation or agreement, is there printed, and is as follows th
original document is in the Geueral Archive. of tlle Indi
Seville):
TREATY OF TORDESILLAS.

('apitulalion of tlu• partition of the Ocean Sea made between the Catholic Iii,
Don Ji'en1anclo and Dona Isabel and Don Juan, King of l'ortugal.
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Accounts, and Doctor Rodrigo Maldonado, all of them of our Council it
was treated, adjusted, and agreed for us and in our name and by virtue
of our power, with the Most Serene Don Juan by the Grace of God, King
of Portugal and of Algarves, and of this and the other side of the sea,
Lor<l of Guinea in Africa, our very <lear and beloved brother, arnl with
Ruy de Sousa, Lord of Sagras and Bereugnel, and Don Juan de Sousa his
son, chief Inspector of Vveights and Measures of said Most Serene King our
brother, and Arias de Almadana, Corregidor of the Civil Acts of bis Court
and that of his Dcsembargo, all of them of the Council of the aforesaid
1\fost Serene King our brother; in his name and by virtue of his power,
his Ambassadors ,vho to us ca,me about the disputes of that which to us
au<l to said Most Serene King our brnther appertains of that which until
the seventh day of the present month of June, in which we are, from tho
date of this deed, is being to be discovered on the ocean sea, in which
agreement our aforesaid Attorneys, amongst other things, promise<l that
within a certain term expressed in it we should grant, confirm, swear,
ratify and approve the above mentioned agreement by ourselves, we wishing to fulfil and fulfilling all that which in our name was adjusted agreed
and granted in regard to the above mentioned, we ordered said <loed of
the aforesaid agreement and cove[n]ant to be brought before us in order
to see it and examine it and the tenor of which, de verbo ad verburn, is as
follows:
"In the name of God Almighty, Father, Son and Holy Ghost three truly
separate and distinct persons and only one Di vine Essence.
"Be it manifest and known to all this public instrument should see,
that at the village of Tordesillas, on the seventh day of our Lord .Jesus
Christ, one thousand four bundreu and ninety-four, in the presence of u ,
the secretaries, clerks and notaries public above mentioned being present
the bon'o rable Don Henrique Henriques, chief Steward of the Very High
anu Very Powerful Prince and Princess Don Fernando and Doua Isabel,
by the Grace of God, King and Queen of Castile, of Leon, of Aragon, of
Sicily, of Granada, etc ., and Don Gutierre de Cardenas, President of the
Court of Accounts of said King and Queen of Castile, of Leon, of Aragon, of Sicily and of Granada, etc., their competent Attorneys on one
pal'ty, and the Honorable Ruy de Sousa, Lord of Sagres and Berenguel,
and Don Juan do Sousa, his son, chief Inspector of Weights and Meaimres
of the Very High and Very Excellent Don Juan by the Grace of Gou,
King of Portugal and of Algarves, of this and that si<le of the sea, Lord
of Guinea in Africa, and Arias de Almadana, Corregidor of the Civil Acts
of this Court and of that of bis Desembargo, all of the Council of said
King of Portugal, and his competent Ambassador and Attorneys as exhibited by both said parties by the procurations and power of attorney by
their Lords granted to them, the tenor of which, de 'verbo ad verburn, is as
follows:
"'Don Fernando and Dona Isabel, by the Grace of God, Kino- and ueeu
of 'astile, of Leon, of Aragon, of 'icily, of Granada, of Toledo, of Val ncia, of Galicia, of Majorca, of Sevile, of ardinia, of Cordova, r orsica, of Mm·cin,, of Ja,en, of Alcrarve, of Algeciras, of ibraltar, of tl11
Canary Islan,ls, Count and ('onutes. of Barc·c•lnna, an,1 T,orcl ancl Lncly
Biscay and of Moliua, Duke and Duche1:,s of Atbeu1:1, of eopatria, Count
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and Countess of Rousillon and of Sardinia, Marquis and Marchioness 0
Oristan and of Goccano, etc. Whereas the Most Serene King of Portug
and very dear and very beloved Brother has sent to us as his Ambassador
and Attorneys Ruy de Sousa, Lord of the villages of Sagres and BereD-guel, and Don Juan de Sousa, his chief Inspector of vVeights and Meas ares,
and Arias de Almadana, his Corregidor of the Civil Acts of his Court an
that of his Desembargo all of his Council, to treat and convene and accord
with us or with our Ambassadors and Attorneys, in our name, upon the disagreement between us and said Most Serene King of Portugal our Brother,
as to what to us and to him appertains of that which until the present is
liable to be discovered in the ocean sea; therefore confiding in you Don
Henrique Henriques, our chief Steward, and in Don Gutierre de Carden.as,
Chief Commandator of Leon, our President of the Court of Accoun. ts,
and in Doctor Rodrigo Maldonado, all of our Council, that you are such
persons as will serve us loyally, and well and faithfully accomplish that
which we would order and command to you by this present letter we give
yon all our ful] power in the most ample form that we can and the case
requires, especially in order that for us and in our name and that of our
heirs and successors and of all our Kingdoms and Lordships, and subjects
and natives of them, you may treat, accord and agree, and adjust and
covenant with the Ambassadors of said Most Serene King of Portugal,
our Brother, in his name any contract, agreement, limitation, demarcation and adjustment about what has been said, by the winds and directi ons
in degrees of North and South and by those quarters, divisions and places
of dry and sea, and of land, which you would esteem convenient; a,nd so we
give you said power that you may leave to the said King of Portugal and
. to his kingdom and successors, all the seas, islands, and lands lying within
whatever limitation and demarcation of coast, seas, islands, and lands
might lie in; and furth er we give you said power, in order that in our name
and that of our h eirs and successors, and of our Kingdoms and Lordships and
Subjects and natives of them, you may accord, agree and receive and accep
from said King of Portugal and from said his Ambassadors and .Attorney
in his name that fo all seas, islands and lands lying within the liwitation
and demarcation of coasts, seas and islands, and ]ands which should r
or remain for us or for our successors, may be ours and of our Lord hip and
conquest and in the same manner of our Kingdoms and succes or ofth •m
with those limitations and exceptions and with all other divi ions and d clarations which you would esteem convenient; and in order that you u. Y
do and grant, accord, agree, and receive and. accept in r<'gard to all \1
ha been said and to ev rything ancl part of it and about that cone
ing 1t or depending on it or annexed to and onnecte<l with it in any fo
in our name and that of the said our heir and . ucce or: and of all o r
Kingdom , Lordships, and subj cts and native oftheru, what ver capi lation , penalti . ancl . ubmi ~ions and re ignation whi ·h you woul«l ll"iand t em prop r and about it yon may mak a111l grant aucl do m, k
grant v rythiu.,. and ach of th m, of wha.tcv r natnr an 11ualitr, ~
it' and importauc th y h •, althour•h th y he 11 ·h that hy their ·onditi
h y ltonlcl re<1nir :rnoth r ,Ictcnnin: t and ·p f'ific· man elate ·rn<l th:i i
. houl<l by , ct an,I right h 111ad • :L. in.,.nlar ancl .·pr
m •ntiou of
hat web ing pr ·put ccrnld nmk aud "r:tut arul ree i\' ; aud furtb r
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give you full power that you may swear and do swear by our souls, that
we and our heirs and successors, and subjects and natives and vassals
acqn ired or to be acquired, sballhave, keep and accomplish, and that they
shall have, keep and accomplish, really and effectively, all that you thus
may agree, contract, swear, grant, and sign, excepting every artfulness
fraud, and deceit, fiction and simulation; and thus you may in our name
agree ancl assure and promise that we personally shall assure, swear and
promise and grant and sign all that you, in onr name, about what has
been mentioned, will assure, and promise, and contract, within that space
of time which you would esteem proper and that we shall keep and accoml)lish it really and effectively, upon the conditions and penalties and obligations contained in the contract of peace made and accorded between us
and the said Most Serene King, our Brother, and upon all the rest which
you would promise and agree those which from this moment we promise
to pay if we should incur in them: to which encl in all and in every part
ofit we give you said power with free and general au.ministration and wo
promise ancl assure by our faith and royal wortl to have, k eep and accomplish, we and our said heirs and succesors, all that through you about
what has lleen said in whatever form and manner, would be made agreecl
arn1 sworn and promised ancl we promise to haw•. it for firm concl.usively
and acceptable staple and valid now and forever; and that we shall not
go or come against it nor against any part of it nor our heirs and successors, by ourselves or by other intervening persons directly or indirectly,
under any pretext or law suit nor out of it, upon the express obligation
which we therefore make of all our patrimonial, and fiscal goods and any
other of our vassals, subjects and natives, moveable and landed property
had or to be had. In firmness whereof, we ordered this our letter of attorney to be executed which we signell with our names and order it to be
sealed with our seal. Given at the village of TordesillaA, the fifth day of
the month of June, one thousand four hundred and ninety fourth year of
the nativity of our Lord Jesus Christ.-I the King-I the Queen.-I, Fernan
Alvarez de Toledo, Secretary, of the King and of the Qneen our Lord ,
caused it to be written by their command.'
"Don Juan, uy the Grace of God, King of Portugal and of Algarve, and
of this and the other side of the sea in Africa and Lord of Guinea to all
those who this our letter of attorney and procura.tion should see, let it be
known, that; Whereas, by the mandate of the Very High and Very Excellent a nd Powerful Prince and Princes ·, th e King Don Fernando ::md Queen
Dona Isabel, King and Queen of Uastilo, of Leon, of Aragon, of icily of
Granada, etc., our very helovecl ancl very esteemecl brotberA, some islands
were discovered and newly found, ancl some islands and lands ould l e
henceforth discovered and found about which ones and the others found or
to he founu through the right and reason which we hav for it, tbero coulll
happeu amongst us all and our Kingdoms ancl Lordships, ancl the subjec;ts
and natives of them, disputes and controversies (which our Lord forbid)
we wish for tbe great love and friend hip which amon"'st us all exist, an
·n orcler to seek, procure and maintain a greater p eace ancl firm r ·onconl
and tranquility, that the sea in wbich th mentionecl islancl1:1 lie ancl might
lrn fonn<l, bo di vicled and mar keel out 1, tween u s in som goo<l, snre all(l
limited manner; ancl as we at pr •sent cannot pe1·sonu.lly pr, ·tice it
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confiding in you Ruy de Sousa, Lord of Sagres and Berenguel, and in Don
Juan de Sousa, our chief Inspector of Weights and Measures anu in Aria s
de Almadana, Corregidor of the Civil Acts of our Court and of our Desembargo, all of our Council, by this present letter, we give you all our full
power, authority and special mandate, and we make and constitute you,
all together of you and each one in solidurn, were the other _in any way
disabled, our Ambassadors and Attorneys in that most ample form that we
can and in such case is required, generally and especially, in such manner
that the generality may not abrogate the speciality, nor the speciality the
generality, that for us and in our name, and that of our heirs and successors and of all our Kingdoms and Lordships, subjects and natives of them,
you may treat, contract, agree, and make, and do treat, contract, agree and
make with said King and Queen of Castile, our Brothers, or with whom to
tLat end may have their power, whatever covenant, agreement, limitation.,
demarcation and accordance upon the ocean sea, islands and continents
that should exist in those directions and degrees of North and of South, and
through those quarters, divisions, and places of dry and sea, and land which
you may esteem proper; and thus we give you said power, that you may
yield and do yield to said King and Queen, and to their Kingdoms and successors, all the seas, islands, and lands that may be or should be within
whatever.limitation and demarcation that to said King and Queen should
appertain: and thus we give you said power in our name a·n d that of our
heirs and successors and of all our Kingdoms and Lordships, subjects and
natives of them, so that you may agree, convene, receh-e and accept with
and from the King and Queen or from and with their Attorneys that all the
seas, i~Iands and lands, which might lie within the limits and demarcation
of coasts, seas, islands and lands, that to us and our successors, should
remain be ours and of our Lordship and conquest and also of our King doms and successors of them, with those limitations and exceptions of ou r
islands and with all the other clauses and declarations whfoh you would
esteem proper. Which said power we give to you and said Ruy de Sou a
and Don Juan de Sousa and Arias de Alma<lana, in order that in regard t o
all that has been mentioned and to everything and part of it and to th a
concerning it or depending upon it or to it annexed and connected with
in :my form, yo u may make and grant, agree, treat and undo agreement , ,
receive and accept in our name and of our said heirs and succe or , and
of all our Kingdoms and Lordships, subjects and natives of them, whatever capitulations and contract and deeds with whatever bou<l I pact,:
manners, conditions, obligations and stipulation ·, penalties and ubmi,sions and resignations that you should like an.cl e teem proper, aucl ahou
it you may make, grant, do, and convene, a(Tr all thing and al'h f
tbern of whateYer natur , character, !,'T:.tvity and irnportance, tlieJ· l>
may be pro,·id d they be uch that by their condition they l10ulcl n
r quir anoth r sin<rular an<l. pecifi cl mandate, aud of which a iugnl
and xpr . m ntion ·houM hy act and ri<Tht b mad , and that w b in _
pr
nt conlcl mak and gran and r c fr · ancl forth r w gfre. ·ou fn
pow r that ~·ou may ·wear aucl clo w •ar hy our on] ·, that we :rnd
r
heirs and uc·c· . :or., nbj <·t. :ind uatin• and ya· at a <1nir <l ur
a<·qnirNl ·h, ll hav , k · p and a ompli h and that th •y ball li:naud a ·compli h r·alJy and ff,· iv ly, all tha yon lll;J. thu
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agree, swear, grant and sign excepting every artfulness, fraud, deceit,
and :fiction; and you may thus in our uame contract assure a,n d promise
that we personally shall assure, swear, promise, and sign all that you in
the aforesaid name, about what has been said shall assure, promise, and
contract within the space of time, which you would esteem proper, and
that we shall keep and accompli!:,h really and effectively, upon the conditions, penalties, and obligations contained in the contract of peace
amongst us done and agreed and upon all the rest that you would promise and contract in the said name, which from this moment we promise to
pay and we shall really and effectively pay, if we shonld incur in them:
for all which, and each thing and part of it we give yon the said power
with free and general administration, and we promise an<l assure through
our royal faith to have, keep and accomplish, ancl also our heirs au<l successors, all that by you about what has been mentioned in whatever form
and manner be made, contracted sworn an<l promised; and we promise
to have it as firm, conclusive, arn1 acceptable, stable and valid now and
ever and that we shall not go or come, nor they shall go or come against
it, not against any part of it at any time nor in any form, by us nor by
ourselves, nor by any intervening persons, directly or indirectly, under
auy pretext or lawsuit, nor out of it, upon the express obligation which
we, therefore make of the said our Kingdoms and Lordships, and 9f all
the rest of our patrimonial treasure, and any other of our vassals, subjects and natives, moveable and landed property had or being to be bad;
in testimony and faith whereof we order this our l etter to be given to you,
signed by us and sealed with our seal, given at our city of Lisbon, the
eighth day of March.-RUY DE PINA made it the year of our Lord Jesus
Christ's Nativity, of one thousand four hundred and ninety-fonr.-'rHE
KING."
And immediately the said Attorneys of the said King aud Queen of
Castile, of Leon, of Aragon, of Sicily of Grana<la, etc., and of the said
King of Portugal anc1 of the Algarves, etc., said that:-Whereas amongst
the said masters their constituents there is a certain difference about what
to each of the said parties appertaius, of that which until the present
date of this capitulation is about being discovered in the Ocean Sea that
they, therefore in merit of the peace and concord and the maintenance of
the relationship and love, that the said King of Portugal has with the
said King and Queen of Castile of Aragon, etc., their Ilighnesses are
pleased, and the said their Attorneys in their names and in virtue of their
sa id powers granted and consented! that a line be traced and marked out
through the said Ocean sea straight from Pole to Pole, that is to say, from
the Arctic to the Antarctic Pole, that is from North to outh which line or
limit to be given is as it is said at three hundred and seventy leagues to
the right from Cape Ver<le Islands towards the W st by degree or in any
other form as at better and sooner might be gh-en, so that they may not be
more and that all that until the present has been found and discovered, anc1
that henceforth should be fq.und and discovered by the sa id King of ortugal and by his ships, both islands and mainlands, above the sa.id limit and
line given in the above mentionec1 form, going along the said sicle of the
East within the saicl line to the side of the East or of tho . _ orth or, 011th of
it, provicl d it be not pa sin<• across the sai<l line, sl.iall be and r st for ancl
T
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belong to the said King of Portugal and to his successors for ever and eyer,
and that all th e rest, both islands and mainlands fonnd or about being
found, discovered or about being discovered, which were or should be t"ound
by the said King and Queen of Castile and of Aragon, etc., and by their ship ,
from the said line given in the aforesaid form, running along the said side
of the West after passing the said line towards the West or the North or
South of it shall be and rest for and belong to the said King and Queen of
Castile, of L eon, etc., and to their successors for ever and ever: And fur ther
the said Attorneys promised and assured in virtue of the said powers, that
henceforward no ships shall be sent, that is to say, the said King and Queen
of Castile, and of Leon, and of Aragon, etc., by this side of the line or the
side of the East on this side of the said line, that rests for the said King of
Portugal and of the Algarves, etc., nor the said King of Portugal to the
other side of the said limit, that rests for the said King and Queen of Castile, and of Aragon, etc., to discover and search after lands, nor any
islands, nor to contract or rescue, nor conquer in any manner whatever;
but that if it should happen that going in this way of this si<le of the
same limit the said ships of the said King and Queen of Castile, of Leon.,
and of Aragon, etc., should find any islands or lands in that whi ch thus
rests for the said King of Portugal, that such be and rest for the said King
of Portugal and for his heirs for ever and ever, and their Highn esses are
to order it thereupon to be given up and delivered. A11d if the vessels of
the said King of Portugal should -find any islands and ]ands on the side of
the said King and Queen of Castile, and of Leon, and of Aragon, etc., that
all th at be and rest for the said King and Queen of Castile, of Leon and
of Aragon, etc., and for their heirs for ever and ever and that the said
King of Portugal is to order it thereupon to be surrendered and delivered.
And furth er in order that the said line or limit of the said partition
which is to be given and do give, be straig ht and the surest that it be po sible along the said three hundred and seventy leagues from the said Cape
Verde Islands towards the West, as it has been sa id, accorded and agreed
by the said Attorneys of both said parties, within the -first follo wing ten
months, reckoned from the day of the date of this capitulation, the aid
th eir constituents are to send two or four caravels, that is to say one or
two from each pa,r ty, or more or less, as jt be agreed by the aid parti ~
to he necessary, which for the said time are to be assembled at the Grand
Canar y I land; and each of the said 1rnrties is t o sen cl with them men.
both pilots and astrologer ancl sailors, and some other person that m Y
be convenient, but they are to be as man y on one party a on the oth r ·
and that some of th said pilots a trolo•r 'I'S and ail or and killf I
men that the said King ancl Qne:n of Ca "til<·, of L on and of .Ar.._
•tc., should end, ar to go in the ship or ship that 1be aicl Ki· Portugal ancl of the Algarv . et ., b uld n<l and lik wi ·' o e
the aid men that the ai<l Kin"' of Portu"'al honld nd, ar t "'0 on
hip r . hip, that th :aid King and n n of a ti1 and of .\.ra"'on b
encl a maJJy from ou part a. from th oth r Qn,·, o tha th 'Y may j in
b tt r oh. r o aucl ·nn- -:,· th . ea, the rhumh and quart r , :mcl d ,
'
•· uth and ! ?orth, and mark out th ahov nwnti n cl l 3"'11 · in o
p r~ rm th· d m. n·atio11 an,l limit
ho<ly that. hould"' iu b
hip 1 n b • b th • ill p• rti . and th:i . Jrnul,l h: ve th ir JHH" r.
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friendly together, whose said ships all jointly are to set sail for the said
Cape Verde Islands ancl thence they shall take their route right to the West
up to the said three hundred and seventy l eagues measured as the said
persons who should there go would agree that they are to be measured,
without injuring the said parties; and there where they should end the
point or convenient sign is to be made by degrees of South or of North or
by day's run of leagues, or as they could better agree. Which said line
they are to mark out from the said Arctic to the said Antarctic Pole,
namely, from North to South, as it has been said, and that which th ey
should mark out is to be written and signed with their names by the said
persons that would therefore be sent by both said parties, which are to
have faculty and powers, from the said parties, each one of its own one,
to perform the said sign and limitation; and made by them, all being
agreed let it be had as a perpetual sign and dem ar cation for ever and ever,
in order that the said parties, nor any of them, nor their successors may
never contradict, annul, or alter it in any time or in any form whatever.
And should 1t happen that the said line or limit from Pole to Pole, as it
has been said should run along any island or continent, at the beginning
of such an island or land, which were thus found, through which the said
line should run, some sign or landmark is to be continued henceforward,
placing other signs along such island or land, straight to the sajd line,
which are to divide that which to each of the parties should belong and
in order that the subjects of the said either parties may not dare pass over
to one another's side, overpassing the said line or limit in the said i sland
or l and.
Aud forther, wheTeas the said ships of the said King and Queen of
Castile, of Leon, of Aragon, etc., in order to sail from their Kingdoms and
Lordships to their said part of the othe.r side of the said line, in the manner that it has been said, must necessarily pass through the seas on this
side of the line whfoh is l eft for the said King of Portugal, it is therefore
agreed and adjusted that the said ships of the said King and Queen of
Castile of Leon, of Aragon, etc., may go and come and do go and come
freely, surely and pacifically without any obstacle through the said seas
that are left to the said King of Portugal, within the same line, al ways
and whenever their Highnesses and their successors should desire or deem
it proper; which vessels are to go through straight ways and routes from
their kingdoms to whatever part lying within their lin e of limit, where
they be willing to send to discover, conquer, or contract, and that they
are to take their straight way whereby they should agree to go on any
affair to their said part, ancl they are not to separate from them, excepting
thn.t a contrary weather should compel them to; so that they may not
take or occupy before passing the said lin e, anything of what would be
found by the sa,id King of Portugal on his said side; and if their said
ships should £ nd any thing before passing the said line as it has been said,
that that be for the said King of Portugal, and their Ilighnes es are to
order it to be whereupon given and delivered to him. And as it might
happen that the ships or men of the said King ancl Queen of Castile all(l
of Aragon, etc. , or on th eir account, some islands ancl main Janel might
]HlYc lJC II fonnll 11111.il tlie tw<,ntietlI of tlw prearnt 111ontl1 of .Tn11<', <lnto
of this capitnla.ti on, within the said line whi<:h iK to h' trac<·<l 011 t fro111
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pole to pole b y a straight line at the end of the said three hundred and
seventy l eagues reckoned from the said Cape Verde Islauds to the West.,
as it has been said, it is agreed and adjusted, in order to prevent ~ny do n bt.,
that all the islands and main land which may be found and discovered in
any way until the said twentieth day of the ~aid month of June, although
they be found by the ships or men of the said King and Queen of Castile
a nd of Aragon, etc., provided it be within the two hundred and fifty- ¥rst
leagues of the said three hundred and seventy leagues reckoned from the
said Cape de Verde Islands to the West towards the said line, at any par t of
them towards the said poles, that they be found within the said two hundred and fifty leagues tracing straight 1ine from pole to pole where the said
two hundred and fifty leagues should end, are to be left and remain for the
said King of Portugal and of the Algarves, etc., and for his successors and
kingdoms for ever and ever. And that all the islands and main land that
until the twentieth day of the present month of June may be found and
discovered by the ships of the said King and Queen of Castile and of
Aragon, etc., and by their men or in any other form within the other hundred a nd twenty leagues, which are wanted to complete the said three
hundred and seventy leagues where the said line, which is to be traced
from pole to pole, as it has been said is to end at any part of the said one
hundred and twenty leagues towards the said poles, that may be found
until the said day be left and r emain for the said King and Queen of Castile, and of Aragon, etc., and for their successors and their Kingdoms for
ever and ever as it is and is to be their own all that which is or might be
found on the other side of the said line of the said three hundred and
seventy leagues which are left for their Highnesses, as it is said, despite of
the said one hundred and twenty leagues being within the said line of the
said three hundred awl seventy leagues that are left for the said King of
Portugal and of the Algarves, etc. , as it is said. And if up to the said twenti eth day of this month of Jun e nothing is found b y the said ships of their
Highness within the said one hundred and tweuty leagues, and hencefor h
should i t be found, let it be for the said K ing of Portugal a.· in the abo,e
written chapter is conta ined. All that which is said, ancl each thing. and
part of it, t h e said Henri<1ue Henriques, chief Steward, antl Don Gutierr
de Cardenas, President of the Conrt of Acconnt , and Doctor Rodri rro Ialdona do, attorneys of the sai<.l Ycry high and p~werful Princes and P · cess, the King and Queen of Castilo, of Leon, of Aragon, of , icily and o •
Gran ada, etc. , ancl in virt ue of t!Jeir said power hereto incorporat cl an
the said Ruy cle, 'on a ancl Juan de on a and Arias de Al maclana1 at rney ancl amba. aclor of the said very high an,l very excellent Prin
the Kiner of Portn ral and of the Alc-rarves, of thi and th other id . L
of uinea in Africa, ancl in virtue of bis saicl pow •r which i hereto in rporat cl 1iromi eel ancl a urecl in th namo of the a id their con "titn "D that th y aucl their su ·c , sors ancl Kingclom ancl Lord hip for ,· r
ev r, hall bav k t'p and ful(iJl r ally and lfectiv ly, xc pting ail f
and• rtfnln · . dee it lictiou, ncl imnlation, v rythin,,. ontainetl in
capitul, tion., a1Hl a h thiu,r and part of it ball he k pt. fulfill 1
J> rfor111 ·cl a· c,· r.vthing ontaincd in th capitnl. tiou, an<l ea h
and part f i hall he k 'J> , fu11illc!l and ll rformcd . a. ·n·r~·tuin_
tainP-cl in th' capitnlatiou of p : t·P. <1011<· and a<ljn t ,l , 1111111!! th
J"in•r and n Pn of 'a till' , nd f ,\r,l"Oll, ti-. ·and on .\.lfi n
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of Portugal, that may rest in peace, and the said Klng, which is now of
Portugal, his son, being Prince the past year of one thousand four hundred
and seventy nine; and upon those same penalties, bonds and surety and
obligations in accordance with and in the manner contained in the said
capitulation of peace it is to be kept, fulfilled and performed; and they
obliged themselves and their successors, not to go over against the said
peace nor anything of it nor they are to come against the aforesaid and
specified, nor against anything or part of it, directly or indirectly, nor in
any other form at any time whatever, nor in any intended or not intended
manner that it be or may be upon the penalties contained in the said
capitulation of the said peace, and the penalty paid or not paid, or graciously remitted; that this obligation and capitul:1tion and contract be
left and remain ·firm, stable and valid for ever and ever; and in order to
have, keep and fulfill and pay all in this manner the said Attorneys and
in the name of the said their constituents engaged one another the moveable and landed property of their said parties patrimonial and fl.sea~., and
of their subjects and vassals had and being to be had, and renounced to
whatever laws and rights which the said parties or either of them may
avail themselves of in order to go or come against the above mentioned or
against any part of it; and for greater surety and firmness of the above
said, they swore upon God and Holy Mary and the sign of the Cross on
which they set their right hands and upon the words of the sacred Gospels,
in whatever part they are most largely written in the souls of their constituents, that they and every one of them shall have and keep :1Ild fulfil
ali' the above mentioned and each thfog and part of it really and effectively, excepting all fraud, artfulness and deceit, fiction and simulation,
and they shall not contradict it at any time nor in any form. They swore
upon the said oath not to demand absolution nor release of it to the Pope,
nor to any other legate or prelate which may give it to them and though
by his own will should it be given to them, they shall make no use of it
but by this present capitulation they entreat in their said names to t11e
Pope that His Holiness be pleased to confirm and apprO"rn this said capitulation, according to what it contains, and shall order bulls to be issued
about it to the parties or to either of them which should soiicit them, laying his censure upon those which should go or pass against it at any time
whatever. And likewise the said Attorneys, in their said nam e, obliged
themselves upon the said penalty and oath, within the first following ono
hundred clays reckoned from the day of the date of this capitulation for
the parties give to each other the approbation and ratification of this said
capitulation, written in parchment and signed with the names of the said
their constituents, and sealed with their pending lead seals, and in the
writing which the said King and Queen of Castile, and Ara,gon, etc., should
issue, is to sign and agree and grant the very noble and very il1ustrio11s
Prince Don Juan their son. Of all what is said two copies were drawn,
both of the same tenor, which they signed with their mimes and were done
before the secretaries, and witnesses undersigned, one for each party. Ancl
either of th m which should a1,pcar, let it be as valid as if both should (lo;
that they were don and executed at the said city of Tordesillas the alJove
mentioned day, month and year. The Knight 'ommander Don H nri,1u ,
Ruy de, onsa, Don .Joan clc 'onsa Doctor Ro<lrigo falclona<lo, Liceutiate
Arias, '\Vitnesses who wero pres nt n.n,1 who saw the A:\,i<l Attorneys and
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Ambassadors, sign here their names and execute the aforesaid, and m ak
the said oath :-The Knight Comman<ler Pedro de Leon, the Knight Corn
mander Fernando de Torres resident of the city of Valladolid, the Knigh
Commander Fernando de Gamarra, of Traga and Cenete, Continos of th•
house of the said King and Queen, our Lords, and Juan Suarez de Sequeir
and Ruy Leme, and Duarte Pacheco, Continos of the house of the s a i c
King of Portugal therefore procured. And I, Ferdinand .Alvarez dE
Toledo, Secretary of the King ancl Queen, our Lords, and their Council,
and Notary Public in their Court, and in all their Kingdoms and Lord ships, was present to all what is said, together with the said witness es
and with Esteban Baez, Secretary of the said King of Portugal, that by
anthorizatfon that the said King and Queen, our Lords, ga,ve him, to gi ve
him, to give faith of this act in their Kingdoms, was also present to -wh at
was said; and at the petition and execution, of all the said attorneys and
ambassadors, that in my presence and bis, sign here their names, I caused
this public instrument of capHulations to be written, as it is done on the s e
six leaves of fullscap paper, written on both sides inclosing this o ne
which contains the namos of the aforesaid persons and my sign; a nd
the end of every page is marked with the :flourish of my name, and -with
that of the said Esteban Baez, and so I set here my sign, that is such. I n
testimony of truth :-]!'ernand Alvarez. And I, the said Esteban Baez.1
that by authorization of the said King and Queen of Castile, and of Leon,
given to me to act publicly in all their Kingdoms and Lordships, toget her
with the said Fernancl Alvarez, at the petition and requisition of the aid
ambassadors and attorneys, was present at every thing, and in faith and
surety of it, I signed it here with my public sign, which is such.
Which deed of contract and capitulation and concord above incorporate<l.
seen and understood by us and by the said Prince Don Juan, our 'on, we
approved, commend and confirm, and we grant, ratify and promi e to
have and keep and fulfil all the above-mentioned in it contained, and e ery
thing and part of it, really and effectively, without any fraud, artful e .::;
fiction, and simulation, and not to go nor come against it, nor again t any
JJart of it at any time nor in any form whatever; and for greater ir •
we and the said Prince Don Juan, our Son, swear nnto God and Holy A
and the words of the sacred Gospels, in whatever part they mo t Jar!!'
be written, and the sign of the Cross upon which we set our right ha
in presence of the said Rny de Sousa, and Don Juan de Sou a, and Li
ti ate Arias de Almadana, ambassador and attorneys of the said )Io t' r
Kiug of Portugal, our Brother, to have it so, k ep and fulfil, and ·
thing and part of what to us concern, really; and effec-tiv ly, a it i
by us ancl by our heirs and snccessors and by the said our Kinrrdom
Lord hips, and ·nbjects and native of them, upon tb penaltie and
gation , honcl and resignation c·outainecl in th ·aid contract of p"
lations and con ·ord abov writt<·n; in ratification and c·orrobo
whereof, we ·ign cl in thi l tter onruam sand order d it t h ealed
our lead al hanging in colored ilk thr ad . Gi v n at th
Hy of
':al~ !h •cond day of the month of .July, year of our Lor Je u · hr
at1v1ty on thou. and four lrnnclr d and nin ty four.
I 'flIE IT . r.-1, TIIL l 1,E. ·.-I, THE PPL.. 'E.
AL\' AI 1:z DJ: TOLEDO, , c<T •tan· of th !'in"' and
Lore.I , cau · ditto !Jo writt ·u 1.,y ch ir ruan<lat •.
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The Portuguese had by accident found or rediscovered the
island of Madeira in 1419-20. The Canaries and .Azores were
occupied by Portugal as early as 1466. It is claimed that the
Azores were discovered by a Flemish merchant named Vandeberg, who was driven to them in a storm in 1431 or 1432, and
from this circumstance were named the "Fortunate Islands."
This merchant reported their existence and his adventures on
them at Lisbon, after which the Portuguese Government took
possession of them, giving them the name of Azores, the Portuguese designation for a hawk, great numbers of which were
found on the islands. Indeed, they were uninhabited except
by birds. The discovery of the Azores and Cape Verde Islands
doubtless proved a stimulus to mariners and geographers for
further discoveries.
Portugal was originally settled as a colony of Greece. About
the time of the discovery of .America it had developed into a
rich and enterprising nation and was one of the leading maritime powers of the world.
With the death of King Sebastian, in 1578, the greatness of
that Kingdom, however, began to decline, and subsequently
some of the Portuguese colonies became dependencies of Spain.
After the failure of the Spanish Armada, the supremacy of
this nation also began to wane, and the Dutch invaded and
captured some of the colonies founded by Portugal in her
prosperity, known as the Portuguese Indies. The Portuguese
never succeeded in founding a successful colony in North
America. And yet it is asserted by some writers that at a
very early day they had in Newfoundland a small settlement,
which was broken up by Sir Humphrey Gilbert in 1583 when
he took possession of that island for Great Britain. Terra de
Lavradores (Land of Laborers) was the name given by the Portuguese as early as 1500 to the northeastern portion of British
North America, a modification of which name i8 still applied
to it. Some writers aver that the uame Canada is also derive<l.
from the Portuguese language. Pedro Alvarez Cabral, commissioned by Emanuel, King of Portugal, and in comman<l. of a
:fleet of thirteen ship , di covered Brazil in April, 1500.
planted a cro s and took po se sion of the ·ountry in the nam
of the King of Portugal. This great di covery probably I d
that nation to expend its energie upon that country inst ad
of in North America. Either this or 1·e pect £ r the Poi e's
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bull prevented any conflict on this continent between
and Portugal.
The exploits of certain nations within the last few year i
grabbing, nolens volens, the Dark Continent, not as actual e tlers and colonists to cultivate the soil, but by overpowerin!!'
armies and the partitioning of the territory among themselves:
(the natives having no rights which the conquerors h a v
respected), render it doubtful whether the centuries intervening from the discovery of Columbus to the present time h ave
increased either their humanity or justice in dealing wi th
unoccupied territory or helpless people. Africa and her treatment by the nations of Europe presents an object lesson on a
grand scale, and goes far to justify the action of the Pope, after
the discovery of .America, :i-n so promptly instituting mean s
calculated to preserve peace between Spain and Portugal. As
yet in Africa only the poor unoffending natives have been put
to the sword. However, the military struggle which took place
in North America for the possession and sovereignty over i t s
soil, between the English, the French, the Spanish, and the
Dutch, will in time be repeated in Africa by the nations who
are now subjugating the natives, and partitioning their country
among themselves.
It was long claimed, but, I believe, never established to t he
satisfaction of historians and geographers, that England had
priority by right of discovery to North America. It is true
Henry VII, on the 5th of March, 1496 (moved with a desire to
~nrich his Kingdom), issued a patent to John Cabot, a Venetian, granting authority to him and his three sons, or either .
of them, their heirs and assigns, "to search for islands, provinces, or regions in the eastern, western, or northern sea ·
and, as vassals of the King, to occupy the territories that might
be found, with an exclusive right to their commerce, on paying the King a .fifth part of all profits." Cabot ailed we tward in May, 1497, and on the 24th of June sighted land. If
the account be reliable, the :first land he reached wa ....rewfoundland, whi h he alled "Buena Vi ta." After c a tin· ·
a he aid, f r 3 0 Jeao-u
and finding n human habita ti u.
he r turn d t
ri t 1 I~ugland, ju ugu t.
pon tbi · aucl
' y tll
a ot England laid ber ·Iaim t
rth
u tb ju ti· of thi l. im
h e 11 V r
11 a
in a: g d r , uffi •j ll
J' : II ••
· un<:il of nati 11. ·. In Ji(;; wh Jl fi..n o-Jan I h, d .·uc · l 1 iu
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driving the French out of Canada, she voluntarily abandoned
tue claim, as in the march of events the flimsy evidence of
these discoveries by the Cabots ceased to be a factor in her
American diplomacy.
The theory of the rotundity of the earth had been surmised
by Plato, Aristotle, and other ancient writ_e rs, as it was by
Strabo at a later date, but it obtained no general credence
among mankind until inferentially, if not practically, demonstrated by the knowledge which the discovery of Columbus
added to the geography of the world. Within a few years
thereafter it was much discussed, and was generally accepted
by all advanced thinkers, so that the glowing accounts of discoveries by Columbus created among mariners and adventurous spirits much enthusiasm and a desire to participate in
explorations and discoveries.
February 3, 1498, the King of Great. Britain amplified the
charter given to John Cabot, authorizing him to impress six
English ships, at the rates then current for vessels employed
in the royal navy, and to enlist crews and follow up his di8.coveries of the past year. In his second voyage Sebastian
Cabot skirted the Atlantic coast in North America, according
to some authorities, as far south as Virginia or Florida. It is
difficult to say how far to the north the Spaniards applied the
term Florida, but it was probably to the Chesapeake Bay. The
Florida of Mexico crossed the continent to the Pacific Ocean,
and in a general way Spain claimed all of North America
under the discovery of Columbus, looking in a measure upon
. other nations as intruders.
Maritime adventures were licensed by all nations having
navies, and such enterprises became numerous, but at first the
voyages were more for trade and plunder tl1an for planting.
Especially were mariners desirous of di covering a shorter
passage to the Empire of Cathay. The route aronnu the Cape
of Good Ilope was not discovered until 1407. It is not my
intention to comment at any length upon these exploration ,
but to re trict my note to land grants and actual or projected
settlements and colonies in North America.
Spain never admitted any distrust of the justice of her claim
to the territory of the Tew World in virtue of the right f
di covery, or of tbe award of the arbitrators at Torde illa .
She wa , therefore, led to make arly maritime exploration.
along be i lands and mainland of the New World, aJm t
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immediately after the discovery, to establish herself in the
West Indies, and before investigating the Caribbean Sea,
the Gulf of Mexico, and localities now within tl.ie present
territory of the United States. These explorations and subsequent settlements were the earliest attempted upon the
islands aud mainland of the New World. Ponce de Leon
discovered and named Florida in 1513, but established no
permanent settlements. Miruelo coasted the western side of
Florida as far as Pensacola in 1516. The mouth of the Mississippi River was discovered by Alonso de Pineda in 1519, and
called by him the" Rio del Espiritu Santo." The heroic adventures of Hernando Cortez, "the conqueror of Mexico," in 1520,
although not immediately connected with the discoveries and
settlements under review, greatly excited and encouraged
adventures along the southern and ea.stern coast of North
America. In 1520 Lucas Vasquez de Allyon sailed along the
coast of Georgia and South Carolina, and resolved to plant a
colony; but it was not until May, 1526, that he sailed from
Santo Domingo with three vessels, carrying 300 persons of
both sexes, clergymen, physicians, mechanics, and cultivators
of the soil, with 100 horses and other domestic animals, in
quest of a suitable location to found a colony. They landed
first at the mouth of a strait, which they named the" Jordan"
(now the Wateree, in South Carolina); but not being satisfied
with it, they sailed north and entered, it is believed, Chesapeake Bay, called by Allyon "San Miguel," and landed at a
point supposed to be the identical place selected by the English nearly a century later, and made the site of Jamestown,
on the James River, in Virginia. (See Narrative and Critical
History of America, Vol. II, 11. 240.)
The company, after much sickness a,n.d many deaths, became
discouraged, and retired with the survivors, about 150 in number, October 18, 1526. Panfilo de Narvaez received a patent
from Charles V to conquer and col011ize · the country around
the Gulf of Iexico from "Rio de las Palmas to Florida," ancl
received the title of Adelantado. The grant required that he
should found two or more towns and forts. In an official document he style him elf "Governor of Floricla, Rio de Palma
and E piritu anto," now called the :Mi si sippi. :N"arvaez,
having collect d an armament, sailed with a military force of
GOO per ons and a fl et of five hip from San Lucas, June l'i,
1327. lly adver e ·torrn.· he wa. driven on th Florida. coa. t,
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and :finally landed at Apalachee Bay. In his company he bad
mechauies, laborers, priests, friars, and all the outfit necessary
to found an agricu1tural colony. It seems that one or more
priests accompanied every Spanish expedition and every effort
to colonize. The fiction, if not the fact, of an effort to Christianize the natives was maintained in all the Government
11ermits to colonize and settle in the New World. Marching
inland and keepiug westerly, on June 31 they came to the
coast at a point named by him "Bahia de 0avallos," and not
finding vessels from Cuba, for which he had hoped, he set to
work to build ~oats. Their horses were killed for food, and the
iron in the spurs, stirrups, etc., of the soldiers was wrought
into tools, saws, axes, etc. Their boats Laving been comp1eted,
they set out, and coasted between" Santa Rosa" Island and
the mainland. These were probably the first boats built in
America. On October 31 they came to a broad river pouring
a great volume of fresh water into the Gulf, so fresh that it
could be drunk. The stream was too strong for their frail
craft, and the boat commanded by Narvaez was lost and never
heard of. One boat was wrecked in western Louisiana or
eastern Texas. The leader of this exploration, Narvaez, thus
lost his life in attempting to cross what is supposed to be the
Mississippi. On the march, the expedition met with Indians,
who lived in houses of earth and knew the use of cotton fabrics,
but no large cities nor a cultivated country were discovered.
After years of suffering, the members of the expedition were
all lost except Cabeza de Vaca, the treasurer, and four of his
men, who in April, 1536, reached the town of "San Miguel, in
Sinaloa."
The adventures of Narvaez and Cabeza de Vaca and their
associates in these explorations show marvelous courage and
perseverance.
In 1537 Ilernando de Soto solicited the grant of a province
to extend from "Rio de las Palm as to Florida," as successor to
arvaez, the grant to include also the province discovered by
Allyon. The King, at Valladolid, on April 20 of this year,
is ued a concession to De Soto, at the same time appointing
him governor of the I land of Cuba, and requiring him to conquer and occupy Florida; within a year to erect fortre e , to
maintain the 0hri tiau religion and a ho pital, and to plant at
lea.,t 5 0 ettl r to hold thi country. De oto ailed fr m San
Lucas in April, 15 8, and, after 1 aving hi wife at Ilabaua
...T
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in May, 1539, be landed, on May 25, at "Espiritu Santo," in
Florida, now known as Tampa Bay. His force was composed
of five ships, two caravels, and two pinnaces, 570 men, and
223 horses. He took formal possession of the coun try in the
name of the King of Spain on June 3, 1539. He supposed
there were wealthy realms inland before him, which be was
prepared to explore and subdue. While the tribes at the
landing places seemed friendly, the neighboring Indians, as
be marched forward, soon began to attack him. After pursuing bis march for three years, and undergoin g great hardships
· and disappointments in not finding settlements an d wealthy
cities upon which to lay tribute, he fell into poor health, and
finally, when exhausted, in 1542, transferred bis authority to
command by appointing, two days before he died, Luis de Mosco90 his successor in office. His remains were buried in the
Mississippi River. Neither de Soto nor de Moscogo succeeded
in planting a prosperous colony.
De Soto's line of march bas been quite accurately determined from records left by a member of the expedition, Luis
Hernandez de Biedura. (See translation published by Buckingham Smith, 1866.)
Coronado set out from Mexico City to explore the North
American continent and to find the fabled "Seven Cities of
Cibola." In his march he heard ~f De Soto's expedition in
the interior, although their parties did not meet. The people
be met on the prairies and plains of New Mexico wore mantles
of woven cotton. He made a report of bis expedidition
August 3, 1540. A number of other early Spanish expeditions were organized -with the best intentions to found colonies, hut they all failed except two-the one at Santa Fe, in
the upper valley of the Rio Grande, and the other at St.
Augustine, Fla. The latter was a castle rather than a settlement or colony, but it served the purpose of founding a claim
of occupancy in seizing the territories of the New W orlcl that
in tho e day was justified by sovereigns. St. Augu tine was
captured and pillaged in 1536 by Sir Francis Drake, sailing
under the authority of Great Britain. Although the Spani h
, ettlement on the . outhern coast did not prosper as a planting colony, pain maintained her footing against all other .
A early as 1.'j01 the 1 rench and Portugue e fishermen had
made voyag and ft bed with succe in the Gulf of St. Lawr nc.
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Cortereal and Denys, both French, in 1501 and 1506 were
upon the coast of Nova Scotia and the Gulf of St. Lawrence
and Baccalaos, or N ewfoum1land. But beyond the necessary
shelter for drying their catch of fish on 8hore and repairing
their outfit, no permanent improvements were made for some
years. The French Crown claims that her settlements in
America followed closely after the Spanish. The first to begin
them was probably Baron Jean de Lery, in 1518, who headed
an expedition and touched at Sable Island, southeast of Nova
Scotia, where he landed cattle, etc.; but losing courage, he
abandoned the project, leaving his domestic animals to shift
for themselves. They survived, and multiplying proved of
substantial benefit to later emigrants.
In 1524 Verrazano led an official exploring party to North
America. He sailed along and examined the coast from
latitude 32° to Newfoundland, including New York Bay, and
then returned to France and made report. That ambitious
Crown immediately laid claim to the whole territory and coast
as far as the most southerly explored points touched by Verrazano. Jacques Cartier, with a French commission, made three
voyages to the northern section of the North American continent in 1534, 1535, and 1540. His published description of
his exploration of the Gulf of St. Lawrence and Labrador~ in
1534, was the first to make the world acquainted with this
region, and soon after led to more syst,ematic and persistent
efforts to colonize and to trade with the natives along the St,.
Lawrence and its tributaries. It was not until about this
time that the idea was accepted that North America was a
continent.
Cartier, t.oo, was searcbin g for a passage to Cathay, and
bad sailed up the St. Lawrence, passed the Indian town of
Stadaconna, now Quebec, to Hochelaga, now Montreal. Cartier revisited the St. Lawrence region in 1540, and took ceremonial possession, for his royal master, of the country, named
by the Indians Canada., and erected a cross surmounted by
the fleur-cle-li . More earnest and persisteut attempts were
made from thi time forward by the French to colonize the
country and cultivate friendly relation with the Indian , but
for year their efforts partook largely of a mi sionary chara,cter an<l of travel , trading, and explorations of the country, iu·luclin O' the lake region and the Mississippi Valley to the 1 ulf
of . . lexico. For th ucces.· of tbese early i rench , ettlemeuts
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however, much credit is due to that intrepid navigator, Samuel
de Champlain, who in 1599 commanded a vessel to the West
Indies, and for two years and a half visited many of the West
India Islands, landed at Vera Cruz, proceeded inland to the
City of Mexico, and returned by way of Panama. While there
he conceived a plan for a ship canal across the isthmus, and
reached Spain in 1601.
On his return to France, Henry IV, in recognition of his services, granted him a pension. Commander Amyar de Chastes,
governor of Dieppe, induced Champlain to explore a grant he
bad received from the King, in North America, with a view to
founding a colony there, and for this purpose Champlain sailed
March 15, 1603, in a ship of Pont-Grave's. May 24 the company anchored at the mouth of the Tadousac, in the St. Lawrence. Champlain examined the St. Lawrence from the Gaspe
to the falls above Montreal, and in August returned to France,
and the same year published the first volume of his Des Sauvages. The Commander de Uhastes having died, the privilege
of grants of land he had enjoyed was transferred to Pierre
de Guast, Sieur de Monts, who had made an agreement
with Champlain to form a settlement in A.cadia, and was
appointed lieutenant-general. They arrived at Sable Island
May 1, 1604, and, coasting along Nova Scotia, selected the
island of St. Croix, so named by De Monts, where they passed
the winter. It will be remembered that Henry IV of France
granted in 1603 a patent for a large territory to Pierre de
Guast, Sieur de Monts, a Calvinist, in North America. By
1608 something of a settlement had been made at Quebec-, and
in 1611 a more pretentious one at Montreal. The French followed up the Ottawa as well as the St. Lawrence, reaching the
lakes by the former over a portage. IIistorical evidence exists to show that the French bad begun settlements early in
the sixteenth century, not only on the northern part of the
continent, but al o at the 'outh . The southern venture in
Flori<l.a and the Carolinas did not J>rosper, but the French
n ver intermitted their effort. to occupy and cultivate
Canada. Their trading and miH ionary station were planted
from tbe mouth of the St. Lawrenc , around the lakes, and
aero , the r at all · of the 11i. i ·ippi to the Gulf of
~

t Port Hoyal by th 11,r ncl1, hut

E11 li. h ha no re p d for Fre11(:h claim: aiHl, ilHle <l hut

le fr th ir wn rrant: a11cl their a:.·ignments of b uu lary
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to a colony when, for any reason, they wished to change them
or make new ones. Grants not only <,verlapped, but in several
cases ceded the same territory to different parties. The charter of the New England colony by James I, 1620, embraces
much of the same territory which had been granted by France,
as may be seen in Poore's Charters and Constitutions (Vol. I,
p. !J22). The country was, however, taken pm,session of by
Great Britain, and settlements begun in it by the Massachusetts Bay Company as early as 1628, their right and title being
confirmed by the King in 1629. The same territory was granted
by the Crown of Great Britain under a distinct charter to Sir
Ferdinando Gorges in 1639, under the name of the "Province
or County of Maine," of which he was made lord palatine.
A territorial patent under the name of Acadia was also
granted in 1656 by Cromwell, under the broad seal of England,
to Charles St. Etienne, William Crown, Thomas Temple, and
others, forever, for that part of the country commonly called
Nova Scotia, extending along the coast to Pentagote and the
River St. George. It was erected into a province independent
of New England and the other British possessions, and the
three grantees appointed hereditary governors. (Holmes's
Annals.)
In the description of the French grant the country is called
"Acadia," and its limits defined to be from the fortieth t.o the
forty-sixth degree of north latitude. The King, at the same
time, constituted Sieur de Monts lieutenant-general of the territory, with power to colonize and rule it and subdue and
christianize its native inhabitants. The King soon after amplified the grant to De Monts and his associates, Poutrincourt,
Lescarhot, and others, with an exclusive right to the commerce
in peltry in Acadia and the Gulf of St. Lawrence. Countess de
Guercheville, a pious French lady, moved by zeal for the converi;;iou of the American natives, negotiated from De Mout · a
surrender of his patent, and procured a charter from the King
for all the lands of New France, from the St. Lawr nee River
to Florida, with the exception of Port Royal. Through agents
be took possession of the grant and sent mi ionarie out to
inspect the country and to make friends with th nati vc, . But,
in 1613, an English ship, under the command of Capt. ~ amuel
Argall, attacked and de troy d the . ettl menh; of the 1 re11 ·h
in Acadia, which <li.·couraged Mme. de Gn r hevill c nd Jed
to the abandonment of this pbilantl1r pie enterpri e. The
French ·o1ouy then moved to '' I ort Royal, ' id uti ·al with or
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adjacent to the preRent Annapol{R. During 1604 Champlain
had explored the coast of Cape Cod, makin g surveys and maps
of it as he progressed, aud returned to France in 1607. He suggested the advantages and importance of establishing a trading post on the St. Lawrence. In 1608 he and Pon t-Grave were
sent out to accomplish this purpose. They reached a place
called by the Algonquins " Quebec," or the Narrows, where
they founded a settlement. The French have al ways considered that this charter and settlement antedated the English
charter in Virginia. Champlain made extensive exploration
this year, and his name was given to a lake. In the fall he
sailed back to France, but in 1610 returned to America, bringing with him a number of mechanics, much needed in the
French settlements and their enterprises in Canada. De
Monts, after the death of Henry IV, withdrew from an active
participation in colonizing projects. The French colony had
received a severe shock from the unexpected but secretly
encouraged assault upon their Rettlements by the piratical
Samuel Argall, mentioned in another place.
October 8, 1612, Count de Soissons was appointed governor
and lieutenant-general of "New France," and Champlain was
appointed his lieutenant. The Prince de Conde succeeded to
the rights of De Soissons. Champlain was a most capable
man and full of resources; he conciliated the Indians, explored
the country, encouraged trade, and was largely instrumental
in founding Quebec. A college waR organized there as early
as, perhaps earlier than, in any other place in North America.
While it must be concluded the French were somewhat earlier
upon the ground to occupy the soil in North America than the
English, and while the former bad more of the missionary, they
had less of the commercial and true colonization spirit; they
did not have the acquisitiveness and local governing methods
and bartering in lauds which their l'ivals, the English, developed. So that in the end they, by virtue of organized settlements and larger population and the interests thus erected
among tbe British colonist , outgeneraled the Fr nch in the
final truggle for pos. ·es. ion and soverei guty in North America.
The fir t Engli.·h charter granted to encourage actual settlement in America wa: issued by Queen Elizabeth on the 11th
of June, 137 , t Sir ITu phrey Gilbert, half-brother of ir
v\'a1t r Ral igh. The charter wa feudatory iu it charact r a: " r all c·oloniziug nt rpri -e: of the tim , ·011 firmi11g
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unbounded privileges to the individual governor or proprietor.
He fitted out an expedition and sailed in 1581, but a tempest
destroyed one of his vessels, and he returned without accomplishing anything. June 11, 1583, he sailed from Plymouth on
his second voyage, with three vessels, for Newfoundland, which,
with feudal ceremony, he lawlessly took formal possession of iu
the name of his sovereign, iu spite of a considerable settlemeut
of Christian people and thirty-six vessels of various nationalities then in that port. .At the same time that he expelled the
French he disregarded the rights of a small Portuguese settlement on the island. Sir Humphrey published statutes which
provided that the religion of the country should follow the
English rite. He also landed at St. Johns and enforced its
submission. He sailed from that port on the 20th of August
for Norombega (afterwards New England), a name probably
given by the Dutch. A tempest of great violence occurre(l
on his return voyage to England which dispersed his fleet,
and the vessel of which he was in command was lost in the
same storm.
After the death of Sir Humphrey Gilbert, Sir Walter Raleigh
obtained from Queen Elizabeth a new charter, in 1584, granting him "free liberty and license from time to time, and at all
times forever hereafter, to discover, search, find out, and view
such remote heathen and barbarous lands, countries, and territories not actually possessed by any Christian prince, nur
inhabited by Christian people, as to him, his heirs and assigns,
and to every and any one of them, shall seem good, and
the same to have, hold, occupy, and enjoy to him, his heirs
and assigns forever, with all prerogatives, commodities, jurh;dictions, roy:1lties, privileges, franchises, and preeminences,
thereto or thereabouts~ both by sea and land, whatsoever we
by our letters patent may grant, and as we or any of our noble
progenitors have heretofore granted to any person or persons,
bodies politique or corporate." Tllis grant included the rigllt
to the, oil or property, as well as jurisdiction and government
under the Crown.
Sir Walter sent out to plant two settlement· upon Roanoke I land, one iu 158:1: and another in 15 5. Thi locality is
now included in the territory of North Carolina, but the
plantation, , from neglect or other cause , did not su · ·c d at
the time. The fir t permanent Rettlement in orth Carolina,
wa · many years later, a11d made by emigrant ' from Virgi11ia,
H. Doc. 201--3,3
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in Albemarle County, upon its northeastern border. Sir
Walter's agents were instrueted to observe the indigenous
products of the country and to collect and bring back specimens of roots, nuts, fruits, seeds, and · plants discovered.
Through his agency, tobacco was brought to the attention of
the civilized world for the first time, as was also maize, or
Indian corn, and potatoes. He had these planted in different
places in Europe, and they have -proved of inestimable beuefit
to mankind. The potato was first cultivated upon his own
plantation in Ireland. Hence the name Irish potato, which is
now universally applied to this tuber.
The earliest English exploration and report on North America which was encouraging and practical was by Capt. Bartholomew Gosnold in 1602. He had traded for some time with ·
the Indians in New England, collecting skins, train oil, dried
fish, furs, hides, sassafras roots, cedar, etc. The Uaptain had
been a companion in some voyages with Sir Walter Raleigh.
Captain Gosnold landed at Cape Cod, which he named, as he
did also Martha's Vineyard. He landed at Buzzard's Bay,
and planted on an island for a season. Returning to England,
his report of the country did much to further the colonization
of Virginia, its first charter being granted in 1606. He came
out with the first colonists to Virginia, assisted in plantiug
Jamestown, and died there in 1607.
The two companies authorized under the first and second
Virginia charters granted by King James in 1606-1609 were
practically alike in their prerogatives and organization and in
their administration down to 1628. The northern or Plymouth
and the Massachusetts Bay Company were the same under a
different name, with headquarters at Plymouth, England, while
the southern or Virginia colony had at first its council in the
city of London. The name ''New England" was given to the
northern company by Capt. John Smith after his voyage there
in 1614. None of the early attempts to found plantations in
northern Virginia proved successful, and the company in 1620
gaye a concession to a band of ad venturers called the" Council
of.Plymouth," aud . ometimes the "Council of New England,"
with a patent for a territory e."tending from the fortieth to the
forty-eighth degree of 110rtlt latitude. This council made many
indefinite and interferiug grant , but mo ,t of th e in time
became ob ·ol ·t ·. lu Hj'',; the council ,·unender d it: charter,
and thi: wa: th· la ·t of the g 'Hera.I compauic:. The econd
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charter to the London Company of 1609 gave more ample privileges, of which the southern or Virginia company availed itself
by increasing the number of proprietors. They immediately
chose Thomas West, Lord Delaware, governor for life. The
third Virginia charter of 1611-12 granted laws to the actual
settlers to exercise more individual supervision in the management of the affairs of the colony, which the former charter had
retained or lodged with the trustees and the treasurer of the
company in London. In 1615, to encourage individual enterprise, every freeman became the owner, as a gratuity from the
company, of 50 acres of land.
The elective franchise was now for the first time introduced
into the company or among the people residing in the colony
to choose their own officers. Delegates to an assembly were
chosen by ballot from the eleven boroughs, which formed a dii::;tiuct branch of government. The first assembly met at'" James
City," usually called Jamestown, on the 30th of July, 16H>.
From the fact that the members were taken from the chartered
boroughs of the colony the assembly was called the "House
of Burgesses," a name which adhered to it down to the Revolution. This was the first legislative body of representatives
ever chosen by the free ballots of the people to make laws in
North America. Although the colony was still company, it
was empowered to exercise all the essential duties of a state.
It had a legislature, an executive, and a judiciary, and in this
its form of government typified the autonomy of the republican States of the present day. The right of trial by jury, too,
was confirmed to the colony in 1621. Royalty, however, soon
began to be suspicious of the democratic principles developing
to an inconvenient degree in the colony of Virginia, and in
October, 1623, the Crown arbitrarily resolved by a new regulation to appoint a governor and twelve trustees, to be approved
by the King in council, for its government. This order practically returned the colony to the provision.· of the charter of
1606. The company wa notified in a diplomatic way that they
must accept this modification or have their charter aunulled.
The council, after conferences, concluded to defend their cha,rter, but neverthele:s, on June 6, 1624, the cllarter was disolved by a judicial denee.
On the 13th of l\Iay, l(j%, Ollarles I directed by proclamatio11 that two ·ou11dls be con,·titutctl, the one to b iu Bugland,
and dependent upon the Orowu, and the th r to be in the

a
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colony. '.rhe system of an elective assembly had become popular with the people, and even with some restrictions the House
of Burgesses a,gain convened in 1629. The government of the
province rapidly became more systematic in the administration
of its affairs, and in 1634 divided the province into eight
shires. In 1639 Sir William Berkeley was appointed governor
of Virginia, and by instructions from the home Government a
very liberal policy was inaugurated, with a provincial legislature studious to advance home interests, and the regular
administration of justice under a government of laws.
Efforts nearly as early had been made by the northern company to found settlements in northern Virginia or New England, but these did not prove as successful as those in the
southern colony. This was, however, owing to the rigor of
the climate and to accidents, which experience and perseverance overcame. This attempted settlement and the various colonies and companies will be severally treated of as the
history and progress of the English colonies and the genesis of
the independent States forming the United States of America
are treated of.
Spain extended her dominions in the New World by fortunate and rapid conquests, and for over two hundred years
held possession of a large part of South America, the whole
of Central -4.merica and Florida, including Louisiana, with
many of the West India Islands. She has, however, lost all
of this territory except Cuba.
England closely followed in the path of Spain, France, and
the Dutch in founding plantations in the West India Islands
which were unoccupied, and then, by the capture of others from
Spain, France, and the Dutch, before she turned her attention
seriously to colonizing the mainland on the North American
continent.
When Great Britain, with her marvelous commercial spirit,
became ambitious to extend her dominions and to become a
great maritime power amoug the nation , she encouraged a
variety of ad venture and trading enterprise , land grant ,
colonie , and companies to every part of the world in which
he could gain territory, uch a" the West India I land , the
Ea t India Company, th Ilud on Bay Company, etc. To such
ol ni ~ nd to a fatal .· •ttlc·rs in them England d legated a
hu·g hare in the making of law.· for their own local government .
a general fa ·t, EuglamF: "\\ c ·t India, ,·cttlemeut
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upon tbe islands were merely the enterprises of planters, for
supplying the English market with tropical and colonial products. Their plantations were mainly worked by slaves and
employees from the laboring classes, and in no sense comported
with the pretensions and aspirations of freemen in a prosperous and self-governing colony.
The colonial organization of Great Britain at the present day
is a stupendous system of government, the greatest of the kind
the world has ever known, extending to Africa, America, Asia,
and .Australia. It embraces nearly one-fourth of the population of the globe and one-seventh of the earth's surface. However, it must be remembered that statecraft is neither an exact
nor a perfected science, and that the art of civil government is
steadily growing more humane and efficient, and ei::i.pecially E;O
among all English-speaking people. Ever since Great Britain
lost her thirteen American e0lonies in the Revolution of 1776
shf'; has learned much and has become more tolerant and considerate of the natural rights of individual as well as organized
communities, and more diplomatic in her methods of governing
her outlying colonies. Tbe inhumanity of the feudal system
bas almost departed from the English colonial governments.
The two most noted naval and military dependencies of the
British Crown are Gibraltar, in the Mediterranean, and Bermuda, in the Atlantic Ocean. At the latter place the British.
Government has established the second great dockyard of the
world. England has from time to time founded penal colonies,
which, from the advantageous geographical positions selected
for them on ocean highways, their good climates, and virgin
soils, have developed into favorite and prosperous governments
for thrifty emigrants from Great Britain and her depenclenci .
In this digression I may be pardoned a hasty glance at ome
of the Engh ' h colonies other than American. '.rlie fir tin the
history of these to be named, because tbe greate t, is Australia,
which was formerly known as "New Holland," and is the
largest i land in the world, containing 2,084,827 quare mile.
of territory, and on account of its great size was by ome early
writers , poken of as a continent. The i land was first occupied by tlie Dutch, and was known to the Portugue e and tb
Dutch a "Great Java." It was, however, taken p , se ion
of by Great Britain in 1780, and made a penal colony, and it
continued a. , uch up to 1837. , or the c u ni n of g vernment, the i. land wa divided inb five olouie.·, kn wn a
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Queensland, New South Wales, Victoria, South Australia
(with a northern territory), and West Australia.
All of these divisions to a large degree now enjoy manhood
suffrage, and are in all local matters mainly self-governing
and responsible to the people. The Crown retains the power
to appoint the governor, while the two houses of the legislature are elective; in some, one branch has a property qualification. The governor baR a council composed of the chief
executive officers of the colony, but the British Government
holds a veto on all legislative and provincial judicature.
The colony of the Cape of Good Hope was originally settled
by the Dutch in 1652, but passed in 1806 to Great Britain.
The government is now largely elective and representative.
Tasmania, in the South Pacific, :first known as "Van Diemen's Land," got its name from one of the early governors of
the Dutch East India possessions. This colony is on a large
island off the southernmost point of Australia, and possesses
the greatest tin mine in the worlrl. It was a British penal
colony from 1802 to 1852, but is now prosperous and self-governing under the Crown. Other colonies of Great Brita.in, as
well as colonies of other nationalities in different parts of the
world, will readily occur to all.
The colonial settlements in Canada are to this day denominated provinces, possibly a survival of the French designation
for the early Acadian settlements of New France, which
included in its claim not only Canada and most of the State of
Maine, but all of New England and south to tlle North River.
This appellation of province is also given under British rule
to Upper and Lower Canada, now known under their various
provincial names, since their union in 1866, as the Dominion
of Canada. The political divisions of Uanada, to be more
explicit, are the Province of Ontario, Province of Quebec~
Province of New Brunswick, Province of Nova Scotia, Province of Prince Edward Island, Province of Manitoba, Province
of Alberta, Province of British Columbia, Northwest Territories, incluc1ing Ea. t Main, Distrirt of Keewatin, lRland of the
Arctic, and I land. of Hud. on Day. Newfoundland L still a
elf-governing c·olony, ancl include.' Labrador. The whole ar a
of tbi territory is 3,406,51~ . qnare mile . It will he seen tlrnt
the area of b : :ev •rnl l~riti:h ..1.:''"orth American proviuc .
approa h : clo. ly to 1t • total ar ~ of the Uuited tate:,
including h r 'I
0,242 ' qnare
mil·,.
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We assume that the same spirit which suggested the appropriateness of the name "New England" to the colonies north
of Virginia also gave rise to the name "New France" to Canada and the French possessions and settlements along the St.
Lawrence, and of "New Scotland" to Nova Scotia, or Acadia.
A glance at the various forms of government in the several
early British settlements in North America shows that there
was a mueh greater diversity in their political organization and
in the variety and extent of the privileges granted to them
and the proprietary provinces than would at first be expected.
Some settlements had for executive officers governors only.
Others bad governors and councilors confirmed by the Crown,
such as Newfoundland, Nova Scotia, Hudson Bay, and Georgia, without having any houses of assembly or deputies elected
by the planters and freemen, as are required to conform to the
spirit of the British constitution. In a political seuse, such
were dependencies rather than colonies.
Some governors who were favorites occasionally held at the
same time a plurality of governments. Sir Edmund Andros,
in the reign of James II, was governor of New England, New
York, and the Jerseys. Lord Bellmont was governor of
New York, Massachusetts Bay, and New Hampshire. Benjamin Fletcher, governor of New York, was, in 1692, by direction of the Crown, also acting deputy governor of Penrn,ylvania. Other instances might be cited. The provinces of
Pennsylvania arnl Delaware were uuder one governor, because
the proprietary interests then were in the same person or
grant.
The structure and customs of society at different peri9ds of
history must be considered to obtain a just view of the merits
of the various institutions and the government regulations
devised in early· days to meet the conditions then existing.
Some of these measures, in modified forms, exi t to-day. The
feudatory principle of tribute or taxation in some form haR to
a greater or les · extent entered into the management of all
new and remote settlement fo tered by monarchical government , whether provinces or colonies, in all ages of the world
d wn to the pre, ent.
It may be affirmed that it was a leading ambition with all
ancient government to form the people into soldiers, and it
mu:t be confi sRed that nations now recognized as the rno.·t
Chri tian, ·ivilized, and cultured have not yet been ah] to
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overcome this savage instinct in government or the practice
of using armed force as an arbiter of just ice and human
rights. Nor have they yet risen so high as to dignify and
make exceptionally honorable among men the domestic occupations, the professional vocation, and the peaceful arts so aR
to cause them to supplant in the popular mind the glamor of
arms. Man is by nature a contentious, fighting animal, loving power, authority, and domination. Military authority,
titles, and employments have au undue fascination for men,
and whenever a military enthusiast gains control of the purse
he can subjugate governments and people to do his will.
Might with governments too often makes right, and prompts
to conquest and to plunder rather than to peaceful methods of
defending their possessions or correcting evils and accomplishing good.
It is an interesting fact in the history of America, and one
for which women have just -reason to be proud, that it was
Queen Isabella's sound judgment and the liberal use of her
individual purse in 1492 which made practicable the discovery
of the New World by Columbus. The King having declined
to aid Columbus, Queen Isabella announced her willingness to
assume the necessary expense. This determination on the part
of the Queen induced Ferdinand to reconsider his decision anrl
to join Isabella in the enterprise.
To another Queen nearly a century later, in 1578, belongs
the merited honor of having granted the first charter for
English colonization on the North American continent.
r.rhat Sir Humphrey Gilbert's and Sir Walter Raleigh's feudatory grants were not attended with greater success militates
nothing against the credit due to Queen Blizabeth.
There is a simple but notable coincidence in the number
of the councilors, thirteen, provided for in the first Virginia
colonial charter and the number of the American colonies
which joined in 1775 in a declaration of grievances and on
November 15, 1777, entered into a confederacy against Great
Britain, won their indepenclenee, and then formed the Republic
of the Unite<l. States, which fact is commemorated by tlie thirteen stripes in our national flag.
The early Roman provinc sin France have through all muta. . of dy1rn tie , retained he name of province.
'
t1on
~mnican ettl m nts were all, or with rare exception ,
l)T ~ ·ted and planted by men of ntcrprise and Ohri. tian
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character, who quitted their native land to plant new home
from love of social and religious -liberty, but at the same time
in hope of bettering their condition. All our early planting
colonies brought with them, or early introduced, their families
and their creeds; some of these, it must be confessed, ·were
very narrow. The m3(jority who came were true emigrants,
resolving to found permanent homes for themselves and their
posterity. · While it may b~ true that some fled from persecutions and a few came with a desire to li.ve as recluses and to
convert the savage to the Christian faith, morn fled from poverty and the heavy burdens which their surroundings and the
greater privileges which rank enjoyed and class legislation
enforced upon them in their native country and seemed to
make their poverty perpetual. It is probable that the religious-recluse idea was strong- with the Pilgrims who came to
Massachusetts; in a less degree with those in Connecticut and
Rhode Island, and but to a very slight extent with tbe early
colonists to Virginia and Maryland. However this may br,
it soon became evide11t that the scheme of settlements on a
socialistic basis, as at first attempted, was impracticable, and
it steadily weakened and :finally vanished; so that the descend.ants of these emigrants became the foremost in every project
that led to independence of thought and the adoption of meas·
ures to advance the intere. ts of the people and the community.
Among the emigrants to the British settlements iu America
there may have been a few adventurers, speculators, and plun derers, but the fact remains that the vast majority were gentl
in their .m_anners, orderly in their conduct, industrious in their
habits, self-respecting, and thrifty. The settlers began their
career in the New World in peace among tlrnmse1ves and with
charity to the untutored native.. The native at tlle time, considering his wants, was living a life of ease and freedom, when
he wa
uddenly forced to compete for a 1i ving, upon the soil
and water given him by a bountiful Providence, with men
who had been accu tomed to arms and educated to civil and
rPligiou notions and. the acqui itiou of individual prop rty,
and skilled in the application of all the forces of nature to
enable them to ubdue and rule over other according to their
views of right and justice. It is therefore not strange tbat
:fierce and cruel conflict en ued· betw en civilization on tl1e
one ide and barbarism on the other, and that in this conte. t
the Indian, the w aker, wa. de:poiled driv n back to th
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forests, and almost exterminated. Among the first arrivals at
Jamestown there were but few who were accustomed to labor,
for, according to Capt. John Smith's account, there were but
four carpenters and twelve laborers to fifty-four gentlemen;
and it is not surprising that the greatest insubordination, inefficiency, and trouble-to the company came through the conduct
of the gentlemen members of the colony.
Dissensions, it is true, crept intq the management of some
of the colonies through the frailties of human nature and contentious characters, less earnest, forbearing, and human than
the average emigrant. The trader, the freebooter, ·and the
middle-man were the disturbers. But a self-denying and a
self-reliant spirit was everywhere in time developed among the
people, and grew to be the recognized type of the colonists.
Experience strengthened these noble traits, and made the
several communities efficient for their own ad van cement, protection, and self-government.
Most of the North American colonies had a common source
of national authority, and in this were alike, but in almost
everything else they were unlike. They were founded by the
Crown at different time·s, by different sovereigns, and each
with prerogatives which only applied to itself. Scarcely two
were alike in political organizations. Some were provinces
in name and in fact, some proprietary and others chartered
colonies, with no right in the soil, and with limited rights of
government, and most bad their privileges and forms of
government arbitrarily changed more than 011ce.
-The United States is not incumberecl with remote colonies
or provinces. Her few naval coaling stations and Alaska
represent all her dependencies, if we except Territories within
her own boundaries, and all these are in a condition of preparation for admission as States as soon as population will justify
and their interests be promoted thereby. While they remain
Territories t.he Presi<lent, with the consent of the United States
Senate, ap-points the governors. The District of Columbia
may be placed in this category, although it has au anomalouR
position, and is managed by three Commissioners, appointed
by the President, in. tead of being directed by a governor.
In the Territories of the United State the first ettler arc
·alled "inhabitant.. ' I3nt after an act has been 11as ed by
Uongr
nabling the jnhabitants to meet and elect deleo-ate.
to organiz a goYermn nt. ancl a,lopt a eonstitntion, th y ar
then <1 nomim1t cl 'th J> oplc: of tb Territory.
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.However, it is the English grants, charters, au<l settlements
in North America in which I am more particularly interested,
a.nd which may, for the present purpose, be brought into the
five groups, which follow, though the frequent changes of colonial charter privileges in the early American colonies make
it difficult to group and generalize satisfactorily in all cases:
1. Charters or grants to one or more personal proprietors,
their heirs and assigns, such as were given to Maryland, New
Hampshire, and Pennsylvania, in which their rights extended
both to property and government, the King being represented
through the admiralty courts. Delaware, originally settled
by the Swedes, was brought under the government of New
Amsterdam,and was bought by Penn from the Duke of York
in 1682, and held as a territory of Pennsylvania until 1701,
when it was given a separate legislature.
2. Charters where the property was granted to personal
proprietors, but the government and jurisdiction were reserved
to the Crown. This was the case in the Jerseys and the two
Carolinas, which at .one time included the territory of Georgia.
3. Grants where the property and the government of the
territory were retained iu the Crown, as in the modj.fied charters of Virginia, New York, and .New Hampshire, then commonly called Piscataqua.
4. Grants where the property was in the freemen and their
representatives, while the government was retained in the
Crown, as in Massachusetts Bay.
5. Charters where pro.perty and gqvernment were in tbe
'' governor and company," called the" freemen" of the colony,
as in the case of the" English colony of Connecticut in New
England" and in Rl10de Island.
A brief recapitulation, referring to tbe territory of the several colonies by name, with some of the more notable occurrences in their early settlements and history down to the
American Revolution and their admission a States of the
Union, is of interest. Readers may wish to know when aud.
how the different colonies were planted and of their development into one or more State. , with mention of some of the conditions and force which as isted or retarded their progre s.
To facilitate reference to the several colonies and State , an
alphabetical order i observed. 'Ihese note arc to be tak n
a: . uggestive, not exhaustive, nor are they de ign d. to prov
any, pecial or controvert cl point jn the hi tory of our country.
The 1'tate:-:, u d not all ht> named, a: the territory from wliieh
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they have been formed, whether colony, province, or the public domain, will suggest itself to the intelligent reader, if not
specifically set forth.
Chief Justice Marshall, in delivering an opinion, says:
All our institutions recognize tbe absolute title of the Crown , subject
only to tbe Indians' right of occupancy, and recognize the absolute right
of the Crown to extinguish that right. This is incompatiule with the
existence of an absolute and complete title in the Indians. Thus has our
whole country been granted by the Crown while in the occup::mcy of tlle
Indians. This grant purports to convey the soil as well as the right of
domain to the grantee.
In these governments which were denominated royal, when the right of
soil was not vested in individuals, but remained in the Crown, or was
vested in the colonial government, the King claimed and exercised the
right of granting land and of disannulling the government at his will.
The grants of the New England colonies, NewYork, New Jersey, Pennsylvania, Maryland, and part of Carolina were thus created.

We have given the text of the bull of Pope Alexander VI,
which deals with the ethical and moral rights of nations, discovering new lands and islands, to possess and govern them.
As head of tbe church, this action seems to have been timely
and co·n siderate in the interest of peace and the preservation
of an orderly intercourse between the two chief maritime
powers of the world-Spain and Portugal. But what can be
said of the kings of England, France, and other powers as to
their manner of seizing territory and parceling it out among
favorites with a h1vish reckle8sness that was only equaled by
their ignorance of the geography of tbe North American continenti Or how shall we explain th~ir assigning land grants
which interfered with their own former patents, and in some
instances naming boundaries which were impossible? It would
be hopeless for tbe historian to attempt to reeo11cile some of
these grants. In the main, the practice seems to have obtained
with sovereigns to make royal grants upon petition for lands
as interested parties requested; then in process of time another
grant without inquiry as to occupancy or whether a former
grant of the specified territory had been made to others, the
arly grants becomin°· void without other or further formality.
The fall of royal power and the e. tablishment of the Commonw alth in En,,.land placed all the gnglish colonie under
th jmmediat ·ontrol of Parliament for the time being. To
th ml of , ettliJJµ· i. put~ a: to tlle C'ontroverted and invalid
claim: to
·t rn latHl: h ind iviclnal. ag-ain. t th colonie.,
a: w •ll a.· of tli <:olo11i : again:t (·a.ch other it iH beli v d
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we are indebted to General Washington for the suggestion that
the colonies surrender all their claims to Western lands to the ·
General Government. This was done and the Federal Government settled boundaries, and provided for the admission
of new States as the needs of the growing Republic should
require.
Washington's considerate attention to the claims which
Vermont pressed upon Congress early in the Revolution, for
recognition as a member of the confederacy by her citizens,
and his tact in preventing exasperati11:g antagoni srn from Massachusetts, New Hampsbire, andNewYork,didmuch to attach her
people to the Union and to prevent unpleasant collisions, and
in the end led to an amicable settlement of boundaries and
her admission as a State. It proved a practical object lesson
in statecraft. So that when, in 1783, Washington was consulted by the Hon. J a.mes Duane how to deal with the Indians
and manage Western lands, he wrote his famous letter of tL.e
7th of September, 1783, which was practically and almost verbally embodied in the act of Congress a week later for the
territorial government and method of disposal of the public
lands, and which obtains to the present day.
ALASK..1L

This Territory, separated from Asia by Bering Strait, is the
latest territorial acquisition of the United States. It was formerly known as "Russian America," and was visited as early
aR 1728. The region about Sitka was first visited in 1741 by
Vitus Bering, whose name attaches to the strait and sea. For
a long time this region served as an outlet for Russian maritime adventurers and traders. A Russian-American company
was chartered for its settlement and government in 1799.
Sitka (New Archangel) was founded by Baranoff, who was for
many years the governor of this Rus ian po es ion. He
· re. ided at Sitka. Shortly before the succe,' ful layillg of the
Ulantic telegraphic cable the territory of Ala ka, from Bering
Strait across British America to the United States, was surveyed by the Western Union '.relegra_ph Company, with the
de ·ign of running wires by this route from Burope to America. The sue ·e sful laying in 1866 of the Atlantic eabl
:oived the problem of a. telegraphic communication. But thi.
·xploratiou for the telegraph brought Ala lrn into promin nee
~-ith fiuan ·iers and state:rneu, and finally led to iL · purcliasc
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by the United States from Russia in 1867 for $7,200,000 in
gold.
It is now a territorial possession of the United States .
. CALIFORNIA.

California of the present day, the New or" Upper California" of the Spaniards aud Mexicans, bordering on the Pacific
Ocean, was acquired by the United States through treaty in
1848. It was named" Upper" to distinguish it from the lower
peninsula of California, which is still held by Mexico. After
1822, when Mexico freed herself from Spanish dominion, it
became a province of that Republic, and so remained until
1846, during the Mexican war, when the emigrants from the
United States formed there an independent government. This
coast was visited by Cabrillo in 1542, and by Drake in 1578.
In 1769the Franciscan fathers planted a colony at San Diego,
and in 1776 they established the mission of Dolores at San
Francisco. Their agricultural missions were increased to more
than twenty. The converted Indians became partially civilized and attached to the priests and the missions. The territory embraced in California, Utah, Nevada, and parts of Colorado, Arizona, and New Mexico was acquired by the United
States, through the convention of Guadalupe-llidalgo, Fel>ruary 2, 1848. Gold was discovered within this territory tue
same year. In 1849 a State constitution was formed, and September 9, 1850, California was admitted as a State of the
Union. It has an area of 158,360 square miles.
A second purchase of land from Mexico was made by the
United States, December 30, 1853, which secured a strip of
territory lying south of the Gila River, in New Mexico and Arizona, and added to the public domain what is known as the
"Gadsden Purchase."
CONNECTICUT.

The Dutch colonists of New Netherlands claimed what i
now Connecticut, and had a trading post an<l colony founded
near where Ilartford i~ situated before 1630. But Robert,
Earl of Warwidr, obtained a grant in 1630 from the conncil of
Plymouth < nd then procur •d a pn,tent from King Charles I in
1631 for land in :Tewhugland,from arragansett River along
the , c•acoa:t oward Virgfo ia .H) 1 agne: a:,,t, a11d we. t from
'ea to :ca :mcl to th' ,·out h line of ~Ia.-:achnsctt.-, tt. Thi
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grant was made over to 'William, Viscount Saye and Sele,
Robert, Lord Brooke, and company. The company built a
fort at the mouth of the Connecticut River called Saybrook,
but in 1644 the stockholders sold their intere::;ts to the settlers.
It was then called "Saybrook Colony," and united. in 1644 with
Connecticut Colony.
The colony of Connecticut was practically an offshoot of
Massachusetts Bay, whose emigrants founded Windsor as
early as 1635, and soon after Hartfor(l and Weathersfield. Iu
1639 the people, of their own motion, without patent or charter, convened and deliberated together to secure an ol'derly
govermnen t adapted to their needs, and which they termed
"fundamental orders.'' These may be considered in the nature
of a constitution, which was probably the first written principles of government adopted by the people of any of the
.American colonies.
In the spring of 1638 the Rev. John Davenport and a goodly
number of followers from London purchased a tract of land, 10
by 13 miles square, from the Indians on "New Haven Bay,"
on Long Island Sound, for which they gave thirteen coat8.
Here they laid out a town which they called "New Haven,"
and set up an independent colony. Neither of these three
colonies had obtained charters for the land they occupied, and,
besides, the Dutch of the New Netherlands were actually settled upon pol'tions of the lands thus seized.
The first election by the freemen at Hartford was held on the
second Thursday uf April, 1639. The government was in the
hands of the representatives of the freemen of the people, as
was also that of Rhode Island. Long Island was annexed to
Connecticut in 1644. The Counecticut colony and the New
Haven colony remained separate governments until 1665, when
they united. Charles II, on the 2.'3d of April, 1662, gave the
colony of Connecticut a liberal charter, but with vast, impracti<·able Loundaries to the west. It was one of the "from ea to
sea" kind. This grant gave more trouble, perhaps because of
it· indefinite boundary, than that of any of the other colonies,
but all dispute was finally ettled by tbe State generously
ceding its claim of we tern territory to the Gov rnment of the
~11ited State·, to be treated as public land ·. The four unit ,(1
colouie. f New England, from 1643 to 16G3, were old Mas. ·aclrn. ·ett Bay, old Plymouth, Hartford, and N w Haven. ' he
latter two were not then cllarterecl.
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In 1685 King James II annulled the charter of Conuecticut
for political reasons, the Crown then appointing the governor.
Sir Edmund Andros, royal governor of New England, who was
put in charge in 1687, attempted to seize the colonial charter ·
of Connecticut in the King's name, but the lights in the assembly room were exting·uishe<1, and the document removed by
James Wadsworth and concealed in a hollow tree in Hartford,
afterward8 known as the "Charter Oak," which stood until
1836. King William, on ascending the throne in 1689, revived
tbe old charter. The legislature of Connecticut sat at Hartfn·d from the union until 1701, after that alternately at New
Haven aud at Hartford until 1874, when Hartford became the
permanent seat of government.
Uonnecticut laid claim under her charter to a large tract of
country to the west., familiarly known in history as the "Connecticut Western Reserve," Western Reserve, etc. Accordiug
to her contention, her _grants of land extended back to the Mississippi River, and in~luded a part of northwestern Pennsylvania and northeastern Ohio. These lands were also known
as the" Sufferer's Lands" and the" Fire Lands," etc. Happily,
Connecticut, September 14, 1786, surrendered to Congress or
the United States her claims to these lands, shrewdly retaining,
however, after getting New York and Virginia to surrender
their land, a property right to 4,000,000 acres along the shore
of Lake Erie, still called the "Western Reserve," and thus
was settled a troublesorue controversy. Connecticut ratified
the Uonstitution on the 9th of January, 1788. The State has
an area of 4,990 square miles.
DEL.A.WARE.

The State of Delaware, formerly New Sweden, was never
an independent province or chartered colony, but it bas an
interesting hi ·tory. It settlement was promoted by Gustavus
Adolphus. A part of it territory was purchased from the
Indians by the Dutch as early as 1623, and the settlement
begun at Cape Henlopen, named by them "Poiut Paradi e."
They ettled on both sides of the riv r Delaware. As early
as 1631 a town was laid out 11ear Wilmington. The we t ·oa t
f th bay wa al,o purcha ed of the Indian and ttled by
w c1 • and Finn'. ...Tew w ,<l_eu was founded in 163 , with a
military p1c ntation at hri. tiana, whic-h extend d it ettlem ut · up to the Fall' f lie >elaware and included th ite f
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Wicaco, now the city of Philadelphia.. In 1651, under Stuyvesant's rule, the Dutch built a fort at New Castle. The
Swedish possessions on the Delaware were either purchased
or by force brought under the control of the Dutch. In 1G56
the Dutch West India Company transferred to the city of
Amsterdam all the Dutch territory on the South River (Delaware), from the west side of Christian Kill to the mouth of the
river, under the name of New Amsterdam. New Amsterdam
claimed an the territory to the South River, or Delaware, and
maintained a fort at New Castle. The Dutch ships from New
Amsterdam, to insure loyalty, visited New Castle. With all
New Netherlands this territory was surrendered to the English
in 1664, and in 1674 an amended patent was granted to the
Duke of York for all of the country called by the Dutch New
Netherlands, of which the settlements on the western bank
of the Delaware formed a part.
From this time until 1682 the territory waRunder the jurisdiction of the goverr1ment of New York. The original grant
to William Penn did not include the territory now known as
Delaware. The conflicting claims of the Duke of York and
Lord Baltimore to this region were, in a measure, ended by the
Duke's sale of his furbished-up claim to New Amsterdam on
the Delaware, or better known as the Three Lower Counties
on the Delaware, to William Penn on the 24th of A.ugu~t, 1682.
This materially abridged Lord Baltimore's grant, to which it
naturally and by deseriptive b-ountl5 belonged. From that time
the region was known as the counties of "New Castle, Ke11t, and
Su. sex upon the Delaware,;' and was regartled and governed
as a territory of Pennsylvania until 1701, when these counties
declined to accept Penn's new charter and thefr delegate/-)
.: eceded from the Penn ylvania as emb1y. Penn then granted
the countie the privilege of a separate legis;lature, which they
accepted.. Delaware then met for the fir t time as an independent as. embly, in 1703, the proprietor of Pennsylvania
retaining the governor hip down to the Revolution. Delaware ratified the Con stitution December 7, 17 7, and becam
one of the confederated States of the Uuion. ( e Poor '·
1
011 titution and Charter . ) The State ha, an area of 2,050
:qnare mile. .
FLOJlIDA.

Thi: "Land of Flow r. '' was cli . covered

011

11..i aster unday,
)once <le

• farch 27 1313, the holy day of flower , by Jun,n
H. Do·. 2!H-3G
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Leon, and the country named by him Florida. The name,
however, was originally ap-plied to a much larger tract of country than is known by this name at the present day. Settlements were made by the Spaniards, and the territory held as
a province by Spain. The first colony was founded at St.
Augustine, under the prerogat.ives granted to Christopher
Columbus. Ponce de Leon, however, died before demonstrating whether Florida was an island or a part of the mainland.
(See Narrative and Critical History, Vol. VIII, p. 234.)
In 1546 the Dominican friars, led by the noble Luis de
Barbestro, made an attempt to found a missionary settlement
in Florida, but t~e whole community fell by the hands of the
Indians. In 1651 another Spanish colony was rescued, after
undergoing great suffering, by Angelo de Villafanne. It is
supposed to have been the ship which visited the Chesapeake.
(Narrative and Critical History.) A French Huguenot colony,
under Coligny, landed at Port Royal in 1562, but failed to
found a succe:ssful settlement there. So little success had
attended Spanish efforts to found settlements that Philip II
announced, 23d of September of this year, t1>at for a time no
further attempts would be made to colonize either in the Gulf
of St. Lawrence or at Santa Elena, now Port Royal, S. C., but
then supposed to be in Florida. A French Huguenot colony
was planted in 1564 on St.John's River, but was driven off by
the Spaniards.
In 1565 Melendez built three forts on the river St. Mary,
and improved the forts at St. Augustine and Pensacola. These
were garrisoned as much to keep out the French Huguenots,
whom they looked upon as pirates, as to defend the Spanish
settlers against the Indians. Spain's success in planting was
but limited. The Freneh were driven out by the Spaniards in
1562 from the mouth of the St. John's River, where they had
erected Fort Carolina. In 1717 Spain built forts on the Apalachicola River. In 1762 Florida was ceded to Great Britain.
Its new ruler divided its territory into Ea t and West Florida,
the dividing liue being the Apalachicola River, the north rn
boundary being ·ul>stantially the same as at pre ent. (Fairbank ' Hi. tory of Florida.) Great Britain l>y tr aty retr ·
celled Florida to Spain in 1783, and it northern boundary wa'
tl1 u fixed by the treaty of peace between reat Britain, the
nited State , ancl 'pain.
pain, howev r, daimed the territory a: far north a · the mouth of the azoo Riv r. The Louisiana t rritory wa pur ·ha cl by the nited Stat from Fr n e
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in 1803. There was some indefiniteness as to its boundary on
the west, which was, however, quieted by the treaty of Washington, February 22, 1819, by which Spain ceded Florida, East
and West, to the United States. March 30, 1822, an act of Congress created the '' Territory of Florida," and on the 3d of
March, 1845, Florida was admitted into the Union as a State.
It has an area of 58,nso square miles.
GEORGI.A..

In 1732 a charter was granted to Gen. James Oglethorpe,
tbe philanthropist, and twenty-one trustees for settling a colony in Georgia, which was named after George II, King of
Great Britain. Its territory was to be south of the Savannah
River and along the seacoast to the Altamaha River, a11d
extending back without limit. Tbe founding of this colony
had been mooted as early as 1717. It was intended by its
promoter as a relief for the poor and those suffering imprisonment for debt in England. rrhe provincial charter was granted
"in trust for the poor," and settlement::; began near the mouth
of the Savannah River in February, 1733. The principle of
feudal entail to estates was unfortunately incorporated in the
early laws, and some other unpopular measures, which, for a
time and until corrected, operated against eruigration to the
colony. June 20, 1752, the charter was surrendered by the
trustees to the King. A royal province was then created, and
all prohibitions imposed by trustees were removed. The progress of this province became noted by 17G3, after the south em
boundary was settled, which extended the limits of the colony
to the St. Mary's River under the management of Governor
James Wright, aud the more liberal regulations and laws
enacted by its own elected assembly, which met fir 'tin 1755
aud was encouraged and favored by "the lords commissioners for trade and plantations." The charter gave Georgia
an immense territory to the west. Its fir t State con titution
was adopted February 5, 1777. Georgia, ,January 2, 178 , ratified the Constitution and was admitted to the Union. April
24, 1802, it ·eded to the United States all of it lands we ·t of
the Uhattahoocliee River, out of which have been formed the
State: of Alabama and Mi si ·sip pi, a11d in 1804 it received from
the Uuited States a strip 12 or 14: mile· wicle along its north rn
boundary which had formerly belong <1 to Son th Carolina. rnie
State bas an area of 59,475 square miles.
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LOUISIANA...

The territory of Louisiana was visited, on the Gulf side, by
the Spaniards in 1513, but it was left to Fathers Marquette
and Joliet to discover and explore the interior country, the
Mississippi River and its larger tributaries, and to explore
the former nearly from its source to its mouth in 1673. To
M. de La Salle, however, belongs the honor of descending
this great river from its lake .tributaries to its mouth , in the
Gulf of Mexico. On .April 9, 1682, having completed bis
voyage, he formally took possession of the country drained
by the "Father of vVaters" for Louis XIV, King of France,
naming it "Louisiana" in his honor.
In 1698 the French projected a colony, and fitted out two
vessels from Rochefort, committing them to the care of Chateaumorand and Pierre le Moyne d'Iberville. The latter was
a, native of Canada. They sailed for Louisiamt from Brest on
the 17th of October, 1698, an<l on the 2d of March entered the
mouth of the Mississippi and ascended probably to the mouth
of the Red River. The Spaniards were at this time 300
strong at Pensacola. D'Iberville built Fort Biloxi, at the head
of Biloxi Bay, the earliest post on the Mississippi. In May,
1699, after completing the fort, he returned to France, but
·came again to America with colonists the following year.
Lomsiana _w as called the "Province of Louisiana" by France
by virtue of discovery and occupation, and was held to comprise the whole basin drained by the Mississippi and its tributaries not occupied by Spain.
The French King issued a patent to Sieur Antoine de Crozat
September 14, 1712, his secretary, granting him for fifteen years
the privilege of the whole commerce of all the King's lands in
North America lying between New France on the north, Carolina on the east, and New Mexico on the west, down to the
Gulf of Florida, under the name of Louisiana. (Encyclopedie
Metbodique.) M. de Crozat relinquished his privileges to the
King of France in 1717. A commercial company with sovereign and. proprietary rights over the .Mi sissippi Valley wa
then authoriz cl, under the name of the "Company _of the
We t, ub equ ntly known as the" Company of the India , '
with the privil ge of the Hole trade of Louisiana for twenty
ye, r ·. rrhi.· C mpany i.· b tt r known in bi tory as the "Mi,.
;i. ippi C mpany.' The "Mi .. i,. ippi Bubble, of which John
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Law was president, surrendered in 1730. The founding of the
city of New Orleans was begun in 1717, and a fort erected at
Orevecceur and another at N atcbitoches. November 3, 1762,
France ceded the province of Louisiana to Spain, although
Spanish rule was not exercised until August 18, 1789. October
1, 1800, Spain transferred back to ]?ranee the province of Louisiana. On the 30th of April, 1803, this province was sold by
Napoleon I, Emperor of France, to Thomas Jefferson, President of the United States, for $15,000,000. Out of this superb
domain has been created not only the State of Louisiana, but
wholly or in part the States of Arkansas, Kansas, Missouri,
Iowa, Idaho, -Minnesota, Nebraska, Oregon, Colorado, the two
Dakotas, Montana, ·washington, V\Tyoming, and the Indian
Territory. It is evident that France regarded Louisiana as
comprising the drainage hasin of the Mississippi as far north
as the mouth of the Illinois.
An act of Congress in 1804 established the territory of
Orleans. April 8, 1812, it was admitted with its present
boundary to the Union of States, under the name of the State
of Louisiana. It has an area of 48,720 square nules.
MAINE.

Although once an English colony, it was not one having an
iu<l.ependent organization at the time of the American Revolution. Its territory, too, was embraced in the grant of Ilenry
IV of France to Pierre de Guast, Sieur de Monts, under the
name of Acadia, in 1603.
Prior to 1600 the territory of Maine, on account of the excellent :fishing grounds along its coast, bays, and rivers, had
attracted the attention of both the French and Dutch for taking fish and trading in peltry with the natives. The name
'' Province of Maine" was given to a grant of land between
the Piscataqua and the Kennebec, in complnnent to the queen
of Charles I, who owned a private estate in the province of
:uayne, iu France. The Engli b, or North Virginia, Colony
attempted a ettlement at the mouth of the Kennebec River,
on Hunwell or Sabina Point, under the guidance of George
Popham, which landed there a ' early a ' Augu t 19, 1607, but
they did not long per severe or remain. The Dutch had a ettlement which they called" New Ca ·tle," probably n t the one
of thi. n a me ou tlie Damari ·cotta I iv r. In 1613 th 1 ren h
ettlements of Acadia, which were includ <l. in part f faine,
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were broken up by the piratical Capt. Samuel Argall. Pemaq uid was settled i111635 under the proprietary grant of 1621 to
William Alexander, Earl of Sterling, which bacl been renewed.
The ." Province of Maine,'' which was purchased of the Massachusetts Bay Company, extended back to the Great Lakes and
the River of Canada. It was projected by the lord proprietors
Ferdinando Gorges and Capt. John Mason, and lay in the
western part of the territory of Maine. In 1629 Gorges and
Mason, by mutual consent, divided their grant into two portions
at the River Piscataqua, the part east of Maine going to Gorges.
This charter was resigned in 1635, and a new one obtained.
York was settled before 1625, and the city of Georgiana incorporated in 1653. Eastern Maine was once included in the
"French Acadian" territory, whose settlements in 1635 occupied Penobscot and founded Castine, the region of the supposed site of the mythical city of "Norumbega," and much
of the territory between the Kennebec and the Piscataqua
rivers.
In the partition of the Massachusetts grant by the" council of
New England," made February 3, 1634-35, among the eight proprietors, Sir Ferdinan<lo Gorges's share was the only ope that
was confirmed by the Crown, April 13, 1639. The proprietary
grant confirmed secured to Sir Ferdinando Gorges 125 miles
square, with as ample power to govern the territory as any lord
of feudal times. A council was intrusted with the affairs of the
province. The proprietor died in 1646. The province was
neglected, and the heirs of Gorges sold their proprietary rights
to Massachusetts in 1677. In 1691 Maine was annexed by royal
charter, and it remained under the Massachusetts government
until 18~0. Alexander Bigby, a member of the Long Parliament, claimed by a patent or grant of 40 miles along the 8eacoast. The northern part of this grant bad an early development, owing to the French fishing and trading intere ts.
Their settlements were chiefly at Port Royal, which were
taken by the British in 16~4. In a treaty with France in 1667,
Acadia was yielded again to France without de:finjte bournlaries for concessions made by France to England in other
quarter.. Two years later Cromwell, then in power, made bi
rambling and w pin,,. grnnt to Charles St. Etienne, William
rown, and Thomas Temple of a province, independent of
r<·w "!;ngland and other cl penclencie: in America, under tb
nam f " ·adia,' forev r.
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Massachusetts withdrew its claim to sovereignty over the
district of Maine by an act of its legislature, 1819; and by an
act of Congress, approved March 3, 1820, Maine was admitted
a member of the United States. The State has an area of
33,040 square miles.
M.A.RYL.A.ND.

The patent or proprietary grant of the colony of Maryland~
designed as a royal favor for George Calvert, Lor<l Baltimore,
one of the secretaries of state of England and a member of
the Virginia Company until its dissolution, was, on his decease,
April 17, 1632, issued to bis son, Cecilius Calvert, Lord Baltimore, June 20, 1632. When the grant was signed Charles
I, King of England, named the province Maryland, in honor
of his Queen, Henrietta Maria, daughter of llenry IV, King
of France. The southern boundary, assigning to Maryland
"the right bank of the Potomac from its source to its month,"
was distasteful to and resisted by Virginia as an infringement
of territorial rights. The eastern boundary was the ocean
and Delaware Bay to the fortieth degree of latitude, and. the
northern boundary was a right line on the fortieth degree of
latitude. The patent granted to William Penn nearly fifty
years later proved unsatisfactory to him on the south along
the line of Baltimore's grant, and led to a protracted boundary
controversy and court lobbying. Penn's i11fluence was powerful with the Crown, and the matter was finally settled by treaty,
but not without a serious loss of from 15 to 20 miles of valuable
territory along the whole northern boundary of Maryland. The
first settlement under Lord Baltimore's grant was begun on the
27th of March, 1634, on the St. Mary's River, a few miles from
its mouth on the Potomac," upon the broad ba. is of security to
property and freedom in religion," to be secured hy laws made
by an assembly of the people's own choo iug. 'Ihe planters
were to pay no taxes to the Crown. The proprietor purchaRed
30 miles of land from the native , and e tabli.-l1ed the colony
by their comient, thu antedating the peaceful methods of Penn,
which have been so much applauded.
The capital of the province was decreed to be t. Mary's·
Tile first legislative as emblyconvened therP- in 1635, and continued to meet there and at l!atuxent until HH)4. Leonard
Calvert died June O, 16 7, and wa , ucc d d a gov rnor
by Tl.ioma
reen, who wa ,uc ·eeded th foll wing year by
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William Stone. Maryland's . famous "toleration act," passed
by the legislature in 1649, declared religious liberty to all, and
reaffirmed the practice of the province from the first settlement. .A. constitution was adopted in 1650, and the assembly
divided into two houses. In 1695 Annapolis was made the
capital, and has so continued ever since. Owing to local
factions, political dissensions, and gross misrepresentations of
the proprietor, the government was taken out of the hands
of Lord Baltim~re in 1652 for alleged disloyalty. Catholics
were, on account of their religion, outlawed by acts passed by
the assembly in 1654, which continued in force for some years.
An insurrection was also organized against the proprietary
government of Lord Baltimore by Josiah Feudal in 1660. The
full authority and rights belonging to the proprietary government of Maryland were restored to Lord Baltimore in 1662.
The second Lord Baltimore died in 1675, but Charles Calvert,
his· eldest son, had been sent over in 1662, and, as the third
Lord Baltimore, was governor. His wise administration helped
the colony. Philip CalvertJ-brother to the lord proprietor,
was the secretary of the province in 1650. · Cecilius, Lord Baltimore, died November 30, 1675. In 1689 the government was
again overthrown by political machinations, led by John Goode,
who, gaining his point, the Church of England was established
in the province. Iu 1692 the government was again resumed
by the Crown, as a royal colony, and Lionel Copley appointed
· governor. The government was restored to the proprietor,
Lord Baltimore, in 1716. The religious services of the Catholic
Church were for a time prohibited under Copley's administration and the further emigration of Catholics to Maryland forbidden by law.
Toleration in theory i::; popular now, but it was not so, either
in theory or practice, in colonial days. The proprietary governors of Maryland are entitled to great credit for their fidelity
to the principle of free toleration in religion in their province.
And yet Maryland and Virginia at the time of the Revolution
were the only two colonies in which the Church of England
was e tablh;hed by law. Maryland ratified the Con titution
April 28, 178_8. The State has an area of 12,210 square mile .
)IASSACHUSE1'TS.

The State of )fa sachu. · tt em braces at least three colonie -the Plymouth, foun<led in 16:W by the Pmitan father ,
separatist·, ete.; lie IaS!:3acbu;etts Bay, established 162 -
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1630, with its capital at Boston, and the islaml counties of the
Mayhew family, who held from the Earl of Stirling and Duke
of York, and were a dependency of New York until 1695.
The first settlement iu what is known as Massachusetts was
provided for iu the charter granted to the Northern Virginia
Company by James I, 1606. Two companies were authorized
by this charter a"'b.d placed upon the same footing. The Virginia, or Southern, Company, with its headquarters in London,
proceeded at once to organize, and planted a colony at Jamestown in 1607. The Plymouth Company sent out a party, 1607,
to settle a colony at Sagadahoc, kuown as the Popham Colony,
which built a fort at the mouth of the Kennebec, but this
attempt failed. These two companies of adventurers were
familiarly and respectively spoken of as the '' North Virginia
Company" and the "South Virginia Company." Capt. Bartholomew Gosnold, of Dartmouth, who named Uape Cod and
Martha's Vineyard, was among the early explorers in the
interest of the '' Northern Virginia Company." It was also
called the "West Country Adventurers" or '' Company of
Plymouth" and had liberty to settle upon any part of the
eastern coast of North America from 38° to 45° north latitude,
and with an extent of territory 100 miles back from the seacoast. One of the earl1est and most practical surveys of the
New England coast looking to permanent settlement was the
one made by Capt. John Smith in 1614. It was this same captain and some-time president of Virginia, who so efficiently
served it through its greatest struggle for existence, who gave
the name ''New Euglan<l" to the English settlements north of
the Hudson River.
A company of Pilgrim , having obtained from King J awes I
an edict granting them the free exercise of their religion iu
any part of America, sailed from London, England, in July
and from Southampton in Augu. ·t, for America. They had
entered into articles of agreement with the company of
adventurer called "the Council of Plymouth" to ettle near
the banks of the Hud ·on River, but for ome reason not ex·
plained they landed at ' ' ew Plymouth," in tbe outhea tern
part of Mas achusetts, December 21, 1620. The adventurer
had neither patent nor charter, but here was founded y them
the first town in New England. This company of Sep~rati t ,
before landing from the Mayflo wer, drew up a11d sign d an
agreement which contained forty-oue name , even of whom
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were servants or hired laborers; but the whole number, including families, embraced. 101 persons. (For text of this document, see Poore's Charters and Constitutions.) This "old
colony" or company of Separatists :fills more nearly the character of a religious recluse colony, and was apparently less for
planting, trade, and manufactures than any of the other
.E nglish colonies. The Pilgrims subsequently obtained letters
patent from the Plymouth Company, but these wP-re never
ratified by the Crown. The colony grew but slowly, and iu ten
years numbered only 300 people. 4.fter the departure of the
Puritans from England, a patent, dated November 3, H320, was
granted by King James to a corporation under the name of
the" Council established at Plymouth, in tbe county of D~von,
for the planting, ruling, ordering, and governing of New England in America." The council was to consist of 40, among
whom were the Duke of Lenox, Marquis of Buckingham,
Marquis of Hamilton, the Earl of Arundel a11d Warwick, Sir
Ferdinando Gorges, and other persons of distinction. They
obtained a patent for absolute property reaching from the
river St. Croix to 12 miles east of the Hudson, or, more properly, from 40° to 48° north latitude, and. through the mainland from sea to sea. This patent became the civil basis of
all the subsequent patents and grants in New England. It
was practically a revival of the North Virginia clrnrter, and it
in turn was resigned in 1635. (Narrative and. Critical History
of America, Vol. III, p. 297.)
In 1629 a grant from the "Council for New Englan d" was
made to William Bradford. This he assigned to the freemen
in general. In 1640 his claim was recognized and confirmed
in a new grant from the council. Early in 1620 the Dorchester
Fishing Company was enlarged, and. lH'Ocured a royal charter
under the name of the "GoverU:or and Company of Massachusetts Bay" in New England, and in 1G30 the Company of Ma Rachu etts Bay tran ferred it elf and it , rnanagemeut of it,
colonial grant and chartered privileges from Loud.on to its
Arn rican . ettlement. rrhi gave to the colony elf-government and. pro perity. ,John Winthrop was cho. en their :fir t
re:ident pr id ut. In 1631 it was determined that none
hould b admitt d t politi ·al privilege, xcept members of
·hurch . Th ·hart r f i.\1a. achu. tt wa in 1683 cl clared
void by Kin Jame I an<l th • l •cri latnr , aboli. heel. In 16D2
Willi, m and Iary grc uted , new clmrt r, mbining l\Iain ,
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.Acadia, and Nova Scotia. with Massachusetts Bay and Plymouth into one royal province in New England, the King
appointing the governor, but permitting their annually electing an assembly, a privilege continued down to 1776. The
Council of Plymouth for New :mngland made many conflicting
grants. Even the names of some of tllem have become obsolete, and others are forgotten. The following are a few of the
more noted, if not most prosperous, grants: "James, Duke of
Hamilton," the "Narragansett Country," "Mason's Grant of
New Hampshire," the grants on the "Kennebec River," the
"Muscongus" or "Lincoln Grant of 30 miles Rquare," the
'' Pemaquid Grant," the" Sheepscot Purchase," and the "Nagwasack Purchase" of Robinhood and Indian Sagamore. (Douglass's British Settlements in America.) It is not our purpose
to refer to the many purchases from the Indians alo11g tlle
Kennebec River, or in the territory which was finally focluded
within the "Province of Maine" and of "Massachusetts Bay,"
or, as sometimes called, the "Colony of Boston."
In 1643 a union of the "New England colonies" was effected
as a confederacy; prior to this they had been called by the
British authorities the "Dominions of New England." The
articles of .this confederation were between the plantations
under the government of Massachusetts, New Plymouth, Connecticut, New Haven, and Hartford, with the plantations in
~ombination therewith. Rhode Island was intentionally omitted, and Maine and New Ilampsllire were not recognized.
It i: worthy of note that this agreement by the legislative
bodies before it went into force was referred to the freemen
of the provinces for ratification by their votes. (For text of
union, see Winthrop.) The union between Massachusetts, Plymouth, an<l. Connecticut was renewed for mutual protection in
1672. Martha's Vineyard, for administrative purposes, l1ad
been united to Massachusetts Bay in 1644. The general court,
whfrh was composed of magistrates and deputie , having always
·at as one body, the deputie this year requested that they b
permitted to sit apart in their deliberative buRine , e sions,
which was granted May 29, 1644.
A general court for elections convened at Newtown, now
Cambridge, Ma, s., May 24, 1<334. It was compm:;ed of delegate: from the principal inhabitants of the colony. The fr emen, before proceeding- to the choice of magi. trate , a ert d
their rights to a greater share in the govemment than Lad
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hitherto been allowed, and ordained the right of trial by jury,
and that the deputies should have the full power of all the freemen. These were the first legislative representatives chosen
in Massachusetts.
The same year the assembly and the courts consulted concerning a" body of laws adapted to the state of the colony,"
which was finally approved and established in 1641 and
printed in 1648. The Plymouth Company made a settlement
at Kennebec in 1654. Some of these settlemeuts were for a
time dignified with the name of colonies, as the colony of the
"Pilgrim 1'.,a,thers of 1620" and of "Massachusetts Bay of
16~9." The "London Plantations in Massachusetts being in
New England" were all united under one charter in 1692, and
also the island counties, then under the governorship of the
Mayhew family, who held from tlrn Earl of Stirling. The
latter claimed all the islands from Cape Cou to the Hudson
through his original grant and later from the Duke of York,
a,nu for this reason they were for a time treated as Lord Stirling's, or as a dependency of the Province of New York, but
were finally united with the Massachusetts Bay Colony in 1695.
The early New Engla11d grants were generally personal,
including soil but not jurisdietion. The Plymouth Company
during its existence parceled· out and disposed of most of its
territorial possessions. Massachusetts asserted the exclusive
right to tax the people as early as 1636, and possibly earlier.
In a spirit of national unity, April 19, 1785, the State relinquished to the United States, without reserve, all claims to
western lands. Massachusetts ratified the Constitution Febl'uary 6, 1788. The State has an area of 8,315 square miles.
1\IICIIIGAN.

The State, as did the Territory, derived its name from the
great Lake Michigan. The French bad made settlement in
this territory at Detroit, at Mackinaw and at other place
before 1700. Michigan pas ·ed with the rest of Canada from
the French to the Eno-li h in 1763. In the treaty of peace
between Great Britain and the .,.nited States, in 17 3, the
r gion wa. included as belonging to the North we t Territory
of th latt r. t wa not, howev r, vaeuatecl by Great Britain
untill 796. n 1800 it wa.' iu ·lutl <l as a part of the Territory of
Indiana an l ,Jun·. 0 1 o;; 11ic·hi"·an wa~, by act of Congr ,
cou ·titut cl a T ·rTit ry but th, bonudarie · were not tho e f
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the present State, as it then included Wisconsin, Minnesota,
Iowa, and part of Dakota.
Michigan, with its present limits, was admitted to the Union
June 26, 1837. It has an area of 58,915 square miles.
NEW HAMPSHIRE.

The territory of this State once formed a part of the.sbortlived Laconia Province or Company. Among the early grants
in New Hampshire were those to Capt.John Mason, a member
of the Plymouth Company, which were proprietary in character. In 1622 the Great Council of Plymouth made a grant
of a tract of land on the seacoast, between the Merrimac River
and the Sagadahoc, which extended back to the lakes and
river ()f Canada. Capt. John Mason, Sir Ferdinando Gorges,
and others, in 1623, obtained patents from the ·New England ·
council for several portions of land, in addition to the territory
between the Merrimac and Sagadahoc, and gave to the whole
tract the name of "Laconia," and shortly after sent over
David Thomson, Edward and William Hilton, and a few
others to begin settlements. Thomson began at, a place called
"Pascatoquack," near Smiths Isles in Little Harbor, 25-miles
east of Plymouth. Here the first house was built and was
known as "Mason's Hall." The Hiltons settled up Piscataqua River, at a place later known as Dover. A part of the
~rant of Laconia is included in the present State of Maine.
On the 7th of November, 1629, the president and council of
the New England Company made to Capt. John Mason a 11ew
patent from the middle of the :i\Ierrimac River, along the coast
to the middle of the Piscataqua River, back to their heads, or
60 miles from the coast, to be known as" New HampRhire."
This grant was reaffirmed in 1G7G. Gorges sold bis right to
bis first grant to Mason Lefore 1G35. After Mason's death his
claims were adjusted and sold by his heirs to Governor Samuel
.Allen.
In 1G3J Mason's heirs set up a claim to the soil of the province, and Charles II, in 1660, decided in their favor. This wa
not at fir ta royal charter, but the settlements were Ranctioned
by the Crown, and may be considered therefore the origin of
the Commonwealth of New Hampshire. In 1641 the inhabitants petitiouecl l\fas. achusetts to take them under its jurisdiction, and it ,,ai; recognized aR a royal provinc-c until 16,:,.
A royal commis, ion was i ued to th e rrovernor of ew Hamp -
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shire in 1680, and the autonomy of the province formed without a charter at the pleasure of the Crown. The first legislative assembly met at Portsmouth that year. Andros was
appointed governor in 1686. Two years later the proprietors
quarreled with him, and in 1690 the people reunited with Massachusetts. At the end of the next two years they were again
separated' from Massachusetts by the English Government,
and for a short period were under the goverumen t of New
York. Iu 1719 numerous emigrants from Ireland anived. .A
constitutional government was formed by the people in 1727.
Disputes with Massachusetts as to a southern boundary were
adjusted by a board reporting to and confirmed by the King·
in 1740. Governor Benning vYentworth's jurisdiction of New
Hampshire was declared distinct from Massachusetts in 1741.
· From this year down to the Revolution it remained a royal
colony. Grants made to settlers in Vermont in 1749 were legalized. Dartmouth College was founded in 1769. Tlle rule in
proprietary grants, charters, provinces, and colonies was that
the titles to unsettled lands were still in the Crown, wl.Jile tlJe
cultivated lands that had passed to individuals under quitrents
or iu fee simple on evidence of purchase were confirmed to actual settlers and holders. New Hampshire ratified the Constitution June :n, 1788. The State bas an area of 9,305 square miles.
NEW JERSEY.

This territory was included in the grants by the French to
Pierre du Guast, Sieur de Mouts, iu 1603, and by the Crown of
England to the Virginia Colony iu 1606. Later it formed a part
of New Netherlands under the Dutch. The first settlement
was by Danish aud Dutch traders, begun in the vicinity of
Bergen before 1620. It was then deemed a part of tlie Province of New .Amsterdam. Capt. Jacob May was influential in
settling the southern part of New Jersey, built Fort Nas, au,
aHd gave his name to Cape May. In 16~7 ome Swede, 'ettled
in We t ,Jer"ey on the left or ea~tem bank of the Delaware,
and claimed the country a· a pa1 t of New Sweden. But tl1e
~wede · were in time brought mid.er the mle of tl1e Dnt ·h,
who claimed the whole couutry from Connecticut to Delaware.
The grant t::> James, Duke of York, of March 12, 1663-64, for
all the land b tw n tlie wt•:t side of the 1om1ecticnt River
,wd the a t ·ide of th• Dela,war , iuclncl d the ,J r ey: and
part of ew York. The uame ...Tova, Um ·area, or .._Tew Jer ey,
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was given to the territory between the North aud South
rivers in compliment to George Carteret, who had defended.
the Island of Jersey in 1649 against the Long Parliament
party. The Duke of York in 1674 divided New Jersey into
East and West Jersey by a line from Barnegat Bay to the
mouth of Rankokus, on the Delaware River. East Jersey
went to George Carteret and West Jersey to other parties,
each province having a separate government. The one ha<l.
its capital for a time at Amboy and the other at Salem, the
site of Fenwicke Colony on the Delaware.
The chief settlement in East Jersey under the new regime
was at Elizabethtown, where the assembly met iu 1675.
George Carteret died in rnso, and left his land to be sold.
West Jersey was couveyed to William Penn, Gawen Lawrie,
Nicholas Lucas, and other Quakers February IO, 1674, while
a dependency of New York, they made settlements at a
landing place called Salem. Daniel Coxe became govemor
in 1687. In 1681 East Jersey was also sold by tlle Carteret
heirs at public sale to William Penn aud eleven associates for
£3,400, some of whom were also interested in West Jersey,
to which after time it was reeonveyed and the two Jerseys
were reunited. The title to the soil was in the proprietor~,
and was a serious disadvantage to settlers in acquiring and
making titles.
Confirmation grants were made by the Duke of York in 1682
to James, Earl of Perth, John Drummond, Robert Barclay,
and twenty-one others, including William Penn. Robert Barclay was chosen president of East New Jersey. With these
changes, transfers, and proprieta,ry partnerships in tl1e two
Jerseys commenced a confusion of jurisdiction and disagreemen ts of property interests, which led to the extiuction of the
proprietary rights in the proviuce. Both the Jerseys were
annexed to New York in 1688, but each retained its own
assembly. The proprietors' rights of governmeut to both
East aud West Jersey were surrendered to Queen Anne in
· 1702. They were then united under the name of New Jersey,
and from 1702 to 1738 New York and New Jersey were under
tbe same royal governor. In 1738 Lewis Morris was appointed
governor of the Province of New Jersey.
Xew Jersey ratified the Uonstitution December 1 , 1787.
The area of the State 1s 7,815 square miles.
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NEW YORK.

The territory embraced in the State of New York was included within the French grant, of 1603 and the English of
1606, as well as in the patent of the" United New Netherlands
Company" of 1616 and the ''Dutch West India Company's
charter" of 1621.
In 1609 Henry Hudson , sailing with a roving commission
from the "Dutch East India Company," found his way, September 11, into New York Bay, and discovered the river which
bears his name. He explored both the river and bay, and gave
to the country the name of New Netherlands. The original
settlements by the Dutch were begun on Manhattan Island as
early as 1613 on land bought of the Indians. The truth of
history, however, requires the statement that Verrazano, a
Florentine navigator, employed. by the French, discovered the
bay and river in February, 1524, as he sailed along the North
American coast from the thirtieth to the fiftieth degree north
latitude, and gave names to the New York and Narragansett
bays. It is asserted in the French annals that he had been on
the North American coast in 1508. Esteban Gomez, also under
a commission of Charles_V, of Spain, in 1524, sailed along the
coast from Labrador to Florida, and ~amed in bis own fashion
what is now recognized by geographers as Massachusetts Bay,
Oape Cod, Narragansett Bay, the Connecticut, Hudson, and
Delaware rivers, and probably Chesapeake Bay. The Dutch,
soon after Hudson's visit, began settlements around the mouth
of the bay, and also along the river and the valleys up to and
above Albany. The" United Netherlands" speedily extended
their settlements and trading posts to J)Oints as far south as
the Delaware River, and in 1623 took formal possession of the
country discovered by Iludson. .T he Swedes and Finns seated
along the Delaware were finally abRorbed by the Dutch. The
Briti h, although not objecting, yet never formally acknowledged tbe sufficiency of the Dutch claim to what wa termed
by them the "New Netherland ," now New York, the Jer'ey~,
and in the territory at present embraced in the State of Delaware. The Dutch conceived their claim a good a. that of the
Engli h.
Fort Orange wa built at Albany in 1624. In 1623 a number of Fr n h famili R who hacl r Riclecl in Ilollancl cam t
1\Ianhattan 1 D<l. Th Duteh wer at thiH time al:o plantinO'
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on the Delaware, and had built Fort Nassau. Cape May was
named in honor of Capt. Jacob May on tbe Ruccess of the settlement. In 1664 the English, in time of peace, took possession of the Dutch colony of New Amsterdam. The Duke of
York had received a royal patent on the 12th of March, 1664,
from his brother, Charles II, then reigning, for all the territory
between the Connecticut and the Delaware rivers, includ.il1g
the island8 lying along tlie coast from St. Croix to Delaware
Bay. New York was granted in 1683 the right to choose representatives to a legislative assembly. In 1685 the Duke of
York, on ascending the throne, abolished the popular assembly,
and made New York a royal province. King William restored
the rights of t~be legislative assembly. The Duke of York and
William Penn were the two most noted and successful landgrant speculators in early colonial times.
After the Revolutionary war, New York had a protracted
boundary controversy with New Hampshire, Vermont, and
also Massachusetts. But the erection of Vermont into a State·
of the Union, with the consent of New York, and tbe relinquishment to Congress by New York of all her western lands,
March 1, 1781, happily termhrnted all these dissensions as to
boundaries. New York ratified the Constitution July 26, 1788.
The State has an area of 49,170 square miles.
NOR'l'H CAROLINA.

The first English settlers sent to North America landed on
Roanoke Island, inNorth Carolina, in July, 1584. 'J.1he territory
of North Carolina was embraced in the region which the Spaniards and French called Florida but which the English named
Virginia.
This territory in 1639 was included in a grant by Charles I
to Sir Robert Heath, at that time attorney-general to the King,
under the name of "Oarolana." The grant was for an immense
tract of land, defined to lie south of Virginia and to the thirtysixth degree of north latitude. It does not appear, however,
that Sir Robert made any successful settlements. In 1663
Charles II assumed a failure to colonize the country as evidenced from noucompliance with the conditions of the grant,
and declared it void. On application of Ed ward, Earl of Clarendon, and several associates, the King, on March 24, 1663,
granted them all the lands lying between tue thirty -fi.ri:,t and
Ji. Doc. 291--37
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thirty-sixth degrees of north latitude, and constituted them
absolute lords and proprietors of that tract of country under
the name of Carolina, retaining only to himself and his successors sovereign dominion. In 1665 this grant was enlarged,
extending nort,hw:ard to Currituck Inlet and through to the
South Sea. This year a number of English colonists came
over from Barbad9s, settled ou the Cape Fear River, and
named the place " Clarendon." A fundamental constitution
for the Carolinas was prepared by the celebrated John Locke,
which served for some years, but proved to be unsuitable to
the actual settlers.
A company of Dissenters from Virginia removed southward
between 1640 and 1650 and settled on the Chowan River, which
· empties into Albemarle Sound. Among them were a number
of Quakers. The Albemarle region or country from this fact
and its favorable position early beca,me the chief settl~ment
within North Carolina, and here was organized the :first assem·bly of the colony, in 1669. William Drummond was appointed
governor of the Albemarle Colony, and John Yeamans of the
Cape Fear or Clarendon settlement. The latter · settlement,
however, soon broke up. Both these settlements were within
the territory of "the Old North State,'i a,lthough that name
had not yet been applied to the colony. The government oousisted of a governor, twelve councilors, and twelve delegates
chosen from the freeholders. The Locke constitution was
adopt~d by tbe proprietors. The following year, 1670, a settlement was begun at "Port Royal," in what is uow South
Carolina, but was shortly after changed for the situation on
the neck of land between the Ashley and Cooper rivers, now
Charleston, at :first known as the Carteret Colony. The freeholders were authorized to hold au election in 1674. The council and delegates when in session were called a parliament.
The Locke constitution was also in force up to 1677. After
1683 the people chose their own a sembly. In 1729 orth
Carolina became a separate and independent royal province.
North Carolina enjoyed a large we ·tern territory. By an act
of her legi.'lature, pa s d December 2, 1789, he ceded by a
de cri ed boundary her we ·t ru lan<l to the nit d Stat .
Th e land. now form the State of Tenn ,· ee. On the 26th of
May, 1790, ongre.·s pa,., d an act providing for th go ernm nt f thi ce. ion a. at rritory under th titl • of Hie T rritory of the nite
tat · outli of the hio. ... orth 'aroliua
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ratified the Constitution November 21, 1789, which was after
the new government had gone into operation. It has an area
of 52,250 square miles.
PENNSYL V .A.NI.A.

The proprietary grant of land by Charles II, King of England, to William Penn, son of Sir William Penn, was iu
discharge of a debt. The patent conveyed a great tract of
land under the name of the Provjnce of Pennsylvania,
'' bounded on the East by Delaware River from twelve miles
distance northwards from New Castle Towne unto the three
and fortieth degree of Northl'rn Latitude, if the $aid river
doth extend so farre northward~ on the South by a circle
drawn at twelve miles distant from New Castle Northward
and Westward unto the beginning of the fortieth degree of
Northern Latitude and thence by a straight Line West ward
to the Limit of Longitude above mentioned." (Constitutiom,
and Uolonial Charters.)
The charter making the conveyance gave all property rights,
. reserving to the Crown only soverejgnty Rind allegiance, and
was signed by the King on the 4th of March, 1681. (For copy
of charter, see Proud's History of Pennsylvania, Vol. I, p.171.)
To complete his title, Penn procured from the Duke of York
a deed for any claim he might have to the Province of Pennsylvania. The boundaries were in this, as in other royal charters, conflicting, and of necessity led to controversies with
adjoining colonies. Settlement had already been effected to a
slight extent along the Delaware at Wicaco, now Philadelphia,
under the patronage of the "Swedes West India Company."
Although the Dutch had had control since 1655, Penn was a
shrewd man of business, and in the year 1682 bought of the
Duke of York his claim to New Sweden on the west side of the
Delaware. This settlement was without authority and so trivial in extent as to have been ignored in 1032, and the territory
had been included in Lord Baltimore's grant.
According to the original grants to Maryland and Pennsylvania; the boundary between them was fixed at the fortieth degree of north latitude. Penn, discovering that sueh a line
would shut him out from deep water on the Delaware, bought
the assumed claim of the Duke of York to the Dutch settlements
ou the Delaware. This claim was opposed by Lord Baltimore
but it was referred to the lords of trade, who, by a decision
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reached November 7, 1685, declared in favor of Penn's claim to
a part of the Delaware peninsula. The dividing line between
Maryland and Pennsylvania was settled by some influence of
diplomacy or policy ju 1760 at a great loss of territory to Maryland, and the Mason and Dixon line established. In 1692, from
a suspicion on the part of the Crown that Penn was in some
manner wanting in loyalty, the jurisdiction of the Province of
Pennsylvania was wrested from him, but after explanations
were made, his property was restored to him in 1694.
From 1682 to 1701 the three lower counties on the Delaware..
were governed as a territory of Pennsylvania. These counties,
however, in 1701 refused to adopt tlie amended charter granted
to them by Penn, and their delegates seceded from the Pennsylvania assembly. To placa,te the lower couuties they were
then granted a separate legislature, but remained uuder the
proprietary government.and jurisdiction of Pennsylvania down
to the Revolution. From 1682 to 1701 a portion of New Jersey
was also under the proprietary management of William Penn
and a, few associates and their successors, who were coproprietors of the Province of New Jersey. The New Jersey and
Pennsylvania goveruments were, however, always separate.
In 1695 a new form of government, or rather one with greater
prerogatives, was granted to the people by Penn. In 1699
the proprietor of Pennsylvania, who had been in England for
some years, returned and resumed his government. The same
chartered privileges by him then granted remained in force
from 1701 down to the Revolution. The separation of the
lower counties became permanent as to their assembly, and
was acquiesced in by Penn in 1703, after which the Delaware
legislature sat in its own territory and met in pursuance of
its own adjournments. The indefiniteness of the boundaries
of the Penn grant led to much trouble and some bloodshed,
particularly in the Wyoming Valley, ju contests with the Connecticut claimants. These trouble ome questions of the" Penni te" and "Yanky war" were fortuna,tely settled by the ce sion
to Oongre in May, 1800, by Connecticut, of all her claim to
we:tern lauds. Penn ylvania, ratified the Constitution of tl1
United ~ tat , De<·ember 12 1787. Th State ha an ar a of
45 215 quar mil :.
RIIODB 1. 'L ND.

og >r Willi 111: and hi: a:. oc-iate · began ' th Provi<l n
'lantatiou in >rovicl •n1· • in 163 , and in the i ·land of l hod
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Island in 1638, by William Coddington receiving a deed for
the lands of Rhode Island bought from the Indian sachems
Canonicus and Miantonomoh in March, 1637, under the name
of Aquidneck. The consideration paid was "ten coats and
twenty hoes." The colonists or adventurers numbered ejghteen.
They incorporated their settlements as a voluntary company
without patent, embracing Providence, Newport, and Portsmouth. A patent was, however, granted for their lands, and
a charter for the management of their settlement, in March,
1643- 44, which included the towns of Providence, Portsmouth,
and Newport, with power to govern themselves agreeably to
the laws of England, by the lords and commissio_n ers, under
the name of the "Incorporation of Providence Plantations,"
on Narragansett Bayi in New England. In May, 1647, a form of government and a body of laws were agreed to by the
settlers. Rhode Island was refused admittance to the confederacy of the United Colonies of New England formed in
1643. In 1651 William Ooddington obtained a commission
from the council in England to govern the island of Rhode
Island. This commission was revoked in October, 1652. (See
patent in Hazard, Vol. I, p. 538.) The British .acts of Parliament refer to this colony as "Rhode Isla11d," "Providence
Plantations," and the ''Narragansett Country," also named
the" King's Province." Originally these were distinct associations or voluntary plantations. There were a number of other
separate and distinct purchases from the Indians, and settlements mainly by emigrants from Ma~sachusetts, but all were
embraced in the charter of 1663.
From time to time purchases of lands from the Indians were
made by the English Crown for trading houses in the Narragansett country. In 1657 tlle island of Canonicnt was purchased, and in 1678 was incorporated under the name of
"Jamestown," now a township in Newport County, R. I.
The :first general assembly of the collective freemen or people of Rhode Island met at Portsmouth May 19, 1646. The
supreme power or authority was vested in the regular vote of
all the freeholders of the colony or incorporation, the freemen's vote thus superseding and becoming confirmatory or
negativing her legislative acts. In this respect it was like its
. ister colony, Connecticut, which was the only other colony
where the court of last resort and jurisdiction was lodged
with the community or the people.
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Charles II, in 1663, granted a new royal charter under the
name of the "Governor and Company of the English Colony
cf Rhode Island and Providence Plantation in New England
in America." This charter united all the Bay colonies into
one jurisdiction, and did much to quiet boundary disputes between the Providence Plantations themselves, and also with
Massachusetts and Connecticut. It granted liberty of conscience in religion to all, provided for in the first incorporation,
and the amended charter remained in force even after it bad
been admitted into the Union of the States to 1842. Rhode
Island ratified the Constitution May 29, 1790, about two months
after the new grant was made. The State has an area of 1,250
square miles. (See Charters and Constitutions.)
SOUTH CAROLINA.

The territorv of South Carolina was included in the original
grant of " U~rolana," as tlien called, to Sir Robert Heath,
attorney-g~neral, and his several associates by King Charles
I in 1630. It was one of those large and indefinite grants
which was afterwards claimed to include the Louisiana territory, and extended across the Mississippi. The grant for the
Province of Carolana lay along the Atlantic Ocean, and
extended west and north to Mexico and the Pacific, with a
width of 5° of latitude between the thirty-first and the thirtysixth parallels of north latitude. Some historians say that
Sir Robert Heath conveyed his rights to the Earl of Arundel,
who planted in several parts of the territory, and but for the
civil war which broke out in England he would have had
prosperous colonies. Daniel Coxe, Esq., one of the heirs, who
resided fourteen years in this country, published a history of
this grant and its early occupancy. The grant was, however,
in 1663 declared vacant by Charles II, and a new charter
issued to the Earl of Clarendon and everal a sociate , under
the name of Carolina~ making them absolute lords aud proprietors, reserving to himself and the Crown the sovereign
dominion. The ·applicant for the grant, be ides the Earl of
Clarendon, were George, Duke of Albemarle; William, Lord
Craven; John, Lord Berkeley; Anthony, Lord Ashley; Sir
George Carteret, ir William Berkeley, and Sir John Colleton.
This grant, xten<ling a· it did from latitute 31° to 36°
in luded m . t of th pr ent t{»{:Q of
orgia, a: well a
Tr h anl onth ar lina.
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These provinces ·remained under one government until 1729,
when South Carolina became a royal province, electing its own
assembly, the governor being appoiuted by the King. The
earliest attempt at settlement in South Carolina was by John
Ribault, who brought from France a company of emigrants in
1562, and began a plantation at Port Royal, now Beaufort,
then supposed to be in Florida, and built" Fort Charles." The
adventurers or colony did not succeed for want of proper executive government.
Again, in 1670, another attempt was made and at the same
place, known as "Old Charleston," under tbe patronage of
Earl Clarendon, but under the charter issued in 1665. Tbe
settlers, however, soon discovered a preference for the location
at the junction of the Ashley and Cooper rivers, now Charleston, to which they removed themselves in. a body in 1677, anu.
the capital of the colony was established there in 1680. The
cultivation of rice was begun in South Carolrna in 1694. A
more successful effort to found a town at the mouth of Port
Royal River was made in 1712, but the settlement at Charleston has always held the lead. The line between South Carolina
and Georgia was established in 1787, and the same year a
narrow strip of 12 or 14 miles broad lying south of the North
Carolina line, and extending to the Mississippi River, was
ceded to the United States. South Carolina ratified the Constitution of the United States May 23, 1788. The State has
an area of 30,570 square miles.
TENNESSEE.

This State is situated within the territory originally granted
by Queen Elizabeth to Sir Walter Raleigh and the subsequent
grants of the Crown to the lords proprietors, of Carolina, but
more particularly_in that portion known as North Carolina.
This immediate section was for a time known to the early settlers as "the State of Frankland," in western North Carolina.
Its earliest settlers were from eastern North Carolina and Virginia, who began moving there about 1754, and became active
in 1764.
As the population increased, the spirit of independence
developed among the people, and equaled that in any e tion
of the country; and as early as 1772: in public ma s meeting ,
the inhabitants asserted their right to elf-government. This
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section and its settlement was referred to in official <locumeuts
as early as 1776 as "the District of v\Tashingt011," in North
Carolina.
In 178 b North Carolina offered to cede its lands west of the
mountains to _Congress, but the offer was not accepted and was
withdrawn. This led the pioneers, for their own security and
protection, to organize, and they in in.ass meeting at Jonesboro
adopted a declaration of rights and a constitution, electing
John Xavier Sevier governor, and inaugurated an independent government from 1785 to 1788, und er the name of "the
State of Frankland," in honor of Dr. Franklin. The new government was not so much disposed to rebel against North
Carolina as to secure greater protection and convenience in the
management of its local affairs, although Governor Martin
felt constrained to issue a proclamation against this lawless
spirit in organizing a State. Ambitious and designing persons
complicated matters, and some collisions of authority occurred.
The assembly of N o~th Carolina granted an act of oblivion to
all offenders in Frankland in 1788.
In December, 1789, the legislature of North Carolina by act_
of its assembly again offered to transfer all its territory west
of the mountains to the United States with substantially the
present boundary of the State of Tennessee. The cession was
accepted April 20, 1790, and the whole grant included in the
''United States Territory south of the Ohio," created by an act
of Congress. In 1794 Tennessee became a separate territory,
and June 1, 1796, was admitted into the Union. The State has
an area of 42,050 square miles.
TEXAS.

The independent republic of Texas was once a Spanish province of Mexico. Mexico, includiug Texas~ declared itself independent of Spain in 1821. Texas was familiarly referred to
as the "Lone Star State." The Spaniards early established
in Texas a province, called the "New Philippines," which
eventually became a "Spani h province of Mexico." This
province :finally rebelled against 1'-1 xican authority, and e tabli hed Texan independence in 1836. The first colony of Eurottle within tl1 limits of Texas wa. planted by
p am, to
Robert Cav lier, ieur de La alle, near the entrance of
fatagorda Bay 1 ebruary 1 , 1685. This rolo11y wa.' n t n tail1ed.
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After ten years' experience as an independent republic Texa:s
petitioned the United States, arid by act of Cougress of March
1, 1845, was admitted into the Union as a State, which took
effect the 29th of December, 1845. In 1850 Texas sold to the
United States, for $10,000,000, her claims to large bodies of
lands outside of her present State limits, on the borders of
Mexico, which are uow held as part of the public lands.
VERMON'.I.'.

Although in the group of the Eastern and New England
States, Vermont never had an individual grant or charter.
The tract now know as Vermont was, however, included in
the grants of two nations. King Henry of France gave a
grant in 1603, which embraced it, and King James of England in 1606 gave a grant covering the same territory. It
was again included in the King's grant to New England in
1620. The grants of the Crown to the Duke of York in 1664,
and amended in 167 4, call for all the territory between the
Connecticut and Delaware rivers to their sources. The latter grant laid the foundation of the claims of New York to
jurisdiction over this territory. Massachusetts Bay claimed
much of it, and New Hampshire also claimed portions under
its grant of 1629. In turn the government of New Hampshire
claimed this territory on the ground that Massachusetts an<l.
Connecticut had been allowed to extend their bounda.ries to
within 20 miles of the Hudson River, and therefore contended
its boundary should go equally as far. The King's decree of
1740 left this inference, and also gave color to the view that
the charters of 1664 and 1674 were obsolete. By a decree of
the King, in 1764, the territory west of the Connecticut River
from the forty-fifth parallel, north latitude, to the Massachusetts line was declared to belo:p.g to New York. As most of
the early settlers in this region were from New Hampshire,
Connecticut, and Massachusetts, this decision was very unsatisfactory to them.
Fort Dummer was built .in 1724 near Brattleboro by people
from Massachusetts and Connecticut, who bad followed up the
Connecticut River. The settlements were familiarly alluded to
at the time as "New Connecticut," because of the preponderance of per ons from that colony. It was also referred to a
the "New Hampshire Grants." Down to the Revolution,
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Vermont was without an individual self-government. Its people, however, were in touch with the patriotism of the people of
Connecticut and Massachusetts, and furnished troops througllout the war for independence. January 15, 1777, in a convention of the people to consider their political welfare, and after
mature deliberation, they declared that the district known as
"New Connecticut," or "Vermont," was of right a free and
independent jurisdiction, to be thenceforward known by the
name of ,: Vermont." Its boundaries were at the time not
accurately defined, but claimed as far west as the Hudson River
from its source north to the international boundary, thence
following the shore of Lake Champlain.
This action they promptly reported to the Continental Congress, with a petition for admission to the confederacy. New
York protested that the territory specified was a part of her
owu domain. Vermont, however, persisted, and formed and
maintained republican government, and furnished troops to the
close of the war. Some western towns of New Hampsbire
we.re annexed, in acquiescence to the wishes of the people, and
some northeastern towns _o f New York, and delegates from them
occupied seats in the legislature. The treaty of peace between
the United States and Great Britain took no account of the
political aspirations of the people of Vermont, who, however,
maintained a constitutional and republican form of government, and continued to petition Congress to be admitted to
the continental confederacy. In 1781 Massachusetts consented
to the independence of Vermont. Vermont and New Hampshire adjusted their differences as to boundary in 1782. In
1786 a new constitution was formed, and in 1790 the State of
New York consented to the admission of Vermont to the Union.
An act of Congress admitting Vermont passed 18th of February, 1791, which, on the 4th of March, 1701, took effect, with
practically her present boundary. The area of the tate i
9,565 quare mile . Vermont enjoys the honor of being tlie
first State received into the Union. Independence had b en
maintained, but without recognition, for nearly fourteen year .
VIRGINlA.. 1

Th nam
irginia, though n w re tricted to a single Stat
of th
nion, wa originally giv n to th immens territory
1
Dr. Ton r, tb author, 1li ·<1 on ,Julv 30 1 !lfi, without c:omplP.ting the
proof r ading of thi paper.-EDITOR.·
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out of which the States confederating formed the original
United. States.
The Virginia colonial charter granted by James I to George
Summers and others, by patent dated 10th of April, 1606, "to
make habitation and plantation, etc., in that part of America
commonly called Virginia, and other parts and territories," is
the one now under review. The colonists were declared in
this charter to be entitled to an the liberties of British subjects. The charter provi<led for two companies. The first was
cal1ed "the London Company" and the second "the Plymouth
Company." In 1G07 the London Company sent out three
ships under Christopher Newport, which arrived on the 26th
of .April in Chesapeake Bay. The promontory at the entrance
to the bay on the south he named " Cape Henry," in honor
of the Prince of Wales, by the planting of a cross, and the
north promontary to the entrance he named "Cape Charle8,''
in honor of the Duke of York, afterwards King Charles I of
England. The company had the right under the charter to
settle wherever they should think :fit and convenient between
the thirty-eighth and forty-fifth degrees of north latitude. A
settlement was begun tbe 13th of May on the north or left bank
of the river Powhatan, now James River, an<l the town of
"James City," later known as Jamestown, was begun. This
was the first permanent English settlement founded in America, about 50 miles from the mouth of the river, if we except
the Raleigh colony in North Carolina and the feeble attempt
at Sagadahoc, in New England.
Capt. John Smith, one of the councilors named by the King,
by mere force of character became the leader and historian
of the colony and the preserver of the early colonists. The
:first charter not proving satisfactory to the Virginia Company's interests, it was changed by superseding the Jamestown council for a governor, in 1609, and on the 12th of March,
1611-12, again amenued by a third charter, confirming all
their former privileges and granting more extensive individual
J)roperty rights in the soil and more ample jurisdiction to the
stockholders, under which charter the colonists elected their
own governors.
July 30, 1619, there was convened in the chancel oftbe church
at Jamestown the :first elective legislative assembly of Virginia,
composed of twenty burges es. As the delegate were chosen
from the eleven "burro ughs" (boroughs) or coUJJ ty corporations,
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the assembly was commonly spoken of as the Ilouse of Burgesses. The Dutch brought negroes to Virginia and sold them
for slaves in 1619. The indentured servant was introduced
earlier, many of them becoming well to do and excellent citizens. In April, 1621, after the third Virginia charter was
granted, a bill was introduced into the House of Commons to
indulge the subjects of England in the privilege of :fishing
upon the coast of America. The House was informed by
the secretary of state, by order of His Majesty King James,
that "America was not annexed to the realm, and that it
was not :fitting that Parliament should make laws for those
countries."
In tbe reign of Charles I the same bill was again proposed
to the House~ and was again refused the ro):al assent, with the
declaration that such legislation "was unnecessary; that the
colonists were without the realm and jurisdiction of Parliament." A measure was adopted by the colony in 1621 absolving the planters from service to the company and to encourage
emigration by granting lands in fee or property in the soil
to actual settlers. This brought over in that year 1,300 men,
women, and children. A free school was founded in the colony.
A rapid growth of population followed for a season. But tbe
~Teat Indian massacre of settlers, in 1622, for a time checked
this progress. Charges against the company having been
made, the colony, in 1623, made an able defense of its conduct
and rights, defined the powers of the ·governor, the council,
and assembly, and declared the privilege of the people in
regard to taxes, burdens, and public services. By the assembly, in March, 1623, monthly courts were authorized to be
appointed by the governor.
It is probable that the colony displayed more independence
than was agreeable to the Crown. At all events, the London
Company's charter was annulled by the King's bench, June 16,
1624, a11d made a royal province dependent upon the Crown.
The ame year the King issued a proclamation directing that
two councils for Tirginia be con tituted, one to be in England
and the other one in the colony, the governor and the councilors to be appointed by the King. In 1630 Sir John Harv y
was appointed g v rnor. He ha l been one of the commis 'ioner ,·ent ov r y the Crown in 1623 to inve tigate the conditi n and manag m nt of th(• olony. Having in om matter : i el with • Iaryland, h • · rly iu ·nrr d th di. 1 ure
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of the leaders of public opinion in Virginia. In 1639 the
privileges of the province were restored, but the governor was
still appointed by the Crown, and Sir William Berkeley was
elected to that office in February, 1642. In 1649 Charles II
granted to Lord Hopton, Berkeley, Culpeper, and other cavaliers a very large tract of land of over 5,000,000 acres, bounded
by and within the heads of the Rappahannock and Potomae
rivers. Later this territory was known as the "Northern
Neck" of Virginia. This grant was confirmed by James JI to
Lord Culpeper in 1689. The grant extended ouly to soil, not
to jurisdiction, and had passed by purchase to Lord Culpeper.
On his death it went to his daughter's son, Lord Thomas Fairfax. This owner resided upon his estate, known as "Greenway Court," Frederick County, where he died in 1781. In
1652 the burgesses elected the council a11d the governor. A
treaty was made between 'ithe Commonwealth of England"
and the colony of Virginia in 1651. (See Henings Statutes,
Vol. I, pp. 363-365.)
In 1652 the Province of Virginia submitted, under threats
from a formidable military force, to Cromwell, a11d bore him
allegiance until 1659, when the government was restored and
the Church of England established. Charles II, 'Who had peen
in retireme11t during Cromwell's ascendency, was proclaimed
King of England on the 8th of May, 1660, aud Sir William
Berkeley was recommissioned governor. Bacon's rebellion, in
1676, was, in fact, an assertiou of independence by the people
and a protest against the royal mismanagement of the province. The leaders were vindictively punished.
William and Mary College was founded iu 1692. Colonel
Spotswood organized an exploration party and crossed the
mountains in 1 714. In 1749 he Ohio Company was formed for
commerce and to extend settlements beyond the Alleghany
Mountains. Virginia troops, under the command of Col.
George Washington, were led across the Alleghany Mountains
to repel the French invasion in 1754. The Hquse of Burges, es
passed resolutions against the tamp act in 1755. The governor dissolved the assembly for its assertion of independent
opinions in 1769. The Virginia assembly passed resolutions
protesting against the Boston port bill, aud was for o doing
dis.-olved by the governor in 1774. 'Ilrn members of the
a.-sembly met as citizens in the historic "Apollo room" of th
'' Raleigh Tavern," and appoiuted a committ~e of safety aud
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correspondence with other colonies, and recommended tlle
holding of a Continental Congress.
Virginia had a well-recognized claim to large territory to
the west, extending to the lakes. In a spirit of great magnanimity and patriotism, by act of legislature, March 1, 1784,
without question as to boundaries, the State surrendered claim
to all lands and jurisdiction west of the Ohio to Congress as a
public domain, reservmg only the lands pledged to Virginia
soldiers. Out of this territory Kentucky, Ohio, Indiana, and
Illinois have been formed. It is true that other States laid
cla,i m to portions of this territory. They also surrendered their
claims to Congress in the interests of peace and for the benefit
of the community at large. Virginia ratified the Constitution
June 25, 1788. The State had then a much larger area (owiug
to the formation of w·est Virginia out of its territory) than it
now enjoys-42,450 square miles.
WEST VIRGINIA.

The history of thi8 State is a peculiar one. By its geographical position and early settlement, it belongs to the old
original thirteen colonies, yet it only dates its existence as a
State iu the Union from 1863. West Virginia is an offspring
of the war between the States and was violently brought into
existence by a sort of Cresarean operation. After the passage
of the ordinance of secession by Virginia, in 1861, some Union
men in the western part of the State, encouraged by separatists,
politicians, aud the presence and support of Feueral troops,
called a convention to meet at Wheeling November 26, 1861,
to protest against the action of the State convention. Tliis
body for political reasons continued in session until February
18, 1862. The convention drafted a constitution and directed
the election of delegates by the seveml counties to a legi lature. This legislature, which met onl\lay 13, 18G~, approved
the constitution, and by enactment completed an organization of a State government within the jurisdiction of Virginia.
The con titution wa ubmitted to a vote of the people of tlle
counties named and approved by a very large majority, April 3,
1 62. The theory of the ( on titution of the United State of
Congre and tbe upreme Court being that a tat can 11 t
<· de, and ther £ r Virginia was ,·till a ~ 'tate in th" Uniun.
Und r thi: t1i,,ory it w .· tronµ;ly aclvc>C'ate<l to hold that tli
loyal men of vV
Yirgiuia v rn entitlNl t ,p ak for tlJC whole
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State of Virginia. The theory and the necessities in the case
did not fully harmonize.
The various steps taken by the convention and the legislature, it is understood, were advised by the executive and legislative branches of the Government at Washiugton. December 29, 1862, the President issued a proclamatiou approving
the act of Congress for the partition of Virginia aud tbe
admission of a new State, naming the counties and defining
the boundary, providing for its a<lmission a,s a State in sixty
days. It was at first proposed to call the new State which
was about comiug into existence "the State of Kanawha," but
'' West Virginia" was finally agreed upon. Jefferson and
Berkeley counties, wern afterwards taken from Virginia and
added to West Virginia, by direction of Congress, March 10,
1886. It l1as an area of 24,780 square miles. (See B. P.
Poore's Charters and Constitutions of the United States.)
The American colonies in their earlier history present marked
examples of what is recognized by the thoughtful as likely to
occur where any considerable number of individuals are brought
together, by mutual interest, from the various walks of life and
of different social positions and education, and where the community will intuitively recognize those best endowed by nature
with gifts and qualities fitting them for trusts and leadership .
.A distinguishing feature of our State government ·and of the
Republic of the United States is that sovereignty rests with
the·body of the people and not in the office or officers. Under
these circumstances a tendency may exist, perhaps uncon sciously, to equalize and level, with au almost total disregard
for even the cqnventional forms of rank which formerly may
have advantageously obtained amoJJg them. But tl1e personal and individual qualities which were in all the new colonies valued and stamped as worthy of headship by the people
were inte1ligence,judgment, activity, industry, strength, courage, justice, and stability of purpose.
It was under the tutelage of such characters a these that
the .American colonies developed the spirit which went to
make up their sterling manhood, established their high moral
principle8, fostered their courage, inspired political justice
and the theory of free government among the people, for the
people, an<l in which they schooled their children an<l all emigrants who became a part of the community. The people f
the colonies in time becawe exceptionally vigilant, ·olll'a 0 · om:1,
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self-reliant, and sagacious in everything that related to their
natural rights and physical well-being. They were sound iu
their judgments as to equities between the people and their
rulers, just in their dealings with their neighbors, strong in
their convictions aud obligation to duty, firm in ·maintaining
their natural and chartered rights, determined, impetuous,
and resolute in defense of these principles.
· Such were the e1rvironments and the characteristics of the
ancestors · of the patriot colonists, who, oppressed by tlle
mother country, conceived the idea of an independent government for themselves and their posterity, and, winning their
cause, founded a republic out of the once feeble and dependent
settlements, colonies, and provinces seated along the Atlantic
Coast, and which, by absorption and annexation, have extended
to the Pacific, and now embrace 45 States, 5 Territories, and
1 Federal District, known as the United States of America.
NOTES ON PROPOSED STATES, PROVINCES, AND COLONIES
THAT WERE NOT SUCCESSFUL, OR MERGED IN OTHERS,
AND NOT LISTED Wrl'H EXISTING STATES AND TERRITORIES.

In the foregoing sketches of the successful settlemeuts of
patents, grants, provinces, and chartered colonies, we l1ave not
been oblivious of the fact that there were other royal grants,
regular in character, and at the time of their issue heralde9. as
of great promise, but which from various causes failed, and are
usually passed over by writers in silence or disposed of in as
brief a manner as possible. Some of these attempts at colonization were heroic and deserved success, ,vhile others do, in
fact, belong more to the character of enthusiasts and the curiosities of colonial enterprises than to the annals of history. A
few only of the more conspicuous attempts to plant colonie
which failed, or changed their names, will be referred to in
alphabetical order.
"Acadia.'-' cadia," of the 1 rench at Port Royal wa
founded in 1604. It be ·ame a British po.· 'e ·sion in 1710 under
the name of -o a cotia. (~~ee Al xander, Earl of tirling' ',
patent.)
lbema,rle.' -"Albemarle," a ttlement or colou so call d,
on he how n Riv r, in ortlt 1 aroli11a organiz d a lo<·al
g vernm nt in 16 ·
for . om year:-; ex •1·ci:e<l the fun ·ti 11
f a tat . (~'
ar liua.)

...
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Alexander's charter.-King James gave to Sir William .Alexder, Earl of Stirliug, September 10, 1621, the French possessions of .Acadia, Nova Scotia, between the St. Croix and St.
Lawrence rivers, to be erected into a, palatine and called "the
Lordship and Barony of New Scotland." .An uusuccessful
attempt was made by him to effect English settlements tl1ere,
but they failed. The French continued the occupancy of tlie
country.
In 1630 Sir William .Alexander sold all his rights in Nova
Scotia, exeept Port Royal, to Sir Etienne, Lord of La Tour,
a French Huguenot, on condition that the inhabitants remain
subjects of the Scotch Crown.
Lord Stirling, in 1635, recrived an additional grant of the
country between tlle St. Croix and the KennebecJ called Pernaquid, tog~ther with the islands offshore, including Nantucket,
Marthas Vineyard, and Long Island. The first two he sold to
Massachusetts and the latter to New York.
A valon.-George Calvert (Lord Baltimore) filled various
offices under the Crown of England with efficiency, and in February, 1625, resigned the office of secretary of state. He
enjoyed in Ireland a large estate, given l1im by the King, James
I. He had the desire of many men of enterprise of this period
to found a colony, and in 1620 purchased of William Vaughn,
as early as 1617, a fellow-student at Oxford, who had an interest in a patent for the southern part of Newfoundland, comprising the whole southern peninsula of that island. Lord
Baltimore was one of the members of the South Virginia Company, and bad given much thought to the subject of colonization. In 1623 James I gave Calvert a patent for .Avalon and
constituted him the proprietary of the same fo· Newfoundland.
It is believed that this patent served as a model for bis subsequentcharter of Mary land. The fertility and climate of .Avalon
proved not to be equal to his expectations, as in 1G24 he sent
there a body of settlers, who e tablished themselv~s at Ferryland. Lord Baltimore visited .Avalon in 1627, and again the
following year with the members of his family; but the inho. pitable climate made it evident that it was not suited for suc.cessful agriculture. In 1629 Lord Baltimore wrote to the King
that be found himself obliged to abandon .Avalon, and asked
for a grant in some warmer climate. Without waitiug for the
King's reply, he, with some forty persons, sa,i1ed for Virginia,
where they arrived in October, lGW. In Virginia he wa not
H, Doe, 291-38
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welcomed; perhaps they did not wish t h e introduction of
Catholics, and tendered him the oath of allegiance. While
in Virginia he conceived the idea of a grant of land from the
ocean to the west along the northern side of Virginia, which
he in a few years received. (See Acadia, New England, and
Maryland.)
"Gape Fear Colony" or '' Clarendon Colony." (See North
Carolina.)
Garolana.-In 1629 King Charles I gave a province to his
attorney-general, Sir Robert Reath. The province was named
Carolana, and was described as extending from the thirtieth to
the thirty-sixth degree north latitude, and in longitude from the
Atlantic Ocean to New Mexico, and, where not inhabited by
Spain, to the South Sea. ·This grant was distinct from Carolina,
though they were bordering provinces. The east of Carolana
joined the west f,f Carolina. The latter derives its claim from
Oharles IL Some thirty years later, historians say, Sir Robert
Reath conveyed bis right to the Earl of Arundel, and that the
earl planted, at much expense, several parts of the country.
The property came to be possessed . by Dr. Cox, who also
expended large means upon the territory, and his sou, Daniel
Cox, esq., resided fourteen years in the country. His history
of the province asserts progress being made in the settlements;
but the grant was abrogated and the territory included within
the grants made to the Carolinas and Georgia.
"Clarendon," or "Gape Fear Colony," North Oarolina.-A
few.ad venturers from New England settled, about 1660, on Old
Town Creek, near Cape Fear. They were much distressed by
the failure of crops and in :fishing, and :finally aban<lonecl the
· place in 16G3, leaviug a few domestic animals. In 16G5 emigrants under Yeamans, from Barbados, settled for a time upon
the southern bank of the Cape Fear River, but they, too,
:finally removed into South Uarolina.
District .of Oolwmbia.-The :first article of the Con titution
gives Congres the power "to exercise exclu ive legi lation in
all ca e what oever over i:mch district (not exceediug· 10 mile
, quare) a may by ce,. ion of particular State and the acceptance of Oongre · · uecom tbe seat of Government of the
nited Stat :. ' ~enera1 '\Va hinoton, in pnr. nanc of thi.
power, aft r d Ii rate ·ear ·h and di. ·riminating ob. ervation,
elected th· pr .· ut , it for thP m tropoli: of thi , great con fed rated I 1mblic of iud ·p •rnlent 1 'tat•:. In f'urthera11c of
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this purpose, jurisdiction and soil were ceded by Maryland
December 23, 1788, and by Virginia December 3, 1789, and by
subsequent acts, 1791-17!)3, to the United States, of such portions of land situated within their respective bo11.nds as might
be desired. General Washington by proclamation, January
2!, 1791, and by second proclamation, March 30, 1791, officially
determined the site of the 10 miles square. The territory of
Columbia selected lies upon both sides of the Potomac. The
first stone to mark its boundary was set at Ross's Point-the
upper cape of Hunting Creek aud right bank of the Potomacon the 15th of April, 1791. This was the site selected for
'' Fort Columbia," which was actually commenced to be erected.
The District wa~ divided into two counties. The portion
south of the Potomac was made the county of Alexandria, and
the portion north of the Potomac Washington County.
The city of Washington was laid out on the north side, or
upon the Maryland cession, and the Government buildings
erected.here, and the several Department offices of the General
Government removed to them in 1800. Iu 1846 tlle southern
portion of the 10 miles square was retroceded to Virginia, so
that now only the territory ceded by Maryland is included in
the District of Columbia. The city of Washington ,vas incorporated in 1802. Georgetown had at the time a chartered
incorporation, which was continued in the county of Washington. .Alexandria was an incorporated town, and its organization was also continued in Alexandria County. .A levy court
for the ordinary discharge of business in the county was
organized, and continued down to the time the territorial grant
of the District was inaugurated. A territorial form of government was authorized by Congress in 1871, and a governor
appointed by the President, with the right to send one delegate
to the national House of Representative , ~.nd the District
made a corporate body with a legislature, consisting of a
council of 11 members, appointed by the President, and a house
of delegates of j2 members, chosen by the ballots of the
people. In 1874 the District legislature wa aholi Led by Congress, and the President authorized to appoint three Commis- ,
siouers. This method has worked well and is still in force.
Dorchester Oolony.-Dorchester Colony obtained a grant
from the council of New England and macle settl ment at
Salem in 1623 as a trading company, but without judsdictiou.
In 1629, however, the company wa;:; enlarge<l arnl a royal
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charter obtained under the name of the ' 1 Massachusetts Bay
Company," with powers of self-government. · (For its development, see Massachusetts Bay Colony.)
JI'enwick's Oolony.-Fenwick's Colony included, in part, the
territory that had been occupied by the Swedish settlement in
New Jersey on the Delaware. John Fenwick bought Lord
Berkeley's portion of the grant or colony of West Jersey
March 18, 1673-74. Fenwick came over as governor in 1675,
and with others settled a Quaker colony at Salem, West
Jersey. And1~os, governor of New York and the Jerseys, disputed Fenwick's claims to lands and jurisdiction in New
Jersey, and ordered his arrest in 1676. "Fenwick produced
the King's letters patent to the Duke of York and his grant
to Berkeley and Carteret and Berkeley's deed to himself." On
March 3, 1677, a code of laws was adopted under the title of
'' The concessions and agreements of the proprietors, freeholders, and inhabitants of the provinces of West Jersey."
The authorship of the document is .attributed to Willia~
Penn and his immediate coadjutors. His name, at least, heads
the list. John Fenwick was a man of courage and character,
and, after spending a large amount, was not sustained by the
Crown, and :finally, in despair of justice, sold his interests to
William Penn, and died poor. He was perhaps wanting in
tact, and was, at all events, no match for Penn in diplomacy.
1 he State of Franlcland.-Tbe :first civic organization in western North Carolina, now Tennessee, grew out of the necessities
of a people living remote from courts established for the preservation of order and the administration of justice. This
organization was not a rebellious movement, but it was the
assertion of .the prevailing priuciple among the people that all
powers of government are derived from the people, and to be
exercised for the good of the people.
The ettlers were most1y from eastern North Carolina and
southea tern Virginia, who, crossing the mountain and following the water course , planted settlements upon the :fine
agricultural laud in eastern Tennessee. The earlie t public
a piration for civil organiza.tion and courts of jurj diction wa ,
• perhap , in the settlement formed by James Robert on in 1764
on the -watauga, in ea tern Tenne ee, now in W a hington
oun y.
orth aroliua bad·not in 1776 given civil organization to tha r gion, and th, ~atauga ·ettler petitioned in pu li · me ting a ,J n :bor in a :trong- aucl per ·ua.:ive appeal to
he provincial c un ·il of orth 'aroliua thi · year, to xteud
1
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its government to their community. They prote. tcd against
being regartled a a "lawless mob." (See Ramsa.y's Annals of
Tennessee,p.134.} The section was then known as "Washington Destrict," and is now Washington County. The steady
influx of settlers led, shortly after this, to a discussion in
public meetings of the need~ of the forms of civil government in other neighboring settlements, as at Nashboro and at
Clarksville.
In 1 ~84 North Carolina proffered to cede her western landsthat is, those west of the Allegha11y Mountains-to the United
States. As the consummation of this measure would leave the
western settlers for a time without even the semblance of an
organized governmen,t, it gave them great alarm. The leading
settlers called a convention at Jonesboro, adopted a bill of
rights, and took measures for organizing an independent State
out of the lands proposed in this cession. The di sati faction
of the people with the measure induced North Carolina, the
same year, to repeal the act making this cession, and led the
assembly to make tl1e Tennessee region in question a separate
military district and appoint John Sevier a brigadier-general
over it, and also to establish there a separate judicial district.
This was by many deemed satisfactory.
But the spirit for a new State was aroused and could not be
quieted. A provisional government was organized by the
people in March, 1785. Governor Martin, of North Carolina,
issued a proclamation exhorting all engaged in this movement
to desist and return to their duty, and the assembly passed an
act of oblivion on their return to their allegiance. But the
provincial constitution of Frankland was adopted and made
permanent November, 1785, ~md Frankland exercised the functions of civil government for over two years. The assembly
met for the last time in September, 1787. The text of their
constitution may be seen in Ramsay's History of Tennessee,
page 236. In December, 1789, the legislature of North Carolina again passed an act ceding the western lands to the United
States, which was accepted and a territorial government formed
south of the Ohio, which quieted all discontents, and in 1794
Tenne see, which embraced this territory, was admitted a tate
in the Union. (See Tennes ee.)
Indiana.-A name that a party of Indian trader gave to a
tract of land around tbe head of tbe Ohio: eonveyed to them
by a deed from the Six ations. The e twenty-four Indian
traders pooled their los e. in the .Pontiac war for merchan-
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dise plundered from them by the lndians to the amount of
£959-16- 6, New York currency. The Six Nations of Indians
recognized the justice of the claim, but were unable to pay the
debt. At a treaty held by the Indians at Fort Stanwix (now
Rome, N. Y.) May 3, 1768, they conveyed to the traders, to satisfy this claim, an immense tract of land bordering on the Ohio
River above the Little -Kanawha, comprising about one-fourth
of the present State of West Virginia.
This conveyance was made to Mr. Baynton, Samuel .Wharton, and George Morgan, as managers for themselves and their
associates in interest. As these three merchants were the heaviest losers, they were chosen as trustees. To this tract the
traders gave the name of Indiana. At the same time the Six
Nations ceded to the Crown whatever title they had to lan<ls
between the Ohio and Tennessee rivers.
Virginia, laying claim to the territory, opposed this Indian
grant or sale to the traders, and by act of assembly shortly
after made all sales by the Indians within her domain void and
of no effect, and asserted jurisdiction over all her western territory, and established courts for the administration of justice
over her lands to the lakes. The company may have sold some
lands, but never prospered or was recognized in law.
Laconin (Lygonia or Ligonia), Province ~/.-The Laconia patent was granted November 17, 1629, to Sir Ferdinando Gorges
and John Mason. It extended from the Merrimac to the Kennebec and from the ocean back to the lakes of the Iroquois.
The company at first consisted of nine members, and was for
commerce and trade rather than for planting. The company
did not prosper.
April 7, 1643, George Oleeves, of Saco, Me., went to .England,
and through his persuasions Alexander Rigby bought the abandoned Plough patent. Cleeves was appointed deputy president of the Province of Lygonia, extending his jurisdiction
over a large part of the Province of Maine, which had been
under the administration of Richard Vines, deputy of Gorges.
(See New Hamp hire and the Plough patent; Narrative and
Critical Histor-y of .America.)
Maine, Provin ·e of.-:\Iain did not have an independ nt,
provi ional or colonial charter at tbe time of the Revolution,
but wa at the time a ·on tituent part of )Ia ,·acbn ett .
ir Ferdinando Gorg , governor of Plymouth, England
ame intere, ted in
w Engl nd a. early a 160G. H wa
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a member of the council of Plymouth Company. In 1623 he
and John Mason, both strong friends of the King, obtained a
grant of the country lying between the Merrimac and Kennebec
rivers. In 1629 Mason obtained an individual grant from the
Plymouth council of the territory between the Merrimac and
the Piscataqua, and Gorges a grant between the Pisca.taqua
and Kennebec. The charters were similar to those of the Massachusetts Bay Company. When, in 1635, the Plymouth Company threw up its 9harter and New England was parceled out
among the council, Mason and Gorges secured confirmation of
their grants. Mason died shortly after. The settlements in
his tract were annexed to Massachusetts in 1641. In 1639
Gorges obtained of the Crown a distinct charter in confirmation of all this land from the Pisrataq ua to Sagadahoc, styled
'' the Province of Maine." Of this province he was made lord
palatine, with the same powers and privileges as the Bishop of
Durham in the county palatine, at Durham. Under these
powers he organized a government within this province; incorporated the plantation at Agamenticus (now York) into a city
by the name of Georgiana, and there the :fir~t representative
government of Maine was established in 1640. The province
did not prosper, and in 1652 fell uuder the jurisdiction of Massachusetts. The name Maine was given in compliment to the
Queen of Charles I, whose private estate lay in the Province
of Mayne, in France.
New .Albion.-The grant of the colony of" New Albion," projected by Sir Edmund Plowdn, who, in company with other ,
in 1634 (we quote from Narrative and Critical History of .America) "petitioned King Charles I for a patent, under lli · Majesty's seal of Ireland, for' Manitie or Long Isle,' and 30 miles
square of the coast next adjoining, to be erected into a couuty
palatine, ca.Ueu Syon, to be h eld of His Majesty's Crown of
Ireland, without appeal or subjection to the governor or company of Virginia, and re erving the :fifth of all royal mine ',
and with the like title, dignity, and privileges to Sir Edmuud
Plowden there as was granted to Sir George Calvert, Kt., in
New Foundland by His Maje~ty's royal father, and with the
usual grants and pri vi°leges to other colonies," etc. .Aud a
modified form of this prayer was subsequently presented to
the monarch, in which the island spoken of is called '' I le
Plowden," and the county palatine " ew .Albion," and the
latter is enlarged to include '' forty leagues square of the
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adjoining continent," the supplicants promising therein to settle
"500 inhabitants for the planting and civilizing thereof." The
favor sought was immediately conceded, and the· King's warrant, authorizing the issue of a patent to the petitioners, and
appointing Sir Edmund Plowden" first governor of the premises," was given at Oatlands July 24 the same year; in accordance with which a charter was granted to Plowden and his
associates above mentioned, by writ of privy seal, witnessed
by the deputy-general of Ireland, at Dublin, June 21, 1634.
In this document the boundaries of New Albion are so defined
as to include all of New Jersey, Maryland, Delaware, and
Pennsylvania embraced in a square, the eastern side of which,
40 leagues in length, extended (along the coast) from Sandy
Hook to Cape May, together with Long Island, and all other
" isles and islands in the sea within 10 leagues of the shores
of the said region." The province is expressly erected into a
county palatine under the jurisdiction of Sir Edmund Plowden
as earl, depending upon His M3:jesty's " royal person and
imperial crown, as King of Ireland."
The great pretension of this patent, from its aiming to include most of New York, all of New Jersey, Maryland, Delaware, and Pennsylvania, naturally brought the enterprise into
conflict with actual chartered English colonies, and ought to
have made him at least diplomatic with his neighbors, the
Dutch at New York and the Swedes and the Dutch on the
Delaware. Calvert had at this time a charter for the settlement of bis Province of Maryland.
The projectors of the Province of New Albion seem to have
expended their energies more to rule the settlers they found
within the territory described than in any effort to transport
planters and colonists. The history of this attempt at founding
a colony is cotemporary with the Dutch in New York, aud al o
with Maryland, and anticipated Penn ylvania, but it utterly
failed. (Narrative ancl Critical Ilistory of America, Vol. III,
p. 457.)
New Amstel.-The Dutch West India Company in 1656 tran ferred to the city of Amsterdam all their rights of the Dutch
territory on the outh River (Delaware), from the we~ t ide of
Chri tian Kill to the mouth of the river, for the um of 700 000
guilder . It wa then mun d ''New .Am.· tel," after a uburb
betw en the m t 1 River an 1 the Uc rlem Sea. Fort Ka ·im r
wa tran ferred to then w corporation, and in 1657 n arly 0
,a,
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emigrants sailed for New A1~stel. In 1664 the Dutch surrendered it to the English as a part of New Netherland.
New France.-The French based their claims to a vast territory throughout the interior and at the northern and southern
extremities of North America to the discoveries of Carteret in
1501, Denys in 1506, and to other explorers and to actual settlements and occupancy of the country. Florida of the French
extended from the Cape Fear River, on the Atlantic Ocean, to
the Altamaha River, and westward to the Spanish possessions
on the Pacific Ocean. The claims of New France at the north
extended from Newfoundland along both sides of tbe St.
Lawrence River, including Lake Ontario, and along the crest
of the Appalachian range of mountains to Florida and southwestern Georgia and the Alabama River to the Gulf of Mexico;
to the Sabine River; northwesterly along the head waters of
the Red River and the mountain divide to the Pacific Ocean
at about 42° of north latitude.
In 1750 France had practical control over the great valley
of the Mississippi, with more than 60 military stations from
Lake Ontario across the continent by Green Bay, the Illinois
River, the Wabash, Maumee, and Ohio rivers, and down the
Mississippi to New Orleans.
Before the close of the French and Indian war, 1763, France
ceded all her claims to territory west of the Mississippi to
Spain for her aid in the war with England; and the same
year, at the treaty of peace, she ceded all the remainder of
her American possessions, known as Canada, east of the Mississippi, except the Island of New Orleam~, to Great Britain.
This was a complete obliteration of New France from the ·
map of North America. Spain in 1801 receded to France her
original Louisiana possessions, to the Rio Grande, also her
former possessions east of the Mississippi south of 31 ° of latitude. France then sold all her Louisiana pos essions to the
United States in 1803.
New Haven.-This colony was founded in 1638 by the Rev.
John Davenport, Theophilus Eaton, Edward IIopping, and
others. They and their associates came from Massachusetts
after the defeat of the Pequod Indians. The place had been
visited and named by the Dutch navigator Block Roodenberg, "Red Hills," in allusion to the red sandstone cliffs iu
the vicinity. Here Mr. Davenport preached und r a large,
spreading tree, having purchased land from the In ians and
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erected a cabin, and began a new State. His followers and
settlers framed articles of association, which they called a
"Plantation Covenant." They had no charter or patent, and
were practically in a new world and without any kind of jurisdiction, but resolved "that as in matters that concerned the
gathering and ordering of a church so likewise in public
offices, which concern civil order, as choice of magistrates and
officers, making and repealing laws, dividing allotments of
inheritance, and all things of like nature," they would in all
things "be ordered by the rules which the Scriptures held
forth." Thus they began their independent settlement without reference to any government or country. The site of the
:first settlement was named New Haven. In 1639 they adopted
a plan of government "according to the word of God." The
New Haven laws were comprised under four fundamental
articles, viz:
1. That the Scriptures contain a perfect rule for the government of men in the family, in the church, aud in tbe commonwealth.
2. That they would be ordered by the rules which the
Scriptures hold forth.
3. That their purpose was to be admitted iuto church fellowship according to Christ as soon as God shouh1 :fit them.
4. That they held themselves bound to establish such civil
governments according to God as would be likely to secure
the greatest good to themselves and their posterity.
These articles were unanimously agreed to, and the government went into practical operation. Church membership was
essential to freemen and voters and to choose magistrates.
Twelve men were chosen from the company, and they chose
from their number "seven pillars." These "pillars" organized
the church. It was a sort of theocracy. An annual general
court was held. The colony prospered, and in 1662 was united
by charter to Oonnecticut, and reluctantly yielded in 1665 to
this propo ed union. (See Uonnecticut.)
New Ireland, Province of.-.A. new British province with thi
title wa projected by the Engli h in the ea tern portion of
Maine duriug the Revolutionary war. It wa thought by the
British that American Royali t, wonlcl ru h to it and a. ," ure
a peedy ettlement and pro. I eron, colony. The territory of
. . . ew reland a. propo d, lay hetwe n the P nob cot an<l th
St. roix. The pr dee originated in 17 o, aud rec iv l tlt
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sanction of the ministry a]l{l tbe King. Bagaduce, now Ca tine, was to be nhe seat of government. 1.'he plall lrnd so far
matured that the principal officers were selected. Thomas
Oliver, a graduate of Harvard, was to have beeu made governor. The government would have been inaugurated except
for the adverse views of the attorney-general, Lord Loughborough, who was averse to violating tbe implied rights of
Massachusetts Bay, which claimed to the river St. Croix.
But the measure was not abandoned nntil the termination of
the Revolution. The erection of this colony of New Ireland
was of high interest to the people of that ection for ome
years, but has almost passed out of memory and is rarely
referred to in history. (See Joseph Williamson's account in
the Maine Historical Society Transactions.)
New Netherfonds.-This Dutch colony ha been briefly
referred to in the notes on New York, New Jer ey, and Delaware; but it is proper in this place to account for it rise a11d
failure. It is known that Henry Iludson: tbe navigator,
employed by a company of m~rchants and trader~ of Amsterdam, in a cruise to North America 1n 1609, reported on his
return that he had explored South River, or Delaware Bay, and
discovered the great North River and Bay; that the country
abounded in fur-bearing animals, and that the natives were
peaceable. This led the merchants to fit out everal vessel to
follow Hudson's tracks and trade with the natives. Dutch
traders speedily founded trading e tablishments on the Iludson, as early a 1613 or 1614, and shortly after this date purchased Manhattan Island from the Indians. The Dutch West
India Company became interested, and the States-General of
Holland, in June, 1621, granted a charter to this company to
trade, and requiring them to '' advance the peopling of these
fruitful and unsettled parts, and to colonize, govern, and protect New etherlands for the term of twenty-four years."
The territory claimed wa from the Connecticut River to the
Delaware, bounded on the ea t by the Atlantic, and practically
unlimited to the west. The town of New .Amsterdam (now
New York) was founded. '.Ibis charter was am nded June 7,
1620, and again a new charter of privilege and exception
was is ued in 1640. It was feudal in its character, though
called a "charter of freedoms and exception, ." The Dutch
made 1mrcba es of convenient and fertile land from the Indians at a number of place along the Rud onRive1·, atAluany,
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where they fouuded "Fort Orange," and in Richmond County,
the city of Hoboken and Jersey City, and in other parts of New
Jersey. The Dutch became fast friends with the Five Nations,
from whom they bought "Rensselaerswyck."
December 12, 1630, two vessels were sent to the South River
(Delaware), where purchases had been made from the Indians,
covering in part the present State of Delaware, the government of which it was intended to place under the Cape May
country" to plant a colony for the culture of grain anq.. tobacco,
as well as to carry on the whale fishery in that region." In
1632 the settlement on the South River," Zwanendale," which
had given much promise, was destroyed by the Indians. Discouraged by this, the patroorn, of Zwanendale disposed of the
right in their lands to the West India Company. There grew
up a host of small colonies or aspiring masters of colonies and
patroons. The grant of the Province of Maryland was made
this year and took no account of these Dutch attempts at settlement on the Delaware. The grant was made of this territory to Lord Baltimore withowt reserve. In 1638 Gustavus
Adolphus of Sweden sent out a company to the Delaware
River, known as the South Company of Sweden, under Peter
Minuit. The Swedish colony prospered and held sway until
they were obliged by superior power to submit, in .1655, to the
Dutch, who continued in power until the English took control
of all the Dutch possessions under the Du~e of York's grant in
1664. In 1633 Van Tweler purchased from the Indians the territory along the Schuylkill, and erected ·'Fort Beeversneede,"
and made addition to "Fort Nassau," and thus endeavored to
demonstrate that the Dutch had never relinquished their hold
upon these lands. A new" Fort Casimer" (now New Castle,
Del.) was erected below the Swedish "Fort Christiana" ( Wilmington), named "Altena," and a new colony established there
under the name of New Amstel.
New Somersetshire, Province o/.-This province was held by
Gorges after the division of New England territory, and so
named by Sir Ferdinando Gorges, who under bis patent
granted a comm is, ion to hi nephew, William Gorges, a deputy governor of the domain. He a urned rule over the fL bing
ettlemeut , and held the fir t g 11eral cou:rt under thi grant
at aco, June 25, 1040. ( ee th "hart r of )Iaine. )
N ei ,._ lcerlen, Colony of.-"'Sew. weden, on the Delaware, wa
ncourag d y u ta.vu. clolpbn ·. IT becam parti ·nlar1y
int re ·te in the proj ·t iu 1(;2 , but hi , arly d ath ch ck d
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the ardor of the adventurers, so that after a few settlements
had been effected, in 1631, it languished until 1634, when Peter
Spring, Peter Minuit, Blommart, Swedish commissiouert:i, and
other high functionaries became interested t,hrough the aid of
the "South Company." The river Delaware was at that time
known to the Swedes as "Souiih River," where they, the colonists, landed in March, 1638, at "Paradise Point," where there
were no Europeans, and purchased land from :five chiefs. This
purchase extended from "Bomby Hook" (Cape Henlopen)
northward along the river to the Falls of Schuylkill, without
limits to the west. Minuit erected posts at the northern and
southern limits, and designated the country ''New Sweden,"
and built a fort at Christiana (now Wilmington, Del.) in honor
of Queen. Christiana. They effected a prosperous settlement
on both sides of the Delaware. Minuit died at Fort Christiana
in 1641. In 1643 John Printz, a brave soldier, arrived as
governor. He resided on "Tinnecum Island," 12 miles below
Philadelphia. The Swedes, however, were obliged to surrender to Governor Stuyvesant, of the New Netherlands, in
1655; but the territory :finally passed by court favoritism to
the Duke of York, .and was sold by him to William Penn in
1681, although it had been included in the grant to Lord
Baltimore in 1632. The Swedish settleme11ts having been
made after this date, the settlement on the west side of tile
Delaware became the State of Delaware.
North Virginia.-(See Sagadahoc, Plymouth, Popham's Colony, and Massachusetts Bay.)
·
Norumbega.-This ancient, almost mythical, name attaches
to a very extensive sectiou of country, including land and
water, from the Maine coast to Cape . Breton. It is claimed
by some to have represented a city; it so, its location is not
known. The name is probably of Portuguese origin; but,
whether native or foreign, it was used by English, French,
and Spanish explorers from au early day, yet neither they nor
geographer::; have given it a definite locality. Norumbega
probably never had fixed limits, yet it was applied to tbe
country between the Pamaquid and the St. Croix. and from
Cape Breton to Florida. It probably never had a colonial
charter with jurisdiction over soil or with legi ·lative power
from any sovereign nation. Some writers claim that D
Mont· e tablished himself near the hea1l of Pa amaqnoddy
Bay iu 1604 within tbe territory of Norumbega.
Northern Neck of Virginia.-The grant of the orthern
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Neck of Virginia comprised an immense tract of country lying
between the Rappahannock and Potomac rivers, estimated at
5,700,000 acres. The patent was issued in 1G49 to Lords
Arlington, Hopton, Berkeley, Culpeper, and other cavaliers,
who, it was supposed, wished to establish quiet homes. This
dmpain in time came to be known as " the Northern N eek of
Virginia." The proprietary right extended to soil, but not to
jurisdiction.
In 1669 Lord Culpeper purchased the shares of his associates to the Virginia grants, and, in 1673, obtained from King
Charles a release for thirty-one years of the quitrents, escheats,
and other casualties for the whole. Lord Culpeper, who succeeded Lord Berkeley as governor of Virginia, assumed office
in 1680. He was one of the royal favorites, to whom King
Charles II granted for a period of thirty-oue years the entire
territory of Virginia, which oppressed the settlers and rendered him very unpopular. A threatened revolt was quieted
for a time by some specific concessions. He was deprived of
office in 1683. His domain descended to Ca,tharine, Lord Oulpeper's daughter, who marrie<l Baron Fairfax, and then to her
son, Lord Thomas Fairfax, sixth Baron o.f Cameron, who was
the patron and friend of George Washington. He died at his
residence, Greenway Court, Frederick County, Va., 1782.
Nova Scotia.-(See Sir William Alexander's patent, 1623;
Earl of Stirling; Acadia, etc.)
The Ohio Oornpany.-The Ohio Company was chartered by
the lords commissioners of trade, 1749. The company had,
however, been formed without charter and was in existence in
a small way a year or two earlier. Its purposes were to make
settlements and improve plantations and bring into the market the lands in the Ohio Valley and to conduct trade with the
Indians. A grant of 500,000 acres of land was given the company, which was to be located west of the Alleghany Mountain ,
where they were to build forts aud conduct their busine · '. By
the grant they were to po se s property in the oil, but were
not empowered to exer ·i e civil juri diction. The company
built a fortified trading bou eat the junction of the Potomac
and "\Yill
r ek and ano her at" Red:ton Old Fort," on the
Ionongab la I iv r. The bound f th ir grant w re never
defiuite1y d t rrnin d or mark d. Th
rench a]}(l In lian war
an ,.-t cl h progl' . : of th c·ompa11y put th m 1o gr at ,~ pen , r tarde<l >rnicrration a11 l . Ptt1 111 nt, a111l pra ·ti ally
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broke up their trade. The company kept together watching
for an opportunity to prosecute its purposes, and petitioned
Great Britain for relief from losses caused to their property Lluring the war and pending this, and the rivalry of the
companies, as the Walpole and others, petitioning for similar
purposes. The Vandalia, the Transylvania, aud the Westsylvania were outgrowths suggested by the Ohio Uompany. The
Revolution for American independence broke out, and with its
success all the interests of the Ohio Company collapsed.
Old Dom,inion.-A title early conceded to the vast and undefined region named Virgjnia, by Queen Elizabeth, and referred
to as the fourth kingdom of the English realm. Spencer's
Faerie Queene, 1590, is dedicated to Elizabeth, "Queen of
England, France, Ireland, and Virginia." In 1603, when
James VI of Scotland became King, Scotland was adde<l. and
Virginia was called in compliment the fifth kingdom. William Berkeley, a stanch Royalist, when Governor of Virginia in
1649, proclaimed Charles II heir to the throne and King of
England, Scotland, Ireland, and Virginia; and before the
death of Charles I, Berkeley and others were making overtures
for Uharles II to be sent over to becqme kiug of Virginia. It
is from these circumstances and the close sympathy of the
early colonial settlers with the mother country that the title
of "the Dominion" was applied. Coins with such quarterings
were struck as late as 1773. The appellation of "the Old
Dominion" is still often applied to the State of Virginia.
Pavonia.-A name given to a large manorial estate which
embraced the site of Jersey City, Hoboken, Staten Island,
and neighboring lands acquired by purchase from the Indians
about 1630 by Michael Pauw, one of tlle directors of the Dutch
West India Company, who became a patroon under the government of New Netherlands. Tl1is co11stituted him the patroon
lord proprietor of the manor, politically and otherwise, for the
holding of inferior courts and the settling of petty civil cases.
The name Pavonia is perpetuated in the name of a ferry and
an avenue in Jer ey City.
Pittsylvania.-This name had been suggested for a proposed
colony at the head of the Ohio when tbe Walpole grant for a
western province wa8 being considered to supersede the Ohio
Company and in place of Westsylvania, which was also discus:"ed. William Darlington, writing on this subject, quote a
part of a letter from a gentleman in Loudo11 , datc<l ~far<-11 3,
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1773, to a friend in Virginia, which was published that year in
the Pennsylvania_ Gazette, statingI can inform you for certain that the new province on the Ohio is confirmed to the proprietors by the name of Pittsylvania, in honor of the
Earl of Chatham. Mr. Wharton, of Philadelphia, will be appointed governor in a few days; all other appointments to be made uy the King.
The seat of go,ernment is to be placed at the forks of the Kanawha and
Ohio rivers. (From Christopher Gist's Journal by William Darlington,
p. 244.)

Plough patent (see Ligonia).-This patent was granted in
1630 by the Plymouth Company, with rights of soil to a region
40 miles square, between Cape Porpoise ·and Casco, called
Ligonia (within present limits of Maine).
The emigrants to it were agriculturists, who, uniting; formed
a colony. The vessel in which they came from England was
called the Plough. To the colonists successful agriculture
seemed so improbable that the name was applied out of ridicule by the residents of the fishing hamlets and adjacent settlements. It was, in fact, more of a commercial company tllan
a planting colony. (See Maine.)
Plymouth OolonJJ.-The Plymouth Colonists, who landed at
Plymouth in 1620, were without charter to soil or jurisdictioll.
They were, in modern parlance," squatters," and remained l>y
sufferance. In 1621 they received a sort of roving patent for
settlement, but without local or prescribed limitR. In 1628 a
grant was made to the Plymouth C01;npany in tbe Maine
country, between Piscataqua and Kennebec rivers, extending
back 120 miles. Later a new pateut was given under the
name of New Plymouth, embracing the Cape Cod country, but
the colony was finally absorbed in Massachusetts Bay. (See
Massachusetts Bay.)
Rensselaerswyck.-This name was given to a great feudal
estate acquired. by purchase from the Indians. Its first laws for
the settlement and government of New Netherlands were fron1.
the Dut ·11 . The estate included almost tlle entire territory of
the pre ent counties of Albany, Columbia, and Rensselaer, au<l
wa. named by the propl"ietor Ren selaerswyck. The patroon
remained in Holland and managed his property through an
agent. The adherence to old usage continued long after the
Engli h a' ·urned the government. arn1 ·ome of the Dut ·h
method. w re ob. ervable down to the mi<l<lle of tbe pr ' e11t
century.
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Roanoke Oolony.-The name Roanoke Colony was given to
the adventurers sent out by Sir Walter Raleigh in seven ships,
who were landed on" Roanoke Island" in July, 1585. In the
company were" one hundred householders and many things
necessar_y to begin a new state." The colony was under the
immediate charge of Ralph Lane. The first settlers, becoming
discouraged, were taken back to England by Sir Francis Drake
in July, 1586, who stopped at the island on his return from sacking St. Domingo, Oarthagena, and St. Augustine. The location for a colony on Roanoke Island was not a suitable one
for an agricultural colony and it was to have been corrected
by removing to Chesapeake Bay. Sir Richard Grenville, with
three ships loaded with supplies and new colonists, arrived
fifteen days after Sir Francis Drake had left with the discouraged colonists, but, .finding the island deserted, left 15 men and
provisions for two years.
In July, 1587, a charter of incorporation was issued by Sir
Walter Raleigh to a company of 32 persons, London merchants
and others, who adventured under the name of "the governor
and assistants of the city of Raleigh, in Virginia." They were
to stop at Roanoke Island and take away the men left there
by Grenville, and with them make a settlement jn Chesapeake
Bay. Evidence of the massacre of the men left by Grenville
was found. From some mismanagement or jealousies, Sir
Walter Raleigh's orders were disregarded and Chesapeake
Bay was not visited, and all landed on Roanoke Island, numbering 120 souls. White was sent back to England to represent the needs of the colony. Owing to the war excitement
in England, Raleigh, Grenville, and Lane were all actively
employed in preparing defenses against the threatened attach s
from Spain's Armada, delay was experienced in sending supplies to the Roanoke Colony, and the :first relief, sent in 1588,
encountered Spanish ships and were worsted and had to
return. The following year no ships could be sent out, but in
1589 John White, the scientist and artist of the colony, wa
taken in a ship belonging to a London merchant, named J obu
Watts, sailing to the West Indies. Ou his arrival in Virginia
he found no one on the island, but the word "Croatoan," a concerted signal, cut upon the bark of a tree by the colonist"·,
indicating where they had gone. White begged the captain
to carry him to Croatoan, but a violent storm arising obU ge<l
the captain for safety to :put out' to sea. This was White's
H. Doc. 291-39
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fifth voyage. The Roanoke Colony was therefore never found.
What became of the people has exercised the speculation and
inquiry of many writers. .A. theory of late h as gained much
upon the sympathetic minds of historical students that the
colonists, from necessity and considering themselves entirely
neglected by the company, dispersed among t he natives and
conforille.d largely to their habits in securing· the necessaries
of life, and that the European blood has intermixed with the
Indians and has been detected time and again in complexion,
color of eyes, manners and habits among the tribe of the
Croatoan Indians in North Carolina. (See Stephen B. Weeks,
"Lost Colony of Roanoke.")
Sagadahoc OoZony.-Sagadahoc Colony, called also Popham
Colony, is identical with the first North Virginia Company's
attempt to colonize in New England. The company of 120
colonists, headed by George Popham, landed on the peninsula
of Sabine; at the mouth of the Sagadahoc River, in Maine,
August 19, 1607. A sermon appropriate to the occasion was
preached by Rev. Richard Seymour. They immediately began
to build a fort, which they named '' Fort George," and to erect
shelters for the company. Their patent was then read, also
their orders and the laws for the government of the colony.
The winter following proved to be very severe; many of the
colonists died, and among them their leader, George Popham,
and in the spring of 1608 the survivors aban<l.oned the settlement and returned to England. (See Maine.)
Swaanendael Oolony.-This was an adventure encouraged by
the Dutch West India Company to plant a colony ou the Delaware under the influence of patroons-Godyn, Bloemart, Van
Rensselaer, and other men of influence, who were partners.
They sent out, in December, 1630, a ship and a yacht, under the
command of .Peter Heyes, with colonist , and in the spring
bought lands of the Indians on both sides of Delaware Bay.
Near the site of the pre ent town of Lewes, Del., they selected
a site, and the colony was founded and the f-ettlement or colony
was nam d Swaanendael. In 1632 the colony wa destroyed by
the Indians, and in 1633 the proprietor, , being discouraged, sold
their right · to the We ·t India ompany. (See New Sweden
and elawar .)
Tran-'>ylraniff.-Thi was a nam given to a large tract f
land hi fl y ly ing in K ~ntn ky, bou,rht from th Ch roke
Inilians by Richard Ilender n, a land .·peculat r, and o b r
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of North Carolina, in the early part of 1775. They were encouraged to this by the accounts of explorations and settlements
made throughout Powell's Valley and along the tributaries of
the Tennessee by pioneer explorers from Virginia and North
Carolina, and particularly by the report of Daniel Boone. The
conveyance to the land was made by the Cherokee Indians to
Richard Henderson and company on the 17th of March, 1775,
at a council held with the Indians on the Wataga~ a branch of
the Holston River.
By this treaty was ceded, as it import:s, " all the tract or territory of lands now called by the name of Transylvania, lying
on the Ohio River and the waters thereof, branches of the
Mississippi," and bounded as follows:
Beginning on the said Ohio River at the mouth of the Cantuckey Chenoee, or what by the English is called Louisa River; from th nee running
up the said river and most northwardly fork of the same to tho head spring
thereof; thence a southeast course to the top ridge of Powel's Mountain;
thence westwardly along the ridge of the said mountain unto a point from
which a northwest course will hit or strike the bead spring of the most
southwardly branch of Cumberland River; thence down the said river,
including all its waters, to the Ohio River; thence up the said river as it
meanders to the beginning; which said tract or territory of lands was at
the time of said purchase, and time out of mincl had been, the land and
hunting grounds of the said tribe of (Cherokee) Indians. (Butler's History
of Kentucky, p. 13.)

The consideration paid for this great section of Kentucky
between the river of that name and the Cumberland was
£10,000 in merchandise.
Governor Dunmore, of Virginia, opposed Henderson's purchase as illegal and void under the Crown, and offered these
lands for sale. North Carolina l;tlso remonstrated against this
sale by Indians. Regardless of this, delegates from Boonesboro and Harrodsburg and ·some other settlements met at
Boonesboro and resolved to organize a state, and constituted
themselves a legislative assembly, and named the new state
Transylvania, and appointed Thomas Slaughter speaker and
Matthew Jewett clerk. The assembly was addressed by Henderson in behalf of the proprietors, between w horn an cl the
settlers a compact had been entered into in the nature of a
constitution.
1. That elections of delegates and other officers should be
a1mual.
2. Perfect freedom in the m~tten; of religion,
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3. Judges should be appointed by the proprietors, but be
answerable to the people for bad conduct.
4. The assembly to have the sole power of raising and
apportioning money, etc.
The proprietors at a meeting in September elected James
Hogg a delegate from Transylvania to the Continental Congress; but the claim of Virginia territory prevented his being
admitted to a seat. The legislature afterwards annulled the
purchase of Henderson. Virginia, however, in a spirit of conciliation gave Henderson a tract of land on the OlJio 12 miles
square, below tbemouth of Green River. So ended the attempt
to found the State of Transylvania.
Vandalia OoZony.-Vandalia Colony was intended to absorb
the lands of the "Ohio Company," the proposed " Indiana Company," and several large purchases of land from the Indians
by individual land speculators who bought without warrant
from the Crown or any of the colonies. The petition was at
first rejected, but subsequently recommended by the lords
commissioners of trade and plantations in a report of 1773.
Dr. Benjamin Franklin was in the list of members, and wrote
a pamphlet in favor of the project. The company is frequently
referred to as the '' Walpole Land Grant," and also as the
" Grand Company." The section they petitioned for was large,
comprising the greater part of the State of West Virginia and
a portion of Kentucky. The boundaries are described in
Franklin's Works, Vol. X, page 348. It was proposed to erect
the whole into a colony to be named "Vandalia," and it was
currently believed at the time that Samuel Wharton, of Philadelphia, was to be the :first governor, with the seat of government at the mouth of the Great Kanawha. The parties
controlling this company were influential both in England and
America, and even after the outbreak of the Revolution the
action of Congress gave evidence of their jnfluence in that
body. (See Pittsy1vania; F. J. Turner in American Historical
Review for October, 1895.)
Walpole gmnt.-The hi tory of this grant may be traced in
the sketch of Vandalia, "the Ohio Company," and of W tylvania. The enterpri,'e was al ·o poken of as the " rand
Ohio ompany,' b cau e it wa.· an outgrowth or competitor of
' the Ohi Compan y " who,· rights were r cognized by the
Kings ord r t admit it to th re<'ogniti011 in coun ·il, )fay u
177 , and "th Ohio ,ompany' wa.' awarded two share". The
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lords of council for plantation affairs ordered, October, 28,
1773, "that His Majesty's attorney-general do prepare and lay
before this committee the draft of a proper instrument, to be
passed under the great seal of Great Britian, containing a,
grant to the Hon. Thomas Walpole, Samuel Wharton, Benjamin Franklin, and John Sargents, esq s., and their heirs and
assigns, of all the lands prayed for by their memorial."
It was not until the year 1775 that the patent was prepared
and ready for execution. The war of independence breaking
out caused a complete and final suspension of the measure of
founding a new colony so far as Great Britain was concerned.
Westsylvania.-Shortly after the declaration of independence the settlers on the Monongahela, the Youghiogheny, and
the head region around the Ohio petitioned Congress to found
a new colony and fourteenth province of the confederacy, to
embrace that section, under the name of Westsylvania. It
had become apparent to the settlers that the Ohio Company,
the Vandalia Company, and the Indiana Company, as well as
the Walpole Company, were doomed to failure; and owing
to the dispute between Pennsylvania and Virginia as to the
territory around the forks of the Ohio the settlers were much
disturbed and apprehensive as to their property rights.
The petitioners estimated that they had a population of
25,000 families in that region west of the Alleghany Mountains,
residing at a distance of from 400 to 500 miles from the capital of Pennsylvania or Virginia. They therefore appealed to
the Continental Congress, as their guardians, to constitute
them a distinct and independent province and government by
the name of ''Westsylvania." The boundary suggested by
the petitioners included most of Pennsylvania beyond the
Alleghany Mountains, West Virginia, and Kentucky. The
boundary is described in Franklin's Works (Vol. X, pp. 348,349)
as follows:
Beginning on the south side of the river Ohio opposite to the mouth
of Scioto, thence southerly through the pass Quasito Mountains; thence
along the side of the said mountains northwesterly to the fork of the
Great Kanawha, made by the junction of Green Briar and New River;
thence along said Green Briar River on the easterly side of the same into
the head or termination of the northeasterly branch thereof; thence
easterly to the Allegany Mountains; thence along the sn.id Allegany
Mountains to Lord Fairfax's line; thence along the same to the spring
bead of the north branch of the RiYer Potomack; thence along the western
boundary line of the Province of Maryland to the southern boundary line
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of tb e Province of Pennsylvania' to the end thereof; thence along the
west ern b oundary line of the said P rovince of Pennsylvania until the
same shall strike the river Ohio; thence d own t h e said river Ohio to the
place of beginning.

In 1777 Virginia erected the territory of Kentucky into a
county, and in 1782 a supreme court and attorney-general was
established in the district, and in 1785 the district was divided
into counties.
Although the petition of the settlers was not g ranted, the
project of the formation of a new state was not abandoned by
the people of the Ohio region. Pennsylvania opposed the project of taking any of its territory in the formation of a new
state. Virginia. and Pennsylvania joined in 1780 in a resolu. tion to run temporary boundary lines, which somewh at quieted
the anxious settlers. Pennsylvania in 1782 passed a law
declaring any attempt to establish a separat e State within its
borders high treason and punishable by death. With the consent of the legislature of Virginia, the people of the Kentucky
district assembled in convention at Louisville in 1785, to take
preliminary steps to form an independent s tate. The preliminaries were not fully complied with until 1790, and its admittance to the Union was not effected until June 1, 1792.
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THE CLASSIFICATION OF COLONIAL GOVERNMENTS.
By H. L.

OSGOOD.

More than a century ago William Blackstone propounded
bis classification of English colonial governments. "With
respect to their internal polity," said he, '' ou~ colonies are
properly of tbree sorts"-provincial establishments, proprietary governments, charter 1 governments. The constitution of
the first class, he said, rested on commissions issued by the
Crown to the governors and the instructions which accompanied them, while the proprietary grants were of the nature of
feudal principalities, and the charter governments were civil
corporations. This classification, I believe, has been expressly
or tacitly accepted by all later writers. No serious .effort has
been made, at least in a public way, to improve on Blackstone's
treatment of the subject. Yet one has not to look very far to
perceive that there are faults in the classification which impair
its usefulness and tend to conceal the true character of English coloni~l governments.
Blackstone was undoubtedly correct in basing his classification on the internal polity of the colonies. His inquiry was
directed toward the source of power within the colony and the
way in which it was there exercised; and these are the facts
which, if brought out, enable one to determine the character
of a political system. For the purpose which be or any other
investigator of the subject had in view, it makes no difference
whether the inhabitants of the colonies stood in a mediate or
an immediate relation to the King. The form of colonial government is not determined by the nearness or remoteness of
royal control.
1

Commentaries, Introduction, section 4.
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Still, though he had the right principle, it seems to me that
Blackstone's classification is faulty in two respects : (1) The
term charter government, which he has employed, is loose and
inexact, and the-use which he has made of it increases rather
than relieves the confusion. (2) Instead of three forms of
colonial government there ar~-only two-the corporation and
the province.
Addressing ourselves to the first form of criticism, a little
thought should make it evident that the word charter can
never be properly used to describe a form of government.
The charter is a document used for the transmission of rights
and powers. It was employed for this purpose by the Roman
imperial government and by the papal curia, and from these
sour~es it was adopted and came into use among the states of
medireval and modern Europe. Since its introduction l>y the
Roman priesthood into England, it has been used by the Crown
for the conveyance of powers in great number and variety.
The grantees have been both laymen and ecclesiaRtics. Land
and territorial privileges, rights of trade, subordinate rights of
government have been bestowed by the use of this document.
Some of the grants have carried with them corporate privileges; many more have not. Many have been charters of
immunity, exempting the grantees from suit at court, from
the payment of specified dues, or from other obligations. Not
a few have been charters of pardon. By it rights, both public
and private, have been indiscriminately conveyed. Not only
has it been issued in favor of individuals, but of communities,
while in some instances it has contained a grant in favor of
the whole Kingdom. Only a reference is needed to the Charter
of Liberties of Henry I, to the Charter of Forests, -to Magna
Carta, to indicate the exalted public uses to wllich this form
of document was put in rnedireval England.
These familiar facts, and many others which might be cited,
show that the word charter convey. no definite idea about the
kind of powers exi ti11g under it or the way in which they are
exercised, neither alway of the ource whence they came. It
ha reference olely to the kind of document u eel in their
tran mi . ion. If u.· d to de ribe a municipality, it alone
would not di tingui ·h the town from a grant of privilege t a
baron, to a bi hop, t a mona t ry; in lat r time. from a trc: cling company r a brid ·
mpany. 'Ili r fore it woulcl
m
that the term chart r ha: n pr p r place in a, ·la ·ification
0
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of forms of government. It conveys an idea no more precise
or g·ermane to the subject than would the word constitutional,
if used for a simHar purpose.
·
Moreover, Blackstone uses the term arbitrarily. When the
Crown employed agencies in the work of colonization, powers
and rights were conveyed to them by charter. Two such
agencies were employed-the corporation and the proprietor.
Both received charters. The proprietary provin~e originated
through the delegation of powers by charter just as truly as
did the corporation, and if the term charter government is to
be used as descriptive of the one, why should it not be so used
of the other, But that can not be done, for it would confound two systems of government which are essentially unlike.
Blackstone's definitions show that he was aware of this difference, for he said the one was of the nature of a feudal principality, while the other was a civil corporation. Possibly it was
for this reason that he confined the term charter government
to the corporation. But the fact that, if used at all, its meaning must be arbitrarily restricted, furnishes another argument
for its rejection.
·
In support of the second objection to Blackstone's classification I shall attempt briefly to show that there are but two distinct forms of colonial. government in the English system-the
corporation and the province. By the corporation I mean
those colonies which themselves became corporations. There
were three such colonies, and only three-Massachusetts, Connecticut, and Rhode Island. They developed from English
trading companies of the type created by the London or Virginia charters of 1609 and 1612. That was an open corporation with provision for the indefinite increase of its membership.
The Massachusetts Company of 1629 was formed upon the same
plan, both as to membership and as to internal organization.
It had a governor as its administrative bead, an administrative
council under the name of assistants, and a general court,
consisting of the officers and those of the "generality" who
chose to attend. The members of the company were called
freemen, and when met in general court they were the ultimate
source of power within the body. The regular times for the
meeting of the general court were specified in th~ charter.
Over its sessions the governor presided, but he had no veto on
its acts; neither could he adjourn, prorogue, or di solve it.
He was in no sense its constituting officer, as was the King
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in Parliament. Moreover, the governor and assistants, and
all other important officers of the company, were elected, and
that for an annual term. Thus the company of the London
and Massachusetts type was in form a highly democratic
organization. But the history of the Massachusetts Company
was to be very different from that of its predecessor which
colonized Virginia.
In 1630 the governing body of the Massachusetts Company
was removed into the colony which itself had settled. The
corporation and the colony were thereby merged the one in the
other, and thus the colony itself became a corporation. He
who had been the governor of the company became the governor of the colony; the assistants of the company became
the assistants of the colony; the general court of the company
became the colonial general court; freemen were admitted in
the colony by the same process as in the company. The relations of the governor toward the general court were the same
after as before the removal. In Massachusetts he possessed
no veto power; he could call only extraordinary sessions of the
court, the others being provided for by the charter and by-laws.
He could not dissolve it without its own consent. His assent
was not necessary to the validity of its acts. He was simply
the president of the court, as be bad been of the court of the
corporation, and had a casting vote when there was a tie.
When in process of time the general court was divided into
two houses, he presided over that of the assistants. He simply held the chief position among the magistrates, and the
control which he could exercise over legislation was indirect
rather than direct. It proceeded mainly from his influence as
an ·elected chief magistrate, as the administrative bead of the
colony during his term, and as the president of its highest
judicial court.
As in the company, so in the colony, official tenure by election was the rule, and the regular term of office was one year.
The entire general court, governor included, was elective. The
governor and as istants received their mandate from the freemen as a collective body voting in the court of election, while
the deputie received their from the freemen organized by
localitie . In all branehe · of the judicial . ystem the elected
magi trat' i to be found. The militia officer. were el cte 1 by
th men they were t c mmand, th ugh pr ented, part b for
the gen ral om and part b for, th 'tan<liug council for
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approval. The local officers of the towns were also elected, as
were the pastors of the churches throughout the colony.
From the outset, also, the general court was the source of
power in the colony. By it were courts established, a system
of defense organized, taxes voterl, expenditures regulated,
towns established and controlled, important cases tried, religious disputes to a large extent settled, relations with 11eigbboring colonies regulated. Though politically there were
rivalries between its component elements, constitutionally it
was a unit, and was the basis of the system. But on two
sides where, from its origin, activity on the part of the general
court might have been expected, we find it lacking, viz, in
trade and territorial affairs. The records reveal the fact that,
before the removal of the corporation from England, all its
interests in trade were transferred to a board of undertakers.
To them the purely business interests connected with the
enterprise were intrusted. But they play no part in the subsequent history of the colony. No corporate or communal
system of traffic developed in Massachusetts. When, on the
other hand, after the founding of the colony in its corporate
form, trading interests appear, they are in private hands and
are under the control of the colonial government. Massachusetts also never sought to obtain a revenue from its lands or to
act in any sense as a landlord. The quit-rent system never
developed within her borders. Her lands were granted to
towns as they were formed, and by these they were either hPld
and managed in common or granted out to settlers. The only
boards of proprietors in Massachusetts were in the towns; but
then, on the dividing of the commons, grants were made without conditions, while titles derived their validity from some
prior grant of the general ·court.
Further evidence that the hope of profit, either from land or
trade, played. no decisive part among tbe motives of Winthrop
and bis followers may be found in the change that, immediately after the settlement, was wrought in the character of
the freemen. Instead of making the purchase of stock or the
taking up of land the condition on which members should be
admitted to the company, they established a religious test;
they made church membership the one decisive qualification
for a freeman. Moral and religious, ultimately political, qualities were thus demanded, instead. of the ability to bny Rtock or
to become the grantee and cultivator of land. The freeman
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then was to be uo longer either an adventurer or a tenant,
but an active citizen. Massachusetts, by the transition involved in this act, became the first of .American commonwealths. Through the corporate form, the possession of which
it secured by the merging of the corporation in the colony, it
became from the outset a complete and self-sufficing political
unit. It contained within itself all the organs that were necessary -to its existence, and they were emphatically of the democratic type. There was no provision in her system, or desire
among her leaders, for government through commissions or
instructions.
The same form of organization developed in Connecticut and
Rhode Island, though by a process somewhat different. In
their case the colony came fully into existence first and was
then incorporated. .Also the religious test was not made a
condition for the admission of freemen, but both were in the
full sense of the term corporate colonies with a form and spirit
similar to their parent, Massachusetts. New Haven was in
form also a corporation, but obtained no legal status till, under
the charter of 1662~ it became two counties within Connecticut.
The same, so far at least as powers of government were concerned, was true of New Plymouth; and it finally, like New
Haven, was absorbed by its stronger neighbor.
Such, in brief, was the origin and character of the corporate
colony.
Let us now turn to the province and take specially, for illustration, the proprietary form of the province. There we find
power proceeding from above downward, instead of from
below upward. Its source and origin are not to be found in
the inhabitants or the freemen .or the freeholders of the province, call them what you will. From the proprietor proceeded
authority, whether territorial or governmental. Unless, then,
the proprietor was a resident-as was never permanently the
case-the source of authority lay outside the province. .And
even when he was resident he was, both in practice aud idea,
distinct from the province in the same sense that the hereditary
monarch is distinct from the kingdom. He in no sen e owed
his authority to the province, but he derived it from the king,
and it descended to his heirs and as igns. The e sentially
regal nature of thi.· ins itution then clearly app ar . The
1H'0prietor waR a miniature king, and did tim permit, itwon]d
be pot:; ·ible to prove in detail the truth of thi · tatement by
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showing the character of the county palatine, which served as
the model for all American proprietorships.
Such being the nature of the proprietary office, its powers
could be transmitted or delegated only through letters patent.
These might be the land patent, the patent of incorporation,
the commission, or the instruction. Particularly through the
use of the first was the land system of the province developed
and organized. Tllis suggests the additional fact that the
proprietor was not only a petty kmg, but a king·of the feudal
type. He was the feudal lord of the pi·ovince, its seignior.
Territorial administration was necessarily one of the most
important features of the proprietary system. The hope of
securing territorial revenue-quitrents and other dues-constitu ted one of the chief motives which led the proprietors to
obtain their charters and undertake colonization. The granting of land, then, must necessarily be kept under the control
of the central government of the province and not transferred
to the localities. As a result, all the inhabitants of the province were the tenants of the proprietor, while parts of it,
including the unsettled portions, were his immediate domain.
Every form of tenure and holding might there exist which was
legal under the terms of the royal charter. Connected with
the territorial administration were the surveyor-general and
deputy surveyors, the receiver-general, often also the secretary,· and some times special commissioners and collectors.
These were brought together into a more or less perfectly
organized land office, an institution the counterpart of which
does not appear in the corporate colony.
The documents used in the transmission of governmental
powers were the commission and the instruction. These were
issued by the proprietor to his governor and to the other officials who held by appointment from him. By the commission
the office was created and handed on from incumbent to incumbent, while by the instruction supplementary directions were
given as to the exercise of its powers. Officials who were
appointed by the governor were commissioned and instructed
in a similar way. This all serves to show that the leading officials of the proprietary province were not elected, but appointed.
Tenure by appointment was as characteristic of this governmental form as tenure by election was in the corporate colony.
The governor, tlie councilors, the secretary, treasurer, receivergeneral, su.rveyor-general,judges, military officers of high grade
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beld by appointment, and that at the pleasure of tbe proprietor
or of his lieutenant. The proprietor, then, and not the freemen,
was the source of office in this system, a point of great importance and quite sufficient of itself to distinguish the province
as a governmental form from the corporation.
Further, in all the proprietary charters authority was given to
erect manors, and in two (Maryland and Carolina) power was
given to create a nobility.- These provisions implied that the
land system should be so organized as ·i,o strengthen the government and thus prevent the undue development of democracy.
Carolina was the only province where an attempt was made to
grant titles of honor, and in Locke's Fundamental Constitutions, which embodied the plan, this is expressly declared to be
its object. In this case the proprietor was to be the fountain
of honor as well as the source of office and the territorial lord.
But he was more than all these. Under authority derived
from the proprietor the entire administration of the province
was conducted. By him, and in the beginning through the
ordinance power, courts were established, and in bis namA justice was administered. The courts of the province were his .
courts. While the charters required that the proprietors should
legislate through an assembly, they left it to the grantee to
determine when the legislature should be called, how long jf;
should remain in session, and how it should be organized.
These things must be done through commissions and instructions. The acts also of the legislature must be submitted to
the governor and proprietor for approval or rejection. From
the facts i:::.tated, it follows that in organization the general
assembly of the province differed widely from the general court
_of the col':!_:>oration. Save in Pennsylvania after 1701, it consisted of th1 ~e elements-the governor, council, and assembly.
Of these, again excepting Pennsylvania previous to 1701, only
oue was representative, viz, the assembly.
The council, which developed into the upper house of tlle
legi latUTe, was appointive; by that tenure also the governol'
held bi office. Through bis position as the lieutenant of tbe
propri tor be became the con tituting officer or the gen ral
a ·embly, with power not ouly to ·nmmon, but to adjourn, prorogue, and di:.·olv . Hi· relation, then, to thi: body wa quit
diff rent from that of th gov ,mor in the corporati 11 t it
g n ral court. It wa: analogous t th relatjou of the Kiug to
arliament. finally in th •arli ,r hi:t ry of th, proprietary
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provinces, the representative part of the legislature was its
least important element. For example, it was not the intention of Lord Baltimore at the outset to grant it the right
of initiating legislation. Under the fun@lamental constitutions and the instructions of 1670 to the governor of Albemarle County, the assembly of North Carolina did. not possess
the initiative. The same was true under the first two frames
of government of William Peun. The assembly of Maryland
did not become :finally and fully representative till 1652. In
the proprietary system every step taken by the representatives
toward legislative quality with the council, and later to secure
for the legislature the right to prescribe the rules under which
the government of the province should be carried on, had to
be won by effort, and was, in form at least, obtained through a
grant from the proprietor. The course of development was
analogous to that through wbiclJ repres ntative institutions
went in the history of England itself-another indication that
the province was a miniature kingdom of the English feudal
type. This is the same as saying that it was not a commonwealth. It coul<l. not be such as long as the proprietary system, with its quitrents, instructions, and. appointed officials
continued. Even if tbe proprietor took up his permanent residence in the province, the system would not become democratic; it would be a province still.
Having thus shown the chief points of distinction between
the proprietary province and the corporation, it remains to be
said that the royal province was in all essential points the
same as the proprietorship, but with the proprietor left out.
The king appears in the place of the proprietor. Otherwise
the institution, both in its territorial and its governmental
aspects, was the same. The land system, the method of conveying and exercising powers, the prominence of the appointed
officials, the origin and form of the legislature, the military and
judicial systems, differed only in minnte details. When the
Duke of York became king, no change resulted in tbe forms
and method of government 'in the province of New York. As
king he exercised the same powers and in the same way as
be bad done when proprietor. When, however, under Randolph and Andros, his ystem of royal government was established in Massachusetts it wrought a revolution. Mas. achusetts had never been accustomed to government by"1.ppointed
officials who were at the same time controlled by a power
H. Doc. 291-40
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outside it elf. To this, as a system, she never became accustomed, for the charter of 1691 was a compromise in which a
royal governor and ecretary were superimposed on the old
corporation. The t esult was a royal province of a very peculiar nature, one in which the provincial element was decidedly
weaker than the corporate element. It was an incorporated
province, and though in this instance there was a blending of
forms, yet Massachusetts, after 1691, must be classed among
the provinces.
But there were a few other colonies concerning which some
question may arise: Virginia under the London Company,
Georgia under the trustees, Massachusetts during the yel;l.r
previous to the removal of the corporation into New England.
These were founded and governed by corporations. Are they
to be classed with the corporate colonies~ I answer, no; and
for the reason that in these cases the corporation remained
resident in England and never became merged with the colony.
The colony was the creature of the corporation, but it never
became the corporation. The relation between the two, then,
was essentially proprietary, i.e., provincial. In these colonies
appears the proprietary land system, with quitrents, the appointed officials, government by commissions and instructions,
the erection of courts and organization of the legislature (if
there was one) under power derived from the company, the
submission of all acts of government to review by the company. Did time permit, this could be shown in detail from
the history of Virginia. The company, instead of the individual or tbe board, was in the case of these colonies the proprietor. When Virginia and Georgia became royal provinces
changes ouly in detail, not in the essential character of the
system, resulted. The king assumed toward the colony the
place previously occupied by the corporation. Government
through commissions, instructions, and appointed officials existed befoi:e the king assumed direct control, as well as after.
No such change of system occurred as that which re ulted in
the case of Ma.·saclrn ·etts from the removal of the corporation
iuto the colony.
If the view here expres ed be in any measure correct th 'r
was an organic diff"r(•nce between the corporate colony aud
the provinc ; in other word·, b tweeu the governme11tal y.·tem of ~ ew En 1 11 au<l that exi ting iii the other ·oloui '·.
In ~... ew England tu, coloni : w ·re from the fir. t democra i ·
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and qualified for independeuce. Elsewhere they were not so,
and that qualification had to be won by effort and through
development. That development was not attained until independe11ce was declared and the provincial element in their
constitutions thrown off. The recognition of the difference
between New England and the rest of the couutry in governmental form , as well as politica,l theories, will contribute
toward tlle correct understanding of our colonial and Revolutionary history.

XXVIII.-SLAVERY IN THE PROVINCE OF SOUTH CAROLINA,
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SLAVERY IN THE PROVINCE OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1670-1770.
By EDWARD

MCCRADY.

Sir J olm Yeamans was the first who introduced African
slaves into Carolina. These he brought from Barbados in
1671 to cultivate his plantation on Ashley River. 1 Bnt the
iustitution of slavery in America was contemporaneous with
the planting of the colonies; nor was the form of servile labor
which was first introduced that which ultimately prevailed.
In the early days of Massachusetts, Virgillia, and Marylaud,
as well as in South Carolina, the slave was not a uegro, but an
Englishman condemned, either penally or by contract, to a
limited period of bondage. At the outset this class was supplied from two sources. A few were felons, usually those wit,h
whom capital punishment had been commuted to colonial
servitude. These, however, were not numerous, and l)robably
had but little effect on the general character of the population. The bulk of the indented servants were laborers
who bound themselves for a fixed term of service, with the
certainty of becoming small freeholders at the end of that
period.
Gradually the system changed. The great tobacco plantations of Virginia 11eeded a larger servile population tlian could
be provided by the chance supply of pardoned criminals. As
has been observed, there were few ages of English history in
which this resource would have insured so constant a . upply
as in tbe latter half of the seventeenth centnry. The field of
Dunbar in 1650, Peuruddock's attempt against the Commonwealth in 1655, the Scotch rebellion in 1666, the rising in the
west under Monmouth in 1686, the Jacobitic insurrection in
1715, each furnished its share of prisoners to the colonies.
But the demand was far in excess of such precariou.' aids,
1

Ramsay, Vol. I, 35; Historical Sketches of South Carolina (Rivers), 104.
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and, as might have been expected, it soon produced a regular organized supply. It became a trade to furnish the plantations with servile labor drawn from the offscourings of the
mother country. 1 By an act of Parliament of 1718, offenders
who had escaped the death penalty were banded over to contractors, who engaged to transport them to the American
colonies.
In the proposals made to all such persons as should undertake to become the first settlers " in the province of Oaroliua
to the southward and westward of Cape Romana," in Hilton's
Voyage, 1663, 500 acres of land were offered for every 1,000
pounds of sugar, provided that the person so subscribing should
"within five years next ensuing have one person (white or
black, young or old) transported at their charge as aforesaid
on that or some other parcel of land in the province." Fifty
acres of land were offered for every manservant carried or
sent. To every manservant who should go with the first
ad venture, 50 acres; to such as woul<l. go with the second
adventure, 30 acres; and for all other servants that shoul<l go
within the first five years, 20 acres, and for every woman servant, 10 acres. To the owner of every negro man or slave
bro_u ght thither within the first year, 20 acres, and for every
woman negro or slave, 10 acres; and all men negroes or slaves
after that time and within the first five years, 10 acres; and
for every woman uegro or slave, 5 acres. 2 And so iu "A list
of all such Masters, free passengers, and servants which are
now aboard the Carolina, now ridinge in the Downes, August
10, 1669," sent to Lord Ashley by Joseph West, when settiug
out on his voyage with the first colonists, we find seventeen
masters with sixty-two servants and but thirteen other emigrants with no servants. 3 In au extract from the journal of
the gran<l. council we find this adjudication upon the case of one
of the servants who came out in this way under the terms of
the proposals:
June 8, 1672, Mr. Thomas orris, Anthony Churne, and amuel Lucas
came this day before the Grauel Councill and made oath that they were
privie to the contract between Richard Deyos and Christopher Edwards,
his servant, and that the said Christopher Edwards was to serve the said
k

English{)olonie·inAmerica(IJoyle),3 ~; Bancroft, Vol.I(e<l.1 3),125.
Hilton's Voyage of Discovery. Uha.rl·ston Yearbook ( 'cfurtenay),
1 1, pp. 22 , 229.
3 The Voyag
of th 'oloni~t.. C'harle ton
arbook (Courtenay), 1
pp. 2-16-249.
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Richard Deyos the term of two years in this Province, to commence from
the tune of his arrival there, and ended on the 17 March last past.
The said Christopher Edwards is therefore reputed a Freeman, and has
liberty granted him to take warrants for the land due him in the Province
aforesaid. 1

The privy council in England, May 27, 1684, ordered the
commissions of Glasgow and Dumfries to sentence and banish
to the plantations in America such of the rebels as appeared
penitent, in the ship belonging to Walter Gibson, merchant.
The greatest cruelty to these poor creatures, thirty-two in
number, was exercised by Capt. James Gibson, who commanded the vessel. An incident occurred in this shipment of
_p risoners illustrative of the common danger to which all people
in Great Britain were subject from the rapacity of those
engaged in the nefarious business of supplying the colonies
with white slaves. While the ship was lying ready to sail from
the Clyde Elizabeth Linning came down to visit the prisoners,
some of them being her relatives, she was seized by Captain
Gibson's order, but succeeded in escaping to shore, whereupon
Gibson sent ashore, recaptured her, and carried her to Carolina with the other prisoners for the purpose of selling her.
She appears, however, to have been a person of some force
and decision of character, for immediately upon the arrival ot
the vessel she found an opportunity of appealing to the governor, and informed him of her capture and of the intention
of the captain to sell her. The governor took up the case at
once, and cited the captain before him and his council. There
he was closely interrogated as to the circumstances of her
imprisonment and transportation, and failing to satisfy the
council, the following order was made by that body:
At a council held at Charles Town, October of 1684, upon the reading of
the petition of Elizabeth Linning against Captain James Gibson, commander of the Carolina, merchant, in full council, it was ordered as follows:
Whereas upon the confession of Captain Gibson that the within-written
Elizabeth Linning was, without the consent of the said Elizabeth, brought
to this province by force and by a pretended order from Lieutenant-Colonel
Windram, but the said Gibson producing none, it was ordered that the
said Elizabeth be set at liberty as a free woman. 2

In 1686 the first act relating to servants and slaves was
passed in Carolina,. It was entitled "An act inhibiting the
1

2

Historical Sketches (Rivers), Appendix, p. 379.
Howe's History Presbyterian Church, pp. ~2-83.
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trading with servants or slaves." Some of its provisions
applied to white servants, others to slaves (who were either
negroes or Indians). It prohibited any free man or free woman,
servant or slave, to buy or sell or trade with any servant or
slave during his servitude without the priv1ty or consent of the
master. If servants traded together, both buyer and seller
were to serve their masters, respectively, one whole year more
than their contracted terms. If the offender was a free man
or free woman, be or she was to forfeit three times the real
value of the thing bought or sold, to be recovered by due
course of law, and the servant or slave to abide such punishment, not extending to life or limb, as the grand council or
any two justices of the peace (one of whom being of the grand
council) should deem fit. If a servant embezzled, wasted, consumed, or destroyed any of his master's goods, such servant
was required to serve so long a time after the expiration of bis
term as any three justices of the peace (one of whom being a
member of the grand council) should judge proper to make
satisfaction. For striking a master, mistress, or overseer a
servant was to be condemned by the grand council to serve one
whole year over and above the contracted time of servitude.
Servants absconding were to serve twenty-eight days above
the contracted term of servitude. 1 Of the provisions of this
act in regard to slaves we shall 8peak hereafter.
To avoid fraud between masters and servants when servants
arrived in the province without indentures or contracts, an
act was passed in 1687 prescribing terms of servitucle.2 In
1691 these acts were revised. The punishment for servants
absenting themselves was increased, and they were required
to serve one whole week for every day of absence and one
whole year for every week over and above the contracted
term of service. Other provisions were added in favor of the
servants. It was provided that if any master, mistress, or
overseer should, under the pretext of correction, whip or unreasonably abuse a servant, such servant complaining to the
grand council and making good hi complaint might be set at
liberty, or such other 1·elief given as the grand council should
think ju t. So if th ma ter faileu to give good, whole ome,
and ufficient meat drink, lodging, and apparel, the grand
council might giv th ervant liberty or other relief.:,
1

2 Statutes,,' . C., p.22.

~2 ,'tatutes, ,·. U., p.30.

32, tatntc-s,,. C.,p.52.
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The number of white servants coming into the province
called for further legislation, and another act was passed jn
1717 1 still further regulating tbe terms of service of tbose who
came without contracts, and providing that at the end of bis
term of service a servant mjght demand a certificate of freedom. The penalty for refusing such a certificate appears, however, very slight. It was but 40 shillings in each case. While
no person could be forced into servitude who had not obliged
himself by contract, a person brought into the province by an
importer was required to pay his passage money, with exchange,
within twenty days after his arrival. A servant brought from
any other colony was required to complete the term of servitude which he would have served in that colony and no more.
Every person keeping a servant, whether by virtue of transportation, purchase, or otherwise, was required within six months
to take such servant before the governor, one of the lord proprietor's deputies, or two ju tices to have his age determined
and a certificate of it entered in the secretary of state's office.
Without such certificate no master could cla.im but five years'
service. The term of servitude was to begin upon the first
anchoring within the province of the vessel on which the servant was imported. No bargain or agreement for a longer continuance of service was allowed to be made during the term of
the first service. The same provisions were made in regard to
the prohibiting of trading with servants. "Hired laborers"
were included in the penalties for striking a master, and to
former penalties was added the punishment of twenty-one
stripes, to be inflicted by order of two justices of the peace.
The time of increased servitude as punishment for running
away was limited to two years over and above the contract
term. But servants running away in company with slaves
were to suffer as felons without benefit of clergy.
Suitable diet, c1othing, and lodging were to be provided, and
punishment was not to exceed the bounds of moderation.
Upon any offense against these provisions servants might
complain to a justice of the peace, who was to admonish the
master for a :first offense; for a second, two justices might levy
and distrain a sum not exceeding £10, and for a third might
sell and assign the time of such servant to some other white
person.
1

3 Statutes, S. C., p. 14.
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Servants bringing goods into the province were allowed property in them, with the power of disposal. Masters were not
allowed to turn away their servants upon pretense of freedom
or otherwise so as to burden the parish, but were required
to maintain them during the whole time the servant had to
serve. The white father or mother of a mulatto child, whether
free or servant, it was provided by this act, if free, should become a servant for th~ term of seven years; if already a servant, should serve for that additional period.
The act prescribed the clothing the master or mistress
should allow the servant upon the expiration of the term of
·servitude. Disputes between masters and servants concerning contracts, wages, freedom, or any other matter of difference were both heard and determined by any two justices of
the peace, with an appeal by either party to the governor and
council.
Such was the code regarding white servants, which remained
the law until 17 44, when, under Governor Glen's administration,
1
it was again revised and supervised by a more elaborate act.
The principal features of the act of 1717 were retained in the
new code, but some of its provisions were rendered more stringent. The additions to the law were chiefly in regard to runaways. No servant was allowed to travel above two miles from
his residence without a note under the master's hand. Every
person was authorized to apprehend anyone suspected of being a fugitive servant, and forthwith to conduct such person
to the nearest justice of the peace, who was required to examine and inquire, in the best manner he could, whether such
person was really a fugitive servant or not. If he appeared to
be a fugitive, the justice should immediately order him to be
whipped, not exceeding twenty stripes, and deliver him to tbe
constable, to be returned to his master, or to the constable of
the next parish, if the master resided in another, and so until
he reached his master. If a servant should offend by running
away more than once, the first constable in who e band, he
fell was required to inflict the twenty-one la hes, and each, ncceeding con table seven more. No ferry was allowed to be
k pt without one free white man in attendance, and no servant
wa · allowed to be ferried without a note from hi ma t-er.
The e provi. ion au ·ed not only inconvenience but clang r
to whit fr em n traveling ~tbroad. .A , trange white man
1

3 'tatnte, ,'. '., p.621.
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appearing in a commnnity was liable to arrest and summary
ignominious punishment, either through mistake or malice,
and so it was provided that justices of the peace should issue
certificates or passports to freemen intending to travel. The
servant traveled upon the master's certificate; the freeman
upon that of a justice of the peace.
In 1716, that is, the year after the Indian outbreak, an act
was passed 1 reciting that sad experience had taught that the
small · number of the white inhabitants of the province was
not sufficient to defend it against their Indian enemies; and
as the number of slaves was daily increasing, which must
likewise endanger its safety if speedy care were not taken to
encourage the importation of white servantA, and providing
a bounty of £25 for each white servant who had no less than
four years to serve after his arrival in the province, and for
all who were imported within two years after the ratification of the act, an additional £5 per head. Every owner of a
plantation to which ten slaves belonged, young or old, was
required to take from the public receiver, who had the disposal
of them, a white servant when it fell to bis lot to do so, and
to pay the receiver such price for the servant as the receiver
gave to the importer for tbe same.
The owner of every plantation to which twenty slaves belonged was required to take two white servants, and so in proportion. But still so strong was the prejudice against Roman
Catholics that not even to increase the white population would
the colony allow their introduction. The act provided especially that no person should be required to purchase Irish
servants that were papists or person8 convicted in England or
elsewhere of capital crimes. So earnest were the colonists
of the time against popery, even in servants, that merchants
and masters of vessels were required to declare upon their
oaths that to the be t of their knowledge none of tbe servants
imported by them were either what was commonly called native
Irish or persons of known scandalous character or Roman Catholics. "Irish servants being Protestants" might be imported.
The agent of the colony in England petitioned for s9me of
the persons taken in the Scottish rebellion, and in June, 1716,
Deputy Governor Daniels informed the assembly that he had
bought of the Highland Scots rebels at £30 per head, and
wished for power to purchase more. The assembly sanctioned
1

2 Statutes, S. C., p. 646.
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his purchase, but wished no more '' till we see how these will
behave themselves." 1
This attempt to prevent the too great disproportion of whites
and blacks continued to the time of the Revolution. It was,
however, but partially successful. Notwithstanding the re.
cital of the act of 1717 of the great number of white servants
wllich had arrived in the province, comparatively few came
until the settlement of the Swiss and German in Saxe-Gotha
and Orangeburg. But some did come. We find some curious
advertisements iu the Gazette for runaway white servants, as
well as for runaway negroes.
Alexander Vanderdussen, one of the King's council, advertises July 27, 1734:
Whereas Thomas Butler Fencing Master bas been runaway these two
years since, and has been entertained by several gentlemen about the
Ferry who pretend not to know that he bad a master, this is therefore to
desire that they would not do the like in the future. And any one that
takes the said Butler and brings him to Goose Creek or Charles Town will
have 10 Z.

On the 30th of August, 1734, this appears:
To be sold. A white man servant's time. He is a taylor by trade and
a very good workman. Enquire of Hugh Evans Taylor in Church St
Charlestown.

No sale was, however, effected under the advertisement, as
appears by this subsequent notice:
Run away on Tuesday the 12th instant from Hugh Evans Taylor, in
Charlestown a servant man named John Thompson, a Taylor by trade
about 21 years of age, fresh colored well set and nigh six foot high, squint
eyed speaks broad Scots and stutters in his speech; he bad on when h e
went away drab fly coat, bright colored worsted stockings, a new pair of
shoes, a high colored n atural whig. Whoever takes up the saicl servant
and brings him to the 1,Jaid master in Charlestown shall have 20 l. paid byHugh Evans.

Again, on the 7th of December, 1734, there appears this
notice:
Jnst imported and to b e sold by Hutchinson & Grimke Irish ervants,
men ancl women of good trades from the 'orth of Ireland, IriHh linen,
hou eho1d furniture, butter tea china ware and all sorts of dry goods on
rea onahle terms.

n the 20th of farch, 1735~ are adverti. ed a· mnaway :
Two Iri bmeu servants both talking hroa<l , cotch one named Roger
O' Mony a ta11 pock fr •ttcn fr<'ckle-faee<l Fellow stooping in the bonlcl rs
his hair cnt and wore a linn<:n cap,: cla.rk brown c·olonr'cl Coa ancl ~
t-
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coat, leather breeches, and a new pair of Negro shoes, he had a double
thumb with two nails on one hand. The other named Alexander Sinkler
a short thick well set surly looking brown Lair'd smooth faced sharp long
nosed fresh coulorecl fellow wearing a dark gray coarse karsey new coat
with buttons of the same, a pair of old brown breeches a pair of gray
yarn stockings and a pair of new Negro shoes with two or three lifts,
each of them about 24 or 25 years old, a,nd also two negro men, l.10 reward
for them. N. B. Ilue and Cry are gone after them.

These are only samples of such ad vertisernents; there are
others. .As late as 1766 ad vertiRements appear for the sale of
indentures of about 220 Palatine servants just imported from
Rotterdam. .Among them are said to be farmers, millers,
bakers, brewers, masons, smiths, carpenters, joiners, coopers,
tailors, weavers, shoemaker , salt1)eter makers, potash makers,
some in families and others single; also boys and girls. 1
Some of the best and most useful immigrants were persons
who, too poor to pay their passage money across tbe ocean, were
brought to .America by captains of vessels, and sold on their
arrival to anyone who desired · to secure their labor. These
were called "redemptioners." The price for which they were
sold in Carolina was usually from £5 to £6. Both men and
women were thus alike sold to service, from which they redeemed themselves by bard labor for a period of from three to
five years. .A large part of Parry's unfortunate colony, and of
the Swiss and Germans who settled Orangeburg and SaxeGotha, now Lexington, were of this clas8.
The advantages, it has been observed, were mutual. Passing on into what was then the frontier, these people formed a
defense to the country against tl;l.e inroads of the Spaniards
and Indians; and as many of them were excellent farmers aud
some useful artisans, and all of them hard-working people,
they speedily settled and improved the country. Ou the other
hand, as they were the poorer class of the people at home in
Europe, they had nothing to risk in the shape of property.
They would have remained in the same condition had they
not emigrated, whereas by coming, even under this arrangement, they enjoyed the flatteriug prospect of securing competeucy, if not, indeed, wealth, at some future day. Then, again,
their servitude became their apprenticeship in .America, while
they learned the English language and became acquainted
with the laws and customs of the new country. 2
1
2

South Carolina Gazette and Country Jonrnal, January 14, 1766.
History of German Settlemeuts, etc. (Bernheim), pp. 131, 132.
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"Yet it must be confessed," continues the author from wllom
we quote, "these poor settlers had to endure many hardships.
Often were they rigorously treated by their sllip captains; ill
and insufficiently fed on their voyage across the ocean and on
shore before they were purchased for their services; exposed
publicly for sale as the African slave; often treated harshly
by their masters who purchased them, and compelled to lauor
ill the broiling sun of a Southern climate-many by disease
and death closed their short earthly career." Several instances
are cited of neglect and inhumanity on the part of the captains of vessels who brought out these people in which the
1
Government interfered and protected the redemptioners.

.

The slavery of the white man in the colonies was temporary,
though rigid while it lasted, but that of the Indian and negro
was absolute.
The enslavement of the Indian in America preceded the
importation of negro slaves. The play, or opera (as it was
termed), of Inkle and Yarico, tbe plot of which turns upon
the capture of two beautiful savage women in the forests of
America and their abduction and transportation to Barbados,
was criticised because its first scene was laid in America
instead of Africa. 2 But Coleman, the author of the play, which,
it is said, was performed with success in every theater in England, and was popular because of its moral, before Wilberforce
advocated the abolition of tbe slave trade~ and had, it was
claimed, the peculiar honor of preceding that movement, was
a better historian than his critic. The mistake of the criticism
was in assuming that the captive maidens were negresses,
which is not intimated in the play. ''The charming heathens,
Yarico aml Woroske," who were lured to Barbados were supposed to have been Indians and not Africans. The story,
though embellished by the creative imagination and descriptive
3
power of Addison, was indeed founded upon historie fact.
The incident of which the playwright made so much at the
ti111e wa probably not even an uncommon one. Indeed, the
fir. t Europeans who trod the soil of Carolina were S1 a11iard
History of G rman,' ·ttlements, etc. (Bernheim ), p. mt.
InchlJald's British Theater: Vol. rx.
3
ee th story in Ligon's History of Ba.rbaclom1, p. 53.

1
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who had sailed in 1520 from Hi paniola for the purpose of
securing in the island of Lucayos a supply of Indians to take
back with them to work as laves in the gold mines.
NOTE.-The.story of Inkle an<l. Yarico, though embellishetl uy the creative imagination and descriptive powers of A<ldison (Spectator, No. 11),
and added to by Coleman, was indeed, if Ligon is to bo uelieved, based
upon historic fact. The story is thus tol<l. in Ligon's History of Barba.does, p. 55:
"An English ship having put into a bay sent some of her men ashore to
try what victuals or water they cou1<1 find; uut the Indians, perceiving
them to go far into the country, intercepted them on their return, and fell
upon them, chasing them into a wood, where some were taken and some
killed . A young man, whose name was Inklo, strno-gling from the rest, was
met by an Indian maid, who upon the :first sight fell in love with him, and
hid him close from her countrymen in a cave, and there fell him till they could
safely go clown to the shore where the ship lay at anchor, expecting tbo return of their frieuu.s. But the youth when he carne to Ba,rbadoes forgot
the kindness of the poor maid who had ventured her life for his safety,
and sold her for a slave. And so poor Yarico for her l1>ve lost her liberty."
Ligon, describing her, speaks of <'her exc,ellentshape and colour, which
was a pure bright bay; and small breasts, with nipples of porphyrie."
The story goes on, however, to tell that the Indian maiden did not long
mourn her faithless lover, but soon consoled herself with others.

It was the observation of the horrors inflicted upon the Indian slaves in the Spanish West Indies that induced the good
Las Casas, the early friend of the red man, to remonstrate
with his Government against the system and to urge the importation of negroes accustomed in their native land to a state
of bondage.
Indian captives everywhere in America were enslaved .
.Among the "fundamentals," or bo<ly of libel'ties, adopted in
Massachusetts as early as 1G41 we find the distinct recoguition
of the lawfulness of Indian and negro slavery, as well as au
approval of the African slave trade. 1 The articles of the New
England Confederacy in 1643 not only provided for the return
of fugitive slaves, but classed person::; among the spoils of
war, and the strictest morals of the day doomed captive red
men to slavery.2 In IG50, Indians who failed to make satisfaction for injuries in Connecticut were ordered to be seized and
delivered to the injured pa,r ty, "either to serve or to be shipped
out and exchanged for negroes, as the case will justly bear.'' 3
So, too, Indians were doubtless taken and held as ,·laves in
Cobb on SJavery, p. cxlvii; 1 Hildreth's History, p. 278.
Bancroft, Vol. I ( ed. 1883), pp. 125-293.
::1 Hildreth, p. 37:J.
1

2
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Ca1·olina. In 1G )4 Maurice Mathews, J ames Moore, and Arthur Middleton were displaced from the council for sending
away Indian slaves 1--:-not because the kidnap1Jing of Indians
was deemed wrong in itself, but because they were trespassing
upon the l)rivileges of the proprietors in the mattei.·. The provisions of all the acts in regard to slavery from 1690 onward
are made to apply to Indian as well as to African slaves .. Sir
Nathaniel Johnson, the governor, and his council wrote to the
lord proprietors on the 17th of September, 1708, giving an
ac?otmt of the condition of the province, in which they state:
The number of inhabitants in this province of all sorts are computed_to
be 9,580 souls, of which there are 1,360 freemen, 900 free women, 60 white
servant men, 60 white servant women, 1,700 white free children, 1,800 ~egro men slaves, 1,100 women negro slaves, 500 Indian men slaves, 600 Indian
women slaves, 1,200 negro children slaves, and 300 Indian children slaves.
The freemen of this province, by reason of the late sickness, brought
hither from other parts, though now very healthy, and small supply from
other parts, are within these five years last past decreased about 100, f~ee
women about 40; white servants, from the aforesaid reasons and bavmg
completed their servitude, are decreased 50; white serva,nt women, for th e
same reasons, are decreased 30; white children are increased 500; negro
men slaves, by importation, 300; negro women, slaves, 200. Indian _meu
slaves, by reason of our late conquest over the French and Spaniard8
and the success of our forces against the Appalaskys and other Indian
engagements, are within these five years increased to the number of 4oo
and the Indian women slaves to 450, negro children to 600, and Indian
children to 200. 2

The white man served out bis term, was declared a freeman,
took out warrants for the land to which he was entitled, an<l
became a citizen of the province. The Indian pined, sickened,
and died. The African alone remained, improved, and prospered in slavery.
There were no African. slaves in the colony until Sir John
Yeamans brought over his from Barbados but it can not be
.d
,
sa1 that he introduced slavery into the province. Negro
slavery was an existing aud recognized institution in all the
other colonie before that of South Carolin.a was planted.
Thirteen years after the fir t :ucce ful Engli h colony wa
b gun at Jame ·town, in Virginia-that i , in 1G20-a Dut ·h
1

1

Historical , 'ketch es of , 'onth ('arolina (Rivers), 1'· 13!).
11,id., p. 232; ' ollcctious Historical , 'ociety , 'onth aroliua,
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man-of-war landed twenty laves and sold them to the colonists. The e laves and the Pilgrims in the .Mayflower landed
in America the same year-the slaves in Virginia and the Pilgrims in Massachusetts. As early as 1626 the West India
Company imported negro slaves among the quiet burghers of
New Amsterdam. The city itself owned shares in a slave
ship, advanced the money for its outfit, and participated in
the profits. The slaves were sold at public auction to the highest bidder, and the average price was less than $140. Stuyvesant was instructed to use every exertion to promote the
sale of negroes. 1
''That New York i · not a lave State like South Oarolina,"
said the great historian of the United States, "i due to climate and not to tlle superior humanity of the founders.'' 2 In
1637, negro slaves were imported into ew Englalld from Providence Isle. 3 'fheyear after New Jersey was divided from New
York-that is, in 1665-a bounty of 75 acre· of land was offered
by the proprietors for the importation of each able-bodied
slave. 4
Not even did the Quakers of Pennsylvania entirely eschew
the holding of negro slaves. William Penn was a slaveholder.
In his last will he directed llis own slaves to be emancipated,
but this direction was disregarded by his heir. 5
Four of the proprietors of Oarolina, the Earl of Shaftesbury,
Earl Craven, Sir George Carteret, and Sir John Oolleton, with
Ralph Marshall and John Portman, who came out with Governor Sayle, were all members of the Royal African Company,
of which James, Duke of York, was chief, and which was chartered and given the sole trade in slaves on the African coast.
Negro slavery being thus a recognized institution in all the
colonie , it was assumed tllat it woul<l. exist also in Carolina;
and so we find the philosopher Locke and his friend Shaftes1 Cobb on Slavery, p. cxlix.
2Bancroft (ed.1883), Vol. I, p. 513.
3 Ibid. ( ed. 1883), Vol. I, p. 293. The edition of the News Letter, published in Boston, for the week from May 22 to May 29, 1710, contains but
one advertisement, which is this:
"A.dvertisement.-Two negro women, one aged about 25 and the other
abut 50 years old, to be sold by Mr. ·wm. Clark, juuior, merchant, to be
seen at his house, Common street, Boston." (The Newspaper Press, William L. King, p. 12.)
4 Cobb on Slavery, supra.
5 Bancroft (ed. 1883), Vol. I.. p. 572.
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bnry, in their pl'oposed fundamental constitutions of 1669, two
ye~rs before the fir t negro was brought to the colony, providing that " every fremnan of Carolina shall have absolute
power and authority over his negro slaves, of what opinion or
religion soever."
·
The significance of this provision was not in the recognition of slavery as an institution in tlle province-that was
assumed-nor yet in the absolute power it proposed to give to
the freeman over his slave, great as that was, but in the last
words, wherein it wa,s intended to provide against the effect
of the possible conversion and baptism of the negroes. A
doubt had arisen and prevailed extensively upon this point.
The idea was that as the enslavement of negroes was mostly
justified on the ground that they were heathen, upon their
becoming Christians they would be enfranchised. It is curious
to observe the effect of this scruple, which appears to have
been an honest one. Some Christian masters, rather than
offend their conscience by holding fellow-Christians in slavery,
withheld the gospel from their people, lest they might bear
and believe and be converted and become as one of them. We
shall see directly how church and state agreed in dispelling
this idea.
With the slaves which Sir John Yeamans and others brought
over from Barbados and the other West India Islands they
brought with them the slave code of those islands, especially
that of Barbados, from which place most of the customs and
institutions of the province of South Carolina were derived.
The first statutory provision in South Carolina in- regard to
slaves was that of the act of 1686, already mentioned, inhibiting trading with them and declaring that it shou~d 110t
be lawful for a negro or other slave to travel or go abroad
from the owner's house between sunsetting and sunri ing
without a note from the master, mistress, or overseer, and
authorizing any person to apprehend any such and reasonably
to chastise and correct such slave and cause him to he seut
home.
On the 29th of April, 1668, an act was pa sed in Barbados
declaring negro slaves real e~tate, and not chattels, and nacting that they should de.·cend to the heir and widow of any
person dying inte tate ac(·or<ling to the manner and cu t m of
land ' of inh ritant h •Min foe .. imple. 1 'lhi: provi in ·wa
1
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followed to a modified extent in Sonth Carolina in this curious
clause of the act of 1690, viz:
Ancl it -is further e,J1,acted, That all slaves shall have convenient clothes
once every year, and that no slave shall be free by b!'lcoming a, christian,
but as to payment of debts shall be deemed and taken as all other goods
and chattels, and when other goods and chattels are not sufficient to Aatisfy
tlle said (lebts, then so many slaves only aA are necessary, as we11 proportionately out of the slaves assigned for dowry, as those that 1,elong to the
heirs and executors, shall he sold for payment of debt, and ull ncgroes ancl
slaves shall be accounte<l as freehold in all ot.her cases whatsoever and
descend accordingly. 1

And so it was that President Middleton declared to the
Spanish ambassador, in 1725, that negroes were rea.l property,
such as houses and lands, in Caroliua. 2 They were 1rnvertheless always returned as personal property in the inventories of
intestates, as the records of the ordinary's or probate office in
Charleston abundantly show. This condition continued until
1740, when it was declared that negroes and Indian slave
should be reputed and adjudged iu law to be chattels perso11al
in the hands of their owners and possessors and their executors, administrators, and assigns. :i
On the 8th of .August, 1688, '' an act for the governing of
negroes" was adopted iu Barbados,4 which served as the basis
and model of all the legislation in South Carolina, upon the
subject. The first attempt in providing a slave code for this
province was made under Sothell in 1690. It followed generally
the Barbadian act of 1688; 5 but was superseded by the more
elaborate act of 1712 unde~ the administration of Governor
Charles Oraven. 6 Hildreth, commenting upon enactments of
1712 in Pennsylvania and Massachusetts imposing prohibitory duties upon the importation of Indiau and negro slaves,
observes: 7 '• Contemporaneously with these prohibitory acts of
Pennsylvania and Massachusetts, the first extant slave law
of South Carolina was ~nacted, the basis of the existing slave
code of that State." He writes:
"Whereas/' says the preamble of this remarkable statute, '' the plantations and estates of this province can not be well and sufficiently managed
7 Statutes, pp. 343, 344.
Hewatt, Vol. I, p. 314.
3 7 Statutes, p. 397.
4 The Laws of Barbados, act No. 82.
6 7 Statutes, p. 343.
s Ibid, p. 352.
7 Hildreth's History of the United. StateH (1840), Vol. II, p. 271.
1
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an l brou rrht into n e w ithout the labor and service of negro and other
la
; ancl forasmuch as the s aid negroes and other slaves brought unto
th people of thi prov ince are of barbarous, wild, savage natures and such
a render t hem wholly unqualified to b e gover ned b y the laws, customs,
aml practices of this province, but that it i s absolutely necessary that
snC'h other consti tut.ions, laws, a nd orders should in t his province be ma~e
and enacted for the good regulation and orderin g of them as may distram
th e di orders, rapine, and inhumanity to which t hey are natural1y prone
and inclined, and may also tend to the safety an d security of the people
of this province and their estates,:' it therefore en acts, etc. And then
,f ollows an analysis of the act in which the obj ectionable features _are
set forth. "South Carolina, it thus appears," continues the historian,
" assumed at the beginning the same bad preeminence on the subj 11 ct of
slave legislation which she still maintains."

The fact is that this preamble, as well as many of the provisions of the act thus criticised, were taken verbatim from the
Barbadian statute of 1688, and were not original declarations
and measures entitling Carolina to a preeminence, either for
good or evil, over other slaveholding communities. The act of
1712, as has appeared, was not" the first extant slave law" of the
province, as the historian alleges; nor was it by any means the
last. Had he turned but a page of the volume, from which he
extracted the provisions of the Jaw he so condemned, he would
have found the following enactment of two years after, 1714, in
the same direction as those of the two northern provinces to
which he alludes : 1
IX. And whereas the number of negroes do extremely increase in this
province, and through the afflicting providence of God the white perso~s
do not proportionably multiply, by reason whereof the safety of the said
province is greatly endangered; for the prevention of which for the future:
Be it fwrthe1· enactecl by the authority aforesai<l that all negro slaves from.
twelve years old and upwards imported into this part of the province
from any part of Africa shall pay such additional duties as is hereafter
named; that is to say, that every merchant or other person whatsoever
who shall six months after the ratification of this act import any negro
slave as aforesaid shall for every such slave pay unto the public receiver
for the time being (within thirty days after such importation) the sum of
two pounds current money of this Province.

It has already been seen that provisions were made in 1716
to require each planter to have one white servant for every ten
negro slave , and that a bounty of £.25 was offered for every
white servant, and £5 more for such as were imported in two
year . In th
ame year by another act a duty of £30 per
head wa laid upon all n groe imported from any of the
1

7 'tatut s, ,' . '., p. 367.
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colonies. 1 In 1719 a duty wa, · exacted of £10 per head ou all
negroes imported from .Africa directly and £30 on all imported
from the plantation .2 In 1722 the same duty was laid on
negroes imported from Africa, £ 10, and that on negroes from
the other colonies still further increased to £50. The reason
given for this discrimination is that the negroes imported from
the colonies were either transported thence by courts of justice
or sent off by private per ons for their ill behavior. 3
The slave code was again thoroughly revised under Governor Nicholson's provisionary goverurnent in 1722. The preamble taken from the Barbadian act was still preserved and the
pr:ncipal features of it reenacted, following, indeed, its very
phraseology iu many instauces. 4
.AJI negroes, mulattoes, mustizoes, or Indians that had theretofore been sold and were then held for slaves were declared
to be slaves, excepting such as had been or thereafter should
for any peculiar merit be declared free by the governor and
council under any law of the province.
No master, mistress, or overseer was allowed to give their
negroes or other slaves leave ou Sundays, fast days, holy days,
or any other time to go out of their plantations without a letter
or ticket, unless such negro or slave wore a livery; and any person seeing a negro or slave out of his master's plantations
without a ticket or in company with a white person was empowered to correct such servant by whipping, not exceeding
twenty lashes. An overseer who found a strange negro on his
master's plantation without leave, and did not apprehend and
whip him, forfeited 20 shillings.
Justices of the peace had power at all times to search for
guns, pistols, swords, aud other "offensive weapons" in negro
houses, and to take them, unless the negro or slave having
them had a ticket or license in writing from Lis master allowing him to hunt, to be renewed once every month, or unless
when in company with a white person hunting. No master or
mistress should allow more than one negro on one plantation
the privilege. If any slave so in trusted killed another man's
cattle, sheep, or hogs, or did any damage with it, the master
was liable in double the value.
2 Statutes, S. C., p. 651.
3 Statutes, S. C., p. 57.
3Jbid., p. 195.
4 7 Statutes, S. C., p. 371.
1
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Patrols had full power and authority to enter an y plantation and break open negro houses or other places when
negroes were suspected of keeping arms; to punish runaways
or slaves found out of their masters' plantations without a
ticket; to correct by moderate whipping any slave who should
affront or abuse them in the execution of their office; and to
apprehend and take up any slave suspected of stealing or other
criminal offense, and to carry him to the next magistrate.
Upon complaint made to any justice of the peace of any
heinous or grievous crime or capital offense, such as murder,
burglary, robbery, willful buruing of dwelling houses, barns,
stables, kitchens, or stacks of rice or tar kilns, barrels of pitch
or tar, or any other capital offense for which clergy is taken
away by the laws of England and of the province, committed
by any slave, the justice should issue his warrant for appre- bending the offender; and if upon examination it probably
appeared that the person was guilty, he should commit him to
prison, or immediately proceed to try him according to the form
specified. To do this he was to certify to the justice next to
him the cause, and to require him "to associate him self to him''
in the trial. The justices so associated were to issue their summons to three sufficient freeholders, acquainting them with the
matter, and appointing a time and place when and where the
same should be heard; upon which hearing the freeholders,
being first sworn to judge uprightly according to the evidence,
in case they found the negro or slave guilty, should give sentence of death, the kind of death to be left to their judgment.
Of this court, two justices ·and one freeholu.er, or one justice
and two freeholders, constituted a qnorum, and their acquittal
or conviction was final. For lesser offenses, such as stealing
or killing neat cattle, sheep, hogs, shoats, or pigs, for the first
offense such slave was branded with an Ron the right cheek;
for the second, with an R on the left cheek and whipped not
exceeding forty lashes, and for the third offen e he should ·
suffer death. The master or mistress was required to satisfy
the party from whom the stealing or killing was done, except
when the negro was put to death.
For every offen e not particularly named in the act for which
a white man was allowed the benefit of clergy an<l. was puni hed by burning in the hand, the Hlave was to be burned with
the letter R on the forehead, an<l. for a second offen e hould
nffer death. For bnrglary, an offen. e for which the white man
suffered death without the benefit of the clergy, for the fir t
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offense the negro was not to be put to death, but branded on
the right cheek and whipped not exceeding thirty-nine lashes;
for the second offense, branded on the left cheek and likewise
whipped, and to suffer death only for the third offense. For
stealing fowls, robbing henroosts, or any other less offense a
single justice might inflict punishment by whipping. In case
of mutiny the court of justices and freeholders might inflict
death or any other penalty.
The confession of any slave accused, or the testimony of any
other slave that the justices and freeholders should believe,
was to be held good in all crimes not capital. But no negro
or other slave was to suffer the loss of life 0r limb but upon
conviction on his own free and voluntary coufession or ''by
the oath of Christian evidence, or at least by the plain and
positive evidence of two negroes or slaves so circumstanced
that there shall not be sufficient reason to doubt the truth
thereof," except in the case of murder, in which the evidence
of one slave, attended with circumstances of which the justices
and freeholders on the court were made the judges, or "upon
violent presumption" of the accused persons guilt, was sufficient.
If any white person, freeman or servant, tempted or persuaded a negro to leave bis master's service with the design of
carrying him out of the province, he forfeited to the master
£25; and in case he did not pay, the next magistrate should
order the offender to be publicly whipped, not exceeding forty
lashes. If be succeeded in actually carrying the negro out
of the province, it was declared felony without the benefit of
clergy, and the offender was to suffer death as a felon. A
slave running away with intent to go from the province to
deprive his master of his services was to suffer death; but if
several went off together, one (or two, at the most) should be
executed, the rest to be punished corporeally as the justice
i-;l10uld adjudge, and the owner of the negroes saved to contribute proportionately to the loss of those whose slaves were
executed. In all cases in which negroes or slaves were executed, the justices and freeholders were to value them, and to
assess the value on the lands and negroes within their respective jurisdictions, so that the loss should not fall only upon
the owner.
If a negro or slave should strike a white person, for the :first
offense he was to be severely whipped and to have his right
ear cut off, and for the second, the justices and freeholders might
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inflict any punishment, according to their discretion, except
death.
And because there was sometimes reason to suspect that
slaves ran away for want of sufficient allowance of provisions,
any two justices of the peace might inquire whether slaves
throughout the several plantations were sufficiently provided
with corn or other provisions, and were to inform the justices
of the courts of the province of any cases in which the slaves
were not sufficiently provided for, in which cases the owners
were to be fined.
No master was liable to any penalty if bis negro or other
slave suffered in life or member under punishment by him or
his order for running away, or other crimes or misdemeanors;
but if any person should, out of cruelty or willfully, kill a negro
or other slave of his own he was fined £50. If the person so
offending was a servant, or one incapable of making satisfaction, he was to receive thirty-nine lashes on his bare back. A
negro found stealing or robbing, and resisting or refusing to
submit, might be killed.
Such were the main features of the slave code as revised
and adopted in South Carolina under the Royal Government.
However harsh they may appear to the reader of the present
day, it must be remembered that the penal codes under which
white men then lived in England and elsewhere were scarcely
less so. Granting the subordination of slavery, the prohibition of slaves going beyond the limits of their master's plantations was no more than that applied to soldiers· and sailors,
whose liberties did not extend beyond the camp barrack or
ship; so, too, in regard to the provision as to a slave striking
a white man. "Is the soldier who fights the battles of bis
country and lifts his hand against bis commanding officer," it
was asked," more criminal or punished with less severity tban
the audacious slave who strikes his masted Is tho gallant
sailor who upholds the nation's glory and protects it by bis
valor and prowess subject to a milder punishment if, in a
moment of unguarded resentment, he should strike the officer
who e ord r · he is bound to obey I
o ! an ignominiou death
awaits the ra h off nder, his former ervice are forgotten and
be is consigned to a premature grave for his temerity, while
the lave lives to repeat hi ·rime and exult in hi audacity. 71
1

The Hi tory of Barhado, (Poy r), p. 13 .
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The scheme of the court of justices and freeholders was takeu
also from the Barbadian act. And in regard to that statute it
was claimed that the form of trial it provided was in all
respects competent to the regular administration of justice,
"and candid men," it was observed, "may probably think that
a tribunal consisting of two magistrates and three jurymen
may be as capable of deciding ju tly as the military and naval
courts-martial which are allowed to decide upon the lives of
freemen ." 1 In this connection it may be remarked in passing
that in the whole system of government brought over from
Ba.rba,dos, with its interwoven military organization and slave
system, there is a strong flavor and element of martial law.
Thus the chief executive officer of the court was not styled
high sheriff, as Locke's constitutions proposed, but provostmarshal.
In considering the measure of severity of this code it must
be borne in mind that the punishments inflicted upon white
men for crime in England were at that time, and, indeed, for
a century later,.not less brutal. In high crimes, as in treasons
of all kinds, superadded to the terror and disgrace of an
ignominious death, the offender was drawn or dragged to the
place of execution. In cases of high treason the law was that
men should be disemboweled alive, beheaded, and quartered;
women burned. For some comparatively minor offenses the
punishment was mutilation or dismemberment, by cutting off
the hand or ears, as in forgery under the statutes of Elizabeth;
for others, a lasting stigma was :fixed upon the offender by
slitting his nostrils or branding· in the hand or cheek. 2 Blackstone laments that, amo11g the variety of actions -which men
are daily liable to commit, no less than 160 have been declarecl
by act of Parliament without benefit of clergy, or, in other
words, to be worthy of death. 3
The most objectionable and really dreadful feature of the
law, undoubtedly, was the power over life and death of the
slave, which was virtually in the master's hands. But this was
in a great measure neutralized and controlled by the master's
interest. To kill or jnjure his slave, whether punished or
exculpated by the la~, was to impose upon himself a pecuniary
The History of Barbadoes (Poyer), p. 140.
Blackstone, Vol. IV, p. 2J7 (Sharswood edition).
3 Ibid., p.19.
1
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fine to the extent of the value of the slave. The effective
motive of interest came in to the protection of the negro's life.
It has been pointed out that in Barbados, under the same
law, where the population consisted of 75,000 blacks and 15,000
whites, homicide among the whites, though of rare occurrence
and punished in the same exemplary manner as -at the Old
Bailey, was of more frequent occurrence than tl1e murder of a
slave by a freeman. In a period of thirty-four years there bad
been no authentic accounts of more than sixteen negroes killed
by white men, and of these only six came within the legal
description of that species of homicide which even the English
criminal judicature would punish with death. Lord Seaforth
during his administration (1801) instituted a minute inquiry
into offenses of this sort, and thoi1gh he employed no ordinary
degree of industry in pursuing the inquisition, three instances
of extreme cruelty were all that he could ascertain to have
been committed for several years. 1
No such investigation was made in South Carolina, but
Hewatt, the historian, who was pastor of the Scotch Presbyterian Church in Charleston from 1763 to 1776 and who was not
blinded to the evils of slavery as they existed in bis ti me, but
was indeed bitterly opposed to the whole institution, writes that
it must be acknowle<l.ged that the planters of South Carolina
treat their slaves with as much and more tenderness than
those of any British colony where Rlavery exists. The working of the same system produced like effects in Carolina as in
Barbados. The master's interest not only protected tue life
of the slave against violenca at his own hands, but extended
to his defense from violence at the hands of others. It brought
the powerful influence of the master to the prosecution of the
assailants of his slaves, as well as to the concealment of his
crimes. So great, indeed, was this influence that in 1740 it was
found necessary to provide a penalty for concealing an accu ed
slave. 2
In the act of 1712 there was this provi ion, 3 explicitly declaring and providing against the danger to which section x of
Locke's constitution, heretofore quoted, alluded, and waf.l intended to gnuar<l. again t:
X XIV.

ince charity and the Christian religion which w
Hi tory of Barl,ado s (Po~·er) pp. 131, 135.
7 , t < tutes, p. -103.
3 lbid., p. 3 1.
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obliges us to wish well to the souls of all men, and that religion may not
be made a pretence to alter any man's property and right, and that no
person may neglect to baptize their negroes or slaves, or suffer them to be
baptized for fear that thereby they should be mannmitted and set free:
Be it therefo1·e enacted by the authority aforesaid, That it shall be, and is
hereby, declared lawful for any nogro or Indian slave, or any other slavo
or slaves what oever, to receive and profess tho christian faith and be
thereinto baptized; but that, notwithstanding such slave or slaves shall
receive an<l profess the cbristian religion and be baptized, he or they shall
not thereby be manumitted or set free, or his or their owner, master, or
mistress Jose his or their civil right, property, and authority over snch slavo
or slaves, but that the said slave or slaves with respect to his servitude
shall remain and continue in the same state and c,mdition that he or thoy
was in before the making of this act.

This provision was omitted from the act of 1722. The rea-.
son for its omission will be found iu the opinion of Lord Chancellor Hardwicke in tlJ.e case of Pecirne v. Lisle. 1 "There was
once,'' he said, "a doubt whether if they (negro slaves) were
christened they would not become free by that act, and there
were precautions fa1kerr in the colonies 2 to prevent their being
baptized till the opinion of Lord Talbot and myself, then attor11ey-general and solicitor-general, was taken on that point.
We were both of opinion that it did not at all alter their state."
This doubt, which Locke had endeavored to provide against in
his Oonstitutiom;, had prevailed to a great extentfrom. New England to Carolina, and as it was interfering with the slave trade
the merchants of London had secured the opinion of the two
law officers of the Crown that it was groundless. This legal
difficnlty having been thus removed, Dr. Gibson, the bishop of
London, in a pastoral letter of the 19th of May, 1727, addressed
to the masters and mistresses of families in the English plantations abroad, exhorting them to encourage and promote the
instruction of their negroes in the Christian faith, thus cli~cussed the subject in its religious aspect: 3
11. But it is further pleaded that the instruction of heathens iu the
Christian Faith is iu oruer to their Baptism, and that not only the Time to
be allowed for mstructing them would be an Abatement from the Profits
of their Labor, but also that the baptizing them when instructed would
destroy both the property which the Masters have in them as Slaves
bought with their Money and the Right of selling again at pleasure, and
that the making of them Christians only makes them less diligent and
more ungovernable. To which it mn,y be very tmly replied that ChrisI Ambler's Report, p. 75.
2similar acts were adopted in Maryland and Virgiuia.-Bancroft, Vol. II,
(ed. 1883), p . 275.
3Dalcho's Church History, p. 108.
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tianity and the embracing of the Gospel does not make the least Alteration in civil I roperty or in any of the Duties which belong to Civil Relations, but in all these Respects it continues Persons just in the same State
it found them. The freetlom which Christianity gives is a Freedom from
the bondage of Sin and Satan and from the Dominion of Men's Lusts and
Passions and inordinate Desires; but as to their ontward Condition,
whatever that was before, whether bond or free, their being baptized
and becoming Christians makes no manner of Change in it. As St. Paul
has expressly told us (I Corinthians, vii, 20), where he is speaking directly
to this very point: '' Let every rnan abide in the scime ca.lling wherein he was
called;" and at the 24th verse: "Let every Man, wherein he is called therein
abide with Goc1."

.The anxieties ·of the London merchants having been thus
allayed and the legal and religious doubts satisfied, the importation of negroes into the colonies was continued with renewed
vigor. We have seen that in 1708 the number of whites and of
negroes was almost exactly equal, viz, whites, 4,080; negroes,
4,100. In 1715, while the white population had increased but
to 6,250, the negroes had reached 10,500. 1 In seven years,
while the whites had increased but 53 per cent, the negroes
had increased 156 per cent, three times as much. In A Description of South Carolina, published in 17612 in London,
(but which is supposed to have been the basis of Governor
Glen's answers to the queries of the lords commissioners for
trade and plantations, made probably in 1749,3 the number of
white people in South Carolina, including men, women, and
children, it is said, was about 14,000 in the year 1724, and the
number of slaves there at that time, reckoning men, women,
and children, was about 32,000, mostly negroes. 4
In the last nine years, therefore, while the whites had little
more than doubled, the negroes had trebled. In 1733 the colonization of Georgia commenced, and the separate government
in North Carolina having just before been established, this
province lost inhabitants on both sides. In a memorial in 173.Jc,
signed by the governor, Robert Johnson, the president of the
council, and the speaker of the commons, transmitted to Hi
Britannic faje ty, it wa stated that the inhabitants of both
llildreth's History of the rnited dates, Vol. II, I>· 278.
Carroll's Collections, p. 261.
:;Documents Connectccl with .'onth Carolina (\V 'sto11), p. 63.
4
raytou, in hi
i 'W of , 'outh 'arolina, p. 103, giveH t ta.bl of population ju which, in 1728, tbo whit'. arc put at 11,000, lrnt tlw 1wgrocH atouly
1 ,000. The account given by novernor Gl<·n showH that Drnytou Bfigure
in thiB instance are incorre ·t.
1
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Georgia aud South Carolina composed a militia of only 3,500
men, and the uegroes at least 22,000, iu tlJe proportion of 3 to
1 for all wlJite inhabitants of South Carolina. 1 This loss of
population by tl.1e removal of so many to the neighboring provinces was 0011 made up, at lea t so far as tl1e negroes were
concemed, and tue apprehen ioJJS of the people "became aroused
at the great disproportion in the relative number of the two
races. In the Gazette of April 2, 1737, a communication appears
uu<ler the signature of" Mercator," in which it was stated that
in four years pa t there had been imported 10,447 negroes, and
in the four years before on]y 5,153. To the running in debt for
negroes, more than the plauters had the meau of paying for, the
writer attributes the scarcity of money. Ile went on to say
that if some method were uot speedily taken to prevent the
large importation of negroes it would uot only increase the
scarcity of money but also be of .the most fatal consequences
to the province. ·
Another writer in the Gazette of March 9, 1738, repeats the
warning. He writes:
I can not avoid ob erving that altho'h a fewNegl'Oes annually imported
into the province might be of Advantage to most People, yet such large
importation of 2,600 or 2,800 every yenr is not only a loss to many, but in
the end ruay prove the Ruin of the Province, as it most certainly does that
of many industrious Planters who unwarily engage in buying more than
they have occasion or are able to pay for.

This writer states that until the year 1782 the common
method of selling negroes in the province was for payment in
rice, whereby sellers were enabled to make 10 per cent per
annum profit by forbearance of requiring payment. The rice
was valued at about 37s. 6d. per hundred weight, the casks
going for nothing. The factors were in genernl under no other
contract with their employers than to remit the rice when they
received it. But now he complains t.bat the case is altered, tlrn
sales being upon a new and quite a different footing. The factor here is bound to make good all debts and to remit twothirds of the value in twelve m011ths and the other one-third
in two years after the day of sale. Tbjs th·e writer held that
the planter could not do. He maintained that a good crop of
rice, even at 60s. per hundred weight, was not sufficient to pay
all the planter's debts, nor would a good crop the next year pay
half the debts then due to the trading man in town.
1

Drayton's View of 8outh Carolina, p. 102; Hewatt, Vol. II, p. 31.
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That the apprehensions of the writer as to the dangers of
this in-flu · of barbarous savages were uot altogether groundless
was demonstrated by the insurrection which broke out soon
after. It was estimated that the number of negroes in the province at this time (1740) was 40,000 1 • This outbreak had undoubtedly been instigated by the Spaniards at St. Augustine.
Liberty and protection bad been proclaimed to them, and
emissaries had been found secretly persuading them to fly
from their masters to Florida. Many had made their escape
to that settlement. Of these negroes the governor of Florida
formed a regiment, appointed officers from among them, and
allowed them the same pay and clothed them in the same uni ·
form with the regular Spanish soldiers. Of all this the negroes
in Carolina were kept informed, and when they ran away they
-constantly directed their course to that quarter.
At length, a number of negroes assembled at Stono, and
began their movement by killing two young men in a warehouse, and plundering it of guns and ammunition. Thus
provided with aPms, they chose one of their number captain,
put themselves under his command, and marched in the direction of Florida) with colors flying and drums beating. They
entered the house of Mr. Godfrey, murdered him, bis wife, and
children, took all the arms, in the house, and, setting fire to it,
proceeded toward Jacksonboro. In their march they plundered aud burned every house, killed the white people, and
compelled the negroes to join them.
Lieutenant.Governor Bull happening to be on his way to
Charleston, probably from Beaufort, and observing this body of
arm·e d negroes, quickly rode out of their way. He crossed over
to Johns I sland, and from thence came to Charleston with the
first intelligence. Mr. Goli ghtly, also seeing and avoiding
them, went directly to the Presbyterian church at Wiltown,
and gave tbe alarm. By a law of the province all persons were
required to carry their arm to church, and as it was a Sun day
Mr. Golightly found there a body of armed men, and proceeded
with them directly from the church to engage the 11 gro ,
about eight miles di tant. The women wC're left trembling with
fear wbile the militia marched in ne t of the negroe , who by
this time h.ad become formidable from their numher . They
1 Hewat Hi. tory of , outh
•, rolina, Yol. 2, p. 71. Governor Gl
ever, in 1749, .·timate · the nmnh r of negro ·~ at 3!1,0 0.
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had for :fifteen miles pread desolatiou through all the plantations on their way. Having found rum in some houses, and
drunk freely of it, they ha,lted in an open :field, and began to
sing and dance. During these rejoicings the militia came up,
and took po itions to prevent escape; then advancing, and killing some of them, the remainder of the negroes dispersed and
fled to the woods. Many ran back to the plantations to which
they belonged, iu the hope of escaping suspicion of having
joined the rising, but the greater part were taken and tried.
Such of them as had been compelled to join were pardoned; the
leaders suffered death. 1 Twenty-one whites and 44 negroes
lost their lives in this insurrection.
The slave code had been revised in 1735. 2 This insurrection
Jed to another thorough revision in 17 40, 3 but to the honor of
the province be it said that, so far from this ri ing of the
negroe adding to the severities of the law, it was made the
occasion of ameliorating the condition of the slave. More
stringent provisions were made against the assembling of
slaves and provisions against insurrections, but in the main
the amendments to the code were in the uegro's favor.
A penalty of £5 currency wa ' imposed upon any person who
employed any slave in any work or labor (work of necessary
occasions of the family only excepted) on the Lord's day,
commonly called Sunday. The selling of strong liquor to
slaves was prohibited. Slaves were to be provided with sufficient clothing, covering, an.cl food; and in case any owner or
person in eharge of slaves neglected to make such provision,
any neighboring justice, upon complaint, was required to inquire into the matter, and if the owner or person in charge
failed to exculpate himself from the charge, the justice might
make such orders for the relief of the slave as in his discretion
he should think :fit.
And because, jt was said, by reason of the extent and distance of plantations in the province the inhabitants were far
removed from each other, and many cruelties might be committed on slaves, it was provided that if any slave should
suffer in life or limb, or be beaten or abused contrary to the
direction of this act, when no white person was present, or,
ueiug present, refused to give evidence, the owner or person iu
Ramsay, History of South Carolina, Vol. I, p . 109.
7 Statutes, S. C., :p. 385.
:i Ibid., p. 397.
1

~
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charge of such slave should be deemed to be guilty of the
offense, unless he made the contrary appear by good and sufficient evidence, or by his own oath clear and exculpate himself. This oath was to prevail if clear proof of the offense
was not made by at least two witnesses. In case of cruelty
to a slave, in the absence of white witnesses the burden of
proof of innocence was thrown upon the party charged; and
while his own oath might exculpate hilll unless two witnesses
appeared against him, it was something at least that the owner
was called upon to show bis innocence. By this act, also, the
apparel of the slave was regulated, as were also the hours of
labor. Owners were prohibited from working slaves more
than :fifteen hours in twenty-four from the 25th of March to the
25th of September or more than fourteen hours in twentyfour from the 25th of September to the 25th of March.
The slave code, as revised in 17 40, remained substant,ially
the law in regard to slavery during the continuance of the
institution in South Carolina for one hundred and twenty years
after, and its provisions in regard to the killing of negroes
were repeatedly enforced. It was, however, so amended iu
1821 as to provide that if anyone should murder a slave be
should suffer death without. the benefit of clergy; and if anyone should kill a slave in sudden beat and passion, he should
be fined not exceeding $500 and be imprisoned not exceeding
six months. It happened that immediately before the passage
of the act-very probably the cause of its passage-a negro
who had run away was killed by his master, and in his defense
the plea was made that he could not be tried under the new act,
and that the new act repealed the old. ·But the court of appeals
held that while the new act could not apply to his case as ex
post facto, be could not thus escape, and punished. him under the
act of 1740. 1 As late as 1853 two white men we convicted and
executed under the provisions of the acts of 17 40 and 1821 for
killing a negro who e identity was not establi hed, but wh ,
under the act of 1740, wa" pre ume<l. to have been a lave.
In thi · case the judg who both tried the ca e and pronounc d he opinion of th highest court upon app al ·tat d
that n eye-witn .· ha<l te tifi d to th, killing, and th mutilated remain when <li ·ov red off r d no m an of re ognition.2
1

.'tate 1•. Taylor, 2 )le orcl, p.

1,

:i. ,'tate .

R ports. p. 5-12.
,. Ri ·har(lijon

Law Report., Vol. \'11, p.
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The men accused were nevertheless convicted and executed,
the governor at the time ordering out a strong military force
to escort the sheriff with the condemned men from Obarlestou,
where they had been imprisoned for safe-keeping, to Walterboro, the place of execution.
The negro insurrection of 1740 bad, however, naturally
increased the apprehensions of danger from this sourr,e., and
the disastrous fire of the ame year bad added tile fear of
incendiari m to others. In this condition of the p\1blic mind
a dwelling house of Mr. Snowden was set ou tire by a negro
man. Upon the evidence of his accomplice and upon his own
confe siou he wa publicly burned to death on the 14th of
August, 1741.1 But it rnul-\t be observed that this awful punishment wa ' not inflicted under any provision of the lave
code, but under the ancie11t law of England, i111posed as a kind
of lex talionis under the statute of Edward 1.2 Chief Justice
Trott, in a charge to the grand jury iu 1708, in explailliug the
difterent offenses and their punishments, had told them that
'' burners of houses, by the civil law, were to be burned;" and
so they were anciently by the common law of England, as
appears by Bracton. In 170;3 a white woman was convicted
of poisoning her husband, with two men as her accomplices,
and Trott sentenced the men to be hanged and the woman to
be burned. 3 We have no record, however, of the execution of
the sentence. 4
Having thoroughly revised the slave code, the assembly
made another attempt to check the further importation of
negroes. An act was pas ed 5 reciting that the importation of
negroes from the coast. ·of Africa, as they were generally of a
barbarous and savage disposition, was dangerous to the peace
aud safety of the province, aud that to prevent these fatal mischiefs for the future it was necessary that a method should be
South Carolina Gazette, August 15, 1741.
Blackstone, Vol. IV, 222.
3 MSS. Charges of Chief Justice Trott, Charleston Library.
4 It was at least a curious coincidence, if indeed it was not really the
suggestion of the burning in Charlestown, that in the S011th Caroliua
Gazette of July 30, 1741, there is a letter giving an account of incendiary
:fires in New J ersery, and an insurrection of negroes in New York, attributed
like that in South CaroJina, to Spanish instigation, in consequence of which
two negro men were burned at the stake in New York at one time, and
seven at another.
r, 3 Statutes, S. C., p. 556,
1

'l
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· established by which a proportional number of white inhabitants should be introduced. By this act a tax was imposed on
the purchase of negroes according to their height; a tax of £10
was laid, to be paid by every person who in :fifteen months after
its passage first purchased any negro of 4 feet 2 im:hes high
that had not been six months before in the province, and £5
for every such negro under that height and above 3 feet 2
inches, and all under that height, £2 10s.; and after fifteen
months frqm the term of three years next ensuing, £100 for
every negro over 4 feet 2 inches, and £50 for every one under
that height and above 3 feet 2 inches; and for all under, £25.
The sums raised from this tax were to be appropriated for
defraying the charge of transportation of poor protestants from
Charlestown to the place of settlement and for purchasing
tools necessary for planting and settling, with provisions for one
year, each poor Protestant (not being above 50 years of age)
who would come and settle in the province, and for purchasing
one cow and calf over and above such provisions for every five
persons who should actually become settled in any of the townships laid out, or in any other of the frontier places in the province in which such poor Protestant might be directed by the
governor to settle. Besides the tax upon the first purchaser, the
slaves themselves imported were taxed £50 additional. This
m,easure was intended to act as a prohibition, and it did so.

To the honor of the Society for the Propagation of the Gospel, writes Hewatt, it must be acknowledged that they had made
some attempts for the conversion of th~se heathen. They bad
no less than twelve missionaries in Carolina, who had instructions to give all the assistance in their power to this laudable
purpose, and to each of them they allowed £50 in the year over
and above their provincial salaries. But it was well known,
he adds, that the fruit of their labor bad been very mall and
incon iderable. Such feeble exertions were noways equal to
the extent of the work required, nor to the greatuess of the nd
proposed. Whether their small succe · ought to be ascribed
to the rude and intractable di positions of the negroe , to the
ob ·truction thrown in their way by the owners, or t th n glig "nce and indolence of th mi ·donari s them elve h lo s
not undertake t d t r mine. P rha p , h
n ture t a r it
wa · more or le s wing t all th e ifferent cau e . One thing,
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he observes, wa very certain, that the negroes of the country,
a few only excepted, were, when he wrote, as great straugers to
Christianity and as much under the influence of pagan darkne s, idolatry, and superstition as they were on their :first
arrival from .Africa.
The Rev. Samuel Thomas was the first missionary sent out
by the society. He ministered from 1702 to 1706 at Goose
Creek, which he described as one of the largest and most populous country towns, and settled by English families well
affected to the church. He reported to the ociety that though
his communicants were but five, they soon increased to thirtytwo, and that he had taken much pains also in iw:~tructing
negroes, and had taught twenty of them to read. 1 He was
succeeded by the Rev. Dr. Le Jeau, who wrote that the parents
and masters were indued with much good will to have their
children and servants taught the Christian religion. He instructed and baptized many negroes and Indian slaves. 2 The
Rev. Mr. Taylor, missionary in St. .Andrews' parish, wrote to
the society (1713) that Mr. Haig and Mr. Edwards had taken
extraordinary pains to instruct a considerable number of
negroes in the principles of the Christian religion and to
reclaim and reform them. The wonderful success they met
with in about half a year's time encouraged him to examine
these negroes about their knowledge of Christianity.
They declared to him their faith in the chie_f articles of religion, which they sufficiently explained.; they rehearsecl by
heart very distinctly the Creed, the Ten Commandments, and
the Lord's Prayer. Fourteen of them gave him so great satisfaction and were so desirous to be baptized that he thought it
his duty to do it on th~ last Lord's day. Mr. Taylor was nevertheless very severe upon his pari hioners generally. "If the
masters were but Christians themselves," he wrote, '' and
would but concur with the ministers, we should then have good
hopes of the conversion and salvation of at least some of their
negro and Indian slaves. But too many of them rather oppose than concur with us, and are angry with us, I may say
with me, for endeavoring as much as I do t1:ie conversion of
their slaves." 3 Humphreys, however, mentions that there
1 Humphreys' Historical Account of the Society for the Propagation of
the Gospel, p. 82.
~ Ibid., pp. 83, 84.
3Digest of S. P. G. Records, 1701-1892, 15, 16.
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had been "contentious disputes at :first, and afterwards an
unhappy distaste between him and his parishioners," and
observes that his successor, Mr. Guy, "made amends by his
prudence and courteous demeanor for the disobliging conduct of
his predecessor." 1 Mr. Taylor's own conduct may have been
the cause of some of the opposition to his ministrations of
which he complained. The Rev. Mr. Varnod reported to the
society that he had, a year after bis arrival (1723), 50 communicants, among whom were 17 negroes~ and baptized several
grown persons, besides children and negroes belonging to Mr.
Alex. Skeene, and in 1733 that out of 31 communicants of bis
parish 19 were negroes. 2
Mr. J obn Morris, of St. Bartholomew~s; Lady Moore, Capt.
David Davis, Mrs. Sarah Baker, and several others, of Goose
Creek; Landgrave Joseph Morton and his wife, of St. Paul's;
Mr. and Mrs. Skeene, Mrs. Haig, and Mrs. Edwards and the
governor (Robert Gibbes) are recorded as those who were
most zealous, in 1711, in encouraging the instruction of their
slaves.3

Neither the church nor the Society for the Propagation of
the Gospel entertained any scruples as to tbe institution of
slavery. The church act of 1704 anticipated that the society
would give negro slaves as part of tbe endowment of the parishes, and it provided that the negroes so given were to be a
part of the glebe. 4 The society itself accepted a devise by
General Codrington, in 1710, of two valuable plantations in
Barbados upon the condition that these plantations should be
kept entire with at least 300 negroes upon them, the produce of
which was to be allotte<l. to maintain a convenient number of
profes or and scholars, under vows of chastity and obedience,
who were required to study and 11ractice physic and surgery as
well a divinity, that they might endear them elves to tbe
people and have the opportunity of doing good to men, ouls
while they were taking care of their bodie .
1 Humphreys' Ilistorical Account of the , ociety for the Propagation of
the Gosp 1, p. 112; alcho's 'hurch HL torr, p. 387.
qbid., p. 117; Dalcho's 'hurc-h History pp. 316, 3-17.
3
igest of , . P. }. Records, 701-1892, p. 115.
4
2 Sta.tut s, . '., J). 239.
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The venerable ociety, says Bryan Edwards/ found themselves under the di 'agreeable necessity not only of supporting
the system of slavery which was bequeathed to them with the
land, but were induced also, from the purest and best of
motive , to purchase occa ·ionally a certain number of uegroes
"to keep up the stock." Bnt the Society went a step further
in Carolina and a considerable step further. It not only accepted, as we shall see directly, a devise of negroes to work
upon a plantation, and purchased others to keep up the stock,
to support its mis ionaries, but it fell upon the singular plau
of purchasing negroes to educate aud devote as slaves to the
purpose of educating other negro slaves.
We .find au advertisement by the Rev. Alexander Garden, the
Commissary of the Bishop of London, in the South Carolina
Gazette of March 11, 1743, stating that the Society for the
Propagation of the Gospel, having long ltad much at l1eart the
propagation of the go pel among the negroes and Indian
slaves in Hi· Majesty's colonies in America, had resolved on
the following method of pursuing that end, viz, by purchasing some country-born young negroes, causing them to be
instructed to read the Bible and in the chief precept of the
Christian religion, and thenceforth employing them (under the
direction of proper trustees) as schoolmasters for the same
instruction of all negro and Indian children as might be born
in the colonies.
The advertisement goes on to state that in pursuance of this
plan the society had purchased, about :fifteen months before,
two such negroes for this service, and appropriated one of them
for Charlestown, who would be sufficiently qualified in a few
months, and to whom all the uegro and Indian children of the
parish might be sent for education without any charge to the
masters and owners; and tlJe Commissary concludes with an
appeal for a voluntary contribution of £400 cunency to build
a schoolhouse for the purpose, which he consents should be
put up in a corner of the glebe la,nd, near the parsonage.
This appeal was answered, and in the Gazette of .April 2,
1744, Dr. Garden publishes an account of receipts and expenditures, in which it appears that he had received contributions
to the amount of £226. Among the contributors were Hon.
Charles Pinckney,Joseph Wragg, Robert Pringle,,Jacob Motte,
Col. Otheneil Beale, Benjamin Smith, and Sarah Trott.
1

Edwards, History of West Indies, Index, Vol. II, p. 35.
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The two negro boys so purchased received the baptismal
names of Henry and Andrew. The school was established
and the experiment tried in tlle hope that the negroes would
receive instructions from teachers of their own race with more
facility and willingness than from white teachers. The school
was continued for twenty-two years, :first under the supervisio_n
of Commissary Garden as rector of St. Philip's, then of his
successor, the Rev. Mr. Clarke, and then of the Rev. Robert
Smith, afterwards the first bishop of South Carolina.
The Rev. Mr. Commissary Garden wrote to the Society October 10, 17 43, that the negro school in Charlestown was likely
to succeed and consisted of 30 children. He further informed
them that he intended to employ both the negro youths in
teaching in this school until their services should be wanted
for similar institutions in the country parishes. He was of
opinion that thirty or forty children would annually be discharged~ capable of reading the scriptures and sufficiently
. instructed in the chief principles of the Christian religion. In
consequence of ·this favorable information the Society sent to
the school a large quantity of Bibles, Testaments, Common
Prayer books, and spelling books.
· In 1744 upward of .60 children were instructed in it daily, 18
of whom read in the Testament, 20 in the Psalter~ and the rest
in the spelling book. 1 In 17 46 there were 55 children untler
tuition and 15 adults were instructed in the evening.2 In 1755
there were 70 children in the school, and books were given for
their use. 3 In 1757 Mr. Clarke informed the society that the
negro school in Charleston was flourishing and full of children,
and from the success of the institution he lamented "the
want of civil establishments" in the province for the Christian
instruction of 50,000 negroes. 4 Reverend Mr. Smith examined the proficiency of the children twice a week, and the school
was deemed in a flourishing condition. But Andrew, one of
the teachers, died, and the other, Harry," turned out profligate;" and as the society had not invested to any greater
extent in slaves "to keep up the stock" for the purpose of
education, they had no other black or colored person to take
charge of the chool, and it was discontinued. 5 It is not o
mentioned, but the education of the, e n gro children mu t
have been re trict d t reading, a they were prohibited Y
law from being taught t wri .
1
3

Dalcho'H Church Hi tory, pp. 156, 157.
4 lbid., p. 178.
lbid., p. 174.
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But the purcha e of negro slaves for devotion to pious a11d
religious purpose wa not confined to the Soeiety for the Propagation of the Go pel. The Rev. George Whitefield and Mr.
James Habersham, who together bade tablished the Bethesda
Orphan Hou e in Georgia, were mainlyinstrumeutal ht bringing the tru tee of the colony to relax their prohibition against
the introduction of , lavery in that province. fr. Whjtefield,
as early as 1741, gave the trustees a most practical lesson in his
views by planting a portion of land, which he called "Providence," with negro labor, bought and paid for as his own slaves,
with the design of thereby supporting his orphan house at
Bethesda. He writes, under date of March 15, 1747:
I last week bought at a very cheap rate a plantation of 640 acres of excellent land, with a good house, farm, and outl10oses ancl 60 n, res of ground
cleared, fenced, and fit for rice and everything that will be necessary for
provisions. One negro has been given me; some more I propose to purchase this week.

And again, in June of the same year, he says:
God is delivering me out of my embarrassments by degrees. With the
collections made at Charlestown I have purchased a plantation and some
slaves, which I intend to devote to the use of Bethesda.

On the 6th of December, 1748, he complains to the trustees
that very little proficiency had been made in the cultiva,tion
of his tract, and that entirely owing to the necessity he was
under of making use of white hands. He writes:
Had a negro been allowed I should have hacl a sufficiency to support
a great many orphans without expending about half the sum whicll has
been laid out. An unwillingness to let so good a design drop, and having
a rational conviction that it must necessarily if some, other method was
not :fixed upon to prevent it-those two considerations, honored gentlemen, prevailed npon me about two years ago, through the bounty of my
friends, to purchase a plantation fa South Carolina, where negroes are
allowed. Blessed be God, the plantatfon has succeeded, and though at
present I have only eight working hands, yet in all probability there will
be more raised in one year, and with a quarter the expense, than has
been produced at Bethesda for several years last past. This confirms me
in the opinion I have entertained for a long time that Georgia never can
or will be a flourishing prO'IJince without negroes are allowed. 1

Thus it was that the Church of England and the evangelist
Whitefield not only countenanced the system of slavery, but
1 History

of Georgia (Stevens), pp. 308-310.
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actually pal'ticipate<l. in its maintenance. We have alrea<ly
seen that the Bishop of London, in his zeal for the conversion
of the negroes, assured their masters of the rightfulness of the
institution, and enjoined upon the negroes to submit to its
bondage as ordained of God, explaining that l>aptism was no
means of freedom in this world, but 011ly of salvation iu the
next. All this, of course, tended to strengthen its hold upon
the people, whose apprehensions in regard to the increasing
number of negroes were inducing them to check its growth.
But even in this effort they were thwarted by the action of the
royal Government.
Governor Glen wrote to the lords of trade in 1749 that
though the law passed in the province (Statutes of 1740) laying a heavy duty on negroes imported, which amounted to a
prohibition, had expired for some time, and though the :;.mportation had since been prevented by the war then raging in
Europe, he did not think that their numbers had diminished,
but on the contrary, though it was then upward of nine years
since the law had been passed. 1 The act of 1740 having expired in 1751, and the peace of Aix la Chappelle having been
proclaimed and the slave trade again opened, a new duty ~f
£10 was laid on each imported slave of the height of 4 feet 2
inches, and proportionately for those under that height. This
act was by its terms to continue in force for the term of ten
years. 2
The province of Virginia had pursued the same policy and
had endeavored to suppress the importation of negroes. The
merchants of London took alarm at this conduct of the southern colonies. One, signing himself "A British Merchant," in
1745 published a paper, which he entitled "The African Slave
Trade, the Great Pillar and. Support of the British Plantations
in America." New England rum, manufactured at N ewport1
was profitably exchanged on the coast of Africa for negroes
to be sold. in the southern colonies, and vessels sailed on thi
business from Boston and New York; but the trade wa principally carried on by Eugli h merchants of Bri -tol and Liverpool. Charters for the exclusive privilege of carrying on th
lav trade had been granted to merchants from London in
1618 under the r ign of Jame I; in 1631 under that of 'harle
1
2

Documents ·onn<·ct tl with , outh 'arolina (\Ye ton), p. 92.
3,'tatutes, . '.,p.73!J.
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I; in 1662 under Charles II to a company of which the Duke
of York, tbe King's brother, was at the head.; and in 1672 to
another in which not only the King's brother, but the King
himself was a stockholder.
The revolution of 1688 abolished all exclusive charters, and
in 1698 the trade to the coast of Africa was, by act of Parliament, made free to all persons. This act operating hardly, as it.
was regarded, upon the "Royal African Company," Parliament
voted them annually, from 1730 to 174G, £10,000. But while
the monopoly of the company was de troyed, the monopoly of
British subjects in furnishing slaves to the British colonies was
strictly secured. Ten judges, among whom were Ilolt andPollexfen, declared that "negroes are merchan<l.ise," and hence
within the navigation acts." 1
It was not to be supposed that the lords of trade and plantatious would l>e deaf to the remonstrances of the merchants
of London against the suppression of so valuable a trade; and
so we find that when Governor Littleton came out in 175G he
brought with him instructions to put a stop to this colonial
interference with the legitimate l>usiness of English merchants
and skippers. Their lordships, in the name of the King,
directed: 2
Whereas acts have been passed in some of our plantations of America for
laying duties on the importation and exportation of negroes, to the great
discouragement of the merchants trading thither from the coast of Africa;
and whereas acts have likewise been passed for laying <luties on felons
imported, in direct opposition to the act of Parliament passecl in the tenth
year of his late Majesty our royal grandfather's reign for the further preventing robbery and burglary and other felonies and the more effectual
transportation of felons, etc.: It is our said. pleasure that you do not give
your assent to or pass any law imposing duties on negroes imported into
our said Province of South Carolina payable by the importers or upon any
slaves exported that have not l,een sold in onr said. province and continued
there for the space of twelve months. It is our further wish that you do
not give assent to or pass any act whatsoever for imposing duties on the
importation of any felons from this Kingdom into South Carolina.

These instructions were repeated to Governor Boone when
be was commissioned in 1761.3 The general-duty act of the
province, as it was called, of 1751, by which duties were laid
on all imported negroes for ten years, expired just before Gov1 Cobb on Slavery, p. cxliv.
Bancroft's History of the United. States,
Vol. II, p. 279.
zpublic Records, Columbia, S. C., Vol. XXVI, p. 291.
3Jbid., Vol. XXIX, p.147.
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rnor 11 n ' arrival. No renewal of such duties was made
during hi admini tration, but immediately upon bis leaving
th province, in 1764, an act was passed reciting:
·whereas ::m importation of negroes equal in number to what has be~n
import u of late years may prove of the most dangerous consequence lll
m:1ny rcspe ts to this province, and th<:' best way to obviate such danger
will be by imposing snch additional duty upon them as may totally pr~vent the evils, we t,herefore humbl y pray his most sacred Majesty th~t it
maybe en acted, etc., that an additional duty of £100 current moueymight
be imposed on every p erson first purchasing any negro or other sla:7e
imported into the prov ince except those brought from any other colony Ill
America by persons actually to reside in the province. 1

The act was not to go iuto effect until the 1st of January,
1766, and was to continue in force for a term of three years.
It was assented to by Lieutenant-Governor Bull, as by i~s
terms it was not to be in operation before the Government m
England could pass upon it. It was allowed by the Board of
Trade, and went into effect, but was not renewed. The result
was that upon its expiration there was another influx of slaves.
During the discussion of the nonimportation agreement the
Gazette of July 6, 1769, stated that upon an examination of tb;·
743
imports from the year 1756 to 1766 it appeared that 23,
negroes were brought into the province during that period,
the medium of which was 2 374 a year- but if the last of those
' were poured
'
.
years were taken off, when 6,701
into the provmce,
in anticipation of the high duty which was to take place the
year following, and which did then put an entire stop to the
importation till January 1769, the medium was 1,894. "From
the 1st of January last," continued the Gazette, "to the 1st of
July, no less than 4,233 had b een imported, and many more
were expected before the close of the year." The Gazette
observes, in italicized lines:
This scarcely needs cornment; every man's own rnind must suggest the consequences of such enormons importation, especially at this tinie.

This suggestion was acted upon, and the nonimporta ion
agreement theu in force was, on the 22d of July, enlarged s
as to read:
IV. Tha.t from and after the 1st day of January, 1770, we will not import,
buy, or sell any negro s that shall be brought in the provin e from Africa i
nor after th 1 t <lay of Odober next any nerrro that ball b import d
fr m th W .-t Indi s or an, oth r pla.<· xcepting Africa for aid. And
c

1 4,ta.tuts,

'. •.,pp.17,1.
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if any such negroes or goods shall be sent to us contrary to the agreement
in the subscription such goods shall be reshipped or stored and snchnegroes
re"' hipped from the province, and not by any means offered for sale therein. 1

There was a double motive, doubtless, in this resolve. The
inhabitants, alarmed at the increasing number of negroes, were
ready to avail themselves of tb,e opportunity of putting a stop
to their importation, which had been forbidden by the Government in England. But while this motive was no doubt efficacious in the adoption of the resolution, the fact that this was a
means of touching the pocket nerve of the British merchant
in its most_ sensitive point was probably a still greater inducement to its passage.
'.rhis the Board of Trade was likely to appreciate, for on the
6th of December, 1669, Lieutenant-Governor Bull had written
to the Earl of Hill borough, His MaJesty's principal secretary
of state for the colonies, that since the 1st of January, at
which time the late prohibition had expired, 5,438 negroes had
been imported; which, being mo tly adults for immediate use,
sold upon an average of nearly £40 each. 2
The Gazette, which carried on its war against the importation of negroes after the nonimportation agreement had fallen
through, on May 31 states that the greatest number imported
before in one year was 7,184 in 1765, which it says is 4,457 less
than have arrived the present year. In 1773 therefore the importation had reached the figure 11,641. The next greatest
numbers imported in a year, it Rays, were 4,865 in 1772, 4,612
in 1769, and 3,740 in 1760. The whole number of slaves imported from the 1st of January, 1753, to the 1st of January,
1773, it states to have been 43,695.
It was because of the climatic differences between New York
and South Carolina, observes Bancroft, that one ceased to be,
while the other remained a slave State. It turned out ultL
mately to have been the misfortune of South Carolina not only
that her climate suited the negro race, but that rice, an article
of food for foreign commerce, as well as home consumption,
was found capable of production bynegro labor at great profit and that too in portions of her territory in which the white
man could not continuously live. This at once made Charlestown an emporium of the trade, which the English merchant
1 onth Carolina Gazette.
See also South Carolina Am erican and 'eneral Gazette of same date.
2 Public Records, Columbia, S. C.
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were so vigorously prosecuting under the protection of the
British Government.
The celebrated "Somerset" or "The Negro Case," as it was
called, was decided by Lord Mansfield and the court of King's
bench with great reluctance in 1771.1 His lordship endeavored to avoid a decision, holding the case over in the hope that
some arrangement might be come to by which he might be
relieved of the responsibility. "If the parties will have judgment," said his lordship at last, ''fiat justitia ruat cmlum, let
justice be done whatever be the consequences. Fifty pounds
a head may not be a high price: then a loss follows of above
£700,000," etc. It is probable, however, that meanwhile many
of the slaves had been spirited out of the kingdom pending
the decision. This decision put an end to the holding of slaves
in bondage in England, but it did nothing more. It did not
in the least relieve the mother country of the responsibility of
slavery in the colonies. It was admitted in that case that by
the laws of the British-American colonies slavery existed, and
was recognized by the laws of England as so existing. '' The
question before the court," said Lord Mansfield, "was whether
any dominion, authority, or coercion can be exercised in this
country lEngland Jon a slave according to the American laws."
The difficulty of adopting the relation without adopting it in all
its consequences, his lordship admitted, was extreme. But, in
delivering the opinion of the court, slavery, he declared, was of
such a nature-was so odious-that nothing could be suffered
to support it but positive law. Whatever inconvenience, therefore, might follow from the decision, he could not say that
slavery was allowed or approved by the law of England, and
therefore the black must be discharged.
This case was heard and decided by the King's bench alone,
and was not argued before all the judges, as was u ual in
habeas corpus cases, nor was it taken to the Ilouse of Lord ,
the ·upreme court of judicature of the Kingdom. It was, however, acquiesced in by the nation, and ha· since been regarded
a. the law of the land. It ,yas, nev rthele R, a mo t extraordinary decision, in view of the well-known historical fact and
previous deci ion,' of the courts of England.
The bald que:tion was wh ther , lavery could be re ognized
to xi. t und r th ,·am gov rmn nt in th, ·olonies and not in
1

''The. · egro Ca. /' ."tato Trial!i, Vol. • ·.,, pp. 1-82.
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England itself. It was the fundamental law of all the colonies
that their laws should not be repugnant nor contrary to the
laws of England.· Thjs was expressly prescribed in all their
charters. If, therefore, slavery was repugnant or contrary to
the laws of England, it could not exist in the colonies. So
plain is this prop6sition that Hildreth, the historian, has adduced the result that slavery was never legal in the colonies
themselyes. 1 This is logical; but to such logical conclusion
the courts of England refused to go. This was the difficulty
to which Lord Man field alluded and declared extreme in the
way of adopting the cour·e he did without adopting all of its
consequences. There can be little doubt that, ha<l. the alternative been pre sed upon the court of King's heneh-tbat its
<l.eci ion mu t revoke 1av ry in th colonie8 as well as in England- omer et would never have been declared free.
The merchant and manufacturer in Engla,nd clamored for
pr tection to the slave trade, which opened to them the African
market. Parliament, by repeated declaration aud statutes,
bad declar <l the trad lawful, beneficial, aud advantageous to
the Kingdom and the colonies. 2 The entire number of slaves
exported from Africa prior to 1776 was, at the lowest estima-·
tion, 3,250,000. More than one-half of these were carried in
English ship , and the profits of the traffic to English merchants is reported to have been at least $400,000,000. In the
year 1771, the very year in which the Somerset decision was
made, there sailed from England alone 192 ships, provided for
the exportation of 47,146 slaves.3 No government could have
stood which declared against this trade.
We have seen that two of the greate t lawyers of England,
Talbot and Yorke, both afterwards lord chancellors, the latter
celebrated as Lord Ilard wicke, had given their opinions when
attorney and olicitor general, re pectively, maintaining the
legality of the institution of slavery and protecting it again t
the apprehended effect of Chri tian baptism. Chief Ju tice
Holt, it is true, is reported to have held in 1702 '' that as oon
as a negTo comes into England he become free."' But, as
Hildreth's History of the United States, Vol. II, p. 275.
Bancroft (edition 1883), Vol. II, p. 278.
~ Cobb on Slavery, p. cliv, citing 3d Bancroft,pp. 411-412; Eel wards' West
Indies, Vol. II, p. 6 ; Copley's History of, lavery, p. 114.
4 mith v. Brown and Cooper, 2 Lorcl Raymond's Reports, p.1274 · 2 ,'alkeld, p. 666.
1

2
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Lonl Chancellor Ilardwicke pointed out in Pearne v. Lislie,
before cited, that was a mere obiter dictum, if the report of the
case was correct, for the question before the court was one
merely of pleading. The assertion, if made by Holt, was
against the fact, if not against the law, for at that time large
numbers of negro slaves were held in subjection in the British
Isles without question as to the master's title. At one time
the negro page was indispensabfo to the English lady on her
daily walks through the city thoroughfares; and for fear "the
pure air of Britain" might engender some ideas of liberty, the
collar known to the Roman slave was fastened around his neck,
with the name and residence of his mistress neatly engraved
thereon. 1 At the time of the decision of the "Somerset case,"
1771, it was estimated that there were 14,000 or 15,000 negro
slaves held in England, and it was to allow their · masters an
opportunity of .getting these out of his jurisdiction that Lord
Mansfield withheld his decision. 2
The case of Smith v. Brown a,nd Cooper, in which Holt is
Teported to have made the famous declaration, is reported in
the law books, upon reference to which it appears that the
question argued before the court was one of special pleading,
namely, whether a declaration in indebitatus assumpsit would
lie for a negro sold. And this is what was actually decided:
"Holt, C. J. You should have averred in the declaration that the sale
was in Virginia, and by the laws of that country negroes are salable,
for the laws of England do not extend to Virginia. Being a conquered
country, and their law is what the King pleases, and we can not take
notice of it but as set forth;" therefore he directed that plaintiff should
amend, and the declaration should be made that the defendant was indebted
to the plaintiff for a negro sold here at London, but that the said negro at
the time of sale was in Virginia, and that negroes by the laws of and s~atutes of Virginia are ,;alable as chattels. Then the attorney-general comrng
in, said they were inheritances, and transferable by deed, and not without;
And-the Reporter adds-nothing was done.

In 1704 there was another case reported in the same book,'
(SmWi v. Gould) in which Chief Ju tice Holt is again reported

to have said that there was no uch thing a a lave by the law
of England; that men may be owner , and can not, therefore
be the subj ct of property.
ut the nly I>0int decid d wa in
1 Cobb on i lav ry, p. cxlvi, citing London
uart rly R vi w, 1 35
Article," dverti in r·" al o ranville, harp's ,J1rntLimitation
p.31.
~ 'The .1.~egro 'a ," 'tate Trials, Vol. 'X , p. 7'.
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direct contradiction of that dictum, for he held that while the
action of " trover lies not for a negro, in trespass quare captivurn suum cepit, plaintiffs may give in evidence that the party
was his negro and he bought him."
Out of decisions upon these ~ubtle distinctions in the old
metaphysical technical pleading of the common law h!;ts been
evolved the celebrated saying that the air of England was too
pure to be breathed by a slave. This is all the more curious,
too, when it is recalled that Chief Justice Holt was one of the
ten judges who declared that ,.: negroes are merchandise and
within the navigation acts." 1
But Lord Chancellor Bardwicke, who, as Attorney-General
Yorke, had given the opinion in 1727 that Christian baptism did
not release a negro from bondage, in 1749 repudiated not only
Chief Ju tice Ilolt's obiter dictum, but his actual decision as
well.
"I hav no doubt," h e said in the case of Pearne v. Lisle, before quoted,
"but trov r will Ii , for an gro slave is as much property as any other
thing. The case in alk., p. 666, was determined on the want of a proper
description. It was trover pro uno ..lEthiope vocat neg1·0 without saying
slave, and the being negro did not necessarily imply slave. The reason
said at the bar to have been g-iven by Lord Chief Justice Holt in that case as the
cause of his donbt, viz, that tlte moment a slave sets foot in Englancl he becomes
free, has no weight with it, n01· can any reason be found why they should not be
equally so when they set foot in Jamaica or any other Englisk plantation. All
our colonies are subject to the laws of England, although, as to some purposes,
they have laws of their own."

Until the decision in the Somerset case slavery was thus
recognized to exist by every branch of the Government of
England, as well in England itself as in the colonies. It was
so recognized by the King and his ministers, by Parliament,
and by the courts. In that decisio~ Lord Mansfield and his
court of King's bench undertoo~ to do what Lord Hardwicke
had declared could not be done-to declare one law for England
and another for the colonies.
The Government of England, with the sanction of the church,
was thus forcing upon Carolina an institution which, with
pbarasaic zeal, it was declaring itself too righteous to tolerate
at home-an institution which from its very nature must incorporate itself with the political and social sy tern of the country,
and become so interwoven into its structure as to be eradicate
only when in the fullness of time its continuance mu t end by
revolution, war, and desolation.
1 Bancroft,

Vol. III, p. 414; Cobb

H. Doc. 2Dl-43

Oil

Slavery, p. ·xliv,
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Transmitted by the secretary of the Association to the Secretary of the Smith
sonian Institution, :i.nd submitted to Congress in accordance with the act of incorporation of the Association. Printed as Senate Miscellaneous Document No. 173
of the Fifty-second Congress (.first session).
[An author's edition of each article is also issued in pamphlet form.]
Contents: Report of Proceedings of the Eighth .Annual Meeting of the .American Historical Association; held in Washiugton, D. C., December 29-31, 1891, by
Herbert B . .A.dams, pp. 3-11; Inaugural .A,ldress of Iron. William Wirt Ilonry,
LL. D. , President of the .Association, on the Causes which produced tho Virginia
of the Revolutionary Poriotl, pp. 15-29; Tl1 e Expenditures of l!'oreign ·Governments in Behalf of Ilistory, by Prof. J. Franklin Jameson, pp. 33-61; The United
States and International .Arbitration, by Prof. John nassett Moore, pp. 65-85;
Some recent Discoveries 1.:oncernil1g Columbus, by ]'resident Charles Kendall
.A.dam , pp. 89-9!); Tho Ilistory aml Dot,orminatiou of the Lines of Demarcation
established by l'ope Al xauder VI, between tho Spanish and Portuguese Fields
of Disco\·ery and olo11izatio11, by Prof. E<1warcl G. Bourn , pp. 103-130; Slavery
in tl1 Territories, l>y ProRidon t ,Tames C. Welling, pp. 133-100; The Enforcement
of the Slave-Trade Laws, by "\V. E. 13. Du Rois, pp.1G3-17 !; State 'overeignty in
·wi conshi, hy .all>crt LI. Sanford, 1,p.177-195; 'J'ho Earliest T oxas, by M::s. Loe C.
Harby, pp. 199-205; Governor "\Villiam Lceto aud the Ahsor1)Lion of .r ~ow Ilavon
Colony by Conn •cticut, hy Dr. Ji •rnard C. Steiner, l>P· 209-222; Tl1e Visitorial
Statutes of An do ver Sorninary, lJy l'rof. Simeo n E. Rald win, LL. D., pp. 226-241;
ome Neglected 'baractoristic:; of the Tew England Puritami, by Prof. Barrett
·wondell, pp. 245-253; Ilenry Clay aa Speaker of the United States Ilou e of Representatives, by Mary Parker Follett, pp. 257-205; Lord Lovelace ancl tho secoml
Canadian Campaign, 1708-1710, hy Gen . .James Grant Wilson, pp. 260-297; Commerce and Incluslry of Florence during the Renaissance, by Walter B. Scaife,
Ph.D., pp. 301-308; Parliamentary Government in Canada-A Constitutional all(l
Historical Study, hy .J. G. Bourinot, LL. D., D. C. L., pp. 311-407; Bibliography
of Published Writings of Members of tho .American liistorical Association for
1891, by .A.. Iloward Clark, pp. 411-463; Index, pp. 465-409.
1

AMERICAN HISTORICAL ASSOCIATION. Annual Report of the Amerfoan
Historical Association for tho year 1892. ·w ashington: Government
Printing Office, 1893.
8vo, pp. vii, 608. Pric , hound, $4; paper covers, $3.
Tran smitted by tho secretary of the .Association to the Secretary of tbe Smithsonian Institution , and submitt cl to Congress in accordance .with the act of iucorporation of the Association. Printed as Senate Miscella~eous Document No. 57,
Fifty-second Congress (second session).
[An author's edition of each article is alst> issued in pamphlet form.]
Contents: Summary of the Work of the .American Historical .Association during the year 1892, by Ilerbert B. Adams, secretary, pp. 1-16; Copy of Tracts
Relating to .Amorica'(Seventeenth and Eighteenth Centuries) /"ound in the Bodleian
Library, at Oxford, by Prof. .James E. Thorold Rogers, and by Mm obtained for
the American Ilistorical .Association, pp. 17-70; Some .Account of George Washington's Library and Manuscript Records and their Dispersion from Mount Vernon, with an Excerpt from bis Diary in 1774 during the First Session of the Continental Congress, with Notes, by J.M. Toner, M. D., pp. 71-160; Lotteries in
American Ilistory, by .A. R. Spofford, Librarian of Congress, pp. 171-105; Unitotl
States Provisional Court for the State of Louisiana, 1862-1805, by .Judge Charles
.A. Peabody, pp . 107-210; Bibliography of Published Writings of Members of the
American Ili storical .Association for the year 1802, by .A.. Iloward 'lark, aAsi~tant secretary, pp. 211-302; Bibliograph y of Historical Societies of tho Uniieu
States and British .America, by Appleton Prentiss Clark Griffin (continu d from
Annual Report for 1890), pp, 305-619; Index, pp. 621-698.
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AMERICAN HISTORICAL ASSOCIATION. Annual Report of the American
Historical Association for the year 1893. · V-lashington: Government
Printing Office, 1894.
8vo, pp. x, 605.
[An author's edition of each article is also issued in pamphlet form.]
Contents: Report of Proceedings of Ninth Annual Meeting, in Chicago, July
11-13, 1893, by Rerbf,.~t B. Adams, secretary, ·pp. 1-9; Report of the treasurer, PP·
10-11; List of committees, p.12; Inaugural address of President James B. Angell
on the Inadequate Recognition of Diplomatists by Historians, pp. 13-24; The Value
of National Archives, by Mrs. Ellen Hardin Walworth, pp. 25-32; American His·
torical Nomenclature, by Ainsworth R. Spofford, pp. 33-42 ; The Definition of History, by William Preston Johnston, pp. 43-53; Historical Industries, by James
Schouler, pp. 55-66; The Historical Method of Writing the History of Christian
Doctrine, by Charles J. Little, pp. 67-75; The Requirements of the Historical Doctorate in America, by Ephraim Emerton, pp. 77-90; The First Fugitive-Slave Case
of Record in Ohio, by William Henry Smith, pp. 91-100; The Present Status of Pre·
Columbian Discovery of America by Norsemen, by James Phinney Baxter, PP·
101-110; Prince H enry, the Navigator, by Edwa,r d Gaylord Bourne, pp.111-121;
The Economic Condition of Spain in the Sixteenth Century, by Bernard Moses,
pp.123-133; The Union of Utrecht, by Lucy M. Salmon, pp. 135-148; English pop·
ular Uprisings in the Middle Ages, by George Kriehn, pp.149--161; Jefferson and
the Social Compact Theory, by George P. Fisher, pp.163-177; The R elation of His·
tory to Politics, by Jesse Macy, pp. 179-188; Early Lead Mining in Illinois and
Wisconsin, by Reuben Gold Thwaites, pp.189-195; The Significance of the Frontier
in American History, by Frederic J . Turner, pp.197-227; Roger Sherman in the
Federal Convention, by Lewis Henry Bouten, pp. 229-247; The Historical Si~ificance of the Missouri Compromise, by James A. Woodburn, pp. 249-297; The First
Legislative Assembly in America, by William Wirt Henry, pp. 299-316; Naturalization in the English Colonies of America, by Miss Cora Start, pp. 317-328; Tho
Establishment of the First Southern Boundary of the United States, by A. B.
Hinsdale, pp. 329-366; The Historic Policy of the United States as to Annexation,
by Simeon E. Baldwin, pp. 367-390; The Origin of the Standing Committee System
in American Legislative Bodies, by J. Franklin Jameson, pp. 391-399; General
Joseph Martin and the War of the Revolution in the West, by Stephen B. Weeks,
pp. 401,477; The Annals of an Historic Town, by F. W. Blackmar, pp. 479-499;
Contributions toward a Bibliography of American History, 1888-1892, by John
Martin Vincent, pp. 501-572; Index, pp. 573-605.

AMERICAN HISTORICAL AssocIATION. Annual Report of the American
Historical Association for the year 1894. Washington: Government
Printing Office, 1896.
8vo, pp. xii, 602.
Transmitted by the secretary of the Association to the Secretary of the Smith·
sonian Institution, and submitted to Congress in accordance with the act of focorporation of the Association. Printed as Ilouse Miscellaneous Document No. 91,
Fifty-third Congress (third session).
Contents: Report of Proceedings of T enth Annual Meeting, in Washington,
D. C., December 26- 28, 1894, by Herbert B . .A.dams, secretary, pp. 1- 16; The
Tendency of History, by Ilenry .Adams, Pr sident of the Association, pp.17-24;
Rise of Imperil\l Federalism (abstract), by Prof. George B. Adams, pp. 25-28;
The Ilistorical Work of Prof. Ilerbert Tuttle, by rrof. Ilcrbert B. Adalll8, pp.
29-38; Turning Points fa the Civil War, by Dr. Rossiter Johnson, pp. 39-54;
Tributes to Ilamilton Fish , Hon. John Jay, Ilon. Robert . Winthrop, and oth rs,
by Gen. James Grant WU on, pp.55- 62 ; Tl1e T ejas : their Habits, Governm nt,
and uperstitions, b y Mrs. Lee C. Ilarby, pp. 63-82 ; Wby Coronado went to
w
Mexico in 1540, by George rark r Winship, pp. 83- 92 ; The Casa de ontraia. ion of
, ville, by rrof. J3 rnard Moses, pp. 93-124; , om European Modifications of the
Jnry, yst m, by Dr. Walt r n. caiff', pp.125-140; Tl1 R<·~nlator!I of _.,.orth 'arolina (1765-1771), by Prof. John . Bas. tt, pp. 141-212; A Chapter in tlu Li~ of
T
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Charl~s Robinson, the First Governor of Kansas, by Prof. Frank W. Blackmar,
pp. 213-226; The Continental Congress: .A neglected Portion of .American Revolutionary History, by D·r. Herbert Friedenwald, pp. 227-236; The Labor Movement
in English Politics, by Edward Porritt, pp. 237-246; The Organization of the First
Committee of Public Safety, by Prof. Henry E. Bourne, pp. 247-272; The .Quebec
.A.ct and the .American Revolution, by Victor Coffin, pp. 273-280; The Historical
.Archives of the State Department, by .Andrew Hussey Allen, pp. 281-298; .Appeals
from Colonial Courts to the King in Council, with special reference to Rhode
Island, by Harold D. Hazeltine, pp. 299-350; Rhode Island and the Impost of 1781,
by Frank Greene Bates, pp. 351-360; The Constitutional Controversy in Rhode
Island in 1841, by ..Arthur May Mowry, pp. 361-370; Party Struggles over. the
Pennsylvania Constitution, by Samuel B. Harding, pp. 371-402; Evolution of Township Government in Ohio, by James Alva Wilgus, pp. 403-412; The Western Posts
and the British Debts, by Prof. A . C. McLaughlin, pp. 413-444; Existing .Autographs of Christopher Columbus, by William Eleroy Curtis, pp. 445-518; Mountains and History, by Prof. Edmund K. Alden, pp. 519-530; Causes and Consequences of the Party Re,olution of 1800, by Prof. Anson D. Morse, pp. 531- 540;
The Tennis Court Oath, by Prof.James H. Ro bin son, pp. 541-548; What the U nitecl
States Government bas done fo1· Ilistory, by A. Howard Clark, pp. 549-562;
Bibliography of the Colonial History of South Carolina, by Edson L. Whitney,
pp. 563-586; Index, pp. 587-602.

AMERICAN IlIST RICAL A O IATION. New Views of Early Virginia
llistory, 1606-1619. By Alexander Brown. Liberty, Va., 1886.
12mo, pp. (2), 18.
Writt n by r quest, to be read before the Association in 1886.
were read by Charles D ::l,lle in the absence of the author.

Copious extracts

AMERICAN HISTORICAL ASSOCIATION. The Constitutional Relations of the
American Colonies to the English Government at the Commencement
of the American Revolution. A Paper read before the Association in
Boston, May 23, 1887, by Mellen Chamberlain. [Boston, 1887.J
8vo, pp.24.
Reprinted from Papers of the .American Historical ..11.saociation, Vol. rn, 1888,
pp. 52-74.

AMERICAN HISTORICAL ASSOCIATION. The Manuscript Sources of American History. An Address before the Association, May 21, 1887, by the
president, Justin Winsor, with the action of the Association thereon.
New Y0rk, 1887.
Sm. 4to, pp. 20-34.
Reprinted (50 copies) from the Magazine of .American Jiistory, .July, 1887, pp.
21-34.
Printed also in Papers of the .American Historical .Association, Vol. rn, pp. 0-27 .

AMF.RICAN HISTORICAL ASSOCIATION. Territorial Growth of the United
States. Our Title to Oregon. By W. A. Mowry. Boston, 1887.
8vo.
Read before the .Association in 1886.

AMF.RICAN HISTORICAL ASSOCIATION. The Peace Negotiations of 1782-83,
as illustrated by the Secret Correspondence of France and England.
A Paper read before the Association, May, 1887, by John Jay. N_ew
York, 1888.
8vo,pp. 22.
Reprinted from Papers of the .American llistorical As8ociation, Vol. nr, PP · 79100.
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AMERICAN HISTORICAL ASSOCIATION. The Early Northwest. An address
before the American Historical Association at the fifth annual meeting,
Washington, December 26, 1888, by the President, William Frederick
Poole, LL. D. New York, 1889.
8vo, pp. 20.
Reprinted from Papers of the American Historical Association, Vol. III, pp. 275300.

AMERICAN HISTORICAL ASSOCIATION. Museum-History and Museums of
History. A paper read before the Association, December 26-28, 1888,
by G. Brown Goode. New York, 1889.
8vo, pp.12.
Reprinted from Papers of the American. Historical Association, Vol. III.

AMERICAN HISTORICAL ASSOCIATION. The Origin of the National Scien-.
tific and Educational Institutions of the United States. By G. Brown
Goode. New York, 1890.
8vo, pp. 112.
Reprinted from Papers of the American Historical Association, Vol. JV.
Printed also, with some additions, in Annual Report of the Association for 1889.
2. AM.ERICAN HISTORICAL SOCIETY.

Flourished 1835 to 1840.

AMERICAN HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Transactions of the American Historical
Society, instituted at the city of Washington, October 12, 1835. Vol. J.
Washington, 1839.
8vo.
[This volume is made up of documents relating to the society, discourses pro·
nounced by the president, and thirteen tracts collected by Peter Force, a member of the societ;r, who i:>resented them to the society. These tracts commonly
form the first volume of Force's Tracts, published in four volumes, but are here
issued. as part of Vol. I of the Transactions of the Society.]
Contents: Preface; Circular; Constitution; By-laws; Officers; Member s, Catalogue of books. medals, and prints b elonging to the society, pp. 22. A discourse
before the society, January 30, 1836, by Lewis Cass, president, Washington,
1336-37, pp. 53. A discourse before the society at their second annual meeting,
January 20, 1837, by Levi Woodbury, Washington, J837, pp. 63. Tracts and otlrnr
papers relating principally to the origin, settl ement, and progress of the colonies
in North America, from the discovery of the country to the year 1776, collected
by Peter Force, Vol. I, Washington, 1836, containing: (1) A discourse concerning
the design'u establi shment of a new colony to the south of Carolina, by Sir Robert
Mountgomry, London, 1717, pp. 24, folded plan; (2) A brief account of thA establishment of the colony of Geor gia, under James Oglethorpe, February 1, 1733,
Washington, 1835, pp. 15; (3) A State of tlie Province of Georgia, November 10,
1740, London, 1742, l?P· 20; (4) A true and historical narrative of the Colony
of Georgia, by Patrick Tailfer, Rugh Anderson, Da. Douglass, and others,
Charleston, S. C., 1741, Pl?· xiii, 80; (5) An account shewing tl1 e progress of
the colony of Georgia from its first est.ablishment, London, 1741, pp. v, 56; \6)
Nova Britannia, offering most xcellent fruites hy planting in Virginia, London,
160!), pp. 28; (7) The n ew life of Virginia, publish er! hy anthoritie of His ;,Iajestie's counsell of Virginea, London, 1612, pp. 24; (8) The begim1ing, progr ss, ai1d
conclusion of Bacon's reb Ilion in 1675 and 1676, '\Var.hington , 18:35, pp. 26; (9) An
account of our la te troubles in Yirginia, written in 1676, by Mrs . .An. Collon,
Washington , 1835, pp. 11 ; (10) A li!,t of tlio~e that have b<·en xf'rnt<'d for th l:tt
rebellion in Virgfoia by 'ir '\Villiam Berkeley, governor of the rolony, '\Va hington, 1835, pp . 4; (11) .A. narrativ of the Indian an<l ddl wars in Virginia in 1675
and 1676, Boston, 1814, pp. 47; (12)
w Englan,l Plantation, ,vritfrn by ar u r eucl (liuine now tbor resid ·nt, London, 1030, pp.14; (13) A 1wtition of W. C.,
exltihil<•d to tlw l1iglt ronrt of ParliamPnt, now aR. omhlc,1, for ilw 11ropagating of
th• .:osp<·l in Am,•ri<'a, printc,l 1041, pp . 11.
~?
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AMERICAN HISTORICAL SOCIETY. A Discourse at the Capitol of the United
States, in the Hall of Representatives, before the American Historical
Society, January 30, 1836, by Lewis Cass, to which are prefixed its
constitution and the names of its members. Washington, 1836.
8vo, pp. 58.

Ai\'.IERICAN HISTORICAL SOCIETY. A Discourse at the Capitol of the United
States, in the Hall of Representatives, before the American Historical
Society, at their second annual meeting, January 20, 1837, by Levi
Woodbury. Washington, 1837.
8vo, pp.67.
3•

.AMERIO.AN A.NTIQU.A.llI.A.N SOOIETY.
Worcester, Mass.

AMERICAN ANTIQUARIAN SOCIETY. An account of tho American Antiquarian ociety, prepared by Isaiah Thomas. Boston, 1813.
8vo, pp. 32.
With the act of incorporation, by-lawa, and list of oflicors.

AMERICAN ANTIQUARIAN SOCIETY. An addr 88 to tho members of the
Society, pronounced in King' Chapel, Boston, on their first anniversary, October 23, 1813. By William Jenks. Boston, 1813.
8vo, pp. 28.

AMERICAN .ANTIQUARIAN SOCIETY. An a<ltlress delivered before the Society, in King's Chapel, Boston, on their second anniversary, October 24,
1813. By Abiel Holmes. Boston, 1814.
8vo, pp. 2!) (1) .
.A.lso contains list of officers elected October 24, 181{. Some copies have also a
list of officers and other members, October 24, 1814, and a liat oi' donations. 21 pp.

AMERICAN .ANTIQUARIAN SOCIETY. An address to the members of the
'ociety, pronou·n ced in King's Chapel, Boston, on their third anniversary, October 23, 1815. By William Paine. Worcester, 1815.
8vo, pp. 27.

With list of officers elected October 23, 1815.

AMERICAN ANTIQUARIAN SOCIETY. By-laws. Resolutions of Congress and
of the General Court of Massachusetts. [Worcester], 1815.
8vo, pp. 8.

AMERICAN ANTIQUARIAN SOCIETY. Communication from the president
of the Society [Isaiah Thomas] to the members, October 24, 1814,
together with the laws of the Society, as revised. Worcester, [1815].
8vo, pp. 27, (8).
Pages 13-27 contain list of officers and other members, October 24, 1814, articles
presented to the Society, etc.

A1'1ERICAN .ANTIQUARIAN SOCIETY. Address to the members of the Society,
together with the la.ws and regulations of the institution, and a. list of
donations to the Society since the last publication. Worcester, 1819.
8vo, pp. 38.

AMERICAN .ANTIQUARIAN SOCIETY. An address at Worcester, August 24,
1820, before the Society, at the opening of Antiquaria.n nan, that clay
received as a donation from the president of the , ociety. By Isaac
Goodwin. Worcester, 1820.
Svo, pp.17, (1/. Plate.
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ANTIQUARIAN SOCIETY. Archreologia Americana. Transactions
and Collections of the American Antiquarian Society, Vol. I. Worcester,
1820.

AMERICAN

Svo, pp.. 436. Folded map. Plates.
Contents: Preface; List of Officers elected October, 1819; Origin of the Society; Account of the Discovery of the River Mississippi, by Lewis Hennepin;
Account of La Salle's Undertaking to discover the River Mississippi, by Lewis
Hennepin; Description of the Antiquities Discovered in Ohio and other Western
States, by Caleb Atwater; Conjectures Respecting the ancient Inhabitants of
North America, by Moses Fiske; Antiquities and Curiosities of Western Pennsylvania, by Timothy Alden; Communications from Samuel Mitchell; Remarkable Cave in Kentucky, described by J. H. Farnham; An Account of an exsic·
cated Body or Mummy, found in said Cave, by Charles Wilkins; Account of the
Caraibs, who inhabited the .Antilles, by William Sheldon; .Account of a great
and extraordinary Cave in Indiana, by Benjamin Adams. Worcester, 1790,
436 pp. Folded map. Plates.

AMERICAN ANTIQUARIAN SOCIETY. Archreologia Americana. Transactions
and Collections of the American Antiquarian Society, Vol. II, Cambridge, 1836.
Svo, pp. xxx (1) (573) (1). Folded map.
Contents: Preface; Officers of the Society for 1835-36; A memoir of Isaiah
Thomas, by Samuel M. Burnside; A synopsis of the Indian tribes of North
America, by Albert Gallatin; An historical account of the doings and sufferings
of the Christian Indians of New England, by Daniel Gookin; A description of
a leaden plate or medal found near the mouth of the Muskingum River, in Ohio,
by De Witt Clinton; A description of the ruins of Copan in Central .America,
by Juan Galindo; A letter from Adam Clarke to Peter S. Duponceau; Obituary
notice· of Christopher C. Baldwin, by John Davis; Catalogue of the members
of the Society.

AMERICAN ANTIQUARIAN SOCIETY. Archreologia Americana. Transactions and Collections of the American Antiquarian Society, Vol. III.
1857.
Svo, pp. c=xviii, 378.
Contents: Advertisement; Records of the company of the Massachusetts
Bay, to the embarkation of Winthrop and his associates for New England ; The
diaries of John Hull, mint-master and treasurer of the colony of Massachusetts
Bay; Memoir of Thomas Lindall Winthrop, by George Folsom; Memoir of John
Davis, by Thomas Kinnicutt; Officers and Members of the Society, 1856; Index.

AMERICAN ANTIQUARIAN SOCIETY. Archreologia Americana. Transactions and Collections of the American Antiquarian Society, Vol. IV.
Worcester, 1860.
Svo, pp. viii, 355. Illustrations. Folded map.
Contents: Advertisement; Officers; Original documents from the state-paper
office, London, and the British Museum, illustrating the history of Sir Walter
Raleigh's first American colony, and the colony at Jamestown; "A discourse
of Virginia," by Edward Maria Wing.field; New England's rarities discovered,
by John Josselyn; Narrative of a voyage to Spitzbergen in 1613, at the charge of
the Fellowship of English Merchants for the discovery of n~w tl'ades, commonly
called the Muscovy Company; Appendix: Life of Sir Ralph Lano, by E. E. Hale;
Notice of Samuel Jennison, by S. Salisbury; Index.

AMERICAN ANTIQUARI N ''ocrn:TY. Archreologia Americana. Transactions and Collections of the American Antiquarian ·ociety. Vols. VVI. Albany, 1 74..
Two vols., Svo. Vol. 1, pp. lxxxvii, 423, portrait. Vol. u, pp. viii, 666, 47.
Contents: The history of pr in tin~ in .A.meri ·a, with t~ biography of printers,
and an account of newapaperd. By Isaiah Thomaa. ."ocond edition, with tho
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author's corrections and additions, and a catalogue of American publications
previous to the Revolution of 1776. Published under the supervision of a special
committee of the Society.

AMERICAN ANTIQUARIAN SOCIETY. Archooologia Americana. Transactions and Collections of the American Antiquarian Society. Vol. VII.
Cambridge, 1885.
8vo, pp. xxviii, 460.
Contents: Notebook k ept by Thomas Lechford, fawyer iu Boston, from Juno
27, 1638, to July 29, 1641.

AMERICAN ANTIQUARIAN SOCIETY. Report prnseuteu at the Annual
Meeting, October, 1821. By Rejoice Newton and Samuel Jennison.
Worcester, 1821.
8vo, pp. 2. No title-page.
Second edition , Cambridge, 1868. pp. 2 (1).

AMERICAN ANTIQUARIAN SOCIETY.
ter, 1831.J
32mo, pp. 7.

By-laws, October 24, 1831.

[Worces-

No title-page.

AMERICAN ANTIQUARIAN SOCIETY. An address delivered before tho ociety, at their Annual Meeting, October 23, 1855, in relation to the
Character and Services of their late Librarian, Christophor C. Baldwin, esq. By William Lincoln. Worcester, 1835.
8vo, pp. 19.

AMERICAN ANTIQUARlAN SOCIETY. A catalogue of the booka in the library
of the Society. Worcester, 1837.
8vo, issued by letters, paged independently as follows: pp. 8, 21, 52, 51, 22, 41, 18,
20, 30, 4, 8, 7, 20, 52, 15, 6, 45, 3, 20, 42, 22, 12, 5, 39, 2, 1, 5.

AMERICAN ANTIQUARIAN SOCIETY. Circular letter to governors of the
States, asking for State documents. Worcester, 1838.
AMERICAN ANTIQUARIAN SOCIETY.
May, 1839. Worcester, 1839.

Catalogue of the officers and members,

8vo, pp. 15 (1).
Usually found with the fifty-third semiannual report, in one pamphlet.

AMERICAN ANTIQUARIAN SOCIETY. Fifty-third semiannual report of the
council of the Society, May 29, 1839; with the report of the librarian.
Worcester, 1839.
8vo, pp. 16, 15 (1), 3 (1).
Contains also the "Catalogue of the officers and members, May, 1839," with a
separate title-page. Following the catalogne is an abstract from annual reports
of the council, treasurer, and librarian, October 23, 1839.

AMERICAN ANTIQUARIAN SOCIETY. Proceedings of the Society at their
Annual Meeting, May 31, 1843. Worcester, 1843.
Svo, pp. 11.

AMERICAN ANTIQUARIAN SOCIETY. Proceedings of the Society at their
Thirty-first Annual Me~ting, October 23, 1843. Wore ster, 1843.
Svo, pp.16.

AMERICAN ANTIQUARIAN SOCIETY. Proceedings of the Society at their
Meeting, October 23, 1849. Cambridge, 18,50.
Svo, pp. 32.
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AMERICAN ANTIQUARIAN SOCIETY. Proceedings at Meetings of the Society
in Boston, May 29, and in Worcester, October 23, 1850. Worcester,
[1850].
.
8vo, pp.18.

AMERICAN ANTIQUARIAN SOCIETY. Proceedings at Meetings of the Society
in Boston, April 30, 1851; in Worcester, October 23, 1851, and in Boston, April 28, 1852. Worcester, [1852].
8vo, pp. 44.

AMERICAN ANTIQUARIAN SOCIETY. Proceedings at a Meeting of the Society
in Worcester, October 23, 1852. Worcester, 1852.
8vo, l>P· 33 (1).

Three plates.

AMERICAN ANTIQUARIAN SOCIETY. Proceedings at Meetings of the Society
in Boston, April 27, 1853, and in Worcester, October 24, 1853. Worcester, [1853].
8vo, pp. 35.

AMERICAN ANTIQUARIAN SOCIETY. Proceedings at a Meeting of the Society
_in Boston, April 26, 1854. Boston, 1854.
8vo, pp. 47.

AMERICAN ANTIQUARIAN SOCIETY. Proceedings ata Meeting of the Society
in Worcester, October 23, 1854. Boston, 1854.
8vo, pp. 29.

AMERICAN ANTIQUARIAN SOCIETY. Notice of the life and character of
Ron. John Davis, read before the Society, on the 26th of April, 1854,
by Thomas Kinnicutt. Boston, 1854.
8vo, pp. 26.

AMERICAN ANTIQUARIAN SOCIETY. Catalogue of the officers and members, October, 1855. Boston, 1855.
8vo, pp. 20.

AMERICAN ANTIQUARIAN SOCIETY. Proceedings at a Meeting of the
Society in Boston, April 25, 1855. Boston, 1855.
8vo, pp. 36 .

AMERICAN ANTIQUARIAN SOCIETY. Proceedings at a Meeting of the
Society in Worcester, October 22, 1855. [With a list of Officers and
Members. J Boston, 1855.
8vo, pp. 54.

AMERICAN ANTIQUARIAN SOCIETY. Proceedings at Meetings of the
Society in Boston, April 30, 1856, and Worcester, October 21, 1856.
Boston, 1856.
8vo, pp. 67.

Al\rnRICAN ANTIQUARIAN SOCIETY. Memoir of Thomas Lindall Winthrop,
second presi<lent of the Society. By George Folsom. Boston, 1857.
8vo, pp. 317-343.
Reprinted from tho Transactions.

Al\IERICAN A 'TIQPARIAN , ocmTY. Procee<lingR at the , emi-annual
Meeting of the , 'ociety held in Boston, April 29, 1857. Boston, 1857.
Svo, pp. 36.

Al\IERICA~' ANTIQ 'ARIA~' 'ocrnTY. Procee<linrrs at tho Annual Meeting
of the , 'ociety held iu \Vor ·ester, October 21, 18.57. Boston, 1 57.
Svo,pp. 51.
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AMERICAN ANTIQUARIAN SOCIETY. Proceedings at the Semiannual
Meeting of the Society helcl in Boston, April 28, 1858. Boston, 1858.
Svo, pp. 32.

·

AMERICAN ANTIQUARIAN SOCIETY. Proceedings at the Annual Meeting
of the Society held in Worcester, October 21, 1857. Boston, 1858.
Svo, pp. 38.

AMERICAN ANTIQUARIAN SOCIETY. Proceeclings of the Semiannual Meeting of the Society in Boston, April 27, 1859. Boston, 1859.
Svo, pp. 32.

AMERICAN ANTIQUARIAN SOCIETY. Proceedings at the Annual Meeting
· of the Society held in Worcester, October 21, 1859. Boston, 1859.
Svo, pp. 35.

AMERICAN ANTIQUARIAN SOCIETY. Proceedings of the Society at a special meeting held in Worcester, February 10, 1859. Boston, 1859.
pp. 30.
On tbe occasion of tbe death of W. Il. Prescott.

8YO,

AMERICAN ANTIQUARIAN SOCIETY. Proceedings at the Semi-annual Meeting of the Society h eld in Boston, April 25, 1860. Boston, 1860.
Svo, pp. 47.

AMERICAN ANTIQUAR£AN SOCIETY. Proceedings at the Annirnl Meotin<r of
the Society held in Worcester, October 22, 1860. Boston, 1860.
Svo, pp. 50.
Contains a report upon the .American coins and tokens in the cabinet oft-he
Society, prepared by Nathaniel Paine.

AMERICAN ANTIQUARIAN SOCIETY. Proceedings at the Meeting oi the
Society in Boston, April 24, 1861. Boston, 1861.
Svo,pp.42.

AMERICAN ANTIQUARIAN SOCIETY. Procee<l.ings at the Annual Meeting of
the Society held in Worcester, October 21, 1861. Boston, 1861.
8vo, pp. 62.
Pages 43-62 contain ".An essay on tbe time of making the statues of [Michael
.A ngelo' s) Christ and Moses." Read before the Council of tbe Society September
30, 1861, and before the Society October 21, 1861, by Stephen Salisbury.

AMERICAN ANTIQ ARIAN SOCIETY. Proceedings at the Meeting of the
Society in Boston, April 30, 1862. Boston, 1862.
Svo, pp. 53.
Pages 45-53 contain a paper entitle<l. "The name of California," by E. E. Eale.

AMERICAN ANTIQUARIAN SOCIETY. Proceedings at the Meeting of the
Society in Worcester, October 21, 1862. Boston, 1862.
Svo,pp.40.

AMERICAN ANTIQUARIAN SOCIETY. Proceedings at the Semiannual Meeting of the Society in Boston, April 29, 1863. Boston, 1863.
Svo, pp. 63.
Pages 40-63 contain "Indications of ancient customs, suggested by certain
cranial form!I," by Daniel Wilson.

A;)-1ERICAN ANTIQUARIAN SOCIETY. Proceedings at the Annual M eting of
the Society held in Worcester, October 21, 1863. Boston, 1863.
Svo,pp. 72.
Pages 33-72 contain tlie address of Dr. William Jenks iu commemoration of the
fiftieth anniversary of the 8ociety.

H. Doc. 291-44
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AMERICAN ANTIQUARIAN SOCIETY. Proceedings at the Semi-annual Meeting of the Society held in Boston, April 7, 1864. Boston, 1864.
8vo, pp. 66. Woodcuts.
Pages 59-66 contain "Remarks on a Latin inscription lately found at Castine,
in the State of Maine," by Charles Folsom.

AMERICAN ANTIQUARIAN SOCIETY. Proceedings at the Annual Meeting of
the Society held in Worcester, October 21, 1864. Boston, 1864.
8vo,pp.80.
Pages 52-58 contain " Some notes on Roanoke Island and James River," by
Edward E. Hale, followed by remarks by Charles Deane, pp. 59-80.

AMERICAN ANTIQUARIAN SOCIETY. Proceedings at the Semiannual Meeting of the Society held in Boston, April 26, 1865. Boston, 1865.
8vo, pp.67.

AMERICAN ANTIQUARIAN SOCIETY. Proceedings at the Annual Meeting of
the Society held in Worcester, October 21, 1865. Cambridge, 1866.
8vo, pp. 71.

AMERICAN ANTIQUARIAN SOCIETY. Proceedings at a Special M_eeting of
the Society, March 16, 1866, and at the Semi-annual Meeting in Boston,
April 25, 1866. Cambridge, 1866.
8vo, pp.117. Plate. Diagram.
The report of the council by Nathaniel Paine is largely taken up with a his
torical sketch of currency.

AMERICAN ANTIQUARIAN SOCIETY. Proceedings of the Society at a Special Meeting, March 16, 1866. Cambridge, 1866.
8vo,pp.18.
On the death of Jared Sparks.

AMERICAN ANTIQUARIAN SOCIETY. Proceedings of the Society at a Special Meeting, .January 17, 1865, in reference to the death of their former
president, Edward Everett. Boston, 1865.
8vo,pp. 29.
Reprinted in ".A. memorial of Edward Everett, from the city of Bo'ston," PP·
239-267. Boston, 1865.

AMERICAN ANTIQUARIAN SOCIETY. Proceedings at the Annual Meeting of
the Society held in Worcester, October 20, 1866, and at the special
meeting held in Worcester, November 15, 1866. Cambridge, 1866.
8vo, pp.48.
Pages 41-48 contain '' Tribute to the Rev. William Jenks, D. D."

AMERICAN ANTIQUARIAN SOCIETY. Proceedings at the Semiannual Meeting of the Society held in Boston, April 24, 1867. Cambridge, 1867.
Svo, pp.131.
Pages 38-50 contain "Remarks of Edward E. Ilale on Mr. Bergenroth's letter."
Pages 51-131, "Records of the council for New England," edited by Charles
Deane.

AMERICAN A TIQUARIA:N" , 0CIETY. Proceedings at the AnnualMeetingof
the oci ty held in Worcester, October 21, 1867. Worcester, 1 67.
Svo, pp. 91.

A.,rnRICA.....'l' A .. "TIQ ARIAN' , 'o rnTY. J>roceedings at a pecial M eting of
the ociety helcl in \Vore<· ter .Jun 2, 1 6 , to takenotic- of th death
of thei r senior vice-pre i<leot, Hon. Levi Lincoln. Worcester, 1 6 .
8vo,pp. 20.
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AMERICAN ANTIQUARIAN SOCIETY. Proceedings at the Semiannual Meeting of the Society in Boston, April 29, 1868. Worcester, 1868.
8vo, pp.82.
Pages 45-50 contain Catalogue of "Indian Relics;" pp.51-79, Report ofJobn
R. Bartlett, as a Delegate to tbe Intemational A.rcbreological Congress at Antwerp; pp. 80-82 contain "Tbe author of the relation of 'Captain Newport's
discoveries in Virginia.' "

AMERICAN ANTIQUARIAN SocrnTY. Proceedings at the Annual Meeting of
the Society held in Worcester, October 21, 1868. Worcester, 1869.
8vo,pp. 62.

AMERICAN ANTIQUARIAN SOCIETY. Proceedings at the Semi-annual Mfleting of the Society held in Boston, April 28, 1869. Worcester, ·1869.
8vo, pp. 79. Two folded plates.
Pages 53- 79 contain "Ancient tumuli in Georgia," by Charles C. Jones, jr.

AMERICAN ANTIQUARIAN SOCIETY. Proceedings at the Annnal Meeting of
the Society held in Worcester, October 21, 1869. Worcester, 1869.
8vo, pp. 53.

AMERICAN ANTIQUARIAN SOCIETY. Proceedings at the Semiannual Meeting of the Society held in Boston, April 27, 1870. Worcester, 1870.
8vo, pp. 52.

AMERICAN ANTIQUARIAN SOCIETY. Proceedings at the Annual Meeting of
the Society held in Worcester, October 21, 1870. Worcester, 1870.
8vo, pp. 68.

A;.\IERICAN ANTIQUARIAN SOCIETY. Proceedings at the Semiannual Meeting of the Society held at Boston, April 26, 1871. Worcester, 1871.
8vo, pp. 55.

AMERlCAN ANTIQrJARIAN SOCIETY. Proceedings at theAnnual Meeting of
the Society held in Worcester, October 21, 1871. ·w orcester, 1872.
8vo, pp. 66. Map.
The report of the Council, by E. E. Hale, treats of the history of discovery in
the Pacific.

AMERICAN ANTIQUARIAN SOCIETY. Proceedings at the Semiannual Meeting of the Society held in Boston, April 23, 1872. Worcester, 1872.
8vo, pp. 85. Map.
Pages 65-82 contain a paper "On the likelihood of an admixture of Japanese
blood on our northwest coast," by Horace Davis; pp. 83-85, "The cosmogony of
Dante and Columbus," by Edward E . Hale.

AMERICAN ANTIQUARIAN SocrnTY. Proceedings at the Annual Meeting of
the ociety held in Worcester, October 21, 1872. Worcester, 1873.
8vo, pp. 53Pages 43-53 contain "The Star-Spangled Banner and national son "S," by Stephen alisbury.

A:\rnRICAN ANTIQUARIAN SOCIETY. Proceedings at the Semiannual M etiug of the Society held in Boston, April 30, 1873. Worcester, 1873.
Svo, pp. 92.

Plate.

A~IElUCAN ANTIQUARIAN SOCIETY. Proceedjngs at the Annual Meeting of
the, 'ocicty held at Worcester, October 21, 1873. Worcester, 1874.
Svo, pp. 154. Map.
The R eport of the Council, by J'. Ilammond Trumbull, is mainly dovoted to an
account of th e origin and early progress of Indian missions in New England .
Pp. 45- 62 co11tain " Books anll tracts in thP Indian 'ktngua/Ze, or d1•signNl for tho
use of the Indiaus, printed at Cambridge aud Boston, 165::l- 1721, " by ,J. Ilaromond
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Trnmbull; pp. 83-92, "Early maps in Munich," by Edward E. Hale; pp. 93-96,
" ote on Robert Dudley, Duke of Northumberland, and his .Ar cano del Mare;"
pp. 97-99, "Remarks of .Prof. Smyth on some of the connections, by marriage, of
Columbus;" pp. 101:..112, "Memorandum as to the discovery of the Bay of San
Francisco," by John T. Doyle, with introductory remarks, by John D. Washburn; pp.113-154, "Memorial of Governor Endecott," by Stephen Salisbury.

A1vmRICAN ANTIQUARIAN SOCIETY. Proceedings at the Semiannual Meeting of the Society held in Boston, April 29, 1874. Worcester, 1874.
8,·o, pp. 67.
Pages 59-67 contain" ~rhe great awakening," by Isaac Smucker.

AMERICAN ANTIQUARIAN SocrnTY. Proceedings at theAnnual Meeting of
the Society held in Worcester, October 21, 1874. Worcester, 1875.
8vo, pp.50.

AMERICAN ANTIQUARIAN SOCIETY. Proceedings at the Semiannual Meeting of the Society held in Boston, April 28: 1875. Worcester, 1875.
8vo, pp . 89.
The Report of the Council, by Stephen Salisbury (pp. 21-67), discusses Schliemann's discoveries.

AMERICAN ·ANTIQUARIAN SOCIETY. Proceedings at the Annual Meeting
held at Worcester, October 21, 1875. Worcester, 1876.
8vo, pp. 78. Folded map.
Pages 49-63 contain "Records of the Council for New England," by Charles
Deane; pp. 65-78, " The criminal laws of Massachusetts," substance of the
remarks of Judge .Aldrich.

AMERICAN ANTIQUARIAN SOCIETY. Proceedings at the Semiannual Meeting of the Society held in Boston, April 26, 1876. Worcester, 1876.
8vo, pp. 104.
The Report of the Council, by Stephen Salisbury, jr. (pp. 19-61), concerns tbe
Maya antiquities of Y neat an; pp. 89-104 contain "Historical and bibliographical
notes on the laws -of New Hampshire," by .Albert H. Hoyt.

AMERICAN ANTIQUARIAN SOCIETY. Proceedings at the· Annual Meeting
of the Society held in Worcei;;ter, October 21, 1876. Worcester, 1876.
8vo,pp. 75.

AMERICAN ANTIQUARIAN SOCIETY. Proceedings at a Special Meeting of
the Society held in Worcester, March 20, 1877, totakenoticeofthedeath
of their associate, Hon. Emory Washburn, LL. D. Worcester, 1877.
8YO, pp.18.

AMERICAN ANTIQUARIAN SOCIETY. Proceedings at the Semiannual Meeting of the Society held in Boston, April 25, 1877. Worcester, 1877.
8vo, pp.119. Photographs. Heliotypes.
Pages 57-63 contain The Copper .Age in Wisconsin, by James Davie Butler;
pp. 64- 69, The Davenport Tablets, by R. J. Farquharson ; pp. 70-110, Dr. Le
Plnngeon in Yucatan, the discovery of a statue called Chae Mool , ancl the ommunication11 of Dr. .Augustus Le Plongeon concerning explorations in the ucatan
P ninsula, by Sl.ephen 'alislxuy,jr.

AMERICAN A~·T1QUARIAX o IETY. Proc •erlings at th Annual M eting of
the ociety beld in Worcester, October 22, 1 77. Worcester, 1 7
Svo, pp.112 (1).
The Report of the 'ouncil, by CbarlP,S Dean
vention of 'aratog:~."

(pp. 12. 77) tr ats of th

"Con-

AMERI AN ANTI ARI ,_. ' CIETY. Proceedings at tho,' mia.nnual Me ting of the, 'ociety h lclinBoston,April21,1 7. Worce ter 1 7.
Svo, pp. 110. Two pl an!!.
Pag&1 38-42 contain R mark s on th

l)

ath of

1{

·v. Dr. .'wr•etser, h )· Rev. JJr.
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Robbins; pp. 43-64, Massachusetts and Maine, their Union and Separation, by
P. Emory Aldrich; pp. 65-69, On the Decrease of the Relative Number of CollegeEducated Men in Massachusetts during the Present Century, by Edward Hitchcock; pp. 71-89, Terra-Cotta Figure from Isla Mujeres, Northeast Coast of
Yucatan, by Stephen Salisbury,jr.; pp. 91-110, The Mexican Calendar Stone, by
Philipp J'. J'. Valentini, translated by Stephen t;alisbury,jr.

AMERICAN ANTIQUARIAN SOCIETY. Proceedings at the Annual Meeting of
tlie Society held in Worcester, October 21, 1878. Worcester, 1879.
8vo, pp. 131. Illustrated. Heliotypos. Portrait.
.
Pages 65-75 contain .A.rchreological Communication on Yucatan, by Augustus
Le Plongeon; pp. 77-106, Notes on Yucatan, by .A.lice D. Le Plongeon; pp. 116126, Reinterment of Isaiah Thomas, LL. D ., Founder of the Society; pp.126-131,
Reception of Governor J'ohn Winthrop at Salem, J'uno 12, 1630, a Sequel to tl10
Memorial of Governor J'ohn Endicott, in Proceedings of Society, October 21, 1873,
by Stephen Salisbury.

AMERICAN ANTIQUARIAN SOCIETY. Proceedings at the Semiannual Meeting of the Society held in Boston, April 30, 1879. Worcester, 1879.
8vo, pp.120. Illustrated. Portrait.
Pages 63-69 contain Proceedings at tl1e Presentation of a Portrait of Samuel F.
Haven, LL. D. , librarian of the Society since April, 1838; pp. 71.:79, .A. Day at
Mount Vernon in 1797, by Hamilton B. Staples; pp. 81-112, Mexican Copper Tools,
by Philipp J. J'. Valentini, from the German, by Stephen Salisbury, jr.; pp. 113117, L etter from Dr.Augustus Le Plongeon [on the Maya language, etc.) .

AMERICAN ANTIQUARIAN SOCIETY. Proceedings at the Annual Meeting of
the Society held in Worcester, October 21, 1879. Worcester, 1879.
8vo, pp. 117. illustrated.
Pages 71-117 contain the Katnnes of Maya history, by l'hilipp J'. J'. Valentini,
translated from the German by Stephen Salisbury, jr.

AMERICA.l.'l' ANTIQUARIAN SOCIETY. Proceedings at the Semiannual Meetings of the Society he1d in Boston, April 28, 1880. Worcester, 1880.
8vo, pp. 91, 2. Illustrated.
·
Pages 53-58 contain Remarks of Dr. Deane on the Late Vice-President Lenox;
pp. 59-91, The Landa Alphabet, a Spanish Fabrication, by Philipp J'. J'. Valentini.
The two pages at the encl are inserted, having been omitted unintentionally when
the number was printed.

AMERICAN ANTIQUARIAN SOCIETY. Proceedings of the American Antiquarian Society'. New series, Vo1. I, 1880-81. ·worcester, 1882.
8vo, pp. xiii, 485. Illustrated. Portrait.
Contents: Prefatory note; Officers from 1812 to 18!31, ancl members, January 1,
1881; Officers elected October, 1880; Annual meeting, Octob ·r 21, 1880; Proceedi11gs at the meeting; Report of the Council, by Stephen Salis burr; Report of tho
librarian; Donors and donations; Report of the treasurer; Personal recollections
of Baron Visconti, by R. C. Winthrop; Mexican paper, by Ph. J'. J'. Valentini;
Notes on the bibliography of Yucatan and Central A.merica, by .A.d. F. Bandelier.
Semiannual meeting, April 27, 1881: Proceedings at the m eting; Report of the
Council, by Nathaniel Paine; List of orderly books and kindred records in tlie
library of the Society; Report on the library; Donors and donations; Report of
the Treasurer: The centennial of the J'ifassachusetts constitution, by .A.lexand r
H. Bullock; Coronado's discovery of the seven cities, by Edward E. Ilale; Mayapan and Maya inscriptions, by Augustus Le Plongcon; Two Mexican Chalchihuites, the Humboldt celt and the Leyden plate, by Philipp J'. J'. Valentini.
Annual meeting October 21, 1881: Proceedings; Report of tile Counc:il, by E. E.
Hale; Report on the library; Donors and donations; Report of the tr a.surer;
Action of the Council on the death of Samuel F. Ila Yen; Origin of th names of
the States of the Union, by IIamilton B. Staples; Ilum rus found at 'oncorcl,
Mass., letter from Eu ward S. Iloar; President Gar.field's N ·w England an ·estry,
by George F. Hoar; Titbhlgmeu, by IIerb rt J3. dams; 'What ii! th tt-uu sit of
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"The seven cities of Cibola," visited by Coronado in 1540, by Henry W. Haynes;
The testimony of Fabyan's Chronicle to Hakluyt's account of the Cabota, by
George Dexter; English officers in America, by E. E. Hale; Report on by-laws;
By-laws adopted, October 21, 1881; Rules and regulations for the government of
the library; Errata; Index .

. AMERICAN ANTIQUARIAN SOCIETY. Proceedings of the American Antiquarian Society. New series; Vol n, 1882-83. Worcester, 1883.
8vo, pp. viii, 383. Illustrated. Folded map.
Contents: Part 1. Prefatory note; Semiannual meeting, April 26, 1882; Proceedings; Report of the Council, by Egbert C. Smyth; .Appendix to Report of the
Council [ on the catacombs of Rome]; Report on the library; Donors and dona·
tions; Report of the treasurer; Robert Boyle, by Charles O. Thompson; Note
upon the perforated Indian humerus found at Concord, Mass. , by Henry W.
Haynes; Note by committee of publication; Notes on Mitla, by Louis H. Ayme.
Part 2. Annual meeting, October 21, 1882; Report of the Council, by George F.
Hoar; Report on the library; Donors and donations; A visit to Palos and Rabida,
by Edward E. Hale; Notes on the history of witchcraft in Massachusetts, by
George H. Moore; The Olmecas and the Tultecas, by Philipp J. J. Valentini;
An ancient document of the house of Washington, by Edward G. Porter; Notes
on copper implements from Mexico, by Frederick W. Putnam. Part 3. Semiannual meeting, April 25, 1883; Proceedings; Report of the Council, by John D.
Wash burn; Report on the library; Donors and donations; Report of the treasurer; Action of the Council on the death of Isaac Davis; Gleanings from the
sources of the history of the second parish, Worcester, Mass., by Samuel S.
Green; The journey of Moncacht Ape, by Andrew McFarland Davis; Iron from
the Ohio mounds; a review of the statements and misconceptions of two writers
of over sixty years ago, by Frederick W. Putnam; Notes upon ancient soapstone
quarries, worked for the manufacture of cooki:qg utensils, by Henry W. Haynes;
Index to Vol. u.

AMERICAN ANTIQUARIAN SOCIETY. Proceedings of the American Antiquarian Society. New series, Vol. nr, October, 1883-April, 1885.
Worcester, 1885.
Svo, pp. viii, 532. Illustrated. Plate. Portrait.
Contents: Note; Annual meeting, October 21, 1883; Proceedings; Report of
the Council, by George Bancroft, Stephen Salisbury; Report of the lilJrarian;
Donors and donations; Report of the treasurer; Semiannual meeting, April
30, 1884; Proceedi11gs; Report of the Council, by P. Emory Aldrich; Report of'
the librarian; Donors and donations; Report of the treasurer; The province
laws, by Hamilton B. Staples; The stone implements of Asia, by Heinrich
Fischer; M emoir of C. H. Berendt, by D. G. Brinton; Action of the Council,
April 30, 1884, on the death of President Salisbury; Annual meeting, October 21,
1884; Proceedings: Notices of the death of President Salisbury; Memorial, by
Andrew P. P eabody; LC'tter from George Bancroft; Action of Massachusetts
Historical Society; Action of New England Historical and Genealogical Society i
Report of the Council, l)y J. Hammond Trumbull, Samuel S. Green; Report of
the treasurer; Report of the librarian; Donors and donations; Notes on copper
implements of America, by Henry W . Haynes; Semiannual meeting, April 29,
1885; Report of the Council, by George F. Hoar; Report of th treasurer; Report of the librarian; Donors and donations; Autbor11bip of the Federalist, by
Henry Cal)ot Lodge; The bistory of Connecticut as illustrated hy th names of
h r towns, by Franklin B. Dexter; , 'emilunar and crescent-shaped tools, by Ph.
J". J. Valentini; French fabrications, or lJlnnd rs in American linguistics, by
Ilenry W. HaynC's; i ..otices of deceased members: JWis Ames, lJy Thomas L.
N Ison; Edward Jarvis, by ,'amu 1 8. Gr n; William Barry, hy Williinp. F
Pool ; Port<•r C. Bli11s, hy J". Evart.~ Gr cne; Sam111·l C'. Damou, hy Ehn zer
Cntler; G orge TI. Prehle, hy Tatl1ani1•l Paine; 'hnrle8 O. Thomp on, by P
Emory .Alclrich; Offic rs cl· ted, October, 1 ; Li&t. of mernben,, May 1, 18 5;
Ind ·x. to ol. m.
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AMERICAN ANTIQUARIAN SOCIETY. Proceedings of the American Anfaquarian Society. New series, VoL IV, October, 1885-April, 1887.
Worcester, 1888.
8vo, pp. viii, 396.
Contents : Proceedings, October 21, 1885 : L ecbford notebook; Ohio nounds;
Report of the Council; The fallacies of history, by A. P. ·Peabody; Report of
the treasurer; Report of the librarian; Donors and donations. Proceedings,
April 28, 1886: Central American jades; Report of the Council; Voluntary syst em in the maintenance of ministers in the colonies of Massachusetts Bay and
Plymouth, by Samuel S. Green; Report of the trea1i!Urer; Report of the librarian; Donors and donations; English sources of American dialect, by Thomas
Wentworth Higginson. Proceedings, October 21, 1886 : The slave trade; Orderly
books; The Franklin pape.rs; Report of the Coimcil; Tlie connection of Massachusetts with slavery and the slave trade, by Charles Deane; Report of
th e treasurer; Report of the librarian ; Donors and don ations; .Archroological
research in Yucatan, by Edward H. Thompson. Proceedings, April 27, 1887;
Cypres; Earl P erry letters; Sketch of Hon . John Davis; Colony of Nox; Report
of the Council; The great charitable trusts of England, by C. S. Chase; Pliny
Earle Chase, by Samuel S. Green; Report of the treasurer; Report of the librarian; Donors and donations; The Roxbury Latin School, by J. Evarts Greene;
Selections froru letters r eceived by David Daggett, 1786-1802, by Franklin J.
Dexter; Explorations in Yucatan, by Edward H. Thompson; Index.

AMERICAN ANTIQUARIAN SOCIETY. Proceedings of the American Antiquarian Society. New series, Vol. v, October, 1887-October, 1888.
Worcester, 1889.
8vo, pp . viii (2), 508.
Contents: The Roxbury Latin Schooi; Ruined building at Labna, Y•lCatan;
Report of the Council [with obituary notices of Ben: Perley Poore, Elias Nasou,
Charles Rau, and Spencer Fullerton Baird]; Estimates of population in the
American colonies, by Franklin B. Dexter; Report of the treasurer; Report of
the librarian; Donors and donations; King Philip's war, with special reference
to the attack on Brookfield in August, 1675, by Grindall Reynolds; Wheeler's
defeat, 1675-where1 by Lucius R. Paige; The early African slave trade in New
England, hy William B. Weeden; The first scholarship at Harvard College, by
Andrew McFarland Dav is; Roger Williams, freeman of Massachusetts, by Reuben A. Guild; The Roxbury Latin School, by J. Evarts Greene. Proceedings,
April 25, 1888: Remarks of Hamilton B. Staples; Ruins at Kich-Moo and ChunKat-Tin; Report of the Council; Early books and libraries, by Stephen Salisbury; Report of the treasurer; ReJ)ort of the librarian; Donors and donations;
Notes on the bibliography of witchcraft in Massachusetts, by George Il. Moore;
Photography as an aid to local hi story, by George E. Francis; Monetary unification, by Robert Noxon Toppan; The Cambridge Press, by Andrew McF. Davis;
The legislative history of the ordinance of 1787, by J obn M. Merriam. Proceedings, October, 1888: Action of the Council; Death of Joseph Sargent, M. D .; Re,
port of the Council; Naval history of the Revolution, by Edward E. Ilale; R eport
of the tr asurer; Report of the librarian; Donors and donations ; The case of
Bathsheba Spooner, by Samuel Swett Green; Hopkinsianism, by Andrew P. :Peabody; La Salle's monument at Rouen , by Hamilton B. Staples; The site of th first
college building at Cambridge, l.Jy Andrew McFarland Davis ; The Alabama.
stone, by Henry W. Haynes; Index.

AMERICAN ANTIQUARIA .t SOCIETY. Proceedings.
April, 1889-April, 1890. Worcester, 1890.

New series, Vol. VI,

Svo, pp. viii, 375, ix. Plates.
Contents: Report of the Council, by P. Emory Aldrich; Christian r ligion
and the common law, hy P. Emory Aldrich; Illustrated Americana, l>y James I•'.
Hunnewell ; The bay of San Francisco, by J. T. Doyle ; .,.ephrite and ,iadeit , by
L. P. Kinnicutt; Report of the Council ; The Farmer's Weekly Muaf'um, b y A.
P. Peabody; The navigation laws, by Edward Channin.~ ; The Peaho<ly Museum
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in Cambridge, by F. W. Putnam; Cotton Mather and his slaves, by Henry W.
Haynes; Robert College, Constantinople, by Cyrus Hamlin; Death of Charles
Deane; List of members; Foundation of the Swiss Republic, by J. D. Washburn;
The Aborigines of Australia, by E. G. Porter; The early college buildings at
Cam bridge, by .A.. McFarland Davis; Cranium from Progreso, Yucatan, by Franz
Boas; Copies of Maya pottery and implements, by Stephen Salis bury; Index.

AMERICAN ANTIQUARIAN SOCIETY. Proceedings. New series, Vol. vn,
October, 1890-October, 1891. Worcester, 1892.
8vo, pp. xv, 454.
Contents: The northern boundary of Massachusetts in its relations to New
Hampshire, by Samuel .A.. Green; R eminisc6nces of Dr. J obn Park, by Edward
H. Hall; .A. forgotten patriot [John Whitcomb], by Henry S. Nourse ; Boy Life
in a Massachusetts country town thirty years ago, by G. Stanley Hall; Financial embarrassments of the New England ministers in the last century [ on
Jeremy Belknap], by C. C. Smith; .A. singular ancient work [at Foster's, Warren
·County, Ohio], by F. ·vv. Putnam; Action of the Council: D eath of George Bancroft; Government in Canada and the United States compared, by George F.
Hoar; George Bancroft, by Samuel Swett Green; Dr. Schliemann and the arch reological value of bis discoveries, by Thomas Chase; The .A.bbe Brasseur de
Bourbourg, by Herbert B . .A.dams; Paper on ecstasy and trance, by G. Stanley
Hall; The French Canadian s in New England, by Egbert C. Smyth; Illustrated
Americana of the Revolution, by James F. Hunnewell; Historic burial places of
Boston and vicinity, by John M. Merriam; The Galapagos Islands, by George
Baur; William Lincoln, by Charles .A.. Chase.

AMERICAN ANTIQUARIAN SOCIETY. Proceedings.
April, 1892-April, 1893. Worcester, 1893.

New series, Yol. VIII,

8vo, pp. xxi, 481.
Contents: L etter of John Davenport to the .F irst Church, Roxbury, 1664.; The
history of the earth in libraries and museums, by G. E. Ellis; Some Rhode Islnnrl
contributions to the intellectual life of the last century, by W. E . Foster; Thomas
Coram in Boston and Taunton, by Hamilton Andrews Hill ; Swiss pact of 1291,
by J. D. Washburn; The landfall of Columbus at San Salvador, by Philipp J. J.
Valentini; The results of Columbus's discovery, by E . E. Hale; The world of
commerce in 1492, by William B. Weeden; The ancient structures of Yucatan
not communal dwellings, by Edward H. Thompson; Yucatan at ·the time of its
discovery, by Edward H. Thompson; The Lady Mowlson scholarship at Cambridge, by Andrew Mel!'. Davis: Rutherford Birchard Hayes, by George F.
Hoar; The Santa Fe trade, its route and character, by J. Evarts Greene; The
British public r ecord office and the materials in it for early American history, by
W. Noel Sainsbury; Memoir of Major-General Thomas Harrison, by Charles II.
Firth; Index.

AMERICAN ANTIQUARIAN SOCIETY. Proceed~ngs.
October, 1893-October, 1894. Worcester, 1895.

New series, Vol. rx,

Svo, pp. (3), 495. Folded map .
Contents: Wheeler's <iefeat, 1675-where 1 by S . .A.. Green; Remarks concerning John Davis, by George F. Hoar; Necrology-George Chandler; Charles ColcockJones, jr., John James Bell; Eligio Ancona, by .F. B. D exter; On some social
distinctions at Harvard and Yale before the Revolution, by F. B. Dexter; Edmund
Burke, bis services as agent of the Province of New York, by C. Stebbins; The
archives of Harvard College, by Justin Winsor; Necrology-l!'rancis Parkman,
Charles H . Bell, George W. Childs, Isaac muck er, William F. Poole, ndres
.A.znar P erez; On the history of .A.mrrican college text-hooks and t a •bing of
logic, thics, psychology, ancl allied subje ·ts, lJy G. , tanloy Hall, On th past and
present in .A.sia, by John Bellows; The new foun,l Journal of Charles Floycl, a.
s rgeant. nnder aptains Lewis a!ld Clark, by Jam"s Davie Butl r; Concord
[Mass.], by J. McK. Merriam; .A.borigin s of the \V st Indies, l,y F. A. Ob r;
Eliot's Bible and th Ojibway languag , by ,J . .A.. Gilfillan; A,ldr ss of th ritiz n of \Vestmor land, Ya., to President .A.dams, July 11, 170 , with hi!! r1·ply;
nality the prevailing element in re1lrC1Hmtatiou (in ..,ew England], by W. B.
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Weeden. Obituaries:. William Dwight Whitney, byS. E. Baldwin; Lindall Reynolds, by G. F. Hoar. The rival claimants for North America, 1497-1755, by Justin Winsor; Analysis of the pictorial text inscribed on two Palenque t ablets, by
P. J. ,J. Valentini; The political duel between Nicholas, the Czar of Russia, and
Lord Stratford de Redcliffe, the great English ambassador, by Cyrus Hamlin;
Memorial of George E. Ellis; of Peleg E. Aldrich; Index.

AMERICAN ANTIQUARIAN SOCIETY. A discourse of Virginia. By Edward
Maria Wingfield, first president of the Colony. Now .first printed from
the original manuscript in the Lambeth Library. Edited, with notes
and an introduction, by Charles Deane. Boston, 1860.
8vo, pp. 45. Large paper. One hundred copies.

AMERICAN ANTIQUARIAN SOCIETY. Narrative of a voyage to Spitz bergen
in the year 1613, etc. With an introduction and notes, by Samuel F.
Haven. Boston, 1860.
8vo, pp. 74. Map. Fifty copies.
Reprinted from .Archceologia, Vol.

IV.

•

AMERICAN "ANTIQUARIAN SOCIETY. New Englancl's rarities discovered.
By John Josselyn, gent. With an introduction and notes, by Edward
Tuckerman. Worcester, 1860.
8vo, pp. 134.
R eprinted from Transactions.

AMERICAN ANTIQUARIAN SOCIETY. Remarks and resolutions commemorative of the Hon. Josiah Quincy, by the Society at their first meeting
after his death. Worcester) 1864.
Svo,pp.16.
The remarks were by George Livermore.
Reprinted from Proceqd'ings.

AMERICAN ANTIQUARIAN SOCIETY. Remarks on a Latin inscription lately
found at Castine, in the State of Maine. [By Charles Folsom. Worcester, 1864.]
8vo, pp. 8. Diagram. No title-page.
Reprinted from the Proceedings for April, 1864.

AMERICA..t'1' ANTIQUARIAN SOCIETY. Rtlmarks on the Popham celebration
of the Maine Historical Society. Read before the American Antiquarian Society, April 26, 1865. By S. F. Haven. Boston, 1865.
8vo,pp. 32.
Reprinted from Proceedings.

AMERICAN ANTIQUARIAN SOCIETY. Remarks on the early paper currency of Massachus tts. Read before the Society, April 25, 1866. By
Nathaniel Paine. Cambridge, 1866.
8vo, pp. 66. Plates.
Fifty copies r eprinted from the Proceedings.

AMERICAN ANTIQUARIAN SOCIETY. Circular in regard to the publications
of the Society. Worcester, 1867.
8vo,pp. 3.

AMERICAN ANTIQUARIAN SocrnTy. Records of the Council for New England. [Edited by Charles Deane.] Reprinted from the Proceedings
for April, 1867. Cambridge, 1867.
8vo,pp.83.
The Massachusetts Historical Society's copy bas four pages inserted, thn first
three b eing numbered 481, 483, 48\ the last containing errata. They contain portions of the record only discoYered in 1875, ancl which are neceR1mrily 0111iUed in
the original issue. There were also copie issued cousiRting of tho 1mgcs 53-105,
taken from the Proceedings, with a leaf having a half title.
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AMERICAN ANTIQUARIAN SOCIETY. Records of the Council for New England. [Edited by Charles Deane.] Cambridge, 1867.
8·rn, pp.10 (16), 11-83. No title-page.

AMERICAN ANTIQUARIAN SOCIETY. Remarks on Sebastian Cabot's MappeMonde. By Charles Deane. Reprinted from the Proceedings of the
Society. Cambridge, 1867.
8vo, pp. (2), 8.
Fifty copies reprinted from the Proceedings.

AMERICAN ANTIQGARIAN SOCIETY. Records of the Council for New England. [Edited by Charles Deane.] Cambridge, 1867.
8vo, pp. (2), 53-131.

No title-page.

AMERICAN ANTIQUARIAN SOCIETY. Catalogue of Indian relics.
liam A. Smith and Stephen Salisbury, jr. Worcester, 1868.

By Wil-

8vo, pp.6.
Reprinted from the Proceedings.

AMERICAN ANTIQUARIAN SOCIETY. Indian relics. [Report of Committee
upon the Collection of Indian Relics.] [Worcester, 1868.J
8vo, pp. 3-8. No title-page.
Reprinted from the Proceedings.

AMERICAN ANTIQUARIAN SOCIETY. List of members elected from October,
1855, to October, 1868. [Worcester, 1868.J
8vo,pp. 3.

AMERICAN ANTIQUARIAN SOCIETY. Proceedings of the American Antiquarian Society, at a special meeting, held at Worcester, June 2, 1868, to
take notice of the death of their senior vice-president, Hon. Levi Lincoln. Worcester, 1868.
8vo, pp. 29.
Reprinted from the Proceedings.

AMERICAN ANTIQUARIAN SOCIETY. A report on the pre-historic man aml
his associates, made to the Society. Read at its semiannual meeting,
April 29, 1868, by John Russell Bartlett. Worcester, 1868.
8vo, pp. 31.
Fifty copies reprinted from the Proceedings.

AMERICAN ANTIQUARIAN SOCIETY. Report presented at the annual meeting of the Society, October, 1821. Second edition. [C:..mbridge, 1868.J
8vo, pp. 2 (1).
Two hUDdred copies of second edition. Report made by Rejoice Newton and
Samuel .Jennison.

AMERICAN ANTIQ ARIAN SOCIETY.
Jones, jr. Worcester, 1869.

Ancient tumuli in Georgia.

By C. c.

8vo, pp. 29.
Reprinted from the Proceedings.

AMERICAN ANTIQUARIAN SOCIETY. Memorandum of local histories in the
library of the ociety. [Worcester, 1869.J
8vo, pp. 15. No title-page.
The Boston Public Library has large paper copy in which the alt rnato page
are blank for additions.
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Report to the Council, made April 27, .

Svo, pp. 29.
Reprinted from the Proceedings.

AMERICAN ANTIQUARIAN SOCIETY. On the likelihood of an admixture of
.Japanese blood on our northwest coast. Record of Japanese vessels
driven upon the northwest coast of America and its outlyiug islands.
Read before the Society at their April meeting. By Horace Davis.
Worcester, 1872.
Svo, pp. 22. Map.
Reprinted from the Proceedings.

AMERICAN ANTIQUARIAN SOCIETY. A brief notice of the library and
cabinet of the Society, from the report of the Council, presented April
30, 1873. By Nathaniel Paine. Worcester, 1873.
Svo, pp. 59. Plates.
One hundred and fifty copies printed.

AMERICAN ANTIQUARIAN SOCIETY. An essay on the Star-, pangled Banner and national songs. By Stephen Salisbury. Read before the
Society, October 21, 1872. Worcester, 1873.
Svo, pp. lfi.
Reprinted from the Proceedings.

- - Same, [second edition], with additional notes and songs.
1873.

Worcester,

Svo, pp. 24.
One hundred copies.

AMERICAN ANTIQUARIAN SOCIETY. Early maps of America; and n, note on
Robert Dudley and the Arcano del Mare. Read before the Society,
October 21, 1873, by Edward E. Hale. Worcester, 1874.
8,o, p.16.
Reprinted from tlie Proceedings.

AMERICAN ANTIQUARIAN SOCIETY. The history of printing in America,
with a biography of printers and an account of newspaper . In two
volumes. By Isaiah Thomas. Second edition. With the author's
corrections and additions and a catalogue of American publications
previous to the Revolution of 1776. Published under the supervision
of a special committee of the Society. Albany, 1874.
8vo, Vol. J, pp. lxxxvi, 423; Vol. n, pp. viii, 666, 47. Portrait. Folclecl plate.
Also form Vols. v aod vr of the Archreologia .LI mericana. The catalogue of
pre-Revolutionary publications was ompilecl by S. F. Ilaven.

AMERICAN ANTIQUARIAN , OCIETY. List of the publications of the Society, with prices. [WorcesterJ, 1874.
Svo, pp. 2.

AMERICAN ANTIQUARIAN SOCIETY. The Mathers and the witchcraft delusions. By Samuel F. Haven. Worcester, 1874.
Svo, pp.14.
Fifty copies reprinted from the Proceedings.

AMERICAN ANTIQUARIAN SOCIETY. Memoir of Isaiah Thomas, by his
grandson, Benjamin Franklin Thomas. Boston, 1874.
Svo, pp. 73. Portrait.

AMERICA ANTIQUARIAN SOCIETY. Memorantlum as to tho di covery of
the bay of an Francisco. By John T. Doyle. With introductory
remarks by John D. Washburn. Read before the 'oci ety at th ir
annual meeting, October 21, 1873. Worcester, 1874..
8vo,pp.14.
Reprinted from the Proceedings.
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AMERICAN ANTIQUARIAN SOCIETY. A memorial of Governor John Ende
cott. Read before tho American Antiquarian Society, October 21,
1873. By Stephen Salisbury. Worcester, 1874.
8vo, pp.44.
One hundred copies reprinted from Transactions, No. 61, pp.113-154.

AMERICAN ANTIQUARIAN SOCIETY. Origin and early progress of Indian
missions in New England, with a list of books in the Indian language,
printed at Cambridge and Boston, 1653-1721. From the report of the
Council of the Society. By J. Hammond Trumbull. Worcester, for
private distribution, 1874.
8vo, pp. 50.
Reprint,ed from the Proceedings.

AMERICAN ANTIQUARIAN SOCIETY. Report of the Librarian,
[April 29, 1874]. [Worcester, 1874.J

s. F. Haven

8vo, pp.14. No title-page.
Reprinted from the Proceedings.

AMERICAN ANTIQUARIAN SOCIETY. Address to the members of the Society
pronounced in King's Chapel, Boston, on their fourth anniversary,
October 23, 1816. By William Bentley. Worcester, [1875].
8vo, pp. 26.
Printed for the first time from the manuscript.

AMERICAN ANTIQUARIAN SOCIETY. Catalogue of publications in what is
now the United States, prior to the Revolution of 1775-76. By Samuel
F. Haven. [Worcester, 1875.J
8vo, pp. 358. No title-page.
·
This is a reprint of the Cata.log~e printed in Vol. n of Thomas's History of
Printing.
·

AMERICAN ANTIQUARIAN SOCIETY. Records of the Council for New England; some newly discovered portions of the records, with remarks on
the adverse fortunes of the Council. By Charles Deane. Worcester,
1875.
8vo, pp. 16.

AMERICAN ANTIQUARIAN SOCIETY. Records of the Council for New England; some new1y discovered portions of the records, with remarks 011
.t he adverse fortunes of the Council. By Charles Deane. Worcester, 1875.
8vo, pp. 51.

AMERICAN ANTIQUARIAN SOCIETY. Troy and Homer. Remarks on the
discoveries of Dr. Heinrich Schliemann in the Troad. Part of tho
report of the Council of the Society presented April 2, 1875, by Stephen
Salisbury, president of the Society. Worcester, 1875.
8vo, pp. 50.
Two hundred and fifty copies reprinted from the Proceedings.

AMERICA ANTIQUARIAN 0CIETY. An account of the Society, with a list
of its publications. Prepared for the International Exhibition of
1876. By athaniel Paine. Worcester, 1876.
8vo, pp. 30. Photographs.
Pages 26-:30 contain list of officers elected. October, 1875; m mbers, .January,
1876. om e copies hav only 2G 1>p., omitting the li s ts.

AMERICA.T A ' TIQ ARIA...'l' o 'IETY. The criminal laws of Ma saclrnsett..
, ub. tan ce of remarks of Judge [P. E.J Aldrich. Worc:est r, 1 76.
Svo, pp.16.
n hunured copie r eprinted. from th<' Proceeding,.
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Svo, pp. 7.

AMERICAN ANTIQUARIAN SOCIETY. Notes, historical and bibliographical,
on the lawsofNewHampshire. By Albert H. Hoyt. Worcester, 1876.
Svo, pp. HI.
One hundred copies reprinted from the Proceedings.

AMERICAN ANTIQUARIAN SOCIETY. Portraits and busts in the possession
of the Society and other associations in Worcester, Massachusetts.
Reprinted from the" Historical and Genealogical Register" for January, 1876. By Nathaniel Paine. Boston, 1876.
Svo, pp. 7. Portrait.

AMERICAN ANTIQUARIAN SOCIETY. An account of the Society. Prepared
for the International Exhibition, 1876. [By Nathaniel Paine. J [W orcester, 1876.]
Svo, pp . 28. No title-page.

AMERICAN ANTIQUARIAN SOCIETY. Publications of the Society.
thaniel Paine. Worcester, 1876.

By Na-

Svo, pp.15.
Thirty copies printed.

AMERICAN ANTIQUARIAN SOCIETY. Report of the Council of the ociety,
made October 21, 1875. By Samuel A. Green. Worcester, 1876.
Svo, pp.19.
One hundred and fifty copies reprinted from the Proceedings.

AMERICAN ANTIQUARIAN SOCIETY. Report of the librarian. [With remarks on libraries and library buildings, and on archreological investigations. By S. F. Haven.] Worcester, 1876.
Svo, pp. 39-71. No title-page.
Reprinted from the Proceedings.

AMERICAN A.i~TIQUARIAN SOCIETY. The Mayas, the sources of their history. Dr. Le Plongeon in Yucatan; his account of discoveries. By
Stephen Salisbury, jr. Worcester, 1877.
Svo, pp. 103. Map. Three plates.
Three hundrecl copies reprinted from the Proceedings.

AMERICAN ANTIQUARIAN SOCIETY. [Notice of Alexander von Humboldt
and his services to American arch:::eology. By S. F. Haven. Worcester, 1877.J
Svo, pp. 10. No title-page .
.Reprinted from the Proceedings.

AMERICAN ANTIQUARIAN OCIETY. Report of the Council of the Society,
at the semiannual meeting, April 25, 1877, by John D. Washburn.
Worcester, 1876.
Svo, pp. 32.
With remarks on early poets and poetry of New England.
Reprinted from the Proceedings.

A)1ERICAN ANTIQUARIAN SocrnTY. [Extract from the Report of tha librarian of the American Antiquarian Society(, . F. Haven), ctober 22,
1877.J Worcester, 1878.
Svo, pp.10.
On Ilnmholdt a~ the chief of American antiquaries.
Reprinted from the Proceedings, No. 70, pp. 91-100.
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.AMERICAN ANTIQUARIAN :::lOCIETY. [Report of the librarian,
October 2!::l, 1877.J Worcester, 1877.

s. F. Raven,

Svo, pp.10. No title-page.
Reprinted from the Proceedings.

AMERICAN ANTIQUARIAN SOCIETY. Lieut. Gen. John Burgoyne and the
Convention of Saratoga, one hundred years ago. A paper read before
the Society on the 22d of October, 1877. By Charles Deane. Worcester, 1878.
Svo, pp. 71.

AMERICAN ANTIQUARIAN SOCIETY. Massachusetts and Maine, their uuion
and separation. A paper Tead before the Society, April 24, 1878, by
P. Emory Aldrich. Worcester, 1878.
Svo, pp. 24.
One hundred copies reprinted from the Proceedings.

AMERICAN ANTIQUARIAN SOCIETY. On the decrease of the relative number of college-educated men in Massachusetts during the present century. By Edward Hitchcock. [Worcester, 1878.J
Svo, pp. 5. No title page.
Reprinted from the Proceedings.

AMERICAN ANTIQUARIAN SOCIETY. [Report of the librarian, October
22, 1877, with remarks on Humboldt and .American archreology. By
Samuel F. Haven. Worcester, 1878.J
Svo, pp.10. No title-page.
Reprinted from the Proceedings .

.AMERICAN ANTIQUARIAN SOCIETY. Antiquarian papers. Memorial of Gov. ernor John Endecott; reception of Governor John Winthrop at Salem,
June 12, 1630, a sequel of the memorial. Presentation of the portrait
of President Salisbury to the Society, October 21, 1878. Removal of
the tomb of Isaiah Thomas, founder of the Society. Worcester, 1879.
•

8vo, pp. (2), 78. Portraits.
Reprinted from the Proceedings.
Contents: Memorial of Governor John Endecott, by Stephen Salisbury; Reception of Governor John Winthrop at Salem, July 12, 1630; A sequel of the
memorial of Governor John Endecott, by Stephen Salisbury; Report of Samuel
A. Green in behalf of the committee to procure a portrait of the president of the
Society, with remarks by George E. Ellis, George F. Hoar, and response of President Salisbury; Removal of the tomb of I saiah Thomas, founder of the Society,
June 24, 1878 [with addresses by Charles B. Pratt, Stephen Salisbury, and John
D. Baldwin); Note on concluding ceremonies.

AMERICAN ANTIQUARIAN SOCIETY. A day at Mount Vernon in 1797, a
paper reau before the Society, April 30, 1879, by Hamilton B. Staples.
Worcester, 1879.
8vo,pp.13.
One hundred and .fifty copies reprinted from tho Proceedings.

A;\lERICAN ANTIQUARIAN SOCIETY. List of books received by the ociety,
from the sale of the first part of the Brinley library; to which is added
a catalogue of the Mather publications previously in the 'ociety's
library.
'ompiled by Tathaniel I aine. Worcester, 1879.
8vo, pp. ( ), 57. Twenty-five copil's. :omu copi1•,i onl~ 5-1 pages.
Pag ·s 55-57 contain addenda ~iviug li~t of so111 of th moro importaut works
purchased at the sale of tho ccond part of tho llriul y library.
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AMERICAN ANTIQUARIAN SOCIETY. The Mexican Calendar Stone. By
Philipp J. J. Valentini, translated by Stephen Salisbury, jr. [Worcester,] 1879.
Svo, pp. 29. Plate.
Twenty-five copies reprinted from the Proceedings.

AMERICAN ANTIQUARIAN SOCIETY. The Mexican Calendar Stone. By
Philipp J. J. Valentini. (From the German . ) Terra-cotta figure from
· Isla Mujeres, northeast coast of Yucatan. Arch::eological communication on Yucatan, by Augustus Le Plongeon. Notes on Yucatan, b y
Alice D. Le Plongeon. Compiled and arranged by Stephen Salisbury,
jr. Worcester, 1879.
·
Svo, pp. 98. Illustrateil. Plates.
Reprinted from the Proceedings.

AMERICAN ANTIQUARIAN SOCIETY. Mexican copper tools: the use of copper by the Mexicans before the conquest. By Philipp J. J. Valentiui.
From the German, by Stephen Salisbury, jr. Worcester, 1879.
Svo, pp. 41. Illustrated.
Fifty copies printed.

AMERICAN ANTIQUARIAN SOCIETY. Proceedings on the presentation of a
portrait of Samuel F. Haven, librarian of the Society since April, 1868.
[Worcester, 1879.J
Svo, pp. 7. No title-page.
One hundred copies reprinted from the Proceedings.

AMERICAN ANTIQUARIAN SOCIETY. The Katunes of Maya history. A .
chapter in the early chronology of Central America. By Philipp J. J.
Valentini. Translated by Stephen Salisbury,jr. Worcester, 1880.
Svo, pp. 60. Illustrat ed.

AMERICAN ANTIQUARIAN SOCIETY. The Landa Alphabet; a Spanish
fabrication. By Philipp J. J. Valentini. Worcester, 1880.
pp. 35. Illustrated.
Reprinted from the Proceedings.

Svo,

AMERICA"N" ANTIQUARIAl.~ SOCIETY. Mexican copper tools: the use of copper by the Mexicanli before the conquests and the Katunes of Maya
history, a chapter in the early history of Central America, with special
reference to the Pio Perez manuscript. By Philipp J. J. Valentini.
Translated from the German, by Stephen Salisbury, jr. Worcester,
1880.
Svo, pp.102. Illustrated.
Reprinted from the Proceedings.

AMERICAN ANTIQUARIAN SOCIETY. Report of the Council, October 21,
1879, with remarks upon Mexico, its history, and government. By
John D. Washburn. Worcester, 1880.
Svo,pp. 35.
One hundrecl copies reprinted from the Proceedings.

AMERICAN ANTIQUARIAN SOCIETY. Report of the librarian, Samuel .I?.
Haven, made April 28, 1880. Worcester, 1880.
Svo, pp.8.
Fifty copies.
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Worcester, 1881.
8vo, pp. 7. No title-page.
Reprinted from the Proceedings.
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AMERICAN AN'l'IQUARIAN SOCIETY. The centennial of the Massachusetts
· constitution. By Alexander H. Bullock. Prepared at the request of
the president of the Society, and read April 27, 1881. Worcester, 1881.
Svo, pp. 56.
Reprinted from the Proceedings.

AMERICAN ANTIQUARIAN SOCIETY. From the record of proceedings of
the Society at the semiannual meeting, April 27, 1881. [Semiannual
report of the Council]. Worcester, 1881.
8vo, pp. 5. No title-page.
Extract from the report of the Council, .A.pril 27, 1881, being remarks upon the
resignation of Samuel F. Haven, librarian.

AMERICAN ANTIQUARIAN SOCIETY. List of orderly books and kindred
records in the library of the Society. [Compiled by Nathaniel
Paine.] [Worcester, 1881.]
8vo, pp. 3. No title-page.
Sixty copies reprinted from the Proceedings.

AMERICAN ANTIQUARIAN SOCIETY. Mayapan and Maya inscriptions. By
Augustus Le Plongeon. Worcester, 1881.
8vo, pp. 39. Illustrated.
Reprinted from the Proceedings.

AMERICAN ANTIQUARIAN SOCIETY. Mexican paper: .A.n article of tribute;
its manufacture, varieties, employment, and uses. Compiled from pictorial and written records, By Ph. J. J. Valentini. Worcester, 1881.
8vo, pp. 26. Illustrated.
One hundred copies reprinted from the Proceedings.

AMERICAN ANTIQUARIAN SOCIETY. Notes on the bibliography of Yucatan
and Central America; comprising Yucatan, Chiapas, Gua.temala (the
ruins of Palenque, Ocosingo, and Copan), and Oaxaca (ruins of Mitla).
A list of some of the writers on this subject from the sixteenth century to the present time. By Ad. F . Bandelier. Worcester, 1881.
8vo, pp. 39.
One hundred and fifty copies reprinted from the Proceedings.

AMERICAN ANTIQUARIAN SOCIETY. Officers of the Society, from its incorporation in 1812 to January, 1881; with a list of the members! Janu·
ary, 1881. [Compiled by Nathaniel Paine.] Worcester, 1881.
8vo, pp. 11.

AMERICAN ANTIQUARIAN SOCIETY. Personal recollections· of Baron Pietro
Ercole Visconti. By Robert C. Winthrop. Worcester, 1881.
Svo, pp. 8.
Twenty.five copies reprinted from the Proceedin[IB.

AMERICAN ANTIQUARIAN SOCIETY. The report of the Council of the Society'
made April 27, 1881, with remarks upon the Revolutionary orderly books
in possession of the ociety. By Nathaniel Paine. Worcester, 1881.
Svo, pp. 47.
Thirty copies r eprinted from the Proceedings.
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AMERICAN ANTIQUARIAN SOCIETY. Extracts from the Report of the Council, April 27, 1881, being remarks upon the resignation of Samuel F.
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One hundred copies reprinted from the Proceedings.

AMERICAN ANTIQUARIAN SOCIETY. Memorial of Samuel Foster Haven,.
librarian of the Society. Worcester, 1882.
Bvo, pp. 24 (1). Portrait.

Two hundred copies reprinted from the Proceedings.

AMERICAN ANTIQUARIAN SOCIETY. Notes on Mitla, Oaxaca, Mexico, with
plans and measurements of the ruins. By Louis H. Aym6. Worcester,
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Svo, pp. 21. Illustrated.
One hundred and :fifty copies reprinted from the Proceedings.

AMERICAN ANTIQUARIAN SOCIETY. Origin of the n ames of the States of
the Union. By Hamilton B. Staples. A paper read at the meeting
of the Society, October 21, 1881, and published in jts Proceedings.
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Bvo, pp. 25.
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Five hundred copies reprinted from the Proceedings.

AMERICAN ANTIQUARIAN SOCIETY. President Garfield's New England
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Svo, pp.16. Illustrated.
Fifty copies reprinted from the Proceedings.
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8vo, pp. 30. Illustrated.
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,AMERICAN ANTIQUARIAN SOCIETY. Robert Boyle, a study in biography.
Paper read at the semiannual meeting of the Society, April 26, 1882.
By Charles 0. Thompson. W orc~ster, 1882.
Svo, pp. 28. Slip with erratum.
Thirty copies reprinted from the Proceedings.

AMERICAN ANTIQUARIAN SOCIETY. Abstract of an account of recent arcbreological excursions in Wisconsin and Ohio, given at the meeting of the
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Svo, pp.16. No title-page.
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AMERICAN ANTIQUARIAN SOCIETY. An ancient document of the house
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the meeting of the Society, October 21, 1882. By Edward G. Porter.
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8vo, pp. 6. Plate.
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Fifty copies reprinteu from the Proceedings.
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8vo, pp. 22. Portrait.
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AMERICAN ANTIQUARIAN SOCIETY. Iron from the Ohio mounds; a review
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ago. By F. W. Putnam. [Boston, 1883.J
8vo, pp. 15. No title-page.
Reprinted from the Proceedings.

AMERICAN ANTIQUARIAN SOCIETY. The journey of Moncacht-Ape, an
Indian of the Yazoo tribe, across the continent, about the year 1700.
By Andrew McFarland Davis. Worcester, 1883.
8vo, pp. 30.
· Reprinted from the Proceedings, Vol.

II.

AMERICAN ANTIQUARIAN SOCIETY. Notes on copper implements from
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8vo, pp. 12. No title-page.
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AMERICAN ANTIQUARIAN SOCIETY. Notes on the history of witchcraft in
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Svo, pp. 42. Folded map.
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AMERICAN A.NTIQU.A.RIAN SOCIETY. Saxon tithing-men in America. Read
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and Political Science.

AMERICAN ANTIQU.A.RI
0CIETY. Memoir of Dr. Karl Hermann Berrendt. By D. G. Brinton. vVorcesterJ 1 84..
Svo, pp. 8. Portrait.
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AMERICAN ANTIQUARIAN SOCIETY. Origin of New England towns, their
powers and duties. By P. Emory Aldrich. Extract from the report
of the Council, April, 1884. Worcester, 1884.
Svo, pp. 16.
Reprinted from the Proceedings.

AMERICAN ANTIQUARIAN SOCIETY. The province laws of Massachusetts.
A paper read before the Society, April 30, 1884, by Hamilton B. Staples. Worcester, 1884.
Svo, pp. 22.
Reprinted from the Proceedings.

AMERICAN ANTIQUARIAN SOCIETY. The relations between Hamilton and
Washington. Report of the Council, October 22, 1883. [By George
Bancroft.] Worcester, 1884.
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AMERICAN ANTIQUARIAN SOCIETY. [Remarks upon the antiquity of man
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8vo, pp. 7. No title-page.
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8vo, pp.8.

AMERICAN ANTIQUARIAN SOCIETY. Selections from letters received by
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AMERICAN ANTIQUARIAN SOCIETY. Charles Devens, Henry M. Dexter,
Edward I. Thomas. Extract from the Report of the Council, read to
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Virginia, by Henry R. Schoolcraft; On the recent discoveries of Rimyarit:ic inscriptions and the attempts made to decipher them, byW. W. Turner; .Account of
the Punico-Libyan monument at Dugga, and the remains of an ancient structure
at Bless, near the site of ancient Carthage, by Frederick Catherwood. New York,
1845. pp. xiv (2), 491. Plates.
Vol. II. Hale's Indians of Northwest .America, ancl vocabularies of North .America, with an introduction, by Albert Gallatin; Observations on the aboriginal monuments of the Mississippi Valley, by E.G. Squier; View of the ancient geography
of the .Arctic regions of .America, from accounts contained in old northern MSS .,
by C. C. Rafn; .Account of a craniological collection, by S. G. Morton; Sketch
of the Polynesian language, by Theodore Dwight; Grammatical sketch of the
language spoken by the Indians of the Mosquito Shore, by .A. I. Cotheal; Present
position of the Chinese Empire, by S. Wells Williams; Sketch of the Mpongwes
and their language, by Theodore Dwight; Progress of ethnology, by .John R. Bartlett. New York, 1848. pp. clxxxviii, 298, 151.

AMERICAN ETHNOLOGICAL SOCIETY. Observations on the aboriginal monuments of the Mississippi Valley; the character of the ancient earthworks, and the structure, contents, and purposes of the mounds; with
notices of the minor remains of ancient art. With illustrations. By
E. G. Squier. From the second volume of the Transactions of tho
Society. New York, 1847.
8vo, pp. 79. Folded map.
6. AMERICAN GEOGRAPHICAL SOCIETY.

New York City.
[Previous to 1871 called .American Geographical and Statistical Society. ]

AMERICAN GEOGRAPHICAL AND flTATISTICAL SOCIETY. The charter anu.
by-laws of the American Geographical and Statistical Society. New
York, 1852.
8vo, pp. 12.
Same. [With] List of members, with the report of the committee proposing the
by-laws, November, 1861, and subsequent amendments, 1862. New York, 1862.
8vo, pp. (2), 31.

.AMERICAN GEOGRAPHICAL AND STATISTIC.AL SOCIETY. Access to an open
Polar Sea, in connection with the search after Sir John :E'ranklin and
his companions. By Elisha K. Kane, M. D. Read before the Society,
December 14, 1852. New York, 1853.
8vo, pp. 24. Folded map.

AMERICAN GEOGRAPHICAL AND STATISTICAL SOCIETY.
1, II. 1852-1856. New York, 1852, 1857.

Bulletin. Vols.

8vo, 2 vols.

AMERICAN GEOGRAPHICAL AND STATISTICAL SOCIETY. Report. American
Geographical and Statistical Society. Regular monthly meeting,
March, 1854. Capt. vValter M. Gibson on the East Indian Archipelago;
a description of its wild races of men. New York, 1854.
8vo, pp. 36.

AMERICAN GEOGRAPHICAL AND STATISTICAL SOCIETY. The New York
Harbor and the improvements nrcessary, and the removal of tbe dangers at Hell Gate. A paper r ead before the Society, May 15, 1 56. By
D. E. Wheeler. New York, 1856.
8vo, pp. 20. Folded chart.
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AMERICAN GEOGRAPITICAL A D STATISTICAL SOCIETY. Paper on the
Kuro-Siwo, or Japan stream. Read before the Society, by Silas Bent,
January 24, 1856. New York, [1856f].
8vo, pp. 8. Map.

AMimICAN GEOGRAPHICAL AND STATISTICAL SOCIETY. A paper read
before the Society, March 6, 1856. By M. C. Perry. New York, 1856.
8vo, pp. 31.
On the enlargement of geographical science.

AMERICAN GEOGRAPHICAL AND STATISTICAL SOCIETY. Statement of the
objects and organization of the Society; with a copy of its charter,
by-laws, etc. New York, 1856.
8vo, pp. 21.

AMERICAN GEOGRAPHICAL AND STATISTICAL SOCIETY. Cata,logue of the
library of the American Geographical and Statistical Society. Compiled by E. R. Straznicky. New York, 1857.
8vo, pp. 32.

AMERICAN GEOGRAPHICAL AND STATISTICAL SOCIETY.
rial on Syrian exploration. New York, 1857.

Report and memo-

8vo, pp. 28.

AMERICAN GEOGRAPHICALAND STATISTICAL Socrn:TY. Report of the joint
special committees of the Chamber of Commerce and American Geographical and Statistical Society on the extension of the decimal system
to weights and measures of the United States. 1857. New York, 1857.
8vo, pp. 22.

AMERICAN GEOGRAPHICAL AND STATISTICAL SOCIETY. Address on the
Northwest, before the Society, December 2, 1858. By I. I. Stevens.
W ashiugton, 1858.
8 vo, pp. 56.

AMERICAN GEOGRAPHICAL AND STATISTICAL SOCIETY. Annual report of
the council and officers, with appendix, for year ending December,
1857. New York, 1858.
8vo, pp. 50 (1).

AMERICAN GEOGRAPHICAL AND STATISTICAL SOCIETY. The geography
and resources of Arizona and Sonora. An address before the Society,
by Sylvester Mowry, February 3, 1859. Washington, 1859.
8vo,pp.47.

Same.

New edition, with an appendix.

San Francisco, 1863.

8vo, pp. (6), 124, (2). Map.

AMERICAN GEOGRAPHICAL SOCIETY.
New York, 1859-1892.

Journal.

Vols. I-XXIV, 1859-1892.

8vo, 24 vols. Illustrated. Maps.
The Journal is made up oft.he Bulletins, which are issued quarterly.

AMERICANGEOGRA.PHICAL 0CIETY. Journal. Vol. XXV. NewYork,[1893].
8vo, pp. lxxvii, 600. Portraits. Maps.
Contains the following papers: Have we a portrait of Col nm bus 1 by C. P · Daly;
Northern Mexico, by Carl Lumholtz; The misfortunes of an obelisk, by .A . .A.
Julian; The finger lakes of New York, by .A. P. Brigham; Ilonduras, by E.W.
Perry; Nicaragua: tudies on the Mosquito shore in 1802, by C. De Kalb; The
wild peoples of fart11er Inclia, by C. W. Rosset; Geograpbic names of .Angola, West
.Africa, by H. Chat lain; The ~P,ographical and architectural monuments ofmedi:.eval Europ , by E. L. Viel ; Life in th wilds of Central .Africa, by E. J. Glav ;
Gr c allll mod rn .Athens, by Anni S. Pe ·k; Ilantu notes and vocabularies, by
H. Chatelain.
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New York,

8vo, pp. xlix (31), 58:?. Maps.
Contains the following papers: The social and political development of the South
American people, by C. De Kalb; Mexico a Central .American State, by H. E.
Romero; Bantu notes and vocabularies, by H. Chatelain; The J apanese life and
customs, by K. R. M. Hirai; The sacred symbols and number s of aboriginal .America in ancient and modern times, by F. Parry; .A. bibliography of the Mosquito
coast of Nicaragua, by C. DeKalb; The .American cave-dwellers, b y C. Lumholtz;
Fur seals and the Bering Sea arbitration, by J . Stanley Brown; The Cape York
ironstone, by R. E. Peary; The condition of woman in ancient Egypt, by Lysander
Dickerman.

AMERICAN GEOGRAPHICAL AND STATISTICAL SOCIETY. Carl Ritter. An
address to the .American Geographical and Statistical Society. By .A.
H. Guyot. Princeton, 1860.
8vo, pp. 25-63.

AMERICAN GEOGRAPHICAL AND STATISTICAL SOCIETY. Statistical view of
American agriculture, its home r esources and foreign markets, with
suggestions for the schedules of the Federal census in 1860. Address
before the Society. By John Jay. New York, 1859.
12mo.

AMERICAN GEOGRAPHICAL AND STATISTICAL SOCIETY. Charter, by-laws,
and list of members of the Society, March, 1860. New York, 1860.
8vo, pp. 31.

AMERICAN GEOGRAPHICAL AND STATISTICAL SOCIETY. The Polar Explor.
ing Expedition. A special meeting of the Society, h eld March 22, 1860.
New York, 1860.
8vo, pp. 40. Map.

AMERICAN GEOGRAPHICAL AND STATISTICAL SOCIETY. Prospects of the
Atlantic telegraph. Paper read before the Society, May 1, 1862. By
Cyrus W. Field. [New York, 1862.J
8vo, pp. 14 (1).

AMERICAN GEOGRAPHICAL AND STATISTICAL SOCIETY. [Report of the
select committee appointed to devise a system of taxation, and in con•
nection therewith a financial plan, which shall be adapted to the pres.
ent state of public affairs.] [New York, 1862.J
8vo, pp. 29.
Running title: The :finances and revenues of the United States.

AMERICAN GEOGRAPHICAL AND STATISTICAL SOCIETY. Proceedings. Vols.
I, n, 1862-1864. New York, [1862-1864].
8vo. 2 maps.

AMERICAN GEOGRAPIIICAL AND STATISTICAL SOCIETY.
of the Society. [New York, 1864 ( ?) .]

Objects and plans

8vo, pp . 5 (1).

AMERICAN GEOGRAPHICAL AND STATISTICAL SOCIETY. Course of lectures
on the currency, r esources, and indebtedness of the nited , tates,
delivered before the Society. Lecture II.-On cotton. By Edward
.Atkinson, esq., of Boston, Mass. Delivered December 14, 1865. [New
York, 1865. J
8vo, pp. (1),

a,-55.
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A:vrmu AN GEOGRAPIIICAL AND STATISTICAL SOCIETY. The resources of
the Union. Lecture read December, 1865, before the Society. By
I-I. C. Carey. Philaclelphia, 1866.
Svo, pp. 26.

AMERICAN GEOGRAPHICAL AND STATISTICAL SOCIETY. Charter, by-laws
ancl Ii.st of members of the American Geographical and Statistical
Society. Revised December 9, 1869. New York, 1870.
Svo, pp. (2), 34.

AMERICAN GEOGRAPHICAL SOCIETY. By-laws and list of fellows, honorary and corresponding members of the Society. Revised January
19, 1874. New York, 1874.
Svo, pp. 20.

AMERICAN GEOGRAPHICAL SOCIETY. Memorial bulletin of the Society,
April 23, 1874. The life and services of Dr. David Livingstone. New
York, 1874.
Svo, pp. 47.

AMERICAN GEOGRAPHICAL SOCIETY. Remarks on the centers of ancient
civilization in Central America and their geographical distribution.
Address read before the Society, July 10, 1876, by C. Hermanp- Berendt.
New York, 1876.
Svo, pp.14 .. Folded map.
Reprinted from the Bulletin of the Society.

AMERICAN GEOGRAPHICAL SOCIETY. The discovery of the ancient city
of Norumbega. A communication to the president and council of th~
American Geographical Society at their special session in Watertown,
November 21, 1889. By Eben Norton Horsford.
One volume, with 1 portrait and 21 photographic copies of maps, landscapes,
views, original charts, etc.
Edition, 750 copies; two editions. Stereotyped.

AMERICAN GEOGRAPHICAL SOCIETY. The problem of the Northmen. A
letter to Judge Daly, the president of the American Geographical
Society, on the opinion of Justin Winsor that "Though Scandina-vians may have reached the shores of Labrador, the soil of the United
States has not one vestige of their presence." By Eben Norton Horsford. Cambridge, 1889.
One volume, 5 original maps, 3 photographic facsimiles of maps, 4 photographic
views.
Edition, 1,000 copies. Electrotyped. Second edition.

AMERICA.I.~ GEOGRAPIIICAL SOCIETY.
Taylor. New York, 1891.

The Nicaragua Canal.

By JI. C.

Svo, pp. 32.
7. AlrfERICAN JEWI,'II IIISTORIOAL SOCIETY.

Washington, D. 0.

A:\1ERICAN JEWI n Ill T0RIC L
more], 1 93.

0CIETY.

Publications.

o. 1.

[Balti-

Svo, pp. (6), 143.
Contt-nt!!: Papers pr gented at tho first s<'ientific m eting, held at Philndel·
phin, December 15, 1 02: Address of tl1 preside11t, Os<'ar,. :traus; Tho s tU ·
m nt of tbo J w:1 in Cl- orgia, 1,y C. C. Jom·R, jr.; fiekvo l!!ra l Congregation
of Pbiud •lphia, by aliato 1 ·r icr; .'omo un1mblishcd material r elating to Dr.
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Jacob Lumbrozo, of Maryland, by J . H. Hollander ; Beginnings of New York
Jewish history, byM. J. Kohler; Notes on the J ews of Philadelphia, by M. ,Jastrow, jr.; The :first publication of a Jewish character printed in Ph~ladelphia [a
Thanksgiving sermon, by D. Il. Franckel], by M . Jastrow, jr.; J ews mentioned
in t h e Journal of the Continental Congress, by Herbert Friedenwald; .A. landmark
[memorial stone of Benjamin Bueno de Mesquita], by N . Taylor Phillips; .A.n act
allowing naturalization of Jews in the colonies, by S. W. Rosendale; Jewish
beginnings in Kentucky, by L. N. Dembitz; .A. document concerning the Franks
family, by S. W. Rosendale; J ews in the American plantations betweenl600-1700,
by Cyrus .A.dler; Americana at the Anglo-Jewish Exhibition, by C . .A.dler; .A.
political document of the year 1800 [letter of Benjamin Nones), b y C . .Adler; The
settlement of Jews in Canada, by .A.. C. Joseph ; Notes; Joseph Simon of Lancaster,
Pa.; D. S. Franks; Gifts to the Society; Index; Constitution; List of Members.
A~rnRICAN JEWISH HISTORICAL SOCIETY.

Publications.

No. 2.

Balti-

more, 1894.
8vo, pp. (6), 207.
Contents: Chiefly papers presented at the second annual meeting, h old at Now
York, December 27 and 28, 1893; Address of the presidenL, Oscar S. Straus; .A.
Sketch of Haym Solomon, from an unpublished MS. in the Papers of Jarod Sparks,
by H.B . .A.dams; On the History of the J ews of Chicago, by B. Felsenthal; Tbe
Jewish Congregation in Surinam, by B. Felsenthal; .A. sermon by Moses Mendelssohn, printed in Philadelphia one hundred and thirty years ago, by B. Felsenthal; The civil status of the J ews in Maryland, 1634- 1776, by J. Il. Ilollander;
Family history of David Mendez Machado, by N. Taylor Pl.dllips; Note concerning David Hays and Esther Etting, his wife, and Michael Hays and Reuben
Etting, by S. Solis-Cohen; The colonization of America by the Jews, by M. Kayserling; Phases of J ewish life in New York before 1800, by M . J . Kohler; The
Lopez and Rivera families of Newport, by M. J. Kol1ler; .A. letter of Jonas
PhHlips to the Federal Convention, by R. Friedenwald; Jacob Isaacs and his
method of converting salt water into fresh water, by N. Friedenwald; Memorfals
presented to the Continental Congress, by R. Friedenwald; Columbus in J ewish
literature, by R. J.B. Gottheil; Settlement of the Jews in Texas, by II. Cohen;
.A.aron Levy, by I. H. Rosenbach and .A.. S. W. Rosenbach; Documents from tho
Public Record Office (London): Memorials of the Jews about their taxes, presented to the governor-in-chief of Jamaica, 1700; The governor and council's
answer to the Baron de Belmont ; Jews ju J amaica, by C. Gross; Memoir of J olm
Moss, by Lucien Moss; Notes : The exact date of the trial of JacobLumbrozo, by
J. H. Hollander; Jonas Phillips, by M. J. Kohler; Gifts to the Mick,e Israel
Congregation, by .A.. S. Wolf Rosenbach; ~ewish soldiers in the Colonial Period,
by C . .A.dler; Necrology: Isaac Minis, C. C. Jones; Gifts; Index; Members.
AMERICAN JEWISH HISTORICAL SOCIETY.

:Publications.

No. 3.

Balti-

more, 1895.
8vo (6), 173 pp.
Contents: Papers presented at the third annual meeting, December 26 and 27,
1894; Address of the president, Oscar S. Straus; Some further references to Ilaym
Solomon, by ,J. H. Hollander; The earliest rabbis and J ewish writers of America,
by :M. Kayserling; The American Jew as soldier and patriot, by S-. Wolf; Points
in the first chapter of New York Jewish history, by .A.. M. D yer; .A.n early ownership of real estate in Albany by a J ewish trader, by S. Rosendalo; Phases of
Jewish life in ew York beforo 1801, by M. J. Kohler; Correa pond once between
Washington and Jewish citizens, by L. Abraham; The relations of Jews to 011r
national movements, by L. Abraham; Early J ewish literature in America; Notes;
Index.
AMERICAN JEWISH HISTORICAL , OCIETY.

Publications.

No. 4.

Balti-

more, 1896.
8vo, pp. (6), 243.
Contents: Papers prese"'lted at the third annual meeting, held at Vv asliington,
December 26 and 27, 1895; Chronological sketch of the history of the Jews in
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Surinam, byB. Felsenthal and R. Gottheil; The J ews in Texas: Jacob de Cor•
dova, Mrs. L. R. Randall, .Joseph Osterman, Moritz Koppel, Arthur S. Wolf, by
R. Cohen; The.Jews of Richmond, by .J. Ezekiel; Trial of Jorge de Almeida by
the Inq~isition in Mexico, by C. Adler; Incidents illustrative of American J ewish patriotism, by M. J. Kohler; Jewish martyrs of the Inquisition in South
America, by G. A. Kohut; The Levy and Seixas families of Newport and New
York, by N. Taylor Phillips; A biographical _account of Ephraim Hart and his
son,Joel Hart, by G. N. Hart; Notes, by M. J. Kohler: letters of Madison and
Jefferson to Jews; List of Jews holding official appointments referred to; J ewish
settlement in Barbados; Necrology: Alexander Kohut, .Jesse Seligman; Gifts to
the Society; Members ; Index.
8. AMERIO.AN NUMISMA'L'IO AND AROH.lEOLOGIOAL SOOIETl'.

New York City.

AMERICAN NUMISMATIC SOCIETY. Constitution and by-laws.
April 6, 1858. New York, 1858.

Adopted

16mo.
Same. Adopted Septeml.Jer, 1858. New York, 1858. 16mo, pp. 8.

AMERICAN NUMISMATIC SOCIETY. Constitution aud by-laws.
September, 1858. New York, 1858.

Adopted

32mo, 8 pp.

AMERICAN NUMISMATIC AND ARCHJEOLOGICAL SOCIETY.
ancl by-laws. New York, 1864-.

Constitution

8vo.

.AMERICAN NUMISMATIC AND ARCIIMOLOGICAL SOCIETY. Articles of incorporation, constitution, and by-laws. New York, 1865.
8vo.

AMERICAN NUMISMATIC AND ARCH.2EOLOGICAL SOCIETY. American Journal of Numismatics and bulletin of American numismatic and archreological societies. Vol. I-xxvnr. New York, 1866-'-1894.
8vo, 26 vols.

AMERICAN NUMISMATIC AND ARCII.2EOLOGICAL SOCIETY. Articles of incorporation, constitution, and by-laws. New York, 1878.
8vo, pp.;i.9.

AMERICAN NUMISMATIC AND ARCH.2EOLOGICAL SOCIETY. On some coins
of the Castellani collection. A paper read before the Society, January
15, 1878. By Gaston L. Feuardent. [New York], 1878.
8vo,pp. 8.
Reprinted from .American Journal of Numismatics.

AMERICAN NUMISMATIC AND ARCII.2EOLOGICAL 0CIETY. Proce dings at
its twentieth annual meeting, March 19, 1878. With the annual
addre s of the president, Charles E. Anthon.
ew York, 1 78.
Large Svo, pp. 8.
Contains President Charles E . .A.nthon's annual address: A morning in the
numismatic alcove of the Astor Library.

A:r.1ERICAN UMISMATI
D ARCIIJEOLOGICAL 0 IETY. Pro ·e dings at
its twenty-fir t annual m tinc-,, :M ar ·h 18, 1879. 'cw York, 1 79.
LargeSvo.
Contains president's annual addr ss; On ome Frank iH•pultur ·s of th sixth,
sev nth, and i •hth r ntorie, l,y Hc·nri d Mor~an; The lllU culo-feminine
demiurgo:1 of the Ebryptians, by Gaston L. Feuardent.
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AMERICAN NUMISMATIC AND ARCHA!:OLOGICAL SOCIETY. Proceedings at
its twenty-second annual meeting, Mareh 16, 1880. New York, 1880.
Large 8vo.
Contains president's annual address; Schleswig-Holstein medal, by W. T . R.
Marvin; Government as an art educator, by Gaston L. Feuardent.

AMERICAN NUMISMATIC AND ARCHJEOLOGICAL SOCIETY. Proceedings at
its twenty-third annual meeting, March 15, 1881. New York, 1881.
Large 8vo.
Contains president's annual ar1dress; On Obelisks, by Gaston L. Feuardent;
Soine ancient coins, by Gaston L. Feuardent.

AMERICAN NUMISMATIC AND ARCHMOLOGICAL SOCIETY. Proceedings at
its twenty-fourth annual meeting, March 28, 1882. New York, 1882.
Large 8vo.
Contains president's annual audress; Correspondence with the British Museum
relating to Gaston L. Feuardent.

AMERICAN NUMISMATIC AND ARCHJEOLOGICAL SOCIETY. Proceedings at
its twenty-fifth annual meeting. March 20, 1883. New York, 1883.
8vo, pp.36.

AMERICAN NUMISMATIC AND ARCH2EOLOGICAL SOCIETY. Proceedings at
its twenty-sixth annual meeting, March 18, 1884. With lists of
founders, incorporators, officers, and members. New York, 1884.
Large 8vo, pp. 39.
Contains '' Portraits on the later bronze," " Tho ways of some cataloguers," by
F. M. Bird; :Moneta, by Patterson Du Bois; "Ilenry J ernegan's silvor cistorn," by
R. S. Ely; ''The small stone graves in White County, Tenn.," byJohnB. Lillard.

AMERICAN NUMISMATIC AND ARCIIJE OLOGICAL SOCIETY. The Carrara
medals, with notices of the dukes of Padua, whose effigies they bear.
By W. T. R. Marvin. Boston, 1880.
8vo, pp. 8. 2 plates.
R eprinted, with some additions and a few slight changes, from the .American
Journal of NumiamaticB .

.AMERICAJIT NUMISMATIC AND ARCIIAJ:OLOGICAL 0CIETY. The medals of
the Masonic fraternity described and illustrated. Boston, 1880.
Large 8vo. 17 plates.
Reprinted from the .American Journal of Numismatics and .Archceology.

AMERICAN NUMISMATIC AND ARCH2EOLOGICAL SOCIETY. American Numismatic and Archreological ociety of New York. The bronze crabs
of the obelisk. [A paper read before the Society, January 15, 1881,
by G. L. Feuardent.J New York.
8vo,pp. 7.

MrnRICAN NUMISMATIC AND ARCII2EOLOGICAL SOCIETY. Remarks upon a
coin of Sicyon. By Henry Phillips, jr. Philadelphia, 1882.
8vo, pp. 7.
Reprinted from the .American Journal of NumismaticB for January, 1882.

~1ERICAN NUMIS~fATIC A D ARCH2E0LOGIC.AL So IETY. Catalogu of the
books in the library of the Society. With a subject inuex to the
important articles in the American Journal of .Yumismatics, and other
periodicals t o the end of 1882. New York, 1883.
8vo, pp. (2), 31.
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AMEiUCAN NUMISMATIC AND ARCH.1EOLOGICAL SOCIETY. [Quarter centennial meeting.] Proceedings of the Society at its twenty-fifth
annual meeting, Tuesday, March 20, 1883, with lists of founders,
incorporators, officers, and members. New York, 1883.
8vo, pp. 36.

AMERICAN NUMISMATIC AND ARCH1EOLOGICAL SOCIETY. Moneta : A study.
Read before the Society, March, 1884. By Patterson Du Bois. [New
York], 1884.
8vo, pp. 8.

AMERICAN NUMISMATIC AND ARCH1EOLOGICAL SOCIETY. Counterfeit halfpence current in the American colonies, and their issue from the mints
of Connecticut and Vermont. Address by Wyllis Betts before the Society. New York, 1886.
8vo, pp. 17. Illustrated.

AMERICAN NUMISMATIC AND ARCH..:EOLOGICAL SOCIETY. A sketch of the
coinage of the Mexican revolutionary General Morelos. Based upon
an important :find. Read before the Society, June 2, 1886. By Lyman
Haynes, law librarian. New York, 1886.
8vo, pp. 18.

AMERICAN NUMISMATIC AND ARCH..:EOLOGICAL SOCIETY. Contributions of
alchemy to numismatics. By Henry Carrington Bolton. Read before .
the Society, December 5, 1889. Author's edition. New York, 1890.
Square 8vo, pp. 44. 3 plates.
One hundred and seventy-five copies. Reprinted from the American Journal

-of Numismatics.

AMERICAN NUMISMATIC AND ARCH1EOLOGICAL SOCIETY. Evidences of man
in the drift. A description of certain archroological objects recently
discovered in Massachusetts, Connecticut, New York, Pennsylvania,
and New Jersey. Read b efore the Society, March 28, 1892, by Francis
Worcester Doughty . New York, 1892.
8v;o. pp.18.
9. AMElUOA.N PHILOSOPHICAL SOCIETY.

Philadelphia, Pa.

AMERICAN PHILOSOPHICAL SOCIETY. Transactions. Vols. I-VI, 1769-1809.
New series, Vols. I-xvi, 1818-1889. Philadelphia, 1771-1890.
4to, 21 volumes .
.A. second edition of Vol.
in 1809.

1,

1769, was published in 1789. Vol.

VI

was reprinted

AMERICAN PmLOSOPHICAL SOCIETY. Experiments and observations on
the mineral waters of Philadelphia, Abington, and Bristol, in the
province of Pennsylvania. Read June 18, 1773, before the ociety.
By Benjamin Rush. Philadelphia, 1773.
8vo,pp. 30.

AMERICAN PIIILo 0PBI AL SOCIETY. An oration, delivered February 4,
1774, before the Society. Containing an enquiry into the natural history of medicine among the Indian in T orth America, and a comparative view of \;h ir di ases and remedies with thos of civilized
nations. Together with an app ndix, containing proof and illustrations. By Benjamin Rush.
hiladelphia, [1774].
8vo,pp. 118.
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AMERICAN PHILOSOPHICAL SOCIETY, Oration, March 16, 1780, before the
Society. By T imothy Matlack. Philadelphia, 1780.
4to, pp. 27.

AMERICAN PHILOSOPHICAL SOCIETY. Anniversary oration, May 21, [1782],
before the Society. By Thomas Bond. Philadelphia, [1782].
8vo,pp.34.

AMERICAN PHILOSOPHICAL SOCIETY. An oration delivered before the Society, the 27th of February, 1786: containing au inquiry into the influence of physical causes upon the moral faculty. By Benjamin Rush.
Philadelphia, 1786.
8vo, pp. (6), 40.
Same, second edition, Philadelphia, printed; London, reprinted 1786.
pp. (8), 71.

8vo,

AMERICAN PHILOSOPHICAL SOCIETY. Papers relative to certain American
antiquities. By Winthrop Sargent; and by Benjamin Smith Barton.
Philadelphia, 1796.
4to, pp. iv, 39. 2 plates.
From Vol. IV of the Transactions of the Society.

AMERICAN PHILOSOPIIICAL SOCIETY. An eulogium, jntended to perpetuate the memory of David Rittenhouse, late president of the American
Philosophical Society, delivered before the Society in the First Presbyterian Church, Philadelphia, the 17th December, 1796. By Benjamin
Rush. Philadelphia, [1796].
8vo,pp. 46.

AMERICAN PHILOSOPHICAL SOCIETY.
phia, 1814.

Laws and regulations.

Philadel-

AMERICAN PIIILOSOPIIICAL SOCIETY. An account of the history, manners,
and customs of the Indian nations who once inhabited Pennsylvania
and the neighbouring States. Communicated to the historical and literary committee of the Society by the Rev. John Heckewelder, and
published by the committee. Philadelphia, 1818.
8vo, pp. (2), iv, 348.

AMERICAN PJIILO OPIIICAL SOCIETY. Transactions of the historical and
literary committee. Vols. I, n , m (pt. 1). Philadelphia, 1819-1843.
8vo, 3 vols.
Contents: Vol. 1. List of the officers and members of the historical committee;
Constitution of the historical committee; Literary notice; Report of the committee
to the Philosophical . ociety; Corr s ponding secretary·s report to the committee
on the languages of the ..A.merican Indians; List of MS. donations, concerning the
Indians and their languages; An account of the history, manners, and customs of
the Indian natives who once inhabitecl Penn sylvania and the neighbouring tatlls,
by John Heckewelder; Correspondence between Mr. H ckewelder and Mr. Duponceau, on the languages of the ..A.merican Indians; ,Vords, phrases, and short dialogues in the language of the Lenni L enape or Delaware Indians. 1819. pp. 7,
461 (1).
Vol. JI . .A. dissertation on the n ature and character of the Chinese system of
writing, by P. S. Duponceau; .A. vocabulary of the Cochin Chin s languag , by
Joseph Morrone, with notes, by M. De La Palaen , and a Cochin Chinese and L atin
dictionary.
Vol. m , part 1. List of the members of the historical ancl literary com mi Ltee; List
of the presidents of the Society; Ilistorical sl,etch of Contin ntal pap •r Jucmey,
hy Samurl Breck ; The social and intellectual state of the colony of Penusylvauia
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prior to the year 1743, by Job R. Tyson; Biographical notice of Edward Livingston, by Henry D. Gilpin; On the l'ffects of secluded and gloomy imprisonment
on individuals of the .A.frican variety of mankind in the production of disease, by
Benjamin H. Cpates. pp. iv, (2), 99.

AMERICAN PHILOSOPHICAL SOCIETY. Report made to the historical and
literary committee of the Society, by their corresponding secretary,
stating his progress in the investigation committed to him, of the general character and forms of the languages of the American Indians, by
P. S. Du Ponceau. Philadelphia, 1819.
Svo, pp. 34._

AMERICAN PHILOSOPHICAL SOCIETY. Discourse OD the early history of
Pennsylvania; being an annual oration before the Society, June 6,
1821. By Peter S. Du Ponceau. Philadelphia, 1821.
8vo, pp.38.

AMERICAN PHILOSOPHICAL SOCIETY. Discourse concerning the influence
of America on the mind; being the annual oration before the Society,
October 10, 1823. By C. J. Ingersoll. Philadelphia, 1823.
Svo,pp.67.

AMERICAN PHILOSOPHICAL SOCIETY.
delphia, i824.

Catalogue of the library.

Phila-

8vo, pp. xv, 290.

AMERICAN PHILOSOPHICAL SOCIETY. Communication on the improvement of government; read before the Society, October 1, 1824. By
C. J. Ingersoll. Philadelphia, 1824.
8vo, pp. 24.

AMERICAN PHILOSOPHICAL SOCIETY. Eulogium in commemoration of
Hon. William Tilghman, delivered before the Society, Octo~er 11,
1827. By P. S. Du Ponceau. Philadelphia, 1827.
8vo, pp. 46.

AMERICAN PHILOSOPHICAL SOCIETY. Eulogium on Thomas Jefferson,
before the Society, April 11, 1827. By N. Biddle. Philadelphia, 1827.
8vo, pp. 55.

PHILOSOPHICAL SOCIETY. Laws and regulations adopted,
June 21, 1833. Philadelphia, 1833.

AMERICAN

Svo, pp. 46 (1).

AMERICAN PHILOSOPHICAL SOCIETY. Memorial of the American Philosophical Society, and of the Historical Society of Philadelphia,
recommending the publication of certain ancient records; and the
report of a committee of the House of Representatives upon the same
subject. Harrisburg, 1836.
Svo, pp.8.

AMERICAN PHILOSOPHICAL SOCIETY.
econd report of the joint committee on meteorology, of the American Philosophical Society and Franklin Institute. [By James P. Espy.] Philadelphia, 1836.
Svo, pp. 8 (1).
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ecrological notice of Dr. Philip
yng Physick, d livered before the oci ty, fay 4, 1838. Philadel-.
phia, 1 3 .
Svo, pp. 82.
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AMERICAN PHILOSOPHICAL SOCIETY. An inquiry into the influence of
physical causes upon the moral faculty. Delivered before the Society,
27th of February, 1786. By Benjamin Rush. Philadelphia, 1839.
8vo,pp.28.

AMERICAN PHILOSOPHICAL SOCIETY.
1892. Philadelphia, 1840-1886.

Proceedings.

Vols. I-XXX.

1838-

8vo, 30 vols.
Vol. xx is in four parts. Part 3 consists of "Early proceedings of the Society,
compiled by [Henry Phillips, jr.]. From the manuscript minutes of its meetings
from 1744 to 1838." Philadelphia, 1884. pp. iii, 875. Two photographs.

AMERICAN PHILOSOPHICAL SOCIETY. Biographical notice of Edward
_Livingston. Read before the Society. By Henry D. Gilpin. Philadelphia, 1843.
8vo,pp. 20.

AMERICAN PHILOSOPHICAL SOCIETY. Celebration of the hundredth anniversary of the Society on the 25th May, 184-3; with a discourse by Dr.
Patterson on the origin, progress, and l abors of the Society, followed
by the proceedings at a special meeting on the 26th, 27th, 29th, and 30th
May, in further celebration of the occasion, with abstracts of scientific
papers then read, etc. Philadelphia, 1843.
8vo, pp. 232.
Also printed as Vol. III of the Proceedings.

AMERICAN PHILOSOPHICAL SOCIETY. Early history of the ociety. A
discourse at the celebration of its hundredth ann iversary. By Robert M. Patterson. With the introductory address of th president.
Philadelphia, 1843.
8vo, pp. (2), 36.

AMERICAN PHILOSOPHICAL SOCIETY. On the effects of secluded and
gloomy imprisonment on individuals of the African vari ,ty of mankind in. the production of disease. By Benjamin H. Coates. Read at
the centennial anniversary of the Society, May 29, 1843. Philadelphia, 1843.
8vo, pp. 15.

AMERICAN PIIILO OPHICAL 0CIETY. The social and intellectual state of
the colony of Pennsylvania prior to the year 1743. Read. before the
Society, 29th May, 1843, in commemoration or its hundredth anniversary. By Job R. Tyson. Philadelphia, 1843.
8vo, pp. 23.

AMERICAN PHILOSOPIIICAL SOCIETY. Historical sk tch of Contin ntal
paper money. By Samuel Breck. Philadelphia, 184.3.
8vo, pp. 40.
Same, reprinted. Philadelphia, 1863. 8vo, pp. 34.
First issued in th Transactions. Fifty copies were publishecl on large paper.

AMERICAN PHILO OPHICAL So 'IETY. Public discourse in commemoration
of Peter S. Duponceau, before the [ ociety] on the 25th of October,
1844. By R. Dunglison. Philadelphia, 1844.
8vo, pp. 44.

AMERICAN PHILOSOPIII AL 0CIETY. Laws and regulations, as finally
amended and adopted, December 16, 1859. Together with the charteof the Society and a list of its members. Philadelphia, 1860.
8vo, pp. 80.
Contains list of the m embers from 1769 to 1860.
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AMERICAN PHILOSOPHICAL SOCIETY. Obituary notice of H. D. Gilpin.
Read before the Society [by C. J. Ingersoll], September 21, 1860.
[Philadelphia, 1860.J
Svo, pp . 16.

AMERICAN PHILOSOPIIICAL SOCIETY.
delphia, 1861.

Catalogue of the library. Phila-

Svo, pp. 1,000 .

.AMERICAN PHILOSOPHICAL SOCIETY. On the stone implements of the
Indians of North America, with a classification and description of the
methods of making them. By Franklin Peale. Read before the
Society, June 21, 1861. [Philadelphia, 1861.]
Svo, pp. 8.

AMERICAN PHILOSOPHICAL SOCIETY. [Copy of the opinion of the Supreme
Court in the case of the city of Philadelphia against the Society,
claiming taxes for the property of the Society.] Philadelphia, 1862.
Svo, pp. 11. No title-page .

AMERICAN PHILOSOPHICAL SOCIETY. Catalogue of the American Philosophical Society library. Parts 1-3. Philadelphia, [1863-1878].
Svo, 3 vols.

PHILOSOPHICAL SOCIETY. Discourse on the trial by jury.
Read before the Society, May 1, 1863. [By Eli K. Price. ] Philadel. phia, 1863.

AMERICAN

Svo, pp. 24.

AMERICAN PHILOSOPHICAL SOCIETY. Discourse on the family as au element of government. Read before the Society, January, 1864. [By
Eli IL Price.] Philadelphia, 1864.
8vo, pp. 50,

AMERICAN PHILOSOPHICAL SOCIETY. An obituary notice of Dr. William
Darlington. Read before the Society, February 19, 1864. By T. P.
James. [Philadel phia, 1864.J
Svo, pp. 12. No title-page.
Darlington.

Title on cover: Biographical sketch of Dr. William

AMERICAN PHILOSOPHICAL SOCIETY. List of members [to January, 1865].
[Philadelphia, 1865.]
Svo, pp. 56. No title-page.

AMERICAN PI-IILOSOPRICAL SOCIETY. List of the surviving members
[etc.], January 1, 1865. [Philadelphia, 1865 .J
Svo, pp. 6. No title-page.

AMERICAN PHILOSOPHICAL
phia, 1866.

0CIETY.

Laws and regulations.

Philadel-

Svo .

..A.MERI A.N PIIILOS0PIIICAL 0CIETY. Contributions to a grammar of the
Muskokee language. By D. G. Brinton. Philadelphia, 1870.
Svo, pp. 301-309. From the Proceedin(Jb.

A.,rnRICAN PHIL 0PHI AL , 'ocmTY. Grammar of the Choctaw langua 0 ·e.
By the R v. 'yrn Byington. Edited from the original M . in the
library of the, ,>ciety. By D. G. Brinton. Philadelphia, 1 70.
Svo, l'P· 56.
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AMERICAN PHILOSOPHICAL SOCIETY. An obituary notice of Franklin
Peale. Read before the Society by Robert Patterson.
In Mason's Coin and Stamp Collectors' Magazine, Vol. v, pp. 37, 38; 59, 60; 76,
77; 90, 91; 101, 102; 118, 119. (Philadelphia, 1871.)

AMERICAN PHILOSOPHICAL SOCIETY. Obituary notice of John F. Frazer.
Read before the Society, April 4, 1873. By John J..,. Le Conte. [Philadelphia, 1873.]
8vo, pp. 183-190.

AMERICAN PHILOSOPHICAL SocIETY. Descriptive list of medals struck to
commemorate the battle of Waterloo. By Henry Phillips, jr. Read
before the Society, December 6, 1878. [Philadelphia, 1878.]
8vo, pp. 78-83 . No title-page.

AMERICAN PHILOSOPIIICAL SOCIETY. List of the surviving members.
[Read January 18, 1878.] Philadelphia, 1878.
8vo, pp. 22. Ralf title on cov-er.

AMERICAN PIIILOSOPHICAL SOCIETY. Notes upon the collection of coins
and medals now upon exhibition at the Pennsylvania Museum and
School of Industrial Art, Memorial Hall, Fairmount Park, Philadelphia. By Henry Phillips, jr. Read before the Society, February 7,
1879. [Philadelphia, 1879.]
8vo, pp. 15.

AMERICAN PIIILOSOPHICAL OCIETY. Aclditional notes upon the collection of coins and medals now upon exhibition at the Pennsylvania
Museum and School of Industrial Art, Memorial Hall, :Fairmount Park,
Philadelphia. By Henry Phillips, jr. Read before the Society, October 3, 1879. Philadelphia, 1879.
8vo, pp.19. No title-page.

AMERICAN PHILOSOPHICAL SOCIETY.
[Philadelphia, 1880. l

List of the members [to 1880].

8vo, pp. 72 (1). No t itle-page.

PIIILOSOPIIICAL SOCIETY. Some recent discoveries of stone
implements in Africa and Asia. By Henry Phillips, jr. Read before
the Society, May 21, 1880. [Philadelphia, 1880.]

AMERICAN

8vo,pp. 6. No title-page.
From the Proceedings.

AMERICAN PHILOS0PIIICAL OCIETY. Certain old almanacs published
in Philadelphia between 1705 and 1744. By JI. Phillips, jr. [Read
before the Society, February 18, 1881.] [Philadelphia, 1881.J
8vo,pp. 7.

AMERICAN PIIIL0S0PHICAL , 0CIETY. Memoir of S. S. Haldeman. By
D. G. Brinton. Read before the Society, February 4, 1881. [Philadelphia, 1881.]
8vo,pp. 6.

AMERICAN PHILOSOPIIICAL 0CIETY. The names of the gods in Kicbe
myths, Central America. By Daniel G. Brinton. Read before t he
Society, November 4, 1881. Philadelphia, 1881.
8vo, pp.37.
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AMERICAN PHILOSOPHICAL SOCIETY. Register of papers published in the
Transactions and Proceedings of the American Philosophical Society.
Compiled by Henry Phillips, jr. Philadelphia, 1881.
8vo, pp. 56.

AMERICAN PHILOSOPHICAL SOCIETY. Obituary notice of Ralph Waldo
Emerson. By Cp.arles G. Ames. Read before the Society, November
3, 1882. [Philadelphia, 1882.]
8vo, pp. 498-503. No title-page.
Reprinted from the Proceedings.

AMERICAN PHILOSOPHICAL SOCIETY. A brief account of the more important public collections of American archooology in the United States.
By Henry Phillips, jr. Read before the Society, May 4, 1883. [New
York, 1883.]
8vo, pp. 9.

AMERICAN PHILOSOPHICAL SOCIETY. Notes upon the Codex Ramirez,
with a translation. By Henry Phillips, jr. Read before the Society,
October 19, 1883. [Philadelphia, 1883.]
8vo, pp. 36. Map.

No title-page.

AM;RICAN PHILOSOPHICAL SOCIETY. Biographical notice of Henry M.
Phillips. By Richard Vaux. Read before the Society, December 19,
1884. Philadelphia, 1884.
8vo, pp. 72-78.

AMERICAN PHILOSOPHICAL SOCIETY. Trap dykes in the archrean rocks
of southeastern Pennsylvania. By Persifor Frazer. Read before the
Society, October 17, 1884. [Philadelphia, 1884.J
8vo,"pp. 691-694.

Title on cover only.

AMERICAN PHILOSOPHICAL SOCIETY. A great trap dyke across southeastern Pennsylvania. By H. Carvill Lewis. Read before the Society,
May 15, 1885. [Philadelphia, 1885.J
8vo, pp. (1) 438-456.

Folded map.

AMERICAN PHILOSOPHICAL SOCIETY. List of surviving members.
sented March 5, 1886. [Philadelphia, 1866.J
Svo, pp.12.

Pre-

Title on cover.

AMERICAN PHILOSOPHICAL SOCIETY. The conception of love in some
American languages. By Daniel G. Brinton. Read before the Society, November 5, 1886. Philadelphia, 1886.
8vo, pp. 546-561.

AMERICAN PHILOSOPHICAL SOCIETY. Notes on the Mangue, an extinct
dialect formerly spoken in Nicaragua. By Daniel G. Brinton. Read
before the Society, November 20, 1885. Philadelphia, 1886.
8vo,pp. 22.

AMERICA PmLO OPHICAL O IETY. On the ikonomatic method of phonetic writing, with special reference to American archroology. By
Daniel . Brinton. Read before the ociety, October 1, 1886. Philadelphia, 1886.
8vo, pp. 14. Illustrated.

AMERICAN PllILO OPIII AL O IETY. Comparative vocabulary of Algonquin dialects.
rom Heck welder' manuscripts, ip the collection of
the American hilo ophi al o ·i ty.
rioted for Wellesley College
library, by E. , Horsford, Cambridge, 1 87.
4to,pp. 7.
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AMERICAN PHILOSOPHICAL SOCIETY. Critical remarks on the editions of
Diego de Landa's writings. By Daniel G. Brinton. Read before the
Society, January 7, 1887. [Philadelphia, 1887.J
8vo, pp. 8. No title-page.
From the Proceedings.

AMERICAN PHILOSOPHICAL SOCIETY. On an ancient human footprint from
Nicaragua. By Daniel G. Brinton, M. D. Read before the Society,
November 18, 1887. [Philadelphia, 1887.J
Svo, pp. 437-444. Plate.
From the Proceedings. Title ·o n cover.

AMERICAN PHILOSOPHICAL SOCIETY. On the so-calledAlagiiilac language
of Guatemala. By Daniel G. Brinton, M. D. Read before the Society,
November 4., 1887. [Philadelphia, 1887.J
Svo, pp. (1), 366-477.
From the Proceedings.

AMERICAN PHILOSOPIIICAL SOCIETY. Were the Toltecs an historic nationality! By Daniel G. Brinton. Philadelphia, 1887.
Svo,pp.15.

PHILOSOPilICAL SOCIETY. First contribution to the study of
folklore of Philadelphia and its vicinity. By Henry Phillips, jr.
Read before the Society, March 16, 1888. Philadelphia, 1888.

AMERICAN

Svo, pp.159-170.

AMERICAN PHILOSOPHICAL SOCIETY. The language of palroolithic man.
By Daniel G. Brinton. Read before the Society, October 5, 1888.
Philadelphia, 1888.
Svo,pp.16.

AMERICAN PHILOSOPHICAL SOCIETY. An account of the Congo Independent State. By H. Phillips, jr. Read before the Society, November
2, 1888, and February 1, 1889. [Philadelphia, 1889.J
Svo, pp. (18). Maps and woodcuts.

AMERICAN PHILOSOPHICAL SOCIETY. The literary labors of Benjamin
Franklin. An address delivered before the Spciety at t he commemor a tion of the one hundredth anniversary of the decease of the illustrious founder and first president, April 17, 1890. By G. Brown
Goode. Philadelphia, 1890.
Svo,pp. 21.

AMERICAN PHILOSOPHICAL SOCIETY. Memoir of Daniel Ragnes Goodwin,
D. D. By J. V. Merrick. Read before the Society, November 7, 1890.
[Philadelphia, 1890.J
Bvo, pp.15.
Reprinted from the Proceedings.

AMERICAN PHILOSOPHICAL SOCIETY. The career of Benjamin Franklin.
A paper read before the Society, Philadelphia, May 25, 1893, at the
celebration of the one hundred and fiftieth anniversary of its formation in that city. By Samuel Abbott Green, M. D., Boston. Philadelphia, 1893.
Svo, pp. 14.

AMERICAN PHILOSOPHICAL SOCIETY. A vocabulary of the Nanticoke dialect. Read before the American Philosophical Society, November 3,
1893. By D. G. Brinton. [Philadelphia, 1893.J
Svo, pp. (9).
Reprinted from Proceedings, Vol. xxxr.
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AMERICAN PHILOSOPHICAL SOCIETY. Tertiary tipulidoo, with special
reference to those of Florissant, Colorado. A paper presented to the
American Philosophical Society, on the one hundred and fiftieth anniversary of its foundation, May 22-26, 1893. By Samuel H. Scudder.
[Philadelphia], 1894.
8vo, pp. 83. 9 plates.
Reprinted from Proceedings, Vol. xxxn.
10. AMERIO.AN SOCIETY OF OHU.ROH HISTORY.

New York Oity·.

AMERICAN SOCIETY OF CHURCH HISTORY. Papers of the American Society of Church History. Vol. I. Report and papers of the first annual
meeting, held in the city of Washington, December 28, 1888. Edited
by Rev. Samuel Macauley Jackson~ M. A., secretary. New York, 1889,
8vo, pp. XXX (2), 271.
Contents: Organization of the Society; Constitution; First annual meeting;
Letters from the honorary members; The progress of r eligions freedom, as shown
in the history of toleration acts, by Philip Schaff; Indulgences in Spain, by Henry
Charles Lea; A crisis in the Middle Ages, by James Clement Moffat; Melancthon's
"Synergism," by Frank Hugh Foster; Some notes on sy ncretism in the Christian
theology of the second and third centuries, by Hugh McDonald Scott; The in~uence of the golden l egend on pre-Reformation culture history, by Ernest Cushrng
Richardson; Notes on the New Testament canon of Eusebius, by Arthur Cushman McGiffert; A note on the need of a complete missionary history m English,
by Samuel Macauley Jackson; List of members; Index.

AMERICAN SOCIETY OF CHURCH HISTORY. Papers of the American Society of Church History. Vol. u .. New York, 1890.
8vo, pp. xx (2), 104.
Contents: Constitution; Second annual meeting; Some remarks on the Alogi,
by G. P. Fisher; The Camisard uprising of the French Protestants, by H. M.
Baird; Parochial libraries of the colonial period, by J. F. Hurst; Dante's the·
ology, by Philip Schaff; The corruption of Christianity through paganism
during the first two centuries, by Abraham H. Lewis; Some relics of early
Presbyterianism in Maryland, by J. W. Mcilvain; List of members.

AMERICAN SOCIETY OF CHURCH HISTORY. Papers. Vol. III. Report
and papers of third annual meeting, December 30, 31, 1890. Edited
by Samuel Macauley Jackson. New York, 1891.
8vo, pp. xiii, 251.
Contents: The Renaissance, the revival of learning and art in the fourteenth and
fifteenth centuries, by Philip Schaff; The historical geography of the Christian
church, by H enry W. Hulbert ; The Anabaptists of the sixteenth century, by H. S.
Burrage ; The vicissitudes of the doctrine of the Lord's supper in the Englii,h
church, by J. W. Richard ; Villegaignon, founder ancl clestroyer of"the fir t
Hugnenot settlement in the New ·world, by T. E. V. Smith; Report on apropos d
series of denomonational histories, to be published under the auspices of the
Am rican ociety of Church History, by lb rt Henry Newman; The plac of
church history in the college course of study, by Henry M. MacCracken; List of
members of the ·ociety .

.A;\1ERICAN 0CIETY i,~ II RCII HISTORY. Papers. Vol. IV. Report and
pap rs of the fourth annual meeting, December 29 and 30, 1 91. Edited by, amuel Macauley Jackson.
ew York, 1 92.
8vo, pp. lviii, 235 .
Cont nt. : Works of interest to the Btudent of church history which appeared
in 1891; Tho r ligion!I mr,tives of Cbri11toph r C'olnmbus, hy William K nclall
Gillett; The "heads of agreement" and the union of Congrorrntionalistl! and Pr -
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byterians based on them in London, l 691, by Williston Walker; Chl'istian unity,
or the Kingdom of Heaven, b y Thomas Davidson; The bulls distributing
America, by John J ordan ; The confessional history of tho Evangelical Lutheran
Church in the U nited States, by J ohn N icum; Christian thought in architecture,
by Barr Ferree; The friendship of Calvin and Melanchthon, by Philip Schaff;
Recent researches concerning mediaival sects, by .Albert Henry Newman; List
of members of the Society.
·

AMERICAN SOCIETY OF CHURCH HISTORY. Paper s. Vol. VI. Reports
and papers of the sixth annual meeting, December 27 and 28, 1893.
Edit ed by Rev. Samuel Macaul ey Jackson, M. A. rew York, 1894.
8vo, pp . xxx, 224.
Contents: The Schaff memorial meeting, December 27, 1893; Dr. Schaff as a
Bible student ancl a reviser, b.v T. W. Chambers; Dr. Schaff as uniting Teutonic
and Anglo-Saxon scholarship, by J. ]'. Hurst; Dr. Schaff and tlie Lutheran
Church, by H. E. Jacobs; Dr . Schaff and the Episcopal Church, by C. C. Tiffany;
Dr. Schaff and the Roman Catholic Cl1urch, by T. J. Shahan; Dr . Schaff as a literary worker, by E. C. Richardson; Tdlrnto from Joseph llcmy Allen; Life an d
work of Bishop Francis A.sbury, by Asbury Lowry; Benjamin Schmolclc, byJ . E .
Rankin; Life and work of S. Thomas Aquinas, by Thomas O'Gorman; The
Gospel of Peter, by A. C. McGiffert; Faust and the Clemon tine ro ognitions, hy
E. C. Richardson; the contest for religious liberty in Massachusetts, by Il. S.
Burrage, D . D.; The doctrine of apostolic succession in tho Church of En~land, by
IT. C. Vedder; Prayers for the dead, by G. F. Williams; List of members; Index.

AMERIC.Al.~ SOCIETY OF CHURCH HISTORY. Papers. Vol. VII. Reports
and papers of the seventh annual meeting, held in the city of Washington, D. C., December 27 and 28, 1894. Edited by Rev. Samuel
Macaulay Jackson, M.A., secretary. New York, 1895.
8vo, pp. ccxlviii, 65.
Contents : Works of interest to the student of church history published in
1893, a bibliography compiled by the eecretary; Dr. Schaff as an historian, by
G. P. Fisher; Some elements in the making of the nited States, by C. Il. Small;
,Judge Samuel Sewall (1652-1730), a typical Massachusetts Puritan, by J. L.
Ewell; List of members .

AMERICAN SOCIETY OF CIIURCII HISTORY.
Henry Charles Lea. New York, 1889.

Indulgences in , pain .

8vo, pp. 42.
Reprinted from Papers of the .American Society of Ohurch History, Vol.
120-171.
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pp.

AMERICA SOCIETY 0l!' CHURCH HISTORY. Secretary's report of the organization of the Society. New York, March 23, 1888.
T

Svo, pp.11.

Contains constitution and list of members.

AMERICAN SOCIETY OF CHURCH HISTORY. The " Heads of agreement,"
and the uuion of Congregationalists and Presbyterians based on them
in London . By Williston Walker. A paper read before the Society,
December 29 and 30, 1891. [New York, 1891.J
8vo, pp. (2), 29-52.
Reprinted from the Papers of the Society.

AMERICAN SOCIETY OF CIIURCII HISTORY. The place of church history
in the college course of study. A paper read before the American
Society of Church History in Washington, D. C., ecember 31, 1890.
By Henry Mitchell MacCracken. New York, 18!)1.
8vo, pp. (25). ·
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AMERICAN SOCIETY OF CHURCH HISTORY. The American Church History
Series. Vol. I. The religious forces of the United States. By H. K.
Carroll, LL. D. New York, 1893.
Svo.

AMERICAN SOCIETY OF CHURCH HISTORY. The American Church History
Series. Vol. n. A history of the Baptist churches in the United
States. By A.H. Newman, D. D., LL. D. New York, 1894.
Svo, pp. xv, 513.

AMERICAN SOCIETY OF CHURCH HISTORY. The American Church History
Series. Vol. III. A history of the Congregational churches in the
United States. By Williston Walker. New York, 1894.
Svo, pp. xiii, 451.

AMERICAN SOCIETY OF CHURCH HISTORY. The American Church History
Series. Vol. IV. A history of the Evangelical Lutheran Church in
the United States. By Henry Eyster Jacobs. New York, 1893.
Svo, pp. xvi, 539.

AMERICAN SOCIETY OF CHURCH HISTORY. The American Church History
Series. Vol. VI. History of the Presbyterian churches in the United
States. By Robert E. Thompson. New York, 1895.
8.vo .

.AMERICAN SOCIETY OF Cm:JRCH HISTORY. ' The American Church History
Series. Vol. VII. History of the Protestant Episcopal Church in the
United States. By Charles C. Tiffany. New York, 1895.
Svo.

AMERICAN SOCIETY OF CHURCH HISTORY. The American Church History
Series. · Vol. VHI. A history of the Reformed Church; Dutch; the
Reformed Church, German, and the Moravian Church in the United
States. By E.T. Corwin, D. D., Prof. J. H. Dobbs, D. D., and Prof.
J. T. Hamilton. Now York, 1895.
Svo, pp. xvi, 525.

AMERICAN SOCIETY OF CHURCH HISTORY. The American Church History
Series. Vol. x. A history of the Unitarians and the Universalists in
the United States. By Joseph Henry Allen, D.D., and Richard Eddy,
D. D. New York, 1894.
Svo, pp. ix, (3), 516.

AMERICAN SOCIETY OF CHURCH HISTORY. The American Church History
Series. Vol. xu. A history of the Methodist Church South, the
United Presbyterian Church, the Cumberland Presbyterian Church,
and the Presbyterian Church South, in the United States. By Prof.
Gross Alexander, D. D.; James B. couller, D. D.; Prof. R. V. Foster,
D. D., and Prof. T. C. Johnson, D. D. New York, 1894.
Svo, pp. x ii, 487.

AMERICAN SOCIETY OF CnuRCII H1 TORY. The American Church History
Serie . Vol. XII. A hi tory of the Disciples ~f Christ, the ociety of
~riends, the nited Br thren in Christ, and the Evangelical Association. By B. B. Tyler, . D.; Prof. A. C. Thomas, 1. A.; R.H. Thomas,
M. D.;
ergPr,
., ancl ev. '. P. pring, and Bibliography of
American church history, by amuel Macauley Jackson, D. D., LL. D.
ew York, 1 94.
Svo, pp. x, 619.
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11. AMERIO.AN STATISTICAL ASSOCIATION.

Boston, Mass.

AMERICAN STATISTICAL ASSOCIATION. Constitution and by-laws. With
a list of officers, fellows, and members, and an address. Boston, 1840.
8vo,pp. 24.

AMERICAN STATISTICAL ASSOCIATION. Constitution and by-laws. With
a list of officers, fellows, and members, and an address. Boston, 1844.
8vo, pp. 24.

AMERICAN STATISTICAL AssOCIATION. Collections of the American Statistical Association. Vol. r. Boston, 1847.
Svo, pp. x, 596.
Statistics of towns in Massachusetts; Heights, l atitudes, and longitudes of
eminences; Statistics of population; Statistics of taxat1on in Massachusetts.
By .J.B. Felt. I ssued in three parts; published in 1843, 1845, and 1847, respectively.
P art 1 of Vol. II of the Collections, comprising Memoir oftbe life and character
of George Cheyne Shattuck, by Edward.Jarvis, pp.1- 7; Statistics of comb making
in Leominster, 1852, by C. C. Field, M. D., pp. 8-16; Memoir of Americandiscovorios,
colonization, commerce, and fishery, from Newfoundland to Florida, both inclusive, down to 1630, by .Joseph B. Felt, LL. D., pp. 17-134; The financial revulsion
of 1857, by Samuel H. Walley, pp.135- 160; L etter s on the money crisis of 1857, by
Nathan Appleton, pp. 161-175; The connection of occupation with longevity, by
Edward .Jarvis, p. 176; The increase of hmnan life, by Edward Jarvis, pp.177-231,
was printed in sheets, but never printecl as a volume, as the sheets were burned
in 1872 at the printing office where they were stored. Tho following were
printed separately from the same forms as the above, but independently paged:
Dr; Jarvis's "Memoir of Dr. Shattuck" and ,Valley's "Financial revulsion."
Dr. Jarvis's "Increase of human lifo" was issued with a pap r cover in pamphlet form with the paging of the Collections, and 1,000 copies were printecl by
the New England Mutual Life Insurance Company with independent :paging and
and a title-page. The Massachusetts Historical Society possesses a copy of the
sh eets of pp. 1-136, the Boston Athenreum of pp. 1-170, and the Boston Public
Library of pp. 1-16, 176-231, of this i;wpublished volume. These probably con·
stitute all that was saved of the same.

AMERICAN STATISTICAL ASSOCIATION. The :financial revulsion of 1857.
An address delivered before the Association, February 10, 1858. By
Samuel Hurd Walley. Boston, 1858.
Svo,pp.28.
Reprinted from Vol. II of OoUections.

AMERICAN STATISTICAL ASSOCIATION. The increase of human life. Read
before the Association. By Edward Jarvis, M. D., president of the
Association.
Reprinted from the Atlantic Monthly for the New England Mutual Life Insurance Company. Boston, 1872. 8vo, pp. (2), 55. Also printed as pp. 177-231 of the
second volume of the Collections of the Association.

AMERICAN STATISTICAL ASSOCIATION. The history of paper money in the
province of Massachusetts before the Revolution, with an account of
the land bank and the silver bank. Read before the Association, May,
1874. By E. H. Derby. Boston, 1874.
8vo,pp.16.

AMERICAN STATISTICAL ASSOCIATION. Constitution and by-laws, with a
list of officers, fellows, and members, January, 1881. Boston, 1881.
Svo, pp, 13.
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AMERICAN STATISTICAL ASSOCIATION. Boston's trade and commerce for
forty years, 1844-1884. By Hamilton Andrews Hill, A. M. Boston,
1884.
8vo, pp. 20.

AMERICA...~ STATISTICAL ASSOCIATION. American Statistical Association.
Memorial of Edward Jarvis, M. D. By Robert W. Wood. Boston,
1885.
8vo, pp. 24. Portrait.

AMERICAN STATISTICAL ASSOCIATION. Publications of the American Statistical Association. New series, Vol. r. Nos. 1-8. Boston, 1888-1890.
One vol., 8vo, pp. 492. Illustrated.
Contents: (1) Statistics of water power employed in manufacturing in t~e
United States, by George F. Swain, 44 pp.; (2, 3) Park areas and open spac~s m
American and European cities, by E. R. L. Gould; Key to the publications of th6
U.S. Census, 1790-1887, with occasional reference to other statistical works, by
Edward Clark Lunt, 45-125 pp.; (4) Life insurance in the United States, by Wa~ter
C. Wright; Review of Reports of bureaus of labor statistics for 1887, by Richmond Mayo Smith; Index to Reports of bureaus of labor statistics for 1~87 ;
Sanitary reports of Dr. Lucy M. Hall and Dwight Porter; Pidgin's practical
statistics; The census act for 1890; Census of deaf mutes; Abstract of report of
A. Graham Bell; Extension of the metric system, VI, 127-181 pp.; (5) Notes on
the statistical determination of the causes of poverty, by Amos G. Warner; sta·
tistics of divorce in the United States and Europe, by Samuel W . Dike; ]'ox's
regimental losses in the American civil war, by Francis A. Walker; Smith's_st a·
tistics and economics, by Henry C. Adams; Gilman's profit sharing, by Davis R.
Dewey; State handbook, Dakota, Alabama, Texas; Anthropological reco rd8 i
Swank's iron and steel report for 1888; Uniform railway statistics, by He~ry C.
Adams; Statistics of the American Navy, 1889, VI, 183-240; (6) American railroad
statistics, by Arthur T. Hadley; Statistics of municipal :finance, by Henr! B.
Gardner; N ewsholme's vital statistics, by John S. Billings; Manual of American
waterworks, by George F. Swain; Chronicle fire tables [etc.], (6), 241- 298 pp.;
(7) Prison statistics for the United States for 1888, by Roland P . Falkner; An
account of the collections of the American Statistical Association, by Samuel A,
Green; Galton's statistical methods, by .John D ewey ; Insurance records [etc.],
(4), 299--348 pp. 8; (8) Finance statistics of the American commonwealths, by
Edwin R. A. Seligman; Divorce in France, by Benjamin F. Keller; Relief of the
poor in Germany, by A.G. Warner; Prison statistics [etc.], IV, 349-492 PP·

AMERICAN STATISTICAL ASSOCIATION.. Publications.
1890-91. Boston, 1891.

Vol. II. Nos. 9-16.

8vo, pp. v, (6), 470.
Contents: No. 9.-Mortgage statistics, by George K. Holmes. Reviews and
notices: An annual census of manufactures, by s. N. D. North. * * * Miscellany: Statistics of Christian names in early times; Census of the electrical
industry ; Mortgages jn foreign countries. No. 10.-Tbe study of statistics in
Italian universities, by C. D. Wright; Statistics of private corporations, by R.P.
Falkner. Reviews and notices: English labor statistics, by D. R. Dewey; Memoranda on the fall jn rates of interest, by W. c. Wright; Election statistics of
Massachusetts, by W. S. Allen. Mi scellany: Study of statistics in colleg s, by
F. A. Walker; Tho fire losses in the United States during 1889. Nos. 11, 12.- tatistics of the color d race jn the United States, by F. A. Walker; Ilow to make
statistics popular, 1,y C. F. Pidgin; The study of retail prices in Boston and
vicinity, by W. F. Cook. Revfows and notices: Labor statistics, by F. S. Ilatbaway ; The United States census bullrtins. * * * No. 13.-Tha growth of cities
in Mas. achusetts, by H. . Wadlin; Rate of natural increase of population in the
United tates, by H. Hollerith; Tb first census of Massachusetts, by . . Green;
The commercial death rate, by A. C. • tevens; Parliamentary election in .Japan,
by T. MacNair. Reviews and notices: Report!:! of bureaus of labor statistics, by
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F. R. Hathaway; Notes on President Walker's article on statistws of the colored
race, by H. A.Newton; The birth rate in Europe during the last twenty years, by
G. N. Calkins. * * * No.14.-A basis for statistics of cost of production, by
C. D. Wright; A formula for predicting the population of the United States, by
H. S. Pritchett; Weight and longevity, by T. B. Macaulay; Some results of sanitary legislation in England since 1875, by G. N. Calkins; Reviews and notices.
No.15.-The Eleventh census, by R. P. Porter; Criminal statistics, by R. P. Falkner. Reviews and notices: Suicide in the European armies, by F. P . Emery ;
Movement of population in France for 1890, by G. N. Calkins; Statistical yearbooks and annuals, by D.R. Dewey; Statistics of German cities, by R. P. Falkner; French statistical album, by W. Z. Ripley; Preliminary r eport of the census
of the United Kingdom. No.16.-The census enumeration in Prussia, by C. C.
Plehn; A plea for the average, by G. K. Holmes. R eviews and not.ices: Reports
of health and vital statistics, by G. N. Calkins; Statistics of pauperism in llartford, by A. G. Warner; Comparison of movement of population in Prussia ancl
France, by F. C. Norton; Suicides in Prussia and Italy, byF. C. Ilolmos; Anthropometric statistics, by R. Waterman, jr.; The census of Austria, by F. Walker;
The census of Berlin; A French labor bureau; Bibliographical note on statistics
of immigration, by S. Cushman; Statistics of vaccination; Semiannual census of
criminals in Minnesota; Statistical articles in magazines and journals, by "\V. Z.
Ripley, [etc.].
AMERlCAN STATISTICAL ASSOCIATION.

24, 1892-93.

Publications.

Vol.

III,

Nos. 17-

Boston, 1893.

8vo, pp. vi (4), 614.
Contents: No.17.-Statistics of crime in Massachusetts, by F. G. Pettigrove;
Development of statistics of religions, by M. Fournier do Flaix, translated by
.Alice R. Jackson; Net profits of manufacturing industries in Massachrtsetts, by
F. B. Hawley; Classification of trade statistics, by F. C. Ilicks; Proposed statistical legislation, by R. P. Falkn er. Reviews and notices: StudieBinJewish
statistics, by C. A. Curri er; The wool book; Divorce statistics hl the United
States; Causes of poverty, by G. N. Calkins; Statistical articles ju German periodicals and journals, by V. Rosewater, C. F. A. Currier. Nos. 18, 10.-A statistical inquiry concerning domestic service, by Lucy M. Salmon; The theory and
practice of price statistics, by R. P. Falkner; Statistics of suicides in Now England, by D. R. Dewey ; Semiannual census of paupers in Minnesota, by Il. Il.
Hart; Reviews and notices; a statistical study of illegitimacy, by C. F. A. Currier; Mortgage indebtedness in Europe, by G. K. Holmes; Statistics of divorce
in France, by G. N. Calkins; .Anthropometry; A university course in statistics;
Statistics of prisoners, 1890; Convention of commissioners of bureaus of labor
statistics; Net profit of manufacturing industri es in Massachusetts, by W. F.
Draper; International statistical comparisons. No. 20 .-Tbeestablishment of an
imperial commission for labor statistics in Germany, by C. C. Plebn; French
statistical publications, by C. D. Hazen ; Sketch of life of Robert W. Woo(~, M.
D., by J. "\V. Deau. R eviews and notices; Earnings of women in Michigan,
by L. M. Salmon; Effect of occupation on health, by S. W. Abbott; Influence
of occupations upon mortality, by W. Z. Ripley; Fertility of ~arriages in
Prussia according to the religious creeds of the contracting parties, by G. N.
Calkins ; The French population, by W. Z. Ripley; The geographical distribution of sexes, by G. N. Calkins; Effect of parents' age on vitality of chi ldren, by G. N. Calkins; The fall of the rate of interest and its influence on
provident institutions, by F. Walker; Limitations of statistics, by S. F. W ston ;
Suicides in the Austrian army in the years 1873- 1890 ; T en years' growth of the
city of London, by C. F. A. Currier; Workoftbe Statistical Seminary attho 11iversity of Vienna, by V. Rosewater; Local public records of Mas1:1achusetts, by
G. N. Calkins; The criminal statistics of Buenos Ayres, by L. P. Lane; The
average length of life in France, by G. N. Calkins; Note from Francis Galton on
the subject of distribution; Registration report of Massachusetts; Necessity of
revision of the classification and nomenclature employed in the vital statistics of
Massachusetts, by S. W. Abbott. Nos. 21, 22.-Observations on the measur of
change, by C.H. Cooley; Cost statistics of public electric lightin g, l>y Y. Ros -
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water; Immigration and foreign-born population, by R. Mayo-Smith; The value
of percentile grades, by L. Gulick; Reviews and ·notices. No . 23.-Murders in
Massachusetts, by Waldo M. Cook; Classification of occupations in the census,
translation of report made by M. Bertillon; Growth of cities in the United States
during 1880- 1890, by Carl Boyd; The vital statistics of an Apache Indian community. No. 24.-Papers r ead at sessions of the International Statistical Institute, Chicago, September, 1893 : Statistical data for the study of t he assimilation ·
of races and nationalities in the United States, by R. Mayo-Smith; Report of an
international mortality standard, or mortality index, by J. Korosi; pharacter and
volume of the money of the United States, by M. L. Muhleman; F luctuations in
the secured circulation of the national banks and their relations to the prices and
investment values of bonds, by C . .A.. Conant; Currency reform in .A.ustriaHungary, by J. Mandella; Comparative statistics of primary education, by E.
Levasseur; Results of recent investigations on prices in the United States, by F.
W. Taussig; Geographical concentration an historic feature of American agriculture, by John Hyde; The course of wages in the United States since 18-10, by
C. D . Wright; Some recent results in railway statistics in the United States, by
H. C . .A.dams; The condition and needs of statistics of marriage and divorce, by
S. W. Dike; Railway statistics as applicable to earnings of passenger t rains, by M.
Riebenack; Comparability of trade statistics of various countries, by A. E . Bateman; Geographical distribution of the population _of the United States, by H.
Gannett; A preliminary report on anthropometry in the United States, by E. ~Hartwell; Remarks on the theory of anthropometry, by F. Boas; On the app~. cation to individual school children of the mean values divided from anthropological measurements by the generalizing method, by W. T. Porter; Anthropometric
statistics of Amherst College, by E. Hitchcock; An anthropometrical study of
the offectof gymnastic training on American women, by C. J, Embuske; Railway
freight-traffic statistics.

AMERICAN STATISTICAL ASSOCIATION.

Publications.

Vol.

IV.

Boston,

1895. vi, 387 pp.
Contents: Nos. 25, 26.- The marriage rate in Michigan, 1870-1890, by W · F · Willer; The classification of occupations for census purposes, by H. Gannett; Nativity and occupation of members of the Massachusetts legislature, by F . H. Newland;
The sex relation in suicide, by F. L. Hoffman; The growth of St. Louis children,
by W. T . Porter; The population of Paris; Female mortuary experience of the
New England Mutual Life Insurance Company, by M. M. Dawson. * * * No.
27.-The causes of poverty further considered, by A. G. Warner; Con"gress of
hygiene and demography, by R. P. Falkner. Nos. 28, 29.-Coi:nputation of the
value of the wealth in existence, by G. K. Holmes; Effects of free surrender and
loan privileges in life insurance, by M. M. Dawson; Was the count of population
in 1890 reasonably correct 1 by H. Gannett; Some r ecent contributions to tbe literature of vital statistics, by G. N . Calkins; The distribution of our urban population, by M. B. Hammond; Foreign parentage and foreign born, by L. W. Hatch;
A proposed summary of the vital statistics of New England; Statistics of infec·
tio~s diseases, by S. W. Abbott; Mortality in Australia, by M. M. Dawson. No.
30.-Receipts and expenditures of certain wago earners in the garment trades, by
M. I. Eaton; The negro in the West Indies, by F. L. Hoffman; Ilull House, map
and papers, by E.G. Balch; Labor statistic , etc. No. 31.- lmshouse women, by
M. R. Smith; Ohio building and loan associations, by S. Il. Wilder; Labor statistics; Foreign statistical annuals, by D. R. Dewey; Vital statibtics, by . W .
.Abbott. To . 32.-Accidents in factories and clsewb re, by K. P. Woods; Tb
marriage rate in Massachusetts, by F. S. Grum; The int rnational statistical insti·
tuto, by R. P. Falkner; Renews and notices.
·
NOTE.-'l'h :publications nro issued in uumh rs under the title "Quarterly
Publicq.tions." The volume when ma,I up bas a title-pag with the title "Publications."
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AMERICAN STATISTICAL ASSOCIATION. An account of the collections of
the ·Association. By the Hon. Samuel A. Green, M. D. [Boston, 1889.J
8vo, pp. 4.
Reprinted from the Oollections.

AMERICAN STATISTICAL ASSOCIATION, History of the progress and population of the United States, from 1790 to 1870. By Edward Jarvis,
M. D. Boston, 1877.
Svo,pp.16.

AMERICAN STATISTICAL ASSOCIATION, Financial connection of the use
of spirits and wine with the people of Concord, Mass. By Edward
Jarvis, M. D. Boston, 1883.
8vo.

AMERICAN STATISTICAL ASSOCIATION. Statistics of water power employed
in manufacturing in the United States. By George F . Swain. Boston,
1888.
8vo, pp. 44. Map. Plan.
Reprinted from Publications of the American Statistical Association, new series,
No, 1.
12. A.ROH.lEOLOGIO.A.L INSTITUTE OF AMERIO.A..

ARCH1EOLOGICAL INSTITUTE OF AMERICA. First annual report of the
Executive Committee, with accompanying p_a pers, 1879-80. Presented
at the annual meeting, May 15, 1880. Cambridge, 1880.
8vo, pp. 163. Illustrated. Plates.
Contents: Study of the houses of the .A.merican aborigines, with a scheme of
exploration of the ruins in New Mexico and elsewhere, by L ewis Il. Morgan;
Ancient walls on Monte Leone, in the province of Grosseto, Italy, byW. J. Stillman;
Archreological notes on Greek shores, part 1, by J. T. Clarke.

ARCHlEOLOGICAL INSTITUTE OF AMERICA. Second annual report, 1880-81.
Presented May 21, 1881. Cambridge, 1881.
8:70, pp. 49. Plates.

ARCH1EOLOGICAL INSTITGTE OF AMERICA. Third annual report of the
Executive Committee, and first annual report of the Committee on the
American School of Classical Studies at Athens, 1881-82. Presented
May 20, 1882. Cambridge, 1882.
8vo,pp.56.

ARCH1EOLOGICAL INSTITUTE OF AMERICA. Fourth annual report of the
Executive Committee, and second annual report of the Committee
on the American School of Classical Studies at Athens, 1882-83.
Presented May 19, 1883. Cambridge, 1883.
8vo, pp. 56.

ARCHlEOLOGICAL INSTITUTE OF .A.MERICA. Fifth annual report of the Executive Committee, and third annual report of the Committee on tl.Je
American School of Classical Studies at Athens, 1883-84. Presented
May 17, 1884. Cambr{dge, 1884.
·
8vo, pp. 118. Map.
The appendix contains r ep~rts of .A.. F. Bandelier on his investigations in New
Mexico during 1883-84.

ARCHlEOLOGICAL INSTITUTE OF AMERICA. Sixth annual r eport, 1884-85.
Presented May 9, 1895. Cambridge, 1885.
8vo, pp.47.
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ARCII.lEOLOGICAL INSTITUTE OF AMERICA. Seventh annual report, 1885-86.
Presented May 8, 1886. Cambridge, 1886.
8vo, pp. 48.

ARCH1EOLOGICAL INSTITUTE OF A.MERICA. Eighth annual report, 1886-87.
P resented May 14, 1887. Cambridge, 1887.
8vo, pp.48.

ARCHJEOLOGlCAL lNSTITUT-E OF AMERICA. Ninth annual report, 1887-88.
Adopted May 12, 1888. Cambridge, 1888.
Svo, pp. 62.

ARCIIJE OLOGICAL INSTITUTE OF AMERICA. Tenth annual report, 1888-89.
Adopted May 11, 1889, with appendices on the recent progress of archreology. By Alfred Emerson, H enry W. Hayn es, and Ad. F. Bandelier.
Cambridge, 1889.
8vo, pp. 108.
Emerson's r e port is on classical archreology, Haynes's is on American arc~reology , and Bandelier's on archreological w ork in Arizona and New :Mexico1888-89.

ARCHlEOLOGICAL INSTITUTE OF AMERICA. Eleventh annual report,
1889-90. Adopted May 10, 1890. Cambridge, 1890.
Svo, pp. 71.

ARCHlE~LOGICAL INSTITUTE OF AMERICA. Twelfth annual report, 1890-91.
Adopted at the annual meeting of the council of the Institute, New
York, May 9, 1891. Boston, 1891.
Svo, pp. 68.

ARCHJEOLOGICAL INSTITUTE OF AMERICA. Papers of the Institute. American series, No. 1. Boston, 1881.
8vo, pp. (3), 133 (2). Eight plates.
Contents: Historical introduction to studies among the sedentary Indians of
New Mexico; Report on the ruins of the Pueblo of Pecos, by A. F. Bandelier.

ARCHJE OLOGICAL INSTITUTE OF AMERICA. Papers of the Institute. American series, No . 2. Boston, 1894.
8vo, pp. x, 326. lllustrated ; 26 plates.
Contents : Report of an archreological tour in M exico in 1881, by ..A. . F · Bandelier .

ARCHlEOLOGIC.AL INSTITUTE OF AMERICA..
ican series. III.

Papers of the Institute. Amer-

Final report of investigation s among the Indians of the Southwestern lJnited
States, carried on mainly in the years from 1880 to 1885. Part I. By A . F. Bandelier. Camuridge, 1890. 8vo, pp. vi (2), 323. Folded map. Photograph.

ARCHlEOL0GICAL I NSTITUTE OF AMERICA. Papers. American serie JV.
Final report of inveotigations among the Indians of the southwestern
United States, carried on mainly in the years from 1880 to 1885. Part
2. By A. F. Bandelier.
ambridge, 1892.
l

Svo, p p . vr (2), 591. Folded plans. Plates.
Investigations of th ruins in ..Tew Mexico and northern Arizona.

ARCIIJE LOGICAL IN TITUTE F MERICA.
ican . cries, To. 5. Boston, l no.

Papersoftheinstitute. Amer-

Svo, pp. v (3), 206. Folded map.
Cont nts : Ilemenway 'outhw stern Archreological Expedition; ontribntion
to th Ili. tory of thf' :onthw •. Inn l'ortion of th<-' nitecl , tat s, by .\. F. Bax:delier; ' k ·tch of th Knowledµ;o wllil'h tlrn , "paniard~ in M xico posse sed of
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the Countries north of the Province of New Galicia, previous to the return of
Cabeza de Vaca, in 1536; .A.Ivar Nunez Cabeza de Vaca, and the ,I mportanco of
his Wanderings from the Mexican Gulf to the Slope of the Pacific for Spanish
Explorations toward New Mexico and Arizona; Spanish Efforts to Penetrate to
the North of Sinaloa, between 1536 and 1539; Fray Marcos of Nizza; The Expedition of Pedro de Villazur from Sant'l. F e, N. Mex., to the Platte River, in 1720.

ARCHJEOLOGICAL INSTITUTE OF AMERICA. Papers of the American School
of Classical Studies at Athens. Vol. 1., 1882-83. Boston, 1885.
8vo, pp. vii, 262, 9.
Contents: Inscriptions of .A.ssos, edited by.J. R. S. Sterrett; Inscriptions of
Tralleis, edited by .J. R. S. Sterrett; The Theater of Dionysus, by .J. R. Wheeler;
The Olympieion at .A.thens, by Louis Bevier; The Erechtheion at .A.thens, by
R. N.Fowler; The battle of Salamis, by W.W. Goodwin; [.A.ccountofthe).A.merican School of Classical tudi sat .A.thens.

ARCIIJEOLOGICAL INSTITUTE OF AMERICA. Papers of the American School
of Classical Studies at Athens. Vol. II. Boston, 1888.
8vo, pp. vii, 344, 11.
Contents: .A.n epigraphical journey in Asia Minor, by .J. R. S. Sterrett.
[Prospectus, 1888.)

ARCIIJEOLOGICAL INSTITUTE OF AMERICA. P apers of the American chool
of Classical Studies at Athens. · Vol. III. Boston, 1888.
8vo, pp. vii, 448. Two folded maps.
Contents: Wolfe expedition to A.sia Minor, by .J. R. S. Sterrett.

A.RCIIJEOL0GICAL INSTITUTE OF AMERICA. Papers of the American School
of Classical Studies at Athens. Vol. IV. Boston, 1 8 .
8vo, pp. vi (4), 277. Photogrnph1:1. Folded plates.
Contents: The Theater of Tboricus, by Walter Mill~; The Theater of Thoricus,
by W. L. Cushing; On Greek versification in inscriptions, by F. D. Allen; The
Athenian Pnyx, by J'. M. Crow, with a survey and notes, by J'. T. Clarke; Notes
on Attic vocalism, by J'. McKeen Lewis.

ARCIIJE0LOGICAL I STITUTE OF AMEIUCA. First annual report of the Committee on the American School of Classical Studies at Athens. [Boston,
1882.]
8vo, pp.13.

ARCIIJEOLOGICAL INSTITUTE OF AMERICA. Second annual r eport of the
Committee on the American School of Classical Studies at Athens,
1882-83. Boston, 1883.
8vo,pp.15.

ARCII2EOL0GICAL INSTITUTE OF AMERICA. Third annual report of the
Committee on the American chool of Classical Studies at Athens,
1883-84. Boston, 1884.
8vo, pp. 20.

ARCII2E0LOGICAL INSTITUTE OF AMERICA. Fourth annual report of the
Committee on the American School of Classical • tndies at Athens.
1884-85. Cambridge, 1885.
8vo,pp. 30.

ARCHJE0LOGICAL INSTITUTE 01!' AMERICA. Fifth and sixth annual reports
of the Managfog Committee f>f the American School of Classical tndies
11t·Athens, 1885-1887.
8vo,pp.115.

II. Doc. 291-47
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ARCHlEOLOGICAL INSTITUTE OF AMERICA. Seventh annual report of the
Managing Committee of the American School of Classical Studies at
Athens, 1887-88. With the reports of the annual directors. Cambridge,
1889.
8vo, pp. 115. 5 plates . Map.
Pages 47-!38 contain a report on the identification of the site of the Attic dome
of Icaria, with a detailed statement of what has hitherto been known of Icaria
and the Icarians, by Augustus C. Merriam .

AnCHlEOLOGICAL INSTITUTE OF AMERICA. Eighth annual report of the
Managing Committee of the American School of Classical Studies at
Athens, 1888-89. With the reports of Charles Waldstein and Frank B,
Tarbell. Cambridge, 1889.
8vo, pp. 53. Plan.

ARCHlEOLOGICAL INSTITUTE OF AMERICA. Ninth annual report of the
Managing Committee of the American School of Classical Studies at
Athens, 1889-90. With the reports of Charles Waldstein and S. Stan·
hope Orris. Cambridge, 1890.
Bvo,pp.49.

"ARCHlEOLOGICAL INSTITUTE OF AMERICA. Tenth annual report of the
Managing Committee of the American School of Cl assical Studies at
Athens, 1890-91. With the reports of Charles Waldstein and Rufus
B. Richardson. Cambridge, 1891.
8vo, pp. 47.

ARClllEOLOGICAL INSTITUTE OF AMERICA. Eleventh annual report of the
Managing Committee of tne American School of Classical Studies at
Athens, 1891-92. With the reports of Charles Waldstein and William
C. Poland. Cambridge, 1893.
8vo, pp. 70.

ARCHlEOLOGICAL INSTITUTE OF AMERICA. Twelfth annual report of the
Managing Committee of the American School of Classical Studies at
Athens, 1892-93. With the reports of Frank B. Tarbell, Charles Waldstein, and James R. ·wheeler. Cambridge, 1894.
8vo, pp. 62. Folded plate.

ARCIILEOLOGICAL INSTITUTE OF AMERICA. Thirteenth annual report of the
Managing Committee of ,the American School of Classical Studios at
Athens, 1893-94. With the reports of Rufus B. Richardson and Charles
Waldstein. Cambridge, 1895.
8vo, pp. 84.

ARCII2EOLOGICAL I NSTITUTE Oll' AMERICA. Fourteenth annual report of
t h e Managing Committee of the American School of Classical Studies
at Athens, 1894--95. With the reports of Rufus B. Richardson, Charles
W al dstein, and Thomas Dwight Goodall. Cambridge, 1895.
8vo, pp . 90.

ARCH.2EOLOGI AL IN ·nT 'TE OF AMERICA.
ical aerie:, 1 • o. 1. Boston, 18 2.

Papers of the Institute.

Clas-

8\."0, pp . viii, 215. Plat.,,, map~.
Coutcnt11: It port on the im:esti~alions at .A1111os, 1881, by J'. T . larke ; p l' ndix, Inscriptions from A so11 and L •!:!ho1:1, an<l pa11cri:,, by W. '. Lawton and

J. . Diller.
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Papers of the Institute.

8vo, pp. 32 . Folded map.
Contents: Telegraphing among the Ancients, by Augustus C. Merriam.

ARCH.LE0L0GIC.A.L INSTITUTE OF AMERICA. Bulletin of the School of Classical Studies at Athens. No. 1. Boston, 1883.
8vo, pp. (2), 29.
Contents: Report of William W . Goodwin, director in 1882- 83.

AIWII.2E0L0GICAL INSTITUTE OF AMERICA. Bulletin of the School of Classical Studies at Athens. No. 2. Boston, 1885.
8vo, pp. (2), 32.
Contentli: Memoirs of Lowis R. Packard, director iu 1883- 84, with tho resolutions of the committee and a report on tho school for 1883-84.

ARCHlE0L0GICAL INSTITUTE OF AMERICA. Bulletin of the cbool of Classical Studies at Athens, IV. Report of John Williams White, Ph.D.,
professor in Harvard University, professor of the Greek language aud
literature at the school in 1893-94. Cambridge, 1895.
8vo, pp. 52.

ARCHlE0L0GICAL INSTITUTE OF AMERICA.
Boston, 1883.

Bulletin No. 1, January, 1883.

8vo, pp. 40. Illustrated.
Contents: The work of the Institute in 1882, by C. E. orton; Report by A.
F. Bandelier on investigations in New Mexico in 1888; Noto on a torra-cotta
figu:1-"ine from Cyprus [etc.], by±. W. Ludlow.

ARCH.lE0L0GIC.A.L INSTITUTE OF AMERICA. American Journal of Archreology and of the HistoryoftheFineArts. Vols. 1-v. Boston, 1885-1889.
Five vols ., 8vo.
Official organ of the Institute.

ARCH.lE0L0GICAL INSTITUTE OF AMERICA. The American Journal of
Archreology and of the History of the Pine Arts. Vol. vr. Boston, 1890.
pp. xi
Same.
Same.
Sallle,

(1), 612. 23 plates.
Vol. VII. Boston, 1891. 8vo, pp. ix: (1), 578. 26 plates .
Vol. YIII. Princeton, 1893. 8vo, xi (1), 631. 18 plates.
Vol. IX. Princeton, 1894. 8vo, pp. viii, 614. Plates.

ARCII1E0L0GIC.A.L INSTITUTE. 0l!' AMERICA. Pirst, second, and thinl annual reports of the Managing Committee of the American School of
Classical Studies at Athens, 1881-1884. Reprinted· Cambridge, 1886.
8vo, pp. 30.

ARCHi.E0L0GICAL INSTITUTE OF AMERICA. Letter of Edward C. Cabot,
president of the Boston Society of Architects, to the president of the
Archreological Institute, and his reply, concerning the work at Assos
and the contribution of the Boston Society of Architects toward the
cost of printing the report of the Assos expedition. Boston, 1884.
8vo, pp. 6.

ARCH2E0L0GICAL INSTIT TE OF AMERICA. A proto-Ionic capital from the
site of Neandreia. By J. T. Clarke. Baltimore, 1886.
8vo, pp. 35. Illustrated.

ARCIIlE0L0GICAL INSTITUT.IJ: 01,' AMERICA. Report on the Wolfe Expedition to Babylonia, 1884-85. By William Hayes Ward. Boston, 1886.
8vo, pp. 33.
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ARCHJEOLOGICAL INSTITUTE OF AMERICA. A Doric shaft and base found
at Assos. By J. T. Clarke. Baltimore, 1886.
8vo, pp. 21.

Illustrated.

ARCHJEOLOGICAL INSTITUTE OF AMERICA. Notes on Oriental antiquities.
[No. 1.J By William Hayes Ward. Baltimore, 188.7.
8vo, pp. 19. Illustrated.
Same. [No. 2.] Baltimore, 1888.

14 pp. 2 plates.

ARCII.2EOLOGICAL INSTITUTE OF AMERICA. Gargara, Lamponia, and Pionia,
towns of the Troad. By.J. 'r. Clarke. Baltimore, 1888.
8Yo, pp. 31. Illustrated.

ARCH AJ;OLOGICAL INSTITUTE OF AMERICA.
of members. Boston, 1883.

Regulations, officers, and list

8vo, pp.14.

ARCHJEOLOGICAL lNSTI'fUTE OF AMERICA-WISCONSIN SOCIETY. Report
at the first annual meeting, held at Madison, Wis., May 2, 1890.
Madison, 1890.
8vo, pp. 24 (4).
Addresses by Prof. James Davie Butler, . LL. D., on .A. day at Delphi, and by
Prof. Charles Edwin Bennett, on the Work and aims of the Institute.
13.

HISTORIO.AL OLUB OF TEE .AMERIO.AN [PROTEST.A.NT EPISCOPAL
CHURCH.

HISTORICAL CLUB OF THE AMERICAN CnURCH. Facsimiles of church
documents. Papers issued by the Historical Club of the American
Church, 1874-1879. Privately printed [New York, 1879].
8vo, pp. 188.
Edited by William Stevens Perry and Charles Reuben Hale.

HISTORICAL CLUB OF THE AMERICAN CHURCH. Report of the Council,
December 31, 1871, and appeals for subscriptions.
Sheet.
14. NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC SOCIETY.

Washington, D. O.

NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC SOCIETY. The National Geographic Magazine.
Vols.rand II. Washington, 1888-1890."
8vo. Illustrated.
CONTENTS .

Vol. !.-Introductory address by Gardiner G. IIubbard; Geographic Methods
in Geologic Investigation, by W. M. Davis; Classification of Geographic Forms
in Genesis, by W. J. McGee. The Great Storms of March 11 to 14, 1888, by .A.. "\'v.
Greely. The Survey of the Coast, hy IL G. Ogden. The Survey and Map of
Massachusetts, by II. Gannett. Proceedings:
frica, its Past and J<'utur , by •
Gardiner G. IIubbanl; Geouraphy of the Laud, by II. G. Ogden; Geogra.pby of
the
a, by G o. L. Dyer; G ography of thu Air, by .A.. W. Greely; Geography
of Lif•, liy C. II.Merriam. 1teporls: The Rivers and Vall<'ys of P nnsylvauia,
hyW. I. avis; Topographic Modelt1, liy 'ot1111os Mindcl<•ff.
Hout i,: Irrigation in California, by ,v. II. Hall; Rounrl .A.bout Asheville, hy Bail y ,vmis; A
Trip to Panama an1l Darfon, by ltichartl U. Goollo; cross Nicaragua with Transit
an<l ::\1achotc, 1,y R. E. Peary.
Vol. JI.- u the T 1 i,rraphic D •termi11atio11s of Longitude hy th Bureau of
.·a.vigation, hyJ.A .• ·orrii;. ltuportt1: 'J'he]{iv1,rsof .·ortlH"rn .·cw,Jers y, by
W. 'M. Davis; , \ C:ritkal 1t vi •w of .Ikring·~ fir. t Exp1·<l1tion, 17'.!5- 17:10, by "'il·
Jiam II. Dall ; .'uppl •rm·ntury. ·ot on th, .\llqH·<l ()l,. l"J'\'aliou of a Lunar E ·lipse
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by Bering in 1728-29, by Marcus Baker; The .A.retie Cruise of the U.S. S.2.'hetisin
the Summer and .A.ut.umn of 1889, by Charles H. Stockton; The Law of Storms,
considerecl with Special Reference to the North Atlantic, by Everett Hayden;
Th e Irrigation Problem in Montana, by H. M. Wilson; Korea ancl the Koreans,
by J.B. Beruadou; The Ordnance Survey of Great Britain, by Joshth Pierce;
Geographic Nomenclature, by H . G. Ogden [etc.]; Rules for the Orthography of
Geographic Names, by G. H erlle; Minutes; Exploration of Alaska in 1800; Mount.
St. Elias Expedition; List of Members; Index.

NATIONAL GEOGRAPIIIC SOCIETY.
Vol. I. New York, 1895.

National Geographic Monographs.

Contents: 1, General Physiographic Proces!lefl, by J. W. Powell; 2, Ge1ieral
Physiographic Features, by J. W. Powell; 3, Physiographic Regions of the United
States, by J. W. Powell; 4, Present and Extinct Lakes of Nevada, by I. C.
Russell; 5, Beaches and Tidal Marshes of the Atlantic Coast, by N. S. Shaler; 6,
The Northern Appalachians, by Bailey Willis; 7, Niagara Falls and their Ristory, by G. K. Gilbert; 8, Mount Shasta, by J. S. Diller; 9, The Physical Geography of Southern New England, by W. M. Davis; 10, The Southern Appalachians, by C. W. Hayes.
·

NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC SOCIETY. The rivers and valleys of Pennsylvania.
Lecture delivered before the National Geographic Society at Washington, Pebruary 8, 1889, by W. M. Davis. Washington, 1889.
8vo, pp. 71. Map and woodcuts.
15. UNITED STA.2.'ES CA:l.'IIOLIC HIS1'0RIC.AL SOCIETY.

New York City.

UNITED STATES CATHOLIC HISTORICAL SocrnTY. Procee<lings of the first
public meeting held by the Society, May 14, 1885. New York, 1885.
8vo, pp. 32.
Contains address by Gen. C. P. Stone upon early Catholic explorations in
America, and an address by J. G. Shea.upon Catholics and Catholicity in th cla.ys
of the American Revolution.

UNITED STATES CATHOLIC HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Proceedings of the third
:public and .first annual meeting of the Society, Pebruary 11, 1886.
New York, 1886.
8,o, pp. 29.
Cont;iinR paper by Edmond Mallet, "The origin of the Oregon mission."

UNITED STATES CATHOLIC HISTORICAL SOCIETY. United States Catholic
Historical Magazine. Published under the auspices of the nited
States Catholic Historical Society. Vols. I-V. 1887-1890. New York,
1887-1895 .
8vo, 3 vols.

NITED STATES CATHOLIC HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Charter and by-laws.
Incorporated January, 1885. New York, 1885.
8vo, pp.14 (1).

UNITED ST.ATES C.ATIIOLIC HISTORICAL SOCIETY.
By John Gilmary Shea. [New York, 1888.J

Pope day in America.

8vo,pp. 7.
Read before the Soci~ty January 19, 1888.
Reprinted from the United States Catholic Historical llfogazine.

UNITED STATES CATHOLIC HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Why is Canada not a
part of the United States~ Read before the Society, November 25,
1889, by John Gilmary Shea. [New York, 1890.J
8vo, pp.15.
Reprinted from tl1e Tlnitecl, tatl'B Catholic Jiistorical .Magazine.
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UNITED STATlJ: CATHOLIC HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Columbus memorial
volume. Published by the joint committee of the Catholic Club and
tho United States Catholic Historical Society. New York, 1893.
8vo, pp. xiii, (8), 193. Portraits. Plates.

B.-STATE HISTORICAL SOCIETIES.
ALABAMA.
16. A.LABA.MA HISTORICAL SOCIETY.

Tuscaloosa, A.la.

ALABAMA HISTORICAL SOCIETY.
1850.

Constitution,. July 9, 1850.

Tuscaloosa,

8vo,pp.12.

ALABAMA HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Transactions at the First Annual Meeting, July 14, 1851. Tuscaloosa, 1852.
8vo,pp. 55.

ALABAMA HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Transactions at the Annual Meeting,
July 9 and 10, 1855. Tuscaloosa, 1855.
8vo,pp.65.
Contents: Abstract of the minutes of the meeting; The Claims and Characteristics of Alabama History, address by A. B. Meek.

ALABAMA HISTORICAL SOCIETY.
. 1858, by N. L. Whitfield.

Address before the Society, July 13, ·

See Historical Magazine, vol. rn, p. 66, where this title is given, but without
imprint.

ALABAMA HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Tuskaloosa, the Origin of its Name, Hs
History, etc. A paper read before the Society by Thomas Maxwell,
J~ly 1, 1876. Tuskaloosa, 1876.
8,o, pp. 86. Map.

ALABAMA HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Alabama Historical Reporter. PubFshed under the auspices of the Society. Vols. 1, n, III (Nos. 1-7).
October, 1879; July, 1880; December, 1883; July, 1885. Tuscaloosa,
1879-1881. Twenty-nine numbers.
8vo.

ALABAMA HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Session of the Alabama, legislature,
1847-48. A paper prep~red for the Society, by J. L. M. Curry, LL. D.
Washington, 1892.
8vo,pp.15.

ARIZONA.
17. ARIZONA HISTOJUOA.L SOCIETY.

ARIZONA HISTORICAL SOCIETY. ·charter, Constitution, and By-Laws.
Incorporated and organized November, 1864. Prescott, 1864.
12mo, pp. 16.

ARKAN AS.
18. JIISTORIOAL SOCIETY OF TJIE STATE OF ARKANSAS.

Little Rock, Ark.

HISTORICAL SOCIETY OF TUE , TATE OF ARKA.', A • Proceedings of the
'
L gislature and Historical So i ,ty, and tl1 Eclectic oci ety of Littl
Ro k, Ark., fix.inn- the pronunciation of th uame Arkam;a . Litt]
Rock, 1881.
8vo, pp.16.
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CALIFORNIA.
19. CALIFORNIA HISTORICAL SOCIETY.

San Francisco, Gal.

CALIFORNIA HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Noticias de la Nueva California, escritas por el Rev. Padre Fr. Francisco Palou. [1776:---1783.J California
Historical Society's publication. San Francisco, 1874.
Four vols., 8vo. Photographs.
One hundred copies printed. Edited, with an introduction, by .John T. Doyle.

CALIFORNIA HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Reglamento General para el Gobierno
de la Provincia de Californias, aprobado per S. M. en el Real orden de
Octubre de 1781.
CALIFORNIA HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Papers of the California Ilistorical
Society. Vol. 1, parts 1, 2. San Francisco, 1887.
8vo, Vol. r, pt. 1, pp. xv, 94 ; Vol. n, pt. 2, pp. v, 3-432.
Vol. I: Officers, m embers; Introductory; The Local Units of History, by Martin
Kellogg; Data of Mexican and United States History, by Bernard Moses; Ilistory of the Pious Fund of California, by .John T. Doyl ; The First Phase of tho
Conquest of California, by William Carey .rones. Vol. II: A History of tho College of California, by S. H. Willey, D. D.

CALIFORNIA HISTORICAL SOCIETY. A History of the College ·o (' California.
By Samuel Hopkins Willey, D. D. San Francisco: S. Carson & Co.,
1887.
8vo, pp. (o), 432.
Reprinted from Papers of the Galifornialli8torical Society, Vol.

II.

CALIFORNIA HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Identification of ir Francis Drake's
Anchorage on the coast of California in .the year 1579. By Prof. George
Davidson, Ph. D. California Historical Society publicatioli. Reacl
before the Society March 12, 1889. San Francisco, 1890.
8vo, pp . 58. Fifteen folded plates.
20. GEOGRAPHICAL SOOIE'l'Y OF TJIE P.AGIFIO.

San Francisco, Oal.

GEOGRAPHICAL SOCIETY.OF THE PACIFIC. Transactions and Proc·eedin<rs.
Vols. I-III. San Francisco, 1881-1892.
8vo, 3 v ols.

GEOGRAPIIICAL SOCIETY OF TIIE PACIFIC.
Francispo, 1887.

Kosmos.

Vol. 1, Nos.1-4.

an

Svo. Discontinued.

GEOGRAPIIICAL SOCIETY OF TIIE PACIFIC. Publications. The Discovery
of Humboldt Bay, California. By George Davidson. , an Francisco,
1891.
8vo. pp. 16.
21. HISTORICAL SOCIETY OF SOUTJIERN O.ALIFORNI.A..

Los Angeles, Gal.

III TORICAL OCIETY OF ' OUTIIERN CALIFORNIA. Constitution, ' tanding
Rules, and List of Officers and Members, with the inaugnral acldr ess of
the president [J. J. Warner]. Hartford, Conn., 1884.
8vo,pp.18.
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III T0RICAL 0 IETY 01? S0UTilERN CALIFORNIA. The Warm and Cold
Age of the Earth in the Northern Latitudes . By J. J. Warner. Read
before the ociety, May, 1884. Hartford, Conn., 1884.
8 o, pp.16.

HISTORICAL SOCIETY OF SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA. Historical Society of
Southern California. Los Angeles, 1887. [Constitution and Papers.]
San Francisco, 1888.
Bvo, pp. 54 (1).

Contents: Constitution and By-Laws; Organization: PresidentMore'sA.ddress i
Rain, Hail, and Snow, by Henry D. Barrows; lEsti vation of Californian mason
h
spiders, by Sarah P. Monks; Some Wonde!·s of Idaho, by E. W.Jones; A. Skew
of some of the Earliest Kentucky Pioneers of Los Angeles, by Ste~he~, C.
Foster; ..A. brief Bibliographical Sketch of the "Recopilacion de Indias, . or
Spanish India Code, and other collections of Spanish laws relating to the Indies,
compiled during the sixteenth, seventeenth, and eighteenth centuries, by George
16
"Butler Griffin; Reminiscences: My First procession in Los Angeles, March ,
1847, by Stephen C. Foster; Curator's report.

HISTORICAL SOCIETY OF SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA.
1888-89. Los Angeles, Cal., 1889.

Annual Publication,

8vo, pp. 54 (1).
Contents: Presidents and years of service; Officers [etc.], 1889; Deceased mem·
bers; Retiring address of ex-President H. D. Barrows, January 14, 1889; Inau·
t
gural address of President E. W. Jones, February 4, 1889; .A. Letter of SebaS ian
Viscaino, by Geo;ge Butler Griffin; .A.n Historical Sketch of the Movement for
th
a Political Separation of the two Californias, North ern and Southern, under bo
the Spanish and American regimes, by Dr. J . P. Widney; History of the M ~vements for the Division of Los .Angeles County, by Prof. J. :M. Guinn; The Umted
States Coast and Geodetic Survey Magnetic Observatory at Los Angeles, Cal.,
by Prof. R. E. Holter; Comparison of Rain Gauges in Los Angeles, by Sergt.
George E. Franklin; .A.n Historical Sketch of T. J. F. Jaeger, by B . .A.. Stephens i
What a member of the Society saw in Egypt, .Alexandrian A ntiquities, the P~r~;
mids, the Canal, etc., by Jose .A.dam; Some Observations on the words ' ' Cachupm
and "Criollo," by George :Butler Griffin; Officers' reports for 1888.

HISTORICAL SOCIETY OF SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA. Papers of the Historical
Society of Southern California, 1890. Los Angeles, 1890.
Bvo, pp. 51.
Contents: Officers and Committees; Addresses of President; The Story of St.
Vedalia, by .Albert F. Kercheval; The Great Real Estate Boom of 1887, by J.M.
Guinn; History of the Catholic Church in Los Angeles County, by Jose .A.dam;
From St. Louis to San Francisco in 1850, by J.E. Clark; Exceptional Years, by
J". M. Guinn ; The twin Relics of Barbarism, lly J . .A.. Wills; Reports on :Meteorology, by J.M. Guinn; Reports.

HISTORICAL SOCIETY OF SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA. Publicati0)1S, Vol. u,
part 1. Documents from the Sutro collection. Translated, annotated,
and edited by George Butler Griffin, president of tbe Society. Printed
for the Society. Los Angeles, 1891.
·
8vo, pp. iv, 213 .
. Con~nts: ~ tters of Fray Andres cle Aguirre, givinl! an account of some rich
islands mhab1ted by civilized p opl , discovered by a Portugueee trader in 1584-85.

HI TORI AL So IETY F , 0 TITERN
1 93. Los Ang les, 1 93.

'ALIF0RNIA. Annual Publication,

Svo, pp.88.
Inaugural ddr s. of K ·w. ,Tones, pr ,sident; J~arly Golrl Discov ri sin utbrn alifornia, hyJ". M. Guinn ; IIistori,·al "Tot 11of old Lan,lmark. , b~·,Y. F. Edgar;
Tb Los .Ang l
River, it lfiRtory aml Owu r. liip, hy . P. D orland; Th
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Destruction of the Catholic Mission on the Colorado, by Rev. J . ..A.dam; Life to-day
in the Pala Mission Station, by Frank J. Polley; Siege and Capture of Los
..A.ngeles, September, 1846, by J.M. Guinn; Reminiscences of Los ..A.ngeles in the
'50s and early '60s, by H. D. Barrows; Los ..A.ngeles in the later '60's and early '70's,
by J. M. Guinn; Recollections of Los ..A.ngeles, 1875 to 1885, by J obn Mansfield;
Leaves from the History of the last Decade, 1880 to 1890, by Edwin Baxter;
Passadena, the Crown of the Valley, by J.C. Carr.
22 . PIONEER ASSOCIATION OF THE COUNTIES OF JJfARIN, NAPA, LAK.E,
AND MENDOCINO, CALIFORNIA.

PIONEER ASSOCIATION OF THE COUNTIES OF MARIN, NAPA, LAKE, AND
MENDOCINO, CALIFORNIA. Constitution and By-Laws. Petaluna, 1877.
16mo, pp. 31.
23. SOCIETY OF CALIFORNIA PIONEERS.

San Francisco, Gal.

SOCIETY OF CALIFORNIA PIONEERS. Constitution and. By-Laws of the
Society of California Pioneers. San Francisco, 1850.
16mo, pp. 10.

SOCIETY Ol!' CALll!'ORNIA PIONRERS. Constitution and By-Laws of the
Society, organized August, 1850. Constitution revised, July, 1853.
San Francisco, 1853.
8vo, pp.12.

SOCIETY OF CALIFORNIA PIONEERS. Celebration of the Admission of
California into the Union, September 9, 1853. Oration by W. Van
Vorhies. San Francisco, 1853.
8v0,pp.13.

SOCIETY OF CALIFORNIA PIONEERS. Celebration of the Admission of California into the Union, 1854. Oration by E. J. C. Kewen; Poem by F.
Soule. San Francisco, 1854.
8vo, pp.24.

SOCIETY OF CALIFORNIA PIONEERS. The Annala of San Francisco, containing a summary history of the first discovery, settlement, progress,
and present condition of California. By Frank Soule, J. H. Gihon,
and J. Jisbet. New York, 1855.
8vo, pp. 824. Folded map.
Dedicated to the Society of California Pioneers.

SOCIETY OF CALIFORNIA PIONEERS. Oration delivered before the Society
at the Fifth Anniversary of the Admission of California into the Union.
By George P. Johnson. Ode by Edmund Pillet. September 10, 1855.
8vo, pp. 16, (2).

SOCIETY OF CALIFORNIA PIONEERS. Oration delivered before the ociety
at their celebration of the Seventh .Anniversary of the Admission of
the State of California into the Union, by T. W. Freelon. Ode hy
Edward Pollock. September 9, 1857. San Francisco, 1857.
Svo, pp. (2), 24.

SOCIETY OF CALIFORNIA PIONEERS. Oration delivered before the • ociety
at their celebration of the Eighth Anniversary of the Admission of
California into the Union. By Fred. P. Tracy. Poem by Edward
Pollock. September 9, 1858. San Francisco, 1859.
Svo,pp. 15.

•
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IETY OF CALIFOR TIA PIONEERS. Oration delivered before the Society
at th ir celebration of the Ninth Anniversary of the Admission of
California into the Union. B:v Willarcl B. Farwell. Poem by John R.
Ridge. Sept mber 9, 1859. San Francisco, 1859.
Svo,pp. 20.

SOCIETY OF CALIFORNIA PIONEERS. Address on the History of California, from the discovery of the country to the year 1849, .:lelivered before the Society at their celebration of the 'l'enth Anniversary of the
Admission of California into the Union. By Edmund Randolph. San
Francisco, 1860.
Svo, pp. 72.

'.rwo maps.

SOCIETY OF CALIFORNIA PIONEERS. Constitution and By-Laws of the
Society, as revised and adopted June, 1858 [with list of members].
San Francisco, 1861.
Svo, pp. 35.

SOCIETY OF CALIFORNIA PIONEERS. Ceremonies at the laying of the corner stone of the new Pioneer Hall, July 7, 1862. Oration by Willard
B. Farwell. Poem by Miss Eliza A. Pittsinger. [Address delivered
before the Soci~ty at their celebration of the Twelfth Anniversary
of the Admission of California into the Union, September 9, 1862, by
E. H. Washburn, with the Sutter resolutions.] San Francisco, 1862.
Svo, pp. 26, (1).
The bracketed portion is comprised in pages 17-26.

SOCIETY OF CALIFORNIA PIONEERS. Inaugural Ceremonies at the Opening of the new Pioneer Hall, January 8, 1863. Inaugural address by
0. P. Sutton; oration by E. Lies. San Francisco, 1863.
Svo,pp. 27.

SOCIETY OF CALIFORNIA PIONEERS. Transactions of the Society of California Pioneers, January 1 to May 7, 1863. Part 1, Vol. II. San Francisco, 1863.
Svo, pp. 101.
Contents: Officers; Constitution; By-Laws; Members; Inauguration of th e
new Hall, ,January 8, 1863. Inauguration address by O. P. Sutton. Oration by
Eugene Lies. Transactions.

SOCIETY OF CALIFORNIA PIONEERS. Fourteenth Anniversary of the ociety. Oration by Rev. Henry W. Bellows. Poem by Frank Bret
Harte. San Francisco, 1864.
Svo, pp. 31.

SOCIETY OF CALIFORNIA PIONEERS. Fifteenth Anniversary of the
ety. Oration by Horatio Stebbins. Poem by James F. Bowman.
Francisco, 1865.

ocian

Svo,pp.16.

OF ALIFORNIA PIONEERS. Annual Report of President P. B.
Cornwall, for 1865-66.
an Francisco, 1866.

OCIETY

Svo,pp.4.

S

CALIF RNIA PIONEER •
onstitution ancl By-Law , a revi ed and adopted ctober, 1 66, with li t of members.
an Francisco, 1 6.

IETY OF

Svo, pp. 77.
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SOCIETY OF CALIFORNIA PIONEERS. Sixteenth Anniversary of the Admission of California into the Union. Oration by J. W. Dwinelle. San
Francisco, 1866.
Svo,pp.34. .

SOCIETY OF CALIFORNIA PIONEERS. Seventeenth Anniversary of the Corporate Society of California Pioneers. Oration by vVilliam II. Clark.
Poem by Charles Warren Stoddard. San Francisco, 1867.
Svo,pp.23.

SocmTY OF CALIFORNIA PIONEERS. Eighteenth Anniversary of the Corporate Society. Oration by E. D. Wheeler. Poem by Ira D. Colbrith.
San Francisco, 1868.
Svo,pp.20.

SOCIETY OF CALIFORNIA PIONEERS. Constitution and By-Laws, as revised and adopted April, 1869. With list of members. San Francisco,
1869.
12mo, pp. 79.

SOCIETY OF CALIFORNIA PIONEERS. Nineteenth Anniversary of the Corporate Society. Oration by John S. H~ttell. San Francis o, 1869.
Svo, pp. 21.

SOCIETY OF CALIJ?ORNIA PIONEERS. Report of the Committee of the Boa,rd
of Directors on the state of the Society, January 1, 1861. San Francisco, 1869.
Svo, pp.15.

SOCIETY OF CALIFORNIA PIONEERS. Twentieth Anniversary of the Corporate Society. Oration by Lansing B. Mizner. Poem by Thomas G.
Spear. San Francisco, 1870.
8vo,pp. 25.

SOCIETY OF CALIFORNIA PIONEERS. Twenty-first Anniversary of the Corporate Society. Oration by E.W. McKinstry. Poem by William TI.
Rhodes. San Francisco, 1871.
Svo,pp. 27.

SOCIETY OF CALIFORNIA PIONEERS. Twenty-second Anniversary ::>f the
Corporate Society. Oration by John Quincy Adams. Poem by Charles
H. Chamberlain. San Francisco, 1872.
Svo, pp. 31.

SOCIETY OF CALIFORNIA PIONEERS. Twenty-third Anniversary of the
Corporate Society. Oration by Joseph W . Winans. Poem bf J.C.
Severance. San Francisco, 1873.
8vo, pp. 31.

SOCIETY OF CALIFORNIA PIONEERS. Constitution, By-Laws, ancl List of
Members since its organization, as revised August, 1874.
an Francisco, 1874.
12mo, pp. 115.

Socmn- OF CALIFORNIA PIONEERS. Twenty-fourth Anniversary of the
Corporate Society. Oration by J. D. B. StBlman. Poem by Mrs.
James Neall. San Francisco, 1874.
8vo, pp. 47. Pages 35-44 contain " List of pasAenger arrivals at tho port of an
Francisco for 1849."
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So IETY OF CALIFORNIA PIONEERS.

Twenty-fifth Anniversary of the
Corporate Society. Oration by OliverM . .Wozencraft. Poem by Edwin
Ruthven Camp bell. San Francisco, 1875.
Svo, pp. 20.

SOCIETY Ol!' CALIFORNIA PIONEERS. Twenty-sixth Anniversary of the
Corporate Society. Oration by 'William : J. Shaw. Poem by Frank
Soule. Address by George T. Bromley. San Francisco, 1876.
8vo, pp. 34.

·

SOCIETY OF CALIFORNIA PIONEERS. Celebration of the Twenty-seventh
Anniversary of the Admission of California into the Uniori by the
Society at San Jose, September 8, 1877. San Francisco, 1877.
8vo,pp. 23.
Oration by Lawrence Archer.

Poem by Anne Fitzgerald.

bOCIETY OF CALIFORNIA PIONEERS. Report of the Committee of the
Board of Directors on the financial condition of the Soeiety, March 1,
1878. San Francisco, 1878.
8vo, pp. 32.

SOCIETY OF CALIFORNIA PIONEERS. Twenty-eighth Anniversary of t~e
Corporate Society. Oration by Charles E. Travers'. Poem by Damel
O'Connell. San Francisco, 1878.
8vo, pp. 22.

t
SOCIETY OF CALIFORNIA PIONEERS. Constitution, By-Laws, and LiS
of Members since it; orga,nization, as revised May, 1881. Organized
August, 1850. San Francisco, 1881.
12mo, pp. 91.

SOCIETY OF CALIFORNIA PIONEERS. Oration at the Thirty-first Anniversary of the Society, by Augustus C. Taylor. San Francisco, 1881.
12mo, pp. 13.

SOCIETY OF CALIFORNIA PIONEERS. Thirty-second Anniversary of th e
Society. Oration by Alfred Wheeler. Poem by Miss Grace A. Welsh.
Pastoral by Dr. Washington Ayer. San Francisco, 1882.
8vo, pp. 34.

SOCIETY OF CALIFORNIA PIONEERS. Celebration of the Thirty-third Anniversary of the Society. [September 10, 1883.] Prayer by Rev. J. A.
Benton. Letter of General Sherman. Ora,tion by S. W. Holladay.
Poem by Washington Ayer, M. D. Officers of the Society. Names of
Members of the Constitutional Convention of 1849. San Francisco,
1883.
8vo, pp. 25.

SOCIETY OF CALIFORNIA. PIONEERS. Poem by ·washington Ayer, l\.i:. D.,
delivered at the Thirty-third Anniversary of the Society, celebrated
at Monterey, September 10, 1883. [ an Francisco, 1883.J
Svo, pp.10. Illustrated.

SOCIETY OF CALIF0R~TIA PIONEER . Report of the, 'pecial ommit,t ee on
proposed improvements of the Society's lot on Fourth treet. Presented January 7, 1 -L , an FranciRco, 1 4.
Svo, pp.14.

CALIF R .1.' IA PIO.'RER . Thirty-fourth Anniversary o!' th
, o iety. Pr ce ion ancl comm morative ceremoni npon th o ca ion
of 1 ying the orn r stonr: of the· n w Pioneer Ila.11, , 'eptemb r 9, 1
an Franci co, 1 1.

0 IETY Olt'

Svo,pp.58.
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SOCIETY OF CALIFORNIA PIONEERS. Celebration of the Thirty-fifth Anniversary of the Corporate Society, September 9, 1885. Prayer by
Rev. Albert Williams. Introductory by John Nightingale, president.
Address by John S. Hittell. Poem by H. B. Livingston. San Prancisco, 1885.
Svo, pp.42.

SOCIETY OF CALIFORNIA PIONEERS. Constitution and By-Laws. Organized August, 1850. Incorporated January 21, 1863. Reincorporated
February 19, 1884. San Francisco, 1885.
32mo, pp. 34 (1).

SOCIETY OF CALIFORNIA PIONEERS. Thirty-sixth and Thirty-seventh
Anniversaries of the Admission of California into the Union, by t he
Corporate Society of California Pioneers, September 9, 1886, and September 9, 1887. Order of exercises, September 9, 1887: Prayer by Rev.
Joseph A. Benton; poem by Col. G. Douglas Breworton; oration by
Hon. Thomas H. Laine. Published by order of the Society. [San
Francisco], 1887.
Svo,pp.49.
Title on cover : Celebrations of the Thirty-sixth and Thirty-seventh Anniversaries of the Admission ot California into the Union, by the Society of California
Pioneers, held at Saucelito, Marin County, September 9, !886, and at Camp Taylor,
Marin County, September 9, 1887.

SOCIETY OF CALIFORNIA PIONEERS. Celebration of the Thirty-eighth
Anniversary of the Admission of California into the Union, September
9, 1850, by the Corporate Society of California Pioneers, September 10,
1888. Order of exercises: Opening address by A. M. Eb bets, president; oration by Robert H. Taylor; poem by Rev. Joseph A. Benton.
[San Francisco], 1888.
Svo,

pp. 30.

SOCIETY OF CALIFORNIA PIO EER . Constitution, By-Laws, and List of
Members of the Society since its. organization, as revised June, 1888.
Organized August, 1850. San Francisco, 1888.
12mo, pp. 158. Frontispiece.

SOCIETY OF CALIFORNIA PIONEERS. Celebration of the Thirty-ninth
Anniversary of the Admission of California into the Union, September
9, 1850, by the Corporate Society of California Pioneers, Monday, September 9, 1889. Order of exercises: Oration by Maj. E. A. Sherman;
poem by Rev. C. L. Miel. [San Francisco], 1889.
Svo,pp.28.
24. SOOIETY OF FIRST S1'.El1.MSIIIP PIONEERS.

San Francisco, Cal.

SOCIETY OF FIRST STEAMSHIP PIONEERS. Festival in celebration of the
Twenty-fifth Anniversary of the Arrival of the Steamer California at
an Francisco, Februa,ry 28, 1849, given by the Society, February 28,
1874. San Francisco, 1874.
Svo.

Socnn·y Ol!' FIRST STEAMSIU.I:' ProNJrnRS. First Steamship Pioneers.
Edited by a committee of the Associa,tion. San Francisco, 1 74.
4to, pp. viii . 393.
Biographical sketches, with photographs.
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25. CONNECTICUT HISTORICAL SOCIETY,

Hartford, Conn.

CONN~~CTICUT HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Act of Incorporation and the Coni;titution of the Society, with an address to the public. Hartford, 1825.
8vo, pp.14 (1).

CONNECTICUT HISTORICAL SOCIETY. The Charter of Incorporation and
By-Laws, together with a list of officers, and an address to the public,
Hartford, 1839.
8vo, p. (1).

CONNECTICUT- HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Celebration of the Two Hundredth
Anniversary of the Adoption of the First Constitution of Connecticut,
April 21, 1840, under the direction of a committee of the Society.
"Thomas, E. S., Reminiscences," Vol. u, pp. 263-294. Hartford, 1840.
CONNECTICUT HISTORICAL SOCIETY. An account of the Society. By
Henry Barnard.
American Quarterly Register, Vol. xm, pp. 284-292. Boston, 1841.
CONNECTICUT HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Historical Notices of Connecticut;
published under the auspices of the Connecticut Historical Society.
Nos. 1, 2. Hartford, 1842.
Two pamphlets, 12mo.
No.1, Hartford in 1640, by William S. Porter, pp.12.
No. 2. Hartford and West Hartford, by William S. Porter. pp. 13-48.

.

CONNECTICUT HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Discourse on the early Constitutional
History of Connecticut, before the Society, May 17, 1843. By Leonard
Bacon. Hartford, 1843.
8vo, pp. 24.

CONNECTICUT HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Historical Discourse before the
Society and the Citizens of Hartford, on the 20th of December, 1843.
1t By Thomas Day.
Hartford, 1841.
8vo, pp. 36,

CONNECTICUT HISTORICAL SOCIETY. The Correspondence and Miscellanies of the Hon. John Cotton Smith, LL. D., formerly Governor of
Connecticut. With an eulogy pronounced before the Connecticut
Historical Society, at New Haven, May 27, 1846. By William W,
Andrews. New York, 1847.
12mo, pp. 328.
The eulogy occupies pp. 14-54. The work is dedicated to the Society.

CONNECTICUT HISTORICAL SOCIETY. History of the Indians of Connecticut from the earliest known period to 1850. By John W. De For st.
Publi hed with the sanction of the Socioty. llartford, 1851.
Svo, pp. xxvi, 509. Folded map.
Reprinted in 1852 and 1853,
lbany, 1871, pp. xxvj, 500. ]'old d map.
a.me.

CONNECT! . T Ill 'T RH'AL So IETY.
lett •r from ibe Rev. Thomas
Hooker, of Hartford, iu an wer to th, ·omplaint of ~ov. Winthrop,
of fa achu. e ts, a 1• ins
onnecticut. l •'rom the first volum of the
oil ctious. Hartford, 1859.
Svo, pp, 18.
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CONNECTICUT HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Collections of the Connecticut Historical Society. Vols. I, II. Hartford, 1860, 1870.
· 8vo,pp. (Vol.Ii xii (4), 332; (Vol.II) (4), 380.
CONTENTS.

Vol. !.-Charters; By-laws; List of officers, 1859-60; Rev. Thomas Hooker's
letter to Governor Winthrop, 1638; Abstracts of two sermons, by T. Hooker,
1638-39; Trial of Ezekiel Cheever before New Haven Church, l(i49; Letter from
Governor Winthrop respecting the charter of Connecticut, 1662; The people's
right to election, by G. Bulkeley, 1689; Their Majesties' Colony of Connecticut
v indicated, 1694; Roger Wolcott's journal at the siege of Louisbourg, 1745; Connecticut officers at Louisbourg; Papers relating to the Ticonderoga expedition,
1775; Major French's journal, 1776; Col. D. Putnam's letter relative to the battle of Bunker Hill, 1825; The public seal of Connecticut, by C. J. Hoadly; Correspondence with the British Government, 1755-1758.
Vol. 11.-Oflicers; On the composition of Algonkin geographical names, lJy
J. Hammond Trumbull; Papers relating to the controversy in the church in Hartford, 1656-1659; Correspondence of Silas Deane, Delegate to the Congress of Philadelphia, 1774-1776.

CONNECTICUT HISTORICAL SOCIETY.
Published for the Society, 1895.

Collections.

Vol. III. Hartford:

8vo, pp. (8), 340.
Contents: Officers, 1874; Preface; Some helps for the Indians; A catechism,
by the Rev. Abraham Pierson, reprinted from the original edition, Cambridge,
1658, with an introduction, by J. Hammoncl Trumbull; Will and Doom, or the
miseries of Connecticut by and under an usurped and arbitrary power, written by
Gershom Bulkeley, 1692, with an introduction and note,s, by Charles J. Iloadly;
Extracts of letters to Rev. Thomas .Prince, containing historical notices of sundry towns [in Connecticut]; A memoir for the history of Connecticut, by Roger
Wolcott, 1759; Index.
The third volume of the collections was prepared for publication in 1875, but a
fire at the printer's, in April, 1875, destroyed the entire edition, with the exception of one hundred copies of Pierson's Helps, which bad been separately printed
and delivered, and one set of the sheets ofBulkeley's Will and Doom, which was
in the editor's hands. The present issue is made up of the same material that the
first was to have contained, with the addition of Wolcott's Memoir. The notes to
Bulkeley's Will and Doom have undergone some changes in this edition.

CONNECTICUT HISTORICAL SOCIETY.
1892.

Collections.

Vol. IV.

Hartford,

8vo, pp. (4), xx.xi, 9-417.
Contents: The Talcott papers; correspondence and documents (chiefly official)
during Joseph Talcott's governorship of the colony of Connecticut, 1724-1741.
Edited by Mary Kingsbury Talcott. Vol. 1, 1724-1736: Sketch of (}overnor
Talcott.

CONNECTICUT HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Report of a committee of the Society
on a plan for enlarging the Society's building and establishing its
connection with the Watkinson library of reference. Presented April
15, 1862, and printed by order of the Society. Hartford, 1862.
8vo, pp.12.

CONNECTICUT HI TORICAL SOCIETY. The Origin of the Expedition against
Ticonderoga in 1775. A paper read before the Society, January 5, 1869,
by J. H. 'frumbull. Hartford, 1869.
8vo, pp.15. Fifty copies. Reprinted from the IIartford Daily Oourant,J anuary
9, 1869,
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E TI UT Hr TORICAL SOCIETY. The Composition of Indian Geographical Names, illust,ratecl from the Algonkin languages. By J.
lla.rumond Trumbull. ]'rom the Society's Collections, Vol. IL Hartford, 1870.
8vo, pp. 51 (3).

CONNECTICUT HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Some help for the Indians: a catechism in the l anguage of the Quiripi Indians of New i=:aven Co!~ny,
by the Rev. Abraham Pier son. Reprinted from the original edition,
Cambridge, 1658, with an introduction by J. Hammond Trumbull.
Hartford, 1873.
8vo, pp.11 (1), 67.
From tho Collections, Vol. iii.

nd
CONNECTICUT HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Indian names of places, etc., in a
on the borders of Connecticut: with interpretations of some of them.
By J. Hammond Trumbull. Hartforcl, 1881.
8vo, pp. 11 (1), 93.
..A.n article in tho Collections on The Composition of Indian Geographical Names
formed the basis of this publication.

CONNECTICUT H ISTORI CAL SOCIETY. Diary of Thomas Robbins, D. ~-,
1796-1854. Printed for his nephew. Own.eel by the Connecticut Historical Society. In two volumes. Edited and annotated uy Incre:ise
N. Tarbox. Boston, 1886-87.
8vo. Vol.

1,

vn, (1), 1052 pp.;

1, (2),

1131 pp. Portraits.

CONNECTICUT HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Birthdav of the State of Connecticut. Celebration of the two hundred and. :fiftieth a nniversary of th e
adoption of the first constitution of the 'State of Connecticut, by th e
rd
Connecticut Historical Society and the towns of Windsor, Hartfo '
and W ~thers.field, Thursday, January 24, A. D. 1889. Hartford, Conn.:
Published by the Society. 1889.
8vo, pp. 98.
Pages 26-53 contain the historical address by Rev.Joseph R. Twitchell.

CONNECTICUT HISTORICAL SOCIETY. The British :flag, its orig in and history; incidents in i ts use in America. A paper read before the Co_nnecticut Historical Society, June 7, 1881, by Jonathan F. Morrill.
Reprinted fro·m the Hartford Daily Courant, June 8, 1881. Hartford,
1889.
8vo, pp.24.

CONNECTICUT HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Historical documents and notes.
Genesis and development of the Society, and associated institutions in
the Wadsworth Athenroum. Published by the Society. Hartford, 1889.
8vo, pp.114, (1).
Contents: N otire; The Hartfor<l Library Company; Tho llartford Young Men's
Institute; The 'onnecticut HistoriC'al Society; The Wadsworth ..A.th nrewn; The
"\Vatk_insou Library; The Co11ncctic11f. Society of Tatural History; The A.rt ociety of Hartfor<l; Report of tho Joint Committees of ,vadsworth then, um, tlie
Connecticut Hi storical , oci ty, the Hartford Library Asso<·iation, an l the tru ·
tees of th "'atkinson Library. Adil nda: th(• Hartford Library Company; the
Ilartfor<l Library AK;.01:iation; Bihlioirraphy of th 'ocioty, by Frank B. Gay;
Ollic•rs and rnemh1 rs of thl· ,·()(·ipfy, 18'25188().

·.,1,,

'TJCUT HL"IORI
'<>< 1I'.TY .
Ru.·:<·11, .1. 1 >. Hartforil, 1 DO.

'o.·.·E

"Up r'eck" in 1 25.

vo, pp. US. lll11!!lr, ltd. Ft1l<k1l plau .
R ·a,l in 1mrt b ·for th :oci ·ty.
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CONNECTICUT HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Papers and re11orts presented to the
Society at the annual meeting, May 23, 1893, with a list of officers and
members; also, a list of donations for the year. Hartford, 1893.
Svo, pp. 49.

CONNECTICUT HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Annual report of the Society. Reports and papers presented at the annual meeting, May 22, 1894; also
a list of officers and members, and donations for the year. Hartford,
1894.
Svo, pp. 62.

CONNECTICUT HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Annual report of the Society. Reports aml papers presented at the annual meeting, May 21, 1895; also
a list of officers and members, and of uonations for the year. Hartford, 1895.
Svo, pp. 55.

Pages 23-38 contain a list of "Connecticut local histories in the Connecticut
Historical Society and Watkinson Library."

CONNECTICUT HISTORICAL SGCIETY. 1737-1847. Diary of Rev. Dan"iel
Wadsworth, seventh pastor of the First Church of Christ in Hartford.
With notes by its fourteenth pastor [George Leon Walker]. Hartford, 1894.
Svo, pp. 140.
From MS. belonging to the Connecticut Historical Society.
26. FAIRFIELD OOUNTY HISTORIO.AL SOOIETl-.

Bridgeport, Oonn.

FAIRFIELD COUNTY HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Articles of Association, ByLaws, List of Members, and First Anniversary Meeting, April 14, 1882.
Bridgeport, 1882. .
. Svo, pp. 38.

FAIRFIELD COUNTY HISTORICAL SOCIETY. A Biographical Sketch of
Roger Minott Sherman, the eminent Connecticut Jurist, 1773-1845.
By William A. Beers. Delivered before the gociety, November 28,
1882. Bridgeport, 1882.
Svo, pp. 48.

FAIRFIELD COUNTY HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Sketch from the Life of Rev.
James Beebee, soldier and preacher, who, from May 8, 1747, to September 8, 1785, was pastor of the Church of Christ at North Stratford
(now Trumbull, Connecticut), written by R. C. Ambler. Added, Mr.
Beebee's address to the people in 1758, when they departed with him
to Fort George to fight the Indians and the French. Read before the
Society, September 8, 1882. Boston, 1884.
Svo, pp. 32.

FAIRFIELD COUNTY HISTORICAL SOCIETY. A brief History of the Bridge_
port Bank, with personal sketches of the first president and some of
the early directors. It being a paper read before the ociety, November 14, 1884, by the president, R. B. Lancey. [Bridgeport], 18 4.
8vo, pp.15.

II. Doc. 291-48
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FAIRFIELD COUNTY HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Act of Incorporat ion: By-Laws,
List of Members, and Fourth Anniversary Meeting, April 10, 1885.
[With Appendix.]
Svo, pp. 27, 7.
The Appendix consists of "History of the Porter property." Paper read by
R. B. Lancey, June 12, 1885.

FAIRFIELD COUNTY HISTORICAL SOCIETY. A history of the old town of
Stratford and the city of Bridgeport, Connecticut. By Samuel
Orcutt. Parts 1, 2. Published under the auspices of t he Fairtield
County Historical Society. 1886.
8vo, pp. viii (2), 1,393. Plates, portraits.

FAIRFIELD COUNTY HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Annual report, 1891- 92. [Bridgeport. J 1892.
Svo.

Plate.

Table.

FAIRFIELD COUNTY HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Sketch of Rev. Blackleach
Barrett and related Stratford families. By M. D. Raymond. Published by the Society. [1893.J
12mo, pp. 44, 8.
27. LITCHFIELD COUNTY HISTORICAL A.ND ANTIQUARIAN SOCIETY.

LITCHFIELD COUNTY HISTORICAL AND ANTIQUARIAN SOCIETY, Introductory acldress, April 9, 1856, before the Society, on the occasion of
completing its organization. By G. H. HollisteT. Hartford, 1856.
Svo, pp. 24.
28. MA.TT.A.TUCK HISTOilIC.A.L SOCIETY.

Waterbury, Conn.

MATTATUCK HISTORICAL SOCIETY. :Footprints of the Red Man in the
Naugatuck Valley. A lecture, January 27, 1879, under the auspices of
the Society, by Joseph Anderson.
First published in Waterbury American, February 7, 1879, and republished wi th
additions by Rev. Samuel Orcutt in his "History of the old town of Derby,
Conn."
•
29. NEW HA VEN COLONY HISTORICAL SOCIETY.

New Haven, Conn.

NEW HAVEN COLONY HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Papers of the New Haven
Colony Historical Society. Vol. r. New Haven. Printed for the
ociety. 1865.
8vo, pp.170, iv, 102.
Contents: Organization of the Socif'ty; Officers; Members; The New Haven
Colony, by H. White; Civil GoYeroment in New Haven Colony, by L. Bacon; Ilistory of the Cutler Lot, hy IL \Vhite; History of Trinity 'hurcb, New Haven, by
l.<'. Cro:l\\"Cll; History of Long Wharf in No,v IIaven, by T. R. Trowbridge; The
P~rsonage of "Tho Bhw .leetin~ House," lJy E. E. Beardsley; Tb
ov rnor
Gilhert Lot, by E. L. Clt·avelancl; Notke of th Earlv l'omologist in r.,. w llav n,
by ...... A. Bacon; orr · pou<l nco bl'tween Pre. id nt Jefferson and
braham
Bi. hop, ('.olh•ctor of • ·cw ml\ en; Bi. hop Bnki·l1·y·s Gift!'! to Yale Coll g , by
D. '. ilman; llifltorical Account of Conn ·ctic-11 t 'nrrency, tc., by II. Bronson.
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NEW HAVEN COLONY HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Papers of the New Haven
Colony Historical Society. Vol. II. New Haven, 1877.
8vo, pp.xxiv, 388.
Contents: Officers; Members; Constitution; Address of the president, [E. E.]
Beardsley; Early History of Southold, Long Island, by E. Whitaker; Invasion
of New Haven by the British Troops, July 5, 1779, by C. Goodrich; The Poetry
and Poets of Connecticut, by R. W. Wright; Memoranda respecting Whalley and
Goffe, by F. B. Dexter; Remarks on Mr. Dexter's paper respecting Whalley and
Goffe, by T. R. Trowbridge; Historical Sketch of Stephen Goodyear, Deputy Governor of the New Haven Colony, 16-13-1658, as derivecl from "Tbe Old Colony
Records;" Ancient Houses of New H aven, by T. R. Trowbridge, j r.; Sketch of
the Life and Writings of John Da,enport, by F. B. Dexter; Medical History and
Biography, b y H . Bronson.

NEW HAVEN COLONY HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Papers of the New Haven
Colony Historical Society. Vol. III. New Haven, 1882.
8vo, pp. vii, 620.
Contents: Officers; Members; The founding of Yale College, by F. B. Dexter;
The New Haven convention of 1778, by S. E. Baldwin; Old Connecticut by F. J.
Kingsbury; Hh,tor.v of the ancient maritime interests of New Jfavon, by T. R.
Trowbridge, jr.; The Mohegan land contro,ersy, by E. E. B ardsley; Governor
Elihu Yale, by F. B. Dexter; Branford annals, by E. C. Baldwi!}; Tho boundary
line between Connecticut and New York, by S. E. Balflwin; Chapters on the early
government of Connecticut, by II. Bronson ; The ecclesiastical con. titution of
Yale College, by S. E. Baldwin; The early relations between ow othorland and
New England, by F. B. Dexter; Inscriptions on tombstones in New Haven, prior
to 1600, edited by F . B. Dexter. Index to Vols. I - III.

NEW HAVEN COLONY HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Papers of the New Haven
Colony Historical Society. Vol. IV. New Haven, 1888.
Svo, pp. viii , 456.
Contents: Prefatory note ; Officers, 1887-88; Members; The diary of Ebenezer
Townsend, jr., the supercargo of the sealing ship Neptune on her voyage to the
South Pacific and Canton, with a preface by Thomas R. Trowbridge, jr.; New
Haven in 1784, by Franklin Bowditch D exter; Connecticut boroughs, by Calvin
H. Carter; The family of Nathaniel Eaton, of Cambridge, Mass., by Daniel U.
Eaton; A youn g man's journal of a hundred years ago [at Yale College]; New
Haven'sadventureon theDelawareBay, by Rev. EpherWhitaker, D. D. ; Personal
reminiscences of the Revolutionary war, by the late Thomas Painter, of West
Haven; Yale graduates in western Massachusetts, by Rev. Alpheus C. Hodges;
Branford annals 1700-1800, by Rev. Eli,jah C . .Baldwin; The captives of the Amistad, by Simeon E. Baldwin ; The tradi ug house on the Paugasset, by Rev. William G. Andrews ; The past and future of this Society, being tbe annual address
of tho president for 18 6, by Simeon E. Baldwin; Inscriptions on tombstones in
Guilford, erected prior to 1800; Index.

NEW HAVEN COLONY HISTORICAL SOCIETY.
Haven, 1894.

Papers.

Vol. v.

New

8vo, xci., (1), 309. Plates. Portraits.
Contents: Proceedings attho public opening, September 28, 1893, of the Society
building erected by Ilenry F. English: Address, by the president; Commemorative
address, by Horace Day; Historical sketch, by T. R. Trowbridge; List of offi cers
[and] members, 1893; Inscriptions on Milford tombstones; Sketch of Philip Marett,
by S. E . Baldwin; Recollections of New Haven between 1825 and 1837, by Gardner Morse; Sketch of Eli Whitney, by W. P. Blake; Mrs . Eaton's trial (1644), from
the records of the First Church, by Newman Smyth; Extracts from the journal
of Joel Root, supercargo of the ship Jiuron, from New Hav n around the world,
September, 1802, to October, 1806; New Haven bells, by J. ,'. Hotchkiss; Tho
three constitutioni;i of Connecticut, by S. E. Balrlwin; Pr<·sident Chip and his
writings, by F . B. Dexter ; Early history of Long I sland 'ound audits appro:i ·hes,
by Charles Ilervey Townshend; Index.
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NEW HAVEN COLONY HISTORICAL SOCIETY. An Historical Account of
Connecticut Currency, Continental Money", and the Finances of the
Revolution. By Henry Bronson. Read November 30, 1863, and afterward. [New Haven, 1865.J
8vo, pp. iv, 192.
Forms part of Vol. r of the Papers, but paged independently.

NEW HAVEN COLONY HISTORICAL SOCIETY. A continuation of the Maritime History of Connecticut, by Capt. James W. Goodrich, delivered
before the Society, December 31, 1866. [New Haven, 1866.]
8vo, pp.40. No title-page; title on cover.

NEW HAVEN COLONY HISTORICAL SOCIETY. The historical Status of the
Negro in Connecticut. A paper read before the Society by William C.
Fowler.

Historical Magazine, 3d series, Vol. ur, January, 1874, pp.12-18; February, 1874,
•pp. 81-85; March, 1874, pp.148-153.

NEW HAVEN COLONY HISTORICAL SOCIETY. The Constitution and ByLa ws. Officers of the Society for the year beginning November 29, 1875.
New Haven, 1875.
12mo, pp.10.

No title-page.

NEW HAVEN COLONY HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Mr. William Diodate (of New
Haven, from 1717 to 1751), and his .Italian Ancestry. Read before the
Society, June 28, 1875, by Edward E. Salisbury. Taken from the Society's archives, by permission, for private circulation, and printed,
after revision, in April, 1876. [New Haven], 1876.
8vo, large paper, pp. 39. Folded sheet. Plate.
Some copies have inserted "Supplement to the Diodate genealogy," reprinted
from the New England Historical and Genealogical Register," 2 PP·

NEW HAVEN COLONY HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Sketch of the Life and Writings of John Davenport. By Franklin B. Dexter. Read February 1 ,
1875. New Haven, 1875.
8vo, pp. 205-238.
Reprinted from Papers of the New Haven Colony IIistorical Society, Vol. n.

NEW HAVEN COLONY HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Ancient Housea of New
Haven. By T. R. Trowbridge,jr. New Haven, 1876.
Svo, pp.175-204.
Reprinted from the Papers of the Society.

NEW HAVEN COLONY HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Memoranda concerning Edward Whalley and William Goffe. By Franklin B. Dexter. New Haven,
1876.
Svo,pp.32.
From the Papers of the New Haven Oolony Ilistorical Society, Vol.

ll.

NEW HAVEN COLO TY HISTORICAL SOCIETY. The Ecclesiastical Constitution of Yale College. By Simeon E. Baldwin. Read April 25, 1 1.
ew Haven, 18 2.
Svo, pp. 405-442. No title-1iage.
From advance sheets of Vol. m, J>apers of the New IIaven Oolony lliitorical
Society.

NEW HAVEN OL0NY Hr Tom AL , ocmTY. The Founding of Yal
1 g . By Franklin B. lJext r. ..rew Ilav u, 1882.
Svo, 1>p. 31.

From Vol.

... •o titl!·-pa:.:e.
111,

l'aper, of t/1P .Ye111 JT(lrPn

olrmy Ili1toric(ll . 'ociety.
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Governor Elihu Yale.

By

Svo, pp. 227-248. No title-page. Half title on cover.
From Vol. m, Papers of the New Haven Oolony Historical Society.

NEW HAVEN COLONY HISTORICAL SOCIETY. History of the Ancient Maritime Interests of New Haven, Conn. By ! R. Trowbridge,jr. New
Haven, 1882.
1

•

8vo, pp. 85-205.
Fifty copies reprinted on large paper, from Papers of the New Haven Oolony
Historical Society.

NEW HAVEN COLONY HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Inscriptions on Tombstones
in New Haven, erected prior to 1800. By l?ranklin B. Dexter. New
Haven, 1882.
8vo, pp. 475-614. No title-page. Half title on cover.
Reprinted from Vol. III, Papers of the N,iw Haven Oolony Historical Society.

NEW HAVEN COLONY HISTORICAL SOCIETY. The Mohegan Land Controversy. By E. Edwards Beardsley. Read February 25th, 1878. New
Haven, 1882.
8vo, pp. 205-225. No title-page.
Reprinted from Vol. rn, Papers of the New Haven Oolony Ilistm·ical Society.

NEW HA VEN COLONY HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Old Connecticut. By Frederick J. Kingsbury. New Haven, 1882.
8vo, pp. (2), 63-84.
I{eprinted from Vol. m, Papers of the New Haven Oolony Historical Society.

NEW HAVEN COLONY HISTORICAL SOCIETY. The Family of Nathaniel
Eaton, of Cambridge, Massachusetts. By Daniel C. Eaton. Read
April 22, 1884. New Haven, 1884.
8vo, pp.185-192. Cover title and half title.
Reprinted from Papers of the New Haven Oolony Historical Society.

NEW HAVEN COLONY HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Catalogue of the Objects of
Interest Belonging to the Society, Rooms 2, 3, and 4, Old State Honse,
New Haven. New Haven, 1885.
8vo, pp. 57.

NEW . HAVEN COLONY HISTORICAL SOCIETY. New Haven in 1784. A
paper read before the Society January 21, 1884, by Franklin Bowditch
Dexter.
In "The Hundredth Anniversary of the City of New Haven" [etc.). New
Haven, 1885. pp. 49- 94.

NEW HAVEN COLONY HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Yale Graduates in Western
Massachusetts. By Alpheus C. Hodges, pastor of the Congregational
Church, Buckland, Massachusetts. Printed by permission from the
fourth volume of the Papers of the Society. New Haven, 1 86.
8vo, pp. 253-291.

NEW HAVEN COLONY HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Proceedings in Commemoration of the Settlement of the Town of New Haven, April 25, 1888.
New Haven, 1888.
8vo, pp. 68, (1).
Title on cover, 1633: Founder's day, 1888. Contains an oration uy Honry T.
Blake.
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NEW HAVEN COLONY HISTORICAL SOCIETY. A Brief Memorial of Philid
Marett. Read by Simeon E. Baldwin before the Society, September
22, 1890. New Haven, 1890.
4to, pp. 19. Portrait.

HAVEN COLONY HISTORICAL SOCIETY. The Peace Conference of
1861 at Washington, D. C., by William Warner Hopkins, jr. Read
before the Rhode Island Historical Society and the New Haven Colonial
Historical Society, 1889-90. Pro vi den ce, 1891.

NEW

8vo, pp. 27, large paper.

NEW HAVEN HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Proceedings at the Public Opening
of the New Haven Colony Historical Society Building, erected bv
Henry F. English. New Haven, 1894.
8vo, pp. 91. Photographs.
Reprinted from Vol. v of the Collections of the Society.
30. NEW LONDON COUNTY HISTORIC.AL SOCIETY.

New London, Oonn.

NEW LONDON COUNTY HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Act of Incorporation, ByLaws, and Officers, November, 1871. New London, 1871.
12mo, pp. 7.
Same [New London], 1874. 12mo, pp. 7.

NEW LONDON COUNTY HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Annual Meeting, with Sec•
retary's Report, November 29, 1880. New London, 1880.
16mo, pp. 12.
Same, November 28, 1881. New London, 1881. 16mo, pp.12.
Same, November 30, 1882. New London, 1882. 16mo, pp.16.

NEW LONDON COUNTY HISTORICAL SOCIETY. A History of the Statue
erected to Commemorate the heroic Achievement of Maj. John Mason
and his comrades, with an account of the unveiling ceremonies. Compiled by Thomas S. Collier, secretary of the Society. [New London],
1889.
8vo, pp. 62. Plate.
The oration was by Isaac H. Bromley.

NEW LONDON COUNTY HISTORICAL SOCIETY. A Memorial of Rev. Thomas
Leffingwell Shipman. Read before the Society, by Rev. W. B. Clarke,
December 11, 1888. Published by the Society. New London, 1889.
Svo, pp. 21.

NEW LONDON COUNTY HISTORICAL SOCIETY. A Memorial of the Rev.
Edward Woolsey Bacon. Read before the Society, by Rev. Char] 8
J. Hill, September 11, 1888. Published by the Society. New London,
1888.
8vo, pp. 12.

NEW LONDON Cou TY HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Records and Papers of the
ociety. Part 1, Vol. I. New London, 1 90.
8vo, pp. 128.
'on tents: Pr fac ; Officers; Annual meetillg, eptember 6, 1889 ; Li t of mem·
ber,;; An act incorporatin~ th11 .'ol'i·ty; Hy-Laws; Ili.torkal .'k tcb of th
'oci y; fficer, 1 71 -1 00; ~. 1111Jf'r, Jfi71 1 !10; ~lemoir of Hon. La Fa.,· tt
:. Fo. t r; Fran s Mainwaring 'aulkins; A Partial Bibliogravhy of' tb , ritiugs of .I:'rauce M. Caulkiu11; l'OOllll! of Local Sccne11 and In ·id ·nt11, by snm ;
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Memoir and Bibliography of Ashbel Woodward, M. D .; Memoir of the Rev.
Thomas Leffingwell Shipman; Memoir of the Hon. William H. Starr; Memoir
of Hon . William H. Potter; Description of the Public Library at New London;
New London and the War of 1812; Address by Rev. Edward W. Bacon; Memoir
of Capt. Richard Law.

NEW LONDON COUNTY HISTORICAL SOCIETY.
2_, Vol. I. New London, 1890.

Records and Papers.

Part

pp. (4) 58. Portrait.
Contepts: List of officers, ·1391; Annual meeting, September 6, 1890; Address of
Hon. La Fayette S. Foster, in Old Fort Griswold, Groton Heights, September 6,
1880; in pace: in memoriam of the men who fell in the massacre in Fort Griswold ,
September 6, 1781; Evidences of glacial action in southeastern Connecticut, by
David A. Wells; The Hon. Henry P. Haven, a brief biography; Revolntionary
naval officers from Connecticut; List of members of the Society, Septeml,er 6,
1891.

NEW LONDON COUNTY HtSTORICAL SOCIETY.
3, Vol. I. New Haven, 1891.

Records and _P apers. Part

8vo, pp. (4) 5:l.
Contents: Officers, 1892; Annual meeting, September, 1891; The first organir.ed
church in New London County, by Richard A. Wheeler; The tradition of Micah
Rood, by P. H. Woodward ; E arly printing in New England, by T. S. Collier; A
copy of a curi_ous old affirmation, Boston, 1716.

NEW LONDON COUNTY HISTORICAL SOCIETY.
4, Vol. 1. New London, 1893.

Records and Papers.

Part

8vo, pp. (4) 109. Woodcuts.
Contents: The Revolutionary privateers of Connecticut, with an account of the
State cruisers, and a short history of the Continental naval cruisers, built in tbe
State, with lists of officers and crews, by Thomas S. Collier; An account of the old
houses of New London, by .James Lawrence Chew; Report of annual meeting
September 6, 1892, with a list of officers and members.

NEW LONDON COUNTY HISTORICAL SOCIETY.
5, Vol. I. New London, 1894.

Records and Papers. Part

8vo, pp. (4) 59.
Contents: Gardon Saltonstall, scholar, preacher , statesman, by S. L. Bla:.e;
Orders drawn by the selectmen of New London, .January 18, 176!i-August 3, 1766;
Memoirs of George Washington, from the Universal Magazine, 1781; Anecdotes of
General Putnam, from the Universal Magazine, 1781; Report of annual meeting,
1893 ; Officers; Members.
-

NEW LONDON COUNTY HISTORICAL SOCIETY.
1, Vol. n. New London, 1895.

Records and Paper.3, - Part

8vo, pp.110.
Contents: Early Whaling Industry of New London, by C. A.. Williams; R emini scences of the monthly meetings of the Congregational ministers of New London County and vicinity, by .John Avery; Famous old taverna of New London,
by .James Lawrence Chew; Fact and reminiscence, by James Lawrence Chew;
Report of the annual meeting of the Society, September 61 1894, with list of oJli.cers
and members.

NEW LONDON' Cou TY HISTORICAL SOCIETY.
2, Vol. II. New London, 1896.

Records and Papers.

Part

8vo, pp. (6), 115-182. Portraits. Plates.
Contents: Historical sketch of the schools of New London, by Benjamin Stark;
New London Society for Trade and Commerce, by N. S. P erkins; Tho Preston
Separate Church, by A. A. Browning.
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31. TOLL.L!ND OOVN T Y IIISTORIOA L SOCIETY.

T LLAND C . ~TY Ill TORtCAL OCIETY. The Early History of Tolland.
An Ml<lr
(1 liveretl before the Society, at Tolland, Conn., on the 22tl
of AnO'n t aml 27th of eptember, 1861. By Loren P. Waldo, Hartford, l 61.
Svo, pp.148.

DELA-W-ARE.
32. HISTORICAL SOCIETY OF DELA WARE,

Wilrnington, Del.

IlISTORICAL SOCIETY OF DELAw ARE. Proceedings of the Inangural Meeting of the Society, 31st May, 18f.4, with the constitution and by-laWR,
Wilmington, 1864.
Svo, pp.16.
Contains address by
on the Delaware.

.r. Ross Snowden on the E-arly History of the Settlements

HISTORICAL SOCIETY OF DELAw ARE .• First Annual Discourse delivered
before the Society. By J.M. Read, jr. Wilmington, 1864.
Svo.

HISTORICAL SOCIETY OF DELAWARE, An historical inquiry concern~ng
Henry Hudson, his friends, relat.ives, and early life, his connection
with the Muscovy Company and discovery of Delaware Bay. By John
Meredith Read, jr. Albany, 1866.
Svo, pp. vi, 209. Plate.
Consists of an amplification of 11 .A. diecourse deliverecl at Wilmington, ~efore
the Historical Society of Delaware on its first anniversary," with preli~mar!
t
matter, notes, etc. Also reprinted in an abridged form by the Clarendon Hie ori·
cal Society, London, 1883.

HISTORICAL SOCIETY OF DELAWARE. The Revolutionary soldiers, of
Delaware. Paper read by Willis G. Whiteley before the Delaware
legislature. Wilmington, 1875.
Svo, pp.55.
Prepared for ancl read before the Society.

HISTORICAL SOCIETY OF DELAWARE. "Inter folia fructus." A historical
inquiry concerning Henry Hudson, his friends, relatives, and early
life. his connection with the Muscovy Company and discovery. of
Delaware Bay. Abridged from the work of John Meredith Read, Jr.,
and edited by Edmund Goldsmid, [London], Clarendon Historic:tl
Society, 1883.
Sm. 4°, pp. 88.

Clarendon Historical Society's r eprints, series 1.

HISTORICAL SOCIETY OF DELAWARE. Some leaves from the early history
of Delaware and Maryland. Read before the Society, September 24,
1868, by W. J. Read. Wilmington, 1868.
8vo, pp.7.

HISTORICAL SOCIETY OF DELAWA.RE. The life ancl military services of
the late Brig. Gen. Thoma A. , myth. By w. D. Maull. Wilmington, 1870.
8vo, pp. 50. Portrait.
1?ead nt n meoting"of tho Society convened for that pnrpose.
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HISTORIC.AL SOCIETY OF DELAWARE. Catalogue of the Society, with its
history, constitution, and by-laws, and list of members. \Vilmington,
1871.
8vo, pp. 23. Portrait.

HISTORIC.AL SOCIETY OF DELAw .ARE. A s¼:etch of the life of Oliver Evans,
a remarkable mechanic and inventor, by Rev. George A. Latimer,
rector of CalvaryP. E. Church, Wilmington, Del. Wilmington, [18721].
Svo,pp.16.
Prepared in compliance with a resolution of the Historical Society of Delaware, and was read at its annual meeting on the 10th of October, 1872.
Reprinted from Hai·kness's Magazine.

HISTORICAL SOCIETY OF DELAWARE. A history of New Sweden; or, the
Settlements on the River Delaware. By Israel Acrelius. Translated
from the Swedish, with an introduction and notes, by William M.
Reynolds. Published under the joint auspiceR of the Historical Societies of Pennsylvania-and Delaware. Philadelpl1ia, 1874.
8vo, pp. (1) 17-468. Folded map. Portrait.
Forms Vol. XI of Memoirs of the Historical Society of Penn1ylvania.
Pages 459-468 are taken up with a list of subscribers to the publication fund of
the Historical Society of Pennsylvania.

HISTORICAL SOCIETY OF DELAWARE. Papers of the Historical Society
of Delaware. No.1. Memorial address on the life and character of
Willard Hall. By Daniel M. Bates. Wilmington, 1879.
8vo, pp. 60. Portrait.

HISTORICAL SOCIETY OF DELA WARE. Papers of the Historical Society of
Delaware. No. 2. Address on the history of the boundaries of the
State of Delaware. By John W. Houston. Wilmington, 1879.
ll• n. pp. 108.

HISTORICAL SOCIE1'Y OF DELAWARE. Papers of the Historical Society of
Delaware. No. 3. Some account of William Usselinx and Peter Minuit,
two individuals who were instrumental in establishing the first permanent colony in Delaware. By Joseph J. Mickley. Wilmington, 1881.
8vo,pp. 27.

HISTORICAL SOCIETY OF DELAWARE. Papers of the Historical Society of
Delaware. No. 4. Memoir of John M. Clayton. By Joseph:?. Comegys. Wilmington, 1882.
8vo, pp. 307. Portrait.

HISTORICAL SOCIETY OF DELAWARE. Papers of the Historical Society of
Delaware. No. 5. History of the First Regiment, Ddlaware Volunteers. By William P. Seville. Wilmington, 1884.
8vo, pp. 163.

HISTORICAL SOCIETY OF DELAw ARE. Papers of the Historical Society of
Delaware. No. 6. Minutes of the Council of the Delaware State from
1776 to 1792. Wilmington, 1888.
~vo, pp. (1) xi

(1), 9-27.

HISTORICAL SOCIETY OF DELAWARE. Papers of the Historical ' ociety of
Delaware. No. 7. Ancient families of Bohemia Manor; their homes
and their graves. By Rev. Charles Payson Mallery. Wilmington,
1888.
8vo,pp. 73.
Chapters on Augustine Herman, his sons, and descendants. The Sluyter and
Bouchelle families; the Bayard family; .Tames Bayard's descendants; Dr. J' • A.
Bayard's children.
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HISTORICAL SOCIETY OF DELAWARE. Papers of the Historical Society f
Delaware. No. 8. Diary of Capt. Thomas Rodney, 1776-77, with a
introduction.. By Cresar A. Rodney. Wilmington, 1888.
8vo,pp, 53.

HISTORICAL SOCIETY OF DELAWARE. Papers of the Historical Society of
Delaware, No.13. A History of the Delaware State Society of the Cincinnati, from its organization to the present time. To which isappende
a brief account of the Delaware regiments in the war of the Revol ution. Also, personal memoirs of the Delaware regiments in the war
of the Revolution. Also, personal memoirs of officers, rolls of same,
oration before the Delaware Cincinnati on the death of Washington.
etc. By Henry Hobart Bellas, LL. B. Wilmington, 1895.
8vo, pp.112. Portraits. Facsirnilies.

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA.

LFor American Historical Association, American Historical Society, and
National Geographic Society, see National Associations.]
33. COLUMBIAN HISTORICAL SOCIETY.

Washington, JJ. C.

COLUMBIAN HrsTORICAL SOCIETY. Constitution and By-Laws, etc. August,
1833. W ashingtou, 1833.
8vo. Same. Washington, 1838.
34. SOCIE'l'Y OF THE OLDEST INHABITANTS OF TIIE DISTRICT OF

COLUMBIA.

OLDEST INHABITANTS' ASSOCIATION. An address on the life and character
of John Carroll Brent, delivered by John B. Blake before the Societ,,
April 5, 1876. Washington, 1876.
8vo,pp.12.

OLDEST INHABITANTS' ASSOCIATION. Washington sixty years ago. Pap r
by Lambert Tree, read before the Association, 7th April, 1880. [Phil delphia, 1880.J
8vo, pp. 6. Title on cover.

FLORIDA.
35. III TORICAL SOCIETY OF FLORIDA.

t. Augustine, Fla.
III

TORI AL , 0 IETY 01<' FLORIDA. Hi torical
izecl in 1 -6. [ fficer · 'oustitution; By-Law .
le t cl July, 1 -6 · ~1ember lected July, 1856.J
32mo, pp. 0, (2).

HI TORI AL
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GEORGIA.
36. GEORGIA HISTORICAL SOCIETY.
Savannah, Ga.

GEORGIA HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Collections of the Georgfa Historical
Society. Vol. I. Savannah, 1840.
8vo, pp. xii, 307, (1).
Contents: Introduction. Oration before the Society at tbe celebration of their
first anniversary, February 12, 1840, by W. Law; New and accurate account of
the provinces of South Carolina and Georgia [by J. Oglethorpe], London, 1733; A
voyage to Georgia, 1735, by 1!'. Moore, London, 1744; An impartial inquiry into
the state ancl utility of the province of Georgia [by B. Martyn], London, 1741;
Reasons for establishing the colony of Georgia, with regard to the trade of Great
Britain [etc.] , with some account of the country, and the design of tbe trustees
[by B. Martyn], London, 1733; Sketch of the life of Gen. James Oglethorpe, by T.
Spalding.

GEORGIA HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Collections of the Georgia Historical
Society. Vol. II. Savannah, 1842.
8vo, pp. (6) 336.
Contents: Introduction. Discourse before the Society at their second anniversary, February 12, 1841, by W. B. Stevens; A new voyage to Georgia, by a
young gentleman, 2d ed., London, 1737; A state of tho province of Georgia,
attested upon oath in the court of Savannah, November 10, 1740 [by W. Stephens],
London, 1740; A brief account of the causes that have retarded the progress of
the colony of Georgia [by T. Stephens], London, 1743; A true and historical narrative of the colony of Georgia, by P. Tailfer, H. Anderson, D. Douglas, Charleston, 1741; Account showing progress of the colon,y of Georgia from its establishment [by B. Martyn], London, 1741. Appendix: Account of the Society; Constitution; By-Laws; Act of incorporation; Officers. Members. 1842.

GEORGIA HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Collections of the Georgia Historical
Society. Vol. III, part 1. Savannah, 1848.
8vo,pp.88.
Contents: Introduction; [Biographical sketch of Benjamin Hawkins]; The
Creek confederacy [by W. B. Hodgson]; A sketch of the Creek country, in 1798
and 1799 [by B. IIawkins]. Appendix: Indian treaties, 1773-1796.
No other part of this volume was issued, The Society published no more col.
lections until 1873, when the publication was resumed with the designation of
Vol. m, disregarding this first part.

GEORGIA HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Collections of the Georgia Historical
Society. Vol. III. Savannah, 1873.
8vo, pp. vi, 428.
Contents: Preface; Letters from General Oglethorpe to the trustees of the
colony, October, 1735, to .August, 1744; Report of Governor Sir J ame1:1 Wright to
Lord Dartmouth on the condition of the colony, Se1)tember 20, 1773; Letters from
Governor Sir James Wright to tho Earl of Dartmouth and Lord George Germain,
secretari s of state for America, August 24, 1774, to February 16, 1782. Appendix:
Casimir Pulaski, address before the Society by C. C. Jones, jr., upon the celebration of its thirty-second anniversary, February 13, 1871; address before tho
Society by R. D . .Arnold, July 24, 1871.

GEORGIA HISTORICAL OCIETY. Collections of the Georgia Ilistorical
ociety. Vol. IV. Savannah, 1878.
8vo, pp. 263, 64. Illustrat d.
Contents: Tbedeacl towns or' Georgia, byC. C. Jones,jr. Illm1trat d. Itiu raJ1t
obsorvatiom1 in .America. Re1n·inted from the London .il[agazine, 1745-46.
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GEORGIA TIISTORICAL SOCIETY. A discourse delivered before the Society.
February 12, 1840. By William Law. Savannah, 1840.
8vo, pp. 43.
On the early settlements and history of Georgia.

GEORGIA HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Biographical memorials of James Og~ethorpe, founder of the colony of Georgia. By Thaddeus Mason Harns.
Hoston, 1841.
8vo, pp. xxii, 424. Portrait.
Dedicated to the Society.

Folded map.

GEORGIA HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Historical lecture on Sergeant Jasper,
before the Society, 1841. By Robert M. Charlton.
8vo.

GEORGIA HISTORICAL SOCIETY. A discourse before the Society, February
12, 1841. By William Bacon Stevens. Savannah, 1841.
Svo,pp.40.
On the events of the Revolution in Georgia.

GEORGIA HISTORICAL SOCIETY. A discourse on the qualifications an~
duties of an historian delivered before the Society on its fourth anmversary, February 13, 1843. By Mitchell King. Savannah: Published
by a resolution of the Society, 1843.
8\"o,pp. 23.

GEORGIA HISTORICAL SOCIETY. •A lecture delivered before the Society,
March 7, 1843. By John Elliott Ward. Savannah, 1843.
Svo,pp.22.

GEORGIA HISTORICAL SOCIETY. A lecture delivered before the Society at
the Unitarian Church, Tuesday evening, March 14, 1843. By William
A. Carruthers, M. D. Savannah, 1843.
Svo,pp.36.

GEORGIA HISTORICAL SOCIETY. A high civilization, the moral duty of
Georgians. A discourse before the Society, February 12, 1844. By
Stephen Elliott, jr. Savannah, 1844.
8vo, pp. 21.

GEORGIA HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Lecture before the Society, February 29
and March 4, 1844, on the subject of education. By Samuel K. Talmage. Savannah, 1844.
Svo·, pp. 24.

GEORGIA HISTORICAL SOCIETY. A discourse delivered before the ociety
on the occasion of its sixth anniversary, Febrnary 12, 1845. Ay Alonzo
Church. Savannah, 1845.
Svo, pp. 34, 6.

GEORGIA HI TORWAL SOCIETY. The romance of life. A hi torical lecture before the ociety on the 14th of January, 1845. Ry Robert M.
'harlton. , avannah, 1845.
8vo, pp.19.

GE RGIA Ur TORICAL OCIETY. A history of eorgia, from it fir t di-;covery by Europe~ ns to the acloption of th present con titution iu
179 . By \Vi11i: rn Bar.on , tev ne. 2 vols. :rew York, 1 7, 1 59.
Two vols., Svo. Platos. l'lan. ~ [n.p.
Pr ~ar d attbllr 1n t of tl1 , ·ocirty nml publish d uncl r it. nus pie . P oniary :ml ·was rend red by th Society for th publication of t~1e sec nd V'Olnm •
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Proceedings of meeting, January 7, 1855,

Broadside .

GEORGIA _HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Address delivered before the Society on
its nineteenth anniversary, February 12, 1858. By John E. Ward.
Savannah, 1858.
8v o, pp.24.

GEORGIA HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Indian remains in southern Georgia.
Address before the Society on its twentieth anniversary, February 12,
1859. By Charles C. Jones, jr. Savannah, 1859.
8vo, pp. 25.

GEORGIA HISTORICAL SOCIETY.
bers. Savannah, 1859.

Constitution, 'by-laws, and list of mem-

8vo, pp.15

GEORGIA HISTORICAL SOCIETY. A reply to a resolution of the Society,
read before the Society at its anniversary meeting, February 12, 1866.
By Stephen Elliott. Savannah, 1866.
8vo, pp. 13.

GEORGIA HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Eulogy on the life and character of
Stephen Elliott. By Solomon Cohen. Written and published at the
request of the Society. Savannah, 1867.
8vo, pp. 18.

•

GEORGIA HISTORICAL SOCIETY.
bers. Savannah, 1871.

Constitution, by-laws, and list of mem-

8vo, pp.27.

GEORGIA HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Wilde's Summer Rose; or, the Lainent of
the Captive. An authentic account of the origin, mystery, and explanation of R. H. Wilde's alleged plagiarism. By Anthony Barclay, and
with his permission published by the Society. Savannah, 1871.
8vo, pp. 70.

GEORGIA HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Casimir Pulaski. An address delivered
before the Society by Charles C. Jones, jr., upon the occasion of
the celebration of its thirty-second anniversary, February 13, 1871.
Savannah, 1873.
8vo, pp. 28.

Large paper.

GEORGIA HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Proceedings, resolutions, aml communications, commemorative of Edward J. Hardin, attorney for the city
of Savannah and president of the Society, who died April 19, 1873.
[Savannah], 1873.
8vo, pp. 31.

GEORGIA HISTORICAL SOCIETY. The siege of avannah in 1779, as described
in two contemporaneous journals of French officers in the .ilcet of
Count d'Estaing. Albany, 1874.
4to, pp. 77. Fold d map.

Edited by Charles C. Jones ,,ir., and dedicated to tho Georgia. Ilistorical 'ociety.

GEORGIA HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Proceedings of the dedication of Hodgson Hall, hy the , 'ocioty, on occasion of its thirty-seventh anniversary,
February 14, 1876. Savannah, 1876.
8vo, pp. 20. Photograph.
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d

for th

IETY. Sorgeant W illiam Jasper. An address
eorgia Historical Society, in Savannah, Ga., on
f January, 1 76. By Charles C. Jones,jr. [Albany.] Printed
ociety, 1 76.

Svo, pp. 36.
am . ..tUban y,

.r . Munsell,

1876.

GE RGIA III TORI AL So IETY.
[Read b fore the ociety. ]

Svo, pp. 36.

Gettysburg.

By Lafayette McLaws.

Soiithern Historical Society Papers, Vol. VII, pp. 64-90 . Richmond, 1879.

GE RGI.A. HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Reminiscences of service with the firS t
volunteer regiment of Georgia, Charleston Harbor, in 1863. An address
before the Society, March 3, 1879. By Charles H. Olmstead. Savannah,
1879.
Svo, pp.15 .

GEORGIA HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Reminiscences of service in Charleston
Harbor in 1863. By Charles H. Olmstead. Read before the Society,
March 3, 1879.
1883
Southern Historical Society Papers, Vol. II, pp.118-125, 158-171. Richmond, [

1·

GEonGIA HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Hernando De Soto. The adventures
encountered and·the route pursued by the Adelantado during his mar~h
through the territory embrace~l within the present limits of Georgia.
By Charles C. Jones, jr. Read before the Society. Savannah, 1880.
Svo, pp. 42 (1). Portrait.

GEORGIA HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Annivers&ry address before the Society
on the 14th of February, 1881. By Charles C. Jones, jr. [Savannah],
1881.
Svo, pp. 40.
·
Title on cover reads: "The Georgia Historical Society; its founders, patrons,
and friends."

GEORGIA HISTORICAL SOCIETY.
bers. Savannah, 1883.

Constitution, by-laws, and list of mem-

8vo, pp. 31 (1).

GEORGIA HISTORICAL SOCIETY. A suggestion as to the origin of the plan
of Savannah. Remarks by William Harden before the Society, September 7, 1885. [Savannah, 1885.J
Svo, pp. 4.

No title-page.

GEORGIA HISTORICAL SOCIETY. The life and services of the Hon. Maj.
Gen. Samuel Elbert, of Georgia. By Charles C. Jones, jr. An address
be:ore the Society, at Savannah, on the 6th of December, 1886 ,
Printed for the Society. Cambridge, 1887.
8vo, pp. 48.

GEORGIA HISTORICAL SOCIETY. A brief sketch of the life and writings
of Sidney Lanier. By Charles N. ·w est. An address delivered before
the ociety on the 5th of December, 1887. Printed for the Society·
avannah, 18 .
Svo, pp. 25.

GEORGI JI1 TORICAL ,
rnTY.
Tho life and times of William Harrie
'rawford, 0,f ~eorgia. An addres8 d eli v r ed hy Charles T . ·w est, A. ll.,
before the o ·1ety, May 2, 1 92. [, avaunah], 1892.
Svo, pp. 45.
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ILLINOIS.
37. ANTIQUARIAN AND HISTORICAL SOOIE1'Y

OF ILLINOIS.

ANTIQUARIAN AND HISTORICAL SOCIETY OF ILLINOIS. Proceedings at
the :first session of the Antiquarian and Historical Society of Illinois
in December, 1827, with an address. Edwardsville, 1828.
12mo, pp. 22.

ANTIQUARIAN AND HISTORICAL SOCIETY OF ILLINOIS. Address before
the Society at its annual meeting, December, 1828, by James Hall.
Vandalia, 1829.
12mo, pp. 20.
Proceedings-on pp. 18-20.
38. OHIO.A.GO HISTORICAL SOCIETY.

CHICAGO HISTORICAL SOCIETY. The Chicago Historical Society; its origin, present condition, plans, and necessities. [Chicago], n. d.
4to sbe'3t, pp. 2.

No title-page.

CHICAGO HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Constitution and by-laws of the Historical Society of Chicago. Chicago, 1856.
12mo, pp. 14 (l),

CrrrCAGO HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Memoir of Hon. Daniel P. Cook. Read
before the Society, June 9, 1857, by William H. Brown. Chicago, 1857.
8vo, pp. 30.

CHICAGO HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Charter, constitution, and by-laws, with
a list of officers, etc. Chicago, 1858.
8vo, pp. 31.
Some copies have 23, (3) pp.

CIIICAGO HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Catalogue of the :first exhibition of
statuary, paintings, etc., opened May 9, in Barch's Building, corner
Wabash avenue and Lake street, 1859. Chicago, 1859.
8vo.

Mrs. D. Hager writes: "I have beard, but not seen it in the records, that this
exhibition of fine arts was got up by members of tlJe Ilistorical Society for its
benefit."

Crrr ,AGO HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Biennial report to tho Governor of Illinois. Springfield (Ill.), 1863.
8vo, pp. 13, (1).

CmcAGO Hr TORICAL OCIETY. An historical sketch of the early movement in Illinois for the legalization of slavery. Read at the annual
meeting of the Society, December 5, 1864, by William II. Brown.
Chicago, 1865.
8vo, pp.44.
Reprinted in 1876.

CnICAGO Ilr TORICAL 'ocrnTY. Annual m flting, November Hltb, 1 6 .
Addresses by J. Young n.mmon, presid nt, and IKaHc N. Arnold.
'hicn.go, 1868.
vo,pp. :l2.
I. N. Arnold !!poke on th early hi~tory of 'bicago.
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CHICAGO HISTORICAL SOCIETY. History of Illinois from 1778 to 1833; and
Life and times of Ninian Edwards. ByNinian W. Edwards. Springfield, 1870.
Svo, pp. 549, iii.

Written at request of the Society.

CHICAGO HISTORICAL SOCIETY.. The last of the Illinois, and a sketch of
the Pottawatomies. Read before the Society, December 13, 1870, by
John Dean Caton. Chicago, 1870.
Svo, pp. 36.

CHICAGO HISTORICAL SOCIETY. The last of the Illinois, and a sketch of
the Pottawatomies. Read before the Society, December 13, 1870, by
John D. Caton. Chicago, 1870.
12mo, pp. 30.

Fergus Historical Series, No. 3, pp.1-30.

CHICAGO HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Charter, Constitution, andBy-Laws,with
a list. of officers and members. Chicago, 1871.
Svo, pp. 23.

CHICAGO HISTORICAL SOCIETY. An historical Sketch of the early Movement in Illinois for the legalization of Slavery. Read at the annual
meeting of the Society, December 5, 1864, by William H. Brown. Chicago, 1876.
·
12mo, pp. 30 (1).

Fergii.~ Historical Series, No. 4.

CHICAGO HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Addresses delivered at tlrn annual meeting of the Society, November 19, 1868, by J. Young Scammon and
Isaac N. Arnold: In.cidents in the lives of President Lincoln and Major
Anderson in the Black Hawk war, Luther Haven, George Manierre,
and other early settlers in Chicago. With a sketch of Col. John H.
Kinzie, by Juliette A. Kinzie, read before the Society July 17, 1877.
• Sketches of Biliy Caldwell and Shabonee, by William Hickling and
G. S. Hubbard, and the "Winnebago Scare," by H. W. Beckwith.
Chicago, 1877.
12mo, pp. 52.

Fergus Historical Series, No.10.

CHICAGO HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Chicago Historical Society, November 19,
1868. Introductory address, by J. Young Scammon. Address by Isaac
r . Arnold, giving a history of the Society and its acquisitions up to ·
that time, with incidents in the lives of Abraham Lincoln and Major
Anderson; also of Luther Haven, George Manierre, and other early
settlers of Chicago. Chicago, 1877.
Svo, pp. 31.

CUICAG0 HISTORICAL SOCIETY.
January, 1878.

Circular about objects of the

ociety.

beet.

ClilCA.GO Hr T0RICAL ~ 0CIETY. Biographical ketch of the late Gen. B. J.
Sweet. Ilistory of Camp Douglas. A paper read before the Society
June 1 , 187 , by William Bross. Chicago, 1878.
8vo, pp. 28. Plan.

HIST0RI AL 0CIETY. Biographical f emoir of tho Hon. eorge
Manierre, deliv red before th ;'ociety April 16, 187 , by Thomru3
IIoyn . [ 'hicago 1 7 . J

CllICAGO

8vo, pp. 48.

l'ortrait.
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CllICAGO HISTORICAL SoCIETY. Father Marquette at Mackinaw and Chicago. A paper read before the Society, October 15, 1868, by Henry H.
Hurlbut. Chicago, 1878.
8vo, pp.16.

CHICAGO HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Reynolds' History of Illinois. My Own
Times: Embracing also the History of my Life. By John Reynolds,
late governor of Illinois. Chicago, 1879.
8vo, pp. xx, 395. Portrait.
The author was governor of Illinois from 1830 to 1834, and published this work
in 1850. The original edition having become scarce, it was r eprinted as above by
the Historical Society .
·

CHICAGO HISTORICAL SOCIETY. The Imprisonment in Libby and Escape
by 'runnel. By Charles Warrington Earle. Waukegan, lll., 1879.
8vo,pp. 21.
Read before the Chicago Historical Society, May 23, 1879.

CHICAGO HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Kaskaskia, Ill., Parish Records, 16961834. By E. ·G. Mason. Chicago, 1879.
8vo, pp. 22.
From the Chicago Times.

CHICAGO HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Chicago and the sources of her past and
future growth. A paper read before the Society, January 20, 1880,
by William Bross. Chicago, 1880.
Svo,pp.18.

CHICAGO HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Recollections of Early Illinois and Her
Noted Men. Read before the Society, March 16, 1880, by Joseph Gillespie. Chicago, 1880.
12mo, pp. 50 (1).
Fergus Historical Series, No. 18.

CHICAGO HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Early Society in Southern Illinois. A
lecture read before the Society, October 19, 1880, by Robert W. Patterson. Chicago, 1881.
8vo, pp. 34.
Same, in Fergus Iliatorical Series, No.14, pp.103-131.

ClIICAGO HISTORICAL SOCIETY. A brief History of the Society, together
with constitution and by-laws, and list of officers and members. Chicago, 1881.
Svo, pp. 31.

CIIICAGO HISTORICAL SocrnTY. The Earliest religious history of Chicago. By Jeremiah Porter, its first resident pastor. An address read
before the ociety in 1859. [Chicago, 1881.]
12mo. Fergus Historical Series, No. 14, pp.1-80.

Cm AGO IliwromcAL Socm rY. Early 'hicago. Porb Dearborn. An
address delivered at the unveiling of the memorial tablet to mark the
site of the Blockhou8e, fay 2 L, 1881, under the auspices of the
Society, to which haYe h en a<lded notes and an appendix. By ,John
Wentworth. Chicago, 18 1.
121110 pp 101 (~O).

Perg11.v Jfi~torit-al 81'rfr.~, No. 16.

H. J)oc. 291--49
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CIIICAGO HI TORICAL SOCIETY. Illinois in the Eighteenth Century.
[Three papers r ead before the Society. J Kaskas kia and its -parish
records; Old F ort Chartres; and Col. John Todd's record book. Hy
Ed ward G. Mason. Chicago, 1881.
12mo, pp. (2) 68.
Fergus Historical Series, No. 12 .

• CHICAGO HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Recollections of Public Men. A paper
read before the Society, November 15, 1881, by William F. De Wolf.
Chicago, 1881.
8vo, pp.16.
Second edition, 1882.

CHICAGO HISTORICAL SOCIETY. William B. Ogden, and early days in Chi. cago. A paper read before the Society, December 20, 1881 (on tbepresentaticn by Mrs. Ogden of a portrait of her late husband, painted by
George P.A. Healy), by Isaac N. Arnold. Chicago, 1881.
8vo, pp. (2), 40.
Printed also, in 1882, in Fergus Historical Series.

CHICAGO HISTORICAL SocrnTY. "Historical Chicago-past, present, and
future." Addre~s of Emery A. Storrs, for the benefit of the Society.
Delivered at Central Music Hall, December 15, 1882, Hon. Isaac N.
Arnold, presiding. Chicago, 1882.
Large 8vo, pp. 26.

CHICAGO HISTORICAL SOCIETY. William B. Ogden and early days in Chicago. A paper read before the Society, December 20, 1881, by Isaac
N. Arnold. Chicago, 1882.
12mo, pp. 40.
"Ferg'l!-s Historical Series, No.17, pp.1-40.
Published also independently of the series.

CHICAGO HISTORICAL SOCIETY.
Vol. I. Chicago, 1882.

Chicago Historical Society Collections.

8vo, pp. (2), 402.
Contents: History of the English settlement in Edwards County, Ill., fou nd ed
n
in 1817 and 1818, by Morris Birkbeck and George Flower. With preface a u
foot-notes, by E. B. Washburne.

CHICA.GO HISTORICAL SOCIETY.
Vol. n. Chicago, 1884.

Chicago Historical Society Collections.

8vo, pp.134. Portrait.
Contents: Biographical sketch of Enoch Long, an IllinoiR pioneer. By Harvey
Reid.

CHICA.GO HISTORICAL SOCIETY.
Vol. III. Chicago, 1884.

Chicago Historical Society Collections.

8vo, pp. 8, xxviii, 17-633. Portraits. Facsimiles.
Contents: The Ed wards papers; l>oing a portion of the collection of 1he 1 tt rs,
pap rs, and manuscripts of Niniau Edwards. Edited by E. B. Washburne.

CHICAGO Hr TORICAL ocn::TY.
hicago, 1 90.
Vol. IV.

'hicago Historical

ociety Collection ·

8vo, pp. x v, :,21. Portraits.
ont nts: Early Chicarro and Dlinoi , ecliteil and annotate<l by Edward G.
:Mason; In~cription; Pup rs; Officer. , 18 9; 11-11-w b rs; Early Chicago and Illi·
nois; Gurdon.'. Ilubl>ar<l, a cttln of Chieago in 1818, b y Grant Goodri h; L aao
~ . .Arnold, as tll r of Chicago in 18:!G, by E.B. Washburno; ~fork 'kinner, by
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E.W. Blatchford; Elihu B. Washburne, by George W. Smith; Tribu te of William H. Bradley; Philo Carpenter, a settler of Chicago in 1832, oy Henry L.
Hammond; Samuel Stone, by Mrs. William Barry; Sketch of Pierre Menard,
by E.G. Mason; The first lieutenant-governor of Illinois, by Henry S. Baker;
Pierre Menard papers; Noel Le Vasseur, by Stephen R. Moore; Lists of early
Illinois citizens, introduction by E.G. Mason; Heads of families in Kaskaskia
in or before 1783; Inhabitants of Prairie du Rocher and St. Philips in 1783;
Heads of families in Cahokia and its environs in 1783; Heads of families at
Cahokia, Prairie Du Rocher, etc., 1783; Liste des habitans resident ;tux Kaskaskias ·
en 1790; Captain Piggot's company, .A.pril 26, 1790; Rell of Captain Saucier's
company .August 1, 1790; Captain Dubuque's company, August 1, 1790; Roll of
militia of Kaskaskia, August 1, 1790; Roll of militia of Prairie du Rocher, August
1, 1790; General returns of St. Clair County militia, August l, 1790; John Rice
Jones, a brief sketch of the life and public career of tho first practicing lawyer
in Illinois, byW . .A.. Burt Jones ; Rice Jones, by W . .A.. Burt Jones; John Todd's
Record book; John Todd Papers; British Illinois; Philippe de Rocheblave,
sketch by E .G . Mason; Rocheblave papers; Court of inquiry at Fort Chartres,
by John Moses; Index.

CHICAGO HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Congressional Reminiscences: Adams,
Benton, Calhoun, Clay, and Webster. An address, March 16, 1882,
before the Society, with notes and an appendix, by Chicago's first
Congressman, John W ootworth. Chicago, 1882.
12mo, pp. 101.
Fergus Historical Series, No. 24.

CHICAGO HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Sketch of Ed ward Coles, second governor
of Illinois, and of the slavery struggle of 1823-1834. Prepared for the
Society by E. B. Washburne. Chicago, 1882.
8vo, pp. 253. Portrait. Facsimiles.

CHICAGO HISTORICAL SOCIETY. . Constitution and By-Laws, together with
list of officers and members. Chicago, 1883.
8vo,pp. 27.
Same, corrected edition, pp. 28.

CHICAGO HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Early Illinois Railroads. A paper read
before the Society, February 20, 1883, by Wm. K. Ackerman. Notes
by John Wentworth. Also, an appendix, with the Breese-Douglas
correspondence on the inception and origin of the Illinois Central
Railroad, and the origin of names of stations on the Illinois Central
Railroad. Chicago, 1884.
Svo,pp.174.

CHICAGO HISTORICAL SOCIETY Chicago Historical Society's Proceedings.
December 18, 1883. Chicago, 1884.
8vo, pp. (4) 56. Two portraits.
Contents: The Dearborns: .A. discourse commemorative of the eightieth anniversary of the occupation of Fort Dearborn, and the first settlement at Chicago.
Read, December 18, 1883, by Daniel Goodwin, jr. ·with r marks of John Wentworth, J. Young Scammon, E. B, "\Vashburne, and I. . Arnold.

CHICAGO IIISTORICAL 0CIETY. The Dearborns: A discourse commemorative of the eightieth anniversary of the occupation of Port Dearborn, and tho first settlement at Chicago. Read before the ociety,
December 18, 18 3, by Daniel Goodwin, jr. With remark8 of .John
Wentworth, J. Young cammon, E. B. Washburue, and I . N. Arnold.
Chicago, 1884.
8vo, pp. (4), 56. Two portraits.
Title on covor reads: "Tho D •arborns. By Daniol Gootlwiu, jr. Chicago llh1torical Socioty's Proceedings. "
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AMERICAN HISTORICAL ASSOCIATION.
Illinois and the Thirteenth Amendment
onstitution of the United States. A paper r ead before the
o i ty, January 15, 1884, by William Bross. Chicago, 1884.
Svo, pp. 8.

IIICAGO HI TORI AL SOCIETY. In Memoriam. Memorial addresses commemorative of the live1; and characters of Hon. Isaac N. Arnold, late
president, and Hon. Thomas Hoyne, late vice-president, of the Society·
Deliver ed before the Society, October 21, 1884, by E. B. Washburne,
'rhomas Drummond, and Van H. Higgins, in respect of Mr. Arnold;
John ·weutworth, in respect of Mr. Hoyne. Chicago, 1884.
8vo, pp.43.

CIIICAGO HISTORICAL SOCIETY. · The Theater; its earl y days in Chicago.
A paper read before the Society, February 19, 1884, by J. H. Mc Vicker.
Chi cago, 1884.
8vo, pp.88.

CHICAGO H ISTORICAL SOCIETY. Charles Hammond and his relations to
Henry Clay and John Quincy Adams; or constitution al limitations a nd
the contest for freedom of speech and the press. An a ddress before the
Soci et y, May 20, 1884, by William Henry Smith. Chicago, 1885.
8vo, pp. 72.

CHICAGO HISTORICAL SOCIETY. In Memoriam: Isaac Newton Arnoi<l,
13
Novemb er 30, 1813, to April 24, 1884; Arthur Mason Arnold, May ,
1858, to April 26, 1873. Chicago, 1885.
8vo, p p.115. Portrait . pp. 36-72 contain the proceedings of the Society.

CHICAGO H ISTORICAL SOCIETY. In Memoriam: John S. Wright. An address d elivered before the Society, July 21, 1885, by Au g ustine W.
Wright. Chicago, 1885.
8vo, pp.40.

CHICAGO HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Samuel de Champlain: a brief sk et ch of
the eminen t navigator and discoverer. Read before the Societ y, Octo'uer 20, 1885, by Henry H. Hurlbut. A portrait of the great explorer,
painted by Miss Harriet P. Hurlbut, was on this bccasion p r esented in
h er name to the Society. Chicago, 1885.
8vo, pp.19.

CHICAGO HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Constitution and By-Laws of the Society,
together with list of officers and members, 1885--86. Chicago, 1886.
8vo, pp. 27 (1).

C1ncAno I!ISTORICAL

OCIETY. Reports of quarterly meetmg,, January,
1888-January, 188!). Cllicago, 1880-1 94.

s,•o, 1'1'· 20.
L!su cl in lPafl ts pag <l <:outinu<msly to form

'III

1~

volum .

Ill. 'TO IU<.:AL •'o U:'l'Y. In m mory of Rob rt '. Winthrop. By
ani 1 Jooclwi11. lkliverccl h fore· th
'hicago I~it rary lnl>, .~ v ,ml, r 20, 1
, a.ncl th· 'hic:~~o liiHtorictil, 'o ·ioty, ovom b r :.m, l ·94.
'hic-a.rro, 1 !l 1.
A xO

S,·o, 11p. 61. FoM•·•l 1111111.
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39. FRANKLIN .SOCIETY.

Chicago, Ill.

PRANKLIN SOCIETY. Publications of the :E'ranklin Society. Vols. I and n.
Chicago, 1869-70.
4to.
Contents: No. 1. The J~rinter, by J. W. Sheahan, 20 pp. No. 2. Early Newspapers in Illinois, by H. R Boss, 48 pp.
40. HIS'l.'ORIOA.L SOCIETY OF JOLIET.

Joliet, Ill.

HISTORICAL SOCIETY OF JOLIET. Porty years ago: A contribution to the
early history of Joliet and Will County. Two lectures before the
Society, by George H. Woodruff, December 7, 1873, and March 24, 1874.
Joliet, 1874.
8vo, pp. (2) 108.
41.

PIONEER, A.SSOOIA.TION OF WILL COUNTY, ILLINOIS.

PIONEER ASSOCIATION OF WILL COUNTY, ILLINOIS. Oration of G. D. A.
Parks, to the Pioneer Association of Will County, August 2, 1882, being
the anniversary of the battle of Bad Axe, with the introductory
remarks of G. H. Woodruff, president of the Association. Joliet, 1882.
Svo,pp.14.

PIONEER ASSOCIATION OF WILL COUNTY, ILLINOIS. Sixth annual reunion
of the Will County Pioneer Association, September 1, 1886, being the
semicentennial of the organization of Will County, 1836-1886. Joliet,
1886.
8vo,pp.12.
Contents: .Addresses of George H. Woodruff and ,fudge G.D . .A. Parks, with
110em by Egbert Phelps and .A. F. Kercheval.
42. TRI-STA.TE OLD SETTLERS' A.SSOOIA.TION OF ILLINOIS, MISSOURI., A.ND
IOWA..

'rRI-STATE OLD SETTLERS' ASSOCIATION OF ILLINOIS, MISSOURI, AND low A.
Report of the organization and first reunion of the Tri-State Old Settlers' Association of IHinois, Missouri, and Iowa, held October 2, 1884,
at Keokuk, Iowa. Keokuk, 1884.
Svo, pp. (2) 68.

TRI-STATE OLD SETTLERS' ASSOCIATION OF lLLINOI , MISSOURI, AND IOWA.
Report of the second reunion, held September 301 1885, in Keokuk,
Iowa. Keokuk, [1884].
8vo, pp. 112.

TRI- TATE OLD 'ETTLER, 'AssocrATIO OF Jr,u Torn, Mrs oum, AND low A.
Report of the third reunion, held October 13, 1886, in Keokuk, Iowa.
Keokuk, 1887.
Svo, pp. 89.

Tm-STATE OLD SETTLER,' As. o IATIOX OF lLLI or., Missoum, A ·D low A.
Report of the fourth reunion, held August 30, 1887, in Keokuk, Iowa.
Keokuk, 1887.
Bvo, pp. 84.
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INDIANA.
43. IIT TORIO.A.L

111,

OOlETY OF TIIE CO UNTY OF VIGO, INDIA.NA,

TORI AL OCIE'l'Y 01<' THE COUNTY OF VIGO, INDIANA. The a.nnivers:1ry l o tnre, prouonnced before the Historical Society of the County
of Vigo, Ind., on tho 14.th of March, 1844, by Robert B. Croes. Cincinnati, 184.5.
8vo, pp. 23.

«.

INDIAN A. HISTORICAL SOCIETY.
Indianapolis, Ind.

INDIANA. HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Facsimile of Secret Instructions of Patrick H enry to "Lieut. Col. George Rogers Clark." Dated Williamsburgh, January 2, 1778.
2 pp. MS. No title-page.

INDIANA HISTORICAL SocrnTY. A discourse delivered before the India~a
Historical Society, in the h all of the house of representatives, at its
annual m eeting, on Saturday, 11th Dec., by Andrew Wylie, D. D.,
president of Indiana College. Published by request of the Society.
Indianapolis : A. F. Morrison, printer, 1831.
8vo, pp. 26.
The above is a rather rambling address on the uses of history-nothing local, or
even in reference to America.

INDIANA HISTORICAL SOCIETY. [Abstract from the Constitution and Proceedings of a Meeting, December 11, 1830, including the act of incor·
poration, and a circular from the corresponding secretary, January,
1831.J Indianapolis, 1831.
8vo, pp. 2. No title-page.

INDIANA HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Lecture before the Society on The Early
History of Indianapolis, etc. By Nathaniel Bolton. Indianapolis,
1853.
8vo.

INDIANA HISTORICAL SOCIETY.
No. 1. Indianapolis, 1886.

Indiana Historical Society Pamphlets.

8vo, pp. 25.
Contents : The Laws and Courts of Northwest and Indiana Territories. Daniel
Waite Howe.

INDIA.NA HISTORICAL SOCIETY.
No. 2. Indianapolis, 1886.

Indiana Historical Society Pamphlets,

8vo, pp. 20.
Contents: Life and Services of John B. Dillon. By Gen. John Couurn. With
a sketch by Judge Iloraco P. Biddle.

INDIANA HISTORICAL OCIETY.
No. 3. Indianapolis, 1887.

Indiana IIistorica,1 'ociety Pamphlets,

Svo,pp.25.
Contents: Tho Acquisition of LouiBiaoa. ]~y Judge Thomas :M. Cool y. 1887,

lNDIA~"A ITISTORICAL ' OCIETY.
.
No. 4.. Indianapolis, 1 .

Indiana Historical ' ociety l'amphlete,

Svo,pp.32.
Conten : Loughery's T)f:~ at aull Pigton Roost ~Iassacre, with introductory
sketch. By Charles Martindale.
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HISTORICAL SOCIETY.
No. 5. Indianapolis, 1890.
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Indiana Historical Society Pamphlets.

8vo, pp. 91. ·
Contents: A Descriptive Catalogue of the Official Publications of the Territory
and State of Indiana from 1800 to 1890. Includin g r efer ences to the laws establishing the various State offices and institutions, and an index to official reports .
.By Daniel Waite Howe.

I NDIANA HISTORICAL SOCIETY.
1892-1894.

Publications, Nos. 6-12.

Indianapolis,

CONTENTS .

No. 6.-The rank of Charles Osborn as an anti-slavery pioneer. By George W.
Julian. Indianapolis, 1892.
8vo, pp. 37.
No. 7.-The man in history: .A.J;L oration for the Columbian year, delivered
under the auspices of the Society, October 2, 1892. By J. Clark Ridpath. Indianapolis, 1893.
8vo,pp.48.
No. 8.-Ouiatonon : A study in Indiana history. By Oscar J. Craig. Indianapolis, 1893.
8vo,pp. 32.
No. 9.-Reminiscences of a journey to Indianapolis in the year 1836. By C. P.
Foote. Life of Ziba Foote, by S. Morrison. Indianapolis, 1893.
8vo,pp. 25.
No.10.-0ld settlers. By Robert B. Duncan. Indianapolis, 1894.
8vo, pp. 28.
No. IL-Documents relating to the French settlements on the Wabash. · By
J.P. Dunn. Indianapolis, 1894.
8vo,pp.40.
No.12.-Slavery petitions and. papers. By J.P. Dunn. Indianapolis, 1894.
8vo,pp.87.

INDIA.i.'iA HISTORICAL SOCIETY.
Indianapolis, 1895.

Publications.

Vol. n, Nos. 1 to 12.

8vo, pp. iii, (11), 559.
CONTEN'fS:

No.1.-The law and courts of Northwest and Indiana Territories, by Daniel
Waite Ilowe. pp.1-35.
No. 2.-Life and services of John B. Dillon, by John Coburn. pp. 37-62.
No. 3.-The acquisition of Louisiana, by Thomas M. Cooley. pp. 63-93.
No. 4.-Loughery's defeat and Pigeon Roost massacre, with introductory sketch,
by Charles Martindale. pp. 95- 134.
No. 5.-.A. descriptive catalogue of the official publications of the Territory and
State of Indiana, from 1800 to 1890, by Daniel Waite Howe. pp. 135-230.
No. 6.-The rank of Charles Osborn as an anti-slavery pioneer, by George W.
J11lian. pp. 231-267.
No. 7.-The man in history, an oration for the Columbian year, by J. C. Ridpath. pp. 269-316.
No. 8.-Ouiatanon, a study in In<liaua history, by Oscar J. Craig. pp. 317-348.
o. 9.-Rcminiscenccs of a journey to Indianapolis in the year 1836, by Juclgo
C. P. Ferguson. Life of Ziba l!'oot , by Samuol Morrison. pp. 349-373.
o. 10.-" Old settlers," by Robert B. Duncan. pp. 375-402.
No. 11.-Documents relating to tho ]fr nch settlements on tho Wabash, by Jacob
Piatt Dunn. pp. 403-442.
o. 12.- lavery petitions and. papers, by Jacob Piatt Dwm. r,p. 443-524.
Index. pp. 531-559.
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45. OLD SETTLERS' ASSOCIATION OF L A.KE COUNTY, IND.

OLD SETTLERS' ASSOCIATION OF LAKE COUNTY, IND. Lake Cou~ty,
Inuiana, 1884: an account of the semi-centennial celebration of Lake
County, September 3 and 4, with historical papers and other interesting records prepared for this volume. T. H. Ball, editor and publisher for the Old Settlers' Association of Lake County. Crown Point,
Inu., 1884.
12rno, pp. 487.

Illustrated.

46. VINCENNES HISTORICAL A.ND .ANTIQUARIAN SOCIETY.

VINCENNES HISTORICAL AND ANTIQUARIAN SOCIETY. Address delivered
before the Society, February 22, 1839, by .Judge Law. Louisville, Kentucky, 1839.
8vo, pp. 48. Folded map.
On the Colonial History of Vincennes. Reprinted with notes and illustrations
in 1858, as below.

VINCENNES HISTORICAL AND ANTIQUARIAN SOCIETY. The Colonial History of Vincennes, under the French, British, and American Governments, from its :first settlement to the Territorial administration of
William Henry Harrison, being an address by Judge Law, before the
Vincennes Historical and Antiquarian Society, February 22, 1839,
with additional notes and illustrations. Vincennes, 1858.
8vo, pp. viii, 156, (1).

IO-VVA.
47 . HA.. WK EYE PIONEER .ASSOCIATION OF DES :MOINES COUNTY.

HAWK EYE PIONEER ASSOCIATION OF DES MOINES COUNTY. Constitution; with a full report of the proceedings of its first annual festival,
June 2, 1858. Burlington, 1858.
Svo, pp. 54.

HAWK EYE PIONEER ASSOCIATION OF DES MOINES COUNTY. Constitution; appendeu a list of members, giving the date of the first settlement of ea.ch in Iowa. Compiled by E. C. Blackmar. Burlington,
1882.
8vo, pp.15.
48. LOUISA OOUNTY, IOWA. PIONEER SE'J'TLERS' ASSOCIATION.

LOUISA COUNTY, IOWA, PIONEER SETTLERS' ARSOCIATIO .
and By-Laws. Iowa City, 1860.

Constitution

8vo.
'<>UNTY, low.A., Pio T1mR ,'ETTLl~Rs' A so IATIO,T.
at Thir<l Annual }'estiva.l. Iowa City, 1861.

LouIBA

Proc f'<linga

vo.
49. OLD, 'E1'1'LBR, '' , '{Jf'Il~Tl' OP ,1HrSC,1TlXE (J(}f'.VTr, IOWA.
OU> , ETTLER .
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OLD S ETTLERS' Socn1TY OF' MUSCATINE COUNTY, IOWA. Olcl Settlers'
reunion. The pioneers' picnic at Cherry Bluff, August 31, 1887.
[Muscatine, Iowa] , 1887.
8vo, pp. 6. No title-page_
Contains the address of the president, Rev. Joseph P. Walton, and the other
proceedings.

OLD SETTLERS' SOCIETY OF MUSCATINE COUNTY, IO"\'VA. Olcl Settlers'
celebration of Iowa's semi-centennial, held July 4, 1888, in Muscatine.
Muscatine, Iowa, 1888.
Svo, pp. 6.
50. STATE HISTORICAL SOCIETY OF IOWA.

STATE HISTORICAL SOCIETY OF IowA. First Annual Report for 1857. Des
Moines, Iowa, 1857.
8vo.

STATE HISTORICAL SOCIETY OF IOWA.
Moines, Iowa, 1860.

Second Biennial Report.

Des

Third Biennial Report.

Des

Svo.

STATE HISTORICAL SOCIETY OF IOWA.
Moines, Iowa, 1862.
Svo.

STATE HISTORICAL SOCIETY OF IOWA. Annals of Iowa, published quarterly by the State Historical Society of Iowa. Vols. I-XII. 1863-1874.
Iowa City [etc.], 1863-1874.
Twelve vols., Svo. Portraits.
In 1882 the publication of th e .Annals of Iowa was resumed by S. S. IIowe, inclepenclently of the Society. The Iowa Historical Record, begun January, 1885. is
published by the Society, ancl iii practically a continuation of the Annals.

STATE HISTORICAL SocrnTY OF IOWA.
Moines, Iowa, 1864.

Fourth Biennial Report.

Des

Fifth Biennial R eport.

Des

Sixth Biennial Report.

Des

Svo.

STATE HISTORICAL SOCIETY OF IOWA.
Moines, Iowa, 1866.
8vo, pp. 15.

STATE HISTORICAL SOCIETY OF IOWA.
Moines, Iowa, 1868.

8vo,pp. 30.
rages 19-24 contain index to the Annals from its commencement, January, 1863.

STATE HISTORICAL, OCIETY OF IOWA. Seventh Biennial Report, for period
ending December 1, 1869. Des Moines, Iowa, 1871.
s~o, pp.14.

STATE HISTORICAL' OCIETY OF IOWA. Eighth Biennial Report, for period
ending December 1, 1 71. Des Moines, Iowa, 1872.
Svo, pp. 24.

TATE HISTORICAL ._'oCIETY OF IOWA. Ninth Biennial Report, for p riod
ending November 2, 1873.
es Moine , Iowa, 1873.
Svo,pp.19.

TATE II1 T0RICAL, ocn-:TY OF IOWA.
15, 1875. Des Moines, Iowa, 1 75.

Tenth Bi nnial Report, November

8vo,pp.50.
Pages :l3-50 contain" 'l'h Philosophy of tho History of the Lonisiana Pur·has , " au addr 88 beforo the ociety, June 20, 1874, by lion. llenry Clay Dean.
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STATJ~ Ht TORI AL SOCIETY OF IOWA.
Des Moines, Iowa, 1877.

Eleventh Biennial Report, 1877.

8vo, pp. 9.

STATE HISTORICAL SOCIETY OF IOWA.
Des Moines, Iowa, 1880.

Twelfth Biennial Report, 1879.

8vo, pp.13.

STATE HISTORICAL SOCIETY 01? .1.0WA.
Des Moines, Iowa, 1882.

Thirteenth Biennial Report, 1881.

8vo, -pp. 51.
Includes reprints of first annual report and second, third, and fourth biennial
reports.

STATE HISTORICAL SOCIETY OF low A.
Des Moines, Iowa, 1883.

Fourteenth Biennial Report, 1883.

8vo, pp. 52.

STATE HISTORICAL SOCIETY OF IOWA.
Des Moines, Iowa, 1885.

Fifteenth Biennial "Report, 1885.

8vo, pp.14.

STATE HISTORICAL SOCIETY 01!' IOWA.
Des Moines, Iowa, 1887.

Sixteenth Biennial Report, 1887.

8vo, pp.16.

STATE HISTORICAL SOCIETY OF low A. Iowa Historical Record, published
quarterly by the State Historical Society of Iowa. Vols. I-XI. Nos.
1-3, January, 1885-October, 1895. Iowa City.
8vo, 11 vols.
Continuation of the Annals of Iowa.

STATE HISTORICAL SOCIETY OF IOWA. Constitution and records of the
Claim Association of Johnson County, Iowa, with introduction a~d
notes, by Benjamin F. Shambaugh, A.M. Published by the State Historical Society of Iowa. Iowa City, 1894.
8vo, pp. xix, 196.

STATE HISTORICAL SOCIETY OF IOWA. Iowa historical lectures; delivered before the society, 1892. Iowa City, 1893.
8vo, pp. (4), 92. Map.
Contents: Prehistoric Iowa, by Samuel Calvin; Iowa Indians, byJ. L. Pickard ;
"The Louisiana Purchase," by C. M. Hobby; The introduction of the common
law into Iowa, by Emlin McClain.

STATE HISTORICAL SOCIETY OF IOWA. Historical lectures upon early leaders in the professions in tho Territory of Iowa. Delivered at Iowa
City, 1894. Iowa City: Published by the Society, 1894.
8vo, pp. 135.
Contents: Early medical practitioners, by William Watson; Teachers in Io-wa
before 1858, by Leonard F. Parke; The early bar of Iowa, by Theodore S.Par\'iD;
The early clergy of Iowa, 1,y J. L. Pickard.

TATE Ilx. T0RICAL, 0CIETY OF IOWA. The Amish Me~nonites. A ketch
of their origin ancl of thc:ir settlement in Iowa, with their creecl in an
app ndix. By Barthinius L. Wick. Iowa City: published by the
, tate Hi torical 'ociety, 1804:.
8vo,pp, 60.
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STATE HISTORICAL SOCIETY OF IOWA. Documentary material relating
to the history of Iowa. Edited by Benjamin F. Shambaugh, A. M.
Nos.1, 2. Published by the State Historical Society of Iowa. Iowa
City, Iowa, 1895.
8vo, pp. iii, 43.
51. ST.ATE UNIVERSITY OF IOWA.

STATE UNIVERSITY OF IOWA. Publications. Historical monograph, No. 1.
History of the Amana Society, or Community of True Inspiration. By
William Rufus Perkins and Barthinius L. Wick. Iowa City, 1891.
8vo, pp. vi, (2), 94.

STATE UNIVERSITY OF IOWA. Publications. Historical monograph, No.
2. History of the Trappist abbey of New Melleray, in Dubuque
County, Iowa. By William Rufus Perkins, A. M. Iowa City, 1892.
8vo, pp. iv, (2), 79.

'

KANSAS.
52. KA.NS.As· ST.ATE HISTORIC.AL SOOIETY.

Topeka, Kans.

KANSAS STATE HISTORICAL SOCIETY. A list of the collections of the
Society. With an account of the organization of the Society, and
an explanation of its objects. Topeka, [1877].
8vo, pp.18.
Title on cover.

KANSAS STATE HISTORICAL SOCIETY. First Biennial Report. Submitted
January 21, 1879. Topeka, 1879.
8vo, pp. 63.

KANSAS STATE HISTORICAL SOCIE'l'Y. Annual meeting at the Senate
chamber. Minutes of the fourth annual meeting, .January 20, 1880.
[Topeka, 1880.]
8vo, pp. 4.
No title-page.

KANSAS STATE IlISTORICAL SOCIETY. Proposition for a union of the
miscellaneous books of the Kansas State Library with those of the
Society. 1881.
8vo.

KANSAS STATE HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Transactions. First and Second
Biennial Reports, with a st atement of the collections of the Society
from its organization, in 1875, to January, 1881. Vols. r and II,
Topeka, 1881.
8vo, pp. 328. Illustrated.
Contents: Letter of W. L. Garrison, March 25, 1879; Address of Governor
Charles Robinson [ on Territorial Governors of Kansas] ; Kansas as a factor, by
S. S. Prouty; The governors of Kansas, by Governor .A.. H. Reeder; l'ortrait of
x:-Governor Charles Robinson; In memoriam: Richard Baxtor Taylor; Kansas
newspaper history; * * * Eli Thayer; New England Emigrant .A.id Company; The Hyatt manuscripts [concerning Kansas, 1854-1857]; * * * First
sottlem nt of Geneva, by E. ]'iak; Wyandotte constitutional convention, by
B. F. SimpRon; Captur of the Iatan flag, by F. M . Tracy; Inclmn raid items;
Kansas postal history, by E . J". Dallas; Early military posts [etc.], in Kansas;
Kansas Indian mission, by W.W. Cone; The Kansas Indiana, by S. H. Long.
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KAN A TATE HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Transactions, embracing the Third
and Fourth Biennial Reports, 1883-1885, together with copies from
early Kansas Territorial records, and other historical papers. Also the
proceedings of the Kansas Quarter-Centennial Celebration, January
29, 1886. Vol. III. Topeka, 1886.
8vo, -pp. 519 .
. Contents: Address of T. D. Thacher, president of the Lea"\'"enworth Const.it~tional Convention; Third Biennial Report; Address of Hon. F. P. Baker, presid ent : " The Kansas Legislature in 1862 ;" War ancl other State bonds of Kansas:
Articles of impeachment of State officers, 1862; Compilation of the laws of Kan·
sas, 1862; Fourth Biennial Report; Biography of Governor Andrew H. Reeder;
Biography of Governor Wilson Shannon; Address of ex-Governor F. P. Stanton, September 2, 1884 ; Address by ex-Governor .Tames W. Denver, September
3, 1884; Kansas Quarter-Centennial, 1861-1886.

KANSAS STATE HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Transactions, embracing the Fifth
and Sixth Biennial Reports, 1886, 1888, together with copies of official
papers during a portion of the administration of Governor Wilson Shannon, 1856, and the executive minutes of Governor John W. Geary
during his administration, beginning September 9, 1856, and ending
March 10, 1857. Compiled by F. G. Adams, secretary. Vol. IV.
Topeka, 1891.
8vo, pp. 819.
Contents: President Wilder's address, .January 17, 1888; Personal reminiscences
and Kansas emigration, 1855, by Isaac Gordon; Address of Samuel A. Kiugman;
Origin of Kansas names, by ,-V. H. Carruth; The pioneer press of Kansas, by
Charles F. Scott; Colonization of the Upper Arkansas Valley, in Kansas, by R. N ·
Lester; The Society, by .T.W. Butterfield; Kansas, her history Letc.] , byC.Borin;
Pioneers of Kansas, by .T. F. L egate; Discoverer of Kansas [Lieutenant Dutisne],
by.T. P . .Tones; Southwest Kansas, by .T. S. Painter; The Swedes in Kansas, by
C. A. Swensson; '.rhe country west of Topeka prior to 1865, by .T. Humphrey•
Survey of Kansas Imlianlands, by .T. C. McCoy; The rescue of Dr . .John W.Doy,
by .T. B. Abbott; No Man's Land, by H. B. Kelly; Alvar Nuiiez de Cabe<;a de
Vaca, by ,Toel Moody; Kansas History, by W. A. Phillips; Kansas, as seen in the
Indian Territory, by Percival G. Lowe; Governor .John A. Martin, by Benjamin
F. Simpson; Governor Geary's administration.

KANSAS STATE HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Address before the Society at its
annual m eet}ng, January 18, 1881. By ex-Governor Robinson .
Cutting from The Daily J ournal, Topeka, January 26, 1881.

KANSAS STATE HISTORICAL SOCIETY.
the Society.

Objects of collection desired by

Circular.

KANSAS TATE H1 TORI AL SocrnTY. Third Biennial Report, presented
January 16, 1883. Topeka, 18 3.
8vo,pp.98.

STATE HISTORICAL
IETY. List, by ('Ounti , of new pap rs
aml perioclical pu hlisbed iu Kansas, .darch J, 1884.
'ompiled by
F. G. Adams. Top ·ka, 1881.

KAN, AS

Svo,pp. 23.

KAN A
TATE Hr. TORI AL , 0 ,JRTY. }'ourth Biennial R port, pr
January 20, 1 ;:;. Top ka, 1 85.
8vo, pp. 7.

'ontuius afldr,• shy l•lol,l P. Bak, r, "Th Kansas l<'gi laturo in 1862."

nted
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KANSAS STATE HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Fifth Biennial Report of the Board
of Directors of the Society, presented at its eleventh annual meeting,
January 18, 1887. Topeka, 1887.
8vo, pp. 109.

KANSAS STATE HISTORICAL SOCIETY. List, by counties, of the newspapers and periodicals published in Kansas, January], 1889. Compiled by F. G. Adams, secretary of the Society. Topeka, 1889.
8vo, pp. 38.

KANSAS STATE HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Lights and shadows of Kansas
history. Annual address by William A. Phillips.
Magazine of Western History, Vol. xii, May, 1890, pp. 6-15. New York, 1890.

KANSAS STATE HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Sixth Biennial Report for the period
January 19, 1887, and ending November 20, 1888. Topeka, 1889.
8vo, pp. 128.

KANSAS STATE HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Seventh Biennial Report, November 21, 1888-November 18, 1890. Topeka, 1891.
Svo, pp. 124.

KANSAS STATE HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Eighth Biennial Report, November
18, 1890-November 15, 1892. Topeka, 1892.
8YO, pp.134 (1).

KANSAS STATE HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Columbian history of education
in Kansas. An account of the public-school system, au explanation
of its practical operations, a review of its auxiliary teachers' associations, sketches of the several public educational institutions, local
histories of the schools by counties and cities, and a brief outline of
the work accomplished in private and denominational schools . With
illustrations. Compiled by Kansas educators and published under
the auspices of the Kansas State Historical Society, for the Columbian Exposition, 1893. Topeka, 1892.
8vo, pp. vii (1), 231. Portraits.

KANSAS STATE HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Abstract of the Ninth Biennial Report of the Kansas State Historical Society for tho two years ending
November 1, 1894. Contains a lht of Kansas newspapers. Topeka,
1894.
8vo, 1>p. 24.
53. M.ARSIIALL OOUNTY (KANS.AS) PIONEER .ASSOOI.ATION.

MARSHALL COUNTY (KANSAS) PIONEER AssOCIATJON. Primitive northern
Kansas. Address before tho association, September 11, 1880, by F. G.
Adams. Atchison, 1880.
8vo.

KJ£NTUCKY.
54. BOYLE 00 rJN1'Y (KEN1'UOK.Y) JIISTOilIOAL tiOOIETY.

Danville, Ku.
B<>YLE o NTY (KENTlTC'KY) TirnT01ucAL ocrnTY. The Gene is of a
pioneer Commonwealth. [By Thomas B. PickctL.] Maysville, Ky.,
[1 85] .
8vo, pp.10. No title-page.
'l'he al,oye account is i11 th form of a lott1·r a<lclrossocl to tho So,-rctary of the
Boyle County Historical .'ociety, in responso to an iuvitaliou to :~lto)l(L the
8ocicty·1:1 c lt"lJra.tion of 1ho 1·pntenuial au11ivcrsnr.,· of tho "first 111•1 •gat convention" of Kentucky, :U:1semblo1l at Danville in 1785.
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55. FILSON OLUB.

Louisville, Ky.

FILSON CLUB. John Filson, the first historian of Kentucky. .A.n account
of his life and writings, principally from original sources. Prepared
for the Filson Club, and read at its meeting June 26, 18841 by Reuben
T. Durrett. Louisville, 1884.
4to, pp. 132. Portraits.
This is the first of a series of publications to be made by the Filson Club,
an association organized for the purpose of collecting and preserving historical
matter relating 1;0 the early history of the central West, and especially to
Kentucky.

FILSON CLUB. The Wilderness Road; a description of the routes of travel
by which the pioneers and early settlers first came to Kentucky. Prepared for the Filson Club, by Thomas Speed. Louisville, Ky., 1886.
4to, pp. 75.
·
.
Title on cover: "Filson Club Publications, number two. The Wilderness Road.
By Themas Speed."

F1LSON CLUB. The pioneer Press of Kentucky, from the printing of the
first paper west of the .A.lleghanies, August 11, 1787, to the establishment of the daily press, in 1830. By William Henry Perrin. Written
for the Filson Club, and read at its August meeeing, 1887, being the
centennial year of Kentucky journalism. [Louisville], 1888.
4to, pp. 93. Portraits; facsimile.
·
Pages 90-93 contain a memorial paper on Richard Henry Collins, historian, and
editor of the Maysville Eagle.

FILSON CLUB. Life and Times of Judge Caleb Wallace, some time a justice
of the court of appeals of Kentucky. By W. H. Whitsitt. Louisville,
1888.
4to, pp. 6, (1), 151.
Filson Club Publications, No. 4.

FILSON CLUB. .A.n Historical Sketch of St. Paul's Church, Louisville, Ky .
Prepared for the semi-centennial celebration, October 6, 1889, by Reuben
T. Durrett. Published under the auspices of the Filson Club. Louisville, 1889.
Small 4to, pp. xv, 75. Portraits, woodcuts.
Filson Club Publications, No. 5.

FILSON CLUB, The political Beginnings of Kentucky.
Brown. Louisville, 1889.

By John Mason

Svo, pp. 263. Portraits.
Filson Club Publications, No. 6.

l<"'ILSON CLUB. Two papers, namely, "Money," read before the Filson
Club, Louisville, farch4, 1 90, all(l "Washington," from the New York
Independent, April 25, 1 89. By Cassius M. Clay. [New York, 1 90.J
Svo, pp. 16.

IL

'Lun. Filson lub Publications, To. 7. Th centenary of Kentucky.
roceecling at the celehration hy the }'ilson 'lub, 1V clne. clay,
June 1, 1892, of the one lrnrnlr dth anniversary of the admis ion of
Kentuck · as au inclcpend nt , tat into tho F cleral rnion . Louisville, 1 92.
·
N

,to, 1,p. 200. Portraits.
Contain a,l<lr
1,y P. nl, n 1. I>11rrott, "Tho. tato of Kentucky: Its discovery, sottlem •nt, autonomy, un«l J1rorrre for fL hnniln·d y(•ars.' '
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FILSON CLUB. Filson Club Publications, No. 8. The centenary of Louisville. A paper read before the Southern Historical Association, Saturday, May 1st, 1880, in commemoration of the one hundredth anniversary of the beginning of the city of Louisville as an incorporated
town, under an act of the legislature of Virginia. By Reuben T.
Durrett. Louisville, 1893.
4to, pp. 200. Three portraits.

FILSON CLUB. Filson Club Publications, No. 9. The political club, Danville, Ky., 1786-1790; being an account of an early Kentucky society,
from the original papers recently found. By Thomas Speed. Louisville, 1894.
4to, pp. 12, 167.

FILSON CLUB. Filson Club Publications, No. 10. The Life ancl Writings
of Rafi.nesque. By Richard E. Call. Louisville, Ky., 1895.
4to, pp. 214 .

FILSON CLUB. Filson Club Publications, No. 11. Transylvania University: its origin, rise, decline, aml fall. Prepared for the Pilson Club,
by Robert Peter. Louisville, 1896.
4to, pp. 202. Portrait.
56. KENTUOKY HISTORIOAL SO(YIETY.

KENTUCKY HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Act of incorporation, and constitution
and by-laws; organized March, 1838, at Louisville. L ouisville, 1838.
12mo, pp. 12.

KENTUCKY HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Memorial from the Society, in relation
to a geological survey of Kentucky. [1847.-]
Svo, pp.13. No title-page.

KENTUCKY HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Circular containing list of officers and
charter members and an appeal to the public, signed by G. W. Ranck,
curator. [1873.J
Sheet.

KENTUCKY HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Proceedings of the Second Annual
Meeting, February 11, 1880. Frankfort, 1880.
Svo

KENTUCKY HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Proceedings at the Dedication of the
Hall of the Society in the State Capitol, June 7, 1869-1881. Frankfort, 1881.
Svo, pp.12.
The date 1869 should be 1769, as it is given on the half title on the :first page,
that date representmg the arrival of Findlay's expedition in Kentucky.

KENTUCKY HISTORICAL SOCIETY. An oration, delivered on the occasion
of the centennial commemoration of the battle · of the Blue Licks,
August 19, 1882, by John Mason Brown. Published under the auspices
of the ociety. Frankfort, 1882.
Svo, pp. 55. Fold d ~ap.
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.American (Juartet'ly Jlegi,ter, Vol. xv, pp. 72-77.
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57. LOUISVILLE SOUTHERN IIIS'l'ORICA.L SOCIETY.
OUTilERN HIS'.l'ORICAL SOCIETY, LOUISVILLE BR.A.NCH.

Louisville, Ky.

4-LouI VILLE SouTirnRN HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Cheatham's story of Spring
Hill. Read before the Association, 1881, by B. F . Cheatham.
Southern Bivoiiac, Vol. m, pp. 337-346.
LOOI VILLE SOUTHERN HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Recollections of Libby
Prison. By J. L. Burrows. Read before the Association.
Southern Historical Society Papers, Vol. xr, pp. 83-92. Richmond, [1883].

LOUISVILLE SOUTHER~ HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Battle of Johnsonville. By
John W. Morton. Read before the Association.
Southern Historical Society Papers, Vol. x, pp. 471-488. Richmonrl, [18~2].

LOUISVILLE SOUTHERN HISTORICAL SOCIETY. The descent of Gen. Robert
· Edward Lee from King Robert the Bruce of Scotland. By William
Winston Fontaine.
Southern Hit1torical Society Papers, Vol. IX, pp. 193-206.
.Read before the Louisville Branch March 29, 1881.

LOUISVILLE SOUTHERN HISTORICAL SOCIETY.
S. G. French.
Southern Historical Sor,iety Papers, Vol.

IX,

Kenesaw Mountain.

By

pp. 505-511. Richmond, 1881.

Read before the Society.

LOUISVILLE SOUTHERN HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Some reminiscences of the
second of April, 1865. By H. W. Bruce. Read before the Louisville
Branch of the Southern Historical Society.
Soiithern Historical Society Papers, Vol.

IX,

pp. 206-211. Richmond, 1881.

LOUISVILLE SOUTHERN HISTORICAL SOCIETY.
Tennessee Campaign. By W. 0. Dodd.
Southern Historical Society Papers, Vol.

IX,

Reminiscences of Hood's

pp. 518-524. Richmond, 1881.

LoucsvrLLE SOUTHERN RrSTORICAL SOCIETY. The lost opportunity at
Spring Hill, Tenn. General [B. F.J Cheatham's reply to General
Hood.
Southern Historical Society Papers, Vol.

IX,

pp. 524-541. Richmond, 1881.

Read before the Society .

LoursvrLLE SOUTHERN HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Defence of Vicksburg in
1862. The battle of Baton Rouge. By John B. Pirtle.
Southern Historical Society Papers, Vol. vm, pp. 324-332. Richmond, 1880.
Read before the Society.

LOUI IAN
58. LOUISIANA IIISTORIOAL SOOIETY.

Lour IAN Hr. TORICAL ocrnTY.
tion; List of :Members.

An Account of the ociety;

onstitu-

Fr •n ·h'aIIutorical OollectiM11 of Lwixia1Ui, part 2, pp.1-15. Pbiladolpb.in, 1850.

Lo Tr. £AN H1 T 1n 'AL ,'ocmTY. By-la.wR of the Louisiana Historical
,'ociety. Incorporated January 10, 18G0. Ba.ton Rouge, 1 60.
12roo, pp. 12.

L

·

Th ·T<>ItICAL , ·ocn:TY. Cir ·nlar from Georg ,V. abl , corre!!poudiu~. • ·retary, : ptemh r 1, 1 77.
Tew :rl ·ans, 1877.

·1 ·rANA

h. t.
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LOUISIANA HISTORICAL SOCIETY. A discourse delivered before the Historical Society of Louisiana, January 13, 1836. By Henry A. Bullard.
New Orleans, 1836.
8vo, pp. 30.
Reprinted in French's Historical Collections of Louisiana, part 1, pp.1-23. New
York, 1846.

LOUISIANA HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Historical Collections of Louisiana.
Compiled by B. I!'. French. Parts 2, 3. Philadelphia, New York,
1850-51.
Two vols., 8vo. Map.
These two volumes are dedicated to the Society; tho whole series comprises
seven volumes, but these are the only ones connected with the Socie~.

MAINE.
59. GORGES SOGIE1'Y.

Portland, Me.

GORGES SOCIETY. George Cleeve, of Casco Bay, 1630-1667, with collateral
documents. By James Phinney Baxter. Printed for the Society. Portland, 1885. [Gorges Society Publications. l.]
Small 4to, pp. 339 (1). Illustrated. Portraits.

GORGES SOCIETY. New England's Vindication. By Henry Gardiner.
Edited, with notes, by Charles Eel ward Banks. London, 1660. Printed
for the Society. Portland, 1884. [Gorges Society Publications. 2.J
Small 4to, pp. 83 (1). Facsimile of original title-page.

GORGES SOCIETY. Notice of the Society's first publication, "New England's Vindication," with constitution, rules, and regulations. Portland, 1884.
Small 4to, pp. 7. No title-page .

GORGES SOCIETY. Rosicr's relation of Waymouth's voyage to the coast
of Maine, 1605, with au introduction and notes. By Henry S. Burrage.
Printed for the Gorges Society. Portland, Me., 1887. [Gorges Society
Publications. 3.J
Small 4to, pp. xi, 1715. Two folded maps, Folded plate. Two portraits.
Pages 39-77 contain it survey of the literature,
The text of the narrative is from a copy of the originn.l publication, in the John
Carter Brown library. The editor rejects tho theory, ad vocatcd by De Costa and
others, that Waymouth explored the Kennebec, and argues in favor of the St.
Georges River. Ile takes no account of De Costa's article in tlrn Narrative and
Critical History of America, in the discussion of the literature of tho question.

GORGES SOCIETY. Publication, No. 4. The Sagadahoc Colony, comprising
the relation of a voyage into New England (Lambeth MS .), with an
introduction and notes. .By the Re\T. Henry 0. Thay r, A. M. Printed
for the orges ociety. Portland, Me., 1892.
Small 4to, pp. xi, 278. Plates. Maps. Portrait.
Induclcs a reproduction of a map of Popl1am'sFort, dated 1607, whi ·his thonght
to afford evidence definitely fixing the location of l'opham Colony.

GORGE
0CIETY. Publication, .i:To. 5. 'hri toph r Levett, of York th
pioneer colonist in Casco Bay. By James Phinney Baxt r. J>rintocl
for the Gorges ociety. Portland, 1 93.
Small Ho, pp. xii, 466. Illustrat cl. Mapa.

ll. Doc. :.Wl--50
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60. KEN1 EREO

KE

.1.

A.TURA.L HISTORY A.ND ANTIQUARIA N SOCIETY.

EB~C NATURAL HI TORY AND ANTIQUARIAN SOCIETY. The site of
Fort t. George, erected b y Capt. George Popham in 1607. By W.
Scott Hill, M. D., president. Read before the Society, July 23, 1891.
8vo, pp. 4.
Reprinted from the Kennebec Journal.
61. LINOOLN COUNTY HISTORICAL SOCIETY.

LINCOLN COUNTY HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Rev. Jacob Bailey. His character ancl works. By Charles E. Allen. Re;i,d before the Lincoln
County Historical Society, November 13, 1895. Printed by the Societ~·,
1895.
8vo, pp.16.
62. MAINE GENEALOGICAL AND BIOGRAPHICAL SOCIETY.

Augusta, Me.

MAINE GENEALOGICAL AND BIOGRAPHICAL SOCIETY. The Maine Geneth
alogist and Biographer. A quarterly journal. Published under e
direction of the Society. Vols. I-III. Augusta, 1875-1878.
Three vols ., 8vo.
63. MAINE GENE.A.LOGICAL SOCIETY.

Portland, Me.

MAINE GENEALOGICAL SOCIETY. City Document. The siege and capture
of Fort Loyall; destruction of Falmouth, May 20, 1690 (0 . S.) . A
paper read before the Society, June 2, 1885, by John T. Hull. Printed
by order of city council of Portland. Portland, 1885.
8vo, pp. 116. Folded map.

GENEALOGICAL SOCIETY. By-laws of the Maine Genealogical
Society, Portland, Me. Adopted April 16, 1889. Portland, 1889.

MAINE

16mo, pp. 12.

MAINE GENEALOGICAL SOCIETY. The Probate Records of Lip.coln County,
Me. 1760 to 1800. Compiled and edited for the Maine Genealogical
Society, by William D. Patterson, Wiscasset, Me. Portland, Me., 1895 ·
8vo, pp. 21, (5), 368, 53. Issued in 21 parts, beginning November 15, 1893, a n tl
ending November, 1895.
64. li:f.A.INE IIISTORIO.AL SOCIETY.

Portland, J',[e.

HISTORICAL o 'IET Y. Collections of the Maine Hi torical 'o •iety ·
Vol. I. Portland, l 31.

MAINE

8vo, pp. viii, 416.
(Reprinted in 1 65, with correctiona and ndditiom1. William Willi , ditor.
pp. 566.)
. ont n~: Introductory R marks; Act of Incorporation; By-law nn<l R gulation i Ili. tory of l'ortluud from it, first .-1-ttlem •ut, witl1 notirr·s of tb 11 igbborin" town , and of h
h11ngt•!I of govnmnr•nt in :\lainf", hy '\Yilliam '\Villi .
Par 1: nA ·011ntofl.imerif·k,li·Charlf" Fr ·man; ,\n i·c·oimtof'\V II ,by
J' r nnah Ilul,banl all(l ,Jrmathnn C,r ·1111 f ; E r.wt from Rt· ortl in tlw ounty
of_York ; D •po i ion
C: ,rl! {'Ir v , G1·rirJ!• Lowi [l'lr.1, rf'lating to tlw
dowg of Ca1,t, RolJort ~ h ou th co to! aiu in 101:;; Tl.l subwission of the

".r
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inhabitants of Black Poirit, Blue Point, a:c.d Falmouth, to the jurisdfotion (lf Massachusetts, July, 1658; Petition of Edward Godfrey to the General Court of Massachusetts in 1654; Petition from the inhabitants of Maine to Oliver Cromwell
1656; Letter from Edward Rishworth to Governor Endicott, 1656; .A. letter on th;
affairs of New England, 1663 or 1664; .A. petition from the inhabitants of Maine to
Charles II, about 16S0; Governor Lincoln's MSS. papers; Remarks on the Indian
languages; Account of the Catholic Missions in Maine; Letters written while
on an expedition across the State of Maine to attack Quebec in 1775, by Colonel
Arnold, with a journal of a tour from th~ St. Lawrence to the Kennebec, supposed
to have been made by Colonel Montresor, about 1760; .A. journal of the expedition
to Quebec in 1775, compiled by William .A.Hen.

MAINE HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Collections of the Maine Historical Society.
Vol. II. Portland, 1847.
8vo, pp. vi, 303, 1.
Contents: Preface; Discourse before the Society at its annual meeting, September 6, 1846, by George Folsom. .A. briefe narration cf the originall undertakings
of the advancement of plantations into the parts of America, especially observing
the beginning, progress, and continuance of that of New England, written by Sir
Ferdinando Gorges, London, 1658; .A. ,oyage _into New England, begun in 1623
and ended in 1624, performed by Christopher Levett, London, 1628; Annals of
Bakers town, Pola11d, and Minot, by William Ladd; The Narragansett Townships,
by Charles Coffin; .A.n account of New Gloucester, by J. Parsons; History of
North Yarmouth, by C. Russell; History of Bath, by Joseph Sewell; .An account
of an ancient settlement on Sheepscot River, by Samuel Johnson; Account of
Pemaquid, by Judge Gorton; Exertions of the O'Brien family, of Machias, in the
American Revol ution; Shays's Rebellion; Letter from Rufus Putnam; Notice of'
the late William Ladd, by William Willis; D eed from Ferdinando Gorges to
John Usher, of the Province of Maine; Deed of the same premises from John
Usher to Massachusetts Bay, March 15, 1678; Opinion of Richard West, esq., of'
the King's right to the woods of the Province of Maine, 1718; Ilistory of the Kennebec Purchase, by Robert H. Gardiner; By-laws and Reguiations of the Society;
Members; Officers.

MAINE HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Collections of the Maine Historical Society.
Vol. III. Portland., 1853.
8vo, pp. xvi, 447. Folded map.
Contents: BY:laws and Regulations; Members; Officers, 1852; Note to the History of Scarborough, byJ. W. Thornton; The History of Scarborough from1633 to
1783, by William J. Southgate; History of Bunker Ilill Monnment, by Prof. .A.. .
Packard, of' Bowdoin College; .A. Contribution to the Ilistory of Bath, by tho Rev.
William S. Bartlett; Extract from "the second book of the first decade of the
Historie of Travaile into Virginia Britannia, entreating of the first discoveries
of' the country, etc., as also of the northern colonic, seated upon the rivor Sachadehoc, transported at the charge of Sir John Popham, * * * gn.th red by
William Strachey," with an introduction by William S. Bartlett; Some account
of the early settlements at Sagaflahoc on the Androscoggin River, with a sugg stion that the exploration by Popham's colony was up tho Androscoggin Riv r,
and not the Kennebec, by Jobn ::UcKeon; Richard Wharton's patent to land [at
P ejepscotl on the .A.mlroscoggin, 1686 [etc.]; Petition of Richar<l Fry, of .Boston,
to Governor Belcher and the general assembly l)f Massachuselts [in regard to mills
at Falmouth); Letter of B. Franklin, .A.pril 13, 1785; Pap rs r •lating to Indian
troubles in 111aine, 1702-1704; A memorial relating to the Ken nob c In<liaus, l>y
amu l Sewall, 1721; John Gylo's statemc•nt of the number of In1lian s io •ach tribo
in 1726; Indian treati s at 'eorgetown, 1717, Falmouth, 172U ao<l 1727.

11:A.L 'E III TORI AL o mTY.
Vol. IV.
ortland, 1 55.

Collections of the faine Historical oci ty.

8vo, pp. xv, 405, (8).
Conit·nts: By-lawsa111lr gulations; M mber11; Introcluctoryn.d.dr ss,Ji' hruary
2, 1 ;;;;, by "'illfam Willi.; Sandy R1vn ,· •lll!'mc•nls, b.v W11liarn .A llen ; Jone~'!!
eddy, b · Hobert Il. Gardin<:r; Letter from General Washington to G n ral Knox,
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with remarks on American manufactures, by Augustus C. Robbins; .A. discourse
delivered before the Society, at Brunswick, August 2, 1854, by George Burgess,
D. D.; Tho language of the .A.bnaquies, or Eastern Indians, by W illiam Willis;
Indian treaties: 1735, at Deerfield, Mass.; 1749, at Falmouth, Me.; 1752, at St.
George's Fort, Me.; ..A.pponclix to language of the .A.bnaquies, by C. E. Potter;
Memorial of Kittery, 1751; Ancient settlement of Sheepscot, by Rev. David
Cushman; Memoir and journals of Paul Coffin: Memoir by Cyrus Woodman;
Journal of a tour to Connecticut River, 1760; Tour to Rhode Island, 176~;
Ride to Piggwacket, 1768; Tour to Hanover, N. H., 1795; Missionar y tour in
Maine, Uff travels and labors for. two months, with an account of Sandy River, .
1796; Missionary tours in 1797, 1798, 1800; Letter from Bridget Phillips to Edward
Rishworth, recorder for the Province of Maine, 1684.

MAINE HISTORICAL SOCIETY.
Vol v. Portland, 1857.

Collections of the Maine Historical Society.

8vo, pp. lxviii, vii, 450.
Contents: Members and officers; Inaugural address; by William Willis, containing biographical notices of former presidents: Judge Mellen, Stephen Longfellow, Governor Parris, Rev. -William .A.llen, Rev. Dr. Nichols; Early churches
and ministers in Maine and aged ministers; and notice of Robert H. Gardiner·
Papers relating to Pemaquid and parts adjacent in Maine, known as Cornwall
County when under the colony of New York, compiled from official records in the
office of the secretary of state, at Albany, N. Y., by Franklin B. Hough; Ancient
Pemaquid, an historical review, by J. Wingate Thornton; Remarks on t h e voyage
of George Waymouth to the coast of Maine, 1605, by John McKeen; .A. l etter from
George Popham, president of the Sagadahoc colony, to King James I, December 13,
1607, with introductory remarks by the editor; Journal of the voyage of Governor
Thomas Pownall from Boston to Penobscot River, May, 1759, copied from the original manuscript in the office of the secretary of the Com·monwealth, Boston, with
notes by J. Williamson; Answer of tho agents of Massachusetts to the complaints
of Sir EdmunrJ. Andros, 1688; Some account of the German settlement in Waldoborough, by Rev. Mr. Freeman, and a biographical sketch of Mr. Starman, Nathaniel Gorton; The Lithgo w family; English definitions of Indian terms, from Paul
Dudley's papers; Mortality in A ugusta, Me., 1852-1855; Letter from Jacob Bailey,
in 1775, describing the destructio~ of Falmouth, Me.

MAINE HISTORICAL SOCIETY.
Vol. VI. Portland, 1859.

Collections of the Maine Historical Society.

8vo, pp. xxiv, (2), 435.
Contents: By-laws, August, 1859; Officers and members; The Scotch-Irish Immigration to Maine, and Presbyterianism in New England: Address, J anuary 27,
1858, by William-Willis; The early lawyers of Lincoln and Kennebec counties, by
Frederic Allen; Memoir of .Benjamin Vaughan, M. D ., LL. D., by Robert Hallo·
well Gardiner; Albert Gallatin: Autobiography, 1798; Castine, and the old coins
found there, by Joseph Williamson; Remarks on coins found at Portland in 1849,
and Richmond's Island in 1855, with a general notice of coins and coinage, by
William Willis; Memoir of tho Rev. J 0hn Murray, :first minister of the church in
Boothbay, by Rev. A .G. Vermilya; The early history of the Protestant Episcopal
Church in the Diocese of Maine, by the Rev. Edward Ballard, A. M.; The Abnaki
Indians, communicate(! by Eugene Vetromile, S. J., with a brief memoir of Pro£ ssor Vetromile, by Rev. Edward Ballard; The .A.bnaki Indians, their treaties of
1713 and 1717, and a vocabulary, with an historical introduction, by Frederic Kidder; Tho Indians of Hud:<ot1·s Bay, and their language selected from mfreville's. "Pr ont Stat of IIu!lson's ]fay," by Willfam Willis; Extracts from a
memoir of · L de Ln Motho Cadillac, 1G!l2, concerning Acadia. and New England,
fro~ th archive. of ~a_ri., translat ·d and communicated by James Roff; Places in
mo_; B~ston and vicrnity; The ·voyage of Capt. George Waymouth to the coast
of Mame m 1605: n attempt to Rlv,w that tho islands on which be land d 1 and
th~ nvrr ,~bi h h ~ plor d, wor tho ·t. GPorge'e of the J>r ent day, by G orge
Pn~r. ; "flymonth voyn!?;,: ,.. trnrtR fnm a 1•aprr n·a<l at n 1111·Plin:r of th
So ifety, In ,Jun , 1 "!I, hy l>,\\'11I ·n h111a11; '1 ra1111lation of G!·nrral ,valdo's cir ular, 1753, roluting to Broad Day [ Wuldohorougb), with au introduction by John L.
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Locke;. Governor Pownall's certificate of taking possession of the Penobscot,
with an introductory note by Joseph Williamson; French neutrals in Maine, with
a preliminary note, by Joseph Williamson; Oyster-shell deposits in Damariscotta,
by P . .A. Chadbourne; Proceedings of the Society for the year 1859, with obituary
notices of deceaserl members, by William Willis: Joseph Dane, Hon. Nathaniel
Gorton, Solomon Thaye*r, and Dr. Ichabod Nichols; A. eulogy on Parker Cleaveland, LL. D., by Lemuel Woods, D. D,

MAINE HISTORICAL SOCIETY.
Vol. VII . Bath, 1876.

Collections of the Maine Historical Society.

8vo, pp. VIII, 495.
Contents: The ancient Penobscot, or Panawanskek, by John E. Godfrey; The
Pilgrims at Penobscot, by John E. Godfrey; Jean Vincent, Baron de Saint Castine,
by John E. Godfrey; "Castine the younger," by John E. Godfrey; Bashaba and
the Tarratines, by John E. Godfrey; Note to'' The .Ancient Penobscot;'' Garrison
Rouses, York County, byEdwarrl Emerson Bourne; Journal of the A..ttack oftbe
Rebels on His Majesty's Ships an<l Troops, commencing 24th July, 1779, at Majebiguiduce, in Penobscot Bay, from the Nova Scotia Gazette, September 14, 1779;
Pemaquid in its Relations to our Colonial History: an address at Fort Popham,
.August, 1874, by Franklin B. Hough; Materials for a History of Fort Halifax,
being copies and abridgments of documents in the office of the secretary of the
Commonwealth, Boston, made by Joseph Williamson; The proposed Province of
N ew Ireland, by Joseph Williamson; Slavery in Maine, by Joseph Williamson;
Condition of the Religious Denominations of Maine at the close of the Revolution, copied by Joseph Williamson; Notices of the Powell Family, and extracts
from manuscripts of T. D. Powell; Origin of Article VIII, Literature, in the Constitution of Maine, by S. P. Benson; Coasting Voyages in the Gulf of Maine, made
in 1604, 1605, and 1606, by Samuel Champlain, a paper read February 18, 1875, by
John Marshall Brown; Now and Then, by the late William .Allen, of Norridgewock, read January, 1868; Popham's Town of Fort St. George, by Rufus K.
Sewall; Memoir of Uol. Benjamin Burton, by ;Joseph Williamson; .Acadia and its
.Aborigin es, communicated J'anuary 16, 1862, by Eugene Vetromile; Bingham
Land, by William .Allen; Proceedings of the Society, with biographical sketches
of deceased members: Notice of Robert P. Dunlap, by George E . .A.dams ; John
W . .Ellingwood, D. D., by John O. Fiske, D. D.; John Merrick, by D.R. Goodwin;
Robert Ilallowell Gardiner, by George Burgess, D. D.; George Burgess, D. D., by
F. Gardner, D. D.; George Evans, by R. H. Gardiner; William Willis, by .A. S.
Packard, D. D.; Cyrus Eaton, by David Q. Cushman; Catalogue of the past and
present members, resident and corresponding, of the Society, Brunswick, 1874,
28 pp'.

MAINE HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Collections of the Maine Historical Socjety.
Vol. VIII. Portland, 1881.
Svo, pp. viii, 511. Portrait.
Contents: Preface; The Northeastern Boundary, read May 15, 1879, by Israel
Wa hburn, jr.; Col. .Arthur Noble, of Georgetown: bis military services at Cape
Breton and Nova Scotia, and his death at Minas, by William Goold; Educational
institutions in Maine while a district iI> Massachusetts, by J. 'l'. Champlin, D. D.;
Tlie Pemaquiu country under the Stuarts, by H. W. Richard on; Fort Halifax:
its projectors, builders, and garrison, by William Goold; Col. William Vaughan,
of Matinicus and Damariscotta, by William Goold; Norum bega, by John E. Godfrey; Memoirs and biographical sketches : Reuel Williams, by John .A. Poor;
Edward Emerson l3ourne, LL. D., 1797-1873, b y Edwin B. mith; Ilon. Eth r
Shepley, LL. D., by Isra 1 Washburn, jr.; George T. Davifl, by Georg F. Tall.lot; Hon.Edward Kent, LL. D., by John E. Godfrey; Rev. Leonard "\Voods,D.
LL. D.; A discourse by Charles Carroll Everett, D. D.

MAINE HI TORICAL SOCIETY.
Vol. IX. Portland, 1 7.

Collections of the Maine ITistoric·al'

r.

Svo, pp. (12), 393. Portrait.
Contents: Sir William rhips, hy ·wnliam noolil; Hri~. C 1•11,- .'nm 11 ·l "\Valllo,
1696-1759, by Joseph "\Villiamso11; Clanllo de La. Tour, 1,y Johu .l¼iHlfl 1 ('odfr y;
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J olm J? ire , 11 Clothworker of London," and the Plymouth patent of 1621, by John
John , ton; Th
heopscot Farms, by Alexander Johnston; William Rutchings,
the last surviving Revolutionary pensioner in New England, by Joseph Williamson; Gen. John Chandler, of Monmouth, Maine, with extracts from his autobiography, by George Foster Talbot; The White Ril]J, of New Rampshire, by Edward
Ilenry Elwell; The territorial history of Bangor and vicinity, by Albert Ware
Paine; Memoir of Nathan Clifford, by James Ware Bradbury ; Grammatical
sketch of the ancient Abnaki, outlined in the dictionary of Fr. Sebastian 1:ile,
S. J., part 1; The Abnaki noun, by Michael Charles O'Brien; Edward Godfrey:
his life, letters, and public services, 1584-1664, by Charles Edward Banks; Index
of names and places.
[NOTE.-Continued by the Collections and Proceedings as begun in 1890. ~ee
title in chronological order in this catalogue. The plan followed in the pu~hcation of the different series of this book is well calculated to confuse. After issuing four volumes of the "Documentary Ristory of Maine," which was designa,_ted
11
a? the II second series of the collections," the society began fasuing it~ pub1 , ca·
t1ons in quarterly numbers with the title " Collections and Proceedrngs, Zd
series.]

MAINE HISTORICAL SOCIETY.

Collections.

Vol. x.

Portland, 1891.

Svo, pp. 312.
Consists of index to the collections, vol. i-x.

MAINE HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Collections of the Maine Historical Society.
Second series, Vol. 1. Documentary history of the State of Main_e.
Edited by William Willis. Vol. 1. Containing a history of the discovery of Maine. By J. G. Kohl. With an appendix on the voyages
of the C~bots, by M. D'Avezac. Published by the Society, aided by
appropriations from the State. Portland, 1869.
8vo, pp. (2) viii (2), 9-535. Twenty-two maps.

MAINE HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Collections of the Maine Historical Society.
Second series, Vol. II. Documentary history of the State of Maine.
Vol. II. Containing a Discourse on Western Planting, written in the
year 1584, by Richard Hakluyt, with a preface and an introduction by
Leonard Woods, LL. D. Edited, with notes in the appendix, by Charles
Deane. Cambridge, 1877.
8vo, pp. lxi, (4), 253. Facsimiles. '

MAINE HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Collections of the Maine Historical Society.
Second series, Vol. III. Documentary history of the State of Maine.
Vol. III. Containing the Trelawny Papers, edited and illustrated with
historical notes and an appendix by James Phinney Baxter. Published by the Maine Historical So~iety, aided by appropriations from
the tate. Portland, 18 4.
8vo, pp. xxxi, (1), 520. Illustrated. :E'oldecl maps aml plans. Facsimiles.
Contents: Memoir of Robert Trelawny; The Trelawny l'e<ligre ; utograpl1s.
The Trelawny Papers: Patout to Rohnt Trf'lawny and others, D c mb r 1, 1631;
Patent to 'l'Lomas Cammack, November 1, 1631; Power of .A.ltorn y to John Win·
ter aud Thomas Pomf'roy, Jauuary 1 , 10:n; orrespond ncP, <'tc., 1632-1 09.
Al)p nd~x: ,vm <>f Rol,ort TrPlawny, s nior, ,June 30, Ifl27; Roh rt Tr Iawny'
first \Yill, (ktohc·r 26, 1640; Robert Tr1•law11y's la~t ·wm, August 27, 1643; ir
Jonathan Tnlawny; Tiu . on~ of tl10 \\Tc• tnn M ·n· ,John "'inter to Rob rt
Tr•lawny, pril, 1634, May 5, lfl:"11; ,John \\'intn'. :-:in1l; Charge. on N wfoundlnncl J?i h; r ·digrr· of ir Fcrrlinrnulo Gorl(!·s; Th GrPat. 'r.al of th Council for
·w En land; ccount ,,r ,Torrlnn a111l Itirlgr-way: "'ill of It,,h rt ,Jordan.
[..~on:.-Tlrn t rritorv r.onr, <l h • th '!'rel 1w11y pat, nt wa in th n ighborhoo,l of Capo Eliz: b th, C, o ·, ·k, arul HI ·hmond I lancl.]
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MAINE HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Collections of the Maine Historical Society.
Second series, Vol. IV. Documentary history of the State of Maine,
Vol. IV. Containing the Baxter manuscripts. Edited by James Phinney Baxter, A. M. Portland, 1889.
8vo, pp. xvi, 506.
[NOTE.-A new series of the publications of the Society was begun in 1890,
under the title "Collections and Proceedings, second series," the title of which
is given in chronological order below.

MAINE HISTORICAL SOCIETY. A discourse before the Society at its annual
meeting, September 6, 1846. By George Folsom. Portland, 1847.
Bvo, pp. 80.

On the early discovery and settlement of Maine.

HISTORICAL SOCIE'I'Y. An address delivered before the Society at
Bowdoin College, on the annual commencement, September 5, 1849,
by Robert C. Winthrop. Boston, 1849.

MAINE

8vo, pp. 68. Some copies have 63 pages, omitting the appendix.
Reissued as fol1ows: Life and services of .James Bowdoin, by Robert C. Winthrop. Second edition, with additions. Boston, 1876. 8vo, pp. (1), 50.

HISTORICAL SOCIETY. History of the Bunker Hill Monument.
Prof. [A. S.J Packard. Portland, 1853.

MAINE

By

8vo,· pp. 33.
Reprinted from Collections.

MAINE HISTORICAL SOCIETY. A discourse delivered before the Society
August 2, 1854. By George Burgess. Portland, 1854.
8vo, pp. 25.

MAINE HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Introductory address before the Society,
February 2, 1855. By William Willis. Portland, 1856. •
8vo, pp. 28.

MAINE HISTORICAL SOCI]):TY. The memoir and journals of Rev. Paul
Coffin, D. D. By Cyrus Woodman. Portland, 1855.
8vo, pp. 181 (1). Portrait.
Published under the auspices of the Society.

MAINE HISTORICAL SOCIE'l'Y. Papers relating to Pemaquid and parts
adjacent in the present State of Maine, known as Cornwall County,
when under the colony of New York. Compiled from official i.'ecords in
the office of the secretary of state, at Albany, N. Y., by Franklin B.
Hough. Albany, 1856.
8vo, pp. vii, 136.
ndertaken at the request of the Society.

MAINE HI TORICAL OCIETY. An address rlelivered 1,efore the Society,
March 5, 1857, containing bio<Traphical notices of the former presidents
of the, 'ociety. By William Willis. Portland, 1857.
8vo, pp. 54.

MAINE IlL'TORI AL , 'ocrnTY. Ancient Pemaqniil: an hi. torical review.
Prepared at the r qn<'st of tbe Society for its 'ollections, by J. Wingate Thornton. Portland, 1 57.
Svo, pp. (4), 9-178.

, 1•al. FncKimile .

Twenty-two copies J>rinted.
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MAINE HISTORICAL SOCIETY. A catalogue of original documents in the
English a,rchives relating to the early history-of the State of Maine.
[Collected byH. G. Somerby. Edited by George Folsom.] New York,
1858.
Large 8vo, pp. (4), 137.

MAINE HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Genealogy of the McKinstry family, with
a preliminary essay on the Scotch-Irish immigrations to America. By
William Willis. Boston, 1858.
8vo,pp. 28.
Same. Second edition; corrected and enlarged. Portland, 1866. 46 PP· Svo.
Based upon a paper published in the Collections.

MAINE HISTORICAL SOCIETY. The Abenaki Indians: their tr~aties of 1713
and 1717, and a vocabulary; with a historical introduction. By Frederic Kidder. Portland, 1859.
8vo, pp. 25. Facsimiles.
Reprint from the Collections.

MAINE HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Castine; and the old coins found there ..
By Joseph Williamson. Portland, 1859.
8vo,pp. 22.
Reprinted from the Collections.

MAINE HISTORICAL SOCIETY. A.n address on the Life and Character of
Parker Cleaveland. Delivere(l January 19, 1859, before the Society,
by Leonard Woods. Portland, 1859.
8vo, pp. 61.
Same. Second edition. Brunswick, 1860. 80 pp. Portrait. 8vo.
Published· by vote of the Trustees of Bowdoin College and of the Society.

MAINE HISTORICAL SOCIETY. English Colonization in America. A vindication of the claims of Sir Ferdinando Gorges as the father of
English colonization in America. By John A. Poor. Delivered before
the historical societies of Maine and New York. New York, 1862.
Svo, pp. 144.
Usually bound as part of the "Memorial Volume of the Popham Celebration."
The paper as now printed contains several paragr.tphs omitted for want of time
in the address before the New York Historical Society.

MAINE HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Memoir of John Merrick.
the Society. By D.R. Goodwin. [Portland.] 1862.

Prepared for

Svo, pp. 39, (1).

MAI.NE HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Colonial Schemes of Popham and GorCTes .
Speech of John \Vingate Thornton, at the Fort Popham celebration,
August 29, 1862, under the auspices of the ociety. Boston, 1863.
Svo,pp. 20.

MAI~·E HI T0RICAL 'o IETY. Documentary ITistory of Maine. Proce dings of the legislature of Maine for procuring •opi s of original
papers, in the Briti. h tate-papcr office, not heretofore published, in
regard to the early hi tory of ..Iaine. [ ugusta, 1863.J
Svo, pp. 4. ..~o titl ·}>, gc.
Contain the memorial of th , · clety to tho lcgielaturo.
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MAINE HISTORICAL SOCIETY. The First Colonization of New England.
An address delivered at the erection of a monumental stone in the
walls of Fort Popham, August 29, 1862, commemorative of the planting of the Popham colony on the peninsula of Sabino, August 19 [O.
S.], 1607, establishing the title of England to the continent. By John
A. Poor. Kew York, 1863.
Svo,pp. 58.
Usually bound with "Memorial Volume of the Popham Celebration."

MAINE HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Memoir of Reuel Williams, prepared for
the Society, by John A. Poor. Read at a special meeting of the Society, February, 1863. [Portland,] 1864.
Svo, pp. 66. Portrait.

MAINE HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Memorial Volume of the Popham Celebration, August 29, 1862, commemorative of the planting of the Popham
colony on the peninsula of Sabino, August 19 [O. S.], 1607, establishing the title of England to the continent. Published under the direction of Ed ward Ballard, secretary of the executive committee of the
celebration. Portland, 1863.
8vo, pp. xi,, (2), 9-368. Two maps. Facsimiles. Woodcuts.
Bound with this is "English Colonization in America. .A. vindication of the
claims of Sir Ferdinando Gorges as the father of English colonization in America. By John A. Poor. (Delivered before the historical societies of Maine and
New York.) New York, 1862." 144 pp., 8vo.

MAINE HISTORICAL SOCIETY. An address on the character of the colony
founded by George Popham, at the mouth of the Kennebec River,
August 19 [O. S.J, 1607. Delivered in Bath, on the two hundred and
fifty-seventh anniversary of that event. By Hon. Edward E. Bourne.
Delivered and published at the request of the committee on the commemoration. Portland, 1864.
8vo, pp. 60.

MAINE HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Responsibilities of the Founders of Republics. An address on the peninsula of Sabino, on the two hundred and
fifty-eighth anniversary of the planting of the Popham colony, August
29, 1865. By Hon. James W. Patterson. Delivered and published at
the request of the committee on the commemoration. Boston, 1865.
8vo,pp. 38.

MAINE HISTORICAL SOCIETY. An address before the Society, January 27,
1858, on the cotch-Irish immigration to Maine and Presbyterianism
in New England; with the McKinstry genealogy. By William Willis.
Portland, 1866.
8vo,pp.46.
Title taken from WHlis' s Bibliography.

MAINE HISTORIC.AL OCIETY.
Willis.

The Maine Ilistorical' ociety.

By William

Historicai Ma,gazine, Ja1rnary, 1868, seconcl ser., V ol. III, pp.13- 17.

MAINE III TOIUCAL SOCIETY. Hi tory of the discovery of tbe a t oaAt
of North America, particularly the coast of faine; from th
. rthmen in 990 to the charter of Gilbert in 1574. Illu trat (l hy copi · of
the earliest maps and charts. By J. . Kohl. P r lan , 1 (j •
Svo, pp. 535.
.
Fil'lltissued as Vol. I of tho s conll s ri •s of lite Oolll'clvm,.
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MAINE lTISTORI AL OCIE TY. Jamestown of Pemaq uid ; a poem. By Maria\ . lfackleton. Read on the site of Fort Frederic, on the reception of the committee of the Society by the citizens of Bristol, August
26, 1 69. Published under directfon of the Society. New York, 1869.
12mo, pp. -!O.

MAINE HISTORICAL SOCIETY. The Northmen in Maine ; a critical examination of views expressed in connection with the subject, by Dr. J. G.
Kohl, in Volume I of the new series of the Maine Historical Society.
To which are added criticisms on other portions of the work, and a
chapter on the discovery of Massachusetts Bay. By B. F. De Costa.
Albany, 1870.
8vo, pp. (1), 146.

MAINE HISTORICAL SOCIETY. The burning of Falmouth (now Portland),
by Captain Mowatt, in 1775. By William Goold. Prepared at the
request of the Society, and read before it February 19, 1873. Re. printed from New England Historical and Genealogical Register.
Boston, 1873.
8vo, pp.16.

MAINE HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Catalogue of the past and present Members of the Society. Brunswick, 1874.
8vo, pp. 25.

MAINE HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Coasting Voyages in the Gulf of Maine,
made in 1G04-5 and 6, by Samuel Champlain. A paper read at the
meeting of the Society, F ebruary 18, 1875. By John Marshall Brown.
Bath, 1875.
8vo,pp.24.

MAINE HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Early papcrmills of New England. By
William Goold. Read at a meeting of the Society, February 19, 1874.
[Boston, J 1875.
8vo, pp. 8. No title-page.

Cover title.

HISTORICAL SOCIETY. A discourse concerning western planting,
written in the year 1584. By Richard Hakluyt, now :first printed from
a contemporary manuscript. With a preface and introduction by
Leonard Woods. Edited, with notes in the appendix, by Charles
Deane. Cambridge, 1877.

MAINE

8vo, pp. lxi, (3), 253. Facsimiles .
.A. separate issue of second series, Vol. II, of the Oollections.

MAINE HISTORICAL SOCIETY. The discovery of North America by John
Cabot. A first chapter in the history of North America. By Frederic
Kidder. Boston, 1878.
8vo, pp.15. Illustrated.
Read before tbe, ·ociety, F!'bruary 17, 1874.

MAINE HrnTORrCAL , 'o mTY. L on a.rd \Voods.
(liscoursc, by Charle
Carroll Ev rett, b fore Bow<loin College an(l the ociety, July 9, 1 79.
Brunswick, 1 7!).
8vo, pp.34.
:\[AI ·1~

III

T

mc.u, , ,,

'IL'fY .

Circular letter.

D c mber, 1 1.

'b (•t.

Relath' to 11ro ,uriu" co1,ic of all print ·d 11roductions of itizon of .Maine.
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MAINE HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Col. Arthur Noble. Fort Halifax. Col.
William Vaughan. Papers read before the Society, by W. Goold.
Portland, 1881.
8vo. pp. (1), 107-313. Portrait.

MAINE HISTORICAL SocrnTY. The Northeastern Boundary. By Israel
Washburn. Read before the Society, May 15, 1879. Portland, 1881.
8vo, pp.106, (1).
Reprinted from Collections, Vol. VIII.

MAINE HISTORICAL SocrnTY. Henry Wadsworth Longfellow. Seventyfifth birthday. Proceedings of the Society, February 27, 1882. Portlali(l [1882].
8vo, pp. 171. Portrait.

MAINE HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Laus Laureati. Henry Wadsworth Longfellow. February 27, 1882. Read before the Society at their celebration of the poet'1:1 seventy-fifth birthday. By James P. Baxter.
Portland, 1882.
8vo,pp. 8.

MAINE HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Longfellow's Birthday. Proceedings of the
Maine Historical Society. [From the Portland .Advertiser, February
28, 1882.J
8vo, pp. 24. Portrait.

MAINE HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Song. Adapted from Auld Lang Syne.
Sung at the celebration, by the Society, of the eighty-fourth birthday
of Professor Alpheus S. Packard, December 23, 1882.
Small sheet.

MAINE HISTORICAL SOCIETY. James Shepherd Pike. A biographical
sketch. Read before the Society, December 22, 1885, by George Foster
Talbot. Portland, 1885.
8vo,pp.49.

MAINE HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Biographical sketch of John G. Deane,
and brief mention of his connection with the northeastern boundary
of Maine, copied by permission from the records of the Maine Historical Society; also memoranda about members of the family, old
residents of the city of Ellsworth, Me., etc. Prepared by and printed
for his son, Llewellyn Deane, June, 1885, for private use. Washington, D. C., 1887.
8vo, pp. 70. Folded map.
Pages 1-25 contain biographical sketch which was read before ·the Society,
.January 8, 1885.

MAINE Hr. TORICAL OCIETY. Brigadier General Samuel Waldo. By
Joseph Williamson. Read before the Society, March 30, 1876. Portland, 1 87.
Small 4to, pp. (2), 19. Portrait. Facsimile.
Reprinted from Oollectiona, Vol. IX.

MAINE ITIST0RI AL SocrnTY. Maine Wills. 1640-1760. Compiled :w<l
edited with notes, by William M. argent. Portland, 18 7.
8vo, pp. xii, 953.
Published undPr the au~piccs of tho :ociety, with financial Rnp11ort fro~n th
State. These wills are copied from the York 'ounty re<"ords, and compri1<e all
those recorrlecl from the Parliest periorl down to 1760, wh n York 'onntr wa>i
divided into separate countimi. Until then the county of York hnd 1•mura ·11 th
entire Province of Maine.
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MAINE Ur TORICAL OCIETY. The Trelawny papers. Edited and illustrat d, with historical notes and an appendix, by James Phinney
Ba~ ter. Portland, 1884.
8vo, large paper, pp. xxxi, (1), 520. Plates. Facsimiles.
Edition of 50 copies on large paper, being a reprint of the Collections, second
series.

MAI E HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Proceedings of the Maine Historical Society,
on the occasion of a complimentary dinner to James Ware Bradbury,
LL. D., presiclent of the Society, on his ('ighty-:fifth birthday, June
10, 1887. Portland, 1887.
Small 4to, pp. (1), 56.

MAINE HISTORICAL SOCIETY. William Hutchings. the last pensioner of
the Revolution in Maine. By Joseph Williamson. Reprinted from
Vol. IX, Collections Maine Historical Society. Portland, 1887.
8vo, pp. (2), 7.

MAINE HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Dedicatory exercises of the Baxter Building, to the use of the Portland Public Library and Maine Historical
Society, Thursday, February 21, 1889. Illustrated with photogravures.
Auburn, Me.: Lakeside Press, Printers and Binders. 1889.
8\'0, pp. 35, (1).

MAINE HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Sketch of the life and character of Hon.
Amos Tuck. Read before the Maine Historical Society, December, 1888.
[Portland, Me., 1889.J
8vo, pp. 314. Portraits. Facsimiles.

MAINE HISTORICAL SOCIETY. York deeds. Books 1-6. [1642-1703.J Portland, 1887-1890.
Three vols., 8vo.
Published under the auspices of the Maine Historical Society, and edited by
H. W. Richardson. The copies of the deeds were made by W. M. Sargent. The
introduction by the editor consists of an historical sketch of the land titles of
Maine.
Contents: "Book 1. Preface; Introduction, by H. W. Richardson; Deeds, 164 21666. 2. Introduction [by W. M. Sargent]; John Mason's royal charter, 1~35 ;
Grant from Gorges to Mason, 1635; D eeds, 1666-1676. 3. Preface [by H. W. R1Ch·
ardsonj; Deeds, 1676-1684. 4. Preface, by H. W. Richardson; Register's certificate; Errata; York deeds, 1684-1700; Index . 5. Preface; Register's certificate;
Errata; York deeds, 1680-1699. 6. Preface; Register's certificate; Errata; York
deeds, 1687-1703; Index.

HISTORICAL SOCIETY.

MAI 'E

York deeds.

Book 7.

Portland, 1892.

pp. 7, (3), fol.1-267, pp. 198.
Contents: Pr face; Errata; Register's certificate; York deed , ~fay 29, 1704, to
July 7, 1713; Index of grantors, grantees, other persons, places.
'' Covers a periou of the resettlement of Ca!:lco Bay ancl many of tb conveyan s
<luring that time were of lands in that vicinity."
1AINE

HISTORICAL

'IETY.

York deeds.

Book .

Portland, 1 92.

pp. Cl, (4), fol.1-268, pp.186.
Conu•nts: Preface ; R gist-Or's(· rtifirat : Errata; York d Nls, ,Tuly 7, li13, to
,Tanuary7, 1717; Imlexe of grant~, grnnton,, i_,rra11tc• s, ct.

ortland 1 94:.
dAJNE III T0RIC L ,'o mTY. York <l eel . look fl.
vo, pp. 0, (1), fol. 1 275.
Conu,nt : l'r . fac! ; York 11'. ,,1 , .r unary, 1717~fonu ry 6, 1719-20; Index . of
i,rranto , i,rrant · • , tc.
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Book 10. Portland, 1894.

8vo, pp. 6, (2), fol.1-275, pp.1-193.
Contents: Preface; Errata; York deeds, January 19, 1719-20-March 26, 1722;
Indexes of grants, grantors, etc.

MAINE HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Collections and proceedings of the Ma,i ne
Historical Society. Second series, Vol. I. Quarterly parts. January,
April, July, October, 1890. Published for the Society. Portland, 1890.
8vo, pp. iv, (2), 476. Portraits.
Contents: January, 1890.-General Henry Knox, a memoir, by Joseph William.
son ; Bibliographical memoranda relating to General Knox, r eacl November 16,
1881, by Joseph Williamson; The French treaty of 1778, recognizing the Independence of tbe United States-how the good n ews came to Falmouth, read June
10, 1887, by William Goold; R ev. William ScreYen, read December 21, 1883, by
Rev. Henry S. Burrage, D. D.; The four judges of North Yarmouth, read May 20,
1886, by R ev Amasa Loring; John F. Godfrey, r ead May 28, 1885, by Albert Waer
Paine; The mission of the Assumption on the River Kennebec, 1646-1652, read
May 15, 1879, by J ohu Mare<hall Brown ; Proceedings, February, July, 1881 ; Vote
authorizing this publication; Resident memberfl; Ilistorical memoranda.
April, 1890.-Cyrus \Voodman, by George F. Emery; ·wmiam Gorges' administration of 1630 to 1637, by Charles Edwards Banks; a topographical surmise,
locating the houses of Gorges and Godfrey at York, Me., by W. M. Sargent;
Enoch Lincoln, by Edward Il. Elwell; Capital trials in Maine before the Separation, by Joseph Williamson; The Enterprise and Boxer, by Fritz Il. jordan; John
G. Deane, a sketch of his life, with a recapitulation of his services in establishing
the northeastern boundary of Maine, by Llewellyn Deane; Proceedings, May 25,
1881-December 23, 1882; Historical memoranda: Machias in the War of 1812; A.
chapter from the Deane gen ealogy; Historical notes and queries: Th e corporate
limits of the city of Georgeana and tho town of York; Point Ingle by ; an alleged
d eed by President Danforth to trustees of the town of York.
July, 1890.-James Shepherd Pike, by G. F. T albot; The problem of Hammond's fort, by H. 0. Thayer; Robert Hallowell Gardiner, by Asa Dalton; The
profei,sional tours of John Adams in Maine, by Joseph Williamson; Rev. Eugene
Vetromile, by H. W. Bryant; Early history of Dresden, by C. E. lien; Ilistorical memoranda; Traces of Talleyrand in Maine; Capt. A. Preble's company, 1703;
Book notices.
October, 1890.-James Tift Champlin, by Henry S. Bnrragc; The campaign
against the Pequakets [Lovewell's fight], by James Phinney Baxter; The British
occupation of Penobscot during the Revolution, by J oscph Williamson; Madam
Wood, the first Main e writer of fiction-her residence iu Portland in the early
part of the century, by William Goold; Ashur Ware, a biographical sketch, by
George F. Talbo t ; Proceedings of tbc Society, December 23, 1882, and celebration
of eighty-fourth birthday of Alpheus Spring Packard.

MAINE HISTORICAL So 'IETY. Collections and Proceeclings. Second series,
Vol. II. Portland, 1891.
Svo, pp. iv, (4), 476. Portraits.
Contents: The capture of tbe Margaretta, tho first naval battl of the Rcvolntion, by George F. Talbot; John Johnston Carnthers, D. D., by Ephraim Cbamucrlin Cummings; The voice of Main as heard in tl1e g<'nesis of ohr 1iationaliLy,
by George F. Emery; Proceedings, l 83-1886; D R ription of the Soci ty's seal;
Life and letters of Israel Washburn, jr.; Letters of Joseph Wheaton (on the
capture of the Margaretta]; llistorical review of literature in Maine, by J.
Williamson; Brunswick convention of 1816, by W. Allen; Gmmolcl's voyag ;
Letter from Peleg Wadsworth [on the Penobscot expedition of 1770); James
Loring Child, by J . W. Bradbury; Longfellow birthday c lcbration; Long Ii llow
as the author of Evangeline, by J. Williamson; Po ts' orncr, W Htmiu1-1tn bh 'Y,
by J. W. Symonds; American literatnr in England, by Il. L. Chapman; Th <l,•ht
of Portland to tho m mory of J,ongfrllow, by G. F. Talbot: Per110111-1 la .·r<l in
north parish of Kittery, 1783, by \V. B. Lapham; It sicl nt m •mb<·rti of th
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Society, April 1, 1891; Captain Herrick's journal, 1757, scouting party between the
Androscoggin and Kennebec rivers ; Waymouth's voyage to the coast of Maine
in 1605, by H. S. Burrage; Traces of the Northmen, by J. Williamson; The beginnings of Maine, by J.P. Baxter; Memoir of Judge David Sewall, LL. D., by E. P.
Burnham; The division of the 12,000 acres among the patentees at Agamenticus,
l>y W. M. Sargent; Proclamation of Andrew Milliken regarding territory between
the Penobscot and St. Croix rivers; A Moravian colony in Maine; Biographical
data and letters of David Sewall, LL. D.; John Appleton, by G. F. Emery; A lost
manuscript [Mowat's Relation], by J. Williamson; William Allen, by C. F. Allen;
Bibliographic memorandum of the laws of Maine, L>y J. H. Drummond; Sir
John Moore at Castine during the Revolution, by J. Williamson ; Ex.tracts from
the letters of the Jesuit missionary in Maine, Father P. Biard ; Order given at
Fort Charles at Pemaquid, 1618; The Frye family, by W . B. Lapham; Commissioners' proceedings at Mount Desert, 1808; Index.

MAINE HISTORICAL SOCIETY.

Vol.

III.

Collections and Proceedings. Second series,

Portland, 1892.

8vo, pp. iv, (4), 487. Portraits.
Contents: Edward H. Elwell, by Samuel T. Pickard; The Abnakis and their
ethnic relations, ·by James P. Baxter; Sketches of the lives of early Maine ministers, by W. D. Williamson: Richard Gibson, Wilham Thompson, George Burdett, Joseph Hull, Robert Jordan, Thomas Jenner, John Wheelwright; Sketch
of the life of General La :Fayette and his visit to Maine; Field day, 1891, settle·
ments on the Kennebec, etc; Births from H allowell records, by W. B. Lapham;
Revolution petition, in Massachusetts archives; William M. Sargent, by Charles
E. Banks; History of the duel between Jonathan Cilley and William J. Graves,
by Horatio King; William Barrows, John Tripp, by Percival Bonney: Military
operations at Pemaquid, in the second war with Great Britain, by Henry S. Burrage; Joseph Dane, by Edward P. Burnham; Proceeding, 1887; Dr. Nathaniel T.
True, by W. B. Lapham; Ancient Augusta, by Henry W. Wheeler; Reminiscences of a great enterprise [journal of J. A. Poor describing his journey to
Montreal, begun February 5, 1845, in connection with the proposed construction of
the Atlantic and St. Lawrence Railroad]; Rev. Robert Rutherford, by J. II.
Drummond; The manuscripts of William D. Williamson, by Joseph Williamson;
Land titles in Monument Square, Portland, by L. B. Chapman; Diary of the Rev ·
Joseph Moody, of York, 1720-1724; Kittery family records, by W. B. Lapham;
Historic hints toward a university for Maine, by E. C. Cummings; Some Huguenot and other early settlers on the Kennebec in the present town of Dresden, by
C. E . .A.Hen; The conduct of Paul R evere in the Penobscot expedition, by
J. Williamson; The Plymouth trading house of reno bscot: Where was it 1 by S . .A..
Drake; Louis .A.nuance, by J. F. Sprague ; Notes concerning ancient .A.ugu ta at
Small Point, by H. O. Thayer; "Index.
MAINE HISTORICAL SOCIETY.

Vol.

IV.

Collections and Proceedings. Second series,

Portland, 1893.

8vo, pp. iv, (1), 476. Portraits. Folded plan.
Contents: Columbian quadricentenuial; Columbus, by Elizabeth Corazza; Three
suggestive maps, by J.P. Baxter; .A. memorable voyage, byB. L. ,vhitman; Tb
character of Columbus, by George F. Talbot; Somo of tho portrait,; of Columbus,
by H. S. Burrage; Where is Columbus buried 1 by J. ·wmiamson; Joel Barlow
ancl the Columbiad, by H. L. Chapman; ketches of tho lives of early Main mini tc•rs, by W. D. Williamson: John Brock, Shubaol Dumm r, Seth Fletch r, B njamin Blackman, Joseph I~merson, Rob rt Paine, John Buss, George Burroughs,
Percival Greene, ,Jobn x ewmarcb, Benjamin Woodbridge, John Ilancock, amuel
Em ry, amu 1 lloocly, John ,vade, Joshua 11oody, J rcmiah Wise, l!a.tthew
hort. Joseph Baxter, John Ev1·l th,,Jolm RogerH, ,Yminm Thompon, aruu l
Jc•ffords, Thomlll! , rnith, A. R. Cutter, amuel ,vmarcl, TI1•njamin Uen, W. :McLanathan , .~. Lorin<r,,T.Ilo\' •y. ,Jame,i tnart Tfolmc., byJ.1''., pragnc; Portland
banks, by ,v. E. Goulcl; llullowellr,·cords ,Birth.; l'rdct'Nling,;, 1888-1891; Fort
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Pentagoet and the French occupation of Castine, by G . .A.. Wheeler; The beginnings of Waterville College, by H. S. Burrage; The mission of Father Rasles, by
E . C. Cummings; Christopher Levett, the first owner of the soil of Portland, by
,J.P. Baxter; Fordyc<" Baker, by G. F. Talbot; The transient town of Cork, by
H. 0. Thayer; Our State christening, its name, by G. F. Emery; Augustus Gardner Lebroka, by J. F. Sprague; The Small family in America, by L. W. Small;
Field day, 1893; Kittery Point and Portsmouth; Marriages by Rev. John Tripp,
of Hebron, Me., 1791-1847. Index .
MAINE HISTORICAL SOCIETY.

Collections and Proceedings.

Vol. v .

Portland, 1894.
8vo, pp. 478. Portraits. Illustrations.
Contents: Samuel Freeman, his life and services, by William Freeman; The
military journal of Col. Ichabod Goodwin [at Boston and Winter Hill, .A.pril 15,
1778---June 2-i, 1778]; Governor Christopher Gore and his visit to Maine, by William
Goold; Father Biard's Relation of 1616 and St. Sauveur, by E. C. Cummings.
Sketches of the lives of early Maine ministers, byW. D. Williamson: Rtw. Joseph
Moody, John Tasche, Samuel Chandler, Moses Morrill, J'ohn Wight, Robert
Dunlap, Richard Elvins, Robert Rutherford, Josiah Chase, Alexander Boyd,
Daniel Little, Solomon Lombard, Isaac Lyman, Samuel Fayrweather. Births
from Hallowell records, communication by W. B. Lapham; Plan for the formation
of country societies, by J. P. Baxter; Historic homes of Kittery, by M. A. Safford; Fort Richmond, Me., by H. O. Thayer; Capuchin and Jesuit F athers at
Pentagoet, by E. C. Cummings; Nathaniel Phillips' Relation, 1668, ".A. true Relation of passages and actions in the Province of Maine, in r espect of the Subverting of His Majestie's Established Government by the GeneraU Court of the
Matichusetts in New England;'' Proceedings of the Society, February 21, 1891.April 11, 1892; Lot M. Morrill, sketch of his life and public services, by George
F. Talbot; Some added facts concerning Rev. William Schreven, byH. S. Burrage; .A refuge for Marie Antoinette in Maine, by Rufus K. Sewall ; Studies on
families surnamed Cowell, Door (Dore or Doer), and Chamberlain, of Lebanon,
Me., by George W. Chamberlain; Letters from John .A.Han to Massachusetts
Council [on Indian affairs, 1779]; William Berry Lapham, by C. E. Nash; MoggIIeigon, his life, his death, and its sequel, by Horatio Hight; The story of th e
Presnmpscot, Charles S. Fobes; Destruction of Falmouth in 1775, and the respo11 sibility therefor, by C. E. Banks; Letter from Peleg Wadsworth to Massachusetts
Council, August 19, 1779 [on the evacuation of Magabigwaduce].
MAIN!<,

HISTORICAL

SOCIETY.

Collections and Proceedings.

Vol. vr.

Portland, 1895.
8vo, pp. iv, (4), 486. Portraits.
Contents: Gen. David Cobb, of Gouldsborough, by Joseph W . Porter; Some ol{l
papers recently found in the stone tower of the First Parish Church of Portland,
by John Carroll Perkins; Block and garrison houses of ancient FalmoutL, by
L eonard B. Chapman (p. 37); First mention of P emaquid in history, by Ilelll'y S.
Burrage (p. 53); Beginnings at Pemaquid, by llenry O. Thayer (p. 62); Sketches
of the lives of early Main ministers, by W. D. Williamson; llallowell records,
communicated by W. B. Lapham (p. 94); Book notice: Myrand Sir W . Phi}ols;
Proceedings, June 10, 1892, to September 10, 1892; Address on Rasle's settlement
at ·orridgewock, byCbarlesF . .A.llen; The:first:}Iain bisbop[JosbuaSole,D.D.),
hy C. F. Allen; Machias in the Revolution, by Charle8 II. Pope; John Fairbanks,
his journal on the privateer Wabp, 1782; The Rasles dictionary, by E. C. Cummings; Cape Porpois , old and new, by II. F . Knight; Marriagei-1 solemnized hy
Oliver Wood, esquire, of Lincoln County, 1786-1789; Portlancl privateers in the
war of 1812, by D. 0. Davis; Sketches of the Jives of early Maine minist rll, by
W.D. Williamson: John ·wiswell, Moses Ilemmenway, NaU1an Ward, .John Miller, Peter T. Smith, 'l'homas Pierce, ,John Fairfielrl, Paul Collin, l ~dward J3rooks,
Isaac Ilasey, Jonah "Winship, , ·amu l Foxcroft, amu l Dca111•, Ezeki •l Emerson,
John 1tfhrray, Matthew Merriam, l~benezer ,Villiaml-!, Josiah That<"her, ThomaH
Brown,, 'ilas Moody; IIallowell rcconls; The 't. Croix commiHsiou, 17!16-179 , h,Y
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H. S. Burrage; White's Bridge [Windham], by S. T. Dole; Mogg Heigon, by H.
Hight; Reminh,cences of Rev. Dr. Edward Payson, by C. Hamlin ; Brigad,ier-General Wadsworth's deposition, court of inquiry, Penobscot expedition; Letter of
Col. Henry .Jackson, 1779; Gen. William Whipple, by M. C. Safford; Temperance and the drink question in the old time, by G. F. Talbot; Charter rights of
Massachusetts in Maine in the early part of the eighteenth century, by H. S.
B11rrage; ' The settlement of Scarborough, by A .. F. Moulton.

HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Bibliographic memorandum of the laws of
Maine. By Josiah II. Drummond. Accepted at a meeting of the
Society, May 9, 1891. Portland, 1891.

MAINE

8vo, pp. 12. Half title.
Reprinted from the Collections.

MAINE HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Columbus day. [Columbian quadricenten- .
nial, Portland, Me., October 20, 1892. Portland, Me., 1892.J
8vo, pp. 61. Portraits and maps.
Reprinted from Collections and Proceedings of the Maine Historical Society.Vol.
IV.

MAINE HISTORICAL SOCIETY. A biographical sketch of Rev. Sylvanus
Boardman. By Rev. Geo-rge Bullen, D. D. Read, * * * with omissions, before the Maine Historical Society, December 7, 1893. Portland, 1894.
8vo, 'PP· 24.
65. PEJE,PSCOT HISTORICAL SOCIETY.

Brunswick, Me.

PEJEPSCOT HISTORlCAL SOCIETY. Collections of the Pejepscot Historical
Society, Vol. I, part 1. Brunswick, 1889.
pp. viii, 66.
Contents: Account of Society; Early movements to separate the District of
Maine from Massachusetts, and the Brunswick convention of 1816, by Henry L.
Chaprnan; Brunswick at the time of its incorporation, by Henry W. Wheeler;
Reminiscences of a form er resident of New Meadows, written in 1843; Thomas
Crowell, by Snmner L. Holbrook; .James Cary, by Ira P. Booker; Brunswick
wharf, by Henry W. Wheeler.
66. YORK INSTITUTE.

Saco, Me.

Yomc INSTITUTE. Constitution :intl By-laws of the York In stitute.
cated at Saco, Me. Established March, 1866. Biddeford, U<66.

Lo-

8vo, pp. 7.
Inserted are a blank form of subscription and a circular.

YoRKl:NSTlTUTE. Actoflncorporation, Constitution, and By-laws. Established Mar h, 1866. Incorporated 1 67. Biddeford, 1867.
8vo, pp. 8.

Y0RK Ix. TIT ' TE.
1

Pnblications of York Institnte, Vol. 1, Tos. 1, 2.

*·Two pa.mpblcts,

'aco

vo .
ont nts : 1. York In stitute: something of its past, present, and future, b y
B . R edfor d I elcher, 24 pp. 2. Indnstrial oclu ation in public schools, h,\' E. Ji'.
'mall, 19 pp .
This ocir ty is d vot d to t lw colle ·tion of his torical and . cicntific information
connect ed wi th }~ork 'ount y.
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MARYLAND.
67. ANNE ARUNDEL COUNTY HISTORIC.AL SOCIETY.

.Annapolis, Md.

ANNE ARUNDEL COUNTY HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Handbook of the city of
Annapolis and the United States Naval Academy. Prepared and published by the Society. Annapolis, 1888.
Svo, pp. 99.
68. HAR.FORD HISTORICAL SOCIETY.

Bel Air, Md.

HARl?ORD HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Constitution and By-laws of the Society,
with sketch of its history, list of members, contributors, etc. Incorporated 1886. Baltimore, 1889.
8vo, pp, 37.

Uontents : The Antiquary; Mot,to; Officers and standing committees; Introduction; Sketch of tho J1istory of the Society; Constitution and By-Jaws; Titles
of papers read before the Society, with the names of their authors; Plan for
genealogical records; Members.

HARFORD HISTORICAL SOCIETY. History of the old Catholic Chapel at
Priest's Ford, in Harford County; Md. Read before the ociety, October 26, 1889, by G. W. Andrew, M. D.
United States Catholic Historical :iJ[agazine, Vol. III, pp. 41-64.
69. JOIINS HOPKINS UNIVERSITY.

Baltimore, Md.

JOHNS HOPKINS UNIVERSITY. Johns Hopkins University tudies in Historical and Political Science. Herbert B. Adams, editor. Vol. 1, Nos.
1-12. Local Institutions. Baltimore, 1882.
8vo.
CON'l'EN'fS,

No. 1. An introduction to American instiLutional history written for this series.
By Edward A. Freeman. 39 pp.
No. 2. The Germani origin of New England towns. Read before the Harvard
Historical Society, May 9, 1881. .By Herbert B. Adams. With notes on cooperation in university work. 57 pp.
No. 3. Local government in Illinoil!. By Albert Shaw. Reprints from the Fortnightly Review; and Local government in P nnsylvania. By E. R. L. Gould.
57 p.p,
No. 4. Saxon tithing-men in America. Read before the Anierican Antiquarian
Society, October 21, 1881. .By Herbert B. Adams. 23 pp.
No. 5. Local government in Michigan and the Northwest. Read before the
American Social Science Association, September 7, 1882. By Edward W. Bemis.
25pp.
No. 6. Parish institutions of Maryland. By Edward Ingle. 48 pp.
No. 7. Old Maryland manors. With the records of a court-I et and a courtbaron. by John Johnson. 38pp.
No. 8. Norman constables in America. By Herbert B. Adams. 38 PP·
Nos. 9 and 19. Village communities of Cape Anne and Sal m. From the historical collections of the Essex Institute. By Herbert B. Adams. 81 PP·
No.11. The genesis of a New England State (Connecticut). By Alexander
Johnston. 29 pp.
o. 12. Local government anq free scboois in South Carolina. By B. James
Rama~e. 40 pp. Index.

H. Doc, 291-51
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JOHNS HOPKINS UNIVERSITY. Johns Hopkins University Studies in Historical and Political Science. Herbert B. Adams, editor. Vol. n, Nos.
1-12. Institutions and Economics. Baltimore, 1884.
8vo, pp. (4), 629.
CONTENTS.

Nos. 1 and 2. Methods of historical study. By Herbert B . .A.dams. January
and February, 188J. 136, (l) pp. Diagram.
No. 3. The past and present of political economy. By Richard T. Ely. March,
1884. 64 pp.
No. 4. Samuel .A.dams, the man of the town meeting. By James K . Hosme1·.
April, 1884 . 60 pp.
Nos. 5 and 6. Taxation in the United States, 1789-1816. By Henry Carter .A.dams.
May and June, 1884. 79 pp.
No. 7. Institutional b eginnings in a Western State [Iowa]. By Jesse .Macey.
July, 1884. 38 pp.
Nos. 8 and 9. Indian money as a factor in New England civilization. By William
B. Weeden. August and September, 1884. 51 pp.
No. 10. Town and county government in the English colonies of North America. The Toppan prize essay for 1883. By .B:uward Channing. October, 1884.
57 pp.
N o.11. Rudimentary society among boys. By John Johnson. November, 1884.
56 pp.
No.12. Land laws of mining districts. By Charles Howard Shinn. December,
1884. 69 pp.

JOHNS HOPKINS UNIVERSITY. Johns Hopkins University Studies in Historical and Political Science. Herbert B. Adams, editor. Vol. In,
Nos. 1-12. Maryland, Virginia, and Washington. Baltimore, 1885.
8vo, pp. (4), 596.
CONTENTS,

No. 1. Maryland's influence upon land cessions to the United States, with
minor papers on George Washington's interest in Western lands, the Potomac
Company, and a national university. By Herbert B .Adams. January, 1885.
102 pp.
Nos. 2 and 3. Local institutions of Virginia. By Ed ward Ingle. February and
March, 1885. 127 pp.
No. 4. Recent .American socialism . By Richard T. Ely. .April, 1885. 74 pp.
Nos. 5, 6, and 7. L ocal institutions of Maryland. By Lewis W. Wilhelm. May
June, and July, 1885. 129 pp.
No. 8. The influence of the proprietors in founding the State of New Jersey.
By Austin Scutt. August, 1885. 26 pp .
Nos . 9 and 10. American constitutions. The relations of the three departments
as adjusted by a century. By Horace Davis. September and October, 1885.
70pp.
Nos . 11 ancl 12. The city of Washington; its origin aud administration. By
Jolin Addison Porter. November and December, 1885. 66 JJP,

JOHN, IlOPKINS u 'IVERSITY. Johns Hopkins niversity tudies in Historical and Political cience. Herbert B. Adam , e<l.itor. Vol. rv,
Nos. 1-10. , tate and Municipal Goveruments. Baltimore, 1886.
8,o, pp. (3), 610.
CONTENT!:!.

To. 1. Dutch ,illage communities on tho Iludson River. By Ining Elting.
January , 1886. 68 pp.
To. 2. Town government in Rhode Island. By William E. Fm1ter. F bruary,
1886. 36 pp.
To. 3. Tho Narragan ctt planters: a study of causes. By Edward Channing,
:MarciJ, 1886. 23 pp.
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No. 4. Pennsylvania boroughs. By William P. Ilolcoml>. April, 1886. 51 pp.
No. 5. An introduction to the study of the constitutional and political history
of the States. By J. Franklin Jameson. May, 1886. 29 pp.
No. 6. .A. Puritan colony in Maryland. By Daniel R. Randall. June, 1886.
47 pp.
Nos. 7, 8, and 9. History of the land question in the United States. By 81.tosuko
Sato. July, .A.ug[tst, September, 1886. (2), v, 181 pp.
No.10. The town and city government of New Ilaven. By Charles IL Levermore. October, 1886. 103 pp.
Nos.11 and 12. The land system of the New En"laud coloui!ls. By Melville
Egleston. November all(]. December, 1886. (1), 66 pp.

JOHNS HOPKINS UNIVERSITY. Johns Hopkins University Studies iu Historical and Political Science. Herbort B. Adams, editor. Vol. v,
Nos. 1-12. Municipal Government, History, and Politics. Baltimore,
1887.
8vo, pp. (4), 559.
CONTENTS.

Nos. l and 2. City government of Philadelphia. By Edward P. Allison and
Boies Pc,nrose.
No. 3. The city government of Boston. By Jam s M. Bugbee.
No. 4. The city government of St. Louis. By Marshall . 'now.
Nos. 5 and 6. Local government in Canada. An historical study. l~y John
George Bourinot.
No. 7. Tho effect of the war of 1812 upon the consolidation of the Union. Bv
Nicholas Murray Butler.
No. 8. Notes on the literature of charities. By Ilerbert B . .A.dams.
No. !l. The predictions of Ilamilton and De Tocqueville. 13y James Bryce.
No.10. The study of history ill England a1.1cl Scotland. By Paul Fr6<16ricq.
Authorized translation from the French, by Ilenriotta Leouard.
~o.11. Seminary libraries and university extension . By Herb rt B . .A.dmns.
No.12. European schools of history and politics. By .A.ndr w D. White.
Index.

JOHNS lIOPKIN8 U 'IVERSITY. Johns Hopkins University 'tndi ·sin Historical and Political Science. Herbert B. Adams, edit.or. Vol. v r,
Nos. 1-12. History of Cooperation in the United tates. Baltimore,
1888.
8vo, pp. 540.
CON'l 'EN'l 'S.

Nos.1 and 2. Cooperation iu Now England. By Edward W. Bemis.
No. 3. Cooperation in tho Middle States. By Edward W. Bemis.
:ros. 4, 5, 6. Cooperation in the Northwest. By Albert Shaw.
Nos. 7, 8. Three phaseR of cooperation in the "\Vest. By Amos G. Warner.
Nos. !l, 10. Cooperation on the Paeific Coast. By Charles Iloward Shi1m.
Nos.11, 12. Cooperation in Maryland and the South. By Daniel R. Randall.
Index.

Joux:-; HoP,nNs UNIVER~ITY. Johns Hopkins University, tudies iu Historical and Political Science. IIerbC'rt B. Adams, editor. , 'eventh
series. Nos. 1-12. Social Science. Municipal and Federal Government. Baltimore, 18 9.
8vo, pp. 628.
CON'l'ENTS.

No.1. Arll(1ld Toynbee. By F . C. Montague. With an account of th work of
Toynbee IIall, in Eai;t London, lJy Philip Lyttleton Gell.
So. 2. The establishment of municipal government in San Francisco. l3y Bernard Moses.
No. 3. Municipal history of 'ow Orleans, By 'William W. ilowe.
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Nos. 5, 6. English culture in ·V irginia, a study of the Gilmer letters, and an
account of the English professors obtained by .Jefferson for the University of Virginia. By William P. Trent.
Nos. 7, 8, 9. The river towns of Connecticut, Wethersfield, Hartford, ,,,nd
Windsor. By Charles M . .Andrews.
Nos. 10, 11, and 12. Federal government in Canada. By .John G. Bourinot.
Index.

JOHNS HOPI{INS UNIVERSITY. History of the .Land Question in the
United States. By Shosuke Sato. Baltimore, 1886.
8vo, pp. v, 181.
Reprinted from Johns Hopkins University Studies, Vol. rv, Nos. 7, 8, and 9.

JOHNS HOPKINS UNIVERSITY. Johns Hopkins University Studies in Historical and Political Science. Herbert B. Adams, editor. Eighth
series. Nos. 1-12. History, Politics, Education. Baltimore, 1890.
8vo, pp. (4), 625.
CONTENTS.

Nos. 1, 2. The beginnings of .American nationality. The Constitutional relations between the Continental Congress and the Colonies and States from 1776
to 1789. By Albion W. Small. .January and February, 1890.
No, 3. Local government in Wisconsin. By David E. Spencer. March, 1890.
No. 3a. Notes supplementary. The Enoch Pratt Free Library. By Lewis H.
Steiner.
No. 4. Spanish colonization in the Northwest. By Frank W. Blackmar. April,
1890.
No. 5. Notes supplementary, No. 3. Early Presbyterianism in Maryland. By
.J. W. Mcilvain. 33 pp.
No. 6. The study of history in Germany and France . By Paul Fredericq. Trauslation by Henrietta Leonard. May and .June, 1890. 118 pp.
Nos. 7, 8, and 9. Notes on the progress of the colored people of Maryland since
the war. By .Jeffrey R. Brackett. .July-September, 1800. 96 pp.
No. 10. The study of history in Holland and Belgium. By Paul Fredericq.
Translation by Henrietta Leonard . October, 1890. 62 pp.
Notes supplementary, No. 4. The educational aspect of the United States
National Museum. By Otis T. Mason.
Nos. 11 and 12. Seminary notes on recent historical literature. By Dr. H. B .
.A.dams, Dr . .J.M. Vincent, Dr. W. B. Scaife, and others. November, December,
1890. Index to eighth volume. 105 pp.

JOHNS HOPKINS UNIVERSITY. Johns Hopkins University Studies in Historical and Political Science. Vol. IX. Baltimore, 1891.
Svo, pp. (6), 634.
Contents: Government and administration of the United States, by W.W.
Willoughby and W. F. Willoughby; The history of university education in
Maryland, by B. C. Steiner ; The .Johns Hopkins University (1871.i-1891), by Daniel
C. Gilman; The Communes of Lombardy from the VI to the X century, by W.
K. Williams; Public lands and agrarian laws of the Roman Republic, by A11drew Stephenson; Constitutional development of Japan (1853- 1881) , by Toyokichi
Iyenaga; .A. history of Lib ria, by .J. H. T. M Pherson; The character aucl influence of the Indian trade in Wisconsin, by F. J. Turner.

JOHN HOPKINS UNIVER ITY. Johns Hopkins ni\rersity 'tndies in History and Political cience. Tenth serie ·. Baltimore, 1892.
Svo. , pp. iv, 626.
Contents: Th Bishop Hill colony, a religions communistic settlement in Henry
'oanty, Ill., by Michael . Mikkelsen; 'burch and state in
w England, by
Paul E. Lauer ; hurch and stat in arly Maryland , by G orgo P tri ; Th r ligiou d v lopm nt in th province of North arolina, by :t ph 11 B aur gard
Weeks; Maryland' attilud in the trurr •lo for 'anada, by J. William Black;
T
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Quakers in Pennsylvania, by Albert C. Applegarth; Columbus and his discovery
of America, by Herbert B. Adams and Henry Wood; Causes of the American
Revolution, by James A. Woodburn.

JOHNS HOPKINS UNIVERSITY. John s Hopkins University Studies in Historical and Political Science. Vol. xr. Labor, slavery, and selfgovernment. Baltimore, 1893.
8YO, pp. (2), 570.

Contents: The social condition of labor, by E. R. L. Gould; The world's representative assemblies of to-day, by Edmund K . .A.Iden; The negro in the District of
Columbia, by Edward Ingle; Church anu state in orth Carolina, by Steph n B.
Weeks; The condition of the Western farmer as illustrated by the economic history of a Nebraska township, by A. F. Bentley; History of slavery in Connecticut,
by B. C. Steiner; Local government in the South and the o~thwest, by E.W.
Bemis and other s; Popular election of United States Senators, by J. Haynes.

JOHNS HOPKINS UNIVERSITY. Johns Hopkins University tudies.
XII. I~stitutional and economic history. Baltimore, 1894.

Vol.

Svo, pp. (4), 626.
Contents: The Cincinnati Southern Railway, a study in municipal activity, by
J. H. IIollander; A memorial of Lucius S. Merriam; The constitutional beginnings of North Carolina (1663-1729) , by John Spencer Bassett; Tb struggle of
Protestant dissenters for religious toleration in Virginia, by II. R. Mcilwaine;
The Carolina pirates and colouial commercu (1670-1740), by . C. Ilughson; Repr .
Renlation and suffrage in Massachusetts (1620-1691), by G. II. Haynes; English
institutions and the Amari an Indian, by J. A. James; The international beginnings of the Congo Free State, by J. S. Reeves.

JOHNS HOPKINS UNIVERSITY. Johns Hopkins University Studies in Historical and Political Science. Vol. XIII. South Carolina, Maryland,
and Virginia. Baltimore, 1895.
Svo., pp. iv, 601.
Contents: Government of the Colony of 'outh Carolina, by E. L. Whitney; The
early Relations between Maryland and Virginia, by J. II. Lotane; The Rise and
Development of the Bicameral System in America, by T. F. Moran; White Servitude in the Colony of Virginia, by J.C. Ballagh; The Genesis of California's
first Com1titution (1846-49), by R. D. Hunt; B njamin Franklin as an Economist,
by W. A. Wetzel; The Provisional Government of Maryland (1774-1777), by J. A.
Silver; Government and Religion of the Virginia Indians, by S.R.Hendren.

JOHNS HOPKINS UNIVERSITY. Johns Hopkins University Stndies in Historical and Political Science. Herbert B. Adams, editor. Extra Vol.
I. The Republic of New Haven; a history of municjpal evolution.
By Charle H. Levermore. Baltimore, 1886.
Svo,

pp. vii, 5-342. Plate.

JOIINS HOPKINS UNIVERSITY.
tudies in Historical and Political cienc
Herbert B. Adam , editor. Extra Vol. II. Philadelphia, 1681-1887.
A history of municipal development. By Edward P. Allinson, A. M.,
and Boies Penrose, A. M. Baltimore, 1887.
Svo, pp. lili, 392.

JOHNS HOPKINS u IVERSITY. ,Johns Hopkins University Studies in Historical and Political Science. E xtra Vol. nr. Baltimore and the
Nineteenth of April, 1861. A Study of the War. By George William
Brown. Baltimore, 1887.
8vo, pp. 176. Plan.
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JOHNS HOPKINS UNIVERSITY. .Johns Hopkins University Studies in Historical and Political Science. Extra Vol. IV. An introdnction to the
local constitutional history of the United States. By George E.
Howard. Vol. I. Baltimore: Publication agency of the Johns Hopkins University, 1889.
8vo, pp. xv, 526.
Contents: Development of the township, hundred, and shire.

JOHNS HOPKINS UNIVERSITY. Johns Hopkins University Studies in Historical and Political Science. Extra Vol. VI. The Negro in Maryland.
A study of the institution of slavery. By.Jeffrey R. Brackett. Baltimore, 1889.
8vo, pp. (4) ; 268 .

.JOHNS HOPKINS UNIVERSITY. Johns Hopkins University Studies in Historical and Political Science. Extra Vol. VII. The Supreme Court of
the United States. Its history and influence in our constitutional
system. By Westel W. Willoughby. Baltimore, 1890.
8vo, pp. (4), 124.

JOHNS HOPKINS UNIVERSITY. Johns Hopkins University Studies in Historical and Political Science. Extra Vol. vur. The intercourse between the United States and Japan. An historical sketch. By Inazo
(Ota) Nitobe. Baltimore, 1891.
8vo, pp. ix, 198.

JOHNS HOPKINS UNIVERSITY. Johns Hopkins University Studies in Historical and Political Science. Extra Vol. IX. State and federal government in Switzerland. By John Martin Vincent. Baltimore, 1891.
8vo, pp. viii, (1), 247.

JOHNS HOPKINS UNIVERSITY. Johns Hopkins University Studies in Historical and Po.litical Science. Extra Vol. x. Spanish institutions of
the Southwest. By Frank W. Blackmar. Baltimore, 1891.
8vo, pp. xxv, (1), 353. Map. Illustrations.

J OHNS HOPKINS UNIVERSITY. Johns Hopkins University Studies in Historical and Political Science. E:ia, tra Vol. XI. An introduction to the
study of the Constitution. A study showing the play of physical and
social factors in the creation of institutional law. By Morris M.
Cohen. Baltimore, 1892.
8vo, pp. xi, 235.

JOITNS HOPKINS UNIVERSITY. Johns Hopkins University Studies in Historical and Political Science. Extra Vol. xn. Theold English manor.
A study in English economic history. By Charles McLean Andrews.
Baltimore, 1892.
8vo, pp. xi. 291.

J0IINS HOPKIN
... 'IVERSITY. Johns Hopkins UniversityStuclies in Ilistorical and Political cience. Extra Vol. XIII. America; its geographical hi tory, 1492-1 92.
ix lectures delivered to graduate students of th Johns Hopkin . Tniver ity, with a supplement entitl d
Was the Rio clel E piri 11 anto of tho , 'pani h , ograpllera the Missis ippi
By Walt r B. Scaife. Baltimore, 1 92.
8vo, pp. (12), 176. T en m np ,i.
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JOHNS HOPKINS UNIVERSITY. Johns Hopkins University Studies in Historical and Political Science. E:xtra Vol. XIV. Florentine life during
the Renaissance. By Walter B. Scaife. Baltimore, 1893.
8vo, pp. viii, 248.

JOHNS HOPKINS UNIVERSITY.
Part 1. Baltimore, 1892.

Bibliographia hopkinsiensis, 1876-1891.

8vo.
Contents: 1. Philology.
This bibliography "is intended to include the important publications of present and former members of the academic staff during the period of their connection with the university; also a foll bibliography of present and former fellows
and graduates."'-Editorial note.
70. MARYLAND HUf'l'O.RIOAL SOOIETY. 1

MARYLAND HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Constitution, by-laws, charter, circular, and members of the Maryland Historical Society. Baltimore:
John Murphy, 1844.
8vo, pp. 19, (1).

MARYLAND HISTORICAL SOCIETY. First DisconrBe before tho Maryland
.. Historical Society. Delivered on June 20, 1844. By Charles l!'. Mayer,
A. M. Baltimore: John D. Toy, 18114.
8vo, pp. 32.

MARYLA~D HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Discourse on the Lifo and Character
of George Calvert, the first Lorcl Baltimore. Made by John P. Kennedy before the Maryland Historical Society, December 9, 1845, being
the second annual addrf'ss to the Association. Ba,ltimoro: John Murphy, 1844.
8vo, pp. 50.

MARYLAND HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Journal of Charles Carroll, of Carrollton, during his visit to Canada in 1776, as one of the Commissioners
from Congr ess, with a memoir and notes_, by Brantz Mayer. Baltimore: John Murphy, 1~45.
8vo, pp. 84.
Reprinted in 1876.

MARYLAND HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Memoir of Benjamin Banneker, read
before the Maryland Historical Society at the monthly meeting, May
1, 1845, by John H. B. Latrobe, esq. Baltimore: John D. Toy, 1845.
8vo, pp.16.

MARYLAND HISTORICAL SOCIETY.
1845-46.

Annual Report of the President,

Published in the Western Oontinent, February, 1846.

MARYLAND HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Discourse on the Life and Character
of Sir Walter Raleigh. Delivered by J. Morrison Harris before the
Maryland Historical Society, May 19, 1846, being the third annual
address to the Association. Baltimore: John D. Toy, 1846.
8vo, pp. 71.
For the titles of publication~ of this Society clown to 1885 the list of J. W. ¼. Leo
lrn.s been a chief sonrce of information. Mr. L ee kinclly gave the u se of his wo,·k.
1
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MARYLAND HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Historical sketch of the early Christian
Missions among the Indians of Maryland. Read before the Maryland
Historical Society on the 8th of January, 1846, by B. U. Campbell.
The Western Continent, March 28, 1846.
The United States Catholic Magazine, "Vol. VII, pp. 529-535, 581-586. Baltimore,
1848.

MARYLAND HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Review of ( I Lord Baltimore and the
Maryland Charter. Discour_se on the life and character of George
Calvert, the first Lord Baltimore, made by John P. Kennedy before
the Society, being the second annual address to that Association."
The Vnited States Catholic Magazine, "Vol. v, pp.193-220. Baltimore, 1846.
K ennedy's reply to this review, Vol. v, pp. 349-376.)

(Mr.

MARYLAND HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Memoir of Maj. Samuel Ringgold,
United States Army. Read before the Maryland Historical Society,
April 1, 1847, by James Wynne, M. D. Baltimore: John Murphy, 1847.
8vo, pp.16.

MARYLAND HISTORICAL SOCIETY. A relation of the colon y of Lord Baron
of Baltimore, in Maryland, New Virginia; a narrative of the first voyage to Maryland, by the Rev. Father Andrew White, and sundr y
reports from Rev. Fathers Andrew White, John AJtham, John Brock;
and other Jesuit Fathers of the colony to the Superior General at
Rome, copied from the archives of the Jesuits' College at Rome by tbe
late Rev. William McSherry, of Georgetown College, and present,ed
by the college to the Maryland Historical Society. Translated by
N. C. Brooks, A. M., member of the Society. Baltimore, 1847.
8vo,pp.47.

MARYLAND HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Catalogne of painttngs, engravings,
etc., at the picture gallery of the Maryland Historical Society. First
annual exhibition, 1848. Baltimore: John D. Toy, [1848].
8vo, pp.12.

MARYLAND HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Literature and Art: A discourse by
Brantz Mayer, delivered at the dedication of the Baltimore Athenreum,
October 23, 1848. Baltimore: John Murphy, 1848.
8vo, pp.52.
D elivered before the Historical Society, the Library Company, and the Mer·
cantile Library Association, and published at the request of the joint committee
of the Association.

MAlWLAND HISTORICAL SOCIETY. American Colonial History. An address made by Thomas Donaldson, esq., before the Maryland Historical
ociety, Baltimore, March 29, 1849, being the fourth annual address to
that Association. Baltimore: John Murphy & Co., 1849.
Svo,pp. 28.

MARYLAND Hr TORICAL SocrnTY. Catalogue of paintings, engravings,
etc.J at the picture gallery of the Maryland Histori al ociety.
econd annual exhibition, 1849. Baltimore: John D. Toy, [1849].
vo, pp.15.

lARYLAND Ilr T0RICAL 'ocIETY. A narrative of events which occurred
in Baltim re Town during the Revolutionary War. To which are appende :I. variou document ancl letter., the greater part of which have
never b en heretofore pnbli h cl. Ry Robert I nrvi nee. Baltimore,
1 9.
12mo, J>p. (3), 231.
Read for th Maryland Hi toric·al

oci ty, January, 1 7.
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MARYLAND HISTORICAL SOCIETY. A paper upon California. Read before
the Maryland Historical Society, by J. Morrison Harris, March [1],
1849. Baltimore: John D. Toy, 1849.
8vo,pp.32.

MARYLAND HISTORICAL SOCIETY: The seat of Government of the United
States. A review of the discussion in Congress and elsewhere on the
site and plans of the Federal city, with a sketch of its present position
and prospects. Read (in part) before tho New York and Maryland
Historical Societies. Also, a notice of the Smithsonian Institution.
By Joseph Bradley Varnum, jr. New York: Press of Hunt's Me1·chants'
Magazine, 1848.
8vo, pp. 69. Folded plan.
Same. With remarks on monumental structures and the Smithsonian Institu·
tion. Second edition, with an alphabetical index. Washington: R. Farnham,
1854. 8vo, pp. 121. Folded plan.

MARYLAND HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Annual report of the President of the
Maryland Historical Society, and of its Committee on the Gallery of
Fine Arts. 1850. Baltimore: John D. Toy, [1850].
8vo,pp. 21.

MARYLAND HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Catalogue of paintings, engravings,
etc., at the Picture Gallery of the Maryland Historical Society. Third
annual exhibition, 1850. Baltimore: John D. 'l1 oy, [1850].
8vo, pp.12.

MARYLAND HISTORICAL SOCIETY. The origin and growth of civil liberty
in Maryland. A discourse delivered by George Wm. Brown, before
the Maryland Historical Society, Baltimore, April 12, 1850, being the
fifth annual address to that association. Baltimore: John D. Toy, 1850.
8vo, pp. 40.

MARYLAND HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Memorials of Columbus [and Martin
Behaim and his globe at Nuremberg] . Read to the Mary land Historical
Society by Robert Dodge, April 3, 1851. Baltimore: [John D. Toy],
1851.
8vo,pp. 28.

MARYLAND HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Sketch of the early currency in Maryland and Virginia. A memoir read before the Society, Thursday, February 6, 1851. By Sebastian F. Streeter.
The Bankers' Magazine, August, 1851, new series, Vol.
1851. (Revised and republished in 1858.)

I,

pp. 85-90. J3oston,

MARYLAND HISTORICAL SOCIETY. A Sketch of the Life and Services of
Gen. Otho Holland Williams. Read before the Maryland Historical
Society on Thursday evening, March 6, 1851. By Osmond Tiffany.
• Baltimore: John Murphy & Co., 1851.
8vo, pp. 31.

MARYLAND HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Tah-gah-jute; or Logan and Captain
Michael Cresap. A discourse by Brantz Mayer. Delivered in Baltimore before the Maryland Historical Society on its sixth anniversary,
9 May, 1851. [Baltimore: J obn Murphy & Co., 1851.]
8vo, pp. 86.

Erratum, one lme.
This paper, enlarged and in some parts revised and recast, was published with
the following title: "Tah-gah-jute; or Logan and Cresap, an historical essay.
J3y J3rantz Mayer." Albany, 1867. 8vo , pp. x, 204.
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MARYLAND HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Maryland Two Hundred Years Ago. A
discourse by S. F. Streeter. Delivered in Baltimore before the Maryland Historical Society on its seventh anniversary celebration, May 20,
1852. [Balt.imore: John D. Toy, l852.J
Svo, pp. 76.

MARYLAND HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Baltimore; or Long Time Ago. By
W[illiam] B. B[uchanan]. 1853. Baltimore: Murphy & Co., [1853].
Svo,pp. 24.
A poem dedicated and presented to the Society.

MARYLAND HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Catalogue of paintings, engravings,
etc., at the Picture Gallery of the Maryland Historical Society. Fourth
Exhibition, 1853. Baltimore: John D. Toy, [1853].
Svo, pp.15.

MARYLAND HISTORICAL SvCIETY. African Slave Trade in Jamaica, q,nd
comparative Treatment of Slaves. [By Moses Sheppard.] Read
before the Maryland Historical Society, October [5], 1854. [Baltimore:] John D. Toy, [1854].
Svo, pp.14.

MARYLAND HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Annual Report of the President of the
Maryland Historical Society, and list of its members. 1854. Baltimore: Jolm D. Toy, [1854].
Svo,pp.16.

MARYLAND HISTORICAL SOCIETY, Cat,alogue of the Manuscripts, Maps_.
Medals, Coins, Statuary, Portraits, and Pictures; and au account of the
Library of the Maryland Historical Society. Made in 1854, under the
direction of the library committee and the president, by Lewis Mayer,
assistant librarian. Baltimore: John D. Toy, 1854.
Svo, pp. 49, (2).

MARYLAND HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Catalogue raisonne of the Towson
collections of coins belonging to the Maryland Historical Society.
[Washington, D. C.J
Svo, pp. 41. No title-page.
inil.'ton, D. C. "

"Described and arranged by D. E. Groux, W:tsh•

MARYLAND HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Origin and Causes of Democracy in
America: A clisconrse· by George W. Burnap. Delivered in Baltimore,
before the Maryland Historical Soci ety, ou its eighth anniversary celebration, December 20, 1853. [Baltimore: John n. Toy, 1854.l
Svo, pp. 29.

MARYLAND HISTORICAL SOCIETY. A ketch of the Llfe of Benjamin Banneker, from notes taken in 1 36. [By Mrs. Martha Ellicott Tyson.]
Read by J. ,'aurin Norris, before the Maryland Historical Society,
October 5, 1854. [Baltimore:] John D. Toy, [1854:J.
•
Svo, pp. 20.

MARYLA . . TD HISTORICAL So IETY. :Martin Behaim, the German astronomer and cosmograpber of the time of 'olumbus; lJeing the tenth
[ninth] annual discour e befor the .M aryland llistoric·al 'ociety, on
January 25, 1855. ByJohu G. Morris, D. D. Baltimore: John Murphy
& Co., 1 55.
8vo, pp.48.
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MARYLAND HISTORICAL SOCIETY. An appeal for the establishment of a
free library in the city of Baltimore. Baltimore: John D. Toy, 1856.
8vo, pp.11.
This is signed '' in behalf of the Maryland Historical ociety" by its library
committee, and it i. followed by ''the foregoi11g appeal of the Maryland Historieal Society," etc., signed by su11dry prominent citizens, who commend it.

MARYLAND HISTORICAL SocrnTY. Catalogue of Paintings, Engravings,
etc., at the Picture Gallery of the Artists' Association, and of the
Maryland Historical Society. Baltimore: John D. Toy, 1856.
8vo, pp.16.

MARYLAND HISTORICAL SOCIETY. The Pall of the usquehannocks. A
chapter from the Indian History of Mary land. Read before the Maryland Historical Society, by S. F. Streeter, esq.
Historical Magazine, Vol. v, No.1, Mar ·h, 1857, pp. [65]-n.

MARYLAND HI TORICAL SOCIETY. Letter from George Peabody, es']_., to
the trustees for the establishment of an institute in the city of Baltimore. Baltimore, 1857.
8vo, pp. 27.

MARYLAND HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Annual report of tho I resident of the
Maryland Historical Society, with the Constitution and By-Laws.
1858. Bal ti more: John Murphy & Co., [1858].
8vo, pp. 28.

MARYLAND HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Catalogue of Paintings, Engravings,
etc., at the Picture Gallery of the Maryland Historical Society. Sixth
annual exhibition, 1858. Baltimore: John D. Toy, [1858].
8vo, pp.13.

MARYLAND HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Memoir of Baron de Kalb. Read at
the meeting of the Maryland Historical ociety, January 7, 1858. By
J. Spear Smith. Baltimore : John D. Toy, 1858.
8vo, pp. 36.

MARYLAND HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Sketch of the early currency in Maryland and Virginia. Read before the Historical Society of Maryland.
Revised. By S. F. Streeter.
Historical Magazine, Vol. u, pp. 42-44. New York, 1858.

MARYLAND HISTORICAL SOCIETY. A paper upon the Origin of the Japan
Expedition. Read 7th of May, 1857, before the Maryland HiAtorical
Society, by George Lynn-Lachlan Davis. Now published by permission of the president, with only a few slight alterations. Baltimore:
John Murphy & Co., 1860.
8vo, pp.14.

M_ARYLAND HISTORICAL SocrnTY.
tion. [Baltimore, 1860.]

Report of the Committee on Organiza-

8vo, pp.14. No title-page.
Refers to the Peabody Institute, and the Society, to which Mr. Peabody committed, in certain event, the care of the Peabody Institute.

MARYLAND HISTORICAL SOCIETY. The Early Friends (or Quakers) in
Mar,vland. Read at the meeting of the Mar,yfand Historical Society,
March 6, 1862, by J. Saurin Norris. Baltimore: John D. Toy, [1862].
8vo, pp. 30.
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MARYLAND HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Rev. Thomas Bacon, 1745-1768, Incmnbent of St. Peter's, Talbot County, and All Saints', Frederick County,
Md . . By Rev. Ethan Allen, D. D.
American Q1wrterly Church Review, Vol. xvn, pp. 430-451. New York, 1865.
MARYLAND HISTORICAL SOCIETY. The Maryland Historical Society and
the Peabody Institute Trustees. A report from a special committee of
the Society, read and adopted at the Society's monthly meeting, March
[April] 5, 1866. [By Brantz Mayer.] Baltimore: John Murphy &
Co., 1866.
8vo,pp.15.

MARYLAND HISTORICAL SOCIETY. A Sketch of the History, Plan of
Organization, and Operations of the U. S. Sanitary Commission. By
Lewis H. Steiner. Read before the Maryland Historical Society, February 1, 1866. Philadelphia: J.B. Rodgers, 1866.
8vo, pp.13.

MARYLAND HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Who were the Early Settlers of Maryland , A paper read before the Maryland Historical Society, at its
meeting held Thursday evening, October 5, 1865. By the Rev. Ethan
Allen, D. D. Baltimore, 1866.
8vo, p:p. 18.

MARYLAND HISTORICAL SOCIETY. The Annual Address, delivered before
the Maryland Historical Society, on the evening of December 17, 1866.
By Hon. William F. Giles. Baltimore: John Murphy & Co., 1867.
8vo, pp. 29.
Seconcl edition , Baltimore, 1867, pp. 30.

MARYLAND HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Constitution and By-laws of the Maryland Historical Society, with the list of officers, honorary, corresponding, and active members, 1867. Baltimore: William K. Boyle [1867].
8vo,pp. 24.

MARYLAND HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Fund Publication, No. 1. History, Possessions, and Prospects of the Society. Inaugural disconrse of Brantz
Mayer as president of the Society, March 7, 1867, [with] list of publications of the Society, 20th June, 1844, to 1st June, 1867. Baltimore,
1867.
8vo, pp. 36.

MARYLAND HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Fund Publication/ No. 2. The First
Commander of Kent Island. By Sebastian :F Streeter. Baltimore,
1868.
1

•

8vo, pp.44.

MARYLAND HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Fund Publication, No. 3. The Mar~
land Historical Society. In Memory of George Peabody. January, 1870.
Baltimore, 1870.
8vo,pp. 33. •

MARYLA D HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Fund Publication, No. 4. A Brief Account of the Settlement of Ellicott's Mills, with fragments of history
therewith connected. , ritten at the request of Evan T. J<.,lliC'ott, by
Martha E. Tyson, Baltimore, 1 65. Read before the Society, November
3, 1870. Baltimore, 1871.
Svo,pp. 63.
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MARYL.A.ND HISTORICAL 'oCIETY. Fund Publication, No. 5. A Lost
Chapter in the History of the Steamboat. By J. H.B. Latrobe. Baltimore, March, 1871.
8vo,pp.44.

MARYLAND HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Fund Publication, No ..6. The First
Steamboat Voyage on the Western Waters. By J. H.B. Latrobe. Baltimore, October, 1871.
8vo,pp. 32.

MARYLAND HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Fund Publication, No. 7. Relatio
itineris in Marylandiam. Declaratio coloniro Domini Baronis de Baltimoro. Excepta ex diversis litteris missionariorum ab auno 1635 atl
annum 1638. Narrative of a voyage to Maryland by Father Andrew
White, S. J. Extracts from different letters of missionaries, from the
year 1635 to the year 1677. Edited by E. A. Dalrymple. Baltimore,
1874.
8vo, pp. iv, (2), 9-128.

MARYLAND HISTORICAL SOCIETY. ' Fund Publication, No. 8.
Baltimore. By John G. Morris. Baltimore, 1874.

The Lords

Bvo, pp. 61.

MARYLAND HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Fund Publication, No. 9. Papers relating to the early history of Maryland. By Sebastian F. Streeter.
Baltimore, January, 1876.
8vo, pp. 315.
Contains: The First .Assembly; Journal of the Proceedings; Alphabetical list
of members; Biographical notices of members; The First Commissioners or
Councillors; The First Catholic Secretary; The First Marriage License; The
First Will; Letter of Capt. Thomas Young to Sir Toby Matthew, from James.
Town, Va., July 13, 1634; A.. brief relation of a voyage lately made by me, Capt.
Thomas Young, since my departure from Virginia upon a discovery [ou the
Delaware].

MARYLAND HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Fund Publication, No.10. A Sketch
of the Life of Dr. J ames McHenry, aide-de-camp and private secretary of
General ·washington, aide-de-camp of Marquis de Lafayette, Secretary
of War from 1796 to 1800. A paper read before the Society, November 13, 1876. By Frederick J. Brown. Baltimore, 1877.
Bvo,pp.44.

MARYLAND HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Fund Publication, No.11. Marylan<l.'s
influence in founding a national Commonwealth, or the history of the
accession of public lands by the old Confederation. A paper read
before the Society, April 9, 18'77. By Herbert B. Adams. Baltimore,
1877.
Bvo, pp. (1), 123.
Embracing two minor papers on Washington's land speculations, and Washington's public spirit in opening a channel of trade between the East and the
West.

MARYLAND HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Fund Publication, No. 12. Wenlock
Christison, and the early Friends in Talbot County, Maryland. A paper
read before the Maryland Historical Society, March 9, 1874. By Samnel
A. Harrition. Baltimore, 1878.
Svo,pp. 76.
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MARYLAND HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Fund Publication, No. 13. The expedition of Lafayette against Arnold. A paper read before the Maryland Historical Society, January 14, 1878. By John Austin Stevens.
Baltimore, 1878.
8vo, pp.36.

MARYLAND HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Fund Publication, No. 14. A memoir
of the Hon. William Hindman. A paper read before the Maryland
Historical Society, March 10, 1879. By Samuel A. ;Harrison. Baltimore, 1880.
8vo,pp. 59.

MARYLAND HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Fund Publication, No. 15. A character of the Province· of Maryland. By George Alsop, 1666. Baltimore,
1880.
8vo, pp. 125.
A. r eprint of ".A. character of the Province of Maryland, described in four distinct parts, by George Alsop; a new ef1ition, with an introduction and copious
notes, by .John Gilmary Shea, New York, 1869," forming Vol. v of Gowan's Bibliotheca .Americana.

MARYLAND HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Fund Publication, No.16. Proceedings
of the Society in connection with the celebration of the one hundred
and :fiftieth anniversary of the settlement of Baltimore, October 12,
1880.
8vo, pp.123.

MARYLAND HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Fund Publication, No.17. The Founding of Washington City, with some considerations on the origin of
cities and location of national capitals . An address read before the
Society May 12, 1879. By Ainsworth R. Spofford. Baltimore, 1881.
8vo, pp. 62.

MARYLAND HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Fund Publication, No. 18. The foundation of Maryland and the origin of the act concerning Religion of
April 21, 1649. Prepared for and partly read before the Society, by
Braaley T. Johnson. Baltimore, 1883.
8vo, pp. (2), 210, (1).

MARYLAND HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Fund Publication, No. 19. Captain
Richard Ingle, the Maryland "Pirate and Rebel," 1642-1653. A paper
read before the Society, May 12, 1884, by Edward Ingle. Baltimore,
1884.
Svo,pp. 53.

MARYLA o HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Fund Publication, o. 20.
ir George
Calvert, lJaron of Baltimore. A paper rea<l before the , ocie ty, April
14, 1 84, by Lewis W. Wilhelm. Baltimore, 1884.
8vo, pp. 172.

MARYLA D III TORICAL oc:rnTY. Fund l'nblication, o. 21. Maryland
in Liberia. A history of the colony planted by the Iary]and , 'tate
'olonization ociety und r the auspices of the 'ta,te of Maryland,
. ·., at 'ape Palmas on tho Bonthwest ·oast of Afric·a, 1833-18-3. A
1,aper read hefor tho , 'o(·i ty, \lard1 !) 1 3, liy John JI. B. Latrob ,
pr !>iclent of the 'oci ·ty. Baltimore, 18 5.
Svo, pp. 13 . Two folded tihoots of facl!imile .
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MARYLAND HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Pund Publication, No. 22. The .Archives of Maryland as illustrating the Spirit of the Times of the
early Colonists. A paper read before the Society, January 25, 1886,
by Henry Stockbridge. Baltimore, 1886.
Svo, pp. (4), 87.

MARYLAND HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Pund Publication, No. 23. The Great
Seal of Maryland. A paper read before the Society, December 14, 1885,
by Clayton C. Hall. Baltimore, 1886.
Svo, pp. 52.

MARYLAND HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Fund Publication, No. 24. I. Luther
Martin: the "Federal bull-dog," by Henry P. Goddard. II. A sketch
of the Life and Character of Nathaniel Ramsey, by W. F. Brand, D. D.
Baltimore, 1887.
Svo,pp. 60.

MARYLAND HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Fund Publication, No. 25. The Na.tional Medals of the United States. A paper read before tho Society,
March 14, 1887, by Richard McSherry. Baltimore, 1887.
Svo, pp. 47.

MARYLAND HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Pund Publication, No. 26. A memoir
of John Leeds Bozman, the :first historian of Maryland. A paper read
before the Society, May 9, 1887. By Samuel A. Harrison, M. D. Baltimore, 1888.
Svo, pp. 69.

MARYLAND HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Pund Publication, No. 27. ?resident
Lincoln and the Chicago Memorial on Emancipation. A paper read
before the Society, December 13, 1887. By Rev. W.W. Patton, D. D.,
LL. D., President of Howard University. Baltimore, 1888.
Svo, pp. 36.

MARYLAND HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Fund Publication, No. 28. The Calvert Papers, number one, with an account of their recovery and presentation to the Society, December 10, 1888. Together with a calendar of the Papers recovered, and sel ections from the Papers.
Baltimore, 1889.
Svo, pp. 334.

Coat of arms.

MARYLAND HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Fund Publication, No. 29. Report of
a Committee on the Western Boundary of Maryland. A paper read
before the Society, December 9, 1889. Baltimore, 1890.
Svo, pp. 45.

MARYLAND HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Fund Publication, No. 30, r31]. The
dismemberment of Maryland. An historical and critical essay . Prepared for and partly read before the Society, January 10, 1889, by
G. W. Archer, M. D. Baltimore, 1890. 135pp. [Fund Publication, No.
31. Also, A Maryland Manor. A paper read before the Society, March
11, 1889. By Gen. James Grant Wilson. Baltimore, 1890. 60 pp.] A
reminiscence of the troublous times of April, 1861, based upon interviews with the authorities at Washington touching the movement of
troops through Baltimore. A paper read before the Society, March 9,
1891. By Hon. J. Morrison Harris, Baltimore, 1891.
Svo,p:p. 25.
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MARYLAND HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Fund Publication, No. 32. Lafayette's second expedition to Virginia in 1781. A paper read before the
Society, June 14, 1886. By E. M. Allen. Baltimore, 1891.
Svo, pp.50.

MARYLAND HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Fund Publication, No. 33. Maryland
and North Carolina in the campaign of 1780-1781, with a preliminary
notice of the earlier battles of the Revolution, in which the troops of
.t he two States won distinction. A paper read before the Society,
November 14, 1892, by Edward Graham Davis. Baltimore, .1893.
Svo, pp. 100. Two plates. Plan .
Contains an account of the Guilford battle monument. The occasion of the
address was the erection of a monument at Guilford Court-House by the Society
in memory of Maryland soldiers.

MARYLAND HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Memoir of John H. Alexander, LL. D.
By William Pinkney, D. D. Read before the Maryland Historical
Society on Thursday evening, May 2, 1867. [Baltimore: John Murphy, 1867.J
Svo, pp. 31, (1).

MARYLAND HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Memoir of Jared Sparks, LL. D. By
Brantz Mayer. Prepared at the request of the Society, and read before
its annual meeting on Thursday evening, Febru;1ry 7, 1867. [Baltimore:
John Murphy 1867.J
Svo, pp. 36. Portrait.

MARYLAND HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Catalogue of Paintings at the Picture
Gallery of the Maryland Historical Society. Seventh exhibition, 1868.
Baltimore: John Murphy & Co., 1868.
Svo, pp. 8.

MARYLAND HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Catalogue of Paintings at the Picture
Gallery of the Marylan(I. Historical Society. Free exhibition, 1874.
Baltimore: Wm. K. Boyle & Son, 1874.
Svo, pp. 3.

MARYLAND HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Catalogue of Paintings at the Picture
Gallery of the Maryland Historical Society. Free exhibition, 1875.
Baltimore: John Murphy & Co., 1875.
Svo, pp. 4. Title on cover.

MARYLAND HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Descriptive catalogue of Statuary on
exhibition at the Gallery of the Maryland Historical Societ y, Athenreum
Building. Baltimore: John Murphy & Co., 1875.
8YO,pp. 23.

MARYLAND HI T0RICAL SOCIETY. Descriptive catalogue of Statuary and
Paintings on exhibition at the Gallery of the :Iaryland Historical
, oci ty, Athenreum Building, Baltimore. Baltimore: John Murphy &
Co., 1876.
8vo,pp. 28.

MARYLA.i: D HI T0RICAL 'o IETY. Journal of Cha.rl s 'arroll, of Carrollton, duriug his -visit to anada in 1776 as one of the omm1 s10ners
from 'ongres · with a memoir and notes. By Brantz Ia:ver. Baltimor : ,John 1urphy, fay, 1 76.
,o. pp. 110. Portrait>! of C'harl ·>1 Carroll , of Carrolltou, . 'atuu l 'ha. I!, Arch·
bi hop John Carroll , and 13 ujamiu Frankliu.
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(An edition of twelve copies on large paper, quarto, was also printed.)
This volume is a reprint of the fourt,h publication of the Society, made in 1845.
It was reissued in this style for the 4th of .July, 1876, as'' The Maryland Historical
Society's Centennial Memorial," and as such deposited with the Commissioners
of the International Exhibition at Philadelphia. The Society's tribute is now
placed in tl1e library of the Department of State, at Washington, in perpetuam
1·ei testimonium.

MARYLAND HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Publications of the Maryland Historical Society, 1844-1878. [Baltimore, 1878.J
8vo, pp. 8. No title-page.

MARYLAND HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Charter, constitution, and by-laws of
the Maryland Ilistorical Society, with the list of officers, honorary, corresponding, and. active members, and a catalogue of the Society's publications, 1844-1878. Br1ltimore: Printed liy .John Murphy & Co., 1878.
8vo, pp. 42.

MARYLAND HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Descriptive Catalogue of Statuary and
Paintings on exhibition at the Gallery of the Maryland Historical
Society. Baltimore: Printed l>y John Murphy & Co., 1879.
8vo, pp. 30.
Secon!l edition, 1879, pp. 32.

MARYLAND HISTORICAL SocrnTY. Sketch of the life of Richard Dobbs
Spaight, of North Carolina. By .John H. Wheeler. Baltimore, 1880.
8vo, pp. (2), 29.

Coat of arms.
This is given in the "Catalogue of the second portion of the library of .J.
Thomas Scharf" as one of the publications of tho Maryland Historical ociety,
but it bas nothing to indicate it.

MARYLAND HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Newspapers in the Society. Communicated by John W ..M. Lee, Librarian and Curator. Baltimore, 1881.
4to, pp. 4. No title-page.

MARYLAND HISTORICAL SOCIETY. A Sketch of ·the Life of Thomas Donaldson. By George William Brown. Baltimore: Cushing & Bailey,
1881.
8vo, pp. 40. Large paper.
Read before the Maryland Historical Society.

MARYLAND HISTORICAL SOCIETY.

Circular, 1882.

Sheet.

MARYLAND HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Archives of Maryland. Calendar ancl
Report by the Publication Committee. [Baltimore, 1883.J
Large 8vo, pp. lb·.

MARYLAND HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Archives of Maryland. [Vol. I.j Proceedings and Acts-of the General Assembly, January, 1637/38-September, 1664. Published by authority of the State, under the direction of
the Maryland Historical Society. William Hand Browne, editor.
Baltimore, 1883.
4to, pp. lviii, 563.

MARYLAND HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Archives of Maryland. [Vol. II.] Proceedings and Acts of the General Assembly, April, 1666-.June, 1676.
Published by authority of the State, under the direction of the Maryland Historical Society. William Hand Browne, editor. Baltimore,
1884.
4to, pp. xvi, 585. Continued as below.

H. Doc. 291--52
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MARYLAND HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Archives of. Maryland. [Vol. III.]
Proceedings of the Council of Maryland, 1636-1667. Published by
authority of the State, under the direction of the Maryland Historical
Society. William Hand Browne, editor. Baltimore, 1885.
4to, pp. xiv, 586.

MARYLAND HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Archives of Maryland. [Vol. IV.]
Judicial and testamentary business of the Provincial Court, 16371650. Published by authority of the State, under the direction of the
Maryland Historical Society. William Hand Browne, editor. Baltimore, 1887.
4to, pp. viii, 569.

MARYLAND HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Archives of Maryland. LVol. v.J
Proceedings of the Council of Maryland, 1667-1687/88. Published by
authority of the State, under the direction of the Mary land Historical
Society. William Hand Browne, editor. Baltimore, 1887.
4to, pp. ix, 592.

MARYLAND HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Archives of Maryland. [Vol. VI.]
Correspondence of Governor Horatio Sharpe, Vol. I (1750-1757) .
Published by authority of the State, under the direction of the Maryland Historical Society. William Hand Browne, editor. Baltimore,
1888.
4to, pp. 580.

MARYLAND HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Archives of Maryland. [Vol. vu.]
Proceedings and Acts of the General Assembly, October, 1678-November, 1683. Published by authority of the State, under the direction of
the Maryland Historical Society. William Hand BrownE-', editor.
Baltimore, 1889.
4.to, pp. (10), 3-647.

MARYLAND HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Archives of Maryland. [Vol. VIII.]
Proceedings of the Council of Maryland, 1687-88-1693. Published by
authority of the State, under the direction of the Maryland Historical
Society. William Hand Browne, editor. Baltimore, 1890.
4to, pp. ix, 587.

MARYLAND HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Archives of Maryland. [Vol. IX.]
Correspondence of Governor Horatio Sharpe. Vol. u, 1757-1761.
1 Published by authority of the State, under the direction of the Maryland Historical Society. William Hand Browne, editor. Baltimore,
1890.
4to, pp. x, 580.
The period covered by this volume was signalized by the capture of Crown
Point and Ticonderoga, the surrender of Qnebec in September, 1759, followed in
1760 1ly the reduction of Montreal and the establishment of British rule o\·er
Canada. The internal affairs of Maryland during this period w re characterized
1,y factious efforts on the part of the lower house, with the purpose of diecrediting the proprietary government in England, to the end that the governm ent
should fall to the Crown by revocation (lf the charter.

MARYLAND HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Archives of MaryJand. [Vol. x.J .Tudicial and testamentary busine·s of the Provincial Court, 1649-50/1657.
Publi hed by authority of the , tate, under the direction of the Maryland Historical, ociety. William Hand Browne, editor. Baltimore,
1 91.
4to, pp. v iii, 586.
" TlJ P J>resent v olume, being tbe second of the Provincial f'ourt series, continues
tl1e recorll wi thout any manifest hrrak down to 1658. The nile of tbe commis1;ion ·rs and Parliament, aft r tlie battle on tlie Severn anll surrender of ·tone, is
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marked by proceedings against the Catholics, several of whom made confession
of their faith in open court, and are fined, ostensibly on the ground-of complicity
with Governor Stone in his endeavors to hold tho province for the Proprietary."

MARYLAND HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Archives of Maryland. [Vol. XI.]
Journal of the Maryland Convention, July 26-Augnst 14, 1775. Journal and Correspondence of the Maryland Council of Safety, August
29, 1775-July 6, 1776. Baltimore, 1892.
4to, pp. ix, (3), 585.
'' The period covered by this volume is one of peculiar interest, including as it
does, Maryland's transformation from a dependent province to a sovereign State."

MARYLAND HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Archives of Maryland. [Vol. XII .]
Journal and· correspondence of the Maryland Council of Safety. July
7-December 31, 1776. Published by authority of tbe State under the
direction of the Maryland Historical Society. William Hanel Browne,
editor. Baltimore, 1893.
4to, pp. vii, (3), 595.

MARYLA D ·HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Archives of Maryland. [Vol. XIII.]
Proceedings and acts of the General Assembly of Maryland, April,
1684-June, 1692. Published by authority of the State under the direction of the Maryla.nd Historical Society. William Hand Browne,
editor. Baltimore, 1894.
Large 8vo :pp. /6), 573.
"Tho present Yolume continues the proceedings and acts of the assembly from
April, 1684 to June 1692. Tlie continuity is broken by the revolutionary outbreak of 1689 no journal of the Association's assembly having been preserved.
To fill tlus ga:o to some extent we have inserted copies of documents preserved in
the Public Record Office, Lo11don, bnt for fnller details the council r ecords must
be consulted. This revolutionary assembly, which handed over the province to
the King, was succeeded by one elected under the n ew order of things, and presided over by Lionel Copley, the first royal governor, which, among other fundamental cl1anges, repealed all existing statutes in mass, and promulgated a new
code, which is here given in full." Parton.
Pages 228-247 contain" Papers .relating to the Association's assembly, 1689 .'·

MARYLAND HISTORICAL ROCIETY. Descriptive Catalogue of Statuary aml
Paintings on exhibition at the Gallery of the Society rooms. Baltimore, 1883.
Svo, pp. 31.

MARYLAND HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Margaret Brent; the first woman in
America. to claim the right to vote in a legislative body. By Hon.
John L. Thomas. Read before the Society, December 10, 1883.
Bath 1'elegram, December 22, 1883.

MARYLAND HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Maryland's influence upon land cessions
to the United States, with minor papers on George Washington's interest in Western lands, the Potomac Company, and a National University. By Herbert B. Adams. · Baltimore: N. Murray, 1885.
Svo, pp. 102.
(Johns Hopkins University studies in historical and political science, third
series. No.1).
A republication in a revised form of a paper published by the Maryland Historfoal Society, under the title "Maryland's Influence in Founding a National
Commonwealth."
Pages 97-102 contain "Origin of tbe Baltimore and Ohio Railroad."
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MARYLAND HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Annual Report of the Officers and Committees for 1884-85. To which is added the charter, constitution, and
by-laws, list of officers and members, and a catalogue of the Society's
publications, 1884-85. Baltimore: J. Murphy & Co., 1885.
8vo, pp. 74.

MARYLAND HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Proceedings of the Society in commemoration of the late Hon. John H. B. Latrobe, for twenty years
president of the Society. Meetings held September 12 and October
12, 1891. [Baltimore, 1891.J
8vo, pp. 41.

MARYLAND HISTORICAL SOCIETY. A Maryland Manor. A paper read before the Maryland Historical Society, March 11, 1889, by Gen. James
Grant Wilson. Baltimore, 1890.
8vo, pp. 37.

MARYLAND HISTORICAL SOCIETY. [Correction of an error in the published
"Proceedings of the Maryland Historical Society in commemoration of
the late John H.B. Latrobe."] Baltimore, 1892.
8vo, pp. 4.

No title-page.

MARYLAND HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Correction of an error in the publish ed
"Proceedings of the Maryland Historical Society in commemoration
of the late John H.B. Latrobe." [Baltimore, 1892.J
8vo,pp.4.
71. SOCIETY FOR THE HISTORY OF THE GERMANS IN MA.RYLAND (GESELL·

SCH.A.FT FUR DIE GESOHIOHTE DER DEUTSOHEN IN MA.RYLAND).

Baltimore, Md.
SOCIETY FOR THE HISTORY OF THE GERMANS IN MARYLAND.
Report. Der erste Jahres-Bericht. Baltimore, 1887.

First Annual

8vo, pp. 24.
The German text is given first, followed by the report in English.

SOCIETY FOR TUE HISTORY OJ<' TIIE GERMANS IN MARYLAND. Second Annual Report, with the papers read at its sessions, 1887-88. Baltimore,
1888.
8vo, pp. 75.
Printed in German, followed by English. The papers are: Jonathan Hagar, the
founder of Hagerstown, by Basil Sollers; The Redemptioners and the German
Society of Maryland, an historical sketch , read by Louis P. Henninghansen, 0th
of January, 1888; The Zion Church of the city of Baltimore, compiled and read by
Rev. H. Schieb, February, 1888 [in Germani .

SOCIETY FOR TUE HISTORY OF THE GERMANS
nual Report, 1888-89. [Baltimore, 1889.J

IN

MARYLAND.

Third An-

8vo, pp. 50.
Contains: List of members; Synopsis of Prof. O. Seidenstihcker's address;
Johann L ederer 's Book of Travels in Virginia [etc.] in 1660 and 1670; Die Protestanten-Kloster der .'iebentager in PennsylYanien, "· Stamp; Die 11cvolte dcr
Deutscben gegen cli o Rcgierung in Maryland, v. L. P. Jienuingl1a11Ren.

'o 'IETY i,·on THE Hr TORY OF THE GERM"A..·s IN MARYLA. . D.
nual R port, 1889-90. [Baltimore, 1890.J

Fourth An-

vo, pp.30.
Contains: Aoszoge ans den Archivl'n 1les Staates 1farylaml, vorgele!!en von
L. P.1Tcm1ingl1aof!en; Sketch of Dr., <'yffarth, read Dccomb r 9, 1889, by John G.
Morris; TheFir,1t ernian, ·ettlementin. ·orth ml'ric·a [G<'rniantown], hy Lou if!
P. H<·nningliamwn; An inl'iclc·nt in the Tiistory of the Germans in :Maryland,
tr:mslate1l by John . Morri ,
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Fifth An-

8vo, 96 pp.

Contents: Memoranda in reference to early German emigration to M~tryland,
by F. P. Mayer; Gotlieb Mittelbergers Reise nach Peuns,vlvauieu, von M. D.
Learned; Early Western settlements, by L. P. Ilenningba11son; The Gorman
day in Baltimore, October 6, 1890; Die ersten deutschen Sokten in Amerilrn, von
L. P. Henninghausen; The Difl'endorfers ancl Friesos.

Tim SOCIETY FOR THE HISTORY OF TilE GERMANS IN MARYLAND.
Annual Report, 1891-1892. [Baltimore, 1892.J

Sixth

8 vo, pp. 92.

Contents: Early German Settlements in Western Marylanu, by L. P. Ilenniughausen; Die orsten deutschon Sektcn in Amerikn, Yon L. P. Horminghansen;
German-American families in Maryland, by (). F. Raddatz; Dio Au fango dcr
deutschen Kultur in Amerika, vou M. D. Larned; Baltimores Deutsch-Amerikaner in Handel tmd Industric, von E. F. Leyh; In :Memoriam: L. H. Steiner;
J. A.. Schriver; Christopher Lipps; Herman von K.lapf; Frederick Polanger;
J. H. Smith.

SOCIETY FOR TUE HISTORY OF THE GERMANS IN MARYLAND.
nual Report, 1892--93. [Baltimore, 1893.J

Seventh An-

8vo, pp. 83. Portraits.
Contains: The first German immigrants to North America, by Louis P. Henninghausen; Denkschrift iiber Ilonr? L. Yesler, Grunder d. Stadt Seattle, by A. E.
Schade; Louis Ferdinand :Fix, Vortrag des Herrn I. Loeweuthal; l{owiniscences
of the politica.l life of the German-Americans in Baltimore during 1850-1860, by
L. P. Henningbausen; Geschichte d. Deutschen in .A.merika, vonH. Schonfeld; In
Memoriam: Friedrich Raine, Ernest Hoen.

MASSACHUSETTS.
72. BACKUS HISTORICAL SOCIETY.

Newton, Mass.

BACKUS HISTORICAL SOCIETY. A History of New England, with particular reference to the denomination of Christians called Baptists. By
Isaac Backus.• Second edition, with notes, by David Weston. Vols.
r-n. Newton, Mass.: Published by the Society, 1871.
8vo, 2 vols.

BACKUS HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Early Baptists defen<l.ed. A review of
Henry M. Dexter's account of the visit to William Witter, in "As to
Rog-er Williams." Paper read by Henry M. King at the semi-annual
meeting of the Society, Boston, December 8, 1879, and published by
vote of the Society. Boston, 1880.
12mo, pp. 49.
73. BERKSHIRE HIS1'ORIOAL AND SOIEN:I.'IPIO SOOIETY.

Pittsfield, Mass.

BERKSHIRE HISTORICAL AND SCIENTIFIC SOCIETY.
Society. [Pittsfield,] 1886.

Four papers of the

8vo, pp. (8), 135.
Contents: Officers; Constitution; Prefatory note; BerkshireGeolo~y, byJ.D.
Dana; The Western Boundary of Massachuilotts, by F. L. Pope; JLLdicial Ilistory of Berkshire, by Henry W. Taft; The Early Roads and Settlements of Berkshire, west of Stockbridge and Sheffield, by H. ]'. Keith.
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BERKSHIRE HISTORICAL AND ScIENTI.FIC SOCIETY. The Western Boundary
of Massachusetts: A study of Indian and Colonial history, by Franklin
Leonard Pope. Pittsfield, 1886.
8vo, pp. 61, (1). Folded map.
Reprinted from the Papers of the Society.

BERKSHIRE HISTORICAL AND SCIENTIFIC SOCIETY. Book of Berkshire.
Papers by its Historical and Scientific Society. Pittsfield, 1889.
8vo, pp. 108.
Contents: The early botan) 0f Berkshire, by Rev. A. B. Whipple; Prof. Albert
Hopkins, by President John Bascom; Sketches of the early ministers of Windsor,
by John L. T. Phillips; Early settlements in Cheshire, by J.M. Barker.
7

BERKSHIRE HISTORICAL AND SCIENTIFIC SOCIETY. Berkshire book : by
its Historical and Scientific Society. Vol. 1. Pittsfield, 1892.
8vo, pp. vi (2), 135, 319, vii.
Contents: Berkshire Geology, by ,J. D. Dana ; The Western Boundary of
Massachusetts, by Franklin Leonard Pope; Judicial History of Berkshire, by
H. W. Taft; The Early Roads and Settlements of Berkshire County, by H.F.
Keith; The Early Botany of Berkshire, by A. B. Whipple; Prof. Albert Hop·
kins, by John Bascom; Sketches of the Early History of Windsor, by J. L. T.
Phillips; Early Settlements in Cheshire, by J. N. Barker; Medicine in Berkshire,
by A. M. Smith; The Protestant Episcopal Church in Berkshire, by Joseph
Ho~per; A Ske;tch of the Samuel Phillips Family, by Levi Beebe; The Indian
Mission in Stockbridge, by E. Vv. B. Cannings; Berkshire at Bennington, by A.
L. Perry; Recollections of Elder Leland, by Mrs . F. F. Petiteler; The History,
Methods, and Purposes of the Berkshire Athenreum, by R.R. Ballard; Air Currents, by Levi Beebe; Col. John Brown.

BERKSHIRE HISTORICAL AND SCIENTIFIC SOCIETY.
field, 1894.

Collections.

Pitts-

8vo, pp. (4), 138.
Contents: Jonathan Ed wards, by John Basc1Jm; Glass Manufacture in Bork·
shire, by William G . Harding; Indian Land Grants in Stockbridge, by E. W. B.
Canning; Arnold's Expedition to Quebec, by W. E. Collins; Sandisfield: its Past
and Present, by Aaron W . Field; The Battle of Bennington, by Il. D. Hall.
74. BOSTON ANTIQUARIAN OLUB. •

Boston, Mass.

BOSTON ANTIQUARIAN CLUB. Reply to Francis Brinley on the Claims of
John P. Bigelow as Founder of the Boston Public Library. By Timothy
Bigelow. Read before the Club, May 11, 1880. Boston, 1880.
Svo, pp. 50.

BowroN ANTIQUARIAN CLUB.

William Cooper, the Town Clerk of Boston:
a paper read at the meeting of the Club, April 12, 1881, lJy l!'rederick
Tuckerman. Amherst, 1885.
Svo, JlP 7.
75. BOSTO~ NUMISMATIO SOOIETY.

Beaton, Mass.

Bo

N :\HS:c\.fA.TIC So rnTY. Address of Winslow Lewis on r signing
th pre idency of the, o ·iety January 5, 1 65. Tew York, 1 66.

TO..:'

12mo, pp. 13.

Tmn )fATIC •'o
quaro Svo, pp. 12.

'lETY.

onstitution and hy-laws.

Hoston, 1 67.
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Constitution and by-laws. Boston, 1871.

Square 8vo, pp. 15.

BOSTON NUMISMATIC SOCIETY.
members. Boston, 1884.

Constitution, by-laws, charter, and list of

8vo, pp. 15.
76. BOSTONIAN SOOIETY.

Boston, Mass.

BOSTONIAN SOCIETY.
Boston, 1883.

Proceedings at the annual meeting, January 9, 1883.

8vo, pp. '27. Plate.

BOSTONIAN SOCIETY.
Boston, 1B84.

Proceedings at the annual meeting, January 8, 1884.

8vo, pp. 54. Plate.

BOSTONIAN SOCIETY.
Boston, 1885.

Proceedings at the annual meeting, January 13, 1885.

8vo, pp. 90. Plate.

BOSTONIAN SOCIETY.
Boston, 1886.

Proceedings at the annual meeting, January J2, 1886.

8vo, pp. 55. Plate.

BOSTONIAN SOCIETY.
Boston, 1887.

Proceedings at the annual meeting, January 11, 1887.

8vo, pp. 71. Portrait. Two plates.

BOSTONIAN SOCIETY.
Boston, 1888.

Proceedings at the annual meeting, January 10, 1888.

8vo, pp. 55. Two plates.

BOSTONIAN SOCIETY.
Boston, 1889.

Proceedings at tho annual meeting, January 8, 1889.

8vo, pp. 54.

BOSTONIAN SOCIETY.
Boston, 1890.

Proceedings at the annual meeting, January 14, 1890.

8vo, pp. 46.

BOSTONIAN SOCIETY.
Boston, 1891.

Proceedings at the annual meeting, January 13, 1891.

8vo, pp. 60.
Contains an account of the Leffingwell autographs purchased by the Society,
and incidentally gives historical reminiscence~ of the Ohl State House. The
pamphlet also includes photogravures of the three water-color views of Boston,
taken by Capt Richard Byron about 1764.

BOSTONIAN SOCIETY. Proceedings at the annual meeting, January 12, 1892.
Boston, 1892.
8vo, pp. 72.

BosTONIA.l~ SOCIETY.

Proceedings, January 10, 1893.

Boston, 1893.

8vo, pp. 64.
Contains President's address, reports of committees, officers, etc., and an abstract
of Judge Mellen Chamberlain's address on James Otis and the writs of assistance.

BOSTONIAN SOCIETY.

Proceedings, January 9, 1894.

Boston, 1894.

8vo, pp. 68. Photograph.
Pages 24-35 contain address delivered by Thomas Hanuasyd Perkins at the
laying of tbe corner stone of the Merchants' Exchange, State street, .A.ugust 2,
1841, in which he gave his own reminiscences of '' Sixty years ago.' '
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BOSTONIAN SOCIETY.

Proceedings, January 8, 1895.

Boston, 1895.

8vo, pp. 76. Photograph of the wharves of Boston in 1820.
Pages 29-47 contain list of pictures of vessels exhibited in 1894.

BOSTONIAN SOCIETY. Abel Bowen, engraver. A sketch prepared for the
Bostonian Society, by W. H. Whitmore. Boston, 1884.
8vo, pp. 32. Illustrated. Portrait.
A photograph of Bowen, and twelve woodcuts by him printed from the origina
blocks are inserted.

BOSTONIAN SOCIETY. New Chapter in the History of the Concord Fight:
Groton Minutemen at the North Bridge, April 19, 1775. [Read before
the Society, April 14, 1885.J Appendix: (1) Towns engaged in the
:fighting and movements, losses, etc. (2) Monuments, memorials, etc.,
erected to commemorate the events of the day. By William W. Wheildon. Boston, 1885.
8vo, pp. 32. Inserted engraving of old North Bridge.

BOSTONIAN SOCIETY. Prytaneum Bostoniense. Notes on the history of
the old State House, formerly known as the Town House in Bostonthe Court-House in Boston-the Province Court-House, the State
House, and the City Hall. By George H. Moore. Read before the
Society May 12, 1885. Boston, 1885.
8vo, pp. 31.

BOSTONIAN SOCIETY. New chapter in the Concord fight: Groton Minutemen at the North Bridge, April 19, 1775. [Paper by William W. Wheildon, read at a meeting of the Bostonian Society, April 14, 1885.] Groton, 1886. [Groton Historical Series, No. 16.]
8vo, pp. 3-10.

BOSTONIAN SOCIETY. Collections of the Bostonian Society. Vol. r. Nos.
1, 2, 3. Boston, 1886-1888.
8vo,pp. 32.
Contents: Vol. I, No. 1. William Blaxton, read by Thomas Coffin Amory, No·
vember9, 1880. Boston, 1886. pp . (2) 28 (1). No. 2. Abel Bowen, by William Henry
Whitmore, Boston, 18i37. pp. (2), 211-56. [Consists of a reproduction of the copperplates and woodcuts en11:raved by Bowen and used by him in bis Picture of Boston
and other publications, with explanatory notes. Eight full-page copperplates;
12 full-page w oodcuts; 3 h elioLype portraits; 7 woodcuts in the text.] Vol. I,
No. 3. Changes of values in real estate in Boston the past one hundred years.
Read by Alexander S. Porter, April 13, 1886. Boston, 1888. pp. (2), 57-75, 8vo.
Contains a woodcut of Curtis House, Jamaica Plain.

BOSTONIAN SOCIETY. The Old Boston Taverns and Tavern Clubs.
Samuel Adams Drake. Boston, 1886.

By

12mo, pp. 70.
"Of what is now includell in the following pages, a portion was read by me to
the Bostonian Society several years ago, but not printed." (Preface.)

BosTONIA....~ SOCIETY. The Old State House Defended from unfounded
Attacks upon its Integrity. Being a reply to Dr. G. IL foore's second
paper, read before the Bostonian Society, l!'ebruary 9, 1886. By William H. Whitmore. Boston, 1886.
Svo, pp.8.
Address d to th m mbers of tho 'ociety.

Bo TONI N
CIETY. Provincial Picture hy Bro ·hand Pen: an address
delivered before the Bostonian 'ociety, in the Council Chamber of tho
old State House, Boston, May 11, 1 6. By Daniel Goodwin, jr. Chicago: Fergus rinting 'ompany. 1 6.
Svo, pp. 84. Plat-0. Portraits.
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BOSTONIAN SOCIETY. Prytaneum Bostoniense. Notes on the History of
the Old State House. By George H. Moore. Second paper. Read
before the Society, February 9, 1886. Boston, 1886.
8vo, pp. 80.

BOSTONIAN SOCIETY. Prytaneum Bostoniense. Examination of Mr.
William H. Whitmore's olu State House Memorial and Reply to his
Appendix N. By George H. Moore. Second edition, with additions.
Boston: Cupples, Upham & Co. 1887.
8vo, pp. 39, fl).
Pages 25-39 contain, with a separate title-page, The Old State Rouse Defended
from Unfounded .Attacks upon its Integrity. l3eing a reply to the third appendix
to Dr. George R. Moore's second paper, read before Bostonian Society, February
9, 1886, by William R. Whitmore, with footnotes. l3oston, 1886. Reprinted, Now
York, 1887.

BOSTONIAN SOCIETY. Proceedings of the Society. [Special meeting,
May 24, 1877.J Eulogy on Samuel Miller Quincy, by Samuel Arthur
Bent, May 24, 1887. Boston, 1887.
8vo, pp. 27. Portrait.

BOSTONIAN SOCIETY. [Letter accompanying] Portrait of Johu Paul
Jones, presented to the Bostonian Society, November 12, 1889. By
B. F. Stevens. [Boston, 1889.J
8vo,pp. 8.

BOSTONIAN SOCIETY. The Province Seal of New Hampshire under William and Mary, 1692-1694. A paper read before the Society, June 12,
1888, by James Ridge Stanwood. Boston, 1889.
8vo, pp. 28.

BOSTONIAN SOCIETY. Isaac Hull and American frigate "Constitution.
Letter accompanying picture presented to the Bostonian Society,"
February 11, 1890, by Benjamin Franklin Stevens. [Boston, 1890.J
Svo, pp. 22.

BOSTONIAN SOCIETY. John Hancock and his Times. Read before "The
Bostonian Society," in the old State House, by the Secretary, William
Clarence Burrage, June 13, 1880. Published by the John Hancock
Mutual Life Insurance Company, of Boston, 1891.
8vo, pp.18. Nine plates.

BOSTONIAN SOCIETY. Catalogue of the Collections of the Society in the
Memorial Halls of the Old State House, Boston, February 1, 1893.
Prepared by Samuel Arthur Bent, Clerk of the Society. Boston, 1893.
8vo, pp. (2), 91.
77. BROOKLINE HIS'l.'OlUO.AL PUBLIO.ATION SOOIETY.

Brookline, Mass.
BROOKLINE HISTORICAL PUBLICATION SOCIETY. Publications No. 1.
letter from Rebecca Boylston to Edmund Boylston, March 5, 1810.

A

8vo,pp. 6.

BROOKLINE HISTORICAL PUBL1CATIO.N SocrnTY. · Publications,
Sharpe papers in the Brookline public library.
Svo, pp.14.

o. 2.

The
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BROOKLINE HISTORICAL PUBLICATION SOCIETY. Publications, No. 3.
Brookline in the Revolution. By Margaret Elizabeth May.
8vo, pp.15-34.

BROOKLINE HISTORICAL PUBLICATION . SOCIETY. Publications No. 4.
Papers of the White family of Brookline, 1650-1807.
pp. 37-53.
78. CANTON HISTORICAL .SOCIETY.

Canton, Mass.

CANTON HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Did John Eliot preach at Ponkipogf
Paper read before the Society, May 6, 1878, by D. T. V. Huntoon.
Broadside.
79. THE COLONIAL SOCIETY OF MASSACHUSETTS.

Boston, Mass.

THE COLONIAL SOCIETY OF MASSACHUSETTS. By-laws. With the certificate of incorporation and lists of officers and members. Boston, 1893.
8vo, pp. 17.

THE COLONIAL •SOCIETY OF MASSACHUSETTS.
chusetts. By Andrew McFarland Davis.

Historical work in Massa1893.

c am bridge,

8vo, pp. 57.
Reported from the Publications of the Society.

THE COLONIAL SOCIETY OF MASSACHUSETTS. Publications. Vol. I. Transactions, 1892-1894. Boston, 1895.
8vo, pp. xx, 525. Facsimiles. Portraits.
CONTENTS.

Part 1. Introductory note; Transactions, 1892: Council; Members; Histori·
cal work in Massachusetts, by Andrew McFarland Davis; Beverly and the settlement at Bass River, by A. C. Goodell, jr.; J obn Saffin and Slave Adam, by A.
C. Goodell, jr.; Palatine Light and the Shipwreck of the Palatines, by H. H.
Edes; Daniel Denison, by D. D. Slade; Remarks on the Antinomians and Quak·
ers, by A. C. Goodell, jr. The Lady Mowlson scholarship, by W.W. Goodwin;
Minutes of the Bristol Convention, 1774, by A. C. Goodell; jr., and E.G. Porter;
Corporations in the days of the Colonies, by Andrew McF. Davis, with r emarks
by A. C. Goodell, jr. The right to coin under the Colonial charters, by R. N. Top,
pan; The Psalmodies of Plymouth and Massachusetts .Bay, by S. Lothrop Thorn·
dike; Draft by Major Shaw, of the Institution of the Cincinnati with facsimile,
and r emarks by A. C. Goodell, jr.; Minutes of the Bristol Convention, 1775;
Memoir of Frederick Lothrop Ames, by L everett Saltonstall. A frontier family,
by Edmund G. Wheelwright; Memoir of Fxancis Parkman, by Edward Wheelwright; The pedigree of Ann Radcliffe, Lady Mowlson, by A. McF. Davis; Commission to Charles de La Tour as Lieutenant-General of Acadia, 1631; J obn
Saffin's tomb and family, by .A. C. Goodell,jr.; The family of John Kiud; Andrew
and Peter Faneuil, and Peter Boynton and bis Sutton l ands, by H. Il. Edes;
Document pertaining to English Center Articles for the sufferers by the battle
of Lexington; The Massachusetts election sermons.

TnE

OL ...TIAL SOCIETY OJ<' }IASSACIIUSETT . Corporations in the <lays
of the Colony. By Andrew McFarland Davis. Cambri<l.ge, 1894.
Svo, pp. 34.
Reprinted from the Publicatiom, of the Society, Vol. 1.
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COLONIAL SOCIETY OF MASSACHUSETTS. Memoir of Franch, Parkman.
By Edward Wheelwright. Cambridge, 1894.
8vo, pp. 49.

With portrait.
Reprinted from the Publications of the Society, Vol. r. (160 copies.)

COLONIAL SOCIETY OF MASSACIIUSETTS. Memoir of Frederick Lothrop
Ames. By Leverett Saltonstall. Boston: Printed for private. clistribution. 1894.
8vo, pp. 9. With portrait.
Reprinted from the Publications of the Society, Vol.

I.

(JOO copiefl.)

80. OONOORD .ANTIQUARIAN SOOIE'l'Y.

Ooncord, Mass.

CONCORD ANTIQUARIAN SOCIETY.
1886.J

[List of officers; By-laws.]

[Concord,

8vo, pp. (4). No title-page.
81. OONNEOTIOUT VALLEY HISTORIO.AL SOOIE'l'Y.

Springfield, llfass.

CONNECTICUT VALLEY HISTORICAL SOCIETY.
1876-1881. Springfield, 1881.

Papers and Proceedings,

4to, pp. xi, 325. Portrait.
Contents: Prefatory Note; Officers of the Society, 1881-82; List of Members ;
Articles of Association; By-Laws; Introductory Address, by the PrcRident, Remy
Morris; The Breck Controversy in the First Parish in Springfield, in 1735, by
Mason A . Green; Salmon anrl Shad in the Connecticut River, by Alfred Booth;
The Olcl Springfield Fire Department, by Joseph K. Newell; The Old Main Street
Jail and the House of Conection in Springfield, by Henry Morris; Dr. Stephen
Williams, by John W. Hardin g; Eliznr Holyoke, by Henry Morris; Springfield
in the Insurrection of 1786 (Shays's R ebellion), by William L. Smith; Review of
P eters 's History of Connecticut, by Charles Hammond; Early navigation of tbe
Connecticut River-the First Steamboat, by T. M. Dewey; The Old Pynchon Fort
aml its Builders, by Henry Morris; Count Rumford and his Early Life, by Everett
A. Thompson; Dartmouth College and the State of New Connecticut, 1776-1782,
by John L. Rice; Slavery in the Connecticut Valley, by Henry Morris; Ryefield;
or, a Town in the Connecticut Valley at the Commencement of the Nineteenth
Century, by Mrs. William Rice; Letter of Stephen Williams, D. D., to his children, 1769; Miles Morgan, by Henry Morris; Minnetona, or the Indian Gift, an
Historical Poem, by William S. Shurtleff; Bicentennial A.ddress, 1836, by Oliver
13. Morris (originally delivered in the First Church in Springfield, May 25, 1836,
on tbe,Two Hundredth Anniversary of the Settlement of the Town).
82. DANVERS HISTORIO.AL SOOIETY.

Danvers, Maas.

DANVERS HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Old Anti-Slavery Days. Proceedings of
the commemorative meeting held by the Danvers Historical Society, at
the Town Hall, Danvers, April 26, 1893, with introduction, letters, and
sketches . Danvers, 1893.
8vo, pp. xxvii, 151. Photograph. Plate.
83. DEJ?H.AM HIS'l'ORIO.AL SOOIETY.

D edham, Mass.

DEDHAM HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Plan of Dedham Village, Mass., 1636-1876.
With description of the grants of lots to the original owners, transscribed from the town records; the plan showing approximately the
situation of the original grants with relation to the present village.
Published by the Dedham Historical Society, 1883.
8vo, pp. 15, (1). Plan.
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DEDIIAl\I HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Dedham, England. A paper read at the
monthly meeting of the Society, December 7, 1887. By Rev. William
F. Cheney. [Dedham, 1887.J
8vo, pp. 4.

DEDHAM HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Epitaphs in the old burial place, Dedham, Mass. Copied and arranged by Rev. Carlos Slafter, A. M. P ublished by the Dedham Historical Society, 1888.
8vo, pp . 53. Woodcut.

DEDHAM HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Annual reports of the Society, 1889, with
by-laws and list of members. Dedham, 1889.
8vo, pp. 14, (1). View.

DEDHAM HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Annual reports of the Society, 1890, with
by-laws and list of members. Dedham, 1890.
8vo, pp. 7.

DEDHAM HISTORICAL SOCIETY.

Annual reports, 1891.

Dedham, 1891.

8vo, pp. 8.

DEDHAM HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Northerly part of an,}ient line between
Dedham and Dorchester. By Charles Francis Jenney. Read before
the Society-, November 7, 1889. Reprinted from the Dedham Historical
Register. Vol. ·1, 1890. [Dedham, 1890.J
8vo, pp. 15. '.rwo maps.

DEDHAM HISTORICAL SOClETY.
[Dedham, 1890.]

Paul's Brid_ge.

By Charles F. Jenney.

8vo, pp. 7. Woodcut.

DEDHAM HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Dedham Historical Register.
by the Society. Vol. r. Dedham, 1890.

Published

8vo, pp. iv, 120. Illustrated.
Contents : Prospectufl; Brief sketch of the Society; Publications; Diary of
Nathaniel Ames; Incidents in the history of West Dedham, by Calvin S. Locke;
The Fisher family; The penal institutions of Dedham, by .John W. Worthington;
Sheriffs of County of Norfolk.; Gleanings from newspaper literature; Dedham in
the Rebellion, by .Joseph H. Lathrop; Bibliography of Dedham, by G. ·w. Humphrey; Notes and queries; :Rook notices; Northerly part of ancient line between
D edham and Dorchester, by Charles J<'rancis .Tenney ; Extracts from the Ames
Diary, by Sarah B. Baker; Dover records, by Charles H. Smith; Gleanings from
newspaper literature; The Hawes tamily, by Gilbert R. Ilawes; Dedham in the
Rebellion, by .Joseph H. Lathrop; Pen pictures of old times; Needham epitaphs,
with notes, l>y Charles C. Greenwood; Abigail Ellis; Annual meeting; Notes and
queries; The old Townsend honsein Needham, by GeorgeK. Clarke; The schools
and teachers of Dedham, by Carlos Slafter; The old chestnut trees, Dedham, by
G. W. Ilumpbroy; Births, marriages, and deaths, Franklin, Mass., by H. E. Ruggles; Stagecoaching in old times; Obituary; Notes and queries; Paul's Bridge,
by C. F . .Tenney; The Pillar of liberty; Recollections of the old Dedham branch
railroad, by G. F. Fisher; Caryl family, by C. S. Locke.

DEDHAM: HISTORICAL SOCIETY.
II. Dedham, 1891.

The Dedham Historical Register.

Vo].

8vo, pp. (6), 166. Illustrated.
Contents: The birds of" Dedham, by J. R. \Vakefield; Schools and tead1ers of
Dedham, by C. Slaflor; The brute enemief! of the early settlers, by .A.. .T. Ilewins;
Needham epitaph!¼, 1,y C. C. Greenwood; Diary of Nathaniel .A.mos; Franklin
[Mass.] records, by II. E. Ruggle!>; Dedham in the Rebellion, by J. II. Lathrop;
Dover (Mass.] record , by C.H. Smith; Proceedings; Madame Knight's journal,
by E. ·w ortbington; lion. George Il. Kuhn, by G. K. Clarke; .Tobn Cox, by H. O.
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Hildreth; A pen picture of old times; Mrs. Sally Colo, by H. O. Ilildreth; Vine
Rock bridge in Dedham, by H. T. Boyd; A tomb in the old burying ground, by
F. L. Gay; Clerks of the first parish in Needham, by G. K. Clarke; The Colburn
family of West Dedham; Do,er in the Revolution, byF. Smith; Matilda W. Vose;
The old school and court-house; Domestic utensils aml forniture used in D dham since 1635, by R. M. Ferguson; Lusher wills, hy F. L. Gay; Boston and Providence Railroad; The treasurers of the -6.rst parish in Needham, by G. K. Clarke;
The Dedham covenant; Notes and qneries; Now pnblications.

DEDHAM HISTORICAL SOCIETY.
nr. Dedham, 1892.

The Dedham H1storical Register.

Vol.

8vo, pp. (6), 205. Illustrated.
Contents: Indian missions iu Massachusetts, by M. S. Locke; Schools and
teachers of Dedham, by C. Slafter; Early times in Dedham, by M.A. Smith;
Diary of :N"athaniel Amos; Dover, Mass., in the Revol11t10n, by F. Smith; Frai1klin (Mass .) records, by JI. E. Ruggles; Dedham in the Rebellion, by J'. II. Lathrop;
First parish in Needham records, by G. K. Clat·ko; Tho editor of bygone day s,
byH. T. Boyd; Dover records, by C.H. Smith; Needham epitaphs, by C. C. Greenwood; J'ohn Eliot; Samuel Dexter, by C. A. Staples; First parish in Needham,
deacons, by G. K. Clarke; Warren Colburn; Annual report of the Society, 1892;
Dedham town government, by M.A. Smith; The Chickering family, by F. Smith;
J'ohn Hunting, by T. D. Ilunting; Iligh street, Dedham, by D. G. Hill; Ex:tracts
from the Richards diary, 1801-1844, by M.A. Smith: Michael Metcalf's fre dom,
1618; Isaac Colburn; Tho Dedham institutions for savings, by D. G. Hill;
Ex.tracts from the Sewall diary, by F. L. Gay; The Fisher family, byP . .A.Fisher;
Notes and queries.

DEDHAM HISTORICAL SOCIETY.
Dedham, 1893.

The Dedham historical register.

Vol. IV.

8vo, pp. (6), 187. lllustrated.
Cont,ents: The first court-house, 1793, by Erastus Worthington; 'l'he stone
court-house, 1827, by J'. H. Cobb; The court-house extension, 1862, by J'. H. Cobb;
Schools and teachers of Dedham, by C. Slafter; Tho Fish et· family, by P.A.
Fisher; Needham epitaphs, by C. C. Greenwoocl; Diary of Nathaniel Amo;i, by
S. B. Baker; First parish in Needham, records, by G. K. Clarke; Quaker persecutions in Dedham, by F. L. Gay; Dedham in the Rebolliou , by J'. IL Lathrop;
The Whiting family, by C. L. Alden; Folklore, from early Dedham records; Tho
Chickering family, by F. Smith; Dover records, by C. JI. Smith; Some graduates
of Harvard College, by A. B. Page; The Rtone mill an<l water privileges, 1862, by
C. Guild; Franklin records, by H. E. Ruggles; Annual r eport of the Society, 1893;
Th e Richards diary, by M . .A. Smith; Wrentham records; The powder house,
Dedham; Daniel Whiting, byF. Smith; Members of the Society; H. 0. Ilildretb,
by E. ·worthington; The Lewis family, by F. L. Gay; D escendants of Ensign
Thomas Fuller, by F. H. Fuller; Barnabas Metcalf and his descendants, by F. J'.
Metcalf; Notes on the Woodcock family, by H. R. Guild; Deaths; Notes and
queries.

DEDHAM HISTORICAL SOCIETY.
v. Detlham, 1894.

The De<lham Historical Register.

Vol.

8vo, pp. (6), 187. Illustrated.
Contents: The Dexter clock, 1763 ; Schools and teachers of Dedham, continue<l;
TheLewisfamily,continued; Dedham in theRebellion, continued; The Metcalf
family, continued; The Fisher family, continued; Tho Fuller family, continued;
Connecticut Corner, Dedham, before 1810, by Calvin Guild; Needl1am bran h of
the Tolman family, by A. M. Pickford; Tho English Church in Dedham aH<l
Stoughton, byW.F. Cheney; .A. brief sketch of Warren Colburn, by G. A. Gordon;
Thfl Ames diary, continued; Needham epitaphs, continued; The early days of the
Dedham branch railroad, by H. T. Boyd; Robert Record's arithmetic, 1630, by
M.A. Smith; Dedham Village in 1807, byD. P. Wight; The Dexter house during
the siege of Boston, by E. Worthington; The Fisher Ames estate.
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DEDHAM HISTOlUCAL SOCIETY.
Dedham, 1895.

Dedham Historical Register.

Vol. VI.

8vo, pp.· (6), 153. Illustrated.
Contents: Address by the Rev. Carlos Slafter on the two hundred and fiftieth
anniversary of the free public school in Dedham; H enry Deengaine, by F. Howe,
jr.; Horace Mann; The Foster family of Salem and Attleboro, Mass., by H . R.
Guild; .Ann Eaton; Wrentham births; John Endicott, 1764-1857; Nathaniel and
Samuel Colburn, by D. G. Hill; The maternal ancestry of Capt. Joseph Guild by
H. R. Guild; Joseph Carrol; Stoughtoniaua, by F. S. Pratt and C. S. Locke; Dedham as a postal center, by C. W. Ernst; Rachel, the wife of Elder John Pond, by
E. D. Harris; Hannah .Adams; West Roxbury Schoolhouse, 1767; Old sawmill
and grist mill on Mother Brook; Moses and .Aaron Lewis, by G. H. Lewis ; The
Puritan road, by C. W. Ernst; Sarah Richards Lawrence; The Smith family, of
.Barrington, R. I., by H. R. Guild.

DEDHAM HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Samuel Dexter, 1726-1810. A paper read
before the Society, February 3, 1892. By Carlton Albert Staples.
Dedham, 1892.
8vo, pp.18.

DEDHAM HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Descendants of Ensign Thomas Fuller, of
Dedham. By Francis H. l!\1ller. [Dedham], 1893.
8vo, pp.8.
Reprinted from Dedham Historical Register for October, 1893.

DEDHAM HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Some graduates of Harvard College. By
Alfred Baylies Page. [Dedham, 1893.J
8vo, pp. 3. No tit.le-page.
Reprinted from the D edham Historical Register for January, 1893.

DEDHAM HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Views ih Dedham, Mass.
tion. The Dedham Historical Society, 1893.
8vo, pp. (7).

Fourth edi-

Twenty-four views, obl.12mo.

DEDHAM HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Needham branch of the Tolman fam ily.
By Anna Maria (Tolman) Pickford. Reprinted from the Dedham Historical Register, Vols. v and YI, for 1894. Dedham, 1894.
8vo, pp. (2), 29. Portrait.
84. DOROHESTER .ANTIQUARIAN .AND HISTORIC.AL SOOIETY.

Dorchester, Mass.

DORCHESTER ANTIQUARIAN .AND HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Collections. Nos.
1-3. Boston: D. Clapp, 1844-1850. Three volumes.
12mo.
Contents: (l) Memoirs of Roger Clap, 163il. 18H. Roprintod 1854. (2) .A.m1als
of the town of Dorchester, by J. Blake 1846. (3) Journal of Richard Mather,
1635. His life and death, 1670. Boston, 1850 .

DORCIIESTER AXTIQUARIAN AND IlISTORICAL SOCIETY. History of tho
town of Dorchester, Mass. By a Committee of the ,'ociety. Boston,
1859.
Svo, pp. xii, 672 .
.An account of tbe authors of the serial vortions of tl1is history wa~ giveu hy
W. B. Trask in the New England, Ifi.ytorical and, Genealogica,l Regiater, ctob r,
1800, and also at the same time in pamphlet form.

ORCITE TER lII.'TORICAL OCIETY. The eentennial anniv rsary of th
birth of Edward Everett, c lehrat cl by the DorcheHtor Historical
,'o ·iety, pril 11th, 1891. Boston, 189~.
8vo, pp. 100. Plate. , al.
The oration was deli vn<·d hy R , .. ,fanu·. II<• ~ • onn:mclie.
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85 . ESSEX INSTITUTE·.

Salem, .Mass.
[Formerly Essex Historical Society.]

ESSEX HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Incorporated .Tune 11, 1821. Petition for
incorporation, act of incorporation, and constitution. [Salem, 1821.J
12mo,pp. 8.

ESSEX HISTORICAL SOCIETY.

Constitution.

[ 'alern, n. d.J

8vo, pp. 4. No title-page.

ESSEX HISTORICAL SOCIETY. DiscourM pronounced at the request of tbe
Society, on the 18th of Sept., 1828, in commemoration of the first settlement of Salem, Mass. By Joseph Story. Published at t.he request
of the Society. Boston, 1828.
8vo,pp. 90.

ESSEX INSTITUTE. Notice of the Perkins Arms in England. Extracts
from a letter from Mansfield Parkyns, esq., of London, to W. I-I.
Turner, esq., of Oxford. Communicated by Aug. 'I'. Perkins, esq.
Historical Collection of the Essex Institute, Vol. xv, Nos.1 and 2.
With coats of arms, etc.
Svo, pp. 13. Plate.

ESSEX INSTITUTE.

Constitution.

[Salem],

[1848f]

8-vo,pp .4.

ESSEX I NSTITUTE. Proceedings and. communications.
1806-1870. Six volumes.

1848-1868.

Salem,

8vo.
Discontinued. '.the proceeding& for succeeding years appear in the Bulletin.
The communications from 1848 to 1864 wore incorporatecl in the Proceedings.
From 1864 to 1870 they were issued quarterly, with independent title-pages and
paging.

ESSEX INSTIT UTE. List of infusorial objects found chiefly in the neighborhood of Salem, Massachusetts; with a sketch of progress of this
branch of natural history. 13y Thomas Cole. Salem, 1853.
8vo, pp.18.

ESSEX INSTITUTE. Victoria Regia, or the Great Water Lily of America.
By J. F. Allen. 1854.
Royal folio.

Six colored plates.

ESSEX INSTITUTE. Act of incorporation, constitution, and by-laws of the
Essex Institute, incorporated February, 1848, with a catalogue of the
officers and members. Salem, 1855.
8vo, pp. 24.

ESSEX INSTITUTE. Act of incorporation, constitution) and by-laws, with
a catalogue of officer s and members. Salem, 1855.
12mo, pp. 24.

ESSEX INSTITUTE. Account of Leslie's Retreat at the North Bridge: in
Salem, on Sunday, Feb'y 26, 1775. By Charles M. Endicott. Salem,
1856.
8vo,pp. 47.
From the Proceedings of th e Institute.
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ESSEX INSTITUTE. An account of the newspapers and other periodicals
published in Salem, from 1768 to 1856. By Gilbert L. Streeter. Salem,
1856.
Svo,pp.33.
From the Proceedings of the Institute.

ESSEX INSTITUTE. A brief sketch of a lecture lby D. A. White], before
the Essex Institute, May 12, 1856, respecting the founders of Salem
and the First Church. Salem, 1856.
Svo, pp.14.

ESSEX INSTITUTE.
[Salem, 1856.J

Covenant ot the First Church.

By D. A. White.

Svo, pp. 356-264. No title-page.

ESSEX INSTITUTE. On the Egg Tooth of Snake and Lizards.
Weinland. [Salem, 1856.J

By D. F.

Svo, pp. 28-32. Plate.

ESSEX INSTITUTE. An account of the life, character, etc., of the Rev.
Samuel Parris, of Salem Village, and of bis connection with the
witchcraft delusion of 1692. Read before the Institute November 14,
1856. By S. P. Fowler. Salem, 1857.
Svo, pp. (2) 20.

ESSEX INSTITUTE. Catalogue of members of the late English High
School of Salem, Mass., from the class entering July 7, 1827, to the
class which graduated from the Salem Classical and High School,
January 28, 1857, inclusive; embracing an account of the school, by
each of the principal teachers; an account of the late festival and
reunion; the constitution of the "Salem English High School Association," etc. Embellished with a lithographic view of the old schoolhouse, and the likenesses of the principal teachers. Salem, 1857.
Svo,pp.56.

EssEx INSTITUTE. Proceedings upon the dedication of Plummer Hall at
Salem, October 6, 1857, including Rev. Mr. Hoppin's address and
Judge White's memoir of the Plummer family. Salem, 1858.
Svo, pp. 97.

ESSEX INSTITUTE.
1891.

Historical Collections.

Vols. I-xxvn1.

Salem, 1859-

8 vo, 28 vo ls.

ESSEX INSTITUTE. Historical Collections. January-December, 1892. Vol.
XXIX. Salem, 1893.
8vo, pp. iii, 224.
Contents: The dwellings ofBoxfo-rcl, by Sidney Perley; Were the Salem witches
gui.ltless1 By Barrett Wendell; Genealogical record of the Houlton or Ilolton
family of Danvers, by Eben Putnam; Revolutionary letters ; Soldiers in Lbe
French war from Essex County, 1755-1761; Militia officers, Essex County, 17611771 ; D anvers tax list, 1775; Index.

E . EX I~ TITUTE.

Historical Collections, Vol. xxx.

, alem, 1893.

8vo, pp. (4), 232.
Contents: Columbns clay in Salem, by W. A. Mowry; The bt1ilding of E14sex
bridge, al m; .James RolJinson
whall, by N. M. Hawkes; Roll of Caleb Low 's
Company, belonrring to Danverti, April 19, 1775; :\Iemonal of Henry "\V"heatland,.
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Historical Collections, Vol. XXXI.
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Salem, 1895.

Svo.
Contents: Baptismal records of the church in Topsfield, 1727-1779; Salem and
the Conkling family; The Pepperell portraits, C.H. C. Howard; * * * .A. historic ball room, by R. S. Rantoul; List of Salem vessels insured by Timothy
Orm, John Nutting, jr., and .John Higginson; December, 1757 to December, 1758;
Lady Deborah Moody, by Mrs. R. vV. Edwards; Somo localities about Salem, by
H. M. Brooks.

ESSEX INSTITUTE. Collection of geographical names in tho Algonkin language. [Salem, 1868. J
Svo, pp. 6. No title-page.
Extracted from the .Historical Collections of the Essex Institute, Vol. vrn, No. 3.

ESSEX INSTIT UTE. Town histories and ge:i:iealogies in the Library of the
Institute, January, 1893. Salem, 1893.
32mo, pp. 30.

ESSEX INSTITUTE. History of the Salem and Danvers Aqueduct.
C. M. Endicott. Salem, 1860.

By

Svo, pp.16.

ESSEX INSTITUTE. Notes on the ripening of certain varieties of pears.
Remarks on ripening summer and autumn pears. By James Upton.
Salem [J860].
Svo, pp. 429-434. No title-page.

ESSEX INSTITUTg, The Weal-Reaf. A record of the Essex Institute Fair
at Salem, September 4, 5., 6, 7, 8. "\Vith supplementary numbers, September 10, 11, 1860. [Salem], 1860.
4to, pp. 60.

ESSEX INSTITUTE. New England Congregationalism in its origm and
purity; illustrated by the foundation a,nd early records of the First
Church in Salem, and various discussions pertaining to the subject.
By D. A. White. Salem, 1861.
Svo, pp. (1), 11, (1), 319.
"The whole work * * * is presented to [the] Society that they may <listribute and dispose of the public copies in such m·a nner as they may see :fit."Preface.

ESSEX INSTITUTE. Catalogue of the birds found at Norway, Oxford
County, Me. By A. E. Verrill. [Salem, 1862.J
Svo, pp. 25.

ESSEX INSTITUTE. A list of the butterflies of New England.
Scudder. [Salem, 1862.J

By s. II.

Svo, pp.161- 179. No title-pag,;.

ESSEX INSTITUTE. A Memorial Discourse on William Symmes, esq. Delivered at Andover and North Andover in the winter of 1859-60, by
N. W. Hazen. [Salem, 1862.J
Svo, pp.193-217. No title-page.

ESSEX INSTITUTE. Report on the Army Worm, Leucania unipuncta Haw.
By Carleton A Shurtleff. [Salem, 1862.J
Svo,pp. 8.
From Proceedings of Essex Institute, Vol.

III.

ESSEX INSTITUTE. Memoir of Gene~al John Glover, of Marblehead.
William P. Upham. Salem, 1863.
Svo, pp. 61. Portrait.

H. Doc. 291-53

By
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ESSEX INSTITUTE. Memoir of Daniel Appleton White, by George w.
Briggs. Prepared by l'equest of this Institute, and read January 11,
1864. From the Historical Collections. Salem, 1864.
Small 4to, pp. (2), 47.

ESSEX INSTITUTE. On the sodalite at Salem, Mass.
[Salem, 1864.J ·

By David M. Balch.

8vo, pp. 3-6. No title-page.

EssEx INSTITUTE. An historical Notice of the Essex Institute. Act of
incorporation, constitution, and by-laws, and a list of officers and
members. Salem, 1865.
8vo, pp.44.

ESSEX INSTITUTE. Notes on the habits of some species of hun:.ble bees,
and on the leaf-cutting bee. By F. W. Putnam.-The humble bees of
New England and their parasites [etc.]. By A. S. Packard,jr. Salem,
[1865].
Svo, pp. 98-140. Plate.
From the Proceedings of the Institute, Vol.

EssEx INSTITUTE.
Salem, 1865.

IV.

•

The Publications of the Institute, from 1848 to 1865.

8vo, pp. 8, (1).

ESSEX INSTITUTE. The Naturalist's Directory.
lished by the Essex Institute, 1865-66.

Parts 1, 2.

Salem: Pub-

8vo, pp. 31, 4, 84, 16.
The second part, which is arranged systematically under subjects, followed by
an alphabetical index, comprises the matter of the first part, which is alphabetical
only, and therefore the second part is practically a n ew edition of the directory,
not a continuation.

ESSEX INSTITUTE. Report of the Committee of the Institut e on the First
Church of the PHgrims. Rendered June 19, 1865. [Salem, 1865.J
8vo, pp.8.

ESSEX INSTITUTE. A journey to the West in 1817. Notes of travel by a
Salem mechanic on his way to the Ohio fifty years ago. Selected from
his journal by [his son] James Kimball. [Salem, 1866.J
8vo, pp. 226-250. No title-page.

ESSEX INSTITUTE. List of birds observed near Hamilton, Canada West.
By Thomas Mcilwraith. [Salem, 1866.J
Svo, pp. 79-96. No title-page.

ESSEX INSTITUTE. Observations on polyzoa, sub-order phylactolremata,
with nine plates, by Alpheus Hyatt. Salem. From Proceedings of
the Institute, Vols. IV and v. 1866-1868.
8vo, pp. iv, 103, (9).

E SEX INSTITUTE. Prodrome of a monograph of the pinuipedes.
Theodore Gill. Salem, 1866.

By

8vo, pp.13.

E

EX I N, TIT TE. Researches and
and upon their reproduction.
, paniard. Tran latecl from the
ommnnicationsoftheEs ex In
VO,

E · EX IN
, 'alem.

experiments upon silk from spiders,
By I aymoud Maria de 'l'ermeyer, a
Italian. ReviC'w by Burt . Wilder.
titute, Vol. v,18 -67. [, a]Pm 1 67.J

pp. 51-79.

Totic of some of the clcscenclauts of Joseph Pope, of
By H enry \ heatland. [, alem, 1867.J

TIT TE .

Svo,pp.14.
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ESSEX INSTITUTE. On the phalangeIB of the United States.
Wood. [Salem, 1867.]
8vo, pp.10-40.
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By H. C.

Woodcuts. No title-page.

ESSEX INSTITUTE. Catalogue of the birds in North America contained in
the Museum of the Essex Institute; with which is incorporated a list
of the birds of New England. With brief, critical, and field notes.
By Elliott Cones. [Salem, 1868.]
8vo.

ESSEX INSTITUTE. Description of Mexican ants noticed in the Amm·ican
Nat,uralist, April, 1868. By Edward Norton. [Salem, 1868.J
8vo, pp.10. Woodcuts.

ESSEX INSTITUTE.
[Salem, 1868.J
8vo, Vol. v.

No title-page.

Flora of the Hawaiian Islands.

By Horace Mann.

pp. 113-144; 161-192; 233- 248. Vol. VI, pp. 105-112. No title-page.

ESSEX INSTITUTE. A list of the birds of New England.
Cones. Salem, 1868.

By Elliott

8vo, p. 71.

Fifty copies reprinted from the Proceedings.

ESSEX INSTITUTE. Memoir of Francis Peabody, president of the Essex
Institute. By C. W. Upham. Salem, Mass.: Essex Institute Press,
1868.
8vo,pp. 80.

ESSEX INSTITUTE. Notice of a foray of a colony of Forrnica Sanguinea
Latr. upon a colony of a black species of Formica, for the purpose of
making slaves of the latter. By J. A. Allen. Salem, 1868.
8vo, pp.14- 16. No title-page.

Ess:u:x INSTITUTE. Town records of Salem, October 1, 1634-, to November
7, 1659. [Edited by W. P. Upham.] From the Historical Collections.
Salem, 1868. .
8vo, pp. 242.

ESSEX I STITUTE. Memoir of Daniel P. King, read at a meeting of the
Essex Institute, April 19, 1869. By C. W. Upham. Salem, Mass.:
Essex Institute Press, 1869.
8vo, pp. 51. Portrait.

ESSEX INSTITUTE. The first cruise of the United States frigate Essex,
with a short account of her origin and subsequent career until captured by the British in 1814, and her ultimate fate. Prepared by Capt.
George Henry Preble. Froru Essex Institute Historical Collections,
Vol. x. Salem, 1870.
8vo, pp. (1), 108. Plate.

ESSEX INSTITUTE. The Hutchinson fami]y: or the descendants of Barnard
Hutchinson, of Cowlam, England. Compiled by Perley Derby. Salem,
1870.
8vo, pp.107.

ESSEX INSTITUTE. To-day: A paper printed during the fair of the Institute and Oratorio Society, at Salem, from October 31 to November 4,
1870. [Salem, 1870.J
4vo, pp. 3, (40).
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ESSEX INSTITUTE. Commemoration of the semi-centennial anniver sar y of
the historical department of the Institute, Friday, April 21, 1871,
[Programme.] [Salem, 1871.J
8vo,pp. 4.

ESSEX INSTITUTE.

First church in Salem, 1634.

24mo, pp. 32.
Reprint of reports of a committee appointed in 1859 to investigate the authenticity of the traditions relating to the first church. etc.

ESSEX INSTITUTE. Hon. Asahel Huntington. Memorial address delivered
before the Essex Institute, Tuesday evening, September 5, 1871. By
Otis P. Lord. Reprinted from the Historical Collections of the Esi,;ex
Institute. Salem, 1871.
8vo, pp. 81-114.

ESSEX INSTITUTE.
[Salem,.1871. J

Notes on the birds of Minnesota.

By T. M. Trippie.

8vo, pp.113-119. No title-page.

ESSEX INSTITUTE. Synopsis of the primary_ subdivisions of the cetaceans.
By Theodore Gill. [Salem, 1871.]
8vo, pp.121-126. No title-page.

ESSEX INSTITUTE. The ancestry and posterity of Zaccheus Gould, of Topsfield. A condensed abstract of the family records. By B. A. Gould.
From the Historical Collections of the Institute. Salem, 1872.
8vo, pp. 109.

ESSEX INSTITUTE. The Chipman lineage, particularly as in Essex County,
Mass. By R. Manning Chipman. From the Historical Collections of
the Institute. Salem, 1872.
8vo,pp.52.

ESSEX INSTITUTE. A record of bitths, baptisms, publishment, marriages,
and deaths in the Perkins family of Ipswich. By G. A. Perkins,
Salem. Printed at the Salem Press. 1872.
8vo,pp.16.

ESSEX INSTITUTE. Ancient and modern theories of light, heat, and color.
By S. M. Allen. [Salem, 1873.J
Svo, pp. 8. No title-page.

ESSEX INSTITUTE. Check list of the ferns of North America, north of
Mexico. By John Robinson. Salem, 1873.
8vo, pp.11.

ESSEX I TITUTE. In memory of Henry Coit Perkins, Newburyport, Mass.
[Memoir by amuel J. palding.J [Salem.] 1873.
Svo, pp. (4), 34.

ESSEX L 'STITUTE. Notes on the bird fauna of the alt Lake Valley ancl
the adjacent portion of the Wahsatch Mountains. By I obe1·t Ridgway,
[ alem, 1873.J
Svo, pp. 168-173.

E

EX L~ TIT ' TE. On some new form.- of American birds.
and Robert Ridgway. [ alem , 1 73.]

E

E,

By S. F. Baird

Svo, pp. 197- 201. No tiU -pasze.

L · TIT TE.
n tb gen ric· afliniti s of the · ew England chitons.
By P. . 'arpeot ·r. [, aleru, 1873.]
Svo, pp. 152--155.
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ESSEX INSTITUTE. A partial catalogue of the birds of Grand Menan, New
Brunswick. By H. Herrick. Salem: Printed at the Salem Press.
1873.
Svo, pp.16.

ESSEX INSTITUTE. Proceedings of tho twenty-fifth anniversary of the
Institute, March 5, 1873. Salem, 1873.
Svo, ·pp. 35. From tho Bulletin.

ESSEX INSTITUTE. Account of an early California voyage.
Eagleston. Salem, 1874.

By John N.

Svo, pp. (2), 25-32.

ESSEX INSTITUTE. Address delivered before the Institute, October 5, 1874,
at the centennial anniversary of the meeting of the Provincial assembly in Salem, October 5, 1774. By A. C. Goodell, jr. Salem, 1874.
Svo, pp. 52.

ESSEX INSTITUTE. Birds of Colorado. By Robert Ridgway, From the
Bulletin of the Institute, Vol. v. [Salem, 1874.]
Svo, pp. (1) , 174-195.

ESSEX INSTITUTE. Birdsofnortheasternillinois. ByE. W.Nelson. From
the Bulletin of the Institute, Vol. VIII. [Salem, 1874.J
Svo, pp. (1), 90-155.

ESSEX INSTITUTE. Early days and rapid growth of California. By Alfred
Peabody. Salem, 1874.
Svo, pp. 32.

ESSEX INSTITUTE. A Journal of the ReY. Daniel Shute, Chaplain in the
Expedition to Canada in 1758. Communicated by James Kimball.
[Salem, 1874.J
Svo, pp. 20. No title-page.

ESSEX INSTITUTE. List of birds observed at various localities contiguous
to the Central Pacific Railroad from Sacramento City, California, to
Salt Lake Valley, Utah. By Robert Ridgway. [Salem, 1874.J
Svo, pp. 40.

ESSEX INSTITUTE.
Salem, 1874.

Memoirs of John Lewis Russell.

By E. B. Willson,

Svo, pp.16.

ESSEX INSTITUTE.
1874.J
Svo, pp. 71-84.

The Northend Family.

By w. D. Northend.

[Salem,

No title-page.

ESSEX INSTITUTE. Notes on the Mammals of portions of Kansas, Colorado, Wyoming, and Utah. By Joel A. Allen. [Salem, 1874.J
8vo, pp. 43-66. No title-page.

ESSEX INSTITUTE. The One Hundredth Anniversary of the Destruction
of Tea in Boston Harbor, with a sketch of William Russell, of Boston,
one of the "tea destroyers." By James Kimball. [Salem, 1874.J
Svo, pp. 45.

ESSEX INSTITUTE. The Thomas Almanacs.
1874.J

By James H. Pitts.

[Salem,

Svo, p . 28.

ESSEX INSTITUTE. Addenda to Ferns of Essex County. By John Robinson. Bulletin of the Essex Institute, Vol. vn, October, 1875.
8vo, pp, 147,148.
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ESSEX INSTITUTE. Catalogue of antique articles on Exhibition at Plummer Hall. [Salem, 1875. J
12mo, pp. 18.

ESSEX INSTITUTE. Catalogue of Paintings, Bronzes, etc., exhibited by
the Institute at Plummer Hall, November, 1875. Salem, 1875.
8vo, pp.16.

ESSEX INSTITUTE.
[Salem, 1875.J

First Art Exhibition.

March, 1875.

Catal ogue.

8vo, pp. 7.

ESSEX INSTITUTE. Indian Ridge [Andover, Mass.] and its Continuations.
By G. T. Wright. [Salem, 1875. J
8vo, pp.165-168.

ESSEX INSTITUTE.
ruary 15, 1875.
8vo, pp. 81-88.

No title-page.

Memoir of Benjamin Frederick Browne.
[Salem, 1875. J

Read Feb-

No title-page.

ESSEX INSTITUTE. The name of Perkins, as found in the Essex County
Re'tlords. [By A. T. Perkins.] [Salem, 1875.J
8vo, pp. 90-105.

ESSEX INSTITUTE.

By-laws adopted March, 1876.

[Salem,] 1876.

8vo,pp. 8.

ESSEX INSTITUTE. Letters written at the time of the occupation of Boston by the British, 1775-76. Communicated by William P. Upham .
From the Historical Collections of the Institute, Vol. xnr. Salem,
1876.
8vo, pp. (1), 153-240.

ESSEX INSTITUTE. Orderly Book of the Regiment of Artillery raised for
the Defence of the Town of Boston, commanded by Col. Thomas
Crafts, from June 1 1777, to December, 1778. Also called the "Massachusetts State's Train." 'Communicated by James Kimball. From
the Historical Collections, Vol. XIII. Salem, 1876.
8vo, pp. (1), 115-207.

ESSEX INSTITUTE. Papers relating to the Rev. Samuel Skelton.
Upham. [Salem, 1876.J

By W. P.

8vo, pp. (2), 143-152.

ESSEX INSTITUTE.
Salem, 1876.

Priced catalogue of the Publications of the Society.

8vo, pp. 8.

ESSEX INSTITUTE. A Brief History of the A.rt of Stenography, with a
proposed new system of Phonetic horthand, by William P. Upham.
Salem, 1877.
8vo, pp. viii, (1), 12.

Es E,· L'STIT TE.
ontributions to the 1fyology of Tacbyglossa Tiystrix,
Echidna Hystrix [auct.]. By J. W. Fewkes. From the Bulletin of
the In titute, Vol. IX. [ alem, 1877.J
8vo, pp. (1), 111-137. Two plates.

E

EX l:Y TITUTE. Early R or<ls of the Town of Rowley, Mass.
municated by eorge B. Blodgette. [ 'alem, 1877.J
Svo, pp. 253-262.

Com-
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ESSEX INSTITUTE. 'l'he Exploration of the Merrimack River, in 1638, by
order of the General Court of Massachusetts, with a plan of the same.
Communicated by James Kimball. Historical Collections of the
Essex Institute, Vol. XIV, No. 3. July, 1877. [Salem, 1877.J
8vo, pp. 153-171.

ESSEX INSTITUTE. List of Birds Collected near Santarem, Brazil. By
J. A. Allen. From the Bulletin of the Institute, Vol. VIII. [Salem,
1877.J
8vo, pp. (1), 78-83.

ESSEX INSTITUTE. [Celebration of Two Hundred and Fiftieth Anniversary of Governor J. Endicott, 1878.J
Circulars.

ESSEX INSTITUTE. Copy of the Record of Deaths of the First Church in
Rowley, Mass. [1696-1777.J By George B. Blodgette. [Salem, 1878.J
8vo, pp. 4~.

ESSEX INSTITUTE. Dismissi.ons from the First Church in Rowley, Mass.
By George B. Blodgette. [Salem, 1878.]
8vo, pp. 149-152. No title-page.

ESSEX INSTITUTE. A List of the Birds of the Hudson Highlands . By
Edgar A. Means. [Salem, 1878-1881.]
8vo, pp. 113.

ESSEX INSTITUTE. A List of the Birds of Massachusetts, with · annotations. By J. A. Allen. [Salem, 1878.J
8vo, pp. 37.

ESSEX INSTITUTE. Memorial of John Clarke Lee, by E. B. Willson.
From the Essex Institute Historical Collections, Vol. xv. Salem,
1878.
8vo, pp. 30.

ESSEX INSTITUTE. Notes on Pacific Coast crustacea.
ington. [Boston, 1878. J
8vo, pp. 159-165. No title-page.

By W. N. Lock-

From tbe Bulletin, Vol. x, Nos. 10, 11, 12.

ESSEX INSTITUTE. Notes on the Hiruclinei observed in Michigan.
Abram Sage. [Salem, 1878.J

By

8vo, pp. 73-76.

ESSEX INSTITUTE. Notice of an interesting Relic of Mexican Sculptme.
By F. W. Putnam. [Salem, 1878.J
8vo, pp. (2), 2.

ESSEX INSTITUTE. Ode on th13 Anniversary of the Fifth Half Century of
the Landing of Gov. John Rnclicott. By W.W. Story. Delivered before
the Institute, September 18, 1878. Salem, 1878.
Small 4to, pp. 29.

ESSEX INSTITUTE. The Pine: Its Life and Importance in Essex County.
By John Robinson. [Salem, 1878.J
8vo, pp.11.

ESSEX INSTITUTE. Address at the Commemoration of the Landing of
John Endicott, before the Institute, September 18, 1878. By vV. C.
Endicott. Salem, 1879.
8vo, pp. 38.
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ESSEX 1NSTITUTE.
[Salem, 1879.J

Biographical Notice of J a.mes Upton.

By R.

c. l\'1ills:

Svo, pp.10.

ESSEX INSTITUTE. The Enharmonic Keyboard of Prof. Henry Ward
Poole .. By Theodore M. Osborne. From the Bulletin of the Essex
Institute, Vol. XI. [Salem, 1879.J
Svo, ])p. (1), 109-122.

ESSEX INSTITUTE. The Fifth Half Century of the Landing of John Endicott at Salem, Mass. Commemorative exercises by the Essex Institute,
September 18, 1878. Salem, 1879.
Svo, ])]). vii, 229. Portrait. Pages 212-223 contain" Historical Events of Salem."
Hon. William C. Endicott delivered t,h e oration, C. T. Brooks offered a poem, and
W.W. Story an ode.

ESSEX INSTITUTE. A list of the Fishes of Essex County, including those
of Massachusetts Bay, according to the Latest Results of the vVork of
the United States Fish Commission. By G. Brown Goode and Tarleton H. Bean. Salem, 1879.
Svo, ])]). (1), 38.

ESSEX INSTITUTE. Historical sketch of Salem, 1626-1879. By Charles S.
Osgood and H. M. Batchelder. Salem: Essex Institute, 1879.
Large Svo, pp. viii, 280. Illustrated. Portrait.

E SSEX INSTITUTE. Notes and extracts from the "RecordR of the First
Church in Salem, 1629 to 1736." Communicated by James A. Emmerton. Salem, 1879.
Svo, ])]). 28.

ESSEX INSTITUTE. Notes on the-native and extensively introduced plants
of Essex County, Mass. By John Robinson. Salem, 1879.
8vo, pp . 38. Photograph.

ESSEX I NSTITUTE.
[Salem, 1879.J

Notice of a portrait of Washington.

By C. H. Hart.

8vo, ])]). (2), 161-165.

EssE~ INSTITUTE.
Salem, 1879.

Priced catalogue of the pnblications of the Society.

Svo, pp. 5.

ESSEX INSTITUTE. Record of deaths from gravestones in Rowley, including all before the year 1680. By G. B. Blodgette. [Salem, 1879.]
Svo, ])p. 43-63. No title-page.

ESSEX I NSTITUTE . Record of intentions of marriage of the city of Lynn.
[1703-1746.] Copied by John T. Moreton. [Salem, 1879.]
8vo, pp. 29.

EssEx I • TITUTE. Records of First Church at Salisbury, Mass.
1754. Communicated by William P. pham. [ alem, 1879.]

1687-

Svo, pp. 47.

E SEX IN TIT TE. The solar eclip o of 1878. A lecture before the Institute. By Winslow pton. [, 'alem, 1879.]
Svo, pp. (2),

E

l().

L·snT TE. Baptisms at church in , 'alem Village, u ar orth
Parish, Danvers. [16 D-1772.]
'ommunicatecl hy H. Wheatland.
'alem, 1 0.

."EX

Svo, pp . 4.7.
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ESSEX INSTITUTI~. The gra<l.ual dispersion of certain mollusks in New
England. By E. S. Morse. [Salem, 1880.J
8vo, pp. 8.

ESSEX INSTITUTE. Children of William and Dorothy King, of Salem. By
H.F. Waters. From the Historical Collections of the institute, Vol.
xvr. Sal em, 1880.
8vo, pp. 8.

EssEx I NSTITUTE . The :fifth half century of the arrival of John Winthrop :it Salem, Mass. Co:mmemorati ve exercises by the Essex Institute, ,June 22, 1880. Salem, 1880.
8vo, pp. 64.
Tl1e address was by R. S. Rantoul.

ESSEX INSTITUTE . The flora of Essex County, Mass.
Salem, 1880.

By .J. Robinson.

8vo, pp. 200.

ESSEX INSTITUTE. The Gedney and Clarke families of Salem, Mass ..
Compiled by H.F. Waters. From the Historical Collections of the
Essex Institute, Vol. xvr. Salem, 1880.
8vo, pp. 52.

ESSEX INSTITUTE . A genealogical account of Henry Silsbee and some of
his descendants. By James A. Emmerton. Salem, 1880.
8vo,pp.71.

E SEX INSTITUTE. Genealogical notes of the Webb family.
Waters. Salem, 1880.

By E.

s.

8vo, pp. 24.

ESSEX INSTITUTE.
lem, 1880.]

[General programme for the season of 1880-81.

Sa-

8vo, pp. 2. No title-page.

ESSEX I NSTITUTE. Gleanings from English records about New England
families. Communicated by J. A. Emmertonand I-I. F. Waters. From
Historical Collections, Essex Institute, Vol. xvn. Salem, 1880.
8vo, pp. (1), 147. Four folded sheets.

Es EX INSTITUTE. Historical sketch of the Salem Female Employment
ociety. By Lucy P. ,Johnson. Salem, 1880.
8vo, pp. 8.

ESSEX INSTITUTE. Indians of California, by F. w. Putnam. The former
Indians of southern California, a bearing on the origin of the red
man in America, Ly F. W. Putman. [Salem, 1880.J
8vo, pp. 4-6.
Bnlletin of tho Essex Institute, Vol. xu.

1&80.

ESSEX IN TITUTE. An informal talk on architectural and art topics.
E. A. Silsher, Salem, 1880.

By

8vo, pp. 22.

ESSEX INSTITUTE. Notes on the Richardson and Russell families.
James Kim ball. Salem, 1880.

By

8vo, pp. 39.

E SEX INSTITUTE. Reminiscences of the distinguished men of Essex
County. By Nathan Crosby. Salem, 1880.
8vo, pp. 29.
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ESSEX INSTITUTE. Fielcl meeting at the Willows, Salem Neck, June 22,
1880. From the Bulletin of the Institute, Vol. XII. Salem, 1881.
Svo, pp. 15.

ESSEX INSTITUTE. The Journal of Dr. Caleb Rea. ·written during the
expedition against Ticonderoga, in 1758. Edited by his grea,t-grandson, F. M. Ray. Salem, 1881.
Svo, pp . 69.

ESSEX INSTITUTE. The life and services to literature of Jones Very· A
memorial meeting: December 14, 1880. Salem, 1881.
Svo, pp. 35.

ESSEX INSTIT UTE. Memoir of Benjamin Peirce. .By Robert S. Rantoul.
From Historical Collections, Vol. xvnr. Salem, 1881.
Svo, pp.16.

ESSEX INSTITUTE. Notes on the forest trees of Essex, Clinton, and Franklin counties, N. Y. [Salem, 1881.J
8vo, pp. 15. No title-page.

ESSEX INSTITUTE. The parentage of Matthias Corwin, of Southold,
Long Island, and his relationship to George Corwin, of Salem, Mass.
Salem, 1881.
Svo, pp. 19.

ESSEX INSTITUTE. Some of the descendants of Jonathan Fabens, of Marblehead. By George A. Perkins. From Historical Collections, Vol.
XVIII. Salem, 1881.
Svo, pp. 26.

ESSEX INSTITUTE. Diaries of Lemuel Wood, of Boxford; with an introduction ancl notes. By Sidney Perley. Salem, 1882.
Svo, pp. 66.
[On the Canadian Expedition of 1759-60.

ESSEX INSTITUTE. Extracts from the town records of Wenham, Mass.,
copied for :publication, by Wellington Pool. [Salem, 1882.J
Svo, pp. 11.

ESSEX lNSTITU'l;'E.
lem, 1882.J

A :field day at Dummer Academy, July 12, 1882.

[Sa•

8vo, pp. 20.

ESSEX INSTITUTE. The family of John Perkins, of Ipswich. Part 1.
Descendants of Quartermaster John Perkins. By George A. Perkins.
From the Historical Collections. Salem, 1882.
Svo, pp. vi, 174.

ESSEX I~STITUTE. Inscriptions from gravestones in the old buryincr
ground in Wenham. Copied by Wellington Pool, August, 1882.
alem,
1882.
Svo, pp. 28. No title-page.

ESSEX L TITUTE. Inscriptions from the old burying grouncl in Dodge' s
Row (North Beverly). Copie(l by Wellington Pool. From the IIi torical Collections, Vol. .'XIV. [, 'alem, 18 2.J
8vo, pp.14. ....~o title-page.

E

L ' STITUTI~.
H. F. Waters.
XVIII and XIX.

EX

Svo, pp. (1) 100.

The ewhall family, of Lynn, Mass. Part 1. By
1',rom Hi toriral 'ollectious of the Instit11te, Vol .
alem, 18 2.
J.
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By Robert
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Rantoul.

8vo, pp.13.

ESSEX INSTITUTE. Opening of a newly discovered shellheap at Ipswich,
By John Robinson. [Salem, 1882. J
8vo, pp. 7. No title-page.

ESSEX INSTITUTE. Plummer Hall. Its libraries, its collections, its historical associations. [Salem, 1882.J
16mo, pp. iv, 58.

ESSEX INSTITUTE. Record of the parish list of deaths, 1785-1819. By
William Bentley, D. D., pastor of the East Church, Salem. [Edited
by Ira J. Patch.] Salem, 1882.
8vo, pp. (2) 177.

ESSEX INSTITUTE. Salem commons and commoners: or, the economic
beginnings of Massachusetts. Parts 1-6. Salem, 1882.
8vo, pp.81.
Contents: (1) The .fisher plar,.tation of Cape Ann. (2) Origin of Salem PlanLation. (3) Allotments of land in Salem to men, women; and maids. (4) Common
fields in Salem. (5) Salem meadows, woodland, and town neck. (6) The great
pastures of Salem.
Also published in Johns Hopkins University Studies, as "Village communities
of Cape Ann and Salem."

ESSEX INSTITUTE. Augustus Story. A memorial paper read before the
Institute, May 14, 1883. By Charles T. Brooks. [Salem, 1883.J
8vo, pp.

(1)

23.

ESSEX INSTITUTE. Memoir of Oliver Carlton.
a genealogy.] Salem, 1883.

By L. Saltonstall. [With

8vo, pp.11.

E SSEX INSTITUTE. A Note on the Authenticity of the Portraits of Governor Endicott. By R. S. Rantoul. [Salem, 1883.J
8vo,pp.19.

ESSEX INSTITUTE. Notes on the Flora of South Georgetown.
lotte N. S. Horner. [Salem, 1883.J

By Char-

8vo, pp. 4. No title-page.

E SSEX INSTITUTE. Notes on the Townsend Pamily.
[Salem, 1883.]

By H. F. Waters.

8vo,pp.43.

ESSEX INSTITUTE. A notice of Charles Davis, Librarian of the Essex
Institute, 1865-1868. By R. S. Rantoul. [Salem, 1883.J
8vo,pp. 8.

ESSEX INSTITUTE . . Weeds of Ess13x County.
1883.J

By John H. Sears.

[Salem,

8vo, pp. 12. No title-page.

ESSEX INSTITUTE, Report of the annual meeting, May 21, 1883.
the Bulletin, Vol. xv, Nos. 4, 5, 6. [Salem, 1883.J

From

8vo, pp. 35. No title-page. Hali" title.

ESSEX INSTITUTE.
1884.J
8vo, pp. 26.

Report of the annual meeting, May 19, 1884.
Half title.

[Salem,
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ESSEX INSTITUTE.
1885.J

Report of the annual meeting, May 18, 1885.

[Salem,

Report of the annual meeting, May 17, 1886.

[Salem,

8vo,pp. 29.

ESSEX INSTITUTE.
1886.J
8vo, pp. 36.

ESSEX INSTITUTE. Botany in Essex County. A paper read before the
Institute at Topsfield June 18, 1884; the fiftieth anniversary of the
formation of the. Essex County Natural History Society. By John
Robinson. [Salem, 1884.J
Svo,pp.13.

ESSEX INSTITUTE. Brooks Memorial. Communications on the death of
Charles T. Brooks, of Newport, R. I. By E. B. Willson, C. W. Wendte,
R. S. Rantoul, and W. P. Andrews. Read at meetings of the Institute
June 18 and December 17, 1883. [Salem, 1884.J
Svo, pp. 37.

ESSEX INSTITUTE. The Commission of the Captain of a Salem Privateer
in the Revolutionary War. By E. P. Crowell. [Salem, 1884.J
8vo, pp. 4. No title-page.

ESSEX INSTITUTE. Geology and Mineralogy in Essex County, Mass.
· B. F. McDaniel. [Salem, 1884.J

By

Svo, pp. 8. No title-page.

ESSEX INSTITUTE. Life and Character of Sir William Pepperell. By
Luther Dame. Read at the meeting in Newbury, August 28, 1884.
[Salem, 1884. J
Svo,pp.16.

:r

ESSEX INSTITUTE.
1884.J

Memorial of ohn Bertram.

By E. s. Atwood.

[Salem,

8vo, pp. (2) 16.

ESSEX INSTITUTE. Notes on the Condition of Zoology, fifty years ago and
to-day; in connection with the growth of the Essex Institute. By
E. S. Morse. Salem, 1884.
8vo, pp. (2) 9.

Es EX INSTITUTE. Notes on the :F lora of South Georgetown.
Charlotte N. S. Horner. [Salem, 1884.J

By Mrs.

8vo, pp. 4. No title-page.

E

EX I TITUTE.
alern, 1884..]

A l_)en-ramble in Linebrook.

By M. V. B. Perley.

Svo, pp.10. No title-pag .

Pigeons and the Pigeon Fancy.

E

By William G.Barton.

~o title-page.
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E ssEx INSTITUTE. Records of the First Church at Salisbury, Mass., 17521805. Communicated by William P. Upham. [Salem, 1884.J
8vo, pp. 23.

ESSli;X INSTITUTE.

Selish Myths. ByW. J. Hoffman.

Washington, 1884.

8vo, pl_'.). 20.

ESSEX INSTITUTE. Weeds of Essex County.
1884. J

By John H. Sears.

[Salem,

8vo, pp. 12, xiv. No title-page.

ESSEX INSTlTUTE. An account of the cutting through of Hatteras Inlet,
North Carolina, September 7, 1846. Also, through which inlet did the
English adventurers of 1684 enter the sounds of North Carolina, and
some changes in the coast line since their time. By William L. Welch.
Reprinted from Bulletin of the Essex Institute, Vol. xvu, Nos. 1, 2, 3.
Sal em, 1885.
8vo, pp . 13.

EssEx INSTITUTE. Address before the Essex Bar Association, December
8, 1885. By W. D. Northend. Salem, 1885.
8vo, pp. 59.

Contains a list of members of the Essex bar, 1770-1885.

ESSEX INSTITUTE. Ancient and modern methods of arrow release.
Ed ward S. Morse. [Salem, 1885. J
8vo, pp. 56.

By

Cover title.

ESSEX INSTITUTE. J:<~arly Recollections of the upper portion of Essex
st reet. By Oliver Thayer. Salem, 1885.
8vo, pp. 16.

ESSEX INSTITUTE. Hugo Reid's Account of the Indians of Los Angeles
County, Cal. With notes and illustrations. By W. J. Hoffman. Salem,
1885.
8vo, pp. (2), 33. Plate.

ESSEX INSTITUTE. Remarks upon chipped stone implements.
Putnam. Salem, 1885.

By 1!. W.

8vo, pp. 8. Nine plates.

ESSEX INSTITUTE. The Second Congregational Church in Marblehead.
By Stephen P. Hathaway, jr. Read at the Essex Liberal Conference,
June 17, 1885. [Salem, 1885.J
8vo, pp. 22. Cover title .

ESSEX INSTITU:m . Some material for a history of the name and family of
Rentoul-Rintoul-Rantoul. Compiled by Robert S. Rantoul. Salem,
1885.
8~o, pp. (2), 28 . Portrait.

E SSEX INSTITUTE. Thoreau, Flagg, and Burroughs. .A.n essay read at a
meeting of .the Institute, March 16, 1885. By W. G. Barton. [ alcm,
1885.J
8vo, pp. 28. No title-page.

EssEx IN TITUTE. Account of the Rebecca Nurse Monum nt. By William P . Upham. From the Historical Collections of the Essex Institute.
Vol. XXIII. Sa]em, 1886.
8vo, pp. 41. Illustrated.

ESSEX INSTITUTE. The Climatology of the United Stat s.
Kimball .. [Salem, 1886.]
8vo, pp.38.

By Frank R.
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ESSEX INSTITUTE. Dermatochelys Coriacea: Trunk Back or Leathery
Turtle. By J. H. Sears. [Salem, 1886.J
8vo, pp. 8.

No title-page.

ESSEX INSTITUTE. Eighteenth century baptisms in Salem, Mass., hitherto
unpublished. Copied from the original records, and alphabetically
arranged by James A. Emmerton. Salem, 1886.
8vo,

pp. (1), 126.

ESSEX INSTITUTE. · Indian Games; an historical research.
McFarland Davis. Salem, 1886.
·

By Andrew

8vo,pp. 58.

ESSEX INSTITUTE. Inscriptions from the Old Burying Ground, Lynn,
Mass., copied by John T. Moulton. Salem, 1886.
8vo, pp. (2), 128.

ESSEX INSTITUTE. List of native and introduced plants observed in flower
in the vicinity of Salem during the spring of 1886, on or before May 1.
By J. H. Sears. [Salem, 1886.J
8vo, pp. 4. No title-page.

ESSEX INSTITUTE. A sketch of the musical societies of Salem.
M. Whipple. [Salem, 1886.J

By George

8vo, pp. 30. Half title on co.-er.

ESSEX INSTITUTE. Supplement to the priced catalogue of the publications of the Institute. July, 1886.
Sheet.

ESSEX INSTITUTE. A contribution to the history of the ancient family of
Woodbury. Communicated by Robert S. Ran,toul. [Salem, 1887.J
8vo, pp. 42. Portrait.

Title on cover.

ESSEX INSTITUTE. Conventionalism in ancient American art.
Putnam. Salem, 1887.
8vo, pp. (2), 155-157.

By F. W.

Seven folded plates.

ESSEX INSTITUTE. The development of Crangon vulgaris. Second paper.
With plates 1 and 2. By J. S. Kingsley. [Salem, 1887.J
8vo, pp. 99-152. No title-page.

ESSEX INSTITUTE. Early record of the church in Topsfield. Communicated by John H. Gould. From the Collections of the Institute, Vol .
• 'XIV.
[ al m, 1887.J
8YO,

E

pp. 27.

E, INSTIT UTE. Early ettlers of Rowley, Mass., includinO' all who
w re here before 1662, with a few g<'nerations of their descendants.
ommunicatecl by George B. Blod(Tette.
alem, 1 87.
YO,

pp. (2), 239.

· ·ou rnin Indian gam . By
Bull tin of th In titnt . Yol.
(1'

vis.

Prom th

a,o, pp. 23.
E

,.· L· 'TITl' TE. Inscriptions from th olcl bnr. •in~ ,rround in I Irr ·
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ESSEX INSTITUTE. Inscriptions from the old burying ground at Lynnfield
Centre. Copied by John T. Moulton. Salem, 1887.
8vo, pp.11.

ESSEX INSTITUTE. Inscriptions from the gravestones in the old burying
ground in Wenham. Copied by Wellington Pool. Salem, 1887.
8vo, pp. 28.

ESSEX INSTITUTE.

Letters concerning the Perkins family.

'alem, 1887.

8vo, pp. 28.
Contains "Notice of tb e Perkins arms in England," "Two historical letters, "
by Augustus 'I'. Perkins, and'' Notes on the Perkins pedigree," by William H.
Whitmore. The last is from the England historical genealogical reg., Vol. xrr, p.
294.

ESSEX INSTITUTE. Negro Slavery in Massachusetts.
toul, sr. Salem, 1887.

By Robert Ran-

8vo, pp. 30.
From the Historical Collections of the Institute, Vol. xxrv.

ESSEX I:N'STITUTE. On ·w est Indian iguanidm, and on West Indian scincidoo, in the collection of the Museum of Comparative Zoology at
Cambridge, Mass. By Samuel Garman.
8vo, pp. 29. Title on cover.
From tl10 Bulletin of the Institute, Vol. XIX, 1887.

ESSEX INSTITUTE. On West Indian reptiles and batrachians in the
Museum of Comparative Zoology at Cambridge, Mass. By amuel
Garman. [Boston, 1887.]
8vo,pp. 24.
From the Bulletin of the Institute, Vol. XIX, 1887.

ESSEX IN TITUTK Pay roll of Capt. Jn°. Dodge's company of guards,
found among the papers of Enos Gallop, 1834. [Salem, 1887.J
8vo, pp. 4.
From Collections, Vol. XXIV, pp.157-160.

ESSEX INSTITUTE.
Salem, 1887.

A pen-ramble in Linebrook.

By M. V. B. Perley.

8vo, pp.10.

ESSEX INSTITUTE. Sketch of Mrs. -William Jarvis, of Weathersfield, Vt.
By Mrs. Mary Pepperell Sparhawk Jarvis Cutts. Edited by her grandson, Cecil Hampden Cutts Howard. Salem, 1887.
8vo, pp. (2), 33.
From the Ilisto1·ical Oollfctions of the Institute, Vol. xxrv. Parts 1 and 2.

ESSEX INSTITUTE. An account of the field meeting at Montserrat, September 7, 1887, with some light on the vexecl question of the origin of
the name Beverly. Salem, 1888.
8vo, pp. (2). 35.
From the Bulletin of the Essex Institute, Vol. xx, 1888.

ESSEX INSTITUTE. An Andean medal.
8,o, pp. 4. Title on cov r.
From the Bulletin, Vol. xx, 1888.

By Samuel Gannan.

[Salem, 1888.)

Es&EX I NSTITUTE. The uatrachia of Kalms' "En resa til N orra America."
By Samuel Garman. [Salem, 1888.J
8vo, pp. 11. Cover title.

ESSEX INSTITUTT~. Genealogy of the Allen family, of fanchest r, Mas .,
from the earliest settlement to 1886. By John I rice.
aleru, 18 8.
8vo, pp. 47, 14.
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EssEx INSTITUTK Gleanings relative to the family of Adam Hawkes, one
of the early settlers of the third plantation of Massachusetts Bay.
Contributed by Nathan M. Hawkes. [Salem, 1888.]
8vo, pp. 20. No title-page.
From the Historical Collections, Vol. xxrv.

ESSEX INSTITUTE. A History of Methodism in Salem, Mass.
I<,. Almy. Salem, 1888.

By James

8vo, pp. 33.

ESSEX INSTITUTE. Inscriptions from the old burying ground at Lynnfielcl
Centre. Copied by John T. Moulton. [Salem, 1888.]
8vo, pp. 11.

EssEx INSTITUTE.
[Salem, 1888.]

A Sketch of Tristram Dalton.

By Eben F . Stone.

8vo, pp. 29.

ESSEX INSTITUTE. An account of th~ yacht Cleopatra's Barge, built at
Salem in 1816. From the Historical Collections of the Institute. By
Benjamin W. Crowninshield. With appendix and plates. Salem, 1889.
8vo, pp. (2), 38.

EssEx INSTITUTE. Charter and by-laws of the Institute, with a list of
its officers and members. Salem, 1889.
8vo, pp. 26.

ESSEX INSTITUTE. Choate-Cushing-Rantoul. An address delivered
before the Essex bar on the opening of the new court-house at Salem,
February 2, 1889. By Hon. Eben F. Stone. Reprinted from the Historical Collections of the Essex · Institute, Vol. XXVI. With plates.
Salem, 1889.
8vo, pp. (2), 50.

Three portraits.

ESSEX INSTITUTE. The glacial phenomena of North .America and their
relation to the question of man's antiquity in the valley of the Delaware. .Abstract. [Salem, 1889.J
8vo, pp. 8.

E

E,' INSTITUTE. The part taken by Essex County in the organization
and settlement of the Northwest Territory. Reprinte<l. from Historical
Collections of the Essex Institute, Vol. xxv, 1888.
alem, 1 9.
8Y0 1

pp. 72.

E SEX I TITUTE. Reminiscences of the Revolution. Prison letters and
sea journal of Caleb Foot: born, 1750; clied, 1787. Compiled b hi
grand on and nam sake, Caleb l<,oote. [ alem, 1 9.]
8YO, pp. 33.
:From th Collections.

E · E.· L T TITrTE. , ' mi-histori ·af ramble among the ighteenth- ntur
pla
aloof' , an
By l' than I. I-L wke . :Prom th Hi ·torical oll ction
.· In titut .
al m 1
vo,pp.35.
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ESSEX INSTITUTE. Our Trees. A popular account of the trees in the
streets and gardens of Salem, ancl of the natural trees of Essex County,
M3.ss, with the location of trees, and historical and botanical notes.
By John Robinson. Published by the Institute. Salem, 1891.
8vo, pp. (4), 120.

ESSEX INSTITUTE. Some material for a genealogy of the Prince family, of
Danvers. By Eben Putnam. [Salem, 1891.J
8vo, pp.11.

1:ssEx INSTITUTE. A rough subject intlex to the publications: Proceedings, Vols . I-v1; Bulletin, Vols. I-xxu; Historical Collections, Vols.
I-xxvu. By Gardner M. Jones. [Salem, 1890.J
", 8vo, pp.~!!.
From the Historical Oollections of the Essex Inst'itute, Vol. xxvrr.

ESSEX INSTITUTE. Genealogical gleanings in England. By Henry l!'.
Waters. Extracts from marriage licenses granted by the bi::;hop of
Londou, 1598 to 1639. Sa,lem, 1892.
8vo, pp. 2,107.
From the H 'istorical Oollect'ions of the Essex Inst'itute, Vol. xxvm, Nos. 2 and 8.

ESSEX INSTITUTE. Soldiers in the French.war from Essex Connty, 17551761. Militia officers, Essex County, Mass., 1761-1771. Danvers tax
list, 1775, district covered by Amos Trask, collector. By Eben Putnam.
[Salem, 1892.J
Svo,pp.15.
From the Oollectfons, Vol.

XXIX,

1892.

ESSEX INSTITUTE. A partial catalogue of the publications of the Institute. Salem, 1894.
12mo, pp. 28.

ESSEX h tSTITUTE. Why the olll town house was built, and some things
which have been talked of within its walls since. By Nathan M.
Hawkes. Salem, [1892].
8vo, pp. 13. Woodcut. Title on the cover.

EssEX INSTITUTE. James Robinson Newball, printer, lawyer, judge, and
historian. A memorial address by Nathan M. Hawkes, delivered
uefore the Lynn Press Association at Lynn, Mass., upon the anniversary of ;Benjamin Frnnklin's birthday, January 17, 1894. [Salem, 1894.J
8vo, pp. 22. Title on cover.
Reprinted from the collections, Vol. xxx.
86. Fl1'0HBU1W JIISJ.'ORIO.A.L SOUIETY.

Fitchburg, Maas.

FITCHBURG HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Proceedings of the Fitchburg Historical Society, and papers relating to the history of the town, read by
some of the members. Vol. I. Fitchburg, 1895. •
8vo, pp. 271.
Contents: Officers, 1895; Constitution; Proceedings, February 16, 1892-July 4,
1894; The early days of railroads in Fitchburg, by Henry A. Wills; Early history
of the :fire service of Fitchburg, by J. F. D. Gar.field; Postal communication, past
and present, by F. A. Currier; The post-offices and postmasters of Fitchburg,
by F. A. Currier; Fitchburg's response to the Lexington alarm, l.ly J. F. D. Garfield; Lunenburg and L ominster in tho Revolution, by J . F. D. Garfield; Capt.
Thomas Cowdin's journal May 25-Jnuc 2 1784 by C1iarks Fos<lic-1c; "Th A lb11ni;
or panacea for cn~ui" [a .:nag;zino of 1831], b~ A. P. Mason; ]'ionee1· prinler,i of

H. Doc. 291--54
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Fitchburg, byJ. F. D. Garfield; The "Old Rogers Bible," by G. M. Borlge; Capt.
Ebenezer Bridge, by J. F. D. Garfield; The Fitchburg Philosophical Society, by
E. Bailey; The Fitchburg ..A.thenamm, 1852-1859, by .A.. P. Mason: The fugitive
slave law and its workings, by M. E. Crocker; Dedication of the ]'itch memorial
tablet at ..A.shby; ..A.ddress, by Ezra S. Stearns; Papers relating to the capture of
John Fitch and defense of the frontier.

FITCHBURG HISTORICAL SOCIETY, Fitchburg's response to the Lexington alarm. Lunenburg and Leominster in the Revolution. By J. F. D.
Garfield. Fitchburg, 1895.
8vo, pp. 12 (2), 13-24.
Pages (2) 13-24 consist of" Lunenbul'g and Leominster in the War of the Revol ution." .A. paper read at a meeting of the Society, M.ay 16, 1892, with separate title·
page.

FITCH:BURG HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Pioneer printers of Fitchburg. A paper
·
read at a meeting of the Society, November 20, 1893. By J. F. D.
Garfield. Fitchburg, 1895.
8Yo, pp. 15. Portrait .

. FITCHBURG HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Sketch of Capt. Ebenezer Bridge, the
leader of the Fitchburg minute-men. A paper read at a meeting of
the Society, February 1~, 1894. By J. F. D. Garfield. Fitchburg,
1895.
8vo, pp.15.
87. GROTON HISTORICAL SOCIETY.
Groton, Mass.

GROTON HISTORICAL SOCIETY.
Ayer, 1894.

Officers and by-laws.

Incorporated 1894.

16mo, pp. (2), 8. Title on cover.
88. HARVARD HISTORICAL SOCIE1'Y.
Oambridge, Mass.

HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Outline of a course of nine lectures on
the campaigns of the civil war. [Cambridge.] No date.

HARVARD

8vo,pp.12.

HARVARD HISTORICAL SOCIETY. The Germanic origin of New England
towns. Read before the Society, May 9, 1881. By Herbe,rt B. Adam ·
With notes on cooperation in university work. Baltimore, 1882.
8vo,pp. 57.
·
Johns Hopki,ns University Studies in Jiistorical and Political Science, No. 2.

HARVARD Hr TORICAL SOCIETY. The Southern question, past and present. An address delivered before the Society, March 12, 1890. By
R. P. Hallowell. Bo ·ton, 1890.
Small 8vo, pp. 34.
89. HL TORICAL AND ANTIQ ARIA

'.A.OH

, OOIETY OF OLD NEWBrRY, ..1L1 ·
ETT.

Xewburyport, Mas,.
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HISTORICAL SOCIETY 01? OLD NEWBURY. Celebration of the two hundred and fiftieth anniversary of the settlement of Newbury, June 10,
1885. Newburyport, 1885.
Svo, pp. 150.
Pages 36-67 contain the Historical Address of Samuel Colcord Bartlett, D. D.

HISTORICAL SOCIETY OF OLD NEWBURY. Two hundred and :fiftieth anniversary of the settlement of Newbury. Brief biographical sketches.
By Robert Noxon Tappan. Newburyport, 1885.
12mo, pp. 134.
90. HISJ.'ORICAL SOCIEJ.'Y OF WATERTOWN.

HISTORICAL SOCIETY OF WATERTOWN. By-laws of the Historical Society
of Watertown. With a list of the past and present officers and members of the Society. Incorporated 1891. Watertown, 1893.
12mo, pp. 15.

HISTORICAL SOCIETY OF WATERTOWN. Watertown records, comprising
the :first and second books of town proceedingA, wHh the land grants
and possessions; also the Proprietors' book and the :fir t book and
supplement of births, deaths, and marriages. Prepared for publication by the Historical Society. Watertown, 1894-.
Svo, pp. vi, 161, 199, 81.

Three folded plans. Facsimil s.

91. HISTORICAL, NATURAL HISTORY, AND L1BRAl lY SOOIEJ.'Y.

South Natick, Mass.

HISTORICAL, NATURAL HISTORY, AND LIBRARY SOCIETY. A re,-iew of
the first fourteen years of the Society. With the field-day proceedings of 1881-82-83. South atick, 1884.
pp.126.
Contents: Officers; Review of the first fourteen.years of the Society, by A. P.
Cheney; First field day, by J.P. Sheafe,jr. ; Homes of early white settlers, by E.
Perry; The Indian burying grounds, the old cemetery, the old meeting houses,
by J.P. Sbeafe,jr.; The old Eliakim Morrill tavern, by S. B. Noyes; Merchants'
block, by W. Edwards; The Ebenezer Newell house, by A .. P. Cheney; Samuel
Lawton, by E. Perry; The Carver house and family, by M . P. Richards; The Pratt
house, by A . P. Cheney; Joshua Branu; Badger place, by J.P. Sheafe,jr.; The
Hezekiah Broad or Cook house, by A . P. Cheney; Rev. Oliver Peabody estate, by
E. Perry; The Bacon house, by H. ·Mann; S. B. Sawin, by J. Parmenter ; The
Elijah Esty place, by E. Perry; Thomas Sawin and his descendants, by H. Mann;
The Eliot oak; The villages of the praying Indians ; An ancieut document, by E.
C. Morse ; David Morse place and P elatiah Morse place, by H. Mam1; B . P. Cheney
place, by J.P. Sheafe,jr.; The Dana homestead, by S. D. Hosmer; The Kimball
place,by H.L. Morse; The Welles mansion,by .A..P.Cbeney; Dr. Isaac Morrill
place, by S. B. Noyes; "Wellesley," the country seat of H. R. Ilunnewell; Newport Green, by H. Mann; Aaron Smith ancl the Indian mill, by H. Mann.
92. B.YDE PARK HISTORICAL SOOIETY.

Hyde Park, Mass.

HYDE PARK HISTORICAL SOCIETY. John Eliot and the Indian Village
at Natick. By Erastus Worthington. [Hyde Park, 1890.J •
Svo, pp. (2) 10. Published for the Society.
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HYDE PARK HISTORICAL SOCIETY. John Eliot and the Indian Village at
Natick. By Erastus Worthington. [Read before the Society, October
1, 1890.J Hyde Park, 1890.
8vo, pp. IO.

HYDE PARK HISTORICAL SOCIETY. The Hyde Park Historical Record.
Vol. I, 1891-92. Hyde Park, 1892.
8 vo, pp. 72.

Portraits.
Contents: A brief sketch of the Society; Zenas Allen; Pemaquid and Monbegas, by C. L. Woodbury; The Butler School, by F. B. Rich; Hyde Park births,
1868-1870, by E. C. Jenney; Henry Grew; Matilda Whiting Vose, by C. F.
Jenney; A reminiscence of Gordon H. Nott, by O. T. Gray; Proceedings; Necrology; .A.A.Page; W. T. Hart; Martin Luther Whitcher, byC.L. Sturtevant ;
'.l.'he streets of Hyde Park, by G. L . Richardson; Legal reminiscences, by E.
Davis; Benjamin Franklin Radford; A Revolutionary hero, Lemuel Trescott ;
Opposition of Milton to incorporation of Hyde Park; John Ellery Piper, by P. B.
Davis; Reminiscences of tweuty years ago, by C. G. Chick; Index.

HYDE PARK HISTORICAL SOCIETY. The Hyde Park Historical Record.
Vol. u, 1892-93. Hyde Park: 1893.
8 vo, pp. 80. Portraits.
Contents: William J. Stuart; Geological formation of Hyde Park, by Ella F.
Boyd; Mrs. Martha Foster Clough, by C. F. Gerry; Hyde Park births, 1870-72;
Dr. Horatio L eseur, byJ. K. Knight; The old Sumner homestead, by Anna H.
Weld; Teachers in the Read ville School; Ida L ewis Benton, by C. D. Chick; W.
H. H. Andrews, by C. G. Chick; The striped pig; John Blackie, by John Scott ;
Lyman Hall, by G. L. Richardson; Extracts from reports of the school committee
of-i)orchester relating to schools in Hyde Park.
93. LEXINGTON HISTORICAL SOCIETY.

Lexington, Mass.

LEXINGTON HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Circular asking aid toward the purchase of Sandham's painting of the battle of Lexington.
4to, pp. 4. No title-page.

LEXINGTON HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Address at a dinner given by the
Society, November 5, 1889, on the 100th anniversary of Washington's
visit to Lexington. By Rev. Edward G. Porter. Boston, 1890.
Svo, pp. 10.

LEXINGTON HISTORI AL ' OCIETY. Proceedings and papers relating to
the history, read by some of the members. Vol. I. Lexington, 1 90.
Svo, pp . lxxxii, 9- 141. Woodcut .
Contents: Proceedings" 18 6-18 9"; Origin of the name" Lexington," by A... E.
cott; A sketch of the history of L xin~ton Common, by C. A. tapl ; Robert
funro , by G. W. amp on; aptain John Parker, by Elizabeth . Parker ; A
few words for our grand moth rs of 1775, by Elizab th W. Harrington; Matthe,
Rridg , by IIarry W. Davis; Remini.·c nces of a, 1mrticipant in the O<'Curr nc .,
of pril l!l, 1775, by Grorrre O. 'mith; .A.mO!, Locke, by Ilerbert G. Lock ; Th
old tav rn of Lexington, by Ji'.,dward P. Bli . ; L . ington Acad my, by A. E •
.'cott; L xin~ton ~Torma! .'cho 1, hy R be ·ca "Vil ; .A. ketch of th liti and
baract r of th lat William I~u ti., hy G. '\Y. Port •r , D. D.; Col. Fran i E uik11 r anll tb butt! of Lt xinl!1:on, h_v f',\Tns Ilamlin, . . ; Lrxingt n in li75 nd
iu 1 Cl, hr '\\'. , ·amp. 011.
ppc111lix: 'l'hc• c con<l III rtiug hon
in L ·n=too,
('l'<'Ct('(l hy tho town ill 1714; ."omo fad. r •lntiurr to tho third III tin~ hou iJl
L · in,.ton, huilt by tli • t wu in 1701; :\I ·mb rs.
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LEXINGTON HISTORICAL SOCIETY. My grandfather, Col. Francis Faulkner, and my uncle, Francis Faulkner, jr., in the battle of Lexington.
Read before the Lexington Historical Society, May, 1886. Ry Rev.
Cyrus Hamlin, D. D., LL. D. Boston, 1887.
8vo, pp.16. Two plates.
94. MASSACHUSETTS HISTORICAL SOCIETY.

Boston, J'dass.

MASSACHUSBTT/3 HIBT0RICAL SOCIETY. Proposal of .Joseph Belknap and
Alexander Young for printing a weekly paper, to be entitled the
American Apollo, containing the publications of the Historical Society
[etc.]. Boston, 1791.
8vo, pp. 4, (1).
Reprinted in 1879.

MASSACHUSETTS HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Circular letter of the Society
[from Jeremy Belknap, secretary]. [Bostou, 1791.J
8vo, pp. 3. No title-page. On the objects of the Society. Rep1·iute<l from Collections. First series, vol. ii.

MASSACHUSETTS HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Discourse, intended to commemorate the Discovery of America by Chrh;topber Columbus; delivere<l
at the request of the Society, on the 23d of October, 1792, being the
completion of the third century since that event. Added, four dissertations. By Jeremy Belknap. Boston, 1792.
8vo, pp. 132.

MASSACHUSETTS HISTORICAL SOCIETY. The Arnerican Apollo, containinothe publications of the Historical Society [etc.], Vol. I, Nos. 1-39.
Boston, 1792.
8vo.
S ee note under Collections.

MASSA HUSETTS HISTOJUCAL SOCIETY. Collections, Vol.
Reprinted 1806 and 1859.

I.

Boston, 1792.

8vo, pp. (4), 288.
[" The first publications of the Society appeared January 6, 1792, in the American
Apollo, a weekly magazine beginning at tl1at time. They were printed in conn ction with tbo magazine during thirty-nine weeks, and comprised n u ally a signature of eight pages, which could be separated fr om tho l'eRt of the pamphlets, and
was called part 1 of each number. The first 208 pages of Vol. r of tl1e Collections
were published in this way; and the remainder, con sisting of 80 pages, came out
in monthly parts in 'eptemb •r, October, November, and December, 1792. The
seconcl and third volum es were continued in mon thly parts, but tl1e fourth aucl
fifth were issuecl i11 quarterly parts."-Samuel .A. Gr11en. .A.11 the vol nm es of the
first and second series and Vol. r of tho third hn,ve been reprinted. Th dates of
the original editions and of the reprints are respectively as foJlows:
Vol. 1, printed in ]792, reprinted in 1806 and in 1859; Vo l. TI, priut, cl in 1793, reprinted in 1810; Vo l. rn, printecl in 1794, reprinted iu 1810; Vol. rv, print cl in
1795, reprinted in 1835; Vol. v, printed in 1798, reprinted in 1816 and 1835; Vol. vr,
printed in 1800, reprinted in 18!lli; Vol. vu, printed in 1801, reprinted in 1846; V 1.
vm, lJrinted in 1802, reprinted in 1856; Vol. rx, printed in 1804, reprintecl in 1857;
Vol. x, printed in 1809, repr:intecl in 1857; second series, Vol. 1, pl'intccl in 1814,
reprinted in 1838; second series, Vol. II, printed in 1814, reprinted in 1846; second
series, Vol. m, printed in 1815, r eprinted in 1846; s~cond seri a, Vol. IV, printed
in 1816, reprinted in 1846; second series, Vol. v, printed in J 815, reprinted in 1848;
second series, Vol. v r, printed in 1815, reprinted in 1848 (these last two comprising
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Hubbard's History of New England); second e.eries, Vol. vu, printed in 1818, reprinted in 1826; second series, Vol. vm, printed in 1819, r e printed in 1826 ; second
series, Vol. IX, printed in 1822, reprinted in 1832; second series, Vol. x, prin ted in
1823, reprinted in 1843; third series, Vol. r, printed in 1825, reprinted m 1846.]

Contents: Vol. I: Constitution of the Society; Introductory Address ; L etters
relating to the Expedition against Cape Bret<tn; A Topographical Description
of the Dutch Colony of Surinam, by George H. Apthorp; Observations on the
British Colonies on the Continent of America, Weare; Account of the Examination
of Dr. Benjamin Church, 1775; Letter on the Dark Day, May 19, 1780, byS. T enney;
Letter from the Town Clerk of Dorchester, 1792 [ on early history of Dorchester];
Extracts from the Records of the Province of Maine ; L etter from Cotton .Mather
in 1718 to Lord Barrington, a Character of the Inhabitants of New England;
A General Description of the County of Middlesex, by J. Winthrop; Letter of an
English Merchant, upon the Expedition to Louisburg, 1775; Account of Gen eral
Montgomery's Burial; A Topographical Description of the Town of Worcester,
by T. Paine [and others]; New Engla.nd's Plantation, written 1629, by F. Higgeson; W. Morell's Poem on New England; Fabulous Traditions and Customs of the
Indians of ·.Martha's Vineyard, by Thomas Cooper; Inscription Copied from a
Gravestone at Gay Head; Historical Collections of the Indians in New England,
by Daniel Gookin; A Short Account of Daniel Gookin; Indian names of Places
within or n ear the County of Barnstable, by J. Freeman; Account of the Coast
of Labrador, by Sir Fra.ncis Bernard; A Topographical Description of Concord,
1792, by W.Jones; New England's First Fruits, in Respect to the progress of
learning in the College of Cambridge, 1643 ; A Topographical Description of
Georgetown; Account of the First Settlement of Boston, hy Samuel .Mather, 1784;
Indian Places in Truro, by J. Damon; An Historical Account of the Settlement
of Brookfi eld, by N. Fiske; A Description of Brookfield, by N. Fiske; Letter
from Roger Williams to Major Mason, 1870 (on the relations between R. 1V. and
Plymouth Colony ]; L etter from a Gentleman Upon his Return from Niagara, 1792;
Errata.
MASSACHUSETTS HISTORICAL SOCIETY.

Collections, Vol. n. Boston, 1793.

Reprinted 1810.
8vo, pp. (4), 246.
Contents: Collection s for 1793; Circ ular Letter; A Topographical Description
of Dux borough; Communications from the Town Clerk of Dorchester [N. Clap];
Ponkapog Plantatfon; Epitaph; L etter from Cotton Mather to Dr. John Wood·
ward [on a Tide and Storm of Uncommon Circumstances], 1723; Letter from J ohn
Winthrop, 1717 [on Storms in Connecticut]; Account of the First Appearan ce of
the Aurora Borealis in New England in 1716, by Thomas Prince; A Letter giving
an Account of a wonderful Meteor (.Aurora Borealis] that appeared in Tew Engl and December 11, 1719 ; An .Account of a Recent Discovery of even I sland in
the Pacific, by J oseph Ingraham; Letter from N. Tracy on the Po terity of Daniel
Gook in; Original Orders of General Burgoyne to olone~ Baum, with a Brief
Description of the Battle of Bennington ; Account of Northfield, byJ. Hubbard,
1792; Letter from J ohn Colman, giviug. an Acconut of th<· Hearin~ before the
Privy Council, on tl10 Complaint of GO\'Ornor hute Against the Jiou.·e of Re11resentatfres of Ma sachustltts Bay; n c<·otmt of the D :i.th of Charle I; L •ttt·r
from King Philip to Governor Prince; An Ilistorical Journal of tho .A.mericfill
"\Var, 1765-178:l, by T. P mberton.
:;\fA

'ACil

ETT

HI TORICAL, OCIETY.

'oll ction , Vol. III. Ho ton 1794.

R print d 1 10.
8vo, pp. (4). 301.

Cont at : Coll tion for 1704; D . cription of Iid1ll borou~h. by.~. n nn t;
Bill of Mortality iu Ilartford, 17 :J-1793, with Remarks on the History of the
Town, by ... ·oah W ·b!!ter, Jr.; Topo~n1pliical D1•. cription of York[. Iain J, by D.
wall; App ndix R lath to A~am ·nti<-11., by ,T. n lknap;
Topo!!TBphieal
ription of Barn tab!, h · ,J • ..\I 11011,.ir.: I>t l'ription of Holli ton; E
t
froma..Tournalofa.
ntl mnuB•lon!!iu~toth \nnyofG II rnl
lair;
V·
rnor Bradford's L tt r Book;
D • ·riptiv 11ud Hi 1ori1·ru
f •· "'
England in Yer e, from a
uuscript of William Bradford;
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Description of the County of' Prince George, Va., 1793, by J. J. Spooner; Roma1·ks
on Webster's Calculations on Lives, by J. Mellen, jr., with Mr. Webster's Reply;
Miscellaneous Remarks and Observations on Nova Scotia, New Brunswick, and
Cape Breton; Road from Halifax to the Gulf of St. Lawrence, 1792; Governors of'
Nova Scotia from 1720; The Atherine; Account of the Burning of Fairfield, in
July, 1779, by Andrew Eliot; Governor Shirley's Letter to the Board of Trade
respecting Fort Dummer, 1748; Tv.o original letters from Benjamin Franklin to
Thomas Cushing, Speaker of the Housf\ of Representatives of Massachusetts [ on
the Reception of the Petition to the King, regarding the Trade Regulations]; A
Topographical Description of Wellfleet, by L. Whitman; Letters from Increase
and Cotton Mather to Governor Dudley, 1707-1708; Letter from Governor Dudley
to Increase and Cotton Mather, 1707-08; Extract from Cotton Mather's Private
Diary; A Topographical Descdption of Wells [Maine], by Nathaniel Wells; A.
Topographical Description of' Topsham [Maine], by Jonathan Ellis; A Topographical Description of Machias [Maine], by John Cooper; An Historical Account
of Middleborough, by I saac Backus; A Topographical Description of Nau tuck t,
by W. Folger, jr.; A Short Journal of the First Settlement on the Island of Nantucket, by Zaccheus Macy; Births, Marriages, and Deaths in Nantucket, 1780-1792;
Progress of the Whale Fishery at Nantucket; Letters to Benjamin Franklin from
Granville Sharp, on the s ubj ect of American Bishops; A Topographical Description of Raynham, by P. Fobes; The family of Leonard; Iron Ore, by I. Backus;
L etters from Rev. John Eliot, of Roxbury, to Ilon. Robert Boylo, 1670-1688; Biographical and Topographical Anecdotes respecting San dwich and Marshpee, by
Gideon Hawley; List of the Governors and Commanders in Chief of Massachusetts and Plymouth; A Topographical Description of Truro, 1794; A Koy In to
the L anguage of America [Indians of New England], by Roger Williams; A
Topographical Description of the Plantations on ebago Pond; A Topographical
and Historical Description of Boston, 1794, by T. Pemberton; A List of Writers
who were Citizens of Boston, with the Time of their Decease.
MASSACHU SETTS HISTORICAL SOCIETY.

Collections. Vol.

IV.

Boston, 1795.

Reprinted 1835.
8vo, pp. v, 298.
Contents: Collections for 1795: Act of Incorporation Laws, etc., of the Society,
1794; A Topographical Description of Ilopkinton, by Dr. J. Stimson; Topographical Description of Thomaston; Proceedings of two Conventions, hrlcl at Portland, to Consider the Expediency of a Separate Government in the District of
Maine; Account of Wellfleet and Cape Cod Harbor, by L. Whitman; Account of
an Uncommon Frost, May 17, 1794, by N. Thayer; Description of Marlborough, by
Asa Packard; Letter from .Rev. Gideon Ilawley, of Marshpee, containing an
Account of his Services among the Indians of Massachusetts and New York, and
a Narrative of his Journey to Onohoghwage, 1794; Answers to Queries rtsspecting
·western Indians, by J. T. Kirkland; Letter from Dr. WiUiam Clarke to Dr.
Franklin, 1754 [in regard to French and Indian troubles]; Letter from Dr.
\Villiam Clarke to an American Gentleman in London, 1748; Dr. Belknap's letter
to Dr. Kippis [concerning action of Continental C()Ilgress in regard to Captain
Cook]; Letter from Dr. William Clarke to Benjamin Franklin, 1755; Topographical Description of Exeter, N. H., by Samuel Tenney; Observations on the Southern Indians, by Dr. Ramsey; Observations ancl Conjectures on the Antiquities of
America, by Jacob Bailey, with remarks by J. T. Kirkland; An A ·count of the
Church of Christ in Plymouth, by John Cotton; Observations on the Climate,
Soil, and Value of the Eastern Counties of Maine, by Gen. B. Lincoln; Letter
from Gen. B. Lincoln, on the Religious State of the Eastern Counties of Maine,
1790; Extracts of two Letters from Charles Thomson, Secretary of Congress
during the Revolution, relative to Dr. Kippis's Misrepresentations; Letter from
William Bentley, 1795; An Inquiry into the Right of the Aboriginal Natives to
the Lands in America, and the Titles derived from them, written in 1724 by
Rev. John Bulkley; A Sketch of the History of' Guilford, Conn., by Rev. Thomas
Ruggles; Letter from J. Belknap concerning Fire Engines, Fires, and ]foildings
in Boston, 1725; Queries respecting the Slavery and Emancipation of Negroes in
Massachusetts, answered by J. Belknap; References to the Topographical and
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Historical Description of Boston, published in Vol. III of the Collections; Burials
and Baptisms in Boston, 1701-1774; "Observations made by the Curious on New
England about 1673;" Letter sent from Dublin to Provost Dunster in 1655;
Account of the First Century Loctme held at Salem; Answers of the General
Court of Connecticut to Certain Queries of the Lords of the Committee of Colonies, 1680; Account of the Earthquake at Port Royal in 1692; .A.n Account of
Some Effects of the Great Earthquake in 1755, by John Mellen; Topographical
Description of New Bedford; The Discovery and Description of the Islands called
Marquesas, in the South Pacific, with Account of .Adjacent Islands, discovered by
Capt. Joseph Ingraham; Observations on the Islands of Juan Fernandez, Massafuero, and St. Ambrose, by Bernard Magee; Account of the Discovery of a
Group of Islands in the North Pacific Ocean, by Capt. James Magee; .A Brief
Account of the Agency of John Winthrop, 1662, in Obtaining a Charter for Connecticut, by Roger Wolcott.

MASSACHUSETTS HISTORICAL SOCIETY.

Collections. Vol. v. Boston, 1798.

Reprinted 1816 and 1835.
8vo, pp. (2) 290.
Contents: Answer of Dr. Kippis re.specting an error in his Life of Captain
Cook; Observations on the Indians, containing an Answer to some Remarks of Dr.
Ramsey, by General Lincoln; Report on the Oneida and Mohekunuh Indians in
1796; Historical and Characteristic Traits of the Indians, and those of Natick in
Particular, by Stephen Badger; Law Cases, 1795-1797; .A.n Account of the Great
Fire in Boston in 1711, by Cotton Mather; Memorabilia of Yarmouth, by T .
.A.lden, jr.; Account of the Witchcraft Delusion in New .England, 1692, by Thomas
Brattlc; Vocabulary of the Narragansett Language; Letter from Paul Revere
on Events of 1774, 1775; Letters from Governor Shute to Ralle, the Jesuit, 1718:
Letters from Col. J. Dwight and Col. Oliver Partridge to Governor Shirley, 175!;
Law Case; .A.n Account of' the Present State and Government of Virginia, 1696-1698( 1); Settlement and Antiquities of Windsor, in Connecticut, by D. McClure;
.A.n .Abstract of the Laws of New England, 1641; .A.n Address to the Reader, by
William .Aspinwall; Letter from His Majesty's Commissioners to Governor Prince,
written at Rhode Island, in 1664; Articles of Agreement between the Court of
New Plymouth and .A.wasuncks, the Squaw Sachem of Saconet, 1671; Dartmouth
Indians' Engagement, September 4, 1671; Letter from .A.wasuncke to Governor
Prince, 1671; Letter of Governor Prince, 1671; Letter from Jeremiah Dummer to
Dr. Benjamin Colman, 1714; Letter from Rev. Daniel Neal to Rev. Benjamin Colman, 1718; Letter from Dr. Watts to Dr. C. Mather, concerning Neal's History of
New Engl::tn<.1, February, 1719-20; The Importance of Cape Breton to the British
Nation, by Robert.Auchmuty; Account of the Smallpox, 1721; .A.Narrative of the
Newspapers Printed in New England; .A. Brief Account of tho Several Settlements
and Governments about Narraganset Bay, by Francis Brinley; Charles tho Second's Letter to the Governor and Magistrates of Rhode Islan<l, 1678-lfi79; Address
of the Governor ancl General Assembly of Rhode Island to Charles I; Letter of
the Commissioners of tho nited Colonies of New England respecting Mount
Rope, 1679; .A. True and Brirf Account of tl10 Right to Lands in the N arrauan "et
Country, 1680; Charles the Second's Commission to Edward Cranfield and Other
to Examine into tho Claims and Titles to the Narraganset Country; Summon to
Persons Claiming Right~ in the Tarraganset Country; Report of the Commi ions
ou the Claims to the ·arraganset Country, 1683; ,Tam<'s II's Commission for a
Council [or Massac bu etts Bay, J. • arral!anset Country, otc. ; J>roceecling. of a Con rt
in tho ·arraganset Couutr.r, 16 6; I'ankatnck Tii,· •r, the Boundary b •tween Connec·ticut a11d Rhode falaTl(l, lGG:!; Act of the ssem h1'· of Rho<l • Island, in fa,·or
f Ilumphroy Atherton, 1672; De. cription ancl Ilisto~y of_· •tdon, by Jonathan
Homer; ·atnral Tiistory of the ,"lu,!!-worm, hy ,Y. D. l' ck; :\femb r,;.

M

r: II1 ·rc11w·.\r,, o
Reprinted 1 Hi.

·,A HU El

'U:T Y.

'ollection . Yol. vi.
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~ton, 1

or 1709: Lift ancl Character of fl ,·. JJr. ,Tobn
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Sheshatapooshsheosh skotlie, and Micmac Languages; Gen. John \Vfaslow's Lotter, relative to his Conduct on the Ticonderoga Expedition in 1756; Secretary
Willard's Letter relative to the Fail me of the Crown Point Expedition, 1756 ; Letter from W. Bollan, Agent for the Colony of Massachusetts Bay, 1759; Memorandum of Particulars Showing the Exhausted State of Massachusetts Province; A
Brief State of the Province of Quebec, 1787; Continuation of the Narrative of
Newspapers publishecl in New England, from 1704 to the Rovolution; Lettei·s
of J . Dummer, 1711; Letter of James Cudworth to Governor Wiu slow, declining
his appointment to a military command, 1673-1675; L etter from John Easton
to Governor Winsh,w, 1675; Letter from Nathani el Thomas, on the oxpedition
against Philip, 1675; Letter of Secretary Rawson on the proceedings in the Sound,
1675; Letter of John L everett, 1676; L ett ers on King Philip's vVal'; Edward
Randolph's letter relative to proceedings at Piscataq ua, 1679; Answer of King
Philip to tl1e Governor of New Plymouth; Edward Rawson 's letter Rolioiting aicl
for the college at Cambridge, 1671-72 ; L etter of instructio11s from the Massaclrnsetts General Court to William Bollan, their agent at the Court of Great Bt'itai11,
1756; Letter of Leonard Iloar, 1661; Memoirs for thfl continun.tion of the history of
the troubles of the New-English colonies from the Indians, 1726, by B. olman;
* * * Letter from Paul Mascarene to Governor Shirley on the gov mment of
Acadia, 1748; * * * Petition of'Williaru Boll&n to the Duke of Bedford , relative to French encroachments, 1748; Letters of Washington and otliers, on Din widdie's expedition against the French on tho Monongahela, 1754; List of the
Presidents of the Colony of Rhode Island, 1647-1789; Letter from Governor Jay
on the Brothertown Indians, 1799; Letter on th 1n·opriety ancl expediency of an
appropriate national 11ame des ignatory of citizens of the U uited tatei;; Letter
of Jonathan Trumbull, A ugui;t 21, 1779 [on the Revolution); Petition of the Earl
of Stirling prayin g to be in possession of some bods called tho co unty of Canada,
1760; Letters relative to a reimbursement from Parliam 11t for the exveos of
supporting the French n eutrals from Nova Scotia; Letter relative to the duty on
molasses, 1763-64; LotterR, etc., on King Phili11'1; ·war; A description of Salem,
by W. Bentley.
MASSACHUSETTS HISTORICAL SOCIETY.

Collections. Vol. vu. Boston, 1801.

Reprinted 1846.
8vo, pp. viii, 280.
qontents : Collections for 1800: Remarks on a " ili Rtory of Salem;" Ilistory of
Cambridge, by Abie! Ilolmes; A r eview of the military operatiom1 iu North
America, from th commencement of th e French hostilities on the fronti ers of
Virginia, in 1753, to the snrrender of Oswego, lu1gni;t 17, 1756; ...l description of
Wiscasset, by Alden Bradford; Marshe's Journal of tho treaty l1eld with the 'ix
Nations at Lancaster, June, 1744; Li2t of the public offices in the Province of
Maryland; Plan of union of the British American Colonioi;, 1754; Connecticut's
reasons against the plau; P etitions respecting .Bishops, 1713; Account of the
trade of ewfo undland, 1799; Nmnber of British subjects in tho Colonios, 1755;
A bill for better regulating of charter and proprietary governments in America;
Dedications to the Rev. ,John Eliot's Ill(lian ·v ersion of the Old and New Testaments; Sir Thomas Temple's apology for coinago in Massachusetts; Queries and
answers relative to the present state and condition of Co11oecticut, 1774; , 'ome
account of the severe drought in 1749 ; Grand jury bill against Mary Osgood, 1692;
Biographical notice of Rov. James Noyes; A description and historical a count
of the I sles of Shoals; Ecclesiastical history of Massachusetts. ·
MASSACHUSETT

HISTORICAL SOCIETY.

Collections. Vol.

VIII.

Bo ton, 1 02.

Reprinted 1856.
8vo, pJ). (4), 284.
Contents: Remarks upon the Ilistory of Salem ; Historical account of ,John
Eliot; Governor Dudley 's letter to the Countess of Lincoen, 1631; Histori •al
sketch of Col. Ephraim Williams, and of Williams College; Topograpl1iC'al and
historical account of Marblehead; Bill of mortality of .:\lid<lleuorongh, 1770 to
1801; 13iographical notices of Marston 'i\Tatson; Sketch of tbe life noel character
of Thomas Brottle; Notice of Ezekiel Price; Character of G . .R. Minot; Description
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of the eastern coast of the county of Barnstable; Description of Sandwich; Note
on Falmouth; Description of Dennis; Note on the south parts of Yarmouth,
Barnstable, and Harwich; Description of Chatham; Description and history of
Eastham; Description of Orleans; Note on W elfleet; Description of Provincetown; State of the cod and whale fisheries in Massachusetts, 1763; Mourt's Journal of a plantation settled at Plymouth, 1621; Edward Winslow's relation of
things remarkable in Plymouth, 1623; Memoirs of the Rev. Dr. Thacher.

MASSACHUSETTS HISTORICAL SOCIETY.

Collections. Vol.

IX.

Boston, 1804.

Reprinted 1857.
8vo, pp. (4), 283, (1).
Contents: Ecclesiastical history of Massachusetts; Settlement of the first
churches; Account of ministers who were fixed in Salem, Charlestown, Dorchester, Boston, Watertown, and Roxbury; Controversy with Roger Williams and
Mrs. Hutchinson; Synod in 1637, and state of religion to 1647; Memoir and poem
Parmenicis; Memoir of the Moheagans, and of Uncas, their ancient sachem, by
A. Holmes; Language of the Moheagans; Extract from an Indian history; Journal
of the siege of York, in Virginia, by a chaplain of the American Army; Memoirs
of Ebenezer Grant Marsh; Topographical description of Catskill, N. Y., 1803, by
Clark Brown; Topographical description of Newtown, N. Y., l 803, by Clark Brown;
Topographical description of Brimfield, by Clark Brown; Description and history
of Waterford (Me.), by L. Ripley; Chronological and topographical account of
Dorchester, by T. M. Harris; Notes on Compton, R. I., 1803; Biographical memoir
of William Fisk, by James Winthrop.; The history of the Penobscott Indians, by
James Sullivan; Account of earthquakes in New Hampshire, by Timothy
Alden,jr.; Bill of' mortality for Middleborough, 1802 and 1803, by I. Thompson;
Bill of mortality for Portsmouth, N. H., 1801-1803; Extracts from a journal kept on
board ship Atahualpa, on a voyage from Boston to the northwest coast and the
Sandwich Islands; Convention between Increase Mather and King William, 1689;
Observation upon the natural production of iron ores, and some account of the iron
manufacture in the county of Plymouth, by James Thacher; An account of a
conference between the late Mr. Grenville and the several colony agents in 1764,
previous to the passage of the stamp act; Extract from the history of the New
England colonies concerning the charter of William and Mary; On smallpox inocnlation, by Increase Mather; Extracts from a letter by a London merchant to bis
friend in Virginia.
MASSACHUSETTS HISTORICAL SOCIETY.

Collections. Vol. x. Boston, 1809.

Reprinted 1857.
8vo, pp. (iv), 314.
Con ten ts: Ecclesia. ti cal history of Massachusetts, continued· Acconn t of the
ew England platform ; Of the attempts made to convert the natives, and the
state of religion from 1648, during the Commonwealth in Great P,ritain: An
account of the several religious societies in Portsmouth, N. H., to 1 05, by T.
AlJ u, jr. ; A topographical de cription of .Brewster, 1806, by J. impkin ; An
account of Ilalifax, Nova Scotia, 1760, by Alexander Grant; .Account of tow, by
.J. Gardn r; Account of Westborough, by E. Parkman, 1767; .Memoir of udbury,
1767, by I. Loring; .Account of Harvard, hy J. Wh eler; :rote on Marlborough,
1767, hy A., mith; M moir of Marlboroug-h As ociation, by T •• tone; .,.ote with
extracts r specting Rugg! s 's Ili tory of Guilford ; M moir of th P quot . by
E. tile ; ..:umb r of .,antic Indian. ; Indians on onn (·ticut 1th' r; Account
of the :Montauk Indian , by . Occum; Memoir of Block I land, 1762, by E. tile ;
n ac<'ount of' th Indians iu and about , tratford , onn., by K Bird ey; All
a<·countofth Pot numm <'utindians, 1762; na countoftheMn lip Indians,
1762 ; onymoyk Incliam1; :ac-on t Imlian,i; E, . t rn Indian ; Indian in cailia, 1760 ; .... umh r of Indians in onn cti ut, 1774; ..... nmh r of Indian in Rhode
I land, 1774 ; n ac·<·ount of the .· v ral nation of 011th ru Indian., 17 , by E.
P otter ; Li t of the nations of Indian. t ~ 'iagar, 176-!; E. timat of tl1 Indian
n a tion
mploy ·<1 by th Jlrili h in the R ,·olutionary ".,.ar; ..:.,.umb r f D •la..
w re Indians, 17 ; n account of Indian chur ·he in .·ew En •land, 1673, by
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John Eliot; .Account of an Indian visitation, ]698, by G. Rawson and S. Danforth; List of Indians at Natick, 1749; Numbers in the Norridgwok and Mohawk
language ; .Account of defeat of I ndians at Werntsam, by J. Mann; Letter relating
to the Indian school at Stockbridge, by J. Edwards; Sketch of eminent men in
N ew England, 1768, by Charles Qhauncy; Sketch of eminent ministers in New
England, by J. Barnard; Life of President Charles Channey, by C. Cbauncy ;
Memoirs of E. Tyng; Memoirs of William Tyng, by T . .Alclen, jr.; * * * Bills
of mortality for Middleborough, 1805, 1806, by I. Thomas; Memoir of .Andrew
Eliot; Memoir of Thomas Pemberton; Resident members; General table of contents of the ten volumes; Chronological table ; General index; Inuex of authors;
Laws of the Society.

MASSACHUSETTS HISTORICAL SOCIETY.
Boston, 1814. Reprinted 1838.

()ollections. Second series, Vol. I.

Svo, pp.xxxi, (4), 260.
Contents: Disuourse before the Society, December 22, 1813, at their commemoration of the :first l anding of our ancestors at Plymouth, 1620, by John Davis; .Act
of incorporation, etc.; Bacon and Ingram's rebellion; .Account of fires in Boston
and other towns iu Massachusetts, 1701-1800; Letter respecting mounds, by .A.
Bradford; Progress of medical science in Massachusetts, by Josiah Bartlett; .A
brief review of the state of religious liberty in tlie colony of N ew York, 1773;
.Account of the dissenting interes t in the Middle States, 1769, by E. Spencer; Biographical memoir of Rev. Charles Morton; Notice of hrewsbury, by J. Snmner;
Biography of Rev. John Lothropp, by John Lathrop; Topographical description
of Needham; Topographical and historical sketch of Lunenburgh; Note on .Attleborough, by H. Weld; L etter of Richard Henry Lee, 1781; R marks on the cultivation of the oak, by B. Lincoln; Ecclesiastical l1istory of Massachusetts, continued: .Account of the third synod in Boston, 1662 ; Of the proceedings of the
government with regard to the Baptists and Quakers; Memoir toward a character of Rev. John Eliot; * * * Biographical memoir of James Sullivan;
Memoir of Rev. William Emerson.

MASSACHUSETTS HISTORICAL SOCIETY.
II. Boston, 1814. Reprinted 1846.

Collections.

Second series, Vol.

8vo, pp. (4), 242.
Contents: Report on the Western Indians, by J. F. Schermerhorn; ilistorical
sketch of the Society for propagating the gospel among the Indians in North
.America; Wonder-working Providence of Sion'1:1 Saviour in New England, by
Edward Johnson; Notice of Edward Johnson, by J. Chickering; Extract from
"The life and errors of ,John Dunton;" On bis residence in Massachusetts, 1686;
Letter concerning Tristan d' .Acunha, by B. F. Seaver; Some original papers
;respecting the Episcopal controversy in Connecticut, 1722; Ilistorical sketch of
Brookline; Births, deaths, etc., in Bi1!erica, 1054- 1704; ilistorical sketch of Charlestown, by J. Bartlett; .Brief history of the Ancient and Ilonorable .Artillery Company; * * * On Episcopacy in tho colonies, 1760- 61, liy .A. Eliot; Statistics of
Now Haven, 1774, New London , 1774; .Account of tl1e first Uongress, 17i4, by the
Connecticut delegates; A. circumstantial account of the affair of .April 19, J 775;
Journal of .Arnold's expedition to Quebec, 1775, by R J. Meigs; .A. sketch of
.Amherst, N. H ., by J. Farmer; L etter from tho general association of Uongregational ministerR in Connecticut to the clergymen in Boston, with auswers, 1774
[on sufferings in Boston from the Port Bill]; Extracts from President Stiles's
literary diary, 1773; Letter from Sir Edward .Andros to Governor Dudley, 1686;
Bills of mortality for Middleborough, 1805-1813, by J. Thompson; Letter from Governor Dudley to Rev. Cotton Mather, 1706; Letter from g neral court of Massachusetts Bay to Dr. John Owen, 1663; Inrlian names of White Ilills and Piscataqua.
River, by T. Alden; .A particular of necessaries to provid to go to Virg inia, 1626;
.Account of the Loganian library in Philadelphia, by Ebenezer Ilazard; Notice
respecting the author of ".A brief view of the state of r ligious liberty in New
York, 1773," Rev. John Rodgers; Memoirs of the late Rev. J. S. Buckminster, by
.Tames Savage ; Correction of an error in Hutchinson [on T w England money];
Circular letter of the Society, 1813; Prospectus of Hubbard's Ilistory of !few
England; Donations.
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MASSACilUSETTS lIISTORI AL SOCIETY. Collections.
nr. Boston, 1815. Reprinted 1846.

Second series, Vol.

8vo, pp. (4), 296.
Contents: A description of Mashpee, 1802; State of the Indians in Mashpee,
1767; Notes on New Bedford, 1807; otes on Nantucket, 1807; A description of
Dukes County, 1807; Slaves in Massachusetts, 1754; Note on Lancaster, N. H.,
1814; A geographical sketch of Bath, N. H .. 1814, by D. Sutherland; Note on Plymouth, N. H., 1814; Note on New Holderness, N. H., 1814; Note on Wolfborough ,
N. H., 1814; Note on Middletown, N. H., 1814; Johnson's Wonder-working Providence of Sion's Saviour, continued; Notes on Plymouth, Mass.; Description of
Kingston; Rise and progress of the bass and mackerel :fishery at Cape Cod; Recantation of confessors of witchcraft; Criticism on the Landing of the Fathers, a
picture by Henry Sargent; Notices of the Life of Benjamin Lincoln; Expedition
against Canada, 1690, by Thomas Savage; A topographical and historical descrip·
tion of Waltham; Xote on the historical sketch of Brookline; Note on Jamaica,
1793, by Harris; Letters respecting .Hubbard's History; Deaths in King's Chapel
Society, 1747-1775, 1788-1814.

MASSACHUSETTS HISTORICAL ·SocIETY.
IV. Boston, 1816. Reprinted 1846.

Collections.

Second series, Yol.

8vo, pp. iv, 308.
Contents: Wonder-working Providence of Sion's Saviour, in New England,
continued; Anecdote of the soldiers of Arnold, by W. Eustis; A topographical
description and historical account of Sudbury; A topographical description and
historical account of East Sudbury; Anecdote of King Philip's gun-lock, by John
Lathrop; A paper relating to Harvard College, 1707; Remarks on Mr. Schermerhorn's report concerning the Western Indians, 1815; Account of earthquakes in
New Hampshire, :Massachusetts, and Maine, by T . .Alden, 1804-1807; Bill of mortality for Amherst, N. H o, 1805--1815, by J. Farmer; Catalogue of ministerM in New
Hampshire, 1767; Iiist.ory of free schools in Plymouth colony and in the town of
Plymouth, 1815; Progress of vaccination in America; Russian voyage of discovery,
1815; Paper money; A barque built at Plymouth, 1641; Memoir of Joshua Scottow; Nonconformist's oath; New England's Jonas cast up at London, 1647; .A.n
historical sketch of Haverhill; A topographical and historical sketch of Freeport,
Me., by R. Nason; A topographical and historical sketch of Saco, Me., by J. Cogs·
well; Historical sketch of North Hampton, N. H., by J. French; Historical sketch
of Tyngsborough, by N. Lawrence; Letter to Governor John Winthrop, by W.
White; Note on an ancient manuscrip.t , ascertained to be a part of Governor Win·
throp'sjournal; Deposition of John Odlin, respecting Blackstone's sale; General
Gage's instructions of 22d February, 1775; also an account of the transactions of
the British troops, .April ]8 and 19, 1775 .; History and description of Scituate, 1815;
Topography and history of Rochester, 1815; History and description of Plymp·
ton, 1815; Description of Carver, 1815; Notes on Ilalifax; History of Plympton
[Carver and a part of Ilalifax, inclusive]; Topography and history of Wareham,
1815; Original paper respecting the Episcopal controversy in Connecticut, 1722;
Addenda to preceding articles on towns in the county of Plymouth.

MA,"SA HU ETTS HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Collections. Second series, Vol.
v· Hubbard'sHistoryofNewEngland. Part 1. Eventsfromthedi co very to 1641; A general history of New England, from the discovery
to 1680, by the Rev. William Hubhard, minister of Ipswich, :Mas ,
'ambridge, 1 15. Reprinted 1848.
Svo, pp. (2) , vi, ( ), 7- 304.

'EIT · H1 ' TOHI 'AL o IETY. Collections.
ecoud ·eries, Vol.
vr; IIubhard' Hi tory of .i. ew England. Part 2. Events from 1635 to
1 -o. Cambridge, fa s., 1815. Reprinted 184 .
II

8vo, pp. (2), 305-676.
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Second series, Vol.

Reprinted 1826.

8vo, pp. (4), 300.
Contents: Continuation of Johnson's ·wonder-working Providence; .A summary
notice of the first settlements macle by white people in Tennessee; Note on the
county of Hillsborough, N. H., by John Farmer; Letter from B. Franklin, 1759,
on inoculation for smallpox in Boston; Rhode I sland State papers; Deposition of
R. Williams, 1682; Form of government, 1G38; Laws, 1647; Letter from O. Cromwell, 1655; Letter of commissions on Narragansett; General assembly on the
Quakers, 1657; * * * Number of inhabitants of Rhode Island, 1730-1701; History and description of .Abington, 1816; Sketch of Walpole, N. Il., by A. Bellows;
.Apology of John Pratt; Note on Ezekiel Cheever, by W. Lyon; .Anniversary of
the la11di11g of' the forefathers; Boston bill of mortality, 1815-1817; Boston votes;
Description of Bridgewater, 1818; Biograpl1ical not ico of Poter Whitney; .Account
of the Pl'ince Library; * * * .Aunal1:1 uf New Englaud, by Thomas Prince,
Vol. II, Nos. 1-3.

Collections.

MASSACHUSETTS HISTORICAL SOCIETY.
VIII.

Boston, 1819.

Seconcl series, Vol.

Reprinted 1826.

8vo, pp. iv, 332.
Contents: Continuation of Johuson's 'iVonder-worldng Providence of ion's
Saviour in New England, 1645-1651; Billofmortality of Boston, 1817; Lottorof Sir
Richard Saltonstall to Governor Winthrop, of Connecticut, 1636; Or·dcr of march
at the funeral of Governor Leverett; List of the provincials who wore killed,
wounded, and missing in the b at.tle of Lexington, April 19, 1775; Danforth papers;
Letters from general court of Massachusetts to Charles II, 1G02; Letter from R.
Doyle to Governor Endicott, 1665; Lotter from Charles II to Gov rnor Endicott,
1662; .Address of Nichols and tho other commissioners of the King to general
court, 1665; Commissioners' reply; * * * Secretary Rawson's letter about
Harvard College, 1665; Same on construction of' the charter for Massachusetts;
Reply of general court respecting the regicides Whalley and Goffe; Pet,ition of
Samuel Gorton and others, of Warwick, JOOJ.-65; Reply of Secretary Rawson on
trade of Massachusettl:1, 1665; .Answer of the general court to the commissioners
as to the power and form of civil government; The oath of allegiance, prayer
book, etc.; * * • Proposal of commissioners to arneucl province laws, 1665;
Brief' narrative of the negotiatious between tl,e general court and tJ1e commissioners, 1664-65; * * * Petition of citizens of J3oston to tho general conrt
respecting the charter, 1665; .A description of Mount Catardin, 1804, by C. Turner;
Letter from Matthew Craddock to Capt. Jolm Endicott, 1029; .A brief history of
the Pequot war, by John Mason; Original account of J3raddock's defeat, 1755, by
R. Orme; Life and character of Rev. Joseph McKean; .An account of Plainfiel<1,
by J.Porter; Note on New London, N. H., by J. Farmer; Churches and ministenj
in New Hampshire, by J. Farmer; .Andros's administration; Letters on the origin
and progress of attempts for the abolition of slavery in Pennsylvania, 1819; Letter of Roger Williams, 1682; Estimates of Province of Massachusetts J3ay, 1764;
The new life of Virginia, 1612; Pincheon papers; Biographical m moir of Fatl,er
Rasles; Eastern Indians, letter to the governor, 1721; * * * Letter of Professor Ebeling to President Stiles, 1794; * .,. * Life and character of Caleb
Gannett; Memoir of William Tudor; Opinion of court about Malden church, 1651.
:MASSACHUSETTS HISTORICAL SOCIETY.
IX.

Boston, 1822.

Collections.

econd series, Vol.

Reprinted 1832.

8vo, pp. (4), 312, liv, 367-372.
Contents: .A brief relation of the discovery of New England,1607-1622; Mourt's
relation or journal of the b eginning and proceedings of the English plantation at
Plymouth, 1622; Winslow's Good n owes from New England, 162-1; AP rfect ch,scription of Virginia, 1649; Statistic-al account of the town of Mid<llc·bury, Vt., hy
F. Ilall; Donations to Boston during the siege; .Ilistorical account of Providence,
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R. I., by Stephen Hopkins; Number of dwelling houses, stores, and public buildings in Boston, 1789; The Massachusetts [Indian] language; The Indian grammar
begun, by .Tohn Eliot, 1666; Notes on Eliot's Indian grammar, by P. S. Du Ponceau; Sketches of ministers and churches in New Hampshire, continued.

MASSACHUSETTS HISTORICAL SOCIETY.
x. Boston, 1823. Reprinted 1843.

Collections.

Second series, Vol.

8vo, pp. iv, 399.
Contents: Memoirs of Hon . .Joshua Thomas; Detection of witchcraft, by E.
Turell; Representatives of the town of Boston in the general court before the
Revolution; Topographical description of Rochester, by A. Holmes; Letter from
Dr. I. Watts to a friend in New England, May 8, 1734; Some account of Cummington; by .Jacob Porter; Notices by Ezra S. Goodwin, of Sandwich, of the
effects in that vicinity of the storm of September 23, 1815; Churches and ministers in New Hampshire; Notes on Duxbul.'y, by .A. Bradford; .A. descriptive and
historical account of Boscawen, N. H., by J. Farmer; Biographical nor.ice of Ron .
J" ames Winthrop; Dr. Edwards 's observations on the Mohegan languages; Obituary notice of William Dandridge Peck; Memoirs of William.Blackstone, an early
planter of Boston; What is the meaning of th e aboriginal phrase Shawmut i
Notes on the springs of Boston; Instances of longevity in New Hampshire;
Hutchinson papers; Members of the Society; General table of contents of the
ten volumes of the second series; Index of authors; Chronological table; General
index; Officers of the society.

MASSACHUSETTS HISTORICAL SOCIETY.
Boston, 1825. Reprinted 1846.

Collections.

Third series, Vol.

I.

8vo, pp. iv , 299.
Contents: Hutchinson papers; .Account of Boston, December 17, 1742; Churches
and ministers in New Hampshire; Instances of longevity in New Hampshire;
Seven letters of Roger Williams; Two letters of Hugh Peters; Letter of William
Hooke to.John Winthrop; Letter of J"obnMaidston to .John Winthrop; Plymouth
Company accounts; Memoir of Gamaliel Bradford; A brief history of the N arraganset country; L etter of J" ohn Haynes to J" ohn Winthrop; Memorial of J" eremiah
Dummer on the French possessions on the river of Canada; Letters of Henry
J"acie to .John Winthrop, jr.; Address of condolence to Governor Talcott, of Connecticut, on the death of his wife; Charlestown church affairs, 1678; Memoir of
William.Jones Spooner; Branch Bank of the United States at Boston , 1825 ; Boston
bills of mortality, 1818-1824; Members of the Society.

MASSACHUSETTS HISTORICAL SOCIETY.
Cambridge, 1830.

Collections.

Third series, Vol. II.

8vo, pp. (4), 368. Three plates.
Contents: Memoir of the French Protestants settled at Oxford, 1686, by A.
Holm es; History and description of Cohasset, by J". Flint; New England's alamander discovered, by E. ·winslow, 1647; Vocabulary of the Massachusett (or
Natick) Indian language, by J" osiah Cotton; Account of Plymouth Colony record ;
Address of the ministers of Bostcm to the Duke of Newcastle, 1737; Memoir of
the Narragansett Townships, by J". l!'armer; Biographical notice of Dudley
Atkins Tyng, by .John Lowell; Instances of longevity in New Hampshire; Bill
of mortality for .A.rob rst, N. IL, 1815, by J. Farmer; Cburche and mini ter in
New Hampshire; M . journal of the Long, Little, etc., Parliament , by Jam
Bowdoin.

MA
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ambridg , 1 33.

IETY.

ollections. Third series Vol. Ill.

8vo, pp. (4), 40 . Fold d map.
Cont nt : Adv rti m nt for the un xperienced planters of Tew England or
anywh r ,by.Tobu mith; Plain dealing: ornewsfrom T wEngland,byTbomas
Le ·hford, 1642; In tro tions from Ma sa bn tts to .John Winthrop, fir i;:ovrnor of onn cticnt, to tr ·at ·with the P quo , 1636 ; L ift Lion ard n r, ·
r lation of the Pequot warr ; ll •lation of the Indian plott, 1&!2 ; · ttl ment
of 'onnc· ti ·ut; L tt r from R v. J. av nport and ov rnor Eaton, 1
Letter to ir Edmund .tl.ndros, by J obn Talcott, 1687; alem witchcraft; .E.xtract
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from the records of the church in Danvers, 1691-92, 1693-94; Vocabulary of words
in the language of the Passama(]_uoddy Indians; Churches and ministers in New
Hampshire, continued; Memoir of Christopher Gore; Intrusion of the Rhode
Island people upon the Indian lands, 1669; An account of two voyages to New
England, by John Josselyn, 1670; Chronological observations of America [by John
Jo~selyn], 1673; Note to Lechford' "Plain Dealing."

MASSACHUSETTS HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Collections.
Cambridge, Mass., 1834.

Third series, Vol. IV.

Svo, pp. v, (2), 336.
Contents: Tracts relating to t he attempts to convert to Christianity the Indians
of New England: The day-breaking, if not the sun -rising, of tho Gospel with tho
Indians in New England, 164,7; Clear sunshine of the Gospel, uy Thomas Shepard; The glorious progress of the Gospul amongst the Indians in ew England, by
E. Winslow; The light appearing more and more toward the perfect day, by
Henry Whitfield; Strength out of weakness, by llcnry Whitfield; Tears of repentance: or a further narrative of the progress of the Gospel amongst the Indians in ::Sew Englaud, by J. Eliot and E. Mayhew; .A lalo and fnrther manifestation of the progress of tho Gospel amongst the Indians in New England, by
J . Eliot; .A list of representatives in ti.to general co urt of Massachusetts, ] 689 to
1692, by J. Farmer; Cburrbes and ministers in N ew Ilampshire, continued; Description of some of the medals struck in relation to important ev nts in rorth
.America, by J arues Mease; General abstracta of· the bills of mortality for Boston,
1825-1832.

MASSACHUSETTS HISTORICAL OCIETY.
Boston, 1836.

Collections.

Thir l Serie ' Vol. v .

8vo, pp. 300. Folded plate.
Contents: Journal of the proceedings of the Congress helcl at .Albany in 1754;
Journal of the treat.v held at Albany in August, 1775, with 1he Six: Nations by
the commissioners of the Twelve United Colonies; Jourual of Christopher Gist,
who accompanied George Washington on llis first visit to tl!e :French commander
on the Ohio, 1753; Journal of a treaty held in 1793, with the Indian tribes northwest of the Ohio; .Aufobiography of the Rev. John Barnard, of Marhleh .ad,
1766; Repeal of the clause in the act of the assembly of Rhode Island ex:cepting
Roman Catholics from the privileges of freemen; Memoir of Rev. John .Allyn, by
C.Francis; MemoirofSamuelDavis; MemoiroftheRev.JamesFreernan, D. D.,
by F. W. P. Greenwood; Memoir of Rev. John Prin ce, LL. D., by Charles W.
Uplmm; Memoir of Rev. Ezra haw Goodwin; L etter from Col. George Morgan
to General Washington, inclosing the Lord's Prayer in Shawanae; Bills of mortality for Boston, 1833-1835.

MASSA CHUSETT · HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Collections. Third series, Vol. VI.
Boston, 1837.
8vo, (4), 300.
Contents: Capt. John Underhill's history of the Pequot war, entitled Newes
from America, 1638; .A trve relation of the late bat tell fought in New England
between the Engli, h and the Pequot salvages, 1638, by P. Vincent; Sir Ferdinando Gorge's description of New England; .A briefe narration, etc., 1658; .A description of New England, or the observations and discoveries of Capt. John
Smith, London, 1616; .An account of the captivity of II ugh Gibson among the
Delaware Indians, 1756-1759; History of the French and Indian wars, by Rev.
Samuel Niles; Letter from Juan Galindo, tran sm itting bis chorographical description of Costa Rica and Central .America; Letter from E. Mattoon on the wound
received by General Lincoln at Saratoga, 1777; Bills of mortality for .Boston, 1836;
Description of .American medals, by J. F. Fisher.

MASSACHUSETTS HISTORICAL Socrn·rY.
vu. Boston, 1838.

Collections.

Third series, Vol.

8vo, pp. 304.
Contents: An account of the Society, by W. Jenks; ".A word to Boston," by
Governor William Bradford; Our forefather's song, 1630 ; Moel l of Christian
charity, by John Winthrop; Ilistory of th e po t-oflice in Boston an!l New England; Papers relative to the rival chi efs , D ' .A ulney and La Tour, gov rnors of
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ova Scotia; Papers relating to Whalley and Goffe; Instructions to Edward R
dol11h; Commission to ir Edmund Andro ; Paper relative to the period of n~ nr·
pation in New England; Orclers for sending ir Edmund .Andros to England
Episcopal mini ter's addr ss to King William; Iligginson letters, 169:l-l .
Colonel (~uarry's memorial to the Lords Commi sioners on the state of the A.merican colonies, 1703 ; M emoir of Isaac .Allerton, by Leonard Bacon; :Memoranda on
Beverly, by R. Rant,oul; Memoir of t!Je Rev. John Hale; Memoir of the Re ..
.Abiel Holmes, D. D., by W. Jenks; Old .American coins, by J. Mease; Bill of
mortality for Boston, 1837; List of portraits in the hall of the Societ,v; Letter
from J. Davis, respecting Isaac .Allerton.

MASSACHUSETTS HISTORICAL SOCIETY.
VIII.

Collections.

Third series, "\.;. ol.

Boston, 1843.

Svo, pp. 348.
Contents: Extract from the history of the Catholic sovereigns, Ferdinand a nd
Isabella, by .Andres Bernaldez; Documents relating to Capt. Bartholomew Gosnold's voyage to .America, 1602: .Archer's account of Gosnold's voyage; Brereton's account of Gosnold's ,oyage: .A. brief and true relation of tbe discovery
of the north part of Virginia, by J. M. Brereton, 1602; Tracts appended to
Brereton; .A tme relation of the voyage made, 1605, by Capt. George Way.
mouth in the discovery of the L1I1.d of Virginia, by James Rosier; A voyage
into New England, begun in 1623 and ended in 1624, performed by Christopher
Levett, 1628; Remarks on the early Jaws of Massachusetts Bay, with the code
adopted in 1641, and called the Body of Libertjes, now first printed, by F. C.
Gray; Order in Council of 20th July, 1677, on the Gorges claim; Gleanings for
New England history, by James Savage.
MASSACHUSETTS HISTORICAL SOCIETY.

Collections. Third series, Vol. rx.

Boston, 1846.
Svo, pp. (4), 301, (3).

Contents: Memoir of James Grahame, by Josiah Quincy; Memoirs of the pilgrims at Leyden, by George Sumner; Memoir of Gamaliel Bradford, by C. Fran·
cis; Notice of Orono, a chief at Penobscot, by w. D. Williamson; In.Ji an tribes
in New England, by W. D. Williamson; Queen .Anne's instructions to Governor
Dudley in 1702; Notice of the life of Leverett Saltonstall; The Christian Common wealth, by John Eliot; A. discourse pronounced before the Society, October 31,
1844, on the completion of fifty years from its incorporation, by John G. Palfrey i
The New England confederacy of 1643, by John Quincy .A.dams; Memoil'of James
Bowdoin; The Winthrop papers; Officers of the Society.
MASSACHUSETTS HISTORICAL SOCIETY.

Collections.

Third series, Vol. x.

Boston, 1849.
8vo, pp. (4), 360.
Contents: The Winthrop papers; More gleanings for New England history, by
James Savage; Sn/folk emigrants-genealogical notice of yarious p!'rsons ancl
families who in the reign of Charles t!Je First eruigrat d to New England from
the COUI1ty of Suffolk, by,Jo!ieph Hunter; Lion Gardiner, by Alexander Gardiner;
Memoir of Ilon. John Davis, LL. D. , by Co.a,· r Francis; Memoir of Ilon. John
Pickering, LL. D., by iV. JI. Pref!cott; M moir of William Lincoln, b.,· J osP.ph
Willur<l; General table of conteuts of th thin! seri s; Index of author·: Chronological table; General index to the tbirll s des; Ollie ors of the ociety; .lfcm her ,
1849.
RIC/.L, 'o 'lETY.
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Wadsworth's journal of treaty with the Five Nations at f.lbany, 1694 ; Moruoir
of Rev. John Robinson, by Robert .A.shton; .A. manumission to a manuduction,
by John Robinson, 1615; Goocl news from New-Englaud, 1648; Strachey's account,
by W. S.Bartlet; The second book of the :first decade of the historie of travailo
into Virginia, entreating " * * of the :first colonie upon the Islancl of Roanoak,
as also of the northern colonie, upon the River Sachadehoc, transported 1585, at
the charge of Sir .r ohn Popham, gathered by William Strachey; Extract from the
autobiography of' Sir Symonds D'Ewes (concerning New England), 1648; Letter
of Prest. Dunster, 1048; Letter from Rev. Samuel Danforth, 1720; .A.jo urn al kopt
during the time y t Boston shut up in 1775-76, by Timothy Newell ; Memoir of
John P.ierce, D. D., by Charles Lowell.
MASSACHUSETTS HISTORICAL

OCIETY.

0ollections.

Pourth series,Vol. ][,

· Boston, 1854:.
8vo, pp. xv, (2), 307, (1).
Contents: IllnewesfromNew England, by.Tobu Clark, or Rhod Ishnd, 1652;
Letter from certain ministers anu others of Now England to Cromw ll, upon his
application to persons hen'I to settle in Ireland; Letter from William Bradfor<l to
John Winthrop, 1645 ; Letter from Emannol Downing, 1620; Suppo cl lettor from
Cotton Mather; Memoir of Rev. T. M . llanis, byN. L. Frothingham; The :first
Plymouth patont ; L ett er s from D1·. William Douglass, of lfoston, Lo Cadwallad r
Colden, of New York, 1720, 1735, 1736; The Dnnste1· papers ; Corrospondeoce
relating to a memoir of Hon . .r ohu Quincy .A.uams: Memoir of '1.'homa8 L. ·winthrop ; Memorials of tl,e Whites, uy L. Shattuck; The Liwerett p1Lpers; D tail
of the patent of Beauel,arup aud Loverott; Instructious to Sedgwick and Lever tt
by Oliver Cromwell , 1653, 1656; The Dudley papers; Corrospondence betwoen
Rev. Thomas Prince and Rev. Cba1·les Cbauncy; David Trumbull to Jeremy Belknap; Memoir of Rev . .A.lexandor Young, by Chandl r Roubins; Exemplification
of the judgment for vacating tho charter of tho Massachusetts Bay; Orders in
council, 1660-61, 1692-93, Governor Bradstreet to Sir Lion 1 .Jenkins; Increase
Mather to Earl of N ottingham; Lotter of dovernor Joseph Dudley.
MASSACilU ETTS HISTORICAL So mTY.

nr.

Collections. }'ourth series, Vol.

Boston, 1856.

8vo, pp . xix, (1), 476, (1).
ContonLs: Officers; Members ; Momoir of Samuel .Appleton, lJy . K. Lothrop;
History of Plymouth plantation, by William Bradford, now iirst printed from
the original manuscript, edited by Charl s Deano; Passengen1 of tl1 )Jfayjlower;
Commission for regulating plantations; Verses in memory of Mrs . .A.lice Bradford.
MA 'S ACIIUSETTS HISTORICAL SOCIETY.
IV.

Coll ections. Fonrth series, Vol.

Boston, 1858.

8vo, pp. xxiii, 514.
Contents: Corre8ponden co in 1774 anu 1775 uotwe 11. tL committ<'o of tho town
of Boston an d contributors of doJ1ations for tb r elief of s ufferers hy the Boston
port bill; .A. 11armLivo of the planting of tlie Massa busetts colo11y in 1628, pub lished by old planters, 1694; The extinction of f! lavery in Massachusetts, by
Emory Washburn; Letters of Thomas Cushing, from 1767 to 1775; Queri s of
George Chalmers, with answers of General Gage, hi relation to Braddock's exp ·
dition, the stamp act, aud Gago's administration of the go,·ernm nt of Ma. Aa·
chusetts Bay; Destruction of tea in th e harbor of Bostou, Deccmb r 16, 1773;
Letter from Samuel .A.dams to James Warre11, 1774; Lett r from Joseph Rawl y
to Thomas Cushing, 1775 ; Letters from .A.ndrew Eliot to Thoruas Rolli11, 1766
1771; otice of the Sieur d '.A.ulnay,of .A.cadie, uy·w . .renks ; P titionofRoger
Williams to the general court of Massachusetts ; .A. declaration of the affairs of
the English people that :first inhabited New Eoglaml, by Phinohas rraU, ;
l'Clatiou of the troubles wbfol1 have ha1,pencd in :Now Englanrl , b y reason of U1e
Indian!!, by Iner ase Mather [extract) ; Memoir of athaniel Morton Davis, h_v
. Mitchell; Memoir of' Abbott Lawr nee, by N . .A.ppleton; Men;ioir or " ' illiam
Par8011s Lunt. by Tatltaniel L. Frotl.tingbam.
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v.

Fourth seriesJ Vol.

Boston, 1861.
8vo, pp. xvi, (::!), 600.
The Hinckley papers; A summary historical narrati ve of the wars in Kew
England with the French and Indians, by Samuel Niles.

Collections.

]?ourth series, Vol.

Collections.

Fourth seriesJ Vol.

Collections.

Fourth series, Vol.

Collections.

Fourth series, Vol.

Collections.

Fourth series, Vol.

MASSACHUSETTS HISTORICAL SOCIETY.

Boston, 1863.

VI.

Svo, })p. x iv, 602. Eight plates.
The '\Vinthrop papers. Part 1.
~Lu,~AUHUSETTS HISTORICAL SOCIETY.

BostonJ 1865.

VII.

8vo, pp. xiv, (2), 602. Eleven plates.
The Winthrop papers. Part 2.
MASSACHUSETTS HISTORICAL SOCIETY.
VIII.

Boston, 1868.

8vo, pp. xvi, (2), 736.
The Mather papers.
MASSACHUSETTS HISTORICAL SOCIETY.

BostonJ 1871.

IX.

8vo, pp. xv, (5), 488, (2).

The Aspinwall papers.

Part 1.

MASSACHUSETTS HISTORICAL SOCIETY .

x. Boston, 1871.
8vo, pp. x, (2), 489-990.
The Aspinwall papers. Part 2.
series.

Contents and index of Vols. r-x of the Fourth

MASRACHUSETTS HISTORICAL SOCIET Y.

Collections. Fifth series, Vol. I.

Boston, 1871.
8vo, pp. xliv, (2), 527. Facsimiles of autographs and signatures and seals. Fil~
teen plates.
Members of the Society. The ·wintbrop papers. Part 3.
MA8HACIIUSETTS HrsTOIUCAL SOCIETY.

Collections.

Fifth series, Vol. 11.

Boston_, 1877.
Svo, pp. xvii, (5), 500.
The Belknap papers; Correspondence hotween .Tor my Rclknap antl Ebenezer
Hazard. l'arL 1.

MA

A( 'II

ETTH

III TORWAL' OCIETY.

C'ollectionH.

Fifth erie 'Vol. II[.

Boston, 1877.
Sm, pp. (0), 461.
'l'h<' Hc·lk11ap 1iaper8; (;orreHpo11dem·e bctwf'en ,T,•romy R, lknap ancl Ebenrzcr
Hazard. Part 2. L tt rs and docmne11ts rel/I ting to sla,· ry in .Mas a hn ett,;
'f'!!l'O lll'I itiou,; for freedom; Brief of J.ed Lincnlu in th . lnvP ,-a
tri d, li I,
!As A ' HI . ' E 'I I',

/ I J TORI CAL ~O('JETY.

'ollection . Fifth ·eri

, Vo1. n .

Bo:ton, 1 7 .

s, o, pp.

ii, O>, 5:rn.
nil nni I Yoi11n11; JI ·di, J>a1wr11 ; \\'i11throp pap r. ; ·warr •n p. per,.
HI TOHI ,\L,o IJ:TY.

Coll·<"tio11 . .

, o, pp. , t 10), 5:l2. l'ortrai I.
Diary of. ·.111111d • wall. Yul. 11 1674-liOO.

}iftb.
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Fifth series, Vol. vr.

8vo, pp. ii, iv, 131, (2), 462.
A memorial of the present deplorable state of New Engiand, 1707; A moclost
inquiry into tho gronnds aud occasions of a lato pamphlet intitulc<l A memorial
of th<> 1iresent deplorable state of New England, 1707; '.l'ho doplorablo state ol'
New England by reason of a covetous ancl treacherous governor, 1708; Diary of
Samuel Sewall, 1700-1714.

MAS~ACJIOSETTS HISTORICAJ, SOCIETY.
vu. Boston, 1882.

Uollections.

:Fifth series, Vol.

Collections.

Fifth series, Vol.

8vo, pp. (4), 572.
Diary of Samuel Sewall, 1714-1729.

MASHACIIUSETTS HISTORICAL SOCIETY.
VIII. Boston, 1882.
Svo, pp. xviii, 596.
The Wiuthrop papers. Part 4.

MASSACHUSETTS HISTORICAL SOCIETY.
Boston, 1885.

Collections.

Fifth series, Vol. JX.

8vo, pp. XYii, 546.
Tho Trumbull papers. Vol. r. Mis<·ellaneons letters of \Villi am Hannwl J 01111son to tbe governors of Connecticut; LoLtcrs of Col. ,fedecliah lI11ntiogto11.

MASSACIIUSETTS HISTORICAL SocrnTY.
Boston, 1888.

Collections.

l!'ifth series, Vol..' .

8vo, pp. vi, (4), 543.
The Trumbull papers. Vol. 11. Trumbull an<L Washington letters. Content!:!
and general index to the Fifth series.

MASSACIIUSETTS HISTORICAL SOCIETY.
Boston, 1886.

Collections.

Sixth series, Vol. r.

Svo, pp. xxxi, (5), 424.
List of Members; Letter-book of Samuel Sewall. Vol. r, 1687-1712.

MAS, ACilUSRTTS HISTORICAL OCIETY.
Boston, 1888.
8vo, pp. ix, (3), 377. J•'acsimile.
Letter-book of Samuel Sewall. Vol.

Collections.

II,

Sixth series, Vol. rr.

1712- 1729.

MASSACilUSETTS HISTORICAL SocrnTY. Collectiom;. Sixth serioe, Vol. 111.
Boston, 1889.
8vo, pp. xiii, 579. Portrait.
Winthrop papor1:1. Part 5. Corro1:1ponde11co of' J<'it;-; John ,vintbrop.

MASSACilUSETTS IIrnTorncAL Ho
Boston, 1891.

IE'I'Y.

Collections.

, 'ixth i-;crie , Vol.

JV.

Svo, pp. xviii, 648.
Contents: Ollicors; :Members; Tlrn Uolknap pa11ers. }'art 3.

MASSACIIOSETTS II1STORICAL So
l3ostou, 1892.

'IRTY.

Collections.

Sixth series, Vol. v .

8vo, pp. xxi, 529. J<'acsimiles of signatur<'I! to letters uontainoil in th volume.
Portrait.
Contents: The Winthrop papers. Part 6. Uorrespondence of \Vai ta ,vi nthrop;
Correspondence of John 'W inthrop; Brief in a1>peal of John \Vintbrop to the
Privy Council.

MASSACHUSETTS HISTORICAL SocrnTY. Collections.
Boston, 1893.
8vo, 1>p. xxii, 535.
Contents: The Belcbe1· papeni, P.irt l , 1731-1733.

, 'ixtlt sedos, Vol. vr.
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MASSACHUSETTS HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Collections. Sixthseries, Vol. VII.
Boston, 1894.
Svo, pp. xviii, 577. Portrait.
Contents: The Belcher papers. Part 2, 1733-1743.

MASSACHUSETTS HISTORICAL SOCIETY.
VIII. Boston, 1896.

Collections.

Sixth series, Vol.

8vo, pp. xix (1) , 580. Portrait of Timothy Pickering.
Con ten ts : Officers and members, 1895; His tori cal index to th e Pickering papers·

MASSACHUSETTS HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Historical Collections of the Indians in New England. By Daniel Gookin, gentleman. Boston, 1792.
8vo, pp. 89.
R eprinted from Collections, first s eries, Vol. I.

MASSACHUSETTS HISTORICAL SOCIETY. An Historical Journal of the American War, 1765-1784. By Thomas Pemberton. Boston, 1793.
8vo, pp. (1), 43-246.
Reprinted from the Collections.

MASSACHUSETTS HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Act of incorporation, the laws
and the circular letter of the Society, with an appendi~. Boston, 1794-.
Svo, pp. 14.
Reprinted from Collections, first series, Vol. rv, pp. 1-14.

MASSACHUSETTS HISTORICAL SOCIETY. An Historical Journal of the American War. Extracted from the publications of the Massachusetts Historical Society. [By Thomas Pemberton.] Boston, 1795.
Svo, pp. (2), 206.
Reprinted from Co llections, first series, Vol.

MASSACHUSETTS HISTORICAL SOCIETY.
Boston, 1796.

II.

Catalogue of books in the library.

Svo, pp. 40.

MASSACHUSETTS HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Description and History of New.
ton, in the county of Middlesex. By Jonathan Homer. [Boston,
1798.]
Svo, pp. 28. No title-page.
Reprinted from Collections, first series, Vol. v.

MASSACHUSETTS HISTORICAL SOCIETY.
Holmes. Boston, 1801.

History of Cambridge.

8vo, pp. (2) 67.
Reprinted from the Collections, first series, Vol.

By A.biel

VII.

MAS, A II ETTI, HISTORICAL OCJETY. A description of the ea tern coa. t
of the county of Barnstable, from Cape Co tl, or Race Point, in latitu,le
42° 5', to 'ape Malabar, or t he 'andy Point of Chatham, in latitud
41° 33', pointing ont the spots on which the trn t es of the Uum nu
, o iety have rectecl hnt . By a member of the Ilumaue , ocie ••
[Jam · 1' r <'man]. Bo ton, 1 02.
, o, pp. 15.
R<·printt'd from thr {'ollectio11B.

Jh 'TO RI 'AL • O('IETY. Chronological and t poo-raphi al
a<' ·ount of Dor h :tor. Hy J v. T .... I. Harri . [Bo ton 1 !.]

I A. SA II SETT,'

,o, J>l'· 55.
R print ·tl from the {'ollt!rli<>11 ..

lh. T

OCJI,TY. ~ I •moir of th )J obea rran In lian
B,\· . J lolm
[Ho ·tou, 1 01.]

RH'.\L ,

IV.
""• pp. '!.7.

lt }lrillt ·<l from th (',,ll

ctio11s,

fir t

·ri • , Yol. r. ·•
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MASSACHUSETTS HISTORICAL SocrnTY. A Memoir of tephen Parmenius, of Buda; with a Latin poem composed by him in MDLXXXIII,
and now first translated into English. [By Abiel Holmes.] 180.J..
8vo, pp.19. [No title-page.)
Reprintccl from Collections, first series, Vol. rx.

MASSACIIUSETTS HISTORICAL SOCIETY. An account of the several l'Oligious societies in Portsmouth, N. I-I., from their first establishment, and
of the ministers of each, to the first of January, 1805. By Timothy
Alden,jr. Boston, 1808.
8vo, pp.40.
Reprinted from t h e Collections, :first series, Vol. x.

MASSACIIUSETTS HrnTORICAL SocrwrY. Memoirs of Eflward Tyng, esqnire,
of Boston, and of William Tyng, esquire, of Gorham. By T. Alden,
jr. Boston, 1808.
8vo, pp.8.
Reprinted from Collections, .first series, Vol. x.

MASSACIIUSETTS IIISTORICAL ' OCIETY. Catalogue of 1,he books, pampulets, newspapers, maps, charts, manuscripts, etc., in the library of
the ociety. Boston. 1811.
8vo, pp. 96, vi, (1).

MASSACIIUSETT HISTORICAL 0CIETY. Act of incorporation, by-laws,
catalogue of members, and circular letter of the ociety; with a liHt
of articles on which the Society wish forinformation [etc.]. Boston,
1813.
8vo,pp. 26.
R eprinted from Collections, seconcl series, Vol. r.

MASAACIIUSETTS HISTORICAL So IETY. Biographical memoir of Rev ..John
Lothrop. By the Rev. John Lathrop, D. D. Boston, 1 13.
8vo, pp.18.
Reprinted from Collections, seconcl series, Vol. r, pp.163-178.

~

MASSACIIUSETTS HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Memoir towards a character of
Rev. John Eliot, S. T. D., prepared for the Massachusetts Historical
Society ~nd published in their Collections. By one of the members
[Joseph McKean]. Boston, 1813.
8vo, pp.40.
Reprinted from Collections, second series, Vol. r.

MASSACHUSETT
1813.J

III TORICAL SOCIETY.

Bacon's

Rebellion.

[Bo·s ton,

8vo,pp.56.
Reprinted from Collections, second series, Vol. r.
.A. second edition, edited by Charl R Deane, with notes, was pnhlishecl in the
Proceedings for August, 1866, and also s parately in 1867.

MA S.A nu ETTS HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Order of services XXlI Dec·ember, MDCCCXIII, at King's Chapel, Bo ton, in commemoration of the
landing of the forefathers. [Boston, 1813].
8vo,pp. 4.

IIUSETTS HISTORICAL OCIETY. Discourse before the ociety,
December 22, 1813. At their anniversary commemoration of th fir t
landing of our ancestors at Plymouth, in 1620. By ,John J avis.
Boston, 1814.

MASSA

8vo, Pl'· 31.
Reprinted from Collectiona,

Re

·oncl series, Vol. I.
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MASSACHUSETTS HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Historical Collections. [Circular
asking for subscriptions to the Collections.] [Boston], 1814.
Sheet reprinted from Collections, second series, Vol. u.

MASSACHUSETTS HISTORICAL SOCIETY. .An historical sketch of Charlestown, in the county of Middlesex, and Commonwealth of :Massachusetts. By Josiah Bartlett. Boston, 1814.
8vo,pp. 24.
Reprinted from Collections, second series, Vol.

II.

Reprinted in 1880.

MASSACHUSETTS HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Hubbard's History of New England. [Circular relative to subscriptions for proposed publication.]
Cambridge, 1814.
Sheet.

MASSACHUSETTS HISTORICAL SOCIETY. .A general history of New England, from the discovory to 1680. By the Rev. William Hubbard,
minister, of Ipswich, Mass. Cambridge, 1815.
8vo, pp. YI (8) 7-676.
Reprinted from Collections.
Another edition was published in 1848, edited by W. T. Harris.

MASSACHUSETTS HISTORICAL SOCIETY.
Lincoln. [Boston, 1815.J

Notices of the life of Benjamin

8vo, pp. 23. No title-page.
Reprinted from Collections, second series, Vol. m.

Signed P. C. (Peleg Coffin?).

MASSACHUSETTS HISTORICAL SOCIETY. An historical sketch of Haverhill, in the county of Essex. With biographical notices. [By Leverett
Saltonstall.] Boston, 1816.
8vo, pp. (1) 56 (1).
From Collections, second series, Vol. 1v.

MA SACIIUSETTS HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Annals of New England.
Thomas Prince. Vol. n, No.1-[3]. Boston, 1818.

By

8vo, pp. (2) 96 (1).
From Collections, second series, Vol. vrr.
.A.n edition of the Annals complete was published in 1826 by Nathau Hale; a
thirtl edition of thirty copies, by Samuel G. Drake, was published in 1 ;;2.

MA,. ACII SETTS HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Memoir of Hon. WHliam Tudor.
[By William Tudor,jr.J [Boston, 1819.J
8vo, pp. 41. [No title-page.)
Reprinted from Collections, second series, Yol. vnr.

TIU, ETTH IlI'TORICAL. 'o IETY.
Caleb Gannett. [Boston, 1 HI.]

MA, . A

ketch of tbelifo and charact r of

vo, pp. !J. [ ...~o title-page.]
Rrr,rintccl from the r'ollrctions.

MA'i'- · m - ETTS Hr TORICAL ,·o rnTY. An hi, torical ketch of .\mher
in the county of II ill horou (Th, in ... ~ ew Hamp ·bin·. From th fir
ttl meut to th pr s nt rwriod. Amher,·t, 1 ~O.
Sm, pp. 35.
R printNl from thr f'oll, rfion¥ for 18U.
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MASSACirCSETTS HISTORICAL SOCIETY. A Grammar of the Massachusetts
Indian Language. By Jolm Eliot. A new edition: with notes and
observations, by Peter S. Du Poncean, LL. D., ancl an introduction and
supplementary observations, by .John Pickering. As published in the
Massachusetts Historical Collections. Boston, 1822.
8vo, pp. 28, 3-66. lvi.
Reprintecl from Collections, secoml series, Vol.

IX.

MASSACIIUSETTS HISTORICAL SocrnTY. Obituary notice of Prof. [W. D.J
Peck. [By D. A. Tyng.] [Boston, 1822.J
8vo, pp. 10.
Reprinted from Collections, second series, Vol. x.

MASSACHUSETTS HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Observations on the Language of
the Muhhekaneew Indians. By Jonathan Edwards, D. D. A new edition: with notes, by John Pickering, as published in the Massachusetts Historical Collections. Boston, 1823.
8vo, pp. 82 .
.A.n edition was published in 1843.

MASSACIIUSETTS HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Memoir of the French Protestants,
who settled at Oxford, in Massach11setts, A. D. MDCLXXXVI; w ith
a sketch of the entire history of the Protestants of Fra,nce. By Abie]
Holmes. Cambridge, 1826.
Svo, pp. iv, 84.
Memoir presented to the Society, 11ncl afterwards published in Oollectiona, t l1ird
series, Vol. H .

MASSACIIUSETTS HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Vocabulary of the Massachusetts
(or Natick) Indian language. By Josiah Cotton. Cambridge, 1829.
8vo, pp. 112.
R eprinted from the Oollect'ions, tbirt1 series, Vol.
pagination, 1"7-257.

11.

Somo copies have original

MASSACHUSETTS HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Biographical notice of tbe late
Hon. Dudley Atkins Tyng. By John Lowell. [Boston, 1880.J
8vo, pp. 17.
From tbe Oollections, third series, Vol.

II.

MASSACIIUSETTS HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Circular :iskinrr for aid in the purchase of a building. [Boston, 1832.J
8vo, sbeet.

MASSACHUSETTS HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Laws and regulations . Revised
and reported b y the standing committee, pursuant to a vote of the
Society, .A.pril 25, 1833. Cambriuge, 1833.
8vo, pp. 8.

Reprinted from Collections, third series, Vol.

IV.

MASSACHUSETTS HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Memoir of Rev. John Allyn, D. D.
By Convers Francis. [Boston, 1836.J
8vo, pp. 8.

No title-page.
Reprinted from Oollections, third series, Vol. v.

MASSACHUSETTS HISTORICAL SOCIETY. A briefe narration of the origina11
nndertakinirs of the aclvancement of plantations into the part of
America. Especially showin g the beginning, progress, an<.l c:ontinuance of that of New England. Written by the Right Worshipfull, ir
Ferdinando.Gorges. London, 1658. Reprinted, Boston, 1 37.
8vo, pp.-.
Reprinted from Oollections, third series, Vol. Vl, pp. 45- 73.
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MASSACHUSETTS HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Historical sketch of Amherst, in
the county of 'Hillsborough, N. H., from its first ·s ettlement to 1837.
By John Farmer. Second edition. Concord, N. H., 1837.
8vo, pp. 52.
Reprinted from Collections for 1814.

MASSACHUSETTS HISTORICAL SOCIETY.
Society. [Boston, 1838.J

List of portraits in the hall of the

8v_o, pp. 285-291.
Reprinted from Collections, third series, Vol. VII. _

MASSACHUSETTS HISTORICAL SocrnTY. Historical account of Massachusetts currency. By Joseph B. Felt. Boston, rn39.
8vo, pp. 259.
"Enla.rgement of two lectures deliverecl at the request of the Massachusetts
Historical Society."

MASSACHUSETTS HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Gleanings for New England history. By James Savage. [Boston, 1843. l
8vo, pp.106. No title-page.
Reprintecl from Collections, third series, Vol. vur.

MASSACHUSETTS .HISTORICAL SOCIETY. The New England Confederacy of
MDCXLIII. Discourse before the Society, May 29, 1843, in celebration of the second centennial anniversary of that event. By John
Quincy .Adams. Boston, 1843.
8vo, pp. 47.
Reprinted from Collections, thircl series, Vol. IX.

MASSACHUSETTS HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Remarks on the early laws of
Massachusetts Bay; with the code adopted in the year 1641, and called
the Body of Liberties, now first printed. By Francis C. Gray. Boston, 1843.
8vo,pp.49.
Reprintecl from the Collections.

MASSACHUSETTS HISTORICAL SOCIETY. The Jenks family. Copy of a
letter to Alonzo Lewis, intended for use in preparing the second edition of his history of that town. By William .Jenks. [Boston, 1844.]
8vo, pp. 6. No title-page.
Co=unicatecl to the Society, September 26, 1844, nncl in July, 1855, printed in
The New England Historical and Genealogical Register, from which it WM
reprinted.
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beet.

MAS ACII SETT HISTORICAL 0CIETY. Memoir of James Grahame,
LL. D., author of the History of the nited tates . Originally prepared for the Collections. By .Josiah Quincy. Boston, 1845.
Bvo,pp. 51.
R pdnt d from Collection,, thirds rie ,
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Notice of the life of Hon. Leverett

Svo, pp. 9. No title-page.
R eprinted from the Collections, third series, Vol. xx.

MASSACHUSETTS HISTORICAL SOCIETY. A general history of New England from the discovery to MDCLXXX. By the Rev. William Hubbard, minister of Ipswich, Mass. Second edition collated with the
original MS. Boston, 1848.
Svo, pp. vi, (14), xvii, 7-768.

MASSACHUSETTS HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Memoir of Hon. John Davjs, LL. D.
First published in tho Collections of the Society. By Convers Prancis, D. D . Cambridge, 1848.
Svo, pp. 20.
Reprinted from the Collections.

MASSACHUSETTS HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Memoir of Hon. John Pickering,
LL. D. First ;published in the Collections. By W. II. Prescott. Cambridge, 1848.
Svo, pp. 27.
Reprinted from Collections, third series, Vol. x.

MASSACHUSETTS HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Memoir of William Lincoln.
First published in the Collections of the Society. By Joseph Willard.
Cambrhlge, 1848.
Svo,

pp. 13.

MASSACHUSETTS HISTORICAL SocrnTY. Memoir of the Rev. WHiiam
Adams, of Delham, and of Rev. Eliphalet Adams, of New London,
Conn. By Miss F. M. Caulkins. Cambridge, 1849.
Svo, pp. 5-49.
Reprinted from Collections, fourth series, Vol.

1.

MASSACHUSETTS HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Memorials of the Whites. [Read
by Lemuel Shattuck before the Society, October 31, 1850.J [Boston,
1851.]
8vo, pp. 215-220. No title-page.
From tbe Collections, fourth series, Vol.

MASSACHUSETTS HISTORICAL SOCIETY.
[Boston,] 1853.

11.

Act of incorporation and by-laws.

Svo, pp.12.
Reprinted from Collections, fourth series, Vol.

II.

MAS ACIIUSETTS HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Circular letter asking for coi,peration in the collection and preservation of ~opies of all the J ournall:1
of the House of Representatives of Massachusetts which were printed
from 1715 to 1780. Boston, 1854.
Sheet.

MASSACHUSETTS HISTORICAL OCIETY. The first Plymouth patent;
granted June 1, 1621. Now :first printed from the original manuscript.
Edited by Charles Deane. Cambridge, 1854.
Svo, pp. 16, large paper.
One hanclred copies.
Reprinted from Collections. Fonr ropies were printed on vellum, which Mr.
Winsor says was the earliest in stance of book printing on tbat material in the
nited States. One copy waf! printed on old paper. The vellum copi s wore
given to frienclA by .Mr. Deane: one to James Lenox, one to Eclw. A. Crowninshield (sold at the M nzies' sale for $51 ), one to George Liv rmor (Lil>bie snlo,
$31) , ancl one was retai11od by Mr. Dcaue.
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MASSACHUSETTS HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Memoir of John Pierce, D. D.
Communicated by Charles Lowell. [Boston, 1854.]
8vo, pp. 277-295.
Reprinted from Collections, fourth series, Vol. r.

MASSACHUSETTS HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Memoir of Rev. Thaddeus Mason
Harris, D. D. By Nathaniel L. Frothingham. From the Collections
of the Society, fourtl> series, Vol. II. Cambridge, 1854.
8vo, pp. 28.

MASSACHUSETTS HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Memoir of Rev. Thaddeus Mason
Harris. By N. L. Frothingham. From the Collections of the Society,
fourth series, Vol. II. Cambridge, 1855.
8vo, pp. 28.

MASSACHUSETTS HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Proceedings of the Society [at the
annual meeting], April 12, 1855. Boston, 1885.
8vo, pp.15.
Reprinted from Proceedings, .April, 1855.

MASSACHUSETTS HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Catalogue of the private library
of Thomas Dowse, presented to the Society, July 30, 1856. Boston,
1856.
8vo, pp. (2), 214.
Twenty-five copies printed for private distribution.
Same. :Boston, _18i0. 8vo, (2), pp. 214.

MASSACHUSETTS HISTORICAL SOCIETY. History of Plymouth Plantation.
By William Bradford, the second governor of the colony. Edited,
with notes, by Charles Deane. Now first printed from the original
manuscript, for the Society. Boston, 1856.
8vo, pp. xix (1), 476.
Fifty copies reprinted from Collections, fourth series, Vol. III.

MASSACHUSETTS HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Memoir of the Hon. Abbott Lawrence, prepared for the Society, by Nathaniel Appleton. Boston, 1856.
8vo, pp. 21.
Reprinted from Proceedings, Vol. nr, and Collections, fourth series, Vol. rv.

MA 'SACIIUSETT HISTORICAL SOCIETY. The \Yashington chair, presented
to the ociety by Benjamin R. Winthrop. [Boston, 1856.J
Svo, pp. 7. Plate.
Reprinted from Proceedings, November, 1856.
MA,

Acnu ETT Hi. TORICAL So 'IETY. Act of incorporation, with the
additional acts and by-laws. Boston, 1857.
,·o, pp.10.
Rrprint cl from Collection.~, fourth series, Vol. xv.
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MASSACHUSETTS HISTORICAL SOCIETY. A declaration of the affairs of the
English people that first inhabited New England. By Phinebas Pratt.
Edited, with notes, by Richard Frothingham, jr. Boston, 1858.
8vo,pp.20.
One hundred copies reprintecl from the Collections, fourth series, Vol.

IV.

MASSACHUSETTS HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Memoir of William Parsons Lunt,
D. D., by N. L. Frothingham. [Boston, 1858.J
Reprinted from the Oollections, fourth series, Vol. IV, pp. 8. No title-page. 8vo.
Sa.me. Boston, 1858. 12mo., pp. 16.

MASSACHUSETTS HISTORICAL SocrnTY. Memorial [to the legislature
against allowing the adoption of the name of New England Historical
and Genealogical Society by the Historic-Genealogical Society]. February 8, 1858. [Boston, 1858.]
4to.,pp.3.
Reprinted from Proceedimgs, February, 1858.

MASSACilUSETTS HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Speech of Josiah Quincy, delivered in February, 1858, before the committee of the Massachusetts
legislature, to whom was referred the petition of the New England
Ilistoric-Gi:mealogical Society, for a change of their corporate name,
and the remonstrance of the Massachusetts Historical Society. [Boston,
1858.]
8vo, pp. 8. No title-page.
Reprinted from Proceedings, Marcl1, 1858.

MASSACIIUSETTS HISTORICAL SocrnTY. Annnal report of the treasnrer,
year ending April, 1859-April, 1877. [Boston, 1859-1877.J
8vo, HJ sheets.
Same. .A.pril, 1878-March 31, 1885. [.Boston, 1878-1885.]
.A.11 but 1875 reprinted from Proceedimga.

MASSACIIUSETTS HISTORICAL SOCIETY.
Society. Boston, 1859, 1860.

7 Jlphs. 8vo .

Catalogue of the library of the

8vo, 2 vols.

MASSACHUSETTS HISTORICAL SOCIETY. The Dowse Library. Proceedings
of the Society relating to the donations from 'l'homas Dowse; with
the eulogy by Ed ward Everett. Boston, 1859.
8vo, pp. v, 80. Portraits. Plate.

MASSACHUSETTS HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Eulogy on Thomas Dowse, pronounced before the Society, 9th Dec., 1858. By E. Everett. With
the introductory address by R. C. Winthrop, aml an appendix. Bol:!ton, 1859.
8vo, pp. 82. Portraits.
Reprinted from Proceedings, December, 1858.

MASSACIIUSETTS HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Paper read before tbe Society,
January, 1859. By C. H. Warren. [Bof!ton, 1859.J
8vo,pp. 6.
Reprintecl from Proceeding.~, January, 1859.
"In regard to the origin of the uniform of tl1e Continental .Army."

ACIIU ETTS HISTORICAL So IETY. Proceeding , 1791-1890.
xx . Second series, Vols. I-v. Boston, 1859-1890.

MAS,

Vols.

1-

8vo, 25 vols.
Vol. I, comprising the years 1791-1835, ancl Vol. n, 1835-1855, wn iss11Nl in l 70
and 1880, r espeetiYely. Vol. ur, 1855- 1858, publi shed in 1850. Tl10 Nrntent8 of
the succeeding volumes are as follows: (4) 1858-1860; (5) 1800-1862; (6) 1862-03;
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(7) 1863-64; (8) 1864--65; (9) 1866-67; (10) 1867-1869; (11) 1869-70; (12) 1871-1873;
(13) 1873-1875; (14) 1875-76; (15) 1876-77; (16) 1878; (17) 1879-80; (18) 1880-81;

(19) 1881-82; (20) 1882--83.
Second series: (l) 1884--85; (2) 1885-j6; (3) 1886-87; (4) 1887-1889; (5) 1889- 9().

MASSACHUSETTS HISTORICAL SOCIETY.
vr, 1890-91. Boston, 1891.

Proceedings.

Second series, Vol.

8vo, pp. xx, 538. Portraits. Photographs. Facsimiles of " White Hills " map.
Contents: R emarks on Thomas Lyon, his family, and connections, by R. C.
Winthrop, jr.; Papers relating to Capt. Thomas Lawrence's company, 1758, by
Samuel A. Green; Remarks by W. S. Appleton on a Columbus umnphlet aud a.
portrait of Washington; Indian hemp, by H. W. Haynes; English exiles in
Amsterdam, 1597-1625, by H. M. Dexter; John Dickinson, by G. E. Ellis; Jeremiah
Morrow and Samuel F. Vinton, by R. C. Winthrop; Journal of Ebenezer Wild,
1776-1781; Letters of Louis de Masquerelle and Bernard M. Lamarquisie, 17891797; Letter of Lafayette, April 12, 1782; Remarks on a :file of the Boston NewsLetter, with notes by Judge Sewall, by Samuel A. Green; Remarks on the
death of Henry M.Dexter; Remarks on Otis's argument against the writs of
assistance, by Samuel A. Green; Memoir of Robert B. Forbes, by L. Saltonstall; Bibliography of the Society's publications, by S. A. Green; Letter of William Coffin, jr., 1746; Daniel Leonard, by M. Chamberlain; Letter from Justin
Winsor on the Winthrop map of New England; Memoir of Richard H. Dana,
by C. F. Adams; Centennial commemoration of the Society; Remarks on the
death of Charles Devens; of George Bancroft; The inscriptions on Cabot's
Mappe-Monde, by C. C. Smith; Subscription paper for a public dinner on the two
hundredth anniversary of the settlement of Boston, byS. A. Green; Remarks on
the death of Samuel C. Cobb; Papers relating to the building of Fort Dummer,
by E. C. Smyth; Copy of the :first letter of Columbus, communicated l>y W.W.
Goodwin; Remarks on Aristotle's treatise on the constitution of Athens, by
W.W. Goodwin; Memorandum of Samuel Sewall, by A. C. Goode!, jr.; L etter
of Francis Parkman, accompanying a gift of historical manuscripts; Remarks
on an anonymous Indian tract, "The Day-Breaking," by S. A. Green; Record of
marriage of John Hancock and Dorothy Quincy; The authorship of Massachusetten si s and of the preface to Wood's New England's Prospect, by M. Chamberlain; Letter of Anne Higgin son, and one of Thomas Hooker; Muster roll for the
Canada expedition of 1760; M emorial of Capt. Charles Cochrane, by M. Chamberlain; Memoir of Rev. James Walker, by O. B. Frothingham; Paper on the
Loyal p etitions of 1666, by W. S. Appleton; Church discipline in colonial New
England, by C. F. Adams; Paper on the New England Courant, by S. A. Green.

MASSACHUSETTS HISTORICAL SOCIETY.
vu, 1891-2. Boston, 1892.

Proceedings.

Second series, Vol.

8vo, pp. xx, 487.
Portraits: Charles De::tne, Thomas Aspinwall, Francis W. Palfrey, H enry M.
Dexter, Charles D e-vens, amuel C. Cobb, Augustus T. Perkins; P botoJ?ravur :
Section of Waters-Winthrop map ; Fa ·simile of a deecl of Governor Winthrop.
Contents: Preface; Offi ors, 1892; Mcm bcrs; Proc din A's of the ociety from
Octob r, 1891, to June, 1892; Remarks on the d ath of Jame Ru . ell Lowell, hy
George E. Ellis, Charles Franchi .Adams, E. R. IIoar, and H. E .. ·cudcl r; Pap r on
Hora e ,valpole on meriC'a, l>y R. C. Wintl1rop; R mark,i, in <'ommunicatin~
Latin I tt r of amu l Winthrop to ,Tohn Winthrop, J645, and a fra~mcnt of an
anonymou 1 tt r, hy R. . Winthrop, Jr.; 1·1·01111t ofvi it. to Dartmooor pri · n,
and t-0 P ter 0. Hutdlin on, by Echvard L . Pi re ; D ,; ription of thr I n h
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ment of town-meeting government, by Charles Francis Adams, with letter from
Abner C. Goodell, jr. ; Remarks by Mellen Chamberlain and Dr. Edward Channing; Diary of a journey from Charlottesville, Va., to the junction of the Ohio
and the Wabash rivers in 1836, by-Lucian Minor; R emarks on Copley's portrait
of Paul Revere, by George B .•Chase; Remarks by Robert C. Winthrnp upon
Thomas Adams, who impersonated Charles II in Connecticut in 1652; The r esults
in Europe of Cartier's explorations, 1542-1603, by Justin Winsor; Remarks of Dr.
Samuel A. Green upon two recent gifts to the Society; Memoir of Hon. Samuel
Crocker Cobb, by James M. Bughee; Remarks on the d eath of John G. Shea and
George W. Cullum ; Remarks on the ~'aters-Winthrop map, by Samuel A. Green;
Diary of Ezra Stiles of a journey on horseback from New Haven to Philadelphia
in 1754. * * * A few more words about Leif Ericson and Norse sagas, by
Henry W. Haynes; Remarks in communicating some extracts from unpublisherl
letters of Jedediah Huntington and Joshua Huntington on events in .Boston
preceding the evacuation in 1776, uy Roger Wolcott; Remarks on the format-i on
of boards of selectmen, by L. .R. Paige; Remarks on Fitch's ~ap of the Northwest
T erritory, 1785, by Justin Winsor; Reports of officer!:!; Diary of Eli Forbe of
Brookfield, 1762; Diary of Rov. l~enjamin Boardman during part of the siegE' of
Boston, July 31-November 12, 1775; Remarks by Samuel A. Green on presenting
a letter written by John Tully in 1694; Remarks on the v oyage of Capt. Robert
Gray in the ship Oolurnb'ia, 1792, by E.G. Porter; Remarks ou the deaLh of Edward A. Freeman, by William Everett; Memoir of Augustus T. Perkins, by
William H. Whitmore; Letter of Lieut. John Whiting from Oraugetown, September 29, 1780, reciting the treason of Arnold and captur of Andre, with
remarks by S. F. McCleary; Lotter of Robert Johnson, Boston, June 21, 1801!
* * * ; Index.
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Second series, Vol. VIII, 1892-1894.

Boston, 1894-.
pp. xx, 581. Portraits: Robert C. Waterston, Henry W. Longfellow, Henry W.
Foote, Fitch E. Oliver, Francis Parkman. Facsimiles of the Maiollo map; :Facl'!imile of Rufus Putnam's map of a part of Worcester County.
Contents: Preface; Officers, 1894; Members; Proceedings, October, 1892-March,
1894; Remarks on the discovery of the fifth satellite of Jupiter, by R. C. Wfathrop;
Diary of John Winthrop,jr., OIJ a journey from Boston to Conn cticut and roturn,
ovemberll, 1645-DecemberS, 1645, with remarks byR. C. WiIJthrop, jr., and some
papers relating to the iron works at Braintree; Tbe Spanish discovery of America, by Charles Francis A.dams; Remarks of Samuel A. Green on facsimile reproductions of single numbers of early news11apers; Remarks on the death of Fitch
Edward Oliver; Remarks ht communicating some original letters from the Bowdoin papers, byR. C. Winthrop,jr.; Instructions to Daniel Henchman, commauderin-chicf of the forces raised against the Indians, 1676, by W. P. Upham; The anticipations of Cartier's voyages, 1492-1534, by Justin Winsor; Remarks on the death
of Phillips Brooks; Remarks in communicating the insthctions for Joseph Dudley as governor ofNe1VIlampshire, byR. C. Winthrop,jr.; Remarks on the transfer of the Massachusetts charter, uy Mellen Chamberlain; Remarks on the Diary
of Ebenezer Miller, of Quincy, 1777-1799, by Charles Francis Adams; Hugh Peter
in literature, by '\V. S. Appleton ; Remarks on the Talcott papers aud th Winthrop-Lechmere case, by Mellen CJJamberlain; Remarks on a portrait of Increas
Mather, by Samu l A . Green; Memoir of Henry W. Longfellow, by Horace E.
Scudder; The Indian namo '' Nonacoicus," by Samu l.A. Gr en; Diary of amuel
Sewall, and Diary of Samu 1 Sewall, jr.; Chart of :Boston harbor, 1688-80 (1), by
A. C. Goodell, jr., also remarks on the case of William Rous and others, 1706;
Memoirs of Rev. Henry W. Foote, by Winslow Warren; Lines on the r moval of
Rev. Horace Holley ; Paper on the proper designation of Harvard Coll ge or Han·arcl
University, by George S. Hal e ; Remarks of Hamilton A. Rill on the signiflcance·
of certain initials on one of the corner stones of the Old 8011th meeting l1ouse;
Remarks on the censorship of the press in Massachusetts, by .A. C. Goodell, jr.;
Remarks on the death of Abbott Lawrence and Edwin L. Bynn r ; Ti,e literary
services of JaredSpar.k!:l; Remark!:! on Rufus Putnam's map of apart of Worcester
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County, 1785, by Samuel A. Green; Remarks on the recovery of the seals
attached to the first Plymouth patent, by Arthur Lord; Memoir of R. C. Waterston, by J.P. Quincy; Remarks on the death of Francis Parkman; The World's
Fair at Chicago, by C. F. Adams; The formation and growth of the Society's
Library, by Samuel .A. Green; Letters fiom Increase Mather to Anthony Wood;
Special meeting on the death of Francis Parkman; Remarks on some original
papers relating to Rev. J obn Wheel wright, <tnd on Massachusetts, its historians
an.d its history; by R. C. Winthrop, jr.; Letters from Emmanuel Downing to Sir
John Coke; Remarks on two elegies by Benjamin Tompson, by Samuel .A. Green;
Tribute to Henry W. Torrey; Remarks on Massachusetts and it.s history, by C. F.
Adams; Remarks on tlrn alleged ill treatment of Captain Fenton's wife aud
daughter, by Samuel A. Green; Translation of several l etters from Pero Menendez de Aviles to the King of Spain, written from August 13, 1565, to January 30.
1566, giving a report of his expedition for the conquest and settlement of Florida;
Remarks in.communicating an original letter from New England, written in 1631,
by R. C. Winthrop, jr.; Memoir of Fitch Edward Oliver, by E. F. Slafter; Re·
marks on the character of Emmanuel Downing, by R. C. Winthrop, jr.; Copies of
original records relating to John Wheelwright; Memoirs of Francis Parkman,
by 0. B. Frothington; Index.
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IX,

1894-95.

Proceedjngs.

Second series, Vol.

Boston, 1895.

8vo, pp. xviii, 570. Portraits. Facsimiles.
Contents: Officers and members; Remarks of Samuel A. Green in communicat·
ing some verses relating to the eventR of 1775, and a letter from John "Winslow;
Verses of Samuel Sewall" Upon the drying of t'.hat ancient river, the River Merr yruak;" "Connecticut's flood, or Merr,ymak's ebb," 1719-20; Letter of J onatban
Belcher to William Brattle, 1747-48; Findings of the Grand Jury of Middlesex
County, from May 15, 1,53, to March 15, 1754; A journal from August 5toDecember 13, 1775, kept by Lieut. Jabez Fitch, jr., of Harwich, at the siege of Boston;
Remarks of Samuel A. Green in communicating a list of the junior members of
the Society; Documents from the Suffolk court files relating to Harvard College,
1672-1677; Frederick Fraley, by H. A. Hill; Remarks of .Mellen Chamberlain, with
regard to a contribution in aid of the people of South Caroli 1111 and Georgia, 17 1;
Remarks on a rare French play, "La :Bohemienne," by E. G. Porter; Some notes
on the anni versary meetings of the Phi Beta Kappa Society, Alpha of :Massachusetts, 1803-1848, by John Pierce; Sketch of Presid&nt Kirkland, by John Pierce;
Remarks on the death of Oliver Wendell Ilolmos; Remarks by S. A. Green in
presenting some rare German prints of aw York and Quebec; Memoir of Edwar<lL. Bynner, hy Barnett Wendell; The earliest printel! sources of rcw EngJanel histor,y, by Justin \Vinsor; MS. 1>lans of Dunstable and neighborhood, by
J. Danforth; Memoirs of Ilenry\V. Torrey, by\V. \V. Goodwin; Remarks on the
death of Robe1-t C. Winthro11; On the death of Georg~ E. Ellis; Lett1•r from Eh ·
nezer R. Iloar, presenting a Jock of tho hair of Pr sicl nt Lincoln; ::lfichael
Wigglesworth and the Day of Doom, hy amu I A. Grcell; Memoir of Henry
Wh atlaud, by ·wmiam J>. Upham; Death of Eh uezer R. Iloar; R marks by
Henry F . .Jenks in communi,·ating some original letters l>;r I aac \Vatt ; Early
.American imprints lu•lou_uin!{ lo tho 'od ty, hy Samurl .A. Gr u.
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MASSACHUSETTS HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Naturalization in the Amedcan
colonies, with more particular reference to Massachusetts. Paper
read before the Society at the July meeting, 1859. By Joseph Willard.
Boston, 1859.
8vo, pp. 30.
Reprinted from Proceedings, .Tuly 1859.

MASSACHUSETTS HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Rosier's na,rrative of Waymouth's
voyage to the coast of Maine in 1605, complete. With remarks by
George Prince, showing the river explored to have been the Georges
River; together with a map of the same and the adjacent isla,nd8.
Reprint from the Collections of the Society. Bath [Me.], 1860.
8vo, pp. 45.
Reprinted from Collections, third series, Vol. vm.

MASSACHUSETTS HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Report of the committee appointed
to consider and report what measureR should. be taken by the Society
in respect to publishing papers read and proceedings at meetings.
Boston, 1860.
4to, pp. 2.

MASSACHUSETTS HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Circular letters from a comoiittee,
asking for aid in the collection of works illustrating tho history of
the civil war. Boston, 18?1.
1 page, sheet.

MASSACHUSETTS HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Papers discussing the comparative merits of Prescott's and Wilson's Histories, pro and con, as laid
before the Society, by George Ticknor, Prescott's proposed biographer;
also, three lette.rs of Prescott, commending Wilson's historical research.
Boston, 1861.
8vo, pp. 6. No title-page.
Reprinted from the Proceedings.

MASSACilUSETTS HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Memoir of Hon. Nathan Appleton,
LL. D. Prepared agr eeably to a resolution of the Society. By Robert C. Winthrop. With an introdnction ancl appendix. Boston, 1861.
8vo, pp. (4), 79. Portrait. Reprinted from the Proceedings, October, 1861.

MASSACilUSETTS HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Report of a committee appointed
by the Society on exchanges of prisoners during the American Revolutionary War. Presented December 19, 1861. Boston, 1861.
8vo, pp. 26. Froru Proceeclings, December, J861.

MASSACHUSETTS IIrsT0RH..:AL SOCIETY. An historical research 1·cspecting
the opinions of the founders of tue Republic on negrocs as slaves, as
citizens, and as soldiers. Read b efore tho 'ociety, August 14, 1 62.
By GeorgeLivermore. Boston, 1862.
Svo, pp.14, (2), 236.

Pages 217- 236 contain supplementary note and index, to be addecl to the first
e<lition of "An Historical Research, by George Livermore." Rc•pdnterl from
Proceedings, Augu. t, 1862.
The supplementary note was publishecl separately without title-page or date,
Fifty copies were iss tied on large paper. Five editions of tho work without tbo
supplementary notes wen, pul>lisliecl, as follows: Second edition, Hostoni A.°\Villiams & Co., 18621 8vo, :pp. xviii, (2), 184. Third edition, publi h d for the New
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England Loyal Publication Society, 1863. Fourth edition, Boston, .A.. Williams
& Co., 1863, 8vo, pp. xviii, (2), 184. Fifth edition, same imprint and number of
pages. .Also as below (next title).

MASSACHUSETTS HISTORICAL SOCIETY. An historical research respecting
the opinions of the founders of the Repuulic ou negroes as slaves, as
citizens, and as soldiers. Read before the Society, August 14, 1863.
By George Livermore. Fifth edition. Boston, 1863.
4to, pp. xviii, (2-). 184, large paper. Fifty copies on large paper.

MASSACHUSETTS HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Medical directions written for
Governor Winthrop, by Ed: Stafford, of Lon<l on, in 1643. With notes,
by 0. W. Holmes. Boston, 1862.
8vo, pp. 23.
Reprinted from the Proceedings of the Society, February, 1862.

MASSACHUSETTS HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Memoir of Nathaniel Ingersoll
Bowditch. Prepared agreeably to a resolution of the Society. By
S. K. Lothrop. Boston, 1862.
8vo, pp. 15. Portrait.
From Proceedings, March, 1862.

MASSACHUSETTS HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Memoir of Hon. Samuel Hoar;
prepared agreeably to a resolution of the Massachusetts Historical
Society. By William Minot. Boston, 1862.
8vo, pp. 8.
From Proceedings, .January, 1862.

MASSACHUSETTS HISTORICAL SOCIETY. List of the prinfod maps of Boston. Nathaniel B. Shurtleff. Boston: February, 1863.
8vo,pp. 8.
From Proceedings, .June, 1862, and .April, 18li4.

MASSACHUSETTS HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Memoir of Rev. Charles Mason,
D. D. Prepared agreeably to a resolution of the Society. By A. P.
Peabody. With an appendix. Boston, 1863.
8vo, PIJ. 39. Portrait.
Reprinted from Proceedings, May, 1863.

MASSACHUSETTS Hn,roRIGAL 'oCIETY. Memoir of Hon. Daniel .Appleton
White Prepared a,greea,bly to a resolution of the 'ociety. By J.
Walker. I3oston, 1863.
8vo, pp. 71.

Portrait.
Reprint d from Proceedi11gs, 8cptcmber, 1862.

·rru w1T lII!--TOIUC.AL OC'IETY. Memoir of Luther V. Bell, l\L .,
LL. D., pr<'parecl by vote of tho 1--oci ,ty. By G. E. Ellis. Bo ton.
1 63.

MAH A

8,·o, pp. 75. J>orlrai t.
J ·print<-11 from l'roc1·1•di11911,

M

JHil, I o:i.

. A<'H •• ET'J ~ III. -ro1m·AL ~o< IETY.
1emoir of Hon. 1Yi11iam .\ppl ton. Pr p, reel a~r <'ahly to a r '· olntion of thi>, ociet~·. By handl r
Robhin . 1 ith an :tpp n1l1. . Bo tou, 1 3.
,·o,pp. fiL

P01·truit.
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MASSACHUSETTS HI~TORICAL SOCIETY. Remarks on the Narragansett
patent. Read before the Society, June, 1862, by Thomas Aspinwall.
Boston, 1863.
8vo,pp.4l.
Same. Second edition. Providence, 1865.
8vo, pp.40.
Reprinted from Proceeclings, June, 1862.

MASSACHUSETTS HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Extinctiou of villenage and
slavery in England; with Somerset1s case. Paper read before the
Society by Emory Washburn. Boston, 1864-.
8vo, pp. 21.
Reprinted from Proceed'ings; February, 1864.

MASSACHUSETTS HISTORI AL SOCIETY.
John Appleton. Boston, 1864-.

"Jourrni.l <l.e Castorland." By

8vo,pp.15.
Reprinted from Proceeding11, February, 1864.

MASSACHUSETTS HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Letters of Phillis Wheatley, tho
negro slave poet of Boston. [By Charles Deane. J Boston, 1864.
8vo,pp.19.
Reprinted from Proceedings, 'November, 1863.

MASSACIIUSETTS HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Memoir of Ron. William Sturgi
Prepared agreeably to a resolution of the ociety. By C. G. Loring.
Boston, 1864-.
8vo, pp. (2) , 64c.
Reprinted from Proceed·i ngs, August, 1864.

MASSACHUSETTS HISTORICAL SOCIETY. [Remarks of R. C. Winthrop upon
the death of C. C. Rafn. December 8, 1864.J [Boston7 1864.J
8vo,pp. 4.
Reprinted from Proceedings, December, 1864.

MASSACHUSETTS !IISTORICAL 'ocrnTY. Tribute of the 'ocioty to tbe
memory of Josiah Quincy, J 11ly 14, 186-1. Boston, 1864-.
8vo, pp.32.
Reprinted from Proceedings, July, 1864.

MASSACHUSETTS HISTORI .AL So IETY.
otices of the triennial and
annual catalogues of Harvard University: with a reprint of the catalogues of 1674-, 1682, and 1700. · By J. L. Sibley. Bostou, 1 65.
8vo, pp. (4), 67. '
Reprinted from Proceedings, October, 1864. One hundred and fifty copies
separately printed. 'l'hirty additioual on large paper.

MASSACHU ETTS HISTORICAL , OCIETY.
[Boston, 1865.J

Publications of the , oci ety.

4to, pp, 4. List of the chief publication s for sale.

ACHU ETTS HISTORICAL 0CrnTY. 'Tribute of the ociety to Lhe
memory of Edward Everett, January 30, 1865. Boston, 18S5.

MAS,

8,o, pp. 90. Portrait.
Reprinted from Proceedin{J11, January, 1855.

ACITUSETTS lJIST0RI AL So 'IETY. Remarks on the chara tcr of the
late Edward Everett, made at a meeting of the 'oc iety, January HO,
1865. By George Ticknor. Boston, 1865.

MAS

vo, pp.16. Large paper,
Repri11teu from Proceedi_nus, January, 1865,
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MASSACHUSETTS HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Memoir of Rev. Convers Francis,
D. D. By William Newell. Reprinted from the Pioceedings. [March,
1865.J Cambridge, 1866.
8vo, pp. 23.

MASSACHUSETTS HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Letters of John Andrews, 17721776. Compiled and editetl from the original MSS., with introduction,
by Winthrop Sargent. Reprinted from the Proceedings of the Society,
July, 1865. Cambridge, 1866.
8vo, pp. 100.

MASSACHUSETTS HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Origin and sources of the Bill of
Rights, declared in the Constitution pf Massachusetts. By Emory
Washburn. Reprinted. from the Proceedings. Cambridge, 1866.
8vo,pp. 22.

MASSACHUSETTS HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Tribute of the Society to the memory of George Livermo.r e. Boston, 1866.
8vo, pp.19.
Reprinted from Proceedings, September, 1865.

MASSACHUSETTS HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Communication respecting the
seal of the "Council for New England." By Charles Deane. [Boston,
1867.J
8vo, pp. 4. No title-page.
Reprinted from Proceedings, March, 1867.

MASSACHUSETTS HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Gen. John Sullivan. A Vindication of his Character as a Soldier and a Patriot. By Thomas C. Amory·
Morrisania, N. Y., 1867.
8vo, pp. (4), 52.
Based on an article in tho Proceedings for 1866-67.

MASSACHUSETTS HISTORICAL SOCIETY. The History of Bacon's and Jngram's Rebellion fa Virginia, in 1675 and 1676. [Anon.] [Edited by
Charles Deane.] Boston, 1867.
8vo,pp. 50.
Reprinted from Proceedings, August, 1866. First edition, entitled "Bacon·s
Rebellion.''

MA

ACIIUSETTS Hr T0RICAL SOCIETY. The last will and testament of
Capt. John Smith; with some additional memoranda relating to him.
[By Charles Deane.] Reprinted from the Proceedings of the, ociet.r
for January, 1 67. Cambridge, 1867.

MA

ETTS HI8T0RI 'AL 0CIWfY. ~fomoir of .Jo eph \Villard.
Charles Brooks.] Carn!Jri<lgc, 1 67.

Small 8vo, 11p. (2) 7.

:Facsimile. Fifty copies.

A IIU

[By

,·o, ]>JI. 25.
Reprinted from Proceeclinga, Au~n. t, l 67.

M.\. SA n
.Jam

ETT: JirnT0RI AL , oc·rnTY.
!Pmoir of .Jo iah Quincv. By
\\'alknr. From the l'ro ·e llin" · for 1 G6-67.
am!Jrid1rc, 1 ,.

T.

\'O,

pp. 7G. Portrait.

,. ·ot
arlil' ·t arti. t re• icleut in ·w J:nglau«l arul hi
to I h Hcrnlntion. I print cl, ,\ ith acldilio11
tiH·, o ·iet,\· fm· 1 tiG-fii. By\\'. II. \\·tiitmor
'", J>JJ, :n.
T

l?rom l'rouedill91r, .\l11J, I Ii·.
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MASSACHUSETTS HISTORICAL SOCIETY. The Origin, Organization, and
Influence of the Towns of New Eugland. · A paper read before the
Society, December 14, 1865, by Joel Parker. Printed in the Proceedings for 1866-67. Cambridge, 1867.
8vo, pp. 54.
From Proceedings, January, 1866.

MASSACHUSETT8 HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Sermon preached at Boston, in
New England, upon a fast day, the 19th of January, 1636-37, by John
Wheelwright. Reprinted from the Prt>ceedings for 1866-67. Cambridge, 1867.
8vo, pp. 22.

Twenty -five copies. Prefatory note by Charles Doan e .
From Proceedings, August, 1866.

MASSACHUSETTS HISTORICAL SOCIETY, A sermon preached at Boston, in
New England, upon a fast day, the xvi. of January, 1636. By John
Wheelwright. From manuscripts in the possession of the Society,
:first published in the Historical Magaz'ine for April, 1867. Morrisania,
N. Y., 1867.
8vo, pp. 28, v, iii.
Introductory note by H. B. Dawson. Also large paper copy.
From Proceedings; August, 1866.

MASSACHUSETTS HISTORICAL SOCIETY. From the Proceedings. [October
· 8, 1868.J Sheet relative to the gift of a bust of George Peabody.
MASSACHUSETTS HISTORICAL SocrnTY. Harvard College monitor's bill.
Communication addressed to Mr. J. L. Sibley from F. B. Dexter, of
Yale College. [Boston, 1868.]
8vo, pp. 6.
From Proceedings, December, 1868.

MASSACHUSETTS HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Memoir of Joseph Story, LL. D.
By G. S. Hillard. Reprinted from the Proceedings for 1867-68 [April,
1868]. Boston, 1868.
Svo, pp. 32.

MASSACHUSETTS HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Sketch of the lifo and judicial
labors of Chief Justice Shaw. By B. F. Thoma8. Reprinted from the
Proceedings for 1867-68 [September, 1867]. Boston, 1868.
8vo, pp. 32.

MASSACHUSETTS Hr 'TORICAL SOCIETY. Tribute to Henry Hart Milman,
D. D. By R. C. Winthrop and J. L. Motley. From the Proceedings of
the Society [October 8, 1868]. [Boston, 1868.J
8vo, pp. 4.

MASSACHUSETTS HrsT0RICAl> SOCIETY. I. The aims and purposes of tho
founders of Massachusetts. II. Their treatment of intruders and clissentients. Two lectnres of a course by members of the Society, b eforo
the Lowell Institute, January 8 and January 12, 1869. By George E.
Ellis. Boston, 1869.
8vo, pp.100.
Reprinted from Lowell Lectures, 1869.

MASSACHUSETTS HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Tbe colony of New Plymouth and
its relation to Massachusetts : A l ecture of a course by members of tbe
Society, January 19, 1869. By William Brigham. Boston, 1869.
8vo, pp. 27.
Reprinted from L owell L ectures, 1869.
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MASSACHUSETTS HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Education in Massachusetts: Early
legislation and history: A lecture of a course by members of the Society,
February 16, 1869. By George B. Emerson. Boston, 1869.
8vo, pp. 36.
Reprinted from Lowell Lectures, 1869.

MASSACHUSETTS HISTORICAL SOCIETY. The First Charter and the Early
religious Legislation of Massachusetts: Lecture in a course on the
early history of Massachusetts, by members of the Society, delivered
February 9, 1869. By Joel Parker. Boston, 1869.
Svo, pp. 85.
Reprinted from Lowell Lectures, 1869.

MASSACHUSETTS HISTORICAL SOCIETY. History of the Grants under the
Great Council for New England: A lecture of a course by members of
the Society. January 15, 1869. By Samuel F. Haven. Boston, 1869.
8vo, pp. 36.
Reprinted from Lowell Lectures, 1869.

MASSACHUSETTS HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Introductory lecture to the course
on the Early History of Massachusetts, by members of the Society, at
the Lowell Institute. Delivered January 5, 1869. By Robert C. Winthrop. Boston, 1869.
8vo, pp.27.
Reprinted from Lowell Lectures.

MASSACHUSETTS HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Lectures delivered in a course
before the Lowell Institute, by members of the Society, on subjects
relating to the early history of Massachusetts. Boston, 1869.
8vo, pp. viii, 498.

MASSACHUSETTS HISTORICAL SOCIETY. The Medical Profession in Massachusetts: Lecture of a course by members of the Society, before
the Lowell Institute, January 28, 1869. By Oliver Wendell Holmes.
Boston, 1869.
8vo, pp . .45.
From Lowell Lectures, 1869, pp. 267-301.

MASSACIIUSETTS HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Memoir of George Livermore.
Prepared agreeably to a resolution of the Society. By Charles Deane.
Cambridge, 1869.
8vo, pp. 60.
Reprinted from Proceedin{ls, January, 1869.

MA SA nu ETTS Hr. TORICAL SOCIETY. Memoir of Jared Spark , LL. D.
By George E. Ellis. Reprinted from the Proceedings for May, 1
Cambridge, 1869.
8vo, pp. 102. Portrait.

nu. ETT, Hr TORI AL
crnTY. Memoir of Hon. Levi Lincoln.
Prepared agreeably to a r solution of the ociety. By Emory "\Ya hburn.
ambrido-e, 1869.

IA,\

8vo, pp. 39. Portrait. Larg pap r.
Jt'roru Proceedinua, pril. 1869.

IA. ,' A ·n 'ETT · Hr 'TORI AL
'IETY. Puritan Politic in England an cl
~ ew Euglall(l : .A. lectur of a cours by member of th
ociety. Febru ry 12, 1 69. By Edward E . Hale. Boston 1 69.
8\·o, pp. 22.
eprint d fr m l,oirell Lecture11, 1 60, pp . .t-it--462.
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MASSACHUSETTS HISTORICAL SOCIETY. The Regicides sheltered in New
England: A lecture of a course by members of the Society, Peb. 5, 1869.
By Chandler Robbins. Boston, 1869.
8vo, pp. 36.
Reprinted'from Lowell Lectures, 1869, pp. 319-354.

MASSACHUSETTS HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Slavery as it once Prevailed in
Massachusetts : A lecture for the Society at the Lowell Institute,
January 22, 1869. By Emory Washburn. Boston, 1869.
8vo,pp. 35.
Reprinted from Lowell Lectures, 1869, pp.191-225.

MASSACHUSETTS HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Description of a Selection of
Coins and Medals Relating to America, exhibited to the Society, April
28, 1870. By William S. Appleton. Cambridge, 1870.
8vo,pp.16.
From Proceed'ings, April, 1870.

MASSACHUSETTS HISTORICAL SOCIETY. A Dialogue, or Third Conference
between Some Young Men Born in New England, and Some Ancielft
Men which came out of Holland and old England, concerning the
Church and Go-vernment Thereof. By William Bradford. Edited,
with a preface and notes, by Charles Deane. Boston, 1870.
8vo, pp. xii, 78. Facsimile.
Reprinted from Proceedings, October, 1870.

MASSACHUSETTS HISTORICAL SOCIETY. The Forms in issuing Letters
Patent by the Crown of England, with remarks on the Massachusetts
charter of the 4th of March, 1628-D. Paper read before the Society,
21st Dec., 1869. By Charles Deane. Cambridge, 1870.
8vo, pp. 24. Fifty copies.
From Proceedings, December, 1869.

MASSACHUSETTS HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Letter written from San Fran•
cisco, Cal., to the Society; by R. C. Waterston. Cambridge, 1870.
8vo, pp.10.
From Proceedings, September, 1870.

MASSACHUSETTS HISTORICAL SOCIETY. The life of Thomas Dudley, several times Governor of the Colony of Massachusetts. Written, as is
supposed, by Cotton Mather. Edited by Charles Deane. Cambridge,
1870.
8vo, pp. 20. One hundred copies.
From Proceedings, January, 1870.

MASSACHUSETTS HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Memoir of Charles Greely Loring;
prepared agreeably to a resolution of the Society. By Theophilus
Parsons. Cambridge, 1870.
8vo, pp. 31. No title-page.
From Proceedings, April, 1870.

MASSACHUSETTS HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Memoir of Nathaniel Langdon
Frothingham, D. D. Dy Frederic H. Hodge. Reprinted from the Proceedings, September, 1870, with appendix. Boston, 1870.
8vo, pp. 20. Portrait.

MASSACHUSETTS HISTORICAL SOCIETY.
Davis. J Boston, 1870.
8vo, pp. 311- 321. No title-page.
From Proceedvngs, May, 1870.
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MASSACHUSETTS HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Tributes to the l\femory of Hon.
John Pendleton Kennecly. September 8, 1890. [Boston, 1870.J
8vo, pp.16.
From the Proceedings.

MA.SSACHUSETTS HISTORICAL SOCIETY.
Samuel A. Green. Boston, 1871.

Bibliography of the Society. By

8vo,pp.10.
Reprinted from the Proceedings, January, 1871.

MASSACHUSETTS HISTORICAL SOCIETY. The Building anl the Finances of
the Society. Remarks of the President. [R. C. Winthrop.] July 13,
1871. Boston, 1871.
8vo, pp. 7. No title-page.
Reprinted from the Proceedings, July, 1871.

MASSACHUSETTS HISTORICAL SOCIETY.
Charles Deane. [Boston, 1871.]

Death of Matthew Cradock.

By

8vo, pp. 3. No title-page .
. From Proceedings, November, 1871.

MASSACHUSETTS HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Letter of Sir .John Stanhope to
Secretary Davison, concerning Elder Brewster. Read before the
Society, May, 1871. By Charles Deane. [Boston, 1871.J
8vo,pp.8.
From Proceedings, May, 1871.

MASSACHUSETTS HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Letters of Lucy Downing, 16261674. With a preface containing some account of her distinguished
son, Sir George Downing, hart. [R. C. Winthrop.] [Boston, 1871.J
8vo, pp. xliv, (1), 63.
Reprinted from Oollections, fifth series, Vol. r.

MASSACHUSETTS HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Tributes of the Society to the
memory of Hon. David Sears and George Ticknor, LL. D. Febrnary
9, 1871. Boston, 1871.
8vo,pp. 24.

From Proceedings, February, 1871.

MA SACIIU, ETTS HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Paul Lunt's diary. May-Decemher, 1775.

Edited by S. A. Green.

Boston, 1872.

8vo, pp.19.
From Proceedings, Frbruary, 1872.

!As ACIIr ETT, IIr. TORICAL SOCIETY. Tribute to Walter, cott. on th
on hnnclreclth anniversary of his uirthclay, hy the, 'ociety, Augn ·t 1l 71. Bo. ton, 1 72.
8,o. pp. 17.
From Proceedings, August, 1871.
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A , {I " ETT
JTJ, TORICAL OCIETY. Act of facorporation, with th
additional a.c·t.· ancl h?-law. , with a li t of otlic:er an<l r .·icl nt m mber ·. Bo ton, l '73.
\ ' O, pp. 21.
l'rom l'ror ,•<1i1111.
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MASSACHUSETTS HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Circular from the librarian offering
the publications for sale. May 20, 1873.
Sheet.

MASSACHUSETTS HISTORICAL SOCIETY. The confession and execution of
Sir Walter Raleigh. Address, September 11, 1873, by R. C. Winthrop.
pp. 16. [Boston, 1873.J
Half title. No title-page.
From Proceedings, September, 1873.

MASSACHUSETTS HISTORICAL SOCIETY. An essay on the or1gm of the
names of towns in Massachusetts settletl prior to 1775. Prefixed an
essay on the name of the town of Lexington. By vV. H. Whitmore.
Reprinted from the Proceedings for 1872-73. Boston, 1873.
8vo, pp. 12), 37.
From Proceeding.s, February, 1873.

MASSACHUSETTS HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Extracts from chapter 1 of the
by-laws of the Society. [Boston, 1873.J
4to. Sheet.

MASSACHUSETTS HIST01UCAL SOCIETY. Gen. Washington's headquarters
in Cambridge. Paper read before the Society in ept., 1872. By
Charles Deane. Fifty copies. Reprinted from the Proceedings. Boston, 1873.
8vo, pp. 9.

MAS. ACIIUSETTS HISTORICAL SOCIETY. New England's trials written by
Capt. John Smith. Reprint of the rare first edition of 1620. With
a prefatory note, by Charles Deane. Cambridge, 1873.
8vo, pp. 10, (22).
Fifty copies from Proceedings, 1871-187:J.

MASSACHUSETTS HISTORICAL SOCIETY.
1873.J [Boston, 1873.J

[Proposed] By-laws.

[October,

8vo, pp. 12.
Same. [November, 1873.] Boston, 1873. pp. 12.

MASSACIIUSETTS HISTORICAL SocrnTY.. Roger Williams and the Massachusetts charter. ~aper read before the Society, by Charles Deane.
Cambridge, 1873.
8vo, pp. 19.
From P1·oceedings, February, 1873.

MASSACHUSETTS HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Sketch of the life and n, list of
some of the works of John, ingleton Copley. Prepared for tbe, 'ociety,
by A. T. Perkins. Cambridge, 1873.
8vo, pp. 13.
From Proceedings, January, 1873.

MA SACIIUSETTS HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Tribute of the. ociety to the memory of· their late senior member and ~·ormcr president, the Ilon. James
Savage, LL. D., March 13, 1873. Boston, 1873.
Svo, pp. 23.
From Proceedings, March, 1873.

MA, SACIIUSETTS HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Agassiz. Ry Robert C. Winthrop.
Boston, 1874.
8vo, pp. 6. No title-page.
Thirty-six copies printed from Proceedings,
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for attemptin o- to hold a negro as a slave in Massachusett , in From the minutes of Chief Justice Cushing, with referen ce.· to c
t emporaneous records. Communicated to the Society [by Chief J
tice Horace Gray, jr.J, April 16, 1874. BostoIJ, 1874.

M A/;; A

8v o, pp.10.

F rom P roceedings, April, 1874.

MASSACHUSETTS HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Judge Lowell and the Mas achnsetts Declaration of Rights. Paper read before the Society, April 16.
1874. By Charles Deane. Boston, 1874.
8vo, pp. 9.
From P roceedings, April, 1874. Originally published with only 8 pages.
9 was inser ted and also appeared as a leaflet.
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MASSACHUSETTS HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Memoir of Hon. William b!in ot.
By R. C. Winthrop. [Boston, 1874.J
8vo, pp. 4. No title-page.
'.l'welve copies r eprinted from Proceedings.

MASSACHUSETTS HISTORICAL SOCIJ<JTY. Proceedings of a special meeting
of the Society, December 16, 1873; being the one hundredth anniversary of the destruction of the tea in Boston Harbor. Boston, 1874.
8vo,pp. 70.
From Proceedings, December, 1873.

MASSACHUSETTS HISTORICAL SOCIETY. The genealogy of the families of
Payne and Gore. [By ·wmiam H. Whitmore.] Boston, 1875.
8vo, pp. 30.
From Proceedi ngs, January, 1875.

MASSACHUSETTS HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Memoir of Charles Sprague. Prepared for the Proceedings of the Society. By Edmund Quincy. Boston,
1875.
8vo, pp.17. J>ortrait.
From P roceedings, May , 1875.

MA SACHUSETTS HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Remarks upon the life and writings of Charles Sprag ue. By R. C. Waterston. Before the Rociety,
February 11, 1875. Boston, 1875.
8vo, p p. 16. P ortrait.
From P roceedings, Februar y, 1875.

MA , ACIIUSETT, HISTORI AL SOCIETY. Voyage of the Venetian brother
Zen o to the Northern eas in t h fourteen t h century . By R . H . .Major.
[ ommunica,ted by Charles D eane.] Bos ton, 1 75.
8Yo, pp . l!J. Fold .cl map.
From Proceeding,, ·tob r, J 74.
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Svo, PI>· 35.
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MASSACHUSETTS HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Remarks on an original portrait
of the Rev. Increase Mather, D. D., and on some of the engravings
taken from it. By Samuel A. Green, M. D. Reprinted from the Proceedings of the Society for March, 1893. Cambridge, 1893.
Svo, pp.10.

MASSACHUSETTS HISTORICAL SOCIETY.
[Remarks by Samuel A. Green, M. D.J

The ravages of book-worms.
[Boston, 1893.J

Svo, pp. 4. No title-page.

MASSACHUSETTS HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Remarks on the bequests of the
Rev. Robert C. Waterston and on an original portra,i t of Franklin.
[By Samuel A. Green, M. D.J [Boston; 1893.J
Svo, pp. 4. No title-page. Half title.

MASSACHUSETTS HISTORICAL SOCIETY. The Talcott papers. Remarks by
Mellen Chamberlain, at the meeting of the Society, March 9, 1893.
[Boston, 1893.J
Svo, pp. (19).
Reprinted from the Proceedings, March, 1893.

MASSACHUSETTS HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Certain grants of land made in
the year 1684, now within the limits of Nashua, N. H. [By Samuel
A. Green, M. D.J [Boston, 1894.J
Svo, pp. 5. No title-page.

•

MASSACHUSETTS HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Doggerel ballads and some social
distinctions at Harvard College. [By Samuel A. Green, M. D.J [Boston, 1894.]
Svo, pp. 6.
Reprinted from the Proceedings.

MASSACHUSETTS HISTORICAL SOCIETY. The earliest printed sources of,
New England history, 1602-1629. By Justin Winsor. Reprinted, 100
copies, from the Proceedings of the Massachusetts Historical Society,
November, 1894. Cambridge, 1894.
Svo, pp.14 .

. MASSACHUSETTS HISTORICAL _SOCIETY. Harvard College in early times,
1672-1677. [By Samuel A. Green, M. D.J [Boston, 1894.J
Svo, pp. 7. No t itle-page.

MASSACHUSETTS HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Memoir of Fitch Edward Oliver,
M. D. By Rev. Edmund F. Slafter, D. D. Boston, 1894.
Svo, pp, 16. Portrait.
Reprinted from the Proceedings.

MASSACHUSETTS HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Memoir of Henry Warren Torrey,
LL.
By William W. Goodwin. Reprinted from the Proceedings of
the Massachusetts Historical Society, November, 1894. Cambridge,
1894.

n:

Svo, pp.15.

MASSACHUSETTS HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Oliver Wendell Holmes.
marks by Henry Lee.] [Boston, 1894.]

[Re-

Svo, pp. 4. No title-page. Half title.

MASSACHUSETTS HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Refutation of the alleged ill
treatment of Captain Fenton's wife and daughter. [By Samuel A.
Green, M. D.J [Boston, 1894.J
Svo, pp. 4. Ralf title. No title-page.
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MA . ACIIU E'l"l'S HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Remarks by Rev. Edward G.
Porter on Scribe's La Bohcmienne, ou l' Am6rique en 1775. Drame
historique. [Boston, 1894.]
Svo, pp.108, 109. No title-page.

MASSACHUSETTS HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Remarks concerning long terms
of membership in the Massachusetts Historical Society. [By Samuel"
Allbott Green.] [Boston, 1894.]
8vo,pp. 5.

MASSACHUSETTS HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Remarks OD an agreement among
certain members of the General Court in 1786, relating to the importation of foreign goods, and also. on four views in Boston made dur ing
the Revolution. [By Samuel A. Green, M. D.] [Boston, 1894.]
8,o, pp. 4. No title-page. Half title.

MASSACHUSETTS HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Remarks on some rare German
prints of New York and Quebec, and on contributions in the year
1781 by the churches of Massachusetts to the distressed inhabitants
of South Carolina an<l Georgia. [By Samuel Abbott Green, M. D. ]
[Boston, 1894.J
Svo, pp. 7.

MASSACHUSETTS HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Benjamin Tompson, a graduate
of Harvard College in the class of 1662 and the earliest native American poet, with some bibliographical notes on his literary works. [By
Samuel A. Green.] Boston, 1895.
Svo, pp. 22. Caption title only.
Reported from the Proceedings.

MASSACHUSETTS HISTORICAL SOCIETY. A century of the Senate of the
United States. Prepared by William S. Appleton. [Boston, 1895.J
Svo.
Reported from the Proceedings.

MASSACHUSETTS HISTORICAL SOCIETY. The diary of John Rowe, a Boston
merchant, 1764-1779. A paper read by Edward L. Pierce before the
So_ciety, March 14, 1895. Cambridge, 1895.
Svo, pp. 108.

MASSACHUSETTS HISTORICAL SOCIETY. A list of early American imprints
belonging to the library of the Society. With an introduction and
notes, by Samuel A. Green. Cambridge, 1895.
Svo, pp.137.
Reportecl from the Proceedings.

MA, SACHUSETTS HJ TORICAL OCIETY. Memoirs of Henry Wheatland,
M. D. ByWilliamP. pham. Reprinted from the ProcecdiugHof the
ociety for January, 1895. Caml>ridge, 1895.
Svo, pp. 27. Portrait.

M:Af,, A nu ,· ETT Tir. TORIC'AL ,"ocrnTY. The ew Englan<l Indians: A
hihliogmphical , urvey, 1630-1700. By Justin Win. or. Reprinted,
100 eopie from the l'1·oceerlings of the ~lassachusettslli, torical, 'ociety,
4Tov mber, 1895. Cai_nlH'i<lge, 1 9:5.
Sm, pp. :J5 .

'a.mu·l ,'k lton, th first minister
(Bv :a.urn J A. (;r •n.] Bo ton, 1 H:5.

• IA !->A< ' U U Errs HI 'T RI , L' OCIE'IY.

of, al ro, . la ·.

B\'o, pp . . • '" titl ·Jlilf.!~. Gaptl"n tit),, 011ly.
ltt• priut1:1\ from th l'mc ,,fin!J•·
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93. MILI1'A.RY HIS:1.'0RICAL SOaIE:1.'Y OF JfASSACIIUf:JE:1.'TS.

Boston, Mass.

Papers read before
Boston, 1881, 1886.

:VlfLI'fARY HISTORICAL SOCIETY OP MASSACIIUAETTR.

the Society in 1876-1880. Vols. I,

II.

Two volumes.
CONTENTS,

Vol. I. Peninsular campaign of General McClellan in 1862: General McClellan's
plans for the campaign of 1862, and the allegecl interference of the Government
with them, by John C. Ropes, road NoYember 13, 1876; The siecro of Yorktown,
by J.C. Palfrey, read January 14, 1878; The period which elapsed between tl10
fall of Yorktown and the beginning of the sev-en days' battles, by Francis W.
Palfrey, r ead March 8, 18?0; The seven days' uattlos to Malvern Ilill, by F. W.
Palfrey, read December 11, 1876; The battle of Malvern Hill, by F. \V. Palfrey,
read May 14, 1877; Comments on the Peninsular campaign, by C. A. ·Whittier, read
May 13, 1878. Boston, 1881. Svo, pp. xviii, 249. Three folded maps.
Vol. II. The Virginia campaign of General Pope in 1862 ; The character of General Halleck's administr.ation in the immmer of 1862, by S. M. Quincy; The campaign of General Pope in Virginia, its ohjects and general plan: First part, to
the 19th of August, 1862, by C. N. Horton; Second part, to the 28th of August,
1862; Third part, to the end of the campaign, by John C. Ropes; The 27th day of
August, 1862 [being chapter 7 of the history of the campaign of the Army of
Virginia], by G. H. Gordon; The battle of Chantilly, by C. F. Walcott; A
r evisit to the :fiekls of Manassas and Chantilly, by C. F. ·walcott; Strength of
the forces under Pope and L ee, by William Allan; appended a note by J.C.
Ropes; The case of Fitz.John Porter, by S. M. Weld; Tho conduct of General
McClellan during his stay at Alexandria in August, 1862; the nature and extl:'ut
of his command, and his alleged neglect to support tho army of General Po1)e, by
S. M. Weld; Review oft.he reports, Colonel Haven and General Weld, on tho conduct of General McClellan at Alexandria, August, 1862; and on tlie case of Fitz.Iohn Porter, by Theoilore Lyman; The conduct of Generals McClellan and
Ilalleckin August, 1862; and the case of Fitz-.John Porter, by T. L. Livermore;
The bearing in the case of Fitz.John Porter, by .J. C. l{opes.
Boston, 1886. pp. x iv, (2), 394. Nine folded maps.
MILITARY HISTORICAL

SOCIETY Ol!'

Campaigns in Virginia, 1861-62.
Boston, 1895.

Papers, Vol. I.
Edited by Theodore F. Dwight.

MASSACHUSETTS.

8vo, :pp. 71, (1), 369. 5 folded maps.
Contents: Preface; Officers; Members; List of Reports and Papers read before
tlie Society, 1876-1895; Books Cited in this Volume; Patterson's Shenandoah
Campaign , by T. L. Livermore; The Peninsular Campaign: General McClellan's
Plans for the Campaign of 1662, by .r olm C. Ro110i-l; Tl..te Siego of Yorktown, by
.J. C. Palfrey; The Period which elapsed between tl1e J<'all of Yorktown and the
beginning of the Se~en Days' Battles, by]'. "\V. Palfrey; The Seven Days' Battles to Malvern Hill, by F. W. Palfrry; Tho Bat,tle of MalYern Ilill, by]'. W.
Palfrey; Comm{lnts on tho Poniusular Campaign of General McUlellan, by C. A.
Whittier; Operations in tl1e Shenandoah Valley from Winchester to Port
Republic, March 1 to June-9, 1862, by J . .F. lluntington; Index.
~llLlTARY HISTORICAL SOCIETY Olt' MASSACHUSETTS.

Virginia Campaign of 1862 under General Pope.
F. Dwight. Boston, 1895.
Svo, pp. xxi, (1), 541.

Papers, Vol. n. Tho
Eclitecl hy Theodore

9 maps.
Contrnti-l: Lis1 Ill' Hooks Cited; General JTallock'R Milita,ry Aclmhlistration in
tll summ 'r of 1862, by S. M. Qninc-y; The Campaign of Gont'ral Pope in Virg inia : To the 19th of August, 1862, by C. P. Horton; to the 28th of A 11g11Ht, 1 62,
by J.C . Ropes; to tl10 en<l of tho Campaign, l,y .r. C. Rop s; The Twcnty-sr,vpnfh
Day of August, 1862 (l>oing chapter vu, of the History of tho 'ampaigu of the
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A.rroy of Virg:inia, from Cedar Mountain to .Alexandria), by G. H. Gordon; The
B~ttle of Chantilly, by C. F. Walcott; Strength of the Forces under P ope and
Lee, by W . .A.llan: The Case of .Fitz-John Porter, by S. M. Weld; The Conduct of General McClellan During His Stay at .Alexandria in August, 1862,
by C. F. Haven, jr.; The sa.me subject, by S. M. Weld; Review of the
Reports of Colonel Havenand General Weld on tbe Conduct of McClellan at
.Alexandria, by T. Lyman; The Conduct of Generals McClellan and Halleck in
August, 1862; and the case of Fitz-John Porter, by T. L. Livermore; The Hearing in the Case of Fitz.John Porter, by J. C. Ropes; The Battle of Cedar Mountain, August 9, 18e2, by G. L. Andrews; Index ; Officers; MemhP-r fl, List, of
Reports and Papers, 1876-1895.

MILITARY HISTORICAL SOCIETY OF MASSACHUSETTS. Papers, Vol. x.
Critical Sketches of some of the Federal and Confederate Commanders. Edited by Theodore F. Dwight. · Boston, 1895.
8vo, pp. x, 34B.
Contents: List of Books Cited; General Beauregard, by J. C. Ropes; General
Grant, byT . .A.. Dodge; General Hancock, by F. A. Walker; General Humphreys,
by J. H. Wilson; General McClellan, byJ. C. Ropes; General Sherman, by J.C.
Ropes; General Stuart, by J. C. Ropes; General Thomas, by H. Stone; General
Thomas in the Record, by T. L. Livermore; The War as we See it. Now, by J.C.
Ropes; Index; Officers: Members; List of Rel.)orts and Papers, 1876-1895.
94. N.ANTUVKET HISTORIC.AL SOOIETY;

Nantucket, Mass.

NANTUCKET HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Constitution and By-laws of the Nantucket Historical Association. Incorporated July 9, 1894. Nantucket,
1894.
32 mo, pp. 19.
95. NEW-ENGL.AND HISTORIO GENE.A.LOG-IO.AL SOOIETY.

Boston, Mass.
[Titles markecl with letter R are reprinted from New-England Historical and Genealogical Register.]

NEW-ENGLAND HISTORIC GENEALOGICAL SOCIETY. A brief memoir of
Gen. David Cobb, of the Revolutionary Army. [Boston.]
Svo, pp. 8. Portrait.

NEW-ENGLA. D HISTORIC GENEALOGICAL SOCIETY.

Constitution.

Sheet. No date.

NEW-ENGLAND HISTORIC GENEALOGICAL SOCIETY. On the multiplied
Metamorphoses of Surnames in our Country. By S. Swett. Boston.
Slip from The Regtster.

NEW-ENGLAND IlISTORIC GENEALOGICAL
1845.

0CIETY.

Circular [No. 1].

Same, 1847.
Sheet.

NEW-E.·GL TD HISTORIC GE. I~ALOGICAL
Society. April, 18-16. [Boston, 1 6. J

0

rnTY.

ircular

o. 2 of the

Svo, pp.15.

NEw-E ..TGLA.rD HI T RIC
1847. [Bo ton, 184:7.J
Svo, pp. 16.

E. ·r, LO 1

'AL o

rnTY.

Circular To. 3. Jun ,
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N:nv-ENGLAND HISTORIC GENEALOGICAL SOCIETY. Constitution and Bylaws. Circular No. 4. January, 1858. [Boston, 1858.]
Svo, pp. 8.

NEW-ENGLAND HISTORIC GENEALOGICAL SOCIETY. New-England Historical and Gealogical Register, Vols. I-XLVI. Boston, 1847-1892.
Svo, 46 vols.
Published quarterly.

NEw-E , GLAND HISTORIC GENEALOGICAL SOCIETY.
By S. G. Drake. [Boston, 1848.]

The Checkley family.

Svo, pp. 6.

NEW-ENGLAND HISTORIC GENEALOGICAL SOCIETY.
Frost. By Usher Parsons. [Boston, 1849.]

Memoirs of Charles

Svo, pp. 15. No title-page. R.

NEW-ENGLAND HISTORIC GENEALOGICAL SOCIETY. Brief memoirs of
John anu. Walter Deane, two of the :first settlers of Taunton, Mass.,
and of the early generations of their descendants; preceded by some
remarks on the origin of the name, with incidental notices of other
Deans in England and America. By William Reed Deane. Boston,
1849.
Svo, pp. 16. R.

NEW-ENGLA:XD Ill TORIC GENEALOGICAL SOCIETY. Genealogy of the
Family of .Solomon Piper, of Dublin, N. II. [By Solomon Piper.]
Boston, 1849.
Svo, pj> . 20 .

NEW-ENGLAND HISTORIC GENEALOGICAL SOCIETY. .A. Genealogical Memoir
of the Family of Elder Thomas Leverett, of Boston. By Nathaniel B.
Shurtleff. Boston, 1850.
Svo, pp . 20.

Portrait. R

NEW-ENGLAND III 'TORIC GENEALOGICAL O IETY. A GenealogicalMemoir
of tbe Gilbert Family, in both Old an<l. New England. By J. Wingate
Thornton. Boston, 1850.
Svo, pp. 23.
R. Fifty copies .

NEW-ENGLAND HISTORIC GENF:ALOGICAL SOCIETY. A Genealogical Memoir
of the Descendallts of William Bradford, econd Governor of ew
Plymouth, in ew England. Principally collected by Guy M. Fessenden. Bmiton, 1 -o.
Svo, pp. 27. R.

NEW-ENGLA D IIISTORIC GENEALOGICAL SOCIETY. Some notices of Samuel Gorton, one of the first settler of Warwick, R. I., durin<Y his residence at Pl;,moutl1, Portsmo nth, and Providence, chiefly derived from
early manuscripts; with a brief intrcductory memoir. By Charles
Deane. Roston, 1 50.
4to, pp. 41.
R. Twenty-five copies.

TEW-E~GLA D Hr TORIC GENl~ALOGICAL SOCIETY. Some memoirs of the
life and writino- of the Rev. Thomas Prince, together with a pedigree
of his family. By, amnel G. Drake. Boston, 1851.
pp.12. Two portrait..
Appended "Subscril> rs' names," pp.13, (1),

8\'0,
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NEW-ENGLAND HISTORIC GENEALOGICAL SOCIETY. Recovery of some materials for the early history of Dorchester, general and particular.
Prepared for the Register. By Samuel G. Drake. Boston, 1851.
Svo, pp. 20.

Seal. R.

NEW-ENGLAND HISTORIC GENEALOGICAL Socn,TY. A Memoir, or Defence
of Hugh Peters. By Joseph B. Felt. Boston, 1851.
Svo, pp. 67. Portrait.

R.

NEW-ENGLAND li'ISTORIC GENEALOGICAL SOCIETY. A memoir of Cotton
Mather, with a Genealogy of the Family of Mather. By Samuel G.
Drake. Boston, 1851.
Svo, pp. (1), 16.

Two portraits.

R.

NEW-ENGLAND HISTORIC GENEALOGICAL SOCIETY. A Genealogical Memoir of the Leonard Family; containing a full account of the first
three genera,tions of the family of James Leonard, who was an early
settler of Taunton, Ms., with incidental notices of later descendants. By William R. Deane. Boston, 1851.
Svo, pp. 23, (1).

R.

NEW-ENGLAND HISTORIC GENl~ALOGICAL SOCIETY. .A Genealogical Memoir of the family of Richard Otis, and collaterally of the Families
of Baker, Varney [etc.]. Prepared and arranged by Horatio N. Otis.
Boston, 1851.
Svo, pp. (2), 48. R.

NEW-ENGLAND HISTORIC GENEALOGICAL SOCIETY. An address to the
members of the Society, delivered March 1, 1852, by William Jenks.
Boston, 1852.
Svo, pp.18.

NEw-ENGLAl\TD HISTORIC GENEALOGICAL SOCIETY.
Higginson. By Joseph B. Felt. Boston, 1852.

Memoir of Francis

Svo, pp. (2) , 23. R.

NEW-ENGLAND HISTORIC GENEALOGICAL SOCIETY. Expedition against
Quebec. Journal kept by Joseph Ware, of Needham, Mass., with a
short genealogy of the Ware family. [Boston, 1852.]
Svo, pp.17. R.

NEW-ENGLAND HISTORIC GENEALOGICAL SOCIETY. An address delivered
to the members of the Historic Genealogical Society, by Willia,m
Whiting, president, January 12, 1853. Boston, 1853.
Svo, pp.16.

NEW-E '"GLA D HISTORIC GENEALOGICAL SOCIETY. Appendix. Notice of
Major Zephaniah Leonard. [By W.R. Deane.l From the N w-England Hi toric and Genealogical Register January, 1853. Boston, 1853.
8vo, pp. 21-23.

TEW-Ei:TGLA ..TD III T0RIC GENI~ALOGICAL, OC'IETY. Memoir of the Farrar
family. By a member of the New EnglaD<l Historic G nealogical
ociety [Timothy Farrar]. [Bo ton, 18:i3.J
8,·o, pp. 45. R.

Ew-E TGLA.·n Hr. T RIC' GE •• EAL0GICAL, OCIETY. A Declaration of remarkable Providence in th• Cour. e of mv Life. By John Dane, of
Ip. wi!-h. 16 2. In ,vhicb i. added a pcdign•( of the Dane family ancl
: fow not
B., ,L memb r of the ocicty [.John Warcl D •an]. Boston, 1 :;1.
w, pp. lG.
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NEW-ENGLAND Hn;TOHlU GENEALOGICAL SocrnTY. Memoir of lnneaso
Suwn<"r, Governor of Mass::wlrnsetts. By WHliam JI. Snumer. Together v,rith a genealogy of the Sumner family. .Boston, 1854.
8vo, pp. 70. Portrait.

NEw-E:NGLAND HISTORIC G1rnEALOGICAL SournTY. A review of Winth rop's journal, as e!liteu anu pnbfoihed by Jarues Savage. Preparc!l
fo r a.llll published iu tlie Jtcgister, October, 1853, a11cl ,Ja,uuu.ry, 1854 .
.By the editor of that periodical [S. G. Drake]. Boston, 1854.
8vo, pp. 23. Four portraits.
Portraits not foun<l in all copies.

NEW-EXGLAND HISTORIC GKc\EALOGIUAL 8ocmTY.
[By W. II. Sumner.] [Boston, 1855.J
Svo, pp. 329-334. No title-pag(•.

The Eliot Bureau.

R.

NEW-ENGLAND HISTORIC GENEALOGICAL SOCIETY. Notice of ·w miarn
Thacl<leus Harris. Prepareu for and published in tlrn ,January number
of the New-England Historical aucl Genealogical H.egii,ter for 1855.
[By Francis J. Child.] Boston, 1855.
:::iq. 16mo, pp. 14.

NEW-ENGLAND lIISTORIU GENEALOGICAL SOCIETY. Au .account of the
Temple Family, with notes ancl pecligrees of the fatuily of Bowdoin.
Reprinted from the Rcgi&ter, with eorrectio1rn ancl aclditiorn,. By \V. II.
Wllitwore. [Boston, 1856.J
8\'0, pp.15.

NEW-ENGLAND HISTORIU GirnEALOGICAL SournTY. Genealogy of the
Sanborn Family. Hy Nathan, 'an born, M. U. l<'rom tho New-Englanll
Ifil,l01·ical ancl Oenealogioal Regi&ler. July and October, 1856. Boston,
1866.
8vo, pp. 21.

NEw-ENGLA:Nu lIISTomu GKNb;ALO<aCAL SournTY. Heview of "'l'he Pilgrims of Boston awl their clescendanti,, with :m iutro<lu<·tion hy Ed-.
ward Everett. By 'l'ho:nas Bri<lgman." By \V. JI. \Vhitmoro. [Bostoir, 1856. J
Svo, l'P· 4. No titl(l-p:tge.
0

T1,w-ENGLAND HISTORIU GENJCALOGW,\L 8ocmTY. .\ brief acconut of
the Quincy family of Hoston, Mass. Heprinte<l. fro111 the Rcr1isler for
,January, 1857. With additions ancl corrections. [By vV. lI. ·Whitmore_ J Bos ton, 1857.
Svo, pp. 7.

XEW-EXGLAXl> HISTORIC U-EXEAL0C:ICAL ·oumn.-. A hrier account of
the Desceu<fants of John an<l Elinor vVhitney, of ·w atertown, )Jass.
[Bj-' II. A. Whitney.] Hcprintcd, with addit!on , from the Hegi&ter for
April aud July, 1857. Bm!ton, 18;,7.
8vo, pp. 26.

NKW-ENGLAND HISTORIC GEXEAL0taUAL SocrnTY. Memoranda, Relating
to tlw La11e, Reyner, aud \Vhipple families. Yorkshire :U!<l latisaclrn ·etts. Hy \V. JI. Whit11t0re. Boston, 1857.
8\'0, pp. 21.

.F olded Bile ·t. 1~.

NEW-ENGLAND lIIST0RIU (;E.XEALOliIUAL ' ' OCIETY. Addr •ss deliYcred at
annual meeting of the, 'ociety, January 20, 1838. By 'amncl (L Drake.
Boston, 1858.
Svo, pp. 20.
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NEW-llNGLAND HISTORIC GE:NEALOGICAL SOCIETY. A branch of the Whit ney family. [By L. M. Harris.] [Boston, 1858.J
8vo, pp. 7.

NEW-ENGLAND HISTORIC GENEALOGICAL SOCIETY. Familymectingofthe
descendants of Charles Kellogg, of Kelloggsville, N. Y., with 80Ule genealogical items of the Kellogg family. [By D. O. Kellogg.] Boston,
1858.
R.

8vo, pp. (1), 8.

NEW-ENGLAND HISTORIC GENEALOGICAL SOCIETY. The New-England
Historic Genealogical Society to the members of the General Court, of
Massachusetts, being a counter remonstrance of said Society to a
remonstrance or "Memorial of the Massachusetts Historical Society,"
against the petition of the former for a change in its corporate name.
Boston, 1858.
8vo, pp. 8. Signed Francis Brinley.
Same, second edition. Boston, 1858. 8vo, pp. 8.

NEW-ENGLAND HISTORIC GENEALOGICAL SOCIETY. A paper on New England arcbite.cture, read before the Society September 4, 1858. By N. H.
Chamberlain. Boston, 1858.
8vo, pp. 30.

NEW-ENGLAND HISTORIC GENEALOGICAL SOCIETY. Pedigree of the Odin
family. Reprinted from the Register, July, 1858. [By G. C. Odiorne!]
[Boston, 1858. J
8vo, pp.4-.

NEW-ENGLAND HISTORIC GENEALOGICAL SOCIETY. Speech of Josiah
Quincy, delivered in February, 1858, before the committee of the Massachusetts legislature, to whom was referred the petition of the Society
for a change of their corporate name, and the remonstrance of the
Massachusetts Historical Society. [Boston, 1858.J
8vo,pp.8.

Notitle-page.

NEW-ENGLAND HISTORIC GENEALOGICAL SOCIETY. Address before the
Society, in the hall of the house of representatives of Massachusetts,
September 13, 1859. The h~ndredth anniversary of the death of Maj.
General Jam~s Wolfe, with passages omitted in the delivery, and
illustrative notes and documents. By Lorenzo Sabine. Boston, 1859.
8vo, pp. 100.

NEW-ENGLAND Hr T0RIC GENEALOGICAL , o c.:IETY . A defence of Col.
Timothy Pickering against Bancroft's History. By '. , 'wett. [Boston, 1859.]
12mo, pp. 12. R.

NEw-E GLAND H1 T0RIC GE,'EAL0GICAL o rnTY. A genealo~y of the
Norton family, with miscellaneous notes. [By W. II. v llitmore.]
[Boston, 1 59.J
Svo, pp. 10. R.

NEw-E 'GLAND Hr. TORI
E •• EAL0GICAL
()('IETY. Historical notire of
Thoma Fuller aud hi. de c·enclant , with a gen alo~y of th I< nller
family. Reprint d from th•: Xm-E11yl1111d lli1Jtoric£il aiul Genealogical
Regis/.,. for
tober, 1 ,..!). Bo ton, 1 -!).
Svo, pp.IO.
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NEW-ENGLAND HISTORIC GENEALOGICAL SOCIETY. Officers and committees of the Society from its formation to May, 1859. Compiled by
J. W. Dean. [Boston, 1859.J
8vo, pp. 3. No title-page.

NEW-ENGLAND HISTORIC GENEALOGICAL SOCIETY. [Review of] Proceedings of the Massachusetts Historical Society, 1855-1858. [By S. G.
Drake.] [Boston, 1859.J
8vo, pp. 3.

NEW-ENGLAND HISTORIC GENEALOGICAL SOCIETY. .A Southern library .
.A statement read before the Society, Wednesday, October 5, 1859, from
notes of a recent journey in the South. [Boston, 1859.J
8vo, pp. 4. No title-page. Relates to the library of .A . .A.. Smets, Savannah, Ga.

NEW-ENGLAND HISTORIC GENEALOGICAL SOCIETY. Genealogi es of the
families and descendants of the early settlers of Watertown, Massachusetts. With illustrations, maps, and notes. By II. Bond. Second
edition. With a memoir of the author, by H. G. Jones. Two volumes
in one. Boston: Published by the Society. 1860.
8vo, pp. 1094.

NEW-ENGLAND HISTORIC GENgALOGICAL OCIETY. Genealogy of the
Everett family. By Edward P. Everett. Reprinted from the NewEngland llistorical and Genealogical Register for July, 1860. Boston,
1860.
8vo, pp. 7.

NEW-ENGLA D ·HISTORIC GENEALOGICAL OCIETY. Mrs. kinner and the
massacre at Wyoming. Communicated to the Register, by D. Williams
Paterson. [Boston, 1860. J
12mo, pp. 399-402. No title-page. R.

NEW-ENGLAND HISTORIC GENEALOGI 'AL SOCIETY. Perkins family of Connecticut. By Fred. B. Perkins. [Boston, 1860.J
8vo, pp. 8. No title-page. R.

NEW-ENGLA D HISTORIC GENEALOGICAL SOCIETY. Result of some researches among the British archives for information r elative to the
founders of New England. Orio-inally collected for and published in
the Nmv-Englanit Historical and Genealogical Register, now corrected
and enlarged. By S. G. Drake. Boston, 1860.
4to, pp. 143. ~aps. Two plates.
Same. , econd edition. Boston, 1862, 4to, pp. xii, 148.
, ame. Third edition. Bo ton, 1865, 4to, pp. xxi, 148. Plate!!.

NEW-ENGLAND HISTORI ' Gl~NEALOGI 'AL, 0 'IETY. , 'ome recollections of
·w ashington's visit to Boston. By William II. Sumner. [Boston,
. 1860.J
8vo, pp. 8. R.

NEW-ENGLAND HISTORIC GE.i. EALOGICAL '0CIETY. Further trace of the
ancient rorthmen in .America, with geological evidences of the location of their Vineland. By Almer Morse. Read before the oci ty,
and published at their request. Boston, 1861.
12mo, pp. 20. R.

NEw-E ' GLAND Hr T0RIC GE EALOGI ' AL, 'o 'IETY. Memoir of (Jol. Thomas
Knowlton, of .Ashford, Conn. By A.shbel Woodward. Boston, 1861.
8vo, pp. (lJ, 16. Two plates. R.
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~1<:w-E~GLAND HI 'TORIC GENEALOGICAL SOCIETY. An address delivered
heforo th( Society at it::, annual meeting, January 1, 1862, by Winslow
Lewis, president. Boston, 1862.
Svo, pp.12.

N.K\<V-ENGLAND HISTORIC GENEALOGICAL SOCIETY. A brief history of t be
Society, read at the monthly meeting, May 7, 1862, by J. H. Sheppard.
Albany, 1862.
Svo, ]_)p.17.

NEW-ENGLA~D HISTORIC GENEALOGICAL SOCIETY. A brief memoir of Sir
·walter Raleigh, prepared for and published in the New-England His torical ancl Genealogical Bepi::;ter for April, 1862, and now reprinted with
additions. By S. G. Drake. Boston, 1862.
4to, pp. 35.

NEW-ENGLAND HISTORIC GENEALOGICAL SOCIETY. Brief sketches of t b e
officers who were in the battle of Lake Erie. By Usher P ar sons.
Albany, 1862.
Svo, pp. (2), 13. R.

NEW-ENGLAND HISTORIC GENEALOGICAL SOCIETY. Henry Kingsbur y ao d
his descendants. By John ·ward Dean. [Boston, 1862.]
Svo, pp. 4. No title-page. R.

NEw-ENGLA~D HISTORIC GENEALOGICAL SOCIETY. Memoir of Bart h olomew Brown, read at a meeting of the ~ociety, February 5, 1862, by
Ebenezer Alden. [Boston, 1862.]
Svo, pp. 8.

NEW-ENGLAND HISTORIC GENEALOGICAL SOCIETY. Obituaries of deceasecl
members, 1862. By William B. Trask. [Boston, 1862.]
Svo, pp. 40. No title-page.

NEW-ENGLAND HISTORIC GENEALOGICAL SOCIETY.
for 1862-1886.

Officers of the Society

Four sheets.

NEW-ENGLAND HISTORIC GENEALOGICAL SocrnTY. Sketch of Nathan
Appleton, LL. D. By John ·H. Sheppard. [Boston, 1862.]
Svo, pp. 12. R.

NEW-ENGLAND HISTORIC GENEALOGICAL SocrnTY. The Vassals of New
England and their immediate descendants. A genealogical and biographical sketch compiled from church aucl town records. By Edward
Doubleday Hards. Albany, 1862.
Svo, pp. 26. R.

N1nv-EL'GLA.·D Ili. "roRIC GE.'J..:AL0GICAL SocrnTY. A genealogical sketch
of the family of ·F ield, of the \Vc8t Riding of Yorkshire, Eng., ancl
of Flushing and Tcwtown, iu Long Island, Tew York. With :t
tabular pedigree. By 8good Field. Albany, 1 63.

s,·o, pp. O.

l<'olch:1111latc.

TEW-E.TGL.\~'D H1. TORIC 'E~·E.\LO(a • r, , ocmTY. Au addresi; clelinir d
at the annnal uwc•tin~ of th, .'oc·i ty ,Jannary 7, 1 63. By \Vin low
Le,·i., pr :icl·11t. Bo ton, l 'fi:1.
Svo, PI>, 17, (1).
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NEW-ENGLAND HISTORIC GENEALOGICAL SOCIETY. Biogmphica,l sketch
of .Jonathan Potts, director-general of the hospitals of the northern
and mitld1e departments in the war of the Revolution, with extracts
from his correspondimce. By Edward D. Neill. Albany, 1863.
8vo, pp. 18. R.

NEW-ENGLAND HISTORIC GENEALOGICAL SOCIETY. A brief history of the
New-England Histo,rical and Genealogical Register, being the preface to
the seventeenth volume of that work. By John Ward Dean. [Boston,
1863.J
8vo, pp. 8. No title-page.

NEW-ENGLAND HISTORIC GENEALOGICAL SOCIETY. A brief memoir of
Andrew Henshaw Ward. By William B. Trask. Albany, 1863.
8vo, pp. 11. Pol't.raits. R.

NEW-ENGLAND HISTORIC GENEALOGICAL SOCIETY. Brief memoir of Winslow Lewis. By ,John II. Shepparl1. Albany, 1863.
8vo, pp. 33, (1). Portmit. R.

NEW-ENGLAND HISTORIC GENEALOGICAL SOCIETY. Geneitlogy of th Messinger family, compiled by George W. Messin<Ter. Albany, 1863.
8vo, pp. 14. R.

rEw-ENGLAND HISTORI C GENEALOGr 'AL SOCIETY. A memoir of Samnel
G. Drake, author of the Book of the Indians, History of Boston, etc.
By .John H. Sheppard. Albany, 1863.
, mall 4to, pp. 36. Portrait. R.

NEW-ENGLAND J!ISTORI
ENEALOGICAL , 0 IETY.
1800. Annual meeting, 1863. [Bosion, 1 63.]

Officers for the year

8vo, pp. 3.
o title-page. R
, amo. 1864. [Boston, 1864.J
8vo, pp. 4. No titlo-pag-o. R

NEW-ENGLAND ITIST0RIC GEXEALO<:JCAL 'ocmTY. Percivnl ancl Ellen
Green. [By Samuel A. Green.] [Boston 1 1863.J
8,o, pp. 5.

o title-page. R.

NEW-ENGLAND HISTORIC GENEALOGICAL SocrnTY. Aslrntch of the family
of Dumaresq, to which are added reminisr·euces of .James Duma,resq,
an<l. an appendix of documents .. [Albany, 1863.J
8vo, pp. 22 (1).
Reprinted in part from the Register.

NEW-ENGLAND Br, TORIC GENEALOGICAL So IETY.
ketch of th life of
Michael Wigglesworth, author of the "Day of Doom/' By .John \V:ml
Dean. To which is appcnde<l a fragm<·nt of his autobiogrnphy1 some
of bis letter , and a catalogue of his library. Albany, 1863.
8..-o, pp. 20.
A second edition with conAiderablc additional 11111,ttrr waA p11blishr1l

i11

1871.

Xrnv-ENGLAND HISTORIC GENEALOGY AL , ocmTY. The> Vickers or Vinkery family. [By George R. Vickery. Boston, 1863.J
8vo, pp. 5. .r o title-page. Appencled Lombard family .

.i.:~EW-ENGLAND HrsTotuc GE"N"EALOGJUAL o IETY. An account of the
discovery of an ancient ship on the eastern shore of Cap Cocl. Hy
Amos Otis. Albany, 1861.
8vo, pp. 10. Two plates.

R.
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NEW-ENGLAND HISTORIC GENEALOGICAL SOCIETY. Annual address of
the president of the Society, delivered January 6, 1864. By Winslow
Lewis. Albany, 1864.
Svo, pp. 9.

R.

NEW-ENGLAND HISTORIC GENEALOGICAL SOCIETY. A biographical sketch
of Elkanah Watson, fournler of agricultural societies in America, and
the projector of canal communication in New York State, with a brief
genealogy of the Watson family, early settled in Plymouth Colony.
By Wm. R. Deane. Albany, 1864.
Svo, pp. 16. Portrait.

Woodcut.

NEW-ENGLAND HISTORIC GENEALOGICAL SOCIETY. A brief memoir of
John Barstow, of Providence, R. I. By Alexander Caswell. Albany,
1864.
Svo, pp. 11. Portrait.

R.

NEW-ENGLAi~D HISTORIC GENEALOGICAL SOCIETY. Epitaph of Rev. John
Ward, of Haverhill, Eng. [By John Ward Dean. Boston, 1864.]
Svo, pp. 2. No title-page. R .

NEW-ENGLAND HISTORIC GENEALOGICAL SOCIETY. Extract from the
Doop-Boek, or Baptismal Register of the Reformecl Protestant Dutch
Church of Schenectady, N. Y. [By Jonathan Pearson.] Albany, 1864.
8vo, pp. 14. R.

NEW-ENGLAND HISTORIC GENEALOGICAL SOCIETY. Genealogy of the Gale
Family. By George Gale. [Boston, 1864.J
8vo, pp. 9. No title-page.

R.

NEW-ENGLAND HISTORIC GENEALOGICAL SOCIETY. An Historic.111 Sketch
of the Old Church, Quincy, Mass. By Frederic A. Whitney. Albany,
• 1864.
Svo, pp. 17. Woodcut.

R.

NEw-E ~GLAND HISTORIC GENEALOGICAL SOCIETY. Notes on the Winthrop Family and its English Connections before its Emigration to
New England. By William H. Whitmore. Reprinted with additions
from the Register for April, 1864. Albany, 186!.
Svo, pp. 6 (4). R.

NEW-ENGLAND Hr T0RIC GENEALOGICAL SOCIETY. One Branch of a
Family of Adams. By William S. Appleton. [Boston, 1864.]
One page. No title-page.

R.

NEW-ENGLA TD Hr TORIC GENEALOGICAL SOCIETY. Original Planning
and Construction of Bunker Hill Monument. By S. Swett. With
engravings. Albany, 1864.
8vo, pp. 9. 1-t.

NEW-ENGLA TD HrsT0RI ' 'ENEAL0GICAL ,'o IETY. Some remarks on the
Life and haracter of en . avid obb, delivered at the Taunton
Lyceum, .July 2, 1830. By Franci Baylies. Albany, 1864.
Svo, pp. 18. Portrait. R.

o Hi T0RIC 'E4'EA LO ;1 ,AL
<IETY. Tercentenary celebration of th birth of 'hake peare, by tbe , ociety, April 23, 1 64.
Boston, 1 64..

TEw-E ..TGLA.

8vo, pp. 71.

Twenty-fiv

opi ', large• pnp r.

Two lmndr d and

v nty-Jivi, small paper.
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NEW-ENGLAND HISTORIC GENEALOGICAL SOCIETY. Tercenten ary celebration of the birth of Shakespeare. Reprinted from the Register for
July, 1864. [.Boston, 1864.]
8vo, pp. 4. No title-page.
Consists of proceedings of the meeting, with poem by J. H. Sheppard.

NEW-ENGLAND HISTORIC GENEALOGICAL SOCIETY. An address befor'e
the Society at the annual meeting, January 4, 1865. By Winslow
Lewis1 president. To which is added a report of the proceedings.
Boston, 1865.
8vo, pp. 20.

NEW-ENGLAND HISTORIC GENEALOGICAL SOCIETY. Biographical sketch
of Ezekiel Whitman. By John H. Sheppard. [Boston, 1865.J
8vo, pp. 2. No title-page. R.

NEW-ENGLAND HISTORIC GENEALOGICAL SOCIETY. A brief genealogy
of the descendants of William Hutchinson an(l Thomas Oliver.
Reprinted, with additions, from the Register for 1865. By W. H. Whit~
more. Boston, 1865.
8vo, pp. 88, large paper.

NEW-ENGLAND HISTORIC GENEALOGICAL SOCIETY. Descendants of Thos.
Je.nner. Communicated by William S. Appleton. [Boston, 1865.J
8vo, pp. 3. No title-page.

NEW-ENGLAND HISTORIC GENEALOGICAL SOCIETY. Eulogy on Abraham
Lincoln, before the Society, May 3, 1865. By Elias Nat:ion. Boston,
1865.
8vo, pp. 28.

NEW-ENGLAND HISTORIC GENEALOGICAL SOCIETY. The Family of Badcock, of Milton, Mass. By William S. Appleton. [Boston, 1865.J
8vo, pp. 5. No title-page. R.

NEW-ENGLAND HISTORIC GENEALOGICAL SOCIETY. Family of Nathaniel
Sparhawk, of Cambridge. [By William S. Appleton.] [Boston, 1865.]
Svo, pp. 2, (1). No title-page. R.

NEW-ENGLAND HISTORIC GENEALOGICAL SOCIETY. A journal kept by
John Leach during his confinement by the British, in Boston gaol, in
1775. Communicated to the Register by Edward Jacob Forster. [Boston1 1865.]
Svo, pp.11. No title-page.

NEW-ENGLAND HISTORIC GENEALOGICAL SOCIETY. Memoir of Gideon F.
Thayer. Communicated by Thomas Cushing to the New-England Historical and Genealogical Register for April, 1865. [Boston, 1865.J
Svo, pp. 8. Portraits. No title-page.

NEW-ENGLAND HISTORIC GE 1<::ALOGICAL SOCIETY. Memoir of John
Brooks, governor of the State of Massachusetts. Communicated by
Charles Brooks to the Nf'w-England Historical and Genealogical Register.
[Boston, 1865.]
Svo, pp. 7. No title-page. Portrait.
Title on cover.

NEW-ENGLAND HISTORIC GENEALOGICAL SOCIETY. Notes on the Lincolu
Families of Massachusettt:i, with some account of the Family of Abraham Lincoln. By Solomon Lincoln. Boston, 1865.
Svo, pp. 10. R.
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NR\Y-ENGLAND HISTORIC GENEALOGICAL SOCIETY. Reminiscences of the
Vaughan family, and more particularly of Benjamin Vaughan. Read •
before the Society, August 2, 1865. By John H. Sheppard. With n,
few additions, a genealogy, and notes. Boston, 18n5.
8vo, pp. 40.

KEW-ENGLAND HISTORIC GENEALOGICAL SOCIETY. Tribute to the memory of Edward Everett, by the Society, January 17 a,nd February 1,
1865. Bostow., 1865.
Svo, pp. 97. Portrait,. Illustrated.

NEW-ENGLAND HISTORIC GENEALOGICAL SOCIETY.
1892. Boston, 1865-1892.

Proceedings, 1865-

8vo, 38 pamphlets. Namely:
An address before the Society at the annual meeting, January 4, 1865, by Winslow Lewis, M. D., president of the Society. To which is added a report of the
proceedings. pp. 20.
Valedictory address on retiring from the office of president of the Society, Feb·
ruary 7, 1866, by Winslow Lewis, M. D. Appended proceedings. pp. 23.
An address at the annual meeting, January 2, 1867, by John A. Andrew, LL. n.,
president of the Society. To which is added a report of the proceedings at said
.meeting. pp.11, (1).
Address of Mm;sball P. ·wilder, president of the Society, at the annual meeting,
January 1, 1868, and at a special meeting, January 16. To which arc appended
reports of tlie proceedings at these meeLings. pp. 15, (l).
Address of Marshall P. Wilder, president of the Society, at the annnal meetinir,
January 6, 1869. To wbicb is appended a report of the proceedings at tl1at meeting. pp.10, (2).
Address of Marshall P. Wilder, president of tho Society, at tl1e annnal meeting,
January 5, 1870. To which is appended a report of the proceedings at that meeting, a list of life members, and the constitution and by-laws of the Society. PP·
26, (2).
Address of Marshall P. Wilder, president of the Society, at the annual meeting,
January 4, 1871. To which are appended the proceedings ::it that meeting and a
list of the honorary and life members. pp. 36.
Proceedings at the annual meeting:, Jannary 3, 1872. pp. 38.
Address of Marshall P. Wilder, president of the Society, al](l the other -procee<lings at the annual meeting, J'anuary 1, 1873. Boston, 1873. pp. 44.
Proceedings at the annual meeting, January 7, 1874. Boston, 1874. pp. 48.
Proceedings at the annual meeting, January 6, 187u. Boston, 18i5. I>P · 52.
Proceedings at the annual meeting, January 5, 1876. Boston, 1876. pp. 68.
Proceedings at the annual meeting, ,January 3, 1877. Witb lists ofprese11tmem·
hers, irnd of officers from 1845 to 1877. Boston, 1877. pp. 64.
Proceedings at the annual meeting, January 2, 1878. Bm,ton, 1878. PP· 46.
Procee!lings at tbo annual meeting, ,January 1, 1879. Boston, 187!). PP· 45.
ProccNlings at tbo annual m eting, Jan nary 7, 1880. Boston, J 880. PP· 47 ·
J>roccc·dings at the annual meeting, ,J mrnary ii, 1881. BO!;ton, 1881. PP· 56.
Pages 2i~16 contain E. I~ . .'lafter's r<'port on tho Knox manw;cripts.
Proceedings at the annual me• ting, Jan nary 4, 1882. Boston, 1882. pp. 46.
Proc cling,; at th annual me ting, Jan nary 3, 1 83. Boston, JS 3. pp. 48.
Proceedings at tho annual mret ing, ,January 2, 1 St. Boston, 188-i. pp. 42.
_Proce ding. at the annual meeting, ,January 7, 1885. Hoston, 1885. JJp. 47.
Page•,; 20-25 contain report on govomor,.' chair., hy E. F. , 'laft<•r.
Proccedin~. at Urn aunnal mr.ctinz, ,Tan nary G, 1886. P,o,.ton. 1 6. pp. 13.
pp. 4 .
J'rocce,Ung,, al tho aunnal rneetin!.{, ,Ja1111ar,\' :;, 1 7.
J>P 40.
Proi· flings at tho annual nwetin!.{, -Ta1111,1ry I, ]88 .
pp. fi2.
l'ro<'CNlinl?" at tlw anunal m tin;.r, ,Tnnnary 2, 1 !l.
Jll' · ::!l.
Pro1·1·1·1lin!!B at the nnnunl m, fin•, ,Ja1111. ry 1, J no.
pp .;: ..
l'roc1·1 !ling at the nnnunl 111P1·tl11g .r nnnry 7. 18!11.
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Proceeding~ at the annual meeting, January 6, 1892. Boston, 18!l2. pp. GS.
Proceedings at the annual meeting, January 4, ]893. Boston, 1893. pp. 48.
Proceedings iit the annual meeting, January 3, 18!l4. Boston, 1894. 40, JG pp.
8\-o. The last 15 pages contain the by-laws , 1894.

NEW-ENGLAND HISTORIC GENEALOGICAL SocrnTY.
of Hon. Elijah Hayward.] [Boston, 1866.]
8vo, pp. 2.

[Biographical sketch

No 1itle-page.

NEW-ENGLAND HISTORIC GENEALOGICAL SOCIETY. A brief memoir of
Giles Firmin, one of the ejected ministers of 1662. By .John ,Var<l
Dean. Boston, 1866.
8vo, pp. 16. R.

NEW-ENGLAND HISTORIC GENEAL0GJeAL SOCIETY. Conditions of success
in genealogical inYestigations, illnstrntccl in the character of Nathaniel Chauncey. A paper read before the Society, March 2, 1866, by
William Chauncey Fowler. Boston, 1866.
8vo, pp. 28.

NEw-E GLAND HISTORIC GENEALOGICAL SocrnTY. Joshna Coffin. Communicate(l for the New-.Englcind [Jistorical and 0-enealogical Register
for .July, 1866, hy Elias Nason. [Boston, 1866.]
8vo, pp . 4.

·o 1iU<'-I>ag<'.

NEW-ENGLAND JIIRTORIC GENEALO(;ICAL 0CIETY. A list of' the general
officers of the Revolntioun,ry army, appointe<l hy tho Continental Congress, from .Tnno 17, 1775, to the close of the war, September 30, 1783.
Prepared by .Jeremiah Colburn. [Boston, 1866.]
8vo, pp. 12. R.

NEW-ENGLAND HI STORIC GENEALOGI AL ' 0CIETL The posterity of William Warner, c,ne of the early settlers of Ipswich, Mass. Comnmnicated for the New-England Historical and G-enealogical Begiste1', by Edward Warner. fBoston, 1866.]
Svo, pp. 10. No title-page.

NEW-ENGLA1'D IIJSTOHIC GENEALOGICAL SOCIETY. Report on tbe , 'uclbnry fight, April, 1676. Read at the October meeting of tho ociety,
1866, and reprinted from the: New-E11gland Historical and Genealogical
R egister. [By Frederic Kidder and A. B. Underwood. Boston, 1866.]
8vo, l>JJ. 12. No title-page.

Title on rover.

NEW-ENGLAND III, Tome GENEALOGICAL , 'o mTY. The story of the embarkation of Cromwell and his fri<'11<ls for New England. [By ,John
Ward Dean.] Boston, 1866.
8vo, pp. 11. R.

,LAND HISTORIC GENEAL0GI AL ''0CIETY. Valedictory address
on retiring from tho office of president of tbe , 'ocicty. DelivC'red
.February 7, 1866, by Winslow Lewis. [With procee,lings of tho , 'ociety.J Boston, 1866.

.. ' EW-EN

8vo, pp. 2a.

R

NEW-ENGLAND HISTORIC GENEALOGICAL SoC'mTY. Wadsworth monument. Date of , 'n<lbury fight. Commanicatecl to the ...e11-Enr1trw<1
lfi.~torical and 0f'nealogical Regiatrr for April, 1 66, hy George , '. Boutwell. Boston, 1866.
8rn,pp.11.
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NEW-ENGLAND HISTORIC GENEALOGICAL SOCIETY. Ward)s magnet, or
heavenly attractions. Communicated to the Register for July, 1866,
by John H. Sheppard. [Boston, 1866. J
8vo, pp. 6.

No title-page.

N°EW-ENGLAND HISTORIC GENEALOGICAL SOCIETY. Will of Rev. Richard
Mather. Transcribed from the record, in Suffolk probate office, Vol.
VI, by William B. Trask, and communicated to the Register for July,
1866. [Boston, 1866. J
8vo, pp. 8.

No title-page.

NEW-ENGLAND HISTOIUC GENEALOGICAL SOCIETY. An address delivered
before the Society at the annual meeting, January 2, 1867. By Jobu
A. Andrew, LL. D. To which is added a report of the proceedings at
said meeting. Boston, 1867.
8vo, pp.11, (1).

NEW-ENGLAND HISTORIC GENEALOGICAL SOCIETY. Genealogy of the
Eastman family for the first four generations. Compiled by Lucius
Root Eastman. Boston, 1867.
8vo, pp. 11. R.

NEW-ENGLAND HISTORIC GENEALOGICAL SOCIETY. Journal of several
visits to the Indians on the Kennebec River, by the R ev. Joseph Baxter, of Medfield, Mass. 1717. With notes, by Elias Nason. Boston,
1867.
8vo, pp. 18. R.

NEW-ENGLAND HISTORIC GENEALOGICAL SOCIETY. Memoir of Marshall
P. Wilder. By John H. Sheppard. Boston, 1867.
8vo, pp. (1) , 54. Portrait. R.

NEW-ENGLAND HISTORIC GENE A.LOGICAL SOCIETY. The Peirce family of
the Old Colony. Communicated for the Register by Ebenezer W.
Peirce. [Boston, 1867. J
8 vo, pp. (7). No title-page.

NEW-ENGLAND HISTORIC GENEALOGICAL SOCIETY. [Wilder family,
Genealogy. By John H. Sheppard.] [Boston, 1867.J
8vo, pp. 4. No title-page. R.

NEW-ENGLAND HISTORIC GENEALOGICAL SOCIETY. Addresses of Marshall
P. Wilder, president of the Society, at the annual meeting, January 1,
1868, and at a special meeting, January 16. To which are appended
reports of the proceedings at those meetings. Boston, 1868.
8vo, pp. 15, (1).
Same. [Second edition.] Boston. 1868. Svo, pp. 14, (2). R.

NEW-ENGLAND Hr TORIC GENEALOGICAL SOCIETY. Descendants of Leonard Chester, of Blaby, England, and Wethersfield, Conn. Boston,
1868.
Svo, pp. 8. R.

NEw-E TGLAND lIISTORIC GENEALOGICAL , ocIETY. Discourse before the
Society, pril2, 1 68, on tho life and character of John Albion Andrew,
with proceedings and appendix. By Elias Nason. Boston, 186 .
Svo, pp.•76. Portrait. R.

NEw-E 'GLA.,,D Hr.·ToRI · 'E:NEALO r AL, o ~rnTY. AnearlyNewEngland
marriage dower, with note on tho lineage of Richard cott, of Providence. By fartin B. cott. Bo ton, 186 .
8vo, pp. 9. R.
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NEW-ENGLAND HISTORIC GENEALOGICAL SOCIETY. Genealogical sketch
of the first three generations of Preb1es in America: with an account
of Abraham Preble, the emigrant, their common ancestor, and of his
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Nl!:W-ENGLAND HISTORIC GENEALOGICAL • OCIETY. Bketcb of the life of
John Menill Bradbury. By John War<l Dean. Boston, 1877.
Svo, pp.16.

Portrait.

Nl!:W-ENGLAND HISTORIC GENEALOGICAL •'ocmTY. •'ome of the <lescemlants of William IIilton. By John T. IIassam. Boston, 1 77.
Svo, pp. 18.

Facsimile. R.

NEW-ENGLAND HISTORIC GENEALOGICAL •'OCIETY . Thomas Hale, the
glover, of Newbury, Mass. (1635), and his descendants. By Robert '.
Hale. Boston, 1877.
8vo, pp. 10. R.

NEW-ENGLAND HISTORIC GENJ~ALOGICAL SOCIETY. The Waite fa,mily, of
Boston:Mass. By Henry E. Waite. [Boston, 1877.J
8,·o, pp. 4. No titl -page.

}L

NEW-ENGLA D HISTORIC GENEALOGICAL SOCIETY. The discovery of
T orth America by John Cabot.
A first chapter in the history of North
America. By Frederic Kidder. Read before the Maine Historical
Society, February 17, 1874. Roston, 1878.
8110, pp. 15.

Illustrated. R.

n:w-ENGLAND H1sTORIC G1rnEALOGICAL SOCIETY.
.John Grenaway.
Abstracts of deeds (1650) from John Grenaway to his children.
uffolk deeds: book first, pages 199-202. Communicated to tho l:egister
for January, 1878. By William B. Trask. [Boston, 1878.]
8vo, pp. 4. No tiUe page. R.
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NEW-ENGLAND HISTORIC GENEALOGICAL SOCIETY. Memoirs of several
deceased members of the Society, pn blished at the charge of the Towne
Memorial Fund. To which is prefixed a memoir of the founder of the
fund. With portraits. Boston, 1878.
Svo, pp. 19L.
Contents: Memoir of the founder of the fund, William B. Towne, by John Ward
Dean; William B. Fowle, by Elias Nason; Chandler E. Potter, by Nathanel Bouton; Samuel D. Bell, by Charles H. Bell; Calvin Fletcher, by \-Villiam B. Trask;
Frances M. Caulkins, by Henry P. Haven; Joseph B. Felt, by Joseph B. F.
Osgood; Thomas Sherwin, by John D. Philbrick; David Lowry Swain, by Fisk
P .. Brewer; Lucius Manlius Sargent, by John H. Sheppard.

NEW-ENGLAND HISTORIC GENEALOGICAL SocrnTY. Memorial of Nathan
Cooley Keep. From the New-England Historical and Genealogical
Register for April, 1878. [Boston, 1878.J
8vo, pp. 6. Portrait. No title-page.

NEW-ENGLAND HISTORIC GENEALOGICAL SOCIETY. Search for the Northwest passage. British sailors and sea life of the early part of the
seventeenth century. By Abram E. Cutter. Boston, 1878.
Svo, pp. 11. R.

NEW-ENGLAND HISTORIC GENEALOGICAL SOCIETY. Sketch of the life of
William Blanchard Towne, founder of the Towne memorial fund of
the Society. By John v\T ard Dean. Boston, 1878.
8vo, pp. 16. Portrait. R.

NEW-ENGLAND HISTORIC GENEALOGICAL SOCIETY. The Waite family of
Malden. By Deloraine P. Corey. Malden, 1878.
Svo, pp. 11. R.

NEW-ENGLAND HISTORIC GENEALOGICAL SOCIETY. William Dawes and
his ride with Paul Revere. Au essay read before the Society, June 7,
1876; to which is appended a genealogy of the Dawes .family. By
Henry W. Holland. Boston, 1878.
Svo, pp. x, 128. Portraits. Folded sheet. R. One hundred copies.

NEW-ENGLAND HISTORIC GENEALOGICAL SocrnTY. The boundary line
between New Hampshire and Massachusetts. Journal of Richaru
Hazzen, the surveyor, 1741. [Communicated by Henry A. Hazen.]
[Boston, 1879.J
8vo, pp.11. Title on cover. R. July, 1879.

JEW-ENGLAND HISTORIC GENEALOGICAL SOCIETY.
Evert Augm1tu
Duyckiuck; his life, writings, and influence. A memoir by 'amuel
0 good. Boston, 1879.
evo, pp. 16. Portrait. R.

EW-E.TGLAND HISTORIC GEXRALOGICAL , 'OCIETY. Ezekiel 'heever an1l
some of his clescenclants. By John T. Hast:iam . Boston, 1 79.
8\'0,

pp. h-, 64.

'A;\JE.

l!'ac;;imilc.

Part second.

Bo ton, 1 Si.

8vo, pp. 26. R.

TEW-ENGLAND III 'TORI• 'E.'EALOGWAL , 'o< rnTY. A gen alogy of the
family of , 'amu 1 , t<'hhins a111l Hannah , 't hhini~, hi . wife, from th
) ar1707totbe · ar1771. ,Yiththcirnam 8,tinu•o!"th<'irhirtlJ , 111arriag , an<l <lPath. of tl10 <' that ar clf'c ·nso1l. I lartforcl, 1771.
[Reprint ·<l, Bo:ton, 1 7U.]
.'mall 4to, pp. 31.

l•'ol<led 11lte<et.
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The preceding is an exact copy of a work 1> Ii "\'Cd io bo the first .American
genealogy, and is so rare that only two perfect copies exist. We lrnvo aclc1 d a.
name index and a tabular pedigree, and ha-ve printed only ono hundred copies.Library Oommittee of the Society.

NEW-ENGLAND HISTORIC GENRALOGICAL SocrnTY. The Hazen family.
Four American generations. By Henry Allen Hazen. [Boston, 1879.]
Svo, pp. 7.

R.

NEW-ENGLAND I!ISTORIC GENEALOGICAL So rnTY . .John Gay, of Dell.ham,
Mass., and some of his descendants . By Ji'. L. Gay. Reprinted from
the Register for January, 1879. Boston, 1879.
Svo, pp.15.

NEW-ENGLAND Hr TORIC GENEALOGICAL So IETY. Memoir of John Wingate Thornton, with a list of his publications. By Thomas C. Amo1·y.
Boston, 1879.
8vo, pp. 20. I ortrait. R.

NEW ENGLAND HISTORIC GICNEALOGTCAL So IETY. Notices of recent publications. By John Ward Dean. [April, 1 76-October, 187!).J Boston, 1879.
Svo, Nos. 12. R.

Succeeded by tho Now England Bil.Jliopofo:1t.

NEW-ENGLAND HISTORIC GENEALOGICAL O IETY. Prebistori copper
implements. An open l etter to the Historical oci ty of Wisconsin.
B y Edmund F. Slafter. Boston, 1879.
Svo, pp. Hi. R.

NEW-ENGLAND HISTORIC GENEALOGICAL 'ocrnTY. "Saying the Catechism" seventy-five years ago, and the historical results. Address
before the Society, December 4, 1878. By Dorus Clarke. Hoston, 187!).
Square 16mo, pp. 46.

·

NEW-ENGLAND HISTORIC GE:NEALOGICAL. 'ocIETY. The Vernon Family
and .A.rms. Communicated by Ilarrison Ellery. [Boston, 1879. J
Svo, pp. 8. No title-pag1i. R.

NEW-ENGLAND HISTORIC GENEALOGICAL SOCIETY. Memorial biographies. Towne memorial fund. Vols. I-v. 184-5-1864. Boston, 18801894.
Svo, 5 vols.
CONTENTS.

Vol. I: Introduction, by Henry A. Ilazon; Wi:liam Durkee Williamson, by
.Joseph Williamson; Benjamin Shurtleff, by Hiram S. Shurtleff; .Job Durfee, by
Thomas Durfee; Luther Wait, by A braham D. Wait; Sa10uelJohn Carr, by.John
Ward Dean; .James Kent, LL. D., by James Kent; Timothy Pitkin, by Thomas
C. Pitkin; Samuel Hubbard, by Elizabeth Greene Buck; .John Quincy A.dams, by
Charles Francis Adams; Merritt Caldwell, by William H. A.Hen; Nathaniel
Morton Davis, by Charles Deane; Ilarrison Gray Otis, by .Augustt1s T. Perkins;
Benjamin Franklin Thompson, by Honry Onderdonk,jr.; Lot Edward Brewster,
by Daniel T. V. Huntoon ; Theodore Lyman,jr.; by Theodore Lyman; Daniel Gilbert, by Daniel D. Gilbert; .Albert Gallatin, by Henry Adams; .John Pierce, by
William B. Trask; Theodore Cushing, by '\Villiam T. Cushing; Samuel Turell
Armstrong, by Uriel Crocker; William Cogswell, D. D. , by Ephraim O. Jameson;
Joseph Sewall, by Samuel E. Sewall; Daniel Putnam King, by Benjamin C. Perkins; Daniel Pinckney Parker, by .John Ward Dean; William Ely, by Increase
N. Tarbox ; William Pitt Greenwood, by Isaac J. Green wood; William Savage, by
}fary .J. Cooper; Ileury Alexander Scammel Dearborn, by Charles K. Dillaway;
Lewis Bradfonl, by Bradford Kingman; L evi Woodbury, by Charles Lovi
Woodbury ; William Ingalls, by William Ingalls ; Ebenezer Turell .Andrews, hy
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F. W. Andrews; Israel Putnam Proctor, by John W. Proctor; Oliver A 1den Tay,
lor, by Jeremiah Taylor; Henry Clay, by Robert C. Winthrop; James Luce
Kingsley, by William L. Kingsley; Henry Holton Fuller, by Henry H. Fuller;
James Whitcomb, by Ben: Perley Poore; Daniel Webster , hy CharlAs H. Bell;
Daniel Drake, by Charles D. Drake; Ralph Haskins, by D avid Greene Haskins,
jr.; David Henshaw, by Andrew Henshaw Ward; ~mos L awren ce, by William
M. Cornell.
Vol. II: Introduction by Daniel T. V. Huntoon; Harrison Gray Otis Colby, by
Arthur M. Alger; Charles Kilborn Williams, by Samuel Williams ; Daniel Greenleaf, by Richard C. Greenleaf; Robert Gould Shaw, by Francis Geor ge Shaw; Samuel Appleton, by William C. Bates; Nahum Mitchell, by Arthur M. Alger; Jacob
Bailey Moore, by Nathan Crosby; Nathaniel Sawyer, by Patrick M allon; James
Cushing Merrill, by James W. Preston; Mahlon Dickerson, b y E dmund D · Halsey; Simon Greenleaf, by Simon Greenleaf Croswell; Charles Ewer, by Samuel
H. Riddel; Josiah Adams, by Josiah H. 'femple; George Cheyne Shattuck , by
George C. Shattuck; John Davis, by Samuel F. Haven; Shubael Bartlett, by
David E. Bartlett; Alfred Hawkins, by Increase N. Tarbox; J ames Athearn
Jones, by Richard L. Pease; Leonard Moody Parker, by Seth Chandler; Stephen
Fales, by Albert H. Hoyt; Samuel Church, by Gideon H. Hollister; William
Plumer, by Andrew P. Peabody; Moses Plimpton, by Charles S. Lincoln; Caleb
Butler, by Francis Brooks; Frederick Hobbs, by Joseph Granger; Artemas
Simonds, by Alvan Simonds; William Thaddeus Harris, by Edward Doubleday
Harris; John Howland, by Edwin M. Stone; James Delap Farnsworth, by
Claudius B. Farnsworth; Peter Folger Ewer, by Ferdinand C. Ewer; Isaac P.
Davis, by John Ward Dean; Thomas Day, by Thomas M. Day; Frederick Turell
Gray, by Lewis G. Pray; Elisha Fuller, by Nathaniel Paine; Nathaniel Goodwin,
by Henry Barnard; Samuel Sumner Wilde, by J. Gardner White; Stephen West
Williams, by Helen M . Huntington; Robert Adams, by Edward S. Mosel ey; Abbott
Lawrence, by Hamilton Andrews Hill; William Cranch, by Christopher Pearso
Cranch; Gorham Brooks, by OctaviusB.]'rothingham; Mark Doolittle, by George
A. Oviatt; Charles Warner Cady, by Albemarle Cady; David Hamblen, by Wil·
liam B. Trask; Nicholas Dean, by Henry W. Bellows.
Vol. III: Introduction, by Albert H. Hoyt; Stephen Dodd, by Daniel W. Haveno;
John Collins Warren, by Howa1:c1 P. Arnold; .Andrew Randall, by Arthur M.
Alger; Andrew Ferdinando Ward, by Elijah L. Sage; Thomas Robbins, by
Increase N. Tarbox; James Ward, by Roswell P. Ward; Samuel Hoar, by George
F. Hoar; Thomas Scott Pearson, by Samuel W. Boardman; Hormann Ernst Luclewig, by HenryC. Murphy; Jonathan French, by Joseph Dow; Ch~rles Frederick
Adams, jr., by Joseph Palmer; John Fretlerick Schroeder, byJ. Gardner White;
William Fiske Stone, by Amos ·stone; John Lauria Blake, by John L. Blake;
Caleb Bates, by Solomon Lincoln; George Sparhawk, by Frances C. Sparhawk;
Freeman Hunt, by Freeman Hunt, .A.. B.; John Mason Peck, by Jeremiah Chaplin; George Minot, by Harriet M. Pitman; Isaac Parker, by Francis J. Park r;
Job Roberts Tyson, by Carroll S. Tyson; Elam Smalley, by Increase N. Tarbox;
Eleazer Williams, by Daniel T. V. Huntoon; Charles Mayo, by William B. Trask;
Otis Wilbor, by Annie M. Wilbor; Lemuel Shattuck, by John ·ward Dean; William Hickling Prescott, by Roger Wolcott; William ·wmiams Mather, by Ivers
J. Austin; Amos Atwell Tillinghast, l>y Emily F. Pratt; J olm Richards, by Hrnry
A. Hazen; Joslrna Siclney llensliaw, by Jane Ilem;l1aw; IlenryBond, l>yJonathan
B . .Bright; Francis William Brinley, by Edward L. Brinley; Rufua Choate, by
John B. D. Cogswell; Payne K<·nyon Kilbourn , by Ralph ·woocl Kenyon ; G eorge
Washington Burnap, b y .i:Tatl1ani l Il . • forrison; ,v-aKhington Irving, by harle
Dud! y,'farner ; Gardner Braman Perry, by .'amu l ,J. ·palding; John ] ' rost , by
Joseph Palmer ; Index, b y Olivt•r B., tcbhins .
Vol. IV : Iatrodu ·tion , l>y ,John "\Yarcl D<·nn ; .ruatav1111 .'wan, hy rcorge M.
Par ons ; r-·ran k Yo , by
, ltedingto11; .· ,unuel .J •nniKon , hy .'am1wl I•'. Ilav n ;
w ·miam Edwarcl Mayhew, hy ..Tat11an II . Chamb ·rlnin; B<·11jnmin Vi11ton Fr 1lC·h,
1,y MarshallP .Wild r ; C'barl • t arn ., hyChnrli• '"· "t<•arns ; Thnmn erg ant,
hy Thoma,. , . P rr~; Ralph , an g ·r, by (}('(,r ,,. I' . .'angf'T ; An el Phelps, jr.,
b y Charl a Pb Ip ; Eli 11 Thuy r, hy rthnr Tlia · ·r; ,Jonathau Phillips, by
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Hamilton And rows IIill; Andrew J ohonnot, by John \\'" arcl Dran; J trrry Ricbardson, jr., byJ ohn Ward Doa11; ]'r derickl'almer Tmcy, liy ltalph "\V. Urn; Charles
Lowell, by Mary Lowell P11tnam; Ticholas Mnrmy, LL. D., by Nicholas Murray,
A. B.; John Walrnfield Franch\ by IloraLio R. Storor; Samu 1 FulLon Clark, by
George F. Clark; Lemuel Shaw, Early ancl Domestic Lifo, by Samuel S. , 'haw;
Professional ancl Judicial Life, by P. Emory Aldrich; Daniol Apploton "\Yhito, by
Jiem·y"\V. Foote; John McLean, by Manning F.Fo1·ce; Joseph Ilunt r, byllenry
M. Dexter ; athan A.pploton, by Daniel T. Y. Iluntoou; Aaron Clark, by ,Joseph
Palmer; George Nixon Briggs, by Joseph E. A. S111ith; William Jlyslop Sumner,
by Oliver B. Stebbins; John Ilubbarcl "\Villeins, by James R eel; Jonathan Marsh,
by Edwin W. Marsh; Richard Sullivan, by Thomas C. Amory; Pynson Blake, by
Francis E. Blake; John Tyler, b.r Ilobort A. Brock; Matth w Scl1ropp Ilonry;
George H erriot Tucker, by William Ulal e Trask; Cornolius Conway I•'olton, by
Andrew P. Peabody; William Mondo, l>y Philip Slanghtor; Indox, by Olivor B.
Stebbins.
Yol. V: Introduction; Rev. John "',V}loolor, D. D., by J~zra Iloyt l3yington ;
Rev. Georgo Washington Bothimc\ D. D., by Elias aso11; Al,,xall(l r Auguatus
Smets, uy Chatlos Colcock Jonos, Jr. ; Goorgo Eddy llonsliaw, by Clftrrnce Eddy;
Jolm Freel ric Dum1ing, by William n. Trask; Isra 1 Kooc-11 Tofft, by Charles
Colcock .Joues, jr.; Mr. Two Stickney, by Mattl1cw .A. ticlrnoy; Lloyd Glover,
by Hermon C. Goodwin; Jarvis Malatiuh Ilat h, byJiiram F. Ilatch; Edward
Augu. tus Newton, by Elizabeth S. Newton ; Sam11ol Hrock, by Chatlos Breck;
Rev. Stillman Pratt, by Stillman B. Pratt; J>is]ioy Thom1>son, by Frau le HaniA011
Hill; Ephraim Groves Waro, by William n. Trask; Jamos Madison Port r, by
Chf,1,rles Henry Hart; ReY. Edward Rouinson, D. D., by Mary Augusta Robinson;
Rev. Ricbarcl Pike, by Josoph Williamson; William , 'haw RusRcll, b y Bradforcl
Kingman; William :Fostor, by Francis A1ithorp Fostor; Goorge Long D11y •kin ck,
by William Allen Butlor; Rev. Convors Francis, D. D. , by RoY. Thomas Ilill;
D. D. ; William Darlington, M. D., LL. D., by John Smith Futhoy; Charles
Turon, by John \Varel D an; Noah Martin, M. D., by Jmzabctlt A. Martin; Dauiol
Heusbaw, by Henry Williams; Samuel Proscott Rildroth, by Jolm Eaton; Bori:.Lh
Bot:fiold, by Jolm Ward Dean; Luthor Bradisli, LL. D., l>y Frank E. Bradish;
Thomas Simes Dennett, by W. B. Trask; John Singleton Copl y, Baron Lyndhurst, by Richn.rd S. Charnock; Joaeph Ilockey, by Jof!cph Williamson; Ilenry
Wyles Cushman, by Jolm Farwell Moors; Chflrles Ilanl y Clcavoland, M. D., by
Edmond J. Cleveland; Charles Moses Endicott, by Ebe.n Putnam; Hev. Ilenry
Steele Clarke, D. D., by MatLhew Newkirk, D. D.; .A.ndrow Ilensbaw Ward, by
Claronce S. \Varel; Sir: Louis Ilypolite Lafonfai110 1 by Jobn Reade; Ebrnozor
Meriam, by Almon Danforth Ilodgos, jr.; \Yilli am Jackson Davis, by Jlonry B.
Dawson ; Gideon Fronch Thayer, hy Thomas Cushing; John Barstow, by Alexis
Caswell; Alexandre Vattemore, by William E. Foster; William Davifl Ticknor,
by Iloward M. Ticknor; Rev. Benjamin Huntoon, by Ilflnry F. J enks; Thomas
Chadbourne, M. D., by Samuel C. Eastman; Charles Edward Griswold, by John
Garrln r White; John Newton Turner, by John Emory IIoar; Joseph Colston
Hornblower, LL. D., by William Nelson; William Martin Wilson, byWilliamB.
Trask ; Inclex :
8vo, pp. 507.

NEW-ENGLAND HISTORIC GENEALOGICAL SOCIETY. Biographical sketch
of Joel Munsell. By George R. Howell. To which is appended a genealogy of the Munsell family, by Frank Munsell. Boston, 1880.
8vo, pp. 16. Portrait. R.

NEW-ENGLAND HISTORIC GENEALOGICAL SocrnTY. A biographical sketch
of Robert Gould haw. [1776-1853.J Prepared for the Society. [Hoston] , 1880.
8vo, pp. 34. Large paper.

.

NEW-ENGLAND HISTORIC GENEALOGICAL SocrnTY. Bostori. taverns, with
some suggestions on the proper mode of indexing the public records.
By John T. Hassam. Boston, 1880.
8vo, pp. 14. R.

.
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NEW-ENGLAND HISTORIC GENEALOGICAL SOCIETY. A genealogy of the
family of Mulford. By W.R. Mulford. Boston, 1880.
12mo, pp. 80.
Reprinted from the Register, April, 1880.

NEW-ENGLAND HISTORIC GENEALOGICAL SOCIETY.
Two English wills, printed for W. S. Appleton.

Gray and Coytmore.
Boston, 1880.

8vo, pp. 7. R.

NEW-ENGLAND HISTORIC GENEALOGICAL SOCIETY. Memoir of Henry
Clay. By Robert C. Winthrop. Prepared at the reqnest of the Society, and privately reprinted from their forthcomin g volume of memoirs.
Cambridge, 1880.
8vo, pp. (2), 39.

NEW-ENGLAND HISTORIC GENEALOGICAL SOCIETY. Newspapers and newspaper writers in New England, 1787-1815. Read before the Society
February 4, 1880. By Delano A. Goddard. Boston, 1880.
8vo, pp. 39.

NEW-ENGLAND HISTORIC GENEALOGICAL SOCIETY. Proceedings on the
twenty-fifth day of October, 1880, commemorative of the organization
of the government of Massachusetts under the constitution on the
twenty-fifth day of October, 1780, together with the proceedings at the
St~te House and at the City Hall on the same day. Boston, 1880.
8vo, pp. 67. Woodcut.

NEW-ENGLAND HISTORIC GENEALOGICAL SOCIETY. Caho de Baxos; or,
the place of Cape Cod in the old cartology. With notes on the neighboring coasts. Revised from the New-England Historical and Genealogical Register, January, 1881. By B. F. De Costa. New York, 1881.
8vo, pp. 13. Map.

NEW-ENGLAND HISTORIC GENEALOGICAL SOCIETY. The family of Bad
cock of Massachusetts. By W. S. Appleton. Boston, 1881.
8vo, pp. 11. Correctecl ana enlarged from the Register .

NEW-ENGLAND HISTORIC GENEALOGICAL SocrnTY. Grantees of meadow
lands in Dorchester. Communicated by William B. Trask. [Boston,
1881.J
8vo, pp. 2. No title-page. R.

NEW-ENGLA1H) HISTORIC GENEALOGICAL SOCIETY.
[Boston, 1881. J

Index to Suffolk wills.

8vo, pp. 4. No title-page. IL

NEW-ENGLA~'D Hr TORI GRNEALOGICAL SOCIETY. The Knox manuscripts: being the substance of a report made at the annual meeting
of the Society January 5, 1881, on the arrangement and binding of the
manuscripts presented to the, ociety by the late Rear-Admiral Henry
K. Thacher, with practical observations on the proper disposition of
old manuscript letters and other documents. By E<lmuncl F. 'lafter.
Boston, 1 1.
8vo, pp. 12.

EW-ENGLAND HI T0IUC GENJ<;AL GI 'AL 0CIETY. femoirof Daniel Webter. By ha.des Henry Bell. Pr paredattberequestoftbc 'ociety,
and privately reprint cl from their forthcomin"' volnme of memoir .
aml>ridge, 1 1.
8vo I>P- 20.
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NEw-ENGLA.l~D HISTORIC GENEALOGICAL SOCIETY. Memoir of Job Durfee, late chief justice of the supreme conrt of Rho<l.e Islan<l.. By
Thomas Durfee. Prepared at the request of the Society, and privately
printed from their volume of Memoirs. Cambridge, 1881.
8vo, pp. 25.

NEW-ENGLAND HISTORIC GENEALOGICAL SOCIETY. Memoir of Ralph Haskins. By David Greene Haskins, jr. Prepared at the request of tho
New-England Historic Genealogical Society, and privately reprinte<l
from their volnme of Memoirs. Cambridge, 1881.
8vo, pp. 20.

NEW-ENGLAND HISTORIC GENEALOGI 'AL SOCIETY. Memoir of amuel
Hubbard. By Elizabeth Greeno Buck. Prepared at the request of
the Society, and privately printed from their volu111e of Memoirs,
Cambridge, 1881.
8vo, pp. 18.

NEW-ENGLAND Hr. T0RIC GENEALOGICAL 'OCIETY. Memoir of Theodore
Lyman, jr. By Theodore Lyman. Prepared at the request of the
Society, and privately reprinted from their volume of Memoirs. Cambridge, 1881.
8vo, pp. 32.

NEW-ENGLAND HISTORIC GENEALOGICAL SOCIETY.
Alden. (Boston, 1881.J

Memorial.

Ebenezer

Svo, pp. 24. Portrait.
Contains Commomorative sketch, by Increase N. Tarbox; Address at the funeml
servico, by John C. Labaree; Remarks, by Alphous Ilardy. Reprinted in part
from the Register.

NJ<jW-ENGLAND HISTORIC GENEALOGICAL SocrnTY. The New England
Bibliopolist, or notices of books on American history, biography,
genealogy, etc. Editetl by John Ward Dean. Vols. I-vm, 1880-1895.
Boston, 1881-1895.
·
Reprint of book notices in the New-England Historical and Genealogical Register.

NEW-E GLAND TIISTORIC GENEALOGICAL SOCIETY. Report of its heral<l.ic
committee on the question: Was John Leverett a knigbtY Boston,
1881.
8vo, pp. 22 . R.

NEW-ENGLAND HISTORIC GENEALOGICAL SOCIETY. Thomas Hale, of Newbury, Mass., 1637. His English origin and connections. By Robert
S. Hale. [Boston, 1881.J
Svo, 1ip. 8. No title-page. R.

NEW-ENGLAND HISTORIC GENEALOGICAL SOCIETY. Bartholomew and
Richard Carter Cheever and some of their descendants. By John T.
Hassam. Boston, 1882.
Svo, pp. 11. R.

NEW-ENGLAND HISTORIC GENEALOGICAL ''OCIETY. Constables. By Ilerbert B. Adams. [Roston, 1882. J
8vo, pp. 38. No title-page. R.

NEW-ENGL.A.ND HISTORIC GENEALOGICAL SOCIETY. The Dover settlement
and the Hiltons. By John T. Hassam. Boston, 1882.
Svo, pp. 9. R.
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NEW-ENGLAND HISTORIC GENEALOGICAL SOCIETY. The family of Puffer,
of Massachusetts. By W. S. Appleton. Boston, 1882.
8vo, pp. 9. R.

NEW-ENGLAND HISTORIC GENEALOGICAL SOCIETY. Henry Knox Thacher.
Rear-Admiral, U. S. Navy. By Geo. Henry Preble. Bosfon, 1882.
8vo, pp. 20. Portrait.

Seventy-five copies.

NEW-ENGLAND HISTORIC GENEALOGICAL SOCIETY. History and causes of
the incorrect latitudes as recorded in the journals of the early writers,
navigators, and explorers relating to the Atlantic Coast of North
America. 1535-1740. By Edmund F. Slafter. Boston, 1882.
8vo, pp. 20.

Woodcuts. R.

NEW-ENGLAND HISTORIC GENEALOGICAL f:OCIETY. Memoir of John Collins ·warren, M. D. By Howard Payson Arnold. Prepared at the
request of the Society, and privately reprinted from their volume of
Memoirs. Cambridge, 1882.
8vo, pp. 74.

NEW-ENGLAND HISTORIC GENEALOGICAL SOCIETY. Two chapters in the
early history_ of Groton, Mass. By Samuel Abbott Green. Boston,
1882.
8vo, pp. 19. R.

NEW-ENGLAND HISTORIC GENEALOGICAL SOCIETY. An account of the
seals of the j nclicial courts of the colony and provinces of the Massachusetts Bay, 1680-1780. By A. C. Goodel1, jr. Boston, 1883.
8vo, pp.12.
This paper first appeared in the proceedings of the Massachusetts Historical
Society for March 8, 1883, and·was republished in the New and England IlistoricalGenealogical Register, October, 1883, from whence 100 copies were struck off. There
were two other editions with 14 and 16 pages, respectively.

NEW-ENGLAND HISTORIC GENEALOGICAL SOCIETY. Descendants of Thomas
Deane, of Massachusetts and New Hampshire. By John Ward Dean.
Boston, 1883.
8vo, pp. 12. R.

NEW-ENGLAND HISTORIC GENEALOGICAL SOCIETY. Genealogical Gleanings in England. Nos. 1-23. By Henry F. Waters. [Boston, 18831889.J
8vo, :pp. 328. R.
Also published in three parts, viz.: Vol. 1, part 1, pp. 131, 1885. Vol. I , part 2,
pp. x ii, 116-264, 1888. Vol. I, part 3 pp. (4), 237-346, 1889.

NEW-ENGLA..i.~D HISTORIC GENEALOGICAL SOCIETY. Memorial sketches
of Stephen Whitney Phamix. By Jacob Bailey Moore and Henry
Thayer Drowne. Boston, 1883.
8vo, pp. 6, 7. Portrait. R.
Contents: Stephen ,vhitney Phrenix. Notice rcacl before the New York Historical , ociety, Dec mber 6, 1881, by Jacob Bailey Moore. :tcplien Whitney
Phrenix. Read befor the Rhode Island Historical ociety, July 3, 1883.

NE\ -ENGLAND HI T0RIC GE"N'EALOGICAL 'OCIETY.
orruan constables
in America. Read before th ,.-ew-England Historic Genealogical
, 'ociety, Februa.ry 1, 1 2. By Herhert B . .A.clams. Baltimore, 1883.
8\'o, pp. 38. [From Jolius Ilopkin11
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NEW-ENGLAND HISTORIC GENEALOGICAL SOCIETY. Register of marriages
in MUton, Mass. Prom the Diary of Rov. Peter Thacher, 16 6-1727.
Boston, 1883.
8vo. pp. (2), 7. R.

NEW-ENGLAND HISTORIC GENEALOGICAL SOCIETY. 'I'be facilities for
genealogical research in t11e registries of probate in Boston a1Hl London. [Hy John T. Hassam. Boston, 1 84.J
8vo, pp. 4. R.

NEW-ENGLAND HISTORIC GENEALOGI AL SocrnTY. Investigations concerning the family of Baldwin, of Aston Clinton, Bncks. Ry .JoReph
Lemuel Chester. [Bost01t, 1884. l
Svo, pp. 28. R. April, J'uly, ancl OcLober,188,1.

NEW-ENGLAND HISTORIC GE EALOGICAL So 'IETY. Memoir of Joseph
L. Chester. By John Ward Dean. Boston , 188,1.
8vo, pp. 24. Portrait.

NEW-ENGLAND HISTORIC GENEALOGICAL 0 IETY. ObscrvatiOllfl 011 ihe
Indian language, by Experience Mayhew, preacher of tbc GoHpcl to
the Indians of Martha's Vinoyarcl, in New ]<:ngln.nd, in 1722. Now
published from the original MS., by .John . JI. Fogg. Boston, 1884..
Small 4to, pp. 12.

NEW-ENGLAND Hr Tome GENEALOGlCAL So IETY.
upposecl decay of
families in New-Euglantl disproved by the experience of the people
of Concord, Mass. By Edward Jarvis. Boston, 1884.
8vo, pp. 12. R.

NEW-ENGLAND HI TORI GENEALOGICAL SocrnTY. ThomasPhilhrick an<l
family, 1583-1883. [By the Rev. Jacob Chapman. Boston, 1884.J
8vo, pp.10. R.

NEW-ENGLAND HISTORIC GENEALOGICAL SOCIETY. Thomas Robbins. A
biographi cal sketch. Reprinted from Vol. III of the Memorial Biographies of the ociety, by Increase N. Tarbox. To which is added the
funeral address, by Ilenry Barnard. Camb1·idrre, 1884.
8vo, pp. :!a. Portrait.

NEW-ENGLAND HISTORIC GENEALOGICAL SocmTY. Chairs of New England governors. Being a report made at the annual meeting of the
Society, January 7, 1885, on the acquisition of memorial chairs which
had belonged to distinguished governors of the several New England
States, to occupy tho dais of the public hall of the Society. By Edmund F. Slafter. Roston, 1885.
8vo, pp. 8.

NEW-ENGLAND HISTORIC GENEALOGICAL SOCIETY. DescendantsofDaniel
Rogers, of Littleton, Mass. [Boston, 1885.J
8vo, pp. 8. R.

NEW-ENGLAND HISTORIC GENEALOGICAL SOCIETY. Genealogical Glen.ningsinEngland. ByI-IenryF. Waters. Vol. I, part first. Boston, 1885.
8vo, pp. iv, 181. R.
Same: Vol. 1, part second. Boston, 1888. 8vo, pp. xii, 116- 264. Vol. r, part third,
pp. (4), 237-846. Boston, 1889.

NEW-ENGLAND HISTORIC GENF.ALOGICAL SOCIETY.
His Ancestry. By H.F. Waters. Boston, 1885.
8vo, pp. 24. Preface by J'. T. Hassam. R.
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NEW-ENGLAND HISTORIC GENEALOGICAL SOCIETY. Leonard Weeks, of
Portsmouth, and some of his Descendants. By Jacob Chapman . [Boston, 1885.J
8vo, pp.10.

No title-page. R.

NEW-ENGLAND HISTORIC GENEALOGICAL SOCIETY. Life and exploits of
Robert Rogers, the Ranger. A paper read before the Society, November 5, 1884. By Joseph B. Walker. Boston, 1885.
8vo, pp. (1) , 15.

NEW-ENGLAND HISTomc GENEALOGICAL SOCIETY. Memoir of Hon.
Richard Sullivan, by Thomas C. Amory. Reprinted from Vol. IV of the
Memorial Biographies of the Society. Cambridge, 1885.
Svo, pp. 27.

NEW-ENGLAND HISTORIC G]l]NEALOGICAL SOCIETY. New-England Historic
Genealogical Society. Methodical search of the English records by
Henry F. Waters. List of subscribers September 1, 1885. Revised
monthly. [Boston, 1885.J
4to, pp. 7. No title-page.

NEW-ENGLAND HISTORIC GENEALOGICAL SOCIETY. The New Englan~l
Royalls. By Edward Doubleday Harris. Boston, 1885.
8vo, pp. 27. Folded sheet. A reprint, with additions, of an article in the Register.

NEW-ENGLAND HISTORIC GENEALOGICAL SOCIETY. The printing of the
Massachusetts and Plymouth Records, and Mr. Pulsifer's connection
with it. By John Ward Dean. [Boston, 1885.J
8vo, pp. 4. No title-page. R.

NEW-ENGLAND HISTORIC GENEALOGICAL SOCIETY. Researches in England. Subscribers for the methodical search of the English records
now in progress under the auspices of the Society, through its agent,
Henry J<'. Waters. List on May 1, 1885. [Boston, 1885.]
4to, pp. (4).

No title-page.

NEW-ENGLAND HISTORIC GENEALOGICAL SOCIETY. William Phillips and
William Phillips. Pather and so11. 1722-1827. By IIawilton Andrews
Hill. [Boston, 1885.J
8vo, pp. 14. Portrait. R.

NEW-ENGLAND HISTORIC GENEALOGICAL SOCIETY. Biographical sk~tch
of George Mountford. By John Ward Dean. (Boston, 1886.J
8vo, pp. 4. R.

NEW-ENGLAND HISTORIC GENEALOGICAL • OCIETY.
America. 1765. [Boston, 1886.J

British stamp for

8vo, pp. 2. Facsimile. No title-page. R.

' 1<:W-ENGLAND HI TORIC GENEALOGICAL OCIETY. D cscenclant of .Josiah
antl Catherine l pton, of Charlemont, Mas
By William lL Upton.
[Boston, 1886.J
Svo, pp. 11. R.

NEw-E L'GLA.'D HI TORIC 'E:N"EAL GI AL , OCIETY. Early matters relating to the town ancl :first churc·h of Dorchester, Ma s. By William
Blake Tra k. Bo ton, 1 6.
Svo, pp . 12.

YEW-E.-GLA..:D Hr 'TORI
,E EAL<> , I AL , o mTY. Early ew England
and ·ew York h ralcli<- plat s. By 1 ic-barcl C. Lichtenst iu. R printc·d, with< uclitions from th H gister for April, 1 6. Bo ton, 1 6.
Svo, I'll· 8. ·
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NEW-ENGLAND lIISTORW GENEALOGICAL So ·rnTY. The Indian uamcs of
Boston aud their meaning. By Eben orton Horsford. Read before
the Society, ovember 4, 1885. Cambridge, 1886.
4to, Pll- 26. Maps. Largo pap r.

NEW-ENGLAND HISTORIC GENEALOGICAL ocrnTY. John Ifarvarcl.
municated by Jolin T. Hassam. [Boston, 1886.J

Com-

8vo, pp. 1. No tiile-page. R.

NEW-ENGLAND IlISTORI. GENJCALOGICAL SOCIETY. Memoirs of Ashbel
·wood ward, M. D., of Frauklin, Conn. By r. II. vVoo<lward. Boston,
1886.
8vo, pp. 8. Portrait. R. April, 1886.

NEW-ENGLAND HISTORIC GENEALOGICAL ocrnTY. The name "Columbia."
By Albert 11. Hoyt. [Boston, 188G.J
8vo, pp. 7.
Reprinted, with a few vorbal changos, from tho llegister for July, 1880.

N1cw-ENGLAND HISTORIC GENEALOGICAL SocrnTY. The Narragansett
Fort Fight, December 19, 1675. By Georo-e M. Bodrrc. Boston, 1886.
8vo, pp. 21.

Woodcut. Map. R.

NEW-ENGLAND HISTORIC GE EAL0 ICAL 'o IETY. Papers in Egerton
MS.2395. By Henry F. Waters. [Hoston, 1886.J
8vo, pp. 8. R

NEW-ENGLAND HISTORIC GENEALOGICAL SOCIETY. Peter Oliver, the last
chief justice of the superior court of judicature of the province of
Massachusetts Bay. A sketch by Thomas Weston, jr. Read before
the New-England Historic Genealogical Society, September, 1885, and
before the Bostonian Society, November, 1885. Boston, 1886.
Small 4to, pp. 36. Portrait. R. July and October, 1886.

NEW-ENGLAND HISTORIC GENEALOGICAL SOCIETY. The Rainborowe
family. Gleanings byH. F. Waters. Wit,h annotations by I. J. Greenwood. New York, 1886.
8vo, pp. 16. R. Apl'il, 1886.
Fifty copies, privately printed.

NEW-ENGLAND HISTORIC GENEALOGICAL F,ocIETY. Some cloubts concerning the Sears pedigree. By Samuel Pearce May. Boston, 1886.
8vo, pp. 10. Large paper. R. July, 1886.

NEW-ENGLAND HISTORIC G:U:NEALOGICAL SOCIETY. Life and public services of Gen. John Wolcott Phelps. A sketch read before the NewEngland Historic Genealogical Society by Cecil Hampden Cutts
Howard, December 1, 1886. Brattleboro, Vt., 1887.
Square 16mo, pp. 58.

NEW-ENGLA D HISTORIC GENEALOGICAL SOCIETY. Timothy Dexter,
known as "Lord Timothy Dexter," of Newburyport, Mass. An inquiry into his life and true character. By William Cleaves Todd.
Reprinted from the New-England Historical and Genealogical Register
for October, 1886. Boston, 1886.
8vo, pp. 13.

~EW-ENGLAND HISTORIC GENEALOGICAL SOCIETY. A. true relation concerning the estate of New England as it was presented to TI is Matie.
From three copies of a manuscript written about 1634, founcl·in the
British Museum and transcribed by Henry F. Waters, with notes by
Charles E. Banks. [Boston, 1886.]
8vo, pp. 15, (1). TI.
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NEW-ENGLAND HISTORIC GENEALOGICAL SOCIETY. The Wiswall family
of America. Four generations. By Anson Titus. [Boston, 1886.]
8vo, pp. 4. No title-page.

R.

NEW-ENGLAND HISTORIC GENEALOGICAL SOCIETY.
of Charles Woolley. [Boston, 1887.]
8vo, pp. (3). R.

Biographical sketch

January, 1887.

NEW-ENGLAND HISTORIC GENEALOGICAL SOCIE'I'Y. Biographical sketch
of John Bostwick Moreau, esq., the originator of the'' Bradford Club.''
By John Ward Dean. [Boston, 1887.]
8vo, pp. 4.

R.

July, 1887.

NEW-ENGLAND HISTORIC GENEALOGICAL SOCIETY. The descendants of
Edmund Weston, of Duxbury, Massachusetts, for five generations.
By Thomas Weston, jr. Boston~ 1887.
8vo, pp. 32. R.

NEW-ENGLAND HISTORIC GENEALOGICAL SOCIETY. The descend2nts of
Robert Ware, of Dedham, Mass. By Emma F. Ware. Boston : Prest1
of D. Clapp & Son. 1887.
8vo, pp. (1), 38. Facsimile. R. January, 1887. Also additions and corrections.
[Boston, 1887.) 8vo, pp. 39-47.

NEW-ENGLAND HISTORIC GENEALOGICAL SOCIETY. Early southern heraldic book plates. By Richard C. Lichtenstein. Reprinted from the
New-Eng land Historical and Gene.alogical Registm· for July, 1887. [Boston, 1887.]
8vo, pp. 2. No title -page.

NEW-ENGLAND HISTORIC GENEALOGICAL SOCIETY. Ezekiel Cheever.
Additional notes. By John 'l'. Hassam. Boston, 1887.
8vo, pp. G.

R.

January, 1887.

NEW-ENGL.AND HISTORIC GENEALOGICAL SOCIETY. Harvard College
alumni who have held the official positions named. By William A.
Richardson. [Boston, 1887.]
8vo, pp. 7. No title-page. R.

July, 1887.

NEW-ENGLAND HISTORIC (+ENEALOGICAL SOCIETY. The lineage of Presi. dent Abraham Lincoln. By Samuel Shackford. [Boston, 1887.]
8vo, pp. 7. R.

April, 1887 .

NEW-ENGLAND HISTORIC GENEALOGICAL SOCIETY. The Littleton family,
of Virginia. [A tentative pedigree of the Littleton family, of Virginia.
By Robert Patterson Robins.] Boston, 1887.
8vo, pp. 7. R. Octouer, 1887.

NEW-E GLAND HISTORIC GENEALOGICAL SocmTY. Posthumous addr ss
of the Hon. Marshall P. Wilder, LL. D., president of tho oriety. R ad
January 5, 1887, at the annual meeting following his dPatli, witli the
other proceedings on that occa1:1iou. Boston, 18 7.
8vo, pp. 48.

N1~w-ENGLANI> Ur. TOR{ ' 'ENEAL {H 'AL 'o 'IETY. , 'ketch of th lif of
Frederic Kidcler. By John\ ar!l Dean. Boston, 1 87.
\'O,

pp:"16. Portrait.
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Hr. TORIC (}1~ .'EAL (;tCAI, , 'o 'H:TY.
merican pri. OJll'rS
taken at the battl of Bunker Hill. By the Hon. ,'a11111el A. 'r n,
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h ( t. ~. 0 litlt:•jlll~(·.
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NEw-E 'GLAND III TORIC GENEALOGICAL ocrnTY. De condantH of John
Roberts, of Simsbury, Conn., and Bloomfielcl, Conn. By Lester A.
Robert . [Boston, 1888.]
8vo, pp. 7. R. Jnly, 1888.

NEW-ENGLAND IlISTORIC G1rn1tALOGICAL SocrnTY. Genealogical gleanings in England. By Henry F. Waters. Vol. I (part socond)t. Boston,
1888.
8vo, pp. xii, 116-26-1. J>hotogrnph.

NEW-ENGLAND Hr TORIC GENEALOGICAL SocrnTY. Genealogy of' Tl1oma s
Pope (1608-1683) and some of bis doscondauts. By Franklin Lconarcl
Pope. Boston, 1888.
8vo, pp. 22. R.

NEW-ENGLAND HISTORIC GENEALOGICAL
CIETY. James Lano, of North
Yarmouth, Me., arid l1is descendants. By H.ev. James P. Lane.
[Boston, 1888.J
8vo, pp. 12. R.

NEW-ENGLAND HISTORIC GENEALOGICAL •' CIETY. Marriages of Rev.
Thomas Foxcroft, A. M. Boston, 1717-1769. Transcril>od uy Rev.
Anson Titus, Amesbury, Mass. [Boston, 1888.J
8vo, pp. 7.

No title-page. R. April ancl July, 1888.

NEW-ENGLAND Hr TORfC GE EA.LOGICAL. OCrnTY. Memoir of Charles w.
Tuttle, A. M., Ph.D., author of "Capt. ,John Mason, the founder of
New Hampshire." By John Ward Dean. Boston, 1888.
8vo, pp. 21. Portrait. R. January, 1888.

NEW-ENGLAND HISTORIC GENEALOGICAL, 'ncrnTY. Memoir of lion. Amasa
Walker, LL. D. By Francis A. Walker. Boston, 1888.
8vo, pp. 14. Portrait. R. April, 1888.

NEW-ENGLAND HISTORIC GENEALOGICAL SOCIETY. Memoir of the Hon.
Marshall P. Wilder, Ph. ·D., LL. D. By Hamilton Andrews Ilill.
Boston, 1888.
8vo, pp.15. Portrait.

R. July, 1888.

NEW-ENGLAND HISTORIC GENEALOGICAL • OCJETY. A memorial address
on the late Marshall Pinckney Wilder, president of the Society. By
the Rev. Andrew P. Peabody, D. D., LL. D. Delivered before tho
Society, January 18, 1888. Boston, 1888.
8vo, pp. 29. Portrait.

NEW-ENGLAND HISTORIC GENEALOGICAL , 0CIETY. Place index to the
New-England Historical and Genealogical Begislel', Vols. r-,'LI. Being
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N1<~W-ENGLAND HISTORIC GENEALOGICAL '0CIETY. H.emarks on Mr.
Waters's English Researches. [By A. C. Goodell,jr.J Boston, 1888.
8vo, pp 7. R.

Title on cover, "Mr. Waters's Engfoih Researches."

NEw-E GLAND HISTORIC G1rnEALOGICAL SOCIETY.
By Benjamin Rand. Boston, 1888.

Rev. Aaron Cleveland.

8vo, pp.12. R. January, 1888.

NEW-ENGLAND HISTORIC GE EALOGICAL i 'ocrnTY. Thomas Barrett, of
Braintree: William Barrett, of Cambridge, and their early closcendants.
By Joseph Hartwell Barrett, A. M. [Boston, 1888.J
8vo, pp. 8. R. July, 1888.
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NEW-ENGLAND HISTORIC GENEALOGICAL SOCIETY. ,Vent worth Genealogy,
the hitherto unknown Counsellor Paul. By John Wentworth, LL. D.
[Boston,] 1888.
8vo, pp. 4. R.

NEW-ENGLAND HISTORIC GENEALOGICAL SOCIETY. Report of the committee on the revision of the constitution and by-laws. [May 2,
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NEW-ENGLAND HISTORIC GENEALOGICAL . SOCIETY. An examination of
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NEW-ENGLAND HISTORIC GENEALOGICAL SOCIETY. Extracts from English
parish registers relating to King and Haines families. By Rufus King.
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8vo, pp. 4.. R.

NEW-ENGLAND HISTORIC GENEALOGICAL SOCIETY. Genealogical gleanings in England. Vol. 1, part third. Boston, 1889.
8vo, pp. (4), 237-346.

NEW-ENGLAND HISTORIC GENEALOGICAL SOCIETY.
ings in England, xxnr. By Henry F. Waters.
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Genealogical gleanReprinted from the

8vo, pp. 316-328.

NEW-ENGLAND HISTORIC GENEALOGICAL Socn<,TY. Lithobolia, or the
Stone-throwing Devil. By John Ward Dean .. [Boston, 1889.J
8vo, pp. 3. R. April, 1889.

NEW-ENGLAND HISTORIC GENEALOGICAL SOCIETY. Memoir of Rev. Elias
Nason, A. M. By William Blake Trask, A. M. Boston, 1889.
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Portrait.
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.Tanuary, 1889.

NEW-ENGLAND HISTORIC GENEALOGICAL SOCIETY. The Trotts of Dorchester and Boston. By Edward Doubleday Harris. Boston, 1889.
8vo, pp. 4. Folded plan. R.

NEW-ENGLAND HISTORIC GENEALOGICAL SOCIETY. TbeAllertons of New
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8YO, pp. 7.
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NEw-E GLAND 1JI TORIC GENEALOGICAL 'oU IETY. Ancient Norumbega,
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NEW-ENGLAND HISTORIC GENEALOGICAL ocmTY. Tho Bntterfields of
Middlesex. By George A. Gordon,}-, M. [Boston, 1890.J
8vo, pp. Jl.
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NEW-ENGLAND HISTORIC GENEALOGICAL SOCIETY. Thomas Cooper, of
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8vo, pp. 10. R. .Tuly, 1891.
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NEW-ENGLAND HISTORIC GENEALOGICAL SOCIETY. Rev. Nicholas Street
and his descendants. By Henry A. Street. [Boston, 1890.J
8vo, pp. 3. R.

NEW-ENGLAND HISTORIC GENEALOGICAL ' OCIETY. The voyage of Pierre
Angibant, known as Champclorf, captain in the marine of New France,
made to the coast of Maine, 1608. By Benjamin F. De Costa, D. D.
Albany, 1891.
Svo, pp. 7.

NEW ENGLAND HI , TORIC GENEALOGICAL 'OCIETY.
1844-1890. Boston, 1891.

Rolls of membership,

Svo.
The same. 1844-1 91. Boston, 1892. Svo.

~TEW-ENGLAND H1 T RI • GE4':KALOGr 'A L , 'o IETY. An a.n wer to th
introductory note published in th ProceecliugH of the Tew-En"'lancl
Hi. toric Jpnealogical , 'oci ·ty for 1 !'.ll-!12. By Ezra Hoyt Byington.
[Bo:ton 1 92. J
Bvo, pp.13.
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Ni£W-ENGLAl.'iD HISTORIC GENEALOGICAL SOCIETY. Autobiography of
Maj. Gen. Daniel Denison. By Daniel Denison. [Edited] by D . D.
Slade. Boston, 1892.
Large 8vo, pp. 9.
Reprinted from the New.England llistorical and Genealogical Register for April,
1892.

NEW-ENGLAND HIST<'RIC GENEALOGICAL SOCIETY. The family of Merriam,
of Massachusetts. By William Sumner Appleton. Boston, 1892.
8vo, pp. (2), 15.
Corrected and enlarged from the New.England Historical and Genealogical Reg·
ister for April, 18fi8, and April, 1870.

NEW-ENGLAND HISTORIC AND GBNEALOGICAL SocrnTY. History of the
Gerrymander. By John Ward Dean, A. M. Boston, 1892.
8vo, pp. xi. Maps aud woodcuts.

NEW-ENGLAND HISTORIC GENEALOGI AL ocrnTY. List of battles and
casualties of Mas a,chusetts troops during the War of the Rebellion.
By Thomas Wentworth Higginson and Florence Wyman ,Jaques.
Boston, 1892.
8vo, pp.16.
Reprinted from the Register for .Tan nary, 1802.

NEw-E GLAND HISTORIC GENEALOGICAL 'ocrnTY. Memoir of Samuel
Page Fowler. By John Ward Dean. Reprinie<l.from the New-Englancl
Historical and Genealogical Register for October, 1892. Boston, 1892.
8vo, pp. 9.

NEW-ENGLAND HISTORIC GENEALOGICAL SocrnTY.
ily. By Walter K. Watkins. Hoston, 1892.

The Pemberton fam-

8vo, pp . 0.
1

NEW-ENGLAND HI TORIC GIGNEAL0GICAL 0CIE'l'Y. The ·weaver family,
of New York City. By L,aac J. Greenwood. Boston, 1892.
8vo, pp. (2), 13. Portraits. Plate.
Reprinted from tho Regi11ter for January, 1893.

NEW-ENGLAND HISTORIC GENEALOGICAL SocrnTY. Descendants of Jonathan Gillet, of Dorchester, Mass., and Windsor, Conn. By the late
Salmon Cone Gillette. Arranged and enlarged by the Rev. Henry
Ulay Alvord. Boston, 1893.
8vo, pp. 11.

IlISTORIC GENEALOGICAL OCIETY. Henry Crane, of Milton, Mass., 1654, and some of bis <l.cs ·eudants. Compiled by Albert
Crane. Boston, 1893.

NEW-ENGLAXD

8vo, pp . 26. ]folded Rlwot.
Reprinted with additions.

Ngw-ENGLAND HISTORIC GENEALOGICAL So ·mTY. Memoir of Gou. Will iam Hull. By Samuel Uurtis Clarke. Boston, 1893.
8vo, pp. 24.
l{eprinted from tho Regi11ter for .April and ,July, 1893.

N1nv ENGLAND HISTORIC GENEALOGICAL OCIETY. Thomas Ven nor, the
Boston Wine-cooper an<l Fifth-monarchy man. By Charles E<lwar<l.
Banks, M.
Boston, 1893.
8vo, pp. 6. Plate. R.

NEW ENGLAND Hr. TORIC GENEALOGICAL , ocrnTY. Memoir of ,Jeremiah
Colbburn. By John Ward Uean. Hoston, 1893.
Svo, pp. 11. Portrait. It.
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NEW ENGLAND HISTORIC GENEALOGICAL SOCIETY. The "Weaver family,
of New York City. By Isaac J. Greenwood. Boston, 1893.
8 vo, pp. 13. Portraits. Facsimiles.
Reprinted from the Register for January, 1893.

NEW-ENGLAND HISTORIC GENEALOGICAL SOCIETY. The ancient line
feilde of Charlestown. By Geo. A. Gordon. Boston, 1893.
Svo, pp. 4.

NEW-E:NGLAND HISTORIC GENEALOGICAL SOCIETY. The Bent family.
Four generations in America. By Allen H. Bent. Boston, 1894.
Svo, pp. 10. R.

NEW-ENGLAND HISTORIC GENEALOGICAL SOCIETY. A brief sketch of the
life of Prof. George Cheyne Shattuck, H. A., 1831. By Caleb Davis
Bradlee, D. D. Boston, privately printed, 1894.
8vo, pp. 6. Portrait. R.

NEW-ENGLAND HISTORIC GENEALOGICAL SOCIETY. Catalogue of the first
two hundred volumes purchased by the trustees of the Kidder fund
for the New-England Historic Genealogical Societ y. Boston, 1894.
8vo, .pp. 12.

NEW-ENGLAND HISTORIC GENEALOGICAL SocrnTY. Family of John Savage, of Middletown, Conn., 1652. By James Francis Savage. Boston,
1894.
Svo, pp. 25, (1). R.

NEW-ENGLAND HISTORIC GENEALOGICAL SOCIETY. Kellogg families of
Colchester. By James H. Perrin. Boston, 1896.
8vo.

NEW-ENGLAND HISTORIC GENEALOGICAL SOCIETY. The Kirkland or Kirtland family. By V. C. Sanborn. Boston, 1894.
Svo, pp. 5.
Reprinted from the Register for January, 1894.

NEW-ENGLAND HISTORIC GENEALOGICAL SOCIETY.
Hon. Samuel A. Green, M. D. [Boston, 1894.]

Lakin family.

By

8vo, pp.3.
Reprinted from the Registe1· for October, 1894.

NEW-ENGLAND HISTORIC GENEALOGICAL SocrnTY.
Clapp. By William B. Trask. Boston, 1894.
8vo, pp. 26. Portrait.

Memoir 0f David

R.

NEW-ENGLAND HISTORIC GENEALOGICAL SocrnTY. Memoir of Hon. Levi
Woodbury, LL. D. By Charles Levi Woodbury. Boston, 1894.
8vo, pp.10.

NEW-ENGLAND HISTORIC GENEALOGICAL SOCIETY. Noyes inscription and
memoranda. By James Atkins Noyes. Boston, 1894.
8vo, pp. 4. R.

EW-ENGLAND HI TORIC GENEALOGICAL SOCIETY. Proceedings at the
annual meeting, January 3, 1894; with the uy-laws of the society.
Boston, 1891.
8vo, pp. 46, (2), 15.

'Ew-ENGLA .. m HI TORI GE."EAL0<aCAL , ocmTY. I marks on the
.. I· v rick famil~ ancl anr.1·strv of (:ov( ·r11or . ' imon Bra.d:tr r.et. By
Isaac J. Greenwoo<l. Bost n, 1 !JL
Svo, pp. .
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NEW-ENGLAND HISTORIC GENEALOGICAL SOCIETY. ReY. John Wheeler,
D. D., 1798-1862. President of the University of Ver,riont, 1833-1848.
A biographical sketch. By Rev. Ezra H. Byington, D. D. Cambridge,
1894.
8vo, pp. 20.
One hundred copies reprinted from Vol. v of the .k[emorial Biographies of the
Society.

NEW-ENGLAND IlISTORIC GENEALOGICAL SOCIETY. ReY. Stepl1en Peabody and wife, of Atkinspn, N·. J[. By William C. Todd, A. M.
Boston, 1894.
8vo, pp. 13. R .

NEW-ENGLAND HISTORIC GENEALOGICAL SocrnTY. Rev.WiJliam Adams,
of Madison Square Church, New York City, with his Adams and
Bradford lines of descent. By Emily Wilder Leavitt. Boston, 1894.
8vo, pp. 11. R.

NEW-ENGLAND HISTORIC GENEALOGICAL SOCIETY. Wills of the English
Pyuchons, 1528 to 1654, all(l of William Pynchon, 1662. Founder of
Springfielcl, Mass. Boston, 1894.
8vo, pp. 23. R.

NEW-ENGLAND HISTORIC GENEALOGICAL SocrnTY. 'rne swords of Washington. By Col. Thornton A. Washington.
NEW-ENGLAND HISTORIC GENEALOGICAL SOCIETY. William Hack and
his descendants. By Christopher A. Hack. Boston, 1894.
8vo,pp.-.

NEW-ENGLAND HISTORIC G1mEALOGICAL SOCIETY. Memoir of Charles
Henry Bell, LL. D. By tlio Rev. Edmund P. Slafter, DD. Boston.
Privately printed, 1895.
Svo, pp. 24. Portrait. R.

NEW-ENGLA :rD HISTORIC GENEALOGICAL , OCIETY. The New-England
Historical and Genealogical Register. Vol. XLVII. Boston, 1893.

s,,o, pp. 595.
Contents: Index of 1rnbjects; Nathaniel Foster Safford, uy George M. Jfodge;
Deaths in Stratham, N. li.; Loo of Virginia, by W. B. Leo; The Dolbeares of Boston,
by Eel ward Doubleday Ilarris; New Jersey Cavalry, etc., iu the United States
Army, 1794, by E.·J". Cleveland; Letters of Thomas Westbrook and others, relative
to Indian affairs in Maine; Abstracts of the wills of the Mather family prove<.l in
the consistory conrt at, Chester from 1573 to 1650, by J. Paul Rylands; The ·weaver
family of Now York City, etc., by Isaac J. Groenwoocl; Certificates of head rights
in the county court of Lower Norfolk, Va., by J. Ilonry Lea; Descendants of
·waiter liaynes and Poter ~oyes, of Sudbury, Mass., by Frederic Haynes Newell; The widow of David Thomson, by Frank W. Hackett; Ilenry Crane, of Dorchester, Mass., and some of' his descendants, by Emily Wilder Leavitt; The Snow
genealogy, 1y M. L. T . .A.Iden; Hope .Allen, of Boston, by Orrin P. Allen; Notes
an<l queries: Conyngham and Peyton, by Il. E. Hayden; ·wootl, by G. H. Williams; Ventris, Ventrus, Ventrous, by H. E. Ilayden; !Iolbrook, byE. D. IlarriA;
* * * .A.Iden items, by C. L . .A.J.den; Mythical estates in England, by W. Everett; Necrology; Book notices; Genealogical gleanings in England, by Ilenry F.
Wafers; William Hull, by Samuel C. Clarke; Edward Johnson, by C. E. Banks;
Columbus Day, by U. H. Townsend; Descendants of J" onatban Gillet, of Dorchester, Mass., ancl Windsor, Conn., by S. C. Gilletttl; Tho origin and ancestry of Rev.
Thomas Hooker, by Edward Hooker; The origin of certain names ending in
"man," by Arthur .A.. Codman; Some notes on .'mith's History- ou tl10 Virgiuia
Company of London and the managers thereof, by .Alexander Brown; * * *
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The Simancas map, by B. F . De Costa; Societies and their proceedings; * * *
Rev. Thomas Ricker Lambert, D.D., by J. ·ward Denny; Gen. Nathaniel Peabody,
byW. C. Todd; Inscriptions in the ohl Protestant Graveyard at St. A ugustinc, F la.,
by B. F. Leeds; Will of Mrs. Margaret Hawtayne, daughter of Lawrence Washington, by G. H. Hawtayne; Letter of Robert Washington, 1775; The Aspinwall
family of Muddy River, now Brookline, Mass., by E. A: Bowen; Parentage of
Rev. Nicholas Street, of New Haven, Conn., by J. Henry Lea; Batchelder wills;
'.rhomas French, of Guilford, Conn., by B. C. Steiner; Frenches of Ipswich, by
A.D.Weltl.French; RobertWilliams,ofRoxbury; * * * MemoirofJer emiah
Colburn, A. M., by J. Ward Dean; Thomas Venner, the Boston w ine-cooper and
Fifth-monarchy man, by C. E. Banks; Griffith Bowen, of Boston, by Edward
Augustus Bowen; .A. contribution to the early history of Stonington, Conn., by
G . .A.. Gordon; Petition to Congress in 1819 to have the laws printed in the Hampden Patriot, published at Sprmgfield, Mass.; John Monsall, of Woburn, by W . R.
'Jutter; Dover, N. H., documents, byJ. S. H. Fogg; Kittery, Me., document, 1755;
Records of the Jones family, by N. J. Herrick; Company of artillery commanded
by Hamilton, 1776, by W. C. Ford; Remick genealogy; Obituary of the Rev.
Thomas Hubbard, 1773; Index of persons; Index of places.

NEW-ENGLAND HISTORIC GENEALOGICAL SOCIETY.

Historical and Genealogical Register.
894.

1894.

The New-Engl an d

Vol.

XLVIII.

Boston,

Svo, pp. 579. Portraits.
Contents: Index of subjects; Memoir of Hon. Levi Woodbury, LL.D ., by
Charl es Levi Woodbury; Inscriptions at Norfolk, Va., by E.W. James; Noyes
inscription and memoranda, by James Atkins Noyes; Excise on bread m BoS t0 n
in 1734, by Jeremiah Colburn; The swords of Washington, by Thornton.A.. Washington; Deaths in Stratham, N. H.-continued; Letters of Col. Thomas WeS t ·
brook and others, relative to Indian affairs in Maine; British officers serving in
America, 1754-1774, by W . C. Ford; Descendants of John Briant, sr., of Scituate,
Mass., by Percy Bryant; Inscriptions in the old Protestant graveyard at St.
Augustine, Fla., by B. F. Leeds; The ancient line Feilde of Charlestown, by G.
A. Gordon; The Kellogg families of Colchester, Conn., by J. H. Perrin; .A. fresh
note on the New Englanu Primer, by B. F. D e Costa; The Kirtland or Kirkland
family, by V. C. Sanborn; The Snow genealogy, by C. L. Alden; Necrology;
Book notices; Genealogical gleanings in England, by H.F. Waters; Memoir of
David Clapp, by W. B. Trask; Gov. Simon Bradstreet's ancestry, by Isaac J.
Greenwood; Rev. Stephen Peabody and wife, of Atkinson, by W. C. Todd;
Memoranda by Robert Foster, of Kingston, Mass ., by C. E. 13riggs; Rev. William
.A.dams, of Madison Square Church, New York City, with his .Adams and Bradford lines of descent, by Emily "\V'ilde.r Leavitt; Connection of the family of
Edison, tbe inventor, with Digby, Nova Scotia, by .A.. W. Savary; Martin's or
Martha's 1- What is the proper nomenclature of the V'ineyaru 1 by C. E. Banks i
Some descendants of the Rev. John Robinson, of Leyden, Holland, by A. ·
Thurston; The Mavorick family, by I. J. Green wood; * * * Georgo Cheyne
Shattuck, by C. D. Bradlee; The Bent family, by .A.. II. Bent; Probate forms of
Massachusetts; Letter of Jonathan Alden, of Marshfield, 1722, by C. L. Alden;
Family of .John Savage, Middletown, Conn., 1652, by J. F. Savage; Three letters
written by Governor Leverett iu 1675; Abstracts of early wills on record, or on
file in the county of Suffolk, Mass., by W. K. Watkins; President Lincoln's
ancestry, by J. H. Ba::rctt; Morton's 'ew English Canaan, by B. F. De Co ta;
Matthew Field, of London. merter-hi!; family anu arms, by Osgood Field; Rev.
John Codman, D. D.; D sc<·ndants of Daniel Morrison, of 'ewbnry, Mass., by
L.A. Morrison; Dorothy , tauton, by E<lwarcl Doubl day IIar{iS; Burials at
Warren and Barrington, R. I.; Lakin family, by, ·ii.mucl A. Gr<·en; Diary of Rr,·.
William Homes, of hilmark, "'Iartha's Ylncyarll, 1680-1746; \Villiam Ila<·k and
hl,i <le
ndant , by Chri topher A. Hack; Lett •r of William ·tc•venl!, 1705, a.
seaman impre " u by th, llriti h; L ttcr r,f Paul Jones, 1777;
fodex ot
p<·r>1011H ; lnd x of pl:we>1.
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NEW-ENGLAND HISTORIC GENEALOGICAL SOCIETY. Family of John Savage, of Middletown, Conn., 1652. By James Francis Savage. Boston,
1894.
8vo, pp. 26.

NEW-ENGLAND HISTORIC GENEALOGICAL SOCIETY. Material relating to
the Essex family, of Haynes. By A. M. Haines. Boston, 1895.
8vo, pp. 8.
Reprinted from the Registe1· for .July, 1895.

NEW-ENGLAND HISTORIC GENEALOGICAL SOCIETY. Memoir of the Rev.
Edward Robinson, D. D., LL. D. By Mary Augusta Robinson. Reprinted, by permission, from the fifth volume of Memorial Biog1·aphies
of the New-England Ilistoric Genealogical Society. Cambridge, 1895.
8vo, pp.11..

NEW-ENGLAND HISTORIC GENEALOGICAL SOCIETY. A needed correction
in the pedigree of the Cotton family as given by Mr. Savage, Mr.
Libby, and some others. [By Henry Williams.] [Boston, 1895.J
8vo, pp. 3.
Reprinted from the Register for .January, 1895. Title on cover.

NEW-ENGLAND HISTORIC GRNEAL0GICAL SOCIETY. Oration delivered before the New-England Historic Genealogical Society, April 19, 1895, to
commemorate the :fiftieth anniversary. By Charles Carleton Coffin,
A. M., with addresses by William Claflin, LL.D., the President; Geor.ge
F. Hoar, LL.D., and Curtis Guild, and a poem by Oliver B. Stebbins.
Boston, 1895.
8 VO, pp . 42.
96, NEW ENGLAND ME1'HODIST HISTORIOAL SOOIETY,

Boston, Mass.

NEW ENGLAND METHODIST HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Transactions. Nos, 1,
2. Boston, 1859, 1861.
8,o, 2 vols.
CONTENTS.

No. 1. Introcluction of Methodism into Boston. .A. discourse at the formation
of the Society, February 2~, 1859. By S. W. Coggeshall. 1859, pp. 53.
No. 2. History of the North Russell Street Methodist Episcopal Church and Sabbath scboul; with a brief account of St. .John's Church at the Odeon. Edited by
D.S. King. 1861. 8vo, pp. 99.
97. NEW ENGLAND METHODIST HISTORIOAL SOOIETY.

Boston, Mass.

(A. different society from the foregoing.)

NEW ENGLAND METHODIST HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Proceedings at the first
annual meeting, January 17, 1881. Boston, 1881.
8vo,pp. 24.

NEW ENGLAND METHODIST HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Proceedings at the second annual meeting, January 16, 1882. Boston, 1882.
8vo, pp.32.

NEW ENGLAND METHODIST HISTbRICAL SOCIETY. Proceedings at the
third annual meeting, January 15, 1883. Boston, 1883.
8vo,pp.31.
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NEW ENGLAND METHODIST HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Proceedings of tho
fourth annual meeting, January 21, 1884. Boston, 1884.
8vo, pp. 32.
Contains annual address of Re'V. Daniel Dorchester on "Methodism in New
England; the strug~le of its intt·oduction and its growth."

NEW ENGLAND METHODIST HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Proceedings of the
Society at the fifth annual meeting, January 19, 1885. Boston, 1885.
8vo, pp. 36.
Contains reports of officers and the annual address by W. R. Clark, "Three
reasons why we should recount t,he history of Met.hodism."

NEW ENGLAND METHODIST HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Proceedings at the
sixth annual meeting, January 18, 1886. Boston, 1886.
8vo, pp. 33.
Contains address of Stephen L. Baldwin on "Lessons from a century of Metho·
dist history."

NEW ENGLAND METHODIST HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Proceedings at the
seventh annual meeting, January 17, 1887. Boston, 1888.
8vo, pp. 46.
Contains address of Marcus D. Buell on "Pastoral leadership."

NEW ENGLAND METHODIST HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Proceedings at the
eighth annual meeting, January 16, 1888. Boston, 1888.
•

8vo, pp. 36.
Pages 5-18 contain annual address by Rev. George S. Chadbourne, D.D., ••The
uses and benefits of a Methodist historical society."

NEW ENGLAND METHODIST HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Proceedings at the
ninth annual meeting, January 21, 1889. Boston, 1889.
8vo, pp. 22, (1).

NEW ENGLAND METHODIST HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Proceedings at the
eleventh annual meeting, January 19, 1891. Boston, 1891.
8vo, pp. 28.
Pages 5-16 contain annual address by Rev. Charles S. Rogers, D. D., "The
obligation of the Methodism of to-day to tlle Methodism of yesterday, with
special reference to New England."
98. NEW ENGLAND NVMISMATIC AND AROH.lEOLOGIOAL SOOIETY.

Boston, Mass.

NEW ENGLAND NUMISMATIC A.ND ARCIL'EOLOGICAL SOCIETY. The early
coins of America, and the laws governing their issue. Comprising
also descriptions of the Washington pieces, the Anglo-American tokens,
many pieces of unknown origin of the seventeenth and eighteenth
centuries, and the first patterns of the United States mint. By Sylvester S. Crosby. Boston, 1875.
Svo, pp. ,, (6), v, 11-38. Plates_
This work was published in parts, the earlier numbers being issued by the New
England Numismatic and .A.rcbreological Society.
99. NORTH BROOKFIELD HISTORIOAL SOOIETY.

North Brookfield, Jfau.

NORTH BROOKFIELD HISTORICAL , 0CIKrY. Iii . tory of l Torth Brookfield,
Ma:s. Preceded by an account of ld uabang, Tnclian and English
occupation, 1647-1676; Brookfield record, l 6-17 3. By J. H. Temple. With a gen alogical r 11 i ter. North Brookfield, 1887.
Svo, pp. 824. lll11Btratcd.
Society.

Portralta.

Published under the auaplcea of tbe
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100. OLD OOLONY HISTORIOAL SOOIEPY.
Taunton, Mass.

OLD COLONY HIHTORICAL SOCIETY. Collections. Papers read before the
Society. Nos. 1-5. [Taunton, 1879-1895.]
8vo,Nos.4.
CONTENTS.

No. 1. Papers read during 1878; Prefatory notes; Officers of the society; Historical sketch of the Society, by Rev. S. H. Emery; Biographical sketch of Samuel
White, by Arthur M, Alger; The Pilgrims and Puritans, or Plymouth and the
Massachusetts Bay, by Rev. Increase N. Tarbox, D. D.; '.rbe value of a historical society, by Thomas C. Sproat; Members. 1879. pp. 70.
No. 2. Papers read April 7, 1879, and January 12, 1880; The Province of Massa·
chusetts Bay in the seventeenth century, with a sketch of Capt. Thomas Coran,
founder of the Foundling Hospital in London, by Charles A. Reed; Was Elizabeth
Pool the :first purchaser of the territory and foundress of Taunton 7 by Henry
W"illiams (with documentary appendix). 1880. pp. 113.
No. 8. Officers; Constitution; Minutes of proceedings; Mortimer Blake; Obituary paper of the historiographer; Taunton north purchase, by Mortimer .Blake;
Historical sketch of Taunton, England, by Charles Il. Brigham; Algonquin, or
Indian terms as applied to places and things, by Dr. P. W. Leland; Description of
the MS. dictionary of the Bible in the I11diau langnage in the possession oftbeMassacbusetts Historical Society, by C.H. Brigham ; The original owners and early
settlers of Freetown and Assonet, by Ebeuezer W. Peirce; Ancient iron works in
Taunton, by J. W. D. Hall. 1885. pp. 162. Po1traits.
No. 4. Early voyages to America, by James Phinney Baxter, and other hieto~·ioal papers read before the Society; Reminiscences of the ancient iron works and
Leonard mansions of Taunton, by Elisha Clarke Leonard; Indian massaores in
Taunton, by Ebenezer W. Peirce; Reminiscences of Shay's insurrection, by J.
W. D. Hall; King Philip's gift to James Leonard, a paper by Elisha Clarke Leonard; Dighton writing rock, byJ. W. D , Hall; Obituary record. 1889. pp. 105.
Portraits.

OLD COLONY HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Collections. No. 5. Article on corporations, by Prof. John Ordronaux, LL. D., of New York City, and
other interesting papers read before the Society. Published by Old
Colony Historical Society. Taunton, 1895.
Svo, pp. (4), 177. Portraits.
Contents: On corporations as leading factors in the progress of civilization, by
John Ordronaux; Characteristics of the Pilgrims of tbe Old Colony, by Nathaniel;
The Continental Congress in Rehoboth, by A .C. Goodell,jr.; Historical sketch of
:Middleborough and Taunton precinct, by J, F. :Montgomery; Cohannet alewives
and the a.ncient gristmill at the Falls on Mill River, by J.M. Cushma11; Report
of committee on Dighton rock; Report upon the Baylies papers; Necrology;
Taunton Green one hundred years ago; :Members.

OLD COLONY HISTORICAL SOCIETY. [Proceedings of the quarterly meet,
ings, July 20, 1891-January 16, 1894. Taunton, 1891-1894.]
No title-page.
Issued in leaflets of four paies. The Proceedings of July and October, 1890,
and January, 1891, were publisned as extras of the Taunton Daily Gazette.

OLD COLONY HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Address of s. Hopkins Emery, vicepresident, with account of proceedings of the annual meeting, January, 1886.
Bristol Ooimty Republican, extra, January 22, 1886. Two cols., fol.

OLD COLONY HISTORICAL SOCIETY.

[Proceedings April 4, July 11, 1887.]

Taunton Daily, Gazette, extra. Two broadsides.
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COLONY HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Early voyages to America. By
James Phinney Baxter, A. M. Read before the Society. Taunton,
1889.

ODD

Svo, pp. 49. Prh·ate edition from OoZlections, No. 4.
101. OLD FOLKS' .ASSOOI.ATION, OF OH.ARLEMONT, MASS.
OLD

FOLKS' ASSOCIATION OF CHARLEMONT, MASS. Sketch of the origin
and growth of t.he Association. Compiled by a committee consisting
of R. W. Field, Kate U. Clark, and E. C. Hawks. Greenfield, Mas1:1.,
1883.
Svo,pp. 65.
102. OLD RESIDENTS' HIS'l.'ORIO.AL .ASSOC_I.ATION.

Lowell, Mass.
OLD

RESIDENTS' HISTORICAL ASSOCIATION.
ell, 1873-1879.

Contributions. Vol. I. Low-

Svo, pp. 413.
Contents: President's address May 3 1869 · Three letters of Samuel Batchelder;
The first census of Lowell; Th~ Hamilton Manufact,u ring Company; First roann·
facture of the power loom drilling; Reminiscences of John Waugh, by Rev. J?r·
Edson; School district No. 5 and my connec.t ion with it, by Joshua Mernll;
Biography of Benjamin Green, by Rev. Lewis Green; Carpet-weaving and t?e
Lowell Manufacturing Company, by Samuel Fay; Reminiscences of Joel LewiS,
by Joshua Merrill; Life and character of Hon. J osepb Locke, by J. A. Knowl~s;
Autobiography of Daniel Knapp; Francis Cabot Lowell, by Alfred Gilman; Kirk
Boott, by Theodore Edson; William Livingston, by Josiah B. French; General
.Jackson in Lowell, by Z. E. Stone; The mayors of Lowell; Patrick T. Jackson,
by .T. A. Lowell; Lowell and N ewbnryport, by T. B. Lawson; Lowell and Harvard
College, by John 0. Green; History of an old firm, by Charles Hovey; !1'1oses
Hall, an early manufactnrer of wool, etc., in East Chelm11ford, by Alfred Gilman;
A fragment written in 1843, by T. Edson; Early recollections of an old re~ide~t,
by .T. B. French; Memoir of S. L. Dana, by J. O. Green; The families livmg m
East Chelmsford, or Chelmsford Neck, in 1802, by z. E. Stone; Three letter11 of
Samuel Lawrence: on John Brown, Milton D. Whipple, on the purchase of tbi,
outlets of the New Hampshire lakes, the main sources of the Merrimack, in 1845 ;
Lowell anfl the Monadnocks, by Ephraim Brown; Early history of textile fabrics
by T. B. Lawson; Early navigation of the Merrimack, by A. C. Varnum; The
"\Villard family, and Memoir of Augusta Willard Dana, by H. Wood; Reminiscences and recollections of Lowell since 1831, by George Redrick; Past, present,
and future of Lowell, by Charles Hovey; The semicentennial history of the
Lowell institution for savings, by G . .T. Carney.
OLD

RESIDENTS' HISTORICAL AssocIA.TION.
Lowell, 1883.

Contributions.

Vol. 11.

Svo, pp. 461. Portrait.
Contents: Sketch of the life of Kirk Boott, by Alfred Gilman; Reminiscences
of tbe Lowell High School, by James s. Russell; Capt. G. V. Fox in the war of
the rebellion, by Alfred Gilman; Cruise of the monitor Lehigh, by Charles Cowley;
Sketch of the life of Edward t. Loe Livt>rmore, by C. L. Abbott: The Wyman
farm and its owners, by Charles E:ovey; Biography of John Dummer, by James
. Rns ell; Sketch of the life of .Tobn Amory Lowoll; George Thompson in Lowell, by Z. E. Stone; Insurance in Lowell, by J. K. Fellows; Early tracle and trad
er of Lowell, by Charles Hovey; Foreign colonies of Lowell, by Charles Cowley;
Glass-making in the errimack basin, by Ephraim Brown; The Melvin suit.a, by
John P. Robinson; The Merrimack River, its sources, nffln!'nts, etc., by Alfred
Gilman; List of members, John Clark, by John W. Smith; Bio~rraphical sketch
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of Thomas Ordway, by James K. Fellows; The newspaper press of Lowell, by
Alfred Gilman; The drama in Lowell, with a short sketch of the life of Perry
Fuller, by H. M. Ordway; Elisha Glidden, by John A.Knowles; History of Central bridge, by Alfred Gilman; Reminiscences of the early physicians of Lowell
and vicinity, by D. N. Patterson; Members of the Massachusetts Medical Society
in Lowell, from 1822 to 1883, by John O. Green.
OLD

RESIDENTS'

HISTORICAL ASSOCIATION.

Contributions.

Vol.

III.

Lowell, 1884.
81'0, pp. 443.
Contents: Sketch of the life of Benjamiu Pierce, by Joshua Merrill; Or ganized
charities of Lowell, by Cliarles Hovey; Present population of Lowell, by Natl1iin
Allen; Resolutions adopted August 8, 1883, as a trilmte of respect to the memory
of Rev. Theodore Edson; Sketch of the life of Ezra Worthen, by W.R. Bagnall;
The first Burns c6lebration in Lowell, by II. M. Urdway; the dedication and fJ..rst
ringing of the chime of bells in the tower of St. Anne's church, by Benjamin
Walker; Paul Moody, by W. R Bagnall; The president's addresses, Rev. John
Eliot (Apostle to the Indians), Passaconaway, Wannalancet, and Capt. Samue1
Mosely, by Alfred Gilman; Reminiscences of the high school, by C. C. Chase;
Health of Lowell, by Nathan Allen; Consecration of St. Anne's church, March
16, 1825, by J. O. Green; Rev. Amos Blanchard, D. D., by D. N. PaLterson1
Samuel Batchelder, by W. R. Bagnall; Autobiography of Dr. John O. Green;
Experiments in serioulture and in india rubber manufacture at Montvale, by
Cliarles Cowley; Great freshets in Merrimack River, by James B. Francis; The
discount banks of Lowell, by Charles Hovey; The freshet of 1831, by .Alfred
Gilman; The Middlesex: Canal; History of St . .Anne's church, by Charles Hovey,
Kirk Boott and his experience in tbe British army, by James B. Francis; Memoirs of Thomas and John Nesmith, by C. C. Chase; Sketch of John A. Knowles,
by J. K. Fellows; Address before the G. A. R., by Rev . .A.. St. John Chambre;
Life of Homer Bartlett, by J. S. Russell; Lowell in 1826, by .A.. B. Wright.
OLD

RESIDENTS'

HISTORICAL

ASSOCIATION.

Contributions. Vol.

IV.

Lowell, 1888-1891.
8vo, pp. 415. Portrait,
Contents: How Pawtucket bric1ge was built and owned, by James S. Russell,
Harriet Livermore, by C. C. Chase; A local musical society of 1824, by Solon W.
Stevens; .A. Chelmsford girl of two hunured years ago, by Ephraim Brown; Rev.
Owen Street, D. D., a memorial discourse, by Rev. J.M. Greene; Geological explo•
rations, by Rev. Owen Street; History of the Lowell grammar schools, by Alfred
Gilman; Kirk Boott, a letter from Dr. John O. Green to Rev. Theodore Edson;
Annual report of President C. C. Chase; Lives of postmasters, by C. C. Chase;
Reminiscences of an ex-postmaster, by .Alfred Gilman; Life and character of
Nathan Allen, by Dr. D. N. Patterson; Autobiography of .Alvan Clark, with an
introductory letter by W. A.. Richardson; Reminiscences of Warren Colburn;
The American Venice, some account of the river&, canals, and bridges of Lowell,
by James Bayles; Memento of Charles Hovey, by James S. Russell; Memoir of
Rev. Theodore Edson, by E. M. Edson; The early scboolsof Chelmsford, byH. S.
Perkins; Early recollections of Lowell, by Benjamin Walker; .A. memoir of Mrs.
J.E. Locke, by Grace Lee Baron Upham; The Lowell cemetery, by James S. Rua.
sell; President's report, May 7, 1890; Letter from W. A. Richardson; Brief bio.
graphical notices of the prominent citizens of Lowell, 1826--1836, by C. C. Chase;
Capt. John Ford, by C. C. Chase: Lowell Island, by Alfred Gilman; Residences
on Nesmith street, by J. S. Russell; Vice-President's report; Sketch of Lucy E.
Penhallow, by J. S. Russell; Memoir of Horatio Wood, by his son.
OLD

RESIDENTS'

HISTORICAL

ASSOCIATION.

Contributions.

Vol. v.

Lowell, 1894.
Svo, pp. (6), 392. Portrait.
Contents: Memoir of Hon. J. G. Abbott, by C. Cowley; The early settlers of
that part of Chelmsford now Lowell, by Henry S. Perham; "The early grants of
land in the wildernesse north of the Merrimack,". by G • .A.. Gordon; My schools
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and teachers in Lowell sixty years ago, by V. Lincoln; Annual report; St. Luke's
church, Lowell, by .Tames S. Russell; The introduction of the telegraph, the telephone, ;,i,nd the daguerreotype into Lowell, by z. E. Stone; Benjamin Franklin
Shaw, by R. H. Shaw; Masonic events in the early clays of Lowell; Life and
works of .Tames B. Francis, by W. E. Worthen; Annual report, 1893; Memoir of
Dr. Gilman Kimball, by D. N. Patterson; Rev. Theodore Edson, by Rev.Edwar d
Cowley; Personal reminiscences of Lowell :fifty years ago, by Paul Hill; Lowell in
the navy during the war, by C. Cowley; The Pawtucket Falls as a factor in determining so much of the northern boundary of Massachusetts as lies between the
Merrimack and Connecticut rivers, by Samuel A. Green; The Old Residents' Historical Association: its origin and history for twenty-five years, by Z. E. Stono1
Members, .January 1, 1894; Death record, 1868-1894; [Index] of Vola I-VI; Index
to Vol. v.

OLD RESIDENTS' HISTORICAL ASSOCIATION. The semi-centennial history
of the Lowell institution for savings. By G. J. Carney. Read May
8, 1879. Lowell, 1879.
8vo, pp.25.

OLD RESIDENTS' HISTORICAL ASSOCIATION.
By C. L. A[bbott]. Boston, 1880.

Edward St. Loe Livermore.

8vo, pp. 17. Portrait. Printed from a paper written by request for" The Old
Residents' Historical Society of Lowell."

OLD RESIDENTS' HISTORICAL ASSOCIATION. Discourse to the Old Residents, February 9, 1882. Subject: Parks and progress, and Rogers
family. By Robert Boo.dey Caverley. Lowell, 1882.
1'2mo, pp. 27.

OLD RESIDENTS' HISTORICAL ASSOCIATION. Great freshets in the Merrimack River. By James B. Francis. Read before the Association November 6, 1885. Lowell, 1885.
8vo, pp.17. Half title.

OLD RESIDENTS' HISTORICAL ASSOCIATION. Lowell. Remembrances and
historical facts. By A. B. Wright. Boston, 1887.
Svo. pp. 34. "Lowen in 1826, '' as here printed, was aclopted by "The Old
Residents' Historical Association of' Lowell." '.rhis paper is the thirtieth of Vol.
m, in the order of their publication, and appears here separated from the others
for the personal use of the author.

OLD RESIDENTS' HISTORICAL ASSOCIATION. Memoir of Horatio Wood,
for twenty-four years minister-at-large in Lowell. [Read before the
Association August 4, 1891.] By his son. Lowell, 1891.
8vo, pp. 31. Portrait.

OLD RESIDENTS' HISTORICAL ASSOCIATION. Memoir of the Hon. Josiah
Gardner Abbott, LL. D., read before the Association. By Charles
Cowley, LL. D. Boston, 1892.
Svo, pp. 92.

OLD RESIDE~Ts' HISTORICAL ASSOCIATION. The boundary line between
Massachusetts and New Hampshire, from the Merrimack River to the
Connecticut. A paper reacl before the Association on December 21,
1803, the twenty-fifth anniversary of the formation of the Society.
By Hon. Samuel Abbott Green. Lowell, 1894-.
Svo,pp.80.
\03. PILGRIM SOOIETY.

Plymouth, .Jfa,1.

Prr,GRI I SocmTY. Fe tiva.1
Broadaide.

cc

mu •r 22, 1820.

[P1mlm, hymn, a.ncl ocle.]
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PILGRIM SOCIETY. A discourse delivered at Plymouth December 22,
1820. In commemoration of the first settlement of New England.
By Daniel Webster. [l<.,irst edition.] Boston, 1821.
8vo, pp. 104.
Same. Fourth edition. l3oston, 1826.
8vo, pp. 60.

PILGRIM SOCIETY. The constitutional articles of the Pilgrim Society.
Incorporated February 24, 1820. Plymouth, 1823.
12mo, pp. 12.

PILGRIM SOCIETY. Song for the anniversary of the Society, celebrated
at Plymouth December 22, 1824.
Sheet.

PILGRIM SOCIETY. An oration delivered at Plymouth December 22, 1824.
By Edward Everett. Boston, 1825.
8vo, pp. 73.

PILGRIM SOCIETY. A discourse delivered before the Pilgrim Society, at
Plymouth, on the 22d day of December, 1829. By William Sullivan.
Published at tbe request of the Society. Boston, 1830.
8vo, pp. 60.

PILGRIM SOCIETY. Great principles associated with Plymouth Rock.
Address before the Society December 22, 1834. By George W. Blagden. Boston, 1835.
8vo, pp. 80.

PILGRIM SOCIETY. Address before the Society, December 22, 1835. By
Peleg Sprague. Boston, 1836.
8vo, pp.82.

PILGRIM SOCIETY. Constitution, as ai;neuded May, 1836; with a list of
members. Plymouth, 1840.
12mo, pp. (2), 8.

PILGRIM SOCIETY. History of the Pilgrim Society; with a brief account
of the early settlement of Plymouth Colony.
New-England Hiatorical and 0enealogieal Register, Vol. 11 .A.prH,1847, pp.114-126,

PILGRIM SOCIETY. Report on the expediency of celebrating in future the
landing of the Pilgrims on the 21st day of December, instead of the
22d day of that month, by a committee of the Society. Boston, 1850.
8vo, pp.12.

PILGRIM SOCIETY, Speech of Allen C. Spooner, esq., before the Society,
at Plymouth, December 22, 1851, in reply to the toast, "The faith of
the Pilgrims: May it be our pillar of fire, to guide us alike in the day
of pros11erity and the night of trial." Boston, [1852].
8vo, pp.8.

PILGRIM SOCIETY. An account of the Pilgrim celebration, at Plymouth,
August 1, 1853, containing a list of the decorations in the town and
correct copies of the speeches made at the dinner table. Revised by
the Pilgrim Society. Boston, 1853.
8vo, pp. 182.

PILGRIM SOCIETY. A finger-point from Plymouth Rock. Remarks at the
_Plymouth festival on the 1st of August, 1853, in commemoration of
the embarkation of the Pilgrims. By Charles Sumner. Boston, 1853.
~vo,pp.11.
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PILGRIM SOCIETY.

Illustrated Pilgrim memorial.

1860.

Boston, 1860.

8vo, pp. 50. Illustrated.
Same. 1861, pp. 48.
Same. 1863, pp. 48.
Same. 1866, pp. 48.
Same. 1880, pp. 55.

PILGRIM SOCIETY. Order of exercises, two hundred and fiftieth anniversary celebration of the Landing of the Pilgrims, in the Church of the
Fir8t Parish, December 21, 1870.
Broadside.

PILGRIM SOCIETY. Oration on the two hundred and fiftieth anniversary
of the Landing of the Pilgrim Fathers at Plymouth, December 21,
1870. By Robert C. Winthrop, LL. D. Boston, 1871,
Svo, pp. 87. Large and small paper editions.

PILGRIM SOCIETY, Catalogue of the Cabinet and Pictures in Pilgrim Hall,
Plymouth, 1883. [Plymouth, 1883.]
Svo, pp. 39.

PILGRIM SOCIETY. The Proceedings at the Celebration by the Pilgrim
Society, at Plymouth, August 1, 1889, of the completion of the National
Monument to the Pilgrims. Plymouth, 1889.
8vo, pp. 176. Plates.

·

104. POOUMTUOK VALLEY MEMORIAL ASSOOIATION,

Deerfield, Mass.

POCUMTUCK VALLEY MEMORIAL ASSOCIATION.

Constitution.

1870.

4to, pp. 2. No title-page.

POCUMTUCK VALLEY MEMORIAL ASSOCIATION. Catalogue of the relics
and curiosities in Memorial Hall; Deerfield, Mass. Collected by the
Association. Deerfield, 1886.
Svo, pp. 108.

POCUMTUCK VALLEY MEMORIAL ASSOCIATION, Story ofthe Old Wi1lard
House of Deerfielcl, Mass. Written for and read at the eighteenth
annual meeting of the Pocumtnck Valley Memorial Association, February 22, 1887. By Catharine B. Yale. Boston, 1887.
4to, pp. (2), 24. Plates. Illustrated.

POCUMTUCK VALLEY MEMORIAL ASSOCIATION. What befell Stephen Williams in his captivity. With an appendix. Printed from the original
by the Association. Edited by George Sheldon. Deerfield, 1889.
8vo, pp. 35.

POCUMTUCK VALLEY MEMORIAL ASSOCIATION. History and Proceedings
of the Pocumtuck Valley Memorial Association. 1870-1879. Vol. I.
Deerfield, Mass., 1890.
8vo, pp. 510.
Con tents: Preliminary steps and organization of the Association; Field meeting
at Turner's Falls, 1870; Annual meeting, 1871; Eunice Williams, by C. Allee
Baker; A soldier of the Revolution of '76, by Eliza A. Starr; Field meeting,
1871; :Monument to Moses Rice; .Address by Col. R.H. Leavitt; Response by
tbe president, Georg11 H. Shaldon; Bistorical paper, by Abby Maxwell; tories,
anecdotes, and legends, collected and written down by Deacon Phinehas Fi !d;
Third annual meeting, 1872; Iliograpbical sketches of the settlers at Po<'umtuck
btfore Philip's war, by G or~e lwl,lon; ·ttlem nt of Deerfield, by C. .Alice
Baker; Field meeting, 1872, and II ·lli1·ati1111 of a nw11111111mt to Nathaniel Ditkineon, atN orthfteld, M.a.ss., September 12, 1872; Addr •ss by Phinebas field; Addresa
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ofPreaidentGeorgeSheldon; Settlement of Northfield, byJ.R. Temple; Historical
sketch of Vernon, by .A..R. Washbum; Narrative of John Stebbins, of Vernon,
Vt.; Fourth annual meeting, 1873; The bar's fight, by Eliza .A.. Starr; Fourth
field meeting, 1873, at Sunderland, Maas.; .A.ddTesa of Henry W. Taft, on settlement of Sunderland; Fifth annual meeting, 1874; 'l'he traditionary story of the
attack upon Radley and the appearance of Geneml Goffe, Septembel' 1, 1675, by
George Sheldon; Field meeting, 1874, in commemoration of the centennial of the
incorporation of the town of Leverett, September 10, 1874; .Address of welcome,
by Rev• .A.. F. Clark; • * * Settlement of Leverett, by Rev. J. P. Watson;
Bri~f history of the Congregational Church of Leverett, by Rev. David Eastman;
History of the Baptist Church in North Leverett, by Rev. B. Newton; Sixth
annnal meeting, 1875; Recollections of the Old Indian house, byN.Ilitchcock;
Sixth field meeting; Two hundredth anniversary of the Bloody Brook massacre at South Deerfield, September 17, 1875; Address of welcome, by George
Sheldon; Oration, by George B. Lorinj!; Poem, by William Everett; Seventh
annual meeting, 1876; The captive's (8arah Coleman's) shoe, by J. F. Moors;
FitJld meeting and bicentennial celebration of the Falla fight, on the battlefield,
May 31, 1876; Address, by G. L. Barton; P1·esident Sheldon's response; Address,
by J. F. Moors; Rev. Rope Atherton's deliverance; Annual meeting, 1877; Ministers and meeting houses of ye olden time, by C. .A.lice Baker; Sounding brass:
story of the old brass kettle, by Elizabeth W. Champney; Ninth annual meeting,
1878; History of the founding of Deerfield Academy, by George Sheldon ; Ensign
John Sheldon, by C. .A.lice Baker; History of memorial hall, by George Sheldon;
Tenth annual meeting, 1879; Historical sketch of Cbl'istina Otis, by C. .Alice
Baker; Some facts relating to the early history of Dartmouth College, by C. C.
Conant; G.,reenfield and its first church, by Francis M. Thompson; Slavery in
Massachusetts, by Phinehas Field; Mem bars of the Association, 1870-1879; In<lex.
105. PRlNOE SOOIETY.

Boston, Mass.

PRrNCE SOCIETY. A collection of original papers relative to the history
of Massachusetts Bay. [Anon.] By Tllonrns Hutchinson. Boston,
1769. Reprinted under the title: '' Hutchinson Papers." Albany,
1865.
Small 4to, 2 vols.
Edited with notes and prefatory matter, byW. R. Whitmore and W. S. Appleton.

PRINCE SOCIETY. Wood's New England's Prospect.

Boston, 1865.

Small 4to, pp. xxxi, 131. Map.
Edited by Charles Deane.
Consists of reprint of the London (1634) edition, with the preface to the Boston
edition of 1764, which is ascribed to Nathaniel Rogers.

PRINCE SOCIETY. Letters written from New England, A. D. 1686. By
John Dunton. In which are described his voyages by sea, his travels
nn land, and the characters of his friends and acquaintances. Now
first published from the original manuscript, in the Bodleian Library.
With notes and an appendix, by W. H. Whitmore. Boston, 1867.
Small 4.to, pp. xxiv, 340.
The appendix contains account of the 'Blue .A.ncbor Tavern; Inventory of the
Estate of Michael Perry, bookseller, 1700; List of the inhabitants of Boston, 1687.

PRINCE SOCIETY. The Andros tracts; being a collection of pamphlets and
official papers issued during the period between the overtb.row of the
Andros government and the estal,lishment of the second rbartcr of
Massachusetts. Reprinted from the original editions and ruannscripts.
With notes and a memoir of Sir Edmund A.udros, by W. II. Whitmore,
editor. Boston, 1868-1874.
Small 4to. Three vols. Portraits.
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CONTENTS.

Vol. I. Memoir; Introduction; Account of the late revolution in New England,
together with the Declaration of the inhabitants of Boston, 1689, by N. Byfield;
An impartial account of the state of New England, by J. Palmer, 1690; The
r evolution in New England justified [by E. R. and S. S.J, 1691; Nan-ative of the
proceedings of Sir Edmund .,A..ndrosse and his complices, by several gentlemen
who were of bis council, 1691; Charges against Andros and others, from Massa·
chusetts archives; Information of what entertainment Sir Edmund Androsse and
the rest of the gentlemen committed to our charge had at the castle upon Castle
Island, 1668; Petition of the inhabitants of Maine; Brief discourse concerning
the ceremony of laying the hand on the Bible in swearing, by S. Willard, 1689;
Further qureries upon the present state of the New-English Affairs.
Vol. rr. Increase Mather; Introduction; narrative of the miseries of New England
[prepared by Increase Mather], 1688; the_present state of New-English affairs
[letters from Increase Mather], 1689; a vindication of New England (prepared
chiefly by I. Mather), 1689; Petition of the inhabitants of Charlestown, 1689;
The people's right to election, by G. Bulkeley, 1689; New England vindicated [by
I. Mather], 1689; answer of the Massachusetts agents to Randolph, 1690; Short
discourse against restoring the charters, 1689; Brief relation of the state of New
England [by I. Mather], 1689; Report of the -proceedings against Andros, before
the privy council, 1690; A.n account of the revolution in New England, by A. B.,
1689; New England's faction discovered, by C. D., 1690; Reasons for the confirmation of the charters [by I. Mather], 1690; Humble address of the publicans of
New England, 1691; Account of the agents of New England, 1691; I. Mather's
address to the inhabitants, prefixed to bis sermon before the General Court, 1693;
Lett.er of th'l London ministers, 1691; I. Mather's reply to Calef, 1701; Cotton
Mather's political fables; List of members of Prince Society.
Vol. III. Introduction; Considerations against the charter; Abstract of laws of
New England, 1689; Report by Andros of his administration, 1690; Original documents; Papers relating to Andros's administration; Reprint of a part of Cotton
Mather's memoirs of Increase Mather; An appeal to the men of New England,
1689; Papers relating to Edward Randolph; The Prince Society.
•

PRINCE SOCIETY. Increase Mather, the agent of Massachusetts colony in
England for the concession .of a charter. By W. H. Whitmore. Reprinted from the "Andros tracts." Boston, 1869.
Small, 4to, pp. 24.

PRINCE SOCIETY. Sir William Alexander and. American colonization,
including the royal charters; a tract on colonization: a patent of the
county of Canada and of Long Island; and the roll of the knights
baronets of New Scotland; with annotations and a memoir. By tbe
Rev. Edmund F. Slafter, A. M. Boston, 1873.
Small 4to, pp. vii, 283. Portrait and folded map.

PRINCE SOCIETY. Genealogy of the families of Payne and Gore.
piled by W. H. Whitmore. Boston, 1875.

Com-

Small 4to, pp. 80. Portrait.

PRINCE SOCIETY. John Wheelwright. His writings, including his fastday sermon, 1637, and his Mercurius American us, 1645: With a paper
upon the genuineness of the Indian deed of 1629, and a memoir, by
Charles H. Bell. Boston, 1876.
Small 4to, pp. viii, 253. Facsimiles.

PRINCE SOCIETY. Voyages of the Northmen to America. Including
extracts from Icelandic sagas, relating to western voyages by Northmen in the tenth and eleventh centuries, in an English translation, by
North Ludlow Beamish. With a synopsiH of the historical evidence
ancl the opinion of Profe. or Rafn as to the plac ·s visit d 1,y the candinavians on the coast of Americ:~. Edited, with an introduction, by
Edmund F. laf r. Boston, 1877.
Small 4to, pp. 162. Map . Pa •es 127-140 con
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PRINCE SOCIETY, Voyages of Samuel de Champlain. Translated by
Charles Pomeroy Otis. With historical illustrations and memoir by
Edmund F. Slafter. Vols. I-III. Heliotype copies of 20 maps. Boston,
1878-1882.
Small 4to, 3 vols. Portrait, 150 copies. Small paper, printed.
Contents: (I) 1567-1635. (n) 1004-1610. (m) 1011-1618.
Vol. I contains a translation of Champlain's voyage, published at Paris, 1604.
Vol. II consists of tranalation of the Paris (1613) edition of the voyages. Vol. m
contains translations of the third and fourth voyages and of the Paris (1619)
edition of the voyages from 1615-1618.

PRINCE SOCIETY. The New English Canaan of Thomas Morton. With
introductory matter ancl notes, by Charles Francis Adams, jr. Boston,
1883.
Small 4to, pp. vi, 381.

PRINCI~ SOCIETY. The Prince Society, its purpose and work. By Edmund
F. Slafter. Boston, 1884.
8vo, pp. 8.

PRINCE SOCIETY. Sir Walter Raleigh and his colony in America. Including the charter of Queen Elizabeth in his favor, March 25, 1584, with
letters, discourses, and narratives of the voyages made to America at
his charges, and descriptions of the country, commoclitios, and inhabitants. With historical illustrations, and a memoir Ly Increase N.
Tarbox. Boston, 1884.
Small 4to, pp. (7), 820. Two portraits.

PRINCE SOCIETY. Voyages of Peter Esprit Radisson; being an account oJ
his travels and ax:periences among the North .American Indians, from
1652 to ~684. Transcribed from original manuscripts in the Bodleian
Library and the British Museum. With historical illustrations and
an introduction, by Gi<leon D. Scull. Boston, 1885.
Sma114to, pp. vi, (1), 385.

PRINCE SOCIETY. Capt. John Mason, the founder of New Hampshire.
Including his tract on Newfoundland, 1620; the .American charters in
which he was a grantee; with letters and other historical documents.
Together with a memoir, by Charles Wesley Tuttle. Edited, with
historical illustrations, by John Ward Dean. Boston, 1887.
Small 4to, pp. xii (1), 492. Woodcut. Folded map. Folded sheet. Facsimiles.
Contents: Preface; Memoir of Capt . .John Mason; The family of Capt• .John
Mason; Mason's patent of Mariana, by Charles Levi Woodbury; Mason's
plantations on the Piscataqua; Introduction to Mason's "J3riefe discourse;"
A briefe discourse of the Nevv-found-land, by .J. Mason; The charters of Mason;
Early English works on Newfoundland; Lattors and documents; The royal
charter to Mason and other documents; Will of Mason; Memorial to Mason, at
Portsmouth, England; The ·Prince Society; Officers; Members of the Society;
Index.

PRINCE SOCIETY. Antinomianism in the Colony of Massachusetts Bay,
1636-1638. Including the Short Story and other documents. Edited
by Charles Francis Adams. Boston: Published by the Prince Society.
1894.
Small 4to, pp. 415.
Contents: The .Antinomian controversy, by Charles Fra.nois A.dams,jr.; A Short
Sto1-y ot the rise, reign, and ruine of the .Antimomians, Familists, Libertines
that infected the churches of New England, [by Thomas Welde]; The examination of Mrs . .A.nn Hutchinson at the court at Newtown, 1637; .A. report of the

H. Doc. 291-61
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trial of Mrs. Ann Hutchiuson before the church in Boston, March, 1638; The way
of Congregational churches cleared, by John Cotton; Robert Keayne, of Boston,
in New Eng1and, his Book, 1639; Index.
Appended is the Wheelwright deecl of 1629, by Charles H. Bell, pp. 3; Prince
Society act of' incorporation; Constitution; Officers; Members.
106. QUA.BOA.G- HISTORICAL SOCIETY.

Brookfield, Mass.

•

QUABOAG HISTORICAL SOCIETY. An address on the early history of old
Brookfield, Mass., his native town, by the Rev. T. L. Chamberlain,
D. D., of New York, at the invitation and under the auspices of the
West Brookfield Branch of the Qnal.Joag Historical Society, and
remarks by his brother, the Hon. D. H. Chaml.Jerlain, of New York, at
the after-dinner exercises. Brooklyn, 1895.
8vo, pp. 36,
107. REHOBOTH A.NTIQUA.RIA.N SOCIETY.

Rehoboth, Mass.

REHOBOTH ANTIQUARIAN SOCIETY. Historic Rehoboth; record of tho
dedication of Goff Memorial Hall, May 10, 1886. Fully illustrated.
[Printed at Attleboro, Mass., l -<86.J
8vo, pp. 130. Portraits.
108. RUMFORD HISTORICAL A.S~OCIA.TION.

Woburn, Mass.

RUMFORD HISTOIUCAL ASSOCIATION. Rumford Historical Association,
·woburn, Mass., incorporated, 1877. Boston, 1881.
8vo, pp. 12. Contains constitution, by-laws, and list of members.
109. WATERTOWN HISTORICAL SOOIETY.

Watertown, Mass.

WATERTOWN HISTORICAL SOCIETY, Watertown. The wears, the south
side, Morse field. By Charles S. Ensign. [A papor read before the
Historical Society of Watertown, April, 1890.]
Newspaper cuttings.
UO. WEBSTER HlSTORIOA.L SOOIETY.

Boston, li,:!ass.

WEBSTER HISTORICAL SOCIETY. ·webster Centennial. Proceedings of
the Webster Historical ociety, at Marshfield, Ma s., October 12, 18 2.
With an account of other celebrations on the one hundredth annh·ersary of tile birth of Daniel Webster. Edited by Thomas llarrison
Cummings. Boston, 1883.
Svo, pp. (2) ii,

(:J),

272. Portrait. Illustrated.

'TORICAL OCIETY. John Aclam , the stat smanoftbe American Revolution. Adclr . i,; b •for th• W h ter Ili to1iC'al 'o ·i •t,·, at
its annual meeting iu Booton, January 18, 1884. By !ilellen Challluerlain. Bo ton, 1881.
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111. TVE TBOIWUGII IIISTORIOAL SOOIETY.

TVestliorough, llta11s.

WESTBOROUGil ITISTORICAL
[Westborough 1 1889.]

SOCIETY.

By-laws.

Incorporated 1889.

16mo, pp. 3.
112. TVEYMOU'l'll IIISTO.RZOAL SOOIE'l'Y.

TVeymoiith, Mass.

WEYMOUTH HISTORICAL SOCIETY. [Publications.]
No. 1. The original journal of Gen. olomou Lovell, kept during the
Penobscot expedition, 1779, with a sketch of his life, by GilbertNa::,h.
With the proceedings of the ociety for 1879-80. [Weymouth, 1881.J
·

8vo, pp. 27. Illustrated.

No. 2. Historical sketch of the town of Weymouth, Mass., from 1622 to
1884. Compiled by Gilbert Nash. Weymouth, 1885.
8vo, pp. x, 346.

WEYM0UTll HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Weymonth in its Cirst twenty years.
With some facts and queries concerning its first church and ministers.
By Gilbert Nash. [Read at November (1 3) meeting of the 'ocioty.J
Weymonth Gazette supplement, l•euruary 23, 18 3.
Broadside.
113. WINOIIESTER HIS'l'ORIOAL AND GEN.EALOGIOAL SOOIE'l'Y.

Winchester, llfoB,Y.

WINCHESTER HrsTOlUCAL AND GENEALOGICAL 'OCIETY. 'fhe Winchester
Record, Vols. 1, n, nr, No. 1, Jauuary, 1885-January, 1887. Winchester, 1885- 1 87.
Nothing published after Vol.

III,

o. 1, January, 1887.

114. WORO.ESTE.Il SOOIETY OF ANTIQUI'l'Y.

Worcester, Mas.s.

WORCESTER SOCIETY OF ANTIQUITY. Normal schools ancl their origin.
A paper ·read at a regular meeting of the Society, June 5, 1877. By
. Samuel E. Staples. Worcester, 1877.
8vo, pp. 8.

Woodcut. Fifty copies printed.

WORCESTER SOCIETY OF ANTIQUITY. Bennington. 11 he battles' of 1777.
Centennial celebration, 1877. Paper read before the Society, December 4, 1877, by Albert Tyler. With copious notes. Worcester, 1878.
8YO,

pp. 46.

WORCESTER SOCIETY OF ANTIQUITY.
ter, 1881-1891.

Collections.

Vols.

1-X.

Worces-

8vo, 10 vols.
Vol. 1. Proceedings from January 24, 1875, to .March 6, 1877, pp. (6) 71; Constitution, pp. 7; Proceetlings for 1877, pp. 39; Inscriptions from the old burial grounds
in Worcester, .Mass., from 1727-1859, pp. iv, 126; Proceedings for 1878, pp. 160.
Vol. n. Early records of ·woroester, · books 1, 2. 1722-1753, pp. 142, 145; Proceeclings for 187\J-80, pp. 154, 88.
Vol. m. Records of the proprietors of Worcester, Mass. Edited by ranklin
P. Rice. 1881. pp. 336.
Vol. 1v. Worcester town records from 1753 to 1783. Edited by ]franklin P.
Rice. 1882. pp. 4n.
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Vol. v. Proceedings for 1881-82, pp. 164; Records of the court of general sessions of the peace for the county of Worcester, from 1721 to 1737. Edited by
Franklin P. Rice. 1883. pp. 197; Proceedings for 1882, pp.167. Portraits.
Vol. VI. Proceedings for 1883: Address, E. B. Crane; Rev. George .Allen, by
F . P. Rice; Charles W. Rice, by Henry M. Smith; Nelson Ryan Scott, by H. L.
Shumway; Geography and history of Maine, by A. P. Marble; Joseph Nye
Bates, by C. Otis Goodwin; Holmes Ammidown, by Clark Jillson; Excursion to
Lancaster; Biographical sketch and extracts from the journal of Rev. Timothy
Dickinson, by T . .A. Dickinson; Hon. John Denison Baldwin, by S. E. Stapise;
Reports; Return of the state of Capt. Ebenezer Newell's Co., Brookfield, 1777.
1884, pp. 136. Proceeding.; for 1884: Clarendon Harris, by Clark Jillson; The
Worcester County Musical Association, by Samuel E. Staples; The manufacture
of lumber, by E. B. Crane; .An episode of Worcester history, by Nathaniel Paine;
* * * Incidents of the first and second settlements of Worcester, by F. E. Blake;
Random recollections of Worcester, 1839-1843, by Nathaniel Paine; Exc ursion to
the Brook:fields; F. G. Sanborn, by T. A. Dickinson; John Brown, by Alfred S.
Roe; Jeremiah Stiles, jr., by F. G. Stiles; Hon. Francis Thaxter Blackmer, by
Charles R. Johnson; Reports, 1885, pp. 243; Proceedings at the tenth anniversary
of the Society, January 27, 1885; Address by Rev. Carlton A. Staples; Banquet;
Record of members. 1885. pp. 100.
.
Vol. VII. Proceedings for 1885: Some Worcester matters, 1689-1743, by F. E.
Blake; Rutland and the Indian troubles, 1723-1730, by Francis E. Blake; Seventh
annual field day to Mendon, June 17, 1885; Visit to Millbury; Manning Leonard,
by Clark Jillson; Worcester Main street sixty-three years ago, by H. H. Chamberlin; David Oliver Woodman, by Thomas A. Dickinson; The ruined city of
Labua. 1886. pp. 160. Woodcut. Proceedings, 1886: The New England Emigrant Aid Company, by Eli Thayer; The A misted captives, by J. A. Howland;
Asa Waters, 2cl, and the Sutton and Millbury armory, by John C. Crane; Records
of the Worcester County anti-slavery society, by J. A. Howland; Field day in
Rutland; Memoir of the Putnam family, by Rufus Putnam; Early paper mills
in Massachusetts, especially Worcester County, by E. B. Crane; The late Ilon.
Charles Adams, jr., by H. M. Smith. 1887. pp.168. Portrait. Woodcut. The
Abolitionists vindicated in a review of Eli Thayer's paper on the New .England
Emigrant Aid Company, by Oliver Johnson. 1887. pp. 29. Proceedings, 1887:
The Rawson family, by E. B. Crane; Iudians and Europeans, by U. W. Cutler;
Rev. John Nelson, D. D., by A.H. Coolidge; Asa Holman Waters, by J.C. Crane;
The Puritans of Massachusetts Bay, by A. P. Marvin; Some Meriams, and their
connection with other families, by Rufus N. Meriam; The Anglican church in
the colonies, by Henry L. Parker; Isaac Newton Metcalf, by S. E. Staples. 1888.
pp. 238.
Vol. vm. Worcester t,o wn records, 1784-1800. Edited by Franklin P. Rice.
1890. pp. 411. Comprises Nos. 28-50 of the Publications.
Vol. IX. Proceedings, 188Sl: Reminiscences of Cambridge and Harvard College,
by S. D. Hosmer; Peter Whitney, and his history of Worcester County, by J.C.
Crane; The beginnings of Methodism in Worcester, by Alfred S. Roe; l!'ielu
day at Lexington, by George Maynard; Tho early history of schools and school
books, by Rufus N . M eriam ; The early militia system of Massachusetts, by
Ellery B. Crane; Dorothea Lynde Dix, by Alfrod S. Roe. pp. 173. ProceedingR,
1889: Military operations at Castine, Me., by George F. Clark; Tho burning of
the rsuline convent, by Ephraim Tucker; Reminiscences [\Vorcesterj, l>y
Elbridge Boyd n; The 1-Vorcester district in Congress, from 1789 to 1857, by
Franklin P. Rice; How we got to the front [civil war, 1861-1 65), l>y F. G., til ;
Necrology for 1 Sil. pp. 160. Protecdings, 1890: Rev. A. P. Marvin, l>y A. E. P.
Perk.ins; lu Worcester, lJy :r . Pain ; Th!\ Du<ll(,y or P(;gan I11clianH, IJyJ. E.
Lynch; Tb naming of city atrcets, by S. D. Hosmer ; Visit to 'oncorcl; G nillermo
Rawson, liy E. n. Crane; Record 1miJli<"ation, by]'. P. Rico; .Allin Ballou, hy U.A.
Staple1,. '"c• rology. pp. 98. l'ortraits.
Vol. x. \Vorce1,t r town record., 1801-1816. J~dit ·cl hy Franklin P. Ri<"c. 1 90.
pp. 383.
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Collections. Vol.. 'I, part 1, 2,

8vo, pp. 1-272.
Contents: "\Vorcester town records, 1817-18. Edited hy Franklin P. Rice.

WORCESTER SOCIETY OF ANTIQUITY. Collections. Vol. xn, part 1.
Worcester births, marriages, and deatl1s, compile<l by Franklin P.
Rice. Part 1. Births. Worcester, 1894.
8 vo, pp. 288.

WoRCESlER SOCIETY OF ANTIQUITY.
ter, 1894.

Collections.

Vol.

XIII.

vVorces-

8vo, pp. (2), 506.

Contents: P roceeclings for 1801: President's annnal acltlreFJs; The rival chiefs of
Acadia [d'Aulney nnd La Tour], by G. F. Clark; Lncy Keys, the lost child, by
A. P. Marble; John and Thomas Totman (an<l tl1eir descendants), by Rufus N.
Meriam; Field diiy in Medfield, address by A. A. Lovell; A few of the homes of
Medfield, and what their [Indian] names signify, by James Ilewins; [Early ministers of Medfield], byW. vV. Ilayward,; Remarks onrecor<lpublication, byF. P.
Rice; Opening of Salisbury Ilall, with addresses; Department reports; Antiquities of Costa Rica, by George Maynard; Obituaries for 1891; Benson John Lossing, by Nathaniel Paine; Worcester, 1892; Proceedings for 1892; President's
annual addreRs; Universal language, by ]!'red L. Hutchins; The early ministry of
Mendon, Mass., byG. F. Clark; John Jack, the slave, a1Hl DanielJ31iss, tho Tory,
by George Tolman; Some account of the Ilarding Bible, by Levi 13. Chase; My
academic recollections of the Rev. Thomas llill, liy Rufus N . Meriam; The days
of the New England primer, by .Anson Titus; George William Curtis ancl his
antecedents, by Ilenry .LL Chamberlin; Sketch of tho six volumes ontitl d
"Archives do Mnseu nacional," presented to the society, by George Maynard;
Obituaries for 1892; Pree edings for 1893; President's inaugurai address; .An
ancient road and reminiscences of some Worcester families, by C. C. Den11y; Farm
life in colonial New Engl:md, by .A.rthur P. Rugg; The territory ancl l>oundarios
of :Massachusetts, by Thomas G. Kent; Two Indian chiefs [of Westborough], by
H. M. Forbes; Samuel Elbridge Hildreth, by .A.lfr d S. Roe; Department reports;
Jonathan Ilolman, a Revolutionary colonel, by John C. Crane.

WORCESTER SOCIETY OF ANTIQUITY. Charles Hudson. In memoriam.
Paper read at meeting of the Society, May 17, 1881. By H. M. Smith.
Worcester, 1881.
8vo, pp.4.3.

WORCESTER OCIETY OF A TIQUITY. A sketch of tbo life of Maj. Ezra
Beaman, together with documents of public interest. By Albert A.
Lovell. Worcester, 1882.
8vo, pp. (3), 20.

WORCESTER SOCIETY OF ANTIQUITY. Reminiscences of George Allen, of
Worcester. With a biographical sketch and notes by Franklin P.
Rice. Worcester, 1883.
16vo, pp. 127. Portrait. Large paper.
Two hundred an<l fifty copies printed.
R eprinted in part from the Oollections.

WORCESTER SOCIETY OF ANTIQUITY. An episode of Worcester history.
Read before the society, April 1, 1884. By Nathaniel Paine. Worcester, 1884.
8vo,pp. 9.
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WORCESTER SOCIETY OF ANTIQUITY. Incidents of the :first and second
settlements of Worcester. [Paper read before the Society, May 6,
1884.] By Francis E. Blake. Worcester, 1884.
8vo, pp. 33.
Title on cover is "Worcester's Bicentennial: 1684-1884.
of Worcester."

Tho early settlements

WORCESTER SOCIETY OF ANTIQUITY. Memorial of Holmes Ammidown.
By Clark Jillson. , Reprinted from the Proceedings of the Society for
1883. Worcester, 1884.
8vo, pp. 8. Portrait.

WORCESTER SOCIETY OF ANTIQUITY. Memorial of John Denison Baldwin,
minister., legislator, and journalist. By Samuel E. Staples. Worcester, 1884.
8vo, pp. 14. Portrait.
Cover has seal of the Society.

WORCESTER SOCIETY OF ANTIQUITY. Random recollections of vVorcester,
Mass.~ 1839-1843. Being remarks at a meeting of the Society, June 3,
1884. By Nathaniel Paine. Worcester, 1885.
8vo, pp. 46, (1). Illustrated.
From P1·oceedingsfor 1884.

WORCESTER SOCIETY OF ANTIQUITY. Medals: Report of the department
of relics, coins, and curiosities, presented at a meeting of the Society,
October 6, 1885. By J. Chauncey Lyford. Worcester, 1886.
8vo, pp.12.

WORCESTER SOCIETY OF ANTIQUITY. Rutland and the Indian troubles
of 1723-1730. By Francis E. Blake. Worcester, 1886.
8vo, pp. 53. Plate. Map.
Read before the Society, A..pril 7, 1885.

WORCESTER SOCIETY OF ANTIQUITY. Worcester Main street sixty-three
years ago. By Henry H. Chamberlin. Worcester, 1886.
8vo,pp. 24.
Reprinted from Proceedings.

WORCESTER SOCIETY OF ANTIQUITY. The New England Emigrant Aid
Company and its influence, through the Kansas contest, upon national
history. By Eli Thayer. Worcester, 1887.
8vo, pp. 48.
Abstract of two lectures given before the Society in March, 1886.

WORCESTER SOCIETY Oll' ANTIQUITY. The Abolitionists vindicated in a,
review of Eli Thayer's paper on the Tew England Emigrant Aid Company. By Oliver Johnson. 'Worcester, 1887.
8vo, pp. 28.
Read before the Society, May 10, 1887.

vVORCE TER s CIETY OF ANTIQ ITY. Some Meriams and their connection with other families. By Rufos .. )feriam. Reprint d from the
Proceedings of th \ or ·e t r Society of Antiquity for 1887. Worcester, 1
T

IETY
unty.

1,•

NTIQ ITY.
\Vorce. t r, 1

.

P t r \Vhitn y and bis history of

n.

Svo,r,p.2·. Portraitof P frrWliitiwy.
Reprinud from Proceedilifll of tb "\\'or •. k·r ocif'ty of .A.nti'J.uiiy, 1888.
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WORCESTER SocrnTY 01r ANTIQUITY. HominiRcenc· s of Cambridge and
Harvard 'ollege. P.y Rev. S. D. lTosm r. '\Votcester, 1889.
Svo, pp. 12.

WORCESTER SOCIETY OF ANTIQOITY. ;Jon:itlian Holman, a Revolntionary
Colonel. A paper roacl l)Oforo the, ociety December fl, 1893. By John
C. Crane. '\Vor ester, 18!H.
Svo, pp. 19. rortrait.

MI

HI :,rA

115. OAS,' GOLL TY I'I0NEFJN AS, 00IA'I'I0N.

Detroit, Uich.

CA

Cou TY Pro mm A 'SO 'IATION. Old times. Reminisceuc s of the
early days of Micbjga,11. Aclc1r ss befor tho Association, Jun 21, 1876.
By J. W. Bagley. Detroit, 1876.
Svo.
UG. :UI J'ORI0A.L SO0IEJ'Y 01!' JllI0IITG.AN.

Detroit, Jlfich.

HISTORICAL SOCIETY OF Mr IIIGA '. Constitntion an<l hy-lawsoftheJiistorical ociety of Michigan, incorporated June 23, 1828. Detroit,
1829.
Svo, pp. 32.

HISTORICAL SOCIETY OF MICHIGAN. A discourse delivered at the first
meeting of tho Historical Society of Michigan. September 18, 1829.
Published at their request. By Lewis Cass. Detroit, 1830.
Svo, pp. 52.
On early settlements in Michigan.

HISTORICAL SOCIETY OF MJCTIJGAN. Discourse on the anniversary of the
Historical Society of Michigan, June 4, 1830. By II. R. Schoolcraft.
Detroit, 1830.
Svo, pp. 44.
On the Indian tribes o.f the Up-per Lakes.

HISTORICAL SOCIETY OF MICIIIGAN. Historical and scientific sketches of
Michigan, comprising a series of discourses delivered b efore the Society1and other interesting Papers r elative to the Territory. Detroit,
1834.
12mo, pp. 215.
Discourses by L ewis Cass, Ilenry R. Schoolcraft, H enry Whiting, and John
Biddle. .Also, Natural History . Extracts from a lecture delivered before the
Detroit Lyceum by Ilenry R. Schoolcraft. Remarks on the supposed tides and
periodical rise ancl fall of the orth American lakes, by Ilenry Whiting.
117. HOUGHTON OOUNTY HIST0RIOAL S0OIE1'Y AND JJ1.INING I

STITUTE.

HOUGHTON COUNTY HISTORICAL SOCIETY AND MINING lNSTJTOTK .A.rtjcles of association; and address by the Rev. Father Jacker; also, inaugural address of J. H. Foster, May 11, 1866. N. P. [18661].
8vo.
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118. OLD RESIDENTS' ASSOCIATION OF THE GRAND RIVER VALLEY.

Grand Rapids, Mich.

OLD RESIDENTS' ASSOCIATION OF THE GRAND RIVER VALLEY. Memorials
of the Grand River Valley. By Franklin Everett. Chicago, 1878.
8vo, x, pp. 545, 74. Portrait.
"This work was prosecuted under the auspices of the Old Residents' Association of the Grand River Valley."-P1efatory note.
119. PIONEER AND HISTORICAL SOCIETY OF MICHIGAN

Detroit, Mich.

PIONEER AND HISTORICAL SOCIETY OF MICHIGAN. Circular, act, comititution, by-laws, and list of officers, organized April 22, 1874. Lansing, 1874.
16mo, pp. 14.

PIONEER AND HISTORICAL SOCIETY OF MICHIGAN.
Pebruary 28, 1876. LLansing, 1876.]

General circular.

8vo, pp. 3. No title-page.

PIONEER AND HISTORICAL SOCIETY OF MICHIGAN. Farewell address of
the president, Jonathan Shearer. J annary 30, 1877.
Broadside.

PIONEER AND HISTORICAL SOCIETY OF MICHIGAN. Pioneer collections,
etc. Report of the Pioneer Society of the State of Michigan. Vols.
I-XIV. Detroit, etc. 1877-1890.
8vo, 14 ,ols.
vol. 1. Detroit, 1877, pp. viii, 554.
Vol. n. Detroit, 1880, pp. vii, 680.
Vol. III. Lansing, 1881, p:p. ix, (3), 712.
Vol. IV. Lansing, 1883, pp. ,iii, (1), 593. Portrait..
Vol. v. Lansing, 1884, pp. vii, 614.
Vol. VI. Lansing, 1884, pp. vii, 571.
Vol. vu. Lansing, 1886, pp. x, 709. Portrait.
Vol. VIII . Pioneer collections. Report of tbe Pioneer and Historical Society of
the State of Michigan, 1886, p:p. xiv, 714.
Vol. IX. 1886, pp. xii, 695.
Vol. x. Historical collections . Collections ancl researcl1es ma<le l>y tho Piourer
and Historical Society of the State of Micl1iga11, 1888, pp. vi, (2), 700. Portrait.
Vol. XI, 1888, pp. viH, 687.
Vol. XII, 1888, pp. vii, (1), 711.
Vol. XIII, 1889, pp. vii, 655. Portrait.
Vol. XIV, 1890, pp. viii, 720.
Portions of Vols. IX ancl x ar<' compose<l of the Halclimarnl papers.

PIONEER ~ TD II1 T0RICAL SOCIETY 0l<' ).hcnIGAN. Historical collections.
Collections and researcher; made l>y the Mfohigau Pioneer and Historical ociety. Vol. xv. Lansing, 18 9.
8vo, pp. iv, 7;;1.
ontains "Copirs on filr: in th1· Dominion nrl'liivrs at Ottawa, Canada, pertain·
ing to the rdations of the llriti. h Gowrnmcnt with the Pnit, d tates cluriug the
period of th!! war of 1812."'
...Tow for ti.Jr. fir11t timo am hronght tog1·thi-r in print thr offirinl r ports nnd
c·orrC'spondr.nco of th Ilritish oflinr in rcmnuancl on tho Canadian frontier and
in .Iic-J1igan; nnll • * * that portion of tho Hriti11h o!firial. tory of tlir first
two yrars of tho war, which forms 11. pa~u in tl11· n1ma);1 of :Mirhi,gan, tog-eth r
with such part thneof r1•latin~ 1o ·pp<-r C:mnd: aH w re fouml im1eparable
th r1:from.
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Vol.

,rvr,

969

Lausino-,

1890.
8vo, pp. iv, 74-6.
Contains "Copies of papers on file in tl10 Dominion ar<'hiYes nt Ottnwa, Cnnacla,
pertaiuing to tl,o rdations of tho British Govornmcn1, witl1 tl10 Unitc<l Stn1,eH
dnril1 g arnl subs quout to tlio perio<l of tlio wn,r of ]812; Trcnty of peace arnl
snbsequent r lations, 1815- 1810." The doclllncnts are Holectecl, ns they concel'n
Michigan and the surro1mdi11g territory, inclucling Indiftn troaticA, r stitntion
of the military posts, trade matters, etc.
PIONEER AND HISTORICAL • 'OCIETY OF Mrcrrrn-AN.

1892.

Vol.

,'VJI.

Lan . ing,

~

8vo, pp. ix, 732.
Pagea 565-671 r,ontnin "Expedition to Detroit; ]793; llrn QnakorH, tho lfoitml
States CommisRionerH, ancl the proposed trraty of ponce with tlrn orthw strrn
Indian tribes. Contemporary ac 01mts oftbo tour io Detroit, 1,110 K0.iourn in that
vicinity, and th return to Philadelphia, by Jacob Lindley, ,Joseph Moo1·0, ancl
Oliver Paxson."
PIONEER AND

Ilr

TORI AL

O IETY OF MICHIGAN.

Vol.

'VICI .

Lansing,

1892.
Svo, pp. ix, 73:1. J>ortrait,. Con tains tl10 nirnal r 11orts, wi~h 11np rR.
PIONEER ANO HISTORICAL

ocrnTY 01? MrnnrnA .

VoJ. xv.

Lansing,

1892.
8vo, pp. iv, (1), 607.
ThiH volume is devoted to copicH from tho Uamulian archivl'H r elat,iJ1g Lo the
upper country and upper posts, nncl e,ipccinlly to Detroit, Micl1ilinackinac, and
St. Joseph, an<l covers a period from 1721 to near tho closo of tlie Rovolutiouary
war. They arc arranged as follows: Reports on American colonies, 1721-1762,
giving the official account of the French and J3ritish contention in the Indian
country, with the treatment of tho Indians; Tlle military dispatcl1es, 1760-1764;
The Bouquet papers, 1759-1765; The Haldimand papers, 1773-1781.
PIONEER AND HISTORICAL SOCIETY OF MrcnIGAN.

Vol.

xx.

Lansing,

1892.
8vo, pp. (6), 698.
"Devoted to copies of original documcnt1::1 from th o Canadian arcJ1ives of
Ottawa, relating to Michigan and it!! environs."
Contents: The Raldimand papers, 1782- 1789, '' covo1·ing tho perio1l of th closiug
of the Revolut!Onary war. and tlrn establishin g of peace, ancl the evacuation of
some of the military posts;" Papers relati11g to Ind.inn atfairA, 1761-1800, containing corresponclence r elative to the Indian ,var, etc.
PIONEER AND HISTORICAL SOCIETY OF MICIIWAN.

Vol.

xxr.

Lansiug,

189!.
8vo, pp. viii, 736.
"This volume contains tl10 proceedings of the annHal meeting of 1892 ancl tho
papers contributeil for that meeting, among which fa a reprint of Marquettc'H
_journal of his first visit to tho Mis,iissippi. * * • A valuable contribution to
tl1e history of Detroit anil vicinity will be found in tl,e article upon the Patriot
"\Var and the Siege of Doiroit."
PIONJmR AND HISTORICAL SOCIETY OF MICIIIGAN.

Vol.

xxn.

Lansing,

1894.
Svo, pp. viii, 719, (]).
"This v olume contains the proceeclings of tl10 annual meeting' of 1893 antl the
papers read at that meeting, together with other historical papers."
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PIONEER AND HISTORICAL SOCIETY OF MICHIGAN. Collections and researches made b y the Society. Vol. XXIII. Lansing, 1895.
8vo, pp. (6) 706.
Contains copies on file iu the Dominion archives at Ottawa, Canada, pertaining
to Michigan.

PIONEER AND HISTORICAL SOCIETY OF MICHIGAN. Vol. XXIV.
1895.

Lansing,

8vo, pp. (6) 718.
Continues the contents of the above.

PIONEER AND HISTORICAL SOCIETY OF MICHIGAN.
June 13 and 14, 1883.

Tenth annu.ftl meeting,

Svo, pp. 4, 1883 . No title-page.

PIONEER AND HISTORICAL SOCIETY OF MICIIIGAN.
the Socie.t y, June 4 and 5, 1884.
Sheet.

Tenth anniversary of

·

_PIONEER AND HISTORICAL SocrnTY Ol!' MICHIGAN.
annual meeting, June 17 and 18, 1885.

1874-1885.

Eleventh

Sheet.

PIONEER AND HISTORICAL SOCIETY OF MICHIGAN. The Diocese of Detroit;
what it was; what it is. By Rev. Frank A. O'Brien. A paper read
at the annual meeting of the Society, June 8, 1886. Detroit, 1886.
PIONEER AND HISTORICAL SOCIETY OF MICHIGAN. Manual. History, act
of incorporation, constitution, by-laws, and list of officers an d members. Lansing, 1893.
16mo, pp. 37.

MINNESOTA.
120. MINNESOTA IIISTORIO..AL SOCIETY.
St. Paul, .lil'inn.

MINNESOTA HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Collections. Vols. I-VI. St. Paul, Minn.
Published by the Society. 1860-1891.
8vo, 6 vols.
CONTENTS.

Vol. I. Republication of the ori ginal parts issnecl in 1850, 1851, 1852, 1853, 1856 ;
Preface; Sketch of the Society; Charter; Officers; French voyagenrs to Minne.
sota during the seventeenth century, address by K D. Neill, .January 1, 1850;
Description of Minnesota, by H. H. ibley, 1850; Our fiel<l of historical research;
Address of A. Ramsey, .January 13, 1851; Organization of :Minnesota Territory,
sp ech of H. H. Sibley before the Committee on Elections of the [U . S.) House
of Representatives, December 22, 1848; Early courts of Minnesota, by A. Goorl ·
rich; Early schoolR of Minnesota, by D. A . .r. Baker; Religions movements in Min·
nesota, by C. Hobart; The Dakota langnage, by S. Jt. Rigg!i; Memoir on the biir
tory and physical geography of }finn<~sota, by IT. JL chookraft; Letter from
W.W. Mather, 1851; Lc-tter of 1.Iesnal'(l, written on the eve of c-ml>arkation for
Lake Superior, 1654; St. Lon is Riv r, by T. L ]!'tiller ton; Ancirn t moun els and
monument., Iowa Indian,., ancl monnclH, by G. II. Pond; , 'tono h1•apH at R cl Win~,
l>y .J. F. Aiton; ~IoundH of Minnesota Yalley, by . R. Rigg:-1; Schoolc-rnft'H xploring tour of 1832, hy W. T. l3ontwe11; Battle of Lakf' Pokcgmna, h) K D. f'ill;
M moirof .Jan .. -. J.:-icoll t, hr II. II. ,'ibley;
11kctd1 of ,Jo,.c-ph R<•nville, hy
K D . Neill; D pnrtment of 1I11cl!mn';. J:ay, hy G .•} . Iwlconrt; Obituary of ,Tamrs
• rOO< uc, l>y E. D . ..- ill; Dakota lnnrl anrl Dakot1i lifo, by E. D. ~- ill; ,v110
were th first men 1 by T., ·. "'illi, 111 on; Loni. IIennepiu, th J!'ranci11can, first
xplor ·r of th TTpper }fo1 i . ippi Ri\' r; .'ieur Du Lnth, c•xplor r h tw • n }!ill
La and Lako .'up<:rior; L, 'u or, the x11lorcr of th ~fitm ota .Ri\'er; D'Iber-
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ville, an abstract of his memorial on the country of the Mississippi; The Fox and
Ojibway war; Capt.Jon a than Carver, and his explorations; Z. M. Pike's explorations in Minnesota, 1805-1806; Who discovered Itasca Lalco1 lotter of W. Morrison; Early days at Fort Snelling; Running the gantlet, a thrilling incident of
early days at Fort Snelling; Reminiscences, ]1istorical and personal-annual
address, by H. H. Sibley, February 1, 1856; Cliroaological index; General index.
1872. pp. 519. Portrait.
Vol. TI [part 1). Collections, 1860; Voyage in a six,oarod slcifi' to tho ·Falls of
St. .Anthony in 1817, by S. IL Long, with introductory note by E. D. Neill.
Philadelphia, ]860. pp. 87 (1).
Vol. II [part 2). Collrctions, 1864; Oflicers; Introductory; Early French forts
and footprints of the valley of tho Upper MissiE>slppi, by E. D. N ill; Occurroncos
in and around Fort Snelling from 1819 to 1840, by E. D. eill; History of tho
Dakota s, J. W. Lynd'smanuscripts. St. Paul, 1865. pp. 62.
Vol. u [part 3). Collections, 1867; O.fficers; Report of committee on publi ation;
.Annual report of tho secretary, January 21, 1867; Miuornl region a of Lake up rior,
as known from th ir Jin1t discovery to 1865, by II. M . Ric ; Constantin l!oltrami,
by .A. J. Hill; Tiistorical notes of tho United Slat s lan<l ofiico, liy Il. M. Ri o;
The geography of Penot, so fo1· as it r !ates to Minnesota, by .A.. J. Ilill; Dakota
suporstiLions, by G. TI.Poml. St. Paul, 1867. pp. 62.
Vol. H [part 4). The Carver enteMry; an account of the celebration by the
Soci ty of the one J1undr <1th anniversary of tho council and treaty of Capt. J.
Carver with the Namlowossios on May 1, 1707; held May 1, 1867. St. Paul, 1867.
pp. 23. Portrait.
Vol. II [part 5). Charter, constitution, and by-laws. St. Paul, 1868. pp. 11.
Vol. III. Preface; OrganizaLion of tl1e Society; Relation of M. Pcnicaut; Introdu'.ltory note, by E. D. Neill, translated by .A. J. Ilill; Bibliography of Minnesota,
by J. F. Williams; .A reminiscence of Fort Sn elling, by C. O. Vau Cleve; Narrative
of Paul Mazakootomane; translated by S. R Riggs; Memoir of II. .A. Swift, by
J. F. Williams; Sketch of John Other Day, by II. Il. Sibley: A coincidence,
by C. O. Van Cleve; Memoir of J. W. Lynd, by S. R. Riggs; The Dakota mission,
by S. R. Riggs; Indian warfare in Minnesota, by S. W. Pond; Fort Snelling,
Colonel Leavenworth's expedition to establish it in 1819, by '.l.'. Forsyth; Memoir
of J.B. Faribault, by Il. H. Sibley; Memoir of' M. Scott, by J. F. Williams;
Napehshneedoota, the first male convert to Christianity, by T. S. Williamson;
Memoir of H. L.Dousman, by Il . .II. Sibley; Memoir of ,Toseph R. Brown; Memoir
of Cyrus .Aldrich, by J. F. Williams; Memoir of Lucian Galticr, by J. Ireland;
Memoir of D. Olmstead, by J. F. Williams; Reminiscences of the early days of
Minnesota, by Il. H. Sibley; The Sioux or Dakotaa, by T. S. Williamson; Memoir
of S. Y. McMasters, by E. S. Goodrich; Tributes to the memory of John Mattocks,
by several of his associates; Life and public services of W . .A.. Gorman; Lake
Superior, its history, etc.; Annual address, January 24, 1879, by J. H. Baker;
¥emorial notices_of G. H. Pond; In memory of T. S. Williamson, by S. R. Riggs;
The Ink-pa-du-ta massacre of 1857, a paper read December 8, 1879, by C. E.
Fl~ndrau; Inclex. St. Paul, 1880. pp. viii, 423. Portrait.
Vol. IV. History of the city of St. Paul and of the county of Ramsey, Minnesota,
byJ.F.Williams. St.Paul, 1876. pp.475. Portraits. Woodcut.
Vol. v. Memoir of W.W. Warren, by J. F. Williams; History of tho Ojibways,
based upon traditions and oral statements, by W.W. Warren; Ilistory of the
Ojibways and their connection with fur traders, based upon official and other
records, by E. D. Teill; Officers of the society; Members; Index. St. Paul, 1885.
pp. 535. Portraits.
Vol. VI (part 1). Tho sources of the Mississippi, their discoverers, real and pretended; A report by Hon. James IT. Baker, read before the Society February 8,
1887. pp. 1-28.
Vol. VI [part 2). Tho Hennepin bicentenary celebration by tbo Society of the
two hunclredth anniversary of the discovery of the Falls of St. .Anthony in 1680, by
Father Lotlis Hennepin; Early Days at Red River settlement and Fort Snelling;
NoTE.--Vol.

II

was reprinted in 1889 in a volume of 294 pages.
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Reminiscences of Mrs . .A.nn .A.dams, 1821-1829; Protestant missions in the Northwest, by Stephen R. Riggs; Autobiography of Maj. Lawrence Taliaferro; Henry
Hastings Sibley, a memoir, by .T. Fletcher Williams; Mounds in Dakota, Min
nesota, and Wisconsin, by A . .T. Hill. St. Paul, 1887-1891. pp. 29-319.
Vol. I is a reprint of the annuals published in 1850, 1851, 1852, 1853, and 1856.
Vol. VI [part 3]. Columbian address, by H. W. Childs, October 21, 1892; Reminiscences of Fort Snelling, by .T . .A.. Bliss (335); Mrs . .T. E. De Camp's narrative of
her captivity in the Sioux outbreak of 1862 (354) ; A. Sioux story of the war (382) i
Incidents of the threatened outbreak of Hole-in-the-Day and other Ojibways at
the time of the Sioux massacre of 1862, by G. W. Sweet (401); Dakota scalp dances,
byT. S.Williamson; Earliest schools in Minnesota Valley, by T. S. W illiamson
(410); Traditions of Sioux Indians, by W. H. Forbes (413); Deatb of Gabriel Franchere, by B. P . .A. very; First settlement on R ed River of the North, 1812, by E.T.
Ayers (421) ; Frederick Ayer, teacher and missionary to the Ojibway Indians, 1829
to 1850; captivity among the Sioux; Story of Nancy McClure; Story of Mary
Schwandt; Autobiography and reminiscences of Philander Prescott; Recollections of.James M. Goodhue, by .T. H. Stevens; An interesting historical document;
Complete list of the names of all the soldiers and sailors on the pension rolls of the
United States in 1813.
8 vo, pp. iv, 321-556.

MINNESOTA HISTORIC.AL SOCIETY. Collections. Vol. VII. The Mississippi River and its source. A narrative and critical history of the
discovery of the river and its head waters, accompanied by the results
of detailed hydrographic and topographic surveys. By J. V. Brower.
With an appendix by Alfred J. Hill. Illustrated. Minneapolis, 1893.
8vo, pp. xv, 360. Folded maps.

MINNESOTA HISTORICAL SOCIETY.
St. Paul, 1868.

Charter, constitution, and by-laws.

8vo, pp. 11.

MINNESOTA HISTORICAL SOCIETY.
Paul, 1868-1879.

Annual report[s] for 1867-1878.

St.

8vo, 12 pamphlets.

MINNESOTA HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Biennial report to the legislature, sessions of 1881, 1883, 1885, 1887, 1889, 1891, 1893. St. Paul, 1881-1893.
8vo, 7 pampl1lets.

MINNESOTA HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Bibliogra,phy of Minnesota. From
the Minnesota historical collections, Vol. III, part 1. By J. F~etcher
Williams. St. Paul, 1870.
8vo, pp. 65. Fifty copies separately printed.

MINNESOTA HISTORICAL, OCIETY.
1878.

Circular, January 20, 1878.

[St. Paul],

Sheet.

MINNESOTA HISTORICAL S0CIETY. Proceedings of the Society from its
organization, Tovemher 15, 18-19, to th ndmission of the tate, May
11, 1 58. St. Paul, 1878.
8vo, pp. 21.

OTA HL T RI AL , 'O IETY.
members.
t. Paul, 1 79.

MLiNE

Svo, pp.16.

hartcr, by-laws, roll of oiliccr and
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MINNESOTA HISTORIC.AL SOCIETY. Transactions of the departmen
American history, April, May, 1879. Minneapolis, 1879.
8vo,pp, 34.

Contents: Life among the Sioux at Lake Calhoun, by Gicleon Il. Pond; B
of L ake Pokeguma, by Edmund F. Ely; Memoir of Cecil Calvert, baron of 1
more, proprietor of Maryland; Cartology of L aku Superior; Stone implemo
the aborigines, by E. S. Stebbins; Missionaries c,f the .American J~oar<l of Fo1
Missions among the Indians of Minnesota, 1831- 1840.

MINNESOTA HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Transactions of the depa-rtmen
American history for October, 1879. Minneapolis, 1879.

8vo, pp. (4) 77-115.
Pages 81-115 contain reminiscences of the campaign against VicksbUl'g, by
Sanboru.

ML.'{NESOTA HISTORJ;CAL SocmTY. Transactions of the departmon
American history. April-December, 1879. Minneapolis, 1879.
8vo, pp. 148.
Embraces tho two prccodiug pamphlets .

MINNESOTA HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Ancient <Juartz workers and t
quarries in Minnesota. By Frances E. Babbitt. Road at the mee
of the Society in February, 1880 .
.American .Antiquarian, Vol. ur, pp. 18- 23.

MINNESOTA HISTORIC.AL 0 mTY. The Ilennepiu Bicentenary. Ace,
of the celebration by the Society of the two hundredth anniversa:
the discovery of the :falls of St. Anthony by LouiH J lennepin.
Paul, 1880.
Svo, pp. (6).

MINNESOTA HIST0RIUAL SOCIETY.
Iiams, St. Paul, March 16, 1881.

C!ircu]ar letter from J. Fletcher .

Sheet.

MINNESOTA HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Department of American his1
Light thrown by the Jesuits upon hitherto obscnre points of e
American history. Reacl by E. D. Neill. [St. Paul. 11. d.J
8vo, pp. (9).

MINNESOTA HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Department of American hisi
The writings of Louis Hennepin. By B. D. Neill. Prepared for
monthly meeting of the department of American history, Septer
6, 1880. St. Paul, 1880.
8vo, pp.10.

MINNESOTA HISTORICAL SOCIETY. 'l'he sources of the Mississippi, i
discoveries, real and pretended. A report by Hon. James H. Ba
Read before the Society, February 8, 1887. St. Paul, 1887.
8vo , pp. 28.

MINNESOTA Hr TORICAL SOCIETY. Catalogue of the library of the Mi
sota Historical Society. St. Paul, 1888.
8vo, 2 vols.
121. OLD SETTLERS' .ASSOOI.ATION 01!1 JIENNEPIN OOUNTY.
.il[inneapolis, .ilfinn.

OLD SETTLERS' ASSOCIATION OF HENNEPIN COUNTY. Address at the an
meeting, by E. D. Neill, February 22, 1872 [on the history of Henn
County]. Published by Evening News, Minneapolis. [1872.J
Svo, pp.12.

Contains also proceedings.
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OLD SETTLERS' ASSOCIATION OF HENNEPIN COUNTY. Sketch of the organization, objects, and membership of the Old Settlers' Association; with
an account of its excursion to the Red River of the North, October
25 nind 26, 1871. St. Paul, 1872.
12vo, pp. 29.
122. RAMSEY OOUNTY PIONEER .A.SSOGLATION:

St. Paul, Minn.

RAMSEY COUNTY PIONEER ASSOCIATION. Address delivered before the
Ramsey County Pioneer Association. May 11, 1886, by Charles K
Flandrau. The twenty-eighth anniversary of the admission of the
State of Minnesota into the Union. St. Paul, 1886.
8vo, pp. 39.

RAMSEY COUNTY PIONEER ASSOCIATION. Constitution, officers, list of
residents in Ramsey County in 1857, etc. St. Paul, 1886.
8vo, pp.14.

MISSOURI.
123. FRANKLIN SOCIETY OF ST. LO UIS.

FRANKLIN SOCIETY OF ST. Lours. Address delivered before the Society,
on its first anniversary, January 7, 1836. By W. G-. Eliot. St. Louis,
[1836].
8vo, pp. 27.
l'.>-4. MISSOURI HISTORICAL .A.ND PHILOSOPHICAL SOGIEJ..'Y.

St . Louis, Mo.

MISSOURI HISTORICAL AND PIIILOSOPHICAL SOCIETY. Annals of the Missouri Historical and Philosophical Society. No. 1. Metropolitan
print, Jefferson City, 1848.
8vo,pp. 29.
Title 11.-Introduction [History of the Society, etc.], pp. 3-G; Act of incorporation, etc ., pp . 7-8; Constitution [December 18, 1844), pp. 9-11; First annual
meetiug [January 20, 1845], pp.11-13; Second annual meeting L,January 10, 1846],
pp. 13-17; Third annual meeting [January 19, 1847], pp. 18-21; Fourth annual
meeting [January 17,1848; with secretary's report], pp. 21-25; Names and residences of members, pp. 27-29.
The matter concerning tho annual meetings rolates mostly to election of officers,
notices of donations ancl of l etters sent. No "pai,ers."

Mr so RI HI T0RICAL AND PnILOSOPHICAL SOCIETY. .Japan au<l tbe expedition thereto of the United tates. Discourse before the ociety,
December 22, 1852. By Thomas Allen. St. Louis, 1853.
8vo, pp.34.
125. MISSOUllI llL TOilIOAL SOOIETY.

, 't. Louiil, Mo.

o RI HI TORI AL So 'IETY. Ka. ka. kia, the ancient. R ad before the
, ociety by D. J. oh rty, F hruary 15, 1 72. ( 'ut from t. Louis Republican, February 19, 1872.)
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1875.

Constitution and by-laws.
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St. Louis,

8vo, pp.40.

MISSOURI HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Letter from committee on publication,
September 1, 1880. [With list of members.] [St. Louis, 1880.J
8vo, pp.2.

MISSOURI HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Memorandum of 0. W. Collet, keeper of
museum. July, 1880. [St. Louis, 1880.J
8vo, pp. 2. With list of members.

MISSOURI HISTORICAL SOCIETY.
1880-1885.J

Publications.

Nos. 1-8.

[St. Louis,

8vo. 8 pamphlets.
No. 1. The campaign in Missouri and the battle of Wilson's Creek. 1861. By
Col. vVillfam M. Wherry, pp. 18. Nos. 2, 3. Recollections of a septuagenarian.
Paper. By William Walflo . .A.rchooological explorations in Cole County, Mo.
By Dr. N. De Wyl. Prel1istoric remains in Missouri. Papet'. By G. C. Broadhead. pp. 22. No. 4 . .A.mended cbartor and by-laws. pp. 27. No. 5. Address of
Ilon. John F. Darby, A.pril 21, 1881, on Samuel Gaty. ll.P· 20. Portrait. No. 6.
Notes on the archreology of Missouri. By F. F. Ililder. pp. 17. No. 7. Annual
address of the president, George E. Leighton, January 16, 1883. pp. 23. No. 8.
Attempts to se1Jamte tlie West from the American Union. By C. F. Robertson,
D. D., LL. D. 1885. pp. 60. Map.

MISSOURI HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Ilistorical societies in their relation to
local historical interest. Address before the Society, September 19,
1883. By C. F. Robertson. St. Louis, 1883.
8vo, pp.16.

MISSOURI HISTORICAL SOCIETY. President's annual ad(\ress.
Leighton. St. Louis, 1883.

By G. E.

8vo, pp. 23.

MISSOURI HISTORICAL SOCIETY, The American Revolution and the acquisition of the valley of the Mississippi. Paper reacl before the Society
April 15, 1884. By C. F. Robertson, D. D., LL. D. St. Louis, 1884.
Svo, pp. 27.

MISSOURI HISTORICAL SOCIETY. The attempts made to separate the West
from the Ameri ·an Union. Paper reacl before the Society Pebruary 4,
1885. By C. F. Robertson, D. D., LL. D. St. Louis, 1885.
Svo, pp. 60.
126. ST. LO UIS HISTORIOAL SOOIETY.

St. Louis, Mo.

ST. Lours HISTORICAL SOCIETY. An address delivered before the St.
Louis Historical Society December 10, 1868, and repeated by request
before the Mercantile Library Association January 21, 1869, upon the
thermometric gateways to the -pole, surface currents of t!Je ocean, and
the influence of the latter upon the climate of the world. By Silas
t. Louis, 1869.
Bent.
Svo, pp. (2), 29. Folded map.

ST. Lours HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Constitution and by-laws of the Ilistorical Society of St. Louis. St. Louis, 1875.
Svo.
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127. SOUTHERN IIIS:l.'ORICAL AND BENEVOLENT ASSOCIATION OF ST.
LOUIS.

SOUTHERN HISTORICAL A TD BENEVOLENT AssocIATION OF ST. Louis.
The war in Missouri. From Springfield to Neosho . [By Richard H.
Musser.]
(In Southern Bivouac. New series, Vol. 1, pp. 678-685, 745-752.) PapAr
read before the Association.
MONTANA.
128. HISTORICAL SOCIETY OF MONTANA.

Helena, Mont.

HISTORICAL SOCIETY OF MONTANA. [Circular relative to objects and wants
of the Society, with list of officers, 1874. J [Helena, 1874.]
8vo, pp. (1). No title-page.

HISTORICAL SOCIETY OF MONTANA. Contributions to the Historical
Society of Montana; with its transactions, act of incorporation, constitution ancl ordinances, officers and members. Vol. I. Helena,
Mont., 1876.
8vo, pp. 357. Portrait.
Contents: Officers; Members; Incorporation; Transactions, 1865-1875 : A. memoir
of James Stuart, a pioneer of Montana, by Granville Stuart; Adventure on the
Upper Missouri, 1872-73. by James Stuart; Early life of Malcolm Clarke, by C. O.
Van Cleve; Lewis and Clarke's expedition; A. trip up the South Snake River
in 1863, by W.W. De Lacy; Sir George Gore's expedition (1854-1856), by F. GHeldt; The Yellowstone expedition of 1863, by J. Stuart, with notes by S. T.
Hauser; Geological notes on northern and central Montana, by O. C. Mortson;
Earliest discovery of the Rocky Mountains, via the Missouri River, by Sieur de
La Verendeye and his sons; Steamboat arrivals at Fort Benton, Mont., and vicinity,
1859-1874; List of officers of the Territory of Montana to 1876, by W.W. Johnson; List of all persons who were in what is now Montana during the winter of
1862-63; List of citizens at Fort Benton, 1862-63; List of p ersons in Missoula
County, 1862-63; Mountains of the United States.

HISTORICAL SOCIETY OF MONTANA. [Circular giving an account of the
Society and its purposes.] [Helena, Mont., 1878.]
8vo, pp. 7.

HISTORICAL SOCIETY OF MONTANA. Catalogue of the library; also report
· of the librarian for 1891-92. Helena, 1892.
8vo, pp. 128.

NEB RASK.A.
129. NEBRASKA STATE IIISTORIOA.L SOCIETY.

Lincoln, Nebr.

NEBRA KA 'TATE HISTORICAL ocrnTY. ThediscoveryofNebra ka. Read
before the , ociety April 16, 18 0. By James \V. avage.
maha,
1 0.
8vo, pp. 4.2.

TEBRASKA , T A TE Hr T RICAL o IETY. Transactiom1 and r ports.
I-III. Lin oln, 1885-1 2.

ols.

8vo,l$ vols.
f:O."lt,..'f ..

ol. 1. Organization ancl 1,ro · ,din"fl, lil7S..1R83; List of ,·onnty J1i tori1, ; Pion r
remini11c1·11e<·s; Hi11torical r •cr,111· tir,n in nnd abfJn Oto, f'otm ·; JiiRtorical 1 t·rs of D ."m ; Fir. t wl1it6 chi11l horn in ~·1·1,ra k ; "'. U :11r1ilto11 on trn<litionnl
orii:in of roabM nn1l oth r trilw ; l' . ,v.Furun 011 th &11111 ; lli torical data.
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about Washington County; Relics in possession of the Society; First female
suffragist movement in Nebraska; Autobiography of W. Hamilton; Hamilton on
derivation of Indian names; H. Fontenelle on derivation of Indian names; History
of Omaha Indians, by H. Fontenelle; .A.n ecdotes relating to the "White cow"
or '' White buffalo," by R. W. Furnas; Biographical. Appendix: Annual address
of R. W . Furnas, 1880; The philosophy of emigration, by .r. M. Woolworth; Admission of Nebraska into the Union, by C.H. Gere; Gold at Pike's Peak, by A. L.
Child; The discovery of Nebraska, by .r. W. Savage; Tho place of history fa
modern education, by G. E. Howard; The organic act to aid the society; Constitution and by-laws; Officers, 1885; List of active members. 1885. pp. 233, (1).
Vol. n. The relation of history to the study and practiceoflaw, by H. JI. Wilson;
Sketches from Territorial history, by A.G. Warner; The capital question in Nebraska, and the location of the seat of government at Lincoln, byC. JI. Gere; How
the Kansas-Nebraska boundary line was established, by JI. D . .rohnson; Slavery in
Nebraska, by E. P. Rich; .John Brown in Richardson County, by A. R. Keim; A
visit to N ebraskain 1662, by .r. W. Savage; Forty years among tho Indians and on
the eastern borders of Nebraska, by S ...t\.llis; Notes on tho early mHitary history
of Nebraska, by E. S. Dudley; History of the Powder River Indian expedition of
1805, by H. E. Palmer; History of Cass County, by A. L. Child; Jiistory of Dodge
County, by L . .r. .Abbott; History of Washington County, by Perry Selden; Jiistory of Sarpy County, by S. D. Bangs; Sketch of the First Congregational church of
Fremont, by I.E. Heaton; Early Fremont, lly E. JI.Barnard; Jiistoricalnnd Political Science Association of the University of N' obraska, by S. D. Cox: The discovery of gold in Colorado, by .r. S. Morton; On tho establishment of an arboreal
lmreau, by .r. S. Morton; Biographical notices: E. H. Rogers, by S. Maxwell
[etc.); Proceedings; Index. 1887. pp. viii, 383.
Vol. m. American State legislatures, by Albert Watkins; Political science in
.American Stateuniversities, by A.G. Warner; Ilistory and art, by S. W.Moore;
Salem witchcraft, by .r. S. Kingsley; History of education fa Omalrn, by M.13.
Newton; The christening of iho Platte, by .r. W. Savage; Development of tho
free soil idea in the Unitocl States, by W. JI. Eller; The beginning of Lincoln and
Lancaster County, by W.W. Cox; Early times a]l(l pioneers, by .T. S. Morton;
The ]'ort Pierre expedition, by G. L. Miller; Tho mililary camps on the Big
Sioux River in 1855, by G. L. Miller; Reminiscences of a teacher among the
Nebraska Indians, 1843-1855, by L. 1V. Colby; Early settlers on ronte, by Clark
Irwin; An introduction to the history of higher education in Nebraska, and a
brief account of the University of Nebraska, by II. W. Caldwell; Associational
sermons, by ,Villard Scott; Congregational college history in Nebraska, Doane
College, by Willard Scott; Fontenelle College, by Mrs. R. Gaylord; Thirty-three
years ago-through Nebraska in 1853, by .T. A. Murphy; The Pawnee Indian war,
1859, by R. W. Hazen; Early days in Nebraska; Reminiscences of early days in
Nebraska, by D. C. Beam; Correspondence; Proceedings. Fremont, Nebr., 1892.
pp. vi, 342.
NEBRASKA STATE HISTORICAL SOCIETY.
IV.

Transactions ancl reports.

Vol.

Lincoln, 1892.

Contents: From Nebraska to Salt Creek in 1855, by .r. S. Morton; Old Fort
Atkinson, by W.R. Eller; The Indian troubles and tho battle of Wounded Knee,
by W. F. Kelly; O. P. Mason, l1y .r. JI. Broady; .Judge.Tames W. Savage, by C . .L\..
Baldwin; Byron R_eed, byW. D. Beckett; Thomas B. Cuming, by.T. M. Woolworth; Reminiscences of early days in Nebraska, by M. F. Platt; The romantic
history of a man well known to Nebraskians [Lucien Fontenelle]; Old Fort Calhoun; .Arbor day: Progress of tho tree-planting movem nt; ,Vbat causes Indian
mounds, by •.A. D . .Tones; The ftrnt postmaster of Omaha, by A. D . .Tones;
Supreme judges of Nebraska, by W. M. Smith.
NEBRASKA STATE HISTORICAL SOCIETY.

Transactions an<l reports. Vol. v.

Lincoln, 1893.
8vo, pp. 295.
Contents: Records and their conserv::.tion, by .r. Sterling Morton; The Lincoln
Public Library, 1875-1892, by :Mrs. S. B. Pouncl; 'Tho Arickari conr1u st of 1823, by
W. II. Eller; Some .Frenchmen of early clays on Lho Missouri River, liy .T. A. Mac-
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Murphy; Reminiscences of early days in Nebraska, by W. W. Cox; Admission
of Nebraska as a State, by James M. Woolworth; Nebraska silver anniversary :
The admission of Nebraska into the Union, by T. M. Marquette; * * * Early
life in Nebraska, by S. P. Merrill; The political and constitutional development
of Nebraska, byV. Rosewater; The settlement of Kearney County, by Joel Hull;
Proceedings of the Society; Reports; List of members.

NEBRASKA STATE HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Proceedings and collections.
Published quarterly. Vol. I, No.1. Second series. July, 1894. Lincoln, 1894.
8vo, pp. 64.
Contents: Part of the making of a great State, by John .A.. MacMurpby; The
life of Governor Burt, by Clyde B. Aitchison; Reminiscences of early days, by
B. J. Johnson.

NEBRASKA. STATE HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Proceedings and collections.
Published quarterly. Vol. I, No. 2. Second series. October, 1894.
Contents: Early Nebra,s ka currency, by HenryW. Yates; Municipal go,ern•
ment in Nebraska, by V. Rosewater; The "Soldiers' free liomestead colony," by
S. C. Bassett; The effect of early legislation upon the courts of Nebraska, by T. M.
Marquette.

NEBRASKA. STATE HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Proceedings and collections.
Vol. I, No. 3. Second series. January, 1895. Lincoln, 1895.
8vo, pp. (2), 131-192. Photograph.
Contents: Wanagi olowan kin (the ghost songs of the Dakotas), by L. W.
Colby; Reminiscences of the third judicial district, 1857-1861, by E. Wakeley;
Freighting across the plains in 1856, by M. H. Sydenham; Necrology; John
Miller Taggart, by Mrs. Jeannette M. White.

NEBRASKA STA.TE HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Proceedings and collections.
Vol. I, No. 4. April, 1895. Lincoln, 1895.
193-264pp.

NEBRASKA. STA.TE HISTORICAL SOCIETY. A visit to Nebraska in 1662.
Communicated to the Society by J. W. Savage. Boston, 1885.
Svo, pp. 25.
Treats of Peiialosa's supposititious journey of 1662.

NEBRASKA STATE HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Report of the secre;tary, George
E. Howard, January 13, 1891. Lincoln, 1891.
8vo, pp. 7.

N"EVT HAMPSHIRE.
130. DOVER IIISTORIOA.L SOOIETY.
Dover, N. II.

DOVER HISTORICAL SOCIETY.

Collections.

Vol.

I.

Dover, 1894.

8vo, pp. (6), 305.
Contents: Births and marriages, 1693-1838, Dover records; Early records of
New Hampshire families; Marriages by Rev. John Pike, 1686-1709; Baptisms of
Rev. Jonathan Cui;hing, 1717-1766; Records of First church; Bapti ms by R v.
Dr. JeremyB lknap, 1767-1780; :Marriagci; liyRcv. Dr. Jeremy Belknap, 1707-1776;
Marriages by Rev. J"oseph w·. lary, 1812-1829; Marriage!I by Rrv. II~bbard
Winslow, 1829- 1831; Death,-, 1773-1791, r cords of ..Tathaniel Coop r; Deaths,
1792-1802, r ordsof a, on B njanun Pierce; :Member:1 ofI,'irRt clnlrch, 1718-1850;
Baptisms by R v. Rob rt ray, 1787-1800; .. farriage!I, 1 35-1850, rrcor<ls of t.
John's
otbodist Epi . copal clmrr-h; _ Iarriag<·!I, 1 30 -1850; R<·corcls of t.
Thomas's Episcopal chnr b; - farria~1· , 1 :i0-1850, r<·<·onl. of :Firlit nitarinu
oci ty; :Marriages, 1 3-1 50, rocord of .'t. Mary's 'atbolic ·hurch; Ind . .
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131. NASHUA HISTORIOAL SOOIETY.

Nashua, N. B;.

NASHUA. HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Bicentennial of Dunstable, 1873. Address
of S. T. Worcester before the Society, October 27, 1873. Nashua [1873].
8vo, pp. 38.

NASHUA HISTORICAL SOCIETY. The old and new; or the public schools
of New Hampshire and Ohio. An address boforethe Society, l!"'ebruary
13, 1871. By S. T. Worcester. Nashua, 1871.
8vo,pp. 20.
132. NEW HAMPSIIIllE ANTIQUARIAN SOOIETY.
(First called New Hampshire Philomathic and Antiqu:ll'ian Society.)
Contoocook, N. II.

NEW RAMPSIIIRE PrrILOMATHIC AND ANTIQUARIAN SocrnTY. Constitntion
adopted November 19, 1873, with a list of active and honorary members. Bristol [N. H.J, 1874.
8vo, pp. lG.

NEW HAMP IIIRE ANTIQUARIAN Socrn·rY.
N.H.

Circnlar No.15.

Contoocook,

8vo. No title-page.

NEW HAMPSillRE ANTIQUARIAN SOCIETY. Address on New Hampshire
and Vermont; their unions, secessions, and disunions. Delivered
before the Society July 15, 1879. By Clark Jillson. Worcester, 1882.
8vo, pp. (2), 40.

NEW HAMPSIIIRE ANTIQUARIAN SOCIETY.
toocook, 1874-1879.

Collections.

Nos. 1-4..

Con-

8vo.
CONTENTS .

N"o.1. Who invented the American steamboat1 A statement of the evidoncothat

the first American steam.boat, propelled by means of 1>addle wheels, was invented
constructed, aud successfully operated on the Connecticut River about 1792 by
Capt. Samuel Morey, of Orford, N. H., and that Robert Fulton saw the boat in
operation. J3y William A. Mowry. Read before tho Society October 22, 1874.
Contoocook, 1S74. pp. 28. A blank leaf for pp. 5, 6.
No . 2. The ShurtleJl' manuscript, No. 153, being a narrative of certain events
which transpired in Canada during the invasion of that province by the American
Anny in 1775. Written by a Mrs . Walker, wl,ose husband was imprisoned for
raising men to assist Ethan Allon in his disastrous attack on Montreal on th
25th of September. Printed from the original, with notes and an introduction,
by Rev. Silas Ketchum. List of members. Contoocook, 1876. ].JP, (29)-60.
Tiile on cover: "A diary of the invasion of Canada, 1775."
No. 3. A list of the centenarians of New Ilampshiro who have deceased sine
1705, witll sketches of many of them. Compil cl from various source~. By Daniel F. Secomb. Contoocook, 1877. pp. (61)-89, (1).
No. 4. Address at the annual meeti.J1g, Jnly 15, 1879. By Rev. Silas Ketchum,
president. Officers, 1878-79. Contoocook, 1879. 8Yo, pp. (91)-105.

NEW HAi'\l[PSlIIRE ANTIQUARIAN SOCIETY. Constitution adopted November 19, 1873. Amended July 20, 1875, with a list of honorary members. Bristol, N. H., 1875.
8vo, pp. 15.
Same. Contoocook, 1880. 8vo, pp. 16.
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NEW HAMPSHIRE ANTIQUARIAN SOCIETY. Annual address and eulogy upon
Rev. Silas Ketchum before the Society July 20, 1880. By L. W. Cogswell. Contoocook, 1881.
8vo, pp. 16, (1).
133. NEW HAMPSHIRE HISTORIOAL SOOIETY.

Ooncord, N. H.

NEW HAMPSHIRE HISTORICAL SOCIETY.
tion, and by-laws. Concprd, 1823.

Act of incorporation, constitu-

8vo, pp. 21, (2).

NEW HAMPSHIRE HISTORICAL SOCIETY.
cord, 1824-1894.

Collections.

Vols. I-X. Con-

8vo. · Ten vols.
CONTENTS.

Vol. I. Sketch of the formation of the Society; Memoir of the Hon. Samuel Pen.
hallow, by Nathaniel Adams; History of the wars of New England with the Eastern
Indians, by Samuel Pen.hallow; Original letter: S. Penhallow to Cotton Mather,
February 27, 1698-99; N. Weare to Maj. Robert Pike, 1689-90; Address to Queen
Anne, 1707; Lieutenant-Governor Wentworth's commission, 1717; Papers relating
to Fort Dummer; Indian deeds to Wheelright and others, 1638; List of t,he Congregat10nal ministers in Hillsborough County, 1685-1823; Historical sketch of
Concord, N. H., by Jacob B. Moore; Note on the Penacookindians, by John Farmer; Answers to the queries sent from the Lords of trade ancl plantation [ concerning the Province of New Hampshire] ; Census of New Hampshire, 1775; Topographical description of En:ffold, N. H.; Account of the great whirlwind in New
Hampshire, September 9, 1821; Newspaper extraordinary, 1689; The present state
of the New English affairs, extract from a letter from I. Mather; Witchcraft in
New Hampshire, 1656; Letter from Oliver Cromwell to Rev. John Cotton, 1651;
The last will and testament of Myles Standish, 1655; Powers delegated to Lieutenant-Governor Cranfield May 9, 1682; Deposition of John l!,oullsam, 1684; Order
respecting currency in New Hampshire, 1683; R. Mason's deposition, 1684; Order
in council relative to William Vaughan and N. Weare, 1685; Articles of_complaint
against Cranfield, 1685; Affidavits respecting Sir Edmond Androsse, 1690; Table
to bring old tenor into lawful money, 1750; Lieutenant-Governor Dunbar's queries
to bis council, 1733 ; Deposition of Elizabeth Miles, 1754; Register of New Hampshire for 1768; Bill of mortality for Rochester, N. H., 1776-1822; Original letters
relating to Dr. Belknap's History of New Hampshire, 1791; Topographical and
historical sketch of Bedford, N. H., by A. Foster and P. P. ·woodbury; Documents relating to the history of New Hampshire: Indian deed to Wheelwright,
1629, with remarks on its authenticity, by Governor Plumer; Grant of New
Hampshire to John Mason; Grant from council of Plymouth to John Mason;
Grant of New Hampshire and Massonia. to John Mason; Extract from will of
J. Mason; Agreement of the settlers at Exeter, N. II., 1639; Agr ement of the
inhabitants upon Piscataqua River for government; Voto of the British Parliament-cluties on imports and exports to and from Now England, 1642; * * *
Resolve concerning Quakers, 1665; Petition of Robert .Mason ancl oth rs- lands in
ew IIampshire and Maine; Reports upon Mason 's Htleto NewIIampshire, 1660;
Petition of Robert Mason, 1660; Option of Chief Justice Jones upon Mason's
claim, 1679.
Concord, 1824. :pp. 330.
Vol. II. Wh eler's narrative of an expedition into tho Tipmuck onntry and to
Qnah ag, 1075; In tant'es of longevity in Now IIamp11J1in~; Instances oflong vity
in P lham, 1708-1824; ommitt ·o of snfoty in N w Hamp. ltir , 1770-17 ; Iliograpbical sketch of Maj. Ri<-har,l ,,·a1clron; ... ·otiro of R •v. Lcmu •l Wad. worth,
1,y K Ilill;
ttack of tbo lnrlian~ at Walpo1 in 1755; ,Tonmal of convention at
Dracut, ~·ov<-mb·r, 17i0; Lnttr·r from l'n• i,1,ut ,Yc~m to ~ff 11r11. Langdon and
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Peabody, Delegates to Congress, 1779; Same to Colonel Peabody; .A.nnals of
Keene, 1734-179C, by Salma Hale; Communi.cation on the Wheelwright deed;
Original letters relating to the War of Independence; Unpublished lett ers of
Washington [to New Hampshire authorities]; Deposition of Barefoote, Mason,
etc, 1683; Employment of Mohawk ancl Seneca Indians, 1G84; Orders of Governor
Cranfield, 1684; Letter of Rev. Seaborn Cotton to counci.l of New ITampshire,
1685; List of the civil gi>vermnont of Massachusetts from 1630 to 1641, and
of Massachusetts, Maine, and New Hampshire to lGSO, by J. Farmer; Extract
from the records of the houso of deputies of Massachusetts, 1654; Memoir of
Nathaniel.A.. Haven,jr.; Indian treaties: Fort William Henry, 1693; Portsmouth,
1702 and 1703; Letter from Governor Dudley, 1713; Treaty at Piscataqua, 1713;
at Georgetown, 1717; at Boston, 1725; at Casco, 1727; lnclinn articles of peace,
July 25, 1727; Governor ·wentworth's message, 1747; Treaty :.t Falmouth, 1749;
Submission of, 1698; An historical sketch of the northern boundary of New
Hampshire; Memoir of James Freeman Dana.
Concord, 1827, pp. (4), 300.
Vol. m. Constitution; Members; Memoir of Samuel Dana, by C. IT. Atherton;
Memoir of Wyseman Clagett, by C. IT. Atherton; Settlers of Somorswortb, 16501700; Journal of Rev. John Pike, of Dover, N. IT., 1678- 1709; Rocolloctions in tho
history of Northwoo<l, N. H.; Original papers: Return of commisflioners about
the beaver trade, 1657; * * * Account of people clistressecl by tho war in
Massachusetts colony, taken January 22, 1676-77; Sketches of the gradn:ttes of
Dartmouth College from tlte foundation of that institution in 17UO, by Johu
Farmer; An account of the insurrectiou in New ITampshire ill 1786; Letter from
CottonMather[relativeto:Bridget and Jane Moulton]; .Address befor the Society
June 11, 1828, by Salm a ITale; Uring's notice of Now Englantl, 1700; Instances of
longevity in Canterbury, N. H.; Provincial taxes in Now Hampshire, 1753-1766;
.A.n addt·ess before the Society, Junes, 1831, by Charles IT. A.therton [on probate law
in .New Hampshire]; ITistoricalsketchesof Warner, N.II., byM. Long; Memorial
of Rev. Federal Burt, by Jonathan French; Ponacook papers, 1659-1668; Account
of the storm and avalanches at the White Mountains in 1826, by J.B. Moore; .A.
plan for providing materials for ltistory; Sketches of the graduates of Dartmouth
College from the foundation in 1769, by John Farmer; Memoir of tho Hon . .Abel
Parker, by Jacob B. Moore; Reflections on the destruction of the Wi:lley family
in the White Mountains, by T. C. Upham; Letter of Rev. Joslma Moodey to .John
Cotton, 1776; * * * Sketch of Capt. John Pickering, of Portsmouth; Lifo and
character of Oliver Peabody.
Concord, 1832. pp. 304. This volume was roprintecl at Manchester in 1870.
Vol. rv. Anniversary discourse, June 12, 1833 [History of education fa New
Hampshire], by Rev. Nathaniel Bouton; Memorials ot the graduates of Harvard
University, 1642-1646, by John Farmer; Oaths taken by the civil, military, and
ecclesiastical officers in New ITampshire on tho accession of George II, 1727; Directions for the study of English history, by Richard Farmer ; Great earthquake of
1727, giving some account as it was at ITampton, by N. Gorkin; Letters from Governor Belcher to Secretary ·wa1dron, 1742; Annals of Charlestown, N. IL, by Rev.
J. Crosby; Extracts from the records of the convention of Congregational ministers in New Ilampshire; Constitutions of Now Hampshire, 1776, 1779, 1781, 1783,
1792; Sketches of the history of Canterbury, N. H., by Rev. W. Patrick; Account
of an inscription on a rock at Weare, by P. Carrigain; Abner Clough's journal of
the march of Capt. D. Ladd to protect the inhabitants of Rumford and the adjacent towns against the Indians, 1746; Capt. J. Goffe's letter to Governor Wentworth, 1746; Brief notices of Antrim, N. IT., by Rev. J.M. Whiton; Governor
Thomas Dudley's letter to the Conntess of Lincoln, 1631; J ournoy of Governor
Shute from Boston to Portsmouth, 1716; Speech of the Earl of Bellomont, August
7, 1699; Petition of persons of Rumford, Canterbury, and Contoocook, 1748;
Memoir of Rev. Pr. Nathan Parker, by Samuel E. Coues; Sketches of the graduates of Dartmouth College, by John Farmer, continued; Letter from Rev. T. Fessenden [giving sketch of Walpole, N. H.], 1790; Memoir of ITon. David Barker,
by Rev. Isaac Willey; Constitution; Members, etc.
Concord, 1834. pp. 302.
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Vol. v. Remarks and documents relating to the preservation and keeping of the
public archives, by Richard Bartlett; Cold Friday, 1st of January, 1810; His tor:
ical sketch of Amherst, N. H., by John Farmer; Sketches of the civil and ecclesiastical history of Durham, by Rev. Federal Burt; .A. sketch of New Ipswich,
N. R., civil, literary, and ecclesiastical, by Rev. Charles Walker; Memoir of
Hanserll Knollys, by Rev. J". Newton .Brown; Historical sketch of Hampstead,
N. H., by John Kelly; Journal of Capt. Phineas Stevens to and from Canada,
1749; Petitionoftheinhabitants of Nut:field, afterwards Londonderry, 1719; Jom·
nal of Capt. Eleazer Melvin in the wilderness toward Crown Point, 1748;
Biographical notice of Dr. William Cogsw('ll; Memoir of Nathaniel Folsom, by
C. P . :Bradley; Samuel Livermore, by C. P. :Bradley; Manners an d customs of
olden time; An account of the several provinces in North America, 1755; List
of-counsellors of New Hampshire from 1680 to 1837, by John Farmer; Genealogical notice of the Wentworths of New Hampshire; Sketch of John Wentworth,
jr.; Sketch of Meshech Weare, by Paine Wingate; Attempt to establish a playhouse in New Hampshire at Portsmouth, 1762; Mortality in Kingston, N. H.,
1725 to 1832, by Rev. Ora Pearson; Petition of the inhabitants of Souhegan-We::1t,
now Amherst, 1747; Letter of Colonel Hinsdale to Governor Wentworth, 1755;
Letters relating to Mrs. Jemima How; Rate of silver per ounce in New Hampshire, 1700-1750; L etter of Governor Wentworth, 1777; Meteorological tables for
Concord, 1828-1836, by John Farmer; Address, .Tune 9, 1836, by Daniel Oliver,
M. D.; Alphabeticallist of the resident members of the Society.
Concord, 1837. pp. 307, (1).
Vol. VI. Death of Rev. W. Cogswell; An account, of the Society, by Nathaniel
Bouton; Memoir of John Farmer, by Jacob 13. Moore; Letters of Dr. Franklin t-0 bis
sister, 1770-1788; History of A.tkinson, N. H., by Rev. William Cogswell; Colonel
Badger's muster roll in 1776; Governor Wentworth's order for raising men in 1759;
Governor Dunbar's commission, 1731; Address of Rev. Charles Burroughs, D. D.,
on the preservation of documents as the materials of history; Bradley roonume11 t,
erected [at Concord, N. H.] August 22, 1827; Memoir of Hon. Joseph Badger, by
Joseph Badger; Governor Pownall's l etter to Sir William Pepperell; Address of
Hon. Levi Woodbury before the Society, June, 1845; Dartmouth College statistics,
1801-1850; Instructions to commanders of privateers in 1776; * * * An address of Hon. Jeremiah Smith, delivered at the celebration of the second centennial of the settlement of Exeter, July 4, 1838; Memoir of Samuel Abbot, of Wilton,
N. H., by C.H. Atherton; Instructions of Governor Wentworth, 1724; Ilistorical
sketch of Corydon, by L. P. Cooper; Currency in New llampshire, 1683; Mortality
in Concord, 1825-1849; Mortality in Gilmanton, 1825-1850; Two hundredth anniversary of the settlement of New Hampshire [at Portsmouth], 1823; Poem by
O. W.13. Peabody; * * * New Hampshire State Society of the Society of the
Cincinnati; Rev. James Macgregor; Journal of the march of General Poor's brigade, from Soldier's Fortune, on the western expedition, May 17, 1779, by Daniel
Livermore [Sullivan's expedition]; Vote of council and assembly appointing a
committee to repair to Grafton County, January, 1777; Portrait of John Farmer.
Concord, 1850. pp. 336.
Vol. vu. Edited by Nathaniel Bouton: Records of the New Hampshire committee of safety, 1775-1784; Facts relating to the early history of Chester, N. II.,
1720-1784, collected by Charles Bell; Tbevalleyofth Merrimack, by ,J.B. Walker;
Report on the alterations in the channel•of Merrimack River, by \Villi am Prescott.
Concord, 1863. pp. xxviii, 442.
ol. vm. Province records and court papers from 16 Oto 1692; Notices of provincial councilor and oth r articles relativ to the arly history of tho tate,
edited by "'"athani l Bouton: Bric·f notic s of sorn of the arly councilors, liy
arnuel D. B<:11: .John C'utt, ,villiam Vanrrltan, John Gilman, Richard Waldron,
amu l alton, Ricbanl ,valdron, jr., "'"athanicl }'ryf'r, .John Hinckc , Rob rt
Wadleigh, Peter Coffin, Richard !artyn, Thomas Danid, Christoph r Ilu s y,
Elias ·til man, .Job 1cm ·nt , Anthony .·utt r, Jtob rt Imiot, l'rancis 'hamp rnoon, H nry Gri· n, - ·atbani1·l W ar ; ·n cttl ·11 11tat of tho prcn:inc of New
Hamp hir ·, 1680-1602; - 1a. acre at Dover, 168!l, by :\Ir.. Chri. tin a Bak •r; Charac·
t r of the P nacook , 1,y n , .. 1:,lwar,l Ballard; Indian moll of upplying name ;
Indian runn<:s connected with tho vall y 01' th
orrimack, by ltov. E. Ballard;
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Ancient deed, 1659; * * * Present state of New English affairs [by I. Mather];
Index; Members.
Concord, 1866. pp. xvi, 484 .
Vol. IX. Proceedings, 1872-1888. Concord, 1888. pp. (2), 477.
Vol. IX, part 1. Proceedings of the Society, 18i2-73, including the semicentennial exercises, May 22, 1873; By-laws; Members; Proceedings; Semicentennial
dedicatory address, by Joseph B. Walker; Prayer by Rev. Nathaniel Bouton, D. D. ;
Ode, by George Kent; * * * Address of Charles H . Bell, May 22, 1873, being
the semicentennial anniversary of the fouudation of the Society, and the two
hundred and :fiftieth anniversary of the settlement of New Ilampshire; New
Hampshire, a poem, by Edna Dean Proctor. 1874. pp. 84.
Vol. IX, part 2. Proceedings, 1874-75, together with the report of the committAe
in defense of Gen. John Sullivan. 1875. pp. (2), 85-104.
Vol. IX, part 3. Proceedings, 1876--1884: Gen . .Tames Reed, sketch of his life, by
.A.mos J. Blake [Lorenzo Sabine, by C. Il. Bell]; Hon. Nahum Parker; Report of
the majority of the committee on the name "Kearsarge," by John M. Shirley;
Annual address, June 12, 1878, by John T. Perry; Annual address, June 13, 1883,
by John M. Shirley, on the early jurisprudence of New Hampshire. 1885. pp. (2),
105-338.
Vol. IX, part 4. Proceedings, 1884-1888: Address of Charles W. Tuttle on the
two hundredth anniversary of the establishment of the royal provincial government of New Ilampshire; New Ilampshire soldiers at the battle of Bunker Hill,
by S. T. Worcester; Name-changing, by E. A.ikeu; .Address, October 27, 1887, by
President Sargent; Penacook House and the old-time taverns of the State, by
J. B. Walker; Mills and manufacturing on the Contoocook and neighboring
streams, by John Kimball; The old metllOds of transportation, by Lyman D.
Stevens; Memoir of Timothy Upham, by President Sargent; Review of the early
records of New Castle, N. Il., by John Albee; Ind.ex to the genealogical aD{l biographical sketches, prepared by the late Governor William Plumer; Officers;
Index.
Concord, 1888. pp. (2), 339-477.
.
Vol. x. Proceedings. Vol. II, part ], June, 1888, to January, 1889: Centennial
anniversary of the ratification by New Hampshire of the Federal Constitution;
Address by James W . Patterson. 1889. pp. 64.
Proceedings. Vol. II, part 2, June, 1889, to January, 1891. pp. (2), 65-205. No
title-page.
The discovery of .America by the Northmen, in the tenth and eleventh centuries, by Edmund F. Slafter, D. D.; The offering of Lunenburg, Mass., to Cheshire
County, by Ezra S. Stearns; New Hampshire under the Federal Constitution, by
I. W. Hammond (p.107); .An exploit in King William's war, 1697; Ilannah
Dustau, by Charles R. Corning; The Bradley massacre, by H. G. Sargent; Annual
address [on New Hampshire town governments, as typified by Hampton], by
J. J. Bell (183); List of members. 1891.
Vol. II, part B, January, 1891, to June, 1894. pp. (2), 209-349. Portraits. Titlepage.
Hon. Charles H. Bell; Tendencies toward socialism, by Samuel C. Eastman;
Tbe early history of the town of Claremont, by O. F. R. Waite; New Ilampsbire
and Vermont: an historical study, by Il . .A.. Hazen; Col. Joseph B. Whipple, by
C. B. Jordan; Address ofJ. J. Bell [on New Ilampsbire history); History of
Hillsborough, by .A. Iladley. 1894.
NoTE.-Vols. r, II, of the Proceedings form Vols. ix, x of the Collections.

EW HAMPSHIRE HISTORICAL SOCIETY. An address delivered before the
Society at their annual meeting, June 8, 1831. By Charles H. Atherton. Concord, 1831.
Svo,pp. 20.
On land tenure and common law in New Hampshire.

NEW HAMPSHIRE HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Historical sketches of the town
of Warner, N. H. By Moses Long. Concord, 1832.
Svo,pp.26.
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NEW HAMPSHIRE HISTORICAL SOCIETY. An account of the Society. By
Rev. Nathaniel Bouton, D. D. Concord, 1850.
8vo.

NEW HAMPSHIRE HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Address of c. H. Bell before
the Society, May 22, 1873; being the semicentennial of the anniversary of the foundation of the Society, and the two hundred and. fi fti eth
anniversary of the settlement of New Hampshire. Concord, 1874.
8vo, pp. 22.

NEW HAMPSHIRE HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Annals of the town of Keene,
from its first settlement, in 1734, to the year 1790. By Salma Hale.
Concord, 1826.
8vo, pp. 69.
First published in the Collections of the Society.
Same, with corrections, additions, and a continuation, from 1790 to 1815. Keene,
1851. 8vo, pp. 120. Folded plan.

NEW HAMPSHIRE HISTOR~CAL SOCIETY. Constitution and by-laws, with
the names of members and officers. Concord, 1833.
24mo, pp. 18.

NEW HAMPSHIRE HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Circular about naming United
States vessels, July 1, 1869. By N. Bouton.
Broadside.

NEW HAMPSHIRE HISTORICAL SOCIETY.
a list of members. Concord, 1870.

Constitution and by-laws, with

·2'!mo, pp. 32.

NEW HAMPSHIRE HISTORICAL SOCIETY. The credibility of history. Annual address before the Society, June 12, 1878. By John T. Perry.
Cincinnati, 1878.
8vo,pp.10.

NEW HAMPSHIRE HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Discourse on the preservation of
documents as the materials of history; delivered before the Society
at the celebration of thefr anniversary, June 14, 1843, by Charles Burroughs. Concord. [1843. J
8vo, pp. 29.

NEW HAMPSHIRE HISTORICAL SOCIETY. The discovery of America by the
Northmen, 985-1015. A discourse delivered before the Society, April
24, 1888. By the Rev. Edmund F. Slafter, D. D. Concord, 1891.
Svo, pp. 24.

NEW HAMPSHIRE HISTORICAL SOCIETY. An exploit in King William's
war, 1697; Hannah Dustin. Address d.eliverecl b fore tho Society,
February 10, 1890, by Charles R. Corning. Concord, 1890.
Svo, pp. 39.

HAMP IIIRE HISTORICAL • 0CIETY. Facts relating to tho arly llistory of bester, N. H. Collected hy Charles Bell. Concord: Published for the Society, 1863.

NEW

Svo, pp. 70.
Reprinted from tho Oollfctitma, Vol. VII.

HIRE Ht.'T0RIC L o mTY. G neral nllivan not a pensioner of Luzerne (minister of E ranee ~ t Philadelphia, 177 -1783).
With the report of the T w Hamp. hire Hi toric·al, ocii·ly, vindic, ting him from the charrre made by ' orge lJaneroft. 2<1 ed. Boston,
1875.

NEW IlA~fP

Svo, I•P· 73.
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NEW HAMPSHIRE HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Historical sketches of the town
of Warner~ N. H. Concord, 1832. Reprinted 1870.
8vo, p-p. 26.

NEW HAMPSHIRE HISTORICAL SOCIETY. The history of education in New
Hampshire. Discourse before the Society at their annual meeting,
June 12, 1833, by Nathaniel Bouton. Concord, 1833.
8vo, pp. 36.

NEW HAMPSHIRE HISTORICAL SOCIETY. The history of the wars of New
England with the Eastern Indians, or a narrative of their continued
perfidy and cruelty, from the 10th of .August, 1703, to the peace renewed, 13th of July, 1713, and from the 25th of July, 1722, to their
submission, 15th of December, 1725, which was ratified August 5,
1726. By Samuel Pen hallow. Cincinnati: Reprinted from the Boston edition of 1726, with a memoir an<l notes, for W. Dodge, by J.
Harpell, 1859.
Small 4to, pp. 129.
Reprinted from tl10 Collections.

NEW HAMPSHIRE HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Memoi.r of Nathaniel Gookin
Upham. Read at the annual meeting, June 14, 1871. By D. J. Noy<-1s.
[Concord, 1871.J
8vo,pp. 58.

NEW HAMPSIIIRE HISTORICAL SOCIETY. The original sources of historical
knowledge; a plea for their preservation. By Silas Ketchum. Windsor (Conn.), 1~79.
8vo,pp. 28.
One hundred and twenty-five copies for private distribution. Some of the
statements and illustrations, and most of the recommendations, contained in this
essay were used in an address by the writer before the New Hampshire Ilistorical Society, 13th .Tune, 1887.

NEW HAMPSIIIRE HISTORICAL SOCIETY. "The path of the just is as the
shining light, that shineth more and moro unto the perfect day."
Sketch of the life and character of Matthew Harvey. Read before
the Society, June 13, 1866. By William L. Foster. Concord, 1867.
8vo. pp. 20.

NEW HAMPSHIRE HISTOR1CAL SOCIETY. Proceedings, 1872-73, including
the semicentennial exercises, May 22, 1873. Concord, 1874.
8vo, pp. 84.
Forms No. 1 of Vol. IX of the Collections.
Same, 1874-75, together with report of the committee in defense of Gen . .John
Sullivan. Concord, 1875. 8vo, pp. 85-104. Forms No. 2 of Vol. IX of the Collections.

NEW HAMPSHIRE HISTORICAL SOCIETY. The relation of the :fisheries to
the discovery and settlement of North America. Delivered before the
Society, June 1880. By Charles Levi Woodbury. Boston, 1880.
8vo, pp. 26.

NEW HAMPSHIRE HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Handbook of the Society for the
year commencing June 14, 1893. Published by order of the Society.
Concord, 1893.
16mo, pp. 16.

NEW HAMPSHIRE HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Historical essay. Col. .Joseph
Whipple. Paper written by Hon. Chester B. Jordan, of Lancaster,
for the New Hampshire Historical Society. Concord, 1894.
8vo, pp. 34.
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NEW HAMPSIIIRE HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Hillsborough. Address at Hillsborough Bridge on the field day of the New Hampshire Historical
Society, October 3, 1893. By Amos Hadley, Ph. D. Concord, 1894.
Svo, "PP· 17. Large paper.

NEW HAMPSIIIRE HISTORICAL SOCIETY. New Hampshire and Vermont.
An historical st~dy. By Rev. Henry A. Hazen, D. D., of Massachusetts. Reprinted from the Proceedings of the New Hampshire Historical Society. Concord, N. H., 1894.
Svo, pp.15.
134. THE PHILOMATHIC CLUB.

THE PHILOMATHIC CLUB. An outline history of its operations from its
organization, November 19, 1859, to its transformation into the New
Hampshire Antiquarian Society, November 19, 1873. The whole
hunted up, gotten together, dis-arranged, and typographically c~mposed by the Rev. Silas Ketchum, secretary. Bristol. Fifty copies,
privately printed by George Crowell Ketchum, March 25, 1875.
Svo, pp. 270. Seven inserted leaves.
Has second title-page: .A.n exposition of the Philomathic Club, etc.

NE-W- JERSEY.
135. NEW BRUNSWICK JIISTORICAL CLUB.

New Brunswick, N. J.

NEW BRUNSWICK HISTORICAL CLUB. The Huguenots on the Hackensack .
A paper read l>efore the Hnguenot Society of America, in New York,
April 13, 1885; before the New Jersey Historical Society, at Trenton,
January 26, 1886; before the New Brunswick Historical Club, Febru ary 18, 1886, and in the North Reformed Church of Schraalenburg,
N. J., February 19, 1886. By David D. Demarest. New Brunswick,
N. J., 1886.
Svo, pp. 24.

NEW BRUNSWICK HISTORICAL CLUB. Publications 1. December 18, 1787.
Adoption of the Constitution of the United States by New Jersey.
Commemorative exercises bv the New Brunswick Historical Club,
Kirkpatrick Chapel, Rutger s College, December 16, 1887. With an
appendix. [New Brunswick, N. J., 1887.J
0

Svo, pp. 47.
Pages 10-32 contain address by Austin Scott on "The share of New .Jersey in
founding the American Constitution."
136. NEW ENGLAND SOCIETY OF ORANGE, NEW JERSEY.

Orange, N. J.

NEW ENGLAND SOCIETY J." RANGE, . J. 'onstitution and by-laws.
Third edition. Decemb r, 1871.
ew York, 1871.
32m o, pp. 2 (2).
ame. Fifth edition.

l><·C(imb r, 1 73.

N w York, 1873. 32mo, pp. 10.

NEW E~ La...--n> o nnY 01: RA. "GE, .. T. .J. Yor a, nn<l bn n·lation to
'hina, Japan, ancl th Tnit d ,'tat . . Pap r r a<l h<·for tho 'ociety,
Nov mb r 1-, 1883. By Everett 1-razar.
range, 188.1.
Svo,pp. 52.
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137. NEW JERSEY HISTORIOAL SOOIETY.
Newark, N. J.

NEW JERSEY HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Constitution and by-la.VfS, with the
circular of the executive committee. Newark, 1818.
8vo, pp.16.
Same. Revised edition. Newark, 1848. 8vo, pp. 16.
Same. Revised edition. Newark, 1854. 8vo, pp.16.
Same. Amended May 19, 1870. Newark, 1870. 8vo, pp. 24.
Same. Amended May 15, 1890. Newark, 1890. 8vo, pp.13.

NEW JERSEY HISTORICAL SOCIETY.
1846-1872.

Collections.

Vols. I-VII.

Newark,

8vo. 7 vols. Maps. Portraits. Plates.
CONTENTS.

• Vol. I. East Jersey under the propriotary govemments, by W. A. Whitehead.
With an appendix containing" The model of the government of East Jersey, in
.America," by George Scot, reprinted from the original edition of 1685. 1846. pp.
viii, (2), 341.
Vol. II. Tho life of William Alexander, Earl of Stirling, with selections from bis
correspondence, by W. A. Duer. 1847. pp. xv, (1), 272. Portrait.
Vol. nr. The provincial courts of New Jersey, with sketches of the bench and
bar. Discourse, by R. S. Field. 1849. pp. xi, (1), 311.
Vol. IV. The papers of Lewis Morris, governor of the province of New Jersey,
from 1738 to 1746. 1852. pp. xxxii, 336. Portrait.
Vol. v. An analytical inclex to the colonial documents of New Jersey, in the
state-paper offices of England, compiled by H. Stevens. Edited, with notes and
references, by W. A. Whitehead. 1858. pp. xxix, (2), 504.
Vol. YI. Records of the town of Newark, N. J., from its settlement in 1666 to its
incorporation as a city in 1836. 1864. pp. x, 294. Folded plan.
Vol. vr. Supplement. Proceedings commemorative of the settlement of Newark, on its two hundredth anniversary, May 17, 1866. pp. 182.
Vol. vu. The constitution ancl government of the province and State of New
Jersey, with biographical sketches of the governors from 1776 to 1845, and renliniscences of the bench and bar, during more than half' a century, by L. Q. C. Elmer.
1872. pp. (2), vii.i, 495.

NEW JERSEY HISTORICAL SOCIETY. The goodly heritage of Jerl:leymen.
The first annual address before the Society, January 15, 1846. By
G. W. Doane. Burlington, 1846.
8vo, pp. 32.
Same. Second edition. Burlington, 1848.

8vo, pp. 32.

NEW JERSEY HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Proceedings. Vols. I-x; new series,
Vols. I-XII. Newark, 1847-1894.
8vo, 20 vols.
CONTENTS.

Vol. I. Proceedings, 1845-46: Discourse, May 7, 1845, by Cliarles King [on Now
Jersey colonial history]; Address, September 4, 1845, l1y Samuel Miller, D. D.;
Three letters from Governor William Franklin to his father, Dr. Franklin, 17671769; An account of a journey in the Southeru States in 1781, by Abel Thomas;
An account of the capture ancl death of' the refugee John Bacon, by G. F. Fort;
The discovery and settlement of Monmouth, N. J., by A. A. Marcellus; Proceedings of the committees of Freehold and Shrewsbury on the opening of the
Revolution. 1847. pp. (4), 203.
Vol. II. Proceedings, 1846-47: Proceedings of the government of New York,
December, 1675, to December, 1678, in relation to the settlemeut and jurisdiction
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of Maj. John Fenwick in West Jersey; Journal of Lieut. William Bar t on during
Sullivan's expedition against the Indians in 1779; Extracts from the j ournal oT
Ebe:ijezer Elmer during tho same expedition; Second annual address, by J. C.
Hornblower; Diary of events in Charleston, S. C., from March 20 to April 20, 1780,
durin_g the siege by the British, by Samuel Baldwin; Journal of an expedit ion to
Canada in 1776, by Ebenezer Elmer; Letter from Richa1d Stockton to Robert
Ogden about public affairs, 1765. 1848. pp. (2), 198.
Vol. rn. Proceedings, 1848-49: Letter from James Logan, June, 1719, relative to
the dividing line of East and West Jersey; Journal of Ebenezer Elm.er continued ;
Letter from David Ogden, February 20, 1';"67, to the claimants under Indian pcr·.
chases; Memoir of Rev. James Caldwell, by Nicholas Murray, D.D.; Diary of
Jacob Spicer, 1757, of Cape May County; Brief account of the Swedish Mission
in Raccoon and Penn's Neck, by N-icholas Collin, D. D.; Biographical sketch of
Governor William Franklin, by William A. Whitehead; Letter from Gover~or
Franklin to his father, D ecember 24, 1774; Journal of Maj. William. Gould durmg
an expedition into Pennsylvania, 1794 (whisky iosurrection). 1849. PP· (4), 20l.
Vol. IV. Proceedings, 1849-50: Memoir of Governor Lewis Morris, by Robert
Davidson, D. D.; Census of Northampton, N. J., 1709; List of judges, clerks,
sheriffs, surrogates, and attorneys of Salem County, N. J.; Memoir of J'ohn Fenwicke, by Robert G. Johnson; Letters from William Strahan describing trial of
John Wilkes; State of religion in the provinces of East and West Jersey in 1700;
The battle of Monmouth Court House, by Charles King; Letters on the suspen·
sion of hostilities between the United States anclGreat Britain, 1783; Letter from
Rev. U. Ogden, missionary to Sussex County, 1771; Lease from Elizabeth Carteret to the Twelve Proprietors for East Jersey; The aborigines of New Jersey,
by Archer Gifford. 1850. pp. ·(4), 200.
Vol. V. Proceedings, 1850-51: L etter of Major-General Steuben to officers of the
New Jersey line, July 19, 1783; Tables of the sittings of the Provincial assemblies,
a11d names of members; Orders of Generals Schuyler and Sullivan to Col. J · Dayton, 1776, directing him to proceed to Johnstown, N. Y., for the purpose of cap·
turing Sir John Johnson; The robbery of the- treasury of East Jersey in 17 68 ,
and contemporaneous events, by W. A. Whitehead; The Hollanders in New Jersey, by Abraham Messler, D. D.; The .American Union, and the perils to which
it has been exposed, by J. P. Bradley; Letters of Joseph Sherwood, agent for the
Province of New Jersey in Great Britain, 1761 to 1766; Selections from the correspondence of William Alexander, Earl of Stirling, major-general during the
Revolution. 1805. pp. (4), 200.
Vol. VI. Proceedings, 1851-1853: Letter from Robert Morris, 1781; Journal of
.Andrew Bell during the march of British army through New Jersey in 1778; .An
inquiry into the lccation of Mount Ployden, the seat of the Raritan King, by
George C. Schaack; Review of the trial of Rev. William. Tennent for perjury in
1742, by Richard S. Field; Selections from correspondence of William .AlexanJer,
Earl of Stirling; The use and benefits of historical societiEls, by '.1:. Frelinghuysen; * * * Letter on the site of Fort Nassau, by E. Armstrong; The Pennsylvania insurrection of 1794, by James Carnahan, D. D.; Report on the site of
.Fort Nassau; The discovery of America by the Nortllmen, by C. '. Rafn; The
history and location of Fort Nassau upon the Delawar , by Edward A.rmHtro1ig.
1853. pp. (4), 212.
Vol. vn. Proceedings, 1853-1855: Letter of "Pierwin, ye Sachem of Pan," r lative to "Cooks of doz ns, " in the first volume of th collectionf!; Biographical
11ketch of Gen. William '\Vinl1s, by J. F. Tuttle; S •lectiona from corr spond nro
of William Al xander, Earl of Stirling, continued; Proceedings on d a.th of Jmnei1
G. King; The iron stato: its natural position, "power nncl wealth," by Jacob W.
Miller; Diary of Josnph Clark, a.tta ·heel to the Coutin ntal .A.rmy, May, 177 , to
Novemb r, 1770. 1855. pp. (4), 151.
Vol. VIII. Procecfling , 1856-1850: Drawings aml JMl> r .~ of nobr-rt ·'ult-On in
tho posse ion of tho ,·oci •ty; A<Tount of th11 Cl ta.bliflhtnc·ntut Iorristown of thc
:fir. t [ orri.] a<'a<l my, lihrary, 1111111,rlnling 1ir •. ; E:octract from ma.nu ·ript
of amuel, mith [on l1i tory of~ •ow ,Tore y]; l •'it•W 11ml staff oflic!'r!l of.~, w ,T r·
s yr gim nt.<J in tho P. volution; ppointrnent of ... ·athani l Jon,•s AA dii f Jnsticein 1759, uyW. .A.. Vhiteboacl; JournalofCapt.D~vid.l:'ord,durinK •xpedition
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into Pennsylvania in 1794 [whisky insurrection]; Proposals of Colonel Mawhoocl
to militia of Salem County, N . J ., in 1778; Female suffrage in New .Jersey, by
W . A . Whitehead; A brief history of the boundary disputes between New York
ancl New .Jersey, by J. Parker; Staten Island, pai-t of New .Jersey; Journal of
Lieut. Isaac Bangs, 1776; Northern boundary line, the circumstances leading to
the establishment in 1769 of the northern boundary line between New Jersey
and New York, by W. A. Whitehead. 1859. pp. (4), 192. Map.
Vol. IX. Proceedings, 1860-1864: Transcripts of S. Smith, continued; Marriages
of Friends in Philadelphia, 1682-1714; Origin of the name'' Pavonia," by S. Alof.
sen; Memoir of Samuel .r. Smith, with somereminiscencos of J~urlington, by J. J.
Smith; Project by W. Pinhorne to raise money by paper bills in New .Jersey, 1716:
Extracts from the minutes of the New Jersey supreme court, 1765; The battles of
Trenton and Princeton, by C. C. Haven; Memoranda relating to Dr. Franklin's
administration of the colonial post-office; Memoir of Mrs. Abigail Stafford and
her times, by S. S. Stafford; Proprietors' order respecting '' Perth Towno, '' 1683;
Affairs of New York and New Jersey under tho joint governors, by C. Colden;
Steamboat controversy between New York and New Jersey, from 1811 to 1824, by
J. D. Ward; Scandinavian settlements in New Jersey; Journal of Captain
Dayton on an expedition to Detroit in 1764 [with other papers]. 1864. pp. (4), 214.
Vol. x. Proceedings, 1865-66: Address on the life anu character of the Ilon.
J oseph C. Hornblower, by R. S. Field; Sketch of the McWhoi·tcr family ill New
Jersey, by G . C. McWhorter; Description of au ancient brass tobacco box, by S.
Alofsen; Instructions of freeholders of Hunterdon to the repr sentatives of tho
county, 1771; Papers on tho eastern boundary ofNewJ rsey, byW . .A..Whitehead;
The derivation of" Neversink," by A. Taylor; Letter to Benjamin Franklin from
the house of assembly of New Jersey, December 7, 1769; Portrait of Aaron Burr
in the possession of tho Society, by David .A. Hayes; Objections of New Jersoy
to the Articles of Confederation, .June 23, 1778; Report of the commissioners of the
States at Annapolis, September 14, 1786; Members of the Society. 1807. pp. (4), 195.
Second series, Vol. I, 1867-1869: Pedigree of Governor Carteret; Staten Island
and the New.Jersey boundary; Regimental returns, Haddon:fi.old, Bordentown,
Morristown, December, 1776, and January, 1777; Inscriptions on tombstones m~ar
Freehold; * " * Notes on the Stato of Now ,Jersey, 177G, 1..,y .John Rntherford;
Inscriptions on tombstones at Ringwood; Grant from Berkoloy and Carteret to the
people of Woodbridge and Samuel Moors, ]672; Life and character of James Parker, by R. S. Field; Review of some. of tl10 circmn~tances connected with the
s13ttlement of Elizabeth, N. J ., by W. A. Whitehead; Commercial projects of New
Jersey during the Confederation, 1791-1706, by J. Rutherford. ]869. pp. (4), 188.
Second series, Vol. II, 1870-1872: Early history of Morris County, by .r. F. '.l'uttle: Sketch of Rev. Barnabas King, by .r. F. Tnttle; Obituary notice of Daniel
V. McLean; Memoir of Andrew Kirkpatrick, by .r. G. Wilson; Memoir- of R.
S.Field, by A. Q.Keasbey; Ilistoryofthefirstconstitutiouof New.Jersey, byL.
Q. C. Elmer; Letter from Morgan L. Smith on Daviu G. Burnet; The New Jersey
church of Warren County, Ohio, by A. D. Schenck; Why New .Jersey is called a
foreign country; Communication from C. C. Haven upOJJ tl1e United States 1Jag;
The flag of '' Le Bon Homme Richard," by S. S. Smith; Momoir of the life and
character of .John Rutherford, by R S. Swords; Circumstances attending tho
election of William Pennington, of New Jersey, as Speaker of the Thirty-sixth
Congress, by J. T . .Nixon. J872. pp. (4), 226.
Second series, Vol. m, 1872-1874: Monmouth County rl uring the provincial era,
by .Joel Parker; Old Fort or Block House at Trenton, by C. Megill; Passage from
the journals of Manasseh Cutler, referring to New Jersey, Pennsylvania, and
Ohio in 1787-88; Original documents deposited by Mrs. Rutherford; Diary of
J abez Campbell during Sullivan's expeuition, 1770; Report on the records of
Bergen County, by W . Nelson; Letters from Richard Stockton to .John Rutherford, Senators from New Jersey in 1798. 1874. pp. (4), 196.
Seconcl series, Vol. IV. Proceedings, 1875-1877: Origin and signification of
geographical names in Monmouth and Ocean counties, b,r Edwin Salter; An interesting memento of :Major Andre, by William Nelson; Fragrnc,nt.al'yl1istory of tho
New Jersey Indians, by Samuel Allinson; Life and cbaract.cr of Ilon. ·wnliam L.
Dayton , by J oseph P. Bradley; Biographical sketch of Captain William Colfax,

AMERICAN HISTORICAL ASSOCIATIONby William Nelson; Letter of Lewis Morris to the p eople of Elizabethtown,
July 13, 1698; Memoir of Col. Philip Johnson, by W. S. Stryker; Memoir of
John De Hart, by B. W. Throckmorton; Memoir of Richard Stockton, by W. A.
Whitehead. 1877. pp. (4), 204.
Second series, Vol. v, 1877-1879: Centennial celebrations in the State; Life and
public services of John Cleves Symmes, by C.H. Winfield; First century of Hunterdon County, by G. S. Mott; Letter of Mrs. Governor Franklin, February 5, 1776;
Resting place of the remains of Columbus, by W. A. Whitelrnad; Memorial of Col.
John Bayard, by J. G. Wilson; Letter from Robert Gilchrist; Letter on Brotherton Indian lands in Burlington County, by R. Gilchrist; Names of families of Little
Egg Harbor of whom the genealogy has been publishecl; The bones of Columbus,
by R. S. Swords; Memoir of Joseph Henry, by J.C. Moffat. 1879. pp. (4), 208.
Second series, Vol. VI, 1879-1881: Memoir of Rev. R. K. Rodgers, by Rev. George
Sheldon; Cha,r acter and employments of the early settlers on the seacoast of New
Jersey, by A.H. Brown; Letter from archbishop of Santo Domingo, relating to
the remains of Columbus; Origin of the pension laws; Account of two maps of
America, published in 1550 and 1555, by Henry Phillips, jr.; Letter on the old forest
that once stood in the marsh between Newark and New Brunswick; Hibernia
furnace and the surrounding country in the Revolutionary war, by J. F. Tuttle.
1881. pp. (4), 182.
, · Second series, Vol. vu, 1882-83: The bicentennial of the purchase of East New
Jersey by the proprietors, by A. Q. Keasbey; Memoir of Capt. Eliakim Littell, of
Essex County, N. J., by S. Littell; Memoir of Brig. Gen . .Anthony Walton White,
by Anna W. M. Woodhull; Taxes and money in New Jersey before the R evolution, by R. Wayne Parker; Josiah Hornblower and the :first steam engine in America, by W . Nelson; Sketch of the life of Gen. William Irvine, by G. W. Howell;
M emoir of the Gardiner family of West Jersey, by S. Littell. 1883. pp. (4), 276 ·
Portrait.
Second series, Vol. VIII. Proceedings, 1884-85: Sketch of the life of L. Q. _c.
Elmer, by Williitm E. Pott er; Memorial of Samuel Allinson, "the philant,hropiSt
of New Jersey," by John F. Hageman; The strategic relations of New J ersey t-0
the war for American independence, by H.B. Carrington; Sketch of the life and
character of William A. Whitehead, by S. I. Prime; Judge Bayard, of New J ersey,
and his London diary of 1795-96, by J. G. Wilson. 1885. pp. (4), 226.
Second series, Vol. 1x. Proceedings, 1886-87: Life, character, and ser vices of
Frederick T. Frelinghuysen, LL. D., by J. F. Hageman; Jonathan Pitney, fifty
years of progress in Houth Jersey, by Allen H. Brown; A historical sketch of
Miss Jennie McCrea, by Henry Race; Marcus Lawrence Ward, by F. W . Ricord;
Tho early cities of New Jersey, by Austin Scott; th e founding of Paterson, by
W. Nelson; Contributions to the early history of the Reformed Church of Seconcl
RiYer, by Aaron Lloyd; Historic Old Tennent, by R. C. Ilallock; Sketch of the
Schooley family, by B. White; Life of Col. Oliver Spencer. 1887. pp. (4), 260.
Second series, Vol. x. Proceerlings, 1888-89: The Hessians in New J ersey, by
A. D. Mellick,jr.; Joel Parke,·' The war ~overnor of New Jersey," byJ. S.Yard;
The :first minister of Orange, N. J., 1718, by Stephen Wirkcs; Martha J . Lamb,
tbe historian, by Mrs. F. H. Pierson; Our French allies in the Revolution, by J · C.
Pumpclly; Report on the centennial of the Federal GoYemmont. 1800. pp. (4), 208.
econd series, Vol. XI, To. 1. Proceedings, January 28, 1890; Report of executive committee, with 1i t of officers, 1845-1890; Rev. amuel )f Clintock Hamill,
D. D., a memoir, by Rev . ."amucl lL Studdiford, M. D.; Jolin T . .,_Tixon, memoir,
by . Q. Keasbey; George Il. Cook, memoir, l>y James Nril!'on; Proce clings,
May 15, 1 !J0;Dr.Steph nWitke ,amemoir,byJosPphParrh,h,)LD.; ugnstin1,
Herrman, Bohemian, 1605-1686, l>y .James Grant ·wilson; Proccc!dings, January 27,
1801; :Mahlon Dic-kc-rson, incluf!trial pioneer ancl ol!l-timn patriot, 1,~ ;J. ('. J>umpclly,
ontributions to Jinntorllon 'ounty history, 1,y Ilonry Rac1·, .f. l).; Proc cling11;
May 21, 1801; • fomoir of ,Jo eph Parrish, .I. D., hy ."amUt·l II. J>,.nnington, :M.D.;
Gre ·nlan1l in
•w ,Ter 1:y. .A hi torii-al sketch of tho • fornYi:m ><dtl men in
u .. x Count-, 17 to 180 , l>y ITt 11ry Itn c, L D.
vo, pp. (·1), 1;3, (l), 34, 99-205,
xiv. Porlraiti.
, ecoml ri · , Vol. . 11.
ntohir,1:,rraphy of <'ol. \aron 0~111·11, of Eliznb thtown; , ir eorg Cart r t, lord 1,ropriotor of-· w ,Te I y, with a uoti · of tho
-T
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isle of Jersey, and a brief sketch of Lord ,John Berkley, by William Nelson;
The early days of the Newark Academy; Abraham Coles, by F. W. Ricord; Mr.
Justice Bradley, of the United States Supreme Court, by Cortlandt Parker; The
Rev. Jacob Green, of Hanover, N.J., by Joseph F. Tuttle. pp. (4), 250. Portrait.
Trenton, 1894.

NEW JERSEY HISTORIC.AL SOCIETY. Biographical sketch of William
Franklin. By William A. Whitehead. Read before the Society, September 27, 1848. [Newark.] 1848.
Svo, pp. 23.

NEW JERSEY HISTORIC.AL SOCIETY. The robbery of the treasury of East
Jersey in 1768, and contemporaneous events. A. paper rea.d before the
Society, September 12, 1850. By William A. Whitehead. [Newark,
1850.J
Svo, pp. 17.

NEW JERSEY HISTORICAL SocrnTY. A historical sketch of the First
Presbyterian church in the city of New Brunswick. Read before the
Historical Society of New Jersey, September 8, 1852, by Robert Davidi,on, D. D., paRtor of said church. New Brunswick, N. J., 1852.
Svo, pp. 52. Portrait.

NEW JERSEY HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Biographical sketch of Gen. William
Winds, of Morris County, N. J., by Joseph F. Tuttle. Read before the
Society May 19, 1853. Newark, 1853.
Svo, pp. 25.

NEW JERSEY HISTORICAL SOCIETY. The history and location of Fort Nassau upon the Delaware. Paper read before tho Society January 20,
1853, by Edward Armstrong. Newark, 1853.
Svo, pp. 21.

NEW JERSEY HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Address before the Society, January
19, 1854, by Jacob W. Miller. Newark, 1854.
Svo, pp. 16.

NEW JERSEY HISTORICAL SocrnTY. The iron state. Its natural position,
power, and wealth. Address before the Society at its ninth annual
meeting, January 19, 185-t. By Jacob W. Miller. Newark, 1854.
Svo, pp. 16.

NEW JERSEY HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Journal of an expedition made in the
autumn of 1794, with a detachment of New .Jersey troops, into western
Pennsylvania, to aid in suppressing the '' whisky rebellion." By
Capt. David Ford. Communicated by FranklinS. [B.J Hough. [Newark, 1856.J
Svo, pp. 14. No title-page.
From the Proceedings.

NEW JERSEY HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Northern boundary line. Tlie circumstances leading to the establishment, in 1769, of the northern boundary line between rew Jersey and Tew York. Paper road before the
Society, May 19, 1859, by William A. Whitehead. [Newark, 1859f]
Svo, pp. 30. Map.

NEW JERSEY HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Address on the life and character of
the Hon.Joseph C. Hornhlower, by R. . Field. Road before the ociety,
January 16, 1865. Newark, 1865.
Svo, pp. 23.
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NEW JERSEY HISTORICAL SocrnTY. The eastern boundary of New Jersey.
A review of a paper read before the Historical Society of New York,
by J. Cochrane, on the waters of New Jersey, and a rejoinder to the
reply of" a member of the New York Historical Society." By W. A.
Whitehead. Reprinted at request of New Jersey Historical Society.
Newark, 1866.
Svo, pp. 70. Folded map.

NEW JERSI<}Y HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Proceedings commemorative of tlie
settlement of Newark, N. J., on its two hundredth anniversary, May
·
17, 1866. Newark, 1866.
Svo, pp. 182. Plate .
.Also forms supplement to Vol. VI of the Collections.
Contents: Historical memoir of the circumstances leading to and connected
with the settlement of Newark, May, 1666, by W. A. Whitehead; Lyrical poem,
by Thomas Ward; Oration, by William B. Kinney; Genealogical notices of the
:first settlers of Newark, by S. H. Congar; Notes·; Appendix : Preliminary and
attendant circumstances; Synopsis of letters received; Proceedings of the city
authorities.

NEW JERSEY HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Philip Kearney: soldier and patriot.
Address before the Society, January 17, 1867, by C. Parker. Newark,
1868.
Svo,pp.49.

NEW ,JERSEY HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Address on the life and character of
James Parker, late president of the Society. By Richard S. Field.
Read before the Society January 21, 1869. Newark, 1869.
Svo, pp. 32.

NEW JERSEY HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Review of some of the circumstances
connected with the settlement of Eliza.beth, N. J. By William A.
Whitehead. Read before the Society May 20, 1869. Newark, 1869.
Svo, pp. 24.

NEW JERSEY HISTORICAL SOCIETY. The early history of Morris County,
N. J. By J. F . Tuttle. Read before the Society May 20, 1869.
Newark, 1870.
Svo, pp. 39.

NRW JERSEY HISTORICAL SOCIETY. History of the constitution of New
Jersey, adoptediu1776, andof the government under it. By L. Q. C.
Elmer. Read before th e Society May 19, 1870. [Newark, 1870.]
Svo, pp. 20.

NEW JER EYHI TORICAL SOCIETY. Memoir of the Hon. Richard S. Field,
late president of the Society. By Anthony . Keasl.Jey. Read before
the Society January 19, 1871. [ Jewark, 1871.]
Svo, 11p. 23.

NEW JER EY Hr TORICAL o IETY. The constitution and government of
the province and , tate of .. ew .Jersey, with biographical sketche
of the governors from 1776 to 1 -15. Auel reruinis ·enc f! of the b nch
and bar, duriug mor than half a. · ntury. By L. . C. l!,lm r.
Wark, 1 72.
T

moir on th• liB and ·hara.ct r of
, 'o ·iety January, 1 72. By R.
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NEW JERSEY HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Au interesting memento of Major
Andre. Read January, 1875, by W. Nelson. Newark, 1875.
8-vo, pp. 27-29.

NEW JERSEY HISTORICAL SOCIETY. A memorial of the life and chara,cter of William L. Dayton. By J.P. Bradley. Prepared in conformity
with a resolution of the Society. Newark, 1875.
8vo, pp. 50.

NEW JERSEY HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Life and public services of J ohu
Cleves Symmes. Read before the Society, May 17, 1877, by C. H.
Winfield. [Newark, 1877.J
8vo.

NEW JERSEY Hr TORICAL SOCIETY. The first century of Hunterdon
County, N. J. By G. S. Mott. Read January 17, 1878. Flemington,
N. J., 1878.
8vo, pp. 54.

NEW JERSEY HISTORICAL SoUIETY. Documents relating to the colonial
history of the State of New Jersey. Edited by W. A. Whitehead
[and others]. Vols. I-XVII. 1G31-1776. Newark, 1880-1895.
8vo, 17 volumes.
The general title is "Archives of the State of Now Jorsey."
CONTENTS.

Vol. I, 1631-1687. Newark, 1880. pp. x:iii, 556.
Vol. II, 1687-1703. Newark, 1881. pp. xxi, 559.
Vol. III. Administrations of Lords Cornbui:y an<l Lovelace, ancl of Lieutenant·
Governor Ingoldsby, 1703-1709. 1881. pp. xiii, 512.
Vol. IV. Administrations of Governor Robert Ilunter and President Lowif; Morris, 1709-1720. 1882. pp. xv, 464.
Vol. v. Administratiorn1 of Governor Burnet, Governor Montgomerie, President Lewis Morris, Governor Cosby, President And rson, and President Ilamilton, 1720-1737. 1882. pp. xvi, 520.
Vol. vr. Administrations of Governor Lewis Morris, President John liamilto11,
and President John Reading, 1738- 1747. 1882. pp. x:vi, 482.
Vol. VII. Part of administratiou of Governor ,Jonathan Belche1\ 174.7-1751. 1883.
Pll- xvi, 663.
Vol. vm. Completing tho administration of Governor Jonathan Belcher, 175]1757. 1885. pp. xix (3), 285.
Vol. IX. Administrations of President John Reading, Lieutenant-Governor
Thomas Pownall, Governor J!'ranci8 Bernard, Governor Thomas Boone, Governor
Josiah .Ilardy, and part of the administration of Governor William Franklin,
1757-1767. 1885. pp. xx:i, 656.
Vol. x. Administration of Governor Willi!tm Franklin, 1767-1776. 1886. pp.
xx, 748.
Vol. XI. Some account of American newspapers, particularly of tl1e ei1?hteenth
centnry, and librarfos in which they may he found. 1. Alabama, Maryland
II. Extracts from American newspapers relating to New Jersoy. Vol. I. 1704.1730. Paterson, N. J., 18fl4. 8vo, pp. cx:x:vi (4), 623.
Vol. XII. I. Somo account of American 11ewspapers [etc.]. 2. Massachusetts.
II. Extracts from American newspapers relating to New Jersey. Vol. n. 174.01750. Paterson, 1805. pp. (10) cxxvii-cclxviii (4), 729.
Vol. xm. Jonrnal of the governor and council. Yol. J. 1682-1714. 1890. pp.
xi, 580. Facsimile.
Vol. xrv. Journal of t11e governor and council. Vol. IL 1715-1738. 1800. llP·
ix, 567. Vol. IX-XIV wero edited by Frederick \V. H.icorcl anrl William Nolson.
Vol. xv. Journal of tho governor ancl council. Vol. 111. 1738-1748. 1801. pp.
vii, (1), 656.

, Doc. 201-63
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ol. XVI. Journal of tho governor and council. Vol. xv. 1748-1755. 1891. PP·
(2), 596.

Vol, XVII.

Journal of tho governor and council. Vol. v. 1756-1768. 1892. PP·

(2) , 538.

Vol. xvm. Journal of tho governor and council. Vol.
pp, (2) I 581.

VI.

1769-1775. 1893.

NEW J ERSEY HISTORICAL SOCIETY. The massacre near Old Tappan. By
W. S. Stryker. Read before the Society January 23, 1879. Trenton,
1882.
8vo, pp.12.

NEW JERSEY HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Memoir of Brig. Gen. Anthony
·walton White, of the Contin ental Army. Compiled by Anna M. W.
Woodhull, of Freehold, N. J. Presented to the Society May 18, 1882.
8vo, pp.11. Portrai t. ·

NEW JERSEY HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Capture of the Block House at
Toms River, N. J., March 24, 1782. Read at the Memorial service
at Toms River, May 30, 1883. By William S. Stryker. T renton, 1883.
8vo, pp.32.

NEW JERSEY HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Josiah Hornblower and the first
steam engine in America, with some notices of the copper mines at
Second River, N. J., and a genea.Jogy of the Hornblower family.
Read before the Society Maj' 17, 1883. By William Nelson. Newark,
1883.
8vo, pp. (2) 80.

NEW JERSEY HISTORICAL SOCIETY. General Maxwell's brigade of the
New Jersey continental line in the expedition against the Indians in
1779. By W. S. Stryker. Read before the Society January 17, 1884:.
Trenton, 1885.
8vo, pp. 66.

NEW JERSEY HISTORICAL SOCIETY. The old barracks at Trenton, N. J.
Rea d before the Society January 20, 1881. By William S. Stryker.
Trenton, 1885.
Svo, pp.14.

NEW JERSEY HISTORICAL SOCIETY. The strategic r elations of New Jersey
to the war for American independence. By Henry B. Carrington,
LL. D. Read before the Society January 15, 1885. Newark, N.J., 1885.
8vo, pp. (2) 29.

NEW JERSEY HISTORICAL SocnJTY. Some notices of Governor Jos ph
Bloomfield. Read January 26, 18 6, by William Nel on. Newark,
1886.
Svo, pp. 3. Edition, fifty copies.

NEW JERSEY HI T0RICAL 0CIETY. The founding of Pat r on as the intended manufacturing metropolis of the nitecl tatcs. By William
Nelson. A paperr ad l)eforethe 'oci ty 1fay 19, 1 7. N wark, 18 7.
Svo, pp.17.
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138. SA.LEM OOUNTY HISTORIOA.L SOOIETY.

Salem, N. J.

SALEM COUNTY HISTORICAL SOCIETY. A short history of tho glass manufacture in Salem County, N. J. Read before the Society by R. M.
Acton.
PennB1Jlvania Magazine of IIistory and Biography, Vol.
Philadelphia, 1885.

IX.

pp. 34.3-346.

SALEM COUNTY HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Constitution and by-laws. Instituted November 11, 1884. With tho names of the :first members and
officers. Salem, N. J., 1886.
32mo, pp. 12.

SALEM COUNTY HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Memoirs of John Jacob 'innickson, M. D. Sketches of local usages of olden times. By Edward S.
Sharpe, M. D. Salem, 1890.
8vo.
130. SURVEYORS' /J..SSOOIA.TION OF 1VES1' NElV JER 'EY.

Oa1nden, N. J.

SURVEYORS' ASSOCIATION OF WEST NEW JERSEY. Procoedings, constitution, by-laws, list of members, etc. With hit:itorical and biographical sketches relating to New Jersey. Camden, 1880.
8vo, pp. 468.

NE-W MEXICO.
140. HISTORIOA.L SOOIETY OF NEW MEXIOO.

Santa F;, N. Mex.
HISTORICAL SOCIETY OF NEW MEXICO. Anniversary address before the
Society at Santa F6, December 31, 1860. By Kirby Benedict. Santa
Fe, [1860].
.
8vo, pp. 20.

HISTORICAL SOCIETY OF NEW MEXICO. Inaugural address, by
Ritch, February 21, 1881. Santa Fe, N. Mex., 1881.

w.

G.

16mo, pp. 27.
On the objects and purposes of this Society, with summary vi.ew of the history
of th Territory.

HISTORICAL SOCIETY OF NEW MEXICO. Address of A. F. Bandelier, delivered in "The Palace," Santa F6, N. Mex., April 28, 1882. Santa
Fe, 1882.
8vo, pp. 8.
Running title, "Kin and clan." On tho Indian races of New Mexico.

NE-W YOR;K.
141. ALBANY HIS:f.'OilI0.1.lJ, SOOIE1'Y.

Albany, N. Y.

ALBANY HISTORIC.AL SOCIETY. The Albany Quarterly. }Jditecl by J. R.
Willson and S. M. Willson. Under the patronage of the Albany Historical ociety. Nos. 1-6. Albany, 1832-33.
8vo. Six: numl>ors.
Running through the 6 numbers which I havo soon is a "History of tho Re.
formed Pl'esbytorian Cbur h," l)y James R. ·wmson, as follows: Pages 1-4 , in
No.I; 49-96, in No. 2; 97-144,iu No, 3; 145- 192, in No.4; !03- 240 1 lti o. 6; 241-288,

in No. 6,
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142 . .ALB.ANY INSTITUTE.
Albany, N. Y.

ALBANY INSTITUTE. AlcohQl: is it a food f By Willis G. Tucker, M. D.
Albany, N. Y. Extracted from the transactions of the Albany Institute. Albany, 1877.
8vo, pp. 22.

ALBANY INSTITUTE. List of officers. New York, 1830.
ALBANY INSTITUTE. Transactions. Vols. I-XII. Albany, 1830-1887.
8vo.

Twelve vols.

Only the historical ancl local articles are noticed.
CONTENTS,

Vol. I. Officers, 1828; Table of variations of the magnetic needle; On the luminous appearance of the ocean, by Thomas R. Ingals ; On the geographical botany
of the United States, by L. C. Beck; On some modifications of the electromagnetic
apparatus, by Joseph Henry; Notes on Mr. Pickering's vocabulary of words and
phrases supposed to be P!lCUliar to the Unit,ed States, by T. R. Beck; On the
uvularia grandifiora as a r emedy for the bite of the rattlesnake, by J. G . Tracy; An
examination of the question whether the climate of the valley of the Mississippi,
under similar parallels of latitude, is warmer than that of the Atlantic coast, by
L. C. Beck; Observations on the geological features of the south side of the On·
tario Valley, by J. Geddes; Statistical notes.
Vol. II. AbAtracts of meteorological observations at Albany, by T. R. Beck; The
solar eclipse of July, 1832, and the longitude of .A.lbany, by Stophen Alexander;
Annual address, April 3, 1833, by .A.mos Dean; * * * Astronomical observations at Berlin, Md. (February 13, 1831), by S. Alexander; Annual address, April
19, 1836, by D. D. Barnard; * * * .A.n account of the burning of Schenectady
in 1690, by G. W. Carpenter; Eulogium on Simeon De Witt, by T. R. Beck; Geological features of the Post-Tertiary formation of Albany and vicinity, by James
Eights. 1833-1852. pp. viii, 353, (1).
Vol. III. Catalogue of the Institute library, prepared by George Wood. 1855.
pp. (8), 454.
Vol. IV. New species of fossils from carboniferous limestones of Indiana and
Illinois, by J. Hall; New organic remains from northeastern Kansas, by F. B. Meek
and F. V. Hayden; A ccount of the premiums awarded bylaw in New York for the
encouragement of household manufactures of vroolen cloths, 1809-1814, by F. B.
Hough ; Petroleum, its history and properties, by D. Murray; Observations on the
design ancl import of medals, by H. A. Homes; New species of fossils from a locality of tho Niag}tra group in Indiana, b y J . Hall; A plan for a park for Albany, by
D. Murray; Proceedings of the Institute, 1858 to 1863. 1858-1864. pp. viii, 323.
Vol. v. History of tho bills of credit, or paper money, issued by New York from
1709 to 178@, by J. H. Hickcox; History of the census of New York, by F. B.
Hough; Notices of Peter Penet and of his operations among the Oneida Indians,
byF.B.Hough. 1867. pp.(6),337. Plates.
Vol. v1. The flora of the Adirondacks, by G. T. Stevens; Narrative of a bear
hunt in the Adirondacks, by Verplanck Colvin; California and the northwest
coast one hurnlred years since, by Ilenry A. Ilomes; Mauual of the Institute, by
Daniel ,T. Pratt. 1870. pp. iv, 381, (1).
Vol. vu. nnual addre. s, 1,y Orlando Meads; The Palatine emigration to England in 1700, by H. . IIomes; The Island of Tehuantepec, Mexico, by T. Skeel,
18i2. pp. iv, 351. Folded J>lato,i.
Vol. vm. Oflkers; Chi f ,Tustic·P Tanciy, 1,y Isaac Eclward!!; Th wn.tor snpply
of lhany, 1,y P. Iloi.;an; Totieo of PctPr lla!!ou<-lover, an early iron ma1111fact11rc•r , hy II. . Ilom . ; Thi )1ohawk and Hudson Jtiver Jta.ilrnad, hy ,J. )I uni.ell.
l i6. pp. iv, (2) , 307.
Vol. IX. Tho winwr fauna or ~lo1111t )1:m,y, hy Vcrpl:uwk Colvin; Men and
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things in .Albany two centuries ago, aml tht origin of the D11l<'h and English
churches, by .J. Munsell; The first visit of an American ship lo .Japan, l>y G. R.
Howell. 1879. pp. vii, 366. Plates.
Vol. x. Officers; The Utica slate and related formations, by C. D. Walcott;
Fossils of tho Utica slate, by C. D. ·walcott; Industrial an<l 111nterial progress
illustrated in the history of .A.lbauy, by D. Murray; \Vhittinglon an<l his cat, by
Il . .A.. Homes; .A.n account of tho manuscripts of IIenry Dearborn as Massachusetts
commissioner in 1838 and 1839, for the sale of tho Ronoca Indian lands, by IT. A..
Homes; Proposed erection of local historical monuments; Tho correct nrms of tho
State of New York, by H . .A.. IIomes; American Euglish, byG. M. Tucker. 1883.
pp. iv, (2), 375, (3). Plates.
Vol. xr. Officers; Shakespearian criticism, by Irving Browne; Life in tho .A.retie,
by H. Macdona; The A.lbany Institute, 'by G. W. Clinton; .A.p]T ndix to same, by
H . .A.. Homes; The open Polar sea, by G. II. Howell; London stone, by E . .J.
Miller; Bibliomania, by Irving Browne; Litorar_y property and international copyright, by IT. E. Smith; The Albany Lancaster school, l1y T. V. V:-1,11 Ilonsen; Ileraldry in England and America, by G. R. IIowcll; Momorin,l minute on death of
Orlando Men,ds, by L. Kip; Arendt Van Curler, fot1ll(lor of Schenectady, by W. E.
Griffis; The variation of the needle in northern Now York, byV. Colvin; The
Greek theory of tho stnte, b_y E. North; On tho correspondc11co of Gov rnor D. D.
Tompkins, lately acquired l1y tlrn State, by II . .A.. Ilomrs; The "Droamori;" of
the Columbia River Valley in Washington Territory, by J. W. MacMurray; The
exp dition of the ..cl.le1·t to lludson's Strait an<l Bay in l885, by .J. McNaughton;
Commemoration of the two ]mndroth n,nniversary of 1,he publiMlion of Newton'!!
Principia, by V. Colvin; Evidence of the Fronch cliseoveriei; in New York previous to the colonization by the Dutch, by G. R .Ilowell; What made tho Institute
possible, by L. Kip; Catalogue of members. 1887. pp. iv, (2), 336.
Vol.xu. Contents: In memoriam Ilonry Augustus Ilomes, by G. W. Kirchwey; The Talmud, by Max Sr.hl.esingor; Profit Rharing, by Frorlerick G. Mather;
Tho :first constitution of New York, by S. N. D. North; The West India Company
and the Walloons, by EI'llest .r. Miller ; SomeYiews conneo1ed with the question of
coast defense, by V. Colvin; Edible wild fruits of New York, by C. .Il. Peck; Our
retrospect (work of tbe Albany Institute), by Leonard Kip; The first battle of
Lake Champlain. Has curre11t history correctly located its site1 by Georg F.
Bixby; The liquor question, by Eugene Burlingame: .A. laRL word about Cbristian
Science, mind cure, and allied methods of treatment, by Selwyn .A.. Russell;
Mountain meteorological stations and an inspection of Pikes Peak in its winter
season, by .John P. ]'inley; Paper currency, by S. W. Rowell; The insects of the
past year and progress in insect studies, by J' . .A.. Lintner; Tho globe of 1513, and
the progress of geographical discovery and map making from the time of Columbus to 1600, by George Rogers Ilowell; Weeds, by Charles II. Peck; Tbo standanl of value, by Chauncey P. Williams; Magnetic observations at and near
Albany, N. Y., between the years 1686 and 1802, by V. Colvin ; Index. Albany,
1894. 8vo, Vol. IV, (2), 296, (1).

ALBANY INSTITUTE. Anniversary discourse before the Albany Institute,
April 23, 1830. By Benjamin Franklin Butler. Albany, 1830.
8vo, pp. 88.

INSTITUTE. Address delivered before the Institute, April 3, 1833.
By A.mos Dean. Albany, 1833.

ALBANY

8vo, pp. 22.

ALBANY INSTITUTE. Eulogium on the life and services of Simeon De Witt,
-13urveyor-general of the State of New York, chancellor of the University, etc. By T. Romeyn Beck. Delivered before the Institute, April
23, 1835. Albany, 1835.
8vo, pp. 29.
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ALBANY INSTITUTE. An add:ctlss delivered before the Institute on the
19th of April, 1836, being the occasion of the annual address before
that Society. By Daniel D. Barnard. Albany, 1836.
8vo, pp. 43.

ALBANY INSTITUTE. A discourse on the life, services, and character of
Stephen Van Rensselaer; delivered before the Institute April 15, 1839.
By Daniel D. Barnard. ..With an historical sketch of the colony and
manor of Rensselaerswyck. Albany, 1839.
8vo, pp.144.

ALBANY INSTITUTE. Proposals for publishing from original manuscripts
a series of volumes relating to American history, to be entitled "T:!ie
Historical Series of the Albany Institute." [Albany, 1856.J
Small 4to, pp. (3).

ALBANY INSTITUTE. Biographical notice of Peter Wraxall, secretary of
Indian affairs for the province of New York, and of the first provincial
congress, held in Albany in 1754 [etc.]. Communicated to the Albany
Institute, April 16, 1866, and May 31, 1870. By Daniel J. Pratt.
[Albany, 1866.J
8vo, pp. 6, (1). No title-page.
From the Transactions.

Title on cover.

ALBANY INSTITUTE. Proceedings of the Institute from March, 1865, to
June 20, 1882. Vols. r, n; III, parts 1 and 2. Albany, 1873-1882.
8vo, 3 vols. Illustrated. Vol. 1, 1865-1872; Vol. n, 18i2-1877; Vol. III, 1877-1882:
Proceedings from 1858-1865, published in Transactions, Vols. IV and VI.

ALBANY INSTITUTE. Fie]d meeting on the steamer Granite State, September 10, 1874. [Albany, 1874.J
8vo, pp. 4. No title-page.

ALBANY INSTITUTE. Supplement to the calculus of operations. By John
Paterson. Read before the Institute, November 3, 1874. [Albany, 1874.]
8vo, pp. 8. No title-page.

ALBANY INSTITUTE. Annual address l,efore the Institute, delivered May
25, 1871. By Orlando Meads. Albany, 1871.
8vo, pp. 36.

ALBA.i.~Y INSTITUTE. On certain new phenomena in chemistry. Read before
the Institute, January 2, 1872. By Verplanck Colvin. [Albany, 1872.J
8vo, pp.16.

ALBANY INSTITUTE. Report of the third class in the third department
(generalliterature). By Leonard Kip. Read "March 21, 1871. [Albany,
1872.]
Svo, pp. 17.
A notice of books, English and American, publi hed in 1870.

A.LBA1~Y 1.~ TIT TE. Th water supply of Constantinople. By II nry A.
Ilomes. Read b for the Institut , June 4, 1 72. [Albany, 1 72.J
Svo, pp.18. No title-parre.
Reprinted from 1.he Transactio-ns.

IrsTrT TE.
I aac Edward
1 73.]

ALBA.IT

Svo, 1,p. 19.

hief Justice Taney, n. sketch and a, riti ism. By
ead b for th In. ti tut , .fan nary 7, 1 73. [Alban ,
·o ti lo-pa, .
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ALBANY INSTITUTE. The black spruce. By Charles H. Peck. Read l,efore
the Institute, May 4, 1875. [Albany, 1875.]
8vo, pp. 21.

ALBANY I NSTITUTE. The Hudson River overslagh, and Coeymans
bouwery. [Address before the Institute, June 16, 1875, by Joel Munsell.] [Albany, 1875.]
..
12mo, pp. 8. Woodcuts.

ALBANY INSTITUTE . Notice of Peter Hasenclever, an iron manufacturer
of 1764-1769. By Henry A. Homes, LL. D. Read before the Institute,
April 7, 1874. Albany, 1875.
8v-o, pp. (2), 8.

ALBANY INSTITUTE. Field meetings of the Albany Institute, 1870-1875.
Albany, 1876.
8vo. Illustrated.
This volume contains only the proceedings for 1873-1875. Proceedings of first
eleven :field meetings, 1870-1872, are contained in Vol. 1 of Proceedings of the
Institute.

ALBANY INSTITUTE. The solar theory of myths.
ner. Albany, 1876.

By John De Witt War-

8vo,pp.19.
Read before the Institute, December 7, 1875. Fl'om the Transactions.

ALBANY INSTITUTE. The winter fauna of Mt. Marcy. lly Verplanck
Colvin. Read before the Institute, January 4, 1876. [Albany, 1876.]
8vo, pp.16. No title-pag .

ALBANY _INSTITUTE. The correct arms of the State of New York, as established by law since March 16, 1778. An historical essa,y read before
the Institute, December 2, 1879. By Henry A. Homes. Albany, 1880.
8vo, pp. 49, (i). Plate.

ALBANY I NSTITUTE. Au account of the manuscripts of General Dearborn
as Massachusetts commissioner in 1838 and 1839, for the sale of the
Seneca Indian lands in New York. Read before the Institute, October
12, 1880. Albany, 1881.
8vo,pp.ll.

.ALBANY INSTITUTE.
October 24, 1882.

Bibliomania. A paper read before the Institute,
By Irving Browne. [Albany, 1882.J

8vo, pp. (2), 16.

ALBANY I NSTITUTE . Second paper on the correct arms of the State of
New York, as established by law since March 16, 1778. Read before
the Institute, May 24, 1881. By H. A. Homes. Albany, 1882.
8vo, pp, 21. Plates.

ALBANY INSTITUTE. American English. By Gilbert M. Tucker. A paper
read before the Institute, June 6, 1882, with revision and additions.
From Transactions of the Institute, Vol. x. Albany, 1883.
8vo, pp. 333-360.

ALBANY INSTITUTE. Address before the Institute, March 18, 1884, on the
Adirondack wilderness. By Lennon Thomson. Albany, 1884.
8vo.
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ALBANY INSTITUTE. Arendt Van Curler, first superintendent of Rensselaerwick, founder of Schenectady and of the Dutch policy of peace
with the Iriquois [sic]. By William Elliott Griffis, D. D. A paper
read before the Institute, November 18, 1884. [Albany_, 1884.]
Svo,pp.12.

ALBANY INSTITUTE. The first battle of Lake Champlain. [Has current
history correctly located its sitei] A paper read before the Albany
Institute, November 5, 1889. By George F. Bixby. Albany, 1893.
8vo, pp. (2), 15. Maps and plates.
Reprinted from the Transactions of the Albany Institute, xii, 122-136.
On the cover is a portrait of Sa~uel de Champlain.
143. BRADFORD CLUB.

New York City.

BRADFORD CLUB. The army correspondence of Col. John Laurens in
1777-78. With a memoir, by W. G. Simms. New York, 1867.
8vo, pp. 250. Portrait.

BRADFORD CLUB. Journal of the expedition to Quebec in 1775, under the
command of Col. B. Arnold. By J. Melvjn, New York, 1857.
8vo,pp. 30.

BRADFORD CLUB. Diary of Washington from the 1st day of October,
1789, to the 10th day of March, 1790. New York, 1858.
8vo, pp. 89, ii.

BRADFORD CLUB. Papers concerning the attack upon Hatfield and Deerfield by a party of Indians from Canada, September 19, 1677. [Edited
by F. B. Hough.] New York, 1859.
8vo·, pp. 82. Portrait. Map. Plates.

BRADFORD CLUB. The Croakers. By Joseph Rodman Drake and Fitz
Greene Halleck. New York, 1860.
8vo, pp. viii, 191. Portraits.

BRADFORD CLUB. Memorial of John Allen. [By E. A. Duyckinck.J
Printed for the Bradford Club. New York, 1864.
8vo, pp. (2) 39.

BRADFORD CLUB. The operations of the French fleet under Count de
Grasse, in 1781-82, as described in two contemporaneous journals.
[Editeil by J. G. Shea.] New York, 1864.
8vo, pp. 216.

BRADFORD CLUB. Anthology of New Netherland; or, Translations from ..
the early Dutch poets of New York, with memoirs of their lives. By
Henry C. Murphy. New York, 1865.
8vo, pp. 209. Portrait. Facsimile. Woodcut.

BRADFORD CLUB. Narratives of the career of Hernando De Soto in the
Conquest of Florjda. Translated by Buckingham Smith. New York,
1866.
8vo, pp. xxviii, 324. Portrait. Map.

BRADFORD CLUB. The northern invasion of October, 1780. A series of
papers relatjng to the e-x:.peditions from Canada under Sir John Johnson, and others against the frontiers of New York, which were supposed to have connection with Arnold's treason. With introduction
and notes by F. B. Rough. New York, 1866.
Svo, pp. 224. Plate. Map.
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144. BUFFA.LO HISTORICAL SO CIETY.

Buffalo, N. Y .

BUFFALO HISTORICAL SOCIETY. The American express in its relations to
the city of Buffalo. Paper prepared for the Society, June, 1863, by
H. Wells. Albany, 1863.
8vo, pp . 20.

Bm'FALO HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Buffalo in 1836 and 1862. A paper read .
before the Society, February 6, 1863. By Guy H . Salisbury. [Buffalo,
1863.J
8vo, pp. 18-36. No title-page.

BUFFALO HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Buffalo in 1836 and 1862. A paper read
before the Society, February 6, 1863. By Guy H. Salisbury.
In Buffalo City Directory , 1863, pp. 9-36.

Buffalo, 1863.

BUFFALO HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Constitution and by-laws; added a list
of officers and members. Buffalo, 1863.
8vo, pp. 9.

BUFFALO HISTOHICAL SOCIETY. Constitution and by-laws. To which is
added a list of the officers and members. Buffalo, 1863.
8vo, pp. 7 (2).

BUFFALO HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Enlargement of the locks on the Erie
Canal. A paper read before the Society, December 28, 1863. By E . S.
Prosser. Buffalo, 1863.
·
8vo.

BUFFALO HISTORICAL SOCIETY. History of the Buffalo public schools.
An address by Oliver G. Steele, before the Society, January 23, 1863.
Buffalo, 1863.
8vo, pp. 24.

BUFFALO HISTORICAL SOCIETY. The old ferry at the Black Rock. Paper
read before the (Buffalo) Historical Club. (A branch of the Society.)
December 14, 1863. By C. D. Norton. [Buffalo, 1863.J
12mo, pp. 19.

Bu:FFALO HISTORICAL SOCIETY. The old ferry at the Black Rock. A
paper read before the Historical Society Club, December 14, 1863. By
Charles D. Norton.
In Buffalo City Directory, 1863, pp. 8-19.

BUFFALO HISTORICAL SOCIETY. The boundary line between the British
provinces and the United States. A paper read before the Society,
February 1, 1864. By William A. Bird. Buffalo, 1864.
8vo, pp. 8.

BUFFALO HISTORICAL SOCIETY. The history of our lake commerce.
paper read before the Society, January 4, 1864. By E. P. Dorr.

A

In Buffalo City Directory, 1864, pp. 19-32. Buffalo, 1864.

BUFFALO HISTORICAL SOCIETY. The manufacture of iron in Buffalo.
Paper read before the Society, January 25, 1864. By J. Wilkeson.
·
Buffalo, 1864.
8vo, pp. 8.

BUFFALO HISTORICAL SOCIETY. The physiognomy of Buffalo. Annual
address before the Society, January 13, 1864. By G. W. Hosmer.
[Buffalo, 1864 f]
8vo, pp. 9.
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BUFFALO HISTORIC AL SOCIETY. Buffal o city sewerage and sanit ary
science. A p aper r ead before the Hist ori cal Society Club, Januar y 3,
1866. By Oliver G. Steele. rBuffalo, 1866.J
8vo, pp. 9- 40. No title-page.

BUFFALO HISTORICAL SOCIETY. The city of Arar at ; its corner stone,
Mordecai M. Noah. Read b efore the Buffalo Historieal Society Club.
March 5, 1866. By Lewis F. Allen.
In Buffalo City Directory, 1867, pp. 25-37. Buffalo, 1867.

BUFFALO HISTORICAL SOCIETY. The Niagara frontier. Sketches of its
early history and Indian, Fren ch, and English local names. By Orsamus H. Marshall. Read February 27, 1865. [Buffalo, 1866.J
8vo, pp. 46.
Reprinted in 1881.

BUFFALO HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Origin and history of the measures that
led to the construction of the Erie Canal. By George Geddes. Syracuse, 1866 .
. 12mo, pp. 21.
Written at the request of the Society.

BUFFALO HISTORICAL CLUB. Origin of the Erie Canal: embracing a
synopsis of essays of Jesse Hawley, published in 1807. A p ap er read
before the Club, February 21, 1866. By Merwin S. Hawley. [Buffalo:
Privately printed, 1866.J
8vo, pp. 44.

BUFFALO HISTORICAL SOCIETY. The grain elevators of Buffalo. A p aper
read before the Buffalo Historical Society Club, March 13, 1865. By
Joseph Dart.
In Buffalo City Directory, 1867, pp.17-24. Buffalo, 1867.

BUFF ALO HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Sketch of the life and character of the
late Henry Daw. Read before the Society, February 6, 1865. By Henry
W. Rogers.
In Buffalo City Directory, 1865, pp. 21-28.

BUFFALO HISTORICAL SOCIETY . Biographical sketch of the late Harvey
Putnam. Prepare_d by request, and read by James 0. Putnam before
the Club of the Society, February 18, 1868. Buffalo, 1868.
8vo, pp.18.

BUFFALO HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Historical sketch of the Chemung Valley. By T. Apoleon Cheney. [Read before the Society March 12,
1868.J Watkins, N. Y., 1868.
12mo, pp. 59.

BUFFALO HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Certificate of incorporation and constitution and by-laws, as amended January 12, 1867. Buffalo, 1868.
8vo, pp. 19.

. BUFFALO HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Geology of Buffalo. Read before the
Society March 15, 1869. By G. E. Hayes. Buffalo, 1869.
8vo, pp. 42.

BUFFALO HISTORICAL SOCIETY.
cers. 1870.]
4to, pp . 2.

[Circular giving objects and a list of offi-
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BUFFALO HISTORICAL SOCIETY. The late Commissioner Stephen Champlin. A paper read by Judge Clinton before the Society, De~ember 5,
1870. [Buffalo, 1870.J
8vo, pp. 7.

BUFFALO HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Proceedings at 'the annual meeting of
January 11, 1871; with the addresses of the presidents for the years
· 1869 and 1870; and. list of corresponding and honorary members.
Buffalo, 1871.
8vo, pp. 20.

B UFFALO HISTORICAL SOCIETY. A brief sketch of the first monitor and its
inventor. A paper read before the Society January 5, 1874. By Eben
P. Dorr. Buffalo, 1874.
8vo,pp. 51.

BUFFALO HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Sketch of the life of Samuel F. Pratt,
with some account of the early history of the Pratt family. A paper,
read before the Society March 10, 1873. By William P. Letchworth.
Buffalo, _1874.
8vo, pp. 211. Illustrated. Portraits.

BUFFALO HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Certificate of incorporation, constitution, and by-laws. With amendments to 1875. · Added an account of
its organiz·a tion, list of officers, committees, and members, and a brief
statement of its collections and transactions. Incorporated January,
1863. [Buffalo, 1875.J
8vo, pp. 32.

BUFFALO HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Life and public services of Oliver Forward. Read before the Society January _25, 1875. By J. Sheldon.
[Buffalo, 1875.]
12mo, pp. 8.

BUFFALO HISTORICAL SOCIETY. The first visit of De la Salle to the Senecas, made in 1669. Read before the Soctety March 16, 1874. By .
Orsamus H. Marshall. [Buffalo, 1878.J
8vo, pp. 45.

BUFFALO HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Buffalo cemeteries. By w. Hodge. Read
before the Society February 4, 1879. Buffalo, 1879.
8vo.

BUFFALO HISTORICAL SOCIETY. The building and voyage of the Griffon
in 1679. By 0. H. Marshall. [Buffalo, 1879.J
8vo, pp. 253-288. Title on cover. Map.
Read before the Society February 3, 1863, and revised and enlarged in 1879.

BUFFALO HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Die Deutschen Buffalo's. Ein Vortrag,
gehalten vor der Buffalo historischen Gesellschaft, am 27 April, 1880,
von Ismar S. Ellison. Buffalo, 1880.
8vo, pp. 23.

BUF.ltALO HISTORICAL SOCIETY.
I-III. Buffalo, 1879-1885.

Collections [and Transactions].

Vols.

8vo. three v ols.
Vol. III called Transactions.
CONTENTS.

Vol. I. Officers; Inaugural address of Millard Fillmore, July 1, 1862; The origin
of the name of Buffalo, by W. K etchum; Correspondence on the above ; The last of
the Kah-Kwahs (poem), by David Gray; Buffalo cemeteries, by William Hodge;
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Ode, at the Forest Lawn dedication, by John C. Lord ; The brave's rest, or the old
Seneca Mission cemetery, by W. C. Bryant; The old Black Rock ferry, by C. D.
Norton; Preachers, pedagogues, and poets of Buffalo in 1825, by John C. Lord,
D. D. ; Origin and progress of the Buffalo Historical Society, by 0. G. Steele; Buffalo in 1825, by S. Ball; Early r eminiscences of Buffalo, by J. L. Barton; The trial
and execution of the three Thayers, by N. Wilgus; The village of Buffalo during
the war of 1812, by W. Dorsheimer; .An ancient wreck and stockade, by E. H .
Stewart and O. H. Marshall; Major Norris's journal of Sullivan's expedition, 1779;
The building and voyage of the Griffon in 1679, by O. H. Marshall; .A history of
the Israelites in Buffalo, by S. Falk; The founding of .Ararat on Grand Island,
by M. M. Noah; Orlando Allen, by W. C. Bryant ; Life and public services of
Oliver Forward, by James Sheldon ; The grain elevators of Buffalo, by J . Dart;
The .Buffalo common schools, by 0. G. Steele; The first schoolhouse in Buffalo, by
C. Johnson. 1879. pp. xxviii, 436.
Vol. IT. Officers; Physiognomy of Buffalo, by G. W. Hosmer; Early transportation, New York State, by W. A. Bird ; Extracts from the Vanderkemp_papers;
The Germans of Buffalo, by I. S. Ellison ; Olh-er G. Steele, by G. W. Hosmer; The
Inland Lock Navigation Company; Joseph Ellicott, by E. Evans; The press of
Erie County, by G. H. Salisbury; Red Jacket and his portrait, by O. G. Steele;
Erie Canal papers, be M. S. Hawley and others; The battle of Grand Island, by
N. Wilgus; Fifty years ago, by J. Sheldon; Millard Fillmore; Death of Job
Hoisington, poem, by .A. Turner; The Niagara frontier, by 0. H. Marshall, 1880.
pp. xxvi, 429. Portrait.
Vol. III. Transactions; Red Jacket, containing an account of the ceremonies
observed, and the addresses delivered, on the occasion of the reinterment of Red
Jacket and his compatriots, in Forest Lawn Cemetery, Buffalo, October 9, 1884;
also, historical papers relating to the Iroquois, by Horatio Hale, Ely S. Parker,
and others. 1885. 8vo, pp. 117. Illustrated. Portrait.

BUFFALO HISTOIUCAL SOCIETY. The Niagara frontier, embracing sketches
of its early history, and Indian, :F rench, and English local names.
Read before the Society February 27, 1865. By Orsamus H. Marshall.
Buffalo, 1881.
8vo, pp. 37.
Reprinted for private circulation from the publications of the Society.

BUFFALO HISTORICAL SOCIETY. 1832-1882. Semicentennial celebration
of the city of Buffalo. Address of E. C. Sprague before tho Society,
July 3, 1882. Celebration of July 4 in connection with laying of
corner stone of soldiers' and sailors' monument. Published under the
direction of the Society. [Buffalo,] 1882.
8vo, pp. 59. Two portraits. Plates.

BUFFALO HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Papers concerning early navigation of
the Great Lakes. I. Recollections of Capt. David Wilkeson. II. The
pioneer Lake Erie steamboats, Walk-in-the- Water and Superior. By
William Hodge. Buffalo, 1883.
8vo, pp. 44.

BUFFALO HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Niagara's emancipation. Remarks of
Luther R. Marsh, November 3, 1885, before the Society, on reporting to
it as one of its committee appointed to attend the opening ceremonies
at the inauguration of the Niagara Rel:lervation, July 15, 1885. New
York, 1885.
8vo, pp. 18.

BUFFALO HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Buffalo fifty years ago. A paper read
before the Society April 27, 1886. Written by Lucy Williams Hawes.
Buffalo, 1886.
Svo, pp. 10.
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BUFFALO HISTORICAL SOCIETY. ·Annual report of the board of managers,
January 12, 1886, and the Society proceedings, with an appendix
containing a report of the proceedings at Niagara Falls, July 15, 1885,
dedicating the New York State reservation, or "Free Niagara," to the
world. Buffalo, 1886.
8vo, pp. 78. Two folded maps. Two plates.
Contains oration hy Hon. James C. Carter.

BUFFALO HISTORICAL SOCIETY. To the residents of the city of Buffalo
and its vicinity. Objects of collection desired by the Society. Buffalo, 1886.
8vo, pp. 2. No title-page.

Circular;

BUFFALO HISTORICAL SOCIETY. The building and voyage of the Griffon
in 1679. (By 0. H. Marshall.) (In his historical writings. pp. 73-121.
Albany, 1~87.)
Originally read before the Society February 3, 1803. .A.fterwarcls revised and
enlarged and published among the Collections.

BUFFALO HISTORICAL SOCIE'fY. The first visit of De la Salle to the Senecas, made in 1669. (By 0. H. Marshall. In his historical writings.
pp.186-235.
Albany, 1887.)
Read before the Society March 16, 1874.

BUFFALO HISTORICAL SOCIETY. The Niagara frontier, embracing sketches
of its early history, and Indian, French, and English local names. [By
0. H. Marshall.] (In his historical writings. pp. 275-320. Albany
1887.) •
Read before the Society February 27, 1865.

BUFFALO HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Captain Brant and the Old King [Sayenq ueraghta] : the tragedy of Wyoming. A paper read before the Society
April 1, 1889. By William Clement Bryant. Buffalo, 1889.
8Y0 1

pp. 25.

BUFFALO HISTORICAL SOCIETY. David Gray; some reflections on his work
and life. Address before the Society, February 4, 1889. By J. F. Gluck.
[Buffalo, 1889.]
8vo, pp.32.

BUFFALO HISTORICAL SOCIETY. An address commemoratjve of George W.
Clinton, , delivered before the Buffalo Historical Society, March 24, 1890,
by David F. Day. Buffalo, 1890.
BUFFALO HISTORICAL SOCIETY. An address commemorative of George W.
Clinton, delivered before the.Buffalo Historical Society, March 24, 1890,
by David F. Day. Buffalo, 1890.
8vo, pp. 29.

BUFFALO HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Annual report of the board of managers
of the Society, January 9, 1894, and the Society proceedings.
8vo, pp. 86.
145. OAYUGA. OOUNTY IIISTORIOA.L SOOIETY.
Auburn, N.

:r.

CAYUGA COUNTY HISTORICAL SOCIETY. First annual meeting, with constitution and by-laws. February 12, 1878. Auburn, 1878.
Svo,pp.24.
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Collections, Nos. 1-11.

CAYUGA COUNTY HISTORICAL SOCIETY.
N. Y., 1879-1894.

Auburn,

CONTENTS.

No.1. The journal of John L. Hardenbergh in Sullivan's campaign against the
Western Indians. With introduction, notes, and maps by John S. Clark; also ·a
biographical sketch by Charles Hawley. pp. 94.
No. 2. Fourth and fifth annual addresses, by C. Ha_wley; Historical sketch of
Friends in Cayuga County, by E. Howland; Inventors and inventions of Cayuga
County, by C. Wheeler, jr.; Supplement to Inventors and inventions, by D. M.
Osborne. 1882. pp.186. Illustrated.
No. 3. Early chapters of Seneca history; Jesuit missions in Sonnontonan,
1656-1684; with annual addresses, 1883-84, by Charles Hawley, D. D. 1884.
pp. 152. Map.
No. 4. Ninth annual address; Proceedings of the Society in regard to the death
of the Rev. Charles Hawley, D. D., with memorial address and appendix; Constitution and by-laws, and officers and members. 1887. pp. (2), 103.
No. 5. Tenth annual address, by William H. Seward; Sewers, ancient and
modern, by Cyrenus Wheeler, jr.; "Hobbies," and some we have ridden in 1886,
by William H. Seward. 1887. pp.125.
No. 6. Certificate of incorporation; By-laws; Officers and members; Extract
from the minutes of the annual meeting, 1888; Culture and manufacture of wool
in Cayuga County, by William Hayden; Memoir of David Thomas, by J. J.
Thomas; Biography of William Bostwick, by Henry H. Bostwick; Recollections
of my early life in Auburn, by Mrs. Deborah Bronson; Reminiscences of my early
life in Auburn, by Mrs. S. Benton Hunt; Cayuga Joint Stock Company of 1849,
by W. A. Ogden; Biography of General Fleming, by C. M. Baker; The burning of
the St. ,James, with some account of the early taverns of Auburn ,i,nd vicinity, by
B. B. Snow. 1888. pp. 197.
No. 7. Twelfth annual address; also the following papers: Early days and college life of the late William H. Seward [by William H. Seward]; History of the
press of Cayuga County from 1789 to 1877 [by Elliot G. Storks]; Early modes of
travel and transportation [by J. Lewis Grant]; Recollections of Auburn [by
Michael S. Myers]; Sketch of Roswell }franklin, the pioneer settler of Cayuga
County [by Charles Hawley]; Sketch of the life of Governor Throop [by Mrs.
E. T. Throop Martin]; Sullivan's expedition and the Cayugas [by D. Warren
Adams]; The late C.H. Merriman [by James R. Cox]; Biographical sketches of
Joseph L. and John Richardson [by Frank W. Richardson]. 1889. 8vo, pp. 238.
, No. 8. Record of current events, 1877--78, by B. B. Snow. 1890. pp. 200.
No. 9. Record of current events, 1879-1890, by B. B. Snow. 1891. pp. 226.
No. 10. Officers and committees, 1893. The beginnings of the Republican party
in Cayuga County. By John W. O'Brien. 1893. pp. 57.
No. 11. Record of current events, 1890-1894. 1894. pp.198.

CAYUGA COUNTY HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Address before the Society at its
annual meeting, February 10, 1880, by C. Hawley. [Auburn, 1880.]
12mo, pp.4.

'

CAYUGA COUNTY HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Address before the Society, by
D. W. Adams, April 14, 1885. Auburn, 1885.
8vo,pp.28.

CAYUGA COUNTY HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Sayenqueraghta, King of the
Senecas, by George S. Conover (Hywesans), Geneva, Ontario County,
N. Y. Supplement, November, 1886. [Geneva, 1886.]
8vo, pp.3.
Continuation of papor read before the Society May 28, 1885.

CAYUGA COUNTY HISTORIOA.L SOCIETY. Manual of the Society, 1876-1893,
Auburn, 1893.
Svo,pp.30.
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146. CHAUTAUQUA. SOCIETY OF HISTORY A.ND NAT.URAL SCIENCE.

Jamestown, N. Y.

CHAUTAUQUA SOCIETY OF HISTORY AND NATURAL SCIENCE. Tte Six
Nations. Address before the Society at its semi-annual meeting in
Jamestown, January 29, 1885. By Daniel Sherman. Cleveland, 1885.
8vo, pp. 23.
146½. COLUMBIA COLLEGE.

New York City.

COLUMBIA COLLEGE. Studies in History, Economics, and Public Law.
Edited by the University Faculty of Political Science of Columbia
College. Vol. I. New York, 1891-92.
8vo, pp. (4), 396.

sixteen Plans.
No. 1. The divorce problem, a study in statistics. By W. F. Willcox. 1891.
pp. 74.
No. 2. The history of tariff administration in the United States. By .John
Dean Goss. pp. 75-163, (89).
No. 3. The history of municipal ownership of land on Manhattan Island. By
George Ashton Black. 1891. pp. 164-247.
No. 4. The :financial history of Massachusetts, from the organization of the
Massachusetts Bay Company to the American Revolution. By Charles H . .J.
Douglas. 1892. pp. 248-391.

COLUMBIA COLLEGE. Studies in History, Economics, and Public Law.
Vol. II. New York, 1892-93.
8vo, pp. (6), 502.
No. 1. The economics of the Russian village. By Isaac A. Hourwich.
No. 2. Bankruptcy, a study in comparative legislation. By S. Whitney Dunis·
comb, jl'.
No. 3. Special assessments, a study in municipal :finance. By Victor Rosewater.

COLUMBIA COLLEGE. Studies in History, Economics, and ·Public Law.
Vol. III. New York, 1893.
800, pp. (6), 463.
No. 1. History of elections in the American colonies. By Cortlandt F. Bishop.
No. 2. The commercial policy of England toward the American colonies. By
George Louis Bell.

COLUMBIA COLLEGE . . Studies in History, Economics, and Public Law.
Edited by the University Faculty of Political Science of Columbia
College. Vol. 1v, Nos. 1, 2.
No. 1. The :financial history of Virginia, 1609-1776. By William Zebina Ripley,
1893. 8vo, pp. 170.
No. 2. The inheritance tax. By Max West, 1893. pp. 171-310, (140).

COLUMBIA COLLEGE. Studies in History, Economics, and Public Law.
Double taxation in the United States. By F~ancis Walker. Vol. v,
No. 1. -1895.
8vo, pp. 132.
147. THE FURMAN CLUB.

Brooklyn, N. Y.

FURMAN CLUB. Sketch of the first settlement of the several towns on
Long Island, with their political condition to the end of the American
Revolution, by Silas Wood; with a biographical memoir and additions,
by Alden Spooner, and portrait aind photographs of dwellings. Brooklyn, 1865.
4to, l?V· xxi, 206.
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148. GENESEE COUNTY PIONEER ASSOCIATION.

Batavia, N. Y.

GENESEE COUNTY PIONEER ASSOCIATION. History of its organization,
list of officers and members, and the annual address, June 11, 1878, by
Norman Seymour. Batavia, 1879.
8vo, pp. 4i.
149. GERMAN-AMERICAN HISTORICAL SOCIETY OF NEW YORK.

GERMAN-AMERICAN HISTORICAL SOCIETY OF NEW YORIL Sources of history. A paper read before the Society and the Pioneer Verein of Philadelphia. By J. G. Rosengarten. Philadelphia, 1892.
8vo, pp. 32.
150. HISTORICAL A.ND PHILOSOPHICAL SOCIETY OF NEW YORK.

Schoharie, N. Y.

HISTORICAL AND PHILOSOPHICAL SOCIETY OF NEW YORK. Brief sketch
of the first settlement of the county of Schoharie by the Germans: being an answer to a circular letter addressed to the author by "The
Historical and Philosophical Society of New York." By John M.
Brown. Schoharie, 1823.
8vo, pp. 23.
151. HISTORICAL ASSOCIATION OF ST. JOHN'S COLLEGE.

Fordham, N. Y.

HISTORICAL ASSOCIATION OF ST. JOHN'.s COLLEGE. The sure thread in the
labyrinth of history. A lecture delivered before the Historical Association of St. John's College, Fordham, N. Y., March 26, 1867, by Aug.
J. Thebaud. New York, 1867.
8vo, pp. 40.
152. HISTORICAL SOCIETY OF NEWBURGH BAY A.ND THE HIGHLANDS.

Newburgh, N. Y.

HISTORICAL SOCIETY 01!' NEWBURGH BAY AND THE HIGHLANDS. First
annual meeting, with addresses by Erastus Brooks, Colonel Dawson,
and others. Held at Newburgh, February 22, 1884. Newburgh, 1884.
8vo, pp. 20.

HISTORICAL SOCIETY OF NEWBURGH BAY AND THE HIGHLANDS. [Publication, 1894.J Newburgh, N. Y., 1894.
8vo, pp. 60 (1).
Contents: Officers: List of papers read before the Society; Provincial and Revolutionary military organizations, by E. M. Ruttenber; Did Washington refuse a
crown 1 by J. T. Headley (p. 8); Fishkill in the Revolution (p. 27), by J. Hervey
Uook; The Huguenots of U lster County [tbe early sett,l ement of New Paltz], by
Ralph Lefevre (p. 41) ; The peace celebration at Temple Hill in 1783, by M. S.
Boyd, Newburgh.
153. HOLLAND CLUB.

New York Oity.

HOLLAND CLUB. The conduct of General Washington respecting the confinement of Captain Asgill placed in its true point of light, by David
Humphreys. With a preface and appendix. New York. Printed for
the Holland Club, 1859.
~vo,p:p. 25.
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154. HOLLA.YD SOCIETY OF NEW YORK.
New York City.

HOLLAND SOCIETY OF NEW YORK. The Holland Society of New York.
Constitution, by-Ja,ws, officers, and members. June, 1885. New York,
1885.
8vo, pp. 26.
The object of the Society is '' to collect and preserve information respecting the
early history and settlement of the city and State of New York by the Dutch," etc.

HOLLAND SOCIETY OF NEW y ORK. Catalogue of the works of M. Grotius
and of books belonging to him, presented to the Society by its president, Robert B. Roosevelt. New York, 1890.
8vo, pp. 28.

HOLLAND SOCIETY OF NEW YORK.
York] 1891.

Collections. Vol.

1,

parts 1, 2. [New

Large 8vo. One volume in two.
CONTENTS.

Vol. I, part 1. Records of the Reformed Dutch churches of Hackensack and
Schraalenburgh, N. J ., with the registers of members, marriages, baptisms, and
the consistories to the beeinning of the nineteenth century. Being the records
in possession of the church of Hackensack. 1891. pp. xxiii, (] ), 349.
·
Vol. r, part 2. Records of the Reformed Dutch churches of Hackensack and
Schraalenburgh, N. J., with registers of members, marriages, baptisms, and the
consistories to the beginning of the nineteenth century. Being records in possession of the (South) church of Schraalenburgh, N. J. 1891. pp. (4), 386, (1).
Photograph.

HOLLAND SOCIETY OF NEW Yo1-m:.
secretary. [New York, 1891.]

Year-book, 1888-89.

Edited by the

pp. 1-48, 21, 49-268. Folded plates.
Contains narrative of the visit of the Society to the Netherlands, by S. T. Viele
and J. H. Suydam; The Pilgrim Fathers exhibition of documents relating to Dutch
settlements in ~or'th America; Jesse De Forest, founder of New Amsterdam;
The De Vries portrait of Washington.

HOLLAND SOCIETY OF NEW YORIL Constitution, by-laws, , officers, and
members. April, rn94. New York, 1894.
12mo, pp. 73.
155. 1.'HE HUGUENOT SOCLETY OF AMERICA.
New York City.

HUGUENOT SOCIETY OF AMERICA. Constitution and by-laws.
April 12, 1883. New York, 1883.

Organize~

32mo, pp. 18.

HUGUENOT SOCIETY OF AMERICA. Proceedings.
1883, to April 13, 1891. New York, 1884-1891.

Vols.

1, II.

May 29,

8vo. Two vols.
CON'l.'ENTS.

Vol. r, No. 1. Origin and formation of the Society; Public meeting, November
15, 1883; Discourse of J. T. Quintard; Some t,raits of Huguenot character, by H. M.
Baird; Address by T. E. Vermilye; Anniversary meeting, April 17, 1884; Public meeting, April 24, 1884; Address by T. W. Chambers; '' The mingling of' the
Huguenots and Dutch in early New York," by A.G. Vermilye; The Huguenots
of South Carolina and their churches, by C. S. Vedder; Official arms of the Society; Names of the Huguenot refugees who emigrated to South Carolina, by T.
Gaillard. No. 2. The Huguenots on the Hackensack, by D. D. Demarest; The
:first three generations of the Des Marest family in this country; Proceedin&s at

H. Doc. 291--64

·
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New Rochelle, N. Y . ; St. Bartholomew's day, its causes and results, by C. M. Du
Puy; Address by C. S. Vedder; Huguenot settlement at Oxford, Mass., by P. B.
Olney; Tho Edict of Nantes, by John .Tay. New York, 1884-1889. pp . 56, 101.
Vol. II. The Huguenot Society of America and Columbia College, by John .Tay;
The Huguenots of the "Desert," by Henry M. Baird; The career and times of
Nicholas Bayard, by Martha J. Lamb; The historic celebration of the Vaudois;
Philip Freneau, the Huguenot patriot-poet of the Revolution, and bis poetry, by
Edward F. de Lan cey; History of the Edict of Nantes, by Philip Schaff; Waifs
and strays of American history, by Edward Wakefield; The Bayard family of
America, and Judge Bayard's London diary of 1795-96, by James Grant Wilson;
The retribution of Louis XIV, by .Tames W. Gerard; Minutes of proceedings.
1891. pp. (4), 188.

HUGUENOT SOCIETY OF AMERICA.
Circular.

Statement and appeal.

April 17, 1880.

4to, pp. 4.
Appeal for aid to publish first volume of projected "Collections on the history
of the Huguenots in America."

HUGUENOT SOCIETY OF AMERICA. Collections of the Huguenot Society
of America. Vol. r. New York, 1886.
8vo, pp. lx;xviii, 431, Jii. IlluRtrated.
Contents: Officers of tbe _Society, 1886; Registers of the births, marriages, and
deaths of the'' Eglise franqoise a la Nouvelle York" from 1688 to 1804, edited by
Alfred V. Wittmeyer; and historical documents r elating to the French Protestants in New York during the same period. 1886.

HUGUENOT SOCIETY OF AMERICA. Huguenot Society of America. Commemoration of the bicentenary of the revocation of the Edict of
Nantes, October 22, 1885, at New York. New York, 1886.
8vo, pp. 86.

HUGUENOT SOCIETY OF AMERICA The Huguenots on the HackensackA paper read before the Hugueuot Society of America in the French.
church du Saint-Esprit, New York, April 13, 1885; before the New
Jersey Historical Society, at Trenton, Janaa.r 26, 1886; before the
New Brunswick Historical Club, February 18, 1886, and in the North
Reformeq Church of Schraalenberg, N. J., February 19, 1886. By
David D. Demarest. New Brunswick, N. J., 1886.
8vo, pp. 24.

HUGUENOT SOCIETY OF AMERICA. Catalogue of the books, pamphlets
and manuscripts belonging to the Huguenot Society of America
deposited in the library of Columbia College. With an introduction
by the liLrary committee of the Society. Compiled by Elizabeth G.
Baldwin. New York, 1890.
8vo, pp. x, 107.

HUGUENOT SocrnTY OF Al\:fERICA. Philip Freneau, the Huguenot patriotpoet of the Revolution, and his poetry. By E. F. De Laney. New
York, 1891.
Large 8vo, pp. 21.
156. JEFFERSON COUNTY HISTORICAL SOCIETY.

Watertown, N. Y.

JEFFERSON COUNTY HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Transactions, 1886-87. Watertown, 1887.
8vo, pp. 183, (1). Portraits. Map.
Contents: Officers; Constitution ; Tbe Celebration at Sackets Harbor; On some
of the circumstances which led to the war of 1812, by R. Fisk; Sackets Harbor
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and the war of 1812, by 0. B. Willcox; Present peace and some of its responsibilities, by A. D. Shaw; Presentation of old battle ground, by W . B. Camp; Inaugural
address, by B. Brockway; Joseph Mullin; Mounds at Perch Lake, by D.S. Marvin; Paper on "Early Rutland," by M. Eames ; Champion (N. Y.) historical
reminiscences, by P. F. Hubbard; Hi storical r eminiscences, by W. Fayel; The
aborigines, by·w. M. Beauchamp; Moses Eames ; Local and economical geology,
by D. Minthorn; R eminiscences of Adams, by E. J. Clark; Early history of
Adams, by W.W. Wright; J ason Fairbanks; Rainfall for forty-one years, by
M. Eames; Members; Incorporation.
157. JUNIOR PIONEER ASSOCIATION 'oF THE CITY OF ROCHESTER AND
MONROE COUNTY.

Rochester, N. Y.

JUNIOR PIONEER .ASSOCIATION OF THE CITY OF ROCHESTER AND MONROE
COUNTY. No.1. Hjstorical collections of the Association. An address
delivered by Ferdinand De W. Ward before the Association at its
annual gathering and festival, October 26, 1859, and redelivered, by
request, before the Association and citi:i1ens of Rochester, December 12,
1859. R.:>chester, 1860.
8vo, pp. 48.
Giving historical sketch of the first half century of Rochester.
158. KINGS COUNTY GENEALOGICAL CLUB.

Brooklyn, N. Y.

KINGS COUNTY GENEALOGICAL CLUB.
BrQoklyn, 1882-1894.

Collections.

Vol. I, Nos. 1-6.

8vo, pp.60.
CONTENTS.

1. Inscriptions on tombstones in ce~etery of Reformed Dutch Church, New

Utrecht, Long Island. pp.15.
2. Inscriptions on tombstones in cemetery of Reformed Dutch Church, l!'lat
lands, Long Island, and private cemeteries adjacent. pp.17-29.
3. Inscriptions on tombstones in cemetery of Reformed Dutch Church, Gravesend, Long Island, and private cemeteries adjacent. pp. 31-44.
4. Inscriptions on tombstones in old Bushwick graveyard. Brooklyn baptismal
records from 1660. New York, 1888. 8vo, pp. 45-60.
Contents: Tombstone inscriptions in the burial ground of the old Busbwick
church (Brooklyn, N. Y.), copied August, 1880, by George Sparrow. Baptisms in
the Reformed Dutch Church of Brooklyn, as translated by tbe late T. G. Bergen.
5 and 6. Brooklyn baptismal records, from 1679 to end of 1719. _Marrfoges from
October, 1660, to June, 1696. New York, 1894. 8vo, pp. 61-96.
159. LIVINGSTON COUNTY HISTORICAL SOCIETY.

Dansville, N. Y.

LIVINGSTON COUNTY HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Constitution, by-laws, and
certificate of incorporation. Mount Morris, N. Y., 1877.
12mo, pp. 14.

LIVINGSTON COUNTY HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Second annual meeting, January 8, 1878. Annual address, by B. F. AngeJ. * * * Also history
of organization, constitution, by-laws, and certificate of corporation.
Dansville, 1878.
8vo, pp. 36.
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LIVINGSTON COUNTY HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Third annual meeting, January 14, 1879. Annual address: 'fhe j ndges and lawyers of Livingston
County. By L.B. Proctor. Dansville, 1879.
pp. 26.

LIVINGSTON COUNTY HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Fourth annual meeting, January 13, 1880. [Annual address: The recent discoveries in history.
By W. M. White.] Dansville, 1880.
8vo, pp. 25.

LIVINGSTON COUNTY HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Fifth annual meeting, January 11, 1881. [Annual address: The nature and. kinds of historic
evidence. By Rev. Lloyd Windsor, D. D.J Dansville, 1881.
8vo, pp. 15.

LIVINGSTON COUNTY °HISTORICAL SOCIETY.
nary 10, 1882. Dansville, 1882.
•

Sixth annual meeting, Jan-

pp. 28.

LIVINGSTON COUNTY HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Seventh annual meeting, January 9, 1883. Dansville, 1883 .
. pp. 20.

LIVINGSTON COUNTY HISTORICAL SOCIETY.
uary 8, 1884. Dansville, 1884.

Eighth annual meeting, Jan-

8vo, pp. 39.

LIVINGSTON COUNTY HISTORICAL SOCIETY.
uary 13, 1885. Dansville, 1885.

Ninth annual meeting, Jan-

8vo, pp. 30.

LIVINGSTON COUNTY HISTORICAL SOCIETY.
uary 12, 1886. Dansville, 1886.

Tenth annual meeting, Jan-

pp. 36.

LIVINGSTON COUNTY HISTORICAL .SOCIETY.
January 11, 1887.

Eleventh annual meeting,

8vo, pp. 40.

LIVINGSTON COUNTY HISTORICAL SocrnTY. President's address, by B. F.
Angel. Secretary's report, by N. Seymour. Historical paper, by F.
De W. Ward. Geneseo, N. Y., 1882.
8vo, pp. 45.
Pages 10-45 are occupied with The ecclesiastical history of Livingston County,
N. Y., from the earliest reliable date to .January 1, 1882, by F. De W. Ward. This
article has a separate title-page.
The president's address and the secretary's report have been published separately, formiug one of the regular publications of the Society.
160. LONG- ISLAND HISTORICAL SOCIETY.
Brooklyn, N. Y.

LONG ISLAND HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Long Island. By w. Alfred Jones,
A. M., librarian of Columbia College. Read before the Long Island
Historical Society, November 5, 1863. New York, 1863.
8vo, pp. 23.

LONG ISLAND HISTORICAL SOCIETY.
ration. Brooklyn, 1863.
8vo, pp. 3ti.

By-laws and certificate of incorpo-
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The certificate of incorporation and

8vo, pp. 21.

LONG I SLAND HISTORICAL SOCIETY.
1869. Brooklyn, 1864-1869.

First to sixth annual reports, 1864-

Svo. Six pamphlets.

LONG ISLAND HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Fourteenth annual report, presented
May, 1877. With a list of members, .January, 1878. Brooklyn, 1878.
Svo, pp. 39.
There were no reports presented between 1869 and 1877.

LONG ISLAND HISTORICAL SOCIETY.
May, 1878. Brooklyn, 1878.

Fifteenth annual report, presented

Svo,pp.19.

LONG ISLAND HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Report for the years 1878-1881.
sented May 10, 1881. Brooklyn, 1881.

Pre-

8vo, pp.55.

LONG ISLAND HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Proceedings at the nineteenth and
twentieth annual meetings, May 9, 1882, and May 15, 1883, with the
[nineteenth and twentieth annual] reports of the directors and a list
of members. Brooklyn, 1882-83.
Svo. Two pamphlets.

LONG ISLAND HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Journal of a voyage to New York
and a tour to several of the American colonies in 1679-80, by Jasper
Dankers and Peter Sluyter, of Wiewerd, in Friesland. Translated and
edited by Henry C. Murphy. Brooklyn, 1867.
Svo, pp. xlvii, 440, viii. Plates.
Reprint of Vol. I of the-·memoirs.

LONG ISLAND HISTORICAL SOCIETY.
1867-1889.

Memoirs.

Vols. I-IV.

Brooklyn,

Svo. Four vols.
CONTENTS.

Vol. I. Journal of a voyage to New York and a tour in several of the American
colonies in 1679-80, by Jasper Dankers and Peter Sluyter, of Wiewerd, in Friesland. Translated and edited by H. C. Murphy. 1867. pp. xlvii, 440, viii. 12
plates.
Vol. rr. The battle of Long Island, with connected preceding events, and subsequent American retreat. Introductory narrative by T. W. Field. With
authentic documents. 1869. pp. xiii, ix, 549. Folded maps.
Vol. III. The campaign of 1776 around New York and Brooklyn. Including a
new and circumstantial account of the battle of Long Island and the loss of New
York, with a review of events to the close of the year. Maps, portraits, and
original documents. By Henry P. Johnston. 1878. pp. viii, 300, 209.
Vol. IV. George Washington and Mount Vernon. Brooklyn, 1889. Svo, pp.
xcii, 352. Portrait. Contains: George Washington and Mount Vernon. A collefltion of Washington's unpublished ag1'.icultuml and personal letters. Edited,
with l1istorical and genealogical introduction, by Moncure Daniel Conway.
There is inserted in the beginning of each of the volumes a list of officers of the
Society, with statements relative to the publications of the Society.

LONG ISLAND HISTORICAL SOCIETY. History and its sources. Address
read before the Society at the annual meeting, May 7, 1868, by J. C.
Brevoort. Brooklyn, 1868.
Svo, pp. 23. Facsimile.
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LONG ISLAND HISTORICAL SOCIETY. List of the principal illustrated
books in the library of the Society. Brooklyn, 1868.
Svo.

LONG ISLAND HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Louis XVII. and Eleazar Williams.
Were they the same person , By Francis Vinton. Read b efore the
Society October 23, 1863. Reprinted from Putnam's Magazine for the
Society, 1868. [Brooklyn], 1868.
Svo, pp. 331-340.

LONG ISLAND HISTORICAL SOCIETY.
1869.

Explgrations in Jerusalem, July,

Circular sheet.

LONG ISLAND HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Medical department of the Society.
An account of its formation, with a catalogue of the books. Brooklyn, 1870.
Svo, pp. 32.

LONG ISLAND HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Military lessons taught by the war.
Address before the Society, February 23, 1869. By H. W. Slocum.
New York, 1869.
Svo, pp. 20.

LONG ISLAND HISTORICAL SOCIETY.
George Hannah, librarian.

Circular, February 17, 1874.

By

Broadside.

LONG ISLAND HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Early history of Suffolk County,
. Long Island. Paper read before the Society November 16, 1865.
Brooklyn, 1866. By H. Nicoll.
12mo, pp. 18.

LONG ISLAND HISTORICAL SOCIETY. List o{ members, with the by-laws
and a sketch of the institution. Brooklyn, 1875.
Svo, pp. 27.

LONG ISLAND HISTORICAL SOCIETY. List of members, with a sketch of
the institution. Brooklyn, 1876.
Svo, pp. (1) 24.

LONG ISLAND HISTORICAL SOCIETY. List of recent additions to the library
of the Society, being an appendix to the report of the directors, presented May 10, 1881. Brooklyn, 1881.
Svo, pp. 132.

LONG ISLAND HISTORICAL SOCIETY. The Dutch and the Iroquois. Suggestions as to the importance of their friendship in the great struggle
of the eighteenth century for the possession of the continent. Being
a paper read before the Society, Pebruary 21, 1882. By Charles H. Hall.
New York, 1882.
Svo, pp.55.

LONG ISLAND HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Officers, 1884-85. Long Island Historical Society. Its objects and work, with history of members.
[Brooklyn 1 1884.J
Svo, pp. 24. No title-page.

LONG ISLAND HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Proceedings of the Long Island
Historical Society. In memory of Hon. James Carson Brevoort.
Brooklyn, 1888.
Svo, pp. (2) 5.

-
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LONG ISLAND HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Proceedings of the Society in memory of Hon. James Carson Brevoort, Mrs. Urania Batten Humphrey, ·
Hori.. John Greenwood, and Alfred Smith Barnes. Brooklyn, N. Y.,
1888.
8vo, pp.15.

LONG ISLAND HISTORICAL SOCIETY.
bers.] Brooklyn, [1891].

[History, by-laws, and list of mem-

Small 4to, pp. 44. Woodcut.

LONG ISLAND HISTORICAL SOCIETY. [Sketch of its history, by-laws, offi·
·
cers, and members.] Brooklyn, [1891].
12mo, pp. 44.

LONG ISLAND . HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Catalogue of the library of the
Society. 1863-1893. Brooklyn, 1893.
8vo, pp. (6), 801.
161. MINISINK VALLEY HISTORICAL SOCIETY.

Port J ervis, N. Y.

MINISINK VALLEY HISTORICAL SOCIETY. John Hathorn. By Rev. A. A.
Haines. An address delivered before the Society. In New Yorlc Genealogical and Biographical Record, Vol: xx, October, 1889, pp. 169-171.
New York, 1889.
MINISINK VALLEY HISTORICAL SOCIETY. A history of Deerpark, in Orange
County, N. Y. By Peter E. Gumaer. With portrait of the author
and cut of house in which he lived. Published by the Minisink Valley Historical Society, 1890.
12mo, pp. 204 (2).

MINISINK VALLEY HISTORICAL SOCIETY. 1690-1890. Bi-centennial celebration of the two hundredth anniversary of the settlement of the
Minisink Valley, held under the auspices of the Society at Candeqec
Park, Cuddebackville, Orange County, N. Y., July 22, 1890. Port
Jervis, N. Y., [1890].
Small 4to, pp. 28 (1).
162. MONUMENT .ASSOCIATION OF THE CAPTURE OF ANDRE.

Tarrytown, N. Y.

MONUMENT ASSOCIATION OF THE CAPTURE OF ANDRE. Centennial souvenir of the Association, Tarrytown, September 23, 1880. Prepared
under the auspices of the Association by N. C. Husted. [New York,
1880.J
8vo, pp. 167. Illustrated. Portraits.
163. NEW CONFEDERACY OF THE IROQUOIS.

Rochester, N. Y.

NEW CONI<'EDERACY OF THE IROQUOIS. An address delivered before the
Was-ah Ho-de-no-son-ne; or, the New Confederacy of the Iroquois, by
Henry R. Schoolcraft, at its third annual council, August 14, 1846.
Also, Genundewah, a poem, by W. H. C. Hosmer, a member, pronounced on the same ·occasion. Published by the Confederacy.
Rochester, 1846.
Svo, pp. 48.
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NEW CONFEDERACY OF THE IROQUOIS. Letters on the Iroquois. By
Skenandoah. (In the Olden Tirne, edited by N. B. Craig, Vol. II, pp.
68-87, 117-139, 288-307. Pittsburg, 1848. Reprinted 1876.)
Many parts of the following letters were r ead in 1844-45 and 1846 before the
"Councils of the New Confederacy of the Iroquois," and to the establishment of
that historical institution the research, by which the facts were accumulated, is
chiefly to be attribnted. The institution referred to is founded upon the ancient
confederacy of the Five Nations, and its symbolic council .fires are kindled upon
the ancient territories of the Mohawks, the Onondagas, the Cayugas, and the
Senecas. The design is "to gather the fragments of the history, the institutions,
and the government of our Indian predecessors." Introduction.
164. NEW ENGLAND SOCIETY IN THE CITY OF BROOKLYN.

ENGLAND SOCIETY IN THE CITY OF BROOKLYN. By-laws, officers,
and members. "Proceedings at the first annual meeting, December 7,
and at the first annual festival, December 21, 1880. Brooklyn, [1881].

NEW

8vo, pp. 74 (1).

NEW ENGLAND Socn~TY IN THE CITY OF BROOKLYN. Proceedings at the
second annual meeting and second annual festival. Officers, directors,
members [etc.], and by-la':s. Brooklyn, 1882.
8vo, pp. 72, (1).

ENGLAND SOCIETY IN THE CITY OF BROOKLYN. Proceedings at the
third annual meeting and third annual festival. Officers [etc.].
Brooklyn, 1883.

NEW

8vo, pp. 68, (1).

NEW ENGLAND SOCIETY IN THE CITY OF BROOKLYN. Proceedings at the
fourth annuat meeting and fourth annual festival, inclu<ling a paper
read before the Society, November 4, 1882, by Noah Porter, on "The
New England meetinghouse," and a paper read November 13, 1883,
by C. E. Pratt, on "The old district schoolhouse." Officers [etc.].
Brooklyn, 1884.
8vo, pp. 108 (1).

NEW ENGLAND SOCIETY IN THE CITY OF BROOKLYN. Proceedings at the
fifth annual meeting and fifth annual festival, including a paper read
November 19, 1884, by J. W. Chadwick, on "Witches in Salem and
elsewhere," and a lecture delivered at the Friends' Institute, London,
on the 18th of January,· 1866, by Benjamin Scott, on "The Pilgrim
l!'athers neither Puritans nor persecutors;" Officers [ etc.]. Brooklyn, 1885.
Svo, pp. 114 (1).
165. NEW ENGL.AND SOCIETY OF THE CITY OF NEW YORK.

ENGLAND SOCIETY OF THE CITY OF NEW YORK. Address before
the Society, on Forefathers' Day, December 22, 1838. By Leonard
Bacon. New York, 1839.

NEW

8vo, pp. 47.

NEW ENGLAND SOCIETY OF THE CITY OF NEW YORK. The fathers of
New England. Oration before the Society December 21, 1849, and
published at their request. By Horace Bushnell. New York, 1850.
Svo, pp. 44.
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NEW ENGLAND SOCIETY OF THE CITY OF NEW YORK. Heritage of the
Pilgrims. Oration before the Society, * * * the two hundred and
thirty-fourth anniversary of the landing at Plymouth. By W. M.
Evarts. New York, 1853.
Svo, pp. 44.
166. NEW YORK GENEALOGICAL A.ND BIOGRAPHICAL SOCIETY.

New York City.

NEW YoRic GENEALOGICAL AND BIOGRAPHIC.AL SOCIETY.
1, No. 1. New York, 1869.

Bulletin.

Vol.

Svo, pp. 8.
Succeeded by the New York Genealogical and Biographical Record.

NEW YORK GJCNEALOGICAL AND BIOGRAPHICAL SOCIETY. By-laws, certificate of incorporation, and officers. New York, 1869.
8vo, pp. 16.

NEW YoRic GENEALOGICAL AND BIOGRAPHICAL SOCIETY.
genealogical records. [New York, 1870.J

A form for

4to. Two leaves.

NEW · YoRK GENEALOGICAL AND BIOGRAPHICAL SOCIETY.
New York
Genealogical and Biographical Record: Devoted to the interests of
American genealogy and biography. Issued quarterly. Vols. 1-xxv1,
1870-1895. Published for the Society. New York, [1870]-1895.
8vo. Twenty-six volumes.

NEW YORK GENEALOGICAL AND BIOGRAPHICAL SOCIETY. The olden time
in New York. By a member of the New York Genealogical and Biographical Society. I. New York society in olden time. II. Traces of
American lineage. New York, 1872.
8vo, pp. 64. Illustrated.
The second article first appeared in the New York Genealogical and Biographical Record.

NEW YORIC GENEALOGICAL AND BIOGRAPHICAL SOCIETY. Bradford family. Genealogical memorials of William Bradford, the printer. By
Samuel S. Purple. New York, 1873.
4to, pp. 8. Plate.
Fifty copies. From New York Genealogical and Biographical Record.

NEW YORK GENEALOGICAL AND BIOGRAPHICAL SOCIETY. Genealogical
notes of the Colden family in America. By Ed win R. Purple. New
York, 1873.
4to, pp. 24.
Fifty copies. From New York Genealogical and Biographical Record.

NEW Yomc GENEALOGICAL AND BIOGRAPHICAL SOCIETY. Reminiscences.
By David Parsons Holton. Read before the Society May 27, 1874.
New York, 1874.
8vo, pp. 29 (3).

No title-page.
Last three pages are devoted to "Genealogical notation."

NE:W YORK GENEALOGICAL AND BIOGRAPHICAL SOCIETY.
By Joel Munsell. [New York], 1874.

Schuyler family.

8vo, pp. 11. Illustrated.
Edition, thirty copies.
Reprinted from the New York Genealogical and Biographical Record.
,t
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NEW y ORK GENEALOGICAL AND BIOGRAPHICAL SOCIETY. Genealogical
notes on the Provoost family, of New York. By Edwin R. Purple.
New York, 1875.
·
4to, pp. 32. Portrait.
One hunclred copies. From New York Genealogical and Biographical Record.

NEW YORK GENEALOGICAL AND BIOGRAPHICAL SOCIETY. A memoir of
Lieut. Col. Samuel Ward, First Rhode Island Regiment, Army of the
American Revolution; with a genealogy of the Ward family. By
John Ward. New York, 1875.
4to, pp. 20. Portrait.
From the New York Genealogical and Biographical Record.

NEW YORK GENEALOGICAL AND BIOGRAPHICAL SOCIETY. Genealogical
notes relating· to Lieutenant-Governor Jacob Leisler, and hi~ family
connections in New York. By Edwin R. Purple. New York, 1877.
4to, pp. 24. Seventy.five copies.
Reprinted, with additions, from New York Genealogical and Biographical Record.

NEW YORK GENEALOGICAL AND BIOGRAPHICAL SOCIETY. Life and its
record in this generation. An anniversary address before the Society,
April 11, 1878. By Samuel Osgood. New York, 1878.
8vo, pp. (2J 17.

_.

NEW YoRic GENEALOGICAL AND BIOGRAPHICAL SOCIETY. A short biographical sketch of J. V. L. Pruyn. Reprinted from New York Genealogical and Biographical Record, Vol. XIV, No. 2. New York, 1883.
8vo, pp. 15.

NEW YORIC GENEALOGICAL AND BIOGRAPHICAL SOCIETY. Col. John Bayard (1738-1807) and the Ba.yard family of America. Anniversary address before the Society, February 27, 1885. By J. G. Wilson. New
York, 1885.
8vo, pp. 24.

NEW YORI( GENEALOGICAL AND BIOGRAPHICAL SOCIETY. The life of Admiral Sir Isaac Coffin, baronet, his English and American ancestors.
By Thomas C. Amory. Boston, 1886.
8vo, pp. 141. Portrait.
Reprinted from New York Genealogical and Biographical Record.

NEW YORK GENEALOGICAL AND BIOGRAPHICAL SOCIETY. The Rutgers
family of New York. By Ernest S. Crosby. Reprinted from the New
York Genealogical and Biographical Record, April, 1886. With portrait
of Colonel Rutgers. New York, 1886.
8vo·, pp. 14.

NEW YORK GENEALOGICAL AND BIOGRAPHICAL SOCIETY. Samuel Provoost, first bishop of New York. An address delivered before the
Society. By J. G. Wilson. New York, 1887.
L arge 8vo, pp. 15. One hunclred copies printed.

NEW YoRic GENEALOGICAL AND BIOGRAPHICAL SOCIETY. Some records
of the Beekman family. By James R. Gibson, jr. [New York], 1888.
8vo, pp. 12.
R eprinted from New York Genealogical and Biographical Record, .A.pril, 1888.

NEW YORI( GENEALOGICAL AND BIOGRAPHICAL SOCIETY. Address delivered before the Genealogical and Biographical Society of the city of
New York, April 12, 1895. Edward Hawes, the emigrant, and some
of his descenda1;ts. By Gilbert Ray Hawes, esq. (New York, 1895.J
4to, pp. 28. Portrait.
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NEW YORIC GENEALOGICAL AND BIOGRAPHICAL SOCIETY. 1869-1894.
Twenty-fifth anniversary of the New York Genealogical and Biographical Society, February 27, 1894. With by-laws and roll of members. Printed for the Society. New York, 1895.
Large 8vo, pp. xi, 81. Portraits. Woodcuts.
167. NEW YORK HISTORIC.AL SOCIETY.
New York City.

NEW YORI( HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Constitution .and by-laws.
the 10th of December, 1804. New York, 1805.

Instituted

Svo, pp.15.

NEW YORI( HISTORICAL SOCIETY. First celebration of the festival of St.
Nicholas by the Society, December 6, 1810 .
.Broadside.

NEW YoRic HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Anniversary discourse before the Society, December 6, 1811. By De Witt Clinton. New York, 1812.
8vo, pp. 81 (1).

NEW YoRic HISTORICAL SOCIETY. A discourse designed to commemorate
the discovery of New York by Henry Hudson; delivered. before the
Society, September 4, 1809, being the completion of the second century since that event. By Samuel Miller, D. D. New York, 1810.
8vo,pp.28.

NEW Yomc HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Collections.
Vols. I-Iv. New York, 1811-1859.

Vols. I-v; second series,

8vo.
CONTENTS.

Vol. I. Collections for 1809: Constitution; Discourse, designed to commemorate
the discovery of New York by Henry Hudson, September 4, 1809, by Samuel Miller;
Divers voyages and northerne discoueries of Henry Hvdson, 1607; .A. second voyage of Henry Hudson, 1608; The third voyage of Henry Hudson, 1609; .A.n abstract
of the journal of Henry Hudson, 1610; Documents concerning the early history of
New York, from Hazard's "Historical Collections;" Laws established by James,
Duke of York, for the government of New York in 1664. New York, 1811. pp.
vi, 428.
Vol. II, Collections for 1814: Preface; Memorial to the legislature; Members;
Officers; A discourse on the benefits of civil history, before the Society, December
6, 1810, by Hugh Williamson; A discourse before the Society at their anniversary
meeting, December 6, 1811, by De Witt Clinton [on tlle Indians of New York]; A
discourse before the Society, December 6, 1812, by Gouverneur Morris[" on some
prominent historical facts and circumstances which distinguish our State"]; A
discourse before the Society, December 6, 1813, embracing a concise and comprehensive account of the writings which illustrate the botanical history of North .
and South America, by Samuel L. Mitchill; An account of De La Salle's last
expedition and discoveries in North America [on the Mississippi], by H. Tonti;
An extract of a translation of the history of'New Sweed Land in America, by
Thomas Companius Holm, 1703; Catalogue of the books, tracts, newspapers, maps,
charts, views, portraits, and manuscripts in the library of the Society. New York,
December 22, 1813. New York, 1814. pp. (4)~ xxii, (2), 23-358; (4), 139.
Vol. III. Collections for 1821: Members; Officers; Inaugural discourse by Gouverneur Morris, September 4, 1816; Anniversary discour«e before the Society, December 7 1818, by Gulian C. Verplanck; A biographical memoir of Hugh Williamson,
November 1, 1819, by David Hosack; A discourse on the religion of the Indian
tribes of North America December 20 18191 by Samuel Farmar Jarvis; an inaugural address, second Tu~sday of Febr~ary, 1820, by David Hosack; An anniversary discourse, December 28, 1820, by Henry Wheaton [on the history of the
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sci n of pnblic or int rnational law]; Notes on a pamphlet entitled "A discom· e b for the rew York Historical Society, Drcember 6, 1811, " liy Samuel
Jou s; n extract from tho records in the Council Ch amber , r elative to the dispute b tween the goyerum nt of N w Netherlands and the Lord Proprietary of
Maryland, concerni11g the title of the Dutch to the territories on the Delaware,
l 656-1668; Description of ome of the m edals struck in relation to important events
in North America, before anrl since the Declaration of Ind ependence, by James
Mease. 1821. pp. 404. Portrait.
Vol. 1v. (1826.) Continuation of Smith's History of New York. 1826. PP· (8),
308. Reprinted in 1829 as Vol. v of the Collections.
Vo1. IV. (1829.) History of the late province of New York from its discovery to
the appointment of Governor Colden, in 1762. By the late Hon. William Smith.
1829. pp. XYi, 320. Pages ix-xvi contains memoir of ·wmiam Smith, by his son.
This is a revised edition of Smith's History as published at London, 1757.
Vol. v. The history of the province of New York, from its discovery to the
appointment of Governor Colden. 1829. pp. (6), 308.
This is a reprint of Vol. IV (1826) of the Collection11. The object of the reprinting of this continuation was to supply a nornplete edition of Smith's History,
which was done by reprinting the original work as Vol. I and the continuation
as Vol. n (IV and v of the Collections).
Second series, Vol. 1. Anniversary discourse, by James Kent, December 6, 1828,
(on the domestic history of the State (New York)]; Voyage of Verazzano along
the coast of North America, 1524, translated by J. G. Cogswell; Indian tradition
of the first arrival of the Dutch at Manhattan Island; A history of the New Netherlands, by Sir N. C. Lambrechtsen; translated by F. A. Yan der Kemp; Description of the New Netherlands, by A. Van der Donck, translated by J. J·ohnson;
Extracts from the voyages of David Pieterzen de Vries, translated by G. Troost;
Extracts from the New World, or a description of the West Indies, by John de
Laet, translated by G. Folsom; Extract from the journal of the Half-Moon, Henry
Hudson, master, to the coast of .America in 1609, by Robert Juet; Expedition of
Capt. Samuel Argall to the French settlements in Acadia and Manhattan Island,
1613, by George Folsom; Letter of Thomas Dermer, describing his passage from
Maine to Virginia, 1619; Correspondence between the colonies of New Netherlands and New Plymouth, 1627; The charter of liberties, 1629; A catalogue of
the members of the Dutch church, with the namee of the streets of New York,
1686; New Sweden, or the Swedish settlements on the Delaware, by I. .A.crelius;
Report of Andreas Hudde (on the Swedes on the Delaware], 1645; Governor
Rising's official report concerning the invasion of the Swedish colony in Nova
Svecia, by the Dutch, 1655; The directors-general or governors of New Netherlands, by G. Folsom ; Historical sketch of the New York Historical Society, by
G. Folsom; Officers of the Society, 1805-1841; Members; Index. New York, 1841.
pp. 486 (l). Folded map. Portrait. Plate.
Second series, Vol. n. Officers; Outline of the constitutional history of New
York, an anniversary discourse, November 19, 1847, by Benjamin Franklin Butler;
Memoir read December 31, 1816 (on names of places in Dutch New York], by E.
Benson; Narrative of the exped ition of the Marquis De Norville against the Senecas, in 1687, translated from the French, with notes, by O. H. Marshall; Correspondence between Lieutenant-Governor Cadwallader Colden and William Smith,
jr ., the historian, respecting certain alleged errors in the history of New York;
Letter from Edmund Burke, respecting the effect of the Quebec bill upon the
boundary of New York ; Remarks upon the British expedition to Danbury, Conn.,in
1777, by E. D. Whittlesey; New York in 1602~ Letter from Charles Lodwick; Tho
representation of New Netherlands, concerning its location, productiveness, and
poor condition, translated from the Dutch (of .A. -Van der Donck]; New Netherlands in .1627; Letter from I. do Rasieres, translated by J. Romeyn Brodhead;
Memoir of the early colonization of N <'W Netherland, by John Romeyn Brodhead;
Hudson's voyage in 1609, Extract from" Verhael von de eerste Schip-vaert d er
Hollandische * * * door 't Way-Gat by Norden, * * * na Cathay encle
China, voor J oost Hartgers," translated by J. R. Brodhead; Extract from De Laet
and .Aitzema, relating to New Netherland; History of the New YorJ;. Chaml>er of
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Commerce, with notices of some of its distinguished members, by Charles King;
Table of the killed and wounded in the war of 1812, compiled by William Jay;
Memoir of Theophilus Eaton, the first governor of the colony of New Haven, by
Jacob Bailey Moore. 1849. pp. vi, (2), 493.
Second series, Vol. III, part 1. Voyages from Holland to America, 1612-1644, by
lJ. P.De Vries, translated by H. C. Murphy; ShortsketchoftbeMohawklndians
iu New Netherland, etc., by J. Megapolensis, jr.; translation revised, with an
introduction by J. R. Brodhead; The Jogues papers, translated and arranged by
J. G. Shea; Extracts from Castell's Discoverie of America, 1644; Broad advice to
the united Netherland provinces, translated from the Dutch, by Il. C. Murphy;
Extract from Wagenaar's Beschryving van Amsterdam, relating to the colony of
New Amstel (Newcastle) , translated by J. R. Brodhead; The seven articles
from the church of Leyden, 1617, communicated by George Bancroft; Journal of
an embassy from Canada to the united colonies c,f New England, in 1650,· by
Father Gabriel Druillettes, translated by J. G. Shea; Proceedings of the first
assembly of Virginia,, Hil9, communicated, with an introductory note, by George
Bancroft. 1857. pp. iv (4), 358 (1).
The second part of this volume, which was to have contained "The Duke of
York's charters of liberties and privileges to the inhabitants of New York, anno
1683," was never published.
Second series, Vol. IV. Catalogue of the Library of the Society. 1859.

NEW YORK HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Memoir read before the Historical
Society of the State of New York, December 31, 1816. By Egbert Benson. Jamaica, 1816.
12mo, pp. 72.

NEW YORK HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Memoir read before the Historical
Society of the State of New York, December 31, 1816. By Egbert
Benson, New York, 1817.
Svo, pp. 72.
Same. Second edition, with notes.

Jamaica, 1825. 12mo, pp. 127.

NEW YORIC HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Memoir read before the Historical
Society of the State of New York, December 31, 1816. By Egbert
Benson. Reprinted from a copy with the author's last corrections.
New York, 1848.
Svo, pp. 72.

NEW YORK HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Catalogue of the books, tracts, newspapers, maps, charts, views, portraits, and manuscripts in the library
of the Society. New York, 1813.
Svo, pp. (2), 2, 9-139.

NEW YORI( HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Discourse before the Society, at their
anniversary meeting, December 6, 1812. By Gouverneur Morris. New
York, 1813.
Svo, pp. 40.

NEW YORI( HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Memorial of the Society to the legislature of New York. New York, 1814.
8vo, pp. 11.

NEW YORK HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Inaugural discourse before the Society,
by Gouverneur Morris, September 4. 1816; the two hundred and
sixth ann iversary of tho discovery of New York by Hudson. New
York, 1816.
8vo, pp. 24.
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NEW YORK HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Memoir read before the Society, December 31, 1816. By E. Benson. New York, 1817.
Bvo, pp. 72.
On names of places in New Netherlands.

NEW Yomc HISTORICAL SOCIETY. An anniversary discourse before the
Society, December 7, 1818. ByGnlianC. Verplanck. New York, 1818.
8vo, pp . (2), 121.

·

NEW YORK HISTORICAL SOCIETY. A discourse on the religion of the Indian tribes of North America. Delivered before the Society, December 20, 1819. By Samuel Farmar Jarvis. New York, 1820.
8vo, pp. 111.

NEW YORK HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Inaugural address before the Society,
February 2, 1820. By D. Hosack. New York, 1820.
8vo, pp. 14.

NEW YORI( HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Proces verbal of the ceremony of installation of president [David Hosack] of the Society as it will be
performed February 8, 1820. [By G. C. Verplanck.] New York, 1820.
8vo, pp. 18.
Evidently a burlesque.

Reprinted 1864. pp. 13 (2).

Thirty-five copies.

NEW YORI( HISTORICAL SOCIETY. A biographical memoir of Hugh Williamson. Delivered on the 1st of November, 1819, at the request of the
Society. By David Hosack. New York, 1820.
8vo, pp. 91.
Same. New York, 1821.

8vo, pp. 'i8.

NEW Yomc HISTORICAL SOCIETY. An anniversary discourse before the
New York Historical Society, December 7, 1818. By Gulian C. Verplanck. New York, 1821.
8vo, pp. 100.

NEW YORK HISTORICAL SOCIETY. An anniversary discourse before the
Society, December 28, 1820. By Henry Wheaton. New York, 1821.
Bvo, pp. 49.

NEW YORK HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Anniversary discourse before the
Society, December 6, 1823, by W. Sampson, showing the origin, progress, antiquities, curiosities, and nature of the common law. New
York, 1824.
Bvo, pp. 68.

NEW Yomc HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Memoir read before the Society, December 31, 1816. By Egbert Benson. Second edition, with notes.
Jamaica, 1825.
12mo, pp. 127.
Same. Reprinted from a copy, with the author's last corrections.
1848. 8vo, pp. 72.

NEW YORI( HISTORICAL SOCIETY,
1827.J

List of officers, 1827.

New York,

[New York,

8vo, pp. 32.

NEW YORK HISTORICAL SOCIETY. An anniversary discourse before the
Society, December 1?, 1827. By Joseph Blunt. New York, 1828.
svo, pp. 52.

NEW YORK HISTORICAL SOCIETY. An anniversary discourse before the
Society, December 6, 1828. By James Kent. New York, 1829.
Bvo, pp. 40,
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Constitution and by-laws.
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New York,

Svo, pp.15.

NEW YORIC HISTORICAL SOCIETY. The origin and nature of the repi:,esentative institutions of the United States; an anniversary discourse,
before the Society, on the 19th of April, 1832. By William Beach Lawrence. New York, 1832.
Svo,pp, 44.

NEW YORIC HISTORICAL SOCIETY.
New York, .1838.
N~w YORK HISTORICAL SOCIETY.
1839.

Catalogue, with history of the Societ y.
Constitution and by-laws.

New York:

Svo,pp.23.

NEW YORK HISTORICAL SOCIETY. The jubilee of the Constitution. A
discourse delivered at the request of the Society on the 30th of April,
1839, being the fiftieth anniversary of the inauguration of George
Washington as President of the United States, the 30th of April, 1789.
By John Quincy Adams. New York, 1839.
Svo, pp. 136. Plate.

NEW YORK HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Address before the Society, 1839. [By
Joseph Blunt.] (In his speeches, reviews, reports, etc. pp.151-195.
New York, 1843.)
•
NEW YORIC HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Lecture on the life and military services of Gen.James Clinton. Read before the Society February, 1839.
By William W. Campbell. New York, 1839.
Svo, pp. 23.

...

NEW YORK HISTORICAL SOCIETY. List of officers. 1839.
NEW YORIC HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Catalogue of books, manuscripts,
maps, etc., added to thelibrarysinceJanuary19, 1839. New York, 1840.
Svo,pp.32.

NEW YORK HISTORICAL SOCIETY. "The infancy of the Union. " A discourse delivered before the Society December 19, 1839. By William
B. Reed. Philadelphia, 1840.
Svo, pp. 50, (2).

N:rew YORK HISTORICAL SOCIETY. A description of New Netherlands
(as the same are at the present time); comprehending the fruitfulness
and natural advantages of the country anu the desirable opportunities
which it presents, within itself, and from abroad for the s11bsistence
of man; which are not surpassed elsewhere. * * * With a dialogue between a Netherlanil patriot and a New Netherlander on the
advantages of the · country. Written by Adrian Van der Donck.
[Translated by J. Johnson.] The second edition, with a map of the
country. At Amsterdam, publishe,d by Evert Nieuwenhof, bookseller, A. D.1650. New York. Reprinted, 1841.
From the Collections, No. 2.

NEW YORK HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Inaugural address of the Hou. Albert
Gallatin on taking the chair as president of the Society, February 7,
1843. New York, 1843.
Svo, pp. 21, (1).
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NEW YORK HISTORICAL SOCIETY. A memoir on the Northeastern boundary, in connection with Mr. Jay's map, by Albert Gallatin; together
with a speech on the same subject, by Daniel Webster, delivered.at a
special meeting of the Society, April 15, 1843. Illustrated by a copy
of the "Jay map." New York, 1843.
8vo. pp . (2), 74.

NEW Yo1m: HISTORICAL SOCIETY.
1844.

Constitution and by-laws.

New York.

8vo, pp. 33.

NEW YORK HISTORICAL SOCIETY. An address before the Society at its
fortieth anniversary, November 20, 1844; by John Romeyn Brodhead.
With an account of the subsequent proceedings at the dinner. New
York, 1844.
8vo, pp. 107.

NEW YORK HISTORICAL SOCIETY.
1844-1850.
8vo.

Proceedings, 1843-1849.

New York,

Seven volumes.
CONTE~TS.

. ,,

1843. Notice of a military journal of the French and Indian war, by H. Schoolcraft; The progress of ethnology, by .J. R. Bartlett; Paper on the "distinctive
character of the people of New York," by C. F. Hoffman; Proceedings on the
decease of Colonel Trumbull. 1844. pp. 154.
.
1844. New Netherland, by Rev. Dr. De Witt; Ancient Indian stocks of North
America, cast of th e Mississippi, by H. R. Schoolcraft; Some passages in the life
of Governor Tompkins; '.rhe romance of American history (poem) , by T. Ward.
1845. pp. 213.
1845. Sketches of biographical writers and their works of the State of New
York, by William L. Stone; The Indian names of Long Island, by B. F. Thompson;
Histurica1 considerations, on the siege and defence of Fort Stanwix, in 1776, by
H. R. Schoolcraft; The direct agency of the English Government in the employment of the Indians in the Revolutionary war, by W.W. Campbell ; Memoir of
Samuel Osgood, by Osgood Field; Observations. respecting the two ancient maps
of New Netherland, found in the royal archives at the Hague, in 1841, by .J. R.
Brodhead. New York, 1846. pp. 229.
1846. Memoir of the French and Indian expedition against New York, which
surprised and burned Schenectady, February 9, 1689-90, by ::M. Van Re11sselaer;
Notices of some antique earthen vesselt:1 found in the low tumuli of Florida [etc. J,
by H. R. Schoolcraft; Observations to show that the Grand Turk Island, and not
San Salvador, was the first spot on which Columbus landed in the New World, by
George Gibbs; The progress of geography and ethnology, by .J. R. Bartlett. 1847.
pp. 214. Two plates.
1847. History of the Federal seat of government, by J.B. Varnum; "Defeat of
General St. Clair in 1791," by C. R. Gilman; "Early European colonies on the
Delaware," by .J. W. Beekman; "The battle of Ticonderoga, 1758," by B. F.
Thompson; Jesuit relations and discoveries , and other occurrences in Canada
and the northern and western States, 1632-1672, by E. B. O'Callaghan. 1847. pp.
(8), 1741.
1848. '' On the sources of some of the early settlements in the State of New
York," by Rev. Dr. De Witt; "On proposed amendments to the Constitution of
the United States, with original unpublished letters from distinguished statesmen," by .J. H. Raymond; Translation of a lett er of I. de Rasiere, in 1627, giving
an account of New Netherland ; Notes from ·' W assenaer's Ilistorische Verhael"
on New Netherlands; "Fenelon among the Iroquois," by Robert Greenh()w.
(Greenhow's paper was issued as a supplement.) 1849. pp. viii, f>-209.
1849. Report upon the aboriginal monuments of we,tern New York, by E.G.
Squier; Notes for a memoir of Peter Miunit, by G. Il. Moore; Champlain in tl1e
Onondaga Valley, by O. H. Marshall; The ancient architecture of America, by
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R. C. Long; Our Dutch progenitors, by J. W. Knevels; History of religious mis.sions, by ,J. W. Beekman; Reminiscences of Albert Gallatin, by .J. R. Bartlet,t .
1849. pp. 298. Plates.
Beginning with 1817 the Proceedings were issued quarterly, in paper covers
under the editorship of G. H. Moore.

NEW YORI( HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Debate in the Society on "Columbia"
as the new name of this country, instead of '' America," May 15, 1845.
New York, 1845.
8vo.

NEW YORK HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Report of the aboriginal names and
geographical terminology of the Staie of New York. Part 1. Valley
of the Hudson. Made to the Society, by the committee appointed to
prepare a map, etc., and read at the stated meeting of the Society,
February, 1844. By Henry R. Schoolcraft. Published from the Society's Proceedings for 1844. New York, 1845.
8vo,pp. 43.
The imprint reads in 80me copies "Printed for the Society;" in others "Printed
for the Author."

NEW Yomc HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Report of the committee of the Society
on a national name, March 31, 1845. [New York, 1845.J
8vo, pp. 8. No title-page.

NEW YORK HISTORICAL SOCIETY. The charter and by-laws.
March, 1846. New York, 1846.

Revised

8vo,pp. 47.

NEW Yomc HISTORICAL SOCIETY. A discourse delivered before the Society,
at its forty-first anniversary, November 20, 1845. By Alexander W.
Bradford. New York, 1846.
8vo, pp. 31.

NEW Yomc HISTORICAL SociETY. Historical considerations on the siege
and defense of Fort Stan wix in 1777. Read uefore the Society June 19,
1845. By Henry R. Schoolcraft. New York, 1846. ·
8vo,pp. 29.

NEW YORI( HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Incentives to the study of the ancient
period of American history. An address delivered before the Society,
at its forty-second anniversary, November 17, 1846. By Henry R.
Schoolcraft. New York, 1847.
8vo, pp. 38.

NEW YORI( HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Jesuit Relations of discoveries and
other occurrences in C::mada and the Northern and Western States of
the Union. 1632-1672. By E. B. O'Calla.ghan. From the Proceedings
of the Society, November, 1847. New York, 1~47.
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NEW YORI( HISTORICAL SOCIETY. The progress of ethnology; an account
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January, 1858. With the amendments and a list of members. New
York, 1873.
Svo, pp. 39.

NEW YORK HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Address before the Society at the celebration of its sixty-ninth anniversary, January 6, 1874. By Frederic
De Peyster. New York, 1874.
Svo, pp. 36.
On '' William III as a reformer.''

NEW YORK HISTORICAL SOCIETY. A memorial of Rev. T. De Witt. By
T . E. Vermilye. Read before the Society October 6, 1874. With a
notice of proceedings. New York, 1874.
Svo, pp. 28.
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NEW YORK HISTORICAL SOCIETY. The old streets of New York under the
Dutch. Paper read before the Society June 2, 1874. By J. W. Gerard.
New York, 1874.
8vo, pp. 65.
Same, New York, 1875, 8vo, pp. 52.

NEW Yomc HISTORICAL SOCIETY. The charter and by-laws. Revised
January, 1858. With the amendments ancl a list of members. New
York, 1875.
8vo, pp. 39.

NEW YORK HISTORICAL SOCIETY, The early American spirit and the
genesis of it. Address before the Society at the celebration of its
seventieth anniversary, April 15, 1875. By Richard S. Storrs. New
York, 1875.
8vo, pp. (2) 74.
This paper was republished in 1878, with another on "The Declaration of Independence, and the effects of it:"

NEW YORIC HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Maj. Gen. George H. Thomas. The
annual address delivered before the Society January 5, 1875. By
John Watts De Ferster. New York, 1875.
8vo, pp. 24.

NEW YORK HISTORICAL SOCIETY. The old Stadt Ruys of New Amsterdam. Paper read before the Society June 15th, 1875. By James W.
Gerard. New York, 1875.
8vo, pp. 59.

lSEW YORK HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Thomas Crawford and art in America.
Address before the Society, upon the reception of Crawford's statue of
the Indian, presented by Frederic De Peyster, April 6, 1875. By
Samuel Osgood, LL. D. New York, 1875.
8vo, pp, 40.

NEW YORK HISTORICAL SOCI.ffiTY. The battle of Harlem Plains.
September 16, 1876. By John Jay. New York, 1876.

Oration,

8vo, pp. 84.
Forms part of work entered below, entitled "The Commemoration of the Battle of
Harlem Plains."

NEW YORK HISTORICAL SOCIETY. A biograrphical sketch of R.R. Livingston. Read before the Society, Octouer 6, 1876, by Frederic De
Peyster. New York, 1876.
8vo, pp. 38. Portrait.

NEW YORK HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Commemoration of the battle of Harlem Plains on its one hundredth anniversary by the Society. New
York, 1876.
8vo, pp. 98. Plan.
Pages 1-38 contain, with an independent title-page: "The Battle of Harlem
Plains; oration, September 16, 1876, by .John .Jay." Pages 39-84 contain documentary matter relating to the same. Pages 85-98, the proceedings of the Society in
commemoration.

NEW YORK HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Nashville, the decisive battle of the
Rebellion. [Address before the Society, January 4, 1876. By J. W. De
. Peyster.] [New York, 1876.J
8vo, pp.14,

(E I AN Ill TORICA.L ASSOCIATION.
IC L
mTY.
ommemoration of the one hundredth
f th ::u lopLion f the constitution of the State of New
Y rk. [April 20, 1777.J Alluress by Charles O'Conor, May 8, 1877.
w Y r1-, 1 77.
TH

8v , pp. 40.

RW
AL o rnTY. Th history of liberty: a paper read
b Core t he o i t , Februar y 6, 1866. :By J. F. Aiken. With selected
n t .
w York, 1 77.
Svo, -pp. 163.

NEW YORK TIISTORI AL SOCIETY. Maj. Gen. Philip Schuyler and the
Burgoyn campaign in tho summer of 1771. The annual address, January 2, 1877, b fore the Society. By J. W. De Peyster. New York,
1877.
Svo, pp. 26.

NEW Yomc HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Addres~ before the Society at the celebration of its seventy-second anniversary, December 19, 1876. By
Frederic De Peyster. New York, 1877.
Svo, -pp. 44. Portraits.
On "Representative men of the English revolution."

NEW YORK HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Expedition of the Sieur de Champlain
against the Onondagas in 1615, comprising an inquiry into the route
of the expedition, and tho location of the Iroquois fort which was
besieged. Communicated to the Society October, 1875. By Orsamus
H. Marshall. New York, 1877.
8vo, p-p. (16).

N1~w YORK HISTORICAL SOCIETY.
1878. [New York.]

The globe of Vlpius, 1542.

Reprint,

32ruo, pp. 8.

NEW Yomc HISTORICAL SOCIETY. The life and administration of Richard,
Earl of Bellomont, governor of the provinces of New York, Massachusetts, and New Hampshire from 1697 to 1701. An-address before
the Society at the celebration of its seventy-fifth anniversary, November 18, 1879. By :F rederic De Peyster. New York, 1879.
Svo, pp. (8) 59 (1), xvii. Facsimile. Portraits .

•

NEW YORK HISTORICAL SOCIETY. History of New York during the Revolutionary war. By T. Jones. Edited by E. 1',. De Lancey ; with
notes, contemporary documents, maps, an(l portraits. New York,
1879.
Sv o. Two volumes .
Printed for the Society.

NEW YORK HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Memorial sketch of the life ancl literary
labors of E vert Augustus Duyckinck. Read beforo the Society 7th
January, 1879. By W. A. Butler. New York, 1879.
8vo, pp.14.

NEW YORK HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Lady Deborah Moody. A discourse
delivered before the Society, May, 1880. By James W. Gerard. Published, by permission of the author, hy F. B. Patterson. New York,
1880.
Svo,pp.40.
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NEW YORK HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Sir John Johnson, the first Americ1.11born baronet. An address delivered before the Society, January 6,
1880. By J. W. De Peyster. New York, 1880.
8vo, pp. 24..
"This contains the only trustworthy particulars of the battle of' Oriskany,
and a reprint, from the Proceedings of the New Jersey Ilistorical Society, of a
Diary," Vol. II, pp. 115-122, 127, 128.

NEW YORK HISTORICAL SOCIETY. The battle or affair of King's Mountain,
Saturday, October 7, 1780. Being the address delivered at the annual
meeting of the Society, 4.th of January, 1881. By Maj. Gen. J. Watts
De Peyster. New York, [1881].
8vo, pp. 8. Half title.

NEW YORI( HISTORICAL SOCIETY. A memorial sketch of Frederjc Do
~eyster, late president of the Society. Read October 3, 1882. [By
Hamilton Fish.] Reprinted from the Magazine of .American 1Iisto1·y,
November, 1882. New York, 1882.
4to, pp. 769-773. Portrait.

NEW YORK HISTORICAL SOCIETY. The peace negotiations of 1782 an<l.1783.
An address before the New York Historical Society, November 27,
1883. By John Jay. New York, 1884.
8vo, pp. 239. Map.

NEW YORI( HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Why the early inhabitants of Vermont
disclaimed thejurisdictian of New York and established. an independent government. An address delivered before the Society, December
4, 1860. By Hiland Hall. Bennington, Vt., 1872, and r.eprintecl 1884.
8vo, pp. 15, (1).

NEW YORIC HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Resolves, at meeting, March 4, 1884, on
the death of Miss Eliza Susan Quincy.
Broadside.

NEW YORI( HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Report of the joint committee on the
centennial celebration of the evacuation of New York by the British,
Monday, November 26, 1883. With an historical introduction, by John
Austin Stevens. New York, 1885.
4to,pp. 201.
The Society had a principal part in the celebration, and was represented on the
joint committee.

NEW YORK HISTORICAL SOCIETY.· The romantic school in American
archroology. By Adolph F. Bandelier. Read before the Society
February 3, 1885. New York, 1885.
8vo,pp.14.

NEW YORK HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Leading incidents in the life of Henry
Clay; his patriotism, statesmanship, and eloquence. An address by
Erastus Brooks before the New York Historical Society, April 6, 1886,
and before the Pennsyl,vania Historical Society, May 14, 1886. New
York, 1886.
8vo, pp.32.

NEW YORK HISTORICAL SOCIETY. The opening, the use, and the future of
o~r domain on this continent. An address before the Society on its
eighty-second anniversary, November 16, 1886. By George E. Ellis,
D. D., LL. D. New York, 1887.
Svo, pp. 34.
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li..EW YORK HISTORICAL SOCIETY. The framing of the Federal Constitution and the causes l eading thereto. An address delivered before the
Society on its eighty-third anni.versary, Tuesday, November 15, 1887.
By Hon. John Alsop King. New York, 1888.
8vo, pp. 40.

NEW YORK HISTORICAL SOCIETY. The land politics of the United States.
A paper read before the Society, Tuesday, May 1, 1888. By James C.
Welling. New York, 1888.
8vo, pp.40.

NEW Ymm HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Some recollections of the late Edouard
Laboulaye. By John Bigelow. [New York, 1888.J
12mo, pp. (2), 81.
"A portion of these Recollections. was read before the New York Historical
Society, November 20, 1881.

NEW YORK HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Frontenac and Miles Standish in the
Northwest. A paper read before the Society, December 4, 1888. By
Edward S. Isham. New York, 1889.
8vo, pp.39.

NEW YORK HISTORICAL SOCIETY. The progress of American independence. A paper read before the New York Historical Society, April 2,
1889. By the Hon. George S. Boutwell. New York, 1889.
8vo, pp. 31.

NEW YORI( HISTORICAL SOCIETY. The coaches of colonial New York. A
paper read on the evening of March 4, 1890, before the Society. By
George W.W. Houghton. New York, 18!:,0,
8vo, pp. 31.

NEW YORK HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Connecticut federalism, or aristocratic politics in a social democracy. An address delivered before the
Society on its eighty-sixth anniversary, Tuesday, November 18, 1890.
By James C. Welling, LL. D. New York, 1890.
·
8vo, pp. 43.

NEW YORI( HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Suum Cuique. John Dickinson, the
author of the declaration on taking up arms in 1775. By George H.
Moore, LL. D. With a facsimile from the original draft. New York,
1890.
8vo, pp. 53 (2), (8).
Read before the New York Historifal Society, .June 6, 1882.

NEW YORK HISTORICAL SOCIETY. New York in 1850 and in 1890. A
political study. An address delivered before the Society on its eightyseventh anniversary, Tuesday, November 17, 1891, by the Hon. Seth
Low, LL. D. New York, 1892.
8vo, pp. 82.

NEW YORK HISTORICAL SOCIETY. The siege of Cuantla, the Bunker Hill
of Mexico. An address before the Society, April 4, 1893. By Walter
S. Logan. New York, 1893.
8vo, pp. 27.

NEW YORK HISTORICAL SOCIETY. The Manor of Philipsburgh. A paper
read before the New York Historical Society, by T. Astley Atkins,
June 5, 1894. Yonkers, 1894. Published by the Yonkers Historical
and Library Association.
Svo,pp.23.
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NEW YORK HISTORICAL SOCIETY. The charter and by-laws of the
Society. Revised May, 1895. New York, 1895.
8vo, pp. 24.

NEW YORK HISTORICAL SOCIETY. The patriot clergy and the New York
city chaplains in the War of the Revolution. An address before the
Society, by Rev. A. G. Vermilye, D. D., Board of Publication of the
Reformed Church in America, 1895.
8vo, pp. 28.
168. NEW YORK LITERARY AND PIIILOSOPIIICAL SOCIETY.

New York City.

NEW Yo1m LITERARY AND PHILOSOPHICAL SOCIETY.
Vol. I. New York, 1815.

Transactions.

169. NEW YORK NUMISMATIC SOCIETY.

New York City.

NEW YORK NUMISMATIC SOCIETY. Constitution and by-laws. New York,
1864.
16mo.
170. NORTHERN NEW YORK HISTORICAL SOCIETY.

Plattsburg,

'E!·

Y.

NORTHERN NEW YORK HISTORICAL SOCIETY. History of Plattsburgh,
N. Y., from its first settlement to January 1, 1876. Plattsburgh, 1877.
8vo, pp. 83.
"In the year 1871 a series of articles were prepared by Peter S. Palmer and
publishecl in the Plattsburgh Republican under the ~me of 'Northern New York
Historical Society papers.' Paper 'one' of that series, which referred principally to the village of Plattsburgh, is reproduced in the following pages."
11. OLD DOMINION SOCIETY OF THE CITY OF NEW YORK.

OLD DOMINION SOCIETY OJ? THE CITY OF NEW YORK. First celebration
of the anniversary of the settlement at Jamestown, Va., May 13, 1607.
George W. Summers, orator. New York, 1860.
8vo, pp.109.
172. OLD SETTLERS' ASSOCIATION.

Oswego County, N. Y.

OLD SETTLERS' Ass0CI.A.TION. Oswego County fifty years ago. Address
delivered by R. H. Tyler, before the Old Settlers' Association, at
Mexico, August 21, 1879. 1880. Fulton, New York.
8vo, pp.18.
173. ONEIDA HISTORICAL SOCIETY.

Utica, N. Y.

ONEIDA HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Publications. Nos.1-14. Utica, 1879-1889.
CONTENTS.

No. 1. Memorial of the celebration of the centennial of the battle of Oriskany,
1877.
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No. 2. Historical fallacies regarding colonial New York. Address, January 14,
1879, by Douglas Campbell. 1879. pp. 32.
No. 3. Men, events, lawyers, politics, and politicians of early Rome lNew York],
by E. W ager. pp. 47.
No. 4. Articles of incorporation, constitution, by-laws, officers, and members,
with annual report for 1878, and account of the collections of the Society, 1879.
pp.39.
No. 5. Second annual address, by W. Tracy, January 13, 1880, on early history of
Oneicla County. pp. 34.
No. 6. Transactions, with the annual addresses and reports for 1881. pp. 191.
Portrait.
No. 7. Semicentennial of the city of Utica, and supper of Half-Century Club.
1882.
No. 8. .A. long-lost point in history, by L. W. Ledyard. 1883.
No. 9. Col.John Brown; his services in the Revolutionary war; battle of Stone
Arabia, by Garret L. Roof, D. D. .A.n address before the Society, April 28, 1884.
Utica, 1884. pp. 24.
No. 10. Transactions of the Society, 1881-1884, containing the Whitestown centennial; Whitesboro's golden age; Wagner reinterment; old Fort Schuyler celebration, and dedication of the Oriskany monument. Utica, 1885. pp. 228.
No.11. Transactions, 1885-86. Utica, 1886. pp. (1) 147. Contains: Early Protestant missions among the Iroquois, by .A.. G. Hopkins; The streets of Utica, by
L. M. Taylor; The Utica waterworks, by T. Hopper; Forts Stanwix and Bull, and
other forts at Rome, by D. E. Wagner; Memorial of S. Wells Williams, by T. W.
Seward ; The Utica high school, by M. M. Bagg; List of the birds of Oneida
County. by W. L. Rolph and Egbert Bagg.
No. 12. Constitution and by-laws, with the articles of incorporation ; List of
.officers, members, and donors, and a catalogue of papers read and the publications
of the Society. 1887. 8vo, pp. 29 (2).
No. 13. The historic difference of English and continental civilization, by W. T.
Gibson. 1888.
No. 14. Transactions, 1887-89, New Hartford centennial. 1889. pp. 200.

ONEIDA HISTORICAL SOCIETY. The Paris Memorial.
Isaac Paris. Utica~ 1880.

Reinterment of Col.

8vo,pp. 32.
Published under the auspices of the Society. Consists of addresses by Charles
W. Hutchinson, Lorenzo Rouse, Edward North, and Theodore W. Dwight.

ONEIDA HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Historical fallacies regarding colonial
New York. An address delivered b efore the Society, at its annual
meeting, ,January 14, 1879. By Douglas Campbell. New York, 1879.
8vo, pp. (3) 32.
Forms No. 2 of the Publications of the Society.

ONEIDA HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Battle of Oriskany; its place in history.
An aduress at the centennial celebration, August 6, 1877. By Ellis H.
Roberts. Utica, 187'{.
8vo, pp. 66.
The celebration was undor the auspices of the Society. Forms No. 1 of its
Publications.

ONEIDA HISTORICAL SOCIETY. The Continental Congress: Some of its
actors and their doings; with the results thereof. Address at annual
meeting of the Society. By Wm. J. Bacon. Utica, 1881.
8vo,pp. 26.

ONEIDA HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Semicentennial of the city of Utica, March
1, 1882, and the first annual supper of the Half-Centuary Club, March 2,
1882. Published by the Society. Utica, N. Y., 1882.
8vo, pp. 196.
Forms No. 7 of Publications of the Society.
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ONEIDA HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Col. John Brown. His services in the
Revolutionary war. Battle of Stone Arabia. Address before the
Society, April 28, 1884. By Garret L. Roof. Utica, [1884].
Svo, pp. 26.
Forms No. 9 of the Pitblications of tho Society.

ONEIDA HISTORICAL SOCIETY. History of the Cayuga County National
Bank. Delivered before the Society, April 14, 1885. By D. W. Adams.
Auburn, N. Y., 1885,
Svo, pp. 28.

ONEIDA HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Oration at the dedication of the site of
the Fort Schuyler monument (under the auspices of the Oneida Historical Society), July 4, 1883. By Isaac S. Hartley. Utica, 1885.
Svo, pp. 24. Portrait.

ONEIDA HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Transactions, 1881-1884, containing the
·w hitestown centennial, Whitesboro's golden age, Wagner reinterment, Old Fort Schuyler celebration, and dedication of the Oriskany
monument. Utica, 1885.
Svo, pp. 228.
Constitutes No.10 of the Publications.

ONEIDA HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Early Protestant llilSSlOllS among the
Iroquois. Address of Prof. A.G. Hopkins [at the] annual meeting of
the Society, January 12, 1886.
Utica Morning Ilerald an,d Daily Gazette, January 13, 1886.

ONJUDA HISTORICAL SOCIETY. The Utica water-works.
before the Society, January, 1886, by Thomas Hopper.

A paper rea<l
[Utica, 1886.J

Svo, pp. 20.

ONEIDA HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Constitution and by-laws, with articles of
incorporation, list of officers, etc., and a catalogue of the papers read
and the publications of the Society. Utica, 1887.
pp. 29 (1).
Forms No.12 of the Publications.

ONEIDA HISTORICAL SOCIETY. The genius of Anglo-Saxon law and -history compared with the civilization of Latin imperialism. An address
before the Society, by the editor of the Chu1·ch Eclectic [Rev. J. H.
Dubbs, D. D.J. Published by request of the Society. Utica, 1888.
Svo, pp.19.

ONEIDA HISTORICAL SOCIETY. The insurrection and conquest of the Tuskeroras. By Edward Cantwell. Read before the Society, December
18, 1888.
In Magazine of Westei·n History, Vol. x, pp.152-163.

ONEIDA HISTORICAL SOCIETY. The Utica high school.
Society. By M. M. Bagg. Utica, 1888.

Read before the

Svo,pp.16.

ONEIDA HIS TO RIC AL SOCIETY. Transactions of the Society at u tic a. New
Hartford centennial, and addresses before the society. 1887-1889.
Utica, N. Y., 1889.
Svo, pp. 200. Portraits.
Forms No. 14 of Publications of the Society.
Contents: Officers; Standing committees; The New Hartford centennial; Historical sketch, by C. D. Prescott; Early history of ·Freemasonry in this locality,
by Rees G. Williams; Gen. Oliver Collins, by Charles D . .Adams; PresidentDw ight
in New .Ilartforcl, 1799, by J. F. Seymour; Doubleday family; Lyon and Shays
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families; The Dakin family; New Hartford's manufactures, by James Harris;
Early history and reminiscences, by H. Hurllmt; The old Presbyterian Church,
by E. H. Payson ; Family of ,Jedediah Sanger; Inha bi tan ts of New Hartford in
1790; Is local history worth studying? by Prof. Francis M. Burdick ; The geology
of Oneida County, by Rev. A. P. Brigham; The origin and early life of the New
York Iroquois, by Rev. W. M. Beauchamp; The Bleecker-Street Church, Utica, by
Thomas W. Seward; Ancient Utica, by Prof. George C. Sawyer; Botany and
botanists in this vicinity, by Dr. J. V. Haberer; Amendments to the constitution;
Publications of the Society; Addresses before the Society since January 1, 1887;
Members, 1889.

ONEIDA HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Publications, No.17. Transactions, 1890-92,
No. 5. Utica, 1892.
8vo, pp. 00.
Contents: Geographical names as monuments of history, John A. Dix ; lroq uois
and the colony of New York; Early Welsh settlers of Oneida County; Fairfield
Medical College; Chapter in glacial history, Silas Wright; Prehistoric remains
in Sweden, Sangerfield; Laying of historical stone of Utica Y. M. C. Association;
John Seymour.

ONEIDA HISTORICAL SOCIETY.
1894, No. 6. Utica, 1894.

Publications, No. 18.

Transactions, 1892-

8vo, pp. 207 (2).
Contents: Officers; Committees; List of publications of the society; The
Dutch our allies in the Revolution, by William Elliot Griffis, D. D.; The unresponsive roll call at tattoo, by Luther R. Marsh; [Reminiscences of deceased residents of Utica]; Wataaga and Franklin, by Rev. Oliver Addison Kingsbury;
The city in the Roman constitution, by Benjamin S. Terry; TheMadogtradition,
by Benjamin F. Lewis; The mystery of the Muller mansion, by R ..J. Hubbard;
Reminiscences of the Utica Literary Club, and its earliest members, by A. G.
Vermilye; The New York Indians, by Elliot Danforth.

ONEIDA HISTORICAL SOCIETY. The Indians of New York. By Hon. Elliot
Danforth. Delivered before the Society May 8, 1894. [Utica, N. Y.,
1894.J
8vo, pp. 52.

ONEIDA HISTORICAL SOCIETY.
Utica, 1890.

Catalogue of the library of the Society.

8vo, pp. (2) 127.

ONEIDA HISTORICAL SOCIETY. The colonial newspaper press, described
by Colonel Stone. A communication from President Roberts, etc.
Reprint from Utica Herald, October 28, 1890. [Utica], 1890.
8vo, pp. 3. No title-page.

ONEIDA HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Marinas Willett. Conclusion of Judge
Wager's history. Rea,d before the Society [December 28, 1890]. [Utica,
1890.J
8vo, pp. (3).
From Utica Herald, December 29, 1890.

ONEIDA HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Oneida's historians. A valuable address
by Hon. D. E. Wager. Reprint from Utica Daily Herald, November
25, 1891. [Utica, 1891. J
8vo, pp. 13.

No title-page.

ONEIDA HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Benjamin Fletcher, Colonial Governor of
the Province of New York, 30th August, 1692, to 13th April, 1698: A
biographical sketch or address to be read before the Oneida County
<N. Y.) Historical Society, by J. Watts De Peyster. Charles H.
Lndwig, printer, New York.
The address proper equals 12 pages octavo small pica, not leaded; notes explanatory or justificatory equal to 106 pages octavo pica, not leacled.
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Thirty copies printed for vrivate circulation.
It was the intention of tbe author to reduce this mass of most valuable notes
and researches into a complete properly digested biography, but failuro of health
prevented.

ONEIDA HISTORICAL SOCIETY. General Herkimer. Theproposal to remove
his remains to Oriskany. [Utica, 1891.]
8vo, sheet.
From Vtica Herald, .April 8, 1891.

ONEIDA HISTORICAL SOCIETY. The twelfth and last lecture. Close of the
series before the Society. [_Tennyson, by A. S. Hoyt.] [Utica, 1891.J
8vo, sheet.
Slip from the Vtica Observer, March 21, 1891.

ONEIDA HISTORICAL SOCIETY. A chapter in glacial history ; with illustrative notes from central New York. By A. P. Brigham. [Utica,
1892.J
8vo, pp.13.
Reprinted from the Transactions of the Society.
174. ONONDAGA. HISTORICAL ASSOCIATION.
Syracuse, N. Y.

ONONDAGA HISTORICAL ASSOCIATION . . [Its officers, history, charter, bylaws, members, donations, and relics.] Syracm;e, 1865.
12mo, pp. 24.

ONONDAGA HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Eulogy on Edward Everett before the
Society, by T. T. Davis. Syracuse, 1865.
8vo.
175. PILGRIM RECORD SOCIETY.
New York City.

PILGRIM RECORD SOCIETY. Extracts from the by-laws. Fourth anniversary. Officers and members, etc. [New York, 1880.J
8vo,pp. 4.

PILGRIM RECORD SOCIETY.
York, 1876.J

Forefathers' day.

[By D. P. Holton.

New

8Yo,pp.4.
176. PIONEERS' A.SSOCIA.'l'ION OF CENTRAL NEW YORK.
Syractlse, N. Y.

PIONEERS' ASSOCIATION OF CENTRAL NEW YORJC Organization September 7, 1869. Address of Thomas G. Alvord, etc. Syracuse.
8vo, pp. 13. Newspaper slips.

PIONEERS' ASSOCIATION Ol!' CENTRAL NEW YORIL Address before the
Central New York Pioneer Association at its fifth annual meeting,
September 17, 1873. By L. R. Marsh. [Syracuse, 1873f]
12mo, pp. 22.

PIONEERS' AssocIATION OF CENTRAL NEW Yomc Seventh annual address
before the Association, by · \V illiam Barnes, September 16, 1875.
Albany, 1875.
8vo, pp. 37 .
.Account of the early history of central New York. An appendix contains
statistical tables showing the population, according to the official censuses of the
six counties embraced in the Pioneers' Association. The counties arc Cayuga
Cortland. Oneida, Onondaga, Oswego, and Madison.
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177. PROTESTANT EPISCOPAL HISTORICAL SOCIETY.

New York City.

PROTESTANT EPISCOPAL HISTORICAL SOCIETY. ''The Protestant Episcopal
Historical Society." [Proceedings at a meeting called to consider the
propriety of forming the Society, June 19, 1850. Hartford, 1850.J
8vo,pp. 7.

•

PROTESTANT EPISCOPAL HISTORICAL SocnjTY.
committee of the Society. Trenton, 1850.

Report of the executive

Svo,pp. 12.

PROTESTANT EPISCOPAL HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Proceedings of the first
annual meeting, held at the Stuyvesant Institute, New York, June
25, 1851. New York, 1851.
8vo, pp. (2) 29.

PROTESTANT EPISCOPAL HISTORICAL SOCIETY.
New York, 1851-53.

Collections, Vols. I, II.

8vo. Two volumes.
CONTENTS.

Vol. r. Officers of the Society; Keith and Talbot; .Journal of travels from New
Hampshire to Caratuck, by George Keith, London, 1706; History of the church at
Burlington, N . .J., by .J. Bass·; Nonjuring episcopate in the United States, by
Rev. B. Franklin; State of the church, 1730-1740, by Dr. Bray; List of p ersons
licensed to the plantations by the bishops of London, from 1745; List of parishes
in South and North Carolina, P ennsylvania, New.Jersey, New York, Connecticut,
ancl New England, where divine service was performed according to the rules of
the Church of England in li24; Mr. Whitfield's letter against the missionaries,
1740; Efforts to obtain the episcopate before the Revolution; Thoughts upon the
present state of the Church of England in America, 1764; Letter from the archbishop of Canterbury to Dr. W. Smith, of Pennsylvania, 1766; Virginia memorial
touching the glebes; Address on the sale of the glebes, 1795; Letter to the bishop
of Lomlon, 1703; Account of Mr. Blair's mission to North Cai·olina, 1703. New
York, 1851. Pp. xlii, 187.
Vol. n. The frontier missionary; A memoir of the life oft.he Rev . .Jacob Bailey,
A. M., missionary at Pownalborough, Me., Uornwallis and Annapolis, Nova
Scotia; with illustrations, notes,· and an appendix. By William S. Bartlett, D. D.
With a preface by George Burgess. New York, 1853. 8vo, pp. xvii, 365. Portrait.
178. ROCHESTER HISTORICAL SOCIETY.

Rochester, N . Y.

ROCHESTER HISTORICAL SOCIETY. The title of the Phelps and Gorham
purchase. By H. L. Osgood. Rochester, 1891.
8vo, pp. 33. Maps.
Read before the Society April 5, 1889.

ROCHESTER HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Publications. Vol. r. Rochester, 1892 ..
8vo, pp. 126 (1).
Contents: Notes on the aboriginal terminology of the Genesee country, by
G. H. Harris; History of the title of the Phelps and Gorham purchase; Three
episodes in the history of the Genesee valley, by G. Moss; The opening of the
Genesee country, by .J.M. Parker; the Genesee River and western New York,
by H. E. Rochester; History of the public schools of Rochester, by S . .A.• Ellis;
Music in Rochester, by H. D. Wilkins ; Memorial sketch es ; H . E. Peck, H. IL
O'Reilly, C. Dewey, .A.. W. Riley, H. H. Sibley, .J, L . ..ingle ; Officers, members, etc.

.
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ROCHESTER HISTORICAL SOCIETY. The struggle for Monroe County. By
Howard L. Osgood. Read before the Society May 13, 1892. [Rochester, 1892.J
8vo. pp. (4). No title-page.

ROCHESTER HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Rochester; its founders and its founding. By Howard L. Osgood. Read before the Society April 13, 18~4.
[Rochester, 1894.]
8vo, pp. (8). No title-page.

ROCHESTER HISTORICAL SocrnTY. Some earlier public amusements of
Rochester. Read before the Society by G. M. Elwood, 1894. Rochester, 1894.
8vo, pp. 2-62.
179. ROOKLAND COUNTY HISTORICAL AND FORESTilY SOOIET°Y.

Nyack, N. Y.

ROCKLAND COUNTY HISTORICAL AND FORESTRY SOCIETY. Arnold, the
American traitor; Andre, the British spy; Washington, the defender
of constitutional liberty, the Father of his Country, the commanderin-chief of the American Army. Address before the Society, February 22, 1881, by Erastus Brooks. Redelivered in New Haven, by
request of the New Haven Colony Historical Society, March 18, 1881.
New York, 1881.
8vo, pp. 34. Woodcut.

ROCKLAND COUNTY HISTORICAL AND FORESTRY SOCIETY. Constitution
and by-laws. Revised and amended March 26, 1884. Nyack, N. Y.,
1884.
8vo,pp:13.
180. SAINT NLC'HOLA.S SOOIETY OP NEW YORK.

..

New York City .

SAINT NICHOLAS SOCIETY OF NEW YORK. New York as it was during
the latter part of the last century. Anniversary address before the
Society, December 1, 1848. By W. A. Duer. New York, 1849.
8vo, pp. 48.

·
181. SOOIETY OF OLD BROOKLYNITES.

Brooklyn, N. Y.

SOCIETY OF OLD BROOKLYNITES. Proceedings in relation to tho Bartholdi
statue of "Liberty Enlightening the World;" address to the French
delegation, and report of the committee. Brooklyn, 1886.
8vo,pp.8.

SOCIETY OF OLD BROOKLYNITES.
Brooklyn, 1888.

By-laws adopted October 6, 1887.

8vo,pp.28.
Contains a brief history, together with the laws that govern the Society. List
of officers; certificate of incorporation ; by-laws; members.

SOCIETY OF OLD BROOICLYNITES. 1888. A Christmas reminder. Being
the names of about 8,000 persons, a small portion of the number confined on board the British prison ships during the war of the Revolution.
With the compliments of the Society. Brooklyn, 1888.
8vo, np.61.
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182. SUFFOLK OOUNTY HISTORIO.AL SOOIETY.

Sag Harbor, N. Y.

SUFFOLK COUNTY HISTORICAL SOCIETY. An address delivered before the
Suffolk County Historical Society, October 1, 1889, by Hon. P . H.
Hedges. Sag Harbor, 1889.
8vo,pp.14.
On the claim of Southold to priority of settlement over Southampton.
183. TABRYTOWN HISTORICAL SOOIETY.

Tarrytown, N. Y.

TARRYTOWN HISTORICAL SOCIETY, Washington at Tarrytown. Apaper
read before the Tarrytown Historical Society, December 16, 1890. By
Marcus D. Raymond. Tarrytown, 1893.
8vo,pp.18.
184. ULSTER HISTORIOAL SOOIETY.

Kingston, N. Y.

ULSTER COUNTY HISTORICAL SOCIETY.
Kingston, 1860.

Collections.

Vol. I, Nos. 1-3

8vo, pp. 260.
Contents: _Constitution; Proc.!)edings; Address of A. Bruyn Hasbrouck, LL. D. ;
An account of the isettlement of Nev, Paltz by the Huguenots, by E. Eltinge;
Notes and documents relating to the early history of Kingston, Hurloy , and
Marbletown, by .J. R. Brodhead; Letters; Petition of Rochester for protection
against the Indians, 1778; Treaty between Col. Richard Nicolls, governor of
New York, aml the Esopus Indians, 1665; Proclamation of George Clinton's election, 1777; Bill of sale of a negro boy in 1707; Inscription in the First Dutch
churchyard at Kingston; Historical sketch of Hurley, by .J. W. Hasbrouck; Notes
upon the Esopus Indians and their language, b:v N. W . .Jones; Esopus treaty,
16!l5; Ulster County sheriffs; Colonial statutes referring to Ulster; Clinton papers;
An account of the British expedition above the Highlands of the Hudson, and of
the events connected with the burning of Kingston in 1777, by G. W. Pratt; History of the Huguenot Church and settlement at New Paltz, by C. H. Stitt; The
Ulster regiment in the" Great R ebellion," by W. Lounsbury; Origin and meaning
of the word Shawangunk, by C. Scott; The Indian forts of 1663, by C. Scott; Proceedings in memory of Col. G. W. Pratt.
185. WATERLOO LIBRARY AND HISTORICAL SOOIETY.

Waterloo, N. Y.

WATERLOO LIBRARY AND HISTORICAL SOCIETY. The centennial celebration of General Sullivan's carupaign against the Iroquois, in 1779. Held
at Waterloo, September 3, 1779. Prepared by Diedrich Willers, jr.
Prefixed a sketch of the Society, by S. H. Gridley. [Waterloo, N. Y.],
1880.
8vo, pp. (6) 356. Illustrations.
Running title reads: "Seneca County centennial of Sullivan's expedition."

WATERLOO LIBRARY AND HISTORICAL SOCIETY. The birthplace of Sa-goye-wat-ha, or the Indian Red Jacket. The great orator of the Senecas,
with a few incidents of his life. By George S. Conover. Published
by the Society. Waterloo, N. Y., 1884.
8vo, pp. (2) 22.
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186. WESTOHESTER OOUNTY HIS1'0RIO.AL SOOIETY.

WESTCHESTER COUNTY HISTORICAL SOCIETY.

Proceedings of May 1, 1880.

8vo, pp. 9.
The Sunnyside Press newspaper slips, 1880.

WESTCHESTER COUNTY HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Adriaen van der Donck [an
early settler in Westchester County and magistrate of N e,Y Amsterdam,
1641-1653]. An address delivereJ before the Westchester County I-liRtorical Society at White Plains, N. Y. 1 November 22, 1888. By Thomas
Astl~y Atkins. Yonkers, 1888.
8vo, pp. 26.

WESTCHESTER COUNTY HISTORICAL SOCIETY. The relation of Presbyterianism to the Re vol ut.ionary sentiment in tho province of New York.
An address deli verecl before the Westchester County Historical Society,
October 28, 1890. By A. R. Macoubrey. [n. p.], 1891.
Large 8vo, pp. 46.
187. YA.TES OOUNTY IIISTORIO.A.L SOOIETY.

Penn Yan, N. Y.

YATES COUNTY HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Certificate of incorporation of
Yates County Historical Society, together with an address by John L.
Lewis, jr. Published at Penn Yan, N. Y., in 1860.
12 mo, pp. about 24.
188. YONKERS HISTORIO.A.L .A.ND LIBRARY ASSOOI.A.TION.

Yonkers, N . Y.

YONKERS HISTORICAL A.ND LrnRARY ASSOCIATION. Indian wars and the
uprising of 1655. Yonkers depopulated. A paper read before the
Association, March 18, 1892. By T. Astley Atkins. Yonkers, 1892.
8vo, pp.14.

YONKERS HISTORICAL AND LIBRARY ASSOCIATION.
1, April, 1895. Yonkers, 1895.

Bulletin.

Vol. I, No.

8vo, pp.16.

NORTH CAROLINA.
189 . .ALBEMARLE HISTORICAL SOOIETY.

ALBEMARLE HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Men and times of early Albemarle.
By J. H. Wheeler. [Elizabeth City, N. C., 1877.J
8vo, pp.17.
A lecture before the Albemarle Historical Society, with introduction by George
W. Brooks.
Reprinted in his reminiscences. Columbus, Ohio, 1884.
190. HISTORIO.A.L SOOIETY OF THE UNIVERSITY OF NOR1'H CAROLINA.

Raleigh, N. 0.

HISTORICAL SOCIETY OF THE UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA. Introductory address, June 5, 1844, by L. Silliman Ives. Raleigh, 1844.
Svo, pp.18.
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HISTORICAL SOCIETY OF THE UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA.
report, 1845. Hillsborough, 1845.

First

Svo, pp.8.

HISTORICAL SOCIETY OF THE UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA. British
invasion of North Carolina in 1776. A lecture, by David L. Swain,
delivered before the Society, April 1, 1853. Woodcut.
In Revolutionary History Qj North Carolina.
99-145. Raleigh, 1853.

Compiled by W. D. Cooke. pp.

HISTORICAL SOCIETY OF THE UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA. British
invasion of North Carolina in 1776. Lecture before the Society, April
1, 1853, by D. L. Swain.
8vo, pp. 24. n. p., n. d.

HISTORICAL SOCIETY OF THE UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA. Revolutionary history of North Carolina in three lectures, by Francis L.
Hawks, David L. Swain, William A. Graham. To which is prefixed
a preliminary sketch of the battle of the Alamance. Compiled by
William D. Cooke. Illustrated by Darley and Lossing. Raleigh, 1853.
12mo, pp. 236.
Dedicated to the Society, and contains an address delivered before the Society.
Contents: Preface; Introduction; Battle of the Alamance and war of the regulation, by Francis L. Hawks; The Mecklenburg declaration of inflependence, a
lecture, by Francis L. Hawks, delivered before the New York Historical Society,
December 16, 1852; Britisli invasion of North Carolina in 1776, a lecture by David
L . Swain, delivered before the Historical Society of the University of North Carolina, April 1, 1853; British invasion of North Carolina in 1780 and 1781, a lecture
by William A. Graham, delivered before the New York Historical Society in
January, 1853; Appendix.

HISTORICAL SOCIETY OF THE UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA. Address
before the Society, June 6, 1855. By Right Rev. Bishop Atkinson.
Raleigh, 1855.
8vo,pp. 32.

HISTORICAL SOCIETY OF THE UNIVF.RSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA. North
Carolina: her past, present, and future. Address, June 8, 1870. By
J. H. Wheeler. Raleigh, 1870.
8vo, pp. 32.
Publhihed at the request of the Society.
191. HISTORICAL SOCIETY OF WILMINGTON.

HISTORICAL SOCIETY OF WILMINGTON. A study in colonial history; a
lecture delivered before the Historical Society of Wilmington, N ovember 26, 187~. By George Davis. Wilmington, 1879.
8vo, pp. 34.
"An examination of the work of Hawks with reference to the' Cary Rebellion'
and the career of John Porter and Edward Moseley, in which the harsh judgment
of the historian is well answered." (S. B. Weeks.)
HISTORICAL A.ND SCIENTIFIC SOCIETY OF WILMINGTON.

HISTORICAL AND SCIENTIFIC SOCIETY OF ·WILMINGTON. Lecture No. 2.
An essay on the nebular hypothesis. Read April 5, 1882. By S. Martin. Published by order of the society. Wilmington, 1882.
8vo, pp. 11.
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192. JJ[ECKLENBURG CENTENNIAL AND MONUMENTAL ASSOCIATION.

Mecklenburg, N. C.

MECKLENBURG MONUMENTAL ASSOCIATION. Memorial to the general
assembly of the State of North Carolina [for an act of incorporation].
11, p., [1842].
8vo, pp. 7.
Written by .f. II. Wheeler, the historian of the State of North Carolina. Pages
G and 7 contain account of the meeting held .A.ugnst 24, 1842, for purpose of organ ization.

MECKLENBURG CENTirnNIAL AND MONUMENTAL ASSOCIATION. The address
of the Honorable Wm. A. Graham 011 the Mecklenburg declaration
of independence of the 20th of May, 1775 .. Delivered at Charlotte on
the 4th day of February, 1875, by request of the citizens of Mecklenburg County. With accompanying documents, including those
published by order of the legislature of North Carolina iu 1831.
Published by order of tlie central committee of the Centennial and
Monumental Association. New York, 1875.
16mo, pp. 167.
l!J3. MECKLENBURG IIISTORICAL SOCIETY.

Mecklenbiirg, N. C.

MECKLENBURG HISTORICAL SOCIETY. The lives and characters of the
signers of t4o Mecklenburg declaration of independence of the 20th
of May, 1775. By J. H. Wheeler. Charlotte, 1875.
8vo, pp. 16.
"Delivered May 24, 1875, at the request of tho Society, arnl pnblishecl by its
order from the typo set up for nowspaper report. ''

MECKLENBURG HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Address before the Society. By
D. H. Hill. In Southern Historical Society Papers, Vol. I, pp. 389-398.
Richmond, 1876.
On the soldiers and statesmen furnished by the South.

MECKLENBURG HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Address before the Society, 1876,
on the South in war and politics. From Charlotte, N. C., Home.
April 17, 1876.
194. NORTII. CAROLINA IIISTORICAL SOCIETY.

NORTH CAROLINA HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Address before the Society [on
ea1·ly settlements in North Carolina]. By J.M. Atkinson.
1. In North Carolina University Maglizine, 1856.

pp. 385-403.

195. SOUTIIERN IIISTORICAL SOCIETY, NOR'l'II CAROLINA BRANOTI.

SOUTHERN HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Our living and our dead, dwrnted to
North Carolina-her past, present, aucl her future. Official organ
North Carolina Branch Southern Historical Society. Vols. I-Iu; IV.
No. 1. September, 1874-March, 1876. Raleigh, N. C., [1875-76].
8vo. Three volumes.
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196. BATTLE OF LAKE ERIE MONUMENT ASSOOIATION.

BATTLE OF LAKE ERIE MONUMENT AssocIATIO~. Account of the organization .and proceedings of the Association, and the celebration of the
forty-fifth anniversary of the battle of Lake Erie, September 10, 1858.
Sandusky, 1858.
8vo, pp. 49.
197. OINOINNATI HISTORIOAL SOOIETY.

Oincinnati, Ohio.

CINCINNATI HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Annals (part 1) published by order of
the Society. Cincinnati, 1845.
8vo, pp. 20.
Contains constitution and by-laws, and an address by D. K. Este at first meeting, .January 15, 1845.
198. OINOINNATI PIONEER ASSOOIATION.

Oincinnati, Ohio.

CINCINNATI PIONEER ASSOCIATION. Cincinnati Pioneer. Nos. 1-5, September, 1873-July, 1875. Edited and published by J. D. Caldwell,
secretary of the Association. Cincinnati, 1873-1875.
8vo. Five pamphlets .
CONTENTS.

No. 1. View of Cincinnati in 1810; History of Cincinnati Pioneer Association;
Constitution and by-laws; Officers, etc.; Members. pp. 30.
No.2. ReunionofpioneersoftheMiami Valley, September 10, 1873; Anniversary of Perry's victor y; Address by .Joseph Cox. pp. 31.
No. 3. Proceedings, April 7, J.874, eighty-sixth anniversary of settlement of
territory northwest of the Ohio Rh·er; Historical sketch; Addresses. pp. 5().
No.4. Celebrationof4thof.July, 1874 ; Proceedings; Historical memoranda, by
.J. D. Caldwell; Historical address of William Allen; E ighty-seventh anniversary;
Settlement of Ohio. pp. 32.
No. 5. Excursion to Chillicothe, May 28, 1875 ; The pioneers of Ohio, hy A. R .
Stuart; Historical memoranda as to first settlement of Chillicothe. pp. 37.

CINCINNATI PIONEER ASSOCIATION. When, and by whom, was Cincinnati
founded f Address to the Association, April 7, 1882, by .Rufus King.
[Cincinnati, 1882.J
8vo,pp.16. ·
199. OUYAHOGA COUNTY PIONEER ASSOCIATION.

CUYAHOGA COUNTY PIONEER ASSOCIATION. Address before the Association at North Solon, September 5, 1877, by W. W. Andrews. Cleveland, 1877.
8vo.
200. DEUTSCHER PIONIER-VEREIN.

Oincinnati, Ohio.

DEUTSCHER PIONIER-VEREIN. Der dentsche Pionier. Erinnerungen aus
dem Pionier-Leben der Deutschen in Amerika. ler-15er Jahrg. Cincinnati, [1869-1884].
Svo. Fifteen volumes. illustrated. Portraits.
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DEUTSCHER PIONIER-VEREIN. The German soldier in the wars of the
United States. An address r ead before the Pionier-Verein, by J. G.
Rosengarten. [Reprinted from the Unitecl Service Magazine.] Philadelphia, 1886.
8vo, pp. 49.
201. DISTRIOT HISTORICAL SOOIETY OF THE COUNTIES OF MEDINA,
SUMMIT, AND WAYNE.

Wadsworth, Ohio.

DISTRICT HISTORICAL SOCIETY. [Publications.] [Nos. 1-3.J Wadsworth,
1877-78.
No. 1. First report, containing constitution and an accouut of the organization
of the Society. With "Man, his origin in geological times," by E. Brown, and
other papers. 1877. pp.16.
No. 2. Second report, containing account of the meeting in Akron, March 14,
1878, "The modern evidence of prehistoric man in the copper region of Lake
Superior," by H. Reed (etc.). 1878. pp. 32.
No. 3. Curious stones from the stone age, by P. P. Cherry. 1878. pp. 8.
202. EARLY SETTLERS' ASSOCIATION OF CLEVELAND.

Cleveland, Ohio.

EARLY SETTLERS' ASSOCIATION OF CLEVELAND. The corporate birth and
growth of the city of c·1eveland. An address to the Early Settlers'
Association of Cleveland, delivered July 22, 1884. By T. O. Griswold.
Cleveland [1884].
8vo, pp. 287-318.
Forms Tract No. 62 of the Western Reserve and Northern Ohio Historical
Society.
203. EARLY SETTLER/:,' ASSOCIATION OF our.AIIOGA OOUNTY.

Cleveland, Ohio.

EARLY SETTLERS' ASSOCIATION OF CUYAIIOGA COUNTY.
Cleveland, 1880.

Annals, No. 1.

12mo, pp. 148.

EARLY SETTLERS' ASSOCIATION OF CUYAHOGA COUNTY .• .Annals, No. 2.
Cleveland, 1881.
12mo, pp. 93.

EARLY SETTLERS' AssocIATION OF CUYAHOGA COUNTY.
Cleveland, 1882.

Annals, No. 3.

12mo, pp. 87.

EARLY SETTLERS' ASSOCIATION OF CUYAHOGA COUNTY.
Cleveland, 1883.

Annals, No. 4.

12mo, pp. 95.

EARLY SETTLERS' ASSOCIATION OF CUYAHOGA COUNTY.
Cleveland, 1884.

Annals, No. 5.

12mo, pp. 120.

EARLY SETTLERS' AssoqIATION OF CUYAIIOGA COUNTY.
Cleveland, 1885.

Annals, ·No. 6.

12mo, pp. 90.

EARLY SETTLERS' ASSOCIATION OF CUYAIIOGA COUNTY,
Cleveland, 1886.
12mo, pp. 104.

Annals, No. 7.
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EARLY SETTLERS' ASSOCIATION OF CUYAHOGA COUNTY.
Cleveland, 1887.

Annals, No. 8.

12mo, pp. 196.
204. FIRE LANDS HISTORIO.AL SOCIETY.
Norwalk, Ohio.

FIRE LANDS HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Fire Lands Pioneer, June, 1858-July,
1878. Vols. I-XIII. New series, Vol. I, June 28, 1882-June, 1884.
Sandusky, 1858-84.
8vo, pp.13. Portrait.
Nothing was published between .July, 1878, and .June, 1882.

FIRE LANDS HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Abstract of verbal discourse upon the
mounds and mound-builders of Ohio. Delivered before the Society,
at Monroeville, Ohio, March 15, 1865. By C. Whittlesey~ Norwalk
[1865].
12mo,pp.8.
205. FRANKLIN COUNTY PIONEER .ASSOCIATION.
Columbus, Ohio .

. FRANKLIN COUNTY PIONEER ASSOCIATION. Historical sketch relating to
the original boundaries and early times of Franklin County. Prepared for the Association and delivered by J. Sullivant, June 3, 1871.
Columbus, 1871.
8vo,pp.10.
206. GE.AUG.A COUNTY HISTORIC.AL SOCIETY.
Cleveland, Ohio.

GEAUGA COUNTY HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Discovery and ownership of the
Northwestern Territory. Address before t he Historical Society of
Geauga County, September 16, 1873. By James A. Garfield. Cleveland, 1874.
·
8vo,pp.12.
Forms Tract No. 20 of the Western Reserve Historical Society.
207. HISTORIC.AL ..AND PHILOSOPHIC.AL SOCIETY OF OHIO.
Cincinnati, Ohio.

HISTORICAL AND PHILOSOPHICAL SOCIETY OF OHIO. Discourse on the
aborigines of the valley of the Ohio. By W. H. Harrison. Cincinnati, 1839.
8vo, JlP· 51.
Forms Vol. I, part 2, of the Transactions. Reprinted, Cincinnati, 1872, and
Chicago, 1883.
Same, Boston, 1840. 8vo, pp. 47.

HISTORIC~L AND PHILOSO.PHICAL SOCIETY OF Omo. Discourse on the
history and general char acter of the State of Ohio, before the Society,
by T. Walker. Columbus, 1838.
8vo.
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HISTORICAL AND PIIILOSOPIIICAL SOCIETY OF OHIO. Transactions.
I, parts 1, 2. Cincinnati, 1838-39. [Reprinted 1872.J
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CONTENTS.

Vol. r, part 1. Journal of the Society: Act of incorporation, otc.; Address by
Benjamin Tappan; Address by J. H. James; A brief history of the floods in the
Ohio River, 1772-1832, by S. P. Hildreth; Settlement of Dayton, by J. W. Van
Cleve; Description of Washington County; Topography, statistics, and history
of Oxford and the Miami University, by J. McBride; Ancient fortifications in
Butler County, by J. McBride. 1838. Reprinted 1872. 12mo, pp. viii, 131.
Vol. r, part 2. Letters relative to early settlement of the Northwestern Territory, by J. Burnet; Annual discourse, by Ti::nothy Walker; A discourse on the
aborigines of the valley of the Ohio, by W. H. Harrison; discoimie, by J. H. Per
kins; Essay on the origin and progress of political communities, by J. T. Worth'ington; Fragment of the early history of Ohio, by Arius Nye. 1839. Reprinted
1872. 12mo, pp. 339.

HISTORICAL AND PHILOSOPIIICAL SocrnTY OF Omo. Annual address
before the Society, December 25, 1835, on education, by J. H. James.
Columbus, 1838.
8vo.

HISTORICAL AND PHILOSOPHICAL SOCIETY OF OHIO. Discourse relating
to the expedition of Lord Dunmore against the Indian towns upon
the Scioto in 1774. Before the Society, Ja~uary, 1840, by C. Whittlesey. Cleveland, 1842.
8vo, pp. 33.

HISTORICAL AND PHILOSOPIIICAL SOCIETY OF OHIO. Notes on the early
settlement of the Northwestern Territory. By Jacob Burnet. Cincinnati, 1847.
8vo, pp. 501.
Published under the auspices of the Society.

HISTORICAL AND PHILOSOPHICAL SOCIETY OF O1no. Pioneer history;
being an account of the first examinations of the Ohio Valley and the
early settlement of the Northwest Territory. By S. P. Hildreth. Cincinnati, 1848.
8vo, pp. 525, xiii. Map .
Published under the superintendence of tbe Society, and the publishers' advertisement calls it the first volnme of the Transactions of the Society.

HISTORICAL AND PHILOSOPHICAL SOCIETY OF OHIO. Facts and conditions
of progress in the Northwest. Being the annual discourse for 1850 .
before the Historical and Philosophical Society of Ohio, delivered
April 8, the sixty-third anniversary of the first settlement of the State.
By William D. Gallagher. With an appendix, containing a sketch of
the history of the Society and other matter. Cincinnati, 1850.
Svo, pp. 85.
Title on cover, "Progress in the Northwest."

HISTORICAL AND PHILOS0PIIICAL SOCIETY OF Omo. Biographical and
historical memoirs of the early pioneer settler!'! of Ohio, with narratives
of incident and occurrences in 1775. By S. P. Hildreth. Cincinnati,
1852.
8vo, pp. 539. Illustrated.
"This is the second volume of the early history of Ohio, prepared by Dr. Ilildreth and published under the auspices of the Ohio Ilistorical Society." Preface
by E. D. Mansfield, president of the Society.
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HISTORICAL AND PHILOSOPHICAL SOCIETY OF OHIO. Journal and let~ers
of Col. John May, of Boston, relative to two journeys to the Ohio country in 1788 and 1789. With a biographical sketch, by R. S. Edes, and
illustrative notes, by W. M. Darlington. Published for the Society.
Cincinnati, 1873.
8vo, pp. 160.

HISTORICAL AND PHILOSOPHICAL SOCIETY OF OHIO. Annual report for
the year ending December 7, 1874, together with the constitution,
by-laws, and list of members. Cincinnati. 1874.
8vo, pp. 31.

HISTORICAL AND PHILOSOPHICAL SOCIETY OF OHIO. Annual reports for
the years 1874-7fi and 1875-76, together with lists of officers and of
members. Cincinnati, 1876.
8vo, pp. 19.

HISTORICAL AND PHILOSOPHICAL SocrnTY OF OHIO. Some early notices
of the Indians of Ohio. By M. F. Force. [Paper read before the
Society.] Cincinnati, 1879.
8vo, pp. 40.

HISTORICAL AND PHILOSOPHICAL SOCIETY OF OHIO.
Cincinnati, 1883.

Annual report, 1883.

pp. 2. Broadside.

HISTORICAL AND PHILOSOPHICAL SOCIETY OF OHIO. Annual report for
the year ending December 7, 1885. Cincinnati, 1885.
Svo, pp. 18.

HISTORICAL AND PHILOSOPHICAL SOCIETY OF OHIO.
Cincinnati, 1888.
Svo, pp. 10.

Annual reports, 1888.

Title-page.

HISTORICAL AND PHILOSOPHICAL SOCIETY OF OHIO. Discourse on the
aborigines of the Ohio Yalley. Prepared at the request of the Society, by W. H. Harrison. Reprinted from thA Transactions of the
Society, Vol. I, part 2. Cincinnati, 1839. With note and an appendix.
Chicago, 1883.
Svo, pp. 52.

[Fergus Historical Series, No. 26.]

HISTORICAL AND PHILOSOPHICAL SOCIETY Ol!' 01110. Address of M. F.
Force, president of the Society, on the opening of the new rooms of
the Society, October 15, 1885. Cincinnati, 1885.
12mo, pp. 8.
Sketch of organization, publications, growth, and present condition of the
Society. ·

HISTORICAL AND PHILOSOPHICAL SOCIETY OJ!' Omo. Diary of David Zeisberger, a Moravian missionary among the Indians of Ohio. Translated
from the original German manuscript and edited by Eugene F. Bliss.
Cincinnati, 1885.
Svo. Two volumes.

HISTORICAL AND PHILOSOPHICAL SOCIETY OF Omo.
ety. By W. H. Venable.
In Magazine of Western History, Vol.

III,

History of the Soci-

pp. 499-506. Cleveland, 1886.

HISTORICAL AND PHILOSOPHICAL SOCIETY OF Omo.
Torrence papers. Cincinnati, 1887.
8vo, pp. 21.

Catalogue of the
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HISTORICAL AND PHILOSOPHICAL SocrnTY OF Oruo. In memoriam Elizabeth Haven Appleton, October 16, 1815. November 15, 1890. By
Eugene F. Bliss. Cincinnati, 1891.
8vo, pp. '.ll.
HISTORICAL AND PHILOSOPIIICAL SOCIETY OF OHIO. Partial list of 1'ooks
upon Ohio in the library of the Society. Cincinnati, 1893.
8vo, pp. 108.

HISTORICAL AND PHILOSOPIIICAL SOCIETY OF
1894. Cincinnati, 1894.

0.1:-110.

Aunual report for

8vo, pp. 16.
208. IIISTOJUOAL SOOIE1'Y OF 1'ALLli[.ADOE.
1'allmadge, Ohio .

HISTORI AL SOCIETY OF TALLMADGE. Asaph Whittlesey, late of Tallmadge; Vesta Hart Whittlesey, and Susan Whittlesey, nee Fitch.
[Address before the Society, October 6, 1868, by L. V. Bierce.] Cleveland, 1872.
8vo, pp. 14.
209 . LIOKING OOUN1'Y PIONEER .ASSOOIATTON.
Newark, Ohio.

LICKING COUNTY PIONEER AssoCIATION.
Newark, 1869-1874.
8vo.

Pioneer pamphlets, Nos. 1-9.

Eight pamphlets.
CONTENTS.

No. 1. Historical sketches of the Presbyterian churches in Licking County. By
Henry M. Hervey. 1860. pp. 20.
No. 2. History of the Welsh settlements in Licking County. By Isaac Smucker.
1869. pp. 22.
No. 3 . .An account of the celebration of .American independence, at Clay Lick,
by the Licking County pio11eers; with au address by Dr. Coulter on early times
in the Clay Lick settlement. Also historical sketches of the townsllips of Licki11g, Bowling Green, Franklin, .Ilopewell, etc. By I. Smucker. 1869. pp. 35.
No. 4. Historical sketches of the Disciple churches in Licking County. By
.Jacob Winter. 1860. pp. 7.
Nos. 5 and 6. Notes of the early history of Union Township. By Samuel Park .
.American antiquities; read before a joint meeting of the pioneer associations of
the counties of Franklin, Muskingum, and Licking, at Pataskala, .July 4, 1870.
By Samuel Park. T err e Haute, 1870. pp. 56.
No. 7. Our pioneers. Bei11g biographicnl sketches of Capt. Elias Hughes [etc.] ;
with brief notices of the pioneers of 1801 and 1802, by I. Smucker. Also a paper
on the pioneer women of the West, by Mrs. C. Springer. 1872. pp. 33.
No. 8. Our early times. Historical sketch of St. .Albans Township. By.J. M.
Scott. 1873. pp. 11.
No. 9. Li cking County's gallant soldiers, who died in defense of our glorious
Union. 1874. pp. 29.

LJCKING COUNTY PIONEER ASSOCIATION. An account of the celebration
of American independence, at Clay Lick, by the Licking County pioneers; with an address, by Dr. Coulter, on early times in the Clay
Lick settlement. Also historical sketches of the townships of Licking,
Bowling Green, Franklin, and Hopewell, etc.; being pioneer papers
Nos. 47, 48, 49, 50, and 51. By I. Smucker. Newark: Ohio, 1869.
12mo. pp. 35.
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LICKING COUNTY PIONEER ASSOCIATION. Historical sketches of the Presbyterian churches (0. S.) in Licking County, Ohio; being the substance of papers read before the Association. By H. M. Hervey.
Newark, 1869.
12mo, pp. 20.

•

LICKING COUNTY PIONEER ASSOCIATION. History of the Disciples Church
in Licking County, Ohio. By J. Winter. Newark, Ohio, 1869.
12mo, pp. 7.
Pioneer paper No. 53 of the Licking County Pioneer Association.

LICKING COUNTY PIONEER ASSOCIATION. History of the Welsh settlements in Licking County, Ohio; the characteristics of our Welsh
pioneers; their church history, with biographical sketches of out
leading Welshmen. Read at pioneer meeting, April 7, 1869. By I.
Smucker. Newark, Ohio, [1869].
Svo,pp.22.

LICKING COUNTY PIONEER ASSOCIATION. American antiquities. Read
before a joint meeting of the pioneer associations of the counties of
Franklin, Muskingum, and Licking, at their celebration of the national
anniversary, at Pataskala, Ohio, July 4, 1870. By Samuel Park. Terre
Haute, 1870.
Bvo, pp. 22.

Also forms one of the series of Pioneer pamphlets.
210. LOGAN HISTORICAL SOCIE1.'Y.

LOGAN HISTORICAL SOCIETY. The American Pioneer. Amonthlyperioclical, devoted to the objects of the Logan Historical Society. Edited
and published by John S. Williams. Vols. I and II. January, 1842October, 1843. Vol. 1, Chillicothe, 1842; Vol. n, Cincinnati, 1843.
Two volumes.
Vol. r twice reprinted at Cincinnati, 1842 and 1844, r espectively.
The l;,ogan Historical Society was first organized on July 28, 1841, at Westfall,
Pickaway County, Ohio, and flourished two or three years, and then was suffered
to fall into oblivion.-Thomson, Bibliography of Ohio.
8vo.

211. MAD RIVER VALLEY PIONEER AND HISTORICAL ASSOCIATION.

MAD RIVER VALLEY PIONEER AND HISTORICAL ASSOCIATION. Inaugural
address of the Association, delivered at its organization, May 2, 1870,
by A. H. Bassett.
In Firelands Pioneer, Vol. x, pp. 80-98.

Sandusky, 1870.

· MAD RIVER VALLEY PIONEER AND HISTORICAL ASSOCIATION. Mad River
Valley Pioneer, Vol. 1, No. 1, May, 1870. Springfield, Ohio, 1870.
8vo, pp.4.

Contains inaugural address. May 2, 1870, by .A.. Il. Bassett. No more was published.
212. MAHONING VALLEY Plq;NEER SOCIETY.

Cleveland, Ohio.

MAHONING VALLEY PIONEER SocrnTY. Geographical history of Ohio.
Address at the annual reunion of the pioneers of the Mahoning Valley, September 10, 1880, by C. C. Baldwin. [Cleveland], 1880,
16mo, pp. 19.
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MAHONING VALLEY PIONEER SOCIETY. The geographical history of Ohio.
An address delivered at the annual reunion of the pioneers of the
Mahoning Valley, at Youngstown, September 10, 1880, by C. C. Baldwin. Reprinted from the Magazine of Western History. Cleveland,
Ohio [1884].
Svo, pp. 319-332.

Forms Western Reserve and ·Northern Oh-io Historical Society Tract, No. 63.

MAHONING VALLEY PIONEER ASSOCIATION. The underground railway.
Address delivered before the Association by John Hutchins.
In Western Magazine of History . Vol. v, pp. 672-682.

MAHONING VALLEY PIONEER ASSOCIATION. The geographi cal history of
Ohio. An address delivered at the annual reunion of the pioneers of
the Mahoning Valley at Youngstown, September 10, 1880, by C. C.
Baldwin. Reprinted from the Magazine of Western History. Cleveland [1884].
Bvo. pp. (2)~ 321-332.

Forms Western Reserve Historical Society Tract, No. 63 .'

::l13. MAHONING VALLEY HISTORIOAL SOOIETY.
MAHONING VALLEY HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Historical collections of the
Mahoning Valley, containing an account of the pioneer reunions; with
a selection of facts, traditions, biographical sketches, anecdotes, etc.,
relating to the sale and settlement of the la,nds belonging to the Connecticut Land Company, and history and reminiscences, both geJJeral
and local. Vol. I. Youngstown, 1876.
pp. 524.
Contains: Outline history of Mahoning Valley, by H.B. Eldr; d; Indian tribes,
by the same; Indian titles to the Connecticut Western Reserv e extinguished, by
J'. P erkins; History of Connecticut Land Company, by J'. Perkins; Sketch of
the early days of Warren, Ohio, by L. M. Iddings; Bloomfield Township, Trumbull County, by G. A . Robertson; History of Kinsman, Trumbull County, by
H.B. Eldred; Historical sketches of townships of Bazetta, Mesopotamia, Howland, Newton, Brookfield, Vienna, Gustavus, Poland, Milton, Jackson, Lordstown, Boardman, Champion, Green, Coitsville, Greene.
214. MAUMEE VALLEY PIONEER AND HISTORICAL ASSOOIATION.

Toledo, Ohio.

MAUMEE VALLEY PIONEER AND HISTORICAL ASSOCIATION. Transactions
at annual meeting, February 22, 1877. Toledo, 1877.
Bvo.

MAUMEE VALLEY PIONEER AND HISTORICAL ASSOCIATION. Maumee Valley
and pioneers. Paper by E. C. Bliven at the annual meeting of the
Association at Perrysburg, Ohio, September 10, 1880. n. p., [1880].
Bvo, pp. 43.
215 . .ill.A UMEE VALLEY HIS'l.'ORICAL AND MONUMENTAL ASSOOIATION.

Toledo, Ohio.

MAUMEE VALLEY HISTORICAL AND MONUMENTAL ASSOCIATION. Oration
·
of Cassius Marcellus Clay, at Put-in-Bay, Lake Erie, on the 10th of
September, 1891, the anniversary of the capture of the British fl~et bl
Oliver Hazard Perry. Philadelphia, 1891:
Bvo, pp. 19.

B, Doc, 291-67

·
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216. NEW ENGLAND SOCIE'l'Y OF CINCINNATI.

Cincinnati, Ohio.

NEW ENGLAND SOCIETY OF CINCINNATI. Oration before the Society on
the anniversary of the landing of the Pilgrims, December 22, 1847.
Cincinnati, 1848.
8vo, pp. 32.
217. OHIO CHURCH HISTORY SOCIETY.

Oberlin, Ohio.

Omo CHURCH HISTORY SOCIETY. Papers. Vols. I-IV. Oberlin, 1890-1893.
4to.
CONTENTS.

Vol. I. Reports and papers of the first annual meeting, held at .Ashtabula May
6, 1890; edited by Frank Rugh Foster; The field and work of a l ocal church history society, by F. H. Foster; Early ecclesiastical history of the Western Reserve,
byW. E. B3irton'.; The Mormon sojourn in Ohio, by D. L. Leonard; The Bible
Christian Church and its relations to Congregati@alism, particularly in Ohio, by
F. M. Whitlock; The history of the first r eligious society of Marietta, by C. E.
Dickinson. 1890. pp. x, (2), 103.
·
Vol. II. Reports and papers of the second annual meeting, May 19, 1891; The
Oberlin Ojibway mission, by F. R. Foster; The history of the First Congregational Church of Cleveland, by H. M. Tenney; Moravian missions upon Ohio soil,
by D. L. Leonard. 1892. pp. vii (2), 58.
Vol. III. Third annual meeting, May 10, 1892; Ohio Sunday-school history, by
C. N . Ford; History of the First Congregational Church of Wellington, Ohio, by
W. E. Barton; The origin of the "Disciples of Christ," by E. R. .Atwater; History of the .American Young Men's Christian .Association, by L. L. Doggett.
Vol. 1v. Edited liy Daniel L . L eonard; May 9, 1893; The exodus of students from
Lane Seruinary to Oberlin in 1834, by Sidney Strong; History of the ]i'irst Congregational Church of Toledo, by W. W. Williams; History of Plymouth Rock
Conference, by E. 0. Mead; History of the Euclid A.venue Congregational Church
of Cleveland; List of members. 1893 . pp. v, 61.
218. OHIO HISTORICAL AND ARCH.lEOLOGIC.A.L SOCIETY.

Columbus, Ohio.

Omo HISTORICAL AND ARCHJEOLOGICAL SOCIETY. [Circular addressed to
the teachers of Ohio, August, 1887.J [Columbus, 1887.J
8vo. Two volumes, pp. 4. No title-page.

OHIO HISTORICAL AND AnCHJEOLOGICAL SOCIETY.
tion, No. 1, 1887. [Columbus, 1887.J

Circular of informa-

8vo, pp. (4) . No title-page.

OHIO HISTORICAL AND ARCHJEOLOGICAL SOCIETY. The ordinance of
July 13, 1787, for the government of the territory northwest of the
river Ohio. A paper read before the Society February 23, 1887, by
Hon. William P. Cutler. With an appendix, containing valuable historical facts. Marietta, Ohio [1887].
8vo, pp. 48.

OHIO HISTORICAL AND ARCHJEOLOGICAL SOCIETY. The identification of
the Society of t he Cincinnati with the :fi.rst authorized settlement of
the Northwest Territory at Marietta, Ohio, April 7, 1788. By Mrs.
L.A. Alclerman. A paper read for the occasion of the celebration of
the hundredth anniversary of the settl ement of Marietta and the
founding of the State of Ohio. Marietta, Ohio. [1888.]
8 vo, pp. 26.
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OHIO HISTORICAL AND ARCH.lE0L0GICAL SocmTY. Ohio Archmolog:cal and
Historical Quarterly. Vols. I-III. June, 1887-March, 1889. Columbus,
1888-1891.
CONTENTS.

Vol I. The beginnings of the colonial system of the United States, by I. W.
Andrews; The ordinance of July 13, 1787, by W. P. Cutler; Origin of the Ohio
Company; Ilenry B. Curtis, by .A.. R. McIntyre; Importance of the study of
archroology in Ohio; The proper method of exploring an earthwork; .Aboriginal
history of Butler County, by J. P. McLean; Ilibliography of the earthworks of
Ohio, by Mrs. C. Thomas; The Society and the Quarterly, by .A. . .A.. Graham; Ohio
State .A.rcbroological and Historical Society, Organization, etc.; Salmon P. Chase,
by N. S. Townshend; Blennerhasset, by E. 0. Randall; First circumnavigation of
the earth, by B. .A.. Hinsdale; The archroological exhibit for the Ohio centennial,
by M. C. Read; .A.rchreological directory of Ohio, by .A. . .A.. Graham; The relation
of the glacial period to archffiology in Ohio, by G. F. Wright; The serpent mound
saved, by F. W. Putnam; Bibliography of the earthworks of Ohio, continued;
Literary }Jeriodicals of the Ohio Valley, by W. Il. Venable; The Western land
policy of the British Government from 1763 to 1775, b.y B . .A.. Hinsdale; Some early
travelers and annalists of the Ohio Valley, by W. H. Venable; Pioneer days in
central Ohio, by H.B. Curtis; Letter from J. McDonald to W. D. Gallagher; Preglacialman in Ohio, by G. F. Wright; Fort Hill, Ohio, by H. W. Overman; .Ancient
work near Oxford, Ohio, by R. W. McFarland; Services of the Ohio Company in
defending tho United States frontier, 1788, by W . P. Cutler; L {'gislation in the
Northwest Territory, by A . .A.. Graham; PyramidR and buried cities in the land of
J;hc Montezumas, by F. B. Ward; The history and prospects of the Society, by
F. C. Sessions; Report on the present condition of mounds and earthworks of
Ohio, by G. F. Wright; Earthworks of Franklin County, Ohio; William D.
Gallagher, by W. H. Venable; Proceedings of the Society; Reports; Members.
1888. pp. 403, (1).
Vol. II. The centennial celebration at Marietta, April 7, 1888; Oration by George
F. Hoar; The German Pioneers, by Bernard Peters; Oration of John Randolph
Tucker; .Addresses of George B. Loring, E. E. Hale, H. M. Storrs, etc.; .A.ddresf!
of Joseph Cox; The building of the State; Why is Ohio called the Buckeye State1
by vV. M. Farrar; Commodore Abraham Whipple, by David Fisher; .A. familiar
talk about Monarchists and Federalists, by W. H. Smith; The triumph of liberty,
poem, by R. K. Shaw; John Gray, Washington's last soldier, poem, by Private
Dalzell; The memorial structure at Marietta; Israel Ward Andrews, by W. P.
Cutler; Three important documents relating to Western land cessions; Mary land
declaration of 1778; Virginia, remonstrance, 1779; The Connecticut cession, 1780,
by B . .A.. Hinsdale; The first church organization in the oldest settlement
[Marietta] in theNorthwestTerritory, byC. E. Dickinson; William D. Gallagher,
by W. H. Venable; Early history of the Republican party in Ohio, by H.B. Carrington; Proceedings; The Ohio boundar.v, or the Erie war, by L. G . .Addison;
The right of discovery, by B . .A.. Hinsdale; Some popular errors in regard to mound
builders and Indians, by G. Fowke; The preservation of documents, by A . .A..
Graham; Nullification in Ohio, by D. J. Ryan; A documentary history of Ohio,
by A . .A.. Graham; Some recollections of hi&toric travel over New York, New Jersey, Virginia, and Ohio, 1840-1847, by H. Howe; The sale of the Western Reserve,
by .B. A. Hinsdale; Down South before the war, a ramble in New Orleans in 1858,
by W . H. Venable; The manufacture and use of aboriginal stone implements, by
G. Fowke; .A. detailed account of mound opening, by W. K. Moorehead and
C. Cowen; The department of history and archreology in the Ohio centennial;
.Annual address of F. C. Sessions; Proceedings; Reports, etc. Columbus, [1889].
pp. (4), 582 . Portrait.
Vol. III. Proceedings; Maj. John Burnham, by E. C. Davis; Proceedings of centennial anniversary at Gallipolis; The century and its lessons, by N. J. Morrison;
Sermon, by Rev. J. Moncure; Educational lessons of the hour, by H . .A.. Thompson; Description of Fort Ancient, by W. K. Moorehead; The French settlement
at Gallipolis, by J. L. Vance; Early judiciary laws and bar of Ohio, by D. K. Watson; The philosophy of 1\{ethoclist success, by D, R, :Moofe; Mip;ratious !\llcl tl:ieir
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lessons, by W. Gladden; :Military posts, forts, and battlefields in Ohio, by .A. • .A..
Graham; The Moravian massacre, by W. M. Farrar; Pioneer physicians of the
Muskingum Valley, by E. C. Brush; By-laws, etc.; .Address of J. V. Jones at
Gallipolis, October 18, 1890; .A. description of Ohio in 1788; Presbyterians of Ohio,
byS. F. Scoville; Sermon, by J. Moncure; History of Rio Grand College, by J.M.
Davis; The Scioto Company, by D. J. Ryan; .Address of Governor Campbell at
Gallipolis, October 18, 1890; .A.ddress of R. D. Marshall. pp. 321.

OHIO ARCH2EOLOGICAL AND HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Oration delivered by
Hon. George F. Hoar, of Massachusetts, April 7, 1888, at the celebration of the centennial of the founding of the Northwest at Marietta,
Ohio. Columbus, Ohio. Ohio Archreological and Historical Society,
1888.
8vo, pp. 36.

OHIO STATE ARCH2EOLOGICAL AND HISTORICAL SOCIETY.
report, for the year 1891. Norwalk, Ohio, 1892.

Seventh annual

8vo.

OHIO ARCH2EOLOGICAL AND HISTORICAL SOCIETY.
for the year 1892. Norwalk, Ohio, 1893.

Eighth annual report,

8vo, pp. 28.

OHIO ARcHAI:OLOGICAL AND HISTORICAL SOCIETY.
for the year 1893. Norwalk, 1894.

Ninth annual report,

8vo, pp.12.
219. OHIO STATE ARCH.lEOLOGICAL CONVENTION.

OHIO STATE ARCH2EOLOGICAL CONVENTION. Minutes ·of the Convention
held in Mansfield September 1, 2, 1875. Columbus, 1875.
8vo.
220. OTTERBEIN UNIVERSITY HISTORICAL SOCIETY.

Waterville, Ohio.

OTTERBEIN UNIVERSITY HISTORICAL SOCIETY. First annual meetin~,
January 12, 1886. Publication No. 1. Waterville, 1886.
8vo,pp.16.
Contains an address by L. H. McFadden on Museums.
221. PIONEER ASSOCIATION OF ATHENS COUNTY.

PIONEER ASSOCIATION OF ATHENS COUNTY. Memorial and history of the
Western Library Association of Ames Township, Athens County, Ohio.
Published by the Association. 1882.
8vo, pp. 25.
222. PIONEER AND HISTORICAL SOCIETY OF PICK.A WAY COUNTY.

PIONEER AND HISTORICAL SOCIETY OF PICKAWAY COUNTY. Address before
the Society. By Alfred Williams. Published by request of the
Society. Circleville, 1873.
8vo, pp. 14.
223. PIONEER .ASSOCIATION OF MON:l.'GOMERY COUNTY.

Dayton, Ohio.

fIONEER ASSOCIATION OF MONTGOMERY COUNTY.
µ,t Dayton, Ohio, May 16, 1874.

J:n the Cincinnati Pi01ieer,

Annual meeting held

No. 3, April, 1874. :pp. 44--50.
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224. PIONEERS' ASSOCIATION OF TIIE WES1'ERN RESERVE.

Oleveland, Ohio.

PIONEERS' ASSOCIATION OF THE WESTERN RESERVE. The pioneers of
Ohio. An address debvered before the Pioneers' Association of the
Western Reserve, at Burgess's Grove, Cuyahoga County, Ohio, August
27, 1879. By John Hay. Cleveland, 1879.
16mo, pp. 20.
225. RICHLAND OOUN1'Y HISTORICAL A.ND PIONEER SOCIETY.

Mansfield, Ohio.

RICHLAND COUNTY HISTORICAL AND PIONEER SOCIETY. Pioneer days in
central Ohio. An address delivered at Mansfield, Ohio, September
15, 1885, "Lefore the Society. By Henry B. Curtis.
In Ohio .A.rchceological and IIistorical Qitarterly.
243-254.

Vol.

11

December, 1887. pp.

226. SENECA COUN1'Y PIONEER ASSOCIATION.

SENECA COUNTY PIONEER ASSOCIATION. Address of A. Rawson before
the Society, November 6, 1869. Tiffin, Ohio.
8vo, pp.12.
227. $TA.TE .A.RCH.lEOLOGIC.AL SOCIETY OF OIIIO.
(Sometimes called State Archmological .Association.)

STATE ARCH2EOLOGICAL SOCIETY OF OHIO. The sources of information
as to the prehistoric condition of America. By· Stephen D. Peet.
Read before the Society at Newark, Ohio, September, 1876.
·

In American Antiquarian. Vol. u, pp. 33-48. Cleveland, 1879.

STATE ARCH.2EOLOGICAL ASSOCIATION OF OHIO. Description of an engraved stone found near Berlin, Jackson County, Ohio. Read before
the Arcbooological Association at Cincinnati, September 5, 1877. By
Jno. E. Sylvester.
In American Antiquarian. Vol.

1,

pp. 73-75. Cleveland, 1879.

STATE ARCHlEOLOGICAL SOCIETY OF Omo. Early Indian migration in.
Ohio. By C. C. Baldwin. Read before the Society in September,
1878.
In .American Antiquarian. Vol. I, pp. 227-239.

Cleveland, 1879.

STATE ARCH.2EOLOGICAL SOCIETY OF OnIO. The Delaware Indians in
Ohio. The location of their villages at the time of the Revolutionary
war. By Stephen D. Peet. Read before the State Arch::cological
Association of Ohio, September, 1878.
In American Antiquarian. Vol. n, pp.132-144.

Cleveland, 1879.

STATE ARCH.2EOLOGICAL SOCIETY OF Omo. Report of M. C. Reid, 011 the
inscribed stone of the Grave Creek mound, read at the meeting of the
Society held at Wooster, Ohio, September 25, 1878.
In .American .Antiquarian. Vol. I, pp.139-149.

Cleveland, 1879.

228. WASHINGTON COUNTY PIONEER ASSOCIATION.

Marietta, Ohio.

WASHINGTON COUNTY PIONEER ASSOCIATION. The ninety-fifth anniversary of th e settlement of Ohio, at Marietta. Historical address hy
George B. Loring, and other addresses, April 7, 1883. Marietta, 1883 ..
8vo, pp. 76,
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WASHINGTON COUNTY PIONEER ASSOCIATION. The coming centennial.
April 7, 1886. Exercises at Marietta, Ohio, April 7, 1886, connected
with the celebration of the ninety-eighth anniversary of the settlement of Ohio and the Northwest Territory. Marietta, Ohio, [1886].
8vo, pp. 20.

WASIIINGTON COUNTY PIONEER ASSOCIATION. Centennial circular. [1887.J
8Yo, pp. 3. Blank form.

WASIIINGTON COUNTY PIONEER ASSOCIATION. Provisional progra,mme
recommended for the centennial commemoration of the first authorized settlement in the t erritory of the Northwest under the Ordinance
of 1787. [Marietta, 1887.J
8vo, pp. 4.

Circular.

229. WESTERN METHODIS'l.' HISTORIOAL SOCIETY.

Cincinnati, Ohio.

WESTERN METHODIST HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Proceedings of the board
. of managers, with account of origin of the Society, etc. Cincinnati,
1839.
12mo.
230. WESTERN OHIO PIONEER ASSOCIATION.

WESTERN OHIO PIONEER ASSOCIATION. History of Champaign and Logan
counties. By Joshua Antrim. Bellefontaine, 1872.
8vo, pp. 460. Photographs.
The author was r equested by the .d..Ssociation to prepare this history, and the
Society indorsed it when completed, but it is copyrighted by the author.

WESTERN OHIO PIONEER ASSOCIATION. Proceedings at New Carlisle,
September 23, 1876, and address by W. Mills. Springfield, Ohio, 1877.
8vo, pp.18.
231. WESTERN RESERVE .A.ND NORTHERN OHIO HISTORIC.AL SOCIETY.

Cleveland, Ohio.
(Now called W estern Reserve Historical Society.)

WESTERN RESERVE HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Antiquity of the name of Scott,
· with brief historical notes. Paper read before the Society, by M. B.
Scott. Boston, 1869.
8vo, pp. 15.

WESTERN RESERVE HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Journal of Capt. "William
Trent, from Logstown to Pickawillany, 1752; now published for the
first time, from a copy in the archives of the Western Reserve Historical Society, together with letters of Governor Robert Dinwiddie, an
historical notice of the Miami confederacy of Indians; a sketch of the
English post at Pickawillany, wit.b. a short biography of Captain
Trent. Edited by A. T. Goodman, secretary Western Reserve Historical Society. Cincinnati, 1871.
8YO, pp. 117.

WESTERN RESERVE AND NORTHERN Omo HISTORICAL SOCIETY.
Vols. I-III. Nos. 1-84. Cleveland, 1877-1892.

Tracte.

Svo.
No. 1. Battle at Frenchtown, Mich., January, 1813. B y T. P. Dudley. pp. 4.
No. 2. Judges of tho supreme court of Ohio under the first constitution, 18031852. By A. T. Goodman. 1871. pp. 8.
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No. 3. Papers relating to tho war of 1812. By E.T. Whittlesey. 1870. pp. 4.
No. 4. First white child in Ohio. By A. T. Goodman. 1871. pp. 7.
No. 5. Ancient earth forts of the Cuyahoga Vall1;1y, Ohio. By Charles Whittlesey. 1871. pp. 40. Nine plates.
No. 6. Papers relating to the :first white settlers in Ohio. By A. T. Goodman.
]871. pp. 8.
No. 7. "\Var of 1812. Papers of E. Whittlesey. No. 2. 1871. pp. 5-7 .
No. 8. Indian affairs around Detroit in 1706. Papers of General Cass. 1871.
pp. 6.
No. 9. Archroological frauds: Inscriptions attributed to the mound builders.
By C. Whittlesey. 1872. pp. 4.
No. 10. Annual meeting of the Society, May, 1872. Memorial notice of A. T.
Goodman. 1872. pp. 4.
No. 11. Ancient rock inscriptions in Ohio, au ancient burial mound, Hardin
County. 1872. pp. 16. 'rwo fol<lecl plates.
No. 12. War of 1812. Papers of E. Whittlesey. No. 3. 1872. pp. 3.
No. 13. Papers relating to the expeditions of Colonel Bradstreet and Colonel
Bonquet, 1764. No. I. 1873. pp. 6.
No. 14. Same. No. 2. 1873. pp. 6.
No. 15. Corresponrlence of Major Tod, war of 1812; Ilistory of Northfield. By
A. M. Searles. 1873. pp. 8.
No. 16. List of publications of the Society; A.nnual report, 1873; Origin of the
State of Ohio. 1873. J)p. 5.
No. 17. Couespondenco of Major Tod, war of 1812. No. 2. 1873. pp. 5.
No. 18. War correspondence. Northern frontier. 1812. No. O. 1873. pp. 4.
No. 19. Same. No. 7. 1873. pp. 4.
No. 20. Discovery and ownership of the Northwestern Territory and settlement
of the Western Reserve. Address, by J. A . Garfield. 1874. pp. 12.
No. 21. Sixth annual mt1eting, May, 1874. pp. 3.
No. 22. Battle of Frenchtown, by T. P. Dudley; Maj. Isaac Craig on Lake
Erie, 1782; White men as scalpers ; Thomas Hutchins, geographer general of the
United States. 1874. pp. 8.
No. 23. Relics of the mound builders, by C. C. Baldwin, 1874; Campaigns of 1813
on the Ohio frontier; Sortit1 at Fort Meigs, May, 1813, by T. Christian. 1876.
pp. 7.
No. 24. Recent donations by W. P. Fogg, with his description and remarks on
cuneiform inscriptions. 1874. pp. 4.
No. 25. Early maps of Ohio and the West, byC.C. Baldwin. 1875. pp. 25.
No. 26. Seventh annual meeting, May 11, 1875. pp. 4.
No. 27. Notice of historical and pioneer societies in Ohio, by C. C. Bald win.
1875. pp. 8.
No. 28. War of 1812. Papers, No. 8. 1875. pp. 4.
No. 29. Tradition of Brady, the Indian hunter. 1875. pp. 6.
No. 30. Early settlement of Warren, Trumbull County, Ohio, by Leonard
Case. 1876. pp. 34.
No. 31. Annual meeting, May, 1876. pp. 4.
No. 32. Western Reserve; Origin of title, by Charles Whittlesey. 1876. pp. 6.
No. 33. Archmological frauds, by Charles Whittlesey. 1876. pp. 7.
No. 34. The Margry papers, Vol. I, by C. C. Baldwin. 1870. pp. 7.
No. 35. A centennial laws uit, by C. C. Baldwin. 1870. pp. 3.
No. 36. Memorand:t and notes, by the late A lfred T. Goodman: Bison or bnffalo
in Ohio; Statement of George SandP.rson on war of 1812 ; Maj. Amos Stoflrlarcl.
General Harrison at Clev-eland, 1812. 1877. pp. 4.
Nos. 1-36, with title-page anrl index, constitute Vol. I of the Tracts.
Vol. n, Tracts Nos 37-72. Cleveland, 1888. pp. (4), xix (3) , 504. Illustrated;
Portrait.
No. 37. Ninth annual meeting, May, 1877. pp. 7.
No. 88. Discovery of the Ohio River by Robert Cavelier de la Salle, 1669- 70, hy
Charles Whittlesey. pp. 9- 15.
No. 39. Autograph letters. pp. 17-24.
.
No. 40. Tbe Iroquois in Ohio, by C. C. Balcl win; First United States laml surveys, 1786. pp. 25-31.
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235. PIONEER A.ND HISTORICAL SOCIETY OF OREGON.

Astoria, Oreg.

PIONEER AND HISTORICAL SOCIETY OF OREGON. Address to the people of
Oregon [on the subject of the erection of a monument to the memory
of the late Dr. Marcus Whitman]. 1874.
Sheet.

PIONEER AND HISTORICAL SOCIETY OF OREGON. Proceedings, fourth, :fifth
and sixth, tenth, and eleventh annual meetings, 1875, 1876, 1877, 1881,
1882. Astoria, 1875, 1882.
8vo. Five pamphlets.

PIONEER AND HISTORICAL SOCIETY OF OREGON. Centennial paper. The
American colonist in Oregon. Address before the Society, February,
22, 1876. By G. H. Atkinson. [Astoria, 1876.J
8vo,pp.8.

PIONEER AND HISTORICAL SOCIETY OF OREGON. Proceedings.
annual address, reports of officers, etc. Astoria, 1875.

Fourth

8vo, pp. 27. One folded sheet.

PIONEER AND HISTORICAL SOCIETY OF OREGON. Fifth annual r eport, proceedings, annual address, narrative of the winter trip of Dr. Marcus
Whitman across the Rocky Mountains in 1842, and other documents
of the Society. Astoria, 1876.
8vo, pp.15.

PIONEER AND HISTORICAL SOCIETY OF OREGON. Proceedings. Sixth
annual address, February 22, 1877. Reports of Whitman monument
fund committee, obituaries of pioneers, etc. Astoria, 1877.
8vo, pp.12, (5).

PIONEER AND HISTORICAL SOCIETY OF OREGON.
ruary 22, 1881. [Astoria, 1881.J

Annual meeting, Feb-

8vo, pp. 5. No title-page .

PIONEER AND HISTORICAL SOCIETY OF OREGON.
11, 1882. Proceedings. [Astoria, 1882.]

Annual meeting, May

8vo, pp.12. No title-page.

PENNSYLVANIA.
236. AMERICAN CATHOLIC HISTORICAL SOCIETY OF PHILADELPHIA.

Philadelphia, Pa.

AMERICAN CATHOLIC HISTORICAL SOCIETY OF PHILADELPHIA.
Vols. I-V. 1884-1894. Philadelphia, 1887-1894.

Records.

8vo. Five volumes.
Vol. I. Charter; By-laws; Reports, etc .; Members; Importance of Catholic historical studies, by Rev. Dr. Middleton; Origin of historical societies, by Robert
Seton; The sisters of .Jesus and Mary, by F. X. Reuss; William Penn, the frieml
of Cu.tholics, by M . I. .J. Griffin; French refugee Trappists in the United States,
- by L. F. Flick; Catholicity in the three lower counties, or the planting of the
church in Delaware, by C.H. A. Esling; An account of Catholicity in the public
institutions of Boston, by .J . .J. Brie; A memoir of Rev. Michael Hurley, by T.
Westcott; The Ursuline nuns in America, by E. M. Vogel; List of baptisms r egister ed at St . .Joseph's church, Philadelphia, 1758-1775, by F.X. R euss; Registers
of St. A u gustine's church, Philadelphia; St. Peter's churcb, Wilmington, D el.;
Old St. Peter's church, Baltimore; St. Patrick's church, Baltimore. 1887. pp.
387, (1).
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Vol. II. Sketch of the Abenaquis mission, by J. J. Brie; The early registers of
the Catholic Church in Pennsylvania, by P. S. P. Connor; Rev. Louis Barth, by
J. C. Foin; The centenary of the acloption of the Constitution, by Rev. Dr. Horstmann; Thomas Fitz-Simons, Pennsylvania's Catholic signer of the Constitution,
by M. I. J. Griffin; Catholic choirs ancl choir music in Philadelphia, by M. H.
Cross; Catholicity in southeastern (Lee County) Iowa, by J. F. Kempker; Sketches
of Catholicity in Texas, by C. Jaillet ; Father Louis della Vagua, by II. F. McIntosh;
The origin of the Flatheacl mission, by E. Mallet; History of the church of Our
Lady of Perpetual Succor, Boston, by C. W. Currier; List of baptisms of St.
Joseph's church, Philadelphia, 1776-1781; Father Fanner's marriage register, 17581786, preserved at St.Joseph's church, Philadelphia, 1758-1786; Father Schneider's
Goshenhoppen registers, 1761-1764; The Esling genealogy; The Sehner family;
Kelly-Hendry families; Reports, etc. 188!>. pp. 406.
Vol. m. The American Catholic Historical Society and Catholic Reference
Library, by L. F. Flick; The Flathead Indians, by J. O'Conner; The pioneer of
religion and the first church in Omaha, by T. J. Fitzmorris; Historical sketch of
early Catholicity- and the first church in Cleveland, by G. F. Houck; Sportsman's
hall, by V. Huber; Biographical sketch of B. Wimmar, D. D.; George Meade, by
R. W. Meade; Thomas Lioyd, reporter of the first House of Representatives,
by M. I. J. Griffin; The ride of the Royal Wraith, by C.H. A. Ealing; Catholic
choir music in Philadelphia, by T. C. Middleton; St. Mary's graveyard, Philadelphia; Goshen N oppen registers, 1765-1785, by T. C. Middleton; Paschal confessions
and communions at Loretto, Pa., 1810-1813. Index. 1891. pp. 660.
Vol. rv. The Gallitzin memorandum book, edited by T. C. Middleton; Bapti sms
at St.Joseph's church, Philadelphia; History of the church in Niagara, Canada, by
P. J. Harold; St. Peter's church, Columbia, Pa., by F. X. Reuss; Early history
of .Allegheny County, Pa., by A. A. Lambing; List of Catholic periodicals in the
United States, by T. C. Middleton; Minute book of St. Mary's church, Philadelphia, by L. F. Flick. 1893. pp. (4), 510, (1) .
Vol. v. Annual address of L. F. Flick; Memoir of Rev. Patrick Reilly; Interments in St. Mary's burying ground, Philadelphia, from 1788 to 1800; Certain
churches in the West, by E. J. Nolan ; Brief sketch of the life of Eusebio Guiteras; A rough essay at a geographical description of the Province of Sonora; Biographical sketch of James Campbell, by J.M. Campbell; The Catholic church at
Lancaster, Pa., by S. M. Sener; Pew registers of St. Mary's church, Philadelphia,
1787-1791, by.T. C. Middleton; The Papago Indians and their church, by L. F.
Flick; Philadelphia's first nun, by S. T. Smith. 1894. pp. 564.

AMERICAN CATHOLIC HISTORICAL SOCIETY OF PHILADELPHIA. Catholicity in the three lower counties, or the planting of the church in
Delaware. Read by Charles H. A. Esling before the Society. Newspaper sheet from the Wilmington Every Evening of June 23, 24, 25,
1886.
AMERICAN CATHOLIC HISTORICAL SOCIETY Ol!' PHILADELPHIA. 'I'he French
refugee Trappists in the United States. Read before the Society on
February 23, 1886. By Lawrence Francis Flick. Philadelphia, 1886.
8vo, pp. 33.

AMERICAN CATHOLIC HISTORICAL SOCIETY OF PHILADELPHIA. William
Penn, the friend of Catholics. By Martin I. J. Griffin. Read before
the Friends' Evening Hour Club, of Germantown, December 7, 1885,
and before the American Catholic Historical Society, on February 1,
1886. Philadelphia, 1886.
Svo, pp. 9.

AMERICAN CATHOLIC HISTORICAL SOCIETY OF PHILADELPHIA. Catholicity in the three lower counties, or the planting of the church in
Delaware. Read before the Socie1iy, March 23, 1886, by Charles H. A.
Esling. Philadelphia, 1887.
8vo, pp. 117-160.
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AMERICA.N CA.THOLIC HISTORICAL SOCIETY OF PHILA.DELPHIA. Quarterly
Bulletin. Vol. 1, Nos. 1-4, January-December, 1892. Philadelphia,
1892.
4to, pp. 7.

AMERICA.N CA.THOLIC HISTORICA.L SOCIETY OF PHILADELPHIA. Report of
the executive board. December 19, 1893. Philadelphia, 1893.
8vo, pp. 74.
Addition to the library; list of members.
237. BUCKS COUNTY HISTORICAL SOCIETY.

Doylestown, Pa.

BUCKS COUNTY HI~TORICAL SOCIETY. History of the Southampton Baptist Church, Bucks County, Pa. Read before the Society, July 22,
1884. By W.W. H. Davis. Doylestown, 1884.
l~mo, pp. 14. Edition, 75 copies.

BucKS COUNTY HISTORICAL SOCIETY. The Red Lion Inn, Bensalem Township, Bucks County, Pa. Abstract of a paper prepared by William J.
Buck, and read at the meeting of the Bucks County Historical Society, July 17: 1888.
In Pennsylvania Magazine of History and Biography. Vol. XII, pp. 359-361.
Philadelphia, 1888.
238. DAUPHIN COUNTY HISTORIC.AL SOCIETY.

Harrisburg, Pa.

DAUPHIN COUNTY HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Read before the Historical Society. Peter Bezaillon, the first settler of Dauphin County. [By A.
Boyd Hamilton.] [Harrisburg, 1872.]
Svo, pp. 5.
In Contributions to the History of Dauphin County, No. 2.

DA.UPHIN COUNTY HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Fort Hunter, SnsquehannaTownship, Dauphin County, Pa. [Letter from A. Boyd Hamilton to the
Society, May, 1872.J Harrisburg, 1872.
Svo, pp. 14.
In Contributions to the History of Dauphin County, No. 1. pp. 1-14.
[NOTE.-The Contributions to the History of Dauphin County is a volume made
up of various papers; some of them independently paged, apparently reprinted
from some serial publication.]

DAUPHIN COUNTY HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Reminiscences of various members of the bar of Dauphin County. By George W. Harris. Read
before the Society, 1873. [Harrisburg, 1873.J
8vo, pp. 34.
In Contributions to the History of Dauphin Oounty, No. 2.

DAUPHIN COUNTY HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Addresses delivered before the
Society, in the State capitol, Harrisburg, July 4, 1876. [Harrisburg,
1876.J
8vo,pp.85.
Contents: Ecclesiastical history of Dauphin County, by Thomas H. Robinson ;
The Revolutionary soldiers of Dauphin County, by A.. Boyd Hamilton; Historical
review of Dauphin County, by William H. Egle.
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DAUPIIIN COUNTY lIISTORICAL SOCIETY. Ceremonies ancl historical
addresses in commemoration of the centenary of independence. Harrisburg, July 4, 1876. Under the auspices of the Society. [Harrisburg, 1876. J
Svo,pp.32.

DAUPHIN COUNTY HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Centennial. The settlement,
formation, and progress of Dauphin County, Pa., from 1785 to 1876.
Prepared under the direction of the commissioners of said. county.
By George H. Morgan. Harrisburg, Pa., 1877.
Svo, pp. 239.
A committee of tho Society superintended the publication of Centennial statement respecting the settlement ancl progress of the county, and "carefully examined and read the work," etc.

DAUPHIN COUNTY HIST0RI~L SOCIETY. Dixonti, of Dixons Ford; with
"The soldier's tale." A story of the people of Derry in 1776. By
William Darby. [Edited by W. H. Egle.] Harrisburg, 1878.
4to, pp. 21.

DAUPIIIN COUNTY HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Historical sketch of old Hanover
Church. By Thomas H. Robinson. With a notice of the church at
Conewago. By A. Boyd Hamilton. [Harrisburg], 1878.
Svo, pp. 59.
Hamilton's article has separate title: "The Conewago congregation of Presbyterians, Londonderry 'l'ownship, 1730-1796."

DAUPIIIN COUNTY HISTORICAL SOCIETY. 1785-1885. Centennial memorial of the erection of the county of Dauphin and the foun<l.iug of the
city of Harrisburg. Edited by William Henry Egle. Harrisburg,
1886.
Svo, pp. 397. Illustrated.
Published under the auspices of the Society.
239. FRANKLIN OLUB.
Philadelphia, Pa.

FRANKLIN CLUB. A journal of the expedition to Quebec in the year 1775,
under the command of Col. Benedict Arnold. By James Melvin, a
private in Captain Dearborn's company. New York, 1857.
Svo,pp. 30.
240. FRIENDS' HISTORIOA.L A.SSOOIA.TION OF PHILADELPHIA.

FRIENDS' HISTORICAL ASSOCIATION OF PHILADELPIIIA. Sketch of the life
and character of ,John Fenwick, by John Clement. Published by the
Association. Philadelphia, 1875.
Svo,pp. 95.

FRIENDS' HISTORICAL ASSOCIATION OF PHILADELPHIA. Some chapters in
the history of the Friendly Association, for regaining and preserving
peace with the Indians by pacific measures. By Samuel Parrish.
Phi1adelphia, 1877.
8vo, pp. 131.
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241. GENEALOGICAL ASSOCIATION OF PENNSYLVANIA AND NEW JERSEY.

Philadelphia, Pa.

GENEALOGICAL ASSOCIATION OF PENNSYLVANIA AND NEW JERSEY. Our
Ancestors, a genealogical and biographical magazil!e, edited by M.A.
De L. Van Horn. Vol. I, Nos. 1, 2. July, October, 1882. Philadelphia, 1882.
8vo, pp. 95 (1). Portrait.
Contents: Henry Richard Linderman; The Burton family of Bucks County;
The old Princeton cemetery; The George Gray family of 1601-92, hy Frederick
Jones; The descendants of Cornelius Van Horne; Low Dutch Reformed Church
at Churchville, by J. D. Van Horne; Marriage records of St. Mary's Church,
Burlington, N. J. ; The Hollinsheads; The Duche family, by G. Leland; The Van
Buskirk family, by H. B. Sinks; Early settlers of Bucks County; W'illiam Penn;
Old Presbyterian churches of Philadelphia; Six Mile Run Church.
242. GENE.A.LOGICAL SOCIETY OF PENNSYLVANIA AND NEW JEHSEY.

Philadelphia, Pa.

GENEALOGICAL SOCIETY OF PENNSYLVANIA AND NEW JERSEY. Publications. Vol. I, No. 1. January, 1895. Miscellany No. 1. Philadelphia, [1895].
8vo, pp. 40.
Contents: The sailing of the ship Subrnission in 1682, with a true copy of the
vessel's log; Inscriptions on some ancient tombstones formerly in the burial
ground of the First Presbyterian Church, on Bank street; John Hart, governor
of Maryland from 1714 to 1720; Some data concerning the taking of wolves in New
Castle County in 1676, and a reprint of the taxables of that year; Notices of the
justices of New Castle and others connected with foregoing li st.
242. HISTORICAL SOCIETY OF BERKS COUNTY.

Reading, Pa.

HISTORICAL SOCIETY OF BERKS COUNTY. The place of the Ringgold
Light Artillery, of Reading, among the first five companies from..
Pennsylvania which marched to the defense of Washington, April,
1861. Paper read before the Society, June 14., 1870. [By W. M.
Hiester.] Reading, Pa., 1870.
8vo, pp. 16243. HISTORICAL SOCIETY OF BRADFORD COUNTY.

Athens, Pa.

HISTORICAL SOCIETY OF BRADFORD COUNTY. Proceedings of the Society,
May 4, 1870, with constitution and by-laws. 1870.
Broadside.

HISTORICAL SOCIETY 01!' BRADFORD COUNTY. Remarks of Ezra P. Allen
before the Society at Towanda, Pa., December 9, 1872, on the mammoth and mastodon and the age in which they lived. Athens, Pa.)
1879.
8vo, pp.15.
244. HISTORICAL SOCIETY OF PENNSYLVANIA.

Philadelphia, Pa.

HISTORICAL SOCIETY OF PENNSYLVANIA. Suggestions regarding the
production of a correct geographical and historical map of Pennsylvauia. [Philadelphia.], 11. d.
Svo, pp. 7. No title-page.
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HISTORICAL SOCIETY Ol? PENNSYLVANIA. Circular letter from Edward
Armstrong, recording secretary of tho Society, as to a genealogical
history of Pennsylvania. [Philadelphia.], n. d.
4to, pp. 3. No title-page.

HISTORICAL SOCIETY OF PENNSYLVANIA. Circular letter from committee
on Indian proper names of Pennsylvania.
Sheet.

HISTORICAL SOCIETY OF PENNSYLVANIA. A treatise on Mason and Dixon's
line. A memoir on the controversy between William Penn and Lord
Baltimore respecting tho boundaries of Pennsylvania and Maryland.
By James Dunlop. Read at a meeting of the council of the Society,
November 10, 1825.
In Olden Time.
Reprinted 1876.

Edited by N. B. Craig. Vol. 11 pp. 530-54.8. Pittsburg, 1846.

HISTORICAL SOCIETY OF PENNSYLVANIA.
delphia, 1826-1891.

Memoirs. Vols. I-XIII.

Phila-

8vo. Thirteen volumes.
CON1' ENTS.

Vol. r. Advertisement; Constitution; Officers and standing committees; Members; Circular; An inaugural discourse, on the 5th of November, 1825, by\Villiam
Rawle; A memoir on the locality of the great treaty between William Penn and
the Inclian natives in 1682, by Roberts Vaux; Notes on tho provincial literature
of .Pennsylvania, by Thomas I. Wharton; A memoir on the controversy between
William Penn and Lord Baltimore respecting the boundaries of Pennsylvania
and Maryland, by Jam es Dunlop; Original l etters of William Penn, with his will
and - codicil, and papers relating to them; Papers relative to the valedictory
address of President Washington; A vinclication of Heckewelder's Ilistory of the
Indian nations, by William Rawle; An account of the .first settlement of the
townships of Buckingham and Solebury, by John Watson, 1804; A brief account
of the discovery of anthracite coal on tho Lehigh, by Thomas C. James; Some
extracts from papers in the office of the secretary of the Commonwealth, at Harrisburg [etc.], transcribed by R. Conyngham; Contributions to the medical history of Pennsyh'-ania, by Caspar Morris; Notices of negro slavery as connected
with Pennsylvania, by Ed ward Bettle; Notices of the life and character of Robert
Proud, by Charles W. Thomson; Original letters of William Penn; A biographical sketch of Sir Willi-am Keith; Members newly elected; List of contents. 1826.
pp.432 (2).
Issued in two parts, with independent_title-pages, but with continuous paging
for the entire volume.
Same. Being a republication. Eclited by Edward Armstrong. With editorial
notes and appendix. 1864. pp. xx, 13-495.
Contents in addition to the original issue: Advertisement to the .first edition;
Editorial note; Sketch of the Historical Society, [by B. H. Coates]; Officers for
1864; Constitution, 1864; Biographical sketch of William Rawle; Origin of the
· name of Cape Henlopen; Extract from the original book of Mason and Dixon's
field notes ; Copy of an original will of William P enn; Coal tonnage of the Lehigh
region, 1820-1863; History of the act of 1780 for the gradual abolishment of slavery
in Pennsylvania ; Biographical sketch of George Bryan, author of the act of 1780;
Notices of the early acts of assembly on the subject of slaves; Notices of Sir
William Keith, Dr. Thomas Grremo, and Mrs. Fergusson; Appendix; List of
pilgrims of the Welcome,- Biographical sketch of James Dunlop; Biographical
sketch of Edward Bettle; Poems, by Robert Proud.
Vol. u, part 1. Anniversary discourse delivered before the Society on January 1,
1827, by Roberts Vaux; Communication from Roberts Vaux on tho subject of
two medals struck in Philadelphia, Hi57; A narrative of an embassy to the Western Indians, from the original manuscript of Hendrick A upaumut, with prefatory
remarks by B.H. Coates; An account of tl1e settlement of tbe Dunkers at Ephrata,
in Lancaster County, Pa., by Redmond Conyngham, added a short history of that
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religious society, by Christian Endress; History of the introduction of anthracite coal into Philadelphia, by Erskine Hazard, and a letter from Jesse Fell, of
Wilkesbarre, on the discovery and first use of anthracite in the valley of Wyoming;
Sketches of the history of Bybery, in the county of Philadelphia, with biographical notices of some of the first settlers aud other inhabitants of the n eighborh9od,
by Isaac Comley; An historical anecdote of John Harris, sr., who was the first person of European origin that settled on the spot where now stands the town of Harrisburg, Pa., by Samuel Breck; Instructions by William Penn, in the year 1681,
to his commissioners for settling the colony, transcribed by Joshua F. Fisher; A
list of the instructions, letters, etc., from Thomas and Richard Penn, proprietaries
and governors of Pennsylvania, to James Hamilton, by J os bua F. Fis.her; Letters
of William Penn to Charles II and to the Earl of Sunderland, from authenticated
copies obtained in London, by John R. Coates. 1827. pp. 247.
Vol. u, part 2. Advertisement; Notice of the life of Samuel Powel Griffitts,
by B. H. Coates; N arra.tive of Sir William Keith 's coming to the government of
Pennsylvania, with bis conduct in it, written in 1726, with some introductory
observations, by Joshua J:<'. Fisher; Report of the committee appointed to exam_ine the minute book of the Society for political inquiries; Some account of the
early poets and poetry of Pennsylvania, by Joshua F. Fisher; Sketch of the life
of Thomas Mifflin, by William Rawle; An examination of the varioul:! charges
brought by historians against William Penn, by J. R. Tyson ; Memorials of
country towns and places in Pennsylvania, as drawn up by J. F. Watson;
Speech of William Penn, addressed to the provincial council of Pennsylvania,
April 1, 1700; Col. Robert Quarry's information against the government of Pennsylvania with William Penn·s answer thereto; Minutes of a conference held by
William Markham, lieutenant-governor of Pennsylvania, with s everal Delaware
and Susquehanna Indians, July 6, 1694; Officers for 1830; Member~ elected since
January, 1827; Honorary members; List of contents. 1830. pp. 221.
Vol..m, part 1. A short description of the province of New Sweden, now
called by the English Pennsylvania, in America, compiled from the relations and
writings of persons worthy of credit, and adorned with maps and plates, by
Thomas Campanius Holm, translated from the Swedish with notes by Peter S.
Du Ponceau; The history of the University of Pennsylvania, from its origin to
1827, by George B. Wood; Inedited letters of William .Penn, copied in London
from the originals in the possession of John Penn, read at various meetings of
the Society during 1833, by J. F. Fisher. 1834. pp. (2) vi, 5-292. Maps.
Vol. m, part 2 . .Annual discourse before the Society on the 28th of April, 1834,
on the origin of the Indian population of America, by B. H. Coates; A discourse
before the Society, April 9, 1836, on the private life and domestic habits of William Penn, by J. Francis Fisher; Memoir of Thomas C. James, by Job R. Tyson;
The Indian treaty for the lands now the site of Philadelphia and the adjacent
country, by John F. Watson; A memoir on the history of the treaty made by
William Penn with the Indians under the elm tree at Sbackamaxon in 1682, by
Peter S. Du Ponceau and J. Francis Fisher; William Penn's l etter to the inhabitants of Pennsylvania previous to his departure from England for this country ;
Petitions of the Indians to Governor Markham, 1681; Report of the committee on
the Indian portraits; A m emoir of part of the life of William Penn, by ~r. Lawton; Fragments of an apology for himself, by William P enn; Officers and memb ers. 1836. pp. iv, 248.
Vol. 1v, part 1. Officers; An inaugural discourse, .June R, 1837, by Peter S.
Du Ponceau; A memoir of William Rawle, by T. I. Wharton, with a l etter from
Peter S. Du Ponceau, containing his recollections of Mr. Rawle·s life ancl character; Description of a specimen of engraving b y the aboriginal inhabitants of
North America, with. a notice of some inciuents in the J1istory of the early settlers
on the west branch of the Susquehanna niver, by Walter R. Johnson; Memoir
of Roberts Vaux, by Thomas M'Kean Pettit; An examinntion of Beauchamp
Plantagenet's description of the province of N cw Albion, by John Penington;
Inedited letters of William P enn, read at various meetings of the Society, by J.
Francis Fisher , 1~40. pp. yiii (2), 7-~i2 (1).
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Vol. Iv, part 2. Discourse delivered February 21, ~842, on the colonial history
of tho Eastern and some of the Southern States, by Job R. Tyson; Remarks and
general obserYations on Mercer County, Pa., by B. Stokely; .A. particular geograpllical description of the lately discovered province of Pennsylvania, by Francis Daniel Pastorius, translated from the original German, by Lewis Il. Weiss;
Tbo Society·s circular, January, 1845; Incidents in tlle early history of Crawford
County, Pa., by .A.lfred Iluidokopcr; Lotter from J. S. McCalmont, of Franklin,
Venango County, Pa.; Letter from Lyrnau TI.obinson, of Wattsburg, Erie County,
Pa.; Description of Economy, Beaver County, Pa., by R. L. Baker; Notes respecting the Indians of Lancaster County, Pa., by William Parker Foulke; Constitution of tho Society; Catalogue of papers relating to Pennsylvania and Delaware,
deposited at the state paper office, London; List of the officers and contributing
members of the Society. 1850. pp. 391.
Vol. v. The history of an expedition against .Fort Du Quesne in 1755, under
Maj. Gen. Edward Braclclock. Edited from the original manuscripts, by Winthrop Sargent. 1855. pp. 423. Pfates. Portraits.
Vol. VI. Contributions to American history, 1858; Some account of the Society
of the Cincinnati, by Alexander Johnston; Journal of the general meeting of the
Cincinnati in 1784, by Winthrop Sargent; The insurrection of 1794 in the western
counties of Pennsylvania, by Townsend Ward; Presentation to the Society of
the belt of wampum delivered by the Indians to ·wmiam Penn at tho great treaty
under the elm tree in 1682; The .A.caclian exiles, or :French neutrals, in Pennsylvania, by William B. Reed; The case of Major Andre, with a review of the statemeu t of it in Lord Mabon's Ilistory of England, by Charles J. Biddle; Index.
1858. pp. (7), 429. Folded plate.
Vol. vu. The record of the court at Upland, in Pennsylvania, 1676 to 1681, and
a military journal kept by Maj. E. Denny, 1781 to 1795. 1860. pp. 498, (8). Plates.
Portrait.
Contains also introduction to the record of Upland, by Edwaru Armstrong;
Memoir of Maj. Ebenezer Denny, by William E. Denny; Letters of' Josiah Harmar and others, 1784-1797; Vocabulary of words in use with the Delaware and
Shawnee Indians; List of subscribers to the publication fund of the Society.
Vol. vnr. Minutes of tho committee of defence of Philadelphia, 1814-15. J867.
pp. 428.
Vols. IX and x. Correspondence between William Penn and James Logan, secretary of the province of Pennsylvania, and others, 1700-1 750, from the original
l etters in possession of the Logan family, with notes by Deborah Logan. Edited,
with additional notes, by Edward Armstrong. Vols. I, II. 1870-1872. Two volumes. Portrait.
Vol. xr. .A. history of New Sweden, or the settlements on the River Delaware,
by Israel Acrelius; translated froru the Swedish, with an introduction and notes,
by William M. Reynolds. 1874. pp. l, 17-468. Plate. Folded map. Portrait.
Vol. xrr. History, manners, and customs of the Indian nations who once inhabited Pennsylvania ancl the neighboring States, by John Heckewelder. New and
r evised edition, with au intro<l.uction and notes, by William C. Reichel. 1876
pp. 465. Portrait.
Vol. XIII. 'l'he life and times of John Dickinson, 1732--1808. Prepared at the
request of the Society, by CharleiJ J. Stille, LL. D., Philadelphia, 1891. 8vo, pp.
(2), xi, 9-437. Portrait.
Also published indepenclently.

HISTORICAL SOCIETY OF PENNSYLv ANIA. Discourse before the Society
on New Year's Day, 18!47. By Roberts Vaux. Philadelphia, 1827. ,
8vo, pp. 51.

HISTORICAL SOCIETY OF PENNSYLVANIA. Annual discourse before the
Society, November rn·, 1828. By T. M'K. Pettit. Philadelphia~ 1828·.
8vo, pp. 38.
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HISTORICAL SOCIETY OF PENNSYLVANIA. Annual discourse delivered
before the Society, October 24, 1831. By Job R. Tyson. Philadelphia,
1831.
8vo, pp. 52.

HISTORICAL SOCIETY OF PENNSYLVANIA. Constitution and circular.
1832.
HISTORICAL SOCIETY OF PENNSYLVANIA. Annual discourse, by Peter
McCall, November 29, 1832. Philadelphia, 1833.
8vo, pp. 48.

HISTORICAL SOCIETY OF PENNSYLVANIA. Annual discourse before the
Society on the 28th of April, 1834, on the origin of the Indian population of America. By B. H. Coates. Philadelphia, 1834.
8vo, pp. 63, (1).

HISTORICAL SOCIETY OF PENNSYLVANIA. A short d escription of the
Province of New Sweden, now called, by the English, Pennsylvania,
in America. Compiled from the r elations and writings of persons
worthy of credit, and adorned with maps and plates. By Thomas
Campanius Holm. Translated from the Swedish for the Historical
Society of Pennsylvania. Wit h notes. By Peter S. Du Ponceau.
Philadelphia, 1834.
8vo, pp. 166, vi, v-xi.

HISTORICAL ·SOCIETY OF PENNSYLVANIA. A memoir on the history of the
celebrated treaty made by William Penn with the Indians under the
elm tree at Shackamaxon in 1682. By Peter S. Du Ponceau and J.
Francis Fisher. Philadelphia, 1836.
8vo, pp. 63.
Prepared at the request of the Society.

HISTORICAL SOCIETY OF PENNSYLVANIA. An inaugural discourse, on
the 3d of June, 1837, before the Society. By Peter S. Du Ponceau.
Philadelphia, 1837.
HISTORICAL SOCIETY OF PENNSYLVANIA. Scraps, osteologic and archreological, rea:c1 before the council of the Society. By J. Penington.
Philadelphia, 1841.
8vo, pp.16.

HISTORICAL SOCIETY OF PENNSYLVANIA. Discourse delivered before the
Historical Society of Pennsylvania, February 21, 1842, on the colonial
history of the Eastern and some of the Southern States. By Job R.
Tyson, Philadelphia, 1842.
8vo, pp. 64.

HISTORICAL SOCIETY OF PENNSYLVANIA. Discourse on th e two hundredth anniversary of the birth of ·wmiam Penn, delivered on the
24th of October, 1844, before the ociety, by Job R. Tyson. Philadelphia, 1845.
Svo, pp.40.
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H1STOHICAL 'o 'IETY 01,' PEN SYLVANIA. A brief description of New
York, formerly eallocl New Netherlands, with t,h e places thcrennto
adjoining, together with the manner of its situation, fert,ility of the
soil [etc.]. Ah,o some clirectionfl and advice to snch as flhall go
thither [etc.]. Likewise a brief relation of the customs of the Indians
there. By Daniel Denton. London, 1670. Edited by John Penington.
[Philadelphia.] Press of the Society. 1845.
Svo, l)p.16.
Issued with Bulletin No. 1.

HISTORICAL SocrnTY OF PENNSYLVANIA. Bulletin.
(Thirteen numbers.) Philadelphia, 1848.

Vol.

1.

1845-1847.

Svo. '.l.'hirtcen pamphlets. Variously paged.
The half title is Proceedings of the Historical /:,'ociety of l'ennsylvania.
CONTENTS.

No.1. Proceedings, February 3, 7, 1845; A brief description of New York, formerly called New Netherlands. Ily Daniel Denton. pp. iv, 7, 16.
No. 2. Proceedings, March 24-May ::!6, 1845 ; Colonel McLane's visit to ·washington, 1814. pp. 22.
No. 3. Proceedings, June 23-Angust 4, 1845; Remarks upon traditions, etc., of
the Indians of North .America, by John Ettwein. pp. 25-44.
No. 4. Proceedings, September 22-N ovem ber 24, 1845; Papers read by W. B. Reed
[viz, letters from Robert Morris to John Hancock, written in 1776] . pp. 45-63.
No. 5. Proceedings, December 22, 1845-February 23, 1846; The journal of Isaac
Senter, on a secret expedition against Quebec under the command of Col. Benedict
.Arnold, in September, 1775. pp. 65-69, 1-40 .
No. 6. Proceedings, March 23-May 25, 1846; Minutes of the committee of safety
of Northumberland County, Pa., February 8, 1776-April 17, li77. pp. 71-99.
No. 7. Proceedings, June 23, 1846; Some account of the British army, under the
comma nd of General Howe, and of the battle of Brandywine, September 11, 1777,
and of the adventures of that day, which came to the knowledge anu observation
of Joseph Town send. pp.103, 104, ii, 33. Folded plan .
No. 8. Proceedings, Septemuer 28-N ovemi.Jer 23, 1846 ; Papers relative to the battle
of Brandywine. pp.105- 111; (1) , xxxv-63. Illustrations.
No. 9. ProceedinvB, F ebruary 1, 1846 ; Constitution as amended to February,
1847 ; Members. pp.113-123.
No.10, Proceedings, December 28, 1846-February 23, 1847; Letters from ,John
Clark, jr., to General ·w ashington, written during the occup:1,tion of Philadelphia
by the British army. pp.113-115, 36.
No . 11. Proceedings, March 22-May 19, 1847; Memorandum of the names anu
significations which the "Lenni Lenape, '' otherwise called "the Delawares," b ad
given to rivers, streams, places, etc., within Pennsylvania [etc.]. lly Maurice C.
Jones . pp.117-135.
No.12. Proceedings, September 27, 1847. [Continuation of article by M. C. Jones. ]
pp. 137-154.
No.13. Proceedings, October 25-November 1, 1847; A true relation of the flourishing State of P ennsylvania [poem]. By John Ilolmes. pp.157-180.

HISTORICAL SOCIETY OF PENNSYLVANIA.
March, 1845. [Philadelphia, 1845. J

Proceedings.

Vol. I, No. 1,

8vo, pp. 7. See Bulletin.

HISTORICAL SOCIETY OF PENNSYLVANIA. The journal of Isaac Senter,
physician and surgeon to the troops detached from the American Army
encamped at Cambridge, Masey., on a secret expedition against Quebec,
under the command of Col. Benedict Arnold, in September, 1775.
Philadelphia, 1846.
8vo, pp. 40.
I ssued with Bulletin No. 5,
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HISTORICAL SOCIETY OF PENNSYLVANIA. Papers of the Society relative
to the battle of Brandywine, supplementary to and illustrative of
"The account of the battle by Joseph Townsend." Philadelphia, 1846.
Svo, pp. 35-63. Plate.
Issued with Bulletin No. 8.

HISTORICAL SOCIETY OF PENNSYLVANIA. Some account of the British
army under the command of General Howe, and of the battle of
Brandywine, on the memorable September 11, 1777, and the adventures of that day, which came to the knowledge and observation of
Joseph Townsend. Accompanied by a notice of the life of Joseph
Townsend and an historical sketch of the battle. Philadelphia, 1846.
8vo, pp. ii, 33. Folded map.
Iasued with"Bii,lletin N0. 7.

HISTORICAL SOCIETY OF PENNSYLVANIA. Letters from Maj. John Clark,
jr., to General Washington. Written during the occupation of Philadelphia by the British army. [Philadelphia, 1847.]
8vo, pp. 36. No title-page.
I ssued with Bulletin No. 10.

HISTORICAL SOCIETY OF. PENNSYLVANIA. Life of John Heckewelder.
E. Rondthaler. Edited by B. H. Coates. Philadelphia, 1847.

By

Svo, pp. 149. Portrait.
Dedicated to the Society.

HISTORICAL SOCIETY OF PENNSYLVANIA. Addi:ess before the Society,
January 28, 1848, on the occasion of opening the hall in the Athenreum.
By William B. Reed. Philadelphia, 1848.
8vo, pp. 51.

HISTORICAL SOCIETY OF PENNSYLVANIA .. Catalogue of the library of the
Society. Part 1. History, biography, and manuscripts. Philadelphia,
1849 . .
8vo, pp. 36.

HISTORICAL SOCIETY OF PENNSYLVANIA. Canada and the Continental Congress, delivered before the Historical Society of Pennsylvania, as their
annual address, on the 31st of January, 1850. By William Duane.
Philadelphia, 1850.
8v o, pp. 20.

HISTORICAL SOCIETY OF PENNSYLVANIA. The Mormons. A discourse
before the Historical Society of Pennsylvania, March 26, 1850. By
Thomas L. Kane. Philadelphia, 1850.
8vo, pp. 84.
Same [second edition]. Philadelphia, 1850. Svo, pp. 92.

HISTORICAL SOCIETY OF PENNSYLVANIA. An address delivered at Chester,
b efor e the Society, on the 8th of November, 1851, by Edward Armstrong,
in cel ebration of the one hundred sixty-ninth anniversary of the landing of William Penn at that place. Philadelphia, 1852.
8vo, pp. 36.

HISTORICAL SOCIETY OF PENNSYLv ANIA. Calvert and Penn, or the
growth of civil and religious liberty in America, as disclosed in the
planting of Maryland and Pennsylvania. A discourse, by Brantz
Mayer. Delivered before the Society, April 8, 1852. [Baltimore, 1852.J
Svo, pp. 50.
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HISTORICAL ,'ocrnTY OF PENNSYLVANIA. A<l.dress delivered before tho
Society, at tho celebration of tho one hundred and seventieth anniversary of tho landing of Ponn, on the first constitution and government
of the tate of Pennsylvania. By Robert T. Conrad. Philadelphia,
1853.
8vo, pp. 82. With an account of the proceedings at the dinner, November 8,
1852.

HISTORICAL SOCIETY OF PENNSYLVANIA.
delphia, 1853.

Collections.

Vol.

I.

Phila-

pp. (2) ii, 426.
Contents: Copy of a family register of Conrad Weiser, translated by II. JI. Muhlenberg; Narrative of a journey by Conrad Weiser from Tulpehocken to Onondaga, 1737; Journal of tho proceedings of Conrad Weiser in his journey to Ohio,
1748; The first experiments of Fitch and Fulton in steam navigation, by Rembrandt Peale; Letter from James Logan to the Society of ]'riends, on the subject
of their opposition to all means of defense of the colony, 1741; .A.ccounts of tho overseers of the poor, Philadelphia, 1758-59; Proclamations by the provincial governors and councils of Pennsylvania, 1703-1760; Early history of .Juniata County,
by .A.. Banks; Sermon preached on the battle of Brandywine, 1777, by .T. Trout;
March of the Paxton boys against Philadelphia, 1764, by H. M. Muhlenberg;
R eception of the stamp act in Philadelphia; Derivation of the name of the village
of the Trappe; Presentation of the freedom of the city of New York to .A.ndrew
Hamilton; .A.n essay upon Indian affairs, by C. Thomson; State of the Indian
nations in 1759; Biographical memoir of Charles Thomson, by .T. F. Watson; Minutes of the proceedings of the officers of the Pennsylvania Regiment, between
1764 and 1774 in r elapion to their obtll,ining a grant of land upon the west branch
of the Susquehanna; Letter from Mrs. Deborah Logan to Maj . .A.lexander Garden; Notices of the papers in Charles Thomson's possession, 1824-25, by .T. F.
Watson ; Robert Morris's application to Friends for pecuniary relief for tho
Southern war, 1781; .A.n account of Robert Morris's drafts on Benjamin Franklin;
Notes on the private character of General Washington; Extracts from letters
of .John .A.dams; Muhlenberg's journals of 1776 and 1777, relating to military
events; The history of Mooreland, by W . .T. Buck; .Journal of the campaign to
.A.mboy ancl other parts of the .Jerseys, by B. Loxl.ey; The cliscove,ry of .A.merica
by the ~orthmen; Indian utensils and implements, by W . .T. Buck; Extracts
from court records held in Germantown, 1691 to 1707; Letter on slavery, by S.
Hart; Selections from the Logan papers; .Journal of William Feltman, 1781-82,
embracing the siege of Yorktown and the Southern campaign; Observations on
the statement of facts [concerning] the trials for the Western [whisky] insurrection, by .T. B. Gibson; Chester's mother, by W. Darlington; Obituary notices
of Pennsylvanians; Memoranda on a tour through a part of North .A.merica, by
R. Hare; Local superstitions, by W . .T. Buck; Proposals for altering the eastern
front of the city of Philadelphia, to prevent a recurrence of malignant disorders;
George Whitefield, by S. Breck; .A.n account of Huntingdon County, by .T • .A.dams;
Thomas Godfrey, the inventor of the quadrant, by .T. F. Watson.

HISTORICAL SOCIETY OF PENNSYLVANIA. Proceedings and speeches at the
dinner in celebration of the landing of William Penn by the Society
on the 8th of December, 1852. Philadelphia, 1853.
8vo, pp. 42"
This pamphlet is a reissue of the appendix to tho address of R. T. Conrad. The
date should be November instead of December.

HISTORICAL SOCIETY OF PENNSYLVANIA. The history of Mason and
Dixon's line; contained in an address, delivered by John H. B.
Latrobe, before the Society, November 8, 1854. [Philadelphia, 1855.J
8vo, pp. 52. Facsimiles. Plate.
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HISTORIC.AL SOCIETY OF PENNSYLVANIA. Circular in regard to its Objects.
January 1, 1855. [Philadelphia, 1855.J
8vo, pp. 7.

HISTORICAL SOCIETY OF PENNSYLVANIA. The history of an expedition
against Fort Du Quesne, in 1755, under Maj. Gen. Edward Braddock.
Edited by Winthrop Sargent. Philadelphia, 1855.
8vo, pp. 423. Portrait.
.A.lsoissued with an extra title as Memoirs, Vol. v.

·

HISTORICAL SOCIETY OF PENNSYLVANIA. The history of Mason and
Dixon's line; contained in an address by J. H.B. Latrobe before the
Society, November 8, 1854. [Philadelphia], 1855.
8vo, pp. 52.

HISTORICAL SOCIETY OF PENNSYLVANIA. Chambersburg in the colony
and the Revolution. A sketch. By Lewis H. Garrard. Philadelphia
1856.
8vo, pp. v, 60.
Preceded by list of officers, constitution, list of publications of the Society.

HISTORICAL SOCIETY OF PENNSYLVANIA. Circular. Report of committee
on auxiliary county societies. January 28, 1856. [Philadelphia,
1856.J
4to, pp. 3. No title-page.

HISTORICAL SOCIETY OF PENNSYLVANIA.
1856.

Constitution.

Philadelphia,

8vo,pp.16.

HISTORICAL SOCIETY OF PENNSYLVANIA. History of the ordinance of
1787. By Edward Coles. Read before the Society June 9, 1856.
[Philadelphia], 1856.
8vo, pp. (1), 33.

HISTORICAL SOCIETY OF PENNSYLVANIA. Publications.
tive to the publication.] July 10, 1854.

[Circul ar rela-

4.to,pp.3.
Same, January 28, 1856. 4to, pp. 3.

HISTORICAL SOCIETY OF PENNSYLVANIA. The right use of history. An
anniversary discourse delivered before the Society. By William
Parker Foulke. [Philadelphia], 1856.
8vo,pp.44.

HISTORICAL SOCIETY OF PENNSYLVANIA. Ajournal of the general meeting
of the Cincinnati, in 1784. By Maj. Winthrop Sargent, a delegate
from Massachusetts. Edited by Winthrop Sargent, and first printed
in the Memoirs of the Historical Society of Pennsylvania for 1858.
Thirty-nine copies printed. Philadelphia, 1859 .
Svo,pp. 59.

HISTORIC.AL SOCIETY OF PENNSYLVANIA. Military journal of Maj. Ebenezer Denny, an officer in the Revolutionary and Indian wars. With
an introductory memoir. By William H. Denny. Philadelphia, 1859.
8vo, pp. 288. Portrait.
From Vol. vu of the Memoirs.

HISTORIC.AL SOCIETY OF PENNSYLVANIA.
Upland, in Pennsylvania, 1676 to 1681.

The record of the court at
Philadelphia, 1860.

8vo, pp. 10-303. Plate .
.A. small edition printed separately for the editor, Eelward Armstrong.
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HISTORICAL So IETY 01,• PENNSYLVANIA. A memoir of .John Fanning
Watson, the annalist of Philadelphia and New York. Prepared by
request of the Society, and read February 11, 1861. By Benjamin
Dorr. Philadelphia, 1861.
8vo,pp.88.

IIIST0RICAL SOCIETY 01<' PE"N"NSYLVANIA. [Account of the Society, its
objects, etc. Officers for 1863, resident members, constitution. Philadelphia, 1863. J
8vo, pp.16. No title-pag .

HISTORICAL SOCIETY 0lt' PENNSYLVANIA. Memoir of t h e l ate Samuel
Breck, vi ce-president of th e Society. Read before t he Society, by
Joseph R. Ingersoll Januar y 12, 1863. Philadelphi a, 1863.
8vo, pp. 40, 16.
Same, second edi tion. Pbilaclelphia , J 863. 8vo, pp. 56.

HISTORICAL SocrnTY OF PENNSYLVANIA. Report of the committee of the
Historical Society of Pem1sylvania, of their visit to New York May 20,
1863, at the celebration of the two hundredth birthday of William
Bradford, who introduced the art of printin g into the middle colonies
of British America. Reau June 8, 1863. By Horatio Gates ,Jones,
chairman. With the resolutions then adopted. Philadelphia, 1863.
Bvo, pp. 14.

HISTORICAL SocrnTY OF PENNSYLVANIA. AnnnalreportofSamuelLeiper
Taylor, librarian of the Society, for the year 1864. Philadelphia, 1865.
8vo, pp. 15.

HISTORICAL SOCIETY OF PENNSYLVANIA. An appeal to the citizens of
Pennsylvania on behalf of the Society. Philadelphia, 1865.
· 8vo, pp. 8.

HISTORICAL SOCIETY OF PENNSYLVANIA. [Resolutions, April 24, 1865, on
the death of President Lincolu. Phila<l.elphia, 1865.]
8vo, pp. 4.

HISTORICAL SOCIETY OF PENNSYL v ANIA. Transactions of the Society.
Heraldry as adapted to the United States. By Charles J. Lukens.
[Philadelphia, 1868.J
4to, pp. 3. No title-page.

HISTORICAL SocrnTY OF PENNSYLVANIA. Audress delivered at the annual
meeting of the Society, February 9, 1869. By Horatio Gates Jones.
Published, with introductory note, in pursuance of a resolution of the
Society. Philadelphia, 1869.
8vo, pp. 86. Facsimile.
Title on cover reads: ''Andrew Bradford, found er of tbe newspaper press in the
Mi5idle States of America."

HISTORICAL SOCIETY OF PENNSYLVANIA. Circubr [on origin, objects,
etc., of the Society]. Philadelphia, [ 1869].
Broadside.

HISTORICAL SOCIETY OF PENNSYLVANIA. Eulogium on the life and chal'acter of the late Joseph Reed Ingersoll, president of the Society. By
David Paul Brown. Deliveretl September 28, 1869. Published in
pursuance of a resolution of the Society. Philadelphia., 1869.
8vo, pp. 40.
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HISTORICAL SOCIETY OF PENNSYLVANIA. Bradford prayer book. Some
account of "The book of common prayer," printed A. D. 1710, by William Bradford, under the auspices of Trinity .Church, New York.
Privately printed for Horatio Gate1:, Jones. Philadelphia, 1870.
8vo, pp. 10.
Consists of· a correspondence between the president of the Society and Mr.
Jones.

HISTORICAL SOCIETY OF PENNSYLVANIA. A discourse delivered before the
Society; October 27, 1870) commemorative of the Rev. Benjamin Dorr,
by John William Wallace. Philadelphia, 1870.
Svo, pp. 64.

HISTORICAL SOCIETY OF PENNSYLVANIA. Catalogue of the paintings and
other objects of interest belonging to the Society. Philadelphia, 1872.
Svo, pp. 68 (5).

HISTORICAL SOCIETY OF PENNSYL v ANIA. Discourse pronounced on the
inauguration of the new hall, March 11, 1872, of the Societ.y, by John
William Wallace, parts omitted in the delivery being here inserted.
Philadelphia, 1872.
Svo, pp. 66.

HISTORICAL SOCIETY OF PENNSYLVANIA. The Spanish Conquest of New
Mexico. By W.W. H. Davis. Philadelphia ( 1), 1872.
Svo, pp. 41.
A small edition printed for the author.

HISTORICAL SOCIETY OF PENNSYLVANIA. The history of the consolidation of the city of Philadelphia. By Eli K. Price. Philadelphia, 1873.
12mo, pp. 140.
Prepared in accordance with a request of the Society.

HISTORICAL SOCIETY 01<' PENNSYLVANIA . The life, character, and writings of Francis Lieber. Discourse before the Society, January 13,
1873. By M. Russell Thayer. Philadelphia, 1873.
Svo, pp. 50.

HISTORICAL SOCIETY OF PENNSYLVANIA. Memoir of George Chambers,
of Chambersburg. By J. McDowell Sharpe. Philadelphia, 1873.
Svo, pp. 37.

HISTORICAL SOCIETY OF PENNSYLVANIA. Proceedings on the presentation of the Penn papers and address of Craig Biddle. [March 10,
1873. J Philadelphia, 1873.
Svo, pp.38.

HISTORICAL SOCIETY OF PENNSYLVANIA. 1824-1874. Fiftieth anniversary. The Historical Society of Pennsylvania, December 2, 1874.
[Philadelphia, 1874.J
Svo, pp. 4. No title-page.
Contains minutes of meeting, 1824. Bill of fare.

Toasts.

HISTORICAL SOCIETY OF PENNSYLVANIA. Proceedings of a meeting of
the bar of Philadelphia relative to the death of Charles J. Biddle; and
a memoir of the deceased. By John Cad wa,Jfa,der. Read before the
Society. Philadelphia, 1874.
Svo, pp. 64.

HISTORICAL SOCIETY OF PENNSYLVANIA. Address qf Jathaniel Burt,
February 12, 1875, on the Washington mansion in Philadelphia. Philadelphia, 1875.
8vo, pp. 35. Folded sheet.
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HISTORICAL SOCIETY OF PENNSYLVANIA. Ilistorical map of Pennsylvania,
showing the Indian names of streams, and v illages, and paths of
travel; the sites of old forts and battlefields; the successive purchases from the Indians; and the names aml dates of counties and
county towns: with tables of forts and proprietary manors. Edited
by P. W. Shea.fer and others. Philadelphia, 1875.
8 vo. pp. 26. Folded map.

HISTORICAL SOCIETY OF PEN SYLVANIA. An address of welcome from
the librarians of Philadelphia to the Congress of Librarians of the
United States, assembled October 4, 1876, in the hall of the Society.
By John William Wallace. Philadelphia; 1876.
8vo, pp.11.

HISTORICAL SOCIETY OF PENNSYLVANIA. Early accounts of petroleum in
the United States. By W. J. Buck. Read before the Society, March
13, 1876. Titusville, 1876.
8vo, pp.12.

HISTORICAL SOCIETY OI!' PENNSYLVANIA. Publication fund of the Historical Society of Pennsylvania. [Philadelphia, 1876.]
8vo, pp.14.

HISTORICAL SOCIETY OF PENNSYLVANIA. Thomas Fitzsimmons. By
Henry Flanders. [Address before the Society, 1876. Philadelphia,
1876.J
8vo, pp. (9);

HISTORICAL SOCIETY OF PENNSYLVANIA. Memoir of the life and services
of Col. John Nixon, prepared at th e requ est of the committee on the
. restoration of Independence Hall for "The national centennial commemoration" of July 2, 1776, and presented at the meeting in
Independence Chamber, July ·1, 1876. By Charles Henry Hart. Philadelphia, 1877.
8vo, pp. (19).
Reprinted from Pennsylvania Magazine of History and Biography.

HISTORICAL SOCIETY OF PENNSYLVANIA. Robert Morris, the :financier of
the American revolution. A sketch. By Charles Henry Hart. Philadelphia, 1877.
8vo, pp. (15).
Reprinted from the Pennsylvania Magazine of History and Biography.

HISTORICAL SOCIETY OF PENNSYLVANIA. Pennsylvania Magazine of History and Biography. Vols. I-XVI. Philadelphia. Publication fund of
the Society. 1877-1892.
8vo. Sixteen vols. Illustrated. Portraits.
Issued quarterly. Continued as below.

HISTORICAL SOCIETY OF PENNSYLVANIA. The Pennsylvania Magazine of
History and Biography. Vol. xvu. Philadelphia, 1893.
8vo, pp. iv, 545.
Contents: Pennsylvania poets of the provincial period, by F. H . Williams;
Three critical periods in our diplomatic relations with England during the Jato
war, by Thomas H. Dudley; Genealogical gleanings contributory to a history of
the family of Penn, by J . Henry Lea; A.n account of a visit made to Washington
at Mount Vernon, by an English gentleman, in 1785; Swedish settlers in Gloucester County, N . J ., previous to 1684, by John Clement; Extracts from th o record of
Third Haven monthly meeting of Friends, Talbot County, Md., 1680, by Helen
Hopkins Jones; Correspondence of George and Sarah Dillwyn; Records of Christ
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Church, Philadelphia, baptisms, 1759-1760, by C.R. Hilueburn; Notes and queries ;
'Book notices; Journal of Maj. Isaac Roach, 1812-1824, by Mary Roach Archer;
]kitish and American prisoners of war, 1778, by W. U. Ford; Hamilton, by A. B.
:Hamilton; Mexican war battle flags, presented to the Society; Col. Charles Read,
by J. Granville Leach; Letter of Thomas Mathews to George Fox, 1683; Biographical sketch of Dr. John Gottlieb Morris, by J. G. Morris; L etter of Rev.
William Smith, D. D., to James Wilson, ori elections, 1789; The Washington
ancestry, snpplementarynotice, byE. D. Neill; American politics discussed in commercial letters, 1764-1766; The founding of the German churches of Pennsylvania,
by J. H. D~bbs; Diary of Daniel Fisher, 1755; The last letter of Washington, facsimiles; Descendants of John Rush; Correspondence of the children of Christopher Marshall; Letter of Silas Deane, from Philadelphia, 1779; The early Welsh
Quakers and their emigration to Pennsylvania, by J. J. Levick; The camp by the
Old Gulph Mill, by W. S. Baker; The old iron forge-"Valley Forge," by H. M.
Jenkins; Diary of Mrs. Ann ·warder; Pennsylvania politics early in this century,
by W. M. Meigs; Oration at Chicago, July 4, 1893, by H. L. Carson; Col. Thomas
Butler and General Wilkinson's "Roundhead order;" Obituary notices; Meetings of the Society, 1893; Officers, etc.; Index.

HISTORICAL SOCIETY OF PENNSYLVANIA.
History and Biography. Vol. xvm.

The Pennsylvania Magazine of
Philadelphia, 1894.

8vo, pp. iv, MO.
Contents: The defenses of Philadelphia in 1777, by W. C. Ford; Richard Hough,
by Oliver Hough; Powel-Roberts correspondence, 1761-1765, by C. M. Smith;
The Ohio expedition of 1754 (Washington's), by Adam Stephen; Extracts from
the diary of Ann Warder; Partial roster of officers under Washington, July,
1778; Lieut. Col: Persifer Frazer did nut break his parole; G. W. P. Custis's
opinion of portraitA of Washington; John Frederick Hillegas, 1685-1765, by M.
R. Minnich; The Wistar Museum of Anatomy; .A. contribution to a catalogue
of the engraved works of David Edwin, by C.R. Hildeburn; Journal of a volunteer expedition to Sandusky, 1782, by G. P. von Pilchau; The present state of
the Colony of West Jersey, 1681; Poll-book of an election in 1739, Burlington
County, N. J., by J. J. Thompson; Proposed amendment to the Constitution of
the United States by Pennsylvania, in 1809; Hugh Roberts, of Merion, his journal and letter to William Penn; Description of the streets and the main roads
about Philadelphia, 1754, by Thomas Pownall; Letters of Benj amin West; Williams family record, by H. W. Lloyd; Philadelphia in 1698; The provincial or
colonial flag of Pennsylvania, by F. O. Allen; Silas Deane, diplomatist of the
Revolution, by C. J. Stille; Nicholas Biddle and the architecture of Girard College;
The 11entiments of an American woman relative to the manner of forwarding to
the American soldiers the presents of the American women [17751]; Jacob
Dubs, by J. H. Dubbs; Franklin in the 'valley of the Lehigh, 1756; List of arrivals per Pennsylvania Packet, 1775; Washington after the Revolution, 1784-1799,
by W. S. Baker; Colonial mayors of Philadelphia; Humphrey Morey, by J. G.
L each; The Middle Ward fire company of Germantown, by T. H. Shoemaker;
Records of the Moravian congregation at Hebron, Pa., 1775-1781; The council of
proprietors of W est New Jersey, organized 1687, by J. Clement; the first chartor
of the city of Philadelphia, 1691; copy of marriage certificate of William Oborn
and Elizabeth Knowles, 1790; The Prichett or Prickett family of New J ersey.

HISTORICAL SOCIETY OF PENNSYLv ANIA. William Allen, chief justice of
Pennsylvania. A biographical sketch prepared for the centennial
celebration of the adoption of the "Resolutions respecting independency," held at Independence Hall, Philadelphia, July 1, 1876.
Edward F. De Lancey. Philadelphia, 1877.

:ey

Svo, pp. 12.
Reprinted from Penn.aylvania Magazine of Hiatory and Biography.
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lIISTORICAL OCIETY OF PENNSYLVANIA. Mary White-Mrs. Robert Morris. An address delivered by rec1uest at Sophia's Dairy, near Perrymansvillc, Harford County, M<l., June 7, 1877, on the occasion of the
reinterment of the remains of Col. Thomas White before a reunion of
his clcscen<lants-IIalls-:Whites-Morrises. lly ()harles Henry Hart.
Philadelphia, 1878.
Svo, pp. 32.
Roprintcd from Pennsylvania .ilfagazine of History and Biography.

IlISTORICAL So IETY OF P1rnNSYLVANIA. Memorial notice of John McAllister, jr. Reau by Charles M. Morris, before tho Society, January 14,
1878. [Pbila<lelphia], 1878.
Svo, pp. 4. No title-page.

HISTORICAL SOCIETY OF PENNSYLVANIA. Brief of a title in the seventeen townships in the county of Luzerne: a syllabus of the controversy between Connecticut and Pennsylvania. Rca<l before the
Society, November 10, 1879, by Henry M. Hoyt. Harrisburg, 1879.
Svo, pp. 145. Folded map.

HISTORICAL SOCIETY OF PENNSYLVANIA. Centennial memoir of Maj.
Gen. John Sullivan. 1740-1795. Presented at Independence Hall,
Philadelphia, July 2, 1876. By Thomas C. Amory. Philadelphia,
1879.
Svo, pp. (17).
Same in Pennsylvania Magazine of lli,tory and Biography. Vol. II, pp.196-210.

HISTORICAL SOCIETY OF PENNSYLVANIA. John Talbot, the first bishop
in North America. A monograph read before the Society, November
11, 1878. By George Morgan Hills. Philadelphia, 1879.
Svo, pp. 28.

·woodcut.

HISTORICAL SOCIETY OF PENNSYLVANIA. Memorial address upon the
character and public services of Morton McMichael, as editor, public
officer, and citizen, by John W. Forney, in the hall of the Historical
Society of Pennsylvania, April 17, 1879. Philadelphia, 1879.
pp. (1) 16.

Progress Supplement, No. 1.

HISTORICAL SOCIETY OF PENNSYLVANIA. The first day of the battle of
Gettysburg. An address before the Society, on the 8th of March, 1880.
By Chapman Biddle. Philadelphia, 1880.
Svo, pp. 50. .Folded map.

HISTORICAL SOCIETY OF PENNSYLVANIA. Memoir ofH. C. Carey. Read
before the Society, January 5, 1880. By William Blder. Philadelphia, 1880.
Svo, pp. 39.

HISTORICAL SOCIETY OF PENNSYLVANIA. Memoir of Maj. Gen. John F.
Reynolds and Rear-Admfral William Reynol(ls. Read before tlie
Society, March 8, 1880. By J. G. Rosengarten. Philadelphia, 1880.
Svo, pp.34.

HISTORICAL SOCIETY OF PENNSYLVANIA. Philadelphia society one hundred years ago. By F. D. Stone. Read before the Society, May 5,
1879. Philadelphia, 1880.
8vo,pp. 7.
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HISTORICAL SOCIETY OF PENNSYLVANIA. Reynolclsmemorial. Addresses
before the Society upon the occasion of the presentation of a portrait
of Maj. Gen. John F. Reynolds, March 8, 1880. Philadelphia, 1880.
Large Svo, pp. 95. Portrait, map, and plan.

HISTORICAL SOCIETY OF PENNSYLVANIA. The settlement of Germantown,
and the causes which led to it. By S. W. Pennypacker. Read before
the Society, October 20, 1879. Reprinted froni the Pennsylvania Magazine of Histo·ry and Biography. Philadelphia, 1880.
Svo, pp. 41.

HISTORICAL SOCIETY OF PENNSYLVANIA. The constitution, jurisdiction,
and practice of the courts of Pennsylvania in the seventeenth century.
By Lawrence Lewis, jr. A paper read before the Society, March 14,
1881. Reprinted, by permission, from the Pennsylvania Magazine of
History and Biography. Philadelphia, 1881.
Svo,pp. 52.

HISTORICAL SOCIETY OF PENNSYLVANIA. James Abram Garfield. [Memorial note read September 26, 1881, by Samuel W. Pennypacker.]
Philadelphia, 1881.
Svo, pp. 8.

HISTORICAL SOCIETY OF PENNSYLVANIA. Local government in Pennsylvania. Read before the Pennsylvania Historical Society, May 1, 1882.
By E. R. L. Gould. Baltimore, 1882.
Svo, pp. 20-37.
Johns Hopkins University Studies in Historical and Political Science.

HISTORICAL SOCIETY OF PENNSYLVANIA. Memoirs of Chapman Biddle.
Read before the Society, March 13, 1882. By C. G. Leland. Philadelphia, 1882.
Svo.

HISTORICAL SOCIETY OF PENNSYLVANIA. The remains of William Penn.
Pennsylvania's plea, the mission to England, visit to the grave, letters, etc. Philadelphia, 1882.
Svo, pp. 94. Plates.
Distributed by the Historical Society of Pennsylvania.

HISTORICAL SOCIETY OF PENNSYLVANIA. 1682-1787. Pennsylvania's
formative influence upon Federal institutions. Lecture by William
A. Wallace, before the Society, October 23, 1882. [Philadelphia, 1882.J
Svo, pp. 29.

HISTORICAL SOCIETY OF PENNSYLVANIA. The Governor's mill, and tho
Globe mills, Philadelphia. By Samuel H. Needles. Extracted from
the Pennsylvania Magazine of Histm·y and Biography, Vol. VIII, 1884.
Philadelphia, 1884.
8vo, pp. 43. Two plans.

HISTORICAL SOCIETY OF PENNSYLVANIA. George Smith: M. D. , author of
the History of Delaware County. Read before the Society, May 1,
1882. By James J. Levick. [Philadelphia, 1882.J
Svo.

HISTORICAL SOCIETY OF PENNSYLVANIA. American languages, and why
we shoulcl study them . An address delivered before tho Society,
March 9, 1885. By Daniel G. Brinton. Philadelphia, 1885.
Svo,pp.23.
.
Reprinted from the Pennsylvania Magazine of IIistory and BiogrO!phy.
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HI T0RIUAL So ·rnTY 01'' PE TN YLYANIA. Religious te8ts of provincial
Pennsylvania. Paper road before tho Society, November D, 1885. By
Charles J. till6. [Philadelphia, 1885.]
8vo, pp. 44.

HH:lT0RICAL SOCIETY OF PENNSYLVANIA. Leading incidents in the life
of Henry Clay; his patriotism, stat smanship, and eloquence. An
address by Erastus Brooks, before the New York Historical SociJ:Jty,
April 6, 1 86, and before the Pennsylvania Ilistorical Society, May
14, 1886. New York, 1886.
8vo, pp. 32.

HISTORI AL SOCIETY 01~ PENNSYLVANIA. A Lonap6-English dictionary.
From an anonymous MS. in the archives of tho Moravian church at
Bethlehem, Pa. Edited, with additions, by Daniel G. Brinton and
Albert Seqaqkind Anthony. Philadelphia, 1888.
8vo, pp. 236. Portrait.

HISTORICAL SOCIETY OF PENNSYLVANIA. The life and services of Joel R.
Poinsett, the confidential agent in South Carolina of President Jackson during the nullification troubles of 1832. By Charles J. Stille.
Philadelphia, 1888.
8vo, pp. 84. Large paper.
Forms Vol. r of the Pennsylvania Student Series, published by the Society.

HISTORICAL SOCIETY OF PENNSYLVANIA. Pennsylvania and the Federal
Constitution. 1787-88. Edited by John Bach McMaster and Frederic
D. Stone. [Philadelphia] 1888.
8vo, viii, pp. 803. Portraits.

HISTORICAL SOCIETY OF PENNSYLVANIA. The history of a rare Washington print. A paper read before tho Historical Society of Pennsylvania,
May 6, 1889. By Wilham S. Baker. Reprinted from the Pennsylvania
Magazine of History and Biography. Philadelphia, 1889.
8vo, pp.10.

HISTORICAL SOCIETY OF PENNSYLVANIA. The Charlemagne Tower collection of American colonial laws. Privately printed for the Historical
Society of Pennsylvania. 1890.
·

Svo, pp. 298. Portrait.
Biographical sketch of Charlemagne Tower; Letter of presentation and proceedings; Catalogue of acts and laws of the .American colonies; Catalogue of
.Americana.

HISTORICAL SOCIETY OF PENNSYLVANIA. The life and times of John
Dickinson. 1732-1808. Prepared at the request of the Historical
Society ·of Pennsylvania, by Charles J. Stille, LL. D. Philadelphia,
1891.
Bvo, pp. 437.

HISTORICAL SOCIETY OF PENNSYLVANIA. s. Austin Allibone. A paper
read before the Society, December 8, 1890. By S. D. McConnell.
Philadelphia, 1891.
Bvo, pp. (2i, 23.

Portrait. Printed on one side of the leaf only.

HISTORICAL SOCIETY OF PENNSYLVANIA. The camp by Schuylkill Palls;
:1, paper read before the Society, January 11, 1892.
By William S.
Baker. [Philadelphja, 1892.J
8vo, pp. ]6.
On the movements of the Continental army around Philadelphia in 1777.
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245. HISTORICAL SOCIETY OF THE AMERICAN L U'L'HERAN CHURCH.

Gettysburg, Pa-.

HISTORICAL SOCIETY 01!' THE AMERICAN LUTHERAN CrruRcn.
The
Swedish Church in America. Discourse before the Historical Society
of the American Lutheran Church, May 18, 184-8. By W. M. Reynolds.
Gettysburg, 1849.
Svo,pp.40.

HISTORICAL SOCIETY OF THE AMERICAN LUTHERAN CHURCH. Discourse
delivered before the Historical Society of the Evangelical Lutheran
Church in the United States, Lancaster, Pa., May 7, 1862. By M. L.
Stoever. Gettysburg, 1864.
Svo, pp. 39.

HISTORICAL SOCIETY OF THE AMERICAN LUTHERAN CHURCH. The German colony and the Lutheran Church in Maine. An address delivered
before the Historical Society of the Lutheran Church at its meeting
in Washington, D. C., May 14, 1869. [By Re~. Dr. Henry N. Pohlman.]
Published by request of the Society. Gettysburg, 1869.
Svo,pp. 24.

HISTORICAL SOCIETY OF THE AMERICAN LUTHERAN CHURCH. The German colony and Lutheran Church in Maine. By Henry N. Pohlman,
D. D., Albany, N. Y. An address delivered before the Historical
Society of the Lutheran Church at its meeting in Washington, D. C.,
May 14, 1869, and published by request of the Society.
In the Evangelical Quarterly Review, Vol. xx, pp. 440-462.

Gettysburg, 1869.

HISTORICAL SOCIETY OF THE AMERICAN LUTHERAN CHURCH. Catalogue
of books, pamphlets, manuscripts, etc., in the library of the Lutheran
Historical Society, 1877. Gettysburg, 1877.
Svo, pp. 44.
246. HISTORIC.AL SOCIETY OF WESTERN PENNSYLVANIA.

Pittsburg, Pa.

HISTORICAL SOCIETY OF WESTERN PENNSYLVANIA. Lecture upon the
controversy between Pennsylvania and Virginia about the boundary
line; delivered at the university building, December 5, 1843, by Neville
B. Craig, corresponding secretary of the Society. Pittsburg, 1843.
Svo, pp. 30.
Different organization from the following.

HISTORICAL SOCIETY OF WESTERN PENNSYLVANIA. Ccloron's expedition
down the Allegheny and Ohio rivers in 1749. [By A. A. Lambing.]
Paper read before the Society, December 13, 1883, revised and annotated.
In Historical Researches in Western Pennsylvania.
burg, 1884. pp. 7-31.

By A. A. Lambing. Pitts-

HISTORICAL SOCIETY OF WESTERN PENNSYLVANIA. The French in western Pennsylvania in early times. [By A. A. Lambing.] Read before
the Society, September 11, 1884.
In Historical Researches in WeBtern Pennsylvania.
41-58.

Pittsburg, 1884. Vol. 11 pp.
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HISTORICAL SocrnTY OF WESTERN P1~NNSYLVANIA. (Organized April 10,
1879.) Synopsis of the proceedings of the Historical Society of Western Penn ylvania (late Old Re1:1idonts' Association) during the first
:five years. Pittsburg, 1884.
8vo, pp. 39.

IlISTORICAL ocrnTY 01" WESTERN P1rn SYLVANIA. :Fort Armstrong and
the manor of Kittanning. By A. A. Lambing. Road before the
Society May 8, 1884.
In Historical Registl>r (Eglo's), Vol. n, pp. 81-91. 1884.

HISTORICAL SocrnTY 01,• WESTERN PENNSYLVANIA. Our Amorica,n abongmes. A paper read before the Society, September 11, 1890, by
T. J. Chapman.
In Magazine of Western History, Vol. xm, pp. 162-167. New York, 1891.

HISTORICAL SocrnTY ou· WB TERN PENNSYLVANIA. 1794-1894. Centennial celebration of the incorporation of Pittsburg, under the auspices
of the Historical Society of Western Pennsylvania, April 23, 1894.
(Pittsburg, 1894.]
8vo, pp. 50.
247. LACK.A. WANNA INSTI1'UTE OF IIlSTORY .A.ND SCIENCE.

Scranton, I'a.

LACKAWANNA INSTITUTE OF HISTORY AND SCIENCE.
Collections. Vol. I. Scranton, Pa., 1887.

Proceedings and

8vo, pp. 132, 19.
Contents: Glaciation, its relation to the Lackawanna. Wyoming region, by.J. C.
Branner; Notes upon the glacial strim, by .J.C. Branner; Vascular plants of the
Lackawanna and Wyoming valleys, by W.R. Dudley; Index to orders, genera,
and common names, by R. N. Davis; Proceedings; By-laws.

LACKAWANNA INSTITUTE Ole HISTORY AND SCIENCE. Glaciation; its relation to the Lackawanna-Wyoming region. By John C. Branner.
From the Pr(lceeclings of the Institute. Vol. I. [Scranton], 1888.
8vo, pp. 18. Four plates.
Title from the cover. The title-page of the Proceedings and Collections, Vol. r,
is also given.
248. MORA. VI.AN HISTORIOA.L SOCIETY.

Nazareth, Pa.

MORA VIAN HISTORICAL SocrnTY. A memorial of the dedication of mon um en ts erected by the Moravian Historical Society to mark the sites
of ancient missionary stations in New York and Connecticut. Prepared by W. C. Reichel. New York, C. B. Richardson. Philadelphia,
J. B. Lippincott. 1860.
8vo, pp. viii, 5-184. Illustrations.

MORAVIAN HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Transactions, Vols. I-III; Vol. 1v, part
1 (1858-1891]. Whitefield bouso, Nazareth. Printed for the Society.
1876-1891.
8vo. Portrait.
CONTENTS.

Vol. I. Preface [giving sketch of' tbe life of W. C. Reichel]; Consthution and
by-laws; Organization and aims; Peter Bochler's oak tree [Nazareth, Pa.], by
H . .A.. Brickenstein; Celebration of the first anniversary of the Society, Novem-
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ber 18, 1858; Address, by James Henry; The first " Sea congregation," 1742, by
J. C. Brickenstein: Sketch of the settlement of Hope, N. J., by C. F. Kluge;
Sketch of the history of the congregation on Staten Island, by E. Leibert; Chris_
tian's spring [Nazareth, Pa.], by J. Henry; Appendix to sketch of Staten Island
congregation; Revolutionary letters; Extracts from Zinzendorf's diary of his
second, and in part of his third, journey among the Indians [at] Shekomeko and
on the Susquehanna; Catechism of the Bohemian Brethren; The sec0nd "Sea
congregation," 1743, by .J. C. Brickenstein; The chapel and its contiguous buildings on Church street, Bethlehem, by E. de Schweinitz; Revolutionary letters;
Letter from Bishop Spangenberg to Rev. J. Rogers, January 25, 1761; Sketch of
the history of the Bible in Bohemia, by W. G. Malin; Establishment of the Moravian congregations in Ohio, by J. Blickensderfer; Wyalusing and the Moravian
mission at Friedenshuetten, by W. C. Reichel; Names which the Lenni Lenape
or Delaware Indians gave to rivers, streams, and localities [in] Pennsylvania,
New Jersey, Maryland, and Virginia, prepared from a MS. by .J. Heckewelder, by
W . C. Reichel; Regieter of the members of the Moravian Church, and of persons
attached to said church in this country and abroad, between 1727 and 1754, from
a MS. of A. Reineke; Account of the celebration of the fourteenth anniversary of
the Society, and "Disjecta membra," by W. C. Reiuhel; List of officers and members, 1876. A.ppendix: Histori.c al sketch of Nazareth Hall, by W. C. Reichel;
Historical sketch of the Moravian Seminary for young ladies, at Bethlehem.
Nazareth, 1876. pp. viii, 417, 27, 32.
Vol. n. Constitution and by-laws, 1877; Friedensthal ancl its stockaded mill,
1749-1767, by W . C. Reichel; Nazareth [Pa.] in the Revolution, by J. Henry; Brief
history of the Widows' Society of Bethlehem, by A. Schultze; A visit to Bethlehem and Lititz in 1777; Meniolagomeka: Annals of a Moravian Indian village, by
J.M. Hark; Some of the fathers of the American Church, by E. de Schweinitz: A
red rose from the olden time, or a ramble through the annals of"the Rose Inn,
1752-1772, by W. C. Reichel; The Cammerho:ff trouble at Onondaga, edited by J,W .
.Jordan; Sketch of the .early history of Lititz, 1742-1775, by H. A. Brickenstein;
'.rhe literary works of the foreign missionaries of the Moravian Church, by G. Th.
R eichelt; Sketch of the history of the Moravian congregation at Gnadenhutten on
the Mahoning, by Robert Rau; Letters of condolence addressed to Count Nicholas
Lewis, von Zinzendorf, on the death of his son, Christian Renatus, prepared by
Bishop de Schweinitz. Nazareth, 1886. 8vo, pp. xiv, 424.
Vol. III. The early history of the Church of the United Brethren (Unitas Fratrum), commonly called Moravians, in North America, A. D. 1734-1748, by Rev.
Lewis Theodore Reichel. Nazareth, 1888. pp. 241.
Vol. IV , Part 1. Bethlehem, 1891. 8vo, pp.12. Contains sketch of the Mora
vian settlement at Boothbay, Me. By John W. Jordan.

MORAVIAN HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Names w.hich the Lenni Lenape or Delaware Indians gave to rivers, streams, and localities within the States
of Penm1ylvania, New Jersey, Maryland, and Virginia, with their significations. Prepared for the Transactions of the Society, from a MS.
by John Heckewelder. By William C. Reichel. Bethlehem, 1872.
Large 8vo, pp. 58.
From the Transactions.

MORAVIAN HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Historical sketch of Nazareth Hall, a
Moravian boarding school for boys, located at Nazareth, Northampton
County, Pa. Founded 1785. By William C. Reichel. Bethlehem, 1876.
8vo,pp. 32.

MORAVIAN HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Some of the fathers of the American
Moravian Church. A series of brief biographies, by Edmund de
Schwoonitz. Reprinted from the 1'ransaclions of the Society. Betl;ilehem, 1882.
8vo, J?P· l~q.
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240. NlJMlSMA.1'10 .AND .AN'l'l(J UA.llli.tN SOOIETY.
Philadelphia, l'a.

NUMISMATIC AND ANTIQUARIAN Socrn'l'Y.
1)0sed archwologieal map.

Circular relating to a pro-

J3road sicl~.

NUi\IISMATI A D ANTIQU~RIAN SocrnTY.
Philadelphia, 1858.

Constitution and by-laws.

8vo,pp.11.

NUMISMATIC AND ANTIQUARIAN SOCIETY OI!' PIIILADELPIIIA. Au historical
sketch of tho paper money issued by Pennsylvania, with a complete
list of the elates, issues, amounts, donominat.ions, and signers. By a
member of tho Numismatic Society of Philade1phia. [Henry Phillips,
jr.J Philadelphia, 1862.
8vo, pp. 40.

NUMISMATIC ANU ANTIQUARIAN SOCIETY.
laws. Philadelphia, 1865.
8YO,

Charter, constitution, and by-

pp. JG.

Ju;vnSMATIC AND ANTIQUARIAN SOCIETY 01<' PmLADELPilIA. Proceedings,
May, 1865-December, 1866. 1878-1889. Philadelphia, 1865-1889.
Nono publislied between 1866 and 1878. Discontinued in ·1889.

NUMISMATIC AND ANTIQUARIAN SOCIETY OF PIIILADELPIIIA. Tlrn diary
of John Pemberton, for the years 1777 and 1778. Edited from the
MSS. in the possession of tho Society, by Eli K. Price. A paper read
before the Numismatic and Antiquarian Society of Philadelphia,
July 5, 1866. Philadelphia, _1867.
8vo, pp. 109-122.

NUMISMATIC AND ANTIQUARIAN B0CIETY OF PHILADELPHIA. Golden relics
from Chiriqui. Read before tho Society, October 5, 1865, by Alfred B,
Taylor. Philabelphia, 1867.
8-o, pp. 73-80.

NUMISMATIC AND ANTIQUARIAN SOCIETY OF PIIILADELPIIIA. A historical
i,ketch of national medals issued pursuant to resolution of Congress,
1776-1815. A paper read before tho Society, November 1 and 15, 1866,
by Charles H. Hart. Philadelphia, 1867.
8vo, pp. 24.
Same, 8vo, pp. 137-160.

NUMISMATIC AND AN'l'IQUARIAN SOCIETY OF PIIILADJ<~LPJIIA. Medicine arnl
astrology. A paper read before the Society, June 7, 1866. By Henry
Phillips, jr. Philadelphia{ 1867.
8vo, pp. 9.
Same, 8vo, pp. 99-107.

NUMISMATIC AND ANTIQUARIAN SOCIETY OF PIIILADELPIIIA. On a hoard
of Roman coins lately exhumed at Paris. By Htinry Phillips, jr,
Philadelphia, 1867.
Svo.

NUMISMATIC AND ANTIQUARIAN SOCIETY OF PBILADELPIIIA. On American
collections of coins. By Charles Henry Hart. Philadelphia, 1867.
8vo.

H. Doc. 291-69
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NUMISMATIC AND ANTIQUARIAN SOCIETY OF PHILADELPHIA. On the
ancient mounds of the West and their builders. By Charles Henry
Hart. Philadelphia, 1867.
8vo.

NUMISMATIC AND ANTIQUARIAN SOCIETY OF PHILADELPHIA. On the names
of coins. By Charles Henry Hart. Philadelphia, 18~7.
8vo.

NUMISMATIC AND ANTIQUARIAN SOCIETY OF PHILADELPHIA. The pleasures of numismatic science. A paper read "before the Society, October
4, 1866, by Henry Phillips, jr. Philadelphia, 1867.
8vo, pp. 14.
Same, 8vo, pp. (2), 125-136.

NUl\'lISMATic AND ANTIQUARIAN SOCIETY OF PHILADELPHIA. Proceedings
from May 4, 1865, to December 31, 1866. Philadelphia, 1867.
8vo, pp. 160. ~
Edition, 250 copies.
Contents: The following, with independent title-pages, but continuous paging:
Some observations on early currency of Maryland, a paper r ead before the
Society, June 7, 1865, by Henry Phillips, jr., pp. 65-72; Golden relics from Chiri·
qui, a paper read before the Society, October 5, 1865, by .Alfred B . Taylor, pp. 73-80;
Remarks on Tabasco, Mexico, occasioned by t,h e reported discovery of r emains of
ancient cities being found in that locality, a paper read b efore the Society, .April
5, 1866, by Charles H. Hart, pp. 81-!l2; Some considerations on the best means of
promoting the efficiency and extending the usefulness of the Society, a paper
read before the Society, April 5, 1866, by Henry Phillips, jr., pp. 93-98; Medicine
and astrology, a paper rcau before the Society, June 7, 1866, by H enry Phillips, jr.,
pp. 99-107; Diary of John Pemberton, for the y ears 1777 and 1778, edited from the
MSS. in the possession of the Society, by Eli K. Price, a paper read before the
Society, July 5, 1866, pp. 109-122; The pleasures of numismatic science, a paper
reau before the Society, October 4, 1866, by Henry Phillips, jr., pp.123-136; .A. l'!.istorical sketch of the national medals issued pursuant to resolution of Cougress,
1776-1815, a paper read before the Society, November 1 and 15, 1866, by Charles H.
Hart, pp. 137-160.

NUMISMATIC AND .ANTIQUARIAN SOCIETY OF PIIILADELPHIA. Remarks on
Tabasco, Mexico, occasioned by the reported discovery of remains of
ancient cities being found in that locality. A paper read before the
Numismatic and Antiquarian Society of Philadelphia, April 5, 1866,
by Charles Henry Hart. Philadelphia, 1867.
8vo, pp. J2.

NUMISMATIC A~D ANTIQUARIAN SOCIETY OF PHILADELPHIA. Some considerations on the best means of promoting the efficiency ancl extending the usefulness of the Society. A paper read April 5, 1866, by
Henry Phillips, jr. Philadelphia, 1867.
Svo, pp. (2), 95- 98.

NUMISMATIC AND ANTIQUARIAN SOCIETY 0]' PHILADELPHIA. Some observations on early currency of Maryland. A paper read before the
Society, June 7, 1865, by Henry Phillips, jr. Philadelphia, 1867.
8vo, pp. (2), 67-72.

NUIIIISMATIC AND .ANTIQUARIAN SOCIETY OJ~ PHILADELPHIA. Memoir of
Jared Sparks. By Charles Henry Hart. Philadelphia, 1868.
8vo.

NUMISMATIC AND Ai~TIQUARIAN SOCIETY OF PIIILADELLUIA. Memoir of
Joseph R. Ingersoll. By Cba:r,les Henry Hart. Philadelphia, 1868.
8vo.
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Svo.

NUMISMATIC AND ANTIQUARIAN SOCIETY OF PIIILADELPIIIA. On cowries
as a cnrrency. By IIonry Phillips, Jr. Phil::u .lelphia, 1868.
Bvo.

•

NUMISMATIC A "D ANTIQUARIAN SocrnTY 01•' PIIILADELPIIIA. Recent progress in American linguistics . By D. G. Briuton. Philadelphia, 1868.
Svo.

NUMISMATIC AND ANTIQUARIAN SOCIETY 01•' PHILADELPHIA. Memoir of
George W. Fahnestock. By Charles Ifonry Hart. Philadelphia, 1869.
Svo.

NUMISMATIC AND ANTIQUARIAN SOCIETY OF PrrILADELPIIIA. On internanational coinage. By James Ross Snowden. Philadelphia, 1869.
Bvo.

NUMISMATIC AND ANTIQUARIAN SOCIETY OF PlIILADELPIIIA. On the coins
and currency of China. By Henry Phillips, jr. Philadelphia, 1869.
Svo.

NUMISMATIC AND ANTIQUARIAN SOCIETY OF PIIILADELPIIIA. On the
Indian name of the village of Iuka. By W. T. Taylor. Philadelphia,
1869.
Bvo.

NUMISMATIC AND ANTIQUARIAN SOCIETY OF PIIILADELPIIIA.
and by-laws. Philadelphia, 1870.

Constitution

Svo, pp. 15.

NUMISMATIC AND ANTIQUARIAN SOCIETY OF PIIILADELPIIIA. A discourse
on the life and services of Gulian Crommelin Verplanck. Delivered
before the Society, May 5, 1870. By Charles Henry Hart. New York,
1870.
Bvo, pp. 20.

Large page.

NUMISMATIC AND ANTIQUARIAN SOCIETY OF PIIILADELPHIA. A necrolog- .
ical notice of Richard Stockton Field. Rea,cl before the Society, October 6, 1870. By Charles Henry Hart. Philadelphia, 1870.
Svo, pp. 10.

NUMISMATIC AND ANTIQUARIAN SOCIETY OF PHILADELPHIA. A tribute to
the memory of William Willis. Read before the Society, March 3,
1870. By Charles Henry Hart. Philadelphia, 1870.
Bvo, PJ'· 8.

NUMISMATIC AND ANTIQUARIAN SOCIETY OF PIIILADELPHIA.
and by-laws. Philadelphia, 1870.

Constitution

Svo, pp.15.

NUMISMATIC AND ANTIQUARIAN SocrnTY OF 'PHILADELPIIIA. Memoir of
George Ticknor, historian of Spanisli literature. By Charles Henry
·Hart. Read before the Society, May 4, 1871. Philadelphia, 1871.
Bvo, pp. 24.

NUMISMATIC AND ANTIQUARIAN SOCIETY OF PIIILADELPIIIA. On a black
letter almanac for 1620. By Henry Phillips, jr. Philadelphia, 1871.
Bvo;
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NUMISMATIC AND ANTIQUARIAN SOCIETY OF PHILADELPHIA. On Indian
relics lately dis<iovered uear Monongahela City, Pa. By Charles
· Henry Hart. Philadelphia, 1871.
Svo.

NUMISMATIC AND ANTIQUARIAN SOCIETY OF PHILADELPHIA. On prehistoric remains lately founa. in the Ribbesdale caves, England. By
Henry Phillips; jr. Philadelphia, 1871.
Hvo.

NUMISMATIC AND ANTIQUARIA:'I: SOCIETY OF PHILADELPIJIA. On the first
American edition of the Bible. By Joseph A. Murray. Philadelphia,
1871.
Svo.

NUMISMATIC AND ANTIQUARIAN SOCIETY OF PHILADELPHIA. On the
remains of a prehistoric race found on Easter Island. By W. Grier
Hibler. Philadelphia, 1871.
Svo.

NUMISMATIC AND ANTIQUARIAN SOCIETY OF PHILADELPHI A. On the Danish architecture of the middle ages. By Heury Phillips, jr. Philadelphia, 1873.
8vo.

NUMISMATIC AND ANTIQUARIAN SOCIETY OF PHILADELPHIA. On the Di
Cesnola collection of Cypriote antiquities. By Charles Piers. Philadelphia, 1873.
8vo.

NUMISMATIC AND ANTIQUARIAN SOCIETY OF PHILADELPHIA. On the
magic of the middle ages, as illustrated by the works of Albertus
Magnus. By Henry Phillips, jr. Philadelphia, 1873.
8vo.

NUMISMATIC AND ANTIQUARIAN SOCIETY 0]' PHILADELPHIA. On an
alphabetically inscribed stone found in Ohio. By D. G. Brinton.
Philadelphia, 1874.
8vo .

. NUMISMATIC AND ANTIQUARIAN SOCIETY OF PIIILADELPHIA. On late discoveries of human remains at Pompeii. By Heury Phillips, jr. Philadelphia, 1874.
8vo.

NUMISMATIC AND ANTIQUARIAN SOCIETY OF PrrILADELPHIA. On the manners and migrations of the most ancient races of America. By D. G.
Brinton. Phila delphia, 1874.
8vo.

NUMISMATIC AND ~~TIQUAIUAN SOCIETY OF PmLADELPHIA. On the origin
and history of the coinage of money. By Henry Phillips, jr. Philadelphia, 1)374.
Svo.

NUMISMATIC AND ANTIQUARIAN SOCIETY OF PIIILADELPIIIA.
cers, etc., 1875.]

[List of offi-

.Broadside.

NUMISMATIC AND ANTIQUARIAN SOCIETY OF PHILADELPIIIA. On Americana in the library of John Carter Brown. By Charles Henry Hart.
Philadelphia, 1875.
8vo.
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N MISMATIC A J) ANTIQUARIAN SOCIETY OF PIIILADELPIIIA. On the recent
<liscovery of supposed war chariots near Rome. By W. Grier Hibler.
Philadelphia, 1875.
8vo.

NUMISMATIC A ]) AN'l'IQUAHIAN 0CIETY OF. PIIILADELPIIIA. The first
American expeditiou to tho North Polo.
By Henry Phillips, jr.
Philaclelpbi:.t, 1876.
8vo.

NUMISMATIC AND ANTIQUARIAN SOCIETY OF PIIILADELPIIIA.
pillar. By Henry Phillips, jr. Philadelphia, 1876.

King Mesa's

8vo.

NUMISMATIC AND ANTIQUARIAN SOCIETY OF PIIILADELPIJIA. On a prehistoric Pompeii. By Ilenry Phillips, jr. Philadelphia, 1876.
NUMISMATIC AND ANTIQUARIAN' SOCIETY 01!' PHILADELPHIA. On the falsification of coins. By Henry Pllillips, jr. Philadelphia, 1876.
8vo.

NUMISMATIC AND ANTIQUARIAN SOCIETY OF PIIILADELPHIA. Recent
explorations in the shell mounds of Florida. By D. G. Brinton.
Philadelphia, 1876.
8vo.

NUMISMATIC AND ANTIQUARIAN SOCIETY OF PHILADELPHIA. On the loyalty of Chief Justice Chew. By Ji~li K. Price. Philadelphia, 1877.
8vo.

NUMISMATIC AND ANTIQUARIAN" SOCIETY OF PHILADELPHIA,
1878.
Sheet.

Officers.

NUMISMATIC AND ANTIQUARIAN SOCIETY OF PHILADELPIIIA..
1881.
Sheet.

Officers.

NUMISMATIC AND ANTIQUARIAN SOCIETY OF PIIILADELPITIA.
a paper presented to the Society [January 2, 1868].
Woodwa,rd. Alliany, 1878.

v\Tampum;
By Ashbel

8vo, pp. 61.
Samo. Seconcl edition. Albany, 1880. 8vo, pp. 56.

NUMISMATIC AND ANTIQUARIAN SOCIETY OF PIIILADELPIIIA. The aboriginal mica mines of North Carolina. By D. G. Brinton. Philadelphia,
1879.
8vo.

NUMISMATIC AND ANTIQUARIAN SOCIETY OF PIIILADELPIIIA. The bones
of Columbus. By Charles Henry Hart. Philadelphia, 1879.
8vo.

NUMISMATIC AND ANTIQUARIAN SOCIETY OF PIIILADELPIIIA. Discoveries
recently made in Guatemala, near Cosamol Whuapa. By D. G. Brinton. Philadelphia, 1879.
8vo.

NUMISMATIC AND ANTIQUARIAN SOCIETY OF PITILADELPITI.A.. Essay upon
the worship of the sun. By Henry Phillips, jr. Philadelphia, 1879.
8vo.
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NUMISMATIC AND ANTIQUARIAN SOCIETY OF PHILADELPHIA. Notes upon
the collection of coins now upon exhibition at the Pennsylvania
Museum and School of Industrial Art, Memorial Hall, Fairmount Park,
Philadelphia. By Hep.ry Phillips, jr. Read before the American
Philosophical Society, February 7, 1879, and before the Numismatic
and Antiquarian Society, Marcli 6, 1879. [Philadelphia, 1879.J

.

8vo, pp. 15 .

NUMISMATIC AND ANTIQUARIAN SOCIETY OF PIIILADELPHIA. On the falsification of ancient coins. A paper read before the Society, April 3,
1879, by S. K. Harzfeld. Philadelphia, 1879.
8vo, pp. 8.

NUMISMATIC AND ANTIQVARIAN SOCIETY OF PHILADELPHIA. Proceedings,
March 20, 1879, on the occasion of the presentation of a silver medal •
to the Hon. Eli IL Price, president, in commemoration of the twentyfirst anniversary of the foundation of the Society. Philadelphia, 1879.
8vo, pp. 16.

NUMISMATIC AND ANTIQUARIAN SOCIETY OF PHILADELPITJA.
figurines. Philadelphia, 1879.

Tanagra

NUMISMATIC AND ANTIQUARIA.c~ SOCIETY OF PHILADELP'irIA. Notes upon
a denarius of Augustus Cresar. A paper read before the Society, February 5, 1880, by Henry Phillips, jr. [Philadelphia], 1880.
8vo, pp. 7.

NUlVIISMATIC AND A:NTIQUARIAN SOCIETY OF PHILADELPHIA. Act and
bull; or, fixed anniversaries. A paper submitt~d to the Society,
November 4, 1880, by Lewis A. Scott, with an appendix, containing the
bull of Gregory XIII, translated, and the body of the act of Parliament. [Philadelphia, 1880. J
8vo, pp. 24. No title-page. Half title on cover.

NUMISMATIC AND ANTIQUARIAN, SOCIETY OF PHILADELPHIA. Notes upon
a denarius of Augustus Cmsar. A paper read before the Society, February 5, 1880, by Henry Phillips, jr. [Philadelphia] , 1880.
8vo, pp. 7.
Reprinted from the .American Journal of Numismatics,

NUMISMATIC AND ANTIQUARIAN SOCIETY OF PHILADELPIIIA. Old titles
to the city of Philadelphia. By Isaac Myer. Philadelphia, 1880.
8vo.

NUMISMATIC AND ANTIQUARIAN SOCIETY OF PHILADELPHIA. Report of
the operations of the Society for the years 1878 and 1879. Philadelphia, 1880.
8vo, pp. 23.

NUMISMATIC A:r-.TD ANTIQUARIAN SOCIETY OF PHILADELPHIA. Report of
the proceedings of the Society for 1880. Philadelphia, 1881.
8vo, pp . 31.
Same, 1881, with necrological notices. Philadelphia, 1882. 8vo, pp. 39.
Same, 1882. Philadelphia, 1883. 8vo, pp. 37 .
Same, 1883. Philadelphia, 1884. 8vo, pp. 46. Illustrated.
Same, 1884. Philaclelphja, 1885. 8vo, pp. 33.
Same, 1885. Philadelphia, 1886 8vo, pp. 28.
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N Ml MATI ND ANTIQUARIAN 'ocrnTY OF PIIILADELPllIA. A discourse
commemorativo of the lifo ancl services of the late \Yilliam Beach
Lawrenc , before th Numismatic an<l Anti'l_narian , ociety of Philadelphia, May 5, l 1, by Cl1arles 1[enry Hart. Philadelphia, 1881.
8vo, pp. 18.
Reprint cl from th Penn JJ[onthly for ,Jirno, 1881, Vol.

'<:TT.

NuMISMATI • A D A TIQUAJUA1 , _o ·mTY OF l'fllLADELPIIIA. Memoir of
Samuel Stellman Haldeman. By Ulrnr1es Henry Hart, historiographer
of the Society. With an appendix. Philadelphia, 1881.
8vo, pp. 26.
Reprinted from tho Penn JJ[onthly, Augnl'lt, 1881.

NUMISMATIC AND ANTIQUARIAN SOCIETY OF PHILADELPHIA. Necrology
for 1880. Joel Munsell; Samuel Greono Arnold; .J amcs Lenox; Samuel
Agnew; Samuel Stehman Hald.em an; James Grier Ralston. By Charles
Henry Hart. Philadelphia, 1881.
8vo, pp. 12.
Repriuted from Proceedings.

NUMISMATIC AND ANTIQUARIAN SOCIETY OF PmLADELPilIA. Olu and
new style. Fixed dates, calendars, and the principles and results of
emendations. A paper read before the Society, February 3, 1881, by
John R. Baker. Philadelphia, 1881.
8vo, pp. 16.

NUMISMATIC AND ANTIQUARIAN SOCIETY OF PIIILADELPIIIA. Some modern monetary questions viewed by the light of antiquity. A paper
read before the Society, April 1, 1880, by Robert N. Toppan. Second edition. Philadelphia, 1881.
8vo, pp. (2), 9.

NUMISMATIC AND ANTIQUARIAN SOCIETY OF PIIILADELPIIIA. The remains
of an aboriginal encampment at Rehoboth, Del. A paper read before
the Society, February 5, 1880, by Francis Jordan, jr. Philadelphia,
1880.
8vo, pp. 7.

NUMISMATIC AND ANTIQUARIAN SOCIETY OF :PnlLADELPIIIA. Some modern monetary questions reviewed by the light of antiquity. A paper
read before the Society, April 1, 1880, by Robert Noxon Toppan.
Philadelphia, 1880.
8vo, pp. 9. Plate.
Same. Second edition.

Philadelphia, 1881. 8vo, pp. 9. Plate.

NUMISMATIC AND ANTIQUARIAN SOCIETY OF PHILADELPHIA. Worship of
the sun. The story told by a coin of Constantine the Great. A paper
read before the Society, October 2, 1879, by Henry Phillips, jr.
Philadelphia, 1880.
Small 4to, pp. 8.

NUMISMATIC AND ANTIQUARIAN SOCIETY OF PHILADELPHIA.. A brief history of the soldiers' medals issued by the State of West Virginia as
"tokens of respect" to those of her citizens who served in the Army
of the United States from 1861 to 1865. By the Rev. Horace Edwin
Hayden. Read .before the Society, February 4, 1881. Also read before
the West Virginia Historical Society, June 10, 1879. Photographic
plate. Illuminated title, Wilkesbarre, Pa., 1881.
8vo, pp. 18,
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NUMISMATIC AND ANTIQUARIAN SocrnTY OF PHILADELPHIA. Some old
maps of Philadelphia. By William Trautwine. Philadelphia, 1881.
8vo.

NUMISMATIC AND ANTIQUARIAN SOCIETY OF PHILADELPHIA. William
Penn's landing in Pennsylvania. 'rhe bicentennial anniversary date
for celebration in 1882. Report of the majority of the cornmitt.ee
appointed to consider and report on the above. Philadelphia, 1881.
8vo, pp. 8.

NUMISMATIC AND ANTIQUARIAN SocrnTY OF PHILADELPHIA. The books of
Chilan Balam, the prophetic and historic record of the Mayas of Yucatan. By Daniel G. Brinton. Philadelphia, [1882].
Square 8vo, pp. 19.
Read before the Society, January, 1882.

NUMISMATIC AND ANTIQUARIAN SOCIETY OF PHILADELPHIA. Necrology for
1881. Robert Smith Swords; William Beach Lawrence; John Gorham
Palfrey; Joseph Sabin; Ferdinand Keller; Eugene Anthony Vetromile;
Samuel Foster Haven; Edwin Augustine Dalrymple. By Charles
Henry Hart. Philadelphia, 1882.
8vo, pp.10.
Reprinted from the Proceedings.

NUMISMATIC AND ANTIQUARIAN SOCIETY OF PHILADELPHIA. Remarks
upon a coin of Sicyon. By Henry Phillips, jr. Reprinted from the
American Journal of Niimismatics for January, 1882. [Philadelph ia,
1882.J
8vo, pp. 7.
Read before the Society.

NUMISMATIC AND ANTIQUARIAN SOCIETY OF PHILADELPHIA. Constitution
and by-laws. With a list of members. Philadelphia, 1883.
8vo, pp. L5.

NUMISMATIC AND ANTIQUARIAN SOCIETY. OF PHILADELPHIA. Memoir of
Lewis H. Morgan. Read before the Numismatic and Antiquarian
Society of Philadelphia, May 4, 1882. By Charles Henry Hart, Philadelphia, 1883.
8vo, pp. 12.

NUi\USMATIC AND ANTIQUARIAN SOCIETY OF PIIILADELPHIA. Necrology
for 1882. Lewis H. Morgan; Niels Frederick Bernhard De Sehested;
George Smith; Elisha Reynolds Potter; Horace Maynard; William
Sansom Vaux; Henry Cruse Murphy. By Charles Henry Hart. Philadelphia, 1883.
8vo, pp. 20.
R eprinted from the Proceedings.

NUMISMATIC MfD ANTIQUARIAN SOCIETY OF PHILADELPTIIA. Proceedings
of the Society in celebration of the twenty-fifth anniversary of its
foundation, January 1, 1858. Held January 4, 1883. Philadelphia,
1883.
8vo, pp. 26.

NUMISMATIC AND ANTIQUARIAN SOCIETY OF PIIILADELPHIA. Tho colonial j etons of Louis XV. and other pieces relating to the French colonial possessions in America and to their c_onquest hy England. By
George M. Parsons. Columbus, Ohio, 1884.
8vo, pp. 15. Plate.
Reprinted from tbe American Journal of Numismatics
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NUJ\1IS:\IATIC A,'D ANTIQUARIAN SocrnTY OF PlIILADELPlllA. . Jecrology
for 1 83. C.:lrnrlcs Porrin Smith; Lucius Quin ti us Cincinnatns Elmer;
George harswood. By Charles Henry Hart. Philadelph ia, 1884.
Bvo, 1>p. 17.

Reprinted from Proceedings.

NUMISMATIC AND ANTIQUARIAN SOCIETY OF PIIILADELPIIIA. The Waterloo medal; an address before the Numismatic and Anti']_narian Society
of Philadelphia. By Isaac Myer. Philadelphia, 1885.
4to, pp. 18. Portraits. Plates. Inir.ial letters.
Ono hundred copies printed for private distribution.

NUMISMATIC AND ANTIQUARIAN SOCIETY OF PITILADELPJTIA. The religious ceremonies of the Chinese in the Eastern cities of the United
States. By Stewart Culin. An essay read before tho Society April
1, 1886. Privately printed. Philadelphia, 1887.
4to, pp. 23. Plate. Facsimile.

NU:VIISMATIC AND ANTIQUARIAN SOCIETY. On an "inscribed tablet" from
Long Island. Read before tho Society, October 5, 1893, by D. G.
Brinton. [Waterloo, Indiana, 1893.J
8vo, pp. 3. Woodcut.
250. OHIO VALLEY OATIIOLIO HISTORICAL SOCIETY.

Pittsburg, Pa.

OHIO VALLEY CATHOLIC HISTORICAL SOCIETY. The establishment of the
Catholic hierarchy in the United States. [By A. A. Lambing.] Read
before the Soci~y, April 16, 1885.
In Histo1·ical Researches in western Pennsylvania. Pittsburg, 1885. Vol.

1,

pp.

121-136.

Onro VALLEY CATHOLIC HISTORICAL SOCIETY. The establishment of the
See of Pittsburg. [By A. A. Lambing.] Read heforo the Society,
May 21, 1885.
In Catholic Historical Researches. Pittsburg, 1885. Vol. n, pp. 3-13.
251. PENNSYL VANIA-GERJUN SOCIETY.

Lancaster, Pa.

PENNSYLVANIA-GERMAN SOCIETY. Constitution and by-laws of the Society. Organized April 15, 1891. Laucaster, 1891.
32mo, pp. 15.

PRNNSYLVANIA-GJmMAN SOCIETY. Proceedings and addresses. Vols. 1-v.
Lancaster, 1891-1895.
8vo. Five volumes .
Contents.
252. PIONTER- VERE IN OF I'ITILADELPllIA.

Philadelphia, Pa.

PIONIER-VEREIN OF PHILADELPHIA. The German soldier in the wars of
the United States. By J. J. Rosengarten. Philadelphia, 1881.
8vo, pp. 175.
•
Read before the Piooier-Verein.
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PIONIER-VEREIN OF PHILADELPHIA. Sources of history. A paper read
before the Germ::m-America,n Historical Society of New York and P.ionier-Verein of Philadelphia. Philadelphia, 1892.
'
Svo, pp. 32.

PIONIER-VEREIN OF PHILADELPHIA. Sources of history. A paper read
befor-e the German Historical Society of New York and the PionierVerein of Philadelphia. Philadelphia, 1892.
Svo, pp. 32.

PIONIER-VEREIN OF PrnLADELPHIA. The first century of German printing in America, 1728-1831, preceded by a notice of the literary work
of ]?. D. Pastorius. Philadelphia, .1893.
Svo, pp. 264.
253. PRESBYTERIAN HISTORIC.AL SOCIETY.

Philadeiphia, Pa.

PRESBYTERIAN HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Presbyterianism. Its true place
and value in history. Discourse delivered before the Society at the
annual meeting, May 19, 1853. By Robert Davidson. Philadelphia,
1854.
Svo, pp. 28.

,. PRESBYTERIAN HISTORICAL SOCIETY. The reformed churches of Europe
and America in relation to general church history. An address delivered, by request of the Society, before the General Assembly at St.
Louis, Mo., May 21, 1855. By Henry B. Smith. Philad'3lphia~ 1855.
Svo, pp. 36.

PRESBYTERIAN HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Tlle Socini~n apostacy of the
English Presbyterian churches. Discourse on behalf of the Society,
May 16, 1856. By S. J. Baird. Philadelphia, 1857.
Svo,pp. 2.

. PPESBYTERIAN HISTORICAL SOCIETY. The early Presbyterian emigration
into South Carolina; a discourse, May 7, 1858, by appointment of the
Society. By George Howe. Columbia, 1858.
·
8vo,pp.4J.

PRESBYTERIAN HISTORICAL SOCIETY. HistorY. of the Presbyterian Church
in America, from its origin until the year 1760, with biographical
!,ketches of its early ministers, by Richard Webster. With a memoir
of the author, by C. Van Rensselaer, and an historical introduction,
by William Blackwood. Published by authority of the Society.
Philadelphia, 18~8.
Svo, pp. 720.
A prefatory notice says that this is the first volume of the publications of the
Society.

PRESBYTERIAN HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Catalogue of books in the library
of the Society. Philadelphia, 1865.
Svo, pp. 107.

PRESBYTERIAN HISTORICAL SOCIETY. .Annual report and charter.
delphia, 1877.

Phila-

Svo.

PRESBYTERIAN HISTORIC.AL SOCIETY. Annual report for year ending May
6, 1880. Philadelphia, 1880.
Svo, pp. 12 (1).
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Annual report for the year ending

Svo, pp. 11 (2).

PRESBYTERIAN JTT. 'TORICAL • ocrnTY.
May 4, 1882. Philadelphia, 1 82.

Annnal report for tho year ending

· Svo, 11p. 12 (3).
Nouo publisl1ed in 1883 .

PRESBYTERIAN JIISTORI 'AL SocmTY.
May 1, 1884. Philadelphia, 1884.

Annual report for the year ending

8YO, pp. 12 (3).

PRESBYTERIAN HISTORICAL SOCIETY.
May 7, 1885. Philadelphia, 1885.

Annnal report fo1· the year ending

Svo, pp. 15.

PRESBYTERIAN HISTORICAL SOCIETY.
May 7, 1886. Phil:ulelphia, 1886.

Annual report for the ye:u ending

Svo, pp. lG.

PRESBYTERIAN ITISTORICAL SOCIETY.
May 5, 1887. Philadelphia, 1887.

Annual report for tho year ending

Svo,pp.13. ·

PRESBYTE!RIAN ITISTORICAL SOCIETY.
May 3, 1888. Philadelphia, 1888.

Annual report for the year ending

Svo, pp. 19.

PRESBYTERIAN HISTORICAL SOCIETY.
May 2, 1889. Philadelphia, 1889.

Annual report for the year ending

Svo, pp.13.

PRESBYTERIAN HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Forty-third annual report of the
executive council. Presented to the Society at its annual meeting in
Philadelphia, January 10, 1895. Philadelphia, 1895.
8vo, pp. 16.
254. RELIGIOUS JIISTORIOA.L SOOIETY.
Philadelphia, Pa.

RELIGIOUS. HISTORICAL SOCIETY. First annual address, read before the
Religious Historical Society, May 20, 1817, by Samuel B. Wylie.
With an appendix. Philadelphia, 1818.
8vo, pp. 22 (1).
Contains constitution, list of officers, and catalogue of books, MSS., etc., belonging to the Society.
255. TIIE 'SEVENTr-SIX SOOIETY.
Philadelphia, Pa.

THE 'SEVENTY-SIX SOCIETY.

[Publications.]

Vols. I-IV.

Philadelphia,

1855-1857.
8vo. Four volumes.
Vol. 1. Papers in relation to the case of Silas D eane. Constitution of the Society.
1855. pp. 4, 201.
Vol. II. The examination of Joseph Galloway by a committee of the House of
Commons. Edited by Thomas Balch. 1855. pp. 86.
Vol. m. Papers relating to public events in Massachusetts preceding the Amer- .
ican revolution. 1856. pp. (4) 199.
Vol. 1v. Papers relating chiefly to the Maryland line during the revolution
Edited by Thomas Balch. 1857. pp. 218 (1).
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256. SOOIETY FOR THE OOM]fEMORATION OF THE .LANDING OF WILL IAM

PENN.
Philadelphia, Pa.

SOCIETY FOR TIIE COMMEMORATION OF TIIE LA.t~DING OF vVILLIAl\'I PE NN.
Proceedings of the meeting, October 24, 1824.
SOCIETY FOR THE COMMKMORATION OF THE LANDING OF WILLIAl\1 PENN.
Discourse before the Society, 24th Oct., 1825, by C. J. Ingersoll.
Philadelphia, 1825.
8vo, pp. 36.

SOCIETY FOR THE COMMEMORATION OF TIIE LANDING OF WILLIAM PENN.
Discourse on 24th October, 1826, before the Society. By T. I. W harton. Philadelphia, 1826.
8vo, pp. 44.

SOCIETY FOR THE COMMEMORATION OF THE LANDING OF WILLIAM PENN,
Sketch of the primitive settlements on the river Delaware. Discourse before the Society, 24th October, 1827, by J. N. Barker. Philadelphia, 1827.
8vo, pp. 62.

SOCIETY FOR THE COMMEMORATION OF THI<; LANDING OF WILLIAM PENN,
An historical discourse before the Society, 24th October, 1832, being the
one hundred and fiftieth anniversary of that event. By Peter Stephen
Duponceau. Philadelphia, 1832.
8vo, pp. 32.

SOCIETY FOR THE COMMEMORA'fION OF THE LANDING OF WILLIAM PENN.
Discourse on the surviving remnant of the Indian race in the United
States. Delivered 24th October, 1836, before the Society, by Job R.
Tyson. Philadelphia, 1836.
8vo,

})p.

38.

257. UNIVERSITY AR OH.lEOLOGIOAL ASSOCIATION, UNIVERSITY OF

PENNSYLVANIA.
Philadelphia, Pa.

UNIVERSITY ARCHLEOLOGICAL ASSOCIATION. (University of Pennsylvania.) Annual report of the curator of the Museum of American
Archrool 11 gy in connection with the University of Pennsylvania. Presented to the president and council of the University Archroological
Association, October, 1890. Vol. 1, No. 1. Philadelphia, 1890.
8vo, pp. 54.

4 plates.

UNIVERSITY ARCIIA<:OLOGICAL ASSOCIATION. (University of Pennsylvanfa.) Department of archreology ancl palroontology. Addresses deliv- _
ered at the opening ceremonies of the exhibition of objects usetl in
worship, by William Pepper, .J. I. MacIntosh, Marcus J·astrow, aml
Charlemagne Tower, jr., April 16, 1892. Phila<l.elphia, 1892.
8vo, pp. 19.
258. WASIIINGTON OOUNTY IIISTORIOAL SOOIETY.
Washington, Pa.

w ASHINGTON

COUNTY HISTORICAL SocrnTY. The centennial celebration
of the organization of Washington County, Pa. Proceedings and
addresses. Auspices of the Society, September 7, 8, 1881. Washington, Pa., 1881.
8vo, pp. iv, 109.
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259. TVYOMING 1.IIS1'0RIO,lL AND GEOLOGIOAL SOOIETY.
Wilkesbarre, Pa.

WYOMING HISTORICAL AND GEOLOGICAL SOCIETY.
lections. Vols. I-III. WHkesbarre, 1858-1886.
8vo.

Proceedings and col-

Three volumes.
CONTENTS,

Vol. r, No. 1. Mineral coal. Two lectures, by Volney L. Maxwell. 1858. pp.
52. Reprintell as follows: Sccoll(l edition, New York, 1858; tliirtl edition, with a
}Jreface, New York, 1860, Pl>· 32; fourth edition, with a preface, \Vilkesbarre,
186!), pp. 51.
Vol. r, No. 2. Proceedings at the annual meetiug, February 11, 1881; Minutes;
Report of treasurer; Re1Jort of cabinet committee; Report of committee on flood
of 1865 ; "A. Yankee celebration at Wyoming in ye olden time, an l1istorical
address, by Steuben.Jenkins. 1881. pp. 58.
Vol. I, No. 3. Proceedings for the year ending February 11, 1882; List of contributors; Communication of .Jolm II. Dager [of gauge readings aL \\Tilkesbarre
Bridge for 1880]; Meteorological observations for May, 1881-.January, 1882, by
E. L. Dana; Incidents in the life of Capt. Samuel H. Walker, Texan ranger, by
E. L. Dana. 1881. pp. 58.
Vol. I, No. 4. A. memorandum description of the finer specimens of Indian
earthenware pots in the collection of the Society. By Ilarrison Wright. 1883.
pp. (10). Seven plates.
Vol. I, No. 5. List of paleozoic fossil insects of the United States and Canada,
with references to the principal bibliography of the subject. Paper read April 6
1883, by R. D. Lacoe. 1883. pp. 21.
Vol. r, No. 6. Proceedings for the year ending February 11, 1883; List of contributors; Meteorological obsel'\7 ations, February, 1882-.January, 1883. By E. L.
Dann. pp. 70.
Vol. r, No. 7. Isaac Smith Osterhout. Memorial. 1883. pp. 14. Portrait.
Vol. 1 No. 8. Ross memorial. William Sterling Ross and Ruth Tripp Ross.
1884. pp. 17. Two portraits. 1858-1884. 8vo, pp. xi, 52.
Vol. n, part 1. Charter; By-laws; Roll of membership; Proceedings, March,
1883-February, 1884; Meteorological observations taken at Wilkesbarre, March,
1883-.January, 1884, by E. L. Dana; Report of the special archreological committee on the .A.thens locality, by Harrison Wright; Local shell-beds, by Sheldon
Reynolds; Pittston Fort, by Steuben .Jenkins; A. bibliography of the Wyoming
Valley, by Horace Edwin Hayden; Calvin Wadhams, by George B. Kulp. Part 2.
Proceedings, May 9-February 11, 1886; .A.rcbaiological report, by Sheldon Reynolds; Numismatical report, by Horace Edwin Hayden; Paleontological report,
by R. D. Lacoe; Mineralogical report, by Harrison Wright; Conchological report,
by Charles F . Ingham; Contributions to library; Meteorological observations
taken at Wilkesbarre, February, 1884-.January, 1886, by E. L. Dana; Bernard
Page, by Sheldon Reynolds; Various silver and copper medals presented to the
American Indians by the sovereigns of' England, France, and Spain from 1600 to
1800, by H. E. Hayden; Report on some fossils from the lower coal measures near
Wilkesbarre, by E.W. Claypole; Report on the Wyoming Valley carboniferous
limestone beds, by Charles A. . .A.shburner; Obituaries, by George B. Kulp; Index.
1886. pp. 294. Illustrated.
Vol. m. In memoriam; Harrison Wright; Proceedings of' the Society; Bio
graphical sketch, by G. B. Kulp; Library work, by Sheldon Reynolds; Poem, by
D. M. Jones; Luzerne County bar proceedings; Trustees of Osterhout free
library resolutions; Historical Society of Pennsylvania, proceedings. 1886. 8vo,
pp. 128. Portrait.
11
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WYOMING HISTORICAL AND GEOLOGICAL SOCIETY. Annals of Luzerne
County. By Stewart Pearce. Philadelphia, 1860.
8vo, pp. 54. Folded map.
Dedicated to the Society.
Same. Second edition, with notes, corrections, and valuable additions.
delphia, 1860. 8vo, pp. 564.
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WYOMING HISTORICAL AND GEOLOGICAL SOCIETY. Sketch of the Society,
by C. B. Johnson. Reprinted from the Sunday News-Dealer Christmas
edition. Wilkes-Barre, 1880.
8vo, pp. 7.

"WYOMING HISTORICAL AND GEOLOGICAL SOCIETY. Report of a committee
of the Society on the early shad :fisheries of the north branch of the
Susquehanna River. By Harrison Wright, chairman of the committee.
In United States Fish Commission Bulletin. 1882. pp. 352-259.

WYOMING HISTORICAL AND GEOLOGICAL SOCIETY. A circular of inquiry
from the Society respecting the old ·wilkes-Barre Academy. Prepared
by Harrison Wright. Wilkes-Barre, 1883.
Svo,pp.19.

WYOMING HISTORICAL AND GEOLOGICAL SOCIETY. The old academy.
Interesting sketch, of its forty-six trustees. Broadside. 1883.
WYOMING HISTORICAL .A.ND GEOLOGICAL SOCIETY. Circular on life membership. 1884.
4to, p. l.

WYOMING HISTORICAL AND GEOLOGICAL SOCIETY. Circular on the one
hundredth anniversary of the erection of Luzerne County.
WYOMING HIST0RICAL AND GEOLOGICAL SOCIETY. Hon. Hendrick Bradley Wright. By George B. Kulp. [Wilkes-Barre, 1884.J
.Svo, pp. 12. No title-page.
Reprinted for the Society from Rulp's Families of Wyoming Valley.

WYOMING HISTORICAL AND GEOLOGICAL SOCIETY. An account of various
silver and copper medals presented to the North American Indians by
the sovereigns of J~ngland, France, and Spain from 1600 to 1800, and
especially of five such medals of George I of Great Britian, now in
the possession of the Society and its members. Read before the
Society, September 12, 1885, by Horace Edwin Hayden. WilkesBarre, 1886.
8vo, pp.26.
Reprintecl from Vol. ll, part 2, of the Proceedings.

WYOMING HISTORICAL AND GEOLOGICAL SOCIETY. Ebenezer Warren Sturdevant. By George B. Kulp. Wilkes-Barre, 1884.
8vo, pp.10.
Reprinted for the Society from Kulp 's Fa1nilies of Wyoming Valley.

WYOMING HISTORICAL AND GEOLOGICAL SOCIETY. A bibliography of the
Wyoming Valley, Pennsylvania. Being a catalogue of all books, pamphlets, and other ephemera in any way relating to its history, with
bibliographical and critical notes, etc. Parts 1 and 2, by the Rev.
Horace Edwin Hayden, A. M. Read before the Society, December 14,
1883, and r eprinted :(rom Vol. n, part 1, Proceedings. Wilkes-Barre,
1886.
Svo, pp. 100.

WYOMING HISTORICAL AND GEOLOGICAL SOCIE'rY. A brief review of the
literary work of the late Harrison Wright, Ph.D., recording secretary
and one of the trustees of the Wyoming Historical and Geological
Society. By Sheldon Reynolds. Wilkes-Barre, Pa., 1886.
Svo, pp. (2), 81-93.
Reprinted from Vol. III of the Proceedings and Collections of the Wyoming His-

torical and Geological Society.
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WYOMING HISTORI AL A. D GEOLOGICAL So 'IETY . Local shell be<ls. A
paper read before the Society, September H, 1883, by Sheldon Reynolds. Reprinted from part 1, volume u, of the Proceedings and Coll ections of the Society. "\Vilkes-Barre, 1886.
Svo, pp. 10.

WYOMING HISTORICAL AND GEOLOGI 'AL SOCIETY. In m moriam. Harrison Wright, fate recor<lillg secretary of tho Society. \Vilkcs-Barre,
1886.
pp. 128.

WYOMING VALLEY HISTORICAL AND GEOLO(;ICAL SocrnTY. Report on
some fossils from the lower coal measures near Wilkcsbarre, Luzerne
County, Pa. A paper read before the Society, December 12, 1884, by
Prof. E.W. Claypole. Reprinted from Vol. u, part 2, of the Proceedings of the Society. Wilkes-Barre, Pa., 1886.
Svo, pp. 15.

WYOMING HISTORICAL AND GEOLOGICAL Socrn~TY. Report on some fossils from the lower coal measures near Wilkesbarre, Luzerne County,
Pa. By Prof. E.W. Claypole. From the Proceedings and Collections
of the Society. Vol. n, part 2. Wilkes-£arre, 1886.
Svo, pp . 230-253.

WYOMING HISTORICAL AND GEOLOGI AL' OCIETY. Report on tho 'Wyoming Valleycarboniferons limestone betls. By Charles A. Ashburner,
geologist in charge of the anthracite survey, etc. Accompanied by a
description of the fossils contained in the beds. By Angelo Heilprin. From the Proceedings of the Society, Vol. n, part 2. WilkesBarre, 1886.
Svo, pp. 254-277.
These two have printed titles on covers.

WYOMrnG HISTORICAL AND GBOLOGICAL SocrnTY. The Rev. Bernard
Page, A. M., first Episcopal minister of Wyoming, A. D. 1771. Read
b efor e the Society, September 12, 1884, by Sheldon Reynolds. Reprinted from part 2, Vol. n, of t,ho Proceedings and Collections of the
Society. Wilkes-Barre, 1886.
Svo, pp. 13.

WYOMING HISTORICAL AND GEOLOGICAL SOCIETY. A biographical sketch
of the late Hon. Edmund Lovell Dana, president of the Osterhout
Free Library, Wilkesbarre, Pa. By Sheldon Reynolds, A. M., secr etary. Prepared at the request of and read before the directors of
the library, July 26, 188!:J, and before the Wyoming Historical and
Geological Society, September 13, 1889. Wilkes-Barre, Pai., 1889.
8vo, pp. 11.

WYOMING HISTORICA-L AND GEOLOGICAL SOCIETY. Coal, its antiquity,
discovery, and early development in the Wyoming Valley. A paper
rea <l before the Society, Jun e 27, 1890, by George B. Kulp. WilkesBarre, 1890.
Svo, pp. 27.

WYOMING HISTORICAL AND GEOLOGICAL SOCIETY. Notes on the tornado
of August 19, 1890, in Luzerne and Colnmb~a counties. A paper r ead
before th e Society, December 12, 1890, by Prof. Thomas Santee.
Wilkes-Barre, 1891.
Svo, pp. 51.
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WYOMING HISTORICAL AND GEOLOGICAL SOCIETY. In its new heme. The
Wyoming Historical and Geological Society takes formal posses1Sion of
its new quarters.. Extract from the Evening Leader, November 21,
1893.
pp. (4).

,VYOMING HISTORICAL AND GENEALOGICAL SOCIETY. The Yankee and
the Pennamite in the vVyoming Valley. By Stanley Woodward.
Wilkes-Barre, 1891.
8vo, pp. 4.

,VYOMING HISTORICAL AND GEOLOGICAL SOCIETY. The massacre of
vVyoming. The acts of Congress for th e defem,e of the Wyoming
Valley, Pennsylvania, 1776-1778, with the petitions of the sufferers by
the massacre of July 3, 1778, for Congressional aid. ,vith an introductory chapter by Rev. Horace Edwin Hayden, M.A. Printed for
the Society. Wilkes-Barre, Pa., 1895.
8vo, pp. xxiv, 85. Facsimile.

WYOMING HISTORICAL AND GENEALOGICAL SOCIETY.
By Dr. William H. Egle. Wilkes-Barre, 1895.

Pedigree Building.

8vo, pp. 4.

WYOMING HISTORICAL AND GENEALOGICAL SOCIETY. The Frontier Forts
within the Wyoming Valley, Pennsylvania. A report of tho Commission appointed by the State to mark the Forts erected against the
Indians prior to 1783, by Sheldon Reynolds, M.A., a Member of the
Commission, and president of the Wyoming Historical and Geological
Society. With a brief memoir of the author, by Andrew H. McClintock, M. A. Read before the Wyoming Historical and Geological
Society December, 1894, and reprinted from the State Report, 1896.
Seal. Wilkes-Barre, Penn'a, 1896.
8vo, pp. 48. Illustrations.

WYOMING HISTORICAL AND GENEALOGICAL SOCIETY. The Frontier Fcrts
within the North and West Branches of the Susquehanna River, Pennsylvania. A Report of the Commission appointed by the State to mark
the Frontier Forts erected against the Indians prior to 1783, by Captain
John M. Buckalew, a Member of the Commi~sion, and corresponding
member of the Wyoming Historical and Geological Society. Read
b efore the Society October 4, 1895, r.nd reprinted from the State Report,
1896. Seal. Wilkes-Barre, Penn'a, 1896.
8vo, pp. 70. Illustrations.
260. WYOMING- OOMJJIEMORATIVE .ASS60IATION.

Wyoming, Pa.

WYOMING COMMEMORATIVE ASSOCIATION. Wyoming. A record of the
one hundredth year commemorative observance of the battle and massacre, July 3, 1778-July 3, 1878. Wilkesbarre, 1882.
Svo, pp. 344, xi. Plates. Portraits.
Published under th e patronage of the Association.
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261. BARRINGTON III. TORlO- 11NTIQU.1RIAN SOOIE1.'Y.

Barrington, R. I.
SOCIETY.
Antiqne Barrington.
The new Historic-Antiquarian Society. Public celcbmtion of itH
formation. Interesting addres8es and poem.

BARIUNGTON

IIISTORIC-ANTIQUARIAN

Cutting from tho Providence Journal, May 12, 1885.
262. IIISTORIOA.L SEJJfINA.RY OF BROWN UNIVEJUjJJ.'Y.

Providence, R. I.
HISTORICAL SEMINARY OF BROWN UNIVERSITY. Papers.
1. Tho development of the nominating convention in Rho<le Islaud.

l3y Neil
Andrews. Reprintccl from the Publications of tho Rhodo Island Historical
Society. Providence, 1894. 8vo, pp. 14.
2. The early history of the colonial post-office. By Mary E. Woolley. Providence, 1894. 8vo, pp. 33. Reprinted from the same, so far as pages 1-24 are concerned; pages 25--33 are new matter, an appendix containing the patent to Thoma11
Neale.
3. Know-Notbingism in Rhode Island. By Charles Stickney, A. B. Reprinted
from the same. pp.17.
4. The origin of the standing-committee system in American legislative bodi s.
By J. Franklin Jameson. Reprintccl from the Political Science (Juarterly, Vol.
IX, No. 2. Providence, 1894. 8vo, pp. (i), 240-267.
5. Slavery in Rbodo Island, 1755-1776. By William D. Johnston, A. B. Reprinted from the Publications of the lthode Island Ilistorical Society. Providence, 1894. 8vo, pp. 56.

203. NA.RRA.GA.NSETT OLUB.

Providence, R. I.
NARRAGANSETT CLUB.

Circulars.

18fi5, 1866, 1867, 1870.

Four sheets.
NARRAGANSETT CLUB.

Publications.

First series.

Vols.

I-VI.

Provi-

dence, 1866-1874.
4to. Six volumes.
Vol. r. Biographical introduction to the writings of Roger _·W illiams, by R. A.
Guild; Key into the language of America, by Roger ·wmiams, edited by J. Hammond Trumbull; Letter of John Cotton ancl Roger Williams's reply, editecl by R.
A. Guild. J 866. pp. vi, 396.
Vol. II. Jolm Cotton's answer to Roger Williams, edited by J. L. Diman; Queries
of highest consideration, by R. \Villiams, edited by R. A. Guild . 1867. pp. 276.
Yol. m. The bloody tenent of persecution, by Roger Willin,ms. Edited b;v S. L.
Calrlwell. 1867. pp.xiv, 425.
Vol. IV. The bloody tenent, yet more bloody. By Roger Willi3Jlls. Edited by
S. L. Caldwell. 1870. pp. ix, 547.
Vol. v. George Fox cligg'd out of bis burrowes. By Roger Williams. Edited by
J. L. Diman. 187-. pp. lviii (10), 503.
Vol. VI. Letters of Roger Williams. 1632-1682. Now first collected. Edited by
J. R. Bartlett. 1874. pp. xviii, (1), 420.
264. NEWPORT IIISTORIOA.L SOO1E1.'Y.

Newport, R. I.
NEWPORT HISTORICAL SOCIETY.

Broadside.

JI, Doc. 201-70

Circular.

•
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NEWPORT HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Origin of the Institutions of Rhode
Island. A lecture delivered by S. Adlam before the Society January
19, 1871. Providence, 1871.
8vo, pp. 25.

NEWPORT HISTORICAL SOCIETY. The Cheva,l ier de Ternay.
before the Society, April 15, 1873, by Sidney Everett.

A paper read

In New England Historical and Genealogical Register. Vol. xxvu, pp. 404-417.
Boston, 1873.

NEWPORT HISTORICAL SOCIETY. The Jewish cemetery at Newport, R. I.
A paper read before the Society, June 23, 1885, by A. P. Mendes.
In Rhode Islancl Historical Magazine.

Vol.

VI,

pp. 81--105. Providence, 1885.

NEWPORT HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Appeal for assistance in the purchase of
a building lot, November 18, 1886. [Newport, 1886.J
8vo, pp. 2. No title-page.

NEWPORT HISTORICAL SOCIETY. First annual report, March 19, 1886,
together with an account of the dedication services and accompanying documents. Newport, 1886.
8vo,pp.44.

NEWPORT HISTORICAL SOCIETY. The German soldiers in Newport, 17761779, and the siege of 1778. By .J. G. Rosengarten.
In Rhode Island Historical :Magazine. Vol.

VII,

pp. 81-118. Newport, 1886.

NEWPORT HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Les medailles de la Princesse Charlotte
d'Angleterre, premiere femme du roi Leopold I cr de Belgique. Lecture
faite a la reunion de la Societ6 historique de Newport, le 18 juillet,
1887. [Par Horatio R. Storer.] [Bruxelles, 1887.J
Svo, pp. 8.
Extrait de la Revue belge de Numismatique, annee 1888.
265. RHODE ISLA.ND HISTORICAL SOCIETY.

Providence, R. I.

RHODE ISLAND HISTORICAL SOCIETY.
June, 1822. Providence, [1822].

Charter, constitution, and circular.

8vo,pp.8.
Same. September, 1822. Providence, 1822. 8vo, pp. 8.

RHODE ISLAND HISTORICAL SOCIETY.
dence, 1827-1893.
8vo.

Collections.

Vols. 1-v1u.

Provi-

Eight volumes.
CONTENTS.

Vol. 1. Preface; Charter of the Society; Collstitution; Officers, 1826; Sketch of
the life of Roger Williams; A key into the language of America, or a help to the
language of the n atives in that part of America called New England, by Roger
Williams. London, 1643. 1827. pp. (2), 163 (2).
Vol. n. Officers of tlie Society, 1834; Circular; Preface; Simplicity's defence
against seven-headed policy, by Samuel Gorton, with notes by William R. Staples;
Appendix: Petition against Gorton and others, Providence, November 17, 1641;
Order of commissioners of foreign plantations r elative to Gorton and his company,
"May 15, 1646; Edward Winslow's commission from Massachusetts, May 10, 1646;
Answer of Massachusetts to Gorton's memorial to the commissioners of foreign
plantations; Governor Winthrop's account of the result of Winslow's mission to
England; Petition of William .A.mold, etc., to be dismissed from the government
of Massachusetts, and the proceedings thereon; Extracts from the proceedings of
the United Colonies, 1643-1651; Letter from inhabitants of ·warwick, August 22,
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1661; Gorton and others' memorial to the King's commissioners, March 4, 1664--66;
The answer of Massachusetts to the preceding petition, May 30, 1665; Letter
from Samuel Gorton to Nathaniel Morton, .June 30, 1669; Ordinance of Parliament
appointing the committee for foreign plantations, November 2, 1643; Indian deed
of Shawomet, 1642; Will made by the town council of Providence for Nicholas
Power, May 27, 1667; Submission of Pumham and Sacononocco to the Mastiachusetts; Extract from the '' Wonder-working Providence of Sion's Saviour in
New England; " Charter to Providence Plantations, November 2, 1643; L otter from
Gorton and his company to Massachusetts, September 15, 1643; Governor Winthrop 's account of Gorton's trial, etc. 1836. pp. 278.
Vol. m. Officers of the Society, 1835; Circular; Preface; The early history of
Narragansett, with an appendix of original documents, by Elisha R. Potter , jr.
1835. pp. xix (1), 315 (1).
Vol. 1v. Preface; .A.n historical discourse on the civil and r eligious affairs of
the colony of Rhode Island, by .John Callender. With a memoir of the author,
biographical notices of some of his distinguished contemporaries, and annotations
and original documents, by Romeo Elton; Officers of the Society, 1837; Circular.
1838. pp. 270 (2).
Reprinted in 1886. See title below.
Vol. v. Officers of the Society, 1842; Circular; Preface; Annals of the town of
Providence from its first settlement to the organization of the city government in
.Tune, 1832, by William R. Staples. 1847. pp. (7) 670.
Vol. vi. To the reader; Officers- of the Society, 1867; The invasion of Canada in
1775, including the journal of Capt. ~meon Thayer, describing the l)erils and sufferings of the army under Col. Benedict Arnold in its march through the wilderness to Quebec, with notes and appendix, by Edwin Martin St one; Revolutionary
correspondence, 1775 to 1782; Materials for the history of the Baptists in Rhode
Island; Appendix; Index. 1867. pp. (3) xxiv, 380. Plate.
Vol. VII. Preface; Table of contents; Early attempts at Rhode Island histor,y,
comprising those of Stephen Ilopkins and Theodore :Foster, edited by William E.
Foster; Preface; An historical account of the planting and growth of Providence,
by Stephen Hopkins; Materials for a history of Rhode Island, collected by Theodore Foster; Appendix; Sketch of the life and services of Theodore Foster; The
Narragansetts, by Henry C. Dorr; Early votaries of natural science in Rhode
Island, by Charles W. Parsons; The first commencement of Rhode Island College, by Reuben A. Guild; The British fleet in Rhode Island, by George C.
Mason; Nicholas Easton v. The City of Newport, by George (;. Mason; Index.
1885. pp. (1) 380. .
.
Vol. VIII. The Diary of .John Comer. Edited,"with notes, by C. Edwin Barrows,
D. D., with an introduction and a few additional notes, by .James W. Wilmarth,
D. D., LL. D. 1893. 8vo, pp. 132.
0

RHODE ISLAND HISTORICAL SOCIETY.
1835. (Reprinted, 1886.)

Collections. Vol. nr. Providence,

8vo, pp. 423.
This reprint contains the notes and illustrative documents collected by the
author of '' The early history of Narragansett," from the time of tho publication
of the original volume, in 1835, to the period of his death, in 1882. The reprint
was brought out by William H. Potter, in 1886. The new material occupies pages
317-423.
.

RIIODE ISLAND HISTORICAL SOCIETY.
19, 1836. Providence, 1836.

Annual report of the trustees, July

8vo, pp. 8.

RHODE I SLAND HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Discourse, August 5, 1836, in commemoration of the first settlement of Rhode Island and Providence
Plantations. Being the second centennial anniversary of the settlement of Providence. By J. Pitman. Providence, 1836.
8vo,pp. 72.
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RHODE ISLAND HISTORICAL SOCIETY. An historical dis~ourse on the civil
and religious affairs of the colony of Rhode Island, by John Callender,
with a memoir of the author; biographical notices of some of bis distLnguished contemporaries; and annotations and original documents
illustrative of the hi8tory of Rhode Island and Providence Plantations,
from the first settlement to the end of the first century. By Romeo
Elton. Providence, 1838.
8vo, pp. 5- 270 (2).
Same. Third edition. Boston, 1843. 8vo, pp. 270. Facsimile.
The :first edition was published in 1739.

RHODE ISLAND HISTORICAL SOCIETY.
19, 1839. [Providence, 1839.J

Annual report of the trustees, July

8vo,pp. 7.

RHODE ISLAND HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Address before the Society at the
opening of their cabinet, November 20, 1844-. By William Gammell.
Providence, 1844.
8vo, pp. 30.

RHODE ISLAND HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Account of the'' Great Gale," September 23, 1815. By Moses Brown.• Read with comments by Albert
G. Greaves, 1849.
RHODE ISLAND HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Discourse on the Rhode Island idea
of government. Delivered before the Society, ·January 13, 1847. [By
Job Durfee.]
In Durfee, Job," Complete Works." pp. 273-313 . Providence, 1849.

RnODE ISLAND HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Discourse delivered before the
Society, January 13, 1847. By Job Durfee, LL. D. Providence, 1847.
pp.42.
Same. Another edition. Providence, 1847, 8vo, pp. 32.

RIIODE ISLAND HISTORICAL SOCIETY. A discourse delivered before the
Society on the evening of January 13, 1847. By Hon. Job Durfee,
chief justice of Rhode Island. [With poem b y Sarah Helen Whitman. J
Published at the request of the Society. Providence, 1847.
8vo, pp. 42, 5 (1).
The poem by Sarah Helen Whitman occupies the last six pages.

RrrODE ISLAND HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Discourse before the Society, January 18, 1848, on the character and writings of Chief Justice Durfee.
By R. G. Hazard. Providence, 1848.
8vo,pp.45.

RHODE ISLAND HISTORICAL SOCIETY. A discourse before the Society,
February 1, 1849. By George Washington Greene. Providence, 1849.
8vo, pp. 22. (1).

RHODE I SLAND HISTORICAL SOCIETY. An address delivered before the
Society, February 19, 1851. By Elisha R. Potter. Providence, 1851.
8vo, pp. 27.
Pages 25, 26, contain constitution of the Society, and page 27 a circular.
Same. Reprinted 1875. 8vo, pp. 24.

RIIODE ISLAND HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Battle of Lake Erie.
before the Society, February 16, 1852. By Usher Parsons.
at request of Society. Providence, 1853.
8vo, pp. 36.

Same. Second edition, 1854. 8vo, pp. 36.

Discourse
Published
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RIIODE ISLAND IIISTORI AL SOCIETY. Tho spirit of Rhode Island history.
A discourse before the Society, .January 17, 1 53. By, amuel Greene
Arnold. Provi<lence, 1 53 .
Svo, pp. 32.

RHODE ISLAND HISTORICAL SOCIETY. A discourse before the Society,
February 6, 1855. On the life and times of J ohu Howland, late president of the Society. By Edward B. Hall. Provic1ence, 1855.
Svo,pp.36.

RHODE ISLAND HISTORICAL SocrnTY. The early history of Block Island .
. By W. P. Sheffield. 1856.
RHODE ISLAND HISTORICAL SOCIETY. The cholera in Providence in 1832,
1849, and 1854-. By Edwin M. Snow. 1857.
RHODE ISLAND HISTORICAL SOCIETY. The hi tory of Block Island. By
H.P. Beckwith. Read l>eforc tho , 'ocicty Noveml>cr, 1856. [Providence 1, 1858.
4to, pp. 8.

Rn01m ISLAND HISTORICAL SocrnTY. Memorial of Roger Williams.
Paper read b efore the Society, May 18, 1860, by Zachariah Allen.
[Providence], 1860.
16mo, pp. 10.

RnODE ISLAND HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Indian names of pla~es in Rhode
Islau<l. Collected by Usher Parsons, for the Society. Providence,
1861.
Svo, pp. 32.

RHODE ISLAND HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Memorial of Lafayette. Paper
read before the Society, February 4, 1861, by Zachariah Allen. [Providence, 1861.]
16mo, pp.19 (1). No title-page.

RHODE ISLAND HISTORICAL SOCIETY .. North ancl South America. A discourse delivered before the Socioty, December 27, 1865. By Domingo
Faustino Sarmiento. Providence, 1866.
Svo, pp.44.

RHODE ISLAND HISTORICAL SOCIETY. The invasion of Canada in 1773;
including the journal of Captain Simeon Thayer, describing the perils
and sufferings of the army under Col. Benedict Arnold, in its march
through the wilderness to Quebec, with notes and appendix. By
Edwin Martin Stone. Providence, 1867.
Svo, pp. xxiv, lO<l (f>). Portrait. Map.
Reprinted from Rhodo Island Ilistorical Society Collections, Vol. vr.

RIIODE ISLAND ITISTORICAL SOCIETY. A historical account of the Providence stage. By Charles Blake. Paper read before the Society, October 25, 1860. (With additions.) Providence, 1868.
12mo, pp. 297.
Edition, 200 copies.

RnoDE ISLAND HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Greene, Staples, Parsons. Add.Tess
before the Society, .June 1, 1869, by S. G. Arnold. Providence, 1869.
Svo, pp.22.

RHODE ISLAND HISTORICAL SOCIETY.
1870. Providence, 1871.
16mo, pp. 12.

Cortstitution adopted December 20,
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RHODE ISLAND HISTORICAL SOCIETY.

Proceedings, 1872-1892.

Proceedings, 1872. Providence, 1872. 8vo, pp. 38.
Proceedings, 1872-73. Providence, 1873. 8vo, pp. 144. Pages 52-64 concern Roger
Williams; pages 67-86, a review of the history of the Society; Necrology, 1872;
pages 97-H0, an account of the semi centennial celebration of the Society, July 19,
1872.
Proceed'ings, 1873-74. Providence, 1874. 8vo, pp. 216. Pages 75-214 contain a
brief history of education in Rhode I sland, including the founding and work of the
Rhode Island Institute of Instruction, by Edwin Martin Stone.
Proceedings, 1874-75 .. Providence, 1875. 8vo, pp. 95. Pages 18-26 contain a paper
on the .Rhode Island State Society of the Cincinnati, by Amos Perry; pages 27- 30,
a paper on the early town meetings of Providence, by H. C. Dorr; pages 35-41
contain remarks on coins, by E. M. Stone; pages 48-51, the Toryism of Newport
during the Revolutionary war; -pages 60-68, notes on King Philip's war; pages
75-81, Phil brook's narrative of his experiences from 1776-1781, in the expedit.ion
to Ticonderoga and on the Jersey prison ship.
Proceedings, 1875-76. Providence, 1876. 8vo, pp. 62. Pages 16-21 contain
memoir of James Burrill, by Zachariah Allen; pages 21-24, memoir of Governor
William Jones, by vV. W. Hoppin; pages 25-53, sketch of Dr. Peter Turner, by
Henry C. Turner; between pages 54, 55 is inserted a reprint of a rare pamphlet, by
Roger Williams, entitled "An answer to a letter sent from Mr. Coddington, of
Rhode Island, to Governor L everet, of Boston, in what concerns R. W."
Proceedings, 1876-77. Providence, 1877. 8vo, pp. 91. Pages 15-17 contain
"Nicholas Easton v. The City of Newport," by G. C. Mason; pages 19-20, history
of Block Island, by W. P. Sheffield; pages 25, 26, the Providence Marine Society,
by A. Perry; pages 54-70, commemoration of King Phili1>'s day.
Proceedings, 1877-78. Providence, 1878. 8vo, pp.119. Pages 62-80 contain letterl:l
of Roger Williams; pages 83-93, centennial commemoration of the war of th_e
Revolution, battle of Rhode Island, etc.
Proceedings, 1878-79. Providence, 1879. 8vo, pP,.107. Pages 63-73 contain"Orders
of the council of war, November 11-December 22, 1778," of Rhode Island; pages
73-76, general orders of General Sullivan preparatory to moving on Newport, 1778.
Proceedings, 1879-80. Providence, 1880. 8vo, pp. 155. Pages 63-73 contain records
of commemorations of July 4 in Providence; pages 97-151, '' The conditions of life,
habits, and customs of the native Indiana of America, and their treatment by the
first settlers. " An add r ess before the Society, December 4, 1879, by Zachariah
Allen.
·
Proceedings, 1880-81. Providence, 1881. 8vo, pp . 65. Plate.
Proceedings, 1881-82. Providence, 1882. 8vo, pp. 72. Pages 16-32 contain remarks
on the treatment of the first settlers of the colony of Rhode Island at the hands
of the New England colonies.
Proceedings, 1882-83. Providence, 1883. 8vo, pp. 63. Portrait.
Proceedings, 1883-84. Providence, 1884. 8vo, pp. 91. Pages 79-81 contain letter
of Roger Williams, February 24, 1657.
Proceedings, 1884-85. Providence, 1885. 8vo, pp. 77. Pages 47, 48, contain report
of committee on the deed and map of Pawtuxet lands.
Proceedings, 1885-86. Providence, 1886. 8vo, pp. 98. Pages 46-74 contain "The
Huguenot influence in Rhode Island," by Esther B. Carpenter.
Proceedings, 1886-87. Providence, 1887. 8vo, pp. 90. Pages 42-51 contain
"Town names in Rhode Island," by C. W. Parsons; pages 52-63, "The date of
passing the sentence of banishment on Roger Williams," by John Andrews
Howland.
Proceedings, 1887-88. Providence, 1888. 8vo, p_p. (2) 115. Pages 40-60 contain
"Report on the settlement of Warwick, 1642, and the seal of the Society."
Proceedings, 1888-89. Providence, 1889. 8vo, pp. 72 (1). Pages 12-23 contain
address of the president, William Gammell.
Proceedings, 1889-90. Providence, 1890. 8vo, pp. 126. Pages 16-30 contain address of the president, Horatio Rogers; pages 51-85, Historical sketch of the Society, byAmoa Perry.
Proceedings, 1890-91. Providence, 1891. 8vo, pp. 122. Pages 71-79 contain
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report on Indian names in Rhode Island; pages 80-92, Gaspee documents;
Necrology.
Proceedings, 1891-92. Pl'Ovidence, 1892. 8vo, pp. 124. Pages 58-76 contain
"Modern historical aims and methods," by G. M. Carpenter; pages 77-98, sketch
of the library of the Society, by Amos Perry.
The P roceedings hereafter are issued in the "Publications,. of the society.

RHODE ISLAND HISTORICAL SOCIETY. A half century memorial. Address
before the Society at its .fiftieth anniversary, July 19, 1872, by Zachariah Allen, and a poem l>y H. C. Whitaker, with proceedings. Providence, 1873.
8vo, pp. 48.

RHODE ISLAND HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Tho Yosemite; its history, its scenery, its development. By John Erastus Lester. Providence, 1873.
8vo, }JP, (2) 40.
Read before the Society December 17, 1872. References mid noLes added to the
original paper.
'

RHODE ISLAND HISTORICAL SocrnTY. The early town meetings of Providence. By Henry C. Dorr. 1874.
RHODE ISLAND HISTORICAL SOCIETY. The history of the Rhode Island
Institute of Instruction. By Eel win M. Stone. 1874.
RHODE ISLAND HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Roger Williams, tho prophetic legislator. By Rev. T. T. Stone. 1871.
RHODE ISLAND HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Who invented the :first steamboat f
By W. A. Mowry. 1874.•
RHODE I SLAND HISTORICAL SOCIETY. The combat of the Men·imac with
the Monitor, and the wreck of the former. By Frank B. Butts. 1875.
RHODF! ISLAND HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Philip, the Wampanoa.g chieftain.
By W. J. Miller. 1875.
RHODE I SLAND HISTORICAL SOCIETY. 'l'he town records of Providence in
the seventeenth century. By Henry C. Dorr. 1875.
RHODE ISLAND HISTORICAL SOCIETY. An answer by Roger Williams to
Governor Coddington's letter to Governor Leverett. [Providence,
1876.J
Svo, pp. iv, 9 (1).
Reprinted from Proceedings. Consists of a tract entitled "An answer to a letter sent from Mr. Coddington, of Rhode I sland, to Governor Leveret, of Boston,
in what concerns Roger Williams, of Providence. :Boston. Printed by John
Foster [between 1678 and 1680), with introduction by E: M. Stone."

RHODE ISLAND HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Bicentenary of the burning of
Providence in 1676. Defense of the Rhode Islancl system of treatment .
of the Indians, and of civil and religious liberty. An address before
the Society, April 10, 1876. By Zachariah Allen, LL. D. Providence,
1876.
8vo, pp. 34.

RHODE ISLAND HISTORICAL SociETY.
R. I. By S. G. Arnold. 1876.

Historical sketch of Middletown,

8vo.

RHODE ISLAND HISTORICAL SOCIETY. The history of Block Island. By
W. P. Sheffield. 1876.
RHODE ISLAND HISTORICAL SOCIETY. The ancient highways of Providence. By Henry C. Dorr. 1877.
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RHODE ISLAND HISTORICAL SOCIETY. The early career of Samuel Gorton.
By George A. Brayton, LL. D. J877.
RHODE ISLAND HISTORICAL SOCIETY. The Greenes, of Warwick, in colonial history. Read before the Society February 27, 1877. By H. E.
Turner. Newport, 1877.
Svo, pp. 68 (2).

RHODE ISLAND HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Historical sketch of the Pequot
Indians. By Richard A. Wheeler. 1877.
RHODE ISLAND HISTORICAL SOCIETY. 'rhe life and services of Governor
Samuel ·ward, of Rhode Island, a member of the Continental Congress
in 1774, 1775, and 1776. By his great-grandson, John Ward, of New
York. Providence, 1877.
4to, pp.12.
Read before the Society December 19, 1876.

RHODE I SLAND HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Gilbert Stuart, the painter. By
George C. Mason. 1878.
RHODE I SLAND HISTORICAL SOCIETY. The life and services of William
Coddington. By H. E. Tnrner. 1878.
RHODE ISLAND HISTORICAL SOCIETY. The present Indian question with
the _United States Goverument. By George E. Ellis.
In his "The red man and the white man in North America."

RHODE ISLAND HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Principles and customs in the
Ottoman Empire. By General Terfik. 1878.
RHODE I SLAND HISTORICAL SOCIETY. The Continental Congress before
the Declaration of Indepernlence. By Col. John Ward.
Magazine of American History, April, 1878.

RHODE ISLAND HISTORICAL SOCIETY. R"eport of the librarian and cabinet ..
keeper, northern department of the Society, 1877-78. Providence,
1878.
8vo, pp. 45.

RHODE ISLAND HISTORICAL SOCIETY. The Rb ode Island line in the Continental army, and its Society of Cincinnati. Paper read before the
Society, April 30, 1878, by A. B. Gardner. Providl}nce, 1878.
8vo, pp.12. ·

RHODE ISLAND HISTORICAL SOCIETY. The conditions of life, habits, and
customs of the native Indians of America, and their treatment by the
first settlers. Ad.dress before the Society, December 4, 1879, by Zachariah Allen. Providence, 1880.
• 8vo, pp. 55.

RHODE ISLAND HISTORICAL SOCIETY. The French in Rhode Islan<l during
the Revolutionary war. By John Austin Stevens.
Magazine of American History, July, 1879.

RHODE ISLAND HISTORICAL SOCIETY. ·N otes concerning the Wampanoag
tribe of Indians, with some account of a rock picture on the shore of
'Mount Hope Bay, in Bristol, R. I. By William J. Miller. Providence,
1880.
12mo, pp. (2) 148.

Three papers· read before the Society, March 17, 1874; March 16, 1875; March 28,
WitL. appendix.

1876.
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RHODE ISLAND lIISTORlCAL SOCIETY. Settlers of Aqnidnec:k, and liberty
of conscience. Read before the Society, Pebruary, 1880, by II. E. Turner. Newport, 1880.
4to, pp. 54 (1).

RHODE ISLAND HISTORICAL SOCIETY. The Cretlit Mobilier of America.
A paper read before tlle Society, Pebruary 22, rn81, by Rowland G.
Hazard. Providence, 1881.
8vo, pp.42.

RHODE I SLAND HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Jeremy Clarke's family. Address
delivered before Rhode Island II istorical Society, March, 1879, by H. K
Tnrner. Newport, 1881.
In Newport Historical Magazine, Vol.

1,

pp. 75-96, 128-155.

RHODE ISLAND HISTORICAL SocrnTY. The medical school, formerly exiRti ng in Brown University, its professors and graduates. By Charles
W. Parsons. 1881.
RIIODE ISLAND HJSTORICAL SOCIETY. [Rhoclo Island privateers all(l priyateersmen of Newport. 7 An address deliverc<l by W. P. Sheffield
before tho Society, February 7, 1882. With notes. Newport, 1883.
8vo, pp. 67.

RnoDE ISLAND HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Some notes upon the introduction
of the woolen manufa"ctnre into the Uuite<l States. By Royal C. Taft.
Providence, 1882.
12mo, pp. v, 58.
Reacl before the Society April 18, 1882.
Same, pp. vi, 58.
Twenty-fivo large paper copies printed.

Rnom£ ISL.AND HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Canonicus memorial. Ser~ices of
<ledication, under the auspices of the Society, September 21, 1883.
Providence, 1883.
8vo, pp. 31.

RHODE ISLAND HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Memorial of Zachariah Allen, 17951882. By Amos Perry. Cambridge, 1883.
8vo, pp. lu8. Portrait and facsimiles.
Published by the Society.

RHODJE I SLAND HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Catalogue of books obtained b y
the S'OCiety from the sale of the library of the late Joseph J. Cooke,
March-December, 1883. Providenc~, 1884.
8':o, pp. 36.

RHODF. ISLAND HISTORICAL SOCIETY.
By William E. Foster .

Town government in Rhode Island.

.Joh?J,S Hop;cins 1Jnivei-sity Historical Studies. Fourth series.

No. 2.

1884.

Baltimore, 1886. pp. 36.

RHODE I SLAND HISTORICAL SOCIETY. The French ·spoliation claims and
.Rhode Island claimants. A paper read before the Society, December 1,
1885. Reprinted from Narragansett Historical Register, January, 1886.
By Amasa M. Eaton. Providence, 1885.
8vo, pp. 33.

RHODE ISLAND HISTORICAL SOCIETY. The French spoliation claims and
Rhode Island claimants. Paper read !Jefore the Society, December 1,
1885. By Amasa M. Eaton.
In Narragansett Historical Reguiter, Vol.

IV,

pp. 202-234.

Hamilton, 1886.
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RHODE ISLAND HISTORICAL SOCIETY. King Philip ancl the vVampanoags
of Rhode Island, with some account of a rock picture on the shore of
Mount Hope Bay, in Bristol. By William J. Miller. Second edition.
Providence, S.S. Rider, 1885.
12mo, pp. (2), 148.
Consists of papers r ead before the Society, with an appendix.

RHODE ISLAND HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Some New England almanacs, with
special mention of tho almanacs of Rhode Island. By Amos Perry.
Reprint from the Narragansett Historical Registm·, July, 1885. Providence, 1885.
8vo, pp.13.

Paper read before the Society at the October quarterly meeting, 1884.

RHODE ISLAND HISTORICAL SOCIETY. The fortifications in and around
Providence. A paper read before the Society, January 26, 1886, by
· Edward Field, 2d.
In The Narragansett Historical Register, Vol. v, pp. 209-219.

RHODE IsLAND HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Genealogy of the Fonner family.
By James P. Root. No. l. Providence, 1886.
8vo,pp.19.
Read before the Rhode Island Historical Society.

RHODE ISLAND HISTORICAL SOCIETY. The Hhguenots and the edict . of
Nantes. A paper read before the Society, November 3, 1885, by William Gammell. Provid,ence, 1886.
·
8vo, pp. 25.

RHODE ISLAND HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Life and services of the Hon. John
RllSsell Bartlett. · A paper read before the Society, November 2, 1886,
by William Gammell, president of the Society. Providence, 1886.
8vo, pp.20.

RHODE ISLAND HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Sketch of Capt. Arthur Fenner, of
Providence. A paper read before the Society, March 23 and April 6,
1886, by J. P. Root.
In Rhode Island Historical Ma_qazine, Vol. vu, pp.19-37. Newport, 1886.
RHODE ISLAND HISTORICAL SOCIETY. "Some phases of genealogical
study." By J. 0. Austin. Read at a meeting of the Society, by
William Gammell, July 6, 1886.
·
In Rhode island Historical Magazine, Vol. vu, pp. 201-205. January, 1887.
RHODE ISLAND HISTORICAL SOCIETY. The . trial of the Rhode Island
judges. An episode touching cnrrency ancl constitutional law. A
dissertation by John Winslow. Read before the Brooklyn Republican
League and the Rhode Island Historical Society. Brooklyn, 1887.
8vo, pp. 24.

RHODE ISLAND HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Report on the settlement of Warwick, 1642, and the seal of the Society. By William D. Ely, chairman.
Reprinted from the Proceeclings of the Society. [Providence, 1888.]
8vo,pp.38.

RHODE I SLAND HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Washington, the founder of the
nation. An address read before the Society by George Moulton Carpenter, April 30, 1889. [Providence, 1889.J
8vo, pp. 16.

Half title.
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RHODE ISLAND HISTORICAL 'o IETY. Disconr e before the Rhode Island
Historical Society at its centennial celebration of Rhode Island's
adoption of the 1.<"'ederal Constitution, in Providence, R. I., May 29,
1890. By Horatio Rogers, president of the Society; together with
other proceedings on that occasion. Published by the Society. Providence, 1890.
8vo, pp.44.

RHODE I SLAND HISTORICAL SocrnTY. The reform of tho civil service
considered from the party standpoint. An address read beforo the
Society by George Moulton Carpenter, March 25, 1890. [Providence,
1890.J
8vo, ~p. 19. Half title.

RHODE I SLAND HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Sketch of its history, with list of
papers read at its stated meetings. [By Amos Perry.] Providence,
1890.
8vo, pp.37.

RHODE ISLAND HISTORICAL SOCIETY. The peace conference of 1861 at
Washington, D. C. By William Warren Hoppin, jr. Read before the
Rhode Island Historical Society and the New Haven Colonial Historical Society, 1889-90. Providence, 1891.
8vo, pp. 27. Large paper.

RHODE ISLAND HISTORICAL SOCIETY. A keyhole for Roger Williams's key;
or, a study of suggested misprints in its sixteenth chapter, "Of the
earth and the fruits thereof, etc." A paper read before the Society,
by William D. Ely. Providence, 1892.
8vo, pp. 41.

RHODE ISLA TD HISTORICAL SOCIETY. The library and cabinet of the
Society; their origin and leading features. By Amos Perry. Providence, 1892.
8vo, pp. 26.

RHODE ISLAND HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Moses Brown; his life and services. A sketch read before the Society, October 18, 1892. By
Augustus Jones, LL.
Providence, 1892.

B:

8vo.

RHODE ISLAND HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Report of the librarian and cabinet keeper. 1893. [Providence, 1893.J
8vo, pp.24.

RHODE ISLAND HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Publications of this Society. New
series, Vol. r. Providence, 1894.
8vo, pp. 291 (2).
"At a meeting of the Society held April 4, 1893, it was resolved to publish quarterly the Proceedings of the Society, the :first number to consist of the usual
. annual transactions, and the subsequent numbers for the year to consist of
matter hitherto unpublished, such as the publication committee may select."
CONTENTS.

No. 1. Proceedings, 1892-93; Address of the president; Reports of committees;
Index to works in t,he gonealogical room, family genealogies; Genealogical
works; Report of librarian and cabinet keeper; Necrology; Members. pp. 1-98.
No. 2. The town records of Rhode Island, a report by A.mos Perry. pp. 99-182.
No. 3. Plea of the Petuxet purchasers and a history of the .first deed, etc.,
before the King's commissioners, 1677; [Notes on William Harris]; Tax: list of
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the town of Providence, July 1, 1640; Indian slaves of King Philip's war.
pp. 183-240.
No. 4. Studies in colonial history: 1. Knownothingism in Rhode Ishtnd, [by
Charles Stickney]; 2. The development of the nominating convention in Rhode
Island, [by Neil Andrews, jr.]; 3. Early history of the colonial post-office, [by
Mary E. Woolley]. 1894. pp. 241-291 (2).

RHODE ISLAND HISTORICAL SOCIETY.
II. Providence, 1895.

Publications.

New series.

Vol.

8vo, pp. (2) xxvii, 262.
CONTENTS.

No. 1. Prodeedings, 1893-04, pages 61-67, contain Roger Williams vindicated; or,
an answer to ·• Akey bole for Roger Williams's key, 'by William Wallace Tooker.
No. 2. Slavery in Rhode Island, 1755-1776, by William D. ,Johnston .
No. 3. Rhode Island manuscnpts in th e national archives at \Vashingtou: 'rwo
communications relative to Rhode I sland not being represented in the constitutional convention of 1787 ; Letter of Di:. Benjamin Waterhouse to Thomas Jefferson (1822) ·relating to matters of interest in Newport, Cambridge, and Boston ;
Military papers of the Revolution.
No. 4. Military r ecords in the Department of State, Washington; Officers in t he
First Rhode Island Battalion, 1777; ~\_rra11gement of the Rhode Island uattalions,
officers in the First, Second t·egiments; Arrangement of Rhorle lsland battalions
at White Plains, November 15, 1778; Officers on the supernumerary list; Officers of
Colonel.Angell's regiment; Inspection r eturn, February, 1780; Retnruof officer,;
in Rhode Island battalion, 1783; Return of Second Rhode Island Regiment of.
toot, December, 1779; Official record of the great gale of 1815 (in Providence), by
Moses Brown (p. 232); The key; Fact versus theory, by W. vV. Tooker; Th e
Susquehanna 1mrchase, by R. G. Huling (p. 241); Neglect and desecration of the
grave and gravestone of Governor Benedict Arnold, by J. F. Noyes; A genealogical " finu " (Borden) , by R. G. Huling; The John Carter family, byB. B. Carter;
Genealogical notes and queries; Editorial notes ; Index.
266. RHODE ISLAND SOLDIERS' AND SAILORS' IllSTORIOAL SOCIETY.

Providence, R. I.

RHODE ISLAND SOLDIERS' AND SAILORS' HISTORICAL SocrnTY. Personal
narratives of the battles oft.he rebellion, being papers read before the
Society. First seri'es, No. 1-20; second :eries, No. 1-20; third series,
No. 1-20; fourth series, No. 1-10. Providence, 1878-1891.
CONTENTS .

L First campaign of the Second Rhode Island Infantry. By E. H. Rhodefj. 1878.
pp. 26.
2. The Rhode Island artillery at tb.e first battle of Bull Run. By A. J. Monroe.
1878. pp. 31.
3. Remiuiscences of service in the First Rhode Island Cavalry. By G. W. Bliss.
1878. pp. 32.
.
4. My first crµise at sea and the loss of the .iJfonitor. By F. B. Butts. 1878.
pp. 23.
5. Kit Carson's fight with the Comanche and Kiowa Inclianfl at the adobe walls
on the Canadian River, November 15, 1864. By G. H. Pettis. 1878. }lp. 44.
6. A trip to Richmond as prisoner of war. By E. P. Tobie. 1879. pp. 48.
7. Incidents of cavalry service in Louisiana. By C.H. Parkhurst. 1879. pp. 25.
8. The bay fight . .A. sketch of the battle of Mobile Bay . By W. F. Ilutchinson.
1879. pp. 28.
9. Personal incidents in the <>arly campaign of the Third Regiment Ithode Island
Volunteers. By E. Metcalf. 1879. pp. 31.
10. Battle of the Mine. By E.T. Case. 1879. pp. 37.
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11. Reminiscences of war of 1861-1865. By J. A. Monroe. 1881. pp. 78.
12 . .A. cruis<' along tlio blockade. By F. B. Butts. 1881. pp. 37.
13. Tho High School boys of the Ton th Rhode Island Regiment, with a roll of
teachers or students who served <luring the rol>ellion. By W . .A.. Spicer. 1882.
pp.83.
14. Service of tlrn cavalry in tho Army of tho Potomac. By E. P. Tobie. 1882.
pp.56.
15. Prison life of J.M. Fales. By G. N. Bliss. 1882. pp. 70.
16. The last hour of' duty at the siege of' Charleston. By C.H. Williams. 1882.
pp.29.
17. Aml>roso Everett Burnside. By .A.. Woodbury. 1882. pp. 97.
18. Incidents of service with tho Eleventh Regiment Rhode Island Volunteers.
By C. II. Parklmrst. 1883. pp. 32.
19. Battle of' Cedar Creek. October 19, 1864. By J. K. Bucklyn. 1883. pp. 24.
20. Incidents of cavalry experiences during Gcneml Pope's campaign. .By W.
Gardiner. 1883. · pp. 36.
Second series:
1. First cruise of the Montauk. By S. T. Browne. 1880. pp. 5U.
2 . .A. country boy's first three months m tho Army. By C.H. Barney. 1880.
3. Organization and service of Battery F, :First Rhode Island .Light Artillery.
By P. S. Chase. 1880. pp. 48.
4. The marine artillery with the Burnside expedition, and the battle of Camden,
N. C. By W. B. .A.very. 1880. pp. 28.
5. Burnside expedition in North Carolina. Battles of Roanoke Island aml Eliz.
abeth City. By L. Traver. 1880. pp. 30.
6. The Burnside expedition. By .A.. E. Burnside. 1882. pp. 33.
7. Reminiscences of two years with colored troops. By J.M . .A.ddcman. 1880.
pp. 38.
8. .A. recruit before Pf:ltersburg. By G. B. Pock, jr. 1880. pp. 74.
9. Personal experiences of tho Chancellorsville campaign. Ry Ilorat,io Rogers.
1881. pp. 33.
10. Tho battle of Cedar Mountain, .August 9, 1862. By F. D?nisou, 1881. 11p. 4.5.
Third series:
1. Life of' the Texan blockade. By '\V. F. Ilutchinso11. 1883. pp. 4.3.
2. My four months' experience as a prisoner of war. By T. Simpson. 1883.
l)p,40.
3. Gunboat service on tho James River. By W. B . .A.very. 1884.. pp. 38.
4. .A. private's recollections of Fredericksburg. By E. A. Corey. 1884. pp. 28.
5. Camp a11,l hospital. By G. B. Peck, jr. 1884. pp. 50. Portrait.
6. Cavalry service with General Sheridan, and life in Libby prison. By G. N.
Bliss. 1884.. pp. 103.
7. Service with Battery F, :First Rhode Island Light Artillery. By P. S. Chas<.'.
1884. pp. 31.
8. Reminiscences of gunboat service on the Nansemond. By F. B. Butts.
1884. pp. 67.
9. The battle of Groveton, August 28, 1862. By F. Denison. 1885. pp. 35.
10. Recollections of Monocacy. By .A.. S. Roe. 1885. pp. 32.
11. -R ecollections of service in the Twelfth Regiment Rhode Island Volunteers.
By 0. Lapham. 1885. pp. 39.
12. The march to the sea. By C . .A.. Hopkins. 1885. pp. 32.
13. Reminiseences of' service with colored troops in the Army of the Cumberland. By T. J. Morgan. 1885. pp. 52.
14. Frontier service during the rebellion. By G. H. Pettis. 1885. pp. 54.
15. Reminiscences of service with the Twelfth Regiment. By P. E. Tillinghast.
1885. llP- 53.
16. Battery D, First Rhode Island Light Artillery, at Antietam, September 17,
1862. By J.E. Monroe. 1886. pp. 4.5.
17. Relief of' Washington, N. C., by tbe Fifth Rhode Island Volunteers. By
W . W. Douglas. 1886. pp. 28.
18 . .A. private's reminiscence of the first year of the war. By E. B. Andrews.
1886. pp.4.1.
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19. Battle of Kelly<i Ford. By J.B. Cooke. 1887. pp. 38.
20. The investment of Fort Pulaski. By A . Williams. 1887. pp. 59.
Fourth series:
1. From Monocacy to Danville. By A. S. Roe. 1889. pp. 41.
2. The siege and capture of Harpers Ferry by the Confederates, September, 1862.
By W.R. Nichols. 1889. pp. 48.
·
3. Services with Battery F, First Rhode Island Light Artillery. By P. S. Chase.
1889. pp. 41.
4. The :first Rhode Island Cavalry at Middleburg, Va., June 17 and 18, 1863. By
G. N. Bliss. 1889. pp. 56.
5. Personal recollections of General Sheridan. By E. P. Tobie . 1889. pp. 40.
6. The Monitor and the Merrimac. By F. B. Butts. 1890. pp. 51.
7. From Bridgeport to Ringgold, by way of Lookout Mountain. By A. R.
Greene. 1890. pp. 46.
8. Duffie and the monument to his memory. By G. N. Bliss. 1890. pp. 64.
Portraits. Woodcuts.
9. The Burnside expedition, and the engagement at Roanoke Island. By W. L.
Welch. 1890. pp. 48.
10._ Battery D , First Rhode Island Light Artillery, at the second battle of Bull
Run. By J. A. Monroe. 1890. pp. 33.

RHODE ISLAND SOLDIERS AND SAILORS' HISTORICAL SOCIETY.
series.

Fifth

1. Service with colored troops in Burnside's corps. By James H. Rickard.
Providence, 1894. Small 4to, pp. 43.
2. Kear~arge and .Alabama. By W illiam H. Bodlam. Providence, 1894. Small
4to, pp. 39.
3. From Andersonville to freedom . . By Charles M. Smith. Providence, 1894.
Small 4to, pp. 74.

2~7. RHODE ISLAND VETER.AN CITIZENS' HISTORICAL .ASSOCIATION.

Providence, R. I.

RHODE ISLAND VETERAN CITIZENS' HISTORICAL ASSOCIATION. First,
second, and third annual reports. July 7, 1884; July 6, 1885; July 5,
1886.
In Narragansett Historical Register. Vol. v, pp.189-207. Providence, 1886.
· The Association adopted the R egister as its medium for the preservation of the
distinctively Rhode Island papers read before it. The July (1886) number is the
:first issued under that arrangemen t.

RHODE ISLAND VETERAN CITIZENS' HISTORICAL ASSOCIATION. An historic
bell in the Moshassuck Valley. An address delivered before the Association, December 1, 1884, by Welcome R. Greene .
In Rhode Island HiBtorical Magazine.

Vol. v , pp.328-341. Providence, 1884.

RHODE ISLAND VETERAN CITIZENS' HISTORICAL ASSOCIATION- The causes
of the popularity of the revolutionary movement in Rhode Island.
Paper read before the Society, April 6, 1885, by James N. Arnold.
In Narragansett Historical Register. Vol. IV, pp. 81-99. Hamilton, R. I., 1885.

RHODE I SLAND VETERAN CITIZENS' HISTORICAL ASSOCIATION. Some of
the "whys and wherefores" of the issue of the Rhode Island colonial
paper currency. Address before the Association, February 2, 1885, by
Welcome A. Greene.
In Narragansett Historical Register. Vol. IV, pp. 6-26. Hamilton, R. I. , 1885.

RHODE ISLAND VETERAN CITIZENS' HISTORICAL ASSOCIATION.
devoted to the Hebrews, December 7, 1885.
In Narragansett Historical Register. Vol. 1v, pp. 299-327.

A meeting

Contain/3 a paper by Rev. Frederic Deni. on on " The Israelites in Rhode
Island, " and an a duress by Acting Rabbi :Myer Noot.
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RrrODE I LAND VETERAN CITIZENS' HISTORI AL Ass CIATION. A new
theory regarding the origin of the palatine light. A paper, by Welcome A. Greene, read before the Association Febrnary 1, 1886.
In Narragansett II.istorical Registe1·. Vol. v, pp. 253-258.

RHODE ISLAND VETERA CITIZEN ' HISTORICAL As OCIATION. The old
s0hools of Providence. A paper read before the Association by Elisha
Dyer.
In Narragansett II.istorical Register. Vol. v, pp. 220-240.

RHODE ISLAND VETERAN CITIZENS' HISTORICAL ASSOCIATION. The old
taverns of Providence. Rcminiscen ce of some of the taverns of '' the
old town of Providence" and. its immediate vicinity. A paper read
before the Association, October 8, 1883, by Elisha Dyer, president.
In Narragansett Il.istorical R egister. Vol. v, pp.129-150 . Providence, 1886.

RHODE ISLAND VETERAN CITIZENS' HISTORICAL A SOCIATION. Some rem,
iniscences, etc. Read before the Association, March 1, 1886, by a
member. [Poem.]
In Narragansett II.istorical Register. Vol. v, pp. 43-53.

RHODE ISLAND VETERAN CITIZENS' HISTORICAL ASSOCIATION. Stukeley'
Westcote. A paper read before the Association , April 5, 1886, by J.
Russell Bullock.
In Narragansett Historical Register. Vol. v, pp.1-26. Providence, 1886.

RHODE ISLAND VETERAN CITIZENS' HISTORICAL ASSOCIATION. The great
secret. A historical inquiry into the causes of the contention for the
possession of the Narragansett country by the colonies of New England. [Read before the Association, May 9, 1887, by I. N. Arnold.]
In Narragansett Historical Register.

Vol.

VI,

pp.1-24. Providence, 1888.

SOU'.I.'H CAROLIN A.
268. HUG UEN0T SOCIETY OF OII.A.RLESTON.

Charleston, S. 0.

HUGUENOT SOCIETY 01!' CHARLESTON. Poem. By the Rev. Charles s.
Vedder, D. D. Read at the celebration by the Huguenot Society of
Charleston: S. C., April 14, 1890, of the promulgation of the edict of
Nantes, 1598. Charleston, 1890.
12mo, pp. 6.
269. NEW ENGL.AND SOCIETY OF OJI.ARLESTON.

Charleston, S. 0.

NEW ENGLAND SOCIETY OF CHARLESTON.
January 6, 181~. [Charleston], 1820.
12mo, pp. 12.
Same. Revised.
members.

Rules of the Society, founded

Charleston, 1830. 8vo, pp. 25. Contains list of officers and

270. SOU'l'H GA.ROLIN.A HIS'l'ORIO.AL SOCIETY.

Charleston, S. 0.

SOUTH CAROLINA HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Documents connected with the
history of South Carolina. Edited by Plowden Charles Jennet
Weston. London, 1856.
4to, pp. 227.
Published under the auspices of the Society.
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SOUTI-I CAROLINA HISTORICAL SOCIETY.
Charleston, S. C., 1857-1887 . .

Collections.

Vols.

1-1v.

8vo. Four volumes.
CONTENTS.

Vol. r. Address pronounced at the inauguration of the South Carolina Historical Society, June 28, 1855, by F. A. Porcher; A narrative of the capture of Henry
Laurens, of his confinement in the Tower of London, etc ., 1780, 1781, 1782; A ppendix, containing documents, letters, etc .. relating to Mr. Laurens's imprisonment in
the Tower ; List and abstract of papers in the state paper office, London, relating
to South Carolina. 1857. pp. vi (1), 307.
Vol. Ir. Oration delivered on the third anniversary of the South Carolina Historical Society, May 27, 1858, by James Louis Petigru; J ourual of the council of safety
for the provi~ce of South Carolina, 1775; The French Protest ants of .A.bbeyville
district, South Carolina; Oration delivered on the first anniversary of the South
Carolina Historical Society, June 28, 1856, by J. Barrett Cohen; List and abstract
of papers in the state paper office, London,· relating to South Carolina, continued
from Vol. I; Vocabulary of the Catawba language, with some remarks on its
grammar, construction, and pronunciation, by Oscar M. Lieber. 1858. pp. 342.
Vol. III. Oration, May 19, 1859, by vV. H. Trescott; ,Journal of second council of
safety, November, 1775; List and abstract of papers in the state paper office, London, 1859. pp. 343.
Vol. IV. Report oftbe committee appointed by the gen eral assembly of South Carolina in 1740, on the St. Augustine expedition under General Oglethorpe, pp . 178;
Address before the Society on their twenty-first anniversary, May 19, 1876, by
W. J. Hive.rs, pp. 28 (1); Address on twenty-second anniversary, May 25, 1877, by
J. J. Pringle Smith, 1879, pp. 35, vii; Memoir of Christopher Gadsden, by F. A.
Porcher, pp. 11; Education in South Carolin a prior to and during the R evolution,
by E. McCrady, jr., 1883, pp. 54.

Soun-I CAROLINA HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Oration delivered on the third
anniversary of the Society, May 27, 1858, by James Louis Petigrn.
Charleston, 1858.
8vo, pp.16.

Soun-1 CAROLINA HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Vocabulary of the Catawba language, with some remarks on its grammar, construction, and pronnnciation. By Oscar M. Lieber, State geologist of South Carolina. From
Collections of the Society, Vol. u. Charleston, 1858.
8vo, pp.18.

SOUTH CAROLINA HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Oration delivered on the fifth
anniversary of the Society, May 23, 1860, by Thomas M. Hanckel.
Charleston, 1860.
Svo, pp.34.

SOUTH CAROLINA HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Address before the Society on
their twenty-first anniversary, May 19, 1876, by William J. Ri·vcs.
Charleston, 1876.
8vo, pp. 28 (1).

SOUTH CAROLINA HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Address before the Society OU
their twenty-second anniversary, May 25, 1877, by J. J. P. Smith.
Charleston, 1877.
8'1'"0,

pp. 85.

SOUTH CAROLINA Hr TORICAL SOCIETY. Memoir of Gen. Christopher
Gadsden. Read before the Soc iety, Ly P.A. Porcher. Published by
authority of the Society. Charleston, 1878.
Svo,pp.11.
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SOUTif CAROLI 'A IIISTOHICAL SOCIETY. Education iu South Carolina
prior to and clnring the Revolntion. Paper read before the Society
Au gust 6, 1 83, by Edward McCraclj', jr. Cha,rleston, S. C., 1883.
8vo, pp. 54.

SounI CAROLI A. Ur TORICAL SOCIETY. Local government and free
schools in South Carolina. First part read before the Society, Decemb er 15, 1882. By B. James Ramage. Baltimore, 1883.
Bvo,pp. 40 .

Johns Hopkins University Studies, No. 12.

SOUTII CAROLINA HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Report of the committee of the
South Carolina Historical Society in the matter of procuring transcripts of the colonial records of this State from the London record
offices, October 3, 1891. Charleston, 1891.
Svo,pp.14.

TENNESSEE.
271. OONFEDERATE RELIEF A.ND llIS1'01UCA.L A.SSOCLA1'10N.

Memphis, Tenn.

CONFEDERATE RELIEF AND HISTORICAL ASSOCIATION. Fight between
the batteries and gunboats at Fort Donelson . By H. L. Bedford.
In Southern Historical Society Papers. Vol.

XIII,

pp.165-1'73.

272. EA ST TENNESSEE JIISTORIC.AL AND ANTIQDA.RIA.N SOCIE1'Y.

Knoxville, Tenn.

EAST TE:N'NESSEE HISTORICAL AND ANTIQUARIAN SOCIETY. Address before the Society at its :first annual meeting-, May 5, 1834, by J. G. M.
Ramsey. Knoxville, 1834.
12mo, pp. 10.

273 . JIISTORICA.L SOCIETY OF TENNESSEE.

Nashville, Tenn.

HISTORICAL SOCIETY OF TENNESSEE. Grand concert for the bene:fit of
the Society, November 19, 1858. Programme.
Broadside.

HISTORICAL SOCIETY OF TENNESSEE. An oration on the life, character,
and public services of Felix Grundy, by ,John M. Bright. Delivered
at request of the Society, May 3, 1859. Nashville, 1859.
Svo, pp. 27 (4).

HISTORICAL SOCIETY OF TENNESSEE. The University of the South. An
address d elivered at Beersheba Springs, Tenn. , Augm;t 19 ancl 22, 1859,
and also, by invitation of the Historical Society of Tennessee, at the
capitol, Nashville, September 8, 1859. By William Giles Dix. Nashville, 1859.
8vo,pp. 32.
274. TENNESSEE JIISTORIOA.L SOCIETY.

Nasli,;ille, 1'enn.

TENNESSEE HISTORICAL SOClETY. The charter and by-laws.
October, 1878. With a list of members. Nashville, 1880,
Bvo, pp. 24.

H. Doc. 201--71

Revised
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TENNESSEE HISTORICAL SOCIETY.

Papers.

Nashville, 1884.

8vo, pp. 32. Illustrated.
Contents: History of the South Carolina cession and the northern boundary of
Tennessee, by W. R. Garrett.

TENNESSEE HISTORICAL SOCIETY.
ville, 1886.

Proceedings, December 8, 1885.

Nash-

8vo.

TENNESSEE HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Ancient society in Tennessee; the
mound builders were Indians. A paper read before the Tennessee Historical Society at Nashv.ille, December 19., 1887. [New York, 1888.J
4to, pp. (27). Plans.
From tbe Magazine of American History, 1888, pp. xix, 374-400.

TENNESSEE HISTORICAL SOCIETY. The antiquities of Tennessee and the
adjacent States and the state of aboriginal society in the scale of civilization represented by them. A series of historical and ethnological
studies. By Gates P. Thruston. Illustrated. Cincinnati, 1890.
Svo, pp. xv, 3G9.

TEXAS.
275. HISTORICAL SOCIETY OF GALVESTON.

Galveston, Tex.

HISTORICAL So cm TY oir GALVESTON. Series No. 1. Reminiscences of the
Texas Republic. Annual address, December 15, 1875. By Ashbel
Smith. Galveston) 1876.
8vo, pp. 82.

VE•RMONT.
276. BA1'TLE MONUMENT ASSOCIA1'ION.

Bennington, Vt.

BATTLE MONUl\fENT ASSOCIATION.

Statement.

Bennington, [1878].

8vo, pp. 8.
277. BENNINGTON HISTORICAL SOCIETY.

Bennington, Vt.

BENNINGTON HISTORICAL SOCIETY. List of officers, a statement of its
aims and objects, and its constitution. Bennington, 1876.
8vo, pp. 16.

BENNINGTON HISTORICAL SOCIETY. The Bennington battle monument
and centennial celebration. A statement of the Bennington Historical
Society in relation to these and kindred objects. Added, an account
of the battle of Bennington, by H. Hall. Milford, Mass., 1877.
8vo, pp. 20.

BENNINGTON HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Report of the advisory committee of
the Society, recommending a Bennington battle monument, July 9, 1885.
8vo, pp. 8.
278. ~HDDLEBURY HISTORICAL SOCIETY.

Middlebury, Vt.

MIDDLEBURY HISTORICAL SOCIETY. History of the town of Middlebury,
Vt., written at the request of the Historical Society of Middlebury, by
Samuel Swift. Middlebury, 1869.
8vo, pp . 4-44. Portrait.
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M. Weeks. Middlebury, 1861.

History of Salisbury, Vt.
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By John

8vo, pp. xii, 9-3G2. Portraits. ·woodcut.

MIDDLEBURY HISTORIC.AL SOCIETY. History of the town of Shoreham,
Vt., by J. F. Goodhue. ·with a ata.tistical and historical acconnt
of tho county of Addison, uy S. Swift. Published by tho town.
Middlebury, 1861.
8vo, pp. v_i (2), 198. Portrait.
Written at the request of the Society.

MIDDLEBURY HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Statistical and historical account of
the county of Addison, Vt. ·written at the ro<Jnost of the Society.
By Samuel Swift. Middlebury, 1859.
8vo, pp. 132.

MIDDL1rnURY HISTORICAL Soc.:IETY. History of the town of Cornwall, Vt.
By Lyman Matthews. Middlebury, 1862.
8vo, pp. 356. Portrnits.

MIDDLEBURY HISTORICAL SOCIETY. The marble border of western ew
England. Its geology and marble development in the present century.
Papers and proceedings of the Society, Vol. I, part 2. Middlolmry, 1885.
8vo, pp. G8. Map.

MIDDLEBURY HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Forefathers' day. Two hundred and
sixty-sixth anniversary. At Middlebury, Vt., December 21, 1886.
[Middlebury, 1886.]
8vo, pp. 6. No title-page.
The Register office, Middlebury, Vt.
279. ORLEANS COUNTY N.A.1.'URA.L AND CIVIL JllSTORY SOCIE1'Y.

ORLEANS COUNTY NATURAL AND CIVIL HISTORY SOCIETY.
and by-laws. West Charleston, 1854.

Constitution

12mo, pp . 12.

ORLEANS COUNTY HISTORICAL SOCIETY. History of the Missisco Valley.
By S. Sumner. With an introductory notice of Orleans County, by
S. R. Hall. Published under the auspices of tho Society. Irasburg:
A. A. Earle. 1860.
8vo, pp. 76.
280. RUTLAND COUNTY IIISTORIC.AL SOCIETY.

Castleton, Vt.

RUTLAND COUNTY HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Au account of the celebration
of the Fourth of July, 1881, at Mason's Point, Lalrn Bomoseen, under
the auspices of the citizens of Rutland County and the Rutland County
Historical Society, conjointly; including the report of the ceremony
of christening the island of Neshobe. Compiled by J. M. Currier.
[Castleton, Vt., 1881.]
8vo, pp. 49.

RUTLAND COUNTY HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Lake Bomoseen; its early history, conveyances, fishing, hunting, resorts, islands, their name8.
Compiled by G. D. Spencer. Poultney, 1882.
8vo, pp. 28 .
"The report of what purporte(l tc be the acts and doings of the Rutland County
Historical Society at its celebration on Lake Bomoseen in 1881, and the pretended
naming of the island, demands the appf'aring of this pamphlet, to let posterity
know the Historical Society, as a body, were not responsil>le for the name of th~t
day; it was. furuiehed by an inqividual,' '
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RUTLAND. COUNTY HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Neshobe Island medal.
scription.] Castleton, Vt., 1884.

[De-

Sheet.
Description of medal to be struck to commemorat!3 the naming of Neshob<
Island by the Society, July 4, 1881.

RUTLAND COUNTY HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Epitaphs of Castleton churchyard. [Castleton, 1885.]
pp. 48.

RUTLAND COUNTY HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Log book of Timothy Boardman:
kept on board the privateer Qli,vm· Cromwell, during a cruise from Ne~
London, Conn., to Charleston, S. C., and return, in 1778; also a bio
graphical sketch of the author. By Samuel W. Boardman. Issuei.
under the auspices of the Society. Albany, 1885.
Small 4to, pp. 85 (4).

RUTLAND COUNTY HISTORICAL SOCIETY. [Proceedings, Vol. I.] Rutlanc
County centennial celebration of the organization of Rutland County
Vt., at Rutland, March 4, 1881. Compiled by Lyman Williams Red
dington. Montpelier, 1882.
8vo, pp. 196.

RUTLAND COUNTY HISTORICAL SOCIETY.
meeting, January 16, 1882.

Proceedings.

Semiannua

8vo, pp. 9-29.
Contents: Rise and progress of the marble industry in Rutland County, b:
L. B. Smith; New York and Vermont State industries, by William Griffith; Capt
David Sanford, his relation to the war of 1812, by J. Sanford; Vermont at Rieb
mond, by A. E. Leavenworth.
Proceedings, July 20, August 7, 25, 1882. pp. 31-53.
Proceedings, January 18, August 8, D ecember 6, 22, 1883. August 6, 1884. pp
55-78.
Proceedings, August 1, 10, 1885. pp. 79-93. Pages 83-92 contain sketch of Col
E. L. Drake, by Henry Clark.
Proceedings, 1885. pp. 95-146. Contents: Epitaphs of Castleton churchyard.

RUTLAND COUNTY HISTORICAL SOCIETY, Memorial exercises held i1
Castleton, Vt., in the year 1885 ; including the addre,;ses, biograph
ical sketches, reminiscences, list of the graves decorated, roster o
the veterans in line, giving company and regiment, history of pre
vious memorial d ays in Castleton, a:c.d an account of the relics exhib
ited. Compiled by JohnM. Currier, secretary of the memorial organ
ization. Issued under the auspices of the Rutland County Historica
Society. Albany, N. Y., 1885.
8vo, pp. 66.
281. VEEMON1' HISTORICAL SOCIETY.

Montpelier, Vt.

VERMONT HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Deficiencies in our [Vermont] history
Address before the Vermont Historical and Antiquarian Society, Octo
ber 16, 1846. By J. D. Butler. Montpelier, 1846.
8vo, pp. 36.
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VERMONT HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Address OU the battle of Bennington,
and the life and services of Col. Seth Warner, delivered October 20,
1848, by J. D. Butler. Burlington, 1849.
Svo, pp. 99.
An appencbx contains: Order of sequestration, 1777; Roll of Captain Robinson's company in Bennington battle; Receipt for plunder money; Report of
council of N ew Hampshire on lancls west of Connecticut River, 1771; Petition to
Congress of the wiclow of Seth Warner, and papers in relation Lo tho right of
New York to bonndary on Connecticut River, etc.

VERMONT HISTORICAL SOCIETY. An outline of the controversy of the
New Hampshire grants, with a sketch of the life and services of Col.
Seth Warner. Address before the l egislature of Vermont, October 2,
1848. By George Frederick Houghton. Burlington, 1849.
Svo,pp.54.
This address was prepared for delivery before the Vermont Ilistorical ancl
Antiquarian Society.

VERMONT HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Address, October 24, 1850, before the
Society, by Daniel P. Thompson. Burlington, 1850.
8vo, pp. 22.
On the adoption of the :first State constitution and tlrn provisional government . .

VERMONT HISTORICAL SOCIETY. The marbles of Vermont. Address
before the Society, October 29, 1858, by A. D. Hager. Burlington, 1858.
Svo, pp.16.

VERMONT HISTORICAL SOCIETY. The life and services of Matthew Lyon.
Address before the · Society, October 29, 1858, by P. H. White. Bmlington, 1858.
Svo,pp. 26.

VERMONT HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Constitution and by-laws, with act of
incorporation, and a catalogue of officers and members. Woodstock,
Vt., 1860.
Svo, pp.16.

VERMONT HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Proceedings of the twenty-first annual
meeting, October 16, 1860. Burlington, 1860.
Svo, pp. 27 (1).
Pages13-27 contain "Discovery and occupation of Lake Champlain," by Joseph
Torrey.

VERMONT HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Address by Henry B. Dawson, January
23, 1861, on the battle of Bennington. Read before the Society.
In Historical Magazine, May, 1870.

VERMONT HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Proceedings at the special meeting,
January 23, 1861. Burlington, 1861.
Svo, pp. 7, 8.
Contents: Contains a biographical sket9h of Rev. Samuel Austin Worr,ester,
read January 23, 1861, by Pliny A. White. [Bnrlington, 18Gl.] Svo, pp. 4. Half
title. A memoir of the Hon. George Tisdale Hodges, read January 23, 1861, by
George F. Houghton. [Burlington, 1861.] pp. 5, 6. Half title. A biographical
sketch of the late Governor John S. Robinson, read January 24, 1861, by Hilaucl
Hall. p. 7. A biographical sketch of the late Dr. Noadiah Swift, by Ililaud
Hall. p.8.

VERMONT HISTORICAL SOCIETY.
St. Albans, 1861.
8vo,pp.17.

Proceedings, October 15 and 16, 1861.
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VERMONT HISTORICAL SOCIETY.
St. Albans, 1862.

Proceedings, January 22 and 23, 1862.

Svo, pp. 34.
Pages 27-34 contain "Towu centennial celebrations; their importance," etc. , by
R. Clark.

VERMONT HISTORICAL SOCIETY.
14, 1862. St. AlbanA, 1863.

Proceedings, ,July 16 and 17 and October

8vo,pp. 59.

VERMONT HISTORICAL SOCIETY.
Montpelier, 1869.

Proceedings, October 19 and 20, 1869.

Svo, pp. 15, 32, 15.
Contains '' The capture of Ticonderoga in 1775," by H. Hall; '' Memorial address
on P.R. White," by H. Clark.

VERMONT HISTORICAL SOCIETY.
1870. Montpelier, 1871.

Proceedings, October and November,

Svo, pp. xxvi (2), 54.
Pages 1-54 contain "Memorial address on Charles Marsh," by .J. Barrett.

VERMONT HISTORICAL SOCIETY.
pelier, 1872.

Proceedings, October 8, 1872.

Mont-

8vo, pp. xx (2) , 127.

Pages 1-127 contain "Tl1e captur e of Ticonderoga," by L. E. Chittenden.

VERMONT HISTORICAL SOCIETY.
pelier, 1878.

Proceedings, Octobor 15, 1878.

Mont-

Svo, pp. xvi, 47·,
Pages 1-21 contain "Memorial address on life and character of William Il.
Lord," by M. R. Buckham; pages 23-47, "The first legislature of Vermont," by
E. P. Walton.

VERMONT HISTORICAL SOCIETY.
1880.

Proceedings, October 19, 1880.

Rutland,

Svo, pp. xxviii, 43.
Pages 1-4::J contain "History of Fenianism and Fenian raids in Vermont," by
E. A. Sowles.

VERMONT HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Address on the life and public services
of the Hon. Samuel Prentiss. Delivered before the Society, October
26, 1882, by E. J. Phelps, with the Proceedings, October 17, 1882.
Montpelier, 1883.
Svo, pp. xix, 24.

P ages xv-xix contain '' Early Vermont newspapers.''

VERMONT HISTORICAL SOCIETY. The life and character of the Ilon.
Richard Skinner. A discourse before the Society, October 20, 1863, by
W. C. Watson. Albany, N. Y., 1863.
Svo, pp. 30.

VERMONT HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Secession in Switzerland and in the
United States compared, being the annual address, October 20, 1863,
before the Society, by J. W. De Peyster. Catskill, 1864.
Svo,pp. 72.

VERMONT HISTORICAL SOCIETY. A sketch of the life ancl character of.
Richard Skinner. Read before the , ociety, October 20, 1863. By W.
C. Watson. Published by the Society. Albany, N . Y., 18G3.
Svo, pp.30.
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VERMO~T HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Sketch of the early history of hanking
in Vermont. By George B. Heed. Read before the Society, October
14, 1862.
8vo, pp. 28.

VERMONT HISTORICAL OCIETY. Biographical sketch of Edward Crafts .
Hopkins. Read before the Society, Jannary 25, 186G, hy ll. Clark.
Svo,pp. 6.

VEitMONT HISTORICAL SOCIETY.
16, 1866. Montpelier, 1866.

A<l<1resses before the Society, October

8vo, pp. 72.
Contents: Tl1e lif'e, character, an<l sen-ices of Solomon Foot, by G. F. Edmunds;
The sources of New Ena:lan<l civilization, by J.E. Rankin.

VER;vrONT HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Jonas Galusha, the fifth governor of
Vermont. A memoir read before the Society, in preseuce of the general assembly of Vermont, October 16, 1866. By Pliny 11. White.
Montpelier, 1866.
Svo, pp. 16.

VERMONT HISTORICAL SocrnTY. A sketch of the lifo and character of
Charles Linsley Read before the Society [at Brnndon, Jannary 28,
1864], by E. J. Phelps. Published by the Society. Albany: 1866.

s,•o,

pp. 20.

VERMONT HISTORICAL SOCIETY. The battle of Gettysbnrg, and the part
taken by the Vermont troo1is. By G. 0. Benedict. Read before the
Society, January 26, 1864. Burlington, 1867.
Svo, pp. 24.
Another edition of 100 copies, with portrait and three engravings, was privately
printed. Svo, pp. 27, 1v.

VERMONT HISTORICAL SOCIETY. The sonrces of Now England history.
An address before the Society, October 10, 1866. By J. E. Rankiu.
Montpelier, 1866.
Svo, pp. 24.

'

VERMONT HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Memorial address on the life and character of the Hon. Jacob Collam<'r. Read before t,he Society, October
20, 1868, by James Barrett, LL. D., of Woodstock, judge of the
sup r eme court. Rutland, 1868.
8YO, pp. 27.
Woodstock, Vt., 1868. Svo, pp. 61.

VERMONT HISTORICAL SOCIETY.
Programme.

Special meeting, August 20 and 21, 1868.

Svo. pp. 6.

VERMONT HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Memorial address on the life and servi ces of Pliny H. White, before the Society, October 19, 1869, Ly Henry
Clark . Montpelier, 1869.
Svo, pp . 15.

VERMONT HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Collections. Vols.
1870-71.
Svo.

I

and II. Montpelier.

Two volumes.
CONTENTS.

Vol. r. General circular; Acts incorporating aml concrrning tho Society; Constitution; By-laws ; Officers; Members; Co11ye11tions of the inhabitants of the
New Hampshire grants, in opposition to tho claims of :Uew York, with explana-
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tions, 1765-1777; Address, .July 2, 1863, being the eighty-sixth anniversary of the
meeting of the convention that formed the first constitution of Vermont, by
P.H. White; Sermon at Windsor, .July 2, 1777, at the convention for forming; the
State of Vermont, by Aaron Hutchinson; The vision of .Junius the Benningtonite, 1772; Miscellaneous remarks on the proceedings of the State of New York
against the State-of Vermont, etc., by Ira Allen, 1777; New York land grants in
Vermont, 1765-1776, by H. Hall; Documents in relation to the part taken by Vermont in resisting the invasion by Burgoyne in 1777; Celebration in 1778 of the
Bennington victory of 1777; Speech by N. Smith; Political essay by S. Jacob;
Petitions to the Ring, 1766; The Vermont coinage, by E. F. Slafter; The natural
and political history of Vermont, by Ira Allen, 1798. 1870. pp. xix, 507.·
Vol. II. List of pamphlet publications of the Society; Vol. I vindicated from the
attack of the New York Historical Magazine; The Haldimaµd papers; N egotiations between Vermont and F. Haldimand, go"Vernor of Canada and commander of
the British forces therein, with contemporaneous documents, 1779-1783; Opinions
of the negotiation; Vermont as a sovereign and i-ndependent State, 1783-1791; The
early eastern boundary of New York, a 20-mile line from the Hudson; efilcial
report by the council of New York to Governor Monckton, 25th of .June, 1763, on
the controverted boundaries of the Province. 1871. pp. xxviii, 530.

VERMONT HISTORICAL SOCIETY.
Montpelier, 1870.

The Vermont coinage.

By~- F. Slafter,

Svo, pp. 30.
Reprinted from the Collections. Fifty copies only printed.

VERMONT HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Memorial address on the life and character of Charles Marsh, LL. D. Read before the Society, October 11,
1870, by James Barrett. Montpelier, 1871.
Svo, pp. 54.

VERMONT HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Vindication of Vol. I of the CollectionR
of the Society from the attacks of the New York Historical Magazine.
By H. Hall. Montpelier, 1871.
Svo, pp. 20.
Reprinted from Vol. II of the Collections. A defense of the Society's publication
of documents r elative "(;o the New Hampshire grants and the controversy with
New York in relation thereto.
+

VERMONT HISTORICAL SOCIETY.
etc.] November 25, 1875.

[Circular on the objects of the Society,

Sheet.

VERMONT HISTORICAL SOCIETY. History of the St. Albans raid. Annual
address before the Society at Montpelier, October 17, 1876, by E. A.
Sowles. St. Albans, 1876.
8vo, pp.48.

VERMONT HISTORICAL SOCIETY.
[Montpelier, 1879.J

List of works for exchange, March, 1879.

Sheet.

VERMONT HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Sketch of the early history of banking
in Vermont. [By George B. Reecl. Boston, 1879.J
8vo,pp. 28.
Read before the Society, October 14, 1862.

VERMONT HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Address on the life and public services of
the Hon. Samuel Prentiss. Read before the Society, October 26, 1882,
with the proceedings of the Society, October 17 1 18 2. Montpelier,
1883.
Svo, pp. xix, 24_
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VERMONT HISTORICAL ' crnTY. Address on ear]y printing in America,.
Delivered lJefore the Vermont Historical Society, at Montpelier, October 25, 1894, by Ilenry 0. Houghton. With the address of Justin S.
Morrill, on presentation of the Senator's portrait to tl1e Society by
Thorn as W. Woocl; with the Proceedings of the Vermont Historical
Society, Octoher 16 and 25, 1894. Montpelier: Press of the Watchrnau
Pulilisbing Company, 1894.
8vo, pp. x, 28.
]>ages 1- 7 coutain "The Wood })Ortrait, m1 address before tl1e Society by
Justin S. Morrill;" pages 9- 28, Houghion's acld1:oss.
282. VERllIONT NUllIISllf.ATIO SOOIETY.

Montpelier, Vt.

VERM'oNT NUMISMATIC SocrnTY. Corn,titution and by-laws.
July 31 1877. Montpelier 1 1877.

Auopted

12mo, pp. 12.

VIRGINIA.
283. GEOGRAPIIIOALANDIIISJ.'ORIOAL SOOJETY OF RICllJJWND COLLEGE.

Richmond, Va.

GEOGRAT'TTICAL AND HISTORICAL SOCIETY OF R'ICJIMOND COLLEGE. The
colonial Virginian. An address before the Geographical and Historical Society of Richmond College, October 13, 1891. By R. A. Brock.
Richmond, 1891.
8vo, pp. 22.

GEOGRAPHICAL AND HISTORICAL SOCIETY OJ!' RICTIMOND COLLEGE. Capt.
John Smith and bis critics. A lecture before the Society, by C. Poindexter. [Richmond], 1893 [1894J.
8vo, pp. 74 .
284. HISTORICAL DEPARTMENT OF THE SOOIETY OF TIIE ALUMNI OF

TllE UNIVERSIJ.'Y OF VIRGINIA.

Richmond, Va.

HISTORICAL DEPARTMENT OF THE SOCIETY OF THE ALUMNI OF THE UNIVERSITY OF VIRGINIA. Discourse on the uses and importance of
history, illustrated by a comparison of the American and French revolutions. By W. C. Rives. Delivered before the Historical Department
of the Society of Alumni of the University of Virginia, W June, 1847.
Richmond, 1847.
8vo, pp. 57.
285. JEFFERSONVILLE IIISTORICAL SOCIETY.

Jeffersonville, Va.

JEFFERSONVILLE HISTORICAL Socrn;TY. History of the settlement and
Indian wars of Tazewell County 1 Va., with a map 1 statistical tables 1
and illustrations. By G. W. L. Bickley. Cincinnati, 1852.
Svo, pp. 267.
Although not published by the Society, it is dedicated to the members, and was
writ.ten to proruote~ts interests.
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286. SOUTHERN HISTORICAL SOCIETY.

Richmond, Va.

SouTI-IERN HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Proceedings oft.he Southern Historica,l
Convention, which assembled at the Montgomery White Sulphur
Springs, Va., on August 14, 1873; and of the Southern Historical
Society, as reorganized, with the address by Gen . .J. A. Early, delivered before the convention on the first day of its session. Baltimore,
[1873].
8vo, pp . 44.

SOUTHERN HISTORICAL SOCIETY. From Columbia to Franklin: Tenn. An
important historical paper read before the Society, March 29, 1881, by
Thomas Speed. Revised and corrected for the Bivouac.
In Southern Bivoiiac, Vol. III, pp. 399-411.

SouTI-IERN HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Southern Historical Society Papers.
Vols. I-XIX, 1876-1891. Richmond, 1876-1891.
8vo. Nineteen volumes.

SounrnRN HISTORICAL SOCIETY. A roster of general officers, heads of
departments, Senators, Representatives, military o~·ganizations, etc.,
in Confederate service during the war between the States. By Charles
C . .Jones, jr. Richmotld, 1876.
8vo, pp. 135.
287. VIRGINIA HIS1'ORIOAL SOCIETY.

Richmond, Va.

VIRGINIA HISTORICAL SOCIETY.
Wynne.

Bibliography of the Society.

By T. H.

In Historical J1fagazine, second series, Vol. vu, pp. 340, 341. New York, 1870.

VrnGI "IA HISTORICAL SOCIETY.

The amended constitution.

Broadside.

VIRGINIA HISTORICAL SOCIETY. A discourse on the progress of philosophy
and its influence on the intellectual and moral character of man.
Delivered before the Virginia Historical and Philosphical Society,
February 5, 1835, by George Tucker.
In Southern Literary Messenger, Vol. r, pp. 405-421. Richmond, 1835.

VIRGINIA HISTORICAL AND PHILOSOPHICAL SOCIETY. Account of discoveries in the West until 1519, and of voyages to and along the Atlantic
Coast of North America from 1520 to 1573. Prepared for the Society.
By Con wa,y Robinson. Richmond, 1848.
8vo, pp. xv, 491.

VIRGINIA HISTORICAL AND PIIILOS0PIIICAL SocrnTY. Collections. Vol.
Richmond, 1833.

I.

8vo, pp. 85 (1) .
Contains preface giving account of tbe origin of the Society, its first meeting
in 1831; Constitution; Address before the first annual meeting, by .J.P. Cushing;
Memcirs of Indian wars, by J obn Stuart; Record of Grace Sherwood 's trial for
witchcraft, in Princess Anne County, 1705; List of donations and n list of officers
and members.

VIRGINIA HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Virginia Historical Register, edited by
W. Maxwell, 1848-1853. Vols. 1-vr. Richmondr 1848-1853.
Gives the proceedings of the nnnual meetings, etc.
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VIRGINIA IlISTORICAL SOCIETY. Addross on th life, charact r, ancl pnblic services of Benjamin W. Loigh, before the ociety, at its annnal
meeting. By Wm. II. Macfarland. Ri<:bmonc1, 1851.
12mo, pp. 12.

VIRGINIA HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Tho Virginia constitntion of 1776. Discourse at [the] annual mooting, Jnnnary 17, 1852. Hy II. A. Washington. Published by the Society. Richmond, J852.
12mo, pp. 51.

VIRGINIA HISTORICAL SOCIETY. The Virginia Historical Reporter, conducted by the executive committee of the ociety. Vol. 1; n, part 1.
Richmond, 1854-1860.
CONTENTS.

Vol.I. Seventh annual meeting; Address of W. U. Rives; Lotter on Gr uzo's
portrnit of Franklin ; Tho Virginin, convention of 1820-:.lO, by II. ]3. Grigsby.
Richmond, 1854. pp. 116.
Vol. r. Part 2. Eig ht h annnal meeting; Observations on tho history of Virginia,
a cliRconrse, D ecember 14, 1854, by R. M. T. Hunter. 1855. pp. 48.
Vol. r. Part 3. Ninth anmrnl meeting; Report of committee on llistorical clocnmcnts; Constitution; Sketches of tho political issues and controversies of the
Revolution, a discourse by .Tames P. Ilolcombe. 1856. pp. 63.
Vol.Ir. Part 1. T enth annual meeting; Report on portraits; Eleventh annual
meeting; Report on portraits; Twelfth ann nal meeting ; Tho Virginia colony, or
the r elation of the English colonfal settlements in America to tho general history
of the world, an address by George F. Holmes; 'rhe marriage of Pocahontas;
Notes on the elate of Pocahontas's marriage, au!l some other incidents of her life,
by William Robertson. 1860. pp. 87.

VIRGINIA HISTORICAL SocrnTY. The Virginia convention of 1829-30.
discourse delivered before the Society at their annual meeting, December 15, 1853. By Hugh B. Grigshy. Richmond, 1854.
Svo, pp. 104.

VIRGINIA HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Observations on the history of Virginia.
Discourse before the Society, December 14, 1854. By R. M. T. Hunter.
Richmond, 1855.
12mo, pp. 48.
Same. 8vo, pp. 16.
Rev. H. E. Hayden possesses a copy of this last edition, tho existence of which
was unknown to R. A. Brock, the secretary of the Society, until notifie<l of it by
Mr. Hayden.

VIRGINIA HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Sketches of the political issues and controversies of the Revolution. Discourse before the Society ::Lt their
ninth annual meeting, .January 17, 1856. By J.P. Holcombe. Published by the Society. Richmond, 1856
12mo, pp. 63.

VIRGINIA HISTORICAL SOCIETY. The diary of George Washington, from
1789 to 1791; embracing the opening of the First Congress, and his
tours through New England, Long Island, and the Southern States.
Together with his journal of a tour to the Ohio in.1753. Edited by
B. J. Lossing. Richmond, 1861.
Svo, pp. 248.
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VIRGINIA HISTORICAL SOCIETY.
asking for public aid.

Circufar from T. H. Wynne, secretary,

Broadside.
Same . With address of the Society to the people of Virginia. February 19,
1870. pp. 2.
Circular on the objects and purposes of the Society. .July 20, 1881.

VIRGINIA HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Circular to Virginians and friends of
Virginia. September 2, 1878.
Relative to er ecting a builcli:ng.

VIRGINIA HISTORICAL SOCIETY.
mond, 1874.

Publications.

New series, No. 1.

Rich-

4to, pp. 71.
Contains letters of Thomas Nel son, jr., governor of Virgin ia.

HISTOl:UCAL SOCIETY. Organizations; officers and members;
with a list of its publications. Richmond, 1881.

VIRGINIA

8v<lf pp. 23 (1).

VIRGINIA HISTORICAL SOCIETY.
Richmond, 1882-1891.

Collections

New series, Vols. 1-x.

8vo. Illustrated.
CONTENTS.

Vol. I. The official letters of Alexander Spotswood, lie utenant -governor of t h e
colony of Virginia, 1710-1722. With introduction and notes, by R. A. Brock.
Vol. I, 1882. pp. xxi, 179.
Vol. n. Same. Vol. II , 1885. pp. vii, 368.
Vol. III. The official letters of Robert Dinwiddie, lieuten ant-governor of the col ony, 1751-1758. With introduction and notes, by R. A. B r ock. Vol. I, 1883.
Vol. IV. Same. Vol. II, 1884. 8vo, pp. xviii , 768. Folded map. Portrait.
Vol. v. Documents, chiefly unpublished, relating to the Huguenot emigration to
Virginia and t o the set tlement at Manakin-town, w ith an appendix of genealogies,
presenting data of the Fontaine, Maury, Dupuy, Trabue, Marye, Chastain, Cocke,
and other families. Edited and compiled for the Society by R. A. Brock. Richmond, 1886. 8vo, J)p . xx (1), 247. Folded sheet.
Vol. VI . Miscellaneous p apers, 1672-1865, now first printed from t h e manu11cripts
in the collections of the V irginia Historical Society, comprisin g charter of the
Royal African Company, 1672; Report on the Huguenot settlement, 1700; Papers
of George Gilmer, of "Pen Park," 1775-1778; Orderly book of Capt. George Stubblefield, 1776 ; Career of the ironclad Virginia, 1862; Memorial of .Johnson's Island,
1862-1865; Beale's Cavalry Brigade parole, 1865, edited by R. A. Brock. Richm ond, 1887. 8vo (6), pp. 374. P late.
Vol. vn. Abstract of the p roceedings of the Virg inia Company of London, 16191624, prepared from the r ecord s of the Library of Congress, by Conway Robinson,
and edited with an introduction and notes by R. A. B rock. Vol. I. Richmond,
1888. 8vo.
Vol. vm. Abstract of the proceedings of the Virginia Company of London, 16191624, prepared from records in the Library of Congress, by Conway Robinson, and
edited with an introduction and notes by R. A . Brock . Vol. IL Richmond, 188!).
8vo, pp. 300.
Vol. rx. The history of the Federal Convention of 1788, with some account of tho
eminent Virginian s of that era who were members of the body, by Ilugh Blair
Grigsby, LL. D., with a biographical sketch of the author and illustrative notes.
Edited b y R. A . Brock. Vol. I . Richmond, Va. Published by the Society, 1890.
8vo, pp. xxvii, i:!72.
Vol. x. The history of the Virginia Federal Convention of 1788, with some
account of the eminent Virginians of that era. who were members of the body, b y
Hugh Blair Grigsby, LL. D. , with a biographical sketch of the author and illustative notes. Editfld by R. A. J3rock. Vol. II. 1891. 8vo, pp. 411.
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VIRGINIA III TORICAL 'ocrnTY. Proceedings at th annual meeting,
l!--,ebruary 24, 1 2, with the addresf! of William \Virt Henry. Tho settlement at Jamestown, with particular r forence to tho Jato attacks
upon Capt. John 'mith, Pocahontas, aucl John Rolfe. Richmond, 1 2.
8vo, pp. 03.

VIR INIA HISTORICAL OCIETY. Address at the annnal meeting of the
llistorical Society of Virginia in the capitol at Richmond in January,
1850, by P. laughter, D. D. Roportocl ancl printed for the ociety
by its secretary, William Maxwell, LL. D. Richmond, 1888.
8vo, pp. 8.

VIRGINIA HISTORICAL SOCIETY. A list of t,h e portraits in oil, engravings,
etc., in the rooms of the Westmoreland Club, chiefly the property of
the Society. By Robert A. Brock. Richmond, 1888.
16mo, pp.4.

VIRGINIA HISTORICAL SOCIETY. A unrrative of the leading i:Qcidents of
the organization of tho first popular rnovement in Virginia iu 1865 to
reestablish peaceful relations between the Northern and Southern
States, and of the subsequent efforts of the "Committee of Nine," in
1869 to secure the restoration of Virginia to the Union. By Alex:. H. H.
Stuart. 1888. Richmond.
8vo,pp. 72.
Prepared in accordance with a resolution of the Society.

VIRGINIA HISTORICAL SOCIETY. The Virginia Magazine of History and
Biography. Published quarterly, by the Virginia Historical Society,
for the year ending June 30, 1894. Vol. I. Richmond, 1894.
8vo, pp. xxxii, 484.
Contents: Proceedings of the Society for the six months ending July 1, 1893; Diary
of Capt. John Davis, of tho Pennsylvania line, March 20, 1781, to .January 11,
1782; Letters of William Fitzhugh, 1674-1682; Proclamation of Nathaniel Bacon,
p. 55; List of officers, sailors, and marines of the Virginia navy in tho American
Revolution; Speech of Sir w·miam l3erkeley a11d Declaration of the assembly,
March, 1651 ; Abstract of Virginia land paten ts; Notes and queries; Book reviews;
The Illinois regiment and the Northwester:q territory; Virginia and t-he act of
navigation ; Discourse of tho Olcl Company; Bacon's rebellion; Proceedings of
December 14, 1893, with constitution and list of officers and members; Public
officers in Virginia, 1680; Virginia troops in French and Indian wars; John Taylor,
of Caroline; Free schools and the chnrch in the seventeenth century; Commodore Walter Brooke; Specific taxes, 1780, in Henry County, Va., 1780; Necrology;
Public officers in Virginia, 1702-1714 ; Fitzhugh family in England; The mutiny
in Virginia, 1635; Declaration of Sir John Harvey touching the mutinous proceeclings of the council in Virginia; Proposals for reducing the rebels in Virginia
(Bacon's rebellion); Did George Percy denounce Smith's Ilistory of Virginia?

VIRGINIA HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Virginia Magazine of History and Biog• raphy. Vol. II. Richmond, [1895].
8vo,pp. (4) ii, 482.
Contents: Public officers in Virginia, 1702-1714 ; L etters of William Fitzhugh;
Virginia troops in French ancl Indian wars; Affairs in Virginia in 1626; The first
l egislative assemblyinVirginia, at.Jamestown, 16HJ, byW. W.Henry; Abstracts
of Virginia land patents; The Flournoy family, by Flournoy Rivers; Notes and
queries; Li1it of count ies and cities of Virginia, by RS. Thomas; The _house of
burgesses, 1639; Clerks of Middlesex, 1673-1892, by B. B. Chowning; Total amount
of taxable property in Norfolk County for 1784 ; Frontier forts in Bath County;
Instructions to Governor Yeardley, 1618; Causes of dil:"content in Virginia, 1676;
Two wills of the seventeenth century-Richard Kemp (1656), .John Laurence (1684);
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Parishes of Norfolk County; Claiborne genealogy, by A. S. Tatum;
Library of Dabney Carr, 1773, with notices of Carr family; Virginia officers ancl
men in the Continental line; Instructions to Berkeley, 1642; Northampton grievances, 1671; Racing in colonial Virginia; Act to incorporate the Virginia Historical ancl Philosophical Society, 1834; Letter of John Benger, 1762, in regarcl to the
Brayne estate in England; Will of Thomas Marshall; Extracts from Princess
Anne County records, by E. vV.James; Instructions to Yearclley, 1626; Indian
wars in Augusta County, Va.; Maj. Robert Beverley and his descendants, by
W. G. Stanard; Abstracts of Virginia land patents, by W. G. Stanard; The Lanclon
family.

VIRGINIA HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Historic elements in Virginia education
and literary effort. A paper read before the Society December 21,
1891. By J.B. Henneman. [Richmond, 1892.J
8vo, pp. 22.
Reprintetl from Virginia IIistorical Oollections, Vol. XI, 1892.

VIRGINIA HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Organizat,ion and list of pu1lications of
the Society. Richmond, 1894.
8vo,pp. vii.

VIRGINIA HISTORICAL SOCIETY.

In memoriam.

Thomas Hicks ·wynne.

Broadside.
288. W .A.SHINGTOlv A.ND LEE UNIVERSITY.
Lexington, Va.

WASIIINGT0N AND
more, 1890-95.

LEE

UNIVERSITY. Historical Papers. Nos.1-5. Balti-

8vo, pp. iv, 129.
No. 2. Early history of Washiugton College, now vVashington and Lee University, by Henry Ruffner; Washington College, by S. L. Campbell; L etter on
the location of Robert Alexander's school, John Brown's residence, and Mount
Pleasant. J. T. Patt.on.
No. 2. The founders of Washington College, by R. B. Gigsby, Acldress bel'ore
the Alumni Association of Washington College, by A. Alexander, June 29, 184.3.
pp. vii, 140.
No. 3. The Scotch-Irish settlers in the valley of Virginia; Alumni address at
vVashingtou College, Lexington, Va., July 1, 1859, by Bolivar Christian; Notes on
the History of Washington Academy and College, from 1799 to ]829, by Sidney S.
Baxter; Notices of the life, character, and work of Dr. George A. Baxter; Sket ches
of trustees, continued: Rev. Samuel Conick, Thomas Edgar, Rev. James Mitchel,
Rev. Samuel Houston, Rev. John P. Campbell, M. D.; Dr. Samuel L. Campbell,
Col. James McDowell, by Mrs . S. C. P. Miller; Benjamin Grigsby; Rev. Samuel
Brown, Samuel and W"illiam Lyle, James Ramsey; John Montgomery, trustees;
William McClung and many alumni, or the L yle chapter in the history of
Washingt.on College, by "William Henry Ruffner, LL. D. Baltimore, 1892, pp.
vii, 167.
No. 4. Continuation of the history of Washington College, embracing the administration of Rev. George A. J3axter, D. D., president, 1799-1829, with sketches of
alumni of that period, by William Ilenry Ruffner, LL. D.; Sketches of trustees:
Gen. Samuel Blackburn, Rev. William McPheetors, D. D. , Juclge John Brown,
James J. Mayers, Robert White, Capt. Henry McClung, Ron. William Taylor, Dr.
William McCue, Col. Ilenry Bowyer, Rev. Andrew B. Davidson, Allen Taylor,
Rev . .Jarues Morrison. Baltimore, 1893. pp. vii, 194. Portrait.
No. 5. Contin uation of the liistory of Washington College, embracing the
regency of Re,. H enry Ruffner, D. D., 1829-30, with sketches of distinguished
alumni: Lewis Ruffner, George ,v. Summers, Rev. William S. PllLm, D. D. , l,y
William Henry Ruffner, LL. D.; 'ketches of trustees, continued: Col. Samuel
McDowell Reid, James McDowell. Baltimore, 1895. pp. vii, 210. Portrait.
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280. WlI.1LLUI AND .,1UllY OOLLEUE.
lr"illiamsbury, Va.

WI.LLIAM AND MARY C0LLJWE.
Williamsburg, [1893].

Quarterly Historical Papers.

Vol.

1.

Svo, pp. 64-, 611, 135, 211.
Same. Reprint. Williamsburg, 1893. 8vo, pp. (2) 234, xxi.
Con Len ts: Williamslmrg Lodge of' Masons, hy L. G. '.l.'yJor; A lost pap r of
'l'homas J oiferson, by Kato Mason Rowland; A first Roman Catholic 11riost [Raymoncl, of Norfolk County, 1687); Marring<'-licenso IJ01Hls on Jilo in York County
court, I.Jy L. G . Tyler; Early ]Jrosido11ts of Willim11 a11cl Mary, by L. C. Tylor;
Lieut. Col. Walter Chiles, I.Jy L. G. Tylor; Virgi11ia tbreacl,i for the futur e Jlisto·
rian, oy E. D. NP.ill; Pedigree of a rcpreso11tative Virgilli a planter [Edwanl
Diggs], lJy L. G. '.l.'yler; Maj. Edmund Chee1<man,jr., hy L. G. '.1.':yl or ; Origii1al
letters; Brett-Isham-Randol1ih, l>y \V. G. Stanar<l ; '.!.'h o Ludwell family, by W.
G. Sta.nard; Coats of arms in Virginia, IJy L . G. Tyler; J amos 8ilk lfockingham ,
by E.W. James; Portraits of colo11ial Virginians, by R. A. J3rock; ,Vitch cra l't
in Virginia; Journal of tho meetings of tho presidents and masters of William
and Mary College, 1720-1784; * * * Northampton County, Lancaster County,
Elizabeth City County; Virginia Randolphs, by R. A. Brock; HirtJ1s a11d baptisms, Norfolk County, Va., by E. W. James; Vestrymen of Elizabeth River
Parish, by E.W. James; McClurg descent, by J.B. McCaw; Eno-lish origin of
the Carters, by W. G. Stauard; Spottsylvania County rnatTiage licenses, 17261744; John Washington on a trading voyage in tho "East country, " by W. G.
Stanard; Virginia under the Commonwealth, by L. G. '.l.'yler; The Ohio Company, by Kato Mason Rowland; P1focess Anuo County marriage bonds, by E.W.
James; Carrin gton family; Ilenry ,Yoodhouse, by E.W. James.

WILLIAM: AND MARY COLLEGE.
Williamsburg, 1894.

Quarterl~7 Historical Papers.

Vol.

11.

Svo, pp. xvi, 282.
Contents: Temple farm, York, Va., by L. G. Tyler; Virginians at Oxford, by
w. G. Stanard; Coats of arms in Virginia; Virgmia's past in portraiture, by
R. A. Brock ; Col. John Washington, by L . G. Tyler; Journal of tberueetings of tho
president and masters of William and Mary College, by L . G. Tyler; Witchcraft
in Virginia; * * * The bicentennial celebration of the college; Ancestry of
George Wythe, by L. G. '.1.'yler; Abstracts from Prrncess Anno County marriage
licenses, 1765- 66; Old tombstones in York and J ames City counties, by L. G.
Tyler; Morson-Scott-Payne; Tho Lightfoot family, by L. G:Tyler; '.!.'he Ennolls
ancl Waggaman families, of Maryland; The Calthorpes; Th e Spotswood boy s at
Eton iu 1760, by S. C. Grinnan; Slave owners in Princess Anne County, by E. ,V.
James; Rev. John Wilson, by E. \V.James; Calthorpe p edigrees, witbanaccount
of the Howard family, by L. G. '.l.'yler; Libraries in colonial Virginia; New England and the slave trade, by R. A. Brock; Extracts from the records of Lower
Norfolk and Princess Anne counties, by E. ,v. James; Judge St. George Tucker's
pamphlet in relation to Williamsburg, and l etter to Judge John Tyler, with
notes, by L. G. Tyler; Marriage licenses g ranted in Elizabeth City Co1mLy from
1689 to 1609; Inscriptions on old tombs in Gloucester- Couuty, by L. G. Tyler;
Throckmorton.

W- ASHING'T'ON.
290. STA.TE HISTORICAL SOCIETY.
l'acoma, TVash.

STATE HISTORICAL SOCIETY. washington Historical Magazine. A record
of State history. Published by tho State Historical Society. Vol. 1,
October, 1893, No, 1. Tacoma, 1893.
Svo.

•
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-W-ES'I.., VIRGINIA.
~91. WEST VIRGINIA. HIS'l.'ORIOA.L SOCIETY.

Morgantown, lV. Va.

WEST VIRGINIA HISTOHICAL SOCIETY. Constitution and by-laws.
ized December 30, Us69. Morgantown, 1870.

Organ

8vo, pp. 8. Circular. Broadside.

"vVEST VIRGINIA HISTORICAL SOCIETY.
gantown, 1871.

Proceedings. Vol. I, part 1.

Mor-

8vo, pp. 150.
Contents: Preliminary meetings, September 30, December 30, 1869; Constitution;
By-laws; Geological survey of West Virginia, ·by .J . .J. Steven son; MeetiDg,
February 9, 1870; Report of committee to present memorial on geological survey
to the legislature; Historical studies and historical societies, by A. Martin;
"Annals of the Pan Handle," by W. K. Pendleton; First annual meeting, .June
15, 1870; Historical and descriptive notice of the Berkeley Springs, by D. H.
Strother; Second annual meeting, .June 14, 1871; Geographical history of Mouongalia County, W. Va., by W. T. Willey; Appendix.
·

WEST VIRGINIA HISTORICAL SOCIETY. A brief history of the soldiers'
medals issued by the State of West Vugmia as" tokens of respect"
to those of her citizens who served in the Anny of the United States
from 1861 to 1865. By Horace Edwm Hayden. Paper read before the
Historical Society of West Virginia, June 10, 1879. Wilkes barre, 1881.
8vo, p.p.17 . Plate.

-W-ISCONSIN.
292. MILWAUKEE PIONEER ASSOCIATION.

.Milwaukee, Wis.

MILWAUKEE PIONEER ASSOCIATION. Alexander 1\iitchell. A memorial
address, by J.P. McGregor, February 22, 1888. Milwaukee, 1888.
8vo, pp.15.
203. OLD SETTLERS' A.SSOOIA.TION OF SA.UK OOUN'l.'Y.

OLD SETTLERS' AssoCIATION OF SAUK COUNTY. Programmes of second
and third reunions, 1873 and 1874. With outlrne sketches of Sauk
County.
8vo.

OLD SETTLERS' ASSOCIATION
1872.
8vo, pp. 20.

OF

SAUK COUNTY.

Transactions, June 20,

No title- page.

204. OLD SETTLERS' CLUB OF MILWAUKEE COUN1'Y.

Milwaukee, Wis.

OLD SETTLERS' CLUB OF MILWAUKEE COUNTY. A paper on the judicial
and legal condition of the Territm:y of Wisconsin at and after its
organization. By A. G. Miller, D. A. J. Upham, ancl W. A. Prentiss.
Rea.d before the Club by Judge 1iller, July 4, lb70. Milwaukee, 1870.
Svo, pp.17.
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OLD SETTLERS' LUB 01,· l\IILWAUKEg ConNTY. A paper ou th numb 'r,
locality, u,nd time of removal of tho India,111:1 of \Visconsiu, with appendix containing chronology of Wisconsiu; By I. A. Lapham, Levi
Blossom, and G. G. Dousman, a. committee of the Club. Milwaukee,
1870.
Svo, pp. 27 . Map.

OLD SgTTLERS' CLUB 01!' MILWAUKim COUNTY. Address to the Club, by
E. Chase, July 4, 1872, on Milwaukee history. Milwaukee, 1872.
Svo, pp.10.

OLD SETTLERS' CLUB OF MrLWAUKEJGCOUNTY.
G, 1873, by A.G. Miller. Milwaukee, 1873.

Annual address, January

Svo, pp.14.

OLD SETTLERS' CLUB OF MlLWAUIOn•: COUNTY. Annual addres8, January
5, 1874, by A.G. Miller. Puulished by order of the Club. Milwaukee,
1874.
Svo, pp.12.

OLD SETTLERS' CLUB 01" MILWAUKEE COUNTY. An historical poem. Milwaukee's early days. By J. S. Burk. Read before tho Club, January
5, 1874. Milwaukee, 1874.
Svo, pp.16.

OLD SETTLERS' CLUB OF MILWAUKEE COUNTY. Annual address [Reminiscences of Milwaukee County], January 5, 1875, by I. A. Lapham.
Milwaukee, 1875.
Svo, pp.10.

OLD SETTLERS' CLUB OF MIL)VAUKEE COUNTY. Annual address, ,January
4,, 1875, by I. A. Lapham. Milwaukee, 1875.
Svo, pp.10.

OLD SETTLERS' CLUB 01<' MILWAUKEE COUNTY. Increase Allen Lapham.
Biographical sketch, read before the Old Settlers' Club, December
11, 1875, by S.S. Sherman. Milwaukee, 1876.
Svo, pp. SU. Portrait.
295. OLD SETTLERS' SOOIETY OF LA F.A.YET1'E OOUNTY.

OLD SETTLERS' SOCIETY Ol!' LAFAYETTE COUNTY.
Society, June 3, 1874. By M. M. Strong.

Adtlress before the

From LaFayette County Democrat, Juno 12, 1874.
296. OLD SETTLERS' SOCIETY, R.A.CI'NE COU'NTY.

OLD SETTLERS' SOCIETY, RACINE COUNTY. Historical address before the
Sqciety, by C. E. Dyer. Also constitution, by-laws, and list of members. Racine, 1871 .
12mo, pp. 84.
On tho settlement of the different towns in Racine County.

OLD SETTLERS' SOCIETY, RACINE COUNTY. Early days at Racine, Wis.
Intended as a response or as emendations to a part of Charles E. Dyer's
address uefore the Old Settlers' Society. By au outsider. Racine, 1872.
Svo, pp. 23.

H. Doc. 291--72 .
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297. PARKMAN CLUB, MILWAUKEE.

PARH.;MAN CLUB PUBLICATIOXS, No. 1. Nicholas Perrot. A Study in Wisconsin History. Gardner P. Stickney, Cincinnati, 1895.
8vo, pp. 15.
208. STA.TE HISTORICAL SOCIE1'Y OF lVISCONSlN.

Madison, Wis.

STATE HISTORICAL SOCIETY OF WISCONSIN. Discourse delivered before
the Society at its :first annual meeting, January 15, 1850, at the capitol in Madison. By William R. Smith. Madison, 1850.
8vo, pp. 53.

STATE HISTORICAL SOCIETY OF WISCONSIN. Address by M. L. Martin
before the Society, January 21, 1851. Green Bay, 1851.
12mo, pp. 44.

STATE HISTORICAL Soci:ETY OF WISCONSIN. Thircl annual address. Delivered March 16, 1852, before the Society. By Lewis N. Wood.
Madison, [1852].
8vo, pp.17.

STATE HISTORICAL SOCIETY OF w ·IscoNSIN.
Vols . I- XIII. Madison, 1855- 1888.

Reports and Collections.

8vo. Eleven volumes.
With Vol. XI the title was changed to Collections.
Vol. I.
First .Annual Report and Collections. 1855. pp.160.
Vol. II. Second .Annual Report and Collections. 1856. pp. 548.
Vol. m. Third .Annual R eport and Collections. 1857. pp. 547.
Vol. IV. R eport and Collections. 1859. pp. 508.
Vol. v.
Report and Collections. 1868. pp.438.
Vol. VI. Report and Collections. 1872. pp. 504.
Vol. VII. Report and Collections. 1876. pp. 495.
Vol. VIII. Report and Collections. 1879. pp. 511.
Vol. IX. Report and Collections. 188.l. pp. 498. Portrait.
Vol. X. Report cincl .Collections, with general index to Vols. I-X. 1888. pp. 558.
Vol. xr. Collections, editecl and annotated by R. G. Thwaites. 1888. pp. xiii, 548.
Vol. xn. Collections, edited and annotated by R. G. Thwaites. 1892. pp. xix,
498. Portrait. Plan .
Vol. XIII. Collections, edited and annotated by R. G. Thwaites . 1895. pp. xi,
(1), 515.
CONTENTS.

Vol.I. GreenBayin1726; J.Gorrell'sjournal; Green Bay in 1816-17, byJ. W.
Biddle; .A. tour through Wisconsin in 1832, by C. Whittlesey; Legend of the
Winnel1agoes, by R. W. Haskins; Early times in Wisconsin, 1849, by II . .A.. Tenney; Calumet County, by T. C:nnmuck; Richland County, by I. S. Haseltine;
Wisconsin geographical names, by .A.. Brunson; Indian names, by J. Hathaway;
Indian nomenclature of northern Wisconsin, by JI. Calkins; Reminiscences of
Wisconsin, by .A.. F. Pratt.
.
Vol. IL Ea::ly times and events in Wisconsin, by J . H. Lockwood; Narrative of
J. Shaw; Memoir of T. P. Burnett, by .A.. Brunson; Pioneer life in Wisconsin, by
D. M. Parkinson; Pekatonica battle controversy, by C. Bracken; Strictures upon
Ford's Ilistory of the Black Hawk War; .A.dvent of New York Indians into Wisconsin, by .A.. (}. Ellis; Early history of Kenosha County, by J. Lothrop; Wisconsin : rise and progress, with notices of Mineral Point and Richland County, by
S. Taylor; Legend of the Red Banks.
Vol. m. Eulogies on J. G. Percival ; W . .A.. White; Early Jesuit missionaries in
the Northwest by J . Law; Indfan tribes of ·wisconsin , by J. G. Shea; Tbo Cass
manuscripts, translated by C. ·whittlesey; .Antiquities of Wisconsin, by "\V.
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Barry; ll collections of\Vii;consin , 1,y .A. Grig11ou; lteminiscenccs of th Northwest, by R. F. Il. Wetherell; 'l'ho Chippewas of Lake 'uporior, by R. E. :Morse;
Early history of Kenosha, by L Frank; .Ac ount of i11 first s ttl men t of
Kenos11a by W. Mygatt; Early history of Green County; Sketch of \Vhitewater;
The "Upper Wisconsin II country, by .A.G. Ellis; 'ketch of J>rescott aud l'ierce
counties, by O. Gibbs, jr., and C. E. Young; Iludson and its tribu1ary r gio11, by
T. D. Ilall; Now London and tho surrou11dil1g country, by A. J. Lawson; \Visconsin and her internal 11avigation.
Vol. iv. Origin of tho .American I11dia11s, by J. Y. Smith; Recollections of Wisconsin since 1820, by E. Childs; RccolloctJio11s of t110 early history of nol'thoru
Wis onsin, by Il. S. Baird; Early history of \Yisconsin, by A. J3runson; Commol'cial history of Milwaukee; Sketch of tho Brothertown Indians, b y 'l'. Cammuck;
Tho Stockbridge Indians, by C. Marsh; Various sp ech sand papers, by J. W.
Quinney; Early times in Sheboygcn County, by Il. Rubl o; Jearly vents in tho
Four-lake country, by C. B. Cl1apma11; North astern boundary of 'Wisconsin;
P ublic-laml surveys; The man-shaped mounds, by J. A. Lapham; Death of 'l'ecumseh, by A. Brunson; Lacrosse ancl Monroe 001 111 ties, by M. McMilla11; Tho htitudo aud longit~de of Milwaukee, Prairie du Chien, Racine, and Madison, by J.
D. Graham.
Vol. v. Reports, 1860-1860; Eulogies on J. W. Ilunt and L. P. Ilarvey; Canadian
documents; Early days at Prairie un Chien, by W. J. Snelling; Th Winnebago
war of 1827, by T. L. McKenney; Early reminiscences of Wisconsill, by.I. n.
Fonda; Early history of' education in \Visconsin; Ilistory of school supervision
in Wisconsin, by W. C. Whitford; Life aucl services of J. D. Doty, by A. G.
Ellis; Reminiscences of Ilolein the Day, by J. T. Cla1·k; General Cass at Ste.
Mario in 1820.
Vol. vr. Reports, 1869-1872; Life of B. F. Ilopkins, by D. Atwood; Memoir of
G. D. Elwood, by V. D. Ilastings; Civil life of W. A. Barstow, by E.W. Hunter;
Military services of W. A. Barstow, by E. A. Calkins; Events in the life of
C. Durkee, by M. Frank; Life of G. Hyer; The Northwest in 1817, by S. A. Storrow; Journal of a voyage from St. Louis to the Falls of St. Anthony, 1819, by
T. Forsyth; Capt. J. Carver, and "Carver's grant; 11 Early history of the leacl
region, by M. Meeker; Western Wisconsin in 1836, by S. M. Palmer; Eleazer
Williams and the lost prince, by J. Y. Smith; Reminiscences of the first l10uso
and :first family of' Madison, by W. Il. Canfield; Early reminiscences of Madison,
by J. G. Knapp; Na ming of Madison, and Dane County; Michel St. Cyr; Green
County pioneers, by A. Salisbury; Remimscences of Rock County, by I. T.
Smith; Early reminiscences of Janesville, by H. P. Janes; Pioneer history of
Walworth County, by C.M. Baker.
Vol. vn. Reports, 1873-1876; Prehistol'ic Wisconsin, by J. D. Butler; Westphalian medal, 1848, by J. D. Butler; Discovery of the Mississippi, by J. G. Shea;
Memoir of Charles do Langlade, by I. Tasse; Notice of Match e ke wis, the captor of Mackinaw, by L. C. Draper; Northern Wisconsin in 1820, by J. D. Doty;
Fifty-four years' recollections of Wisconsin, by A.G. Ellis; Fur trade and factory system at Green ]3ay, 1816- 1821; E. D. Benchard's vindication; Early
Western days, by J. 'l'. EJ.ngston, and others; Personal narrative, by J . T. De la
Ronde; Pioneer life in Wisconsin, by H. Merrell; Memoir of H . S. Baird, John
Catlin, J. Y. Smith; Wisconsin n ecrology, 1874- 75, by L. C. Draper.
Vol. vur. Ancient copper mines of Lake Superior, by Jacob Houghton; Prehistoric copper implements, by E. F. Slafter; Ancient copper implements ; Pictured
cave of Lacrosse Valley, byE. Brown; Additional notes on tho Lacrosse cave, by
J. A . Rico; Notes on Jean Nicolet, by B. Sult6; Early historic relics of tho
Northwest, by J. D. Butler; Tradition of the Fox Indians, 1730; Langlade
papers, 1737-1800; Incident of Chegoimegon, 1760; Capture of Mackinaw, 1763,
by L. J. Portier; Green Bay and the frontiers, 1763-1765; Indian wars of Wisconsin, by M. M. Strong; Wisconsin in 1818, by E. Tanner; Reminiscences of the
Northwest, by A. B. Bristol; Early times at Fort Winnebago, by S. Clark;
Recollections of Eleazer Williams, by A.G. Ellis; Early exploration and settlement of Juneau County, by J. T. Kingston; 'l'he Swiss colony of Now Glarus,
by J. Luchsingel'; 1Visconsin necrology, by L. C. Draper.
1
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Vol. IX. Index of papers; Synopsis of annual report, 1880-1882; Emblematic
mounds in Wisconsin, by S. D. Peet; A mound near Boscobel, by C. K. Dean;
Portraits of Columbus, by .J. D. Butler; Early historic r elics of. the Northwest, by
J. D. Butler;_ Lake Sakaegan, i.ts identity ; Personal narrative of T. G. Anderson;
T. G. Anderson's journal, 1814; Prairie du Chien documents, 1814-15; Traditions
and recollections of Prairie du Chien, by B. W. Brisbois; Indian customs and
recollections, by Mrs. H. S. Baird; Ju memoriam, C. C. Wasbburn; Sketch of
C. H. Larrabee, by L. C. Draper; Pioneer settlement of Sheboygan County, by
.J. E. Thomas; Sketch of William Farnsworth, by M. L. Martin; Memoir of H. D.
Barron, by S. S. Field; Sketch of C.H. Purple, by S. D. Clark; William Hull and
S. Clark, byE. A . Calkins; Character of L.B. Vilas, by A. B. Braley; Necrology of
Wisconsin, 1876-1881, by L. C. Draper.
Vol. x. Officers, 1883-1885; Synopsis of annual report, 1883-1885; Jean Nicolet,
by F. H. Garneau and .J.B. Ferland, with notes by B. Sulte; De Lingerie's expedition against the Foxes, 1728, by Emanuel Crespel; French fortifications near
the mouth of the Wisconsin; ' ' Hold the Fort, " by J. D. Butler; Tay ho be rah,
the Four-lake country, first white footprints there, by .J. D. !Butler; Lawe and
Grignon papers, 1794-1821; Papers of T. G. Anderson, British Indian agent;
Indian campaign of 1832, by H. Smith; Reminiscences of the Black Hawk war, by
Robert Anderson; incidents of the Black Hawk war, by C. Whittlesey; Battle of
Pekatonica, by M. G. Fitch; Notes on the Black Hawk war, by P. Parkinson;
Sketches of Indian chiefs and pioneers of the Northwest, by .John Shaw; Causes
of the Black Hawk war, by Orlando Brown; Black Hawk scraps; Robert S. Black
and the Black Hawk war, by G. W . .Jones; R eminiscences of Wisconsin in
1833; Col. Henry Gratiot, a pioneer of Wisconsin, by E. B. Washburn; A. P.
Gratiot's narrative; Early Wisconsin exploration· and settlement, by ,J. Sutherland; Notes on early Wisconsin exploration, by E. D. Neill; French fort at
Prairie du Chien, a myth, by C. W. Butterfield; Early French forts in western
Wisconsin, by L. C. Draper; Autograph collections of the signers of the Declaration of Indepenclence, by L. C. Draper; Sket ch of A. Proudfi.t, by B. .J. Stevens;
Memorial sketches of 0 . M. Conover; Wisconsin Necrology, 1879-1882, by L. C.
Draper; General index to Vols. I-X.
Vol. xr. Contents: Officers, 1888; Preface; Jean Nicolet,interpreter and voyageur in Canada, 1618-1642, by Henri Jouan; Bibliography of Nicolet, by C. W.
Butterfield; Important Western papers, 1671-1787; Radisson and Groseileiers in
Wisconsin; Papers from the Canadian archives, 1778-1783; Haldimand collection;
Thompson Maxwell's narrative, 1760-1763; Narrative of Andrew .J. Vieau, sr.;
Antoine Le Clair's stat ement; George P. Delaplaine's statement; Prairie du
Chien, in 18ll, by Nicholas Boilvin; Capture of Fort McKay, Prairie du Chien,
in 1814, by Douglas Brymener; Dickson and Grignon papers, 1812-1815; Letter book
of Thomas Forsyth, 1814- 1818; Prairie du Chien in 1827, by .Joseph M. Street;
American Fur Company invoices, 1821-22; Sketch of Morgan L. Martin, by R.
G. Thwaites; Narrative of M. L. Martin; Early days in Jefferson County, l1y EW. Keyes; .Alexander Mitchell, the :financier, by J. D. Butler; The boundaries of
Wisconsin, by R. G. Thwaites; Local government in Wisconsin, byD. E. Spencer;
Index.
Vol. xu. Contents: Lyman Copeland Draper, by R. G. Thwaites; Papers from
the Canadian archives, 1767-1814; Robert Dickson, the Indian trader, by E. A.
Cruikshank; American Fur Company employees, 1818-19, by R. G. Thwaites; Mc·
Call's journal of a visit to Wisconsin in 1830; The story of the Black Hawk war,
by R. G. 'l'.hwaites; Papers of Indian Agen t Boyd, 1832; How Wisconsin came by
its large German element, by K. A. Everest; The planting of the Swiss colony at
New Glarus, by .John Luchsinger; A rare Wisconsin bark, by T. L. Colo; Geographical names in Wiscon sin, Minnesota, and Michigan, having a Chippewa
origin, by C. Verwyst; The Wisconsin Winnebagoes, by M. Poquette; Missions
on Chequamegon Bay, by .J. N. Davidson; Early schools in Green Bay, 1818-1832,
by .R. G . Thwaites; Index.
Vc>l. xur. Contents: Events at Prairie du Chien previous to American occupation, 1814, by A.. E. Bulger; The Bulger papers [in relation to the siege, capture,
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ancl occupation ol' l'rairi dn 'hil'n in 1814 181(;); Last dtt,pi of tho British :1t l'rnfrio clu 'hicm, hy A. K Bulg<•r; l'ap<'rs of' ,1aml'11 Duly; OfliC'ial ,io11rnal, 1820, of'
exp dition wilh Casll rwcl Schoolcraft; Territorial orgam:r.ation of' \Vi1-1ro1111in; 1''1r11t
T erritorial consus for JB:16, by R. G. '.I.'hwait 'fl; Notcfl on nrly lend mining in thn
Fev r (or Galena) Iliv1•r region, hy R G. 'J'hwnitos; Significance of th ka<l aml
shot traue in early \Viscon!lin llislory, hy O. n. Libby; ' hronido of tho Ifrlona
shot towor, l>y O. G. Libby; Tho Bol~ian!l of 11orthr:u1t \V'iHronsin, hy ":wirr
Marlin; Tho r;iory of Chcq11amcgon Jla,r, by It.(}. 'l'hwaii<•f!; Jfo1ioric sitos on
Chrquamegon Ilay, by C. Yrrwyflt; Arrival of Amoric:rn troops at Grrrn Hay jn
1816; N arrativo of .'poon Drcornh ; Nnrrniivo of Wnlki11g Clott<l; 1'opnlatio11 of'
Brown Connty, Jnno, 1830; In<fox.

STAT:R TlIST0RI 'AL , ocrwrY OF WISC'OXSIX. ½woitor Jn,l1res-Boricht nrnl
Snimmlungen dor IIistorif;chen Ges,~llHclrn/'t <les Rtn,at es \Vi Rconsin.
Fiir das Jahr 1855. Zweiter B:tn<l. Milwa uk<- e, 1856.
8vo, pp. v ii , 501.

STATE HISTORICAL So rnTY OJ~ WI. C0NSIN. An :tppeal to tho pnl,lic for
a building fund for tho Soci ety, Septeml>or 15, 1862. [Ma,lil:ion, 1862.J
8vo,pp. 7.

STATE II1sT0RICAL SocrnTY OF ,vrsco,Tsrn. Tho ntility of tho stu<ly of
genealogy. Paper roa,1 heforo tho oxecuti ve committee of t he Society,
July 9, 1862. By Daniel S. Durrie. [Maclison, 1862.J
8vo,pp. 8.

STATE HISTORICAL SOCIETY OF WISCONSIN. At1'1r sses of I. A. Lapham
and Edward Salomon at the dedication or the rooms in tlle south
wing of tbe capitol for the Stato Historical , 'oci ety of Wisconsin.
January 24, 1866. Maclison, 18G6.
8vo, pp. 31 (1).

STATE HISTORICAL SOCIETY OF WISCONSIN. Catalogue of the picture
gallery. Madison, 1866.
8vo, pp.11.

STATE HISTORICAL SocrnTY OF ,viscoNSIN. Annun,l address before tho
Society, January 23, 1867 : "History of the people, as illuRtratecl 1)y
their monuments." By Anthony Van Wyck. Maclison, 1867.
8vo, pp. 2!l.

STATE HISTORICAL SOCIETY OF WISCONSIN. Tho influence of history on
individual and national action. Annual address lJefore the Society,
January 30, 1868. By Paul A. Chadbourne. Madison, 1868.
8vo, pp. 22 .

STATE HISTORICAL SocrnTY OF WISCONSIN. The history and <levelopmont
of races. Annual address before the Society, February 23, 1869. By
Harlow S. Orton. Madison, 1869.
Svo, pp. 32 (1).

STATE HISTORICAL SOCIETY OF WISCONSIN. Proceetlings, December 12,
1865-December 18, 1866. January 3, 1867. December 29, 1868. Ja,nuary 1, 1869.
Broadside.

STATE HISTORICAL SOCIETY OF WISCONSIN. Sketch of the life, character,
and services of B. F. Hopkins. Read before the Society, November 15.
·
1870. By David.Atwood. Madison, 1870.
8vo, pp.18.
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STATE HISTORlCAL SOCIETY OF w·IsCONSIN. Territorial legislation in
Wisconsin. Annual address before the Society, February 4, 1870. By
M. M. Strong. Madison, 1870.
Svo, pp. 38 (2).

STATE HISTORICAL SOCIETY OF WISCONSIN. The Northwest during the
Revolution. Annual address before the Society, January 31, 1871.
By Charles I. Walker. Madison, 1871.
8vo, pp. 46.

STATE HISTORICAL SOCIETY OF WISCONSIN. The early outposts of Wisconsin. Paper reatl before the Society, December 26, 1872. Green
Bay for two hundred years, 1639-1839. [Ann&ils of Prairie du Chien.]
By Daniel S. Durrie. [Madison, 1872. J
8vo, pp. 12, 15.

STATE HISTORICAL SOCIETY OF WISCONSIN. The birthplaces of Americanism. Annual address before the Society, January 30, 1873. By
Charles D. Robinson. Madison, 1873.
8vo, pp. 24.

STATE HISTORICAL SOCIETY OF WISCONSIN. Catalogue of the library.
Prepared by Daniel S. Durrie and Isabel Durrie. Vols. I-VI. 1873-1885.
Madison, 1873-1885.
8vo. Six Yolumes.

STATE HISTORICAL SOCIETY OF WISCONSIN. Prehistoric Wisconsin. By
James D. Butler. Annual address before the Society, February 18,
1876. [Madison, 1876. J
8vo, pp. 31. Plate .
.Also, Westphalian medal, 1648.

STATE HISTORICAL SOCIETY OF WISCONSIN.
Twenty-first annual report. Madison, 1875. pp. 8.
Twenty-second annual r eport. Madison, 1876. pp. 16.
Twenty-third annual report. Madison, 1877. pp. 18.
Twenty-fourth annual report. Madison, 1878. pp. 31.
Twenty-fifth annual report. Madison, 1879. pp. 28.
Twenty-sixth annual report. Madison, 1880.· pp. 31.
Twenty-seventh annual report. Madison, 1881. pp. 31.
Twenty-eighth annual r eport. Madison, 1882. pp. 42.
Twenty-ninth, thirtieth, and thirty-first annual reports. Madison, 1885. pp. 55.
Thirty-second annual report. Madison, 1886. pp. 24.
Proceedings of thirty-fourth annual meeting, with the thirty-third annual
report. Madison, 1887. pp. 32.
Proceedings of thirty-fifth annual meeting, with the thirty-fourth annual report
aud .J. D. Butler's memorial address on Alexander Mitchell. Madison, 1888. pp.
66. Portrait.
Proceedings of the thirty-iiixth annual meeting, with thirty-fifth annual report;
and address of F . .J. Turner, on" The character anu influence of the fur trade in
Wisconsin." Madison, 1889. pp. 98.
Proceedings of the thirty-seventh annual meeting, with the thirty-sixth annual
report, and memorial address. Madison, 1890. pp. 113.
Proceedings of the thirty-eighth annual meeting, with thirty-seventh annual
report. Madison, 1891. pp. 96.

STATE HISTORICAL SOCIETY OF WISCONSIN. Proceedings of the thirtyninth annual meeting, December 10, 1891, with fiscal reports. The
annual report of the executive committee. Memorial address, by Reuuen G. Thwaites, on Lyman Copland Draper; and memorial sketch, by
A. M. Thomson, on Asahel Finch . Madison, 1892.
8vo, pp. 100. Portrait.
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8TATF. Ill TORl AL O rnTY 01•' \VIHCOXHI... ' , Pro• eclings at th fortieth
annual meeting, De ·ember 8, 1892, with fiscal reports. Th annual
rnport of t he executive committee; ancl th following :ulclr s c : Daniel
Steele Dorrie, by James Davis Butler; 1 cgro slavery in \Viscorn,in, uy
John Nelson David on; ,Jared Uomstock Gregory, uy Silas U. Pinney;
The Northwest in t he IHLtiou, by Theodore Roosevelt. Madison, 1893.
8vo, pp. 99. Portr111t.

STAT]~ HISTORICAL SocrnTY OF \VIHCONSIN. Proco clings of tho State Historical Soc iety of \Visconsrn at its forty-sccon<l. annna,l moctiug, held
December 13, 189.J., with liscal reports. The annual r port of ib executive committee; ancl the following :ulclrcsses: Early shippi 11 g on
Lake Superior, by Jame · Davis Butler; The Pree- 'oil part y in vViscousin, by Theodore Clarke Smith. PublU.1cd accordiug to l aw. Madison, 1895.
8vo, pp. Hi2.

STATE HISTORICAL SOCIETY 01)' WISCONSIN. Proceedings at its forty-first
annual meeting, h eld December 14, 1893, with fiscal reports. The
annual reports of the executive committee; and thefollowin°· addresses :
Prehistoric pottery, 1Uddle Mississippi Valley, by James Davie Butler;
Prehistoric remains in the St. Francis Valley, by William J. Seever;
The significance of the frontier in American history, by F rederi ck
Jackson Turner; A brief history of the elective franchise in \Visconsin, by Florence Elizabeth Baker; The financial history of Wi. cousin
Territory, by Matthew Brown Hammond.; Copper currency in Louisiana in colonial times (1721-1726), by G. Dovron. Madison, 1894.
8vo, pp. 173. P lates.

STATE HISTORICAL SOCIETY OF \VISCONSIN. Catalogue of the picture
gallery of the Society. January, 1878. [Madison, 1878.J
8vo, pp. 16.

STATE HISTORICAL SOCIETY OF WISCONSIN. [Circular in regard to the
objects of the Society.] December 1, 1879.
Broad side.

STATE HISTORICAL SOCIETY OF WISCONSIN. Prehistoric implements. An
open letter to the Historical Society of Wisconsin. By Edmund F.
Slafter. Boston, 1879.
8vo, pp.15.
R eprinted from the New England 1Iiato1-ical ancl Genealogical Register, January,
1879.

STATE HISTORICAL SOCIETY OF WISCONSIN. The Swiss colony of New
Glarus. By John Luchsinger. With additional notes, by J. J. Tschudy.
Madison, 1871.
8vo, pp. 35.

STATE HISTORICAL SOCIETY OF WISCONSIN. The pictured cave of La
Cr~sse Valley, near West Salem, Wis. First published by the Historical Society of Wisconsin. By Edward Brown.
In American Antiquarian, Vol. II, pp. 257-265. Cleveland, 1880.

STATE HISTORIC.AL SOCIETY OF WISCONSIN. A biographical sket ch of
Charles H. Larrabee. By Lyman C. Draper. Madison, 1882.
8vo,pp,25.
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STATE HISTORICAL SOCIETY OF WISCONSIN. Memorial addresses on the
life and character of C. C. Washburn, late governor of Wisconsin.
Before the Society, July 25, 1882. Madison, 1883.
8vo, pp. 41. Portrait.

STATE HISTORICAL SOCIETY OF WISCONSIN. The charter and revised statutes relating to the Society. Also the constitution and by-laws.
Madison, 1884.
8vo, pp.18.

STATE HISTORICAL SOCIETY OF WISCONSIN. Henry Gratiot, a. pioneer of
Wisconsin. Address before the Society, November 13, 1884. By E. B.
Washburne. Madison, 1884.
8vo, pp. 210-239.

STATE HISTORICAL SOCIETY OF WrscoNSI
Biographical sketches of
Lyman C. Draper and Mortimer Melville Jackson. Madison, 1887.
T .

8vo, pp. 58. Portraits.
The first sketch is by Reuben G. Thwaites and the second by Consul W . Butter
field .

STATE HISTORICAL SOCIETY OF WISCONSIN. Catalogue of books on the
war of the rebellion, and slavery, in the library of the Society. Madison, 1887.
8vo, pp. (2) 61.
Forms class list No. 1.

STATE HISTORICAL SOCIETY OF WISCONSIN. Alexander Mitchell, the
financier. Address before the Society, January 5, 1888. By J. D.
Butler. Madison, 1888.
8vo, pp. 24.

-

STATE HISTORICAL SOCIETY OF WISCONSIN. The boundaries of Wisconsin; with a general historical survey of the division of the N ortbwest
Territory into States. Illustrated by eleven maps. By Reuben G.
Thwaites. Madison, 1888.
Bvo, pp. 449-501.

Reprinted from Vol. xr, Wisconsin Historical Collections.

STATE HISTORICAL SOCIETY OF WISCONSIN. Early days in Jefferson
County. By Elisha W. Keyes. Edited and annotated by Reuben G.
Thwaites. [Madison, 1888.]
Reprinted from Vol.

XI,

Wisconsin Historical Society Collections.

STATE HISTORICAL Socrn:TY OF WISCONSIN. French fort at Prairie du
Chien; and Tay cho pe ra, the Four-lake country. By J. D. Butler,
LL. D. Madison, 1888.
8vo, pp. 37.

STATE HISTORICAL SOCIETY OF WISCONSIN. Local government in Wisconsin. By David E. Spencer. [Madison, 1888. ]
Bvo, pp. 503-512.
Reprinted from Vol.

XI,

Wisconsin Historical Society Collections.

STATE HISTORICAL SOCIETY OF WISCONSIN. Reminiscences of Morgan L.
Martin, 1872-1887. Edited and annotated, with biographical sketch,
by Reuben G. Thwaites. [Madison, 1888.J
8vo, pp. 377-415.
Reprinted from Vol.

XI,

Wisconsin Historical Society Collection,.
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STATE HISTORICAL SOCIETY OF WISCONSIN. The character and influence
of the fnr trade in "Wisconsin. By Frederick J. Turner, A. M. An
address before the Society, January 3, 1889. [Madison, 1889.J
Svo, pp. (1) 52-98.

STATE HISTORICAL SOCIETY OF WISCONSIN. An essay on the autographic
collections of the signers of the Declaration of Independence and of
tho Constitution. From Vol. x, Wisconsin Ristorioal Society Collections.
Revised and enlarged. By Lyman C. Draper. New York, 1889.
8,o, pp. 117. Portrait. Large paper.

STATE HISTORICAL SOCIETY OF vVISCONSIN. First triennial catalogue of
the portrait gallery of the Society. Compiled by R. G. Thwaites and
D. S. Durrie. Madison, 1889.
8vo, pp. 56.

STA.TE HISTORICAL SOCIETY OF vVISCONSIN. William Francis Allen.
Memorial address before the Society. By D. B. Frankenbnrger.
Madison, 1890.
8vo, pp.11.

STA.TE HISTORICAL SOCIETY OF WISCONSIN. Governor Nelson Dewey.
Memorial address before the Society, January 2, 1890. By Silas W.
Penney. Madison, 1890.
8vo, pp. 12.

STATE HISTORICAL SOCIETY OF WISCONSIN. Preliminary notes on the
distribution of foreign gronps in Wisconsin. By Reuben G. Thwaites.
Madison, 1890.
8vo, pp. (1), 6G-78.

STATE HISTORICAL SOCIETY OF WISCONSIX. The higher education of the
people. By H. B. Adams. Address, January 28, 1891. Madison, 1891.
8vo, pp. 30.

STATE HISTORICAL SOCIETY OF WISCONSIN . List of periodicals in tl10
library of the SoGiety that are indexed in Poole's'' Index to Pcrio<licnl
Literature," 1882; supplement to same, 1882-1 87, and "Cooperativ
Index to Periodicals," 1887-1890. January, 1891.
8.o, pp. 4. No title page.

STATE HISTORICAL SOCIETY OF WISCON IN.
fissions on Che<Jnan1
Bay. By John Nelson Davidson, A. M. :\faclison, 1 92.

on

8vo, pp. l!J.
Reprinted from the Collections, Vol. xn.

STAT~ HISTORICAL SOCIETY OF WISCONSIN', The plan ing- of th,• • 'w iHH
·ngrr
faclison 1, !J2.
colon y of New Glarus, ·w is. By J oh n l ~nc b 1
•
8vo, pp.47.

STATE HISTORICAL SOCIETY Olt' WISCON,
Theodore Lee Cole. Ma<lison, 1892.

IN.

A rar \Vis 011'lin hook.

Hy

8vo, pp. 7.
}\eprinted from the Collections, Vol. XII.

, 'pr.on<l tri1•1111i : I 1·111, In •111
STATl1' HISTORICAL SOCIETY ()I<' ·wr. (' 0 ."" rn. ('11n1pilP1l II\' I' 11111•11 <,nlil
of the portrait gallery of th ,'ocidy.
Thwaites. Macfo;on, 1892 ,
Svo, pp. xii, 74,
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STATE HI!3T0&ICAL SOCIETY OF WISCONSIN. Bibliography of Wisconsin
authors; being a list of books ancl other publications, written by Wisconsin authors, in the library of the State Historical Society of
Wisconsin. Prepared, uncler the direction of Reuben Gold Thwaites
and Isaac Samuel Hammond, by Emma Alethea Hawley. Madison,
1893.
8vo, pp. vii (1), 263.

STATJJ: 'HISTORICAL SOCIETY OF WISCONSIN. How Wisconsin came by its
large German element. By K. A. Ernest. Madison, 1892.
8vo, pp. 38.

STATE HISTORICAL SOCIETY OF WISCONSIN. Lyman Copeland Draper.
A memoir. By Reuben Gold Thwaites. [Madison, 1892.]
8vo, pp. (2) 22. Portrait.
Reprinted from Vol. xn of Wisconsin Historical Collections.

STATE HISTORICAL SOCIETY OF WISCONSIN. TheNorthwestinthe nation.
Biennial address before the Society, January 24, 1893. By Theodore
Roosevelt. Wisconsin State Historical Society, 1893.
8vo, pp. (li 42-99.

STATE HISTORICAL SOCIETY OF WISCONSIN. Prehistoric pottery from
Missouri and Arkansas in the museum of the Society. (1) Prehistoric
pottery-Middle Mississippi Valley, by James Davie Butler. (2)
Prehistoric remains in the St. Francis Valley, by William J. Seever.
(3)- Locality list of the Seever pottery collection. Madison, 1894.
8vo, pp. 9. Plate. Cover title.
299. VNIVERSlTY OF WISCONSIN.

Madison, Wis.

UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN. Bulletin of the University of Wisconsin.
Economics1 political science, and history series. Vol. 1, No. 1. The
geographical distribution of the vote of the thirteen States on the
Federal Constitution, 1787-88. By Orin Grant Libby. Madison,
June, 1894.
8vo, pp. vii, 116. Two maps.

UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN. Bulletin of the University. Economics, politiaal science, and history series . Vol. 1, No. 2. The finances of the
United States from 1775 to 1789, with especial reference to the budgets. By Charles J. Bullock. Madison, June, 1895.
8vo, pp. 157.

HISTORICAL AND POLITICAL SCIENCE ASSOCIATION OF THE UNIVERSITY
OF WISCONSIN. The corrupt use of money in politics, and laws for
its prevention. A paper read before the Association by C. M. Gregory.
Madison, 1893.
8vo,pp. 25.
300. WISCONSIN PIONEER .ASSOCIATION.

WISCONSIN PIONEER ASSOCIATION. Historical address before the Association and the surviving members of the constitutional eonvention
of 1846-47, on the early history of Wisconsin, July 16, 1~79. By
G. B. Smith. Madison, 1879.
8vo, pp. 22.
Sacond annual meeting, .July 1, 1880, at Madison. Madison, 1880.
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DOMINION OF CANADA.
301. OH.ATE.A UGU.AY LITERARY AND HISTORICAL SOCIETY.

Montreal, Canada.

CITATEAUGUAY LITERARY AND HISTORICAL SOCIETY. An account of the
battle of Chateauguay, being a lecture delivered at Ormstown, March
8, 1889, by W. D. Lighthall. With some local and personal notes by
"\V. Patterson. Montreal, 1889.
8vo, pp. 32. Map. Portrait.
302. ELGIN HISTORICAL A.ND SCIENTIFIC INSTITUTE.

St. Thomas, Ontario.

ELGIN HISTORICAL AND SCIENTIFIC INSTITUTE. Historical sketches of the
county of Elgin. Published by the Elgin Historical and Scientific
Institute, St. Thomas, Ontario. The Tinies print, 1895.
8vo, pp. (4) 44, 17, 46 (5). Folded map. Portraits.
303. LITERARY AND HISTORICAL SOCIETY OF QUEBEC.
[French title: Societc Litteraire et Historique de Quebec.]
Quebec, Canada.

LITERARY AND HISTORICAL SOCIETY OF QUEBEC. Voyages de decouverte
au Canada, 1534-1552, par Jacques Quartier, le Sieur de Roberval,
Jean Alphonse de Xanctoigne, etc. Suivis de la description de Quebec
en 1608, et de divers extraits relativement au lieu de l'hivernement de
Jacques Cartier en 1535-36. Avec gravures facsimiles. Quebec, 1843.
8vo, pp. iv, 130.

LITERARY. AND HISTORICAL SOCIETY OF QUEBEC. Transactions. Vols.
I-IV. New series, parts 1-20. Sessions, 1876-1891. Quebec, 1829- 1891.
Vol. I, 1829, pp. xxxvi, 261, 72 (1) !) plates. Vol. II, 1831, pp . (4) iii, 444, (1), v,
(3), folded map. Vol. m, 1837. Vol. IV, 1843. Vol. v, 1861. New series, part l,
1863, pp, 20, 118; new series, part 2, 1864, pp. (4) 160; new series, part 3, 1865, pp. (4)
155; new series, part 4, 1866, pp. 163 (6); new series, part 5, 1867, pp. 83 (3); new
series; part 6, 1869, pp. 68, 12; new series, part 7, 1870, pp. 138, 13 (2); new series,
part 8, 1871, pp.187, 23 (1); new series, part 9, 1872, pp.132, 29 (3); new series, part 10,
1873, pp. 111, 18 (4); new series, part 11, 1875, pp.150, 17 (4). Sessions of 1876-77, 1877;
pp. 179, 40. Sessions of 1877-78-79, 1879; pp.160, 23, viii. Sessions of 1879-80, 1880;
pp.130. Sessions of 1880-81, 1881; pp. xix, xxxiv, 144. Sessions of 1881-82, 1882;
pp. 173. Sessions of1882-83, 1883; pp. 118. Sessions of 1883 to 1886, No.18, 1886;
pp. 56. Sessions of 1887 to 1889, No.19, 1889; pp.176. Sessions of 1889 to 1891, No.
20, 1891; pp. 178.
Vol. I. Inaugural address on the early civil and ecclesiastical juridical history
of France, hy .r. Sewell; The geology of Lake Superior, by II. W. Bayfield; On
coloring materials produced iu Canada, by W. Green; Meteorological phenomena
in Canada, by Captain Bonny castle; Notes on the Sa_guenay country, by A. Stuart;
Rocks and minerals of Upper Canada, by Captain Bonnycastle; Geology of the
L abrador coast, b y Lieutenant Badrlelay; Geognosy of the Saguenay country;_
On the ancient Etruscans, by .A.. Stuart; Notes on the country about the Falls oi
Montmorenci, by W. Green; Rec nt shells which characterize Queb_ c; .Tonrnoy
across the continent of North America, by an Indian chi f; .Amen<'an plants,
described by Charlevoix; Myrtas cerifera, 1,y W. Green; Asiatic origin of th
North .American Indians, by Major MerC'er; Crickets in Cana<!a, l,y J. ;1Ial ;
Catalogue of Canadian plants; Catalogue of mineralogical coiloction b longwg to
the Society.
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Vol. II. Coral animals in the Gulf of St. Lawrence, by Captain Bayfield; St.
Maurice expedition in l 829; Processes used in dyeing among the Huron Indians,
by W . Green; Sketches of the Tete de Boule Indians, by J. A.dams; Plants of
Lower Canada, by W. Sheppard; On l ength and space, by D. Wilkie; Geognosy
of St. Paul's Bay, by Lieutenant Baddeley; Grammar of the Huron language;
Sur le canon de bronze trouve en 1826, sur en bane de sable, dans le :fleuve St.
Laurent, par A. Berthelot; Remarks on the country lying between rfrers St.
Maurice and Saguenay, by Lieutenant Ingall; Notes upon the dark days of Canada, by J. Sewell; Topographiual notices of the country between the mouth of
the Rideau and Penetanguishine, by A. Shireff; Textile substances used 1,y
Indians; Letter of Cotton Mather on witchcraft; Plan raisonn6 d'eclucation general et permanente, par J. F. Perrault; On stoves used in Russia, by J. Sewell;
Localities of metallic minerals in the Canadas, by Lieutenant Bacllleley; Catalogues, etc.
Vol. III. On the temperature, fogs, and miraii:es of the river St. Lawrence, by
W. Kelly; Abstract of meteorological journal kept at Cape Diamond, Quebec,
1824-1831, W. Kelly; Theory of parallel lines, by D. Wilkie; Plants of Canada, by
W. Sheppard; On the Magdalen Islands, by R. E. Baddeley; Pigments of Canada;
Medical statistics of Lower Canada, by W. Kelly; Some Canadian song birds, by
Mrs. Sheppard; Inscription found. in the heart of a growing tree, by W. Sheppard; Mineral water from Gaspe; Ancient document relating to Acadia; St.
Paul's Island, by Adams; Temperature of springs at Quebec, by W. Kelly; Travertine or calcareous tufa, by H. D. Sewell; Canadian etymologies, by A. Stuart;
Geological sketch of southeastern portion of Lower Canada, by Lieutenant Baddeley; Meteorological journal kept on Lake Superior in 1824; Meteorological
r egister at Cape Diamond, 1832-1834; Ancient English and Anglo-Saxon language
by Dr. Fisher; On some extraordinary forms of mirage, by W. Kelly; Notes
upon the country in the vicinity of Quebec, by H. D. Sewell; On the effect of
cl earing ancl cultivation on climate, by W. Kelly; Method of preventing liquid
condensation of smoke, by W. Sheppard; On the temperature of the water of the
Gulf of St. Lawrence, by W. Kelly; Prize essay on the hyperboreans, by A . W.
Cochran; Habits of the salmon, by Dr. Henry; Thoughts on civilization, by A.
Stuart; Oration by Rev. D. Wilkie.
Vol. IV. On modes of reducing distances between the moon and the sun, by
Judge Fletcher; Investigations of the rules in Justice Fletcher's paper, by V.
Dain try; On the establishmon t of a general system of education in Canada, by D.
Wilkie; Notes upon the Massasagua, a species of rattlesnake, by .A.• Sewell;
Notes on the coast of Labrador, by S, Robertson; On the Menobranchus lateralis,
by W. Sheppard; On the nat.ural history of the American black bear, by G . M.
Douglas; Analysis of Georgian spring water, by A. Hall; Notes on Esquimaux
Bay, by W. H. A . Davies; Minerals which decrepitate with heat, by F. H. Baddeley; Notes on Ungava Bay, byW. H. A. Davies; Measures adopted in 1775-1786
to check St. Paul's Bay disease, by A. W. Cochran; The twenty years' siege of
Candia, by E. T. Fletcher; lfosources of Anticosti, by A. K. lfoche; Water
power of Quebec, by E . D. Ashe; * * * Meteorological observations at Quebec,
1853-54, by Lieutenant Noble; Russian America, by A. K. Rocho; The social
condition of the coast of Labrador, by N. H. Bowen; Reminiscences of tlie
boundary survey between Canada and the United States, 1843-1845, by F. N. Boxer.
New series, part 1. Opening address by J. Langton, president, pp. 20. Weights
and measures, by R. S. M. Bouchette; On a lately discovered manuscript of S3muel Champiain, by T. D'Arcy McGee; Note on some emendations in the text of
Shakespeare, by E. A. Meretl.ith; The capabilities of the harbor of Quebec, by C. M.
Tate; The grain trade, by A. Harvey; Up the River Moisie, by E. Cayley; Danger from the substitution of benzole for turpentine in paint, by S. Sturton; A few
thoughts on the botanical geography of Canada, by S. Sturton, pp. 20, 118.
New series, part 2. Opening address by J. Langton; Gold fields of Nova Scotia,
by Dr. Anderson; Gold fields of Canada, by Rev. Mr. Douglas; Note on an incident of early Canadian history [Champlain's expedition of 1615], by .J. Langton;
Coleoptera and Diptera of Quebec, by W. Couper; Motions of tho top, teetotnm,
ancl gyroscope, by E . D. Ashe; Tho census of 1861, by .J. Langton; 'l'ho 11resent
state of the gaols of Canada, by E. A. Meredith; The orders, suborders, and genera
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of insects, by W. Couper; Re::1 ults of observations for determination of 1,he latitude
of Quebec observatory, by E. D. Ashe. Pp. (4) 4, 160, 186.
Now series, part 3. 1865. Opening "address by J. Langton; Copper mining in
Canada East, by H. Williams; The ancient Scandinavians, their maritime expeditions, their discoveries, and their religion, by P. C. Sinding; Schleswick-Holstein,
question, by P. C. Sinding; Short school time, by E. A. Meredith; On two mummies from ancient Egypt, by J, Douglas; The lost island of Atlantis, by E. T.
FletcJrnr; On the secular changes of magnetic declination in Canada, from 1790
to 1850, by E.T. Fletcher; On some early records of the magnetic declination in
North America, byJ. Langton. pp. (4) 155.
Now series, part 4. 1866. Opening address, by J. Douglas; On the coke-like
substances or '' altered bitumen'' found at Port Levis, by W. J. Anderson; On
the history of literature, by J. M. L e Moine; On the history of Canada, by J. W.
Cook; On Canadian literature, by H. Fabre; On some of the fishes of the St.
Lawrence, by F. W. G. Austin; On the birds of Canada, by J.M. Le Moine; On the
measurement of heads in ethnological investigations, by J. Langton. Reports,
etc. pp. (7) 163.
Now series, part 5. 1867. On solar spots, by E. D . .Ashe; On Canadian history and biography, and passages in thellives of a British prince and a Canadian
seignieur, Duke of Kent and L. De Salaberry, by W. J . Anderson; On the
future commercial policy of British North America, by T. H. Grant. Reports, etc.
pp. (2) 83.
New series, part 9. Transactions, session of 1871-72. Contents: Southern
Africa and the Kaffirs, by R. E. Robertson; Artillery retrospect of the last great
war, by T. B. Strange; The siege and capture of Quebec in 1775-76, by W. J.
Anderson; Geometry, mensuration, and the stereometrical tableau, by C. Baillairge; The archives of Canada, by W. J. Anderson; Reports, etc . Quebec, 1872.
pp. (3) 29, 132.
New series, part 10. Transactions, session of 1872-73. On some additional incidents in connection with the siege of Quebec, in 1775-76, by W. F. Coffin; A.
whaling voyage to Spitz bergen in 1818, by J. Douglas; Historic medals of Canada,
by A. Sandham; Canadian chorography and topography, and the services of the
late Jean Baptiste Duberger; Reports, etc. Quebec, 1873. pp. (4) 18,111.
New series, part 11. Session1:1 of 1873-74 and 1874-75. Contents: Sieges and the
changes produced by modern weapons, by Lieutenant-Colonel Strange; Early
French settlements in America, by J. Langton; The present state ofliteraturo in
Canada, byJ. Douglas; Currency, with reference to card money in Canada during,
the French domination, by J. Stevenson; Some things belonging to tho settlem ent of the Ohio Valley; Reports, etc. Quebec, 1875. pp. (3) 17, 150.
Transactions, session of 1870-7i. Centenary feto, on memorial of the celebration of the centennial anniversary of the siege of Quebec, 1775-76; The Justiniall
pandects, their origin, progress, and completion, by R. S. M. Bouchette; Tho currency of Canada after tho capitulation, by James Stevenson; Presidential elections in the United States and tho manner of conducting them, byW. C.Ilowells;
Tlie sparrows, by William Kirby; Reports, etc. Quebec, 1877. pp. 40, 174.
Transact ,ons, sessions of 1877-78-79. Contents: Opening address, by James
Stevenson, president; Ilistoiro do In, Societe, par L. P Turcotte; Liste des publications de la Societ6; Report of the delegates sont to Ottawa Literary Convention,
1877; The aborigines of Canada, under the British Crown, with a glance at their
customs, characteristfrs, and history, by W. Clint; "Emerson, tho thinker," by
George Stewart, jr.; Address b y Society to Francis Parkman ; Catalogu~- ?f bil'd1:1,
m edals, woods, etc., in the museum oftl10 Society. Quebec, 1870. pp. vrn, 23, l60.
1.'ransactions. sessions of 1870-80. Contont1:1: List of prcsi<lent1,1 from 18~1 to
1880 ; The archiYes of Canadit; Ilistorical documents 1mblisbccl ~y tl'.o 0 _<· 1 ty,
1824-1880; Glimpses of Quebec, 1740-1750, by J. hl. Le Moino; 01:1tncb f armwgat
Cape of Good Ilope, by A.Jephson; Tho causo and commeucomcnt
between Great l~ritain and America in J812, by Jaroc1:1 St vi•nson; 1co • Ill
Concord mystic, by Gc,orge Stewart,~~- l'P· 1~0Franco 1535-18 o, hy ,f. )f.
Transaotions, sessions of 1880-81. I~LO Scot !ll,ro;
b
Jt1•port11, tc .; 'l'llf
L e Moine; Origi n of tho ahoriginos of Canada, hy · amp , • l.U.
seignioral manor of tho first i;cignem· of l3oauport. 1881. Pl ·

f u;, '~t1r
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1'-ransactions, sessions of 1881-82. Inaugural address of President .J. M. Le
Moine, on Edinburgh, Rouen, York; The maritime provinces, their origin and
inhabitants, by.John Harper; Thoreau, the hermit of Walden, by George Stewart,
jr.; Reports, etc. Quebec, 1882. pp. 173,
Transactions, sessions of 1882-83. Great explorers before Columbus, by .John
Reade; The origin and development of the Greek drama, by John Harper; The
genius and life-work of Longfellow, by George Stewart, jr.; Reports, etc. 1883.
pp. 118.
Transactions. No. 18. Sessions of 1883 to 1886. Reports; Memoires; Histoire
du Canada, par l 'abbe de Belmont. Reprinted from the Collection de memoires,
publishecl by the Society in 1840. 1886. pp. 56.
Tran8actions. No. 19. Sessions of 1887 to 1888. Reports; Our library, by F. C.
Wiirtele; An elementary discussion of the nebular h ypothesis, by "\V. A. Ashe;
Champlain's tomb, by .J.M. Harper; Histoire abregee de l' eglise paroissiale de
Quebec et des clifficultes qu'il ya eues depuis 1644 jusqu'en 1771; Inscription sur
une plaque de cuivre trouvee dans les fondations d'un mer qui separaitlejardin du
chitteau St. Louis du Fort de Quebec, 1850; Notes sur l e cbateau St. Louis (incendie
en 1834) et l e chateau Haldimand ou Vieux chateau, par E. Gagnon. pp. (2) 176.
No. 20. Sessions of 1889 to 1801. The Royal William, pioneer of ocean steam
navigation, by A. Campbell; The English Cathedral of Quebec, by .F. C. Wiirtele;
Journal of the voyage of the Brunswick auxiliaries from Wolfenbiittel to Quebec,
by F. V. Melsheimer; Index of the letters, papers, and historical do cuments
published by _the Society, 1829-1891, by F. C. Wiirtcle. 1891. pp. 178, xlix.
No. 21. Sessions of 1891 to 1892. The war of 1812 in connection with the army
bill act, by James Stevenson. 1892. pp. 29, 79. Facsimile.

LITERARY AND HISTORICAL SOCIETY OF QUEBEC.
in the library of the Society. Quebec, 1864.

Catalogue of the books

8vo, pp. 114 (22).

LITERARY AND HISTORICAL SOCIETY OF QUEBEC. Manuscripts relating
to the early history of Canada. Historical documents. Series 1-5.
Quebec, 1866-1877.
Series 1, No. 1. M emoires sur le Canada, depuis 1749 jusqu'a 1760; en trois
parties, avec cartes et plans lithographies. Quebec, 1838. pp. (4), vii, (2), 207.
Same. Reimpression, 1873, pp. ;-ii, 207.
Series 1, No. 2. Collection de memoires et de relations sur l 'histoir e ancienn e
du Canada cl'apres les manuscrits recemment obtenues des archives et burei:.ux
publiques en France. Quebec, 1840. Various paging. 8vo.
Contents: Memoil'e sur 1'6tat present du Canada, 1667, pp . 7; M6moire sur le
Canada, 1736, pp.14; Consid erations sur l' etat present du Canada, 1758, pp. 29 (3);
Ilistoire du Canada, par M. l'abbe de Belmont, 1608- 1700, pp. 36; Relation du
siege de Quebec en 1759, pp . (2) 21; J·ugement impartiel sur les operations militaires de la campagne en Canada en 1750, pp. (2) 7; Refledions sornmaires sur le
comro(lrce qui s'est fait en Canada, 1755, pp. 7; Histoire de l 'eau -de-vie en Canada,
1705, pp. (2) 24.
Series 1, No. 3. Voyages cle decouverte au Canada, entre les annees 1534 et 1542,
par Jacques Quartier, Le Sieur de Roberval, J oan Alphonse de Xanctoigne, etc.,
suivis de la description de Quebec, et d e ses environs en 1608, et d e divers extrait8
relati vement au lieu de l 'bivernement de Jacques Quartier en 1535-36. Avec gravures fac-similes. Reimprimes sur d'anciennes relations. Quebec, 1843. 8vo, pp.
iv, (2), 130.
Series 1, No. 4. Memoire du sieur de Ramezay, commandant ii, Quebec, au suj et
de la reddiLion de cette ville, l e 18 septembre 1759. Quebec, 1861. pp. (4) 84,, 38.
Series 2. Manuscripts relating to the early history of Canada. Quebec, 1866.
Variously paged. 8vo. Contents: .Journal of the siege of Quebec, by M. Frazer,
pp. 37; .Journal du siege de Qu6bec en 1759, par Jean Claude Panet, Montreal,
1866, pn. 24; The campaign ofLouisbourg, 1750-1758, by Chevalier Johnstone, pp.
28; A dialogue in hades; A parallel of military rrors, of which the French and
English armies were guilty during the campaign of 1759 ju Canada, pp. 55; The
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campaign of 1760 in Canada, pp. 24; The invasion of Canada in 1775, by Henry
Caldwell, pp. 19; Capture of Quebec in 1759, Journal, pp. 19.
Series 3. Third series of historical documents. 1871. 8vo. Contents: Histoire
du Montreal, 1640-1672; et abrege de la mission de Kente, ouvrage attribue a F.
Dollier du Casson, pp.128; Journal des operations de l 'armee americaine, lors de
invasion du Canada en 1775-76, par J.B. Badeaux, pp. 43; Recueil de ce qui s'est
passe en Canada au sujet de la guerre, tant des .A.nglais que des Iroquois depuis
l'annee 1682, pp. 82; Voyage d'Iberville, Journal du Voyage fait par deux fregates
du Roi La Badine et Le Marin, 1698, pp. 48; Journal of the siege of Quebec,
1760, by James Murray, pp. H.
Series 4. Manuscripts relating to the early history of Canada, fourth series, 1875,
8vo; Journal of the expedition up the St. Lawrence, 1759, pp. 21; General orders in
Wolfe's army during the expedition up the St. Lawrence, 1759, pp. 56; Siege de
Quebec en 1759, par J. C. Pan et, pp. 31; Journal of the siege and blockade of
Quebec in 1775 and 1776, by P. Daly, pp. 25.
·
Series 5. Fifth series of historical documents, 1877, pp.152. Various short papers
on the war of 1812.

LITERARY AND HISTORICAL SOCIETY OF QUEBEC. Siege of Quebec on
December 31, 1775. The centenary fete of the Literary and Historical
Society, held December 29, 1875. Quebec, 1876.
8vo, pp. (2) 104. Elevep. views . One folded plate.

LITERARY AND HISTORICAL SOCIETY OF QUirnEC. Origin of the aborigines of Canada. A paper read before the Literary and Historical
Society of Quebec by Prof. J. Campbell. Quebec, 1881.
8vo, pp. (4) xxxiv, 33.
Twenty-five copies reprinted from the Transactions.

LITERARY AND HISTORICAL SOCIETY OF QUEBEC. Thoreau, the hermit
of Walden. A paper read before the Society, March 7, 1882, by George
Stewart, jr. Quebec, 1882.
8vo, pp. (3) 30.
Fifty copies printed.

LITERARY AND HISTORICAL SOCIETY OF QUEBEC. Report of the council
for the year ended twelfth January, 1869. Quebec, 1869.
8vo, pp.12.

LITERARY AND HISTORICAL SOCIETY OF QUEBEC. Index of the lectures,
papers, and historical documents published by the Society, and also
of the names of authors, together with a list of unpublished papers
read before the Society, 1829 to 1891. Compiled by Fred. C. Wiirtele,
librarian. Quebec, 1891.
8vo, pp.49.
304. Ll'l'ERA.RY A.ND SOIENTIFIO SOOIETY OF HA.MILTON, ONT.ARIO.

IIamilton, Ontario.

LITERARY AND SCIENTIFIC SocrnTY 0l!' HAMILTON, ONTARIO. Cause and
effect in history. A paper read before tho Society by L. R. Klemm.
n.p.,n.d.
12mo, pp. 16.

LITERARY AND SCIENTIFIC SOCIETY 01!' IlAMILT0N, ONTARIO. Evolution
in history. A paper read before the ociety by L. R. Klemm. n. p.,
n.d.
12mo, pp. 15.
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305. LUNDY'S LANE HISTORICAL SOCIETY.
Welland, Canada.

LUNDY'S LANE HISTORICAL SOCIETY. The battle of Lundy's Laue, 18V
An address before the Society, October 16, 1888. By A. B. Crui1
shank. Welland, 1888.
8vo, pp. 40. Plan.

LUNDY'S LANE HISTORICAL SOCIETY. The story of Laura Secord, 181:
By Sarah Anne Curzon. Toronto, 1891.
8vo, pp. 15. Published under the auspices of the Society.

LUNDY'S LANE HISTORICAL SOCIETY.

[Publications.]

The battle of Lundy's Lane, 1814; The battle of Queenston Heights, pp. 4
The battle of Beaver Dam; The fight in the Beech woods, pp. 24; The story
Butler's Rangers, pp. 114. By Capt. E. Cruikshank.
The story of Laura Secord (1813) and Canada, in memoriam (1812-1814), by Mr
S. A. Curzon.
The Sorvo::1 family (1726 to 1812), by Wm. Kirby, F. R. S. C.
A loyal sermon of 1814, preached in Stamford, near Lundy's Lane, by Re
John Burns.
Niagara, one hundred years ago, by Janet Carnochan.
A centenary study, by Rev. E. J. Fessenden.
The Annual Reports of the Society; Brief account of the battle of Lund_y
Lane, 1814, by Sir R.H. Bonnycastle, knight ; Accounts of reinterments of sc
diers of 1812, found in 1891 and 1893, respectively, with addresses on each occ
sion; Laura Secord of 1813, photogravure, with brief sketch; An appeal to pu
lie and high schools; Monument fund; Laura Secord.
306. NUMISMATIC AND ANTIQUARIAN SOCIETY OF MONTREAL.
Montreal, Canada.

NUMISMATIC AND ANTIQUARIAN SOCIETY O.B' MONTREAL. Descriptive ca
alogue of a loan exhibition of Canadian historical portraits and oth•
objects relating to Canadian arcbreology. H el<l in the Natural Hi
tory Society's building, by the Society. In commemoration of tl
twenty-fifth anniversary of the foundation of the Society, Deccmb•
15, 1887. Montreal, 1887.
8vo, pp. (4) 80.
307. SOCIE'l.'E llISTORIQUE DE MONTREAL.

SOCIETE HISTORIQUE DE MONTREAL.
sons 1-8. Montreal, 1859-1880.

Memoires de la Soci6t6.

The first numbers read: M emoires et· documents relatifs

SOCIETE HISTORIQUE DE MONTREAL. Memoires.
de MM. Dollier et Galinee. Montreal, 1875.

Livra

a l'histoiro du Canad

6m~ livraison.

Voyai

8vo, pp. (2), 84.

SocrETE HrsTORIQUE DE MONTREAL. Memoires. 7°livraison. Voyage •
Kalm en Amcrique, anal yse et tracluit par L. W. Marchand. Montre~
1880.
8vo, pp. (6), xvi, 168 (1).
Thia livraison consists of tho Analysis.
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SocrETE HIST0RIQUE DE MONTREAL. Memoires. 8e li vraison. Voyage de
Kalmen Amerique, analyse et traduit par L. W. Marchand. Montreal,
1880.
8vo, pp. (6) 256 (1).
This livraison consists of the Traduction.

SOCIETE HIST0RIQtJE DE MONTREAL. Memoires. 9e livraison. Les veritables motifs de Messieurs et Dames de la Societe de Notre-Dame de
Montreal [pour la conversion des sauvages de la Nouvelle-France].
Montreal, 1880.
8vo, pp. xlvii, 94 (1) .
'' Cet ecrit parut en 1643, en un volume de 127 pages in-4to, imprime
vraisemblablement, mais sans nom d'imprimeur, ni de lieu."

a Paris tres

308. SOCIETY FOR HISTORICAL STUDIES.

Montreal, Canada.

SOCIETY FOR HISTORICAL STUDIES. The fall of New France, 1755-1760.
By Gerald E. Hart. With portraits and views in Montreal, artotype.
1888.
Small 4to, pp. vii (2), 175.
"The present pages form the subject of a paper read before one of the sessions
of the Society." (Introductory note.)
<!09. HISTORICAL AND SCIENTIFIC SOOIETY OF MANITOBA.

Winnipeg, Manitoba.

HISTORICAL AND SCIENTIFIC SOCIETY 01<' MANITOBA. Transactions and
proceedings, from its organization, in 1879, till the close of the year
1888-89, being Transactions 1 to 34 and annual reports for 1880 to 1888.
Winnipeg, 1889.
CONTENTS .

No. 1. The causes of the rising in the Red River settlement. By A. McArthur.
1882. pp. 12.
No. 2. The Arctic regions and Hudson Bay route. By John Rae. 1882. pp.11.
No. 3. Gleanings from the geology of the Red River Valley. By J'. H. Panton.
1882.
No. 4. Winnipeg country: Its discovery and the great; consequences resulting.
By Rev. Professor Bryce. 1883. pp. 9.
No. 5. The Sioux language. By W. A. Burman. 1883. pp. 4.
No. 6. Sour0es of Northwestern history. W. Dennis. 1883. pp. 4.
No. 7. Transactions No. 1, session 1883-84. Navigation of HuJison Bay and
straits. By C. N. Bell. 1883. pp. 4, 3.
No. 8. Transactions No. 2. In rr!emoriam. Late A. K. Isbi~ter. By Rev. Professor Bryce. 1883. pp. 4.
No. 9. Transactions No. 3. Notes ancl comments on Harmon's Journal 1800-1820.
By Rev. Professor Bryce. 1883. pp. 7.
No.10. Transactions No. 4. Fragmentary leaves from the geologicitl records of
the great Northwest. By J'. H. Panton. 1884. pp. 9.
No. 9. Transactions No. 5. "Our water supply." By Dr. Agnew. 1884. pp. 4.
Nos. 12-14. Transactions Nos. G-8. The Rcrl River, by W. Murdoch; The Red
River, by J'. H. Rowan; The prairie chicken, b y E. E.T. Seton. 1881. pp.18.
No.15. Transactions No.15 (from beginning). Gleanings from outcrops of Silurian strata in the Red River Valley. By J'. H. Panton. 1884. pp.13.

H. Doc. 291--73
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No. 16. Transactions No. 16. Our crop markets, by Colonel Scoble; Pra.irie
:fires, by E. E. '.I.'. Seton. pp.11.
No. 17. Transactions No. 17. Some historical names and places of the Canadian
Northwest. ny C. N . Bell. 1885. pp. 8.
No. 18. Transactions No.18. '.l.'he mound builders . By George Bryce. 1885.
pp.20.
No.19 . Transactions No.19. '.l.'he old settlers of Red River. By George Bryce.
1885. pp. 9.
No. 20. Transactions Ko. 20. Notes on the geology of some islands in Lake Winnipeg. By J. H. Panton. 1886. pp.10.
No. 21. Transactions No. 21. On the proposed change of time marking to a decimal sytem. By R. E.W. Goodridge. 1886. pp.10.
No. 22. 1'ransactions No. 22. '.l.'he Chinook winds and other climatic conditions
of the Northwest. ny A . Bowerman. 1886. pp. ti.
No. 23. Transactions No. 23. A list of the mammals of Manit,oba. By E. E.
'.l.'hompson. 1886. pp. 26.
No. 24. 1'ransactions No. 24. '.l.'he Souris country, its monuments, mounds, forts,
and rivers . By George Bryce. 1887. l'P· 7.
No. 25. Transactions No. : 5. '.l.'he French element in the Canadian Northwest.
By L. Drummond. 1887. pp. 14.
No. 26. Transactions No. 26. '.l.'he footsteps of time in the Rod Rfrer Valley.
By A. McCharles. 1887. pp. 18.
No. 27. Transactions No. 27. A prairie tragedy: '.l.'bo fate of '.l.'homas Simpso11 ,
the Arctic explorer. 13.v A. McA.rthur. 1887. pp. 13.
No.28 . TransactionsNo.28. Ourwinterbirds. By A.McArthur. 1887. pp.12.
No. 29. Transactions No. 29 . Some Red River settlement history. By C. N.
Bell. 1887. pp. 8.
No. 30. 'I.'ransactions No. 30. Sketch of the life of-John '.l.'anner, a famous Manitoba scout. By George Bryce. 1888. pp. 4.
No. 31. Trani;actions No. 31. Henry's Journal, covering adventures and experi ences in the fur trade on the Rell River, 1799-1801. By C. N. Bell. 1888. pp. 9.
No. 32. Transactions No . 32. '.l.'he abortive Fenian raid on Manitoba. By G
McMicken. 1888. pp. 11.
No. 33. Transactions No. 33. Original letters and other documents relating to
the Selkirk settlement-. By G. Bryce and C. N. Bell. 1889. pp. 10.
No. 34. Transactions No. 34. Annual report for 1888. Inaugural address. By
C. N. Bell. 1889. pp. 6.
N OTE.-Continuations follow .

HISTORICAL .AND SCIENTIFIC SOCIETY 01!' MANITOBA. Transactions, Nos.
35 and 37. Continuation of Henry's journal covering adventures and
experiences in the for trade on the Red River, 1799-1801, by Charles N.
Bell. No. 36. Lord Selkirk's deed from the Hudson's Bay Company,
by James Taylor. Winnipeg, 1889.
8vo, pp. 24.

HISTORICAL AND SCIENTIFIC SOCIETY OF MANITOBA. Transactions, Jo. 38.
Two provisional governments iu'M:1nitoba. Containing an account
of the Riel rebellion, with an appendix embodying the four Bills of
Rights -verbatim. By Rev. Professor [G.J Bryce. Winnipeg, 1890.
8vo, pp . 11.

HISTORIC.AL AND SCIENTIFIC SOCIETY OF MANITOBA. Transactions, No. 39.
Land and sea birds nesting withiu the Arctic circle in the Lower Mackenzie River district asobi;erved by Roderick Ross MacFarland. \Vinnipeg, 1890 .
Svo, pp. 35.
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HISTORICAL AND SCIENTIFIC SOCIETY OF MANITOBA. Transactions, No. 40.
The first recorder of Rupert's Land. A paper read before the Society,
May 4, 1890. By George Bryce, LL. D. Winnipeg, 1890.
8vo, pp . 5.

HISTORICAL AND ScrnNTIFIC SOCIETY OF MANITOBA. Transactions, No. 41.
Surface geology of the Red River and Assiniboine valleys. By George
. Bryce, LL.D. Winnipeg, 1891.
8vo, pp. 7.

HISTORICAL AND SCIENTIFIC SOCIETY OF MANITOBA. Transactions, No.
42. Older geology of the Red River and Assinniboin valleys. By
George Bryce, LL. D. Winnipeg, 1891.
8vo, pp. 7 (2).

HISTORICAL AND SCI:ENTIFIC SoctETY OF MANITOBA. Transactions, No.
43. "Seven Oaks." An account of the affair of Seven Oaks. Winnipeg, 1892.
8vo. Plan. Plate.

HISTORICAL AND SCIENTIFIC SOCIETY OF MANITOBA. Transactions, No.
44. The social customs and amusements in the early days in the Red
River Settlement and Ruperts Laud. By John MacBeth. Winnipeg,
1893.
8,o, pp. 7.

HISTORICAL AND SCIENTIFIC SOCIETY OF MANITOBA. Transactions, No.
45. The old Crow Wing trail. By John Schultz. Winnipeg, 1894.
8vo, pp. 32.

Two plates.

Woodcut.

HISTORICAL AND SCIENTIFIC SOCIETY OF MANiTOBA. Transactions, No.
46. Early days in Winnipeg. By George Bryce, LL. D. Winnipeg,
1894.
8vo, pp. 8.

HISTORICAL AND SCIENTIFIC SOCIETY OF MANITOBA. Transactions, No.
47. A forgotten northern fortress. By John Schultz. Winnipeg,
1894.
8vo, pp. 14.
"A history and desc1iption of Fort Prince of Wales, Churchill Harbor, Rudsons Bay."

HISTORICAL AND SCIENTIFIC SOCIETY OF MANITOBA.
The annual meeting, 1880. Broadside.
The annual m eeting, February 8, 1881. Broadside.
The annual meeting, February 14, 1882. Broadside.
Annual report for 1882-83. Annual meeting, February 13, 1883. 1883. pp. 8.
Annual report for 1884-85. Winnipeg, 1885. pp. 7.
Annual report for 1886-87. Winnipeg, 1887. pp. 12.
Annual report for 1887. Winnipeg, 1888. pp. 16.
Annual r eport for 1888. vVinnipeg, 1889. pp. 10.
Annual report for 1889. Winnipeg-, 1890.
Annual report for 1890. Winnipeg, 1891.
Annual report for 1891. Winnipeg, 1892. pp. 10.

HISTORICAL AND SCIE;\'TIFIC SOCIETY Ol•' MAJ.~ITOBA. Annual report for
1892. The social customs ancl amusements in the early days in the
Red River Settlement and Ruperts Land. By John MacBeth. Winnipeg, 1893.
8vo, pp. 23, 7.
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310. NEW BRUNSWICK HISTORICAL SOCIETY.

St. John, New Brunswick.

NEW BRUNSWICK HISTORICAL SOCIETY. The first courts and early judges
of New Brunswick. A paper read before the New Brunswick Historical Society, by J. W. Lawrence, president, November 25, 1874. St.
John, New Brunswick, 1875.
8vo, pp. 31.

HISTORICAL SOCIETY OF NEW BRUNSWICK. Address delivered before the
Historical Society of New Brunswick, in the city of St. John, Dominion of Canada, Ju1y 4, 1883·. By J. Watts De Peyster. New York,
1883.
8vo, pp. 40.

NEW BRTJNSWICK HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Collections. Vol.
New Brunswick. 1894.

1.

Saint John,

8vo, pp. 152.
Contents: Officers and mflmbers; New Brunswick Historical Society, by Clarence ·ward; The King's New Brunswick Regiment, 1793-1802, by Jonas Howe;
The Mangerville Settlement, 1763-1824, by James Hannn,y; Documento relating to
Sunbury County; Da,id Barker's diary, 1770; Justice Perley's court documents;
Report of committee of investigation of claims of old inhabitants, St. John River;
Documents of old Congregational Church at Mangerville.

NEW BRUNSWICK HISTORICAL SOCIETY.
St. John, New Brunswick, 1890.

Loyalists' centennial souvenir.

8vo, pp. 183.
311. NOVA SCOTIA HISTORICAL SOCIETY.

Halifax, Nova Scotia.

NOVA SCOTIA HISTORICAL SOCIETY.
1879-1891.

Collections. Vols. I-IX.

Halifax,

8vo. Nine volumes.
Vol. r. List of officers; Reports, etc. ; Inaugural address, by Governor Archibald;
History of St. Paul's Church, by G. W. Hill; Nicholson's journal of the capture of
Annapolis in 1710; An account of Nova Scotia in 1744; rapers relating to trials
for treason in 1776-77; Thoinas's diary of the expedition of 1755 against the
.A.cadians. 1879. pp. 140.
Vol. rr. Reports, etc.; Proposals for attack on Nova Scotia in 1776-77 ; The :first
council, by T. B. Aikin; Journal of Witherspoon, early settler of Annapolis; History of St. Paul's Church, by G. W. Hill; Memoir of Jam es Murdoch, 1767-1799;
Memoir of Sir Alexander Cooke; Papers relating to the .A.cadian French. 1881.
pp.160.
Vol. m. List of officers, members, rules, etc.; History of St. Paul's Uhurch, Halifax, by G. W . Hill; Winslow's journal of the expulsion of the .A.cadians in 1755;
Government house at Ilalifax, by .A.. G. Archibald. 1883. pp. 208.
Vol. IV. List of officers, members, rules, etc.; Biographical sketch of Samuel
Vetch; Papers connected with the administration of Mr. Vetch, 1710-1713; Journal Col. John ·win slow, of the provincial troops, while engaged in the siege of
Fort Beausejour, 1755; The Province building, by Sir .A.dams Archibald. pp. 258.
Vol. v. List of officers, etc.; The expulsion of the .A.cadians, by Sir .A.dams
Archibald; Gordon's journal of siege of Quebec, 1758 ; Papers read before the
Society since its inception; Papers printed in the Transactions. 1887. pp. 158.
Vol. vr. List of officers, etc.; The .Acadian bonudary disputes and the .A.shburton treaty, by ,Justice Weatherbee; The Loyalists at Shelburne, by T. W. Smith;
Early journalism in Nova Scotia-, by J. J. Stewart; King's College and episcopate
in Nova Scotia; Early history of St. George's Church, Halifax, by F. Partridge.
1888. pp. 154.
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Vol. VII. List of officers, etc.; Vinland, by L. G. Power; Early history of St.
George's Church, Halifax; Papers relating to early history of Church of England
in Nova Scotia; Deportation of negroes from Nova Scotia to 8ierra Leone, by
Governor Archibald; Iu memoriam: J. W. Ritchie. 1891. pp.154 (6).
Contents: Objects of collection; Rules and by-laws; Officers, February, 1895;
Mero bers ; Preface; History of Halifax City, by Thomas B. Akins. 1895. 8vo,
pp. X, 272.
Contents: Objects of collection; Rules and by-laws; List of papers re~d before the
Society since its foundation; Officers, February, 1895; Mero bers; The voyages ancl
discoveries of the Cabotfl, by Rev. M. Harvey; A chapter in the h istory of the
township of Onslow, :Nova Scotia, by Israel Longworth; Richard John Uniacke,
by L. G. Power; Ships of war lost on the coast of Novia Scotia and Sable Islaml
during the eighteenth century, by S. D. Macdonald; Lonisbourg, an historical
sketch, by Joseph Plimsoll Edwards; In memoriam: Sir Adams George Archibald,
Peter Lynch, Francis Parkman; Index to titles and subjects printed in the col- ·
lections of the Society [Vols. I-IX]. 1895. Svo, pp. 207.

NOVA SCOTIA HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Inquiries into the historv of the
Acidian ·parish of Pisiquid. Part 3. The Abbe Casgrain'~ charges
against the Nova Scotia Historical Society and the Record commission. [By Henry Youle Hind.] [Halifax, 1889.]
Svo, pp. 9-32. No title-page.
'' In consequence of misapprehensions respecting the character of this paper and
the subjects of which it treats, a few copies of part 3 have been struck oJf prior
to the publicat ion of the whole paper in the proper form and place."

NOVA SCOTIA HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Proceedings of the Haliburton of
the University of King's College, Nova Scotia. Haliburton: · the man
and the writer. (A study.) By F. Blake Crofton. Windsor, Nova
Scotia. January, 1889.
8vn, pp. 73 (-!).

Portrait.
Contains the substance of two papers read before the Society.

312. NUMISMA.TIO AND AN7'IQUA.RIA.N SOOIETY OJ!' 11WNTllE.AL.

NUMISMATIC.AND ANTIQUARIAN SOCIETY 01!' MONTREAL. The Canadian
Antiquarian and Numismatic Journal. Vol. I. Montreal, 1872-1874.
8vo, pp. 72. Illustration. Plate.
Same. Secoud series, Vols. I, rr. Montreal, 1891-02.
313. PIONEER AND HISJ.'ORIOAL SOOIETr OJi' THE OOUNT.Y OI!' YORK

ONJ.'.ARIO.

J.'oronto, Oanada.

PJONEER AND HISTORICAL SOCIETY OF TRI£ COUNTY OF YORK, ONTARIO.
Centennial of Upper Canada, now the Province of Ontario: the hundredth amiiversary of the establishment of the representative system,
July 16, 1792. A paper read uefore the Pioneer an<l. Historical Society
oftheCounty of York,Ontario. ByHenryScadding. Toronto, [1892].
Svo,pp.10.
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ADDITIONS AND CORRECTIONS.
On page 784 add:
LOUISIANA HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Publications of the Louisiana Historical
Society, New Orleans, La., 1895. New Orleans, 1895.
8vo, pp. 35.
Contents: Report of Prof. Alcee Fortier, as chairman of committee on work and
archfres; Address of President Fortier at annual meeting; Report of John R.
Ficklen, secretary and treasurer; Oration of Dr. B. M. Palmer; List of officers
and members.

L0UISIANA HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Publications of the Louisiana Historical
Society, Vol. I, Part II, 1895. New Orleans, 1895.
Svo, pp. 49, facsimile of Andrew Jackson letter.
Contents: R esolutions on the death of Charles Gayarre; Old Colonial Papers,
by Alcee Fortier; A Relic of the Confederacy, by Thomas J. Semmes; The West
Florida Resolution, by Henry L . Faurot ; A Letter from Gen. Andrew Jackson
(,Tanuary 7, 1815), by William H. Seymour; An Old Manuscript, reviewed by
Grace King.

LOUISIANA HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Publications oftbe Louisiana Historical
Society, Vol. I, Part III 1 1896. New Orlea,ns, 1896.
Svo, pp . 42.
Contents,; List of M~mbers; Minutes of the Secretary; Sketch of Pierre Margry; The West Florida, Revolution; The Capture of Fort Charlotte; The Defenses
of New Orleans in 1797; Letter of Gen. Andrew Jackson (May 19, 1821) ; Publications received .

On page 826, in contents of Vol. I, Publications of the Colonial So<;iety
of Massachusetts, omit "by Washington"; for Edmund G. ·wheelwright
read Edward M. Wheelwright; for Boynton read Baynton; and for center
articles read contribiitions. (Corrections received from the author after the
,vork was stereotyped.)
On page 1135 add:
WILLIAM AND MARY COLLEGE. Quarterly Historical Papers, Vol. III.
Williamsburg~ [1895].
Svo, pp. xxiii (1), 286.
Contents: The Norfolk Academy, by E.W. James; President Madison and Col.
.John '.raylor of Carolina, by A. 0-. Grinnan; Naturalization papers of Nicholas
Yager; A Few Things about our County [Gloucester, Va.), by W. B. Taliaferro;
Inscriptions on tombstones in Gloucester County; Libraries in Colonial Virginia,
by E.W. James; Throckmorton uf England and Virginia, by W. G. Stanard;
Slave Owners in Princess Anne County; .T ournalsof the meetings of the president
and masters of William and Mary College; Will of Sir l'hilip Honywood; The
Colonial Council of Virginia; The Seal of Virginia; Grace Sherwood, the Virginia
Witch, by E.W. James; Tolman Family; The Lightfoot Family; The Peachey
Family; Bacon's Speech at Gr een Spring; Records of Surry County; Lamb Family; Writ of Habeas Corpus; Sir William 'I'hnmpson, byK. M.Rowland; Capt.
William Carver, by E.W. James; Coats of Arms in Virginia; Bruton Church;
'.rbe Jameson :Family; Letters of William Beverley; The Listers of Virginia;
Tombstones in Mathews, N orthii.mpton, and Accomac counties; Shield Family;
Historical and Genealogical Notes; _Index.
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